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THE DEBATES
-OF THEC

SENATE 0F CANADA
FIRST SESSION

CANADA,
ON

-IN THE-

OF THE FIFTH PARLIAMENT OF TUE DOMINION OF

APPOINTED TO MEET FOR DESPATCH OF BUSINESS

THE 8th OF FEBRUARY, 1883, IN THE FORTY-

SIXTH YEAk OF THE REIGN OF

HER MAJESTY QUEEN VICTORIA.

THE SENATE. * NEW SENATORS.

Ottawa, Thursday, Feb. Bth, 1883. The SPEAKER presented to the

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three House, a Return from the Clerk of the
o'clock. Crown in Chancery, setting forth that His

PRAYERS. 
Excellency the Governor-General had
summoned to the Senate,-

THE CLERK OF THE SENATE. JORN O'DONOHOE, Q.C., of the City of
The SPEAKER infornpd the House Toronto ;

that a Commission under the Great Seal
had been granted to EDOUARD JOSEPH JOHN SCHULTZ, of the City of Winni-
LANGEVIN, appointing him the Clerk of peg, in the Province of Manitoba;
the Senate.

The Commission was then read, and Louis R. MASSON, of the Province of

the Clerk took and subscribed the oath Quebec;
of office. JOSIAH BURR PLUMB, of the Town o

MASTERS IN CHANCERY. Niagara, in the Province of Ontario, and

The SPEAKER reported to the Senate Loi ROBITAILLE, of New Carlisle, i
that Commissions under the Great Seal
had been issued, appointing JAMES ADAM-
SON, JAMEs GEORGE AYLWIN CREIGHTON Hon. Messrs. MASSON, PLUMB an
and EDOUARD JOSEPH LANGEVIN, Mas- ROBITAILLE were then introduced an
ters in Chancery, and the said Commis- having taken and subscrîbed the oath
sions were read and ordered to be put office, and made and subscribed t
upon the Journal. declaration of qualification required 1

COMMISSIONERS UNDER THE the British 'North America Act, 186
GREAT SEAL took their seats.

The SPEAKER informecP the House,
that EDOUARD JOSEPH LANGEVIN and
JAMEs ADAMSON, Clerk and Clerk Assis- THE OPENING 0F THE SESSIO
tant of the Senate, had been appointeda
Commissioners under the Great Seal, to h e A s ed the o
administer Oaths to Members of the the following communications
Senate of Canada. OTTAwA, 6th FEBRUAAY, 1883.

Commissions were then read. S,- arn directed by His Excellency
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4 Speech from

Governor-General to inform you that the Chief
Justice of the Supreme Court of Canada. in his
capacity as Deputy Governor, will proceed to the
Senate Chamber to open the Session of the
Dominion Parliament, on Thursday, the 8th
instant, at three o'clock.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your most obedient servant,

F. DEWINTON, LT-COL. R. A.,
Governor-General's Secretary.

The Honorable
The Speaker of the Senate.

OTTAWA. 6th February, 1883.
Si,-I have the honor to inform you, that

His Excellency the Govern6r-General will pro-
ceed to the Senate Chamber, to formally open the
Session of the Dominion Parliament, on Friday,
the 9th instant, at three o'clock.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your most obedient Servant,

F. DEWINTON, LT-CoL. R. A.,
Governor-General's Secretary.

The Honorable
The Speaker of the Senate.

The House was adjourned during
pleasure.

After some time the House was
resumed.

The Honorable WILLIAM JOHNSTONE
RITCHIE, Knight, Commander of Our
Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael
and St. George, Chief Justice of the Sup-
reme Court of Canada, Deputy Governor,
being seated in the Chair on the Throne,

The SPEAKER commanded the Gen-
tleman Usher of the Black Rod to proceed
to the House of Commons, and acquaint
that House. " It is the Deputy Gover-
nor's desire that they attend him imme-
diately in this House.

Who, being come,

The Honorable the SPEAKER said

Honorable Gentlemen of the Senate :
Gentlemen of the House of Commons:

I have it in command to let you know
that His Excellency the Governor-General
does not see fit to declare the causes of
his summoning the present Parliament of
Canada until a Speaker of the House of
Commons shall have been chosen ac-
cording to law, but to-morrow at the hour
of three o'clock in the afternoon, His
Excellency will declare the causes of his
calling this Parliament.

The Deputy Governor was pleased to
retire, and the House of Commons with-
drew.

The Senate adjourned at 3.30 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, February, 9 th, 1883.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 2.30

p. m.

PRAVERS.

NEW SENATOR INTRODUCED.

Hon. W O'DoNOHOE was introduced,
and having taken and subscribed the oath
of office and made and subscribed the
declaration of qualification, took.his seat.

The House was adjourned during
pleasure.

THE SPEECH FROM THE THRONE

His EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR-GEN-
ERAL, being seated on the Chair on the
Throne, was pleased to command the at-
tendance of the House of Commons.

The members of that body preceded by
their Speaker, the Honorable George
Airey Kirkpatrick, appeared at the Bar.
The Honorable George Airey Kirkpatrick
then informed His Excellency that the
choice of the Hous2 of Commons had
fallen upon him to be their Speaker; and
he prayed for the Members thereof the
customary Parliamentary privileges. .

His EXCELLENCY was pleased to open
the FIRST SESSION of the FIFTH PARLIA-
MENT OF THE DOMINION OF CANADA,
with the following Speech :-

Honorable Gentlemen of the Senate:
Gentlemen of the House of Cominions:

It is my pleasing duty on the opening of a new
Parliament to' congratulate you on the auspicious
circumstances under which you will begin your
labours.

Canada is in the enjoyment of peace and pros-
perity, and all her industries, agricultural, manu-
facturing and commercial, are in a healthy and im-
proving condition.

the Throne.(8E NAT E.]



SpeecÀ from [EB. 9, 1883.]

Following the example of my distinguished Pre- I an glad to be able to inform you that the pro-

decessor, I paid a visit of some length to British gress of the Canadian Pacific Railway has been

Columbia last season. quite unprecedented. Traffic can now be carried

The great natural resources of that Province on the main une fron Thunder Bay to within fifty
promi h as at miles of the crossing of the South Saskatchewan,

poise that as soon as the Pacific Railway is ditac o vrnthusdmie.t cn-
completed, an impulse to its prosperity, commen-miles. It is Co
surate w ath the progress made elsewhere, wi l fidently expected that the Rocky Mountains will

be assured. be reached during th present year, and that with-

in the same period substantial progress will be
Meanwhile, the disposal of the lands set aside in made on the Lake Superior Section of the Rail-

aid of the Railway to actual settlers will add to way, and the track laid upon a large portion of the
the importance and wealth of the Province. road now under contract in British Columbia.

While passing through the United States I was I have also pleasure in stating that the traffic on

rejoiced to observe many evidences of regard for the Intercolonial Railway is largely in excess of
the Empire of which this country forms so large any former year, and that the balance in favour

a portion. of the road shows a gratifying increase.

May this friendship, which is so fully returned Gentlemen ofthe Ilouse of Conmos :
by us, be as enduring as it is natural and advan-
tageous to the mutual interests» of both great na- The accounts of the last fiscal year will be
tions. laid before you.

The-steady flow of settlers into Manitoba and Mou will be pleased to learn that, notwithstand-
the North-West Territories last year, and the as- ing the expenditure on Capital account amounted
surances received of an increased immigration to more than seven millions of dollars, the surplus
during the coming season, promise well for the of the Consolidated Revenue, together with th,
early development of those fertile and salubrious proceeds of the sales of the lands in the North-
regions. West during last year, were more than sufficient

It is important that the laws relating to the to cover that expenditure, and that the net debt
representation of the people in Parliament should at the close of the year and the amount of
be amended, and the electoral franchises existing interest paid thereon were less than for the year
in the sverY provinces assinbeilated. A measure previous.
for this purpose will be submitted for your con- The estimates for the ensuing year will also
sideration. be suhmitted. They bave been prepared with al

I amn advised that thejudgment of the Lords of due econom consistent with the necessary de-
the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council de- velopment sef the varied resources of the Do-
livered last june on the appeal of Russedl versuus minion.
the Queen goes to show, that in order to prevente
the unrestrained sale of intoxicating liquors, anthe ar the a

in the severat proincesIasstmirated.Aimeasureîprevsous

for that purpose to regulate the granting of shop, e e i-mat r e ens in y wil l ls o

saloon and taver licenses, legislation by the Do- m itted authorizing the issue of I)ea2ntres bear-

minion Parliament with be necessary d s our ing a rate of interest not exceeding 4 per cent. for
earnest consideration of this important subject the redemption of this r san.

desired. IoJuanon Geutelcapaen ofo Re Seueavr
Vour attention is specially invited Ici a nicasurc Ge',t/iitcn of thec fIonse of- Coilznons

hegulaeing gFactory Laour nd the protection of he subjecis 1 have mentionei to )-ou re of
the workingean and bis faiuily. much importance, and coifiend qheuo rs your

Bis for the consolidation and the amienient consideration with fulîl confidence iii your discre-
f the aws relating to the Cusoms, the Militoi, f ion and pariotis.
and the Public Lands, wilb be laid before you.

Among other measres Bil s wilî be presented was pleased to retire, and the House f
to you respecOing the Civil Service, the AcJs rea Co85mons withdrew.
lating to Banking and the exaarination of Masters
and e atei of vessels navigaing our inland waters. .ihe House resuîned.

the t7rone.



8 [SENATE.]

BILL INTRODUCED.

"An Act relating to Railways."-(Sir
Alex Campbell).

THE ADDRESS.

MOTION.

The SPEAKER reported His Excel-
lency's Speech from the Throne, and the
same was read by the Clerk.

SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved that
the House do take into consideration the
Speech of His Excellency the Governor-
General on Monday next.

The motion was agreed to.

ORDERS ANI) CUSTOMS OF
THE SENATE.

COMMITTEE APPOINTED.

SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved:
"That all the Members present during this

Session be appointed a Committee to consider the
Orders and Custois of this House and Privileges
of Parliament, and that the said Committee have
leave to meet in this House, when and as often as
they please."

The Senate adjourned at 4 p.m., until
Monday next.

THE SENATE.

Otawa, Monday, Feb. 12, 1883.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE ADDRESS.

MOTION.

HoN. MR. ROBITAILLF,-En me
levant pour la première fois dans cette
enceinte, j'éprouve le besoin de réclamer
votre indulgence. Je suis convaincu que
vous me l'accorderez d'autant plus volon-
tiers, qu'il n'y a que quelques jours que
quelques jours que j'ai l'honneur d'occu-
per un siège dans cette honorable Cham-
bre. J'ai été heureux d'entendre Son Ex-
cellence le Gouverneur-Général féliciter
cette Chambre et le pays tout entier suMa

prospérité si remarquable qui règne d'un
bout à l'autre de la Confédération. Et il
m'est bien agréable de pouvoir concourir
dans cette déclaration ; car, j'ai pu voir
par moi-même que cette prospérité n'est
pas limitée aux grands centres manufactu-
riers, mais qu'elle existe aussi chez les cul-
tivateurs et chez ceux qui s'adonnent à la
grande industrie de la pêche.

Son Excellence a pu lui-même juger de
cette prospérité dans son voyage à la Co-
lombie-Britannique ; et cette Chambre a
pu voir que si d'un côté la population de
cette Province éloignée est toujours fidèle
et loyale envers notre Gracieuse Souve-
raine, d'un autre côté nos voisins des
Etats-Unis ont montré envers le Gouver-
neur-Général du Canada les égards et le
respect que nou's montrerions au chef de
l'Exécutif de l'Union Américaine, s'il
visitait un jour notre pays.

Je suis convaincu, honorables messieurs,
que vous avez appris avec satisfaction la
grande immigration de l'année dernière,
et celle qui se prépare cette année à éta-
blir nos terres de Manitoba et des Terri-
toires du Nord-Ouest. Cette immigration
est le résultat nécessaire de cette politique
éclairée qui a engagé le Gouvernement et
le parlement à ouvrir ces vastes régions
au moyen du chemin de fer du Pacifique.
Nous devons nous sentir fiers des progrès
que fait cette grande voie ferrée, et de
l'augmentation si considérable de notre
population. Nous avons là l'assurance
d'une prospérité constante et d'une acces-
sion continue à notre population. La con-
séquence doit nécessairement être la con-
tinuation d'un revenu considérable qui
permet au pays de pourvoir, non-seule-
ment aux dépenses ordinaires, mais en-
core fournit les moyens d'améliorer nos
havres et nos rivières, et d'accorder un aide
bienfaisant à la grande industrie des
pêcheries. Bien plus, nous avons pu l'an
dernier, comme le dit si bien Son Excel-
lence, payer les sept millions nécessaires
pour la construction du chemin de fer du
Pacifique et de nos canaux au moyen de
l'excédant de nos revenus.

Le pays doit se réjouir à la pensée que
cette dépense nécessaire a pu être faite
sans augmenter la dette, et que l'intérêt
sur la dette du pays, au lieu d'augmeiter,
diminue, comme l'indique le discours du
Trône.

En parlant du chemin de fer du Paci-
fique, je ne dois pas oublier, honorables

The Address.
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messieurs, le chemin de fer Intercolonial Excellency the Governor General ta thank His
qu'a procuré aux Provinces Maritimes et Excellency for his gracious Speech at the opening
à la Province de Québec de si grands of the present Session, and further to assure His
avantages. Espérons que le Gouverne- Excellency,-
ment se trouvera bientôt en position de That we receive with much pleasure Mis
pouvoir compléter cette grande voie ferrée, Excellency's congratulations on the auspicious
en en assurant les bienfaits à certaines circumstances under which at the opening of a
régions, qui, en l'alimentant, deviendront new Parljament we shah begin our labours.
plus tard des sources de profit dans l'in-térêt général. That we are gratified by the expression of His

je ne parlera pas, honorables messieurs, Excellency's opinion, that Canada is in the en-des lois de milice, des terres publiques, joyrnent of peace and prosperity, and that ail Herdes douanes et des banques avant que ces industriés e agricultural, manufacturing and com-mesures nous soient soumises. Mais je mercial, are in a healthy and improving condition.
dois déclarer ici que je vois avec satisfac-
tion l'intention du Gouvernement de pré- That we thank His Excellency for informing
senter une mesure pour l'assimilation de us that, following the example of his distinguished
la franchise électorale dans les différentes predecessor, he paid a visit of some length ta
provinces du pays; et aussi une autre ritish Columbia ast season; and for the -
mesure pou perfectionner le service civil, pression of his conviction that the great natural
je suis convaincu que les employés du resources of that Province promise, tbat as soon
service qui forment un corps si capable et as the Pacific Railway is completed, an impulse
si respectable seront heureux de voir que t its prosperity, commensurate with the progres
le Gouvernement et le parlement désirent made elsewbere, wihl be assured, and at nean-
améliorer leur sort. whihe, the disposai of the lands set aside in aid of

Quand a u projet de loi que l'adminis- the Raiway toa actual settlers will add o the im-
tration nous promet au sujet des maîtres portance and weal h of ite Province.
et contre-maitres de vaisseaux dans les That we hearn with great satisfaction thateaux intérieures du Canada, je suis cer- whi e passsing throug the United States mistain que le pays tout entier e réjouira de Excelteoicy was rejoiced n observe many evidences
voir que cette question importante qui in- of regard for the Empire of which this countrytéresse la vie et la propriété, reçoive la feorms so large a portion; and that we concur
considération du parlement. Il en est deisps ofelns set s indo
même d'une autre mesure importante i an welenofth wince,noset t o r-mise vraissu a n les , ship, which is s g fully returned by us, iay be as
nufactures et les industries du pays. Cette as iS is advantageous the
mesure protégera l'ouvrier et sa Il mutual iteress of boh great nations.
en assurant sa sécurité et rendant plus That we share Mis Excellency's belie that the
salubres les édifices où il accomplit son steady flow of settlers into Manitôba and the
labeur. Avant de terminer, honorables North-West Territories last year, and the assur-
messieurs, je ne puis pas omettre de faire ances received of an increased immigration
allusion au paragraphe du discours du during the coming season, promise well for theTrône qui nous annonce que le parlement early development of those fertile and salubriousaura à considérer quelles mesures il con- regions.viendrait d'adopter pour empêcher la
vente sans restriction des liqueurs eni- That we understand that His Excellency has
vrantes, tout en réglant la question des been advised that it is important that the laws
licences d'auberge. Ce sujet est de la relating to the representation of the people in
plus haute importance. Et pour ma part, Parliament should be aniended and the electoral
dans les limites de mon pouvoir, je ferai franchises existing in the several provinces assimi-
en sorte de seconder l'administration dans lated ; and that the measure to be submitted to
ce qu'elle croira être nécessaire pour u4 for this purpose will receive full coasideration.
atteindre ce double but.

We receive with gratification the information
Je remercie cette honorable Chambre that the steady flow of seti12rs mb Manitoba and

de l'attention qu'elle m'a accordée, et je the North-West Territories hast year, and the as-
propose surances received of an increased immigration

That an humble Address be presented to His duaing the coming season, promise well for the
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early development of those fertile and salubrious
regions.

We humbly agree with Your Excellency that it
is important that the laws relating to the repre-
sentation of the people in Parliament should be
amended, and the electoral franchises existing in
the several provinces assimilatèd, and we assure

Your Excellency that our most careful attention

will be given to the measure for this purpose,
which Your Excelleney has been pleased to inform
us will be submitted for our consideration.

We thank Vour Excellency for informing us that
you have been advised that the Judgment of the
Lords of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Coun-
cil delivered last June on the appeal of Russell vs.
the Queen goes to show, that in order to prevent
the unrestrained sale of intoxicating liquors,
and for that purpose to regulate the granting of
shop, saloon and tavern licences, legislation by
the Dominion Parliament will be necessary. In
compliance with Your Excellency's desire, our
earnest consideration shall be given to this im-
portant subject.

Our best attention, Vour Excellency may be
assured, will be given to any measure regulating
Factory Labour and the proteetion of the work-
ingman and his family which may be submitted
to us, and also to the Bills for the consolidation
and amendment of the laws relating to the Cus-
toms, the Militia and Public Lands, which Your
Excellency has been pleased to say will be laid
before us.

It affords us pleasure to learn that among

other measures Bills will be presented to us
respecting the Civil Service, the Acts relating to
Banking, and the examination of Master and
Mates of vessels navigating our inland waters.

We beg leave to assure Your Excellency that
we share the gladness with which your Excellency
has been able to inforin us that the progress of the
Canadian Pacific Railway has been unprecedent.
ed, and that traffic can now be carried on the
main line from Thunder Bay to within fifty miles
of the crossing of the South Saskatchewan, a
distance of over one thousand miles. We also
rejoice to know that it is confidently expected
that the Rocky Mountains will be reached during
the present year, and that within the same period
substantial progress will be made on the Lake
Superior Section of the Railway, and the traclk
laid upon a large portion of the road now undei
contract in British Columbia.

We participate in the pleasure Your Excellency

HON. MR. RoBITAILLE

Address.

also has in stating that the traffic on the Inter-
colonial Railway is largely in excess of any former
year, and that the balance in favour of the road
shows a gratifying increase.

We agree with Your Excellency that the
subjects you have mentioned to us are of much
importance, and we beg to assure Your Excellency
that they shall receive our most careful consider-
ation, and we thank Vour Excellency for the con-
fidence which you have been so graciously
pleased to express in our discretion and patrio-
tism.

HON. MR. O'DONOHOE-I rise to
second the adoption of the address in re-
ply to His Excellency's speech to the
Senate and Commons of our Dominion.
The duty is cast upor. me, not by reason of
any ability of mine, but by virtue of a pre-
vailing usage, that from the most recently
appointed members of your ancient and
honorable House should be taken the
mover and seconder. The clear and exhaus-
tive speech ofthe Hon. Senator from the
Gulf Division who moved the Address,
makes my work in seconding it very light.
Yet when I hear His Excellency's con-
gratulations on the auspicious circum-
stances under which the present Parlia-
ment of the people of Canada com-
mences its labors, so cordially expressed
towards the people of Canada in the in-
troduction of the address, I cannot but,
and I do, invoke the reciprocal sentiments
of the entire Canadian people.

Of the exactness, accuracy and feasi-
bility of this exposition, this graphic pic-
ture, no intelligent citizen of Canada, free
from prejudice, can doubt. It is such a
happy condition of things as perhaps at
this moment no other country in the
world enjoys. Canada! our home, is in-
deed to-day, under the blessings of a kind
Providence and the fostering care and
patriotic efforts of her gifted sons, a land
of peace and plenty. "Esto perpetua."

In 1881, His Excellency made an
arduous journey of exploration through
the fertile plains of the great North West.
He had read and heard reports of its
boundless extent, its great fertility. He,
like Columbus, made up his mind "to see
the land." The knowledge thus acquired
by personal investigation cannot fail, on
being disseminated, to allay prejudices and
to be of inestimable service to Canada.



Feeling still that hià work would not be marked frendliness and attention. The

complete, until, following up the footsteps citizens of the United States are our neigh-
of his illustrious predecessor, he had seen bours, closely connected with us by
Canada from ocean to ocean, in com- country, by blood, and a commonlanguage.
pany with Her Royal Highness he crossed Their interests, commercially and socially,
the American continent and visited that are largely interwovel with ours. Divided
interesting portion of our Confederation, only by a long immaginary boundary line,
British Columbia. When his story of it is the most kindly and cordial feeling should
told we shall hear of a land of inexhausti- ever be maintained between the two
ble coal mines, precious metals, vast for- countries, and I here in the presence of the
ests of the largest pines in the world, and Senate of Canada venture to say that the
in its valleys vast tracts of arable land, good will manifested by the Republic to
with her fisheries on the Pacific coast, the the Governor-General of Canada is re-
richest without any exception, known. ciprocated by equal cordiality and kind-

His Excellency, and his gifted predeces- ness by the entire Canadian people, whose
sor, the Earl of Dufferin, have been but the wish it is that the frontier hne dividing
skirmishers, feeling the way for the great both countries shall never be crossed ex-

army which is sure to follow them. By cept for purposes of mutual friendly
their utterances, not from hearsay, but intercourse, social and commercial. (Ap-
actual observation, the resources of our plause.)
territories will be made known, their Hon. Gentlemen, it is not so remote
account will have credit at home and as to be difficult of recollection when the
abroad. They will tell of our vast wheat policy of the present administration i was
growing region, the prairies of the west, declared in respect to the settlement of the
larger in extent, richer in soil, and capa- North-West,and the prosperous province of
ble of producing, with less labor, a larger Manitoba. The prophetic calculation of
quantity of cereals per acre, than any other the present Premier in regard to the popu-
country on the globe. lation that would as the result of that

In old Canada, the settler on taking up policy follow, was sharply criticised and
land, had before him a work that none even derided. It has proved, however, to
but a man of extraordinarily large and have fallen far within the actual results.
great hope dare encounter. We have now the satisfaction of knowing

The immigrant fromthe British Isles who that an industrious and enterprising pio-
entered upon his lot of land, found on neer population are moving as an advanced
reaching it, that it was a piece of a dense guard to the fertile plains.
boundless forest, with pines that seemed It seems to me unaccountable that while
taller than the grandest church spires in we are possessed of such vast domains free
Europe, and better tied to the soil than to all, that there are, I might say millions
any structure that the art of man ever of our fellow subjects suffering from want
devised. of food. Such are to be found in England

How different the lands to which we itself, in Scotland, and notably in Ireland.
now invite our fellow subjects. The set- Can something not be done to bring this
ter can gather his crop at the end of the suffering people and our lands together ?
first summer, has no forests to clear They will make good settlers. The lands
before he can bring his land into cultiva- of the North-West are suitable to their
tion The climate for the growing experience and they are men that never
months, from* April to September, has a turned their back upon the enemy. They
mean temperature not lower than that of will prove " their country's stay in day
the Lake regions of Ontario, and the ab- and hour of danger."
sence of wind and moisture and light No people on the face of God's earth
snow fall of the winter months, mitigate ever suffered as have the Irish. They are
the rigours of extreme frosts, which serve the victims of alien laws and a
to pulverise the soil and to prepare it for feudal system that should have been long
the reception of seed. ago buried in the debris of the past.

It is most gratifying from this address of In the dark hours of Ireland's ad-
His Excellency to learn that while he was versity, Canada took her by the hand ;
passing through the great American Re- when even the United States refused to
public he experienced from her citizens them a landing in 1847, her immigrants
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were not only allowed to land in Canada,
but were, when stricken down by famine
disease and death cared for by the peo-
ple, at the sacrifice of their lives and health
to the last.

At the beginning of Confederation it
was found most convenient to adopt the
franchises as they then existed in the
respective provinces, as the basis of
parliamentary representation. No attempt
has since been made to evolve a common
rule to govern the whole. While it may
be difficult to agree upon a uniform basis
for the Dominion, it must be obvious that
those who are sent here as representatives
of the united people should be elected
upon the same, or as nearly the same basis
as can be secured. The subject is one of
importance, and worthy the serious con-
sideration of the Legislature; it will, no
doubt, be dealt with in a wise and liberal
spirit.

Ii would appear from the judgments of
the Lords of the Judicial Committee of
the Privy Council, delivered last June in
the case of Russell vs. The Queen, that the
Legislature of the Dominion alone has
jurisdiction over the unrestrained sale of
intoxicants. No measure of more
importance can occupy the attention' of
this honorable House: great deliberation,
research and wisdom are required in
dealing with this most subtle question.
It is, as it seems to me, a sad reflection on
the civilization and boasted progress of
this nineteenth century, that legislatures
authorise the manufacture and sale of
spirits, and condemn as criminals those
who partake of them.

I am gladto see that attentionis specially
given to the protection of the workingman
and his family, and the regulation of factory
labor, although it is scarcely possible that
in a young country like this, with manu-
factures yet in their infancy, any such
serious abuses can exist as have merited
the attention and interference of philan-
throphists in crowded manufacturing
centres. But no doubt such a measure is
at once wise and prudent in advance, and
before abuses have become so extensive
and firmly fixed as to render dealing with
them not an easy mattei.

The Government has shown its atten-
tion to the public wants by foreshadowing
its purpose to make such changes in the
Militia, Civil Service and Public Land
Laws, as experience in their working has
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shown to be necessary, and among them it
is especially worthy of notice that an at-
tempt will be made to render the naviga-
tion of our great inland waters less hazar-
dous to life and property, by requiring
rigid inspection of vessels and due quali-
fication of persons entrusted with their
management. I am rejoiced to think
that in this most laudable pursuit the Gov-
ernment may see its way to extend to our
inland seas-the lakes of Canada-the
marine code which has for a long time
existed and been applied on the ocean,
defining the qualification of master and
mates of steamers and sailing vessels.
Let us hope and trust that such an im-
provement will be made as to prevent in
our inland waters a recurrence of the un-
fortunate and painful events of the last
year.

The progress of the Canadian Pacific
Railway is a subject of profound con-
gratulation to the Government and the
country. Without it our great heritage
in the North-West would have long re-
mained an unpeopled wilderness, value-
less to the Provinces by 'whose money it
was acquired and to the settler who needs
means of disposing of his products which
the railway only could furnish. The wise
policy of the Government is necessary for
the settler ; alternate sections for free and
pre-emption grants in the fertile belt will
secure to him the full advantages of rail-
way communication, and facilitate his
reaching the remoter portions of the
wheat and grazing districts. The Gov-
ernment was fortunate and unselfish in
procuring men with adequate means to
undertake the construction of that im-
mense work, the Canada Pacific Railway.
Already the Government are justified in
the course they adopted, for not only have
the Syndicate performed their obligation,
but a great deal more. These enterpris-
ing men have pushed forward the work
with surprising rapidity, and at a rate far
exceeding that fixed by their contract.
The Government and Syndicate may well
smile at the latest criticism by a leading
journal in Ontario upon the progress of
the work. Why, hon. gentlemen, it is that
the work is pushed forward t-o rapidly !
The Toronto Globe of Saturday last in its
commentary upon the speech from the
Throne, says:-

" We are told that the progress of the Canadian
Pacific is unprecedented; but we are not told
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anything about the aims and objects of the C. P. deny that 'the fiscal policy which prevails,
Company's Construction Company; neither is it has anything to do with it.
confessed, as it should have been, that the build- The clause may or may not be read withing of the road at such excessive speed is injurious
to the country, in that it scatters seulement that deduction. To my mind the result
instead of consolidating it." and the causes are entirely different.

The paragraph in reference to the visit
This reminds me of a story i once of His Excellency the Governor General,

heard of a Frenchman i the Province of occupies properly a prominent place
Quebec, who opposed railways because in this Speech. His Excellency has, nothey frightened the cows, and stopped doubt, drawn attention to the great fertil-
their milk. ity of the valleys of British Columbia and

Surely the millenium is at hand. the undeveloped wealth in the mining in-
It is also a matter of public and general terest of that country, and to many other

importance to hear that the public credit featuresthat presentsogreat an attraction to
is such as to warrant the expectation that settlers. I have no doubt that the Speech
a large 5 per cent. loan, falling due in delivered by His Excellency there, and
1885, will be provided for by the issue of which attfacted in London so much at-
debentures bearing 4 per cent. interest; tention, that the "Times" and other
and the quoted price of our securities in leading newspapers of the day considered
the English money market warrants the it worthy to occupy a position in their
belief that in the hands of our able Minis- columns, and to note with favorable com-
ter of Finance such a loan will be effected ment, will no doubt do much for British
by timely negotiation, and upon terms Columbia.
more favorable than any that have yet His Excellency had in former years
been obtained. expressed opinions of a similar charac-

ter, favorable to the North-West. We
HON. MR. SCOTT.-We always listen know that such speeches attract more at-

with some degree of interest to voices tention in the Old Country than the ut-
which are, for the first time, heard within terances of our own statesmen; they are
this Chamber, and I must say that both regarded, at all events, with a feeling that
the mover and the seconder, on the present they are frankly and truthfully given ; that
occasion, have discharged their duties very they are not over stated, and that they are
creditably. They are both gentlemen, given from an entirely independent stand-
who, I think, give promise of being of point ; to that extent do the speeches ot
some use in this House in future debates. the gentleman who, for the time being, is
They have said nothing very startling or invested with the functions'of the Gover-
striking, that will draw forth any criticisms nor General of this country affect Canada
on ny part most favorably. We know that the

speeches of his predecessor in like man-
I should much prefer not doing so as ner, had immense influence in directing

both those gentlemen are new to us and the tide of emigration to the North-West.
we like to extend a welcome to them cor- The fourth paragraph of the Address
dially and agreeably. There are features very properly draws attention to the civili-
in this speech, however, on which I will ties that were extended to His Excellency
make some observations. In the first and Her Royal Highness the Princess
place, it opens with congratulations that Louise in their tour through that country,
are due to the Government for the peace and while these attentions contributed
and prosperity which prevail throughout very largely to the pleasure of both His
the Dominion. I do not desire to cavil Excellency and Her Royal Highness,
at that statement : on the contrary, we all they may in a larger sense be accepted by
can cordially acquiesce in the proposition Canada as an evidence of the great fiend-
which is submitted for our consideration, ship of the Republic towards this country.
that Canada is in a high state of prosperity There are no small jealousies existing now
at the present moment, but we may differ on the part of the United States towards
as to the causes of this prosperity. I will absorbing Canada. They feel that we are
not say that the clause is artfully put there distinct nations, each working out its own
to. lead the public to suppose that it is due destiny; rivals in commerce only ; but in
to the policy of the Government, but I no way coming into conflict, otherwise
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than in that way which developes the
resources and sharpens the people of
both countries. It is quite true that some
impetuous member of Congress may say
hard things of Canada; but take the
great masses of the population of the
United States, of the fifty millions of
people who occupy that country, certainly
nine-tenths of them feel generously
towards Canada; and although they may
in Congress, during the present Session,
annul the fishery clauses of the Washing-
ton Treaty, they do not do it in an
unfriendly spirit, but because they think
they were outwitted by Canada on a for-
mer occasion. The feeling is fast growing
with that people, and I think with the
people of this country, that the time is
not far distant when the commercial
relations between the two peoples will be
more intimate. I think that is a day that
we should all wish for the early approach
of.

The next paragraph of the Address
adverts to the steady flow of settlers into
Manitoba and the North-West, and to the
increase of immigration. We are all glad
to know that, and we hope that this year
there will be an additional increase. But
this subject of immigration is not- one
that is controlled in any way by us. Our
effôrts are very pigmian in diverting the
flow of emigration from the old world to
this country. We may appoint agents and
publish unlimited pamphlets setting forth
the inducements offered by this country to
settlers, but the real factor in forcing
emigration to America is one that we can
in no way affect ; it is the oppression there,
the scarcity of employment and the high
price of bread, and the knowledge that a
change from the old to the new world will
bring increase of wealth and give advan-
tages to a young family that are not to be
had in the older countries. You will find
Canada gets about her fair proportion of
the emigration to this continent. If we
run over the statistics of the last ten years
we must come to the conclusion that it is
neither the efforts of one government nor
the efforts of another that stimulated or re-
tarded by its policy this emigration to
Canada. You will find the increase pretty
nearly in the same ratio year by year. If
the emigration to the United States was
large in any year, ours was correspondingly
large. We know that more people left
Europe last year than in any other for-this
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continent. Nearly one million of people
left the old world and sought homes on
this continent last year of whomwe probably
got our fair share. We have, in the ratio both
of population and of land, attractions
equal to if not greater than those offered
in the United States; therefore it is but
reasonable that we should get our share of
the tide that flows across the Atlantic, but
the causes of that tideas I said before, are
almost entirely beyond our control. Of
course, it is our duty to advocate, in every
possible way we can, the advantages that
Canada can offer, but at the same time it
is not our acts that give rise to the tide of
emigration ; it is due only to causes that
prevail on the other side of the ocean.

The paragraph of the Address which
adverts to the necessity for a uniform
franchise, is one that does not meet, at all
events, with my approval. I have not
heard that there was any demand on the
part of the people of this country that this
franchise should be aitered. I was under
the impression that it was working satis-
factorily. It certainly, as far as the
administration of the day are concerned,
worked very satisfactorily to them during
the last election. They ought not to be
afraid to trust the people who have given
them so large an assurance of confidence
as they have received from the people of
the Dominion. How is this franchise to
be fixed? Are we to level up to the level
of Ontario, or are we to level down to the
basis of Prince Edward Island, where it
is very nearly manhood suffrage.

We have no power over the institutions
of the provinces. We cannot delegate to
them powers, because they are not
creatures of ours ; we do not create them,
they are entirely independent of us. I
think myself it would have been very much
better to leave the franchise as it stands,
and allow it to be regulated by the several
provinces. If it is to be fixed by a com-
mission issued by the Government of the
day, then I have very little faith in the re-
sult of any such tribunal. Of course, in
anticipation of the machinery that may be
employed, and of the basis that is proposed,
it is impossible for me to predict what the
evils or advantages might be ; but I can
say that the present system is working
satisfactorily. The Government of the
Dominion has at all events been an indif-
ferent factor in the fixing of the franchise
and in the preparation of the voter's list,
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which is a most important matter, and private nature. With the two latter pro-
which should at all times be separated positions we have nothmg to do, and the
from the political government-from the subject of my observations will be limited
government which may have to appeal to therefore, to the first proposition, that is,
that particular list. that this Act infringed on the exclusive

I come now to a paragraph in the Ad- privileges conferred upon the local legis-
dress which, I may say, I am surprised to latures, of legislating with regard to,shop,
find there. It is the seventh clause, in saloon, tavern and other licenses. Now
which His Excellency is made to say: what is the language of their Lordships' in

coming to the conclusintathAcdd
I am advised that the Judgment of the Lords of th ion that the Act did

the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council not interfere with that particular clause of
delivered last June on the appeal of Russell versus the British North America Act which
the Queen goes to show, that in order to prevent gave to the provincial legislatures the
the unrestrained sale of intoxicating liquors, and exclusive right to confer licenses on shops,
for that purpose to regulate the granting of shop, taverns? They a it appears
saloon and tavern heences, legislation. by the saoons, the in refr-Dominion Parliament will be necessary. Your to thern that legislation of the kind refer-
earnest consideration of this important subject is red to, although it might have been held
desired.

Now I dissent ent in some measure to include all licenses,
expredssent parrely from the opinion under sub-section nine, is not in itself

expressed in that paragraph. I have here legislation upon or within the subjects of

the judgment which has been given, and that sub-section ; thai the eclare
I say that the inference contained in the that the Canada t is, they declare
Speech is in no degree warranted by any way legislates - claus nperance Act in no

langway ienlae )flt clausnte nine, which refers
language in that judgment. On the con- to shop licenses. That is practically the
trary I think I can show to any un- effect of their Lordships' decision, that
prejuducedmindthat a different conclusion the Canada Temperance Act does not
from that in the Speech was the one at legislate on that point. (Here Mr. Scott
which their Lordships arrived. Their quoted from the judgment.)
Lordships set out, first, by showing the The converse, of course, of that propo-
effect of the Temperance Act of 1878, sition is true. The Government assume
under which this question arose. The by the language of the paragraph which I
effect of the Act is generally to prohibit am now considering, to legislate on the
the sale of intoxicating liquors, except in subject of licenses, but my opinion is that
wholesale quantities ; to regulate the any legislation by this Parliament, on the
traffic in the excepted cases, and to make subject of licenses, is ultra vires. The
the sale ot liquors in violation of the Parliament of Canada can do a great
prohibitory regulations contained in the many things on this liquor question; they
Act a criminaloffence, &c; that iswhat their can restrain and prohibit, but it they do
Lordships describe the effect of the not restrain or prohibit, they cannot inter-
Canada Temperance Act to be ; it is fere with the licenses. Now I have just
in the direction of restraining and prohibit- put on paper a few propositions which I
ing the sale of intoxicating liquors. think are incontrovertible, on that subject,
Now the appellants, the parties who are as to the power of the Federal Parliament
appealng against the Act, and who are in dealing with the sale of liquor. First,
endeavoring to shew that it is ultra vires you can pass a prohibitory law over a
of the Parliament of Canada, based their part of the Dominion, and we have done
grounds upon three propositions The that in the North-West at the present
first proposition was that it was interfering time'; you can allow the local option
with certain functions of government to prevail under the Canada Temperance
which were given exclusively to the local Act of 1878, to bring into force a prohib-
legislatures. The first of those was the itory law so far as the area therein expres-
exclusive privilege of shop, saloon and sed is concerned. The Parliament of
tavern licenses, in order to receive a Canada may enlarge the scope of the law,
revenue for provincial and local purposes. that is, you may say it shall be a crime or
They next contended that it was interfer- misdemeanor to sell liquor between noon
ing with property and civil rights in the on Saturday and noon on Monday, if you
provmces; and thirdly that it affected like, but I think you cannot say, if the
matters which were merely of a local and license law is prevailing, that the taverns
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may be kept open on Sunday, because,
although the Parliament of Canada is
entitled to legislate on the first proposition,
that is to restrain the sale of liquors on
given days and within given areas, and at
given times, because it is in accordance
with peace and the good government of
the country, under the provisions of the
British North America Act, which refers
to the prerogative-they can legislate at
all times in that direction ; but they can-
not legislate in the opposite direction.
The Parliament of Canada may restrain
the traffic in liquor by grocers, and all
who sell any other article; they can pre-
vent the local legislatures from licensing
grocers, because they can make it illegal
for a grocer,selling any other article to
sell liquors, and thereby they will confine
the sale of liquors to those only who deal
in that article alone. They may prohibit
the sale of liquors to women and children,
and they may prohibit its sale within a
defined distance around our schools and
colleges, and make.the sale of it to stu-
dents illegal. They may prohibit its sale
at or near railway depots, or to engineers
or train-men, and they may say it shall
not be sold on board vessels or to masters
and mates ; thus giving increased security
to the traveling public. Its powers to do
good in that direction have no limit, for
these laws are all in the direction of peace,
order, and the good government of Canada,
and as such they fall within the purview
of the Federal Parliament. But in local-
ities where no prohibition law exists, the
Parliament of Canada cannot legislate on
the source of licenses. The Parliament
of Canada cannot grant licenses, and if
they cannot grant licenses, they cannot
say from whom those licenses shall spring,
-whether from the municipalities or from
the local governments. They cannot legis-
late on the details of licenses, or their
terms. They cannot regulate the number
of licenses that may be issued in propor-
tion to the population of a community.
They cannot fix the amount payable for
licenses,nor can the Parliament of Canada
say how the license fee shall be distributed,
-whether wholly to the municipality
or wholly to the local legislature. It
cannot provide for the number of stalls
in a livery stable, which is an, incident
to a license. Certainly when I heard the
word saloons put into the mouth of His
Excellency the Governor General, in de-

livering the Speech, I felt that we were
called upon to consider a subject that had
never before been discussed in Parliament.
I felt it to be a new thing that, His
Excellency should call upon Parliament
to discuss matters connected with saloon
licenses, and it seemed to me a little
undignified to say the least of it ; it
sounded unpleasantly upon my ears, as
was probably the case with the hon.
gentlemen. If a municipality decides not
to issue licenses, as they do in some parts
of Nova Scotia, the Parliament of Canada
cannot interfere ; it cannot restrict the
Saturday night law, and it cannot in
violation of the license say that liquor may
be sold on Sunday. It can do a great
many things that are in the direction of
prohibition and of the restriction of the
liquor traffic, but I do not think it can
enlarge it. The clause professes to be
based on the assumption that some abuse
had to be remedied ; now I was not aware
that there was a condition of things in the
Dominion that called for such interference
by this Parliament. My impression
was that the temperance education of
Canada was rapidly growing, and that
temperance was spreading very rapid-
ly in this country. We have proofs of
it, but I will not detain the House now by
stating them-there may be a more fitting
occasion when details of this kind can be
gone into-but I know of -no petition
that has been presented to Parliament
asking us to intervene in the direction in-
dicated in this paragraph. The only
knowledge I have that the attention of the
Government was in any way called to it,
wasin the conflict that was alluded to by the
seconder of the resolution in answer to
the Speech, which conflict occurred in
the Province of Ontario, and arose I be-
lieve, in consequence of a deputation of
licensed victuallers waiting on the head of
the Government, and asking that they
might be relieved from some restrictions
imposed on them, under what is known
as the Crooks' Act, in Ontario. The lan-
guage of the Speech would lead us to
assume that there was in some part of the
Dominion an unrestrained sale of intoxicat-
ing liquors, and that there existed a need
of better supervision. Now, I have not
heard that the local authorities of the
various sections of the Dominion had
been at all indifferent to the restraining of
the liquor traffic; on the cbntrary, I think
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that the various authorities have been fully
alive to the opinions prevailing therein,
and therefore I cannot conceive that there
was any necessity for this paragraph in the
Address. I will watch with a great deal
of interest the propositions that the Gov-
ernment may have to lay before us on the
subject, and if they are in the direction
indicated, viz;-that of regulating the
granting of shop,saloon and tavern licenses,
I think that the Government will feel the
subject is beyond their jurisdiction.
The word "legislation " is adverted to in
the judgment of their Lordships, but clear-
ly shows that any legislation belongs to
the local authorities, and that the Canad2
Temperance Act was within the purview
of the Parliament of Canada, because i
did not legislate in any way on that parti
cular clause. It simply restraiied an4
prohibited the use of liquor under certai
circumstances; butin addition to that, ther
is a clause of the Canada Teniperanc
Act of 1878, which recognised the licen
ing system, and where, in one instanc
power is given to parties in a municipalii
to manufacture Canadian wine in order 1
sell it. The local authorities may gra
licenses to do so, thereby clearly showin
within that very Act, that this Parliame
recognised that the licensing system 1
longs to the local authorities. So far
the Province of Ontario is concerne
where the only agitation-if any su
may be said to exist-has existed, t
effect of the legislation transferri
the licenses from the municipalit
to Parliament or to the Governmî
has been most beneficial. The figu
are those which go to show that since i8
the number of licenses issued in the r
of population has largely diminished,
that at the present time it is 42 per cg
less thau it was in 1874,-that is
proportion of diminution as compa
with 1874, anterior to the present syst
What is known as the Crooks' Act c
into operation in 187 5 or 1876, and w
it did, its immediate effect was to red
the issue of licenses very largely.
regulations and restrictions impi
on the licensing systen by that
have met with the approbation,
only of temperance men, but of ail
who take an interest in restraining
traffic within the narrowest possible li
I have myself a number of figures wy
go to prove what I arn arguing, but a

fitting opportunity may possibly arise to

go into this subjecti when this legislation
is brought down. In the meantime, I
must enter my protest against the assump-
tion that the Government has any power
whatever to legislate on the subject of

licenses.
It may be that this paragraph is thrown

out for a purpose at the present moment.
It is very well known that an election is

about taking place in Ontario and this
question is one which has evoked a good
deal of discussion on both sides,.and an
endeavor has been made to show that
the legislation of the Ontario Administra-
tion has had the effect of developing the
liquor traffic. Now it has done nothing

t of the sort ; it has had just the opposite
- effect, and the figures prove most conclu-
d sively that the effect of the Crooks' Act
n has been to restrict licensing and to in-
e crease the spread of temperance; and
e any man whose attention has been divert-
s- ed to that subject, who has noted the
e, changes in the times, year after year, can
Ly come to no other conclusion. I may here
Lo say, that a niost important body of people
nt in this country-a body which - comes

g, second in point of numbers among the
nt religious population of the Dominion-I
e- mean the Methodist body-at a late meet-
as ing of their Conference, passed a resolu-
ýd, tion, urging upon their members
ch to exert their best energies in
he order to prevent the control of the licens-
ng ing system reverting to the municipalities.
ies I venture to say,' the opinion of the lead-
ent ing clergymen and members of the Church
res of England, who take an interest in this
ý74 subject, would be in the sanie direction,
atio and I know, as a matter of fact, that the
and dignitaries of the Church to which I
ent belong, in both Provinces, are of that
the opinion. The Archbishop of Toronto
red cordially endorsed that resolution, and
em. believes that the effect of the legislation
Ime by the Local Parliament has been to
hen restrain largely the spread of intemperance.
luce This is the condition of things that this
The Parliament has been called upon to
osed transform,because there are some parties-
Act the licensed victuallers-who are dissatis-
not fied with it, and who certainly c4nnot be

men said to be anxious to restrain the use of
that intoxicating liquors ; and as I stated

mits. before, such a Bill will be entirely
(hich nugatory, and will simply lead to a fraud
more upon the people of this country. No
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language could be clearer than the words
I have quoted, proving most conclusively
that their lordships recognised that
legislation with regard to the licensing
system belongs to the local legislation;
that this Parliament can pass prohibitory
or restraining laws, but in the absence of
these restraining or prohibitory laws, it
cannot deal with the licensing question;
that must be left to the source where
it was placed under the British
North Ainerica Act. There are a
number of living witnesses to the Brit-
ish North America Act, for it is not yet
twenty years since the terms of that Act
were discussed in this Chamber. I do
not know whether attention was called to
this particular paragraph of it, but the hon.
leader of this House and at least another
gentleman whom I see here, were members
of the Government that prepared the Brit-
ish North America Act ; and there are
several gentlemen in the other Chamber,
who were either part of the Commission
or members of the Government at that
time. Did any of them at that time or at
any period during the last eighteen years,
presume to apply to the clause under dis-
cussion, any such meaning? Did they at
anytime within the last eighteen years argue
that this Parliament had control of the
licensing system ? I think I could look
up speeches by hon. gentlemen-and a
number of them-and note on this subject
indications that their views were strictly
in the opposite sense ; that for a long time
there were many gentlemen who believed
that the Canada Temperance Act was be-
yond the power of Parliament. I was
met at the very threshold, when introduc-
ing the Bill of 1878 with the statement
that it was beyond the prerogative of Par-
liament, and that the subject of the
liquor traffic was one that we could not
deal with except in its large sense.
I say that the bill itself was in no sense
a disturbing bill so far as the licensing
system was concerned; the line in my
mind is perfectly clear; there is no con-
fusion whatever, and the judgement of
their Lordships is most intelligible. It
gives us the powers I have enumerated,
in the way of prohibiting and restraining,
and we can do no more. If we do not
prohibit and restrain, and if the local au-
thorities issue licenses, we cannot inter-
vene in any way. They can say whether a
license shall issue from the municipality
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or from an independent tribunal created
by the local legislature. 'The mode of
issuing those licensesis different through-
out the Dominion, and we now seek to
disturb it. The people of Nova Scotia
have a very excellent law now, which pre-
vents any man getting a license unless he
first obtains the consent of a given num-
ber of persons in the locality where the
proposed tavern is to be placed.

There are other systems in other parts
of the Dominion, and all surrounded by
the bet safeguards that the governments
of the several Provinces could define.
In the Province of Ontario, I think the
system is an admirable one, and year by
year they are restraining to a greater de-
gree. I have the figures in my possession
-if any hon. gentleman wishes to
see them-to prove conclusively the
diminution in the issue of licenses.
Taking the yearly percentage of the
population from 1874 to 1881, the
diminution is 42 per cent. of the licenses
issued. In 1874, the licenses issued to
shops, taverns and saloons in Ontario,
were 6185. The very first year the
Crooks' Act came into operation, they
were reduced to 3938 ; since that time,
in 1877, there were 3678; in 1878-3715 ;
in 1879-4020; in 1880-4049; in 1881

-4133. Then you have to allow 15 per
cent. in population, and had the issue of
licenses continued under the municipal
Act, the proportion in 1881 would have
been 7112, as against the actual present
figures wich are 4133, as above stated ;
being a difference of 2979, in the Province
of Ontario alone ; which is equal to 42
per cent. Now, in the face of these
figures, which are officially published
by the Province of Ontario, I am
surprised that His Excellency has been
made to speak language such as that
paragraph of the Speech contains ; be-
cause, in my judgment it is not truthful.
The deduction there is not warrented.
There is not much else in the Speech to
which I fell it necessary to call attention,
and I trust I will be pardoned for going
so fully into that particular paragraph,
but it is so short a time since
the legislation of which I myself
had charge in this Chamber was placed
on the Statute Book, that I felt naturally
a personal interest in it. I then felt that
the legislation introduced went quite as
far as the Parliament of Canada should go,

The -Addrees.
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except it had gone in the direction of
absolute prohibition.

In drafting that Bill, I was most careful
that all reference to the licensing question
should be omitted, and wherever it neces-
sarily came in-as it does in some details-
it is shown that it belongs to the local
legislatures to deal with the licensing, and
that we ought only to prohibit the sale in
given areas where they came in with their
power to license. We can put a stop to
licensing if we please, by declaring pro-
hibition in any given area, but if we do
not choose to do that, they then can corne
in with their licensing power. We cannat
say it will be lawful to sell liquor on Sun-
day, but we may say the reverse. If they
put a condition in their licenses that the
tavern will be closed at 7 p.m. on Saturdai
and not opened till 7 a.m. on Monday
we cannot say that it shall not be so ; w
cannot make the licenses nugatory becaus
it is not in the direction of the powc
given to this Parliament. We can say th
converse of that, because we could do it o
the assumption that our legislation woul
be in the direction of neace order and Doc

natural resources and future prospects of

British Columbia. We have to thank

His Excellency for the favorable

prominence given the Province in other

lands. With through communication from,

the Atlantic to the Pacifie, and with such

fair treatment as the Province is now

receiving at the hands of a paternal

Governmefnt, we have no fear of its

ultimate progress. Any one who has paid
attention to the amount of our contributions

to the public treasury must be struck with

the marvellous increase in our revenue

during the last ten years. IFrom $3 50,00
at'the time of Confederation, it has grown

year by year until now it reaches nearly

$ioooooo, equal to about $16 per head

of the whole population,-White, Indian

y and Chinese. Hon. gentlemen must be

,\ struck with this, when they compare it

e with the taxation of other parts of the
Dominion, and especially Ontario. IThe

r people of this Province contribute $4

e per head to the revenue, or only one-
n fourth of the taxes paid by the population

d of British Columbia.

overnment, but no man would say that Ie
t would be in the direction of peace, order liamentary or out of place, my alluding to
nd good government that liquor shall be the visit of the Governor General and Her
old on Sunday or anyother day ; it could Royal Highness to British Columbia-it
not be maintained for one moment There afforded much pleasure to ail classes in
were some ridiculous laws of this kind our country. The considerate and kind
years ago. .1 think it was under the blue condescension of His Excellency and Her
laws of Connecticut-the legislature of' Royal Highness, endeared them to al
that State passed a law prohibiting a man with whom they came in contact, and
kissing his wife on a Sunday, and that law their visit will always be remembered with
was continued in force for a long time. satisfaction, and I am proud to think that
I do not know whether it was observed. our people extended an enthusiastic and
Fortunately, we can legislate in the di- loyal reception to our most distinguished
rection of doing much good, and largely visitors, and I am extremely gratified to
restraining the liquor traffic, but we cannot hear that they carried with them a good
do anything to weaken the local legisla- impression of our country and people.
tures in the line which they have marked His Excellency's visit must be beneficial:
out for themselves, having the same objec- he has seen with his own eyes and heard
in view. Thanking the House for listen- with his own ears, and as his opinion is
ing to my somewhat diffuse observations free fron any prejudice, it is worthy of the
on that particular point, and making the highest consideration, and therefore of
apology-if apology need be offered-that great value. l'he allusion in the Speech
this is a subject in which I naturally take from the Throne to the disposal of lands
a great deal ofinterest, from having had to granted by the Province, in aid of the
do with the inception of the law, I will Railway, is a matter of much satisfaction
leave the subject. to us. For some time we have been

pressing on the Government, the advisa-
HON. MR. MACDONALD-Before bility of throwing those lands open to set-

the Address is carried, I desire to express tlement, and I am pleased to see an in-
my satisfaction at the hopeful reference in tention of steps being taken in that direc-
the Speech from the Throne to the tion,

Ardress. 17The
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HON. MR. PELLETIER (in French)- institutions which conduct that monetary
Without any intention to prolong the system, and which is alluded to in this
debate, I rise to compliment the mover debate without any explanation of what
and seconder of the address on the man- the intention may be in regard to those
ner in which they have discharged the institutions. It says in one paragraph:
duty assigned them. It is not often that
I have occasion to thank the Government "Among other measures Bills will be presented

. to you respecting the Civil Service, the Acts re-
for anything, but I have pleasure in lating to Banking and the examination of Masters
expressing my appreciation of the honor and Mates of vessels navigating our inland
they have done the French element in waters."
this House in selecting one of their num- Now, I must confess I can hardly see
ber to move the Address. We appreciate the connection between these three differ-
the compliment all the more since the ent subjects which are thus alluded to. The
miniority in the other House have not connection of our banks with the Civil Ser-
been accorded such a privilege, no speech vice I fail to see, and their connection with
in the French language having been the examination of masters and mates of
delivered there to-day. I have no doubt, vessels navigating our inland waters, I must
we owe the compliment here to the confess I am at a loss to observe, unless,
unfailing courtesy of the hon. gentleman indeed, it be that serious accidents having
who leads the Government in this House. occurred in the navigation of our inland
I congratulate the hon. senator who waters, it might be supposed (by a person
moved the Address on the ability which judging from that alone, and not following
he has displayed; he
elicited the applause of

has deserved and the events taking place in the country)
the Senate. While that the banks have drifted into an equally

we have to regret the resignation of his
hon. predecessor, we are pleased to find
that the successor is a gentleman who
fills the position creditably, and honors
the Division which he represents and this
House of which he is a member. As to
the hon. gentleman who seconded the
Address, everyone who heard hin and
understood the language in which he
spoke, must have appreciated the eloquent
manner in which he dealt with the sub-
ject.

HON. MR. RYAN-While bearing my
humble testimony to the ability displayed
in the Speech from the Throne, and the
very pleasant nature of the communication
which His Excellency has made to Parlia
ment in his Address, it has struck me that
there is one point which has not been
alluded to either by the mover or the
seconder, or by any of the other gentle-
men who have dealt with the paragraphs
before us, and which I think is a subject
of some importance. I rise now in order
that the member of the Administration
who may think proper to reply to the
speeches which have been delivered and
to wind up the debate, may favor us with
an explanation upon the subject. I
am sure everyone will admit that no-
thing can be more important to us than
anything which is about to deal with our
monetary system and with our banking

unfortunate position since last Session,
and must therefore be dealt with in the
same manner as the masters and mates-
that a similar examination of the banks
is intended.

HON. MR. MACDONALD-It may
be the banks of the river.

HON. MR. RYAN-Perhaps the mas-
ters and mates find their way too often
upon those banks.

HON. MR. POWER-Perhaps the
Government are at sea on the banking
question.

HON. MR. RYAN.-What I hope is
that the hon. Minister who, no doubt, will
wind up the debate, will give some expla-
nation of what the intention is in introduc-
ing measures relating to banking ; because
I assure hon. gentlemen this paragraph
in the Speech has caused sonie little
anxiety already about the intentions
of the Government. Nothing can be
more easily damaged by constant legis-
Ilation and constant changing than the
banking institutions of the country. It
would be well to let it be known, (as I am
sure it will turn out) that there is nothing
damaging to the banks intended, not
any attempt at introducing an irres-
ponsible and irredeemable currency, such
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as before now has been talked of in another have thought of complaining, since thereplace, and which might create an apprehen- is no gentleman on the floor of this Housesion in the country, at a moment, when whose selection to occupy the Chairit is most important that our institutions could have given more satisfaction to theshould be helped by capital from abroad, ininority, and, no doubt to the wholeand where every encouragement should be House, than you, Mr. Speaker. But whengiven to capitalists in this country. I do one recalls to mind how the minorityhope it will be clearly explained and put have been ignored since the advent of theforthhat nothmg es intended to damage present Government to office, it cannot bethe stability of the banking institutions by denied that there are good reasons toany change in the acts applying to them. complain.
H N We all know that there are politicalin. MR. BÈLLEROSE.-It is not my necessities, and it was because of such a

intention to take up the time of this hon. plea, that in 1879, after having conplainedHouse in discussing the Address, for the of the manner in which the Administra-very good reason that I fail to see any- tion had been formed in October, 1878,thing in it which could prevent any hon. the French minority in the Senate sub-member of this Senate from giving it his mitted to les faits accomlips and acceptedapproval. Nay, the many gratifying an- the excuse given by the hon. leader ofnouncements which are therein made by this House, (Sir Alexander Campbell)His Excellency are such that I am sure feeling confident that their case would bethe great majority of hon. gentlemen in attended to at the first opportunity.this Chamber wil only be too happy to This occasion soon presented itself; thecongratulate the Government of the day Hon. Minister of Iniand Revenue (Mr.on the auspicious circumstances under Baby) was made a Judge, but no Frenchwhich this Parliament begins its labours. Senator was called upon to enter the Cabi-The prosperity of all our industries, agri- net, and so the French population of thecultural, manufacturing and commercial, Dominion failed to receive justice at theis such that we may fairly congratulate hands of the Government. A protestourselves and congratulate the whole was entered at the next meeting of Parlia-country on the sucess f the past legis- ment, and the minority in this Chamberlation of Parliament Having said so submitted again. Later on, the Hon.much as to the general policy of the Gov- Senator for the division of Mille Isles,eriment I regret that I consider it my (Mr. Masson) then a member of theduty not to allow this occasion to pass Cabinet, having resigned his seat in thewitout alluding to many of the arbi- administration, a good opportunmty wastrary acts of the Government, and without then offered to the Premier to fulfill thecomplaining of the repeated injustices usprmeste oenetmdendone to my native province during las guas promises the Government made re
Parliament, injustices which, it seems s th 79ive e gentleman who had re-
Giovernment has decided to continue ceived promises in 1878 could. not leave

ne econtinue. the high position he held in the ProvinceSince Confederation it has been agreed of Quebec, to join the Federal Govern-hat the Speakers of both Houses should ment. But no ; the Premier of the Do-not belong to the same nationality and minion, who had then a strong majority inthat a new man sbould be selected to oc- Ontario at his back, cared very little tocupy the Chair in each House at the be- please his old supporters from Quebec,ginning Of every Parliament ; such also those who had fought the battles of thehas been the practice i the past and such country under his leadership and who hadeven is the case this year in the Commons given him that support without which hewbere Mr. Blanchet, the late Speaker, has could not have succeeded. No Frenchbeen replaced by Mr. Kirkpatrick. Not so Senator was invited to enter the Adminis-in the Senate, where, for the first time, tration, but another gentleman from thethe same Speaker is continued in office. Commons (Mr. Mousseau) was called andWere it flot a matter of precedent and occupied the vacant seat in the Cabinet asof equal justice, and above all, were it not the locum tenens of the hon. gentleman itfor the treatment wbicb the French mi- was reserved for.nority in this House have received at the Later on, the popularity of the Quebechancs of the Government, no one would Government being evidently broken down,
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and great fears entertained as to'the support their representatives to account for their
they would receive from the majority of neglect of duty. 1
the Assembly, the local Premier resigned Could fot the French population of the
his office, and Mr. Mousseau had to give Dominion do what their Irish fellow-
way, according to arrangements which I subjects, though less in number, have
had the honor to make known to this done? At the last general elections in
House some twenty-five months ago, from Ontario, the Liberal Government of that
my seat in this Chamber, Mr. Chapleau Province having succeeded, grave fears
then became a member of the Privy were entertained as to the success of the
Council and Secretary of State for Canada, Conservatives at the polis last spring, s0
while Mr. Mousseau took the leadership that the Right Honorable Premier of
at Quebec. Canada had to set to wvork to devise

Such are the intrigues which bave some means which would help in in the
deprived the French minority in thi.s contest. The hon. gentleman knew by
Senate of their right to have a French experience the importance of getting the
Senator occupying one of the treDsury support of the Irish vote. There was but
benches in this House, and whicb have one dificultv,- --there was no vacancy in
also deprived over a million of Her the Cabinet which hie might fill by caliing
Majesty's loyal subjects in this ,ominion some gentleman of that orgin to jo n the
of the rights and privileges guarantecd to Administration, and s strengthen the
them by tbe law of the land. Nay, those tLe Government. If rumor be true, the right
trigues have done more; the) bave brought Pon. gentleman soon made up bis mad
the Government of the day into a nost âis- bow e would overcome the difficulty.

CI'oserativs cat e ls last sping, orn

creditable position. t it not generaPv crei

atQube.anad had to set tohwor to deis

known througout the length and bradth
of this Dominion, that to secure bis se-at or accept, one of them a lieut. -
in the Commons, the present Secretary of governorship and the other a judge-
State(Mr. Chapleau) had to yield to the con- ship, and thus create two vacancies in the
ditions imposed upon him by the candidate Cabinet, which our two honorable Irish
opposing his return in Terrebonne, and hiicnds, Messrs. Smth and Costgan, were
had to pay $3,800, part of which sum, it ed upon to fil, and who weresworn
was agreed, would go into the hands of in accordingly. I am happy to have this
an officiai dismissed by the present occasion to congratulate those two hon.
Government. In other ords, the Secre- gentlemen, and I am particularly delighted
tary of State (Mr. Chapleau> to secure bis to be able to congratulate our Irisb fellow
seat in the Cabinet, had to acknowledge subjects, on the good example they have
that bis leader and every one of his set to the French population of the Do-
colleagues in the Government, had done minion, to whom, I hope, their example
wrong, in dismissing that ofticial, and had will be useful, and wom, no doubt, it wili
to pay a sug of money as an indemnity encourage and stimulate.
for the wrong done to him. I cannot resume my seat without cal-

How illtherepesetatvesOf l eing the attention of the French element
Sthe epresen ta of in this Dominion, and particlarly of the

injured French min ority in the other Province of Quebec, to the charge made
branch of the Legisature deal with this by the on. leader of the Senate (Sir
case of Mr. Chapleau's under such crcun- Alex. Capbel) against their representa-
stances ? How they will deal with the tives in the popular branc of this Legis-
Government, who seern, I am sorry to uld ture as to their conduct in this matter of
to be parties to such intrigues, and wo the use of the French language, and of
by reta.ning this hon. gentleman as a our rigt to have a Minister in the Senate
member of the inistry, have placed who can participate in the discussions in
themselves in such an awkward poition, that language.
bas yet to be seen. But one ting is At Page 35 and foliowing pages of the
certain that they are in duty bound to Debates of the Senate for the year i88o
vindicate the rights of their constituents, I find the hon. leader of this House
and that failing to do so, the latter imi. reported as foliows
have to take the matter into their own My hon. friend nust bear in md that ths is
hands, see that justice is done, and cali not the House which makes Ministers; thah aei

HON. MR. BELLEROSe,
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important power rests properly and constitution- the m
ally in the other branch of the Legislature, and to hel
the Premier must, of necessity make sucharrange- carryments as will receive the concurrence and appro- car
val of the majority in the House of Commons ; entert
and I beg to remind the hon. member that we I Provi
do not hear these complaints in the House of Coi- ý of th
mons. The party to which my hon. friend be- Amelongs-the Conservative party of Quebec * *
as represented in the Ilouse of Commons, does enact
not find fault with the First Minister for not the t
having a representative of the French speaking to f
population in this branch of the Legislature . They langi
do not say we are discontented, and we shall, by a an
vote of want of confidence, turn out the Govern-
ment, because you have not done justice to the rath
French population." They do not feel the in- evil,
justice ; they do not think or say that there is any Runinjustice. * The hon. gentle-
man must see that every Government must be bett
constructed so as to command the confidence of forg
the lower branch of the Legislature. This Gov- the
ernment does command the confidence of the ernChamber. If they do not, and if the representa-
tives of Quehec in the Lower Ilouse are dissatis- four
fied, they have only to say so, and the Govern- ma
ment must necessarily succumb. But they have no arra
such feelings-they are content, they Io not see inst
the grievance of which the hon. gentleman con-
plains, and the inference I draw is that, while 1
am aware of the convenience which would result tra
from having a French Canadian Member of the mi
Government in this House-to no one more than redmyself-yet the French Canadian Conservatives
see that the circumstances were such as to hinder lat
the Premier from making the change on the pu
recent occasion. '

Such are the reasons given by the
Government as an excuse for this abuse to
of power. Believing as we did, and as we le
had reason to believe from the fair words se
which fell from the lips of the hon. leader fo
of this House in previous Sessions, that b
justice would be done, we decided that at
we ought not to raise the question before tr
the people, during the last general elec- ti
tions, but rather that we should give the w
help of our influence to the Government- a
as we did--and the Government have r
come back from the polls with a large t
majority. But far from receiving justice 1
at their hands, after their victory, another r
ste) is made in violation of the established
practice-that the Speakers in the two
Houses of Parliament be not of the same
nationality. During last Parlianient the
Speaker of the Senate spoke English,
while the Speaker of the Commons was of
French origin. The Speaker of the
Senate has been continued in office during
this new Parliament, while the Speaker of
the Commons has been replaced by agentleman of British origin ; so that now
both Speakers are English. No doubt
our friends in the Commons now will see

istake they made when they refused
p us in forcing the Government to

out not only the arrangements
ed into by the leaders of the different
nces, but also the true interpretation

e 1 33 rd clause of the British North
ica Act of 1867, which impliedly
s that there shall be a Senator on

reasury benches in the Senate, able
ollow the debates in the French
îage.
ey will now understand, but
r late, that in the way that leads to

"Il n'y à que le premier pas qui coûte."

or says that they have remonstrated-

er late than never-but let them lnot
et that if they are indifferent when
constitution is violated by the Gov-

ment, as it has been during the past
years, it will be difficult for them to

ke a good case, when only a simple

ngement has been violated, as in this

ance.
Whenever the rights of a minority are
mpled upon, the members of that
nority ought to unite and demand
ress. It was only thus the Irish popu-
ion of Ontario accomplished their

rpose.

HoN. MR. POWER-It is not cus-
mary to discuss the Address at any
ngth, but on the present occasion it
ems to offer certain points which call

r comment, and vhich, perhaps, can
discussed with as much profit now as
any other stage of the Session, and for

hat reason I venture to trespass on the
me and patience of the House for a little
hile. I wish, before saying anything
bout the Address to inake one or two
ernarks which have been suggested by
he speech of the hon. gentleman who

has just taken his seat. I think that the

egret felt by that hon. gentleman , that
the Government had not thought fit dur-
ing the past four years that a represent-
ative of the French element in the Senate
should have occupied a seat on the treas-

ury benches has been shared by a great
many others besides the French members
themselves, and I think that the regret
which many of us feel at that fact must be

very much intensified by what we have
learned, from the hon. gentleman who
has just sat down, of the extremes to
which a member of the Government has

been driven in order to gain a seat in the
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Commons. If the Government had fol-
lowed the usual, and, as I think, the
proper course, and appointed a member
of the Senate, there would have been no
necessity for spending $38oo in buying up
the opposition of an influential and obnox-
ious gentleman in one of the counties
of Quebec. Turning to the Address, I
have to join with the two hon. gentlemen
who have spoken on this side of the House
in congratulating the Senate on the very
welcome addition to their numbers, in
the persons of the gentlemen who moved
and seconded the Address. The hon.
gentleman who moved the Address, spoke
with that ease and fluency which seem to
characterise almost all the French speaking
members of this House, and the other
House as well, and the hon. gentleman
who seconded the Address, is clearly gifted
with the eloquence, for which a great
many Irishmen, at any rate, are remarka-
ble. Not being an Irishman myself, I
think I can venture to say that. One of
the things which I presume struck almost
every gentleman present, is that the regu-
lar Opposition in this House is reduced to
almost nil. I think that that is an addi-
tional reason why this House should be
more independent, and less partisan if
possible than it has been in the past ; and
I hope that the measures which the Gov-
ernment will introduce here, will receive
from the members an independent and
fearless criticism, and that hon. gentlemen
will deal with those measures in the in-
terests of the country, and not of party. I
think the fact that there is practically no
regular Opposition, is a cogent reason why
that should be the case. The hon. gen-
tleman who seconded the Address, is a valu-
able accession to this House. He has had a
life long training in the Reform camp, and
he has there learned the sound doctrines
that people do learn in that school, and I
have no doubt he will be able to deal in-
dependently, with all measures brought by
the Government before this House.

With the general tone of His Excel-
lency's Speech we can all concur. We are
glad to know that Canada is in the enjoy-
ment of peace and prosperity ; and we
should be glad to know that all our indus-
tries are in a healthy and improving
condition. It is true that the crops during
the last year were better than usual. I
know that they were in the province from
which I come ; but, although the crops

have been good, I do not think the prices
of farm produce-of certain kinds at all
events-grain for example, which it was
understood was to be so largely in-
creased by the National Policy, have
been as large as they had been in former
years. I know that in the Province from
which I come, certain interests, such as the
fishing interest, while fairly successful,
have not been as prosperous as in certain
other years. , I doubt very much whether
our manufacturing and commercial indus-
tries are in a prosperous condition : the
assertion is not borne out by the facts.
We have the president of the largest bank
in the country intimating in very distinct
terms that he thinks a period of depression
is about to set in. We have within the
last few days seen the report of the direc-
tors of the largest sugar refinery in Canada,
which was not couched in cheerful
language. That report certainly did not
indicate that the sugar refining industry
was in an improving condition-on the
contrary. In fact, as to sugar refining and
cotton manufacturing, and a good many
other industries of that sort the natural
result of excessive protection is coming
about. A great many went into the busi-
ness which promised at first to be exceed-
ingly profitable. The business has been
over-done ; the profits are diminished; and
in a year or two we shall probably see
a number of the smaller and less wealthy
establishments coming to grief. I do
not think, therefore, that all the manu-
facturing and commercial interests of
this country are in a healthy and im-
proving condition. I have not heard
any one point out yet how they were
improving. I was very much gratified to
learn from the honorable gentleman behind
me that the people of British Columbia
are as much gratified as were his Excel-
lency and her Royal Highness at the visit
which they made to that country. We
are all naturally pleased, too, that in the
United States so good a feeling exists to-
wards us and towards the mother country.

I think that the Government will take
advantage of this good feeling to endeavor
to renew at the earliest possible moment,
and on the most favorable terms possible,
the reciprocity treaty which some years
ago proved of such great advantage both
to Canada and the United States.

The fifth paragraph of the Speech speaks
of the steady flow of settlers into the

HON. MR. POWER.
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North West and Manitoba, as a matter of
congratulation. Undoubtedly it is a mat-
ter of congratulation that there hould be
a steady flow of immigrants into this coun-
try. Whether it is so much a matter of
congratulation that those settlers should be
chiefly people who go from one part of the
country to another is open to doubt ; but
there is another point as to which
there is no doubt, and that is that
the efflux of people who have been
born and grown up in this country, and
who are the fittest inhabitants of the
country, which has been going on during
the past year perhaps to as great an extent
as during any previous year, to the neigh-
boring republic, is an unfortunate
and undesirable circumstance, I can
sPeak from observation of a portion
Of the Province from which I come. In
the neighborhood of the Strait of Canso,or both sides of the Strait, I know, the
efflux to the United States has been so
great that there are very few young people
to be met with-I mean grown up young
People. The population of two or three
cOunties is composed in a great measure
'-much greater than it ought to be-of
old people and children. I regret that the
Pohcy which was to have kept our people
at home has not had that effect. My views
as to the·paragraphs in the speech and ad-
dress which indicate that the Government
Propose to introduce a measure to provide
a franchise for the Dominion are simi-lar to the views expressed by the

on. gentleman from Ottawa. I think,
11n the first place, that the time for intro-
ducing the measure is strangely chosen.

he present Government are in power for
five years, it is to be presumed ; and it is
a Smirgular thing that they should immed-
Iately on coming back with five years lease
0f Power, undertake to alter the franchise,
and alter it in such a way no doubt asthey believe will secure them for a further
tenure of office. It seems to me, after
the lapse of two or three years, if such athing were necessary, it would be quitetirle enough to introduce the measure
which is here indicated. But the measure,
to mly mind-I may be mistaken-is
altogether unnecessary. Take the old
country, where there has been legislation
gnthe question of the franchise for a
Ireat many years, and the franchise in
fr and is altogether different from the

anchise in England, while the franchise

in Scotland differs from both. It seems
to me that the differences between the
characters of the people, and the financial
and social conditions of the people in the
various Provinces of the Dominion are as
great as the differences in the conditions of
the people of the threekingdoms. The kind
of franchise which suits the Province of
Ontario will not suit the Province of
Prince Edward Island, or probably the
Province of Quebec; and it seems
to me that it would be "a great deal
better to allow each Province to select
that franchise which suits itself. , We have
alongside us, in the United States, a
country with a government whose main
outlines are similar to our own. It is a
federal government; and in that country
their constitution provides that the state
of things which we have here shall be the
rule. There the voters for the House of
Representatives are the same as the voters
for the more numerous branch of the
State Legislature. That is the rule we
have here now. That is the rule which
has worked so well in the United States
for over one hundred years that they have
never dreamed of changing it; and we
have not been shown the slightest reason
why that rule should be changed here.
What will be the practical working of the
proposed system, in all probability ? The
Government will bring in a bill, and that
bill will involve the necessity of a com-
pletely new machinery, starting from the
assessment roll, or some such point, and
going up to the revising barrister. No
doubt it will give the Government an
opportunity to reward a number of persons
who have served them faithfully during
the past few years, and it will involve a
very considerable diminution of the sur-
plus with which the Government is at
present afflicted.

As to the paragraph in the speech which
speaks of the judgment of the Judicial
Committee of the Privy Council in the
case of Russell against the Queen, I
have only to say, as I said with reference
to the preceding one, that my views are
in accord with those of the hon. gentle-
man from Ottawa. It is a very important
matter. The Government appear to
intend to make, what I look upon as an
unnecessary and unfortunate attack on
the rights of the provincial legislatures ;
and I think that, having the Minister of
Justice in this House, whose especial
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duty it is to protect the constitution, it is would not interfere at all with the rights of
our duty to give to that officer any Provincial Legislatures. The consequence
suggestiqns that we can. Probably he, would be that the liquor dealers, instead
has considered the subject already, but of paying only one set of license fees, as
still,as the matter is of so much importance, they do now, would be obliged to pay two
I shall venture to say a few more words sets-one to the Dominion and one to
on the question. Any hon. gentleman the Provincial Government. I do not
who takes the trouble to peruse the judg- believe that this resuit is contemplated
ment in the case which has been spoken by the Dominion Government, which bas
of, will see that the Lords of the Judicial introduced this measure, or by the liquor
Committeýe of the Privy Council proceed- dealers, at whose instance it is understood
ed sonewhat in this manner,-I am not as having been brought in. My own
going to quote, but substantially they said impression is that probably this paragraph
this:-That the Dominion Government in the Speech will not resuit in the passing
have the right generally to pass laws for of the Bill to its third reading. There is
the peace and good government of one other point in this connection to
Canada on all matters which are not which, I think, the attention of the
specially appropriated to the Provincial Minister of justice should be called. It
Legislatures by the 92nd section of the is this: if he will look at the decision of
British North America Act. Then taking the Comrittee of the Privy Council in
up the matter-this question of a pro- the case of The Citizens Insurance
hibitory law-they held that that did not Company vs. Parsons, he will find laid
come under the 92nd section ; that, being down there the rule that the Dominion
a prohibitory law, not a law regulating Government could fot regulate trade as to
the sale of liquors, it did not come under one province alone; that the power given
sub-section 9 which authorizes the Local to that body to regulate trade was a power
Legislatures to issue shop, tavern and which should be exercised over the whole
other licenses to raise a revenue for Dominion. Now if, under that sub-section
provincial purposes, it did not come of the 915t section, the Government were
under that or the I 3th subsection to undertake to regulate the liquor traf-
which refers to ptoperty and civil fic, they should regulate it as to every
rights, or under the 16th sub-section Province of the Dominion, but no partial
which refers to local matters within the measure could be introduced. hether
Provincesb; and they were careful to state it is a desirable thing to overtur
in their judgment that it was because it or attempt to overturn the regulations
did not corne under any of these three which exist in ahl the Provinces, and
heads, that therefore the D)omdinion Parlia- which are working satisfactorily, is a ques-
ment had a right to deal with the matter. tion which, I thinkthe Government should
The very moment that the Dominion consider seriously before they decide to
Parliarnent undertake to pass a license go any further in this matter.
Act, and to say that fees shail be paid for As to the measure which is to regulate
shop, saloon and tavern licenses, then, it factory labor and to protect the working
seerns to me, following the decision and man and his family, I have only to say
views of the Privy Council Cormittee, that, while such laws are most desirable,
this. Parliament would be infringing upon if the measure is the saie as was intro-
the rights of the Local Legislatures; but it duced last year, it will be found to be
is barely possible that it is one of the cases very largely beyond the jurisdiction of
where it could be held that there was a this Parliament, and to core more
concurrent right-that Local Legisoatures properly within the jurisdiction of the
have a right, expressly given theni by the local legisature. I feel, as a member of
ninth sub-section of the 92nd Section of the Dominion Parliament, that we ought
the British North Anerica Act, to grant to be particularly careful flot to pass
lfcenses for the purpose of raising a measures here which we have no right to

Provincial revenue, and that the Dominion enact, and which are ultimately set aside
Parliament had the right to provide that by the Courts. I think our passing
licenses should be granted for the sale of measures of that sort tends to bring Par-
liquors, with a view to the good gover- lianent in general and this House in par-
ment of the country, but a right which ticular-whose duty it is to look after the
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mflterests of the Provinces and to scruti- say a few words. It is the paragraph in
nize legislation from the other branch-into which His Excellency says:-
discredit. The Speech promises also. "I have also pleasure in stating that the traffics for the consolidation and amend- on the Intercolonial Railway is largely in excess
mnent of the laws relating to the Customs, of any former year, and that the balance in favor
Militia and Public Lands. We had here- of the road shows a gratifying increase."
tofore a good many of those consolidation I share the gratification of the Governor-
and arnendment Bills, and what has been General, at learning that the traffic has in-
their character as a rule ? Why, we creased ; but my gratification is somewhat
find a Bill submitted to us, con- diminished by the fact that during the
taining perhaps a hundred clauses, of past year there have been several deaths
,hich ninety-nine are old, and only one on the road-several valuable lives
is new matter. It seems to me to be very unnecessarily sacrificed. There has been
absurd, particularly in view of the fact a great deal of property destroyed by col-
that the statutes are now being consoli- lisions and otherwise, which I think might
dated by a Commissioner, to waste the have been saved ; and the question occurs
timie of this House in that way ; and the to me as to the balance in favor of the
better way is simply to bring in a Bill with road-and possibly the Minister of Justice
the one new clause, and then we know hen he closes the debate will be able to
what we are doing and what we are expec- give us information on this point-wheth-
ted to do. I have no doubt whatever er the cost of the new rolling stock render-
that the Bills which are promised here, ed necessary by the destruction of the
are just of the same character as those property of the road has been charged to
which we have had in former years ; that capital account or to revenue account. I
the new matter is to the old matter about think that our opinion as to the paying
as Shakespeare's two grains of wheat to qualities of the road will depend very
tWo bushels of chaff. much on the answer to this question. Un-

The tenth paragraph promises us a Bill doubtedly the Minister of Railways has
respecting the Civil Service. That, I shown a desire to do a great deal of what
presume, is a Bill amending last year's the Chamber of Commerce of the City of
Measure in some point in which it has Halifax have requested, in connecti-n
been found defective. If the Bill goes a with the railway.
little further than the measure of last year,
and provides for competitive examinations HoN. MR. ALMON-Hear, Hear,
We shall all be only too glad to vote for it.
There is one measure, to which every one HON. MR. POWER-I hope my hon.
Of us can give a most unqualified approval, colleague will not make use of this slight
that is the measure for the examination of acknowledgment to my detriment here-
the masters and mates of vessels navi- after; but my impression so far as I can
gating our inland waters. I think that gather from what I have heard is that the
the rapid progress of the Canadian Pacific Minister of Railways has done a great
Railway,,is a matter of congratulation. many things that he was requested to do

fel that the company who are building by the delegates of the chamber of com-
the road have a very good bargain, and I merce at Halifax.
do not see any reason why we should not
be Pleased that, having such a good bar- HON. MR. ALMON-Taking him by
gain, they are hurrying up the work as the throat.
Much as possible. There have been some
things in connection with the stock of the HON. MR. POWER-My hon. col-
cornpany which I do not altogether under- league has reminded me that they did
stand. I am not a financial man, and that-that he was taken by the throat by
Probably they are all right, but I under- some members-figuratively, of course
stand that the stock has been sold at 6o but what I wished to say was this ; that
ctS on the dollar, which I look upon as while that is true, while I believe the
an extraordinary fact. Minister of Railways has done a grea

There is a paragraph which has not deal that he was asked to do, I venturebeen noticed by any hon. gentleman who to think with every consciousness of myhas yet spoken, and as to which I wish to own insufficient knowledge of the subject
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and with all deference to the gentlemen
who represented the Chamber of Com-
merce, that the best and most advantage-
ous things for the City of Halifax have not
been done. I think for one thing, there
has been very little done to acconimodate
the local traffic of Halifax. Then there
is another point which is perhaps not
strictly before us ; but the House will bear
with me in saying a few words upon it.
It is a matter in which some of the hon.
gentlemen from the Province of Quebec
are as much interested, or nearly as much
interested, as those from the Lower Pro-
vinces. It will be remembered that last
year the Government proposed to con-
struct a branch of the Intercolonial Rail-
way from St. Charles to Point Levi.
That was with a view of giving the Inter-
colonial Railway a connection with the
North Shore Railway so called, and the
object of that connection was to make the
Government independent of the Grand
Trunk Railway, at least so it was repre-
sented in this House. Unfortunately,
since last session those efforts
of the Government have been
frustrated and the people of the Lower
Provinces, as well as those of the Province
of Quebec, have been disappointed to
learn that the Grand Trunk Railway has
acquired control and ownership of the
North Shore Road. There was just one
other means of escape for the Inter-
colonial; that was the eastern railway
which runs close to the south shore of the
St. Lawrence from Montreal, as far, I
think, as Sorel, and which it was intended
to continue as far as Point Levis. I
regret very much to learn that this road
also has passed into the hands of the
Grand Trunk Railway. It seems to me
that it will be the duty of the Government
to see if some means cannot be devised of
giving this great Government Railway a
connection independent of the Grand
Trunk Railway; because everyone who
has anything at all to do-who has any
business to transact over the Intercolonial,
must know that that railway is <.ealt
most unfairly with by the Grand Trunk
Railway. I know from the best authority
that loaded cars going to the Lower
Provinces over the, Intercolonial are de-
tained on the Grand Trunk Railway while
that Company send down their own empty
cars to Point Levis; that it is not an unusual
thing for goods to be three weeks on the

HON. MR. POWER.

road from Montreal to Halifax, the de-
tention arising almost altogether on the
Grand Trunk Railway. It appears to me
that it is the duty of the Government,
now that those misfortunes which I speak
of have occurred, and that the roads
which would have made us independent
of the Grand Trunk Railway, have passed
into the hands of that Company, to take
the best possible steps to make the Inter-
colonial Railway, and the Lower Provinces
independent of the Grand Trunk Railway.
I understand that a proposition has been
made-the Hon. Minister of Justice
knows better than I-by the Grand
Trunk Railway, to sell their road from
Richmond to Point Levis. I do not see
that that would put the Government in a
very much better position than it is at
present.

HON. SiR ALEX. CAMPBELL-
No such proposition has been made.

HON. MR. POWER-I know the thing
has been talked about, and I wish to say
that I do not think that would put the
Government or the Intercolonial in a very
much better position, because the Grand
Trunk Railway would still hold the road
from RichmondtoMontreal. Itisnodoubt
a very gratifying thing to people who do
not stop to consider, to learn that there
has been a surplus of some seven millions
of dollars during the past year; but there
are two or three circumstances in connec-
tion with this surplus which I think might
cause the miniýtry to reflect. In the
first place, the fact that the importa-
tions of the past year have been so very
large, and the duties derived from them
have been so immense, goes to show that
the National Policy, one of the principal
avowed objects of which was to shut out
foreign goods from consumption in
Canada, has been in that respect espec-
ially a failure. That is a matter which I
think deserves a good deal of considera-
tion. Then, again, while no doubt it is a
very gratifying thing, that we are not going
into debt, still to take seven millions of
dollars, or almost that amount directly out
of the pockets of four millions of people
through customs and excise duties, be-
sides taking a good deal more indirectly
through the high prices paid for, goods
nqanufactured in this country, seonis to me
to be a matter not altogether for congratu-

Address.
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lation. I do nct think that the people ofthis country are so numerous or so wealthy
as to stand for any length of time such adran as that; and I should feel, although1 think we ought to pay as we go as far as
Possible, that when the Government can
borrow money at four per cent. as they
cal do now, I am told, it would be
Wiser on their part to borrow money for
expenditure on capital account at four percent. rather than take the whole amount
O.t of the people of the present day. Ithink that posterity ought to pay, at any
rate, the interest. I do not propose to say
anything more upon what has already been
bealt with by other honorable gentlemen,ut there is yet one other matter to which I
shall in conclusion call attention, and it is
a subject upon which I think every honor-
able gentleman in this house can join withie i congratulating the Chamber. About

e atme that we were breaking up lastsession a rumor got abroad that this House
eas likely to lose its leader, who waslkely to go elsewhere. I think that every
onorable gentleman will agree with me inrejoicing that that rumor was not correct.

mrnay have been, perhaps, a loss to the
On. Minister of Justice that he did not

go elsewhere, but if it was, I think it was
Otir gain. I hope that so long as the pres-
ent Government-I shall not say the pres-ent admirable Government, and I do not
see that i should say the present iniquitous
'overnment-so long as the present Gov-
erinment remain in power, I hope that
onorable gentleman will continue to lead

the Senate.

N101. MR. OGILVIE-I did not in-tend to take part in this debate, but I must
inake one observation on what the hon.gentleman from Halifax has said about

the railways. He seems to blamethe Grand
Trunk, and probably they are to blame-I
cannot tell whether they are or not-for
the fact that it took forty to forty-five days
for cars to go from Montreal to Halifax, Ithinlk. Well, I can only say this, that I
know of one large milling firm in Montreal
that has, at the present time, I think 500or 6oo cars between here and Winnipeg,ad some others have taken three months

th get there. with the leading raiiways of
we West doing their best to get them for-
Gard. If they can only induce our good
. Vernment to change the weather andgive us less frost and snow, I think we

may get the cars there all right. The
Government is not to be blamed for it,
and it is very hard to blame any system of
railways for a matter that cannot be helped
this winter. I know that despite exer-
tions that have been made, there are at
one point-Blue Island, above Chicago-
1,400 cars lying, and they cannot possibly
get them through.

HoN. MR. POWER.-If the hon. gen-
tlemen will excuse me interrupting him, I
would say that when I spoke about freight
being delayed three weeks I did not refer
to the present state of things, but to what
has been the ordinary course of business
on the road.

HON. MR. OGILVIE.-The fact re-
mains quite the same ; last year when
there was no snow on the ground, but
when other troubles came in the way with
new roads and other things, it was almost
impossible to get freight through in the
same way. With the best connections
that can be made, it is impossible at all
times to deliver freight on time; and with
that question I think I am thoroughly
conversant.

HON. MR. KAULBACH moved the
adjournment of the debate.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned at six o'clock,
until to-morrow.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, Feb. 13, 1883.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at
Three o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE ADDRESS.

The order of the day-resuming ad-
journed debate on the Address, in reply
to the Speech from the Throne-being
called,

HON. MR, KAULBACH said-I had
no intention last evening of addressing the
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House at any length on this subject, but
as I am resuming the debate to-day I
desire to make some comments on the
remarks that tell from some of the hon.
gentlemen who preceded me, and I will
probably do so at some length. I was
pleased with the manner in which the
hon. gentlemen on the opposite side of
the House criticised the Address in reply
to the Speech from the Throne. It was
a fair and impartial criticism. I believe
it is always desirable that we in this
House should be entirely independent,
and while assisting the Government in
perfecting their measures in the Senate,
we should freely express our opinions.
Diversity of opinion is desirable, and by
free discussion we can better mature our
judgments than if we were in complete
harmony on all questions. Therefore, I
am always glad to hear independent mem-
bers on both sides of the House express
their views on matters coming before
them.

It is not for me to eulogise the hon.
gentlemen who moved and seconded the
Address ; that has come well from the
Leader of the Opposition. Of course, it is
a novel position for them and it must
have been a pleasing duty to expatiate on
the general prosperity and advancement
of our country ; in that respect, they had
an easy task to perform apart from any
other reason.

HON. MR. POWER.-Hear! hear!

HON. MR. KAULBACH.- My hon.
friend from Halifax says " hear ! hear ! "
No doubt he endorses it ; can there be
any doubt as to the prosperity which
prevails ? Can he show me one branch of
trade or industry that is not prosperous ?
Since Confederation, has the Dominion at
any time been more prosperous than now ?
The hopes of the country are bright and
we can trace our advancement, to a large
extent, to the fiscal and railway policy
of the Government of the day. Let
the hon. gentleman contrast the condition
of affairs to-day with that which prevailed
when his friends were in power ; let him
contrast the depression which then existed
with the prosperity of the present time !
We have to-day a surplus of six millions
of dollars and the Savings Banks are
overfiowing with the earnings of all classes,
especially of the working people of this

HoN. MR. KAULBACI.

country. There could not be a better
index of the prosperity of the people. In
the .money markets of the world, our de-
bentures are selling at a higher price than
they do in any other colony of the Em-
pire. These are not merely indications,
they are facts, which cannot be denied,
proving the prosperous condition of the
country.

My hon. friend said yesterday, that we
are not only manufacturing, but importing
largely. I say, that is another index of
our prosperity ; it proves the purchasing
power of the people, that they are able to
import and supply themselves with lux-
uries which in times of depression they
could not do.

My hon. friend referred to the fisheries
yesterday, and said they were not produc-
tive. Coming from the same Province as
he does, I cannot let that statement pass
unchallenged. He is so opposed in every
way to the fiscal policy of the country,
that he thinks nothing good can come out
of it, and therefore entertaining that belief:
he imagines there is depression where
none exists.

The exports of the. products of the
fisheries of Nova Scotia must have in-
creased last year by a million of dollars.
Does that indicate that the fisheries are
not productive ? That increase is largely
due to the better prices obtained. The
fishermen are purchasing larger supplies
and through the bounty system, they are
enabled to prosecute their industry on a
larger scale. Everywhere in the Pro-
vince of Nova Scotia, we find men fitting
out their little boats and building larger
vessels as the results of the encourage-
ment given them by the Government.
The fishing interest is a precarious one
and should meet with this encouragement.

My honorable friend spoke of emigra-
tion from Nova Scotia, but confined his
remarks to that portion of the Province
bordering on the Straits of Canso. He
says there is hardly any body left in that
part of 'the country, except old people
and young children. As I said before, I
believe that is purely, or largely, imagina-
tion, as that condition of affairs, as a mat-
ter of fact, does not exist ; I say so, not
only from my own personal observation,
but from the experience of others. No
doubt, there has been some movement of
the population ; people will go abroad and
some are emigrating to our North-West ;
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but a sirnilar condition of affairs prevails
"I. the neighboring Republic. Our tax-
ation is not so large per capita as theirs,
yet we find a continuai movement of
People from the Eastern States to the
Western States ; and the natural tendency
Of Our population is to the West. It is so
in this Province, as well as everywhere
else. I should prefer that the people
would remain in their native Province,
but we cannot expect that our experience
'n that way will differ fron that of our
neighbors. Therefore, I say, it cannot be
the pressure of taxation in Canada, be-
cause the National Policy has been ap-
proved of by the country. There cannot
be in this House any opposition to that
.Olcy now, after the unmistakable expres-

Sion of opinion which has been given by
the People at the polls in favor of the
Course pursued by the Government and
Particularly with regard to their Fiscal
and Railway policy. We have great cause
tO congratulate ourselves in every way,
not Only on our present position, but also
on the hopeful prospects before us.

Then, as regards the mines, look at the
coal industry of Nova Scotia ; look at the
number of vessels employed and the out-
Put of the mines compared with the re-
turns of former years ! I see, from some
report issued in Montreal, only lately, that
OVer a hundred thousand tons of coal were
sent there fron Nova Scotia last year,
!1ore than in any previous year. All this
's indicative of a wise administration of
Public affairs by the present Government
and Proves the wisdom of their policy.

r see a paragraph in the Speech with
regard to the North-West. I am very gladto find, on the authority of His Excellency
the Governor-General, that these vastt er-
rItories are so well adapted to settlement.

t confirms what his predecessors have
Said. This report going abroad to Europe
!nust have a beneficial effect particularly
'n Great Britain, in bringing out settlers
to this country. It is all important to us
to have those territories settled as soon as
Possible ; it will not only benefit those
who rake their homes there, but it will
lessen the general taxation of the countryand relieve us of the burden we have as-
Sunled in constructing the Canadian
Pacific Railway and developing the North-
West Territory. It will also contribute to
the success ofthe people who embarkedthat gigantic enterprise, and their suc-

cess must be beneficial to the whole
country. It was an enormous under-
taking, and we should be glad to learn
that they are succeeding and are likely to
reap large profits in an under-taking
fraught with such risks. Already, since
they have taken this enterprise in hand,
the revenue of the country has large-
ly increased from the sales of public lands,
and we can now say with certainty, that
the rest of the Dominion will not feel any
burden of taxation arising from the
construction of that road. I know
at one time we thought this coun-
try had a white elephant on its hands-
that the whole country would be burdened
with an irredeemable burden of debt and
taxation in consequence of the under-
taking. L believe the country is hope-
ful now, and glad that the work has been
commenced. The progress which bas
been made with the construction of the
line bas been extraordinary, and beyond
the expectations of the most sanguine.
All this proves the wisdom of the policy
of the Government. Not only that, but
the imigration into this country has been
unprecedentedly large, owing to the open-
ing up of the North West, while the cost
per capita of bringing emigrants into the
country bas been very small, only $3.
Seven or eight years ago, when the late
administration was in power, it was eight
or ten times as large as it is now.

With respect to the laws regulating the
franchise, I do not know what the prom-
ised measure is to be, but of one thing I
am convinced, that Parliament alone
should have the power of declaring the
conditions on which its members should
be elected. This is' a question which
should have been dealt with long ago; it
was never brought up until now, and it is
high time that a measure should be sub-
mitted dealing with the subject. On this
point, I should think there could be no
diversity of opinion.

As regards the license law, I was one of
those who opposed the measure introduced
by the leader of the Opposition at the
time when be was the leader of the
Government in this House. I was strong-
ly impressed then with the idea that we
should not interfere with the subject, but
that it should be left to the Provinces to
regulate it. That we have a constitutional
right to deal with the matter is evident
from the act which the leader of the Op-
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position brought into the House; and no
doubt every hon. gentleman who has read
the decision in Russell vs. the Queen, de-
cided last June by the Judicial Committee
of the Privy Council, believes that it is
necessary and that it is incumbent on this
Parliament to restrain any abuse arisiifg
from the sale of intoxicating liquors since
the Legislatures can only license for re-
venue purposes. In view of the decision
of the Privy Council, I consider this
legislation necessary, and, much as I was
opposed in former sessions to this Parlia-
ment dealing with the matter, I believe,
that the time for action has now come.

I am glad, as a member of Nova Scotia,
to learn that the Intercolonial Railway is
no longer a burden on the Iominion;
that it not only pays current expenses, but
has yielded a surplus of about $9,ooo.oo
during the past year. Not only has the
trajic largely increased, but the revenue
has also grown while the rates charged on
the line have been diminished. Going
back to 1878, I remember, there were
in this H'ouse, certain hon. gentlemen-I
see some of them before me now-who con-
demned that railway and censured the
management of it. At that time there was
a deficit of, I think, half a million dollars.
I am very glad that we, from the Lower
Provinces, can now feel that this railway
is no longer a burden on the Dominion,
and that instead of being a source of tax-
ation to the country, it has, under able
management, become a source of revenue.

There is one subject to which the hon.
member from Halifax, (Mr. Power),
referred-the sugar refineries. I remem-
ber the time when there was a great deal
of talk about " bloated manufacturers, "
and when the Government was charged
with building up monopolies at the
expense of the country. I do not know
but that my hon. friend himself was of
that mind, and I am glad to find by his
remarks of yesterday, that he takes a
different view of the question now-
that he has discovered that competition
has brought down prices and the people
are paying no more now, for those nec-
essaries of life, than they did before the
National Policy was inaugurated. The
cry now, instead of being directed
against the "bloated manufacturers coin-
ing money at the expense of the people"
is, that the manufacturers are not reaping
fair returns for their investments. The

hon. gentleman refered to the sugar
refineries in order to prove that the
policy of the Government had failed, but
he should bear in mind that these enter-
prises require, in addition to large capital,
special skill and careful management, to
make them profitable. I regret that
these refineries are not paying as large
dividends as those who are interested in
them anticipated, but it ill becomes those
who opposed the National Policy, and
raised an outcry against manufacturers,
to complain now of the ill success which
may have attended any branch of manu-
facturing industry.

HON. MR. NELSON-Before the close
of the debate, I deem it my duty, from
the prominent reference which has been
made to His Excellency's visit to British
Columbia, to say something on that point :
I do. not intend to enter into the subject
generally, or to review the Address in any
way; I leave that for more experienced
members than myself. I wish to express
the gratification which the people of
British Columbia felt when His Excel-
lency and the Princess Louise visited the
Province, and more particularly because
in the late Address from the Throne, at the
meeting of the local legislature, no men-
tion has been made of their visit. I feel
assured that the omission was an over-
sight. It certainly could not have been
intentional in any way. I know from the
character of the gentlemen who form the
Government there, that such an omission
could not have been intentional, and you
all know that the Lieut.-Governor, who
was a member of this House, and favor-
ably known while he was a Senator, would
have had the matter made right, if it had
been the result of anything more than
oversight. His Excellency, I may say,
during his stay in British Columbia, visited
as much of the Province as he possibly
could, and arrived at certain conclusions
with regard to its resources ; but there was
a great portion of British Columbia which
he could not visit, from the absence of
means of communication.

There is another matter to which 1
wish to refer : In speaking of the general
welfare of the Dominion, and the great
progress which has been made, I must
mention the rapid advance which British
Columbia has made of late. During
the last half year, the revenues froni

HON. MR. KAULBÀCH.
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customs and excise alone, I believe will
amount to something over $ 6oo,ooo, oralmost double the amount of the whole
revenue of that country for an entire year
at the time we entered the confederation.
That, hon. gentlemen will say, is due to
railway construction in British Columbia
and to the importation of necessaries for
that great work, but I have to point out as
well, that although our revenue has in-
creased very largely in consequence of
Our tremendous imports, still, during the
last year in British Columbia the
exports were to the extent of something
like $1,200,o00, in excess of our imports,
showing that, independent of railway con-
struction in the Province, our progress has
been very great.

I am glad to see that it is the intention
of the Government to open up the railway
lands for settlement, not only in British
Columbia, but in other parts of the North-
West. I must say the reservation of those
lands in British Columbia, more particul-
arly on the Island, has been productive ofa great deal of hari to the Province.
People who have come there to settle,
finding those lands locked up, have been
driven, in many cases, across the border,and have settled in Washington Territory.

st is a subject that the members from
British Columbia coming to the session
of Parliament felt called upon to urge
Particularly on the Government-that they
should open up those lands for settlement.
!an very glad to see that that intention
'Sforeshadowed in the Speech from the

hrone.

'-ON. MR. HAYTHORNE-No doubt
It is exceedingly gratifying to the rulers of
any free people to be able to meet the
representatives of the people in Parlia-ient, and to announce to them that uni-
Versal peace and prosperity prevail; still

l thi.nk that some little caution should beused in adopting language of thàt nature,tecause in so wide an area as appertains
t this Dominion, it may well be that pro-
share , or parts of provinces, may not

in that general prosperity, and the
lihabitants of those less prosperous por-
tOns Of the country may feel themselves
rather ignored in the midst of the general
Ptosperity and feel somewhat hard thattheir rulers have not perceived that theyare less favored circumstances than

eir brethern. Such, to a certain extent,

has been very much the case in the pro-
vince with which I am connected. During
the past season, the seed time was un-
uasually late and wet. Hon. gentlemen
may perhaps be surprised to hear me state
that large portions of the seed sown in
Prince Edward Island last year were not
committed to the ground until late in
June-in fact, not earlier than thirteen or
fourteen days from midsummer. Of course
the return could not be as large, under
such circumstances, as usual, and the con-
sequence was a less bountiful harvest
than is generally reaped. It is quite true
that the season, in many instances, has
quite outdone our expectations; farmers
who were despondent in the spring re-
ceived bountiful returns in the fall, but as
a general rule the principal grain fields of
our Province were less productive than
usual, and of course considerable incon-
venience is felt in consequence. The
farmers are importers of flour to a con-
siderable extent, and large portions of the
oat crop is not of the kind which is fit for
exportation. I therefore conclude that it
would be more wise to use less general
and sweeping assertions, than this with
which the speech from the Throne opens.

There are three clauses in this Address
which I shall refer to very briefly. I do
not wish to offei any criticisms upon what
may possibly be the contents of the mea-
sures which are foreshadowed in these
three clauses. There, is this much about
them, that all three (6, 7, and 8,) inter-
fere more or less with the principle of
provincial rights. In former sessions we
have had examples of that. The election
laws and the licensing system have always
been under the control of the local legis-
latures. No later than last session hon.
gentlemen will remember that when an
hon. member of the Government who is
not at present in this House, and who
has retired to another sphere of useful-
ness, introduced a measure to regulate
factory labor, he 'was met by the hon.
Senator from Amherst with the assertion
that such legislation would be ultra vires.
Now if it should so happen that in these
three instances the Government are about
to introduce measures which will interfere
with Provincial rights, it seems not alto-
gether improbable that the peace,-at all
events of Parliament-may be somewhat
interfered with. It is not my intention
go at any length into a discussion of the
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Address. I rose more for the purpose of
directing the attention of the Government
to matters of provincial interest, than to
make a general criticism of the Address.
I see that in the i ith clause reference is
made to the Intercolonial Railway and
congratulations are claimed that the traffic
on that road, and its profits also, are
greatly increased. I am exceedingly glad
to hear this, but I think it is much more
important that its traffic should be en-
larged than that its profits should be in-
creased. The main point on a national
road of that sort is to make the people
use it largely, and if incidentally the
profits are large enough to cover the ex-
penditure, we may congratulate ourselves
upon it. What I wish to do is to draw
attention to one source from which
the traffic of the Intercolonial Railway
might be still further increased, and that
is the traffic (particularly in winter) of
Prince Edward Island. I regret to say
that no measure-even those measures
which were promised to us last session,
for the improvement of our winter transit
from the Island Province to the mainland,
had been carried into effect. This is, I
think, the more to be regretted, because
I, in common with other representatives
of Prince Edward Island, never, perhaps,
left this Capital for home more fully per-
suaded that a beginning was about to be
made to carry out the terms of Confedera-
tion, which had been before us for so
many years, than last year. I candidly
admit I was met last year on the ffoor of
this House, when I called the attention
of the Senate to the subject, in a most
straightforward manner by the hon.
gentleman who leads the Government in
this House, and from his manner on that
occasion, and from what occurred after-
wards in making appropriations for the
building of branch lines of railway in
Prince Edward Island, and other engage-
ments which the Ministry had entered
into for the purpose of facilitating winter
traffic between Prince Edward Island and
the mainland, I, and I think most of my
countrymen also, anticipated we had seen
the last of the old system, and when this
winter, which is now upon us came on,
we should find several improvements
on the system which had prevailed
for so many years. We were unfor-
tunately disappointed, and I think I
should hardly have risen to my feet on

4

liON. MR. HAYTHORNE,

this occasion if it had not been for the
purpose of attempting to draw from the
hon. leader of the Government, in this
House some statement of their intentions
in the future, and some explanation of
the cause why those improvements so
long promised and so long expected were
not, at all events commenced, during the
last season, It is quite undeniable-it
has been admitted on all hands, that the
terms on which our Province entered the
union are indisputable, clear and pre-
cise-quite as clear and precise as those
on which British Columbia entered the
confederatipn. For many years British
Columbia, had to wait, and it was perhaps
almost as impossible then to carry the
terms agreed upon literally into effect, as
it may have been sometimes to carry
out the terms of confederation with
Prince Edward Island ; but Brit-
ish Columbia did not sit down hope-
less and helpless. Her members always
agitated for the . bill, the whole bill,
and nothing but the bill, and ultimately
we have seen the success which is attend-
ing their efforts. It may be urged that
the fulfilment of the terms of union with
Prince Edward Island is altogether a
physical impossibility. I am not going to
urge or advocate the attempting of any
such impossibility. What I say is that it
may be at present our means or appliances
are inadequate to keep ice-bound harbors
open during the winter, but I say the time
may come,-it may be nearer than we
suppose,-when our improved knowledge
of science may enable us to devise means
of which we have no idea now, or dis-
cover new forces, or new appliances of old
forces, by means of which one of the great
problems of this Dominion-the opening
of ice-bound harbors-may be set at rest.

With such a climate as this Dominion
possesses it is a question of very lively im-
portance to other parts of the Dominion
as well av Prince Edward Island, and I
say further; that the attempts that have
been made, and which have failed in this
respect, must simply be regarded as ex-
periments. In the case of British Colum-
bia, for instance, I think something like
three millions of dollars were spent in
surveys on a projected railroad. Of
course it was not all spent in British Col-
umbia, but it was all spent with a view to
the commencement of the Pacific Rail-
way. The " Northern Light " was an ex-
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Periment of the same kind, and her suc-
cess was only partial, but it may lead to
further and greater success some day or
Other. For my part I am prepared to
wait, but I do think I have the right, in
the meantime, to demand that the Gov-
ernment should treat our Province as they
would treat any other Province in the
Domiion; that they should regard the
iail service of Prince Edward Island just

the sane as they regard the mail service
Of Ontario or Quebec, and provide the
mneans for carrying out those necessary im-
Provements, as they would do for any-
Where else. I remember 4ast year
the Minister of Justice fairly and can-
didly admitted that the carriage of mailsand passengers was not a question
Pertaining to one particular Province, but
'ws Of equal importance to all those with
Whom we traded. Now a special pro-1fise, which was made to the Province
Of Prince Edward Island last year, wasthat a branch railway should be built
fron- Our trunk line to the cape whence
OUr crossing of the Straits commences,

an appropriation was taken for that
Purpose. That branch railway has notbeen commenced; ground has not been
throken for it. It was further promised
that improvements should be made in
the winter passage of the Straits-that
Provision should be made for improving
the boat service, and for assisting the ice
boats with heavy and properly manned
tiW boats. Now, these are, compara-
tvely speaking, trivial matters, and yetthey rake all the difference between
ctossing promptly and remaining on the
Oher side. I saw an instance a few days

O where, if a properly manned row-boat
th been provided at Cape Tormentine,
the mails could have crossed promptly;
aL it was they had to remain two days
We the Island side. If these improvementswere taken in hand and carried out, it
Wouîd show a desire and a determinationthe part of the Dominion Government

aIsSist the people of Prince Edward
Iand, and they would feel that their
ciants and wishes were known and appre-ifted by the Dominion Government.af the members of the Government will
Ils me to state it from my place in the
rnauseI would say, what is wanted is a live
c on that shore, with full authority and
which blanehe to carry out the measures,

are necessary for improving thus

a

route. To remit this sort of improvement
to officials outside whose regular duty it
is, is simply to postpone it. The official
naturally seeks to carry out Dominion
improvements of that sort on as reason-
able an outlay as possible. This is not the
sort of thing to economise on ; lives and
property are at stake, and it would be
exceedingly rash to risk human life and
the mails of the country for the sake of
spending a few dollars. Give us a live
man with good administrative ability, and
give him carte blanche to carry out his
views. Allow me to state my experience
of the last fortnight of the result
of this want of proper communication
with our Province. I attended a
public meeting the other day held
some seven or eight miles from the Straits,
and I was vexed and annoyed to find the
amount of ill-feeling which was creeping
over men's minds with regard to our
connection with the Dominion, and
chiefly on account of inattention on the
part of the Government to those trivial
matters. Men were saying "give us our
terms, or cut us adrift; let us be as we
were when we were independent." That
is the feeling which exists, and which will
continue until the Government of this
great country displays an earnest desire
to meet with the wishes of the people of
our Province. I thank the House for
listening to me so patiently ; but, as I
said, I cannot but feel, though the subject
is well worn, it is still of so much import-
ance and creates so much feeling in my
part of the Dominion, that I would not
perform my duty if I did not stand up
here and advocate these necessary mat-
ters.

HON. MR. GIRARD-It seems to me
that there is a duty on an occasion like this,
especially for those representing the
smaller Provinces of the Dominion, to ex-
press themselves upon the Speech of our
gracious Queen, and to aid in shewing the
progress and prosperity existing in every
part of the Dominion; and I am also hap-
py to be able to appear before this House
and tell hon. gentlemen about me, that
Manitoba, although a new Province, is not
the least in that progress. It has prob-
ably been known in the different parts of
the Dominion that dissatisfaction existed
there at a certain time, and while I admit
that such a feeling did exist, it was not
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shared by the people generally, but was
due to the peculiar and private interests of
a certain association which had certain
chartered rights and they expected to
make their profit out of such business as
they were empowered to transact. These
people, when they could not go on with
their business, were naturally dissatisfied,
but the people generally, were satisfied
with the action of the Government. They
approved of what had been done, and I
may say without any hesitation that they
are satisfied with that great institution, the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company,
which is completing the road, as was said
yesterday by the Premier of the Govern-
ment, without any expense to the Domin-
ion. Some years ago I believe it was
thought that that great undertaking could
not be brought to a successful issue, but
there is no doubt now that it will be car-
ried on and completed, and that too with-
out entailing any expense upon this
country. Further, it is my impression
that there will be a large profit in the tran-
saction, and we confidently look forward
to the time when we shall see the wealth
of the Dominion going over our own road
from the Atlantic to the Pacific. I rejoice
to see the prosperity which is so general,
and we are thankful to the Government
and also to the Canadian Pacific Railway
Co., for what has been done amongst us.
That Company are a trading corporation,
and no doubt they look first at what
may be profitable to themselves, but
at the same time they are carrying
progress, prosperity and wealth to all
the different quarters to which the road
extends. Allusion has been made'to the
happy results of the visit to British
Columbia of His Excellency the Governor-
General, and Her Royal Highness the
Princess Louise, and to the future
beneficial results to spring from it. I
have no hesitation in saying that I be-
lieve the consequences of that visit will be
most advantageous to British Columbia,
because the results of their visit to-
Manitoba have been greatly to increase and
add to our prosperity and progress. Since
that visit a large number of immigrants
have come to us from the old country-
from Europe-and have settled in Mani-
toba, and I do not think it can be denied
that many of those people have left their
homes in the older country upon the as-
surances conveyed in the expressions of

HON. MR. GIRARD.

the Governor-General that they might
emigrate to this country without risk and
with much advantage. I shall take the
liberty of telling hon. gentlemen what was
my feeling yesterday when the Addrçss
was proposed. The hon. mover of the
Address came from the same parish as
myself, and I remember that in 1872, I
had the honor of taking the first step in
this House and proposed the Address.
I felt proud of Varennes. The same
name has been given to a portion
of what is just now part of the district in
dispute between the Provinces of Mani-
toba and Ontario. It is a very important
county, and I am glad to see what they have
been able to do there already. I think that
county will, before long, form part of the
Province of Manitoba, and I think
the Government will succeed in arriving
at an amicable agreement with the author-
ities in Ontario, and that the County of
Varennes will be then the link between
the east and west of the Dominion. There
are many points in the Speech from the
Throne which have my full concur-
rence; but there is one especially to
which I would call the attention of the
House,-that is that part of the Speech in
reference to the trade in liquor through-
out the Dominion. It is true that difficul-
ties exist, but I am sure no hon. gentleman
will see, without a feeling of pain, the
consequences of the traffic in various local-
ites. I know I live in a country where
such consequences are bitterly felt,
and while it is not due to the people
living there, it is a fact that often stran-
gers come among us and getting dis-
couraged, not knowing what to do, they
go to the tavern and drink up all they
may have brought to the country, and
finally become a burden upon society
there. This is not right, and if the
authority rests with the Provincial Legis-
lature it must necessarily be by delegation
from the federal authorities ; and if the
federal authorities can legislate for the
life of the people living under their control,
it seems to me that they must have
authority to act in the same way in all
that affects that subject. I feel, looking
at the question in that way, that all these
provisions should be repealed, and
at the same time that some legis-
lation should be adopted to protect
society in that direction. Fbr my
part I would feel a natural anxiety to do
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all in my power to help-not the temper-
ance societies alone-but it seems to me
that it is possible to protect the people by
the introduction of certain measures which
Would render the trade in liquor more
difficult than it is to-day, either by a
change in the duty paid upon liquors,
or some other prohibitive measure. When
the proper time comes we shall have an
oPPortunity of expressing our views on
this point, and I certainly think there is
nothing which calls for the action of the
Government more than this subject.

We are promised a measure for the
assimilation of the laws affecting the elec-
toral lists, and I thoroughly approve of
such a step, assimilation of the laws being
most desirable in my judgment. It is
true that we number different Provinces
I this Dominion, but at the same time
there should be but one statute book for
the whole Confederation; we should find
there what is fitting and proper for Prince
Edward Island. should provide for
the needs and wants of Manitoba and
British Columbia; therefore I welcome the
theasure promised by the Government on
that point. I shall not continue my
remarks at any greater length at present,
but I certainly am pleased to see that,
although the Speech is not very long, it
promises a number of different projects
bY Which not only our persons but our
Property will be protected ; and under
these circumstances I give my full concur-
rence to its adoption.

liON. MR. TRUDEI-I did not intend
to address the House upon the subject ol
the Address, but the question raised by
Iy hon. friend from DeLanaudière (Mr.
Bellerose) is of such importance that I

nk a few words should be said by me
the same direction. It is hardly

recessary that we should repeat again
and again how unpleasant it is for us tc
tome here year after year, and enter a pro.
test, always the same, against what wE
COnsider to be a grievance. At present I

Pnly Propose to read, with the permissior
of the House, a letter which I had the
hon>or to address to the Hon. the Prime

nister of the Dominion, on the occasior
the last ministerial changes, that is, ir

Jly last. As everybody knows, the Frenchlatage is the official language in th(

Yederation as well as the English, anc
W*e are put in one or other of the fol

lowing dilemmas. Either this language
is not of sufficient importance to be
officially represented here in the Senate-
the first House of the Dominion-either
this language is not deemed worthy of
being represented here on the treasury
benches; or, on the other side, the Senate
is not worth having representation in both
official languages of the Dominion. We
can hardly escape from one or other of
these dilemmas, but it is my opinion that
we ought not to admit either the one or the
other. I may say here that, when I had
the honor to submit to the Premier the
letter which I shall shortly read, I reserved
to myself the right to place my views be-
fore the public upon the first opportunity,
but in fact I did not intend to read them
now ; I think, however, that the position
taken by hon. gentlemen on the other side
obliges nie to quote these expressions,
which reflect my opinion of the matter.
I must apologise in advance to the House
if I take up some time in reading the letter,
which is as follows

'When Confederation took place, the
Province of Quebec consented to accept the
present basis of representation in the House
of Commons-to wit, representation based on
population-against which she had fought
with so much energy, under its leaders Sir J.
A. Macdonald and Sir G. E. Cartier, on the
express condition only, that the equilibrium
between the different Provinces thus broken
in the Commons, would be, to a certain ex-
tent, re-established by the Senate.

This was not a simple matter of form, it
was understood that t le Senate would pre-
sent an efficient counterpoise, sufficient to
secure to the less populous Provinces, parti-
cularly to the Province of Quebec, the con-
plete integrity of their rights.

For twenty years the question of represen-
tation based on population having been the
burning and vital question,Quebec could not
consent to abandon the fruit of a twenty
years struggle and stultify herself to the ex-
tent ofaccepting without reserve, without any
guaran.tee, without restriction, without strik-
ing a single blow, a state of things which for

- twenty years our first statesmen had pro.
nounced to be the death blow to our nation-
ality and the ruin of our Province.

Therefore, the Senate was to be, for the
Province of Quebec, as well as the group of
the Maritime Provinces, the legislative body
on which they could particularly depend for

i the safe-keeping of their rights; for, in the
i Senate alone they were to be on an equal

footing with the powerful Province of On-
tario. They we e thus highly intereqted in
main taining to that body its full strength and
prestige, and could not countenance its abdi-

- cating any power or prerogative ; for so soon
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as it became inferior in any respect to the
House of Commons, it would no longer be in
a position to counteract its influence and
yould consequently fail in the task of main-
taining the rights of the Provinces of lesser
population.

t is, therefore, quite natural that Quebec
should attend with the greatest care, not only
to the maintenance of the Upper House, but
equally to the entire preservation of its pres-
tige, its power and its efficiency, and this for
four distinct reasons.

1. The firat is one of constitutional rights.
Proud of living under the British Constitu-
tion, what we want is not a mock constitu-
tion or the shadow of a British Constitution,
we must have the British Constitution in ail
its excellency. The essence of that Constitu-
tion, the primordial principle on tohich it is
based, is the perfect equality of powers, or the
perfect equilibrium between the Monarchical,
Aristocratic and Democratical forces.

But we perceive, to our regret, that every
day the Senate is losing a portion of its in-
fluence, its prestige, its authority, in short,
its power, whilst the House of Commons
assumes the power thus lost by the Senate.
In this country, even more than in England,
the character of British institutions is being
more and more altered and defaced, to such
an extent, that we can repeat with soine truth
Lord Beaconsfield's saying relative to Eng-
land :-" That deimocratical tendencies are
" such. that the popular branch of Parliament
" is superseding the two others to such an
"extent that the essential character of the
" British Constitution is disappearing."

In Canada, the power and influence is
fast disappearing of the Senate, which, of
the three branches, is chiefly our safe-guard,
and to whose strength were entrusted our
dearest interests.

At the origin of Confederation the Senate
had, together with the House of Commons,
a considerable proportion of administrative
influence. At that time so many as five
Ministers were chosen from> the Senate. And
if we consider in what proportion, in England,
the different Ministers, even liberal, recruited
their members from the House of Lords, it
will be seen that our Senate there furnished
nothing but its fair quantity. And let it be
remembered that my pretention cannot be
repudiated on the plea that it is too anti-
democratical, for it perfectly agrees even with
the views of the very founders of the famous
United States Republic-of John Adams,
amongst others-who, although devoted ad-
herents to the republican systen, thought it
best to secure their young republic against
the extreme tendencies of democracy-by re-
commending to adopt that perfect balance of
p owers which is the characteristic of the

ritish Constitution.
The-second reason is one of right of nations

(Droit des gens). The federal pact made by
Provinces, each of which preserves in a large
degree its peculiar autonomy, partakes to a
certain extent of the nature of a treaty be-
tween independent nations.

HON. MR. TRUDEL,

Thus, we accepted Confederation on the
express condition that our Senate would es-
tablish a perfect equilibrium between Ontario,
Quebec and the group of Maritime Provinces;
on that condition and on that condition only
we consented to form part of the Con federacy.
England most scrupulously respected the fact
in question. Not a single change has been
made to the dispositions adopted by the con-
ference held in Quebec. The Imperial Parlia-
ment recognized in it the character of a solemn
treaty between nations. The collosal power
of the Metropolis, the Crown, and the British
Parlianent bowed religiously in the name of
sworn faith, to the solemn compact between
the contracting parties.

The third reason is one of Provincial inter-
est. Ontario on the one side, Quebec on the
other, and the group of Maritime Provinces
as third party to the treaty, lad stipulated
absolute equality between themselves in the
Senate. T here, perfect equilibrium was to
exist between the three groups.

Well 1 this equilibrium has long since
been broken ! So soon as Ontario alone had
three Ministers chosen in the Senate, whilst
the othergroups had not the slightest share in
the Ministeria patronage, it nay be said that
from that moment, Ontario's influence was
doubled in the Upper House. There is no
need of insisting on this point, it being self-
evident that on every important question.
Ontario's 24 members, having amiîongst themn
three Ministers and the full weight of admin-
istrative influence, the full prestige and force
given by the distribution uf patronage of the
highest situations, &c., &c., in a country
where unfortunately situation-hunting plays
such a prominent part, it is evident I say
that Ontario's 24 mem bers are at least twice as
strong as 24 members of Quebec, deprived of
every advantage of the same nature. Ontario
already possessing in the Commons a prepon-
derating influence, in consequence of a depu-
tation superior in number by one-third, also
enjoys now in the Senate an equally prepon-
derating influence, double at least that of
Quebec. Once again, what has therefore he-
come of the proposed equilibrium ? Where
is that perfect equality promised which was by
a solemn and sacred compact ?

The fourth reason is one of nationality.
One of the parties to that federal compact was
notonly a Province, butadistinctnationality,
having to protect one and ail its national
rights-its language, its religion, its custome,
its laws and national autonomy. It was
perfectly agreed that Confederation, far from
atteiptng to destroy these righis, would
recognize them ail, respect theni ail, protect
then all! For that very reason, notwith-
standing the majority in number, in spite of
the fact that the Eng ish language was spoken
by the majority of Provinces as by the
majority of the population, the French
language vas placed on a perfectly equal
footing with the English language in the
Confederacy. Both were to be similarly the
official languages of ,Canada. French being
an official language, not only on the Throne,
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from which every communication reaches us
in French as weil as English, not only in the
BOuse of Commons, but also in the Senate, it
naturally followed that the French language
had a right to representation on the treasury
benches of the Senate.

What are the principal finctions of a House
of Parliament? Do they not consist (1st) in
discussaig the Government's policy, (2nd) in
.Xpressing a judgment u pon its merit, (3rd)
11, communicating to th e Government the
denands and wants of the people, as well astheir own observations on all matters of
Public interest, (4th) in receiving for and in
the name of the nation the Government's
clelarations? How can these observations be
lnade to a Governnent, how can its policy be
discussed and judgments pronounced upon it,
hoW can demanda be submitted and its

a 'mInunications received in a language
having no representative amongst the
Inmbers of that Government ? The absence
!n the Senate of a French speaking Minister
's therefore practically tantamount to the
exclusion of t he French language froin that
bOdy. To decide that the Executive will
have no French speaking representative in
the Senate is therefore practical]y pro-
claiming the abolition of the French
language in the Senate. It is abolishing0 ne of the two official languages of the
pofederation in one of the two Houses of

liarnent; nay 1 in the highest Chamber, inthe.one whose mission is specially to protectnational rights, and which is eupposed to
ia.intain the rights of that language againstthe Possible encroachments of the lower
"Ouse. It is therefore, once more, violating
the spirit of the constitution.

.In the present state of things five important
nterests are totally deprived of their right to
"reenttatives fromn the Senate in the
'nlstry.
1- The provincial interest of Quebece.

2*Tenational interests of the French)
canadians,

3. The Catholic interests.
4. The interest of the French language.
5. The Irish interest.

I ray say that this was written before
We had the advantage of having Hon. Mr.
Snith appointed to the Government.

It is well understood that we are now
ýiscussing a question of principle, without
l the least intending to cast any disa-
greeable reflection on the estimable men
who have represented the Government in
the Senate for the last four years. Indeed
w fe do not intend articulating the slightest
comi'plaint in the name of the religious,national or even provincial interests of

uebe, against men who, we are happy
bro a' are possessed of honorable and
t-Ce, views, as well as of a spirit of jus.ice who, we have not the least doubt, are
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disposed to treat us kindly, and with per-
fect impartiality; but we wish to affirm
the rights of our Province, nationality,
religion and language. The excellent
disposition and the eminent personal
qualities of our honorable colleagues are
in the present question accidental facts,
which do not give us justice. In one
word, we are deprived-of that to which we
have a right.

I may say, hon. gentlemen, that there is
nothing which is so unpleasant for us as
to come back to this question, but still the
members of this House will easily under-
stand that we are not here to do what is
convenient or agreeable to us ; we are
here to defend what we believe to be sa-
cred rights, and I hope the hon. Ministers
of the Crown and members of this body
will accept in this sense the few remarks
which are contained in the letter I have
just read, and generally what we may say
on this question. I may recognise that
for the last few months the Ministry has
shewn a desire to render us justice, by
appointing to the Senate men who are not
only a credit to this body, but who will
put the Senate in a position to do that
justice to us which we have been claiming
during the past four years.

HoN. MR. MASSON.-With a great
deal that has been said by the hon. gen-
tleman who has just taken his seat I fully
concur. In a Confederation such as ours,
I think that the French element should
as far as possible be represented in both
branches of Parliament, and as I have
taken the greatest share of responsibility
in the formation of the French section of
the Cabinet, I trust the hon. Minister of
Justice will allow me to take that responsi-
bility at the present moment. Ifullybelieve
that we should be entitled to the free use
of our language, and the fact that we are
entitled to the free use of our language
would force the conclusion--which is not
an extreme one-that we should be un-
derstood in our language, that we shduld
be understood by the Speaker who rules
over us, and that we should be understood
by the Ministers who answer for us ; but
I think that beyond that it would be un-
reasonable to push our requirements,-to
require for instance that, under any cir-
cumstances, whether you do good to the
country or whether you do not, that you
must have one Minister in this House
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speaking the French language, and three in
the House of Commons.

I say it is a matter of perfect indiffer-
ence to this country whether there is a
French Canadian Member of this House
in the Cabinet or not, or whether there
should be two members here and two in
the other House, or one here and three
in the Commons ; all that we can require
is that our language should be respected,
and understood, and that as a nationality
a fair share of influence should be afford-
ed us. I have of late years studied this
question and I have failed to see yet that
the influence of the French Canadian
element has been diminished in this Sen-
ate, because there is not in the Government
one of its members speaking the French
language as his mother tongue. We have
an hon. gentleman presiding over the
deliberations of this House who speaks
French fluently and who can decide any
question of order in our language when
we require it, and we have a Minister who
can answer the hon. gentleman from
DeLanaudière in his own tongue on any
public question, if he requires it. But it
is a singular coincidence that the two hon.
gentlemen who have taken it upon them-
selves to vindicate the rights of the French
element in this House have both address-
ed the Senate in English. Why have
they not been consistent in as-
serting the rights of the French
Canadian people by speaking their
language when addressing Parliament?
I may say that I am primarily re-
sponsible for the formation of the
French section of the Adminstration in
1878. When I arrived from Europe, Sir
John Macdonald asked me to take charge
of the formation of the French section of
the Cabinet. I knew, as every man
knows who has had experience in the for-
mation of governments in this country,
that I had a hard task before me. I had
not to consider whether the Senate or the
House of Commons should be particu-
larly represented, or how they should be
represented in the .Cabinet, but I had to
weigh carefully what was best in the inter-
est of the whole Dominion, in deciding
who were the men who should be called
upon to form the Administration. I do
not pretend to say that there are not gen-
tlemen in this House who might well be
called on to take a seat in the Govern-
ment. I think there are gentlemen speak-

HON. MR. MASSON.

ing the French language in this House,
fully capable of forming part of that Ad-
minstration, but under the circumstances
I had to act for the best, and I think that
in the recommendations I made to my
hon. leader I have met the wishes
of the country, and I have the best
proof of that, by the general approba-
tion we received both in this House,
and in the House of Commons while
I held a seat there as a Minister of
the Crown. The popularity of the
Government we formed has been
increasing steadily since then, and if the
course I took on that occasion-and I
wish to take the full responsibility for it-
had been unfair to the French Canadian
element Ìn this country, does the hon.
gentleman imagine that we would have
been returned with the overwhelming·
majority we received at the last general
election ? The hon. gentleman knows
that we are now as powerful in this country
as we have ever been since the last change
of Government. I think no hon. gentle-
man will claim that we have had more
than a fair share in the Government of
this country, but if the hon. member from
DeLanaudiere looks back over the history
of the Dominion for the past few years I
will ask him whether the French element,
since the Conservative Government has
been formed, has not had its fair share of
influence, and whether we have not been
treated as we should have been ? I can
tell the hon. gentleman this, that the
country at large feel that in the Govern-
ment I assisted to forni, we have selected
men who have been able to benefit the
Dominion, and, I am ready to abide by
the verdict of the people as to whether
we, as Ministers of the Crown, deserv-
ed the confidence and support of the
French population of this country. As I
said before I would have preferred, and
still would prefer, and those who succeed-
ed me in the Government would still
prefer, to have an hon. member in this
House representing the French element
in the Cabinet. I do not know the
reasori why they have not appointed- one;
I cannot speak for them, I can only speak
for myself, and the only explanation I
am at liberty to give as to why the Gov-
ernment did not offer a seat to a French
member of the Senate is that after having
carefully weighed all the circumstances
before them, they believed that the Gov-
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erninent as we formed it was, on the
whole, the best in the public interest and
the verdict of the people has not disap-
Proved them.

",ON. SIR ALEX CAMPBELL.-
am very glad to have the pre-

selce in this House of the hon. gentle-
Tfan who has just spoken, as he has saved
Ime, to a great extent, from having to
answer the remarks of the hon. gentle-
rnen from DeLanaudière and DeSalaberry
On the subject that has formed the
Principal portion of the discussion this
afternoon. That complaint has been
Miade time and again in this House, and
we know that the hon. gentlemen who
tnake it believe at all events that justice
has not been done to the French Canadian
race. I will not go further into the dis-
cussion upon the general subject of the
representatives in this House, of that
element having a member in the Govern-
tnent, because on previous occasions I
have gone at length into the question, and
thve taken very much the ground which

e hon. gentleman from Mille Isles has
taken now, that this Government, and
Il governments would be very glad to
ave a representative of the French race
n this House in the Cabinet. It cannot

be otherwise; no matter who may con-
stitute the Government, their desire is to
stand well with both Houses. That is
clearly the object of the person charged
Wîth the duty of forming a government,
a it was the duty of the gentleman
Who was charged with the formation of
the Government on that occasion, and no
'natter under what circumstances, or who
ýould be asked to join an administration,
't WOuld be his object, as it is the object
Of every Government, to stand well with

oth Houses ; and of course, other things
haing equal, he would be very glad toave a representative of both races in this
t-ouse. But the question did not arisetOday for the first time ; it was raised ina Previous session in reference to the
Position occupied by the hon. the Speaker
Of this House, when the hon. gentle-

anh opposite complained that the rule
eh he said had always existed since

Qhnfederation had not been followed.
That rule he laid down to be this ; that

aere there was a French Canadian
Peaker In the other House there should

be an English speaker in this House and
vice versa.

HON. MR. TRUDEL-There is nothing
of the kind.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-No,
I think it was the hon. gentleman from
DeLanaudiere who made the statement,
and while the hon. gentleman knows very
well that he has my sympathy with him in
his desire to have a French-speaking
member of this House in the Cabinet, I
ask him if he did not push that rather
farther than he intended, because if my
hon. friend will reflect on what took place
during the term of the last Government
he will find that that rule did not hold
then ; he will remember that we had an
English speaker in the lower House in
the person of Mr. Anglin, and in this
House we had the Hon. Mr. Christie.
No such rule held good then for five years.
Does my hon. friend forget also that the
first Speaker of this House was a French
Canadian ? And the second Speaker was
also a French Canadian, yet nobody on the
floor of this House, of those who are now
here or of the many members who are not
now here (and we deplore their loss) com-
plained then that the Speaker was a French
Canadian. I forget whether the Speaker
was elected then or not, but when Mr.
Chauveau presented his commission from
the Governor-General and took his seat
here as Speaker, and when he was followed
by Mr. Cauchon, not one word was said;
and no English-speaking member had any
idea that there was any wrong done by
there b'eing two French speakers ap-
pointed to this House in succession.
Does he forget also that the race which he
represents, and which we all respect and
honor-that that race is throughout the
Dominion as only one to five of the whole
population. The population of the country
may be a little over five millions, of which
only one million are French Canadians ;
how then does the hon. gentlemen lay
down the proposition that the speakership
of this House and of the other House
must alternate between French and English
representatives ? We do not want to
discuss it on that ground, but if it comes
to discussing it from that standpoint, would
it be fair that the Speaker of this House
and of the other House should alternate
between English and French ? If it were
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to be on the basis of population they time being by the hon. gentleman who
could only claim that every third or now sits behind me (Mr. Botsford,) and
fourth speaker should be a French Cana- it is only during the last two sessions
dian. Those considerations, I am sure, that we have had the advantage of the
have been forgotten by the hon. gentlemen, commanding presence and the dignity of
and I desire to bring them forward not in demeanor of the hon, gentleman who sa
any spirit of hostility to the object worthiiy fis the chair. But it is fot oniy
which he may have in view, or which the in reference to the services the hon. gen-
hon. gentlemen from DeSalaberry may tleman has rendered the country in
have in view, but merely as staing a fact, presiding over thîs House, but more par-
that we are at all times willing to see those ticularly in reference to bis services in the
gentlemen fairly represented on the floor capacity witb which he has for sometime past
of this House and in the Government of presided over the Department of the Inter-
the Dominion, and ta show that there is a ior, that we were st anxious to see im con-
wisb ta give them a fair representation. tinue his position as Speaker ofthis House.
How is it possible that a Province repre- That is our feeling, and I hope that is
sented by sixty-five members in the the feeling of the Senate generally, and that
popular brancb of the legisiature, the luse does cot participate in the
and whicb bas great influence in the criticism of the hon. gentleman from
Commons sbould be slighted by the DeLanaudiere, for I do flot tbink he in-
Government; it is an element which every tended it in that light, and I hope that
Government must consider for its own every member in this House is glad ta
peace and for its own safety, and must welcome the hon. gentleman again as

c wot be neglected. It is idie to say that their Speaker.
they are neglected; it is utterly impossible The hon. gentleman who leads the Op-
that any Government on this side of position paid a tribute, wbich I heartily
politics or on that side of politics can join in, to the mover and seconder of the
overlook that energetic, intelligent, and Address. The duty which they have
strong-minded people. discharged, and discharged sa welg, is

I hope my hon. friends from the Prov- one that is supposed by many to be
ince of Quebec, will believe that as far as very easy and simple, but it is flot my
this Government is concerned, nothing opinion. It has always seemed to me t
wouid give them greater pleasure, and peT- be a very difficu t duty, and when it has
sonally nobody could derive more satis- been discharged Se successfully as it has
faction and comfort and assistance, than been on the present occasion, it is always
I could, in having in this bouse, a French worthy of the tribute which the hon.
Canadian colleague, who would address leader of the Opposition has paid, and in
the French members in their own whicb I heartily concur.
language, and I am sure that I The hon, gentleman criticised that part
quGte speak the sentiments of ey col- of the Speech whicb says that the country
leagues wben I say that if other things is prosperous and contented, and that
permitted, nothing would give us greater commerce and immigration are increasing,
pleasure than to have a Frenc Canadian and ly on, and apparently amost regretted
member of this House in the Government. that he did not find that we attributed

I desire aso to say this in replying ta the those great advantages to aur own exer-
remrks made in reference ta the hon. tions. Coud my hon. friend have found
gentleman who presides over this House any paragrapb that wouid have carried
as Speaker, that that hon. gentleman witb it the impression that the Govern-
occupies bis seat at the earnest instance ment assumed that they had of themselves
of his cotleaguesaduring the present Par- brought about ail those advantages,
liament. The House will bear in md no doubt he would have been more
that during the four years of the existence contented than e is at present. The
of the previaus Parliament, for the first Government are nat sa foolisb as ta lay
session of this House, the chair was daim to being the cause of al the
occupied by the hon. Mr. Wilmot. Dur- prosperity w dicu is undoubtediy ta be
in, the second session, the bon. gentle- found at present trougout the engt
man wao now accupies the chair was, un- and breadt of the Dominion, for the
bappi y il , and bis place was filled for the country, perhaps witb a few exceptions

HaN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL
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Which we are sorry to heaisof from the hon.
gentleman from Prince Edward Island,and from the hon. gentleman from Hali-
fax is.is prosperous. The consensus of
OPinion in this House and in the otherbranch of the Legislature, and the general
feeling is, undoubtedly that there is
Prosperty displayed all over the country.
That we are indebted to akind Providence
for that, nobody is more willing to ac-knowledge than the Government; all
that we claim credit for is that we were
not idle-that we did what we could.
We were not content with the philosophy
which seemed to content the hon. gentle-
!'lan and his colleagues when they were
ln Office ; we thought something could be
done, and we did everything that we
could do to deserve the blessings of
Divine Providence, and we have certainly
the satisfaction of knowing that there has
been a state of prosperity brought about
lhich we are now enjoying-which they
failed to bring about, at ail events, during
the time they held office. Now, with
reference to the remarks that my hon.
friend has made regarding the subject of
the liquor law I quite admit that on that
subject nobody in this House or in the
Other House is ehtitled to speak with
More authority. The hon. gentleman
b missed the paragraph on which it is

ased. The judgment to which he alluded
ts based on this, and I think I can put it
to the House in a few words : the British
NOrth America Act gives to the Local

overnment the power to deal with shop,
tavern and auction licenses for the purpose

raising a revenue. It is a well under-
Stood rule in law that when you express
an object of that kind you exclude all
Other objects ; that is the rule upon which
every lawyer relies for the construction of
such a phrase as that, and therefore when
You find that in this section of the Act the
J lsdiction over the subjects of shop,
Seso'. tavern, auction and other licen-

isgiven to the Local Legislature only
r one purpose, the inference is that it isEiven to thern for any other purpose.

T at is the view which it presented to the
Court upon the occasion to which my hon.friend refers, and it was only in reference
to that case that the judgment was pro-nunced which he has quoted, and which
aPropose to quote a word or two from
tat-' It is with reference to that viewthat the learned Court used this lan-8Uage;..

" With regard to the first of the classes,
No. 9, it is to be observed that the power of
granting licenses is not assigned to the Pro-
vincial Legislatures for the purpose of regu-
lating trade, but ' in order to the raising of a
revenue for provincial, local, or municipal
pur poses.

T e Act in question is not a fiscal law; it
is not a law for raising reveuue; on the con-
trary, the effect of it may be to destroy or
diminish revenue, indeed it was a main objec-
tion to the Act that in the city of Fredericton
it did in point of fact diminish the sources of
municipal revenue. It is evident, therefore,
that the matter of the Act is not within the
class of subject No. 9, and consequently that
it could not have been passed by the Pro-
vincial Legislature by virtue of any authority
conferred upon it by that sub-section."

Now that fact is elaborated in another
judgment given by the Court, and the
question is presented very strongly indeed,
and the doubt is entertained by legal
minds very gravely, whether or not the
strict construction of the act is not the
one which I have mentioned-that for all
other purposes than the one of raising a
revenue, that subject is under the juris-
diction of this Parliament. The hon.
gentleman says, "did you ever hear of
this point being taken before during the
twenty years which have elapsed since
Confederation ?" I admit that nobody
has heard of this point being taken before,
but it is only by degrees you can have an
interpretation of an act of this kind. I
am only amazed that we have got on so
well with the construction which has been
placed upon the act from time to time; it
has been for the most part done by gen-
eral consent, and I am only surprised that
we have had so few discussions, so few
differences with reference to the general
construction. It is a remarkable thing
that during twenty years so many points
have been settled in accord and so few
have formed the subject of litigation.
The Government will not allow the hon.
gentleman opposite to tale to himself the
sole credit for being in favor of temper-
ance and sobriety. We, also, are in favor
of temperance and sobriety, but the diffi-
culty is this-on this point the question
arises, and has arisen-who is armed with
authority to deal with this subject ? Sup-
posing that at this moment anyone estab-
lished a tavern in Ottawa and refused to
take out a license from the Local Govern-
ment, but was willing to tender the sum
they were entitled to-in the view of many
lawyers as able as the hon. gentleman, he
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would have the right to do that, and there
would be no law to interfere with him, as
to the number of his rooms or his requiring
any qualifications, and no law to interfere
with his having any sort of a house he
pleased, providing he did not violate the
municipal law about keeping a disorderly
house, &c. Ought not that to be dealt
with in the interest of temperance and
sobriety ? What the hon. gentleman is
afraid of is, that any doubt should arise
about the power of the local governments
to deal with it. We did not raise that
doubt ; it has arisen in this case which
has been decided, and in other
cases ; and I will say, with refer-
ence to its not having been mentioned
before, that this view, which has been
taken by the Court, about which we are'
anxious to have some enquiry made, was
in the mind of the leader of the Govern-
ment for some years, and I have heard
him mention it for some time past; but as
we had yielded without any consideration
this question, amongst others, to the local
governments, and they had dealt with it,
it was not a matter which it was necessary
in the interest of the country to bring up,
and so long as matters were going on,with
legislation believed to be law in the past,
it was not worth while to throw doubt on
existing supposed laws; but when the ques-
tion was stated and when the grave decis-
ion of the Judicial Committee of the Privy
Council apparently throws doubt, and
serious doubt, on the right of local legis-
latures to deal with the subject altogether,
then is the time surely for Parliament to
step in and solve the doubt; and in order
that proper legislation for the same pur-
pose as my hon. friend desires, for the
purpose of obtaining sobriety and tem-
perance, in order that safe legislation from
the proper authority may be introduced
here-if it should turn out to be the pro-
per place-it is with reference to this
that this paragraph makes its appearance
in the Speech from the Throne.

HON. MR. PLUMB-It was the view
held by Mr. Bethune in the Ontario Legis-
lature several years ago, when he was a
member of that legislature.

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I am
very much obliged to the hon. gentleman
for reniinding me of that; I had forgotten
it. That was the view taken by Mr.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELi.

Bethune, who, we may say, without mean-
ing anything offensive, is a member of the
party to which the hon. gentleman himself
belongs. We do not propose to do any-
thing rashly in this matter ; we propose to
go safely and securely. In mentioning
this point, I think it due to the right hon.
gentleman at the head of the Government
to state that in all these matters he has
gone on securely and safely. On every
constitutional point which has been raised
since confederation it has turned out that
he was right, and he has always gone
safely and securely.

HoN. MR. POWER-No not always.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
think always, so far as I know. The in-
quiry will be pursued in such a way as to
satisfy everybody that it is safe and pru-
dent-more than safe and prudent, that
it is necessary for us to legislate on the
subject. I am confident that the inquiry
will be pursued in that spirit, and the con-
clusion arrived at will be one to satisfy the
hon. gentleman himself before he is asked
to agree to the legislation.

HoN. MR. SCOTT-Before my hon.
friend leaves that subject, of course the
Government have considered what legisla-
tion they propose to bring down, and it
would be a very great relief to the public
mind-I have no doubt to the very large
number of people who take an interest in
the subject-if he will foreshadow what
the legislation is to be. If it is what is
indicated in the Address, to legislate for
the purpose of regulating the granting of
licenses, that is actually the point to which
I take exception.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-It is
a very ingenious suggestion of the hon.
gentleman, but I will not foreshadow this
measure, it will speak for itself when it is
produced, and we shall be delighted to
hear the hon. gentleman's comments upon
it. I do not remember any occasion on
which the hon. gentleman was anxious to
foreshadow the measures he was about to
introduce when he was on this side of the
House.

HoN. MR. SCOTT-The measures are
supposed to be ready when they are re-
ferred to in the Speech from the Throne.
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HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-
hey will be ready in time. The hon.

gentleman was not willing to allow us any
credit for the prosperity of the country,d we Only claim credit in a very second-ary degree ; nor for the immigration intothe country, philosophising, as he oftendoes, upon the general rules which
affect the transit of people from one
Part of the globe to the other-that so
rnany thousand people leave Europe every
Year, and 75,000 is about our share, and
we would get it. That was the policy
which his Government pursued upon all
Other matters excepting immigration. In
trade and commerce they always said,
"Ve can do nothing. If Providence

Poposes to give us prosperity we will
m"lit to it, but- we can do nothing

Ourselves." In immigration they did not
take that course. The hon. member for
Grandville remembers how we used toattack himl- do not know that I did, but
the hon. gentleman now in the Chair
attacked his policy, and showed that each
1rnmIigrant brought into the country by the
exertions of the Department over which
the hon. Senator (Mr. Pelletier) presided
cost the country thirty dollars. The hon.
kenber for Ottawa did not then say it

s a general theory-that so many pebple
fl Europe and so many came here. Oh,

th0• He said, " We have agents here andthere, and we have spent so much money
Th eavoring to get immigrants here."
Toe immigrants coming to Canada now
COst us three dollars a head, and we have
succeeded where the hon. gentleman's
Philosophy failed. We prefer to depend
ph' Our own exertions rather than on
thilosophy. That has been the policy ofe Government since its formation, toendeavor to do something, and not haveloose notions- about what the tide of
affairs will bring.

lioN. MR. SCOTT-We could notforce the laws which govern those matters.

OlN. SIR ALEX CAMPBELL-Ofcourse you could not. A great nany
'ngs we have been able to do you could

flot do. My hon. friend from Halifaxashed to be informed whether or not,'Wen the rolling stock which was on theintercolonial Railway, and which wasthured by accidents, &c., was replaced,the charge for replacing it went to the

debit of the revenue account, or to the
debit of capital, and I have received this
memorandum from the Department of
Railways on that subject:-

" Ail rolling stock purchased to maintain
the stock is charged to the revenue; ail rol-
li ng stock purchased to increase the stock
an to provide for increased traffic is, as in
the case of ail railways, charged to capi-
tal."

So my hon. friend will see that in the
case of accidents the rolling stock would
be charged to revenue, but if the volume
of traffic on the road indicated a necessity
of increasing the rolling stock, then it
would be charged to capital.

My hon. friend from Victoria (Mr. Ryan)
asked about the Banking Act which was
mentioned in the Speech, and was afraid
that a somewhat revolutionary measure
might be introduced which might injure
that very sensitive thing, capital. My hon.
friend and myself have been for many
years in the Senate together, and I have
never introduced a Bill connected with
banking matters on which I have not had
the happiness of having his support, and I
venture to promise for myself that assis-
tance on this occasion. I assure my hon.
friend there is nothing in the Bill of a re-
volutionary character-nothing to frighten
capital. There is no intention of dealing
with the subject of issues ; the object of
the Bill will be for the purpose of enforc-
ing more in detail the provisions of the
present Act and bringing under the scope
of the Act certain private bankers who are
now outside of it than any other object. I
do not think there will be anything in the
Bill to alarm my hon. friend ; I should be
very sorry if there was.

My hon. friend from Prince Edward
Island refers to the mails. I am very sorry,
and feel culpable to some extent for the
disappointment which my hon. friend has
suffered.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-The peo-
ple of my Province.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
disappointment which the people of his
Province have suffered in consequence of
the promises which were made, and which
remained unfulfilled. The promises which
were made were to improve the communi-
cation at Capes Tormentine and Traverse.
We were very anxious to improve that
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communication, and we thought at that
time we should before now have the com-
munication improved by the construction
of a Railway upon the Island, and of a
branch upon the main shore. It so hap-
pened that shortly after the Session it was
ascertained that the Province of New
Brunswick was ready to construct the
Railway upon the main shore from Sack-
ville to Cape Tormentine. The fact that
they were willing to undertake that work
naturally delayed any action on the part
of the general Government here. Of course
we were quite happy to have that portion of
the work taken off our hands and con-
structed by the Province of New Bruns-
wick, if they would undertake it. A delay
of some months occurred before it could
be finally settled whether they could do it,
or whether it was necessary for us to do
it. Finally they undertook it and subsi-
dised a company to construct a Raihvay,
to the extent of $3ooo a mile, and the
Railway is now under construction, and
14 or 16 miles have been graded from
Sackville, and a certain amount is under
contract. Some progress has been made
for which we might not be entitled to
any credit, but progress has been made
which rendered it unnecessary for us to
take action as to that part of the com-
munication. Then upon the Island for
the twelve miles necessary to complete
the communication from the Island Rail-
way to Cape Traverse, a vote was taken
for an amount to construct it ; but work
was not commenced not from any dis-
position to evade the promise made, but
simply because, the railway on the main-
land not being completed, there was no
use commencing that until they could
both be completed together. That the
road on the mainland is going on now, is
a fact, as I am informed by my hon.
friend near me, and that the work on the
Island and the mainland will be completed
together I hope, and believe there can be
no doubt, and by next session my hon.
friend will be delighted to find that com-
munication will be very greatly improved.
As to communication between those two
points a great deal of inquiry has been
made, and it does not appear to have been
satisfactorily established what kind of com-
munication can be kept up after the
Northern Light shall have ceased to be
able to run between Pictou and George-
town. I was told last session that steam

launches would be useful occasionally,
and that was mentioned to me by one of
the gentlemen of the Railway Department.
I understand latterly they have not so con-
sidered, and they are disposed to believe
now that the present means of communi-
cation during a month or two in the winter
are the best, and are likely to be the best
-perhaps the only communication dur-
ing a short time in the winter ; but during
the rest of the season, and during the rest
of the year the communication can, of
course, be by steamer. Time was lost
there in this way, that the present con-
tract for the service between the Island
and Shediac, and between the Island and
Pictou, was about to expire, and we were
very desirous-I was very anxious I know
and had the pleasure of having several
interviews with the gentlemen who came
up here on the subject-we were very
anxious that the new contract should in-
clude the service for the winter and sum-
mer, both between Georgetown and Pic-
tou, and between Capes Traverse and
Tormentine, and that it should be
placed in the hands of this company be-
cause it was an Island company, and be-
ing an Island company would naturally
feel a keener interest in the matter and
exert themselves more strenuously to keep
open the communication than a foreign
company would. With that object we had
certain conversations, and we hoped that
the contract would be made with them for
the summer and winter service. If we
could make such a contract, and have
those lines constructed on the mainland
and on the Island, then, I think, we
should have probably done the best we
could have done for that communication.

I by no means belittle the service ; far
from it. I still think, as I said last session,
these communications are all on the same
footing and the Government is bound to
exert itself as much to maintain them (and
more in this case because it was part of
the compact with Prince Edward Island)
as in any part of Ontario or Quebec, and
it is our desire to have it done ; only, my
hon. friend knows, therè are many difli-
culties and he knows what I am saying
now with respect to these Railways will be
no doubt fulfilled, they will be finished;
and I hope next session he will have that
communication in the shape which the
members from Prince Edward Island
have a perfect right to expect it to be in,

HON. SIR ALEX CAmpBELL.
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that is, he will have the best communica-tion the physical circumstances will admit
of between the inland and the mainland.
That is what we are anxious to carry out.

oN. MR. HAYTHORNE-You
should begin the Island Branch!

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Since
rnY hon. friend spoke, I sent a message to
the Department about the Island Branch,
but no satisfactory reply has reached me;
the reply does nottouch the question. I askwhen the Island Railway will be commen-
ced and they reply "The work of construc-
tlon is not yet commenced." Before the

ose of the Session I hope to be able to
give My friend information on that point.

h I am glad the speech from the throne
as been received with so much unanimity

a1d satisfaction by hon. gentlemen of both
sides of the House; and I might even
have thought that the hon. member who
leads the Opposition (only for one or two

hfis renarks) was supporting the Govern-
ifent.

ION. MR. BELLEROSE-Hon. Gen-
tletnen, -No doubt you have been as-
t0nished at the extraordinary speech which
the honorable Senator for the division ofMill

lle Isles (Mr. Masson) has just delivered.
hist your, surprise at this first speech of

a i cease when I tell you that he
Colld do no better, since he was forced,
by ail Possible meais, to justify the course

had followed in October, 1878, when
called upon by the honorable Premier to
join his Government He had on that
Ocasion refused to comply with the spirit
Of the Constitution.

After the British North America Act of1867 had been adopted by the Imperial
arlianent the delegates to England, whohad framed the new Constitution, had to

Put it in operation and give some of the
i auses of this important law, their true
tIterpretation. How did they interpret

te133 clause and how did they carry it
part Did they not give both Houses ofarliament (the Senate and the Commons)
hlisters of the two nationalities recog-Sized by the Constitution ? Had not the
enate, as well as the Commons, its

sPechkinnisters as well as its English
ipeaking ministers ? Yes, and it was only

' 1878, when the Hon. Senator (Mr.
asOn) joined the Administration and

was entrusted by the Premier with com-
pleting the Quebec section of the Govern-
ment, that this gentleman, believing (I am
bound to suppose) that he knew better,
that he had more experience and more
brains in his head than the old veteran,
the late lamented Sir George. Cartier,
dropped the constitutional practice and
refused to give the Senate a minister of
French origin who could take part in the
debates in the language of the minority,
and so forced that minority to either speak
a language which is not theirs (as has
been the case during the last five years)
or be told that they are not understood
when they advocate in the French lan-
guage the cause of the people they repre-
sent.

The hon. member for DeSalaberry,
(Mr. Trudel), a few minutes ago shewed
by the strongest logical arguments, our
pretensions as to the right of the minority
in this House to have a French Senator
sitting on the Treasury Benches-and I
may fairly challenge any gentleman, in or
outside of this Senate, to controvert those
arguments. Yet the hon. Senator from
Mille Isles, (Mr. Masson), emphatically
denies that such is the case, believing, it
must be supposed, that a simple denial
of his is worth ail the arguments in the
world. The hon. gentleman asks, have
not the two hon. members who have
advocated the use of the French language
addressed themselves to this hon. House
in the English language? No doubt, we
have done so to-day, as we have done
during the last five years, since we have
been deprived by his unpatriotic act, of
ministers in this Senate, who can under-
stand and answer us in our language.

The hon. leader in this House, (Sir
Alex Campbell), has stated that it had
never been a rule that the Speakers of the
two Houses should not belong to the
same nationality, and the hon. gentleman
gave as a proof of his assertion, that while
the Senate was presided over by the hon.
Mr. Christie, the Commons had as its
Speaker, hon. Mr. Anglin. Again, that
after hon. Mr. Chauveau had been ap-
pointed Speaker of the Senate, during the
first Parliament after Confederation, hon.
Mr. Cauchon was appointed Speaker of
the Senate during the second Parliament;
and also, that the French element, which
numbered only one-fourth of the whole
population, could not expect to receive
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such a share as that asked for. No doubt
the hon. leader of this House is not
serious when he makes such statements,
he knows as well as myself that the
facts he refers to do not prove
that he is -ight, and that I am
wrong, but on the contrary, they
prove that he is wrong and that I
am right. He cannot have forgotten that
two French Speakers were appointed
to preside over the Senate during
the two first Parliaments as a com-
pensation for the appointment of an Eng-
lish gentleman to preside over the Corn-
mons during the same two Parliaments.
Neither can he have forgotten that in
1873, when Mr. Mackenzie's Govern-
ment appointed Messrs. Anglin and Chris-
tie, to preside respectively over the Senate
and the Commons, he gave full compensa-
tion to Quebec and to the French element
by giving two Catholic ministers in this
House--one Irish from Ontario, and the
other of French origin from the Province
of Quebec-while to-day we have both
Speakers of English origin and from On-
tario, and six or seven ministers from the
same province out of fourteen or fifteen of
a Cabinet. The hon. leader of the Gov-
ernment claims that because the popula-
tion of French origin are but one-fourth of
the whole Canadian people, therefore we
are not entitled to have at all times a min-
ister of French origin in the Senate ; but
he forgets that under the constitution the
two languages are placed on the same
footing, and the numerical strength of
the two nationalities is not considered.

HON. MR. TRUDEL-I beg most
respectfully to say a few words of explana-
tion, and as I do not intend to detain the
House, I hope hon. gentlemen will bear
with me. I wish merely to call attention
toý this fact, that in dealing with this dis-
agreeable question I did my best to divest
it of every characteristic of personality ;
more than that, I used my best efforts to
make this House understand that in the
remarks I felt obliged to make, far
from having anything to say personally
against the hon. gentlemen who at pre-
sent occupy the treasury benches, or the
hon. Speaker of this House, I stated that
I was sure we could rely on them to do
full justice. But I confess that above the
personal question there are constitutional
considerations, and I have been surprised

HoN. MR. BELLERosE,

to hear the speech of the hon. Minister of
Justice, who is a lawyer, and who no doubt
in his professional experience has had to
argue with a judge and declare that he
was not competent in a case. Supposing
that a case should be taken to the Sup-
reme Court without first passing through
the Court of Appeal in the Province, and
a lawyer goes to argue the case, his adver-
sary might say, " Well you ought not to
come to this Court; I challenge the com-
petency of the tribunal "-and the reply
might be, "Have you not confidence
in the Judge who presides in this Court?"
This would not be fair ; and thus so long
as the hon. Minister of Justice does not
answer the constitutional argument which
I laid down before the House, it is not
fair to change the ground and make of
this a question of personality, while in
reality it is a constitutional question. I
repeat that I have nothing to say against
the hon. gentlemen who occupy those
seats, but is it a fact or not that Confeder-
ation was established on the principle that
on representation by population being
granted in the other House, the equality
should be restored in this House ? Is it
not as plain as the sun, that now amongst
the twenty.four members belonging to one
of the Provinces, there are four belonging
to the Government? And these twenty-
four members, with the ministerial influ-
ence, are at least twice as powerful as any
other twenty-four, and thus the strict
equality which was an express condition
of Confederation, is destroyed. If I an
wrong when I lay down this argument, I
should like the Minister of Justice to shew
it to the House, but I co not think that
hon. gentlemen will attempt to shew it,
for he remembers well that on a previous
occasion he admitted here, that if not the
letter at least the spirit of the constitution
is violated by the fact of the French ele-
ment not having representation in this
House.

Now I repeat it again, it is very un-
pleasant for us to be repeatedly obliged to
call the attention of the Governnent to
this question, but we consider it a matter
of duty. Our respected colleague fron
Mille Isle (Mr. Masson) said that it is a
strange thing we should advocate these
rights in English,-but it is because we
wish to put the question to the whole
Senate, beeause we want to appeal to the
spirit of justice of the whole House, that

Address.
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We speak in a language foreign to us.
NOW the hon. gentleman says we laid
down the rule of having no representation
in the Senate, and the Province of Que-
bec admitted it.

HON. MR. MASSON.-I did not say
anlything of the kind.

HON. MR. TRUDEL.-Well, it was
Said that the popularity of the Government
bas shown that the people of the Province
Of Quebec endorsed it.

ION. MR. MASSON.-I said that not-
Wthstanding the fact that there was no
French Minister in this House, the coun-
trY was so well satisfied with the Ministry
that we formed, that they gave us con-
tinually their support by overwhelming
Imajorities.

. ION. MR. TRUDEL-I will add that
if this support was given to the presentGovernment, it was due to a certain extent
-- i fact to a great extent-to the action
Of the members of this House. And I
ain sure I will have the evidence of my
hon. friend on the other side (Mr. Belle-rose) to prove that on one occasion wherea Minister of the Crown was elected byacclamation he would not have been so
elected had we not takèn care to avoid
the question of representation in the Sen-
ate, . Now I must ask the Minister of
eustice if we ought to take it as a chal-
'trge?ý

"ON. SIR ALEX CAMPBELL-Take what as a challenge?

HON. MR. TRUDEL-The hon. gen-
thaeen from Mille Isle put it in this way,-at it shows that the people are satisfied.

HON. M. MASSON-The hon.gentleman must not misrepresent me. Iho he would not wilfully do so, butWhat I said was that the fact of the
cOntinual approval we have had from the
shuntr-the proof we have lately had-
shows that the Government has the
the hort of the country. I would ask if
thd hon. gentleman means to say that IFrdicated at all that if there had been arerch Minister in the Senate, we wouldUot have had the same majority?

H0N. MR. TRUDEL-No, but the
question as it is put now-if we sincerely

believe that we should have such represent-
ation here in the Senate, then we are put
in this position,-we must shew you at
the next election how it will be. This is
a question which cannot be taken other-
wise. I recollect the hon. gentleman
from Sorel (Mr. Guevremont) telling me
last year, "Well you will see that these
gentlemen will not open their eyes unless
some of them be defeated on this very
question." Well I think that he was right,
and I think the time will come-although
I do not wish to say anything disagreeable
to hon. gentlemen-when the payment of
$4000, to buy an adversary will not be
enough to have a majority in most of the
Counties of the Province of Quebec.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
think that my hon. friend from DeSala-
berry is a little too hard on me. How is
it possible for me to answer that long
letter, having never heard of it or seen it
before ? I think a great deal might be
said on the constitutional question, but I
would rather not say it now as I think the
moment is not opportune. Then as to
the personal observations I do not press
them at all, but some personal observa-
tions fell from the hon. gentleman from
DeLanaudière which I thought it neces-
sary to reply to, and I naturally fell into a
manner of expression which the hon.
gentleman from DeSalaberry may have
misinterpreted. So far from throwing out
any challenge, I had no intention to do
so, and I shall only be too glad to have
my hon. friend's support on all occasions.

HON. MR. TRUDEL-This letter was
only the summing up of some of the results
which I gave in the pamphlet which I
published some two years ago, and which
was sent to the Minister of Justice, and
in which all those arguments were dealt
with. I may add that I had not the
good fortune, though I repeated my invi-
tation several times, and had received some
flattering letters from statesmen'in Eu-
rope-even from Lord Beaconsfield, and
one from Constantinople from our late
Governor-General--to receive any ac-
knowledgment from any member of the
present Government that it was worthy of
perusal.

The motion was agreed to.
The Senate adjourned at 6 o'clock.
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THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, Feb. 14, 1883.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, Feb. 15, 1883.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three THE SPEAKER took the chair at
o'clock. o'clock.

REPORT PRESENTED.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL pre-
sented the annual report of the Secretary
of State for 1882.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (A) "An Act to amend and con-
solidate the Penitentaries' Act, 1875, and
the Acts in amendment thereof.-(Sir
Alex. Campbell.)

Bill (B) " An Act to amend and con-
solidate the Acts relating to the superan-
nuation of persons employed in the Civil
Service of Canada.-(Sir Alex. Campbell.)

Bill (C) " An Act to amend the
Canada Civil Service Act, 1882.-(Sir
Alex. Campbell.)

CIVIL

Prayers and routine proceedings.

NEW SENATOR.

HON. PIERRE ANTOINE DEBLOIS, was
introduced and having taken and sub-
scribed the oath of office, and made and
subscribed the declaration of qualification,
took his seat.

THE SESSIONAL COMMITTEES.

HON. SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELL,
moved that the Sessional Committees be
composed respectively, as follows :-

JOINT COMMITTEE OF THE LIB-
RARY.

SERVICE SUPERANNUA- HON. D. L. MACPHERSON, Speaker,
TIONS. the Hon. Messrs.

HON. MR. SCOTT.-As the hon.
leader of the Government in this House
is introducing a Bill relating to the super-
annuation of persons employed in the
Civil Service, I think it would be well
that the House should have full informa-
tion as to the superannuations which have
taken place before the Bill comes up for
its second reading. I therefore give notice
that I will move for a return of all officers
in the Civil Service superannuated since
1878, the terms of their service, the
amounts to which they were ordinarily
entitled, and the number of years added
to the amount they would have been enti-
tied to under the Statute.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.-I
have such a return in course of prepara-
tion, and will have it brought down.

The Senate adjourned at 3.40 p. m.

ALEXANDER, MASSON,
ALLAN, MONTGOMERY,
ALMON, O'DONOHOE,
BAILLARGEON, ODELL,
BELLEROSE, POWER,
BOUCHERVILLE, DE, RYAN,
BOURINOT, SCOTT',
CAMPBELL (Sir Alex.)STEVENS,
CHAPAIS, TRUDEL,
HAYTHORNE, WARK.

JOINT COMMITTEE ON PRINTING.

Hon. Messrs.

COCHRANE,
FERRIER,
GUEVREMONT,
HAYTHORNE,
KAULBACH,
MCCLELAN,
MAcFARLANE,
NORTHwOOD,

O'DONOHOE,
ODELL,
PELLETIER,
SIMPSON,
SKEAD,
VIDAL,
WARK.

[SENATE.] Committees.
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BANKING AND COMMERCE.

Hon. Messrs.
ALLAN, MCINNES,
ARCIBALD, MCMASTER,
IELLEROSE, 

MILLER,
]BENSON, 

ODELL,
IOTSFORD PAQUET,

OUCICHERVILLE, DE, PELLETIER,
OYD, PLUMB,

CPEL, (Sir Alex)RYAN,

O C H R A N , S i psoN,

RRIER, SMITH,
IBB TH I PAUDEAU,

lTOIN, (Inker- TRU,

rnan),

1 N, \\A RK

RAI11,WAYS,

H
ALEXANDER,

OUCERIAE,

.L (Sir
ARVELI,

CKEY,

kRR SON,
~ R,

IBS

LTON
LBACH,

EONARD,

TELEGRAPH
HARBORS.

on. Messrs.
MACDONALD,
MACI NNES,

DE, MCK.ay,
MONTGOMERV.

Alex)MUIRHE UD,
NEl.soN,
OGILVIE,

PAQUET,
I>ON% ER,
RYAN,

ST EVEN S,
SUTHER LAND,

yI I. '

AND

CONTINGENT ACCOUNTS.

Hon. Messrs.
;XANDER, MCMASTER,
IAND, MACFARLANE,
SFORD, MASSON
'PBELL(Sir Alex.)MILLER,
FERS, NELsON,

MIER PLUMB,
KEY, POWER,
KSON, POZER,
ARD , READ,

, ROBIAILLE,
~LTON, RYAN,

SCOTT,
-LELAND SKEAD,

NES, SMITH.

STANDING ORDERS AND PRI-
VATE BILLS.

Hon. Messrs.

ALMON,

ARCHIBALD,
ARMAND,
BELLEROSE,

BOTSFORD,
BouIRINOT,

BOYD,

CAMPBELL(Sir Alex.
CARVELL,

D)EBLOIS,

[)ICKSON,
FERRIER,
FLINT,
GIRARD,
GLASIER,
GRANT,
GUEVREMONT,
HAvTHORNE,

HOWLAN,
MCINNEs,
MCKAY,
MACFARLANE,
MASSON,
MONTGOMERY,
NELSON,

),ODELL,
OGILVIE,

PAQUET,
PELLETIER,

P>OWER,
POZER,

READ,
REESOR,

SCOTT,
SUTHERLAND,
TRUDEL,

VIDAL.

REPORTING DEBATES.

Hon. Messrs.

BoYD, SCoTr,
BOUCHERVILLE, DE, 'HIBAUDEAU,
GIBu3s, TRUDEL,
HOWLAN, VIDAL.
MACFARLANE,

HON. Mr. MILLER asked when these
committees could be called together. It
is usual for the leader of the House to
give instructions for the calling together of
the committees.

HON. SIR ALEX, CAMPBELL said
he would call them together to-morrow
morning for the purpose of organization.

The Senate adjourned at 3.40 p.m.,
until to-morrow.
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THE SENATE.

Oltawa, Friday, February, z6th, 1883.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3.00
p.m.

. Prayers and routine proceedings.

PETITIONS FOR PRIVATE BILLS.

SECOND REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE, presented
the second report of the Select Commit-
tee on Standing Orders and Private Bills,
recommending that the time limited for
receiving petitions for Private Bills be ex-
tended to Thursday, the first day of March,
next, and moved that it be adopted pres-
ently.

HON. MR. MILLER.-I rise merely
to suggest whether it would not be well to
revise a rule, the suspension of which the
hon. gentleman now moves for. From
time to time the rule, not only with regard
to limiting the time for the reception of
petitions for Private Bills, but also the rule
limiting the time for the presentation for
Private Bills is suspended on the recom-
mendation of the Committee. The object
of the rule is to prevent business from
being crowded upon the House during
the latter part of the Session. The rule,
at present, does not by any means achieve
its purpose; continual extensions of time
are granted whenever they are asked for,
and I think the time for receiving Bills
should be much longer than it is now
according to the rule. I think there
should be some understanding in the
House, that parties who fail to bring their
petitions before the Senate within the
time fixed by the rule, could not expect a
hearing that Session, and that parties
having legislation to submit to the House,
should be obliged to submit it within a
reasonable periLd I know that the great
complaint with regard to this House is,
that we are crowded not only with the
work of this House, but with the work
from the other House at th? end of the
Session, and I think the facility with which
those extensions of the rule now under
discussion are accorded by the House has
a good deal to do with forcing that st ite
,of affairs. I do not at all oppose the
motion that the hon. gentleman has made
on the recommendation of the Committee.

I think the extension is absolutely neces-
sary as it is altogether unreasonable to
expect all petitions for Private Bills to be
presented within the time limited by the
rule, and it would be well for the Com-
mittee to recommend to the House an
alteration of the rule.

HoN. MR. BELLEROSE.-I think the
suggestion of the hon. gentleman from
Richmond is a good one; it would
facilitate the transaction of business in
both Houses if the rule were amended
in that direction. I shall bring the matter
before the Committee and see if an under-
standing can be arrived at with the House
of Commons, so that the time shall be
extended by the rule, and in future it
will not be necessary to bring in such
motions.

The motion was agreed to.

THE CIVIL SERVICE.
EXPLANATION.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.-I
said yesterday in answer to a question
proposed by the hon. gentleman from
Delenaudiere, that I would be able to
inform the House to-day when the return
asked for by my hon. friend would be
laid on the table of the House showing,
the names, origins, religions, offices and
salaries of all public servants of the
Dominion. I have shown the hon.
gentleman, since then, the form in which
that return will appear, and I think it
will give all the information that the
House desires, or my hon. friend wishes.
It is now in the hands of the printer and
will be printed. It was thought by the
Government it was a return which would
have to be printed ultimately. It will
give all the information I have men-
tioned, and, I think, that will be satis-
factory to the House.

HON. MR. MILLER.-Could you not
state whether they are male or female
also ?

HON. SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELL.-
That is not in the return. We have some
women employed in the public service-
not veri many. That could also be
stated.

The Senate adjourned at 4.20 p.m,

Private Bille.(8 E NAT E.]
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THE SENATE.

O/tawa, Monday, Feb. 19, 1883.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
Oclock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

PRIVATE BILL LEGISLATION.

REPoRTS OF THE COMMITTEE ON STANDING
ORDERS AND PRIVATE BILLS.

HON MR. BELLEPOSE-presented
the third and fourth reports ot the Com-
rTittee on Standing Orders and Private
Bills. He said that the fourth report re-

Ornmended that the time for receiving
Petitions for Private Bills be extended,
since an extension had been granted in
the other branch of Parliament. He
ITioved the adoption of the report.

The motion was agreed to.

NICHOLSON DIVORCE BILL.

FIRST READING.

HON. MR. KAULBACH.-In pur-
suance of the report of the Committee on
Standing Orders and Private Bills intro-
duced Bill (D) "An Act for the relief of
Peter Nicholson."

The Bill was read the first time.

HON. MR. KAULBACH.-Moved that
the Bill be read the second time on' the
7th March next.

HON. MR. MILLER -I do not intend
to oppose the motion, but it seems to me
that in a matter of this kind there ought
to be some one in the House whose dutyit WOuld be to see that aIl the requisite
prehiminaries are strictly attended to in the

I think the duty should devolve upon him
to see thàt these steps are regularly taken
b2cause if it is left to the House it will be
found that what is everybody's business
is nobody's business. This House not
only legislates but is looked upon by the
other branch of Parliament as having to
exercise judicial functions : therefore it is
ail the more necessary that the rules should
be strictiy observed. There is another
branch of this subject which deserves the
consideration of the House, and I mention
it now before that step is taken-it is the
striking of a Committee to deal with a
matter of this kind. Now, if there is a
case in which a Committee should not be
struck expare-I do not allude to this
case in particular, but ail these divorce
cases-if there is any legislation in this
House which requires that a Committee
should be struck with strict regard to judi-
cial fairness, it is a case of this kind ; but
as we ail know the gentleman who is in
charge of a Bill of this character is allowed
to name his Committee without any dis-
sent from the House, so far as my recol-
lection extends. I think if these subjects
are to come before Parliament for adjudi-
cation, it is time we should consider
whether it is advisable to have Committees
struck exparte for the trial of them. I
think there should be some arrangement-
I do not suggest what it is, I do not take
sufficient interest in this kind of legislation
to make a suggestion, but I throw out the
idea,-and I think the duty devolves
chiefly on the Minister of Justice, who is
the leader of the Senate-whether the ends
of justice are subserved by allowing Com-
mittees to be struck as they are now. I
think not, and I think the effect would be
to inspire more confidence in the judg-
ments of these tribunals if a different
method were adopted of forming them-
one that would fairly meet the approval of
both parties interested, in striking these
Committees.

promotion of Bills of this character. I do
uot Iean to say that the hon. gentleman, HON. SiR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
who has charge of this Bill has not pro- have felt s0 strongly in accord with the
ceeded in a strictly regular way thus far in general views enunciated by the hon.

is case, but I think there should be an member for Richmond, that for many
understanding that some one should see years after Confederation I absolutely, as
that ail the formalities are complied with. leader of the House, took charge of alThe 1on. gentleman opposite would he these Bills, and no Divorce Bil for some
the nOst suitable member to discharge years, was introduced here except by me.
ihat duty both as leader of the Senate and I thought tbat was the safe and prudentimS character as Minister of justice, and way of dealing with so important a sub-
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ject, but after the lapse of three or four
years considerable fault was found with
me for having pursued that course, parti-
cularly by an hon. colleague of ours who
is now no more, and who filled the chair
before the hon. gentleman who now occu-
pies it, Mr. Christie. He urged with
considerable shew of authority and reason,
that it was not proper for the leader of
the House to lend his aid or pronounce
strongly one way or the other upon a
Private Bill, and that there was no dis-
tinction between Divorce Bills, and Private
Bills, and that I certainly ought not to have
charge of a Private Bill. The task to me was
an onerous and excUedingly disagreeable
one, and as that appeared to be the feeling
of the House, I was very glad to let it go by
and allow any one who wished to deal
with these Bills, and the practice has gone
ever since in the direction which the hon.
member from Richmond has alluded to;
but it is very necessary that some one
here should watch the proceedings in
the same way as a Judge presiding in a
Court would watch them if such a case
were submitted to him. It is necessary
that all the forns and notices which the
law requires should be observed. I do
not at all mean to say that it has not been
done in this case: I presume it has been
done, but I am speaking generally, it is
very desirable and necessary. With regard
to the mode of naming the Committee,
that is more difficult. I suppose the only
way would be to leave the matter in the
hands of the House, and have the Com-
mittee composed of the seven members
who received the highest number of
votes It is very desirable, at least those
who have charge of such Bills think so,
to have gentlemen of the legal profession
on the Committee, and they consider it
also desirable to exclude those who think
divorce ought not to be granted at all, and
in that way it makes it very difficult. I
think the gentleman who has charge of
the Bill should endeavor to secure, as far
as possible, a fair judicial Committee, and
so far as I am concerned, I shall be wil-
ling to render any service I can if the
House agrees with the view taken by the
hon. member from Richmond; I should
make it my duty to watch the Bills, not
as I did before, taking them up and dis
posing of them on my own judgment and
the action of the House, but to watch
them as amicus curiae. I do think that

it would be a desirable thing, only if I
discharge that duty, I hope members who
have charge of such measures will feel
that it is only because it is my duty-
because it is a duty which should be dis-
charged by some one, and it very natu-
rally devolves on the leader of the House,
to see that all this legislation is regularly
and carefully conducted.

HON. MR. KAULBACH--I may say
that I have very reluctantly taken charge
of this Bill. I believe the promoter
endeavoured to get some person else, and
failed, and I felt it my duty to act for him.
I am not acquainted with the gentleman
who is moving in this matter, nor am I
familiar with his case, but I fully concur
in all that has been said by the leader of
the House, and by the hon. member from
Richmond. It may be remembered that
I expressed sinilar views when the Camp-
bell Divorce Case w.as before the Senate.
I do not believe that these Committecs
are usually drawn in such a way that they
are likcly to discharge fairl and judicially
the duties imposed upon them. So far
as I am myself concerned, knowing no
more about the Bill than that it has been
placed in my hands, I shall endeavour to
see that a Committee is so selected that
there shall be no suspicion of partiality on
the part of its members. I fully agree as
to the unsatisfactory manner in which
these matters are often brought before the
Senate and disposed of ; but in this case
the whole proceedings preparatory to the
introduction of the Bill, so far as I know,
have been regular. I have looked to
that n yself, to some extent, and I was
this morning before the Committee which
has reported upon the case.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD-The objec-
tion which has been taken by the hon.
member from Richmond isia very serious
one, as regards the mode of selecting the
tribunal, and the difficulty is increased by
the fact that certain members of the
Senate are opposed to all such legislation,
and it would not be fair, under those
circumstances, to select any gentleman
who is decidedly oppossed to carrying out
the object of the Bill. Now, the only
remedy, to my mind, which can under
these circumstances be adopted, is to
leave the selection to the Speaker of the
Senate. He will avoid, of course, select-

HON. SIR:ALEX. CAMPBELL.
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ing gentlemen who are adverse to granting
legislation which the constitution imposes
On us, and on the other hand he will
select gentlemen who are competent to
Perform the duty of Judges in the matter;
and I would suggest that the hon. member
( Mr. Kaulbach ) when the time comes to
organise the Committee, shall consult his
honor the Speaker on the question, and
in that way the injustice and partiality
which might arise would be avoided.

HON. MR KAULBACH.-I shall be
Very glad to adopt the suggestion my hon.
friend who has just spoken.

The motion was agreed to.

THE STANDING COMMITTEE.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL
rnoved that the name of Mr. Carvell be
added to the Comm ittee on Railways, of
which he had been a member of last
Session.

HION. MR. SCOTT asked that Mr.
McClellan be added to the Comm ittee on
Railways, Mr. Pelletier to the Committee
on Public Accounts, and Mr. Haythorne
to the Committee on Senate Debates, of
Which he had formerly been a member,

ION. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
he was very glad to accept the suggestion.

The motion as amended was agreed to.

AN ADJOURNMIENT.

MOTION.

ION. MR. HOWIAN moved that
when the H-ouse adjourned to-day it stand
adjourned until Thursday, the i st of March
n1ext, at 8 p.m.

After a brief discussion
agreed to on a division.

the motion was

IHE CONTINGENT ACCOUNTS.

MOTION.

t. HON. MR. REAI) moved the adop-
On of the first report of the Committee-

Or Contingent Accounts.

iON. MR. KAULBACH asked for

an explanation why the services of Frank
Phillips, a page of the Senate, were dis-
pensed with.

HON. MR. READ explained that the
boy's parents had moved to the United
States, where the family reside, and it was
thought that there was no scarcity of boys
in Canada to fill the pdsition. 'There was
no fault found with the boy, and notice
had been sent to him that his services
would be no longer required, but it had
failed to reach him in time.

HON. MR. KAULBACH thought it
would have been better to have found
some employment for the boy during the
Session, than to send him home again.

THE SPEAKER said the boy's parents
lived in Illinois, and, thinking it very
anomalous to send so far for a page, he
had written to the boy's parents at least a
fortnight before the meeting of Parlia-
ment, to say that the Committee would
not be likely to employ a non-resident of
the country, and advising him not to come
down. Unfortunately that letter had only
reached the boy's parents the morning he
had started for Ottawa.

HON MR. MILLER said that the
Committee had approached this matter
with as kindly feelings as it was possible
for them to entertain. They had before
them the claims, of three boys at least,
which were much stronger than those of
the son of the Rev. Mr. Phillips. It
would have been desirable if the boy had
been notified a little earlier, but that in-
justice or hardship (if he could use the
term) was completely met hy agreeing to
pay his expenses in coming here and
returning home, as well as his salary to
the date of the adoption of the report.

H-ox. NI R. SK E AD) thought it a little
hard that the boy should be put away be-
fore the close of the Session. Surely some
occupation could be found for him : it
would be better than send the poor lad
back under a cloud.

After some further discussion the
motion was agreed to.

The House adjourned at 4.15 p.m.,
until Thursday, the ist March next.

Oonténgent [FEB. 19, 1883.]
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THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, March r, 1883.

The SPEAKER took the chair at 8
P. M.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE FRENCH CANADIAN POPU-
LATION.

EXPLANATION.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.-Be-
fore the notices of motion are called, I
desire to make an explanation of an error
into which I fell in the debate on the
Address in answer to the Speech from the
Throne, and which error has formed the
subject of a newspaper article, a copy of
which has been sent to me. In that article
the writer expresses the belief that I will
take the earliest opportunity of correcting
the error into which I fell, which I very
readily do. In speaking of the claims
which our French Canadian fellow sub-
jects have to the position of the Speaker
in this House, I stated that they stood
perhaps as one to five. I do not think I
did so with any intention of being under-
stood as speaking accurately, and I think
I said one to four or one to five-in that
kind of way-but I have been taken to
have said one to five, which is not correct.
The true statement of the population I
have had made out, and it is as follows :-
The total population of thewhole Dominion
in 1881, was 4,384,81o, and of that
population in the four old Provinces the
French Canadians numbered 1,082,000,
or, in Quebec itself, 929,817 ; so that if I
stated the French Canadian population is
a little more than one in five, I was
wrong-the population is a little more
than one in four. I desire, of course,
to make the correction, and the article
which I have in my hand, which is from
the "Minerve," justly says it is sure I
will hasten to do so if I am in error, and
I find that I was if I said so; but my im
pression is I stated it in a general way.
without speaking accurately or from the
book.

QUALIFICATIONS OF MEMBERS.1

AN EXPLANATION.

The SPEAKER submitted a list of the

Senators who had taken and subscribed
the declaration of qualification for the
present Session.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.- In
the list of members who have subscribed
to the declaration of qualification, which
the Speaker has just laid on the table,
appears the name of our colleague, Mr.
Price, who has not been able to appear
this Session, and consequently has not
been able to subscribe the declaiation of
qualification in the way the rules of the
House direct, which is before the Clerk.
Mr. Price has transmitted a declaration to
the Clerk of the Senate, who makes a
special report with reference to it ;-that
in addition to the other gentlemen who
have subscribed, he has received a cer-
tificate from Mr. Price, who is suffering
from paralysis, and a copy of the declara-
tion signed by himself. I am sure hon.
gentlemen will consider that declaration
sufficient. (Hear! hear !)

The Senate adjourned at 8.io p. m.

THE SENATE.

O/tawa, Friday, March 2, 1883.

The SPEAKER took thc Chair at Three
o'clock p.m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

OCEAN MAIL SERVICE.

MOTION.

HON. MR. POWER moved:

" That an humble Address be presented
to His Excellency the Governor General,
praying His Excellency to cause to be laid
before this House, all Memorials, Corres-
pondence and Communications of any kind
in the possession of any Department or
Officers of the Government, relating to the
Mail Service betweent Canada and the Uiited
Ki ngdom, or to the raies of freight charged
by the Proprietors of the line of Steamslips
by wlich such Mail bervice is performed."

He said-This resolution of which I
had given notice, is intended simply to
enable the Government to lay upon the
table of the House some correspondence

Ocean -Mail &ervice.
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which will be found necessary in order
that a discussion on another notice of
rnotion, which I have given for Monday
next, rnay be conducted in an intelligent
and satisfactory manner by the House,
and I understand that the Government
have no objection to it.

IION SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.-
The hon. gentleman who has made this
rnotion was good enough to speak to me
Yesterday or the day before about it, and
I then addressed the Minister of Railways
and Canals on the subject, and I received
a reply informing me that the corres-
Pondence will be ready to lay upon the
table of the House on Monday.next.

The motion was agreed to.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (E), "An Act respecting the
Northern Railway of Canada. "-(Mr.
Allan.)

The Senate adjourned at 3.45 p.m

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday March 5th, 183.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at
Three o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

COMMUNICATION WITH PRINCE
EDWARD ISLAND.

MOTION WITHDRAWN.

The order of the day having being

.That an humble Address be presented to
Excel1Lncy the Governor General, pray-hiis Excellency to cause to be laid befo~re

th'ln uouse, copies of ail Correspondence on
e.question of winter and sum mer communi-Cat!on between Prince Edward Island and theainland.

.ON. MR. HOWLAN said: -Since
this motion was put on the order paper a
Secial Commwittee has been al>>ointed by

he ouse of Commons to take up this
Whole question, and the papers which I

intended to ask for have been handed to
them, so I beg leave, with the consent of
the House, to withdraw the motion.

The motion was accordingly withdrawn.

VETERANS OF THE WAR OF
1812-15.

MOTION.

HON. M. GUÉVREMONT :-moved

"Qu'il soit présenté une humble adresse
à Son Excellence le Gouverneur-Général pour
prier Son Excellence de vouloir bien faire
transmettre à cette Chambre un état indiquant
le nombre des vétérans de 1812 et 1815,
décédés depuis que la somme de $50,000 a
été votée; le nombre des vétérans qui re-
çoivent aujourd'hui une allocation sur le
vote du Parlement'en 1875, et le nombre des
demandes d'aide qui ont été présentées de la
part des veuves des vétérans décédés depuis
le vote de 1875."

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.-
There is no objection to the address.

The motion was agreed to.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (21) "An Act to authorize the
raising, by way of loan, of certain sums of
money required for the public service.
(Sir Alex. Campbell.)

The Senate adjourned at 3.45 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, March, 6th, 1883.

The SPEAKER took the chair at 3.00
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

A STANDARD MERIDIAN.

MOTLION.

HON. MR. ALLAN, moved:-

That an humble Address be presented to
His Excellency the Governor General, pray-
ing His Excellency to be pleased to canse to
be laid befbre tilis House, a copy uf the
Memorial addressed to His Excellency from

.Meridian.Standard
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the Royal Society of Canada, and of the Cana-
dian Institute of Toronto, and of any docu-
ments connected therewith, relative to the
reDresentation of Canada, in the International
Conference, to determine a standard
meridian now conteniplated by the Congress
of the United States.

He said :-I may briefly explain that
for several years the subject of a standard
meridian, and a general regulation of time
throughout the whole world, has occupied
the attention of scientists in this country,
the United States and Europe, but it is
one of special interest to the people of
this continent, and to us of this Dominion.
The geographical features of Canada and
the rapid extension of our railroads over
vast tracts of country, and other circum-
stances, all combine to render the move-
nient to establish a standard meridian one
of peculiar importance to us. The Presi-
dent of the United States, under the
authority of a resolution of Congress, is
about to call an International Conference
to take this matter up, and in view of the
general interest which Canada has in
the question, the Royal Society of
Canada, and I believe the Canadian Insti-
tute of Toronto, one of the oldest scientific
institutions of Ontario, have memorialized
His Excellency the Governor-General,
praying that he will be pleased to use his
influence with the Imperial Government
to have Canada represented at the Con-
ference. Should my motion be granted,
and the documents to which I have
referred be brought down, I propose to
call the attention of hon. members more
fully to the matter with a view of asking
the concurrence of the House, in a reso-
lution for an address to His Excellency
asking that he will be pleased to use his
influence with the Imperial Government,
to secure for Canada representation at the
forthcoming Conference.

HON. MR. A1LEXANDER - I consider
it 'my duty to make one or two observa-
tions upon this subject. Certain scientists
on this continent have propounded a the-
ory, which is a very plausible one, of adopt-
ing a new system of regulating tinie,
by establishing a new Prime Meridian and
local standard meridians around the whole
world. Those scientists have approached
the United States Government, which has
invited the leading European Govern-
nents to send delegates to a Conference

HON. MR. ALLAN.

at Washington. In plain words the Brit-
ish Government would be solicited to
abandon their old Prime Meridian, viz:
"The Royal Observatory of Greenwich,"
perhaps for some point on the Pacific
Ocean-to be established as a basis for
regulating time throughout the world.
The best informed will tell those scientists,
that to accomplish any result, they are
aiming at too much. We rejoice to see
our men of science and railway engineers
employing a portion of their time in this
direction, and, I am sure, we desire to
cultivate always the most friendly relations
with the people and Government of the
United States,-where we are not acting
in a manner antagonistic to the interests
of the Empire, of which, we are proud,
to form an integral part. What the best
informed would advise those scientists to
do, would be to hold conferences fre-
quently amongst themselves until they
succeeded. in forming some principle of
time division advantageous to the Rail-
ways and other interests-a principle which
will commend itself to the common sense
of the world at large. The theories
hitherto submitted of establishing local
standard meridians every 15 degrees or
every hour of time across this continent
would scarcely prove acceptable to the
great trade centres, such as New York,
Chicago or St. Louis, where they might
fall to the east or to the west of
such cities. When those scientists
have arrived at some satisfactory
solution of such difficulties--and not until
then, should they attempt to disturb the
great Prime Meridian which has hitherto
prevailed. The most convincing proofs
and arguments wiill require to be used,
and for some period of time, to the great
maritime power of which we are proud to
be a part ; and I am sure it will not be
during the present century that Great
Britain will entertain any thought of dis-
turbing that great First Meridian-the
Royal Observatory of Greenwich. Her
geographical charts, which have, during
the two last centuries, since 1675, been
prepared by the ablest scientists of
Europe, based upon that Meridian, are
those which have been used by the
greater part of the world-by nine-tenths
of the navigators of the Atlantic and every
other ocean

Until the British Government believe it
to be in the interests of the whole world,

Standard _Heridian.



she will not be a party to such a distur- tion that this country should act in-bance of longitudinal meridian-which dependently of the mother country ; in
ight not be productive of any real practi- fact it will be seen, when the papers are

cal good, while much evil might be the brought down, that His Excellency has
!esult. And what subject of Her Majesty been asked simply to use his influence
1h this Dominion, that values British con- with the Imperial Government to have
lection, would be a party to such a move- through them representatives go fromMent, until the Government of the Canada as well as from Great Britain to

Emnpire believe it to be in the interests of attend this Conference : and I may say
l'lankind, from their enlarged knowledge further that these very scientists, to whom
Of the whole position. It would be the hon. gentleman has alluded as show-
1fnseemly, in the highest degree, of our ing a want of practical sense in thesearliament or Government to think of matters, have I believe agreed upon still
sending any one to the Washington Con- maintaining Greenwich as the Prime
erence, until the Imperial Government Meridian.
'noves in the matter. I am sure I express
the feeling of the House, when I say that HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-
ýe have the deepest interest in strengthen- There is no objection to the address.
tolg in every way the bonds of attachment
b that great country, and that we should The motion was agreed to.e Very careful not, by any act of ours, to
weaken the cordial relationship nowexisting. MURRAY CANAL

. 1 ON. MR. VIDAL-I think by this
timlTe the inexpediency of discussing
b eYatter which has not yet been brought

re us must be patent to all of us. I
am Under the impression that the hon.
rember for Woodstock (Mr. Alexander)
as travelled greatly beyond the record

Which has been brought before us. As
ar as I understand the motion it does not
Ontemplate any such disturbance with
te regulation of time as the hon. mem-r for Woodstock would lead us to sup-

Pose. I have taken great interest in these
ue1stions, and it appears to me that the

Position is merely to try to get the
rhole world to agree to one Prime meridan,
rom which all measures of longitude
thed be taken, not interfering at all with
fer oal meridans, which have been re-
bv to, every 15 degrees. It is quite
i'sth at we can discuss this mattersIenuch greater propriety after we haveSen the documents which the hon. mem-mr frol Toronto has asked to be produced.

sol ON• MR. ALLAN-I thought it was
thiserfectly apparent to the House that
a di was not the proper time to enter into
siderussion of this subject, that I con-
thiered hardly worth ~while to say any-
\yl8- in reply to the Hon. gentleman from
h hdstock; but I may state this, I think

ae entirely misconceived the whole
'4ater. I do not think there is any inten-

MOTION.

HoN. MR. DONOHOE moved:-

That an humble Address be presented to
His Excellency the C overnor General, praying
His Excellency to be pleased to cause to be
laid before this House, copies of all tenders
received for the construction of the Murray
Canal; as well as copies of all Reports and
Estimates of Engineers, of all Petitions, of ali
Orders in Council, and of all Correspondence
concerning the saine. Also, copies of the
quantities of each item in the Bill forning
part of the tender as originally contemplated
to be constructed, as well as of the reduced
quantities on which the Contract is said t -
have been awarded; and of the total amount
of each tender received computed according
to such original quantities, and according to
such changed or reduced quantities respec-
tively.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned at 3.40 P. M.

Kerray Canal.[MAizon 6, 1883.]
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THE SENATE. now beg to call his attention to the fact
that already, in my opinion, a very iim-

Ot/awa, Wednesday, March 7, 1883. portant irregularity has crept into these
proceedings,. I may say at once that J

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three do not wish to thrôw any opposition in the
o'clock. way of the hon. member, who has charge

of this bill, and it is not with any wish o.
Prayers and routine proceedings. my part to frustrate him in the object

THE ICHOSONDIVOCE BLI-which he has in view that I make theSe
THE NICHOLSON DIVORCE BILLremarks on the present occasion; my de-

MOTION. sire is sirnply that we should, in s0 itW

Theportant a matter as the one before the

called, House, proceed regularly, and also to pre

cd R vent irregularities being drawn hereafter,
"Secnd eadn(1i1D-teNihl as is now being done, into precedents 131

son's ielief Bill, and the Petitioner to attend the rules of the fouse in relation to Di-
and be heard by his Counsel." s v B (by the 7 3rd

HON. MR. KAULBACH said :-I ask Rule) "that a copy of the notice in writ
the attention of the House to the follow- "ing, is to be served, at the instancc Of
ing telegram which has been received by "the applicant, on the p from whol
the Clerk of the Senate. "the divorce is sought, if the residence Of

DETROIT, Mich., March 6, 1883. 'such person can be ascertained ond
To E. J. LÂNGcEVIN. "cproof on oath of such service, or of the

Re Nicholson Divorce, have proceedinws hattempts made to effect it, to the satis
stayed. 1 desire to b- heard. 1 arn Peter "faction of the Senate, is to be adduced
Nicholsons wile. Rave ju.t been notified. "before the Senate on the reading of the

Hous, prceetreglarliadialortopre

ve irregularisROSETTA NICHOLSON. petition. b
Now by rule 76 "the second reading O

I consulted, upon this with the leader "the Bi is flot to take place until for
of the Government iu this H"use, and I teen days after the first readins and nO'
think it wihl be in accordance with his tice of such second reading is to be afi'
wish and the desire of the House if I ed upon the doors of the Senate duo'
should ask that the order of the day be "4ing that period, and a copy thereof, afld
discharged and made the first order on "of the Bi duly served upon the party
the paper for Monday next, and that the " from. whomn the divorce is sought, and
Clerk of the Senate notify the wife of the " proof on oath of such service adduced t
Petitioner of the decision of the Senate "the Bar of the Senate, before proceed'
on this matter. "ing to the second reading, or sufficiet

" proof adduced of the impossibility Of
HON. MR MILLER-Before that mo- complying with this regulation."

tion is carried I would like to cal the at- Now, in bringng this matter before the
tention of the Minister of justice to the House at the present time, it wil enable
remarks which I made upon a previous the hon. gentleman who has charge of the
occasion when this matter was before the Bi l to see, at any rate in the steps he ha
House, in regard to somebody assuming taken, that proper proof is brought befote
the duty of watching the regularity of po- the Bar of the Senate on oath. I find
ceedings of this character. I stated then that in compiance with the 73rd rule Of
that as our functions were not only of a the House an affadavit has been produceda
legisative, but of a judicial character as an affadavit which is on the minutes of the
well-in fact, even more judicial than Senate, and which appears to have beeat
legisiative-it was desirable that somebody sworn before a commissioner of the Ii
should be charged with the duty of seeing Court of Justice of the Province ofOntai
that the requirements of the law in cases I wish to direct the remarks I an maki." b
of this kind wIre complied with. I inti- specialy to the Minister of Justi e th
mated also that from the position which the legal gentlemen of the Houseat and t

the leader of this ouse occupies as ein- cal their attention to the fact that the5
ister of justice, he would be the Bost affidavit is not headed i any court, bt
suitable person to assume the duty. I is made before a commissioner of the
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igh Court of Justice of the Province of
tario. The affidavit is as follows

n hl1 a Jane Dill, of the City of Detroit,
el Cointy of Wayne, in the State of

Spin gan, one ofthe United States of Ainerica,
1i ster, lake oath and say :

on' That I did, on the sixth day of April,
:ne o 1sand eiglht hundred and eighty-two,
of p Y serve Rosetta Nicholson, the wifeliotee Nicholson, with a true copy of the

2 ereunto annexed. marked "A."
il h*at the said Notice was duly served

î ty tr tRosetta Nicholson at the said

s hat I know the said Rosetta Nicholson.
tr belore mne at

etow f o Wtind-
o",,~ tte cJounty

oI t MARTHI JANE DILL.

18 20tApril,A.D,

JoaN McHurou,
af davit . A Conrnissioner for taking
to<rVIl in the H. C. J. in and for the

rty of Grey.
need not say to hon. gentlemen con-

aeant with legal proceedings, that an
th av Sworn before a commissioner of

evdiigh Court of Justice can only ber ence, and can only be read in a

Jyooeeding before the High Court of
Of thee, and therefore that the affidavit
CO party, Martha Jane Dill, before a
tice ssioner of the High Court of Jus-
tha Ontario, is no oath at all any more
o f that oath liad been made before
th of the messengers of the Senate, and
tver John McHugh had no power what-
evr to administer an oath to be used as

{¡ ence in the High Court of Parliament.
.7 tPower to take an oath at all is iinited
sthe terms of his commission, which

a.fPi allow him to take depositions and
for aits to be used in the court
I th hich he is a commissioner.
not ela that is so very clear that I need
in h . orate it. What is the great object
wil having this evidence under oath ? It
tw.e rçadily perceived that the object is
obif O ' In the first place, the moral
the gation irnposed by an oath is one of
dencereat securties for obtaining true evi-
which in the second place the penalty
often s 'Imposed for perjury is a very great,
nes the greatest inducement to wit-
ilders to tell the truth in giving evidence
lawyeroath. Now I venture to say, as acanbr, that a dozen such oaths as this
asie taken, and perjury cannot be
to sge ot them I will not go so far as

Say that in som'emecases where the oath

is prescribed by the statute and may be
irregular and wrongful that the Party may
not be indicted for misdemeanor, . but
certainly no party can be indicted
for perjury for an oath of this
kind; therefore the greatest security
you have in many instances for the truth
of such evidence as we desire on this
most important step in the whole proceed.
ings-the serving of the notice on the
party whose rights are to be affected by
the legislation of this House--is no evi-
dence at all. It may be said that our
rules authorize the Senate to receive evi-
dence which will be satisfactory to it, but
that does not mean illegal evidence; it
only relates to the quantum of evidence,
not to- the kind. Certainly it was never
intended that illegal evidence should be
considered by the House on any occasion.
Not only that, but if the commissioners
taking that oath had no power to admin-
ister it, then it is an extra judicial oath, and
he is liable to prosecution, and every one
using such an affidavit is liable for the
penalties imposed for extra judicial oaths
under the law now on our statute books.
This question of oaths is one so clear, and
the functions and authority of this Parlia-
ment are so well understood that I cannot
see how we have, on more than one
occasion, allowed ourselves; as I admit we
have in one or two cases, to fall-into the
irregularity of taking improper evidence of
this kind, not however without objection
from members of this House. The case
is so clear that I am astonished that the
irregularity has been allowed to proceed
as it has done. It will be recollected that
shortly after confederation, in the second
portion of the first session, a bill was
passed giving us the only power which we
possess by which evidence under oath can
be adduced at all before this Parliament.
We had to pass a special Act for that pur-
pose in 1868, the preamble of which is as
follows :-

" Whercas it is expedient that the Senate
should have power to examine witnesses at
the bar on oath ; and wiereae it is also ex-
pedient that evidence taken before any select
comrnitteeof eithier [ ouse of Parlianent on a
private bill should be available, if desired,
before a committee of the other House to
which the saine bill is referred, and that for
this purpose the seih et comnittee of the Senate
and of the House of Commons on private
bills, should be enabled to adiminister an oati
to the witnesses examined before them ; there-
fore lier Majesty, by and with the advice and
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consent of the Senate and the House of
Commons of Canada, enacts as follows:

" Witnesses inay be examined upon oath at
the bar of the benate, and for that purpose
the Clerk of' the House nay administer an
oath to any such witness."

The only power the Senate has to re-
ceive evidence under oath isunder that
statute, and it had to be ratified by an act
of ImperialParliament. That is the position
before a committee is struck ; after the
committee is struck clause 2 provides
that :-

" Any select comimittee of the Senate to
which any private bill as been referred by
that House may examine witnesses on oath
upon natters relating to such bill, and for
that purpose the chairman or any mem ber o[
such conmittee nay administer an oath to
any such witness."

As I said just now it was found, some-
time afterwards, that we had exceeded our
powers in passing that act. The powers
and privileges of the Parliament of Can-
ada were by the Confederation Act re-
stricted to those enjoyed by tne Imperial
Parliament, and it was not until after that
date that the Imperial House of Com-
mons possessed the power to examine
witnesses under oath. Some time after-
wards an act was passed which vested in the
Parliament of Canada the same rights and
privileges that might be enjoyed by the
Imperial House of Commons at the time
of the passage of any act of the Parlia-
ment of Canada. The clause of the Con-
federation Act was repealed, and the one
under my hand was substituted for it.
The matter is so well known to the hon.
Minister of Justice that it is unnecessary
for me to read it, and a subsequent clause
was passed to the effect that the act
passed in 1868 to provide for oaths to
witnesses being administered in certain
cases for the purposes of either House of
Parliament, should be deemed to be valid,
and to have been valid from the time it
was assented to by the Governor General,
thereby giving validity to everything
that had been done by the Parliament of
Canada under the act of 1868, and being
to all intents and purposes a retroactive
statute. Thisis the way in which the
law stands at present. There is no power
to administer an oath to be used here ex-
cept for evidence to be taken at the Bar
of the House, which oath is to be ad-
ministered by the clerk ; but after the
striking of the committee, then under the

HON. MR. MILLER

provision of the law, the committee, or a0
member of it, has power to administerty
oath. It is evident therefore, that in a rg
ter which is, as I have said, more a iI&
cial investigation than a legislative Pt
ceeding, our powers are so clea
defined that it is almost impossib
for us to mistake them. As I
marked just now, it may be S
that this course has been followed, #
previous occasions. I admit that it h
-- not without objection-but the f
that those cases have been cited as P
cedents in favor of such irregularitie
renders it all the more necessary that
should be the duty of the Minister
Justice to see that these irregular Ple
ceedings go no further. Our rules,
course, are directory in regard to t
taking of oaths. It cannot be said thb
this House or either branch of Parlianleol
would have the power to make any rul
beyond the authority given by the statUto
Any rule of ours with regard to the takid
of evidence before a committee of O
Senate would be a nullity and void, be
cause there is no authority under t
constitution to do it, and nothing less tho
an act of the Parliament of CanadaC
make any regulation or direction of th
kind; but it is clear, from the express waroI
of the statute, that the intention was tbo
the evidence should be taken at the bar
the House. How was the evidence gi
here the other day with regard to the
vice of this notice? By an affidavit reé
at the table of this House,--I do not
it an affidavit: it is merely waste paP
it is no more an affidavit than if it h
been sworn before a messenger of tO
Senate. That is the only evidence of tO
service of the notice.

HON. MR. PLUMB-The affidavit
taken before a commissioner for t
County of Grey, in the County of Ess$
He had no authority to take an affidal
outside of the County of Grey.

HON. MR. MILLER-That would b
a fatal objection, I may say, but I do O
rest my objection on simple technicalitie
It could not be read in any court in t
country, because it is not entitled il)
court. Every lawyer knows that ai
davit must be entitled in a court to n'8
the deponent liable for perjury. Per
is a clearly defined crime, the character
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which
fOre s well known to all of us. I there- the service of the bil and notice. In
coe hope that the Minister of Justice will the one case it is fot in s0 many words
I-lid er this matter. I am sure that this required to be given at the bar of the

ituse-I speak for myself at any rate House, and in the other it is in s0 many
ctn e greatest assurance-has perfect words required to be sa given. Therefore
kiuenee in that hon. gentleman's legal there is a distinction between what the
to b ed and his position entitles him Senate ray consider satisfactory witb
Age eard in any deliberative assembly. reference ta these two services. With re-
of c manoccupying his position would, gard ta the service of the petitian I think

ourse, be heard conclusively on a it has been the practice of the House ta
Iarter of this kind. I make these remarks, receive other proof than the evidence of
heceat, not in opposition to this Bill: a witness at the lar, although 1 admit
ciru I do not know anything of the that it is open ta the serious objec-
ever Psanes ; it may be one which on tion which the hon. gentleman
she Old pinciple of justice and morality from Richmond takes, that it is
Iuse be entertained and passed by this doubtful whether perjury could be

I do not oppose it on its merits. assigned. But the practice bas gone
whichmerely opposed to the irregularity further than my hon. friend fror Lunen-
procee. are allowing to creep into our burg has on this occasion. After an
Por mgs in a matter of the most im- affidavit is read, it is usual ta make a
the cou character-an irregularity which in motion that it be considered satisfactory

edet. rSe of tirne will be cited as a pre r by the House. That ould testify that,
at the moment, the Senate is satisfied that
the petition ad been served upon the

40. SIR ALEX. CAMIPBEI- respondent, or that attempts ad been
gellO~tlediy tbe point ta which the hion. rnade to effect sucb service. Withrer
atten. an froi Richmgond has caaled the House, in view of the fact-which I
1 ntlon is of very great importance, and arn atraid is the case-that perjury couldt.o ughly acquiesce in the necessity of nt b assigned,-whether in future the
ferencr t the rules laid down with re- Senate would require the evidence of the
a$aie ta these divorce bills. ''hae service of the notice to be made on oath
ai, eav. ta whicbi ry hion. friend bas at the bar, is a point which, perhaps, we

u c One upon wbict, i think, per- had better consider further before
reasaaUld flot b assigned, for the absolute.y deciding upon it. The House

1ns hie has rnentioned, and for that will see that the service of the notice
th Y Mny hon friend befind me, but inaugurates the proceedings, and it may

rulleIk there is a difference between the very wel be, that if an affidavit, proaperly
tVe Of the Hause wbich relates ta the drawn and not open to the objection

easce whic the House is ta receive ured aainst this particular atdavit, were
rIc acory in regard ta the proof of presented, coupled with the admission

Whi Of the petition, and the evidence hade by the respondent in the telograrn
refern te HOuse is to receive with wich has been rea ta tbe House, that
rule 11 ta the service of the Bill. T1he she bas been served with the notice, theat -ach fY hon. friend has alluded ta House would be satisfied witb theSt at the proof of service of the evidence, and they might pass a resolution

feree Or atterts made ta effect it, ta that effect, under the rule wich the
eadtee .tade t th e satisfaction of the sion. gentleman from Ricbrmond as read.

alda ;t does flot say that proof shall b The abject of a petitioner in raking pro f

jury at he bar. On the other baed, in that way is ta avoid the expense of
r uich relates ta the srvice of the bringing dwitness here to prove the ser-

Oat a at that evidence is ta be on vice of the notice. He is obliged under
Ilthi l s to bf adduced at the bar f the ues of the House ta prove the service

r ere isa fthere is a distinction of tbe bill by a witness at tbe bar af tbe
f the th.Our es between the character H anse, but he is fot obhiged in o many

wth e dence whic is to be adduced words ta bring a witness ta prove tbe
tio erce to the service of the peti- service of the notice. Tberefore the
Petittat the character of the evidence House bas indulged persans wba bave

is ta be adduced with reference ta corne bere for those bis by alowing them
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to prove the service of the notice by affi-
davit, and accepting it as sufficient
evidence. I do not think it would be
advisable -at all events not without further
consideration-to shut off all evidence of
the service of the petition, other than by
the production of witnesses at the bar of
the House. I do not think we should do
so now at all events. We will consider the
rules further in that respect, and the House
might be satisfied with other proof than oral
evidence at the bar. I am very glad the
hon. gentleman from Richmond has drawn
attention to this subject. When he drew
attention to it before, I wrote a note to the
Law Clerk asking him to watch those bills,
and to draw my attention to any irregular-
ities which he migh t observe in them.
He did not notice the irregularity in this
instance, and I did not either. I would
suggest to the hon. niember from Lunen-
burg that it would be very desirable to
supply a second affidavit, properly entitled,
and sworn before a proper commissioner,
because, as my hon. friend from Niagara
has pointed out, the person before whom

Ho-. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-
Still there is a class of affidavits admitted
in Ontario although not entitled in auf
court, and on which perjury can be '
signed. I do not think this is one
them, but there are such affidavits.
suggest to the hon. gentleman irom LuneO'
burg that he replace this affidavit by Ole
taken before a commissioner entitled to
administer oaths, and ask the House to
accept the service as satisfactory.

HON. MR. SCOTT-My hon. frield
has not fully appreciated the force of the
remarks of the hon. gentleman fro
Richmond. Those remarks went to the
very foundation of the proceedings, not to
the service of the petition, but to the 'le
tice which clearly, by our own rules, rnW
be given, and proof of service of the notic
to be established under oath at the Bar.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-That
is what I spoke of. I called it a " pet"
tion," 1 meant " notice."

this affidavit was taken is a commissioner HON. MR. SCOTT.-The rule is abse
for the county of Grey, whereas he takes it lute. Tre 73rd rule requires a copy
in another county; so, clearly, upon the face the notice to be served on the person fr00

of it, this is no affidavit-it is merely an whom divorce is sought, and proof on 03 tb
assertion that the paper has been served. of such service, or the attempts made to
I think my hon. friend will do well to effect it, to the satisfaction of the Senatef
supply that want and put in a proper is to be adduced before the Senate on the
affidavit, that the service was duly made, reading of the petition. Now, can V
and then ask the House to say by resolu- contended that there is the least scintilî
tion that the evidence of the service is of evidence of the service of the notice?
satisfactory ; and I think it will be well for If this were an affidavit it stili would not
the House to consider the suggestion of be inconformitywiththe ruleofthe Houge
the hon. member from Richmond on The oath which is clearly intended there,
some future occasion, that suggestion being is an oath at the Bar, unless the Senate
that we have no power to consider any dispense with that and pass a resolutio.
evidince satisfactory wvhich is not given at saying that they would accept in lieu ofît
the bar ofthe House. 4ere are,Hof course, an affidavit. However, the rule is abso
cases in which affidavits may not be en- coxnplied with in that particular. The,'
titled in any cause; in this case no cause again, as bas been observed by the h '

was been begun. member from Niagara, this is flot an ath
davit; it is erely so much waste pater,

HON. MR. MILLER-I did not say r is not an irreularity, it is an absolite
"cause," I said "court." nu llit . Suppose this e ere a proceedice%

in which Mr. McHugh Lad a right told
minister an oath, ie certainly would not

lioN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-My be allowedtoamnseitnthcofY
horieb thikt u be of Essex any more than one of our e'

befoe th Sente.would. If w2 permit this proceeding ta
goh on it is si cely i tnoreng the 7 3rd

HON. M,. 'MILLER-No, I do flot NOw, I look up n the observancof th Snle
think any such affidavit can be taken a; f the highest importance in proce'
at ail. ings of this kind. As bas been V

HON. SIR ALx. CAMPBELL -
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ProPerly observed, it is a judicial pro-Ceeding, and it is exceedingly important
that the parties interested in the caseShouid receive due notice. If a party
Oed ten dollars or ten pounds, there is

ot a court of justice in the province that
WOuid allov proceedings to go on against
f' ·ithout better evidence than such an

a$davit as this. The smallest debt could
ot be collected in a court of law uponsuh evidence, and surely it should notbe co.nsidered sufficient in a matter of

SLch importance as the separation of a
trian from his wife. Therefore, there is

fh eaest necessity that at the very
s ation of those proceedings there

the be at least proper contormity with
i a rules of the House. I do not think it
toa proceeding which we should permit
cg8o on in defiance of the rules. It
thi lot be presumed for a moment that

th is conforming with the rule, because
ase affidavit which has been produced is,

have said, simply a nullity for severalbeasons; in the first place the party
ore whom the oath was taken had nower to administer it, even in the Countyaf rey, and, if he had, then he had noauthority a all to take it in the County

W it ssex He is not an officer clothed
.ath POwer to administer the oath in that

rticular district. Outside of the County
0fnGrey he has no power whatever toconinister an oath. Any one in the streetscoul have taken it as well. I think thatto iaccept it would not only be a grave

p •s .e, but it would be laying down the
frinciple that the Senate should not con-fur to its own rules, and that in such ana Portant matter as divorce we were
(cetiîng as evidence a simple statement,
Part is no more than that), that one of the

es who is to be affected by the bill
due notice of it.

Speaki' SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.-In
ti g I mentioned the word "peti-
tice>', intending to use the word " no-

frlIoN. MR. MILLER-Where I diFer
anf th. i Minister of Justice is her, -
the veis a radical difference-it goes t:
evidenrY foundation of the whole of the
arke adduced. In passing, I may re-

Iernbthat the objection stated by the hon.
Iaftiger fror Niagara would prevent that

vit frorn being read in any court

hatever. Mr. McHugh, a commissioner
>r taking evidence in the county of Grey,
as power only to take affidpvits in that
ounty, and for use in the high court of
ustice for the Province of Ontario. He
as no power outside of that which is ex-
ressly given to him by the terms of his
ommission, and Mr. McHugh in the
ounty of Grey, or out of the county of
Yrey, attempting to take a affidavit to be
sed in proceedings outside of the high
ourt of justice for Ontario, is guilty of a
reach of the law with regard to the ad-
ninistering of extra judicial oaths.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
gree to that.

HON. MR. MILLER-With reference
o the distinction drawn by the Minister of
ustice between evidence under the 73rd
ule and evidence under the 7 6th rule,
ven admitting his contention in that re-
pect (which I do not) he certainly can-
lot deny that we must have evidence on
)ath of the service of that paper. Now,
vaiving the technicality which has been
illuded to, I say you have no proof. on
>ath.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL--In
his case, no.

HoN. MR. MILLER--I say waiving
he technicality we have no proof on oath.
I would bring this matter before the House
ust as I do now, if that affidavit had been
regularly sworn to before a commissioner
entitled to take affidavits for the high court
of justice for Ontario. My objection is
much more important, and much more
concerns the character of our deliberations
and investigations than any irregularity I
could base upon a mere technicality. I
say you have no evidence ; and I say fur-
ther there is no power in this country to
take any proof whatever on oath in a mat-
ter of this kind before a committee is
struck, excepting on the oath adminis-
tered by the Clerk of this House at the
Bar. Now, who else can administer that
oath ? The lion. gentleman will not deny
that every commissioner appointed to
take an oath is limited by the au-
thority contained in his commission. Mr.
McHugh and- all other commissioners of
the High Court of Justice in Ontario, are
limited by the terms of their commissions,
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then, what power have they to take oaths
to be used before Parliament ? Therefore
I say we cannot dispense with the rule
altogether and take any evidence at
all wbich may be satisfactory to the Senate.
We have no affidavit before us. Will the
Minister of Justice say to us that the state-
ment of any member, or any statement
placed before the House, would meet the
requirements of the rule because it might
be satisfactory to the Senate ?

Hox. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-No,
because it must be on oath.

HON. MR. MILLER-If he admits
that, he strikes froin bencath his feet the
distinction between the rules. I might
ask the mover of the bil! how this irregu-
larity would affect proceedings elsewhere?
Suppose we pass this bill, and send it down
to the other House, and suppose any
member of that body should raise the
objection which, on the face of the papers,
is so clear to every awyer, that there is no
evidence at all of the service of that notice,
is it likely that the other branch of Parlia-
ment, and the able legal minds in it, would
pass a bill involving such serious conse-
quences as are contenplated in this
measure, on proceedings which strike away
the fundamental necessity of evidence
under oath, which is so strictly enforced
in every British court of justice ?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
agree that the evidence must be under
oath, and I agree that a commissioner for
taking affidavits in a certain court has no
power to take affidavits for another court,
but I think we require to give this subject
further consideration before we commit
ourselves to this-that there can be no
evidence on oath except that which may
be offered at the Bar of the Senate.
There are certain oaths which may be
given which are extra-judicial, and which
are yet legal, and on which perjury may
be assigned, and which may be acceptable
proof on oath to the Senate. I cannot say
before whom such an oath could be
taken at this moment-let us suppose an
oath to be taken before the chief justice,
or a magistrate in his own locality. There
are affidavits (I remember some) which
are authorized to be taken ii Ontario, and
persons who are authorized to administer
oaths, and it may possibly be-I do not

say it is, but it may be, that an oath may
be administered by a chief justice, or some
officer entitled to administer oaths, which
might be considered satisfactory by the
Senate, and which might be voted as
satisfactory, although not taken at the Bar.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD-Under the
discretion given to the Senate.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Yes,
because it does not require to be proved
at the Bar of the Senate, whereas the ser-
vice of the other papers must be proved
by evidence at the Bar. The hon. gen-
tieman will' admit that there is a dis-
tinction intended between those two oaths
where it says in one instance proof on
oaht will be sufficient, and in the other it
must be made at the Bar of the House
If it be as I imagine for the moment, that
a legal oath may be administered in a
case of this kind by some officer .in the
province from which tle application comes
then I think that oath being legal might
be accepted by the House u.nder the 7 3 rd
rule as sufficient. I do not say it is suffi-
cient, I do not think we should admit the view
taken by my hon. friend, but I think there
is a possibility that such an oath may be
administered legally and that the House
may properly vote that it be sufficient evi-
dence. We had better examine that mat-
ter and bring it up again before we cone
to the conclusion to which my hon. friend
has arrived, after more consideration than
I have been able to give the subject, or
the House generally has had an op-
portunity of doing.

HON. MR. SCOTT-It seems to nie
in reading the rule it is perfectly clear
that proof on oath must be at the bar.
The qualifying words apply to that part of
the rule which refers to the service not
being a personal service ; that an attempt
has been made at service and has not
been completed; the words of the rule
are : " and proof on oath of such service,
or of the attempts made to effect it, to the
satisfaction of the Senate, is to be adduc-
ed before the Senate on the reading of
the petition." It is thus perfectly clear
that proof on oath is to be adduced where
the service is not a personal one, and
where the Senate must be satisfied that
the party had notice.

HON. MR. MILLRE.
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.'oN. MR. POWER-As the hon.
Minister of Justice has intimated that he
ProPoses to consider this matter further, I
Yenture to make a few suggestions differ-
Ig slightly from those made by the hon.
gentleman from Richmond, (Mr. Miller,)and by the hon. gentleman who has just
Sat down. I think, in the first place, that
the objection taken by the hon. gentle-
'ran from Richmond has been taken
too late. This petition. this proof of
tervice, was offered to the Senate onthe 16th of February, and the rule of the
toe te Provides that this is a pre-requisite

e reading of the petition. Evidence
ha presented to the Senate on the day I
tave mnentioned, and this House at that
tie thought that the evidence was suf-
icient, andallowed the petition to be read.
t therefore seems to me rather late, upon
the second reading of the Bill, to take
this objection.

tiON MR. MILLER-The hon. gen-
enlan must have misunderstood me. Iha -no desire at ail to impede the pro-

tehdings which have taken place under
that irregularity, because that might do a

ry serlous injustice. I had no desire or
ish to do more than call attention to the

rrregularity, in order that it might not be
repeated again.

di N O N. MR. POWER I was under a
therent impression, and the remark of

Oe on. gentleman from Ottawa (Mr.
thS t) left me under the impression that
anis service was to be looked upon as null
and void. I was going to make this
L ggestion to the hon. gentleman from

unenburg (Mr. Kaulbach) that it would
pOnly a proper course for the House to
forrsue, to discharge the order of the day
difthe second reading and fix it for a

erent time, notice having been given
or a particular day. -With ail due defer-enlce to hon. gentlemen who think differ-otl y It appears to me that the wisest

a rse night be to have the Bill read the
od time to-day, and then after the

giveitee had been struck they could
any time they pleased for the Res-
'int to appear and oppose the grant-

' of the divorce.

lisb o. MR. KAULBACH.-I have
geteled attentively to the remarks of hon.

emen, but do not feel that any in-

justice has been done to the person
opposing, or likely to oppose, this petition
for divorce, by having the bill read to-day.
The proceedings to-day do not affect the
merits of the case. Therefore I do not per-
sonally feel inclined to withdraw it. I
agree wtih the hon. gentleman from Hali-
fax, (Mr. Power,) that objection should
have been taken before now. I am glad
the hon. gentleman from Richmond, (Mr.
Miller) has moved in this matter of pro-
cedure and brought it to the notice of the
House, and I trust it will result in our
rules being so arranged that there will be
no difficulty as to the proper course to be
pursued in the future. I shall act upon
the suggestion of the hon. leader of the
House and see whether the party can be
brought before the Senate to amend the
defect which has been pointed out. As
it seems to be the wish of the House, I
now beg to move that the bill be read the
second time on Monday next.

HON. MR. SCOTT.-In acquiescing in
the motion, I do not for one moment
desire that it should be understood that I
at all agree with the observations which
have fallen from the gentleman in charge
of this bill. I consider that it is perfectlv
competent to take exception to the bill
at any stage whatever, and I shall avail
myself of an opportunity to do so when it
comes up for the second reading.

HON. MR. PLUMB-I understood my
hon. friend to say that there was an ad-
mission, by telegram, from the Respon-
dent, of service in this case. Of course,
my hon. friend would not undertake to
say that was any evidence. We do not
know who sent that telegram, and in fact
the proceedings are suspicious from begin-
ning to end, in regard to that affidavit.
It is a little singular that a commissioner
for the county of Grey should have taken
that affidavit in the county of Essex, where
it would be easy enough to find a commis-
sioner to act. The very fact of a telegra-
phic notice having been sent would, in my
mind, throw suspicion upon the case. I
am not sufficiently acquainted with the
rules of the Senate in regard to these mat-
ters, to offer an opinion, nor am I a law-
yer to venture upon a legal opinion, but I
think the construction given to the 73rd
rule by my hon. friend from Ottawa is a
forced one. I think the fact that there is
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a comma inserted in part of the rule in
regard to the taking of the oath, does not
imply absolutely that that oath should be
taken at the Bar of the House, or that
evidence on oath necessarily means that
it should be viva-voce taken here.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I do not, of
course, say that this should be legal evi-
dence, but I offer as a reason why I ask
the House to grant the indulgence which
the party asks.

THE motion was agreed to.

THE PRINTING OF PARLIAMENT.

SECOND REPORT OF COMMITrEE ADOPTED.

HON. MR. SIMPSON moved the
adoption of. the second report of the
Joint Committee on Printing, and explained
that one of the recommendations was that
a new officer should be employed to re-
place one who has left the service, such
change causing no alteration in the salary
previously paid.

The motion was agreed to.

NORTHERN RAILWAY BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. ALLAN moved the second
reading of Bill (E)-" An act respecting
the Northern Railway Co. of Canada, "
he said-The object of this Bill is to
enable the Northern Railway of Canada
to issue perpetual debenture stock in the
place of their second preference bonds
which are about to mature in August,
1884 ; or to issue terminal bonds in ex-
change for the same. In either case the
interest payable upon the perpetual de-
benture stock or land is not to exceed
the amount of interest payable now upon
the second preference bonds. There is
also a clause enabling the purchasers to
acquire land and right of way along the
line of their railway or its branches, or of
any railway leased by the Company, or
along the hne of any railway worked
jointly with the railway of the Company.
Those are really the two principal objects
sought by the Bill, and I beg to move
that it be now read the second time.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned at 4.30 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thuirsday, March 8th, 1883

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

DIVORCE.

A SUGGESTION.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Be-
fore the orders of the day are called, I
desire for a moment to draw attention to
the subject which was introduced to the
notice of the House so necessarily by
the hon. member for Richmond yesterday,
that is with reference to the proof which
should be given of the service of a notice
of a petition in a -case of divorce. MY
hon. friend was strongly of opinion that
no proof upon oath could be given under
the law as it stands except at the bar of
the House. With reference to that point,
I do not desire further to discuss the
question of whether my hon. friend is
perfectly right in that position or not, but
the subject is one of such great importance
that I think, there certainly being a verY
grave doubt on the point, we should
endeavor to remove that doubt, and I
think we can do so. In the first place,
every one agrees with my hon. friend
that it is absolutely necessary we should
have such a statement as will be of the
most solemn kind with reference to the
service of all papers in a divorce case.
Everyone agrees with him, I am sure,
that the proceedings in such cases, should
be conducted with as great care as theY
would be in an ordinary court of justice,
and I am satisfied the hon. member for
Lunenburg desires to so conduct this
case; and every member who may, un-
fortunately for himself, have charge Of
such a bill will also be influenced by the
same motive. Now, without wishing tO
discuss the question whether an authoritY
exists in Ontario who can take an oath
which should be accepted here, I find
there is a statute under which the House
can, if it sees fit, alter its rule so as to
require not an oath, but an affirmatiofln
and this statute would impose on a perso"
making a false affirmation all the legal
penalties attending the taking of a falsc
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Oath' and that is a position in which we
Would rather have it than the one in
Which it now stands. That statute was
passed when the Government of which
rMy hon. friend opposite (Mr. Scott) is a
Iember was in power. It is the Act for
the suppression of voluntary and extra
Judicial oaths. IL recites:-

Whereas a practice bas prevailed of
ministering and receiving oaths and affi-

avits voluntarilv taken and made in matters
nlot the subject of any judicial inquiry, or inany wise required or authorized by any law;and whereas doubts have arisen whether or
not such proceeding is illegal ; for the s

r on of such practice and removing such
loubts &c. "y

What is the practice, in some respects
flot illegal, but I do not wish to dis-

cuss that : the statute goes on to remove
such doubts by enacting that no Justice
of the Peace shall administer such an
Oath in an extra judicial proceeding, but
if any person desires to make a statement
with reference to any. fact or dispute or
attestation of any paper, he may do so.

'ON. MR. MILLER.-That is a
declaration, not an affirmation, is it ?,

Hon. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-A
declaration. This part which I shall read
'Ow Would include such a declaration as
We require here -

f d provided further that it shall be law-
for any judge, justice of the peace, publicaor other functionary authorized bylaftO 8.dninister an oath, to receive the

solemn declaration of any person, voluntarily
tak 1g the saine before him in the form of

.* chedule to this act annexed, in attest-
utn of the execution of anv writteu deed or

ruient or allegations ot fact or of an
ount rendered in writing, and if any suc
ati ration be false or untrue in any material

4renlar, the person making such false
dearation shall be deemed guilty of a mis-

4teanor." -
So that if we alter rule No. 73 and re-

quIre rnerely a declaration, then the per-
o rnaking it would be subject to the

o gal penalties of a person making a false
aith. Then, I think a further and ad-

tO nal safeguard might be taken by in-
dueg language into a bill which I

thpe to present to the House before long,
e Interpretation Act, which would give

a double securitv.

ON. MR. MILLER-I presume some-

thing of that kind would be necessary, be-
cause if my memory serves me right, the
act of 1874, which the hon. gentleman
has just cited, imposes a penalty where
the matter is regulated by law, not by a
rule of this House, and by introducing
such language as the hon. gentleman sug-
gests in the Interpretation Act, that diffi-
culty would be overcome.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
Act says :-

.' Whereas a practice lias prevailed of ad-
ministering and receiving oaths and affidavits
voluntarily taken and made in matters not
the subject of a judicial inquiry. &c."

Then it goes on to say any person may
make a declaration concerning any alle-
gation of fact. I, for instance, desire to
make an allegation that my hon. friend
Mr. Smith does not owe me one hundred
pounds: I can go before an officer under
this Act and make a declaration of that
fact, and if I declare falsely, the legal
penalties of perjury follow. In that way
we can meet the difficulty, and if any
doubt exists in the direction pointed out
by the hon. member for Richmond, we
can remove it by a clause in the Interpre-
tation Act.

HON. MR. MILLER-The criminal
law also imposes a.penalty for a false dec-
laration.

HON. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
will give notice of an amendment to the
rule hereafter, and we can alter it accord-
ingly. In the meantime the legal gentle-
men in the House can consider the rules
and the changes which I venture to sug-
gest.

HON. MR. SKEAD-This is a subject
of which I know very little. The hon.
Leader of the House is speaking of mak-
ing some alterations in the form of affi-
davits which may be necessary here, al-
though we have managed to live in this
country with them as they are for a long
time ; but I would suggest that it would
be better for the Government to bring in
a bill to remove such cases from this
House altogether, by establishing a Di-
vorce Court. If that should be con-
sidered too expensive, then it might be at-
tached to the Supreme Court; it strikes
me, as an on-looker, that there are times
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when that court is not over-burdened with
work, and they might assume this duty.
One strong reason why such a court should
be established is the fact that these di-
vorce bills are objectionable to many
members of this House. The Govern-
ment might bring in such a bill as I have
referred to, if not this year, at all events
next session.

THE LOAN BILL

SECOND READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the second reading of Bill (21) " An Act
to authorize the raising by way of loan of
certain sums of money required for the
public service."

He said : This Bill recites the existence
of a loan contracted some years ago,
which loan is maturing in 1885, and the
object of the Bill is to enable the Govern-
ment to borrow money to meet that loan.
The amount of the loan, which is recited
in the Bill, is £6,446,ooo. That loan was
contracted in 186o, and was made subject
to a sinking fund. That sinking fund has
reached the sum of £1,381,325, leaving
balance to be provided for of /5,065,675
or $24,65 1,177.13, which is the amount
to be raised under this measure. The Bill
says it may be raised in any of the ways
mentioned in the Act respecting the
Public Debt, as amended by the Act
passed in the 3 8th year of Her Majesty's
reign. That is an Act which enables the
Government to raise money in any of the
ways by which such loans are contracted,
that is by debentures payable in England
or in Canada, or stock payable in either
of these countries. The final provision is
that they shall not pay more than four per
cent. per annum. Substantially it is a Bill
to enable the Government to borrow
$24,000,000.

HoN. MR. PLUMB-Before the motion
is adopted, I would ask the leave of the
House to make some remarks upon this
loan, and in connection with that, perhaps
to say something in regard to the financial
position of Canada. This loan, as my
hon. friend has remarked, is one which
is intended to renew the obligation in-
curred before Confederation-a five per
cent debt. upon which there has been a
large accumulation of sinking fund. That

HoN. MR. SKEAD.

Bill.

debt was created prior to Confedera-
tion and the renewal of a large loan
of that kind brings up for consideration a
great many matters which I think would
not be uninteresting, and I think would
not be without use if re-called to this hon.
body. Although this Senate is not charged
with the management of fiscal and finan-
cial affairs it certainly is interested, as we
are all interested, in the financial condition
of the country, and it has the right of
supervision over that financial condition.
With this feeling I venture, although an
humble member of this body, and one
who has but recently joined it, to think
that the remarks which I may make,
and which I do not intend, if I can
possibly avoid it, to be tedious, will be
of some interest to us all as residents of a
common country, and having a commo.i
interest in the prosperity of the Dominion.
Prior to Confederation it was well under-
stood that difficulties had arisen which
made it necessary that the old compact
between the two Canadas should be en-
larged by taking in the other members of
the first Confederation. To that Confeder-
ation has since been joined Prince Edward
Island, British Columbia and Manitoba,
each of theni a most important accession
to the great strength of this transatlantic
dependency of the crown of Great 3ritain.
At the time of Confederation a very
considerable debt of the old Pro-
vince existed, which was assumed by
the Dominion Government. That debt
was something over $9o,ooo,ooo ; the
amount of assets on hand reduced it to
$77,000,000. It was represented by about

$35,000,000 of assets in public improve-
ments which were tangible and
could be put down on paper. The
rest of it, however, had been expended in
various ways, some perhaps by deficits,
some perhaps by larger discounts which
the old Province, not being strong in
credit in the money markets of the world,
had to submit to in the negotiations for
loans. But we began at Confederation
with a debt of $77,000,000. It was rY
good fortune last year to be appointed 011
a committee which had the charge of
looking over and examining into the state
of the balance sheet of Canada, and it
was a suggestion made by the committee
that there should be a statement brought
down which now appears for the first
time in the public accounts, in order that
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the people of Canada, and the people of
the World to whom Canada applies in the
negotiations of her loans should know
exactly in what way the-large sum which
Is represented as the debt of Canada had
been expended. It is a most satisfactory
statement. It will be found there that
the debt of Canada, which reaches $153,-
foroo net, has been spent very largely

r works of public utility, for works which
represent great value to the country, and
which, although they may not be revenue
Producng works, have still a value, per-
haps in some respect greater even than if
they were revenue producing, affording,

they do facilities for navigation, and
ording facilities for connecting easilye great distance by which those provinces

are separated-all of which, as testifiedto by the late Finance Minister when
negotiating a loan for Canada, were not
OnlY for the benefit of this country, and
Of the Imperial Government, but of the
World at large. It is noteworthy that up to
' 8 74theincreased debt did not represent by12,000,ooo the amount which had beeneePended upon those works, for the
large revenues of the country after 1867enabled the Government of that time toexPend $12,000,ooo from revenue in

rks properly chargeable to capital.

ftat State of things illustrates the strength
e Position of the Dominion: illustrates

t claims upon the confidence of the
tnIeyed men of the world ; illustrates
ttright to ask the Parlianent of Canada
Oday to authorize the Government to

ataotiate a loan, not at five per cent., not
and discount, but probably at a premium,
b bearing the rate of 4 per cent. interest.
hy a shortreference to the condition of

thanIgs at the present time it will be seenidt the claim of Canada upon the con-
thatnce of investors is, perhaps, as great as
ea of any other noney-borrowingcountry. It will be found in the tradethe navigation returns now before us that
$te revenue of the country last year was
$33,83,455 ; the expenditure was
o1V '7,3, giving a surplus of receipts
It ixPenditure amounting to$6, 3 16,352.

also be found that that surplus
Was expended very largely upon capital
tatc0nt, not increasing the public debt, and
Was during the last year the public debt
of Wabsolutely decreased by the amount
re1,7 34,129. The expenditure out of

lnue chargeable to capital account

was $7,351,052; a total of $9,o85,181.
This was partly paid by the surplus receipts
of the year of $6,316,352; $1,6oo,oo, or
$1,700,000, of it was paid by sales of land
in the North West, which is, and will be
a great source of revenue to the country,
and part by the increase in the bank note
circulation, which is a debt without
interest. But this is not all ; the amount
of property which the Government can
show is over $135,ooo,ooo, the net debt
being $153,66r,ooo. It shows that
$18,ooo,ooo only is the difference
between the amount of assets and
the total debt, the whole debt at
Confederation being $77,000,000. It
shows that $4o,ooo,ooo of the debt
prior to Confederation, is not re-
presented by the assets given in
the statement included in the debt
of the present day, and that of the
assets of $135,000,ooo a very large.
proportion is represented by the debt
made since Confederation. It may
also be mentioned that in 1873 a
debt of $1o,5oo,ooo which was not taken
over at Confederation from the Prov-
inces of Ontario and Quebec was as-
sumed by the Dominion, and by that
means a very large annual burden was
taken off the Province of Ontario, and a
large one also from the Province of Quebec.
That debt is a part of the consolidated
debt of to-day. It saved Ontario an in-
terest payment of $291,ooo a year. That
was five-ninths of the interest charge, the
proportion payable by Ontario. Four-ninths
of the interest was also saved to the Pro-
vince of Quebec, and although it has been
charged that, a large increase of the public
debt took place during the administration
of the Conservative Government prior to
1874, one of the items certainly is one that
neither Ontario nor Quebec should object
to. The debt now standing at $153,661,-
ooo includes a savings bank deposit
of $21,078,000. No better index,
perhaps, of the prosperity of the
country can be found than the enor-
mous increase in the savings deposits in
the banks of the Dominion. These de-
posits have increased in the last three or
four years very largely, and are a kind of
baronieter that shows conclusivelv that
the working classes, those who are making
small savings, have been prosperous
throughout the country. There can be
no false indication there. The money
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has been saved; the money has been de- only. Our imports in 1876 were $94,733,-
posited, and it shows conclusively that the ooo. Our exports that year were $8o,966,-
working class, though depressed and ooo. In other words we imported $ 14,000,-
suffering five or six years ago, are now in ooo more than we paid for by exports. I
a condition in which they are earning 1877 we exported only $75,875,ooo, and
more money than is necessary for the imported $96,500,ooo,--making$21,500,-
support of their families. It looks ooo more than we paid for by exports.
as if it were an assurance that the policy In 1878 we exported $79,323,000, and i'-
which has been adopted by the present ported $9,,199,000. We were$12,000,-
Government has been so far suc- ooo, behind that year. In 1879 there waS
cessful that it has provided profitable a change in our fiscal policy, and there
employment for the laboring classes was a slight turn in the tide. Our exports
of Canada. The Dominion note were $71491,000, and our imports were
circulation has risen to $15,807,000. $80,341,ooo, a difference of $9,ooo,-
I have never been an advocate for a ooo. In i88o, the policy of the present
large issue of Government paper; I do Government having been then fully estaW
not believe in the policy ; I have never lished, we exported $87,9 Il000, and ii-
believed in it. I believe that the chartered ported $71,782,000,making a balance in
banks, under proper control, should be our favor of over $16,ooo,ooo. Inigg8

permitted to enjoy a main share of the cir- we exported $98,29oooo, and imported
culation of the country, but it is perfectly $91,6 1,000, making a balance of $6,75o,
legitimate for the Government to have a 000 in our favor. In 1882we exported
portion of the circulation, a circulation $1o2,137,ooo, and imported$112,648,000
that is not forced-that which comes making a balance against us Of $10,500,-
naturally, and the banks should be per- ooo. Our imports of dutiable goods
mitted to use that circulation largely, as last year amounted to $85,757,000
a rest by which they are saved from hold- on which the duty paid was $241700e-
ing other idle capital in their vaults. The ooo, or an average of almost 25 per
debt payable in England in 1873 was $132,- cent; but if we. add the free imports
122,875. The average interest on that debt amounting to $26,89oy, the percentage
was 5.36. A great indication of the ofduty on the total imports will be found

Icrease in the prosperity of the country to average 19.27 per cent.
-a great indication of the increase of A great deal of stress has been laid oni
public confidence in the country-may the heavy burden thrown upon the con-
be found in the fact that the average sumers bythe tarif policy of this Govere-
interest to-day on that debt is reduced to ment. It was stated in another place,
4.39 per cent., and it is well to cawl the and stated authoritatively, that the tarif
attention of hon. gentlemen to the fact as adopted in 1879 imposed an aver-
that upon the debt as it now stands, the age duty Of 22.50 per cent. That was
difference between the 5.36 per cent, the worst charge that could be brougt
which was the rate of interest in 1873, agawnst it by the then leader of the
and 4.39, which is the rate of interest Opposition, and that I think, is not very
now, is a saving of over $I,26oooo a far from the truth as seen by the returris
year. There are also indications of the of imports of dutiable and free goods
increasing prosperity of the country toi b I have already quoted from. If we tur
found in the very satisfactory tabulated to the United States, we will find that
statements which appear in the Trade and their imports for last year including fe
Navigation returns. These are cumbrous and dutiable goodswere $ 7 29uialeood
statistics, but an analysis of the main fea- which the duty paid averaged 28 per cent,
tures wio be satisfactory to every one who nearly fifty per cent higher than ours. O
desires to know accurately what the true our imports last year over $5
condition of our country is, and how we or nearly one-haf of the whole imports Of
stand as compared with other countries. lIn the country were from Great Britain, and
87e5ourexportswere 7,886,00; imports it is gratifying to fnd that the policy 

entered for consumption were $ 1,6i8,- the Administration has ot in any wa
ooo. Making a balance against us of $42,- tended to weaken what bas been called,
200,000. in speaking of imports I give the and very properly called, the golden bod
figures of those entered for consumption between the mother country and one Of
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her, greatest dependencies. From the
United States last year, we imported
$33,ooo,ooo of dutiable goods, and
$ 15,ooooo0 o of free goods. Of coursethe disproportion between dutiable and
isee goods imported from a country which
b our near neighbor, separated only
far an imaginary boundary, will be
oth greater than in the imports from any
Other Country. We find also in the Trade¡' Navigation Returns, most interest-
irg and important statistics, withrespect to the growing commerce ofCanada. We find that last year
entries of vessels into Canadian ports,ulder the British flag, were 7,344, Out of
a total of 10,638. The total tonnage of
tose vessels was 3,933,152. There were
etered under the flag of the UnitedStates 2,387 vessels, having a tonnage of950,453-about one-fourth of the com-
Irerce,although we are such near neighbors.

e vessels entered under the flag of
way and Sweden, numbered 704,th a total tonnage of 387,652, while

tiOse entered under the French fiag
nfnbered 58, with a tonnage of 36,286.Of the Englishý shipping entering our
Ports 1132 were steamers and 6,282 were
saring vessels. Of other countries 1257Wer steamers, and 2,057 sailing vessels.
grei is a most gratifying exhibition of the
beat trade which is rapidly increasing
tWeen the Dominion and other coun-
cCio particularly with the mother

rY. But the statistics of our
d navigation are even more grati-

entie. In Ontario ports the Canadian
torIles were 4,681 steamers of 1,011,185
Ot Inage ; United States steamers, 2,731,
Vess473,237 tonnage; Canadian sailing

s, 5,587, of 729,612 tonnage;
16ited States sailing vessels, 2,230, of196 748 tonnage. For Quebec the entries
ave been : Canadian steamers, 290, Of

66,506 tonnage; sailing vessels, 754, of
66,3 tonnage; United States steamers,
vesse o 9'594 tonnage, and 1,062 sailing
Sco -1of 105,580 tonnage. In the Nova
been a coasting trade the arrivals have
depa e ,615 vessels, of 709,167 tonnage;
1 Nrtures, 6,857, of 811,905 tonnage.

4,ew Brunswick the arrivals have been
ton3,, and 4,426 departures, with a

age of 815,957. The coasting trade
ses ater even than this. Of British ves-

and ere arrived in transire 1,598 steamers
7,463 sailing vessels, a total of

9,061, with a tonnage of 1,336,990, and
crews numbering 63,479 men. Of
foreign steamers the entries were
56 steamers and 49 sailing vessels, total
105 vessels of 64,726 tons, and 1,890
men. Coasting under license there arrived
17,298 steamers and 11,496 sailing ves-
sels, making 28,794 vessels with a total
tonnage of 6,111,827, and 300,975 men.
That, I think, gives an idea, but only a
vague idea, of course, of the vast con-
nections which Canada has with the outer
world, of the great and growing impor-
tance of her trade, and the necessity that
exists for proper laws to regulate that
trade, and it also gives us a glimpse from
what now is, of what may be the future of
this great country, if that future is re-
gulated by salutary laws, and if a policy is
adopted which will tend to foster, and
encourage the industries of the Dominion
and develope its commercial interests. I
have had the curiosity to see how our
position compares with that of the great
country alongside of us. We are con-
stantly hearing of the enormous growth
and development of the United States.
We hear of its rapidly increasing trade.
We hear that it is overshadowing every
other country in the world in the rapidity
of its growth in wealth and population ;
and there are not wanting those who in
every public discussion in this country bring
up the Republic as an example, now for a
warning, and again for our encouragement.
It was frequently referred to on the
stump, in the press, and on the floor of
the House when we talked of establishing
a protective policy; it has been held up
to us as a warning in other respects. It
has been held up to show us that it had
recovered from the financial depression
sooner than we did. It has been held up
to us as offering- such attractions to our
people that it was taking from us the
bone and šinew of the country. Those who
thus referred to it were not always logical
in their arguments, because while they
largely attributed the exodus fron this
country to the fact that we had adopted a
protective policy in humble imitation of
the United States, and the people were
leaving us on account of that fiscal policy,
it was not always stated that they were
jumping from the frying-pan into
the fire, in going to a country
where a stringent policy of pro-
tection had been for years in force,

J Ae loan
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and had contributed so largely to the state
of prosperity that attracted them thither.
As compared to Canada the population of
the United States is about ten to one;
therefore the statistics of Canada in regard
to trade, multiplied by ten would show
what ought to be the due proportion of
the same comparative statistics of the
United States. It is a very easy thing to
calculate, our population reaching very
nearly five millions, and the population of
the United States being about fifty
millions, but it must be remembered that
when we compare populations there is a
vast difference in one respect. Canada is
the home of a thriving, intelligent,
industrious people, standing largely
upon an equality in respect to holding the
franchise, and in respect to the intelligence
by which that franchise is exercised.
Unfortunately in the United States at the
outset there was an introduction of a ser-
vile population; the troubles which arose
out of slavery and culminated in the war of
i86o still left that servile eliment large
ly in possession of the land it had tilled.
The slaves, notwithstanding their manu-
mission, and the bestowal of the franchise
-notwithstanding everything that could be
done for them in the way of education,
have proved to be as one might say adscrp-
tus glebae. Most of them are still on the
soit on which they were born and cannot
leave it, and in any comparison between
the United States and Canada a large
allowance should be made for this condi-
tion which takes off nearly one-tenth
from the active population, not pro-
ducing wealth in proportion to their
numbers nor consuming imports or
manufacturing in such proportion be-
cause for the most part they are in a state
of great poverty and live principally
upon the products raised around their
own little cabins. It would be impossible
to go into that calculation now, but
I nerely suggest it as being one of
the factors in making comparison
between the two countries. I will
now mention a few instances in which I
think I can show that Canada will com-
pare favorab1 y with th United States in
some of the larger items which go to
make up the trade prosperity position
and wealth of a country. The net im-
ports of the United States in 1881, which
is the last return we have, were $729,000,-
ooo. Ours for thatyearwere $12,648,000.

In order to arrive at the exact proportion
between Canada and the United States, as
compared with population, ours should be
multiplied by ten, and that would require
that the United States should have im-
ported $1,1 12,648,000, instead of $729,-
ooo,ooo. The exports show the same
disproportion to population. The exports
of the United States for the year 1881,
amounted to $848,ooo,ooo; ours amount-
ed to $1o2,ooo,ooo. In order to make
the exports of the United States equal to
the exports of Canada, in propor-
tion to population, they should have
exported $1,o2o,ooo,ooo. Vet there
are gentlemen constantly complaining
that under the present policy our export5
are not satisfactory. They are certainly
much larger than those of the United
States in proportion to population-larger
by nearly 25 per cent. In 1881 the debt of
the United States proper was $1,785,000,-
ooo.; ours was $155,9oo,ooo ; in the
saine proportion ours should have been
$178,ooo,ooo.-therefore our debt is
less by 15 per cent, but it does not state
the whole case. The debts of the States
were enormous-the debts of the States
and cities and towns I think, were about
eight hundred millions. This will add fifty
per cent to the public indebtedness of the
United States. There is no such propor
tionate debt existing in Canada as
the provinces are not indebted to
any large amount, and the debts of
cities and municipalities are proportion-
ately very small. These should be all
considered in making such a comparisol
as I have suegested. Now, referring to
the immigration into the United States
The last returns that are given are for the
year 1881, and state the number at 661,-
ooo. If they are calculated, as in sone,
cases we know they have been, where the
Custom House officer, or an officer ap-
pointed to collect such statistics, counted
all the people that came over by ferry boat
between Sarnia and Port Huron, we may
take this return of 661,ooo with a
considerable grain of allowance. But
we will assume that they are cor-
rect; it 'is said that our immigration
this year will reach 113,ooo, and if so,
in order to shew the same proportion,
immigration into the United States
should have been 1,130,000 instead
of 66o,ooo, which is represented here.
Now we claim that we have not only

HON. MR. PLUMB.
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e Pended money which represents our
Public debt, in works of great utility, we
asert that we can not only shew value
for the money that has been spent, but

Saiso claim that we have what no othercountry in the world possesses, namely, a
am which, if properly husbanded,

a sOt only pay the debt but will leave
a SUrplus as great as the debt after it is
Paidl mean the great North-West,
Whch we have acquired and is now public
tPrperty. We claim 250000,000 of acresaere, less 25,000,0oo of acres given as

Susidy to the Canadian Pacific Rail-
W Comllany, as affording the greatest,
th fertile and valuable wheat belt in
tha world, unoccupied; and we claimisat with its vast fields for cattle raising,

,t tlies and its untold advantages free
but e immigrant, who has nothing to do
t turn up the soil the first yeartg et a crop that will pay for his land-

t twe possess a heritage which willandpriceless to the people of Canada,!
ani which as a basis for any indebtedness
hch *Canada may find it necessary toithu , is ample security as it now stands,

eeed'the Canadian Pacific Railway pro-teeding so rapidly that it will be open tot4e bue of the Rocky Mountains at the
pledOf the present year, and will be com-
conted in four years, travercing the whole

rye ilent, from salt water to salt water.
ir ai M that in consequence of the
aidreasing value of that land and the
intount of immigration that will go there

toe future, it is impossible for any man
it fO erestiate its importance, and that

secrros such a sinking fund and such a
crity as is in the possession of no other
haeY in the world. The United Stateshce aiso a great public domain, but the

tinlpari8on holds good in the same way
in egard to the square mileage as it does
I uregard to that territory to which

eaIe called the attention of hon. gentle-
State The public land of the United
0f g taking out the ice-bound region
acres ka, amounts to 1400 millions of
inlii, and the fertile portion of ours to 25o
theirss of acres; but in order to make
b d equal to ours their area should
initi; Oubled, or they should have 2500
holdis Of acres,-and the same rule will
coIt, 11 .respect to many other matters of
the arison with which I will not weary
tion It se on this occasion. I drew atten-

these subjects because I thought

this was an occasion when one might ven-
ture to touch upon them even at
the risk of taking up the time of this hon.
body, in a way that a new member perhaps
might not venture to do ;-but I thought
it was an opportunity when it would be
well to take stock of our position in some
such form as this, and through the House
to shew the country at large, in some
feeble way, what our true position might
be. It is agreeable also on an occasion
of this kind perhaps, to us who have been
firm believers in the fiscal policy'which has
been adopted, to note the difference be-
tween the condition of Canada now and
what it was 6 or 7 years ago. At that
time we were in the midst of gloom, dark-
ness and disaster, and hopelessness was
stamped upon the face of almost every
business man. There was a bad outlook
for the future, and at the outset of the
Administration which precededthe present
one the future of Canada was painted in

i colors so gloomy that it was marvellous
there should have been any confidence
among the money lenders, or any sub-
sequent prosperity in the Country. Dur-
ing that time-between 1874 and 1878-
large negotiations had to be made which
were not otherwise imperative upon the
then Gove nment except for the purpose
of renewing loans or fulfilling Con-
federation obligations. They came with
clean hands-with a clean sheet-without
any obligations whatever upon them. The
Pacific Railway Act was repealed and they
had no liability there, except such as they
chose to assume, and their other obliga-
tions were not of such a character us to
make it necessary, in the midst of depres-
sion, to incur any new public liabilities. But
a large increase to the public debt was
made ;-a negotiation was made in 1876
in the month of November, of a 4 per cent
loan, and that loan was preceded by a
statenent of the position of Canada,
giving some of the statistics in regard to
expenditure of revenue upon capital, such
as I have referred to here. That 4 per
cent. loan was floated at a time when
there had been such a stagnation in
business in England, such great depression
there, that there had been a vast accumula-
tion of money in the London money
market ; for gentlemen are well aware
that one of the peculiarities of want of
confidence, or of great depression, is a
low rate of interest and great accumulation
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of money. It is a high rate that
precedes trouble, and afterwards there is
complete stagnation, and at the time to
which I refer money in the great centres
of trade-in London, and Paris, and the
other great financial centres-was ranging
at very low rates of interest, from one per
cent. to one and a quarter, and sometimes
even less than that. At that period the late
Minister of Finance went to London to ne-
gotiate a loan of £2,ooo,ooo sterling ; the
loan being at 4 per cent interest, and
guaranteed by a proper sinking fund.
That negotiation was made, and it
was considered a great financial triumph
by the supporters of the then Government,
and was boasted of as an achieve-
ment which ought to reflect much credit
upon the hon. gentleman who made it.
Nominally the loan was made .at about
91, but considering the allowances for
interest-that it drew interest from the
time it was issued, and that the last
payment was not due until the follow-
ing July, by a statement carefully pre-
pared it was found that the loan
produced a net result of less than 87
and a half cents. on the dollar. That
statement has been made and has gone
unchallenged.

HON. MR. SCOTT-No, no.

HON. MR. PLUMB.-It has gone
uncontradicted. I am sorry I have to
differ from my hon. friend.

HON. MR. SCOTT.-I contradict it
now.

HON. MR. PLUMB-I am speaking of
a different kind of contradiction, which
should prove that the statement is not cor-
rect by figures. The figures have been pro-
duced and those figures have never been
contradicted by the gentleman most intere-
sted, that is the gentleman who negotiated
the loan. I statethat upon myresponsibility
as a public man, I have never heard such
contradiction, and I have made the state-
ment frequently in the presence of the
gentleman himself. I say there was a
discount of 12 and a-half per cent.
on that loan, but he did not think it
desirable to stir up that question any fur-
ther lest we should find that even a worse
bargain was made. . I may be mistaken.
I speak under correction, and if any paper

HON. MR. PLVMB.

can be produced which shows I have
made a mis-statement, I shall be most
happy to recall it, but up to this time no
such paper has been produced. When the
present Administration came into power it
was found that a very large loan was falling
due in England-on the 1st of January
then coming-and no provision had been
made for it. It had to be arranged, and
the moribund Parliament of 1878 had
not dealt with it, nor had the Minister of
Finance of that day done so. Conse-
quently the present Finance Minister,
upon coming into office, was embarrassed
by the immediate necessity of being con-
pelled to proceed to England to arrange
that the credit of Canada should be saved,
and to attain that object he was obliged
to negotiate a loan of some $8,ooo,ooo.
That loan was at 4 per cent., and he
arrived in England in December, just
after the failure of the City of Glasgow
Bank had destroyed public confidence,
and had paralyzed public credit. 1e
was compelled, in order to save the credi4
of the country, to offer that loan upon the
money market just when this failure
occurred; and before the effect pro-
duced by it had worn away, the
West of England Bank failed, giv-
ing another shock to investors ; but
such was the confidence that had been
established-in my judgment by the
change of administration and the promise
of a different policy-that, whereas
the heaven-born Minister of Finance
on the one hand sold four per-cent.
debentures at 87 and a-half cents at a
period when money was a drug at one
per-cent, and when he had plenty of time
to make a negotiation and did not want the
money immediately, and gave a credit of
about eight months upon it,-the other
loan was negotiated at about 96, and was
of the same character, bearing the same rate
of interest, and having the same kind Of
security. I think that shows pretty well
the difference in the estimation of the
public between the two policies, which were
then upon their trial upon the most
severe test that can be applied, viz. ; the
test of the money market, which does not
know any friends and has no particular
political proclivities. But there is more
than that: that loan negotiated at 96,
where does it stand now ? And where does
the loan negotiated at 87 and a-half stand?
At 104 tO 105.
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liON. MR. SCOTT-Hear, hear.

ioN. MR-. PLUMB-The hon. gentle-
th 's quite right, I wish to emphasize

at statement, and the hon. gentleman isdfld enough to enable me to do so. The
derence is one which will hardly beardispute as to how it came about. I saythat With the policy of seven or eight

Years ago, a loan offered with the whole
Credit of Canada, when there was abun-
dance of money, brought 872 cents;"'id the loan offered under most adverse
crcurnstances three or four years after-wards, sold at 96; whereas both of those

ns are now selling at 104, which cer-
y offers food for reflection to everyone,

and leads to the conclusion that there is
sOrInething in the change of policy and ofadinistration to account for the position
ha he Country to-day with its largely en-
th need credit,notwithstanding the fact that
te Government had the temerity to
attempt to subsidize the great work which
4 to unite the two oceans, and had given
a subsidy which it was declared would

us to pay. In regard to that subsidy-
thich will not be fullv payable until the
te when the work is completed,-

ink the interest and a sinking fund
Suffcient to pay it off will be raised

ot 0f the customs receipts at Winnipeg
afld at Emerson. Those last year were

O50,0o, and if you take a sinking
fld 'on $25 ,0 0 0 ,ooo at one half of

per cent. it would be $125,000,
be interest at 4 per cent. would
rec $1,ooo,ooo more, so that the
aseipts from customs at Winnipeg

e were nearly enough to re-
sube us of the whole burden of the
Sbsidy given to the Canadian Pacific

aiway. This, as I said before, we
COud pay out of the Customs receiptsat Win
tirelinnipeg alone, and that is en-

hih Y in consequence of the policy
rec'h has opened that vast country. Theeipts from the Land Office last year
bere $2,25o,ooo, and they have onlybeg
that uh We were laughed at for saying

a there would be sales to a certainolnt, and that a certain populationWOU1d go into that country. A calculation
gg given by Sir John Macdonald in

8enO, and was ridiculed by those gentle-
pro Who have no confidence in the
alOgress of the country, and who are

Ways desirous that we should take a

retrograde position. But it has been
more than fulfilled. The ratio for this
year has been much larger than that
which was anticipated or predicted dur-
ing the discussion when it was pro-
posed to have a large amount of land put
aside for the purpose of completing the
Canadian Pacific Railroad. I know that
statements of this kind are of a tedious
character and I shall not weary hon. gen-
tlemen by going further into them.
There are many more subjects which are
most interesting and which would be en-
tirely germane to an address such as 1 am
making, but I will refrain from trespass-
ing upon the patience of the House.
I only say this, that we are a prosperous
country ; I only say that with regard to
the country alongside of us, and our po-
sition, I have endeavored in some slight
degree to make a comparison. Amicable
trade relations now exist, as I hope they
always will, between the two countries, as
it is the interest on both sides to maintain
that cordial understanding; we are both
engaged in carrying out a great experi-
ment, one in which the whole world is
interested-the experiment of self-govern-
ment-in which it is the great interest of
the world should be allowed to proceed.
I know that on pour side we have seen
some of the elements of true freedom
which are not possessed by our neighbors
on the other side, and one of those we
have taken from the British Constitution.
I believe it was said when the charter was
granted by which the separation of the
two Provinces of Ontario and Quebec
was made by the British Crown-" we
have the true form and impress of the
British Constitution." The great diff-
erence between us and our neighbours
upon the other side, apart from universal
suffrage, is that we have responsible
Government, responsible directly to the
people, and that feature cannot be found
in their constitution. We have also that
which I believe is most important for the
preservation of liberty, we have an un-
written constitution-a constitution of
precedent rather than an iron bound
form of words, which every country must
outgrow, and which can be only changed
by political violence which it is not at all
desirable to provoke. I have said that it is
desirable we should make our marches
forward in parallel lines-that the true
mathematical definition of parallel lines
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should be applied to our position in con- that we are now-and I trust we may
nection with that great country, which long be-m a state of advancement and
gave me birth, and of which I shall always prosperity. How or where we shah look
speak with affection and respect, and for the true reason for that ptos
which I hope I may always regard with i perity 1 will not discuss. First, ho*
admiration. It is true I can see its faults, ever, I know this, that it cores from that
but it has virtues which I understand good Providence to whom we must al
even more clearly, and I say we should go. look up, and which is the primary source of
on as if we were proceeding in parallel ail we possess, and of ail we enjoy. Next,
lines and no matter how close those lines I think it may be attributed to the fact that
may approach they never should meet. no country is blest with a more thriving,
There may be different opinions in respect industrious and enterprising set of men,
to the matters to which I have referred or more thrifty and deserving women,
here, but one thing is certain, viz : that than the Dominion of Canada. But 1
we by some great change are now in a think after we have made these acknow
position where the workingman instead of ledgements, that some little credit will bc
seeking employment finds employment left to those who took Canada out of her
seeking him, where the industries of slough of despond, by adopting a policI
Canada have been developed in a most which has been so successful in giving
remarkable degree, and where every man Canada to the Canadians as far as it could
finds a good day's wage for a good day's be given, and in creating a demand for
work ; where in fine, as is shown by the our own industries here, making a home
increase in the savings of our people, market and giving employment to those
prosperity instead of disaster has cone who had been compelled by lack of the
home to every laboring man. This is the kind of employment they desired, W
foundation of the prosperity of Canada, seek it elsewhere. I trust, however
and I hope it may long remain so. There inuch gentlemen who have listened to ne
is no doubt as to the existence of great may differ from the views which I have
difference of opinion about the manner in expressed, that we should ail consider it
which the industries of the country should is our duty to unite in sustaining a systein
be protected, many gentlemen going so which, so far, has conduced I think
far as to say that ail manufacturing centres conclusively- and undeniably to the ad
of population are objectionable, and that vantage of this great Dominion of ours-
we should depend almost entirely upon the which, I hope, may go on with increasing
tillage of the soiL Now, while it is con- prosperity to the end of times
ceded alover the world that the true basis of
prosperity is agriculture, and while it is
açknowledged that without prosperity in
that direction there can be no prosperity
elsewhere, it must be remembered that we
are not ail farmers, and that many have
other gifts-that there is great range for
industrial enterprises, and for inventive
talent, which require that there should be
other industries developed in a country
than those of agriculture. The example
of the south is a pertinent one : the south,
failed largely because it depended entirely
upon agriculture, and it has been an
illustration of the fact that no country
ever became permanently great which
depended upon agriculture alone. Not
that I wish to be understood as in any
way decrying the great industry by which
we mainly thrive and prosper, but I say
that whatever may be the difference of
opinion in regard to the policy which
has been adopted, one thing is certain,

HON. MR. SCOTT-So long as the
hon. gentleman who has just taken his seat-
confined his observations to speaking of
the growth and prosperity, the increased
exports and imports of the Dominion, in
well-rounded sentences, varied by extracts
from blue books, it was not necessarY
that any comment should be made upon
his remarks, but he could not let the
opportunity pass without having a fling at
the late Government, and in so doing he-
has placed himself in the position of mak-
ing statements which were not in harmonY
with the facts. I do not propose to criti-
cize ail the quotations the hon. gentle-
man made from the blue books, though I
know he was wrong. I do not suppose
he made the statements advisedly, I have
no doubt they were made without full
knowledge of the facts; but the hon-
gentleman speaking of the importations,
gave us his impression of how they were

HON. M. PLUMB.
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seling up, and said that in 188i the
Portations had gone up to $119,ooo,ooo.

¡W, the importations were $9,1,000,000
M that year. I merely mention that as
siowing that wherever the hon. gentle-
thln's figures are tested by reference to
the blue books they do not agree.

HoN. MR. PLUMB-Will the hon.
gentleman repeat.

HON. MR. SCOTT-The hon. gentle-
t said our importations had risen up
rea 9,oo,ooo, in 1881, and they were

aïiy $91,Ooo,ooo in that year.

HON. MR. PIUMB-I said they were
$9 1,000000.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I understood the
hon, gentleman otherwise-he intendedo say it, no doubt.

HoN. MR. PLUMB-I showed they
were $7,ooo,ooo less than the exports.

O NoN. MR. SCOTT.-I do not propose
bl advert to those extracts taken from the
blue book, which we can ail get correctlyy referring personally to them, but I do
Propose to express, at ail events, my dis-
sent from the conclusion which the hon.
gentleman reached when he thought
he hiad an opportunity of a fling at
the ate Government of the Hon. Alex.
e ackenzie. He said that that Gov-trniment inherited no responsibilities, thattny Cane into office with a clean sheetald tO responsibility at allfrom their prede-
Cessors. The hon. gentleman's memory
a "t sUrely be at fault. I think there was
a treaty made by the Government of SirJohtn Macdonald with British Columbia,to bihich Canada was bound by solemn
the gaton to complete within ten years

ralway to the Pacific coast. If my
whioy serves me, I think the party with
oDPortthe hon. gentleman is allied lost no
lirtnity, i parhament or out of par-
the nt , Of denouncing the bad faith that
Illanif overument of Mr. Mackenzie was
csestng towards British Columbia, be-
the ' 0n 1874-75 they had not hastened
they ,struction of the railway, because
tate ere so slow in beginning, and hesi-
iture about incurring so large an expend-
forsand now the hon. gentleman tells ustii, that the late Government incur-

red no responsibilities, and were not bound
by any financial ties to increase the debt
of Canada. Does the hon. gentleman
forget that about the time the change of
Government took place, tenders had been
called for, involving a very large expendi-
ture in the enlargement of the Welland
Canal, which is just now about being fin-
ished ? He surely must forget that con-
tracts had not even been given out for
some of these works. I believe one or
two had been awarded, but the great
majority of them, certainly nineteen-twen-
tieths, had not been given out, although
tenders had been called for.

HoN. MR. PLUMB.-Hear, hear!

HoN. MR. SCOTT-I assume I am
correct. Then in 1873, the policy of the
Government was announced to be in favor
of the enlargement of the St. Lawrence
and Lachine Canals. They were ail part
of the general system, and I am not now
criticising the Government of Sir John
Macdonald in committing this country at
that time to these important public works.
If one had to be undertaken, ail had to
be deait with, and they were undertaken
in the interest of the people of this
country ; but when that was done, and
the Government of Mr. Mackenzie inheri-
ted those obligations, it is rather remark-
able for a gentleman who pretends to be
versed in the political history of Canada
to entirely ignore that fact, and to say that
the Mackenzie Government heaped up
the public debt, having inherited no re-
sponsibilities and being in no degree liable
to the people of this country to carry out
the obligations of their predecessors. I
have always understood that a government,
to a certain extent at aIl events, inherited
the policy of its predecessors, not alto-
gether, not absolutely in every detail; but
certainly when a country has committed
itself to a particular policy such as we did
in regard to British Columbia, those gen-
tlemen who dissented from the terms and
considered them entirely too sweeping,
when the treaty was signed and Brit-
ish Columbia came in, felt themselves
bound to comply with its terms, provided
that Canada was not absolutely sunk in
the attempt to carry out the treaty,
But aside from that, if the hon. gentle-
man will look up the figures, he will find
that in the year 1873 our annual liabili-
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ties were very largely increased, entirely
apart from those liabilities chargeable to
capital account. The hon. *gentleman
will see that we were obliged to go on and
finish the Intercolonial Railway which
had been left unfinished at the time of the
change of government. We had to go
further into debt; we had to borrow
money to meet the obligations of
this country. But there were other
obligations incurred by that Govern-
ment in 1873 which have been dis-
cussed over and over again, inside of
Parliament and outside of Parliament, and
I only refer to them now in order that the
hon. gentleman's memory may be
refreshed, and he will see how unfair his
remark is that Mr. Mackenzie's Govern-
ment was responsible for those charges.
The expenses of Civil Government were
increased nearly a million dollars. There
was not a single branch of the service that
year that did not get an increase. The
salary of every Government official was
increased from ten to twenty per cent.:
members of Parliament received an
increased allowance at that tine, when
everything looked so golden and bright.
Could Mr. Mackenzie's Government
change all that ? It was crystallized into
an Act of Parliament. If the hon. gen-
tleman will look at the public accounts,
he will see that the increase was in what
is known as the controllable expenditure.
During the five years that Mr. Macken-
zie's Government held power the reduc-
tion was in that very class of expenditures.
Instead of an increase there was a dimin-
ution. It only occurs once in the history
of the Dominion. It is rather strange
that before that time there was a gradual
growth of the controllable expenditure,
that between 1874 and 1878 there was a
reduction, and that since 1878 things have
gone back to their normal state, and the
controllable expenditure has increased year
by year, until it is now far in excess
of what it was in 1878. The hon. gen-
tleman indulged in a fling at a gentleman
who is not now in Parliament. I am
not going to defend him now : he has
defended himself, and I think proved
to the satisfaction of all unprejudiced
minds, that he, in negotiating the various
loans in the London money market, did
just as well as the time and circumstances
warranted. The hon. gentleman seems to
imagine that a minister, going from this

HON, MR, SCOrr,

country, is, by his presence, in some waY
to get larger and better terms for his loal
than another individual would. Such ani
idea is utterly fallacious. The hon. gen-
tieman ignores the circumstancés of that
time, the intervening time, and the ptes'
ent time. My best answer to him is il'
the statement he himself has made to the
House. He tells us that Sir Leonard
Tilley went to England in 1879 and got a
loan at, I think he said, 96, and that it was
in consequence ofthe policy ofthe Adminis'
tration. Now the hon. gentleman know5
very well that the N. P., as it is called for
shortness. was not introduced for months
after that--not until the session of 1879

at all events, it was not in existence at
the time Sir Leonard Tilley was in Londofl,
that is clear, because he went soon after
the election was over ; so it was quite
in advance of the fiscal change in the
policy of this country. Sir Leonard
Tilley fell on better times. The loa
which the hon. gentleman supposes wa5
floated at 96 that year is now quoted at
104. I might with just as much proprietY
reflect on Sir Leonard Tilley, and say that
he ought to have got 104, as my hol.
friend does on Sir Richard Cartwright,
when he says he ought to have got more
in 1874-5 than he did, because the lo1
was worth more some years afterwards.
In 1874 the United States had a large
number of sixes out and on the larger
portion of their debt they were payin
five per cent; they thought about 1871
and 1878 that they had scored an ira
mense point when the Secretary of State
of the United States announced to CaO'
gress that he proposed to call in fives and
sixes and replace them with four Per
cents. The world stood aghast; they
said it could not be accomplished, but he
did accomplish it, and he succeeded "n
reducing the interest to an enormous eX
tent, and was enabled to devote a large
sum which had previously been paid i
interest to the reduction of the debt. 1311
what do we find ? That has been eclipse
in four years. In 1876 no statesman bc'
lieved that it was possible in so short
a time as seven years to put America"¤
securities on the market at three percent
They are at three per cent now, and ca'
not be bought in the open market at par
Is not that a simple answer to the ho0 '
gentleman's statement ? Sir Leonard
Tilley made the best bargain he could
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*hen he went to London. Any states-
M'ldWOuld do the same; his anxiety

wold be to serve the people he repre-
sented, well, and to stand well with the
People of his country. That would be a
Suftjcjent motive even though his per-
SOnal honor was not a sufficient lever toaecomplish that result. Sir Richard
Cartwright did the best he could in his
thy but those loans do not depend on
dh presence of a finance minister at Lon-don. They are ail negotiated through
Our agents, Glyn, Mills, & Baring. They
higOPted the very best means to obtain the
Cartest rate they could get. Sir Richard
ne .right's was the first Canadian loan

gotiated at four per cent. The hon.pentieman says "you did not get fourPe cent, You sold below par." Quite true,
Ce Sold below par, but Sir Richard
a twright did this : he accustomed the

Caoneyed men of Europe to the fact that
erada expected to borrow money at fourPer cent; and, that if she did not get itear, she expected it in the future.
t events, it broke the high rate of in-
trest I remember when the hon. gen-
taman who leads this government was

d)aying eight per cent for money. It"""d, be perfect folly to blame him for
heYIng such a rate. He did the bestce could in his day ; he did not
COitrOl circumstances and times. The
an0rey markets of the world are abovearybody's control. The same causes
Stach enabled the people of the United

terest to bring down their rate of in-
to be have enabled Canada four per cents
The hquoted on the money market at 104.on. gentleman's remarks are, if any-Thn a condemnation of Sir LeonardIlley as much as they are of Sir RichardS8right, because he says that the loan
abo 79 is now quoted at ten per cent.

tve what it was when it was first put on
of arket Is that fact a condemnation
that'i Leonard Tilley ? No, it is evidence
pros anada is growing in importance and
are Pe.ty ; the capitalists of the world
i riacmng faith in Canada; our growth
I rega It is very graduai, it is true.re~
In ernber, as I have said-I was then
cer ble life-when we paid eight per
less thor money ; we are to-day paying
tire -an four, and let us hope that the
able not far distant when we shall be
Tlee . do as well as the United States.

is rio ;eason why we should not ;

our credit ought to be just as good as
theirs. As the hon. gentleman has said
we owe relatively less money than they
do, even with the large expenditure on
the Pacifie Railway, and other expendi-
tures which might be minimized or econo-
mised. But our expenditure has been of
that character that ought to lead capital-
iststo take our debentures at three percent
as .well as they do those of ·the United
States. . It is true that our neighbors have
been paying off a large portion of their
debt. The hon. gentleman, in comparing
our position with theirs, pointed out their
large indebtedness as compared with our
own ; but he forgot to tell us that that
was due entirely to the circumstance. of
the civil war between the North and the
South. It was a war debt and they have
been paying.it off with a war tariff.

HON. MR. PLUMB-I intended to say
they had no value for it.

HON. MR. SCOTT-The hon. gentle-
man would lead us to believe that the
great prosperity of the last few years is
due to the fiscal policy. He boasts of
our exports; how much of our exports
has the National policy contributed to
swell? He cannot show $25o,ooo. Last
year's exports amounted to $96,ooo,ooo ;
what are they due to ? The products of
the soil-the growth of the cattle trade.
Did the National policy help that ? Did
it help the wheat and barley a'nd oats to
grow ? Did it help the farmers to pro-
duce butter and cheese in the large quan-
tities that they shipped across the Atlan-
tic ? Has not the National policy been a
stumbling block in the way of the indus-
tries which help to swell our trade ?

HON. MR. PLUMB-No.

HON. MR. SCOTT-The hon. gentle-
man says "No:" I tell him he is wrong.
I say the lumber trade has been oppressed
by the National Policy. Every piece of
woollen cloth which the lumberman buys
is taxed.

HON. MR. FLINT.-No.

HON. MR. SCOTT.-Does the hon.
gentleman tell me there has been no in-
crease in the price of woollen and cotton
goods, in this country ?
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HON. MR. FLINT.-No.

HON. MR. SCOTT.-Then I have not
read the tariff right. I thought Sir
Leonard Tilley said so at all events. Our
exports are due to the labor and products
of the farmer, the labor and products of
the lumberman and to the development
of the shipping industry and the fisheries.
Our exorts of ·manufactures, like those of
the United States have been at a stand-
still. Our circumstances are analogous in
that regard. If anyone will look at the
returns of the trade of the United States
for the last twenty-years, he vill find that
eight-tenths of the exports are due entirely
to the natural products to their cereals,
their animals, their cheese, and oil, and
all those articles that ccme fron the earth
through the labor of the husbandman.
Two years ago their exports swelled up to
the neighborhood of a thousand millions
of dollars, and of that sum $8oo,ooo,ooo,
were due to the causes which I have
mentioned. If the hon. gentlemen will
look at the returns of our own exports he
will find that the exports of manufactures
amount to about $4,ooo,ooo. Look at
the tables and you will find that our
exports of manufactured goods bear about
that relation to the other exports, whether
under the National Policy, or under a
limited tariff such as the preceding Gov-
ernment were supposed to have. The
exports of lumber are due, not to the
labors of the lumberman in this country ;
but to the demand in Europe and the
United States. That is the cause of the
increase of the export from seventeen to
twenty-seven millions of dollars. That
increase is due to causes utterly beyond
the control of the Parliament of Canada.
It is perfectly childish to maintain the
contrary. The value of those goods
arises from the demand. When the
United States broke down in 1874, what
was the consequence in this country ?
Our exports fell off. Could we by putting
a high tariff on imports have increased
our exports ? The thing is too absurd to
discuss. The United States could not buy
our exports. They were the most highly
protected country in the world, but did
protection help them during the depres-
sion which lasted from 1874 to 1878 ?
Everyone who travelled through that
country during that period knows that

HON, MR. SCOTT,

their cities and towns wore a deserted
look. You could have got whole rdWs
of houses on Broadway, New York, i
1876, for the taxes on them. It is notori-
ous that brown stone front houses on
Madison Avenue, and other main
streets of New York, could have been,
got for the taxes; and I have knowO
over and over again persons whO
owned second mortgages on such
property being ruined because of the
decrease in value. I have seen whole
rows ofhouses in New York which could not
be rented for the taxes on then.
Vhat started that country into life again.?

Was it legislation at Washington ? It is
absurd to say so. It was the demand for
grain in Europe. A kind Providence
blessed this continent with an abundant
harvest, and the exports of the Uuited
States, rose to nearly a thousand millions
of dollars. It was unprecedented in any
country. The natural products of the
United States, not the manufactures,
went abroad, and what was the result?
It cheapened food in Europe, and the
effect of that was immediately to enablc
the Americans to buy back from the
British manufacturers large amounts of
the products of the toil of the artizan,
through the operation of those laws
which few of us comprehend. No one
could have foretold, no one in this
Chamber could have anticipated that the
prosperity which arose in America would
have started again the trade of the world.
The factories in Europe which had beeft
closed were re-opened, and the people of
the United States in return for the
products which they had sent across the
Atlantic purchased the products of the
workmen of Europe, the result of that
labor which had been fed by the food
supply which had gone from this continent.
I was a beautiful result. It helped the
people of two continents. During the
years of depression in the Uuited State4
they had the same laws which prevailed
when prosperity returned to them. N0
change was made in their fiscal policY,
yet at one time all was gloom and railwal
stocks fell to nothing, Up to 1878 yo"
could have bought Northern Pacific
Railway stock for ten cents in the dollar
Do we not know that some of our Canadians
were far-seeing enough to foresee that
there would be a change, and bought UtP
the St. Paul and Manitoba road ?
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th1 ON. MR. PLUMB-Did I understandth hon. gentleman to say that the exports
O the United States had risen to one
thousand million dollars.

"ON. MR. SCOTT-They had
$len in 1878 to the neighborhood of

1OO o,o0

lION. MR. PLUMB-The hon. gentle-
oaanr is mistaken to the extent of $300,-0001'000.

rahN. MR. SCOTT--One year they
rached $9oo,ooo,ooo.

h NON MR. PLUMB-I have the return
ere: the highest point they reached was
4800,000.

$3- .MR. SCOTT--I say they rose

•ION MR. PLUMB.--The hon. gentle-
t said the amount was a thousand
oti's of dollars ; it lacked $16o,ooo,ooo

$6oN. MR. SCOTT.-It rose from
I d 00000 to nearly $9oo,ooo,ooo.
they ot recollect the exact figures, but

c carry out what I have endeavored to
thosvey to the House. that, by one of
theaaPpyand providentialcircumstances,
thil rge production of natural wealth of
this entnent, chiefly the food resources,
Stat enormous export fromi the United
trad Occurred, and it gave life to the
wile Of the world. The·hon. gentleman
whethOt deny that that is really the fact,
thet er the figures are exactly as I state
line Oor f nOt is quite immaterial to the
that th MY argument. My contention was
Parti ere was that sudden leap in that
the t a period, and that that assisted
unadrade of the world. That has been
tile ubtedly the fact o not a proper
Proba ore apoabhr aIscussion on this subject, and
houe some apology is due to the
f sfor suddenly springing a question
th 8o tind upon it. I did not come

tihe Chamber to-day prepared to
Was *i he Subject. The hon. gentleman
an tVfl& g us some interesting statistics,
the lowed him to go on and give
Chose t ithout interruption, but when he

to0 take a fling, improperly, at the
0f the late Government I thought

it was my duty not to allow it to pass
unchallenged. I do not intend to go
into this question of free trade and pro-
tection; it is foreign to the matter before
the House, although I am prepared for
the argument whenever the opportunity
offers, if there is to be any good got
out of it and, if to enlighten the
public, it is desirable that the question
should be discussed. I have my views on
that subject, but it is not on an occasion
of this kind that it should be discussed.
The hon. gentleman tells us that the
United States have grown to greatness
under their policy of protection. I deny
that. They have grown to greatness in
spite of their policy. But the law that
governs things in the United States has
no force and is in no way applicable to us
in Canada. We in Canada are a small
population, scattered over a narrow strip
of country extending from one ocean to
the other, with an ideal line separating us
from our neighbors. The United States
is a continent, with a population of over
fifty millions of people-each State is a
nation of itself, and within the Union they
have free trade with each other. It is
one of the practical illustrations, in my
judgment, of the beneficial effects of free
trade. The North and South have
entirely different products; the East and
West are similarly situated. The East is
a manufacturing country, the West is a
producing country. The North and the
South are dissimilar in people and cli-
mate ; they occupy different zones-
in fact, it is a whole continent divided
into states having free trade with each
other, but their high protective tariff
against the world in 1874 did not in any
way assist them. It had nothing to do
with bringing about a revival 3f trade.
The pall that was over them in 1874
covered us in Canada. *As we were a
smaller country we felt the terrible
depression more keenly, but that depres-
sion was not due to any internal cause in
Canada; it was simply due to the poverty
of those who had previously bought our
products, and who had, through the
depression, become unable to buy frorn us;
and when they could not purchase our
exports, we had not money to buy their
productions. Canada's condition is that
of a barometer of the conditions of other
nations of the world; and so it must be
until we become a larger people, under our
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peculiar circumstances; and you will find
that, in the cycles which will undoubtedly
follow no doubt in the lifetime of those
who are here, Canada will take the same
position as in the cycle that fell on the
world in 1874. We shall not feel the
crisis fully until a couple of years after it
strikes other countries ; but we shall suffer
from it for a couple of years after other
countries have recovered from the de-
pression. At all events we can look to
the past for a verification of the statement
I make that our present resurrection was
due entirely to causes purely outside of
Canada. I do not for one moment deny,
in fact, I am prepared to assert that the
fiscal policy assisted materially, paticular
places and particular individuals. You
can very readily name the industries that
were built up and strengthened by it.
Whether it is wise to give those industries
that artificial stimulus, whether you do not
invite too much competition and break
down all, it is not for me to discuss or
determine. I consider that all classes of
business or industries that are subject to
be affected by the fiscal policy of this
country are mistakes. Those industries
alone can succeed that can grow in spite
of tariffs. It is not supposed that hostile
laws will be adopted in any country to
bear adversely on industries, but to stimu-
late industries by a protective tariff is a
dangerous policy. In the United States
we had evidence of it the other day. We
find that several places of business had to
be closed up in Canada because the
United States made a change in their fis-
cal policy. I notice that in Kingston
some establishments had to close their
doors in consequence. A good many firms
engaged in the malting business had to
shut down and allow their capital to be
practically wiped out, because the United
States Congress chose to alter the duty on
malt. The hon. gentleman from Niagara
forgot to tell us when discussing this sub-
ject that the very observations he now
makes were made by those whose lead he
follows, menacing the United States by
asserting that our policy is directed against
them and in favor of the mother country.

HON. MR. PLUMB-I did not intend
to convey any such idea.

HON. MR. SCOTT-The hon. gentle-
man spoke of encouraging trade with

HION. MR. ScoTr,

Great Britain, and went on to show hoW
under the policy of the present Gover-
ment our imports from Great Britain had
increased, ergo to the disadvantage of the
United States, that our trade with the
United States was diminishing, and that
our trade with Great Britain was increas'
ing. A great effort has been made tO
herald that all over the country, and what
is the effect ? The United States passed
several laws in their late Congress that
have reacted on us and have ruined $
great many business men in Canada. Ottr
fiscal policy ought not to be based upOn
any such sentimental notions. We give
no preference, to imperial imports ; we
trade with all countries alike, because
they all pay exactly the same tariff ; and 1
say it is sentimental, idle and damaging
to the people of this country to have it go
abroad, and to assert as it is asserted, that
our fiscal policy is pointed against the
United States. It is nothing of the kind'

HON. MR. READ-They have takfl
the duty off barley and rye.

HON. MR. SCOTT-And they have
put a pretty high duty on malt, which
kills out the maltster. They have dolle
a good deal more than that. We finld
that, in the tariff which was passed on SatUr'
day night or Sunday morning, when it j5
more fully and better understood, there '5
an item which I think will very seriousi
affect the section of country from whic"
the hon. gentleman comes. They have
put in their tariff, a duty of 70 cents On
every ton of ore ; that will kill the Ort
industry of the Trent Valley. A grce
deal of money has been expended on the
iron mines of that district. They ha'd
built railways and gone to a considerable
expense in establishing that industry, bd!
the hon. gentlemen opposite tells t
United States, "we will hit you where$
we can." Therefore I say it is an idl4
uncalled for, and gratuitious observati'0
for a statesman to make, when the tal
is the same for the whole world to assert
that it is directed against the Unite
States. The hon. gentleman mixes thiOn
up so nicely while he is speaking that 09
does not like to interrupt him or distUr
him, and possibly I owe this House
apology for being led into this discussiO
which is in no sense germane to the
ter before the House. We have not ustie
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bee quite so discursive. I was very glad
to hear My hon friend; he has a pleasant
voice and delivers his remarks in well-
rounded sentences, and in that respect is
quite an accession to this body, but heiust not be so ready to throw his darts

eaIll directions and not expect to have
thetn returned. When the hon. gentle-
nlIn controverts facts he must expect to
t told of it. I do not wish to say any-thir1g too pointed; but, as I said before,

th long as he stuck to dry figures out of
the blue book, I did not care what he
aid, but when he made a very unjustifi-
able attack on the policy of the late
Urivernment when the subject was not
tederdiscussion, I felt it my duty to at-

rnP pta defence. The late Govern-
dietIt and their policy were not under
discussion they are dead and buried;but the'
thi teir acts will live in the history of
l s country. Their acts will live, and their
bgislation I am satisfied will be approved

ve Posterity. 1 am confident that before
electi many years-possibly at the next

on-the people of Canada will have
the up from the delusion to which

y have been subjected, and the N. P.
by that time have lost its charms.

to farmers of this country are beginning
tio"derstand that you cannot by legisla-
Wh give a fictitious value to a bushel of

a Fortunately, we in Canada pro-
ce a muh larger quantity of grain than

Ume. We have this year some
>000 bushels more than we can

hOar Ie ; and some of the farmers are
for h it up, expecting a higher price
tiire Under the N. P., but within a short
to he People of this country will awaken

1 fact that no government, and no
to ton can give a fictitious value
hthe products of the soil. If we
Wea large amount of grain to export,
i1agus accept the price that it will com-
are lii the markets of the world. We
laOt so appreciably larger in popu-
if tian we were a few years ago, and
note do establish a few factories, we can-
fo y that means find a market at home

Our surplus grain. We cannot give
col, larger appetites, and they cannot
the k ". more than they used to; and
dto PIng of the grain at home cannot
a .t heir comfort or to ours. We are

gc. ultural and not a manufacturing
Until the fiscal policy of other

es changes, Canada cannot have a

market for manufactures, and we can very
easily glut our own market of five millions
of people, spread over a narrow strip of
frontier country between the two oceans.
I trust that it will not be very long until
the people of Canada appreciate the ab-
surdity of fiscal laws attempting to give a
fictitious value to the products of the soil.
Any person who reads the press of the
United States must be astonished at the
herculean strides that have been made
by the people of that country in the
direction of free trade. Both parties
are waking up to the absolute folly of
taxing themselves to the extreme tha.
they are doing for the benefit of the few.
When we come to single out the manufac-
turing industries of the United States we find
that comparatively few people are engaged
in them, and that all the rest of the
$55,ooo,ooo of the population are obliged
to pay a subsidy to them ; the folly of
such a policy can be appreciated. In the
manufacture of blankets there are about

ooo persons engaged, yet the duty on
blankets was such that every consumer of
blankets in the United States was paying
a subsidy of two dollars per pair to the
manufacturers. How can it be shown
that the people who were paying that tax
were getting any indirect benefit for keep-
ing up those manafacturers by, payi.ng
such a tribute ? Another glaring instance
which has been recently swept away, was
the quinine duty' that the people were
paying to one concern in Philadelphia.
These men with other monopolies were
making millions of dollars by employing
money improperly in Congress to keep up
the duties on quinine and other articles,
and the people had to pay them. I might
go on and give dozens of illustrations of
the rings and monopolies that have grown
up under this system of protection. Once
established a ring of that kind and what
can you do? We are tending in that di-
rection in this country; we are in the adol-
escent stage now, but we are coming to
maturity rapidly. The tendency of rings
is to grow stronger every year. Take the
newspapers of both sides of politics-the
United States to-day-and what do we
find ? We find that they all agree that
.the Congress that has just arisen has been
the most corrupt Congress of their experi-
ence; that members have left Washington
with thousand of dollars in their pockets
by which their influence was secured in
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favor of rings and rmonopolies. Take the
coinage of the silver dollar as an instance.
Some years ago, through the influence
of the owners of silver mines, a law
was placed on the statute book of the
United States that all silver brought to
the mint should be coined into silver
dollars ; and they managed at the same
time that those silver dollars should be
worth only 90 cents. The coining of those
silver dollars continued under that law
until the vaults of the different mints were
filled with large piles of thern. They
could not be circulated, and there they
lie ; and just before Congress rose Secre-
tary Folger sent a communication to the
House asking them to repeal the law, as
they were unable at the mints to find room
to store the silver dollars. He concluded
his communication with this significant
observation, that if Congress did not repeal
the law they would have to make a large
appropriation to build new vaults in which
to stow away the silver dollars. What
did Congress do? The whole voice of
the people was in favor of the repeal of
the law ; the whole press of the country
was in favor of its repeal, but did Congress
repeal it ? No.

HON. MR. PLUMB-Who elects Con-
gress but the people ?

HON. MR. SCOTT.-No, the silver
ring were in with the timber ring and
.the steel men, and the iron men, and the
oilmen, and other monopolists who control
Congress, and the law was not repealed.
Take the timber question as another
illustration. It is very well known that the
timber area of the United States is now
very small. It is principally confned to
Wisconsin and Michigan, and a little
down in Maine. The people say "let
us have timber from Canada free. We
are paying large sums of money to
encourage the growth of trees, and why
should we give a premium, as we do, to
our own people to cut down the timber
of our country ?" The timber men went
to Washington and got in with the ring
there, and although the public voice was
in favor of taking off the duty on timber,
Congress could not do it, because these
men belong to the tariff ring and we know
that the result of laws of that character is
to create gross monopolies that eventually

control legislation. The efforts of our own
parliament in Canada tend in that direc
tion, but in a smaller or lesser way. We
are fostering certain industries in this
country that could not live without beiag
supported in the way they are, and we are.
charging the people of this country 110
order that the few may make money out
of the many. The tendency of all such
laws is to increase the wealth of the feW,
and make the great mass of the people
pay tribute to them. That is the inevitable
result of this beautiful theory that my ho-
friend will tell you has brought prosperitY
to Canada-that by merely putting on the
statute book a law that increases the dutY
from 25 to 30 per cent. it at once lifte'3

Canada out of the low condition in which
she was--that from being covered with a
terrible cloud of depression she at once
soared up and established a credit in the
world, by which ber 4 per cent. debentures
went up to 96 ; that the moment it was
known in England-Frec Trade EnglanIô
-where men on both sides of politiCs
laugh at and ridicule the United States-
where our High Comnissioner Sir Aley-
Galt is made the butt of the LondO0
Times for. utterance which he himself knoWs
are fallacious, for any one who knows as
I know Sir Alex. Galt, is aware that in the
past he had pronounced views of the verY
opposite character. But it suits him noO
to say that the prosperity of Canada is dle
to our protective policy, and he tells that
to the people of Free Trade England, whO
laugh at him. A few years ago the CO"0
servative party in England tried tO
introduce what is called the fair trade
policy-a very taking name-and fore
time a few members of the Conservativ
party thought they were going to oust 1
Gladstone with a cry of that kind. U
had done well in Canada, and why not ioa
England ? But in England it did not
take, and the party were obliged to abande
on it, and to-day there is not a statesn1aaý
in England who does not think that the
protective policy is utterly discordant a' 0

out of joint with the spirit of the age
If they could elect men in the United'
States who could be trusted independen
of the rings who now control the policy
that country, they would very soon co!1l
down to what might be called a revendue
tariff.

HON, MR, PLUMB--Why don't the1?

HoN, MR. Scorr.
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lenl' .MR. SCOTT-I have been largely to influences which I havedeavrng to explain why they do not endeavored feebly to depict. I must
en cause the silver men, and the timber apologise again for having been drawnen, and the steel men, and the quinine into these discursive observations, but Istn, and every other special ring are too could not allow the observations of the

StOng; because they go to Washington hon. gentleman from Niagara to pass
i there they are found by hundreds unnoticed. I do not agree with him, I

doese lobbies, and the Congress of to-day believe his views are incorrect, and I feel
of thnot represent the views of the people that the time is not far distant when the

nited States. If the hon. gentle- people of this country will pronounce them
i theil take public opinion as expressed unsound. In -the meantime, whenever I

the newspapers of the United States at have an opportunity I shall, at all events,
corrent tirne, he will find that I am assist in that policy which is rapidly
thate ,no matter what side of politics moving forward.
YrkPress represents. Take the New
der .imes, and he will find that it con- The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
stongl these rings as ardently and as was read the second time.
takety as I am doing now. Let him
find te Democratic papers, and he will
sae that they are all exactly of the SUPERANNUATION ACT CON-

t . opinion on this subject. SOLIDATED BILL
which it take the New York Herald,
oth .Is probably more read, than any SECOND READING.
he . Journal in the United States, and

the find that it is also in harmony with
ahod same views; that they are crying HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL, moved

hich to be rid of this fearful oppression, the second reading of Bill (C), "an Act to
frorn is Weighing upon them now and amend and consolidate the Acts relating

ytheich they can scarcely escape, I to the Superannuation of persons employ-
the .te is not very far distant when ed in the Civil Service of Canada." He
t dIted States will set the example in said: The hon. gentleman from Ottawa
tery irection, when they find that the in- desired to see a statement of the working
1ot thOf the many have to be served and of the Superannuation Act at present. The
of the Wants of the few. The tendency statement was sent to the Joint Committee

ai laWs has been to build un million- on Printing, but whether it included all
ir, thand to make men abnormnally rich the information my hon. friend desired, I
sh uat great' democratic country. I do not know. I think there is force in the
Or like to know, if Jefferson, Franklin suggestion made yesterday that so far as
froh abrge Washington could look down regards those clauses of this Act which we

th ve, if they would not be shocked can pass in this House, the figure or
and e scenes enacted on Friday, Saturday amount paid is not of importance, and I
th, Sunday last, in Congress there. They ask my hon. friend now whether he would

iet they had established a govern- çather wait till this return is brought down
r hch would be an example to all and he can examine it, or whether it might

Wh ald Particularly-so far as the mode in not be just as well to read the bill and I
there ts business was to be conducted: was can give him further time on the com-
etae ter any more scandalous proceeding nittee.
any con r the halls of any legisiature in
1ts Otry in the world, than the turning Hox. MR. SCOTT--Thereturn broughtci cdress into a pandemonium-and down really gives no information what-
1 e ay, too ? They sat there until ever, and is arranged alphabetically and

ed at 0'clock, noon-that Congress not chronologically, so that as to the in-
t thron hoon on the fourth of March- creases it gives no possible clue to those

'hat da g till the clock struck twelve on particular years when the superannuation
ats lY and President Arthur sat in an went up ; it simply gives the aggregateere piWaiting to sign the bills as they amount and the amount allowed to each
What he d out one by one! That was individual. Then it does not give what I

enacted there, and it was due asked myl hon. friend to furnish at the
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time.. Of course, I ought to have put my
notice in writing and I do not hold him
responsible for this defect, but, in discuss-
ing this question, as the superannuation
amount had swollen to large proportions
-it is now $189,978-I thought it would
have been a very proper period for us to
examine two points, first to see the cause
of increase which I had no idea was so
large, and then to arrive at what the prac-
.tice has been recently of the Committee
in adding liberally to the number of years
service. My hon. friend knows the com-
mittee have always had power to add a
given number of years.

HON. SIR ALEX CAMPBELL-You
mean the Treasury Board ?

HON. MR. SCOTT-Yes ; the Treasury
Board. I should consider that very con-
siderable sums have been ad.ded by that
Board. However, the matter will be
discussed elsewhere, and as my hon.
friend says, very many of the clauses are
not within the purview of this Chamber,
inasmuch as they touch upon the voting
of money, which rests with the House of
Commons, and although we might object
to the Bill, still it is more germane to the
other branch, which votes the money.
Therefore I do not propose to delay the
Bill.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-If
the hon. gentleman desires it, I will bring
down a statement showing what he wishes.
It will show by what steps-speaking on a
large scale-and when the aggregate
amount of superannuation payments was
chiefly increased.

HON. MR. SCOTT-If the statement
were brought down chronologically il
would have shown it on its face sufficiently,
but my hon. friend will see that this state
ment is purely alphabetically arranged.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
amount paid for superannuation each yeai
is shown in the public accounts.

HON. MR. SCOTT-Not in the way
in which I asked for it, nor does it show
the number of years added, year by year

HON. SIR ALEX CAMPBELL-The
amounts are shown by the public ac

AfT2.] Àci.

counts, and therefore my, hon. friend
could draw his own conclusion as to who
was responsible for it. As to the ad-
dition of years, and to the sums which are
given as superannuation to individuals,
there has been no rule.· I am myself a
member of the Treasury 15oard, and I
can show my hon. friend what has been
done as a total result in any given year-
what has been done in any individual
case-but it has not gone on any specific
rule.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I am quite aware
of that.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-We
are obliged to deal with individual cases
upon their merits. If a person has served
for a long time, and with some special
credit, some additional years-five gener-
ally-are added. That is not done verY
frequently, but if my hon. friend will
mention any particular year, I will bring
down a statement covering it and showing
the number of cases in which additions
have been made as well as the amounts
paid. I will do it before the Bill goes to
committee if my hon. friend desires it.

HON. MR. SCOTT-Oh no.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Then,
I beg to move the second reading of the
Bill. As has been mentioned by the hon-
gentleman from Ottawa, the Bill does not
deal with anything which will meet with
much objection in this chamber ; it i5
simply an extension and enlargement of
the superannuation scheme, removing
certain doubts which have arisen as to the
character of officers of the public who
are entitled to superannuation. I will
explain when the Bill is in committee i'
regard to what class of persons those
doubts have arisen. There is nothing Il
the Bill, except enlargement of that kind,
which can interest this House or which
can engage the jurisdiction of this Houe-

HON. MR. POWER-I regret that the
hon. Minister of Justice has not thought
proper to let us know before the second
reading what the principle of this Bill is
The title of the Bill is " An Act to armienn
and consolidate the Acts relating to the
superannuation of persons employed II
the Civil Service of Canada ;" but, so

HON. MR. SCOTT.
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?ne hon. minister bas informed us, it is as seniors. Now, here is one fact that I
t 'nply a Bill to consolidate; and I think think is very noteworthy in regard to this
the title is misleading, if the minister's matter: If aman, who may be in fairly
blanation is correct. If the law has good health, fairly well able to do his duty,

thin altered in any substantial respect, gets tired the public service, and wishes
> We ought to have an explanation to retire to live at ease, under the existing

0* of the nature of that alteration. law-and it will be the same way after this
SîR. Act will have been passed-that man can

aN SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELL-I give up working for the public, and retire
the able to give the exact nature of on a very respectable allowance. But,
Salteration ; but I know that the Bill supposing that instead of leaving the pub-
doubframed for the purpose of removing lic service voluntarily in that way, a man
inuts as to the class of public servants should die-that he is cut off in the midst
susome instances, who are entitled to of his work, and leaves a large and pos-
anUefannuation-to remove those doubts sibly helpless family-under the law as it
Of specify clearly the different classes now stands, although that man may h ve
th Pc servants who should come under been paying a yearly contribution to this

o Ac. In carrying out that object the fund out of his saiary, and though the fund
sone tnty has been availed of to remedy is intended to provide for him, after his
Plaie defects in the Bill which I will ex- term of usefulness ceases, bis famiiy gets

to the Faouse as we go through com- nothing whatever, and no one, except theaother civil servants who afterwards retire,

l. WE h ~gets the benefit of these arounts which
own R-POWER Thenon mythis man bas paid in. It is perbaps bet-

to ,raccount, perhaps I may be allowed ter flot to refer to any particular case ;.ake sone few remarks in connection But hon, gentlemen are aware that within
ith the Bill. 1 regret that wben the the last two mont s a very striking case of
ohrernînt have brought down a Bil this kind bas occurred here at Ottawa,

tih PurPortsgto deal witi superannua- and a man who had served the publicand to anisnd the existing system, long and faithfuly was caled away sud-

th Y have not actuaoly done so. I think denly, leaving a large and comparatively
rich . are a great many improvements helpless famly beh-nd h em, and although

yste-r, rnight be made in the existing he had been paying his proportion of
a , andI shahi venture to throw out superannuation allowance for a number of
.Wiîîl"t Suggestions, which I have no doubt years, his family received nothing what-
thOt be accepted in the spirit in which ever from that fund. Now, it seeps to
Dot' are rmade. I shah, however, offer me to be regretted that some such amer1d-
il, Uvhiestion with respect to the method ment should not be made to the law, as

the superannuation of Civil Ser- would provide that where a servant of the
Placg teOw carried out. In the first public was called away, while in the ser-S think the Government as a rule- vice, his family, if he had a family,Saot Wish to be understood as apply- should receive some benefit from

thes to the present any more than to the nsoney whic he had been paying out
i cher Govern ogenttake their views of is salary during bis lifetime. I bave

toeWho are nearest to tbem. reason to believe that a change of that
le "Il M'nisters wisb to ascertaîn what is the sort wouhd be exceedinghy popuhar withqtio uoing to be done with regard to super- al-or the great majority of those in the&rath , instead of going througb al the Civil Service. Possibly, as I said before,
tha 0f the servicethey nake inquiries of a few of tbose who expect to retire very

ih eutY eads and the other gertemen soon would prefer to retain the present
sern it t a very early day to take system, but with the great bulk of the
ah ,ta ; a the Superannuation Act. I Civil Servants a change such as I suggest
th ift e aovernment wish to introduce would be very popular; and I have reason
one are, which will be fair and satis- to think too, that, if such a change were
in to the public, as well as to al made the majority of those in the service
lace s the service, they ought to would be willing to contribute a largera4t ny .he views of men in the differ- amount than they now do towards this

gades f the service, juniors as well fund, which is intended to provide for
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them when they cease to serve the public'
any longer. It is rather late now; and I
do not care to trouble the House further
on the subject; but I think it is a'matter
of so much importance as to deserve the
consideration of the Government. I am,
not finding fault with the present Govern-
ment ; because their predecessors did not
introduce any change of this sort ; but I
think it is a most desirable and necessary
change; and I hope the Government will
see their way-if not immediately, at any
rate very shortly-to introduce some
amendment to thd law which will be in
the direction I have tried to indicate.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.-I
agree with what has fallen from the hon.
member for Halifax, and I am sure he will
be glad to know that the matter has
occupied the serious attention of the Gov-
ernment already, and that a Bill is in draft
which has for its object-whenever it shall
be introduced, I do not say this Session,
but when we shall introduce it- a Bill is
in draft which has for its object the
removal of the very evil of which the hon.
gentleman complains. It will have to be
done upon the principle of Life Insurance
-of contributions from all Civil Servants
to the Exchequer and then a paymentfrom
the Exchequer in the shape of Life Insur-
ance. That principle will sooner or later,
I am quite confident, be adopted, and I
agree with the hon. gentleman from Hali-
fax, that it is a fair thing to do. I hope
that I may be able to take part in doing
it some day or other. The Bill to which
I have reference has been in draft for
some time, but the Government has not
been able to consider it.

HON. MR. POWER-I am very happy
to hear it. I had not the faintest idea
that the Government had proposed to in-
troduce such a measure.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-
The hon. gentleman must not misunder-
stand me ; I say nothing about introduc-
ing it this Session : I merely say we have
got it in draft, but whether it will be intro-
duced this Session or not I am not able to
say.

HON. MR. POWER--I had no idea
that the Government had the measure in

contemplation : I am very glad to seeý
that sometimes they do a good thing.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

The Senate adjourned at 5.50 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, March 9, 1883.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

PRIVATE BILLS.

TIME FOR RECEIvING EXTENDED.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE from the
Committee on Standing Orders and Pri-
vate Bills, presented their ninth report,
recommending that the time for receiving
Private Bills be extended to the 14 th
instant. He said this extension was asked
for, because there were some petitions
which could not be read until Monday,
and it was necessary to extend the time
for forty-eight hours to permit of the
Bills being presented. He moved that
the time be extended in accordance with
the recommendation of the Committee.

The motion was agreed to.

STEAMSHIP SERVICE BETWEEN
CANADA AND BRAZIL

MOTION.

HON. MR. PELLETIER moved-
That an humble Address be presented to

ais Excellency the Governor-General, pray
ing that his Excellency will be pleased to laIy
before this Rouse, a Return of each trip mad?
between Canada and Brazil, by the " Societe
Postale de l'Atlantique," according to con'
tract with the Canadian and Brazilian Gov
ernmients, with the following statements tO
lst February, 1883:-

Namé of the steamer; owner or charterer î
tonnage; accommodation for passengers;
number of passengers from each port and
their destination ; accommodation for freighti
gross quantities and nature of freight fro 3

each port and destination; freight and pa
senger rates paid ; day of departure appointed
by Canadian Government and day of sailing,

HON. MR. POWER,



aIrouTIt of mails carried ; penalty paid for responsible for them, and bound to carry
paia on-fullment of contract; subsidy theni out. What I referred to more par-

'-''uua ; sUDSlUy paia uy Brazl; 1re of days required for the single an

M0 ail correLxpn dence hetween the Cana-
dian Uov9ernment and the Company referring

r trips;r

ine present suspension of service and an
reaed subsidy ;

owith reference to a subsidy for a regu-lervice between France and Canada.

lr e said : My object in asking for this
eturnis to ascertain if certain complaints
ihich have been made against the "So-
'«& Postale de l'Atlantique," are well
oUnded. It is alleged that the service is

Pterformed in accordance with the
o Of the contract. Of course, I do

rlOt believe it is proper to make any fur-
deo arks until the papers are brought
4to1 1 therefore simply move the reso-
lutlOn Of which I have given notice.

ON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-
ere is no objection to the address.

hte motion was agreed to.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Act to (F " An Act to amend the
Bar ln morporate the North Western

-(Mr. Allan.)

AN EXPLANATION.

th d PLUMB-Before the orders of
in e ay are called, I wish to say one word
in Planation of the remarks which I
be Y Yesterday, and which seem to have
(Ntr g isapprehended. My hon. friénd,
the ' cott) in referring to what I said in
-J ening part of my speech yesterday
and t say I have not seen the report,
how refore I do not know exactly
see t Y language was taken down-
to to get the idea that I intended
tion Y to this hon. House, by asser-
wih .at the works, or the engagements

crad been entered into by the pre-
in in of the Govemment which came
G '3, had been repudiated by that
other thnent, and he mentioned among
other b ings the Intercolonial Railway and

oer ks, like the enlargement of the
an1 0f course I could not have meant
8ettig Of the kind, because they were
ro¡ upon at the confederation of the

, and both parties were equally

ticularly was the great work inaugurated
by the Government prior to 1873, and
which was not carried out in the way tha
that Government intended ; but a new Act
was passed, upon an entirely different
principle, and consequently any expendi-
ture for that purpose could hardly be
chargeable, under the circumstances, to
the previous Administration. That was
really what I meant to be understood as
saying, and if I said otherwise in the
course of my remarks, I beg to say that
an impression was created which I did
not intend to convey to the House.

HON. MR. SCOTT-What the hon.
gentleman said, what I understand him to
say, at all events, was that the Govern-
ment of Mr. Mackenzie had really in-
herited no responsibility from their pre-
decessors, and that they had heaped up a
very large debt unnecessarily, and I en-
deavored to show, in explanation of that,
that they had really inherited those res-
ponsibilities which I had pointed out.

CIVIL SERVICE ACT AMENDMENT
BILL

SECOND READING.

HON. SIR ALEX CAMPBELL moved
the second reading of Bill (B,) " An Act
to amend ' The Canada Civil Service Act,
1882.'" He said-The Civil Service Act
of last year having been worked during the
time which has since elapsed, some defects
have shown themselves, and some sug-
gestions have occurred in consequence of
difficulties which have arisen. These
defects and these difficulties are proposed
to be supplied and amended by the bill
now before the House. I will mention
them more particularly when the House
is in committee, but I will refer to some
of them at present. One, for instance,
was that the Board of Examiners were
to be allowed $1o per diem during
the time they were employed; there was
no time limited, .and we have found
that that possibly would give rise to a
larger charge upon the Government than
there was any occasion for. Then, although
since the passage of the Act one of the
examiners has been employed as secretary,
it was not incumbent upon him to act, and

€½l Greice
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the difficulty gave rise to another, which
was that the secretary of the board should
have some consideration other than was
given to the ordinary members of the
board, because his work was almost per-
manent in character, while theirs was only
occasional. Then, it has been found in
practise that some of the circumstances
under which examinations were to take
place should be altered. We have also
found that the arrangement which was
made in reference to chief clerks should
be changed. A chief clerk was appointed
originally by the Governor-in-Council at
a fixed salary,-he gets no increase to that
salary-that is, the ordinary rules which
apply to officers in the Civil Service
getting an annual increasement, does not
apply to chief clerks, and it is thought
that it should be applied to them. An-
other change was thought desirable, and
that is to exempt some officers of the
Government from the operation of the
Act altogether. It is found in practice
necessary, almost-I have no doubt the
late Government found it so, as well as
the present Administration-it is neces-
sary, I will go so far as to say, under our
present system of Government, and it may
be expedient, that some officers of the Civil
Service should be reserved from the oper-
ation of the Act, and the appointments
should be at the disposal of ministers, to
meet the necessity of appointments being
made for other considerations than those
which affect the Civil Service itself. ! The
officers to be exempted under thé pro-
visions of this Bill are postmasters in
cities, and collectors of customs and
inland revenue. To these have been
added-not for the reason I have
just mentioned, but for the conve-
nience of the thing, and because of
the small salaries-preventive officers; but
the appointments to which I refer par-
ticularly are city postmasters and collec-
tors of customs, and of inland revenue.
It is expedient, in the course of adminis-
tration, that such offices as those to which
I have referred should be given for other
considerations than those which affect the
Civil Service. For instance, the city
postmaster at Ottawa formerly occupied a
seat in the House of Commons, and the
collector of customs at Toronto once
had a seat in this House, while the city
postmaster at Toronto was formerly at the
head of a large newspaper establishment.

HON. SIR ALEX CAMPBELL.

Until very recently such offices as these
were not included in the Civil Service of
England, but were reserved in the same
way as we propose to reserve them under
this Bill. Latterly, however, they have
been brought under the Civil Service
Act, and the postmaster at such a
place as Liverpool receives his appoint-
ment by promotion, and not from other
considerations-I do not mean those con-
siderations which no doubt cause the hon.
gentleman from Prince Edward Island
(Mr. Haythorne) to smile-but other
views which influence ministers, and
which have no doubt influenced the up-
right Government of which my hon.
friend from Ottawa was the leader in this
House. It is proposed, and I have no
doubt it will excite a great deal of discus-
sion elsewhere, that certain-of those offi-
ces should be reserved ; as it is, post-
masters in towns are appointed by gover-
ment. The salaries in such cases are
paid by commissions which are calculated
every quarter. This very considerable
change in the Act which is proposed here
is necessary, at all events expedient under
the form of government which we
are administering in this country.
Then there are sundry changes in
reference to promotion-not very great
changes. In some instances, under the
existing law, you cannot fill a vacancy
which occurs in the inside service-that
is the service at Ottawa-by calling in a
person from the outside service, although
he occupies the same rank and gets
the same salary. You could not fill a
vacancy in the Customs Department here,
for instance, by calling in some one frorn
the service in Montreal or Toronto. Now,
it is desirable that in some cases such
appointments should be made where the
knowledge is technical, and where it might
be very useful in the publié interest that
an appointment should be made from the
outside to the inside, or from the inside
to the outside service. It is proposed tO
remedy that. Then we found in the ad-
ministration of the Act that questions
arose as to who came under the Super-
annuation Act, and the Civil Service Act,
and that is proposed to be made more or
less clear by some provision in this Bill.
Then the limits of age were not quite
satisfactory, as, for instance, the ap-
pointment of messengers was limited
under the Act to between the ages of 18

Ad.[SE N AT E.]
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and 30, and we propose now that the
!iUITu age shall be 15. I have now
du . y department a lad who does all the
Vetes of messenger, and discharges them
years efficiently, who is between 15 and 16
that f age, and it very often happensthsita lad is as well fitted for such aPosition as a grown up person. We pro-

to alter the Act to allow lads to beeatPloyed, and the minimum age is fixedat15 ya
og c5 years. Then there are certain
te c n the Civil Service who are called
be Porary clerks because they have never

e' Put on the permanent list of the
pament, but whose employment has

al of long duration. A notable in-
ece of that is in the Public Works

ertment, where some men have been
adPloyed for ten, twelve or fifteen years,
oand yet have never been made permanent
bfigcers of the department, the salaries
Works from time to time charged to the
It is on'r which they were employed.
co.. certainly better that they should
and • under the Civil Service Act,
antit Is proposed that this class I have
the oned should become members of
ex. • Service, and take rank without
rea ion, their employment being
ler bermanent, although they had
entledeen appointed, and were not

dva to the superannuation nor the
th ntages of the Civil Service, and it is
anght best to give them those advantages
ofl tsubject themn to the responsibilities
Of he service. It was found in the
difedule attached to the Bill that a
int ence had been made, which was not
differen, between the inspectors of
re ent departnents. It is proposed to
the y that by putting them all in the

igh meie scale. An instance which I
s mit ention is that of the chief
e r of the Inland Revenue Depart-

Whit whose salary is fixed at $3,ooo,
Off tthe chief inspector of the Post
aid thepartment receives but $2,800,the -mspector of penitentiaries the
the $, e propose to put them all on
Chie 80 scale. Then, a class of officials,
was erks in the Railway Mail Service,
kehAeO tted altogether in the former
the . Schedule " A," attached to
there et was somewhat limited, and
It is veis an addition made to it.
p ry d esirable that the Clerk of the

Snder ?uncil, and those officers serving
si, should take an oath not to

divulge anything coming to their know-
ledge in the service. That may be extend-
ed to other clerks, as, for instance, certain
of a class of preventive officers who may be
employed on what may be called-not to
speak offensively-detective service. It is
very desirable sometimes that officers of
that class should take an oath, and not
desiring to augment their importance in
any wày, I do not place their names in the
Bill, but merely take power by which the
Governor-in-Council may cause this oath to
be administered to them-not to divulge
anything coming to their knowledge in the
discharge of their duties. These are some
of the principal provisions of the Bill; I
will go more into details when it comes
before the committee of the whole House.

The bill was read the second time.

PUBLIC LOAN BILL

IN CoMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into a Com-
mittee of the Whole on Bill (21) "An
Act to authorize the raising by way of loan
of certain sums of money required for
the public service."

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
mentioned to the House when the bill was
read the second time, that the amount of
debt which it was contemplated to provide
funds to meet, by the provisions of this
Bill, was £,6,446,ooo. The debt when
contracted was made the subject of a
sinking fund, and that sinking fund has
amounted during the currerpcy of the
debt to £r,3 81, 3 25 15s. 3d., leaving to be
paid under the provisions of the bill
£5,o65,31o 7s. 6d., or $24,65 1,ooo: that is
the exact amount to be paid under the
provisions of this Bill.

HoN. MR SCOTT.-Is the sinking
fund invested in those debentures ?

HON. SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELL-I do
not know how it was invested, I only
know the amount of it. The paper which
I have in my hand is fron the Finance
Department and gives the figures I have
mentioned.

HoN. MR. PLUMB-Partly in the
loan, and partly otherwise.

Pulic .Éoan àill.
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HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.-To
meet that amount of $24,651,ooo, it is
proposed to make a new loan under any
of the modes provided for by Parliament,
these modes being by debenture or sub-
scribed stock payable here or elsewhere,
as may be found most advantageous, but
the whole raising of the money is made
subject finally, in the last clause of the
Bill, to the provision that the rate shall
not exceed 4 per cent. per annum.

HON. MR. MONTGOMERY from
the committee, reported the Bill, without
amendment, and the third reading was
fixed for Monday next.

The Senate adjourned at 4 p. m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, March 12, 1883.

The SPEAKER took the Chair
o'clock.

at Three

Prayers and routine proceedings.

SUPERANNUATION RETURNS.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
have been able to day to bring down the
paper which my hon. friend from Ottawa
(Mr. Scott) asked for a few days ago,
about the working of the Superannuation
Act. This return shows the receipts from
the year 1870 to 1882, and shows the
zxpenditure in each for the same years.
It also shows the cases in which additional
service has been granted, and I do not
see that any special deduction is to be
drawn from it. In 1872 the number ot
cases of additional service was 6 ; in 1873,
4; in 1874, 6 ; in 1875, 9; in 1876, 13 ;
in 1877, 2; in 1878, 9; in 1879, 5 ; in
188o, 8; in 1881, 11; in 1882, 9. The
additional years' service granted vary from
one year up to ten. I should say, look-
ing at the papers in this way, that the
number of years added was greater in
1876 than in any other year; the next to
that was in 1881.

OCEAN MAIL SERVICE.

ENQUIRY.

HON. MR. POWER rose to call atten-
tion to certain objectionable features in
the management of the line of Steamships
which now carry the mails between the
United Kingdom and Canada, the desir-
ability of making changes in the terms of
the existing contract so as to render the
operation of the contract more beneficial
to Canada, and the necessity of terminat-
ing the present contract ; and to ask the
Government whether they have given or
propose to give notice to the contractors
of their intention to terminate the said
contract, and if so, what is the nature of
the changes which the Government pro-
pose to make in the terms of the said
contract.

He said : I must confess to having
been somewhat disappointed at the return
laid upon the table of the House in re-
sponse to the address which I had the
honor to iove a few days since. That
address asked for copies of all memorials,
correspondence and communications in
relation to the ocean mail service between
Canada and the United Kingdom or to the
rates of freight charged by the Allan
Steamship Company. I was aware that
much dissatisfaction had been felt and ex-
pressed by the merchants of Halifax with
the rates of freight charged upon goods
imported by them in the Allan steamships,
and was under the impression that there
must have been in the possession of the
Government memorials or correspondence
from the Halifax Chamber of Commerce,
or from individual importers in connection
with the rates of freight in question. The
existing contract with the Allan Company
was made ten years ago; and the fact that
the former contract with the Inman
Steamship Company had lasted for
less than six years gave credibility to the
rumor, which I heard shortly before the
opening of Parliament, that the Govern-
ment had given notice of their intention
to terminate the existing contract andtake
tenders for the performance of the mail
service between this country and the
United Kingdom.

The papers which have been laid on the
table relate to the divisions of the through
freight from Europe to Montreal and other
inland points, between the Steamship

Service.[SENATE.]
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C4Pany and Intercolonial Railway-a
atter Which was not in my mind at all

n the notice of motion to which I am
]nO' SPeaking was given. Still, the cor-
!espondence which has been brought down
s somewhat important, and refers to a sub-

Ject of not a little interest to the people of all
the Old provinces of the Dominion; and
u %hal-before undertaking to deal with the

agect in which the people of Halifax
t Nova Scotia are more particularly in-terested-make some observations uponhat correspondence

tI t appears to have originated in an in-
ation from the Allan Company that,

po es they were allowed as large a pro-
Portion of the through freight ongoods forwarded by way of Halifax as the
GIrand Trunk allowed them on goodslanded at Portland they would cease toland such freight at Halifax. 'l'lie corres-
Pondence submitted begins with a letter

Mr. Taylor, the General Freight
an erintendent of the Intercolonial, to H.88A. Allan, dated the 27th September,
t , in which Mr. Taylor offers to ex-
tend egrouping of stations on the In-
torcolonial Railway, from Riviere du Loup
St Chaudiere Junction, and to allow the
teamship Company two-thirds of thethrough freight to the last named point,

ng one-third for the Railway. On
bee urement goods intended for Que-
were and Point Lévis, the steamers
raiw to have 58 per cent. and the

go 42, and on dead weight
and th e steamers. were to get 55

e railroad 45. He also agreed to
0f a reduction in favor of the steamers-five Per cent. on goods intended for
of fI etween Chaudiere and Kingston,

betw r per cent on those bound to points
threen Kingston and Toronto, and of
Toeoper cent. on those for places West of
corron t . Then, after some intermediate
Mre Ondence, there*is a long letter from

ndrew Allan, to the Minister of
ber aYs an Canals, dated 2nd Novem-
thilnd Pointing out, amongst other
Cg -, that the proportion of freight
toSt by the railway on goods carried
sh t-John, during the summer season,
ofu3 be reduced below the existina rate
to whi'chr lent. The next communication
gra I shall draw attention is a tele-
Chare fromi Mr. Andrew Allan, to Sir

Tupper, dated the i îth Novem-

ber; and, as it is important, I shall read it
to the House:

OTTÂWA, November, 11th, 1882.
(From Montreal,)

To HoN. SIR CHARLES TUPPER.-

" We assume that if we instruct our Liver-
"pool and Glasgow Agents to adopt same
'through rates, via Halifax and by Portland

«and Boston, that you will refuse to convey
through goods from other steamers at less

"than local tariff rates from Halifax or St.
John, unless they agree to conform their
througli rates to ours. Any competition in

" rates would, of course, prove ruinous to
"earnings of the intercolonial Railway on

European traffic as well as to the steamers.
" Kindly reply by telegraph, and so forth.

"Signed, ANDREW ALLAN."

On November i 6th, Mr. Pottnger,
General Superintendent of the Inter-
colonial, telegraphed to Mr. Schreiber,
suggesting that the Glasgow Steamers
should cali at Halifax once a fortnight.
Mr. Andrew Allan, on the i9 th, agreed to
this, provided the proportion of freight on
goods to St. John and certain other points
on the Intercolonial Railway should be
reduced. The last in date of the docu-
ments laid on the table is an Order in
Council, approved on the 29th Novem-
ber last, embodying the divisions of freight
agreed upon. This Order contains a
stipulation that the steamship line shall
not discriminate in the matter of freights
against the Intercolonial, after which
comes the following statement :

"It being a condition, inserted in order to
prevent the failure of this arrangement
through the undna. conipetition of steamers
which only occasionally visit these ports-
that all steamers, rates by which from Great
Britaini are less than those of the Allan Line
for similar freight during the same week,
shall be charged the tariff rates over the
Intercolonial Railway chargeable to mer-
chants in Halifax and St. John for the
forwarding of the same class of goods."

One thing which must strike any hon.
gentleman who reads this return is, that
the Government seem to have yielded
to every demand made by the Allan's.
The agreement by the Railway depart-
ment to accept a less proportion of the
through freight than had before been
claimed by the Intercolonial may have
been necessary, to prevent the steamers
from carrying their freight to Boston and
Portland; and I am not disposed to
find fault with the decision ofthe Cabinet
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upon this point. But, unless some more
satisfactory reason than any contained in
the correspondence is given for the con-
duct of the Government towards the
Dominion and other steamship lines,
that conduct will not commend itself to the
judgment of any right-thinking man.
There is no reason, so far as I know, why
the Government, as owners of the Inter-
colonial Railway, should deal with steam-
ship lines upon any principles different
from those which regulate the rela-
tions between ordinary railroad corpora-
tions and the owners of lines of transat-
lantic steamers. The naturaland reasonable
course would be to put all lines-certainly
all lines running regularly to Canadian
ports-on the same footing. If any dis-
tinction were made, it would seem that the
fact that the Allan Company receive a
large yearly subsidy from the public treas-
ury, would be a reason why they should
take a somewhat less proportion of through
freight than an independent unsubsidized
line, like the Dominion. How has the
Grand Trunk Railway Company treated
the two lines ? Exactly alike: How does
the Government treat them ? It pays the
Allan Company, a subsidy of $126,ooo a
year; pays the Dominion Line nothing,
and charges their freight double the rates
charged to that brought by the competing
company. I take it for granted that the
local rates on freight over the Intercolonial
are about double those paid under the
last arrangement with the Allan's. For
this course of the Government no satis-
factory defence can in my opinion be
given. It practically closes the Inter-
colonial to all through freight, except
that brought by the steamers of the sub-
sidised company; deters the steam-
ers of independent companies from
calling at Halifax to land freight;
deprives the Goverhment railway of a
large amount of business, and helps to
keep up the cost of importing goods to
Halifax and points West of that. And
why? Apparently to protect one steam-
ship company from the competition of
another. What have the Government to
do with the rivalry between those com-
panies ? Why should they not allow a
competition to go on which will have the
effect of reducing freights and benefitting
the public? Above all, why should they
do what they have done without letting
the second of the two companies interest-

ATE.] &rvice.

ed know anything of what was contempls'
ted ? It appears from the return now o
the table that, in addition to the letters
and telegrams, copies of some of which
have been submitted, Mr. Andrew AllaO
asked for and obtained more than one
interview with Sir Charles Tupper. It
does not appear that any such interview
was had by the agents of the Dominion
Line, or that they had any chance Of
placing their views before the Govern-
ment. Condemning a man in his absence
is contrary to the fundamental principles
of law and justice, and I shall await with
some curiosity the defence offered by the
ministry for what seems on its face, al'
unwise, unjust and indefensible line of
conduct.

Having said so much upon some of the
points suggested by the correspondence
before the House, I shall proceed to deal
with the subject to which my notice and if-
quiry were intended to refer. As I have
already said, much dissatisfaction exists
amongst the merchants of Halifax in con'
sequence of the exorbitant rates of freigh t

charged on goods imported or exported
by the steamships of the Allan Company-
Not only are the freights to that port-
the winter port of tBe Dominion-not
more favorable to the merchant than those
charged to Boston, Portland and Balti-
more-foreign ports-but they are les9

favorable. Not only is it true that you
cannot get a package carried to or froi
Halifax for a less sum than it would cost
to carry it to or from any of these ports
but the freight is greater, very much
greater. No doubt, hon. gentlemen will
be surprised to learn that the discrimina-
tion against Halifax is so great, that ner-
chants in that city actually allow their
goods to go to Boston in the Allan Stean-l
ers, and then bring them back to Halifa%
by other boats. To show the exact charac-
ter of the discrimination, I shall give S0
experience of one firm, whoare large irO'
porters of English goods. The freight Of
a ton of goods by the " Allan Steamer"
from Liverpool to Halifax, was twenty
seven shillings and sixpence sterling;
the freight of the same goods to Boston,
was seventeen and sixpence-more than
one-third less ; and the firm found that
they could let their goods go to Boston,
pay the port charges and cost of transshi-
ment there and the return freight to Hah-
fax, and still pay four and sixpence a tol
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less tha.n if they had imported directly
fo t Liverpool. The monstrous character
? the discrimination may perhaps appeartha Still stronger light when it is statedthat, in Liverpool the rates to Halifax andIicago are quoted at the same figures.
p s clearly wrong for a Government which
Professes an unusual regard for the inter-
ests Of the people who live in the Domin-Ion, and who pique themselves upon being
alided in all things by a National Policy, to
a Cw so enormous a discrimination against
b anadian port in favor of foreign ports,
b a steamship company which is subsi-
dzed to the extent of one hundred and
tenty-six thousand dollars a year out ofe revenue contributed by the people of
theada. Under all the circumstances of
thease I hold it to be the duty of the

nminent, if they allow the existing
the c'ontract to continue, to stipulate that
the Ocean freight to Halifax by the com-
Pany's steamers shall be at the same rateI Proportion to the length of the voyage
as that to foreign ports, or at the very
'east that it shall not in the whole exceed
the Whole freight to Boston or Portland.
Goevetter course in my opinion, for the
the ernment to adopt would be to give
of tear's notice (required by the statute),
tract. proposed termination of the con-
futur; and inquire meanwhile as to what
inte e arrangement will be best for the
drests of the Dominion. I have little

Alat but that the subsidy paid to the
Wouldwith perhaps a slight addition-
the secure -a line to Montreal during
alt ummer season and a line to Halifax
bothe year round. Such a line should have
in Cats termini on this side of the Atlantic
"ate nadian territory. Inasmuch as pri-

"te enterprise in the Lower Provinces
John e steamer on the route between St.
Ced l-ialifax and England-the luckless
on sh Grove-and as another is to be put
the ortly, and looking at the fact that
once an's find it pay to call at Halifax
often a .fortnight, and that that port is

ur Visited by other steamers from
woulde I believe that little . difficulty
Canad e found in securing an exclusivelynad cean steam service betweenthe lnoensem evc ewe
At th rninion and the mother country.
fOr ten 'orst, the Government, in asking
stilers for the mail service, could
CO "te that the company getting the

aat should not discriminate against
an Ports in the matter of freight.

While I am free to acknowledge that
the Government, acting under severe
friendly pressure, have done not a little
that they were requested to do by the
delegates of the Halifax Chamber of
Commerce, it is my humble opinion that,
by securing a reasonable tariff of freight
rates between the port of Halifax and
the United Kingdom, they would do far
more for the trade of that port and of the
Maritime Provinces generally, than is likely
to be effected by all that has been done
hitherto.

HON. MR. KAULBACH.-I concur
with a good deal of what the hon. gentle-
man has said as to the desirability of
giving the preference to a line of steamers
which would make some Canadian port
its terminus on this side of the Atlantic.
It is quite true that the Allan Line per-
forms the service satisfactorily, with the
exception that it does not make a Cana-
dian port its terminus during the winter
season. Under its contract the Govern-
ment have the power, which is legalized
by an Act of Parliament passed in 1874,
to direct where the mails shall be landed.
The Company is now obliged to land the
mails in the winter time at Halifax, and
the facilities for landing at that port and
for rapid shipment by the Intercolonial
Railway, all tend to bring a large amount
of freight and travel over our own lines
which would otherwise pass from us to
ports in the United States. I do not
agree with my hon. friend as to the abro-
gation of this contract with the Allan
Line in the manner he proposes. If we
should do so without exercising proper
care, the Government might lose
the control which they now have
over the service, and with it a large
amount of traffic which now goes over
the Intercolonial Railway. It might pass
from Canadian to United States ports.
Therefore, I think the Government,
before changing the present contract,
should see if any arrangement could be
made which would be more beneficial for
the Dominion. I do not know what the
proportions are of freight rates, and the
reasons for such proportions, between
Liverpool and Halifax, and by the Inter-
colonial Railway, neither do I know
whether there is such discrimination in
favor of the Allan Line as compared with
other lines, or by the Allan Line against
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Canadian ports and in favor of foreign any advantage, rules for the Governme0t
ports, as the hon. gentleman alleges of this une and for the Government of the
there is, but these matters are of very country in its dealings with it. Nothingy
serious importance to the public, and 1 think, could be more unsatisfactorY
should be well considered by the Minister than to hear the hon gentleman on the
of Justice. If the Allan Line dis- kind of information he has, stating the
criminates against Canadian ports and in opinions he has submitted to the Houst
favor of foreign ports, it should be as to what should be donc, what the
inquired into; but I believe the matter is Government should do, what the Allaf9

safe in the hands of the Minister of should do-ail questions, it seems to nel
Railways, who has given a great deal of which involve a great deal more tine,
attention to the Intercolonial Railway attention and knowledge of the subject
since hie assuned office. In four years than the aon, gentleman seems to posse

ke has converted the annual deficit of The hon. gentlemen's complaints regard,
that line into an annual surplus. The ing what is done at Halifax, as
management which has brought aboutiregarding the Dominion line alh
such results must be vise and capable. I the unfair position in which that lne ls
would require better evidence therefore, to placed, do not seem to have been shared
be convinced that the Minister of Railways in, or do not seem to have sprung at 
as discriminated against the lne of rail- from the City of Halifax or the Dominio

way which he bas managed with such skill 1ne. So far as I am aware, no coXl
and care. The success which bas attended plaints have corne from the City of Hal
his policy must have been largely due to fax with regard to the rates which its ne
the inducements which he bas held out to chants pay for freight; nor from the DO
the public to make use of the road. Some minion Line as to any imaginary unfe
of the suggestions made by my hon. friend position in which they are placed with re-
are worty of consideration; and I should gard to the traffic carried on by theR ws
be very glad if the Government could se distinguihed from that which is carried
their way to doing anything to increase on by the Allan Line; the hon. gent
the trade of our Canadian ports. I believe man is apparently a volunteer in this mat
that freight can be carried by the way of ter. Now, with refrence to the positiol
Halifax with greater despatch than by any wich they occupy in Halifax, with regard
American port, and I believe that the to freight to that port, the hon. gentlennda
public generally realize that fact to a large has not been able to establish, and it is o
extent. I am satisfied that the Govern- the fact, that any undue rate bas bee
ment will do noingay to injure the trade charged on freight to Halifax, per steamel
which is o beneficial to us. We as Nova The truth is, that the ships of this line are
Scotians, feel a deep interest in the success obliged to go, for the purpose of obtainig
of the Intercolonial Railway. It was at cargoes, to American ports, and there theY
one time a white elephant on the hands meet with a very intense competition whiCh
of the Dominion; but under its present forces the line to lower its freights to a rate
able management it has become a source which does ot pay. They are obliged, l
of revenue to the country. order to get freight at a, to carry at a"

unduly low rate, and it is fot that Haifax
HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I s charged too much or treated unfairlY

think nothing can be more unsatisfactory but it is owing to the keen competitio
than this mode of discussing a question of that Boston gets the advantage in rates
this kind. The points involved in the The hon. gentleman forges that in the
question before us, are points of business papers which he bas obtained, and wiCh
which can only be discussed to advantage have been laid on the table of the Housie
by business men, and with that time and it would seem that tbe rates of freight fro
that information which I am afraid the Liverpool or Glasgow to the point of des
House does not possess; and I cannot tination are divided between the SteamnshiP
but express my regret that the hon. gentle- which brings'it to Halifax'and the Inter
man from Halifax, with the paucity of colonial Railway and other Railways, s0 if
information which lie has, with a mere they gave a less freight to Halifax the a'
passing study of the subject, should think tercolonial Railway, and the Grand Trunk
that he is in a position to lay down with Railway, or whatever other ione of railwl

HON. MR. LWLBACIL
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ared the goods, would also get less. So

"s, therefore, as the people of Halifax
ve no reason to say that they are charg

co excessive rates there is no grounds of
plaint. The hon. gentleman mentions

aed 1 daresay it is a fact-that some
frei g merchants have been able to get
direht cheaper by way of Boston than
ei"'rt to Halifax That only shows the
inaectness of the assertion which I have
1Ide, that the freight to Boston is unduly
if h and therefore the Halifax merchant,
for f can get his freight by way of Boston

our shillings less than he could by
so, brting directly to Halifax, let him do
fi but he does not pay more than thefair rate. Now, there is no exclusive right
1th reference to the Allan ships. If the
choonion Line or any other line of vessels
Wese to run to Halifax regularly they
whi participate in all the advantages

gent the Allan Line enjoys. The hon.

e ehman shakes his head ; I can assure
ey would.

St N. MR. POWER-The reverse is

Orl'- SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
'dpr-in-Council is as follows:

er Î a memorandum dated 22nd Novem-
an18, from the Minister of Railways and
o representing that the Allan Steamship

relantyo have suibmitted propositions in
.ta Qto the transport of freight on the

I of their line, and over the Inter-
that'l Railway, the object in viev being
shalif reght forwarded via Halifax or St. John
POition placed in a not less advantageousré ,in respect of cost of trarsport thann t forwarded via Portland or Boston,
tbis tat as large a proportion as possible of

i TrrYing trade niay be secured to Canada.
orn le Minister furt ier represents that the

Liev agree to charge the sanie rates from
incespol and Glasgow to the Maritime Pro-
irth. W ebec, Ontario, and points West and
teree est via Halifax or St. John, and the

t joni a Railway, as via Portland or
crn;i .and they further agree that no dis-

Ietion shall be made by thern, their
ei d-r agents, here or in Great Britian,
Ioia 'reP-tly or indirectly against the Inter-

(nsertg ailway route, it being a condition
as arr, in order to prevent the failure of

on o ngerent through the undue competi-the0f Steamers which only occasionally visitfrn orts) that all steamers, rates by which
Ala11 Leat Britian, are less than those of the

k nle for similar freight during the same
the " all be charged the tariff rntes overha'terolonial Rilway chargeable to mer-

Q n aalifax and St. John for the for-

Service.

warding of the same class of goods. The
Company agree to accept the percentage of
through rates set down in the hereto annexed
lists representing the division of such rates
between the RaiIway and the Company res-
pectively, the whole arrangement to continue
in force throughout the present winter.

" The Minister seeing how desirable it is in
the intereets of the Dominion that all possible
encouragement should be given towards the
maintenance of regular and reliable ocean
communication between Canadian ports and
Great Britain. Reconmmends that- authority
be given for the acceptance of the proposition
made by the Allan Company as above scated,
and for the adoption of the division of rates
suggested. The Committee concur in the
above recommendation and submit the same
for Your Excellency's approval."

Now there is no clause in that to pre-
vent the Dominion Line or any other
Line of ships paticipating in the advan-
tages of this contract. What it was
required to prevent was a single ship,
going there for some purpose (an isolated
vessel making an occasional trip there)
sharing the advantages which the Allan
Line enjoy, because they undertook to
maintain a regular Line, leaving the other
side at an appointed time and arriving at
their destination on a certain day, as
specified in the contract. Is not that a
fair and reasonable thing to do ? The,
hon. gentleman seems to think that the
whole thing is easy, that the Allan Line is
making a large sum of money, and that it
would be quite fair to say to them " You
shall do just as any ordinary ship "-but
nothing could be more unfair. The hon.
gentleman does not know the vicissitudes
which the Allan Line has gone through in
order to arrive at its present state of capa-
city and safety. I have had a memor-
andum placed in my hands with reference
to that, which I shall read presently ; but
I wish to say a few words first about the
Halifax freight. I made enquiry of the
Allans about Halifax freight, and I
received this reply:

"Halifax merchants could formerly inr-
port cheaper via Boston than by direct
steamers, and so also could Montreal mer-
chants, in consequence of Cunard, Warren
and Leyland Lines carrying goods to such
points at unremunerative and unprece-
dented low rates, with the avowed object of
forcing us to discontinue making Boston a
terminal port for our mail steamers."

Now there is the whole thing. The
hon. gentleman, I suppose, thought he
could, with a few moments attention, get
at the bottom of these things, and ascer-
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tain why these large railway and steamship
companies are obliged to deal with this
question upon grounds of which the pub-
lic are ignorant. I have just read the true
explanation. Certain companies owning
a line of steamships to New York and
Boston, forced down the rates of freight
to an unremunerative point, in order to
drive the Allans away, and during that
time Montreal as well as Halifax mer-
chants might find it advantageous to get
their goods via Boston. The hon. gentle-
man does not know what difficulty there is
in securing the return freight. I have as-
certained, by telegram, that to load such a
ship as the Polynesian or Sardinian it re-
quires two hundred and fifty car loads,
brought down at the rate of about sixteen
to a train. Then, to load such a ship as
the Parisian it requires 400 car loads !
Fancy how difficult it is to get that, and
can it be supposed that if the Allan Line
could get return freight they would not
return to Halifax at once ? They have no
interest in going to Boston or other ports,
except to get freight, and if they could
get a cargo at Halifax, they would be
delighted to go back at once. But when
you find what an immense business it
requires to furnish freight, it is obvious
that it would be impossible to secure the
necessary amount constantly, and there-
fore they are obliged to go further and
compete with other lines and-lower their
rates. The Allans during a long series of
years, have shown the most indomitable
energy -and perseverance, and have ex-
tended their line until they have brought
it into such a state that it is justly the
pride of this country. The United
States cannot point to such a line, nor can
any of our fellow colonies in other parts
of the world; in fact, it is unrivalled in
any country outside of England. Even
in England, though the larger companies,
for instance the Cunard, the Peninsular
and the Oriental Line, own as many ships,
I doubt if any private company in the
world own so large a tonnage, and it must
be remembered that the Allan Line has
attained its present position only after
great losses and many difficulties. Often
their whole fortune has been in jeopardy
while conducting the enterprises in which
they are engaged.

HON. MR. POWER-That is not oui
business ; we have nothing to say to that.

HoN. SiR ALEX. CAMPBELL.--Thc
hon. gentleman attacked the Allan Lill
and its management, and assumes tO
know more about it than those concerned
This enterprise was begun under a cOa'
tract made in August, 1853, Mess$
McLean, McLarty & Co., of LiverpooL
for a fornightly service in summer, all
monthly voyages in winter, to the St
Lawrence and to Portland respectivell
by steamers of [20o tons, the payrneit
to be £1,238 1s. iid. sterling per rounld
voyage. That contract was not satie
factorily 'performed and was cancelled'
In Septenber, 1855, another contract W
entered into with Mr. Hugh Allan for P
fortnightly service to the St. Lawrence i1
summer, and monthly voyages to P0rt
land in, winter, by steamships of 1750
tons, at £24,ooo sterling per annue
with exemption from light-house dues aile
other provincial charges ; such contrad
to endure for five years from May, 1856
It was faithfully executed, but the service
was not frequent enough to divert frota
the New York any considerable propor
tion of the Canadian correspondence to
Europe, and the British post ofice
declined to send regular mails by Mr.
Allan's steamers. So, a second contrad
with Mr. Allan was made in October,
1857, to commence from 1st of May'
1859, for a weekly line of steat*
ships. New vessels were to be Used'
of 2000 tons, and the payment W
to be £55,000 currency per annum, and
the contract was for six years. The enter
prise was unfortunate,* three steamne
being wrecked ; and the conditions
the contract, it was evident woUt
not sustain the service ; so a thi.
contract was substituted from 1st Apýt
186o. This called for a weekly service
by vessels of 23oo tons, and the subsidy
was placed at $416,ooo per annum, Pe
vision being made for the accomodatiO
of mail clerks. Repeated disasters, hO<'.
ever, caused so much dissatisfaction thi
that contract was terminated, and a foU
one was made by the then Postmaster
General, with Mr. H. Allan in DPc

1 1863," for five years from ist
April, 1864, for a weekly service by fi

1 class vessels, which contract contait'
special stipulations as to increased caUtioo
against endangering safety of the vessel,
The subsidy under that contract
$218,ooo per annum, and it was rencî

HON. SrR ALEX. CAMPBELL.
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for three years from April, 1869, with the
8ioe amount of subsidy, and with a pro-Viso for continuance of it, after the threeYears, until a twelve-months' notice of
Pination should be given by either

*ty. Another contract, being the sixth
Wth M4Ir. (then Sir Hugh) Allan, was
edsudfrom 1 st of April, 1873, with a reduc-yerubsidy of $126,533.83, to last for five
tines, certainly with a proviso for con-
n'ance thereafter until a twelve months,

eithtie of termination should be given byother party ; and, under the proviso for
0më 1umlg that contract, it is still in

th ation. Now, the hon. gentleman says
i ompany should receive notice of

shouI contract, and that the service
be conducted in a different

'hianer I tell him that the mode in
conshdfreight has been carried and ail those
oc -iderationstowhichhehasreferred, have
arPied the time and ability of men who

afply able to form a sound opinion
rn the question. They have studieda Subject thoroughly, and they haveoiVed at thle conclusion, so far as the

orertnient is concerned, that it is not
noti duty to give the Allan Line
contee to terminate its contract. On the

eerary, the service is one which has
of thwell performed, and 'in the interests
athe whole country. The Allans have

ests been ready, as I myself can bear
tio tn,toconsiderand adoptanysugges-

ie e at has been made for changes in the
byse• Two of those contracts were made
a y self, and I can testify that they have
ableys been ready to consider anyreason.
itl PoPositions with regard to their line,
'he h, and the amount of its subsidy.
subdon. gentleman would like the
says Y to be reduced by one half, and
oC tha t ail the papers show concessions
doespart of the Government ; but he
wron Ot argue that these concessions are

ongr When business men meet for the
lrotk of discussing a question they dol1oýsin as forth
thiI for the impossibilities, but argue
a reasoWich are reasonable, and do so in
geltle, ale spirit. In reply to the hon.
Govermra's question I beg to say that the

ivin ment have no present intention of
its cthe Allan Line notice to terminate
arra tract; thev are satisfied with the
the sgement and 'think thie sum paid for

ice a reasonable one.

out of order, I may be allowed to say a
few words in reply to what has just fallen
from the hon. Minister of Justice. In
the first place, I think it is unfair for the
Minister, instead of undertaking to deal
with whatever arguments I may have pre-
sented to the House, to tell me that I do
not know as much about the subject as
other people who have considered it-
that the Ministers who have considered
this matter know more about it than I do.
That may be perfectly true, but it is not a
statesmanlike or a fair argument. The
hon. Minister, when dealing with argu-
ments or statements made by members of
this House, should not, I respectfully sub-
mit, (and if the word is parliamentary, I
trust I may be excused) " bulldoze "
comparatively youthful members by such
language as that. The speech made by
the hon. Minister recalled to my mind a
somewhat similar speech which was made
here by him two years ago. There was a Bill
before the Senate, which I ventured to criti-
cise, whereupon the hon. gentleman told
me and the House that the Bill in ques-
tion had been prepared by the Minister
of the Interior-the Premier-who knew
a great deal more about Bills than I did,
and that consequently I was altogether
wrong in attempting a criticism of the
measure. Within a very few days after-
wards the Minister of the Interior stated
in another place that he had never read
the Bill. I do not wish to contradict the
Hon. Minister of Justice now, but I very
much doubt whether the Government at
large have given this measure any very
serious consideration. Living where I do,
and having taken a good deal of incerest
in matters affecting Halifax; having for a
long time been more or less in public life,
though not in business in that city, it has
been my duty to give attention to those
matters; and I did not make any state-
ment here with reference to the feelings of
the people of Halifax that was not justified
by the fact. Further, I did not say that
everything that the Government had done
was wrong; and the hon. Minister
misrepresented my language.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-You
said that the concessions were ail on one
side.

110 . HON. MR. POWER-No, that wasÎ. MR. POWER--Although slightly not what I said either. What I said was

Ocean M{aül [MAnon 12, 1883.]
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this : that the Government appeared to
have yielded everything that was asked by
the Allans. That appears from the corres-
pondence. The Allan Line yielded cer-
tain things; and I do not find fault with all
the concessions the Government made ;
I do not say the Government were not
entitled to credit for some of the con-
cessions they obtained from the Allans.
What I did say-and the Minister has not
disposed of that assertion-was this, that
it did not seem to me to be fair or just to
make contracts which were adverse to the
Dominion Steamship Company, without
allowing that Company an opportunity to
be heard by the Government; and
I do not hesitate to repeat that assertion
-that it was unfair exceedingly.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-They
do not complain.

HON. MR. POWER-They may not
know what is taking place. Now, the
Minister said that this Order-in-Council did
not bear the construction I put upon it-
that the Dominion Line were to be charged
higher rates than the Allan Line. The
House will, perhaps, pardon me if I read
again the telegram from Mr. Andrew Allan
which is as follows-

" We assume that if we instruct our Liver-
pool and Glasgow agents to adopt sanie
through rates via Halifax as by Portland and
Boston, that you will refuse to convey through
goods froi other steamers at legs than local
tarif rates from Halifax or St. John, unless
they agree to conform their through 1 ates to
ours. Any comnpetition in rates would of
course prove rminous to earnings of the
Intercolonial Railway on European traffic,
as well as to the steamers. Kindly reply by
telegraph. " ANDREW ALLAN.»

In order to point out at whom they
were aiming, here is another telegram
from the same gentleman to Sir Charles
Tupper :

" OTTAWA, 21st Nov., 1882.
" Our friends cable that through rates via

Halifax are reduced 50 per cent., in con-
sequence of Dominion Line refusing toagree to
through rates and insisting upon our charging
higher rates via Halifax than by Portland.
To prevent the unnecessary an disastrous
losses arising from the course pursued by
Dominion Line,kindly in forni David Torrance
& Co., agents of the Conpany's Line, by
telegram, that local tarif fates will be exacted
on their traffic via Halifax unlems eame
through rates are maintained as via Portland.

HON. MR. POWER.

Please advise me by telegran that you hal
notified Torrances, in order that I may cable
my friends without loss of time.

"A NDREW ALLAN."

They simply insisted that the Govern
ment should compel the Dominion Lille
of steamships to charge higher than thel
would otherwise have done via Halifa%'
and it does seem to me that is an unfait
and unjust thing. I do not think that the
Government should carry goods for the
Dominion Line more cheaply than fi
the Allan Line ; I never pretended tG
think anything of the sort, and I woUi4

not have said much if the Government ha4

not made the concession to the Dominioo
Line which they did in the last instancO
to the Allan Line.

I say that it is simply an outrage tO
charge goods brought out by the DominioO
Line local rates, which are just double
those charged to the Allan Line.

The subject was then dropped.

NICHOLSON DIVORCE BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. KAULBACH moved the
second reading of Bill (D), " An Act fo'
the relief of Peter Nicholson." He said •

Before proceeding to the order of the dal'
I would bring to the notice of the HoUs
a clerical error which has crept into 0of
Journals on the first reading of the B
with regard to the commissioner who too0
the affidavit. It was reported to ha1
been made in a county over which t'ý
commissioner had no jurisdiction, but
find the affidavit was made in the Coullf
of Essex and before a commissioni
whose power was in the County of Esse
and not the County of Grey.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Thae
was the main objection, but it was '
the whole of the objection.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-It
purely a mistake, and I would like
Journal should be altered so as to make.lt
correct

HON. MR. MILLER-It was no Pa
of my objection.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Tb'
difficulty was raised by the hon. gentler,

100 Nichol8on
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bhjnd fe, and not by my hon. friend
&rr Richmond.

'oN· M. KAULBACH-I under-
s0e that the objection to the proof ofprvice of this notice was not to affect the
atccord action, as we have proceeded

iou ng to the general practice of the
se except in one of two cases.

h lo". SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
aPe ry hon. friend is prepared with some

on tOnal proof of the service of the notice
tion erespondent. I feel that the objec-
Richtken by the hon. gentleman from

onhnond the other day is a very strong
th'and it would be more satisfactory to
Cha Ouse if the hon. gentleman who has
defge Of this Bill is able to furnish more
frite proof, would do so. If my hon.

sh h as any person here who can estab-
fact service of the notice to the satis-

"tssn Of the Senate he should ask per-
of toUn to have him heard before the BarOf the ouse.

here? 7'MR. MILLER-Is the respondent

aar liq MR. KAULBACH-I am not
the t'at she is-of course I submit to
sider aIng of the House, though I con-

aers faras the practice of the Senate
etofore is concerned, that the proceed-
h to cen regular. However, I do not

a%'prdev anything that might prejudice
sentati ous action respecting the pre-

th Ol f the petition and reading ofli tha the first time. If the House
of t h t 'urther evidence of the service0f the
that t otIce shall be given, I may say

there n party who made the affidavit is
if this e an meet that objection ; but
be erstence is to be taken I wish it to
relart ood that it is not, to affect theY Of the proceedings before taken.

t.liou. S.Ink it . R ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
'f the 8 more satisfactory to the House,
caled *tess is here that she should be

te totie Bar to prove the service of

9 that MI. KAULBACH-Anticipat-
4y ha 5uch objections might be raised I
t the questions to be asked the

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-
What is the name of the witness ?

HON. MR. KAULBACH-Martha
Jane Chene, formerly, Dill. I believe
she has changed her name since making
that affidavit. ,

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-In
the position in which the House is placed,
and considering the grave character of the
objections that have been raised by the
hon. gentleman from Richmond, and the
fact that the witness whose evidence- is in
question in consequence of the irregularity
of the affidavit is here, I would move
that the witness be called to the bar of
the House.

HON. MR. POWER-It seems to me
that the course that the Minister of Jus-
tice proposes is altogether irregular. The
order of the day is the second reading of
the Bill, and without the unanimous con-
sent of the House I do not see how the hon.
gentleman can undertake a totally differ-
ent thing from the second reading of the
Bill. I make the suggestion that I do
now in the interest of the petitioner ; the
object is to have the proceedings regular,
and it seems to me that the order of the
day cannot be suspended without the
unanimous consent of the House.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
think the hon. gentlemen from Halifax, may
be right in the point he has raised, but under
the circumstancesin which the affidavit was
placed on the records, without any notice
having been taken of it until the hon. gen-
tleman from Richmond drew the attention
of the House to the matter the other day,
it is better that the service of notice
should be proved at the bar of the House.
This evidence should have been produced
at the time the affidavit was filed, but the
House passed it over. The want of com-
plete proof of the service of the notice is
still apparent ; therefore, although it may
be somewhat irregular, and although this
evidence ought to have been given at an
earlier stage, it would be better to have
the proof of service made complete before
the second reading of the Bill. I do not
know that the consent of every member of
the House is necessary, but I am sure if it
were necessary, consent would be given.

[Maon 12, 1883.)]
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HON. MR. MILLER.-If the witness
is called to the bar of the House, I see
no reason why any member, on motion,
cannot put any question he likes.

Hox. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that the witness be heard at the bar of
the House.

HoN. MR. TRUDEL.-There are
certain members of this House who
cannot give their consent to any such
proceedings as are proposed in this legis-
lation, and I would respectfully suggest
in order not to uselessly occupy the time
of the House, that it be entered on the
records that all those proceedings are
carried on a division.

The motion was agreed to on a
division.

The witness having been surnmoned to
the bar of the House by the Usher of the
Black Rod.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
the forni was that the witness should be
sworn by the Clerk, and the hon. gentle-
man who had charge of the Bill should
move that the witness be asked the ques-
tion, and the Speaker asks the House
whether the question shall be put.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I wish tc
put in two certificates from the Clerk oi
the Senate to prove that the orders of the
House have been complied with.

HON. MR. MILLER-I submit tha
these certificates cannot regularly come ir
now, as we are not at present dealing with
the second reading of the Bill. Th(
question we have before us at present it
that the witness be heard at the bar o.
the House.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I con
sidered that the examination of the wit
ness could not be proceeded with unti
such time as we prove that the preliminar,
requirements have all been complied with

HON. MR. MILLER-The usual prac
tice is that the gentleman in charge of th(
Bill moves that the question be put, an(
if the House approves of it the questior
is put by the Speaker.

ATE.] Divorc- Bill.

The witness having been sworn, on r
tion of Hon. Mr. Kaulbach, she Was
asked the following questions:-

Q. What is your name, place of resi
dence and occupatio'n ?

A. My name is Martha Jane Cheyne, Of
the City of Detroit, in the State of Michi-
gan, one of the United States of America,
wife of Robert Forest Cheyne. I have
been married since the 6th day of April,
1882. My name was Martha Jane Dll
before I was married.

Q. Look at the paper writing now
shown to you marked " A," being a ny-
tice of petition for divorce on behalf J
Peter Nicholson. Did you serve a true
copy of that notice upon Rosetta NichOl'
son, and on what day and date, and a
what place ?

A. I served a true copy of the notice
now shown to me marked " A" upon
Rosetta Nicholson, on the sixth day 0
April, 1882, at the house of a man nancd
Jones, with whom she is living at the
City of IDetroit, in the State of Michigan,
one of the United States of America.
The house was number 241 BeaubieI'
street, in the said City.

Q. State the mode in which yOU
effected such service?

A. I served the said copy of the said
notice upon the said Rosetta NicholsO'
personally, by handing the same to her
and leaving the same with her, haviPg

f first read it over to her.
Q. Do you know the said Rosetts

Nicholson and the petitioner Peter
Nicholson ?

A. I know the said Rosetta NicholsO09
and I know the said Peter Nicholson.f

Q. Did you compare the said copy.
*notice served by you with the origlh
notice marked "lA " now produced, allu

rascertained that it was a true copy of the
said original notice ?

A. I did.
Q. Did you make the affidavit anneXed

-to the said original notice, and which PIO1
1ports to have been shown at Windsor,f

j the County of Essex, on the sixth day
April, 1882 ?

A. I did.

* HON. MR., KAULBACH moved th't
the witness he allowed to withdraw.

The motion was agreed to, and tb'
witness withdrew.
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thIl t. Sie ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
the at evidence is sufficient proof of

e service of the notice, and the only
reet one feels is that it was not offered
the proper time. I would suggest that
eid on- gentleman should move that the
se ence offered to the House of the
Senice of this notice is satisfactory to the

ferate, and that it be accepted as if it
th e offered at the time of the reading of
Waeetition. I do not know of any other
feel Of getting over the irregularity. I
regul what I am suggesting is not quite
begt but i think, on the whole, it is the
gla "aY to proceed, though I shall be
gent to defer to the views of the hon.
poiternen of the legal profession on the
tion the seems to me that in the posi-
Of House is placed, that the evidence

Service was not satisfactory, and wassati resOlved by the House that it was
tha ory, it should be now resolved
it b this evidence is satisfactory, and that
thereived as if it had been taken at

ie the petition was read.
aON• MR KAULBACH-I am very
ad the hon. leader of the House has

as he suggestion, and shall accept it
isMotion.,

The Motion was agreed to on a division.

oN "-MR. KAULBACH-I would
Cao ll ve that Robert Forest Cheyne be
eaid.to the bar of the House andexarlifled.

ofThe SPEAKER-The second reading
the Blillis now before the House.

Niol SIRprelimiaR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
hav. to ries, according to the 76th rule,
folo be first established. It is as

take e Second reading of the Bill is not to
ei ae until fourteen days after the first

t be g, Iand notice of such second reading is
duir a ed upon the doors of the Senate
the Btha d riod, and a copy thereof and of
ciho')n the di Y served upon the party fromnhath o1 ivorce is soti,-Iit, and proof upon
te ' sucCh service adduced at the bar of
readnate betore proceeding to the secondp o, ' .r Sufficient proof adduced of the
t ati, .i»ty of conplying with this regu-

e motionwas agreed to.
e Witness having been sumioned
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before the bar, was sworn by the Clerk,
and on motion of Hon. Mr. Kaulbach,
was examined as follows:

Q. What is your name, place of resi-
dence, and occupation ?

A. Robert Forest Cheyne, of the City
of Detroit, in the State of Michigan,
pattern-maker.

Q. Look at the paper writing now pro-
duced by you marked " A," intituled an
Act for the relief of Peter Nicholson, and
at the paper writing now produced by you
marked "B, " being an order of the
Senate dated the nineteenth of February,
1883, both writings being certified by the
Clerk of the Senate. Did you serve
copies of these writings with the certifi-
cates thereon of the Clerk of the Senate
upon Rosetta Nicholson, and on what day
and date and at what place ?

A. I served duplicate copies of the
writings now produced by me, marked
" A " and " B " respectively, with the
certificates thereon respectively of the
Clerk of the Senate, upon the said Rosetta
Nicholson, on Saturday, the third day of
March, 1883, at the bouse of a man named
Jones, with whom she is living at the City
of Detroit, in the State of Michigan, one
of the United States of America. The
house is number 241 Beaubien street, in
the said City of Detroit.

Q. State the particular mode in which
you effected such service?

A. I served the said duplicate copies
of the writings " A" and " B" on Rosetta
Nicholson personally by handing the same
to ber and leaving the same with her,
having first read them over to ber.

Q. Do you know the said Rosetta
Nicholson and the petitioner Peter Nichol-
son ?

A. I know the said Rosetta Nicholson,
and I know the said Peter Nicholson.

Q. Did you compare the said duplicate
copies of the writings "A " and " B " with
the said writings respectively, and ascer-
tain that they were truc copies ?

A. I did.

Ho. MR. KAULBACH.-I would
now mnove that the witness be allowed to
withdraw unless hon. gentlemen have
some further questions to ask him.

The motion was agreed to, and the wit-
ness withdrew.
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HON. MR. KAULBACH moved that
the certificate from the Clerk of the Senate
be read.

The motion was agreed to, and the
certificate was read as follows:-

OFFICE OF THE CLERK
OF THE SENATE OF CANADA.

L Edouard Joseph Langevin, Clerk of the
Senate of Canada, hereby certify that notice
of the day fixed by the order of the Senate,
made on M1onday, the nineteenth day of Feb-
ruary last, past, for the second reading of the
Bill, intituled: " An Act for the relief of
Peter Nicholson," was, pursuant to the
Standing Order of the Senate in that behalf,
affixed upon the doors of the Senate through-
out a period of fourteen days next after the
date of the first reading ofthe said Bill.

Given under my and at the Senate
Chamber in the City uf Ottawa, Province of
Ontario, Canada, this seventh day of March,
in the year of Our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty three.

EDOUARD J. LANGEVIN,
Clerk of the Senate.

OFFIcE OF THE CLERK
OF THE SENATEOF CANADA,

12th March, 1883.
I, Edouard JoseDh Langevin, Clerk of the

Senate of Canada,' hereby certify that notice
of the day appointed by the Order of the
Senate, made on the seventh day of March
instant, for the second reading of the Bill, in-
ituled: " An Act for the relief of Peter Nich-

olson," was affixed upon the doors of the
Senate throughout the period which elapsed
from the said seventh day of March to the
twelfth day of March instant, both inclusive,
and that I did, pursuant to the said Order,
give notice to the said Rosetta Nicholson of
the said second reading, by a prepaid tele-
gram addressed to her at the City of Detroit,
in the State of Michigan.

EDOUARD J. LANGEvIN,
Clerk of the Senate.

Ordered, That the same do lie on the table.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH moved that
the petitioner present at the bar of the Sen-
ate, for the purpose of being examined as
well generally as in regard to any collusion
or connivance between the parties be not
now exanined, but that it be an instruction
to any select committee to whom the Bill
on the subject may be referred to make
such examination.

The motion was agreed to on a
division.

HON. Mr. KAULBACH-I now beg
to move that the said Bill for the relief of
Peter Nicholson be read the second time.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-
Before the motion is adopted I think the
hon. gentleman should file the telegrar0

which was received by the Clerk of the
Senate from the respondent, asking that
the proceedings be stayed, and the repli
of the Clerk, otherwise we would seem tO
be going on on the original service, proof
of which has now been offered. As we dd
not go on, and as the second reading W3s
postponed at the instance of the respon'
dent, I think the evidence that she had
made the request for the postponement,
and the reply by the Clerk, should bc
filed.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I am much
obliged to my hon. friend for the sugge&
tion. I think the reply is attached to onc
of the certificates put in already.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-This
is the telegram from the respondent:

"By Telegraph froin Detroit, Mich.
" To E. J. LANGEv1N,

l Clerk of the Senate.
"Re Nicholson divorce have proceeding'

"stayed. I desire to be heard. I an Peter
" Nicholson's wite. Have just been notifiedi
" ny Solicitor will write.

" RSETTA NIonoLsoN.

Then the Clerk telegraphed this replY

" OTTAWA, 7th March, 1883
"To Mas. ROSETTA NICHOL8oN,

" Detroit Michigan, U. S.
"Second reading Nicholson's Divorce Bi

"postponed until Monday next, to be fOrl
"order of the day.

"(Signed) EDOUARD J. LANGEVIN, ,
" Clerk of the Senate.

Of course it is not quite satisfactory, s5
there is no evidence to show that it is 0
genuine telegram, but the message having
been sent by the Clerk of the Senate to
the address that was given in the telegrab
and to the address that was given at the
bar, the respondent cannot complain tha
we have not given her the delay she asked
for. •

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I would alsO
suggest that the reply of the Clerk to that
telegram be put in as evidence.

The Bill was then read the second tifle
on a division.

1 At Nicholson (S ENXAT E.]
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'h .MR. KAULBACH-I might say
sat tis committee has been selected as
t i9ested in the House the other day-
the it should be, under the supervision of
th Speaker of the Senate. I move thatthe said Bill entitled " An Act for therelief of Peter Nicholson" be referred to
aselect committee, composed of the hon.

essrs. Botsford, MacFarlane, Read,
,wm, Almon, Ogilvie, MacInnis, (New

with inster,) Haythorne, and the mover,
reCorPOwer to send for persons, papers and
reOrds, and that all persons summoned

Sappear before the Senate in this matter
apPear before the said committee.

the .MR. HAYTHORNE-Before
ti otion is put, I wish to call the atten-
n Of the House to a circumstance con-

plaCed with these peculiar cases which
pces nembers of this House, who hap-

lnot to be of the Catholic Faith, at ari vantage. Our Catholic friends feel
e'l0ous scruples as to serving upon these

f m1fittees and consequently that duty
leS with greater weight upon hon, gen-tiernen who are not of that particular de-

se niation. It cannot be supposed thatce upon these committees is of an
coneeable nature, and I would shun it if I

, though I shall certainly serve if the
Ouse directs me to do so. This fact isone great argument which may be used on

proper occasion in support of a
Caure for removing decisions upon such
rhfron the jurisdiction of the Senate.have served in this House and upon

i ttees of this kind for many years
else now much prefer that some one
ao should be named instead. I thinkbrne Of the Young men-the junior mem-

ra tWho have been recently appointed-
'ght very well be selected for that duty.

u'ne• MR. KAULBACH-I do not
dertand my hon. friend saying that he
butthe. we all feel it is an onerous duty,
taChedat is part of the responsibility at-
to to us, and of which we all desire

be rehleved as soon as possible.
toh SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Did

the hionSRAE.C MBL-i
tio. - gentleman, before he made hi

shouldn ascertain that authority should o
pressî not be given this committee ex

y to examine witnesses on oath ?

IO". MR. KAULBACH-I thin

that is contained in one of the motions
put. The committee have that power by
statute.

THE SPEAKER-It is not in the
motion.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
think it is provided for in the statute. It
is a private Bill, and I think that the
committee has the right to administer
the oath without any authority from the
House. I think the hon. gentleman
should have looked at it.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-I have just
followed the practise of the Senate on
other occasions.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Is
this in the same form as resolutions of
this character on previous occasions?

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I think it is.
I followed precedents.

The motion was agreed to.

PUBLIC LOAN BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the third reading of Bill (21), "An Act
to authorize the raising by way of loan of
certain sums of money required for the
Public Service. "

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.

NORTH WESTERN BANK BILL,

SECOND READ1NG.

HON. MR. VIDAL in the absence of
Hon. Mr. Allan, moved the second read-
ing of Bill (F) "An Act to amend the
Act Incorporating the North-Western
Bank." He said-In the absence of the
Hon. Mr. Gibbs, from indisposition, which
I am sure we all regret, I beg to move the
second reading of this Bill. It is a very
simple measure, having but two provisions;

r one to change the name of the corpora-
- tion, and the other to allow it to have its

chief office for business either in Winnipeg
or Toronto, as the directors of the said

k Company may desire. There is nothing

NyortA * estern ,hanic BQ.
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at all peculiar, or that needs explanation
in the Bill.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

CIVIL SERVICE ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL

IN COMMITTEL

The House
mittee of the
Act to amend
Act, 1882."

resolved itself into com-
whole on Bill (B), "An
the Canada Civil Service

HoN. MR. HAYTHORNE from
the committee, reported progress, and
asked leave to sit again to-morrow.

BILL INTRODUcED.

Bill (G), " An Act further to amend
the Post Office Act of 1875." (Sir Alex.
Campbell).

The Senate adjourned at 5.30 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, March, 13, 183.

The SPEAKER took the chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (H), "An Act further to amend
the Interpretation Act."-(Sir Alex. Camp-
bell.)

Bill (I) "An Act to Incorporate the
Canadian Rapid Telegraph Company,
limited."-(Mr. Carvell.)

HON. MR. CARVELL moved that the
Bill to Incorporate the Canadian Rapid
Telegraph Company be read the second
time on Friday next.

HON. MR. MILLER suggested that it
would be better to postpone the second
reading until some time next week. The
hon. gentleman had not given due notice
of his intention to present the Bill this

HoN. MR. VIDAI.

session, and it was well to have the second
reading postponed, in order that parties
interested should have an opportunity of
knowing that the Bill was before the
Senate.

HON. MR. CARVELL-When thi4
Bill was before the Committee on Stand-
ing Orders and Private Bills with the peti-
tion, wrhich was necessarily without notice,
the Committee made a condition pre-
cedent to reporting it that such notice as
was possible should be given, and on con-
sulting gentlemen who, I thought, were
better posted in such matters than I was,
we decided to send a telegram to the
Anglo Canadian Company, the onlY
agents of the Company that I know of 011
this side of the water. That telegraIl1
was sent last Thursday, informing thern
that a Bill of this nature would be intrO-
duced here yesterday. The CompanY
having cable communication with the
province in which I reside have had suf1-
cient notice, but I have no objection tO
adopting the suggestion of my hon. frield
from Richmond.

The Bill was ordered for second read-
ing on Tuesday next.

SUPERANNUATION ACTS AMEN'
MENT BILL

IN CoMMITTEE.

The House went into committee cf the
whole on Bill (C), " An Act to amend and
consolidate the Acts relating to the super-
annuation of persons employed in the
Civil Service of Canada."

In the committee,

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
that in the administration of the Super
annuation Acts certain difficulties had
arisen from time to time regarding the
persons to whom they were intended to
apply. These difficulties had been brought
up chiefly before the Treasury Board and it
was in order to reniove them in the future
that this Bill had been, for the princiPal
part, framed. The sub-sections of the first
clause defined the persons to whom the
Bill should apply, and were the paragrapho
which were new in the measure, so far a
the legislation of the Senate was concer-
ed. The first sub-section was as follows '

1061 Acký.



nA"de - oficers, clerks and employés in or
tive Gve several Departnents of the Execu-
and tOVernient wlio are paid a yearly salary.

ect 0 2 lion, "The Caniada Civil Service
r a , applies, and who in case they were

atr pPointed after the coming into force of
*ith its , Were or are appointed in conforiity

provisions.
That Would include the great bulk ofpubli servants who, for the most part, arePaid yearly salaries and who do comeUlider the Canada Civil Service Act.
The motion was agreed to.

an the second sub-section which wasas folows:

th~ •e such officers, clerks and employés of
ery ccond or outside division of the Civil

Act, , whoni " The Canada Civil Service
e n' andoes fot ap ly, and who are ei-

l'eaerd in an e8tabîislie, capaci ty, and paid a
r4ayf salarY as the Governor-in-Councilfrom . time to time, designate.

'tha • SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL saidtio ere were a certain class of persons
. were called the "outside service."

that tmittee might not be aware
and a he Civil Service Act, as framed

i dministered for many years, did noticlude the outside service, although it was
see nally imtended that it should. This
o0Id sub-section was to make the
in$cers Of the outside service, if employed
i1ean established capacity and paid a
Gea.y salary, eligible to this pension if the
ht. 0ernor--Council should see fit. The
Bel member from De Lanaudière (Mr.
th erose) had asked how this would effect
it ardens and chaplains of penitentiaries:
tow d enable the Governor-in-Council
if 1apPly the provisions of the Act to them

'hOuld be thought fit.

o - a. MASSON asked what
Penit be done in case the chaplain of a
the ntiary should be withdrawn from
the Service, not by his own desire, but by
depecclesiastical authorities ? Would that
hadvle hirm of any consideration at the

sd8 Of the Government?

if th R. POWER wished to know
the ersub-section applied to employees on
who railways-conductors for instance,
Whos are a most deserving class of officers,
are i luties are very onerous, and who
froe tia great many cases obliged to retire

e service, owing to injuries, or ill-

Act. 1or

health caused by exposure in the discharge
of their duties.
they were paid
term " yearly
out.

He did not know whether
yearly salaries : if not the

salary " would shut them

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL
said with reference to the chaplains of
penitentiaries, that the difficulty to which
attention had been called had already
arisen withreference to two,the chaplain in
the Kingston Penitentiary and the chap-
lain at St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary.
In the former case it was found that an
order had been passed granting a pension;
in the latter, when the point arose it was
found almost impossible to deai with the
case of a chaplain who might be removed
by ecclesiastical authority, as at St. Vin
cent de Paul, and in consequence of
that the right to contribute to the
Superannuation Fund was withdrawn
from the chaplain at Kingston, and
the amount which hehad paid wasreturned
with interest. The warden of a peni-
tentiary would be eligible if the
Government was pleased to place him
on the list. If he (Sir Alex. Campbell) was
asked to go further into the case of the
chaplains, he would say the chances
were that the Government would be con-
strained to prevent them from contribut-
ing to the Superannuation Fund for the
reasons which he had already mentioned.
With reference to the higher officers on
Government railways, they might be put
on the list, if the Governor-in-Council
should so determine, but the Government
did not think it advisable to allow persons
employed by the month, such as con-
ductors and subordinates to consider that
they were permanent officers of the
Government.

HoN. MR. MASSON thought that per-
sons in the military branch of the service,
such as storekeepers and paymasters, were
entitled to as much consideration as any
employees of the Government. He
believed the Government had disposed
of the cases of the Adjutants-General and
Brigade Majors, by limiting the term of
their service on the staff to five years.

HoN. SIR ALEX CAMPBELL said it
was correct that they had so decided
with reference to the staff officers. It
had been found that the plan of keeping
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such officers permanently on the staff was
working injuriously to the service, and,
therefore, it was thought desirable to
introduce the rotation system in force in
England, making a change every five
years, and that was inconsistent with
giving a superannua,tion allowance. With
reference to the storekeepers and pay-
masters, no decision had been arrived
at by the Government; the Govern-
ment could place them on the list
of those contributing to the Civil Service
Superannuation Fund if the matter should
be brought up and that course should be
deemed advisable.

HON. MF. MASSON, suggested that it
would be easier to form an opinion on the
subject if the Government had been pre-
pared to state their decision as to the
manner in which they would deal with
those officers.

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
it was inconvenient to discuss in a way
which was not decisive, the claims of those
individuals. It would have been im-
possible for the Government to have
prepared a list of those to whom the Act
should apply, because sometimes those
cases came up without sufficient informa-
tion to enable the Government to arrive
at a decision without making further
inquiry. All he could say was that the
persons to whom the Act would be made
to apply would be mentioned from time to
time in the public accounts, and the

1 f

taking a very wide range, indeed, tO
leave the whole question of the outside
service to the discretion of the Governor-
in-Council.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said it
was not quite the whole outside service,
but all to whom the Canada Civil Service
Act does not apply. It was suggested tO
make it a provision in the Bill that
a list of those persons should be laid o1
the tables of both Houses of Parliament
so that members might have their attention
particularly called to the mode in which
the Act was applied by the Government.
He saw no objection to laying such a list
on the table, but the difficulty was to pre-
pare a list of persons to whom this Bil
would apply beforehand. In the first place
there was want of time ; in the next place
there was want of information, and it
would necessarily be a very imperfect list
for both reasons. There was no desire at
all to withdraw the matter from the
control of Parliament; on the contrary, as
far as the ease and comfort of the Govern-
ment were concerned they would rather
have the sanction of Parliamentin advance-
If it was thought desirable he would frane
a provision to the effect that no pers--n
should be put upon this list from and after
the ist of July next, whose name and
services have .not been placed in the
schedules laid before Parliament, and
remained unobjected to for so manY
days.

matter would bue suUject LU the coILIU o HON. MF MASSON considered tht
Parliament. this Chamber should know the principk5

HoN. MR. MILLER thought it would upon which the Government propose tO
be very difficult for the Government to act in future-not whether this particulX
furnish a complete list of all those t officer or that particular officer would have
whom, under this second sub-section, the a right to a superannuation allowanCe,
Act should apply, but he did not think it but whether such a class of oficers w0 uld
would be at all impossible to present a have the right to superannuation. This
very full list. The objection to this information might easily be given to the
clause was that it left too much to be House before taking the final stages 011
done by the Governor-in-Council, which this Bill, and then they would kno<
was the most objectionable of all legisla- exactlywhattheyweredoing. Heagreed
tion. It was divesting Parliament of its with the Hon. Minister of Justice that
powers and handing them over to the Gov- was exceedingly difficuit to prepare
ernor-in-Council. He did not see why a corect list to be laid before Parliamelit
large class of those officers should not be this session.
included in the Bill, and a discretionary
power after that might be left to the HON. MR PLUMB said that the
Government to add others, as they might superannuation list could be found in the
consider necessarya; but he thought it was public accounts every year.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL
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.ON MR. POWER suggested that the
tinister of Justice should frame an addi-
t'on to this sub-section, which would pro-Vide that the Government should lay onthe table of Parliament each Session, a listOf the employees who would come underthe Provisions of this Act.

pON. MR. SCOTT thought before
Poceeding to the next clause, it might be
the r to make an enquiry as to whether
ato Overnment had arrived at any policy
u tO the mode of calculating the superan-

y ation with regard to the outside service.
y instance, a man who had served 20
noth'in the outside service, and had paid
WOng to the Superannuation Fund,
on thin five years from now be placed
per te Superannuation list; would his
Period date only from the five years, or
bOti it date 25 years back ; or on what
dide Would his superannuation be
th-5 dd? It was verv important to decide
befinasmuch as the fund should not
r. oaded down with charges that were not

s iginally contemplated. He could readily
tee that in the future the fund would
forne to be a very serious tax. The
ogures in the return which the hon. leader
th the Government had brought down to

th House the previous day show that the
Superannuation Fund was swelling veryetely in proportion every year. From
wYear 1874 to 1879, the total increase
R88 in round numbers, $4 5 ,ooo-an aver-

Sincrease of about $9,ooo a year.
ing thé last three years, from 1879 to

the 2ccording to the return submitted to
fro Ouse yesterday, it had increased
o 13,00o, to $16o,ooo-in other

Wods the increase during the last three
Ceed had been as great as that of the pre-
to n five years, and if they were going
thi ad the fund down still further with
it dlvilege given to the outside service
sup be a very serious tax. In 1873 the
duCannuation contribution had been re-
a 0f one-half, which was, in his opinion,
it hgrea mistake, and since that time
Tl'his sbeen running in arrears steadily.
N'as 1 Ject of pensions was not one that
in Caned upon with any degree of favor
annIual a, and the amount chargeable
Withi Y against this fund should be kept
the s.e reasonable proportion, or else
evejrties who were to benefit by it
lore 1îy Should be made to contributeargely to the fund. He would like
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to know whether the Government had laid
down any principle to guide them in the
superannuation of employees where the
parties had contributed to the fund for
only a limited term.

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
that the matter had been considered and
in some cases had been acted upon even
under the old Act, in such a case as had
been suggested by his hon. friend, where
a man had 20 years of service, and where
he was put in a position to contribute and
did contribute for five years. he was super-
annuated on the average of his three last
years' salary, and he was made to con-
tribute bis percentage for the whole 25
years.

HON. MR. SCOTT-In a lump sum
or deducted from his superannuation ?

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
it was deducted from his superannua-
tion allowance so as to-bring himn up to
the period of his first year's service. It
had been done in the case of the deputy
warden of the Kingston Penitentiary who
had been contributing for a few years,
before his superannuation, and the amount
he should have paid during the whole
period was deducted from the first pay-
ment to him. The hon. gentleman from
Hamilton (Mr. MacInnes), who was a
member of the Civil Service commission,
knew the condition of the Superannuation
Fund better than he did, and in the report
that gentleman had presented to the House
as chairman of the commission two or
three years ago, the fund was described as
being in a prosperous condition.

HoN. MR. MAcINNES said with re-
ference to the charge upon the revenue of
the country for superannuation allowance,
he might say that the statements that were
annually laid on the table of the House
of Commons were rather of a misleading
character. They did not correctly convey
the actual working of the Superannuation
Act. The Civil Service Commission had
entered into a very careful calculation as
to the working of the Act ; it was made
out by experienced accountants, and the
result showed that instead of its being a
charge upon the revenue the superannu.
ation allowance had actually been a gain,
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these gains arising from the indirect bene-
fits of the working of the Act.

HON. MR. SCOTT asked how much
was contributed last year.

HON. MR. MAcINNES said he had
not looked at the figures, but he had sent
for the report, and he would be able to
explain very clearly to the House from it
how the Act had operated.

The consideration of the sub-section was
allowed to stand for further discussion.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the adoption of the third sub-section.

HON. MR. POWER said the ques-
tion had arisen as to whether the officials
of the House of Commons and Senate
were liable to contribute to the Civil Ser-
vice Fund. His impression was that of
late years they had not been contributing,
and if they were to receive the benefit of
the fund they should contribute to it.
The wording of this clause left a doubt as
to whether it included the officers of the
Library of Parliament, and he suggested
an amendment to the sub-section to in-
clude officers of the Library of Parliament.

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
that formerly the contributions to the fund
for the employees of the House of Com-
mons had been charged against the con-
tingencies of the House, and the Senate
had adopted the same system, but atten-
tion having been called to the matter it
had been stopped in both Houses, and the
clerks now pay their own superannuation
fees. He had no objection to the amend-
ment proposed by the hon. gentleman
from Halifax.

HON. MR. POWER asked how the
officers of the printing department were
appointed and whether they were clerks
of either House.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL replied
that some were officers of one House
and some of the other. He suggested
that it would be better to have the clause
read-" the permanent officers of the
Senate and House of Commons, and the
permanent officers and servants employed
in the Library of Parliament." He thought
that Would cover it.

HoN. MR. SCOTT here read from the
statement which had been placed in his
hands, and which showed that from 1870,
to 1882, the revenue from the Super-
annuation Fund had actually fallen instead
of increasing, though no doubt a mucb
larger number of persons were at present
employed. In 1871, the receipts were
$49,ooo; while in 1881, they were on11
some $46,ooo. In detail the receipt
each year were given as follows :-

1870-71 ... ........ ..........
1871-72..................
1872-73 ..... .................
1873-74 (which was the year in

which it dropped) ........
1874-75 ........... ...........
1875-76 .......................
1876-77 ....... ..........
1877-78.... ...................
1878-79..... ...... ...........
1879-80 .......................
1880-81 ........... ......
1881-82.......................

$49,000
53,000
54,000

34,000
36,000
38,000
40,000
41,000
41,000
43,000
44,000
46,000

In 1870 the charges upon the suin were
very nearly met by the receipts, vhich
mightalmost be said tohavecontinued until
1873, that booming year. He wondered
how the hon. gentleman from HamiltOî'f
(Mr. MacInnes), could justify the observ
tion which he had made, though he ha
qualified his remarks by stating that 0
number of officers were got rid of on the
assumption that they were no longe'
equal to their duty. He, (Mr. Scott), had
his doubts about the correctness of such a
statement, and knew many instances la
which officers in the public service had
greatly improved their condition after
being retired. In fact, being thro''
upon their own resources had made their
fortunes. He complained that the places
of superannuated officers had been sub-
sequently filled, in many instances, bl
the appointment of others at higher
figures, which accounted for the undulY
swollen expenditure.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL askC
if the hon. gentlemen thought the Per
centage should be put up to the old rate?

HON. MR. SCOTT said it should at a
events be so arranged that it would Io
unduly tax the revenue of tme countryl
it was now paid out of the consolidatiOn
fund, the sum of $12o,ooo having bece
paid last year towards that list from

HON. MR. MACINNES.
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revenue of the country, while the contri-
butions to the fund were only $46,ooo.

TH"E SPEAKER asked what was the
tunt paid on account of superannua-

3IoN. MR. SCOTT said it was $16319. The receipts and expenditure on
u Of the fund were as follows :-

Receipts. Expend-
1870.71 iture.

1871.72 .... .............. $49,000 $12,880
1872-73 - --. ............ ... 53,000 38,000
1873.4, •.... ...... 54,000 53,000

ý'vWhen the percentagege payable was reduced
187.751 a ............ .... 34.000
1875,76 ..... ............. 36,000
1876-77 ................. 38,000
1877 · ·...... 41,000
1879-80.''.-..-...... ....... 41,000
1880 ·.. . ... 43,000
188-82 ........ .......... 40000

. . . . . . . . . . . . . 46,000

lce thought the statement needed no
aInmnt, the figures were very significant,
consd e thought the Government should
OUgh der whether this superannuation tax

t not to be raised.

IONa MR. MASSON said there werereY reasons which contributed to the
it W t expenditure, but in some instances
do ld1be difficult to keep this fund
WOUl e thought if the GovernmentCivil 8 observe the provisions of the

Vice Act, which they themselves
Ceas for, and replaced superannuated

loes by others who should begin at the
efret salary, they would in the end
the Ac saving through the operation of

erlb The position taken by the hon.
wOuldr from Hamilton (Mr. MacInnes),long en prove itself to be true, but so
0$cers the superannuation is given to
ocers avmg high salaries, and those
eqal are replaced by others receiving an
the arnount, it cannot but follow that
ernexPenditure will increase. The Gov-

by st should fill the higher vacancies
lece rotion of junior officers, without
the yaril giving the officers so promoted

Sipea aries of those who have been
rnnuated.

9es MR. MAcINNES said he did not
the correctness of the figuresby the hon. gentleman from Ot-

64,000
77,000

111,000
104.000
106,000
127,000
147,000
160,000

Act. li

tawa, (Mr. Scott), but those figures were
incomplete. He then read the following
figures to show the working of the Super-
annuation Act from its commencement
down to the time at which the report of
the Civil Service Commissioners was
written, which dealt with the decade im-
mediately preceding that date. The sav-
ing during that time, in the various de
partment, was as follows:

Finance ...... .............. $48,548 73
Agriculture.... ........... 18,000 10
Inland Revenue.... ....... 42,570 00
Public Works ............ 21,000 00
Marine and Fisheries ....... 30,263 00
Secretary of State........... 5,482 00
Interior.. ................. 6,893 00
Customs ...... ............. 177,398 73
Justice ............. ..... 8,100 00
Privy Council.............. 2,436 00
Governor General's Office... 703 00

or a total saving of $361,423.88. Against
which, however, they had to place losses
in the following departments, viz. :

Railways ...... ...... ...... $23,000 00
Militia and Defence......... .3.725 00
Post Office................. 6,107 00

Total.............. $32,000 00

leaving a net gain during the ten years of
$328,566.18. These figures could be
found in the appendix to the report of
the commission, and they were the result
of careful calculation, jnade without preju-
dice, and showing the exact working of
the superannuation system. The figures
of the hon. gentleman from Ottawa, while
quite correct so far as they went, did not
show the whole of the facts, as was the
case with the figures prepared by the com-
mission.

HON. MR. SCOTT then referred to
the case of the superannuation of Mr. W.
B. Simpson, ex-collector of Customs at
Montreal, who received a superannuation
allowance of $3,15o, and who was suc-
ceeded by the present incumbent at a
salary of $4,ooo, thus entailing an expend-
iture of $7,150 against $4,500, which the
country paid two years ago. It was in
this way that the large sums shown in the
public accounts were to be explained.
They entailed a very much larger tax upon
the general revenues of the country than
was ever contemplated when the system
was inaugurated, for it was then supposed
that the fund would be nearly, if not, alto-
gether self-supporting.

&&perannuation [Macai 13, 1883.]
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HoN. MR. PLUMB said that the pay-
ments for superannuation in 1873-74 were
$61,442 while in 1878-79 they were $113,-
531, showing an increase during the per-
iod when the friends of the hon. gentle-
man from Ottawa had the control of that
fund, of $52,ooo ; whereas the difference
between the figures of 1878-79 and those
of 81-82, was some $50,ooo, or several
thousand dollars less increase under the
present administration. There were 379
pensioners drawing from the Superannua-
tion Fund, among whom about $16o,ooo
were distributed, showing a very small
average payment to each individual. It
never was intended by any Government
that the Civil Service should bear the ex-
pense of paying their own pensions,
and instanced the investigation in
England, about 1857, into the Act,
which resulted in releasing the Civil
Service there from these contributions,
the Government not wishing the service
to have a vested right to such a fund.
He considered the salaries of the civil
servantsof Canada were alreadylowenough
and opposed the argument of the last
speaker, that the service should be com-
pelled to maintain such a list. He referred
to the charge of the hon. gentleman from
Ottawa that the payments under the fund
had been largely augmented for the pur-
pose of making vacancies, which assertion
he considered unwarranted. He also
noticed that hon. gentleman's remark as
to the probability of the fund assuming in
future years proportions similiar to the
pension list of the United States. That
list, as last published, amounted to
$54,296,ooo, which, divided by 10, to
make allowance for the difference in popu-
lation, would give a proportionate pension
list for Canada of $5,429,6oo, while the*
actual expenditure here was about $1 6o,ooo.

HON. MR. SCQTT- You are including
the military pensions ?

HON. MR. PLUMB said that the hon.
gentleman had spoken of the United
States Pension List. He (Mr. Plumb)
considered that civil servants who had
served the country faithfully, and too often
for very small salaries, might very fairly be
given a pension for their old age. He
admitted there might be some half dozen
cases like that of Mr. Simpson, quoted by
the hon. gentleman, where the retiring

ATE.] Act8.

allowance was large, but'the majority 0<
annuitants received very small sums, and
their original salaries were also very 101;
yet $40,ooo of the $16o,ooo expended
under that fund was contributed
by the Service, so that they realll
got from the Government only $120,'
ooo, and he could not understand the
drift of the argument used by the hoO•
gentleman from Ottawa, if he did not il'
tend that the officials should pay for this
fund, which would certainly remove the
only present advantage of being in the
service. He felt that the allowances were
not large enough, and would be glad to
see them increased, but still he consider
ed that the hon. gentleman had failed tO
make a point against the Government for
increasing the expenditure under the
fund. Reference could not be made tO S
previous debate, but objections had been
made to those who came to the Senate
with figures taken from the blue book'
Well, they did not invent their facts 0o
his side of the House, and therefore they
must have an authority, and they preferre
to take the blue books.

HON. MR. SCOTT said the statements
which he had made were entirely dra""
from the figures placed in his hands by
the leader of the Government in th"
House.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL--They
are not contradicted.

HON. MR. SCOTT said the conclusi0P
which had been drawn from them '«0
that in the earlier years, when this fUpd
was created, the Government, by Act O
Parliament, had required that four Pe
cent, (in some cases less), should be par
to that fund, and that while that proporti0o
was paid the fund was large enough. The
point he had made was that in 1873, t
present Government, who were then 1
power, reduced the amount payable to
fund and, so far as he knew, without a!'
presspre upon them to make the reducton'
The disproportion from year to year be
tween receipts and expenditures had sille
become greater, until they reached the
figures which he had quoted.

HON. MR ALMON said he would have
been very much appalled by the figurt
stated by the leader of the OppositioO
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edid not remember that only the other

fi that hon. gentlemen, in quoting
do rs, was only a hundred millions of

sout.

h 1 n"• MR. SCOTT-I was not onered millions out. I stated that the
Ceprts of the United States had one
ar reached a thousand millions of dol-
and II have since looked up the figures
dred find that they were over nine hun-

'ilhions.
--

Mem" • MR. ALMON said he also re-
place ered that when the debate took
gent eon the railroad question the hon.
Sout an asserted that the income of the
ththhern Pacific Railway was more than
theovenue f all the other railroads in

e nited States put together. He re-
h' bered other instances in which theeae gentleman was out to a considerable
erlt in his figures, and therefore he (Mr.e1 01) was not frightened at those state-
tos. The hon. gentleman was given
habigurative speaking, and was in the
lio ' Of throwing about hundreds of mil-
bes Il a reckless way, which older mem-
but Ofthe Senate were accustomed to,

en Wh1  had a tendency to appal younger
that th here was nothing at all strange
had i te amount paid for superannuations
crea increased ; it was likely to go on in-
heahng from year to year until those who
Theen superannuated had passed away.
cause o gentleman had stated that the

Of this increase was that the Gov-
Who ha wanted to find offices for persons

d served them well.

• MR. SCOTT-Hear, hear!

u MR. ALMON supposed it was
Ulght amelntary to impute motives. He
b tas Well attribute the course pursued
aY he hon. gentleman on this subject to
nlotvSire to punish the Civil Service for

ting as he wished in the late elections.

Pher• MR.. POWER said the atmos-
Oerhaf the Senate, as a rule, was serene,

Se t serene, and he was glad to
eMbe te importation of a few younger

l'et s fron the other branch of Parlia-
hic had introduced a little of the fire

e accompanied discussions there.
aki hon- gentleman from Niagara, in

ng his calculations, had credited the

figures for 1878-79 altogether to the late
Administration. He must have been
aware that during the latter half of that
period, the present Administration were
in power, and made a good many
superannuations, with the very object
which had been mentioned by the hon.
member from Ottawa. If the Govern
ment were to learn any lesson from this
discussion, it was that embodied in the
remarks of the hon. gentleman from Mille-
Iles (Mr. Masson), that if the Act had been
applied according to the original intention
this discrepancy between the receipts from
the contributions of civil servants and
the amounts paid out would not have
arisen. In the printed return which had
b)een placed on the desks of members he
noticed two or three items which showed
the character of these superannuations.
He found under the head of the House of
'Commons that J. P. Leprohon, assistant
clerk, who had been in receipt of a salary
of $2,300, was superannuated with a re-
tiring allowance of $1,543.92, the cause
assigned being ill-heath. He had met
Mr. Leprohon on the streets recently and
had found him very active and in ex-
cellent health. He had been replaced by
a member of Parliament who had served
the party faithfully for a long time. Per-
haps there was no connection between
these facts, but it was a little singular that
the new official received a salary of $2,-

400. In that case there was a loss of
over $1,6oo to the country.

HON. MR. MACINNES-It is not a
dead loss ; you must remember that the
gentleman who has received the appoint-
ment contributes to the superannuation
fund.

HON. MR. POWER said it was only
two per cent. and was not worth mention-
ing. In that very same department, two
years previously, there had been a super-
annuation of a similiar kind; the Clerk
of the House had been superannuated,
though he was apparently quite capable
of discharging the duties of the office.

HqN. MR. MACINNES said that those
instances worked against the superannua-
tion fund, but there were numerous other
instances which worked the other way.
If the hon. gentleman would refer to the
statement prepared last year, he would

ÀYuperannuation Act8. 1'1ý
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find that the Superannuation Act instead
of being a loss to the country had been a
gain.

HON. MR. POWER knew that those
calculations were often fearfully and
wonderfully made, and puzzled simple
people, but the facts which he had stated
were on the face of the return.

HON. MR. MAcINNES-But you did
not read the whole of the facts.

HON. MR. POWER said the hon.
member from Ottawa had read the whole
of the figures; he (Mr. Power), was giv-
ing some of the facts which accounted for
those figures. If the principle laid down
by the hon. member for Mille-Isles had
been adopted in the House of Commons;
supposing it had been desirable to super-
annuate Mr. Leprohon, (which it was not)
the vacancy should have been filled by
promoting some official already in the
service, and the country would have been
saved the loss which it had sus-
tained. In the Department of Inland
Revenue, Mr. McLean Stewart, a Crown
Timber Agent, whose salary was $2,6oo
had been superannuated with a retiring
allowance of $1,82o, and his successor
received $2,ooo. In the same department
A. J. Russell, also a crown timber agent,
and receiving the same salary, was super-
annuated with a retiring allowance of the
same amount, and was replaced by an
officer drawing a salary of $2,ooo. In
the department of Customs, W. H. Kitt-
son, a collector of Customs, with a salary
of $2,6oo, was superannuated with a
retiring allowance of $1,82o, and his suc-
cessor receives a salary of $2,6oo. In
the same department, G. B. Spencer, a
collector, with a salary of $2,6oo, was
retired with an allowance of $1,664, and
his place was filled by an official who
draws $3,ooo, $400 more than Mr.
Spencer had received.

HON. MR. MAcINNES.-What was the
increased amount of business transacted
at that port ?

HoN. MR. POWER-I did not think
there was much between the retirement of
one official and the appointment of the
other.

HON. MR. MAcINNES-That appoilt
ment was at Winnipeg, and the increase
in the Revenue there was extraordinary.
The duties of the Collector at the port
Winnipeg, are exceedingly arduous.

HON. MR. POWER said there Was
another Collector, W. A. Stephens, whOe
salary had been $700, who was granted
retiring allowance of $434 : his successor
was appointed at a salary of $700. Then
in the office of the Secretary of the GO"
ernor General, the Chief Clerk, Mr. John
Kidd, who had been in receipt of $
salary of $2,300, was given a retirin4
allowance of $1,564, and his succesgo
received $2,2oo. He, (Mr. Power), ha
seen Mr. Kidd last year, and he appeared
to be then a healthy and active man. A"
idea had suggested itself to him fron the
remarks made by the hon. member fr0o0
Mille-Iles, and some other hon. gentleliel'
-- that if the Government were to me
this same fund also contribute to the suly
port of the families of persons who diedin
the service, the contributions might bc
increased to at least four per cent.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL did
not think that either the last speaker Of
the hon. member from Ottawa had PO
sufficient attention to the statement nmadt
by the hon. member from Hamilton W1t
reference to the facts ascertained by
Civil Service Commission. The case
Mr. Simpson was referred to for the P
pose of showing how adversely it
worked against the public revenue.
was quite true in that instance, but Wh .
the Commission had done was to investi-
gate and report upon the working of the
Act for ten years. That result was sho
to be a saving to the country. He
attention to the second sub-section of the
fourth section, which provides that 0
civil servant shall be superannuated Unlo
the Treasury Board reports that he
eligible within the meaning of this E
and that such superannuation will be
the public interest. This rule was
down for the express purpose of secu"-
an economical administration of
Superannuation Act, and he hoped W.
believed that the Treasury Board WO
exercise great care in recommend
superannuations.

The clause was adopted, as amendé

HoN. MR. MACINNES,
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On the r2th section.

MR. POWER thought the
elage did not convey the desired

TIleng. As it stood, it would excludePersons who had been in the employ of
'lovernments of Prince Edward

Pro -dand British Columbia béfore those
gestvinces entered the Union. He sug-
pro .n that the words " before such

ovmee became a portion of such
<b nIon" should be substituted for

r fore the coming into force of the
sh North America Act of 186 7. "

to "N. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL agreed
te amendment.

The clause as amended was adopted.

b On the 15th clause " Annual return to
enmade to Parliament."

. MR. POWER thought it would
better to indicate more clearly the time

ose returns should be laid beforearliaent, and the return should state,
ad 1tion to other particulars, the age

length of service of the persons
rpeannuated. The clause should also

Provide that the returns should be laid on
h table within fifteen days after the

enng of Parliament in each year.

he uN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
had no objection to the proposed

ments.

an e clause was amended accordingly,agreed to.

nloN. MR. POWER said he would
e lay before the Committee the strongest
4c1en¢e of his confidence in the present
wo nent by proposing a clause which

sok authoriee the Government to make
Se erovision for the families of those
erPlOyees who died in the service.

he lN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
o Would be very apt to lose whatever
f ence he had in the hon. gentleman

a .. alifax if he insisted on such an
could ent as that. Such a provision
he not be interjected into this Bill, and

could not accept it.

geO' MR. MILLER said that the hon.
tlran from Halifax knew very well

e amendment could not be accepted,

and he had only suggested it to have an
opportunity of showing his confidence in
the Government.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that sub-section two of clause one be
adopted.

HON. MR. MASSON wished to know
before the Committee rose, if the hon.
Minister of Justice would be able to give
the House some idea of the principles
which were to guide the Government in
the application of this Bill before it
passed its final stage. The Government
should be prepared, when asking Parlia-
ment to vote for this measure, to say to what
classes of officers it would be applied.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
he would endeavor to make a statement,
if it could be made, though he saw great
difficulty in preparing it.

The sub-section was agreed to.

HON. MR. VIDAL from the committee,
reported the Bill with several amend-
ments.

The amendments were concurred in,
and the Bill was ordered for third reading
to-morrow.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (16) "An Act to incorporate the
Central Bank of Canada." (Mr. Simp-
son.)

The Senate adjourned at 5.30 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, March 14, 1883.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

SUPERANNUATION ACT CONSOLI.
DATION AND AMENDMENT

BILL.

THIRD READING.

The Order of the day having been read
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for the third reading Bill (C), " An Act to
amend and consolidate the Acts relating
to the superannuation of persons employed
in the Civil Service of Canada."

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-In
answer to a suggestion made yesterday by
my hon. friend from Mille-Iles, I said I
should endeavor to make some statement
to-day as to the principle on which this
Bill would be applied. The principle to
be adopted by the Government is very
much as it is developed in the clauses of
the Bill-that is, it is to apply to persons
who are paid an annual salary, officers
whose cases have met with the favorable
consideration of the Treasury Board as
well as the favorable consideration of the
chiefs of the departments. I am not able
to specify the classes of servants to which
the Bill will apply. Indeed there has not
been time to form an opinion which would
be of any value to the House, or of any
service to my hon. friend as to what
classes the Bill would be applied to.
I could only make a loose statement on
the subject ; for the reason I have men-
tioned I am not able to make an accurate
one. The Government desire in this Bill
to practise, as the Bill shows, very careful
economy; it will make it necessary for the
Treasury Board in every case to consider
the claims of the persons who come for
superannuation, and to satisfy themselves
that the person is entitled to it by law.
Under the general language of the Act,
and with this restriction, and with the
information I am glad to give, that the
Government desire to carry out the object
of the measure in the most economi-
cal way possible, I do not know that I can
give any more accurate information, or
specific information as to the classes of
servants to whom it may be applied. A
classification might be prepared that could
be laid on the tables of both Houses
during the next session of Parliament, at
all events whether the classification is
prepared or not, a list of the individuals
dealt with during the vacation wou!d,
under the law, have to be laid on the
tables of both Houses. There might also
be a classification, and I shall endeavor to
have one prepared against next session.
With this explanation I move the third
reading of the Bill.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.

POST OFFICE ACT AMENDMEN
BILL.

SECOND READING.

TheOrder of the daybeingread-secolnd
reading of Bill (G), "An Act further tO
amend the Post Office Act, 1875.

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said:
This Bill has for its object the preventioln
of the use of our post offices for the pUr'
poses of circulating information, or letters
or applications connected with illegal
lotteries. The occasion for the Bill ha5
arisen in St. Stephens, N. B., where soffie
persons have established thernselves for
the purpose of dealing in lotteries which
are to be drawn in the United State
The provision which is found in this 131
exists in the post office law of the United
States. Parties there cannot circulate 11'
formation or letters respecting lotteries
through the mails of the United State-5

but if mailed in Canada, as we have 0
such law on our statute books they are sent
through the United States post offices il
that way. The United States mails are
obliged to take the letters because theY
come from a foreign post office. This
Act will only apply to illegal lotteries, an
the clauses are taken verbatim frorn the
United States Post Office Act.

The motion was agreed to, and the 13ill
was read the second time.

THE NICHOLSON DIVORCE BILI

FIRST REPORT OF THE COMMITTEF-

The Order of the day having been read
for consideration of the first report of the
Select Committee on Bill " D," " An Act
for the Relief of Peter Nicholson."

HoN. MR. MACFARLANE said: The
Committee to whom this matter has been
referred have deemed it necessary to have
the services of a shorthand reporter tW
enable the testimony to be taken do1
rapidly and transcribed by means of a tYPC
writer for the use of the Committee.

. HoN. MR. MILLER-I do not propOS
to oppose the adoptioh of the report, bu
I think my hon. friend is to be congrattj
lated on having asked the permission
the House for the Committee to enplof

Dicorce BiU.[SENATE.]



s ee hand writer. That course has no
I thinkterto adopted by other committees.
1 ittee gis an irregularity that any Com-
te'If this House should take upon

thel.outes to employ reporters and pay
sant of the contingencies without the
havingb and authority of the Senate
also t been previously obtained. I wish

Of the 11 the attention of the Chairman
' e omittee to the fact that some

Phange -light be made in the mode of
oftkiing this duty. The present modepenstking evidence is unnecessarily ex-

don% t as the practice has been to takeSse the question as well as the answer.
1ot be o reason why the evidence should
Presen taken down in narrative form, andsated to the House in that condensed
to the bt Only adds to the expense and
the oulk f the evidence, as well as to
q esti ule Of perusing it, by reporting the
out th. s as well as the answers. I throw
I hopS suggestion to my hon. friend, and
Of t the matter will receive the attentionhe COinjttee.

the e •MR. MACFARLANE-No doubt
n ideuce as previously taken has been

haessrily expensive, and the matter
Cn raY engaged the attention of theittee.

R Mii. BOTSFORD-The practice
the a e to take the question as well as
easet swer in reporting evidence in those
tha 'sé and fromi my recollection I think
the the course which was pursued in

Weal liouse Of Lords, when they had toIr, anth such matters. I think also that
O'ir ta7 case Of unestablished precedent
shul ding rules require that reference

s e had to the proceedings of the
desirablf Lords. I think it would be
the . e, urnder those circumstances, that
or inlittee should not act upon their
resolutisPonsibility in the matter, but a
ehairua'n should be passed directing thethe sanct' to apply to the Senate to obtain
the roodeIn of the House with regard totnOde or proceeding. It has been the
that boh practice in the House of Lords,taken Ot question and answer should beandc and reported to the House.

within 't ' MILLER-That is a matter
id the discretion of the Committee,
in t not come under our rule.gIne us to proceed according to the

3 Divor eBll. 117

customs of the House of Lords. Our
practice is different altogether from that
of the House of Lords, when that august
body had jurisdiction over divorce mat-
ters. At that time the evidence was taken
before the bar of the House, and such
evidence when given before the bar of the
House, is taken in a very different way
from what it is before a court of justice
or a committee. A menber moves that
a question be put to the witness. The
motion is put from the Chair, and the
question is afterwards put to the witness ;
but that is a very diflerent state of affairs
from taking evidence before a committee.
A committee is only required to take
down the substance of the evidence which
may be adduced before it, and to report
such evidence to the House as they con-
sider necessary for a proper consideration
of the measure.

HON. MR. KAULBACH.-I think it
would be more satisfactory to have the
questions reported as well as the answers.
It would not take up much more time,
and the additional expense would be
comparatively trifling. I think the evi-
dence taken in that way gives a better
idea of the character of the witness, and
as to whether the testimony was given
voluntarily or not. You can scarcely
tell by reading evidence taken in the
narrative form how .it has been drawn
from the witness, and it is desirable that
members of ýhe House should be as fully
in possession of the character of the
evidence as members of the committee.
One can form a better opinion of the
credibility of the witness by reading the
questions as well as the answers, and see-
ing how the testimony has been obtained
from the witness, than can he formed by
reading evidence in the narrative form.

HON. MR. POWER-I am sorry that
I cannot agree with the hon. gentleman
from Lunenburg in this matter. I think
it is much more easy to follow the evidence
of a witness when it is taken down in nar.
rative form, without interruptions, than
when the questions and answers are given.
The rule in taking evidence is, that if a
question is objected to the question and
objection are noted, and the object of the
hon. gentleman would be attained in that
way, I think one-third of the expense and

[MAECH 14, 1883.]
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one-third of the time would be.saved by
leaving the questions out.

The motion was agreed to and the re-
port was adopted.

CIVIL SERVICE ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

The House went into Committee of the
Whole on Bill (B), " An Act to amend the
Canada Civil Service Act, 1882."

After a conversational debate in com-
mittee,

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE from the
committee reported the Bill with certain
amendments.

The report was received and the amend-
ments were concurred in. The Bill was
ordered for a third reading to-morrow.

The Senate adjourned at 4.55 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tlursday, March 15, 1883.

The SPEAKER took the Chair.at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE DEFENCES - OF
COLUMBIA.

BRITISH

MOTION.

HON. MR. MACDONALD moved-

That an humble Address be presented to
His Excellency the Governor-General, pray-
ing that his lxcellency will be pleasedt to
cause to be laid befbre this House, copies of
all correspondence between the Dominion and
Imperial Governnients, and between the
Dominion Government and the Government
of British Columbia, ou die subject of having
one or more of Her Maesty's ships of war
stationed continuously on the Coast of British
Columîbia.

He said : It will be in the recollection
of many hon. gentlemen that the terms of
union with British Columbia contain a
promise on the part of the Dominion
Government to use its influence with the
Imperial Government to keep ships of war

stationed on the coast of British Columbia.
The clause reads as follows:

" The influence of the Dominion Goverrr
ment will be used to secure the continued
maintenance of the naval station at EsqUr
rhault."

How far the Dominion Governmelt
has pressed this matter I don't know, but
I do know that no attempt has been made
by the English Government to makc
Esquimault a permanent naval station.
know and feel that it would be an ei
tremely delicate matter for a colonik
government to ask the Imperial Goverry
ment to maintain a naval station on af
of its shores ; but to ask that a portion of
a squadron, which must be on a certain
station, should cruise in the vicinity of.$
numerically weak and remote province, 
a different matter, and not too much to
ask, especially when no extra money el
penditure is involved. In moving for,
correspondence on this subject, I desile
to bring to the notice of the members Of
the Governnent the present defenceleO
condition of the western coast of the
Dominion. We are in a different positio
from the eastern part of the Dominion'
here there are very few Indians, the
white population is large, and in the
event of outside or European difficultiet
you are within a few days' steam O
England, from which aid can easily reash
you. Not so with us ; it would taw
months before help from England coUl
reach us. We have a large Indian poPe
lation, and we are far removed from th7
fleet on the South Pacific-our Po0
tion is entirely different. Since the
formation of the colony over twenty-foU
years ago, I cannot remember
time in which we did not have one or
ships of war on the coast of British
Columbia. But this winter there is not
even an English gunboat in the NO'e
Pacific, where there are large Imperial ail1

Colonial interests. Whilst in the Sot.
Pacific-from Panama to Peru and Che
-there are eight to twelve ships stati0o
ed, in a very hot and unhealthy clirnale
extending from 1o° north to 30 sou
In those revolutionary countries,
doubt, British residents require prote
tion, but not to the entire neglect
British possessions. It is true thattb
Empire is now at peace, and anythin
which I may say on a warlike subject ro
appear out of place. But, hon. gentle0e

HON. MR. POWER.

Britishi CotUMbia.[8EN ATE.]
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aid ail who watch the progress of events"d the action of different governments,
is one rive at the conclusion that Europe
vieingvat military camp. We see nation
eng With nation in the construction 'ofthgies of destruction and certainly all
shats not done for amusement. It

0ssila hlutual distrust among nations.
projel has recently ordered îo,ooo,oooGeiles Or missiles from the greatonlan timanufacturer, Krupp, and is theoniY n aval we
Pacifin Power to be feared on the
arsen . he has established a large
On th -and naval station at Nikalaevsk,
steam river Amoor, within a few days
steof British Columbia. During the
sever a between Russia and Turkey
fornier ships of war belonging to the
read fer lay in San Francisco harbor,
shot bor action on the firing of the first
nelle y the British fleet in the Darda-

e. On that occasion the Dominion
.a nment acted with commendable

to i ty 'n sending an officer of artillery
the prove our land defences. I believe
[ngourable leader of this House was

doubtter of Militia at that time, which no
reil Will account for the action so
ener aken at that time. The stealthy

ortach xents of Russia on the territory
bertrof India and China, together with
bodCtional ambition to extend her
tli: rîes to the Bosphorus, may at any

'rlhed to a collision with England.
Prppo to corne nearer home we have a

4 on of about 30,000 Indians, the
to f them in their savage state, face
and a With an equal number of whites,
fully though they have behaved wonder-
numnbere11 considering their power and
seriou rs, yet there is no telling when
it i8 sIsturbances may take place, and
ko r.thher re-assuring nor pleasant to

wel that the Province is powerless to
ships nythg of the kind. Her Majesty's

ore than one occasion haver dexcellent service in teaching refrac-
feel quians a wholesome lesson, and I
fro¾ ute sure that we owe our immunity
ships troubles to the presence of those

t the o Our coasts : they have instilled
White e savage mind great respect for the
Weeksa means of defence. A few
presen he0 we had an instance of our

Overn pless position. The Provincial
tro -ent received reports of IndianSes In the northern part of the Prov-
, abolut 500 miles from Victoria, and

there was neither an Imperial or Dominion
vessel to send to the suppozed disturbed
district ; consequently the Provincial Gov-
ernment was obliged to apply to the
United States Government for the use of
a gunboat, which was willingly granted,
and for which that government deserves
our thanks. Yet it is not proper that
we should be compelled in a matter
of that kind to go to a foreign govern-
ment when a little forethought would have
obviated the necessity. I would ask the
attention of the Government to this ques-
tion-disturbances internal or external
would seriously interfere with our trade
and commerce, and anything which might
injure any part of the country would in-
jure the whole. All that is required is
some persistency in asking the Imperial
Government to keep a portion of the
Pacific squadron continuously on the
western coast of the Dominion, where
they would be fully as well occupied as in
the South, and where they would have
the benefits of a better climate and better
food.

HON. MR. NELSON.-I have much
pleasure in seconding this motion. You
all know our defenceless position in British
Columbia at present, a position which is
much more important now than it was io
or 12 years ago, when we were a separate
colony. It is now the sea coast, on the
Pacific, of the Dominion of Canada: it
was then the sea-board of a comparatively
small country : but it is more neglected
now than it was then. My hon. friend in
speaking of the late war between Russia
and Turkey, referred to the fact that there
were Russian vessels at San Francisco at
that time, but he has forgotten the pecu-
liar events which occurred then. At that
time we had but one small gunb:at on
the coast of British Columbia, a gunboat
which has since been sent home, the
" Rocket." It possessed very small power
from a steaming point of view, and still
smaller power as a war vessel. At that
particular time a Russian corvette left San
Francisco with a knowledge that the
only means of defence we had in the
Province was this little gunboat,
and came up to British Columbia absolute-
ly steaming into the harbor of Esquimault.
She came with the belief that war would be
declared between Great Britain and Russia
by the time she arrived on our coast, and
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that the dockyard at Esquimault would be
opened to lier attack. It happened, as it
usually does when British war vessels are
required any where, that one of the larger
gunboats of the British Navy had steamed
into the harbor of Esquimault a few hours'
before the arrival of the Russian corvette,
and, of course, our position then was very
different. If it had not been for the pre-
sence of that vessel, the Russian war ship
would have been able to blow the
" Rocket " out of the water, and bombard
Victoria, if war had been declared as was
expected at the time. Now, that is a
position which we should never be placed
in. At that time everybody believed that
war between Russia 'and Great Britain
was inevitable, and there is no doubt
that the Russian corvette came there with
the belief that war would have broken out
before lier arrival at Esquimault. I think
the knowledge of the position which our
Pacific Coast is placed in, should induce
the Government of the Dominion to im-
press upon the Imperial Government the
necessity of taking action. The question
assumes the very greatest importance when
we reflect upon the fact that we have a
very extensive coast on the Pacific, with
large harbors which require protection.
Unless proper precaution is taken, it is
easy to imagine what a simple matter it
would be for the Russians, in case of war,
to come down upon us and take possession
of the country, and it would be a very
serious matter to dislodge them. I hope
such an event will never happen, but I
think it would be wise on the part of our
Government to take the matter thoroughly
into consideration, and press upon the
Imperial Government the necessity of
maintaining a sufficient fleet in those
waters, more particularly, as the British
Government always have a very extensive
fleet in the Pacific. It is true that more
southern climates offer greater attractions
to the admirals and crews of the fleets than
any which our country can present; still,
it is a very great mistake to leave the
coast of British Columbia unprotected ;
and, I repeat, the Dominion Government
should look upon the matter very seriously
and represent the position of affairs to the
Imperial authorities.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
sub.ect to which attention has been called
by the lion. members from British

HON. MR. NELSON.

Columbia, is no doubt one of the vel
first importance. There has been $
correspondence between both the Local
and the Dominion Governments, and
between the Imperial authorities and
the Government of Canada on the subject,
A portion of that correspondence, at al
events, can be brought down ; another
portion, if I remember right, is marked
"secret." The Imperial Government did
not explain why Esquimault is no longer
made the depot, as it were, of operations
on the Pacific Coast, but I think in the
course of the correspondence they say
they will always take care to have one Of
the vessels of Her Majesty's fleet in that
neighborhood, the coast of 3ritish Coluln
bia. That does not entirely méet the
objects which my hon. friends have in
view; but, at all events, it may re-assure
them as to the amount of protection which
shall be constantly at the disposal of the
authorities in British Columbia, and
on its coast. I believe also, and
I think may safely state it, that
the Minister of Militia has in con'
templation some measures on his part
with reference to the defence of British
Columbia, and I assure my hon. friend
that the matter has engaged the vel
serious attention of the Government, and
that they have been exceedingly anxioUS
to take care that the coast of British
Columbia shall not be exposed to dangers
in the event of war with Russia or any
other power. In a war with Russia it
would be peculiarly exposed, in conse
quence of the naval establishments 0
the Pacific coast possessed by that powe'
and which are within a few days sail O
the coast of British Columbia. The
Government are fully alive to that point,
and have done, and are doing, all that
they can to impress on the Imperial
authorities the necessity of providin%
such protection as their fleet can afford
in the waters of British Columbia, and
are anxious on their own part to do what
can be done to improve, at all events'
the military position of that coast. There
is no objection to the addrebs.

HON. MR. POWER-Before the ad'
dress passes, I wish to say I feel that the
ministry, and hon. gentlemen from British
Columbia must concur with me in feelin.9
a regret that they liad not brought thil
matter to the notice of the Gove'

(8 E NAT E.]120 British Colurnbia.
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nit a year ago. At that time the Ad-
detail ration would have been able to
for the Dominion ship " Charybdis "ervice in British Columbia waters. I

ye no doubt if that vessel were in the
bor Of Esquimault, the very sight of
Wuld be enough to scare away any

mflnber Of Russian corvettes.

hethN. MR. MACDONALD-We had
r there before.

The Motion was agreed to.

MILITARY CAMP
THIER.

AT BER-

MOTION.

1oN. MR. PAQUET (in French) moved

c at an humble Address be presented to
inr iisce ene the Governor-General, pray-
this Excellency to cause to be laid before

1(Ou.se :--
or " Oies of all tenders for work, in earth
Ben Wood, to be done at the Camp at

rther, in 1882. in connection with target-
etI ' tatin, the rates of the various ten-

Cotr and the names of persons to whom the
2. Cts were awarded.

A Statement of the tenders filed in the
tra art ent of Militia and Detence, for the
etore Port, thither and back, of tents and other
atid 'w hom the contracts were awarded,

a. at rates were paid.
oh' f'Statement of tenders for the canteen,

. g to whon the contract was awarded.
b 0 Aso, a list of tenders for furnishing
th dneat and other articles required for
tr&etO carn, with a list of names of the con-furni dluOf t e prices accepted,the quantities
ac1i case, by each, and the amount paid in

lede Sid -- I have no personal know-
CO ge of these matters, nor have I any

aint to formulate. I merely ask
beei ese'papers, because complaints have
desiraMade on the subject, and it is
pbli that the facts should be made

Thr . SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.-Tere
the add1 not the slightest objection to
t ress, and I am quite sure it will
the out that whatever has been done by
has partment of Militia in the matter,
secur eh donc in such a way as will

e approbation of my hon. friend.
e aotion was agreed to.

BILL INTROUCED.

Bill ( ), " An Act to amend and con-
so'lidate the laws relating to Penitentiaries."
(Sir Alex. Campbell.)

CIVIL SERVICE ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that Bill (B), " An Act to amend ' The
Canada Civil Service Act, 1882,' be re-
ferred back to Committee of the Whole,
to add the following sub-section to sec-
tion :-
" 5. In the case of Attorneys, Barristers,

Engineers, Architects, Actuaries and Land
Surveyors, the examination nay be dispensed
with, on a report from the Deputy Head con-
curred in by the Head of the Department,
that is not necessary."

He said these were professional men
who were introduced into the service
where examination was not necessary and
could not be be conducted under the
machinery of the Bill.

The motion was agreed to.

HoN. MR. HAYTHORNE, from the
Committee, reported the Bill with the
amendment, which was concurred in.

The Bill was then read the third time
and passed.

The Senate adjourned at 4 o'clock.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, March 16, 1883.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE N1CHOLSON DIVORCE CASE.

PETITION.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD presented a
petition from Rosetta Nicholson, wife of
Peter Nicholson, asking to be supplied
-with means to defend herself before the
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Divorce Committee. He moved that the
rules be suspended to permit of the read-
ing of the petition immediately.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
hope the hon. gentleman does not propose
to proceed further with it than reading it.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD-I propose to
refer it to the select committee appointed
to consider the Bill for the relief of Peter
Nicholson.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I do
not think it can go there ; it ought to go
to the Private Bills' Committee. The
committee to whom was referred the Bill
for the relief of Peter Nicholson have
nothing to do with this petition, which, as
I understand it, is a request to be allowed
sone money consideration for the purpose
of employing counsel.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD-That is, in
fact, the object of the petition, and it is
important that it should go to the Divorce
Committee at once. It is customary in
those proceedings for the committee to
take into consideration the propriety of
compelling the husband to supply means
for the defence of the respondent. There-
fore, as the committee are desirous of pro-
ceeding with this matter without delay,
and as witnesses have come from a long
distance and are under considerable ex-
pense, it will expedite the proceedings if
this petition is referred to the committee,
who will consider it and make the neces-
sary order.

HON. MR. MILLER-The hon. Minis-
ter of Justice mistakes the nature of this
petition. The matter of the divorce of
Peter Nicholson, is now before a select
committee struck by this House. This is
a petition in relation to that divorce, and
it is usual, without reference to the stand-
ing orders, committee, when a petition is
presented relating to a certain matter al-
ready before a select committee of the
House, to refer ail papers in connection
with the subject to that committee.
Though my hon. friend (Mr. Botsford)
has taken a wise precaution to move the
suspension of the rule to allow the peti-
tion to be read, I am not so sure that it
is necessary; I am inclined to think that
the petition could go to the committee at

once. I cannot see any objection to It
The object is to prevent delay, and I
think it is desirable in the interest of both
parties that the matter should be col-
sidered at once. Where the wife is unable
to employ counsel it is the usual rule that
she should be supplied with the necessarY
means to do so. I believe that is the
practice in the House of Lords.

HON. SIR
How has the
established ?

ALEX. CAMPBELL -
fact of her inability beell
Is there any affidavit.

HoN. MR. MILLER.-There is al"
affidavit attached to the petition. The
fact has not been established at al, but
you refer it to the committee for the pur-
pose of establishing it.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL--Ald
they report it to the House.

HON. MR. MILLER.-Yes.

HON. MR. KAULBACH.-I am fullW
alive to the necessity of having this' natte"
settled as quickly as possible, and have
no objection to the motion.

The motion was agreed to.

HON. MR. KAULBACH.-I think it
would be well for the House to consider
whether the committee would not have
the power, if there should be really 110
good ground for defence, to say whether
the petitioner should be charged with
this expense.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELb-/~
That would be a questiOn for the coI
mittee.

HON. MR. KAULBACH.-I
thirik that should be a matter
committee to consider.

say ,
for tht

HoN. MR. MILLER.-I wish to call
attention to the countenance given by thC
leader of the House to the princiPk
announced by the hon. member f0r
Lunenburg-that in case it should be
found hereafter that the defence is not "
valid one-the counsel . fees for the
defence should not be charged agaiOD
the husband.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD,
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hON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-How
at received my countenance ?

ember MR. MILLER-The hon.suegert for Lunenburg threw out theof ustion, and I understood the Minister
ce to nod assent to it.

it SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I said
tte. be a question for the Com-rAîttee.

bea l ter. MILLER-If, then, it is to
the cnatter of doubt whether in the end
you nselfor the defence is to be paid,
praye ight as well refuse to grant the

en of the petition. No counsel, with
Won egard for his own personal honor,
cuts take up the defence under such cir-
the s nces. You might as well deny herthien tilege which is accorded on all occa-
aiOtt Persons situated as she is, as -to
pose a condition of that kind, or to sup-

ay bra moment that, whatever the result
oueif the Committee recommend to the

cOU the employment of counsel, that
%irc sel not to be paid under certain

stances.

thlON MR. POWER.-If I understand
hen. rnmember for Lunenburg aright
to snot Iean that the counsel is not
tio Paid at all events. The only ques-
Stthat the hon. gentleman has raised is
t t e source whence the counsel's pay

Ple ctme. The petitioner in this case
a . at he is an exceedingly poor man,
tt hait should appear that the respond-

and ts no substantial defence, he thinks,
app e hon. member from Lunenburg
w ld to be of the same opinion, that it

be unjust to saddle him with the
beases Of that defence. Then it would
wha tatter for the committee to consider
fro erl the costs should be defrayed
O some other source. I did not under-

shtd r hon. friend to say that they
not be paid.

the ..MR. BOTSFORD-I move that
apptition be referred to the committee
hillinted to take into consideration the
foror the relief of Peter Nicholson. In
the cases of this kind the question of
ha b Ployment of counsel for the defencebomn taken into consideration by the

tee and not by the House. The
has been different in the House

of Lords, where petitions have been pre-
sented to, and dealt with by the House.
In the Senate however, the practice' has
been to leave the matter to the Committee,
and they have taken all the evidence with
respect to the position of the respondent
and her inability to employ counsel, and
recommended the course to be followed.
In order to avoid the delay, which would
otherwise occur, I have moved the refer-
ence of this petition to the Committee.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-With
the idea that they will report upon it.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD-Yes.

HON. MR. MACFARLANE-I think
on two or three occasions the committee
have supplied the necessary funds at the
request of the wife on an appeal of this
kind ; for instance, in the Gardner Div-
orce case last session such a recommen-
dation was made, and the report came
up to the House for confirmation. It is
a matter which comes very properly
before the committee, the ability of the
respondent to supply the funds for her
defence. When the petitioner is a very
poor man and he may not have the means
himself to supply the funds, the evidence
on that fact, as well as on the others,
would be necessarily examined into by the
committee. If the petitioner had a good
case, the committee would not be disposed
to stop the proceedings because of his
inability to pay the expenses of the defence.

HON. MR. MILLER-The great object
is to expedite the case, and it is in the
interest of the petitioner himself to do
that. It is just as well that the Committee
should know the feeling of the House on
this question before they undertake to
decide the matter. The hon. member for
Halifax (Mr. Power) suggests that I did
not comprehend the proposition of the
hon. member from Lunenburg. Now I
understand the remark of the hon. mem-
ber for Lunenburg to be this : that in case
a good defence was not shown, no charge
for counsel for the defence of the wife
should be made against the husband. I
object to any such understanding being
arrived at. • By whom should the counsel
fee be paid if not by the husband? Does
the hon. member suppose that the coun-
try is to bear the expense ?

Nicholson
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HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Of
course not.

HON. MR. MILLER-That is certainly
the inference, and the only inference to be
drawn from the remarks of the hon. mem-
ber from Halifax. I am glad that the
leader of the House has said that of
course the country is not to bear this ex-
pense.

HON. MR. ALMON-If we are to
judge by the affidavit and the circum-
stances the respondent is a poor
woman, and must have counsel. I should
be very sorry to sit on the committee if
she had not a lawyer to defend her, be-
cause I would feel that she had not a fair
chance to get justice or to bring the facts
before us. I think it is likewise very un-
fair that the husband, who is a very poor
man-he is a government official and we
know his salary, $7oo a year-and who
has a family to support, and is likely to
enter into the matrimonial state again,
should have to pay for the defence against
his own action. It would be a hard con-
dition to impose if he were a wealthy man,
and it is doubly so when he is, as we
know, a poor man. With all due deference
to the leader of the House, I do not see
any difference between, this case and a
case in a court of law. If a man is
brought before a court on a charge of
larceny and he says he has no means to
employ a lawyer, the judge always appoints
someone to defend him. Such a case as
that would only occupy a few hours or a
few days at the most, but in this, case you
ask a man to attend here for a fortnight
or three weeks, or as long as the case may
last, and to pay the expenses of witnesses
and retain a lawyer.. I do not know
whether it is law, but it is justice that if
the respondent is to have a lawyer he
should be paid, not by the man who
brings the suit, but by the Senate.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I do not
wish to anticipate the facts of this case.
They are not elicited yet, and therefore
I have refrained from stating anything
that has not been regularly laid before the
House. I have not heard from either of
the parties and I do not know what their
circumstances are. We only know from
rumor whether these parties are poor or
not. But if the petitioner is a poor man

he should not be denied justice ; he should
not be saddled, not only with the cost of
the prosecution, but also of the defence,
if that defence should be without good
foundation and vexatious. The mant
came here with a certain amount of
means, expecting that the case would go
on at once. He has been here now for
weeks and has brought witnesses from 0
long distance ; if this additional expense
is thrown on him it may be more than he
can sustain. Surély the leader of this
House will not say that the petitioner,
under these circumstances, is to be denied
his rights and refused justice. It would
be a grievous wrong to him, if the defence
should turn out to be without good
foundation, to compel him to bear the
expense of it. If such a rule is establish-
cd here, no matter how good a petitioner's
case may be, a defence will be set up with'
a view to hamper the petitioner and tO
cause needless expense. I am not now refer'
ring to this particular case : I am speaking
of a general principle. It would be verY
easy for the friends of a respondent to in'
duce her to oppose the petitioner who, if a
poor man, might thus be prevented fron'
obtaining justice.

HON. MR. MILLER-What would
be the position of the question if it were
understood that in cases were the defence
is not made out by the respondent, the
counsel fees for the defence should be
paid out of the public funds ? Would
not that bring about the very calamities
the hon. gentleman has declaimed against?

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL--We
have no authority and no right to ernploY
the public funds in that way. I do nOt
understand the question to be an existing
one. I supposed when the hon. gentlenSt'
from Halifax spoke, that he meant the
question was not between the respondent
and the public, but between the respold'
ent and the petitioner-that she shou l
herself bear the expense.

HoN. MR. MILLER-No, that the
public should pay it.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELLI 1

hope the question will be studied with
the precedents of the House of Lords
and that the committee will be careft
how far they saddle the respondent With
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the costs Of the wife's defence, until after
t4ey have seen what is done in the House

Of rds on that point. It is a serious
ch to do, and one, I am afraid, on

Cl it is very difficult to form a con-
Sion) as we do not know the circum-

etances of the petitioner and the respond-et , or the character of the prosecution, or
hO the defence. The committee will, I

Pe, act very slowly in deciding the ques-

liON. MR. KAULBACH-In the

noe of Lords very poor people could
thet seek a divorce. I daresay in all cases
tPetitioner may have been obliged to

ar all the expense.

iON. MR. HAYTHORNE-When the
Pttioner came to Parliament to obtain a
Sat ce from his wife, he ought first to have
beo and counted the cost ; but to say
hlCause he is a poor man that therefore
hoorer and still more unfortunate wife

h d appear without counsel to defend
r would be a barbarous proceeding. It

Would be like going back to the time when
to nnals were not allowed to have counsel
u efend them. The committee already

have a distasteful duty to perform, and that
trt WOuld be still more distasteful if it
tre accompanied by the reflection that a

bu Wornan might be perfectly innocent,
hrough the action of the House mightut be able to establish her innocence. Ithir

iW t we should follow the course pursued
to e Campbell divorce case, in which the

Ittee were empowered to order the
8band to make such provision as in their

a 'vn was consistent with his abiity to
fi Pey the woman with the means of de-trce.

The motion was agreed to.

TRAL BANK OF CANADA
INCORPORATION BILL.

SECOND READING.

re • MR. SIMPSON moved the second
ate th g of Bill (I6), "An Act to incorpor-

e Central Bank of Canada."

f le said: This is an Act which comes
rotn the House of Commons. The
fries Petitioning for this Act, are men

iltaiding, both socially and financially.
capital is fixed at $1,ooo,ooo, and the

head office is to be at Toronto, with
power to establish branches at such other
places as the directors may see fit.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

POST OFFICE ACT AMENDMENT
BILL

THIRD READING.

The House went into Committee of the
Whole on Bill (G) -'An Act further to
amend the Post Office Act, 1875."

HON. MR. MONTGOMERY, from the
committee, reported the Bill without
amendment, and it was then read the third
time and passed.

NORTHERN RAILWAY
PANY'S BILL.

COM-

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. ALLAN moved concurrence
in the following amendment made by the
committee on railways, telegraphs and
harbors to Bill (E), "An Act respecting
the Northern Railway Company of
Canada."

"The Company may enter into agreements
with any Conpany or Companies with which,
under the second section ofthe Act passed in the
forty-first year of Her Majesty's Reign, Chap-
ter twrnty-six, it may have power to enter
into agreenents for the leasing and other
purposes therein mentioned, to guarantee the
payment of the interest wlien the bonds, deb-
entures and other securities of such other
Company or Companies wholly, or partly, in-
stead of paying rent, and thereupon guarantee
the payment of the said interest directly to
the purchasers or holders of the said bonds,
debentures or other securities: Provided,
however, that no such agreemient toguarantee
shall take effect until it shall have been sub-
mitted to and receive the approval of two-
thirds of the stock and bondholders ot the
Company present, and voting in personor bv
proxy at any meeting called for the purpose.'

He said : The object of this amend-
ment is simply to give the Company the
option, instead of paying a certain amount
in the shape of rent, to guarantee the pay-
ment of the interest on the bonds or
debentures of the Company whose line
they may lease, and it is made subject to

Xorthern Raiiway (MAnon 16, 1888.]
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the approval of a vote of two-thirds of the
bondholders before that course is adopted.

The motion was agreed to.

HON. MR. ALLAN-As that is the
only amendment, and as it is one which I
think the House thoroughly understands,
I would propose, with the permission of
the House, that the Bill be read the third
time presently ; otherwise, we would not
be able to read it until next week.

HON. MR. POWfR--I have had an
objection to some portions of this Bill,
and I raised that objection in the com-
mittee before which the Bill carie. I
propose to raise it in the House, and I
think the more satisfactory way would be
to let the third reading stand over until
Monday. The Bill is going down very
early, and there is no fear of it being
lost in the other House. I think the
regular rule is that a Bill only takes one
step at each sitting, and it is my opinion
that we had better pursue the usual
course.

HON. MR. ALLAN-Perhaps if the
hon. gentleman will state his objections
to the Senate, the House can judge if it
is of sufficient weight to make it worth
while to postpone the third reading. It
is quite true that the hon. gentleman
brought forward this objection in the
committee, but he could not get anybody
to support him, and the House may take
the same view. If so, it is hardly worth
while to put off the third reading.

HON. MR. POWER.-I am not going
to discuss what took place before the
committee, but as I understand the rule
of the House, I am within my right in
asking that the Bill do not take a second
step at the same sitting.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.-
That rule does not apply; that means
the first, second and third reading.

HoN. MR. POWER.-If I am in
error, then I am quite prepared to go on
and discuss the matter; the House will
then be able to judge whether there
is anything in my objection. I think
there is something in it, but I was not
quite prepared to discuss the question
to-day ; and it is just possible that by

HON. MR. ALLAN.

Monday I might be satisfied that theO
was not anything very serious to object tO
in the clause. In that case I should not
oppose the third reading.

AN HON. MEMBER.-It can be cO'
sidered in committee.

HON. MR. POWER.-A great mla*l
things are considered by committees W
carried, which do not turn out afterware
to be altogether proper. I have a perfect
right to bring the matter before the House'
and I propose to do it, since the hOI•
gentleman will not consent to let it stand
over until Monday. I ask the membeo
of the House to be kind enough to lo
at the Bill, in order to understand the
objection which I take ; if I am not ao5'
taken there is some substance in it. The
fifth clause of this Bill empowers the cOr'
pany.

i "To purchase, take and hold at convenient
places along the line of their Railway or i
branches, or of any railway leased by th
Company, or alone the fine of any RailWSy
worked jointly witl the Railway of the Col'
pany, such lot and lots of land or parcelo
thereof as the Directors of the Company nia
think advisable or necessary for the use ao
convenier.ce of the samne and, the tradic
thereof, and for providing facilities thereOf'
and for supplying ballast and other materia
necessary for the keeping of the said lines b
Railway respectively in sufficient repair, WI*i
power to acquire the right of way to any BUeJ
lot or lots wvhich nay at any time be requile
for the purposes above mentioned. "

I call the attention of the House to that
wording, which does not limit the land
which the Company are empowered to
take, to such land as may be reasonab
or necessary, but it is just whatever la
the Directors of the Company think adv'
able or necessary. Their judgment is to
decide the whole matter.

HON. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL- Wl"
is the language of the clause of the Cor"
solidated Railway Act?

HON. MR. POWER-I was just abOJlt
coming to that. Now, the suggestiofl f
was going to make was, that instead 0
taking this exceptional language, that the
sections of the Consolidated Railway
of 1879 which apply to the taking of la
for this purpose, should be made to apP
to this end. No cause was shown befoe
the committee why they should not, w

company's Bill.f{SENATE.]
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nthtk it is a reasonable, and preper thingto I propose to show to the House
it is only by accident there is any

qestion as to the effect of the section,anld the general Act applying. The con-
Solidated Railway Act of 1879 is in most
Ways an exact transcript of the General

tof 1868 ; There have been a certain
llliber of additions, but there have been
Very few substantial alterations. The two
etions of the Act of 1868 which referred

to th kby taking of land for railway purposes
ralway companies are seven and nine,"d those sections are numbered the

'Me in the Act of·187?. The 7th and
9th sections of the Consolidated RailwayAct Of 1879 deal with the same question.
The 9th section of the Act of 1879 is a
btle fuller than the same section of 1868,
b Utsubstantially they are the same. Now I
have In my hand a second volume of the

of 1875. In the 65 th chap. of the
Statutes of that year is--

n Act to re-arrange the c-pital of the
coorthern Railway Company of Canada, to

'asolidate the enactments relating to the
ehaboin panY to enable the said company to

t e guage of its railway, and to amal-
e with the Northern Éxtension Rail-
Ipany, and for other purposes.

rs a general consolidation of the Acts

28 th tng the Northern Railway, and the
claresection of that statute expressly de-
k that this section of the Consolidated
14 "hay Act of 1868 shall apply to the

orthern Railway. The same clause
tts that

12te 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th,
18n 14th sections are 'the Railway Act,
thel eidpt the 12th and 19th sub-sections of

7ahd 0a section, and also sub-section 4
1r**i section 14, shall be incorporated
''-. .. and shail apply to the Company

Co re eWe have the charter of the
eet'pany expressly declaring that these

eons shall apply to their Rail-
stand Ow it is contended, I under-

by athose gentlemen who are
that this unusual clause should be

the ed nf Bil, that that section of
Prese t of 1875 does not apply at the
ree time, owing to some mistake
Iae I the drafting of the Act of 1879.

act read the second sub-section of the
1879.

ios SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-That
General Act ? ,

HON. MR. POWER-Yes, the Con-
solidated Railway 'Act. The title of this
is " An Act to amend and consolidate the
Railway Act 1868, and the Acts amending
it." It is evidently intended to include all
that is in that Act. The second sub-
section of the second section is as follows :

"S îuch sections shall also apply to every
railway constructed or to be constructed
under the authority of any Act passed by the
Parliament of Canada,and shall, so far as they
are applicable to the undertaking, and unless
they are expressly varied or excepted by the
Special Act, be incorporated vith the Special
Act, forni part thereof, and be construed
therewith as forning one Act."

Now I understand that it is contended
that this will only apply to railways con-
structed after the passing of this Act, but
it does not strike me that it is necessarily
the construction at all. It says that the
sections shall apply to every railway con-
structed or to be constructed, and it shows
that the first "constructed " refers to the
past ; and " to be constructed," to the
future. This road, I presume, has been
constructed under such authority-I sup-
pose when you say the Parliament of Ca-
nada that will probably include the old
Parliament of the Province of Canada,
but perhaps it does not. Well, at any
rate, I am not saying whether this applies
or not, but it is said that owing to the
wording of this sub-section, this Act does
not apply. Now I wish to read to the
House the concluding portion of the last
paragraph in the Consolidated Railway
Act 1879, which is as follows:

" And anything heretofore done in pursu-
ance or contravention of any provision
in any of the said repealed Acts, which ie
repeated without iaterial alteration in this
Act, nay be alleged or referred to as having
been donie in pursuance or in contravention
of the repealed act in which such provision
was made, or of this Act; and every such
provision shall be construed as having,
had the same effect and from the saine
time as under such repealed Act; and
any reference in any former Act or document
to any such repealed Act, or to any provision
in any of the said repealed Acte, shall hereaf-
ter be construed as a reference to this Act
or to the corresponding provision in this Act."

Now hon. gentlemen might view the
matter in this way, that under the wording
of the Act of 1879 it is doubtful whether
the provisions of that Act apply to this
Northern Railway, as it was clearly intend-
ed they should. Their own Act of 1875
made certain sections of the Act of z868
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apply, and the intention of Parliament
clearly was that those sections should con-
tinue to apply. I am not going to trouble
the House with the section defining the
way in which the general Act provides
that railway companies shall take land-
I can only say that the general Act provides
for guarding the rights of private indi-
viduals in a way that this Bill does not
provide at all.

HON. SIR ALEX.
Does the consolidated
the directors ?

CAMPBELL.-
clause leave it to

HON. MR. POWER.-Yes, to the
directors altogether.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.-In
the clause of the Consolidated Railway
Act ?

HON. MR. POWER.-I refer the hon.
gentleman to the 7 th section.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.-
What is the language about expropriated
land?

HON. MR. SCOTT.-There is another
clause about gravel pits, too.

HON. MR. POWER.-There is an
alteration also as to the land that shall be
taken without the consent of the owner.

HON. MR SCOTT.-It does not refer.

HON. Mr. POWER.-I beg the hon-
orable gentleman's pardon, it does refer.
The wording of this section does refer.
The hon. gentleman was not always so
strong an advocate of the rights of the
Northern Railway. The wording of the
5th section is broad enough to include
land taken for any purpose whatever for
the railway, and we are to suppose that
the directors of railway companies as a
rule avail themselves of their rights to the
fullest extent. My contention is that the
Consolidated Railway Act which the pre-
sent Government passed, was intended to
apply to this road as well as to other
roads, and should apply, and that this
road should not be made an exception to
the general Act.

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Is

not the provision in the Private Bill su'
stantially the same as that in the ConsOb
dated Railway Act.

HON. MR. POWER-No, not substan-
tially the same.

HON. SIR ALEX.
What is the difference?

CAMPBELL-

HON. MR. POWER-There is this
difference, that under the Consolidated
Railway Act, if a company wish to take
land from a private individual which he
is unwilling to sell-his garden or sorne
other land he valued-he has a right tO
appeal to a court as to whether it l9
necessary for the railway or not ; but
under this Bill a private owner has "0
such right, and the very moment the
directors say that they think the land 1
desirable, they are not obliged to say that
it is necessary, they have the power tO
expropriate it ; I think that is a verl
objectionable state of things. Now the'
6th section of this Bill says :-

" For the purposes of the next preceding
section the Company shall have and n"a
exercise ail the rights, privileges and powerO
given them with respect to their main line O
railway by the several Acts relating to À
Company, and ail the provisions of the .S$
Acts relating to the expropriation, acquiring
and taking of lands shall apply thereto."

Now it is just possible that it muight
be contended that that would make the
Act of 1868 apply as to the mcde in which
they were to get land. I think the bette
way in the interest of the company and the
public, is to strike out the 5th and 6th
sections, and simply to re-enact as to the
Act of 1879 the provisions contained *
section 28 of the Consolidated Act of 868-

HON. MR. ALLAN-I think I Ca'
show to the satisfaction of the House-fO'
I have taken some trouble to look throug
the several Acts, and I have the meIno
randa before me-that my hon. friend
contention with regard to the genera
Acts applicable to the Northern Railaf
is not quite borne out by the facts of the
case. But I hardly think it is worth while
to go through the history of all the Acts,
or even to go back to the Act of 1868,
the general provisions of which most cer-
tainly do not apply to this railway.
regard to the Consolidated Railway Act

HON. MR. POWER.
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nht9 it·1s perfectly clear that that does
tot give the company the powers for which
they ask in this clause, to which the hon
Rtlernan objects. Clause 2 of this Act

1879 enacts as follows:-
th Vart 1, of the Act 1879 shall apply to
rail ntercolonial Railway, and also to every

raY constructed, or to be constructed un-
?ari e anthorty of an Act passed by the

ament of Canada."

iPat Part, one, includes this very clause
thIon to gravel pits, and land taken

whiche Purpose of procuring ballast, to
aid the hon. gentleman has referred,
th hch is sought to be covered by
Be clause inserted in the present Bill.
al, unfotunately, this part one does not
alto th Northern Railway of Canada
auth eing a railway constructed under the

t f the Parliament of Canada. My
Wht hiend says that it is doubtful as to
byt er tat expression "any Act passed
to e arhament of Canada " would not
b r he case of the Northern Railway,
sie .s quite clear that where the expres-
onl l Used there it is intended to apply

ta Acts passed by the Dominion of

not SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Is it
Po Part two, that does not apply to theOthern Railway ?

o. MR. ALLAN-No, part one;
a the provisions of part two are
r e ble, and clause 29 of part two ex-

io Y says that that and the five follow-
aIlause shall be applicable to all

aIthey)s expressly mentioning those
eaa ized by the late Province of

d ba as distinct from those author-
if it Y the Parliament of Canada. Now
I thiwas necessary to put in that exception,
thi Ik it Would show quite clearly that in

ya frst clause where it speaks of rail-
d constructed or to be constructed
r authority of any Act passed by the

the pnent of Canada, it refers only to
tegardlhament of the Dominion. As
that ths the hon. gentleman's objections
s%,ch dlause in the present Bill gives
Co' de Power to the directors of the
thy ahiY, it merely gives the power, if
sutathlnk that a certain lot of land
pose for ballast is necessary for the pur-
,i dsoi the railway they may take it. But.

r g so they are subject to the very
o1Q fns which Parliament in its wisdom

thought fit to pass in regard to the method
of expropriating those lands. It is not
giving them a new power. So that they are.
obliged to exercise this power that they
ask for in this clause 5 under restrictions
which have already been imposed in their
previous Acts. Not only that, but I think
in every respect it is far preferable that
such a clause should be inserted in this
Act in this way rather than have to refer
on every occasion to the Consolidated
Railway Act. I think it is a much less
objectionable mode of legislating, because
one knows exactly what the powers of the
company are under their own Act.

HON. MR. POWER-Before the hon.
gentleman sits down, perhaps he would
explain to the House this point: The
Act of 1875, which consolidated the Acts
relating to the Northern Railway-he has
not dealt with it at aIL By the 28th
section of that Act, it is provided that a
number of the sections of the Consoli-
dated Railway Act of 1868, including,
amongst others, the section which referred
to taking or expropriating land for all
purposes for the railway, should apply to
the Northern Railway. The hon. gentle-
man has not disposed of that point.

HON. MR. ALLAN-If the hon.
gentleman can show nie that any of these
clauses refer to the expropriation of land
for gravel or ballast pits, I shall be con-
vinced.

HON. MR. POWER-This does not
refer to ballast pits.

HON. MR. ALLAN-It most certainly
does, and the power, which it seeks to
take, would be given by sub-sections 38
to 40 of clause 9 of the Consolidated
Railway Act of 1879; if only that part
of the Act applied to the Northern Rail-
way at all, which it does not.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.-It
seems to me that the hon. gentleman from
York, is wrong in this: He thinks the
earlier part of the Act does not apply to
the Northern Railway. I think it is the
other way, that the earlier part, up to sec-
tion 34, applies to all railways. It is the
subsequent part after section 34, that does
not apply generally, but only to new
railways. The circumstances are quite
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within my recollection. When the Con-
solidated Railway Act was originally
passed there were certain railways in
existence-the Grand Trunk, the Great
Western and the Northern-and it was
thought unfair to apply the general rules
to those three railways which were then
in existence under private charters.
Therefore, the original Railway Act was
made to apply only to railways which
should be constructed for the future.
The clauses which were in the earlier part
of the Act alone apply generally ; the
others apply to all railways except those
which I have mentioned. That has been
the state of things all along, and I do not
understand why it is thought that if this
provision contained in section 5 of the
Bill now under consideration, is to be
found in any section of the Consolidated
Railway Act, between section i and sec-
tion 34, the Northern Railway have it
already. I do not know whether it is the
case or not. Perhaps my hon. friend
from York will tell me in what section of
the Consolidated Railway Act this par-
ticular provision for taking the land is to
be found.

HON. MR. POWER-It is not to be
found anywhere.

HON. MR. SCOTT-The gravel pit
clause is found on page 56. You will find
it under clause 5.

HON. MR. POWER-I would call the
attention of the Hon. Minister of Justice
to the fact that section 5 is not limited to
gravel pits. It extends to land that they
desired for any purpose.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Then
that clause to which the hon. gentleman
from Ottawa refers is found in the earlier
part of the Acts, before section 34; there-
fore, it is in force with reference to the
Northern Railway.

HON. MR. ALLAN-Does my hon.
friend mean to say that any part of the
first part of the Act of 1879 in which
those sub-sections are found applies to the
Northern Railway?

HON SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Yes.

HON. MR. ALLAN-Does my hon.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.

friend mean to say then that the Norther
Railway was a railway constructed under
authority of an Act of the Parliament Of
Canada?

HON. SIR ALEX CAMPBELL--NO-

HON. MR. ALLAN-Very well, pad
one of the Act of 1879 is expressly limfite
to railways constructed under the author-
ity of an Act of the Parliament of Canad'

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I do
not think that distinction is understood.

HON. MR. ALLAN-These are the
words :-" Every railway constructed, Or
to be constructed under authority of aPy
Act passed by the Parliament of Canada
Now, what I contend is, that as the
Northern Railway which was built, or 8 t-
all events obtained its charter in 1849'
was not constructed under authority of the
Parliament of Canada, and therefore that
part of the Act does not apply to it.

HoN. MR. POWER-If the hon. Mi"'
ster of Justice will look at the priVate
Act of the Northern Railway, section d'
he will find that that section expressly
makes the sections of the general Act
1868, which apply to the taking of land for
railway purposes, apply to that Compan'
Now, I think that I have perhaps give
sufficient reason why the third readiflg
this Bill might stand over until Mond'
so that the Minister of Justice, and the
hon. gentleman from York, might have
opportunity to look into the matter a0
see if the proper thing to do is not to su
stitute the provisions of the Consolidat.
Railway Act and make them apply here

HON. SIR ALEX CAMPBELL-ee
hon gentleman from York thinks it tUros
on the question " passed by the Parlia
ment," but I do not think there is af'
thing very serious in clause six. It is n0
as I just supposed, an expropriating claaU
As I understand it, it just gives poWer d.
the company to purchase, take and ho J,
it does not allow them to take any la
from a man without making a barg,
with him. If it was an expropriat *
clause the land would be taken agafst t
will of the owner. The company roa
purchase, take and hold at convenie'
places along their Une, &c., but that Id
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mean that they are to take it in any
e mtraordiy or unusual way.

bu lON. MR. ALLAN-Not only that,
hon. gentlemen will see that it is

arde subject to previous legislation as
sready indicated, under which the land
hto be taken, so that whatever land

obte ake under the present Act must be
ined under the conditions and pro-

Visions Of their own Acts of incorporation.

] ON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
0f t I was wrong in my recollection

pepart one applying to Railways that were
haj tOusly constructed. A memorandum
that ust been handed to me, which shows
Act It Was part two of the general Railway
ad that was applicable to all Railways,

not part one.

t •h MR. ALLAN.-Part two applies
tr he Intercolonial and all railways con-

ucted by, or being the property of the

ag rnment of Canada in or since 1868,
the tu all railways which have been since
c ad year, or which may hereafter be
ctstructed under authority of any specialpassed by the Parliament ot Canada.

I MR. POWER.-I think that is a
aper of more consequence, perhaps, than
tha ars at first sight. My contention is,
the eunder the wording of that section
t 15i nothing to prevent them from
d 8 any land that the directors think
frth e ; not land which is necessary

whc tpurposes of the road, but any land
W th e directors think desirable. Now
po,'rik that that is a highly objectionable
York to give. The hon. gentleman from

ekt ssays, that that is controlled by thesection. I do not think it is.

MR. ALLAN.-Yes.

tLe MR. POWER.-If the hon. gen-
hap an Will show me how it is, I shall be
SectP ato concur with him ; but this 6th
5thse lays down the procedure. The
t tection gives the directors the power
tnd theany land they consider advisable,
it Th th section tells them how to take
to eheY .might under this Act undertake

he 'Propriate lands in the city of Toronto.
that 0. gentleman smiles, but we knowet here has been a great deal of serious

ty in connection with the terminus

of this very road in Toronto, and I think
it would be a great deal better, as it is not
an easy matter for the Minister of Justice
to investigate the law here on the spur of
the moment, to let the third reading stand
until Monday. If the law is, as the hon.
gentleman from York and hon. gentlemen
from Ottawa say it is, why should the
company have any objection to a clause
which would simply say that the provisions
of the General Railway Act should apply
to this company ? If their contention is
correct, that would just carry out their
view, but I think it is rather a suspicious
circumstance that they should seek for
these powers in this exceptional way.

HON. MR. ALLAN-I maintained in
the Committee, and I maintain still, that
it is the better way of putting it, where a
railway has a special act of its own, instead
of having to refer again to certain sections
of some other Act. But the hon. gentle-
man from Halifax seems to think that the
Northern Railway, under the powers given
by this clause, will be improperly expro-
priating large tracts of land in the neigh-
borhood of their railway, and he mention-
ed the City of Toronto particularly. To
expropriate land in Toronto is rather an
expensive amusement to begin with, and
so far as their taking land anywhere is
concerned, no railway company would be
imprudent enough, to take more land
than is necessary for their purpose, for im-
mediately that land is subject to all their
bonds and securities; they cannot part
with it, and no railway company in the
world would burden themselves with
useless or unnecessary land. For the life
of me I cannot see what danger we incur
by giving them the power sought for
under this clause, because, I contend,
they cannot abuse that power. If there
really was any possible danger I am sure
I would be the last to object to the pro-
posal of the hon. gentleman from Halifax.

HON. MR. SCOTT.-I was on the
committee when this Bill was under dis-
cussion, and I was governed in the
general support of the Bill, particularly
in this clause of it, by two reasons:
first-that I saw no objections to the
clause itself, and I think that would be
the proper view for the House to take, to
say whether the clause itself is objection-
able or not. If the House thinks that
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the company are given powers in excess
of what ought to be given them, it would
be proper to have those powers reduced
or thrown out altogether. In my judg-
ment, however, the power is not one
that ought to be withheld from any
railway. The power can only be exer-
cised under the general Railway Act, and
the company can only expropriate land
in the ordinary way. They cannot hold
land for any other but railway purposes;
it would be illegal to do so, and they can
only acquire land in the usual way that
lands for railways are acquired.

HON. MR. POWER.-The 6th section
says expressly that it shall not be so.

HON. MR. SCOTT-It is the very
reverse. The hon. gentleman must know
that there is only one way in which the
Railway Company can take property, that
is, by tendering what they consider to be
its value. If the party declines to take
that amount, then it goes to arbitration,
and if the arbitrators cannot agree on an
'umpire a third party is named by the
Minister of Railways. In the Province of
Ontario the system is very well understood,
and I have yet to know of the first case
that has ever occurred where the Railway
Company has got the advantage of those
individuals. I have had a pretty large
experience in such expropriations myself,
and I know that Railway Companies have
invariably paid from three to five prices
for the land. Then again I was governed
in my opinion by the fact that the clause
was a necessary one from the privileges it
gives. I consider that the privileges are
not undue or extraordinary. Then the
gentleman who appeared before the com-
mittee on behalf of the company has had
very many years experience as solicitor for
the Great Western Railway, a rail-
way that is circumstanced in res-
pect to the general railway acts
of 1868 and 1879 similarly to the North-
ern Railway. That gentleman stated posi-
tively that the Act of 1879 did not apply,
even that particular portion which gives
expropriation powers to railways. He
mentioned a case in point where either
the Great Western or the Northern was
defeated because it relied upon either the
Act of 1868 or that of 1879. That was
quite sufficient for my purpose. I knew
him to be an authority on such matters,

HON. MR. Sor.

and I knew he was right in his contention,
particularly as the case had been disposed
of by the court. As to whether the words
" Parliament of Canada " includes the old
Parliament of Canada or not, I do not
think it a matter we need discuss. The
old Parliament of Canada is spoken of as
the Legislative Council and Legislative
Assembly of Canada. If the hon. gentle-
mian looks at the Acts of the old Province
of Canada he will see that is the case.

HON. MR. POWER-I say that the
Act of 1879 made those sections apply.

HoN. MR. SCOTT-The question is,
is there any objection to the clause ? If
there is no objection to the clause, I sel
no special reason why we should 100k
into the question of whether they are
governed by the General Railway Act-
more particularly as the manager for the
company, who has been solicitor for the
Great Western .Railway for fifteen years,
said positively before the committee
that the General Railway Act did not applY'
and therefore they were obliged to intro-
duce a special clause in this Bill.

HON. MR. POWER-If the Compaly
want powers under the General Railway
Act they should say so, and not seek for
special legislation.

HON. SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
hon. gentleman is not perhaps aware
of this, that had the Company applied to
have one or two clauses of the ConsOl-
dated Railway Act apply to their railway,
it was suggested that probably the GO"
ernment would have objected. The
Government have objected in the pae
that unless a railway ii willing to accept
the whole of the clauses of the Consoh-
dated Railway Act, they should not get anY-

HON. MR. POWER-Will the hOl•
gentleman look at the Act which I hande
to him, and which makes those sections
applicable.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-f
you have those powers already, why do
you want theni now ?

HON. MR. POWER-The contention
of the hon. gentleman from York is t
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through some error in drawing the Act of
1879-

HON. MR ALLAN-I did not say

HON. MR. POWER-Or that owing to
the Mianner in which the Act of 1879 wasdrawn, it was not made to apply to this

8 6 Pany in the same way as the Act of

ON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
Act of 1868 was repealed and can nolonger apply

ON. MR. POWER.-Then make the
At of 1879, which takes the place of the

Of 1868, apply.

th ON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.-I
nk this is a better way of doing it.

,HON- MR. POWER.-If the Govern-nient had taken such pains to provide in
th" Consolidated Railway Act, as to the

enner in which those expropriations
pri to be made, and the manner in which
deaiate rights were to be guarded when
brin9 .with such corporations, why not
tg this company under the provisions of

samne Act?

itON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Be-
des those powers there are a great many

Othe powers and advantages given undere Onsolidated Railway Act, and res-
P'ore bilities imposed, and therefore it is8loe tprudent and more convenient to
nde to a company, not incorporated

Want 'the general Act, the powers they
ther In a special bill, rather than allow
Claus to extract at their pleasure certain
ýwhises of the Consolidated Railway Act,
s'bh iay be a benefit to them, without

whictting themselves to other clauses
are are not advantageous to them, but

advantage to the general public.

ahe Iotion was agreed to, and the Billread the third time and passed.

THE SENATE DEBATES.

consideration of the second report of the
Committee on reporting the debates of the
Senate,

HoN. MR. MACFARLANE said that
this report was simply a renewal of the
recommendation made by the committee
last year respecting the preparation of the
index for the debates of the Senate. In the
contract with the Messrs Holland the
agreement was that they should prepare
the ordinary index, but last session the
Senate had accepted a proposal from Mr.
Colin Campbell to prepare an elaborate
index, such as had been adopted for
the House of Commons debates. The
Messrs Holland had agreed to a reduction
in the amount of their contract, which
would leave the sum of $16o to be pro-
vided by the Senate for the improved
index.

HON. MR. KAULBACH did not see
why the reporters themselves should not
prepare this index without the necessity of
the Senate employing outside assistance.

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL under-
stood that the reporters were obliged un-
der their contract to prepare the index.

HON. MR. MACFARLANE said that
their contract did not require them to pre-
pare such an index as the Committee had
recommended.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said if
the contract with the reporters required
them to furnish an index it should be a
good index.

HON. MR. MACFARLANE said that
the agreement of the contractors was to
furnish an index such as they formerly had,
but not such an elaborate affair as the
index coinpiled for last session's debates,
which required a great deal of care and
labor to prepare.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL wished
to know what the additional cost would
be.

HON. MR. MACFARLANE said the
ICO) 'RF-PORT 0F THE CONfMITTEEadditional cost would be $16o.

ADOPTED).
HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Is

The Order of the day being read for the hon. gentleman sure that the contract
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says the reporters are to furnish a proper
index, or to furnish an index such as we
had before.

HON. MR. MACFARLANE said that
the contract was to furnish such an index
as we had before-that was their tender.

HON. MR. SCOTT said that this
index was something more than an
ordinary index, and more than the
reporters could be called upon to furnish
under the contract. As the reporters
were saved a certain portion of their work
by this arrangement they had agreed to a
reduction in the amount of their contract.

HON. MR. MACFARLANE said that
the indçx of the Commons debates
had been prepared by Mr. Campbell; it
was an elaborate affair, and had cost
a large sum of money. It was a very per-
fect index and this one would be prepared
in the same manner.

The motion was agreed to and the re-
port was adopted.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (K), "An Act respecting booms and
other works constructed in navigable
waters under authority of Provincial Acts."
-(Sir Alex. Campbell.)

The Senate adjourned at 5 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, March 19, 1883.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

CENTRAL BANK OF
BILL.

CANADA

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. ALLAN from the committee
on Banking and Commerce, reported Bill
(16), " An Act to incorporate the Central
Bank of Canada," without amendment.

HON. MR. SIMPSON moved the third
reading.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill ( ), "An Act to amend the Act
respecting Insolvent Banks, Insurance
Companies, Loan Companies, Building
Societies and Trading Corporations." (Sir
Alex. Campbell.)

THE EASTER ADJOURNMENT.

MOTION.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that when the Senate adjourns on Wed
nesday next, it do stand adjourned until
Tuesday, the 3rd April. He said that
although the adjournment might seer0

long, he did not think it would interfere
with the public business. Some adjourw-
ment was necessary, and it seemed proper
that the Government should take the
responsibility of asking for it.

HON. MR. POWER suggested that the
adjournment should be to Wednesday the
4 th of April, as it would enable members
from the Maritime Provinces to remain at
home until Monday, the 2nd of April.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE called the
attention of the House to the fact thae
there was a committee in session involv'
ing the attendance of witnesses and tI
employment of counsel, and he wished to
ascertain whether that committee wotIld
be able to sit during the adjournment and
also whether the leader of the Househad
satisfied himself that no inconvenience
could arise if it should be necessary fof
that committee to refer to the House dur-
ing the recess.

HON. MR. KAULBACH said the a1

journment was unusually long, but hi
principal objection to it was removed b
the fact that the Government assunea
the responsibility of asking for it, and Were
ready to assure the House that the publiC
business would not suffer by the vacatiO>,
He wished, however, to record his obje
tion, and hoped if the motion was to be
carried it would be on a division.

HoN. SIR ALEx. CAMPBrLL.
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U
'114 MR. MILLER, in reply to the HoN. MR. MILLER said that underp.stion raised by the hon. member from rule 142 of the Senate it was clear that in

nee Edward Island (Mr. Haythorne), all unprovided cases the rules of the House
'id that a committee of the Senate could of Lords should be followed by the Senate.
iturig an adjournment, though a com- It was simply a matter of procedure and

e of the other House could not. not a matter involving the powers or
lic :ited the following from May, page privileges of the House.

4At Select Committee of the House of HON. SR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
t 'nay sit notwithstanding any adjourn. his desire was to meet the wishes and con-

of the House without pecial leave." venience of the House. As far as he
ae did not suppose there would be knew, this adjournment would not delay

ait difficulty on the ground of interfering the public business. If he thought it
\y¡ the business of that committee would he would not be proposing or advo-

b th to the amendment proposed cating it. There had been some delay,
y the hon. member from Halifax (Mr. which the Government regretted, in the

oer) it could not be put without the progress of the public business. The esti-
olhIfl5us consent of the House. It mates were not yet submitted, and when

should be quite in order to move for a brought down they would occupy the atten-
t rter adjournment than that of which tion of the House of Commons for some

thei.e had been given, but not to extend time. He thought, therefore, that there
adj tire longer. There was no notice of would be ample opportunity to consider

ponrner.n the business which was to come before theA . entuntil Wednesday, the 4th of Sntatrteajun
fo0rl'g •le thought an adjournment for a Senate, after the adjournment. With re-

aight was too long. On the other gard to the Divorce Committee, the hon.

arn d, he was glad to see that the Govern- member from Richmond was quite right ;
ret had on this occasion taken the they could sit during the adjournment of

PilOnsibility of moving for the adjourn- the House. Of course they might be put

le nt. ie thought the Government to inconvenience if they should have oc-
taking a serious responsibility in casion to refer to the House. Undoubt-

tsg for such a long adjournment at edly there was that possibility, but he
Period of the session. thought it unlikely that such an occasion

would arise, and that was the only point
hoi¡ E.MR. PLUMB said the Éaster on which there was any possibility of in-
pedays came at an unprecedently early convenience arising. With regard to the
P0nOf the Session this year, and conse- power of a committee of the Senate, it wasyetly there had not been much business a mere question of practice whether com-
Yet fore the Senate. That might ac- mittees should sit during the adjournment
th tOr the length of the adjournment of the House. That it was so was proved

year. by the fact that committees of the House

te x. of Commons could sit while the House
MR. POWER was disposed to was adjourned,only,they musthaveobtain-

that the opinion expressed by the ed the consent of the House. The prac-
to thrember for Richmond with reference tice of the House of Lords had been that
ta e POwer of a Committee of the Senate the Committees sat without leave. He
s dt well founded. The Senate pos- hoped there would be no question of order
osflnot the same powers as the House raised concerning the suggestion to ad-

, but the same powers as the journ to the fourth of April.
not k 1 H1ouse of Commons, and he did-
of 0 ow that a Committee of the House HON. MR. WARK thought the Parlia-
joflnmons could sit during such ad- ment need not have been called together
ho ent. He was surprised that the before Easter, and hoped the Government
th reber from Richmond objected to would so manage the public business in
day o'POsition to adjourn until Wednes- future as not to summon Parliament to

e he 4th of April instead of the 3rd. meet until they were prepared to submit
tha h Made the suggestion feeling sure their measures.

a e had only to mention it to have it The motion was amended in accordance
ed at once. 1 with the suggestion to adjourn until
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Wednesday the 4th of April,
to as amended.

[SENATE.]

and agreed

MONEY POST OFFICE ORDER
SYSTEM.

INQUIRY.

HON. MR. BOURINOT inquired:
" Ha? the Governinent succeedel in making

satisfactory arrangenents with France and
Germany for the establishmeit of the Money
Post Office Order Syste.i as it exists with the
United States ?"

He said that during the last session, in
reply to a question put by himself, the
leader of the Government had informed
the House that an officer had been sent
to inquire what arrangements could be
made to introduce this system in the
Dominion, and he wished to know what
progress had been made.

HON SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.-In
reply to my hon. friend's question I beg
to say that the Government has not suc-
ceeded so far in making the arrangement
of which he speaks, but correspondence
has gone on since the return of the official
referred to with a view to introducing the
system, which correspondence is still
going on.

PROCEDURE IN DIVORCE CASES.

MOTION.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
" That the 73rd Rule of this House be

anended by striking out the word oath, in
the fourth line thereof, and substituting the
word declaration, under the Act passed in
the thirty-seventh year of Her M ajesty's
Reign, intituled : An Act for the suppression
of Voluntary and Extra Judicial Oaths."

He said: the change of which I have
given notice refers to a rule of the House
in connection with notices of intention
to apply for Divorce Bills. Attention has
been drawn by the hon. member from
Richmond, to a difficulty which arose in
the proof offered to establish the service
of the petition in the case of the Nicholson
Divorce Bill now before the Senate, and
the strong ground taken by my hon. friend
led me to believe that it was necessary or
desirable to alter the rule so as to enable
affidavits establishing the service of such

Public Business.

notices to be made before persons authe
ized to take them. In looking into the
Statutes I found that in 1875, Mr. ]Elke
had introduced an Act for the suppressiO'
of voluntary and extra judicial oaths, al
to substitute for them the right to make
solemn declaration under the legal pena
ties of perjury, and I thought if I altere
our rule so as to require a declaration, <
would put parties coming before the Ses'
ate in a positionto establish the service Of
a notice upon the respondent and to
adduce evidence by declaration under
oath which would be satisfactory, or night
be pronounced satisfactory to the Senae
without making it incumbent upon theo
to call the witness who served the notice
to the bar of the House. Under the ru1 le
as I hope it will be amended in pursual'e
of this notice, a declaration such as 10
made substantially by the witness her
might be made, and by conforming t'
the terms of this Act, if it turned out t
be false, that person might be indicted a1
punished for perjury. I think that iS 80
improvement, and one which may be vell
useful and will, at all events, tend to tbe
convenience of those who have to resor
to those proceedings, and diminish the
expense to which they would necessarlY
be put in coming here.

HON. MR. KAULBACH.-It is
question in my mind whether the substit-
tion of one word for the other would bc
sufficient to enable a person to make tIe
declaration anywhere but at the Bar
the Senate.

The motion was agreed to.

CONDITION OF THE
BUSINESS.

PUBLIC

INQUIRY.

HON. MR. POWER rose to "call atte
tion to the condition of the public businc
of the session, and ask the Governnlfl
when they propose to introduce the varo
measures mentioned in His ExcellenrcIÇ,
speech at the opening of the sessiot e

He said :-It is hardly necessary for
to call attention to the condition of t1o
public business : in fact every hon. Ife
ber must realize for himself that the
lic business of this session is not
satisfactory condition. The attentioO
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th Ouse has already been called to thener by the hon. inembers from Rich-
tat and York N. B. I have not much
wish a ew to say on the subject, but I
thO t amplify what has been said by

ohc hn. gentlemen. The duty, I think,ýhic~ the*
, a e Government owe to Parliament

both en they summon the members of
4auouses to meet here, to have the

thronkes promised in the speech from the
it s ready for their consideration. That
tOld be otherwise is, I think, highly

tr.pPer The members of the Govern-
they are paid very handsome salaries;

h are allowed a large staff of assistants
Inte difierent departments of the Gov-
0 et, and it seems to me that there is

hav.XCuse whatever for the Ministry not
ng measures ready to submit when

t 'arent meets. If there was a fixed
uld the opening of the session it

of ae a different matter ; but the date,
the disOning Parliament is altogether in
thinkcretion of the Governnent, and I
ery¡that the Government are acting

toget Properly to call the two Houses
eadyer before they have their measures

sessiú The expense of an average
tho Of Parliament amounts to some-
th'ig the four hundred thousand dollars,

nt ae expenses of the Civil Govern-
are very much larger ; and to a

sees extent this expenditure is made
er eny the Une adopted by the Gov-
the - Now what are the facts as to
bee tPesent session ? Parliament has
hi h 8ttng for six weeks. Day after day
the Chor the Speaker has marched into
ed b br in his official robes, preced-

r the mace the black rod and the
sat foantat-rms, and we have as a rule

r ten Or fifteen minutes beyond the
ace llowed for prayer, and then the

eee black rod, the Speaker, and the
faCtn r have all gone out again. The

nhrtalbl' lt is reducing legislation-in my
Iloe Opinion, reducing the work of thisse at any rate-almost to a farce.

A o ION. MEMBER-Do awaywiththem!

able -. POWER-If any honour-
Sshall r will move in that direction

While th ave no serious objection; but
kept ahe tw0o Houses of Parliament are
e, alive, the Government who have
thztp of the public business should see

arliarrMent has enough to do. So far,

during the present Session, almost no
Goveinmeit business has come before the
House. There have been one or two
small Bills-ne about superannuation,
which made no change in the law-simply
a consolidation of some trifling enact-
ments-and there was an amendment of
the Civil Service Act of a similar char-
acter ; and that is all the Government
business that has been brought before the
Senate this Session. In the other House
it has been substantially the sane ; one or
two consolidation bills have been brought
down, but not of an important character.
The estimates hàve not been laid on the
table of either Chamber yet. I think it
is almost unprecedented that so long a
time should clapse after the meeting of
Parliament before the bringing down of
the estimates. It is understood now that
they will not be laid before Parliament
until after the Easter holidays. There
were some two or three rather important
measures promised in the Speech from
the Throne. His Excellency was made
to tell us at the beginning of the
Session, that the laws relating to the
representation of the people in Parliament
should be atnended, and the electoral
franchise of the several Provinces should
be assimilated. Any hon. gentleman
listening to that declaration of His Excel-
lency would imagine that the Government
who had it under their consideration for
several months would be prepared with a
measure when Parliament met. No such
measure has made its appearance yet.
The same with the license measure, refer-
red to in the Speech from the Throne.
This matter had clearly been under the
consideration of the Government since
before the time of the elections in June
last ; because, in the beginning of that
month the Right hon. gentleman, the
Premier, spoke of his intention of altering
the law relating to licenses at the next
Session of Parliament, and intimated at
that early day, before the decision in this
case of Russell vs. the Queen, the direc-
tion which the legislation would take.
The Government have practically taken
no steps in that direction yet. It is true
that the matter has been referred to a
committee of the other House, but no
decisive step has been taken by the Gov-
ernment yet; and no measure on the
subject will be submitted at any early day
to either branch of Parliament. It being
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quite clear that the business of Parlianent
is very far behind what it ought to be, it
is, I suppose, natural to inquire why it
is that the business is in that condition.
One reason is,that members of the Govern-
ment and a good many members of Par-
liament have devoted a good deal of time
which was supposed to be given to the
public business of Canada, to the local
affairs of the Province of Ontario. I
think it is hardly denied that during the
first three weeks of the Session, certain
members of the Government in the other
House were much occupied with the
elections taking place in Ontario. Since
that matter has been disposed of for the
time being, members of the Government
of the Province of Quebec have been
here, and I presume that consultations
with those gentlemen have taken up a
considerable portion of the time of the
Government. It is also known that some
members of the Government of Prince
Edward Island have been here. I have
no doubt that consultations with those
gentlemen, which I am happy to say have
resulted satisfactorily to the members from
Prince Edward Island, took a good deal
of the time of the Government. I am
not finding fault with them: I am simply
pointing out why it is that those delays
have taken place. I can understand, too
-and I suppose the gentlemen from New
Brunswick will concur with me there-
why there has been a little more delay
with the budget speech and estimates
than usual this year. There has been a
change of Government in the Province of
New Brunswick, which was preceded by
a somewhat prolonged ministerial crisis.
I can understand that the Finance Minis-
ister may have been obliged to devote a
good deal of his time to the affairs of his
own Province, and consequently that he
could not give his undivided attention to
the duties of his office. The fact is, at
any rate, that whilst those other 'things
have been attended to, the business for
which we have been called here has been
neglected, and 19o Members of the
House of Commons and 76 Members Ôf
this House have been summoned from
their homes and business, and kept here
six weeks, and so far with practically
nothing to do. We come here for the
purpose of considering the measures sub-
mitted by the Government. That is our
principal business here; and now, this

HoN. MR. POWER.

being the case, the Government co0ta
down and propose to adjourn for a fott
night, indicating quite clearly that they 'g-'
not expect that there will be any gret
progress made with the public business
the near future. The probability is th#
after the recess is over the important bt1sp'
ness of the session, the measures referr
to in the Governor-General's speech. C
be pushed through the House of Co
mons with as much speed as possible, an
that they will come up to this HouSe
possibly, within three or four days of the
time fixed for the prorogation, and then thon
measures-of almost vital importancel
will be forced through this Chamber, a" 4

members of this House will not have the
opportunity that they should have togi
them fair consideration. This has beeO'
the case in former sessions, to a greater e
less extent, and last session and the
session before, very strong declaratiOllS'
were made by gentlemen on both sides
the House that if this state of things Per
to exist in future sessions they wou
insist on discussing those measures, aO
not allow Parliament to be prorogued
the time fixed by the Government.
remains to be seen whether that is likeC
to be the course adopted by the Hous'
I think there is no doubt whatever thS'
this delay, and this rush at the close,
be the case this session to a greater extea
than during any previous session. As th'
hon. member from Richmond and othe
members of this House have said 0'>
former occasions, the Government 0
bringing those measures in at the close
the session in this House, when there
no time to discuss them, show, as far
the Government very well can do, the.
contempt and want of respect for tb
Senate. I hope that I may be mistake.
in the view which I have taken of the lO
adjournrment, and that the reason why l
Minister of Justice has asked for it is, tha
he may have all the Government busifln
ready to lay before us when we re-assemlbl 'e
so that we nay have ample time to co
sider and discuss the Governmentmeasure.
before the prorogation. I shall now c0 0
clude with the question of which I ha
given notice.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I think
any want of respect is shown to the ýe0At4"
it is by my hon. friend hirnself. I thi
he has belittled, to some extent, the
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session, when he states fiscal policy of the United States, which it
been sitting here longer has no doubt been thought desirable
ew minutes. Nearly all should be well considered before the
ve been occupied in con- budget speech was delivered. Although I
sures brought before us. am desirous that the business of this
an talks of the length of House should progress as rapidly as possi-
rnment. It has been ble, and that our sessions should be as
ger at his own instance. short as possible, I cannot see that my
can be said there was bon. friend has made out a case, and I do
n the first Session of any not think he bas fairly stated the amount
n the same time, than of work we have done. Instead of sit-
this present Session. I ting for a short time every day, as he has
at any measures which stated, we have generally been occupied
adowed in the speech for the greater part of the afternoon, dis-
have not been brought cussing matters which come before us.
e one relating to the
That I believe bas not HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I

ut it may be this delay think that it is a great mistake if any
in the public interest. members believe, or if the public believe,
e Government have any that the usefulness of a session is to be
ublic measures, it is not measured by the number of Bills that are

so. The other branch passed. The time undoubtedly arrives in
occupied day after day the history of a country when legislation
ing the practical work of is not continuously necessary. During the
s not in the House, but earlier years of the Confederation a great
at the largest amount of deal of legislation was necessary in the
s every member knows assimilation of the laws of the several
bservation. It may be Provinces, and in all the ways that would
delay the introduction occur to hon. gentlemen for the purpose

the Government is of founding and beginning a new nation;
he mortifying admission, but as settlement goes on this legislation
rernment had to do, as is not necessary. In the past I fancy we
cial, fiscal, and railway have legislated more, considering our pop-

d to withhold its measures ulation, than any other country, but I
n. I do not, however, hope the time will come when we shall

Government measures have but little legislation during a session.
e interest of the public Hon. gentlemen may corisider that
y desire of the Govern- there has been some little delay
anything of that kind. during the present session in the

osperous, and there seems other branch of Parliament, but that such
y for any change in the was attributable to the causes assigned by
or any new legislation at the hon. gentleman I deny. I particularly
ore I do not see that the regret the reference which he bas made to
bon. friend was fair, or the head of the Finance Department.

this House, or justified The Minister of Finance has not been
which has been before us. absent from Ottawa for a single day
the budget speech having during the session; he has been, to my
ere may be a variety of knowledge, unusually pressed, receiving
would account for that deputations in connection with the pro-
iter of Finance may have posed changes in the tariff-who come
this delay ; there may be here to remonstrate against them or to
onsider, not only in rela- urge that they should be made. His time
try, but in regard to legis- has been fully occupied, and I regret that
countries which may to the bon. gentlemen did not know it, for I
ct the legislation here, and am sure he would not willingly do him an
liment may be desirous of injustice. That there bas been any
efore they introduce the unwillingness on his part, or any delay in
has been a change in the bringing forward the business in his charge,

public Busnms.
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I wish most strongly to disclaim. There
are reasons which it is difficult to group t
together, why, occasionally, delays do take
place. It is very difficult to get estimates t
ready, as the expressions and wishes of
members and others interested in the
localities are coming from day to day, and
these have to be considered. The
necessity for new works, or for the con-
tinuing of old works must be considered i
by the various heads of Depart-
ments, and then they are obliged to
send in their estimates for such additional t
service as they may approve of. These
estimates are then to be considered by
the Government, item by item. Some-
times hours are occupied in the discussion
of some particular item; so before a long
tariff is got through with a great deal of
time is, of necessity, occupied. It may
be that the estimates have come before
Parliament in previous sessions at an
earlier time than now, but it is not correct
to say that it is attributable either to want
of attention on the part of the Minister of
Finance, or to the absence of any member
of thz Government taking part in the
elections in Ontario or elsewhere. They
have all been here and all at their work.
That gentlemen in the House of Commons
were absent during the election in Ontario,
does not rest with me to explain or make
any remark upon. As to the measures
which were promised in the Speech from
the Throne, they are ina very fair position.
The Franchise Bill has not yet been
brought down, but that is the only excep-
tion. The hon. gentleman is mistaken in
supposing that any measure was promised
on the subject of licenses. The language
is "your earnest consideration of this im-
portant subject is desired." It does not
say that a measure will be brought down
this Session, but in the very next item the
language speçifically promises a measure
regulating factory labor.

-HoN. MR. POWER-That has not
come down yet.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I will
answer that in a moment, I am now deal-
ing with the license question. The hon.
gentleman complained that no measure on
that subject had been brought down, and
I say no measure was promised, that the
language of the Speech is carefully framed
so that no measure might be promised,

HON. SIR AX. CAMPUI.

because it was thought that the best way
o deal with the subject was that which is
now being adopted in the other branch of
he Legislature. We thought that was. the
way to secure the approbation and assent
of the community at large-of the whole
Dominion-to legislation which might be
proposed hereafter. With reference to the
next item-that of factory labor-the
eport of the gentleman who was sent to
Massachusets to investigate the system
pursued there and in some other States of
the Union, was only received during the
first days of the Session. It was only
printed during the first week or ten days
of the Session, and a Bill was drawn im-
mediately afterwards, and is now about to
be submitted. Then, the other measures
are all, I think, either before this or the
other House. Bills for the consolidation
and amendment of the laws relating to
Customs, the Militia Bill and a measure
reliting to the Public Lands are before the
other House; while a Bill relating to the
Civil Service has been already passed by
this House. One of the Banking Bills
has already passed both Houses, and
another is now before the Commons. Now,
these are all the measures that have been
promised, and the House will see that
wii h the exception of that one-a most
important one, no doubt-all the legisla-
tion promised has made considerable
progress. Therefore, I do not think
that the Government is in any
way to blame for the progress of public
business. The hon. gentleman should, I
think, consider that the Government is as
anxious as he can be, or as anybody can
be, to expedite public business; but he
does not know the difficulties and delays
which occur, and which cannot be avoided.
Perhaps the estimates might have been
advanced a little, but still I know that the
most strenuous exertions have day after
day been made for the purpose of expe-
diting them, in order that they might be
got before the House, and that they have
not got on so rapidly as on previous oc-
casions is a matter which I can hardly
trace to any specific cause. So I do not
think, notwithstanding the remarks of the
hon. gentleman, that the progress of Gov-
ernment business has been greatly delayed,
so far as bills are concerned ; and I have
explained about the estimates so far as
explanation is possible. I can assure
the House, as well as the hon. gentleman,
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tlnat tisth
get o the desire of the Government to
tok f t rapidly as possible with the
tothtir o Session. Then, with regard
the Ille at the end of the Session for
th. Cnsideration of important measures,
tite tlse has it in its power to take any
!t becomn t Pleases. Sometimes, I know,

pTaes very inconvenient to discuss
otnt measures at the end of the

and there is a tendency to push
no toug.h rapidly ; but so far as I
oe t is not the tendency of this

taer ment more than of any other, so I
knoi blame with reference to it. I
ay te 's very difficult for this House toe till prolong the Session, but theythe rlght to do so. In the mean-

ent -Undertake, so far as the Govern-
busis concerned, that the public
Possb Will be advanced as rapidly as

rer Mkt ALEXANDER-I cannot
aura from observing that it is very

k or any member of this House to
erthe observations which have fallenthe hon. gentleman from Halifax.

only stated the simple truth when
ekYs that we have now been here five

huls ; and what have we done ? The
a1 Which have been submitted to us

srpi een of a very trivial character-
1 ave amTendrnent acts which should not

e ben necessary if those measures,he t ey were brought in last session,
e hen framed with ordinary care.
o - gentleman from Halifax is very

ousas indeed we all are-that this
do noshal not sink in public estimation.
ntle elong to the party of the hon.

oannn (Mr. Power) ; I do not belongPrle,bprty; I am conservative in princi-
h no Partizan, and I am bound to

he h the hon. gentleman in the position
ad as taken, because it is in the interest
Prev r the honor of this House-it is to

ationt the Senate sinking in public esti-
conti Because, it cannot go to the

fi that 76 gentlemen have been here
.t s e weeks without doing anything.

o0use very well for the leader of the
uch, say that we at times legislate too

f Ut, as the hon. gentleman from
Pre astated, it is the policy of the

ov Overnment-as it was of the last
s rt d ment-to pursue a system which

d e, toy the confidence of the people
aiber, by not bringing impor-

tant Bills for consideration in this House
until within forty-eight hours of the end of
the session, when many members have gone,
and when those who are here are not inclin-
ed to enter into debate. We all desire to
see the Senate stand well in public estima-
tion, and we ought not to permit any Gov-
ernment to treat this House as it has
been treated in the past.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD-The hon.
gentleman from Halifax has touched upon
the great difficulty with respect to the
duties of legislation which the Senate has
to perform. Really the great difficulty is
that important measures are thrust upon
us towards the last of the session, but the
same state of affairs occurs in England.
It has happened there, as here, .that im-
portant measures have been introduced in
the House of Commons and delayed
there until the end of the session when
the House of Lords had not a fair oppor-
tunity of discussing them as they would
desire. But the hon. gentleman has not
alluded to the course taken by the House
of Commons, and also by the House of
Lords in this connection. He has referred
to the small amount of business which has
been done in the first weeks of the session,
but that has always been the case. Any
hon. gentleman who has been in this
Senate ever since it was created, knows
that the business is light for the first
three or four weeks of the session,
and necessarily so. If you refer to the
House of Lords you will find the same
thing: for months the business before
that House is of a very trifling and unim-
portant character. The House of Lords
have complained, and they have formed
committees in order to discuss this ques-
tion, how to prevent important measures
being delayed until the last days of the
Session and then sent up when there was
no time to arrive at any satisfactory con-
clusion in regard to them. That still goes
on there, and to say that this Senate is
not peforming its duty because for three
or four weeks of the Session there is very
little business done, is most unfair. It is
in the very nature and constitution of the
Senate and of the powers exercised by the
House of Commons that such will be
the case-that the important measures
must necessarily originate in the House of
Commons. Some of the measures of
importance might be originated in the
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Senate provided the head of the
department concerned were in this
body, but it is absurd to say that where
there is an important measure to be intro-
duced by the head of a department who
sits in the House of Commons, that it
shall be introduced here first. That is not
the course of proceeding either here or
in England, and that is why the greater
number of important measures are intro-
duced in the House of Commons.
Therefore the hon. gentleman will see
where the real difficulty lies, and if he can
successfully grapple with the question of
bringing important measures to this Cham-
ber during the last days of the session,
and shew any mode by which it can be
avoided, the country, and I think the
House, will thank him ; but he bas not
dea!t with that. Consequently I think
that every hon. gentleman who is acquaint-
ed with the course of business in this
House, must say that his observations
amount to nothing, and that it is no dis-
credit to the Senate that we have not sat
longer each day than bas been the case. I
undertake to say that, comparing it with
any other legislative body in the world,
the Senate will be found to attend
strictly to its business and to the exercise
of the powers which it possesses, and that
its work is done as creditably. I have
heard gentlemen who have come from,
foreign countries state that they consider
the manner in which questions are dis-
cussed in the Senate of Canada is a
credit to the country-I have heard that
repeated frequently. If any mode can be
suggested to place important measures
before this House at any earlier period
than is now the case, it will be most
desirable to adopt it, but I fail to see
how that can be done under present cir-
cumstances. I take it for granted that
the remarks made by the bon. gentleman
(Mr. Power,) apply solely to the manner
in which the Senate bas performed its
duties, because it would be highly
unparliamentary for him to insinuate
that the House of Commons bas
done nothing. Al we can do is to
take such a course as we were authorized
to do with respect to our own affairs, and
if any bon. gentleman sets himself up
as a censor of the whole Senate as regards
the mode in which they perform their
duties, he cannot extend that censure to
the House of Commons, and therefore

his observations certainly can only
to the course which this House has
sued. Now the hon. gentleman has g
out of his way to refer to New Brun s11
though I do not know why he should îw
ticularly speak of that province. I do .
know that he has any special interest
it, and I think he bas enough to do ifid
attends to the affairs of Nova Scotia,
calls the attention of the Senate
matters which affect that Province.
hon. gentleman has gone out of his
to make a most serious charge aga
one of the ablest ministers in the GOVt
ment of Canada. He bas said that the
public business bas been delayed, in CO
sequence of the Minister of Finance
ing assisted in settling the difficUi
which have arisen in New Bruns'Wi
That, I think, is the purport of what
said. He referred to the Ministe
Finance, and gave as a reason for
delay of public business here,
it was because that gentleman
dabbling in difficulties which had aris
in New Brunswick. Well, now, I discîe
that entirely. I happen to know, perSO
ally, from the very best authority, th
Sir Leonard Tilley never interfered i1 th
squabbles which took place in the 1,
government of New Brunswick. Furth'
it is singular that he bas friends on b
sides-firm friends, who support hirm a
who have supported him-on both sides<ý
this squabble in the local government
happen to know that there is no grot
for the criticism of the hon. gentler'O
from Halifax in this particular, and
it my duty, as knowing all the circumn1t
ces, to speak thus strongly about the cQ
which he bas taken. I think I have
quite sufficient to shew that there is not
much blame to be attributed to the
ernment on account of the amount of Or
ness which bas been done this Session F
to the present time; it will always hap1
so, unless some entire change is nadc
our system of legislation.

HON. MR. ALMON-I do not
agree with the senior member for Hale
but I must on this occasion. He bas P.
made the proposition that the time of th
House bas been wasted in useless di
sion, with no measures before us, a!
think the hon. gentleman proves his
proposition. He brought forward an
quiry just now, and I think there bas

HON. MR. BOTSFORD.
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a gooQ deal of talking and we have wastedthe whole of this sitting, though we have
discs days more before the recess, in
As Ing the hon. gentleman's enquiry.

odus leader of the Opposition, he istu0 doubt entitled to a great deal of lati-
at ,er but he has wasted the whole of this
Prop¡.n, and so has proved his own

osition. I really must support the
ti0m hentleman and I say a great deal oftin as been wasted.

•
11o MR. POWER-I hope the House

ow me just to say a few words.

ho • SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
gentleman has no right to speak

Io • MR. ALMON-So far as I amcOncerned I would assist in allowing the
ho gentleman to prove his own proposi-

ail the more strongly..

MR. BOTSFORD-If the hon.
orderman has anything to explain he is inr; otherwise he is not.

p O- MR. POWER-I do wish to ex-
with reference to a remark whichéromn the hon. gentleman (Mr, Bots-

that who bas just sat down. He said
had charged the Minister of Financet at I had stated positively the Minister

eance was interested in the affairs of
w runswick.

th " MR PLUMB-He did not use
guage.

MR. POWER-The hon. gentle-
did not use the word "positively."W have a right to speculate as to

have the Minister of Finance did not

wh ths Budget Speech ready, and as to
th e estimates were delayed beyond
bil 4sual time. I suggested as a proba-
ocl taat he had been engaged in the

1%a othrs of New Brunswick, as I knew
na ther ministers had been concerned

local affairs of other provinces.

rlO' . BOTSFORD-The hon.
ubliemnan said he had been delaying the

business.

bei'D. MR. POWER.-I spoke of it as
g a probable thing; I did not make

any direct charge, and notwithstanding the
manner in which the hon. gentleman (Mr.
Botsford) has spo ken, I am not aware
that he is specially authorized to speak on
behalf of the Minister of Finance; if he is,
then of course I accept his statement.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD.-I happen to
know all the circumstances.

HON. MR. POWER-The hon Minister
of Justice then appears to have misappre-
hended the gist of my objection to the
delay. I found no fault because there was
not enough legislation, I am not an advo-
cate of much legislation, and I certainly
think that perhaps the less legislation we
have-particularly under the present Gov-
ernment-the better.

INTERPRETATION ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the second reading of bill (H) "an Act
to amend the Interpretation Act." He
said :-This bill proposes to amend the
Interpretation Act in several points in
which experience has shewn it needs to be
revised ; I shall explain them more fully
in committee. They are more or less
important, and some of them might result
in being very important. I beg to move
that the bill be now read the second time.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

The Senate adjourned at 4-45 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, March 20, 1883.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock p.m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill ( ) An Act for the protection of
settlers on Dominion lands in Manitoba
and the North West. (Mr. Reesor.)
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RAPID TELEGRAPH COMPANY'S telephonic communication between any p18c
BILL in all or any of the Provinces of Nova'Scotis;

New Brunewick and Prince Edward Island.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. CARVELL moved the sec-
ond reading of Bill (I) " An Act to incor-
porate 'the Canadian Rapid Telegraph
Company (Limited).'" He said : In
moving the second reading of this Bill I
do not know that it is necessary that I
should say much about it further than to
refer to a recent discovery in the means of
telegraphic communication. This Bill
proposes to incorporate a number of gen-
tlemen with a view to utilizing that re-
markable, and I trust valuable, discovery,
and in doing so it is sought to obtain also
the powers of an ordinary telegraph com-
pany. The discovery to which I have
referred is so remarkable as scarcely to be
credited by an ordinary listener. I have
seen an account of it in a journal publish-
ed by the Society of Telegraph Engin-
eers and Electricians, a copy of which
came to my hands a few days ago. Mr.
Priest, who, I think, is the chief electrical
engineer having charge of the postal tele-
graph affairs in England, states that he
recently tried an exceedingly interesting
experiment between Southampton and the
Isleof Wight, and succeededintransmitting
signals from one shore to the other, a dis-
tance of six miles, without any wire what-
ever. It is to utilize this discovery that the
Bill is introduced, and I trust that it will
meet with no opposition.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-Before the
motion is put I wish to say that I am
afraid this Bill interfères with the vested
rights of four or five telegraph companies,
and I am sorry that the hon. gentleman
\vho has introduced it did not give proper
notice in the press of the Maritime Prov-
inces. I am perhaps better acquainted
with the subject so far as it refers to the
Province of Prince Edward Island than I
am with the rights and privileges of tele-
graph companies in Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick. I notice, that although this
Bill is called the " Canadian Rapid Tele-
graph Company," and the hon. gentleman
who introduced it has told us that its ob-
ject is to utilize a recent invention. The
first sub-section of section 2 proposes:

" To establisi, by any electrical neans
whatsoever, a system of telegraphic and

With regard to Prince Edward Island,
the Company which possesses telegraphir
rights there is the New York, New Fould'
land and London Telegraph Compaf-
They have exclusive rights, as I will show
to the telegraph business in Prince Edwatrd
Island, and also from the point on the
New Brunswick coast where the cable
lands to Sackville. At that point their
power ceases, and the powers of the Wcst-
ern Union and the Montreal TelegraPh
Company begin. Now this Bill woUIl
interfere very materially with these vested
rights. I was not in my place the other
day when this Bill was introduced, but the
introducer of the measure is reported tO
have said that he had telegraphed to the
President of the Anglo-American T'IC'
graph Company, who is familiar with otUr
system of legislation in Canada and would
therefore be under the impression that
certain public notice must be given.

With regard to Prince Edward Islarid
in 1853 an Act was passed by the Legi5'
lature of that Province regarding telegra-
phic communication. The principal mei"'
ber of the Company then was the gentle
man who is now at the head of the electri'
cal bureau here, Mr. Gisborne. The
Company then incorporated was the Prince
Edward Island and Newfoundland Tel'
graph Company. In 1854, after commel'
ing operations, they sold out to the Ne<
York, Newfoundland and London Tele'
graph Company, and an Act was passed
in 1854 by the Legislature of Prince
Edward Island giving them an exclusive
right to erect telegraph lines and maintall
themr in the Island. That Act was called
" An Act granting certain privileges to the
New York, Newfoundland and Londoi1
Telegraph Company." The powers whic
were granted are defned as follows :-

" The said corporation may establish, con'
struct, purcliase, hire, keep in order and wOr'
ar.y line or fines of niagnetic, electrie, or other
telegraph, or mean of W.legraphic communicao
tion in any part of this island, or its dependen
cies, or places under its jurisdiction,or betev
any two or more points therein, or betwee
anly point or points therein and any Other
island, province, country or place in or "te
the continent or America, or in or near t
continent of Europe, or in tlhe Atlantic oceani
and during die existence of the said co ra
tion no other person or persons, dY .
bodies, politic or corporate, shall be perrou'
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ed to extend, to enter upon, or touch any c
rtof this island, or the coast thereof." t
Th at was passed for ten years, which

W0uld end in 1864. In 1863 the tele- t
graph cable broke, and an Act was passed t
by the Provincial Legistature to the effect d

thtui 8 .. r
that unless certain conditions were com- t
Plied With (a new cable laid down and
omnnications sustained on the basis of

the arrangement of 1854) they would lose
th'r Privileges. In 1867 an arrangement
hu Made by which we gave them three

ndred pounds a year. In 1869, an Act '
as passed which gave them the same

Powers as they had been granted in 1854,
0ng as they fulfilled certain conditions.

en the cable broke in 1869 an hc n.
gentleman who is now within the sound
.f ray voice, was President of the Council

SteGovernment of Prince Edward
lîand, and I was one of his colleagues.

Went to Montreal, on behalf of the
tPvince, to see Sir Hugh Allan to ascer-
ain if he would establish telegraphic com-
lunication for us such as we had before
the cable broke. He told me that
theY had a rule amongst telegraph compa-
tieesthattheyshouldnottakeup each other's
territories, but that if the New York, New-
foUdland and London Telegraph Coni-
Pany wouîd give up their territory, his com-
Pny would be very glad to take it. I went
to ew York and had an interview with
the Western' Union Company with the
satne result Mr. Field, was then in
F.ngland
York . I remained some time in New
with, and finally made an arrangement
a Mr. Field which was subject to theaPproval of the Government of Prince

dWiard Island. That approval was
gin, and a new act was passed by the
elature of the province under which

re have their present rights. That Act
thcites the Act of 1854 and gives them all

POwers that they then had. The firsttiol 5is as follows:

do the New York, Newfoundland and Lon-
the Telegraph Company shall, on or before
t et day of July next, lay down, in proper
cabl ag order, a new submarine Telegaphic

FJ arsthe Straits of Northuinber land,
e cO onnect titis sland with the Provin-
the "of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia and
a, Ontnllent of America generally, that is to

ti 't 'or near Capes Traverse and Tormen-
poi'e re3pectivly, or at sone convenient

°on each side of the said Straits, and
open offices and provide operators at
lraversie and Toruien tine, or some other

onvenient point on each side of the Straits,
o the satisfaction and approval of the Govern-
nent of this Island, then so long after the
ompletion of such Telegraphic communica-
ion and connection as ITefbre mentioned as
lie said New York, Newfoundland and Lon-
on Telegrapli Company shall maintain a
egular telegraphic communication between
his Island and the Provinces of New Bruns-
wick and Nova Scotia and the Continent of
America, generally, and shall, likewise,
during the sanme period, at the costs and
harges of the said Company, build, erect and

miaintain telegraphic offices and stations at
either end of the electric cable connecting this
Island with the Provinces of New Brunswick
and Nova Scotia and the Continent of
America, generally, that is to say, at Capes
Traverse and Tormentine, respectively,
and shall, likewise, maintain and provide
properly qualified operators at the said
stations for the purpose of transmitting in.
telligence from and to this Island, and to the
post offices in Charlottetown and Suinierside,
respectively, at the sanie rates and charges,
as regards the transmission .of inland mes-
sages between one office and another in Prince
Edward Island, as heretofore charged by the
company, and at a rate not exceeding 50 cents
additional on former charges on messages
passing out and into this island through the
submarinecable, and in the ordinary propor-
tion for any additional nuinber of words in
each message, and, also, in the event of any
of the people or the Governnent of this island
erecting good and sufficient posts, free of cosi s
to the said company, for an extension of the
land line to Cascum pec or Alberton, the said
company do furnish the wires and insulators
therefore, and perfect telegraphic communica-
tion to Cascumpec or Alberton, as the case
may be, and maintain said hnes in proper
working order, and also keep up and main-
tain telegraphie offices and stations and
operators at Charlottetown, Sumnimerside and
Cascumpec or Alberton for the transmission
of messages, there shall be paid to the said
company, from the public treasury of this
Island, the sum of 600 pounds of lawful cur-
rent money of the said sland, in lieu of any
fcrmer contract, by half-yearly payments,
and for such sum the Lieutenant-Governor, or
other Administrator of the Government of
this Island, for the time being, shall draw
warrants in favor of the company on the
Treasurer of this Island in the usual manner."

The reason why there was this addition
to the former charges was this : I was in-
structed by the Government of Prince
Edward Island to try to have a telegraph
line extended east and west in the Island,
and on the condition that they would do
that, and lay down a new cable, we agreed
to give them 50 cents for crossing the
straits and 25 cents for communication in
the Island. When the Island entered the
Confederation in 1873 the subsidy was
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continued. Both Governments were
anxious to break through this monopoly,
but after consulting the very best counsel
we found that it was impossible to do so
as long as the company complied with the
conditions of the Act. The only course
that the Government could pursue was to
make arrangements with the company to
have telegraph operators at the railway
station on the island, and that is the way
the matter stands to-day. Therefore, I
say, this Bill interferes with the vested
rights of that company, since it proposes
to charter a company to establish a system
of telegraphic and telephonic communica-
tion in Prince Edward Island. It appears
to me that the Bill would also interfere in
New Brunswick with the rights of the
Western Union Company which derives
its powers from an old company which
existed even jearlier than 1854. Under
the circumstances I think it would be
unwise to proceed further until those
whose rights would be interfered with by
it have an opportunity to come here and
give reasons why the Bill should not pass.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-I think
the facts as stated by the hon. gentleman
who has just resumed his seat, are correct,
at all events since the year 1868, when as
he said, he visited New York. My own
acquaintance with the subject dates from
about that period, and I believe the hon.
gentleman has stated the circumstances
with perfect correctness. Until a very
recent period, in fact till within a very
few days, I have always been under the
impression that a rigid monopoly existed
in favor of the company which the hon.
gentleman named. But I believe some
doubts exist upon that point, that some
gentlemen learned in the law assert that
the monopoly is not so great as was
supposed; and if that is so, of course it is
not at all unreasonable that the people of
Prince Edward Island should be very glad
to avail themselves of the opportunity to
get rid of what, in fact, is a very onerous
institution to them. In point of fact an
ordinary telegram, which costs about 25
cents in Canada, costs 75 cents in Prince
Edward Island; and unless it can be
shown that the existing company, are
really entitled to a complete monopoly
for all time, I, for one, should be very
glad to find the m.eans of getting rid of it.
Now, I understand that the system of

telegraphing proposed by this Bill is quite
different from the one now in existence,
and if that be so, I cannot for my part see
that any great wrong would be done tO
the company by the superseding of such
business in consequence of the discovery Of
a system newer, and perhaps better than that
now in force. I suppose, if the principle
for which I cQntend had been ignored UP
to this time, the whole world would not
have been in possession of the luxury of
railways; because it would have been
said that the old stage coaches possessed
the monopoly of such rights, and that we
had no business to supersede them by
anything better. It seems to me, then,
that the purpose of the Act may fairly be
carried into operation. I believe it is a
fact, also, that the usual notices were not
given in this instance. I remember beiflg
present in the Private Bills Committee,
and my hon. friend from Charlottetowfl
(Mr. Carvell) who introduced this measure
to-day, explained that it was impracticable
to observe the rules in this case. Ie
undertook, at that time, that notice
should be given to the parties interested,
and he has since informed me that siuch
notice has been given. Under these cir-
cumstances, although I should perhaps
object to -ee a clause introduced into that
Bill which would enable the new conI-
pany to use ordinary telegraph lines, I
still think this measure ought to receive
its second reading and be sent to the
Committee on Railways and Telegraph,
where, ofcourse, it should be thoroughly sift-
ed. If it can be shown that vested rights are
likely to be interfered with, of course that
Committee understands its duty 50
thoroughly that it will act in the
premises as the circumstances of the case
demand.

HON. MR. MILLER.-I think this
Bill comes before us under unfortunatc
circumstances : it is a measure of a very
important character, and it may proe
bably interfere with vested rights. I say
it is unfortunate that such a Bill should
come before the Senate without any .
the notices prescribed by the rules of th'
House, in regard to the introducing O
Private Bill Legislation. Whether or nOt
there are good reasons for no notice
having been given, I am not prepared to
say, because I regret that I was nOt
present at the meeting of the standing

HON. MR. HOWLAN.
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Orders committee which passed a petition
for this Bill, and recommended to the
1use the suspension of the rule. Thecornittee having, however, recommended
the suspension of the rule, I am satis-fied that they must have felt convinced
the Case was one which deserved the
recomTmendation they made to the House,
su know from the attention given toSuch matters by that committee, that
they would not be disposed to do so if
that ivere not the case. Still I say it is
2 iatter for regret, as this Bill may pos-
bc I- ought not to say is likely,ecause 1 do not want to speak

sitively upon a matter I have
th investigated-but it is possible

at it may interfere with other
xsting rights ; therefore, I say that it is

'nfortunate that it has not had the notice
ich the rules prescribed. When the

question of Marine Electric Telegraphing
'vas before the Legislature some few yearsago, this question of the Prince Edward
sland Telegraph Company--or monopolyth it Was called-came incidentally under

the consideration of this House, and I
think it will be in the recollection of hon.
gentlemen who took part in the discussion
of that important measure, that a very full

vestigation was made with regard to the
' t e question of telegraphing, as involved
thehat Act. It strikes me that the opinion
then prevailed that a monopoly did exist
iad Prince Edward Island, and it was
aemitted on all hanOs that it was a very
adreme thing that it should exist. It was
ditted, equally, that it was very improvi-
0if legislation, indeed, on the partthe Province of Prince Edward

nkid to grant the privileges-the exclu-
Privileges-which had been granted

the Company named by the hon.
'tlemnan. Now, while I feel that the

People of Prince Edward Island have very
9od reason, indeed, to complain of theberden they are obliged to bear in con-
"etition with this monopoly legisla-
e of their Province, still, if itexists, there can be no doubt that this
4 gislature vill not for a moment attemptto Override vested rights without making

t p'ensation therefor. I think, however,
ileasure twould be as well to allow this
have to go to the Committee, and I
In doubt it will there receive full

estigation ; and as it cannot go before
Ct Ifornmittee before the adjournment-

the regular notice cannot be given in time
to bring it before the Committee prior to
the adjournment-a very fair time will
have elapsed, and the parties interested in
opposing this legislation, by the use of the
rapid facilities for inter-communication
which the public now enjoy, may be made
aware that this legislation is before the
House, if indeed they are not already
made aware of it. I have no doubt that
every person interested in this legislation
is well aware of it at the present moment,
and although the technical rules of the
House have not been complied with, I
have no doubt that all those likely to be
affected by this legislation-if vested rights
are to be affected by it--will before this
time have had full knowledge of the Bill
which the House is asked to pass. Under
these circumstances, 1, for one, shall be
quite satisfied to see this Bill go to the
Conimittee. I think it is the only fair
way of treating it in fact, and I have no
doubt the interests of all concerned will be
properly protected before that Committee.

HON. MR. CARVELL-I scarcely ex-
pected there would be any opposition to
the second reading of this Bill, and cer-
tainly I did not expect that opposition to
come from the hon. gentlemen who offer-
ed it. Nor do I quite understand how
any hon. gentleman having read this Bill,
could raise the objection which has been
referred to on both sides of the House.
The wording of the third section distinctly
shows that existing rights-even to the
extent of monopoly-if they do exist, are
sufficiently protected. I do not believe
that the monopoly claimed in the Pro-
vince of Prince Edward Island, is real,
and while that is perhaps not a question
to discuss now, I believe that they have
played a very successful game of bluff for
quite a number of years; I think, how-
ever, the time is drawing nigh when they
will find that the game won't pay. It has
been so successful that even the Govern-
ment of Canada, when they sought to
land a telegraph wire on the eastern part
of Prince Edward Island, were driven off
by this monopoly. But having discussed
the question with some 'of the best legal
minds that I have had access to, I believe,
upon several grounds, that the monopoly
does not exist as claimed. With reference
to the remarks of the hon. gentleman
from Alberton, as to the notice, I stated
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on the occasion of the. first reading of the t
Bill, that at the meeting of the Standing
Orders Committee they agreed unanimous-
ly to report it, and it was made a con-
dition precedent, that such notice as was
possible should be given to the interested
parties. So far as I can learn, the Anglo-
American Telegraph and Cable Company,
was the one likely to be affected, and the
same day, I sought the opinion of a gen-
tleman in Ottawa, who, in my judgment,
was best posted on matters of this kind,
one whom I have always found before the
Committee on Telegraphs, whenever they
met in all years I have been here, and
from whom information was often ob-
tained. I asked a suggestion from him,
and he said "Have you not in Prince
Edward Island some agent of the Anglo-
American Company?" I said "Yes;"I
then, said he, " Wire him and he can have
plenty of time to communicate with the
head office in London and receive his
instructions." That was done, and I only
regret that I have not a copy of the mes-
sage that was sent to Mr. James. I did
wire hin that a Bill was about to be in-
troduced authorising a company to tele-
graph from Prince Edward Island to other
points in Canada ; so I do not think that
objection holds very well. The experience
of Prince Edward Island has been a hard
one, and I would like if hon. gentlemen
could realise the fact that it is not Prince
Edward Island alone that is suffering, but
the Dominion at large. The telegraphing
within the Island is not a hardship, be-
cause it is a very small part of the mes-
sages that are sent. There must be two
ends to a wire in order to send a message,
and the business of the Island is with
New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Quebec,
Ontarip and Vancouver Island, and these
places at the extremes are just as much
sufferers from this monopoly as we are in
the Island. It is in the inter.sts of the
people of this Dominion, if we can by any
fair means do so, to get rid of the mo-
nopoly if it exists, and if it does not exist
we should ascertain the fact. I think we
are on the right road, and I am surprised
that opposition to this Bill should come
from the hon. gentleman from Alberton,
as he, more than any other man now in
public life, is responsible for the existence
of that monopoly. He was one of those
who went to New York and made arrange-
ments with Mr. Cyrus Field, by which

Company/e Bill.

his monopoly was brought into existence.
Under that arrangement the first message
hat was sent across the wires read as
follows:-"Add fifty cents to all messages
to and from Prince Edward Island."

That hon. gentleman, as one of the
delegation, is responsible for all this, and
for putting this Company in a position tO
take $2o,ooo, over and above their sub-
sidy, out of the Island, on an investment
of about $30,ooo. One would naturallY
think that the hon. gentleman, if it were
possible in any way for him to do sO,
would take the other side of the question.
I do not wish to weary the House by dis-
cussing this measure just now, but if it is
allowed to go to the committee I am satis-
fied it will there receive proper cof-
sideration.

HON. MR. KAULBACH.--I am not
with my hon. friend the mover of this Bill,
by any means, in endeavoring to interfere
with the vested rights of any CompanY.
When the subject of telegraphing came up
some years ago, affecting as it did the
Anglo-American Company, and the direct
Cable Company, I gave my feeble efforts
to sustain the rights of the Anglo-Amerl-
can Company; and I have seen no reason
why I should change my views on that
matter. Yet on the other hand, I arm not
disposed to do anything to 'defer the great
improvements and discoveries made in
electrical science. If we can utilize those
inventions without infringing upon vested
rights, I should be most desirous, in the
public interest, to do so. I think this
Bill might fairly go before the committee,
which will investigate the whole matter.
So far as I am concerned, being a member
of that committee I shall endeavor to glive
my attention to it, and to preserve as well
as I may be able, the vested rights enjoyed
by any corporation; while at the sanie
time I shall aim at utilizing, as far as PO'
sible, the wonderful discoveries which
have lately been made in the. directioni
have indicated.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-I wish to add
a few words in explanation of my position
in relation to this Bill. d frien
from Richmond has remarked that it is
unfortunate this Bill has not been proceed'
ed with under our rules, with which 1
quite agree. Hon. gentlemen will remern-
ber that fifteen years have materially a1te-

HON. M. CARVELL.



the conditions with regard to laying of «Nothing herein shaH be coristrued so as
Cables. At that time cables were very to interfere with any exclusive n g ht of laying
expensive and the cable from Prince o n
Edward Island is part of the first one laid now be possessed by an existing telegraph
across the Atlantic. For a great number
Of years we had much difficulty in main- But that is not what they are asking
taining the communication as the ice used for-to lay telegraph cables. They ask,
o grind the cables away. We had not the in the first paragraph of the Bil, to erect
Means In our possession to build a tele- a une of teiegraph between Prince Ed-
graph line, and we had no rights, even if ward Island, New Brunswick and Nova
We got across the straits. We might have Scotia; and 1 say I would be doing an
wrested the rights from this Anglo-Ameri- injustice to myself and to the people who
Can COmpany, in Prince Edward Island, send me here if I withheld the informa-thut we had no rights in New Brunswick; tion I possess. What would be thought
they Possess all rights from Cape Tormen- of the Senate-the special guardian of al
tine to Sackville. Hon. gentlemen do not rights-taking away vested rights? And
llderstand these things as well as I do. what would be thought of me, if, having

hon. gentleman from Charlottetown that information, 1 sat here calmly and
S'ys I was a member of a delegation ; I tell aliowed a Bil of this kind to pags without

t I- was the delegate myself, and placing the facts which are within ryif he has any doubt about it knowledge, before the Senate? It would
the President of the Government from not be just or fair that this Bil should be
shich I was delegate, sits on the other introduced without one moment's warning
Side of this House and can bear me out to those interested. The hon, gentleman
al saying so. The arrangement of which from Charlottetown said there was no re-
e spoke was made in the interest of the presentative of this company on this side

People of Prince Edward Island, and it of the water, but he knew fuît well that
Was ade with the sanction of the thirty the superintendent of this company lives

that ers composing the Legislature of in the very city from which he cores.
t Provnce. A discussion took place He knows that to-day operators are at

tuere, and every member of the Legisla- Cape Tormentine, at Cape Traverse, and
e as well as the tvelve members of the ail over Prince Edward Island, from

hegislative Council, knew distinctly that last Point to North Cape under
Whias voting for a monopoly. The Act conditions made with the present Govern-
thi 1 read a few moments ago proves ment of Canada at the opening of theis and it was with these facts distinctly Prince Edward Island Railway. That
in My mind that I said there was no ne- we should pass the Bil in this way, on a
cessity for a Bill of this kind. I say it mere telegram across the ocean, and takeWas On the express understanding that away ail these rights and privileges, with-they should have a monopoly that the out listening for a moment to the other
cPany in question took up the ground side of the question, seems arbitrary and
ti'ccupied it ; that is as clear and dis- unjust. I say it is wrona and 1
ver tas Possible. They possess rights believe the Senate would take such a

9ver the 40 miles from Cape Tormentine, course; I ar satisfied they will hear the
"' ew Brunswick, to Sackville, and no other side, and ascertain whether these

iWer can take them from that Company. people have vested rights or not. Itis
str e had thrown a cable across the always thecase,whenpeople have vested

ats we could not have landed it any-theni
Allare and that is the reason Sir Hugh away. It is a matter of every day life,
eve *a and the Government thought that, whether the association be for manufactur-tef Wecudgv h rgtt ado ing, banking, railroading, or telegraphing,
pr. n we could give the right to land on t)t
pl ce Edward Island, a company had no others are always striving to take away
atte to land on the other side. But the their rights. But under our constitution
frontotn of the House was withdrawn it is provided that vested rights shah not
toldn facts of that kind, and what are w be interfered with without fair considera-
grdabout this Bill ? in the third para- tion, so that people having thcse rightsgrap~ fin" the words: shaha be heard. I say it is a farce to

assert that the conditions have been com-
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plied with in this case. The Bill is
brought before Parliament at a moment's
warning, and has not been advertised in
any newspaper. A mere telegram has
been sent across the ocean about it. I
ask what would Lord Hay, the President
of the Anglo-American Telegraph Com-
pany think of Canada, if, without any
reason or notice of any kind, except a
telegram, this House should pass the Bill.
He would not believe it possible, and
would pay very little attention to the
message.

HON. MR. OGILVIE-I shall not
detain the House long, but wish to say a
few words on this subject, as we in Mon-
treal know a good deal about this tele-
graph business. One of the companies of
which the hon. gentleman spoke as hav-
ing some rights was the Western Union
Company. I do not think he need
trouble himself about their not taking
care of their rights, as they are perfectly
well aware that this Bill is to be brought
in ; they knew of it after the first day or
two it was mentioned, and were commu-
nicating with certain people in this city
on the subject. We had a company in
Montreal of which we were very proud,
and I cite it as an example of the way
these monopolies work. For a number of
years our telegraphing in Montreal was
done for less than in any place in the
world, and the fact was at last noticed by
some smart New Yorkers, who said,
" it won't do to let the Mon-
treal Company work in this way."
They were constantly being told
of the difference in price for telegraphing
on the two sides of the border, and they
determined to stop it. I remember when
we could telegraph to Sarnia or Windsor
for 25 cents, but to go 50 or 75 miles
further we had to pay 5o cents more. This
contrast affected the Americans very
seriously, and that they might prevent it
they bought out the system. The best
men in Montreal tried to stop the sale of
this Company and its transfer to other
hands : but it could not be avoided. The
hon. gentleman fron Richmond thought
the way in which this Bill was introduced
was unfortunate ; but I think it would be
unfortunate if the Bill should not pass
through all its stages. The hon. gentle-
man is aware that this is a new system of
telegraphing, and it was impossible to

HON. MR. HOWLAN.

give two months' notice, for the thing
was not known two months ago. In
the Standing Orders Committee it
was expressly stated that notice
should be given to the parties to be
affected ; that was done and no more
could be expected. I think, then, it
would be a great pity to risk the chance
of doing good by throwing the measure
over for another year. This improvement
would enable us to do our telegraphing to
Prince Edward Island and other places
much cheaper than we can at present.
As an hon. gentleman said, stage coaches
very properly held their own until the
railwavs came and wiped them out. Frorn
what the lion. gentleman from AlbertOn
says, it would appear that the Government
of this Province gave these people certain
rights for ever, and it now costs more ,to
send a telegram 200 miles-from Prince
Edward Island to New Brunswick or
Nova Scotia-than it costs in other parts
of Canada to send a message 15oo miles;
it costs us 25 cents, while I think theY
pay nearly double that amount. Now
that is an anomaly which we should
remove, if it is at all possible. The but-
den is not confined to Prince Edward
Island, for I know, as a business man, it
is felt in other parts of Canada, though
not to so great an extent.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-Does my ion.
friend know what is the cost of a message
from Prince Edward Island to Sack-
ville ?

HON. MR. OGILVIE--No, I do nOt.

HoN. MR. HOWLAN-It is 45 cent'

HON. MR. OGILVIE-At any rate We
can telegraph a great deal farther tha.n
that for 25 cents. The hon. gentleman is
very anxious lest there should be inter-
ference with vested rights, but I would 1*
mind him that even if there were such a
wish on the part of any member of thiS
House, it would not be allowed ; there
are those who will look after the Bill and
prevent any improper interference. There'
fore I think the Bill should go to the
second reading, and I hope it will pass.

HON. MR. SCOTT--I am not surpris'
ed at the warmth exhibited by the han-
gentleman from Alberton, as he was One
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tf those who assisted in the legislation and the United States. One of the con-
that Placed this yoke upon the people of ditions on which they were allowed to
trnee Edward Island, but I believe it is land their cable on the United States
t duty of statesmen and of legislatures coast was there was to be no alliance, and
tOrbreak up those vested rights. The no incorporation with any other company.
world would have made very slow pro- Another condition und2r which they were

gress for the last 100 years if that principle allowed to lnd theIr cable was that they
bf vested rights of large corporations had should make no alliance with the Anglo-been held too sacred to be laid hold of American Cable Company. But what

h legislatures. It certainly rather startled did the Anglo do? They allowed them
e that such a doctrine should be a short lived existence of a few moníths,

thevanced, that any question coming before and then they gobbled them up. I will
t Parlianent could be at once throttled not say how it was done, it would be a
bY sayng it is an interference with vested diversion on this occasion, but I could
r¡ghts, and above l things to offer oppo- explain it if necessary. When the Ameri-

o1ti1n to a Bill of this kind which can Government through its Consul at
1 an interference with the rights of a Paris called upon the Anglo to divulge the
thege corporation that has the world by conditions on which this pooling of ratest hroat at present, a corporation that or fusion with the French Company was
sets at defiance the laws and the legislatures made, they declined to give any informa-
0f all countries, and has over and over tion. It was pointed out that one of the
againk forfeited its charter. It has no conditions on which they were allowed to
rePect whatever for Acts of Parlia- land their cable was that it should be an
crnet, or for public treaties, a independent company ; they returned the
cdporation which was originally charter- answer that they did not propose to give
a with certain very great privileges, the United States Government the infor-

corporation that has since acquired very mation asked for. That was the latest
ge Privileges, and many of the condi- phase of the affair ; it had reached that

Ous on which those privileges had been point about a fortnight ago. I could go
Obtained have over and over agairi been on and describe the position the Anglo
frfeited; a corporation that at the present Company occupies by a number of illus-
I th.1s the largest monopoly in the world. rations of that kind, showing that that
Ithnk I am safe in saying for the Anglo- company cares nothing whatever fort rican Conpany, now that it possesses the conditions or privileges that ý have
the C.bles of the French Company, and been accorded to it under legislative
its irect Cable Company, that it has by authority, that it simply defies all govern-
lt POOling arrangement with the American ments, and has become so powerful as to

tn more lines than any other Company defy the legislatures of this country and
On the face of the globe. It is the largest of the United States. Under the Act of
corporation within my memory, at all 1875, hon. gentlemen will recollect that

nts; a corporation that defies the if the Direct Cable Company made a
t ngress of the United States, a corpora- fusion with the Anglo-American theirtin that has defied the Parliament of charter would be forfeited, but nobody

taa When in 1875 we passed an has cared since to raise the question, it
o that interfered with the vested rights was not thought desirable to do it, and so

the company, and granted a charter to it continues ; and for an hon. Senator toth irect Cable Company, the conditions say that this House is not justihed in in-
tIder which it went into existence were terfering with even the vested rights of the
tsol its charter was to be forfeited Anglo-American Company, is, in my judg-
a¡SOlutely if it entered into an alliance ment, rather heretical. I should be ex-With the Anglo-American or any other tremely slow to deprive anybody of a
t Pany. The cable had scarcely crossed power that they were honestly exercising
goo pcean before the Anglo-American without giving due compensation for it,
of Paled it up, and in defiance of the Act but the principles upon which that vast
fan liament, it continued to exercise the corporation has acted are not such as

ar jse of the Direct Cable Company, would justify us in dealing with then on the
estdoes to this day. A French company same basis on which we night be disposed
established another cable between France to deal with other parties. This Bill
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should go to a second reading and be
referred to a committee where its merits
will be discussed. I am not prepared to
say at this moment what line ought to be
taken by Parliament in the future. I as-
sume it is a matter that the Government
of Canada will have to consider. We
cannot here speak as to the constitutional-
ity or legality of the measure ; it will have
to be considered by the Minister of Jus-
tice, and until we reach that point the
Bill should be allowed to proceed in its
various stages, and I hope that it will
ultimately pass and become law.

HON. MR. POWER.-Before the Bill
is read the second time I shall, with a
view of furthering the object of the hon.
gentlemen from Ottawa, read a few lines
from the Act of incorporation granting the
privileges to the New York, Newfound-
land and London Telegraph Company.

HON. MR. SCOTT.-I am quite aware
of that clause in the Act of 1875.

HON. MR. POWER.-I am speaking
of the Prince Edward Island Act, and I do
it in order that the Minister of Justice
may bear the matter in mind. The
second section of chapter four of the Act of
the Prince Edward Island Legislature, for
the year 1854, was read in part by the
hon. gentleman from Alberton, and 1 pro-
pose, for the information of hon. members
to read the balance of the section. It is
as follows:-

" And during the existence of the said cor-
poration no other persons, body or bodies,
politic or corporate, shall be pernitted to
extend, enter upon or touch any part of this
island, or the coast thereof, or of the islands
or places within the jurisdiction of the
Government of this island, with any tele-
graphic cable, wire, or other means of tele-
graphic connunication from any other
province, state, country or place whatsoever.',

It does not stop there ; it says " beyond
the Continent of America." There is
nothing in this Act to hinder a cable being
laid across the Straits of Northumberland
from the American continent. The object
of those gentlemen who were seeking these
exclusive privileges was to prevent any
C'able Company from Europe landing a
cable on the Island ; it was not to
separate Prince Edward Island from
Aierica, consequently I do not think
there is any interference with vested rights,

HON. MR. SCOT.

even though the hon. gentleman frorn
Charlottetown should lay a cable across
the Straits. To my mind that is perfectlY
clear, and I may mention to the hon.
gentleman as a somewhat singular thing-
whether it was that those gentlemen whO
had the monopoly were aware of the fact,
that the Charter did not give them the ee
clusive rights which they claim, or not-
all the copies of this Statute disappeared
from every portion of this build-
ing. There were copies of the Act
in the Senate end of the building ; there
was a copy of it in the Library, and I
think there was one somewhere else, and
they have all disappeared. It is a for-
tunate circumstance that this copy of the
Statute remains, because it shows quite
clearly that this company have not bY
their charter the monopoly that they pre-
tend to have. I may say, that it is since
the hon. gentleman from Prince Edward
Island introduced his Bill that this Act
came to my knowledge; but even supposing
that it did give this Company a monopOlY
of telegraphic communication of the Or-
dinary kind, it could not give then a
monopoly which would include the use Of
the invention of which the hon. gentle-
man from Charlottetown has spoken, an
on which his Bill is based, because it
could not be held that in 1854 those peO-
ple were taking an exclusive right to use S
certain mode of communication which
did not become known for nearly thirtY
years afterwards.

HON. MR. HOVLAN--How do yotl
know?

HoN. MR. POWER-It was not knOwn
then-though it is said that it was di9'
covered some few years earlier than this
by Mr. Gisborne-and I fail to see ao
reason why this Bill should not be read
the second time. The provision in the
Bill as regards vested rights is, I think, a
that could be desired. Clause 3 P
vides:-

"Nothing herein shall be construed so as
interfere with any exclusive right of laying or
working electric telegraph cables that 10,f
now be possessed by any existing telegraPl
com)pany."

If this does not protect supposed vested
rights fully, it can be amended in Coul'
mittee.

The motion was agreed to and the -
was read the second time.

company,8 Bitt.(8 EN AT E.]
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OOMS AND WORKS ON NAVI- t
GABLE WATERS BILL.

SECOND READING.

rhe order of the day having been readfor the second reading of Bill (K), "AnArt respecting booms and other works
aOnstructed in navigable waters, under the
al.thority of Provincial Acts."

OX. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said:'

the. dificulty which has given rise to
e tP r tion of this Bill has occurred

there ovince of New Brunswick, where
p are certain booms used for the pur-
aId ofgetting down timber and lumber,
aWhichai , it is alleged, interfere with the

gation of the river. Those booms
r authorized by local legislation, but
1,lntlY the right of the Local Legis-

Ire to legalise any booms which ob-
et or Interfere with navigation has

Z'. questioned in the Courts of that
i8 Vmee, and having been decided there,

WayW before the Supreme Court here by
day Of appeal. In the meantime great
hbtsi and uncertainty, and some appre-
th oexist in New Brunswick regarding
be oO Orbs, and the possibility of their

ig 'nterfered with while this litigation
p ing on. The Bill before the House
il oses that so far as they interfere with
the tin these booms shall be subject to
par 'authority of the Government and
otheament here. That as regards every

subj feature of the booms they shall be
ewct to legislation of the Province of

Of th .runswick. As regards the question
Pr eir mnterfering with navigation it is
1s tsed that within a certain time, which
bu hntioned in the Bill as three months,
s8rne .ch it is proposed at the instance of

tiethParties interested to enlarge to six
Sh s,) the owners of existing booms
aPro submit plans of such booms for the
YisheI of the Minister of Marine and

erles, and they can only become legal-
*ith a proof that they do not interfere
b navigation, and with regard to all
san s and dams, and structures of the
iai kmd to be erected hereafter on
th, gable waters, they shall be subject to
and "PProval of the Minister of Marine
wilî 'sheries in the first instance. That
aPllt all the booms in this position, that
1 Oflers who desire to have their boomslZed, nust, within six months from

he passing of this Act, have them approv-
ed by the Minister of Marine and Fisher-
es, and obtain from him a certificate that
they do not interfere with navigation. In
regard to the future, those who require
Acts of Incorporation for such purposes
shall obtain them frorn the Local Legisla-
ture, the parties having first obtained from
the Minister of Marine and Fisheries here
a certificate that the proposed works shall
not interfere with navigation. The Bill
has been framed on the model of the one
passed a couple of years ago regarding
bridges over navigable .streams. As
regards the navigation, the parties must
come to the Government here for sanc-
tion, and as regards the approaches and
the structures to be erected they must go
to the Local Legislature. This will put
the matter in a safe position and secure to
such parties their rights, by giving them
an opportunity to satisfy the authorities
here that they are not interfering with
navigation.

HON. MR. MACFARLANE.-I have
observed that litigation has already arisen
in reference to some of those booms in
New Brunswick, and I think some litiga-
tion is now pending there. I find, however,
that there is a saving clause in the Bill for
the protection of parties whose cases are
now before the court.

HON. MR. POWER.-There is one
point in connection with this Bill to which
I would direct the attention of the Minis-
ter of Justice, so that when the Bill comes
before the House in committee he may be
prepared to meet any objection that may
be urged against it. That is, the question
as to whether it might not be necessary
for any individual who wished to build a
wharf on his own water lot to first obtain
permission of the Governor-in-Council,
and submit his plans. I do not think
that is the intentioù of the Government,
and if it was to be the result of the pass-
ing of this Bill the remedy would be much
more serious than the disease.

HON. MR. McCLELAN.-I presume
that the object of this Bill is to protect
the lumbering interests of New Brunswick.
Those booms have been constructed for
the protection of logs and timber on the
floatable streams of that Province, and up
to a recent period there never has been
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any question as to the right of the owners
of such works to have them there and use
them. This question as to their legality
has now arisen, and it is necessary to
make them valid, therefore, some legisla-
tion is absolutely necessary for the pro-
tection of the lumbermen. My hon.
friend from Halifax raises another very
important point in connection with this.
If the effect of passing a law of this kind
legalizing booms in so far as they inter-
fere with navigation, affects the right to
build wharves on navigable streams, it raises
a very serious question. There never
has been any question as to the right of a
man to build a wharf on the river bank
opposite his own property, but that ques-
tion may or may not be involved in this
Bill; it is therefore a proper thing for the
Minister of Justice to look into. If that
is involved, then it would raise the point
whether it would be better not to include
wharves in this legislation.

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.-
They are included.

HoN. MR. McCLELAN. -Perhaps
they are not intended to be included in that
way when built on private property,
although they are in the tide-water.

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.-The
idea is to include wharves where they in-
terfere with navigation.

HON. MR. McCLELAN.-You cannot
build a wharf without interfering with
navigation to a certain extent.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-It
means injuriously interfering with it.

HON. MR. McCLELAN.-There is
also another class of cases. Saw-mills
have been constructed in New Brunswick
in the tide-water, and there has never
been any question about utilising navi-
gable waters in that way; still, in a strict
sence it is navigable water, and it would
be a very serious thing if it were subse-
quently found that under this law they
were illegally obstructing navigation, and
the owners could be compelled to suspend
business and thereby suffer great loss.
Another feature in conection with this
Bill is-it is an Act respecting booms
and other works constructed in

navigable waters under the authOrit1
of Provincial Acts. Now if the meanito
of " other works " takes in piers, jettie5l
moles and breakwaters, and the word
"aboiteau" includes dikes and enbanik
ments, it may be a serious matter. Dikes
and embankments have been used in the
Province of New Brunswick for many
years for the preservation of valuable
marsh lands, and the question would arise
whether under this Bill they would col"
tinue to be legal structures unless the
authority of the Government here Weo
asked for and obtained in connectionwith
them. If that is a necessary contingencY
it would entail very serious trouble, tO say
the least of it, and a difficulty which a
one should be called upon to meet.
merely mention those things as the reSUit
of my local knowledge, and I daresay these
several questions will be considered
Committee.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-Does the
hon. Minister of Justice consider that it 15
essential for the operation of the Bill to
insert the word "wharves?" It seems to10
it might cause a great deal of inconree'
ience to people who build wharves I
navigable waters. It would be very iOn'
venient to many persons to be compeCd
to fyle plans and receive the approval
the Governor-in-Council before they coW
erect wharves. Probably the word c .
be taken from the Bill without destroYii0g
the object for which it was intended.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL--:be
principal feature of the Bill is that it 0
not tied down to booms; it has refere
to any structure that interferes with n
gation. Hon. gentlemen may have
their minds now wharves that do not 10
terfere with navigation, but it is possible
that such structures may be built hereaIe
in a way to interfere with navigation. A
wharf cannot be held to be illegal unIe
it does interfere with navigation, and the
Court must be satisfied that it is a 5.b
stantial interference with the navigatuo
of the strean before it is liable to remov
or destruction. The only object of ine
ing the word " wharves " in the Bill
that if a wharf should be constructedô
as to be an obstruction it could be abate
or so reduced in size as not to inte'rf
with navigation. The Bill as framed ho
been read by many gentlemen from 

HoN. MR. MCCLELAN.

NYavigabl Waters BiÌ
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nswick, and the language of it has
en telegraphed to many interested per-

in New Brunswick, and I have not
rais th any objections have been
b trden that word. The whole
If rdno the Bill is this, that

any structure interferes substantially
th navigation that structure must have

e sanction of this Parliament or of some
t ority under this Parliament. I think

Sti's a good and safe rule and the only
e ilate and constitutional rule, because

are charged with the protection of
na gation, and it is our duty to preserve
navigable rivers from every obstruction,tha therefore to legislate for that purpose,
thet Parties interested may conform withhe rue
it rue nd if their structures do not

efere with navigation they may get
l'teficates to that effect, and if they do'hterfere with navigation that they may
0 stuct them so as to present no such

strction or remove thern altogether.

te . MR. MILLER-The Bill con-
plates interference only with wharves

vi ructed under the authority of Pro-
whaial Acts. It does not interfere with
t "es built on private property. As

hOn. Minister of Justice has said,
t these erections interfere with naviga-

t, It is quite necessary that Parlia-
ShOuld have control of them. I
c. .ases where it would have been

a Iable for Parliament to interfere before
tr revnt navigable streams being ob-
tzted. Under these circumstances, on
o jarticular point I do not see any

on to the Bill. Of course the

siks of the hon gentleman from New
Wick should have great weight, be-

9ut particular knowledge of the
on is admitted to be very extensive.

t4 MR. KAULBACH-I admit
b 1ne of my objections are removed

t4 renarks made since I spoke.

i R.4 M SCOTT-I think the inten-
sb, that this Bill should apply to all

assle as well as booms. It seems to be
stru ed that certain wharves are con-

funder the authority of the Local
,otI ures-I.j think in Ontario they are
_oI Ynany instances in this Province,
Ql4 e build wharves because they own
the on the banks of navigable waters, but

et no special authority to do it.

They buy frorm the Commissioner of
Crown Lands the lands under the water,
if they are riparian proprietors, and that
gives them the right to build wharves.
The local power can give them no rights
above the land, because the jurisdiction
over navigable waters belongs to the Fed-
eral Parliament. Nine-tenths of the
wharves in this Province are built under
no authority whatever, but merely under
the circumstances which I have des-
cribed. I have no doubt the Bill is drawn
under a misapprehension of the facts as
they exisL I am inclined to think that it
will have to be re-cast-to be useful it
ought to apply to all cases.

HON. MR. POWER-I hope the hon.
gentleman, however, is correct, and that
the Bill will not apply to private property.
If it does not, the objection would not be
so strong.

HON. MR. WARK-If this Bill is in-
tended to cover all kinds of property, it is
very desirable that the Government should
understand the position of wharves in dif-
ferent harbors. Now the water in the
harbor of St. John is very deep, and the
wharves do not extend far from the
shores. In the Miramichi River it is very
different. Where the estuary is a mile
wide the channel does not occupy more
than a fourth of that distance, the balance
being shallow water, extending from the
shores to the edge of the channel. To
construct a wharf in such a place so that
ships can approach it, the structure must
be built at the edge of the channel, and
connected with the shore by a long bridge.
That is the way that wharves are built
here. Now a great many rafts pass over
this shallow water, never touching the
channel at all, and in building wharves it
has been cusomary to provide means for
rafts to pass linder the bridge. I make
these remarks, in order that the Minister
of Justice may keep in view the different
kinds of wharves and different kinds of
navigation that will be affected by this
measure, so that the owners of such
wharves as I have described may be pro-
tected. I am very glad that the Govern-
ment have arrived at the decision to
legislate in this direction.

HoN. MR. VIDAL-I was about to
call the attention of the House to some of
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the points to which the hon. member from
Ottawa has referred. The Bill, it appears
to me, is confined simply to structures
made under the authority of the Local
Legislatures, and, as the hon. gentleman
from Ottawa has very justly said, in
Ontario they are not made under such
authority. I think it would be most
desirable, by some alteration in the
phraseology of the Bill, or by the addition
of a few words, to bring these wharves
under the purview of the Government in
the same waythat the structures mentioned
in the Bill are. It so happens that in the
place where I live a case exactly in point
arises. Private parties have bought the
land under the water, for which they have
obtained a patent from the Crown. It
extends out to lleep water, but the Govern-
ment in issuing these patents guard them-
selves very carefully by inserting the words,
"reserving all the rights of navigation." The
purchasers are not to interfere with the navi-
gation. Iwasmyselfplacedinaverycurious
position on account of this procedure. I
required to get possession of some land
to construct a dock, and the Government
would only sell land under the water to
the extent of 28 or 30 acres, for which
they insisted a certain rate should be paid,
according to valuation by a surveyor. They
gave a patent for the land which extended
in a triangular shape under the water, one
part running to a point and the other
about a quarter of a mile wide. They
required that I should buy the whole of
that piece. Now, it was covered with
water to a depth of about six feet, and
certainly was navigable for small craft. I
required to purchase that because the
rights of navigation prevented the con-
struction of a long wharf to enable one to
reach the deep water of the St. Clair.
This is a serious inconvenience which
might be prevented. Then,,in the case of
a party owning a private wharf extending
eighteen or twenty feet into the water, his
neighbor might build one beside it and
extend it five or ten feet further, rendering
it inconvenient for vessels to approach the
shorter wharf. This has actually been
done at Sarnia. Some authority should
prevent one person from encroaching in
this way on the rights of another by defin-
ing how far a wharf might extend without
interfering with the rights of navigation or
the rights of other parties. I think in the
case of a town like Sarnia, plans of such

HON. MR. VIDAI.

structures should be submitted fo
approval before wharves could be built. e
have sought to get the whole Bay adopte
as a harbor, as it really is, being on
boundary line between the United States
and Canada on a navigable stream. T
harbor belongs certainly to the Domhin 1
Government and is under their conrtrj
At present there is no control exercisto
over that harbor, and we are subject t
great annoyances. The Americans bring
over wrecks of vessels and leave them r1
our bay to rot; we have no power to Phe
tect ourselves at all. They have had td
impudence to drive piles in our bay an
bring in logs there.

HON. MR. MILLER-Is there
harbor master ?

HON. MR. VIDAL-No. We bae
assumed authority in the municipalitY- 1

do not know that we possess it-and ha
instructed our mayor to prevent that Sho
of thing. Sometimes people yield to
authority, but others will not. It is
ceedingly desirable that in a Bill of th
kind something should be done to rele
this inconvenience and to protect private
rights. I hope some such amendffei' t

will be made to the Bill.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-
occasion for the Bill arose in New Bruß
wick, as I mentioned in speaking befO'
and it may be that it has got a 14c5
Brunswick cast providing for only cas
which arise there. Undoubtedly the "'ed

taken by the hon. member from RichiT1On
is correct, that the Bill as it now starne
applies to wharves and booms constr.t.
under the authority of the local le 1 j
tures. In New Brunswick I understte
all these booms have the authority Of
Local Legislature. That is the fact as s
mitted to me, and to deal with themt.
the object I had immediately in my it
and that probably gave rise to the presei
feature of the Bill. I do not knO'
Ontario any case where wharves interfere,
or are supposed to interfere, with naYvi
tion. It may be that booms on the
Ottawa and other rivers do, but whel î
Bill goes into committee if it shou 1 be
thought proper to include such 'o,,
erected without the authority of the l
legislatures, it can be done.

Navigable Water8 Èt'a
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ttON. MR. POWER.-No, no.

allO• SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.-At
t eents that can be considered. If
hley Interfere with navigation, I can seeto reason why the Bill should not apply
o hem. However, we will take the
eo unlit to discuss the subject in

mhe Motion was agreed to, and the
was read the seeond time.

NICHOLSON DIVORCE BILL

MOTION.

dON MR. MACFARLANE moved the
i t0on of the second report of the com-

th ttee to whom was referred the Bill for
e relief of Peter Nicholson.

theaON: SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL -If
tienassistance is to be given the amount
entgioned in the report seems to be small
hite gh I have no doubt that the Com-
sctee have satisfied themselves that some
Ive assistance should be given. It is
thi embarrasing. I feel that in cases of

sedind if a very heavy burden is im-
terre 0. the applicant it may possibly in-

i rd With the possibility of his obtain-
reidress. I sympathize also with the

avndent in wishing that she should
su n OOPPortunity to defend herself. I

posedse some such assistance as is pro-
letit. must be given on the part of the
ti ioner if he is to go on with his peti-

Motion was carried on a division.

Ib7T]PRETATION ACT
MENT BILL.

AMEND-

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, March 21, 1883.

The SPEAKER took the chair
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE SOURIS BRANCH OF
PACIFIC RAILWAY.

at 3

THE

INQUIRY.

HON. MR. REESOR inquired
Of the Govern ment as to whether they

are able to give any information as to the
progress that will be made during the pres-
ent year, by the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company, towards completin their South-
western Branch to the coal field1 of the Souris
River? "

He said : I make this inquiry in order
that the public, who are deeply interested
in that part of Manitoba, may know
whether the road is likely to be
completed during the present season,
or whether it is to stop at the point to
which it is now constructed. Of course
it will make a great difference to the farm-
ing community as to the extent to which
they shall incur expense in cultivating
their farms. For instance, in the Pem-
bina Mountain region, and for. some dis-
tance beyond that, they have produced
quite a surplus-considerably more than
they have a market for. i do not wish to
be understood as finding any fault with the
Pacific Railway Company, I think their
efforts last year were most creditable.
They have shown great enterprise and
energy, and I merely wish to obtain what-
ever information the Government may
possess on this subject for the benefit of
those who are interested in the progress of
that part of Canada.

IN COMMITTEE.

Trhe joiHON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-In
bill elouse went into Committee on reply to the hon. gentleman's question, I
ite " An Act further to amend the beg to say that the Government has no

rPretation Act." information on this point. If my hon.
foN. M E friend will either let the question stand until

Pro t• MR.DE BOUCHERVILLE- after the vacation or renew it, then I will
Withoue Committee, reported the Bill endeavor to obtain the information; but

oas mtendment, and the third reading there has been no time since the notice
ed for to·morrow. was given to communicate with the

Pacific Raihway Company to earn whatfe Sereate adjourned at 5e40 Pe Mt their intentions are,



The Plivilege

HON. MR. REESOR-I will let it
stand.

NEW WESTMINISTER PENITEN-
TIARY.

INQUIRY.

HON. MR. MACDONAL) inquired:-
Were the charges made in open Court, be-

fore Mr. Justice Gray, at the New Westmin-
ster Assizes, in June. 1882, relative to the
favoritism alleged to be exercised in the dis-
cipline of the New Westminster Penitentiary,
brought to the notice of the Governnient ? If
so, was an investigation had, and what was
the result of the investigation ?

He said: If the charges to which my in-
quiry refers have been established by an
investigation, the officers should be pun:
ished ; if they are not, then the officers
should be exonerated publicly. That is
why I ask the question.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL--In
reply to my hon. friend's question I beg
to say that there has been an inquiry into
this alleged favoritism. The investigation
was made by Mr. Trutch, the agent for
the Dominion Government in British
Columbia, and the result of that inquiry
has satisfied the Government that no such
favoritism has been shown as was spoken
of on the occasion in question before Mr.
Justice Gray; there does, however, seem to
have been something in that direction
shown to one particular convict, and into
that case I am causing some inquiry to be
made.

CRIMINAL STATISTICS.

MOTION.

HON. MR. MACDONALD moved,
" That an humble Address be presented to

His Excellency the Governor-General, pray-
ingthat His Excellency wonld be pleased to
cause to be laid before tiis House, a Return
shewing, for the year 1882, the number of
persons confined alter sentence in the prisons,
reformatories and gaols, under the control of
the local authorities of the several Provinces,
the offences of which they were convicted,
and the length of the sentences."

He said :-The report of the inspectors
of penitentiaries for the year 1882 has
been submitted, and I am glad to notice
by it that there has been a diminution of

crime as compared with the previous ye3.
A return such as I ask for in this motiol
coupled with the report on the penite
tiaries, will form a complete record of t
number of persons undergoing sentence
in every part of the country.

HON. MR. NELSON-I would suggest

that this return should show the nutmbet
of Chinese, Indians and Europeans under-
gong sentence.

The motion was agreed to.

BILL INTRODUCE10.

Bill ( ) "An Act to amend an Act t
Incorporate the Ontario and Quebec
wav Companv "-(Mr. Allan.)

THE PRIVILEGES 0F
SENATE.

MOTION.

A message was received from the
of Commons that Senators Haythorne
Carvell and Howlan be allowed to aten
and give evidence before a Committee
the House of Commons on the subject O
steam communication with Prince Edwar
Island.

HON. SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELImOV
that leave be given the Senators
tioned to attend and give evidence, if
should see fit.

HON. MR. MILLER-I think it Wei <f
remark here, while this motion is e
the House,that it seems not to be as wef
derstood as it should be that a memlbed
the Senate has no right-in fact, he ren
himself liableto be takeninto custodybY 
Sergeant-at-Arms, and fined or imprisoleÇ
for going before a Committee of the Ote.
House without the leave of the Sen
That has been done through inadverts e
on several occasions, and it is just as
to call attention to the fact now, in
that it may not occur again, bccause
a very important privilege of this O
and should be strictly regarded.

A
HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL

tention was drawn to the import '
of the privilege by the hon. gentle
from Prince Edward Island, and he

158 of the Senate.[ SE NAT E.]
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chfned to go before the Committee and for the Consolidated Statutes, and is there-
e resllt has been the message which has fore more general. The clause is as

just been read to the House. follows :-
The rnOtion was agreed to. " Provided alwavs that where there is in

the Consolidated Statutes no eractment re-
lating to the sanie subject matter as the re-

E1 RPRETATION ACT AMEND- pealed Act or enactnent, such repealed Act

MENT BILL. or enact ment shall stand good, and be read
and construed as unrepealed in so far as may
be necessary to support, maintain, or give

THIRD READING. effect to such unrepealed Act, or such instru-
nient or document."

SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved The sanie language is found in the Im-frthird reading of Bill (H), " An Act perial Statutes. I had it before me to-day'er to amend the Interpretation Act.' in the case of a statute which was sent
said: When the hon. member fron out to this country affecting the Domin-

proyax drew attention yesterday to the ion.
i that the end of the last paragraph I

thhat thought it had been taken from HON. MR. POWER.-I had taken the
ar It Statutes. I find that is not the trouble to look at the Ontario Statutes

s "te has been taken fromn the revised and I found, as the Minister .has just
ieS of New York in which the pro stated, that the provision was not there.

alti s8 found the same in substance I have also looked in the latest Englishro ugh not the same in language. The work on statutory law, and I do not find
fo n the New York Statutes is as they have such a provision in England.

I may be in error, I have not had an
a ere any statute not hereby repealed opportunity of seeing the statutes referred

and adopts any statute or part of a to by the hon. Minister, but I think,
h hereinrepealed, thesatute judging from what I heard of the New

not be deenied repealed by te prvi- York statute, that it is riot an Act dealing
ai of this Act, but shall be in force so with the interpretation of statutes, it is

y as the saine shall have been so simply a provision in some particular Act
Jeet to'tand for no other purpose, and sub- that, as regards the subject of that Act,

c., le provisions of the two next sec- the repeal shall not have the effect indi-
te ut if the statute or part of a statute so cated; and further, the provisions there are-i ed to and adopted sfiall have been re- not the sanie as in the provisions at the
all pl cosolidated in the Revised Statutes, end of the last paragraph in this Bill.

Ir sios contained therein repugnant to
ed tnt with those of the said Rte-

tih tAtutes, shall be demed repealed at the HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.-It
.pe, Cified in this Act, and every such is in a general statute in New York.

89S1 refered to and adopted, which
die fl'ed by the RevisedStatutes,shall

ed to be so modified in respect to any HON. MR. POWER.-But not about
r Pir ose, for which such provision is the interpretation of statutes. The Onta-

theinI del'ared to be in force, from and after rio Statutes go as far, I think, as is pru-
k e til.i when the Revised Statutes shall dent, and the Nova Scotia Statutes go

%îich bere any statute or part of a statute, about the same distance. I may be
ope 'lot hereby repealed refers to and wrong, but my impression is that this
ogate nY provisions or rule of law which is provision has been put in here to meet
4e p ior modified by the Revised Statutes,
srro sions or rule shall be deemed to be
Weiatedor modified, as the case inay be,
teI respc to such statute or part of a HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-No.
t er inot yepealed, as otherwise, from and

Ohall takeIfimt vhen the Revised Statutes HON. MR. POWER-It reads like it.
o Te saine provision is found in the My impression is that this provision will

Cerysoidated Statutes of New Brunswick, lead to very serious troubles in the future.

early a the same language which The motion was agreed to and the Bill
t adopted in this Bill, only it is was read the third time and passed,

1nt,-*ýpretat" ý&ct



BOOMS AND WORKS ON NAVIG- Bill (24) " An Act to Incorporate the
ABLE WATERS BILL. Manitoba and North-West Fire Insurance

Company. " (Mr. Girard.)
THIRD READING.

HoN. MR. BELLEROSE-I believe the
The House resolved itself into a Com-

mittee of the Whole on Bill (K) " An Act
respecting booms and other works con-
structed in navigable waters under the au-
thority of Provincial Acts."

HON. MR. WARK, from the Commit-
tee, reported the Bill with amendments
which were concurred in and the Bill was
read the third time and passed.

The Senate adjourned at 4.50 p. m.
until Wednesday the 4th of April next at
8 p. ni.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesdav, April gtI, 1883.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Eight
p. M.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (2) " An Act to Amend the Acts
respecting procedure in criminal cases,
and other matters relating to criminal
laws." (Sir Alex. Campbell).

Bill (67) " An Act respecting the
Citizens Insurance Company of Canada."
(Mr. Bellerose.)

Bill (29) " An Act to incorporate the
Bank of London in Canada." (Mr.
Leonard.)

Bill (18) "An Act to Incorporate the
University of Saskatchewan, and to
authorize the establishment of Colleges
within the limits of the Diocese of
Saskatchewan. " (Mr. Allan.)

Bill (13) " An Act to provide for the
punishment of seduction and like of-
fences. " (Mr. Power.)

Bill (7) " An Act to amnend the
Criminal Law, and to extend the pro-
visions of the Act respecting offences
against the person. " (Mr. Scott.)

Bill (5) ''An Act for the better pre-
vention of fraud in relation to contracts
involving the expenditure of public
moneys." (Mr. Scott.)

time for receiving Private Bills nas
pired.

Hon. MR. MILLER-That does not
apply to Bills from the House of COin
mons. There is this to be said, however,
with reference to Private Bills, that if they
have not been reported on by the Stand-
ing Orders' Committee, they should
referred to that Committee to be reporte
upon, before the second reading.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-Is this 0n
of them ?

HoN. MR. MILLER-I do not knod
I refer to any private bill.

EMPLOYEES OF THE GOVERN'
MENT.

HON. MR. TRUDEL-(In French) en
quired whether the return for which he
had moved some two or three years ag
respecting the creeds and nationalities
all persons in the employ of the Govr?
ment, would be brought down this Session

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.
think the return has already been brougt
down and is in the hands of the Joint
Committee on Printing.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE.-I beliei
at the beginning of the Session the Minister
of Justice stated that it had been decIed
the document would come to the print'ro
office before it reached the Senate, eé
that it would be submitted in a print
formn to the House. Would the Mifiste
be kind enough to enquire and let us kno
to-morrow if the document has yet bee:
printed? It is now some 24 monthssle
the return was asked for.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL- 1

I was in error in saying that it had
brought down in a printed form the
return, as I understand is now before
House.

The Senate adjourned at 8.30 Pl

Employees of' (8 EN AT E.] the Government.160
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THE SENATE.

Ottawa, T/hursdai, April 5/t, 1883.

'he SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

NEW SENATOR.

d cON. JOHN SCHULTZ was intro-
thuced, and having taken and subscribed
tookath of office, and signed the roll,

his seat.

TUE COMMITTEE ON PRIVATE
BILLS.

MOTION.

teN MR. BELLEROSE moved that
tIme for receiving reports from the

fnt mittee on Private Bills be extended
the 2oth inst.

The motion was agreed to.

effect which the proposed increase may
have on other officers. I think it would
be well if this matter were referred back
to the committee ; I appeal, not in a
spirit of opposition, but in a friendly spirit
tothe gentlemen of that committee to allow
the report to bc referred back for further
consideration.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD-Circumstan-
ces have arisen which, in my opinion, ren-
der it desirable that further consideration
should be given to this subject. I, as one
of the committee, think that under the
circumstances it would be desirable that
the question which is dealt with by this
report should have the further and full con-
sideration of the Committee on Con-
tingencies. I need not go further into
argument to induce the House to adopt
the motion which I intend to make. It
will be obvious from the observations
which have been made by the leader of the
Government. I therefore beg to move,
as an amendment, that the report be refer-
red back to the Committee on Contingen-
cies for further consideration.

cONTINGENT ACCOUNTS. HON. MR. MILLER.-I think I was
the person who seconded, on the Com-

MOTION. mittee, the recommendation which is con-
tained in the report we are now asked to

l'ON. MR. READ moved the adoption adopt, and I frankly concede that thereOf the
Conte Second report of the Committee on is a very great deal in the remarks that

ingent Accounts. have fallen from the Minister of Justice
and the hon. gentleman who has madere x. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-This this motion, and who also was the mem-

rpor only deals with the case of one ber of the committee who made the
cer, and it seems to me that it would motion which 1 seconded. I do not

deal iser not to isolate one person and wish, however, to have it understood that
crc iply with him ; there are so many I feel that the officer in question, whose

ne ostances which make the salary of salary was recommended to be increased,
othfer dependent on what is given to was not deserving of the recommendation
easers, and render it unfair to take up one made by the committee, nor, I presume,
if the sngly, that I think it would be better does the Minister of Justice-in fact he
allo, mlembers of that committee will disclaimed any such intention. It is true
considthis matter to stand over for more last year very important changes were
ing b eration and with the view to bring- made' on the staff of the Senate, and at

eefor them the cases of others whose the present time it is in quite an incom-
eqa s to their consideration are probably plete condition. It will be necessary at
is to those of the officer whose name some very near day to consider the whole
1n mertioned in the report. I am always question of the salaries of our staff when
uie fig to oppose myself-I do not de- we are filling up vacancies which now
siendo Oppose myself now-to the recom- exist ·in consequence of promotions,

o Otion of a large committee of this deaths, ill health and other causes.
ote, but perhaps the circumstances have Under those circumstances perhaps it

iitttengaged the consideration of the con would be as well to refer back the report
e, and they have not thought of the to the Contingent Accounts Committee for

[Arpui, 5, 1883.]Contingent



162 Printing

further consideration in connection with
the general subject. For my part, as a
member of the committee, I willingly
second the motion which has been made.

HON MR. BELLEROSE.-While I
know of no officer of this. House who is
more deserving of consideration than the
gentlemen whose name is mentioned in
this report, I think the position has been
occupied by gentlemen in the past who
have not received as high a salary as his.
This alone would be a good objection to
this report, but the strongest argument is
this: There are officers of this Parliament
who have been in the service since Con-
federation, and who at the time of
Confederation had for years been servants
of the Government of old Canada, who
are amongst the best officials employed by
this Parliament. An increase of salary for
some of these officials has been asked for,
but we have not heard whether that
request has been granted. It would be
unusual to increase the salary of one
official before the House is informed what
will be done in these other cases, which
present stronger claims, because I consider
the past services are strong arguments in
favor of an increase. In a few days hence
I shall with pleasure vote for estimates in
which I find that the Government have
decided to increase the salary of the War-
den of Kingston Penitentiary, and asking
Parliament to empower the Government
to increase the maximum salary which he
now receives. We also have, in the em-
ploy of the Senate, old officers whose
salaries should be increased before we
take up the case of gentlemen who occupy
less important positions. The gentle-
man whose name is mentioned in this
report, holds office under another,
and is not responsible for all the
money that passes through his hands
while the clerk is. Other institutions,
the penitentiaries for instance, have
an accountant through whose hands a
great deal of money passes for which he
is responsible and who bas to give security,
and he is paid a thousand dollars. I be-
lieve that every man should receive what
he is entitled to. I am glad that this
report is to be referred back ; I have no
objection to it only I think we should let
it stand until we can see what will be done
in Qther cases.

The motion was agreed to.

HON. MR. MILLER.

INSOLVENT BANKS ACT AMENV-
MENT BILL

SECOND READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL mOVed
the second reading of Bill'(L), "An Act
respecting insolvent banks, insurance
companies, loan companies, building
societies, and trading corporations "

He said: The Act which it is proposed
by this Bill to amend, was passed twO or
three years ago, for the purpose of winding
up insolvent banks and other compafliee
It has been first used in the Province o
Prince Edward Island, and it has been
found there that defects in the Bil exist
under which difficulties have arisen 11
carrying out orders of the court-there
being no provision in the Act for putting
them in force, as you would put in force
a judgment of a court. This Bill pro
poses to supply that deficiency, and tO
enact that every order of the court or
Judge for the payment "of money or
costs, 'tharges or expenses made under the
said Act, shall be deemed a judgmelt of
the court, and shall bind the lands, and
may be enforced against the person or
goods and chattels, lands and tenemfIents
of the person or persons ordered to pay'
in the same manner in which judgnT.ent
or decrees of any Supreme Court obtamled
in any suit, ,may bind land or be enforce
in the Province where the Court enforcing
the same is situated." This provision .
taken from the English Act, and it is 1i
pursuance of the ordinary system by which
decrees of a Court are of the same fore
as a judgment, and have the eflect which
the Bill contemplates. I beg to mo
the second reading.

The motion was agreed to, and the P
was read the second time.

PRINTING OF PARLIAMENT·

THIRD REPORT OF COMMITTEE ADOPT

HON. MR. SIMPSON moved coni
rence in the third report of the Jo
Committee on Printing : He said that the
expense of printing during the past ye
had been reduced some $11,000, while 0
the previous year the reduction had beel
$7,ooo, and in the year before that the
reduction was about $5,ooo ; a to'o
reduction in three years of some $23,000'

of Parliament.[SENATE.]
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"e believed the reduction had gone farenugh, and it was intended to spend a
itte more hereafter. It was desired to
have a better class of printing, better
.binding and paper. It was thought theprices were reduced to a figure below
Wbat the contractors could afford, and
beow what the work was worth. It was
Probable the expenditure would be in-
Creased this year some $5,ooo or $6,ooo,
ad' the distribution list would be increased.The present distribution list, in viewf Claims made -by British Columbiaand Other Provinces, is not sufficient,
rd the stock of public documents now in
reserve is nearly exhausted. Such is the

e More especially with the Public
ccounts, and Trade and NavigationeetIrns and it is intended before the

blose of the Session to revise the Distri-
betion List and see what may beyequired. Out of the grant made lastYear-$6o,ooo-the committee had used

38ooo, and they would probably useifot $4o,ooo to $44,ooo next year; butSas the intention to ask the Govern-
Mnent stil, to insert in the estimates the
cor nf $5o,ooo. The accounts of the

Iittee had been carefully examinedtth by the clerk of the committee and
te thAuditor-General, who have certified
re elr correctness. He moved that the

rt be adopted.

5J. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL was
adto know'that the printing and bind-

as well as the paper used in public
duflIents, was to be improved. The

tutes, more particularly, he thought,
?e lot such as should emanate from the
arliament of Canada, while the type,

SPer and binding were very inferior to
fifwould be found in such publications

een or twenty years ago.

distrib MR. MILLER referred to the
Iflaibution of the statutes among the

!hictrates of the country, the cost of
* imust be enormous. He knew that
Pulatva Scotia nearly one-half of the po-uleOn were magistrates, and he pre-trnied that the number printed and dis
PrOed was the same there as in other

vou of the Dominion. These
hies arrive very often at the point to

which they are sent for distribution, and
are distributed, becoming so much

old lumber ; he therefore did not see that
the Dominion should be at the expense
of providing magistrates, from one end to
the other of this Dominion, with these
statutes. It was a great abuse, and large
sums of money were expended through it.
He acknowledged the great economy exer-
cised by the members of the Printing
Committee, but thought a wide field was
open for them, in .the direction he had
indicated. The magistracy of the coun-
try are only called upon to execute the
criminals laws of the Dominion, and
every few years, as those laws are con-
solidated, it might perhaps be well
to distribute such consolidated laws
to the magistrate, but it did not seem
right to send these volumes to men,
three-fourths or seven-eighths of whom,
in his opinion, did not read them.
A few copies might be sent to the principal
offices of the county-perhaps a dozen-
such as the sheriff, custos, warden, or
even to each of the councillors of the cor-
poration, and a few other municipal
officers in the county.

HON. MR. MACFARLANE said it
should be borne in mind that magistrates
occupied the position of justice of the
peace throughout the Dominion and had
very importantdutiestoperform. They had
not only to execute the criminal law, but it
was often necessary for them to carry out
the provisions of the law for the protection
of the revenue; and there were other
instances in which they had to act. They
had to deal with matters affecting the
customs, and many of the officers of cus-
toms at small ports are not very well
qualified to give information. It would
not be a wise economy to withdraw the
statutes from the magistrates, many of
whom are very intelligent and perform
important functions in the district where
they live. When striking off these books
it did not entail a very heavy outlay to
distribute this additional number. As a
member of the committee he could say
that much attention had been given to
the distribution of a large variety of other
public documents, all tending to spread
throughout the Dominion the valuable
information contained in them, and while
many of these volumes are probably piled
up in garrets and other places it would
not be well materially to red'ce the num-
ber now printed.
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of Parliament.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE said it would
be difficult to dispense with the distribu-
tion of the statutes, as magistrates not
only have the power, but may often be
forced to exercise it, to enforce these laws,
and as they receive no pay it would be
hard to oblige them to buy the statutes.
In the Province of Quebec many magis-
trates are appointed who are never sworn
in, and it is dificult to say who really are
magistrates, but they all receive the stat-
utes. If enquiries were made at Ottawa
as to who were and who were not sworn
in, and if the statutes were only sent to
those who were so sworn, the number dis-
tributed would be much lessened ; but
that was the only way in which a saving
could be properly effected.

HON. MR. KAULBACH, while aware
of the economy which had been practised,
was of much the same opinion as the hon.
gentleman from Cumberland, (Mr. Mac-
farlane,) and considered that magistrates
should not be deprived of the statutes ;
they being frequently applied to in their
different localities for information upon
the law. In the Province of Nova Scotia
it would be the exception to find a magis-
trate who was not sworn in. In his
opinion it would be false economy to de-
prive the magistrates of these statutes, and
the additional number was really not a
large item of expenditure.

HON. MR. MILLER had heard nothing
in the argument, adduced which would
change his opinion on the subject, to
which he had given some attention, but
felt that the opinions expressed would be
properly conside*red by the members of
the committee. It was comparatively rare
that a magistrate was called upon to per-
form the duties of a customs officer.
There was all over the country a sufficient
staff of customs officers paid by the
country, and in the country from which he
came there was hardly an instance where a
magistrate found it necessary to inform
anybody as to the requirements of the
revenue law; the officers are quite suffi-
cient for that duty. A magistrate's duties
are chiefly confined to the functions of a
justice of the peace-a conservator of the
peace--and by distributing to them every
few years a consolidation of the criminal
laws all the wants of the country would

be met, and much money would be saved
by the change.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
attention of the Government has been
called to this subject, and some rules were
last year framed in connection with it
which I suppose to be in force now,
though I do not know that they have
been carried out. The idea was that the
distribution of statutes to magistrates
should include only the criminal statutes
and certain statutes of' general inforrl.a
tion bearing upon the duties which magis-
trates must discharge. In that way a
very considerable saving could be made,
and I think that is the rule now; how-
ever I will inquire, and mention it agaf
in the House. Officers who are employed
in connection with the customs get the
customs laws in pamphlet form, so there
is no difficuilty in that respect.

HON. MR. MACFARLANE-I did
not allude to customs officers especially,
but referred to many instances in whic
magistrates have been obliged by custolms
officers to interfere and enforce collection
of revenue under the law, and saiçi that
for the proper performance of their dutY
in such a case, it was absolutely necessary
that magistrates should have these statutes.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Of
course it would not be fair to impose UPo'
gentlemen magisterial functions without
pay, and often entailing a great deal O
trouble, and not give them the statutes
which would enable them to discharge
their duties intelligently; but I understood
my hon. friend from Cumberland (M.
Macfarlane) to say that they had certa'0

duties as customs officers.

HON. MR. MACFARLANE -
misunderstood me.

HON. MR. MILLER-As- a dernier
resort, where there are no officers.

HON. MR. SIMPSON stated that the
committee found it difficult to arrive at a
proper mode of distributing their docU'
ments ; for instance, wishing to exchange
documents with the Province of Nova
Scotia, it was difficult to know to whool
they should be sent. The coninmittee
had taken much trouble, and were 1019

HON. MR. MACFARLANE.
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Pretty well acquainted with what ought to

db done, and were doing their best toistribute economically and properly. In
Ontario the statutes are sent to the clerkOf the peace, and they are only distributed
tO qualified magistrates, whatever may bethe practice in other Provinces.

The motion was agreed to.

PROTECTION OF SETTLERS BILL.

SECOND READING-POSTPONED.

The Order of the day having been
ed for the second reading of Bill (M),
.*Act for the protection of settlers on
ilnion lands iri Manitoba and theorlth-West.

tha ION. MR. REESOR said, I do not know
t I shall press the second reading

the ay, although I regard this matter of

thr a" relating to the North-West Terri-
arles as one of the most important that

're ikely to come before us during theDresent Session. I see that in another

bylce a Bih bas already been introduced
l the Government to consolidate the
Ms relating to the Dominion lands in
hianitoba and the North-West. That
ani Iakes some very important changes
the soe valuable improvements upon
s l law, but it nevertheless, leaves
chae m atters, also of a very important

aacter, not provided for. I hope theOuse Will consent to the postponement

O e second reading of the Bill, as I do
i tat all desire to assume the responsi-

' Gr Of pressing the measure when the
sub.nent have a Bill upon the same

e ct, and intend to adopt such amend-
ands as will meet cases that have arisen
withare continually arising in connection
\th e settlement of lands in the North-

est It is an exceedingly important(lestion
have b, and thousands of people there
thee .een made to feel and are feeling
pract portance of it in a marked and'
goi manner. Those who have friends

eg to the North-West to settle as
ase those that have gone themselves,

the t Very strongly the operation of
totesent law. I do not attach blame
effet present Government for the evil
becaus . the bad law which is in existence,
la tSe It is almost substantially the same

othat was in existence before the present
rrlnhent came into power, and there-

fore no blame can be attached to me as
desiring to interfere with a Government
measure ; there is nothing of that kind,
there is no party question which I can see
could possibly arise in connection with
this measure, as I feel it is the desire of
both parties, as nearly as possible, and
before the Bill finally passes, to provide
against all evils which have arisen and
which are likely to arise in connection
with these lands ; the experience of the
past showing how these provisions may
fairly be made. Without that experience
we could not have had the intelligence
and information which we now can bring
to bear upon this measure. The granting
of homesteads to settlers is given as a
kind of bonus to those who are willing to
forego the advantages of living in an old
community, where they have all the com-
forts of civilization and all the institutions
of a more advanced condition of society.
They are given free grants for the mere
fee of $io, but this is not a patent given
in the shape of alms. It is not granted
as to a poor person who is begging for
aid ; not at all in that sense. It is given
as a bonus to induce men to endure the
hardships and privations which must be
borne in connection with the settle-
ment of that country. And we know
that these hardships are sometimes
of a very serious character. Nothing else
could be expected in a region where the
soil, although magnificent and most pro-
ductive, is a vast extent of prairie country
on which but littie fuel is found, and
where the winters are exceedingly cold-
the thermometer being liable at almost
any time during the winter months to go
down to forty or fifty degrees below zero.
It is very clear that a settler must be
induced to go to such a country, other-
wise he will-not risk not only losing his
health, but his hife. The present law has
made it incumbent on all those who take
what is called a " Free Grant," or " Home-
stead, " to reside upon that homestead for
six months during the first year, and six
months during each year thereafter,
making up a terni altogether of three
years. Let us take an illustration of the
difficulties that at once present themselves.
Pamphlets are distributed, and newspapers
are scattered in all directions. advocating
the advantages.of the North-West ; nearly
evergv home in Canada is filled with
information in regard to the advantages of
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that country, and the benefit of having a death, during the past winter. I have
home there, without taking into account received letters to that effect, and I WO
the onerous conditions imposed upon glad to find, upon inquiry at the ofice
them. The test of personal residence here in Ottawa, that so anxious have the
is made a primary condition, and let Government been to prevent that sort Of
us see what the effect is. A man goes unnecessary suffering, that they have
out during the sumumer, and may have taken upon themselves the responsibility
travelled one or two thousand miles of postponing the time during which
altogether from the old Province,; he goes parties may go there to enter into posses-
to different portions of the country, and sion of the land, and commence erectinsg
finally selects a place where he would like their houses. However, that came so late
to live ; he enters for a homestead, and he that many persons knew nothing of it,
has then six months in which to prepare and I suppose up to the present time it is
for taking up his residence there. When comparatively unknown. Then let us loo
you consider the long distance that the at another phase of this matter. If .
party may be from home, and the uncer- settler leaves his homestead within Si"
tainty as to whether he will like the months, if it happened to be in a goo
country, you place him sometimes in an locality-in a desirable place, peshaps not
exceedingly awkward position if you make far from where supplies could be obtained,
it a condition that he shall, within six or near a post-office or mill, or near a
months after going there, become a resi- proposed or existing railway-there are
dent, in order to secure his homestead. men called claim-jumpers ready, if he
However, he goes to the land agent and should leave his place, at once to nake
having made entry for a homestead, his application and take his property fro 0

first object would probably be to give a him. That, I am also glad to learn has
contract to build a house, if he is not been, with a good deal of effort, changed.
competent to construct one himself. The From the reading of the law, or perhaps
next thing would be to get a portion of the a straining of the law, but I think it is a
land cultivated. Well, supposing he suc- straining in the right direction, that has
ceeds in both of those, he can scarcely been prevented by the Department for the
get back to his home and take his family present, and the new Bill does make
up there within the short time he will some provision to prevent it in the future;
have, to be exposed, perhaps, when he got but still there are other cases of exceeding
there to all the rigors of that clime, in a hardship that the new Bill does not make
house that is ill-fitted for living in ; yet for provision for, and which I sincerely hoPe
fear of losing his land and forfeiting his the right hon. gentleman who has it il
claim, he undergoes extreme hardships. charge will be induced to make additionl0
And when he goes there what does he do? provisions to meet, before it comes up to
Hz is there in a condition of enforced this House. For that reason I arn dis
idleness during several months, he is un- posed, after making some.explanations, to
able to do anything further than consume ask leave to postpone the second readinfl
the provisions that he may have to keep of my Bill. The principal provision that
him there, and has to expend his means is set forth in the Bill, I have had the
for fuel, for which he may have to go honor to introduce to the House is this•
several miles ; so that the conditions are that where a party cannot fulfil the cOan
very hard and many people become dis- ditions of residence, fron various cause
couraged, finally abandoning the country. but where he does fulfil mach
They thus do no good to the country but larger conditions of improvements, I.s
there is a double loss, a loss to themselves, that he ought to be allowed to continue
for their labor is lost, and a loss to the and complete those improvements, under
country, for the loss of labor is to a certain his patents, just as well as though he Weilt
extent the country's loss, and then there there in person, provided that he puts.
is the loss of money which would have settler there in his place. Now I wil
been expended by these people in purchas- mention a case that might occur and it 19
ing goods and so paying to our revenue. only one of several that have occurred
There are instances where parties have man goes into a neighborhood and nake
suffered exceedingly, for instançe, a purchase of some land-for very fe Of
where they have been frozen to our Canadian farmers but desire to pla

HON. MR. RÉESOR.
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their sons in a good settlement, and would
erefer not sending them away off on the
twhd prairie to undergo the hardships of
tis first settler, and also to run some little

isk as to what may prove to be the
haracter of the soil, its productiveness,

its freedom from frost, and other causes-
Well,such a man going into a neighborhood
tiat has been already settled, cannot get atitie to the land in the shape of a patent,itcause no one perhaps has been upon
tho it has only been settled two or

ree years. He cannot get an assign-l'lent of the homestead because theW does not allow a man to make an
asinent. But the law does not pre-

Vt a man abandoning his homestead,
thd he may do so for a consideration; ifthe Place has been improved, if it is nearSVillage, store or church, he would want
O be Paid for abandoning it. Now that

ctise has been recognised and allowed
he Government, parties have paid

se sums in order to prevail on thosesttlers to abandon their homesteads;
they have taken the improvements and

lee.n Upon themselves the duty of com-deting the settlement conditions and resi-dnce. It would not be a very great
d8hiP for many persons to spend six

o:nths during 'the summer season on a
o stead lot, and so a man makes a
chase of a lot and is allowed to enter

i e gives a contract to put up build-
8 and imakes large improvements, may
o the amount of three or four thousand

ar 3 ; he then returns home, he may
laisick, or he may die, and under the

«s it stands if he should die or if he
iould never be able to go back, those

PrOvements are forfeited to the Crown
Ya be re-sold to anyone else. That

tik is a most unjust condition.

.e:e SPEAKER.-He may have left

s 0 •MR. REESOR.-My hon. friend
su .unless he has left heirs." Well
ePPdsing he has, perhaps they are young
Iverei who are unable to go there and
jst tx ths, so that the situation is

he se. That principle in the
law te is clear, and distinctly declares the
th o be forfeited ; it does not say that
to inister of the Interior may declare it

bited forfeited, but it says it shall be for-
, and the Minister of the Interior

may afterwards sell the improvements to
any other party, and allow that party to
enter it, or he may sell the land himself.
Now I desire that the law should be
amended in that respect. I may be met
with the statement that it would be inter-
fering with the principle of the Bill; the
principle is residence. I beg to inform
hon. gentlemen, that while the principle is
residence applied to particular parties,
there are other parties to whom it ,does
apply, and I should like to know why
there should be such distinction? For
example,take settlements where the parties
live in villages like the Mennonites.
They get a grant of a homestead and they
are not obliged to live upon or build upon
that homestead. They are obliged to
cultivate it, and may do so. That is all
right. They may build or live in their
villages, but each party who enters a
homestead is not obliged to have a resi-
dence in the village. He may live with
his father or with his mother-in-law, and
can go on and cultivate his homestead,
take off his crops, and may then spend as
many months between the period of put-
ting in his crops and taking them off as
he can spare. It may be nine months in
the year, and he may be occupied some-
times in other employments. He can
take a contract to get out ties for a rail-
way company, or can go to the lumbering
regions and work in the logging camps. He
is allowed to earn money and is not sub-
jected to that kind of enforced idleness
which is the case with those who come from
Ontario or any of the older provinces.
They have duties imposed upon them
which do not fall to the lot of those who
live in the villages of which I speak. Then
there is another class, a very dishonest
class, with whom honest men have to
compete. The duties have been so on-
erous that-living six months in a.sort of
hovel that may be hastily put together-
many who enter those homesteads, that is
the speculative and dishonest class of
homesteaders, scarcely live there at al.
They may spend a few nights. there, but
they will go and live together in the vil-
lages and at hotels or boarding houses,
and occasionally drive out and look at the
little shanty they have put up ; and when
the time comes round, they will swear that
they have occupied that homestead
according to the terms of the Act ; and
they will find others, who are just as
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guilty as themselves, to back them up
and swear also to confirm their oath.
They will help each other in that way and
finally they get their patents ; you go
along there the next year and you sec a
little tumble-down sianty with perhaps
five or ten acres under weeds. It is not
under cultivation, it was taken purely for
the purpose of speculation. Hundreds of
farais can be found in that condition,
patented in that way, in Manitoba and the
North-West, during the last two years. I
know the Government are most desirous
to prevent that sort of thing, and they
have introduced at least one clause that
will go a long way towards prohibiting it,
but I merely say that they should go
further and prevent it effectually; and
while they do that they should at the same
time allow such conditions to be put in as
would save others from having their
þroperty sacrificed. For, as I mentioned
in the case of the Mennonites, it is on a
new principle that the improvements
should be accepted, and a party entering
this homestead allowed to live on his place
just as many months as he pleases in the,
year, but in cases such as I first mentioned
where it is impossible for him to live thereat
all, if he puts another settler there that he
should not lose his property. These are
all the conditions I ask, and I do most
sincerely press them upon the Government.
I may bc assured that since the Govern-
ment have provided iri their measure that
there, shall be no more jumping of claims
(a most excellent provision) a man's pro-
property can only be sacrificed by the
action of the Government itself. Now,
there should bc some limit to that power
and that control, particularly when the
statute says, that except certain condi-
tions are perfornied the property shall
be forfeited. I say when it is put so
unconditionally as that the law ought to
bc amended so as to take away that .im-
perative condition which no man can per-
form, and which I amn quite sure the head
of the department does not desire to
enforce. With these remarks, hon. gen-
tiemen, I ask the privilege simply to have
the Jil stInd in the meantime, and to be
allowed to move the second reading at a
future time, with the hope that before I
do so the Government measure will reach
this House.

1HLox. Mi-. KAUL13ACH-I think that

a discussion on the merits of this Bill at
present would be premature, as there is a
measure befòre the other House on the
same subject, and I hope my hon. frien.d
will not ask for the second reading of his
Bill until we know something of the other.
They might contain provisions which
would be conflicting. This Bill is of
very great importance, inasmuch as it
proposes to strike at what we have COI-
sidered as an essential part of our policY
in dealing with the public - lands-that i'S

the seulement of the country. I think it
would be well, therefore, to defer the
second reading for some time.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.-The
hon. gentleman asks to defer it until the
Tuesday after next.

The SPEAKER.-Before putting the
question, I desire to say a few words on
this subject, as I have had a good deal.to
do with the administration of the Dommi'
ion lands. I have no intention of
following the hon. gentleman in a general
discussion of the question, but would like
to put what I believe to be the policy and
intention of Parliament before the House,
because I think the hon. gentlelian
misapprehends that in so far as ho-me-
steads are concerned. The object
of .Parliament, as declared in the
Homestead Act, is to give homesteads
to men who have not homes-to Poor
men. The policy of the Administratiofl
is to protect the poor nan-the POor
homesteader-in the possession of his
homestead, and to do all in their power tO
check what are called speculative honle'
steaders, that is, men of means Who
employ persons to go out, and affecting to
bc hoiesteaders, take possession of holle'
steads and keep them for the minilUn-i
time specified in the Act, probably eve"
less ; and represent themselves as beirl
entitled to the land at the end of the
dine, and in other ways frustrate the ob-
ject of the law. Now, the course which
the hon. gentleman recommends is one
that would further the ends of the spe-U
lator and defeat the object which Parha-
ment had in view in reserving iomesteadS
for the poor man. The bonafde hone'
steader does reside on his homestead aS
long as he can. He may, and oftef
does leave for six months of the year
to work elsewhere, probably to ret'ara

HON. MR. RLESOR.
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r the province from which he moved to
,ri is family and stock to his new

Ilmestead with him. He is allowed six
1Onths of every year to do that, and if theSIX onths should elapse at an incon-
verlient season of the year, as it may
thuring the winter, provision is made in

the t.i before the other House to extend
e time to enable him to arrive on his

Oreoestead before the middle of May, but
TL dence is necessary for his protection.
¡he person who can afford to make large

1mprovements, such as the hon. gentleman
aîî0w a is the speculator, and if youhim to put somebody in possession
Qinally as a homesteader, but really as a
f tenes of the speculator, as a matter

ourse the bona fide homesteader does
Ilot receive the protection and considera-
tion which it is the intention of Parlia-trit to give to him. He cannot make

uStlY improvements. He goes there and
bUs up a small house, he may have toOrrow the rnoney to do it, he sometimes
lIes in a tent with his family ; he earns

honestead by residence, but the
pe Culator would send persons to make

tlY improvements if that would entitle
t f to a homestead. That is con-

ary to the policy of the country,
artI think it would be very unfor-
e late if such a feature should be
agrafted upon the Act. I think the
huse will see that the hon. gentleman

Itisapprehended the policy of theCountry with respect to the bona fide
ornesteaders. The hon. gentlemen has

tid that it would be well to allow peopleto reside in communities, in villages,Lt ot compel theni to reside upon
their lands, and instances the case of the

ennonites. Now the hon. gentleman

ows that the Mennonites are a peculiar
aore lnity, and it was only because theyaed to be allowed to live in that way
the. because they hold the proceeds of

their farmns in common that they were
owed to do so. It was a matter of

aree.ment before they came here that
aidy should be allowed to live in that way,not that has not been extended, and I do
be think it is desirable that it should

At tetended to any other community.
i the same time provision is to be found

i existing law.allowing persons to live
Wialets during the winter. If persons
ad' to leave their homesteads and go tojacent villages during the winter, they

are allowed, under certain circumstances,
to do so. The hon. gentleman says there
should be a provision to prevent jumping
of homesteads. I would be very glad to
have some provision that would prevent
that ; all that the Government can do in
that direction will be done, but whether it
will be entirely successful or not I cannot
say. The hon. gentleman also charges the
homesteaders up there with very extensive
perjury. It is quite possible-I dare say
it is true that there is a good deal (if I
may coin a phrase) of patent perjury-
perjury for the purpose of acquiring
patents ; it exists to a greater extent than
I would like to see, but I hope not to the
extent the hon. gentleman supposes.
These are the points on which I wish to
remove any misapprehension. When the
new Bill comes up an opportunity will of
course be afforded for the discussion of
the whole subject, and I think that will be
the time to deal with it, but on these two
or three points I thought the House should
not be left in doubt.

HON. MR. REESOR-I think my
honorable friend has misapprehended me.
I do not desire to encourage speculation,
but I maintain that a party who comes to
that country and expend five or six or
eight hundred dollars in developing a farm
is not a speculator. I maintain further
that if you make such improvement a con-
dition, a class of farmers who are able to
do it will enter there, who will be able, in
cases of emergency, to help the poor man
who is now left to nearly freeze or st irve,
or run the risk of losing his property alto-
gether. I maintain that labor and capital
ought to go together in the cultivation of
the lands of the North West. They are
just as essential there as in developing
manufactures. The principle that I speak
of is recognized by the Government in
various transactions that they have
engaged in during the last three or
four years. Is it speculation, or what is it
that has induced the Government to sell
lands to colonization companies ? I am
not blaming them for it; I do not say
they are doing wrong; but they do not
require the members of those colonization
companies to live personally on their
property. It suits the Government if they
put a number of settlers upon each quarter-
section; they get a rebate from the pur-
chase money if they do that.
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The SPEAKER.-They purchase the
odd numbered sections.

HON. MR. REESOR.-They are re-
quired also, as I understand it, to put
settlers upon even numbered sections.
The settlers they put there may leave and
the company is allowed to put others in
their place. It does not require a resi-
dence of a particular party so long as
there is a settler there and so long as the
improvements are made ; that seems to
be the object of the Government and the
policy of their action in the matter, and
yet if a private individual does the same
thing they say it is not the policy of the
Government or of the statute to allow it.
I should like to know why a person who
is able- to buy a whole township should
have these privileges while a person who
buys five or six hundred aéres is not
allowed them ? I know a case where a
person has brought one hundred acres of
the 16o under cultivation, where two
dwelling houses have been erected, where
the settler has been living on the farm and
4o acres of grain were cultivated last year,
yet because the party who entered the
homestead has only been able to live
three months upon it within the year, the
lands and improvements are liable to be
forfeited according to the law as it stands
if anyone chooses to apply to the Depart-
ment to have them so declared. All the
money, labor and energy spent is for-
feited, although he is not a speculator but
intends it for his home. I maintain that
it is utterly preposterous to assume that he
is a speculator. There is not a shadow
of evidence to show it. It is a strange
thing that there should be conditions
imposed upon a party which injure every
*man, the poor as well as the rich.

HON. MR. BOURINOT rose to a
point of order. The hon. gentleman had
already spoken on the subject, and his
remarks were now out of order.

The order was discharged and the
second reading fixed for the i8th instant.

PENITENTIARY LAWS CONSOLI-
DATION BILL

SECOND READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved

the second reading of Bill (J) " An Act tO
amend and consolidate the Laws relating
to Penitentiaries."

He said that the law relating to PenI'
tentiaries is to be found in thirteeen differ-
ent acts, and many inconveniences have
resulted. This Bill was to consolidate the
different acts. There as very little ne<
in the Bill, and that he would explain
when the Bill was in committee.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE suggested
an amendment to the 2oth clause to il'
clude the chief keeper, the storekeePer
and the steward of penetentiaries am1 Ong
those officers who are on the superannal-
tion list.

HON. MR. POWER regretted to observe
from the introduction of this Bill that the
Minister of Justice was not hopeful tha-t
the consolidated statutes would be laid
before Parliament at an early day.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL alsO
regretted it, but it was a long work .Ie
hoped by next session that the criminal
portion would be ready, but he saw no
prospect of having the whole of it.

HON. MR. MILLER-This is so imuch
done towards consolidation.

The Bill was read the second time.

THE PRINTING (F PARLIAMEN'

FOURTH REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE

ADOPTED.

HON. MR. SIMPSON moved the adOP-
tion of the fourth report of the Comnittee
on Printing. He explained that it wa
one of the usual reports.

The motion was agreed to.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (19,) "An Act to incorporate '
Révérends Pères Oblats de Marie ImmIt
culée des Territoires du Nord-Ouest
(Mr. Girard).

Bill 49) "An Act to incorporate the
Dominion Phosphate and Mining Co.

Bill (ro,) "An Act to provide for the
amalgamation of the Bank of Nova Scot'd
with the Union Bank of Prince EdWa"d
Island." (Mr. Power).

HoN. MR. REESOR.

Consolidated ,ËW.(BE1SAT E.]
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th Bil(46), "An Act further to amend
ie Act relating to Banks and Banking,
•ith the several acts amending the same."

(Sir Alex. Campbell.)
Fill (22), "An Act respecting the Credit
ncier Franco-Canadien."
Bill (23), "An Act further to reducee capital stock of the Quebec Fire
1Urance Co." (Mr. Pelletier.)
Bill (N), "An Act respecting certain
ces against the state." (Sir Alex.

Canmpbell.)

he Senate adjourned at 6 o'clock.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, 6th April, 1883.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three

Prayers and routine proceedings.

ITLES TO LANDS IN MANITOBA.

MOTION.

ION. MR. GUEVREMONT moved:
is yhat an humble address be presented to
8ii th"acele ncy th e Governor-Genera pray-

%li" to be laid before Lhis House, copies of
Of correso ndence between the department
%ci nt nds, at Winnipeg, or the depart-

1 Of the Interior, and parties claiming lot
ht thereto e Goernment survey, or any
ptth, ein ituated in thie Parieh of Ste.

a in the County of Provencher, in the
?rde of Manitoba; also copies of ail

t4 In-Council or of the de rtment of
thèe i 5iterorrelating to the sai lot, or to
lot.' hO ray have elains upon the said

tce said : The case to which I refer in
Sorel rotion is that of an inhabitant of
PQr, Lh0 went to Manitoba to live, and
%uased the property mentioned in my

On from two brothers of the Crown
hds Agent there, paying them therefora 7 oo. He has improved the property

Shonstrur:ted buildings to the extent of
th $usand dollars more, and now he finds

the property does not belong to him.
to> 9substion of titles to lands in Mani-

rnot a new one. The subject was
the House yesterday, and a Bill to,

meet cases of titles to lands in Manitoba
and the North-West Territories was held
over for consideration at a future day, be-
cause a measure dealing with that subject
is now before the House of Commons. I
hope the Government will give it their
serious consideration, and endeavor if
possible to take such -precautions as will
prevent such injustice being perpetrated in
the future. The name of the individual
to whom I have referred as the purchaser
of the lot in question is Olivier Péloquin.

HON. SIR ALEX CAMPBELL.-I am
not able to follow my hon. friend into a
discussion of the merits of the claim to
which he has alluded, because I did not
know of its existence; but when the
papers come down I hope he will find
that no injustice has been done to anyone :
at all events, if injustice shas been done,
we will endeavor to reinedy it. There is
no objection to the address.

The motion was agreed to.

ONTARIO & QUEBEC
BILL.

RA1LWAY

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. ALLAN moved the second
reading of Bill (27) "An Act to amend
an Act to Incorporate the Ontario and
Quebec Railway Company. "

He said: This is a Bill from the House
of Commons, the object of which is to give
the Ontario and Quebec Railway Com-
pany power to make certain arrangements
tounite their railway with the Credit Valley
Railway, and also to give them running
powers over certain railways mentioned in
the Bill, and aho powers of amalgamation
with certain railways, and also, by the
assent of a two-thirds majority of the
shareholders to issue debentures in sub-
stitution for the bonds authorised by their
act of incorporation.

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the second time.

CRIMINAL CASES ACT
MENT BILL.

AMEND-

SECOND READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the second reading of Bill (83) " An Act

OÑéa8 ae8 Act 111
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to amend the Act respecting procedure
in criminal cases and other matters
relating to criminal law. "

He said : The occasion for this Bill has
arisen in New Brunswick. A Corporation,
it seems, cannot be called upon to appear
by AttÔrney; nor can they, if they are will-
ing to do so, appear before a Court of Oyer
and Terminer; and cases which arise in
those Courts, the Circuit Courts, &c.,
must be taken up before the Court of
Queen's Bench before they can go on.
This Bill has been drafted to avoid that
difficulty, and to enable the Courts of
inferior jurisdiction, or this Court of Oyer
and Terminer, to insist on Corporations
which may be indicted (for having a bad
bridge, for instance), appearing by counsel
to plead against the indictment which may
be preferred against them. The Bill has
the advantage of having been prepared by
the Chief Justice of New, Brunswick.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time.

CITIZENS' INSURANCE
PANY'S BILL.

COM-

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE moved the
second reading of Bill (67) " An Act
respecting the Citizens' Insurance Com-
pany of Canada. "

He said: This Bill ought to be in the
hands of the hon. member for Alma: in
his absence I took charge of it. The
object of the Bill is to reduce the capital
stock of the company.

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the second time.

SASKATCHEWAN UNIVERSITY
BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. ALLAN moved the second
reading of Bill (8), "An Act to incor-
porate the University of Saskatchewan,
and to authorise the establishment of
colleges within the limits of the Diocese
of Saskatchewan. "

He said: This is a Bilfrom the House
of Commons for the establishment of a
university at Prince Albert, and a college

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.

in connection with the university. There
is no test imposed to the granting o
degrees, except for theological degrees.

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the second time.

INSOLVENT BANKS AND TRAI'
ING CORPORATIONS BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into a COn-
mittee of the Whole on Bill (L), " An Act
to amend 'An Act respecting Insolvent
Banks, Insurance Companies, Loan COm'
panies, Building Societies, and Trading
Corporations.'"

HON. MR. BOYD, from the Committee,
reported the Bill without amendment.

The Bill was then read the third timTie,
and passed.

PENITENTIARY LAWS CONSOLI-
DATION BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.

The House went into Committee of the
Whole on Bill (J), "An Act to anend
and consolidate the laws relating to Pel'
tentiaries."

HON. MR. McCLELAN, from th"
Committee, reported the Bill with an
amendment, which was concurred in, arld
the third reading was fixed for Monday
next.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (75), " An Act to incorporate the
hoard of management of the church and
manse building fund of the Presbyterian
Church in Canada, for Manitoba and the
North-West." (Mr. Wark.)

Bill (63), " An Act to amalgamate the
Presbyterian Ministers', Widows' and
Orphans' Fund in connection with the
Presbyterian Church of the LOwer
Provinces, and the Widows' and Orphans
Fund of the Presbyterian Church in the
Maritime Provinces, in connection With
the Church of Scotland, and to create a
corporation to administer such -funds-
(Mr. Bourinot.)

The Senate adjourned at 5-35 P.in.

Consolidation -Bill.(8 E NAT E.]
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THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, April 9, 1883.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
O'lock p.m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

AN INSOLVENT ACT.

INQUIRY.

ION. MR. MACDONALD inquiredwhether it is the intention of the Govern-
ent to introduce an Act during the pre-

t session of Parliament for the equitable
'Iribution of the estates of insolvent

lie said : My reason for asking this
nestion is that the Board of Trade of

sitih Columbia have petitioned for an
et of this character.

"ON. SIR, ALEX. CAMPBELL.-It
not the intention of the Government toWtroduce such a Bill this Session. Aleasure dealing with the subject is now

. Ore the other House, having been
ltroduced by a private member. What

b t fate of that Bill may be I cannot say,
t not the intention of the Govern-
to introduce such a Bill.

E SOURIS BRANCH OF THE
PACIFIC RAILWAY.

INQUIRY.

theOX. MR. REESOR inquired whether
GOvernrent are able to give any in-
ation as to the progress that will be

tae,.during the present year, by thenadian Pacific Railway Company to-
to ths Completing their south-west branchthe Coal fields of the Souris River.

tOe SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-When
behon gentleman proposed his questionb fre, I said I was not able to answer it

Ut if he would postpone the enquiry ï
WVOIid endeavour to prooure information.a Wrote accordingly the following day to
a Oflicer of the Pacific Railway Company,an. they cannot give the information forWhich the hon. gentleman asks, with refer-
ece to the extension of the South-West

ranch, le says that the policy of the

Company is to defer, where that can be
done, the construction of branch lines,
centering all their energies on the comple-
tion of the main line.

PENITENTIARY LAWS CONSOLI-
DATION BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that Bill (J), " An Act to amend and con-
solidate the laws relating to penitentiaries"
be referred back to a committee of the
whole House for the purpose of making
certain amendments.

The motion was agreed to.

HON. MR. McCLELAN from the Com-
mittee, reported that they had made some
progress with the Bill and asked leave to
sit again on Wednesday next.

BANK OF LONDON BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. LEONARD moved the
second reading of Bill (29) "An Act to
incorporate the Bank of London, in
Canada."

He said-This Bill, after leaving the
House of Commons, comes under our
consideration ; I have on'y t:2 say that it
is an exact copy of two or three statutes
passed last year. I therefore beg to move
the second reading.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

MANITOBA ANDNORTH WESTERN
FIRE INSURANCE CO.

SECOND READING.

HON MR. DE BOUCHERVILLE in
the absence of Mr. Girard, moved the
second reading of Bill (24) " An Act to
incorporate the Manitoba and North
Western Fire Insurance Co.

HON. MR. MILLER-A question of
order arises here, which I think ought to
have the attention of the House. Under
the rules of the Senate no private bill can
be introduced here until the application is
reported upon by the Committee on Stand-
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ing Orders, and unless the Committee re-
port that the conditions are complied with,
or recommend the suspension of the
rule, no bill can be introduced. This
is a bill from the Commons, and
under the rules of the House was
introduced as a Private Ril ; it comes up
here, and, if it has not gone through the
ordeal of the Standing Orders Committee,
it should be referred to that Committee to
report upon. Now, when a Bill cornes
up here the House is not made aware of
the fact whether or n:t the Standing
Orders Committee have reported upon
that Bill, and unless somebody calls
attention to it the House has no means of
knoving whether it is the case or not.
The usual course is, when a Bill comes up
it goes through the first reading, and then
as a matter of course, somebody moves the
second reading of it. We had to-day a
case before the Private Bills Committee,
to which I raised an objection, which was
sustained by the Committee, and that Bill
had not been reported upon by the
Standing Orders Committee of this House;
still it had been sent to the Standing
Orders Committee, under a rule of the
Senate to be reported upon. Now the
Bill was down on the orders of our House
for the second reading on Tuesday, and
that Bill could not be taken into
consideration by the Standing Orders
Committee without superseding the order
of the House ; there could be no
two orders at the same time, in regard to
the same bill. That bill having been sent
down by the House for a second reading
on a particular day, of course was only
subject to that order, and coúld not be
subject to any other; it could not be con-
sidered. The Standing Orders Committee
was not seized with the bill, as a Comniit-
tee. They could not go out of their way
to take that bill from the position in which
the House had placed it for the second
reading for to-morrow. Under these cir-
cumstances there was nothing to be done
but to allow the bill to stand over until
the second reading came up to-morrow,
and then as it had not been reported
upon, a motion could be made that the
bill be not read the second time, but that
the order be discharged and that it be
sent back to the Standing Orders Com-
mittee, to be reported upon as the Standing
Orders Committee. This was the only
course open to the committee, and I

ATE.] Fire Imrance Co.

think it was a proper course and it was so
unanimously decided. But it is a very
wrong course and one that should not be
rendered necessary. There are one or
two ways, perhaps, which I intend to
suggest to the House, in which thOse
difficulties might be met. In the first
place, it might be made compulsory UPL?1
the gentleman who takes charge of a bi
coming from the other House, to satisfy
the House, before the order for the
second reading passes, that the bill has
been reported upon by the Standing
Orders Committee. If the House shoUld
signify as its intention that, before an)y
bill coming up from the other branch Of
the legislature should be read a second
time, before this House would set it d0 0

for reading on a particular day, the gen'
tleman who made that motion should be
compelled to satisfy the House of the
report of the Standing Orders Comrnittee'
if he did not, then that it should go to
the Standing Orders Committee. That
course would be in the interest of the
person being in charge of that bill, because
it would directly go before the Stand'
ing Orders Committee, and the neces
ity for taking the round-about cOUre
followed with reference to the Bill that
was before us to day, would be avoidC&
Another course might be adopted; the
House might say that a Bill should be
set down for the second reading on a Par-
ticular day, without the reference which
the Standing Orders require and when
the motion was made for the second rea'
ing, that then the gentleman in charge 01
the Bill should be obliged to infori the
House whether it had gone through the
ordeal of the Standing Orders Comrnitteet
before the House would entertain the
second reading. Some such course '
necessary to prevent Bills going through
this House, that have not been reported
upon at all by the Standing Orders- Con
mittee, and I throw out the suggestiO!l '1n
order that the Honorable Minister
Justice may take into consideration, ad
see what is the best course to adoP t

for avoiding a difficulty which is Oc'
curring daily and which occurred to-daY
before the Standing Orders Committee
with reference to the bill, of which the
second reading has now been moved.
course if it had not been reported U
by the Standing Orders Committee,
motion should be made that it be referr

HON. MR. MILLER.
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tu the Committee on Standing Orders now,
tu be reported upon as the Committee
Oh Standing Orders. It would save
trOuble, and would be the proper and
More regular course. I think no gentle-
hian should take up a bill coming fromthe other House and move its second
reading here, unless he is in a position

assure the House that that bill has
aready gone through the Standing Orders
tommittee of the Senate, because it has
tr be reported upon by the Standing

Iders Committees of both Houses.

If N. MR. DE BOUCHERVILLE-
h there is any doubt about this Bill hav-

passed through the usual course, I
ýGUld perhaps be only doing well in ask-
lug that I might withdraw my motion forthe second reading, and leave the Bill to
hdealt with by the hon. gentleman who
hi8 rt ore immediately in charge, onreturn.

th ov. MR. VIDAL-It is not often
venture to differ in opinion from

hon. gentleman from Richmond (Mr.
r4ier) on a question of this kind, but I

oft confess I am unable to read the rule
î the .House as he does, or to give it the

that nerpretation. It appears to me
bili Our rules make provision for privatk

S brought here just in the way which
i een done in the case of which the

pi.' gentleman from Richmond com-
Pay s. The rule of the House does not
8Y that a Bill should not be read the
reCOd time until it has first been
Started upon by the Committee on

ne ng Orders, but it says that it shall
efirst reported upon by that Committee

of reit is submitted to the consideration
a t Y other Standing Committee. That
stan dlit, but a Bill can be sent to any
ti ding Committee for their considera-
tle Which has been reported upon by
ae COmnittee on Standing Orders, the

ape as though it were a petition. It
i ars to me that it would be exceedingly
int, enent if, on Bills being brought
fi is Chamber, and being read thestinme, no person dare to move the
had tareading on any future day, until he
Particuen the trouble to ascertain all these
repo as to whether it had been
Prorted upon or not. I think sufficient
a.s it 'on is made in the rule of the Houseis; a day is appointed for the

second reading, but before that Bill can,
be read the second tine it should be sub-
ject to the decision of the Committee on
Standing Orders and Private Bills. I
believe no inconvenient result has ever
arisen from the course that has been pur-
sued, and moreover it is known to most
hon. gentlemen that the Chairmen of the
Private Bills Committees of both Houses
are in conference to see if it is not pos-
sible to adopt some rule by which all
those little difficulties will be entirely
avoided ; that is, to have one report upon
the sufficiency of the notices in the papers
agreed upon by a joint committee of the
two Houses, or by.clear and distinct un-
derstanding that if it had been accepted
by one House it should not be questioned
by the other. I trust some arrangement
of this kind will be made before the close
of the present session, so that we shall
have no cause in the future to raise a
question such as has been discussed to-
day.

HON. MR. MILLER.-The discussion
may be useful in consideration of the po-
sition of the question, as it is likely to
engage the attention of a Committee of
both Houses before the session closes,
and for that very reason I will draw at-
tention to this point. I cannot at all
agree, however, with my hon. friend (Mr.
Vidal) in regard to the construction which
he has placed upon the rule of the House.
It is true we have a rule of the Senate
which says, that after a Bill was read the
first time, it shall go to the Standing
Orders' Committee of the Senate, to be
reported upon if the petition asking for
the Bill has not already been before that
Committee. Now, that is a provision
made by the rules of the House, but it
does not follow as a matter of course that
the Bill will go to that Committee, unless
a motion is made to refer it to them.
The rule itself is not a living active thing
that will take hold of a Bill and take it
before a Committee whether there is a
motion made by a member of the
House or not. It is merely a rule of
the House, like every other rule, which
prescribes a certain form of action
which members can take in order that the
business of the House may be accomplish-
ed. If a Bill is set down for a second
reading it may be read the second time, and
then it can be referted to any Committee,
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unless somebody interferes to stop the
irregularity. So it is evident that the rule
itself does not relieve us of the difficulty
to which I have alluded ; on the contrary.
the rule is there as any other rule, and is to
be acted upon by the member of the House
having charge of the Bill. He should
before he moves for the second -reading,
if it has not passed the ordeal of the
Standing Orders Committee, then move
that it should be sent to that committee
to be reported upon as a petition, with all
the formalities required. But how the
Standing Orders Committee can get
charge of a Bill which has been ordered
by this House to a second reading, and
afterwards ordered to a special Committee
of the House, how the Standing Orders
Committee can stop in, set aside the order
of the House and take charge of the Bill
and report upon it, as a Standing Orders
Committee, is what I cannot understand.
I think it must be evident to my hon.
friend that the mere existence of that rule
upon our rule book cannot help us out of
the difficulty to which I have called attei-
tion without the intervention of the House.
I do not see at any rate that anything would
be gained by adopting the course which
my hon. friend says is being followed
now. The second reading should not be
had until a bill has been reported upon
by the Standing Orders Committee. and
if after the second reading, instead of
referring it to another Committee you refer
it to the Standing Orders Committee, then
you are delayed in a most important stage
of the Bill, and perhaps you will find that
after this House has passed perhaps two or
three days in discussing the second read-
ing, the Standing Orders Committee will
throw out the 3ill altogether. Now that
would be certainly a very obscure course
to pursue, the whole time and labor of
the House being lost. It seems to me
that the proper course is so very clear
and plain, that there cannot be any
hesitation in conforming the action of the
House to it.

HON. MR. DE BOUCHERVILLE-
If the hon. gentleman will allow me for
one moment I would state that I have
just found this petition was reported upon,
on the second of March. I beg therefore
to move that the Bill be now read the
second tine.

HON. MR. ALLAN-There is no doubt
of the fact that, as stated by the hon. gentle-
man from Richmond, bills may corne UP
from the House of Commons to this House
for which petitions have never been sub-
mitted to the Standing Orders Committee
of the Senate, and unless attention is drawn
to the fact, by some one such Bills maY be
read the second time and passed through
without a petition ever having been re-
ported upon in this House. The rule
which the hon. gentleman from Sarnia,
(Mr. Vidal), quoted was intended tO
cover a defect of that, very kind,
where a bill came up here from the
House of Commons, and it was found
that no petition had even been reported
upon in reference to the Bill in this House.
It was intended that such a case could bc
met by referring the Bill to the Standing
Orders Committee on a motion, instead
of making a motion for the second rea'
ing. Then it appears to me it leaves it
in the position referred to by the ho»•
gentleman from Richmond, that unless
somebody makes it his business to ascer-
tain that-and we all have our o0»
experience of how bills come up here and
are taken charge of without enquiry
whether they have been before the Stand-
ing Orders Committee of the Senate-
those bills may be passed through without
any such reference being made.

HON. MR. VIDAL-I have listened
very attentively to the remarks of ho»
gentlemen, but I am not convinced. It
appears to me perfectly distinct and intel"
ligible that these Bills are treated preciselY
in the same manner as though they ,er
petitions. By the 53rd rule petitions fo
private bills received by the Senate are t
be taken into consideration without
special reference. Then we- read in the
5 6th rule that all private bills fron the
House of Commons (not being based
upon a petition which has alreidy been s
reported upon by the Committee) shall b
first taken into consideration and reporte
on by the said committee in like mann
after the first reading of such Bills, and
before their consideration by any Othe
Standing Committee.

HON. MR. MILLER.-Does it saYs
the other rule says, without speCil
reference ?

HON. MR. MILLER.

Fire Inewance Co.
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HON. MR. VIDAL.-I hold that the a report
erY words " in like manner" were put in for House, a

th express purpose of providing for that. then thet IS the duty of the clerk to see that Private Bithese conditions are attended to without
any responsibility being thrown upon any HON.
rnember in that direction. To my mind case of athe rule is perfectly clear. My hon. ing up h
riend says it ought not to be ordered for noves th

a second reading, but I see nothing what- red to th
ever in the rules to prevent that. I only would yo
See a distinct order that it shall not be Bil had
sent for the consideration of any other Orders C
conmnittee until it has first been dealt
With by the Standing Orders Committee. HON. S

might be
oN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The was unde

Practice has grown out of this fact that in rittee on
this House the Committee on Standing Bill, befo
orders and on Private Bills are the same wouhd say

ody, while in the other House there are charge
two committees, one for Standing Orders ed with
anld the other for Private Bills. We have
"ways had but the one body, and there- HON.
pore it has been supposed that when a private bi
?rivate Bill is referred to the Standing Private Bi

ommittee on Private Bills they, in their ing order
'pacity of the Committee on Standing cores to
Otders, see that those formalities have and the s

Orn plied wt.moved ?
reading, a

bil "ON- MR. MILLER-Suppose it is a It undergOn banking ? it is refer
BiOs. It

SIRcALEX. CAMPBELL-It is on Stand
O~t f that practise that this littie irregu- Comrnitte

larity has grown, and when the question prescribe
arose the other day, I asked my hon. but that(
friend behind me, (Mr. Bellerose) the Biii at ail

red to t

Q&eset chairman, of the Committee on ence to ti
fl~dng Orders and Private BiOs, whether it as a C
eed Pt at question before they consid- they are

tie d e stht matter of ,a private bill. Private B
lieferr e, ha when a private bill wast ed to the Private Bils Conimittee HON.

ey cw that question and satisfied No; the
'*'iselves that the Standing Orders bad a referen(

the il cOipied with before they went into reading t
th" bnrt of the Diil. That I supposed miittee orstieen the practice ail aiong. 0f course Bis th~t'ctly and properly speaking a second the titie

reain ought not to have taken place the day,

Hous te if reference, and no doubt theHowý
Dursued it should be sent to the Accounts

0Co»Iittee on Standing Orders for the ing Orde
Plurpose of ascertaining whether the Stand- 1a Biii is r
'11g Orders have be complied with; then to the Co
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from that Committee to the
nd then the second reading;
reference to the Committee on
Ils.

MR. ALLAN-Suppose the
n insurance companys bill com-
ere ; a member takes it up and
e second reading, and it is refer-
e Committee on Banking: how
u meet that case-supposing the

never gone to the Standing
)mmittee.

IR ALEX. CAMPBELL-That
met in the same way. If that
rstood in the House, the Com-
Banking, seeing it was a private

re they went into the merits of it,
to the member who had it in

have the conditions been compli-
"

MR. MILLER.-Supposing à
Il within the cognizance of the
lis Committee, both as the stand-
s and Private Bills Comnittee,
this House from the other branch
econd reading of that Bill was

It undergoes the first
nd the second re-ding is moved.
oes the second reading, and then
red to the Committee on Private
is not referred to the Committee

ing Orders. The duty of that
e is to see that all formalities
d by our rules are complied with
Committee is not seized with that
and cannot, except by disobedi-

he order of the House, consider
ommittee on Standing Orders;
bound to consider it merely as a
ill Committee.

SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-
Conimittee is the saine. When
e takes place after the second
the reference is not to the Com-
n Standing Orders and Private
it is the title of the Committee,
sed constantly in the orders of
and in all papers connected with
se. I have a list before me ;
the Conmittee on Contingent
; then the Committee on Stand-
rs and Private Bills, &c. When
ead the second time it is referred
mmittee on Private Bills, and the
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practice of that Committee is, as I have
always supposed, to look into the Bill on
its merits ; they ask if the Standing Orders
have been complied with. The clerk says
dyes, " or " no, " as the case may be-that

is what I understood to be the practice

HON. Mr. MILLER-I have been
several years chairman of the Committee
on Standing Orders and Private Bills and
I have not known that to be the practice.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-To
refer the Bill in the first place to the Com-
mittee on Standing Orders would no
doubt be the most regular course, but
would delay the Bill, and I do not know
that any difficulties have arisen from the
irregularities to which attention has been
drawn ; I do not remember to have heard
of any. It might be that the suggestion
thrown out by the hon. gentleman from
Richmond might be adopted so that the
member who has charge of a bill from the
other House should satisfy himself that
the Standing Orders here have been com.
plied with, and should be able to satisfy
us in moving for the second reading. I
think it would be better to avoid the two
references which would cause delay.

HON. MR. MILLER-That would be
avoided by the members stating that it
had already been done.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.-
Towards the end of the Session it would
be almost impossible, if that plan were
adopted, to get on with the business-if
there was a double reference. If this
meeting between the chairmen of the two
Committees of the two Houses should
take place, and their action be adopted by
the two Houses, then it would probably
result in a joint Committee to report
upon all those standing orders and matters
connected with them.

HON. MR. VIDAL-I think the objec-
tion raised by the hon. gentleman from
Toronto (Mr. Allan) was a very good one.
How would this rule apply in a case of a
Bill for an insurance company ? The way
I understand it would be this : Such a
Bill, when it cones here, is to all intents
a petition under the rules of the House,
and has to go to the Standing orders Com-
mittee to be reported upon.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.

HON. MR. ALLAN.-It never has
been done so.

HON. MR. VIDAL.-That appears tO
me to be according to the rules of the
House. With reference to the Private
Bills Committee I think that no great
inconvenience resuits from our systemn
being carried out so long as we have
used it.

The motion was agreed to and the
Bill was read the second time.

NOVA SCOTIA BANK ALMAGA-
MATION BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. ALMON moved the second
reading of Bill (io), " An Act to provide
for the Amalgamation of the Bank Of
Nova Scotia with the Union Bank of
Prince Edward Island."

HON. MR. MILLER-I would like to
know whether the hon. gentleman is in a
position to say whether the Bill has been
reported upon by the Standing Orders
Committee of this House ?

HON. MR. POWER-My recollectiOn
is that the Bill has been before the Stand-
ing Committee. I was present at the
meeting when the petition was considered.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

CRIMINAL CASES ACTS AMEN'
MENT BILL.

IN COMMITrEE.

The House went into Committee On
Bill (83), "An Act to amend the Acts
respecting procedure in criminal cases an
other matters relating to criminal law."

HON. MR. VIDAL, from the Committee,
reported the Bill without any an>endlent ,
and the third reading was ordered for to-
morrow.

The Senate adjourned at 4.50 p.m.

(8E1KAT E.] -Amalgamation Éile.
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THE SENATE. several defects which have shown them-
Ottaa, uesdy, prilior8g selves in the Banking Act. The first one

Ottawa, uesay, Apri o, 883. is that which is deat with in the
Ssecond section of this Act; the anks

The PEAER tok he Cairat Treeas the law now is, are obliged to send in
P.M. their returns to Parliament, and for the

most part they do so ; but sometimes they
Prayers and routine proceedings. do not, and it is fot made the duty of

anybody to see that those returns are pro-
CRÉDIT FONCIER FRANCO- cure, and the amendment proposed is

CANADIEN BILL. that it shah become the duty of the
Finance Minister to obtain those returns

RESTORED TO THE ORDER PAPER. and lay them before Parliament. The

lIOx. MR.teoer duty is miade incumbent on him in the
0f O .R PLUMB-Before the first fifteen days after the opening of
liîthe. day are called I beg to move that Parliament, and there is a penalty imposed
p' (.22) "An Act respecting the Crédit on a bank that neglects to make the
thtlCier Franco-Canadien" be restored to returns. Under the prsent law the banks

t rder paper. The Bill came up from are limited to a certain amount of circula-
tas nons on Thursday, and as there tion; but there bas been no penalty im-

no one present to take charge of it it posed uIof those banks which have
Thid on the table. exceeded the circulation to which the law

W The motion was agreed to and the Bill entitled the; and it is proposed to impose
Ordered for second reading to-morrow. a penalty of $100, if the arount of such

excess of circulation be not over $ 20,000, a
OjATS DE MARIE IMMACULÉE penalty of $200, if such excess be over

NORTH-WVEST TERRITORIES $2oooo. and not over $îoo,ooo, and so
BILL. in proportion to the excess. The banks

do occasionally ôver-run the aniounit they
SECOND READING. are entitled to issue, and where attention

th .MR DE BOUCHERVILLE, is called to it some of them resond in a
t il-MR EBUHEVLEi satisfactory manner and some do not, and

th absence of Hon. Mr. Girard, moved it is necessary to keep them within the
to secod reading of Bill (19) "An Act law, and the proposed penalty is expected
Ob1corporate ' Les Révérends Pères to have that effect. Under the existing
tries de Marie Immaculée des Terri- law the banks are required to hold a cer-

es du Nord-Ouest.' tain amount of cash rserves in Dominion
notes, which they do flot always do, and

ha lio MR. MILLER asked if the bill a penalty is lrovided for each time it
rer been reported on by the Standing appears by the monthly statement, or

s Comnittee? otherwise, that such a contravention of
the Act bas occurred. The next amend-'

he R. DE BOUCHERVILLE said ment proposed is that the banks are
as not aware that it had been. obliged to give one or two dollar

W reamotion was agreed to and the Bill 1orninion notes in exchange for $5o.
aed the second time. bis. It is proposed that that shal

be changed 'to $6o, ,to niake room
1 ANKS ANI) BANKING ACTS for the nèw $4 notes. 'l'le other amend-

AMENDMENT BILL. ment is with regard to thé forni ofmonth-
ly returns. T1'he amount of dividends paid

SECOND READING. to shareholders depends upon the amount
IIQ~SIRin reserve, and it is required by this Bill

th • SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved that these two items shah appear in the
furthecond reading of Bill (46) " An Act monthly returns---capital paid up, amount
At r to amend an Act intituled : 'An of rest or reserve fund, rate or per cent.
th, ,, ating to Banks and Banking,' and of loss, and dividend declared. The presentraI Acts amending the same." i haw is that they shail not déclare a dividendSsaid: This is a Bill to remedy 1of more than eight per cent. unless they
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have a reserve of 20 per cent., and it is
proposed to enforce that condition. The
next amendment is to alter the time in
which monthly returns are required to be
presented. Under the present law they
have to be presented by the ioth of the
month ; that cannot always be done, and
it is proposed to alter it to the 2oth. The
present Act provides simply that no private
institution not incorporated shall use the
word " Bank." A great many private
companies use the words "I Banking Com-
pany," " Banking House," " Banking As-
sociation," " Banking Institution," " Bank-
ing Agency " and thereby mislead the pub-
lic. People not of the first rank of intelli-
gence, or having little knowledge of com-
merce seeing the words " Banking Com-
pany" are assured where they deal with
such person, firm or company that they are
carrying on business or acting as a charter-
ed E2ank. There is a penalty provided for
a breach of the Act.

Then the Banking Act, as regards
holidays, was limited to the Province of
Ontario, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia,
which at the time it was passed, constitut-
ed the Dominion outside of Quebec. It
is now proposed to extend it to all the
provinces and territories : that would in-
clude Prince Edward Island, Manitoba
and British Columbia. The Province of
Quebec has holidays of its own. I pro-
pose to add to those holidays, when the
Bill is in committee, Easter Monday as
an additional holiday. These are the
provisions of the Bill of which I move the
second reading.

HON. MR. WARK--I have noticed
that these returns are not uniform. Some
specify the number of shares into which
the stock is divided and the value of
shares, while others do not. I think the
Government should endeavor to have these
returns uniform, and signed by the presi-
dent as well as the cashier.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
suppose that the return is the same in
each case. ''he information asked for is
stated in the schedule attached to the
statute, and they should be uniform.

HON. MR. WARK- They vary.

partment to the subject ; the returnS are
all supposed to be made according to the
form laid down in the statute.

HON. MR. McMASTER-There is a
provision requiring these returns to be
made to the Finance Minister before the
opening of Parliament. Would it not be
well to fix some date ? I observe that
some of the returns are dated two or
three months before the meeting of parlia-
ment. It appears to me that a date
should be fixed up to which the retUrns
should be made.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL- 1

daresay that might be done.
The motion was agreed to and the bil

was read the second time.

QUEBEC FIRE ASSURANCE CO'S
BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. PELLETIER noved the
second reading of Bill (23) "An Act fer'
ther to reduce the capital stock of the
Quebec Fire Assurance Company." the

He said: This Bill comes from t
House of Commons, and has been reporte
favorably on by the Committee on Sta'
ing Orders in this House. The Bill ask
for a reduction of the capital stock f) 1

$500,ooo to $225,ooo. This reductO1
is asked for not only by the directors .f
the Company, but by the unanimous dec
sion of the shareholders in JalUib
last. The reduction in no way affects t
liability of the Company or its
holders, as the amount remaining toe
paid by the shareholders is still the sa5ne
The reduction is simply on the paid U
capital. In addition to that there 1s
proviso at the end of the second cla
that the liabilities of the CompalY' be
shareholders of the same, shall ct
unchanged-that this Bill does not afe
their liability.

The motion was agreedto, and the
was read the second time.

PRESBYTERIAN BUILDING FIJ10

BILL.

SECOND READING POSTPONED.
HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I1

will call the attention of the Finance De- The Order of the Day for the sec

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.

Fund Bil.
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reading of Bill (75), "An Act to incor-
Porate the Board of Management of the
p urch and Manse Building Fund of the

resbyterian Church in Canada for Mani-toba and the North-West," having been
read,

it .UoN.MR. BELLEROSEsaid: I believe
is 'my duty to call attention to an irre-gularity in connection with this Bill. Thesecond reading has been ordered, but no

Pettion has been reporte< upon by the
vatmlittee on Standing Orders and Pri-
vate Bill, so that, according to the 5 6th
hue of this House, the Bill ought to
have passed to the Committee on Stand-
'g Orders and been reported upon before
th Second reading. The Bill went to the
th mmittee, but there was a difficulty
there. Two views were presented there :orle that the Bill ought to go there as a
0fater of course, irrespective of the Order
othe House for the second reading ; theother that an Order of the House for the
Sond reading should precede it. I there-
fe rnove--
s That the Bill be not now read the

tecond tirne, but that it be referred back
reO the Standing Orders Conmittee to

Port upon it."

t. loN- MR. WARK-I have no objec-
on to the motion.
The motion was agreed to.

bOMINION PHOSPHATE
MINING CO.'S BILL.

AND

SECOND READING.

rON MR. ALLAN'moved the second
Ing of Bill (49), "An Act to incor-

Porate the Dominion Phosphate andMning Co."

li lie said : This is a Bill from the
certain of Commons to incorporate

and C persons in the United States
on thCanada for the purpose of carrying
of business in the Dominion of Canada
co ePloring for and mining gold, silver,
lia, 'COpper, lead, apatite or phosphate of

er and ail other precious or baser min-
any r ores; to manufacture and smelt
foa rd the aforesaid products ; to ship,
Cruade and sell the same, either in a
ture or manufactured form, to manufac-
thaesulphuric acid and to acidulate phos-
Phate of lime, and otherwise utilize the

the same for the purpose of reducing and
smelting ores, within the Dominion or
elsewhere, and for such purposes to es-
tablish works and factories ; to charter
vessels for the transport and carriage of
the minerais and products, either in a
crude or manufactured form, of the Com-
pany or of any other person or persons,
between such points in the Dominion,
in the United States and in Europe,
as the Directors of the Company shall
deem expedient, and to own, lease or hire
railway rolling stock and employ the same
as aforesaid, at and between such points
in the Dominion and United States as the
Directors shall see fit ; to acquire such
wharves, docks, warehouses and storage
ground as may be necessary for its pur-
poses ; to purchase, lease, take, own and
hold under any legal title, such lands,
premises, mining locations, limits and
rights as shall be necessary for the pur-
poses of the Company, and to work and
develope such mines and mineral deposits
as may be thereon.

The capital stock of the Company is
fixed at $75,ooo, in 750 shares of $1oo
each. I propose to refer the Bill to the
Committee on Standing Orders and Pri-
vate Bills.

HON. MR. BELLEROSF-I have no
intention to oppose the Bill, but I wish to
say that I think in this Parliament we are
legislating too much on subjects reserved
for the local legislatures. This I consider
unjust, because it deprives the Provinces
of the money which parties who ap-
ply for acts of incorporation would
pay them. Then, there are certain
local interests involved in these measures
which the local legislatures are more
competent to deal with than this Parlia-
ment. It is very easy to prepare a bill in
such a shape as to give it the color of a
general measure, but one can hardly
believe that such a company as this would
at the very outset extend its operations
throughout the Dominion. Surely the
work of mining and manufacturing must
begin in some one province. It seems to
me that these companies should obtain
their charters from the legislatures of the
provinces where they carry on their
operations. Until a company increases
and extends its business to other provinces
and requires larger powers, it is not
necessary that it should come here for

Dominio Phosphate &
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legislation. In that case it would be an
advantage that the local legislatures should
have some control over them, because, if
a tompany should abuse the powers
granted to it, the local authorities could
provide a remedy by repealing its charter.
That remedy cannot be applied if this
Parliament assumes the right of chartering
every company which applies here for
legislation. That is one objection which
I have to the Bill, and I trust that it will
commend itself to the House.

Hox. MR. MILLER-I think there is
a great deal of force in what has fallen
from the hon. gentleman opposite (Mr.
Bellerose). I do not think it is wise to
encourage legislation being sought from
this Parliament, that can just as well be
obtained from the local legislatures. I
do not, however, agree with my hon.
friend that it is from a monetary point of
view that much is to be gained either
here or in the Local Legislature by hav-
ing control of legislation. The small fee
which is paid by the parties promoting
Bills of this kind. is, I have no doubt,
little enough to meet the expenses of leg-
islation, because every one of these Bills
costs more or less money in consequence
of the attention which Parliament has to
give it and from other causes ; but I think
it would be well if we were a little more
careful than we have been for some years
past in preventing legislation here which
should come from the Local Legislatures.
Now I think there is nothing in this Bill
that might not be obtained by an Act of
the Legislature of the Province in which
the phosphate mines or minerals are to be
foundwhich thiscompany proposes to work.
I presume that this Corporation would be
on the same footing as a coal company in
Nova Scotia, and we would have a good
deal of work if all the coal companies in
that province came here for acts of incor-
poration, and they might just as well do so
as this Company. But they do not come
here ; they get their acts of incorporation
from the legislature of Nova Scotia, and
they are able to work these mines and
ship the products of then just as well
under a local act as if they had obtained
an act from the Parliament of Canada.
It i3 a great mistake to suppose that a
company incorporated under a local act
has not the power to carry on business
throughout the Dominion just the same

HON. MR. BELLEROSE.

as a foreign corporation, chartered by the
Congress of the United States, or any
State legislature in the union, has pOwe
to carry on business in any part of this
country. But there is another Con-

sideration-acts of incorporation, where
the subjects of such acts are mostly
under the control of local legislatures,
should come from them. Now, for
instance, mining generally is a loCa,
interest under the control of the loca
legislatures which make laws in regard tO
the development and working of.nine
Now the subject matter of this Bill, i1
may use the term-that is, the industrY to
be worked by the coinpany under the
Bill-is a matter within the control O
the Legislature of the Province. These
phosphate mines are subjects of legisla
tion for the different Provinces where
these mines are situated, and I think Or
that account acts of incorporation for
companies to work these mines should be
obtained fron the Legislature of the
Province in which such mines are situate •

An Act of this Parliament is not of wore
advantage to a company than one from a
provincial legislature would be. Under
those circumstances, though I do fot
intend to oppose the passage ot the Bi'
I think it would be as well if a little caa'
tion were exercised in granting charters
here which should be obtained from t
local legislatures. This will go to the
Private Bills Committee, which, I thiner
has authority from the House to considbs
questions as to the jurisdietion of tli 5

Parliament to deal with the bills s]
mitted to it. When it goes to that COol
mittee we can probably more suitab
discuss the question.

HON. MR. ALLAN-So far as regards
the object sought by this Bill, as, I th
I pointed out to my hon. friend, a litt
while ago, the mining operations wil
carried on both in Ontario and QUebe
These phosphate mines are found 011 bot
sides of the Ottawa River; the samne a
with gold mines. Under this nea
mining of that kind might be carried O
in diffrent parts of the Dominion. The
fore, I presume, that was one consideratio
which induced those who sought for t
Bill to ask for an act of incorporation
the hands of the Dominion Parlian
So also with other powers which the s.
I think they would be better exerci

xinin 'o' BilA.
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Under the authority of a charter from this
Parliament than a local Act. There is no
doubt where companies of this kind can
get an Act from the Dominion Parliament
they prefer it to a charter from a provincial
egilature. In any case, I think there is
al precedent for this Bill.

incorporated to do business in Canada,
with its domicile here, its operations here,
and everything which concerns it here,
should certainly be represented by more
than one resident British subject on the
directorate.

HON. MR. MILLER-Where is the
lioN. MR. MILLER-Lots of them. domicile ?

. lION. MR. ALLAN-All I object to
1s, that this should be the first sacrifice tothe Principle. There can be no doubt
bihat we have passed a large number of
bis Of this kind, on the ground that the

business is to be carried on throughout
e Dominio (not like my hon. friend's

coal companies which can only be carried
'a in one Province), and I think it is1fore reasonable that they should gettheir Powers by a Dominion Act. How-
eler, it will be severely criticized before
the Private Bills Committee, to which I
Propose to refer it.

d 1ON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Nooubt Parliament has legislated in the
sense of giving these powers, and unless
We take some very decided stand, or the
Courts pronounce some of thern illegal,we had better pass this bill.

siN. MR. MILLER-I do
der those bills ultra vires; I

We have the power.

not con-
consider

lON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
POwers which the Bill seeks for, I think,1fldoubtedly can be obtained from the
ocal legislature. It has always been a
edP.ze to me that persons who are interest-6 in these Bills desire to obtain legislation

e, rather than from the Provincial
bglslatures. I see nothing to be gainedby it, Unless an act of incorporation fromUs lIParts a better tone to the Company.

dr .ver, we have done so much in this
d ecton already, that I think unless some

here d step is taken by both Houses, or
15e Is a decision of a court to prevent it,atenthall have to go on. I wish to draw

attihion to the 4th clause of the Bill,
resid says that one director shall be0 ur ent in Canada, and a British subject.

Cts heretofore have required that ain aority of the directors shall be residenti Canada and British subjects. That is
novel feature in this Bill. A company

HON. SIR ALEX CAMPBELL--In
Canada. I doubt very much whether it
is in the power of this Parliament to say
that a company shall be domiciled in
every office in Canada where it does
business. I think that is a matter per-
taining to the local authorities. Even if
we have joint powers with them, regarding
the Bill as a whole, yet I do not think that
is an incident of the Bill, regulating the
domicile, and if it is not an incident then
we have no power to do it. It is a ques-
tion of Civil Rights, and should be left to
the Provinces.

Ho-. MR. ALLAN-My attention was
called to it by the Law Clerk. I think
those are matters to be considered by the
Private Bills Committee.

HON. MR. POWER-I think that ques-
tion of the directors was considered at
some length, and discussed in the Com-
mittee of the other House. I believe the
capital is almost altogether supplied by
persons resident in the United States, who
do not wish to have the directors in this
country,andthe reasons they gave appeared
to be satisfactory to the Committee of the
other House. Of course that will not
affect in any way the proceedings of our
committee, but I think the suggestion
madebythehon. gentleman froni Richmond
(Mr. Miller) is a very wise and proper one,
and I think hon. gentlemeii will bear in
mind that last session there were one or
two bills, similar in character to this,
referred to the Judges of the Supreme
Court for their decision as to whether they
were ultra vires of this Parliament. The
Judges in both cases, gave as their opinion
that the bills were not ultra vires, and I
think at any rate it would be an unfair
thing at this stage of the session, after so
many other bills of a similar character
have been passed, to make an example of
this particular company.

183
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HON. MR. MILLER-I do not think
any one wishes to do that.

HON. MR. POWER-The suggestion
of the hon. Minister of Justice that some
agreement should be corne to by the
committee of both Houses is an admirable
one, and a practical one also. No longer
ago than Monday last there was a long
discussion in the other Chamber as to
another bill which was intended to grant
certain powers to the Acadia Power
Company, and the House of Commons
seemed disposed to revise their decision
with regard to these bills, and declare
that it was not a subject matter for our
consideration.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-The argu-
ment that there are precedents for this, I
do not think is a valid one. Ir a thing
has been done badly I do not see that we
should go on and do it over again. We
should try to improve. Now, if all these
acts of incorporation should emanate
from the different local legislatures it'
would be a source of profit to the Pro-
vinces, because in some of the Provinces
there would be two or three hundred dol-
lars gained in this way, and all the Pro-
vinces are not so rich as to despise that,
since they have to corne here for better
terms. But if I did not see in the future
something worse than all that, I would
not raise my voice so often as I have done
on this subject ; but it is well known that
even amongst the leaders of both Houses,
or at all events of one of the Houses, there
is a disposition to bring us back to a legis-
lative union, and there is no way of
accomplishing that better than the custorn
of legislating here on subjects which
should be dealt with by Provincial Legis-
latures. If the Legislatures of the Pro-
vinces have .nothing to do, what will be
the cry amongst the people? It will be
" What is the use of such large expense ;
why should we have more than one Par-
liament," and though their best interests
are served by the present system, it does
not always happen that men can see
what is best for themselves. They
may in this instance ask for some-
thing which may in the future be injurious
to thern, and that is the principal reason
why, since confederation, I have always
been opposed to the systern of legislating
on subjects which should be dealt with by
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the Provincial Legislatures, and I shall
always raise my voice against it ; so that
in future years, when a Legislative Union
does take place my views will he on record,
at all events, as having foreseen and op-
posed it. I am happy to learn that in
the other House vesterday this question
was discussed, and the decision corne to
that something should be done in the
direction of leaving to the Provincial
Legislatures the work which belongs to
them. I do not intend to oppose the
second reading, but as the hon. gentleman
frorn Richmond has well remarked, this
Bill having to go to the Private Bills Corn-
mittee, and that Committee having au-
thority to deal with the question of the con-
stitutionality of the measure, the subject
may be discussed and reported upon by
then.

HON. MR. PLUMB-I cannot exactly
see that this affair is within the province
of the Parliament of Canada. You can
not prevent people from coming here ; the
practical working of the thing is, if they
choose to corne to our House they will
corne. If they choose to go to the local
house they will go there, and if they choose
to corne here, they will corne. I do not
think it is within the province of the
Parliament of Canada to tell people that
they must go to the local legislatures for
their legislation, if they think it is more to
their interest to corne here.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-Is there
not generally in these incorporation acts
something about civil rights, and if sO
would that not shew that they should
apply to the provincial legislature ?

HON. MR. PLUMB-If it is not within
the province of this Parliament to pass
the Bill, they cannot pass it. That ob-
jection has not been raised ; it was only a
suggestion that this legislation would corne
better from the Local Legislature. There
is no doubt that where the object sought
can be obtained from the Local Legisla-
tures, it would be much better if this Par-
liament were relieved from a constantlY
growing business, but if the power rests
with this Parliament, and people cone
here petitioning for legislation, I do nOt
see that any practical goôd can corne ot
of a discussion of this kind. I think it is
beside the question to bring, in the subject
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of provincial rights. Parliament is taking consideration. Now, I perceive in this
nothing but what belongs to it. If it is, Bil that it is the intention of the corpo-
that is a question to be settled. I under- ration to trade under their charter in more
stand it has not been claimed by the gen- than one province, and that being the
tlernen who have been discussing the Bill case, it cores within the decision which
that it is beyond the power of this Parlia- the judges of the Supreme Court have
ment. Practically we are just in the same given with respect to the powers of Parlia-
position as we were before, notwithstand- ment to deal with those bis.
ing the appeal of my.hon. friend who has
just spoken, but I can understand perfect-
ly well that it is desirable, as far as possi-
ble, to keep the legislatures of the different
provinces employed, to give them some-
thing to do, and I am sure there is no
one who desires to diminish their business
in any way. I do not think there is any
jealousy in that respect.

HON. MR. MILLER-Even conceding
that the Bill is intra vires of the legisla-
tive authority of this Parliament, does
not my hon. friend admit that it is quite
cornpetent for Parliament to say that such
3ills, being mere matters of local concern,
and fit subjects for provincial legislation,
should be relegated to the local legisla-
tures instead of being brought to this
House ? Even though they are intra
vires, would it not be quite proper for this
Parliament to make such an answer to
Persons coming here for this kind of legis-
tion ? I think it would ; therefore I think
it is not an improper thing at all to refuse
to grant such legislation.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD-I certainly
Must concur with the views of my hon.
friend on my right (Mr. Plumb) as to the
duty of this Parliament. If we have the
right to legislate on questions similar to
this Bill, I take it we should not pass
resolutions telling people they must not
conie to Parliament, when we have power
to legislate in that direction. I have a
distinct recollection of two or three bills
Which were referred to the judges of the
Supreme Court, and, if I am not mistaken,
the principle upon which the judges de-
cided was simply this: that if the oper-
ations of the Company extended to more
than one province, and that was inserted
in the preamble or in the bill, that that
brought it within the jurisdiction of the

. Dominion Parliament. That virtually was
the result of the decision arrived at in the
case, I think, of three bills-two, certainly
-that had been referred to them for their

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-One
of the questions asked of the Supreme
Court was, whether the objects for which
incorporation was sought were such as to
take the Bill out of the exclusive jurisdic.-
tion of the Province of Quebec. The ob-
ject of the Company in that case was to
take out timber, send it to Quebec, and
ship it to Europe. They asked to do it
in both provinces. When the Supreme
Court was asked this question, it was of
the opinion that the objects mentioned in
the Bill were within the jurisdiction of this
Parliament, and out of the exclusive juris-
diction of the Legislature of the Province
of Quebec. The other Bill was to incor-
porate the Canada Provident Association,
having for its object tr.ding throughout
the Dominion of Canada. It was a mea-
sure which did not fall within the class of
subjects allotted to Provincial Legislatures.
The Court held that the Bill was not a
measure which fell within the class of sub-
jects assigned exclusively to the local legis-
latures. This Bill is of a similar character,
but in reality one would suppose the pow-
ers which they ask could all be obtained
from the legisiature of one province.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

CRIMINAL CASES ACTS AMEND-
MENT BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the third reading of Bill (83) " An Act to
amend the Acts respecting procedure in
criminal cases and other matters relating
to criminal law."

HON. MR. POWER-I find that there
is no objection at all to the Bill, so far as
Nova Scotia is concerned.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.
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CITIZENS INSURANCECOMPANY'S
BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. ALLAN,from the Committee
on Banking and Commerce, reported Bill
(67) " An Act respectiig the Citizens
Insurance Company of Canada, with one
amendment. "

The amendment was concurred in.

HON. MR. ALLAN moved that the
.Bill be now read the third time.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.

BILLS INTRODUCEl).

The following bills from the House of
Commons were introduced and read the
first time.

Bill (73), "An Act respecting the
Montreal, Ottawa, and Western Railwav
Company; and to change the naine
thereof to the Montreal and Western
Railway Company." (Mr. Bellerose.)

Bill (37), "An Act to incorporate the
Royal Society of Canada." (Mr. Bourinot.)

Bill (20), "An Act to empower the
National Insurance Company to wind up
its affairs, relinquish its charter, and pro-
vide for the dissolution of said Company."
(Mr. Bellerose.)

THE CREEDS AND NATIONALI-
TIES OF GOVERNMENT EM-

PLOYEES.

AN EXPLANATION.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-My
hon. friend from DeSalaberry asked me a
few days ago when the returns of the
nationalities, religion, etc., of the var-
ious employees of the Government
in the inside and outside service, would
be laid upon the table of the House.
I said it had been prepared some
weeks ago and that I thought it had
been sent to the Joint Committee on
Printing. I did so, because in a conversa-
tion with the chairman of the Joint Com-
mittee on Printing, I understood from' him
that such was the case, and that it was a
question whether they should print it or
not : therefore I assumed they had it. So

that I corrected the impression I had
formed previously that it was to corne
down in print, and I said it would corne
down in manuscript form, and .had been
before the Joint Committee on Printing,
and when my hon. friend from deSalaberry
doubted that, I promised to inform myself.
I then asked my hon. friend, the chairman
of the Committee about it, and found that
he had not seen it, and that he was merely
speaking upon information he had received.
Upon further inquiries, I found it had not
been presented, but was in the course of
being printed at the instance of the
Government. I then caused a telegram
to be sent to the office where this printing
was going on, to expedite it, and I have
sent a second one since. I hope to have
it printed in the course of a day or two; I
will do all I can to get it.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL then
moved the adjournment of the House.

HON. MR. BEI.LEROSE-Being most
desirous of taking as little of the tirne of
the Senate as possible, I delayed, day
after day, bringing before it an important
question to which I feel in duty bound tO
call its attention. To-day, the Senate
having done its work at an earlier hour
than usual, I hope I may be pardoned if
I call the attention of hon. members,
during some of the time left, to a speech
delivered irr New York by one of the
present advisers of the Crown.

On the 3 1st of March last, some eight
or ten members of the Quebec Legislature
left for New York to meet the hon. the
Secretary of State for Canada (Mr.
Chapleau). There they presented an
address to the hon. gentleman and handed
over to him a letter signed by some twentY
members of the same Legislature, whose
private business had not allowed then tO
leave home. The Secretary of State
returned the compliment in a long speech
which has been published through the
press, and which no one in.this Parlianent
would have thought of adverting to if the
hon. Minister had confined himself tO
matters connected with the Local Legisla-
ture only. However, he thought fit to
deal with Dominion questions also. In
speaking of the Conservative party, as tO
Quebec politics, he used the folloW
ing words:-

" No one loves his country more than he
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(the Prime Minister ofQuebec, Mr. Mousseau)
does; no one will answer more readily its
call, when labor and sacrifices are wanted-
brought up to that school of discipline Con-
fiderce and union which you just mentioned t
as being the tradition of the Conservative
part.y, he understands that the only flag under t
Which you could rally to victory, was the
One which the motto: Franc et sans dol!
True war with the foe ! Shame to the coward
and death to the traitors ! No weakness !
Such was our rallving cry, when we fought i
together, and theold feeling remains with
You unaltered. .5

" The great Conservative party in our
Province bas a glorious history of which you
are successors. It had many a liard trial,
and difficult ordeals to go through. To those
dealing in national prejudices, it opposed a
spirit of forbearance and union. o those
stirring up religious prejndices and exaggera-
tions, it answered by tolerance between
Creeds, and a respectful deference to authority.
On a fatal day, that ol' and noble party,
having for its leader a great patriot, was the
victim of an odious slander bv which the
Church was deceived and the party injured.
Taught by experience, the leaders Who
succeeded have rendered the calumny harm-
less or powerless.

The hon. minister then proceeded in
the following terms to refer to Ottawa
matters •

" Now, my friends, !et nie tell you that our
Chiefs; at Otiawa, rely on yoit for your help
ib the consolidation of the destin ies of Canada.
Confederation will niake us a great country,
a great nation, but let us not risk our future.
ie path to follow-is a difficult one and there

is only one to follow, to avoid a preci-
pice. The desire to unite the ditierent ele-
Ments of the Canadiat nation must not be
such as to make us ignore the paricular and
individual riglts of those elements or waive
their privileges; and whilht preserving with a
jealous care our imnimunities, we mukt not
forget on the other hand that we are building
"p a nation, the strength of which will
depend on the snîooth and harmonious work-
ing of its several components, etc., etc.

" Your chiefs have given justice to all in
the carrying out of Confederation. Have
them as long as you can; they have
worked well for the people. Forgive their
Mistakes (who is without them ?) Often-
times men learn by their own mistakes."

" But never forgive venahty or treactery,
because such crimes are the ruin of a nation."

Such is the language of the Secretary
of State, which goes to shew that the hon.
minister consider the Conservative party
in Lower Canada to be divided into two
sections or fractions-one composed of
those who are ready to stand by their
leaders on every occasion, whether for
good or for bad, of those who put " party

discipline, " above all other considerations
&c.-the other section, wherein are
ound those who reserve to themselves
he right to judge honestly and con-
scientiously of every important Act of
heir leaders. Those who believe that
over and above party ties stand the
public good and the welfare of the
country-those who think that if there
s a time to submit, there is also a time
when one ought to speak and force traitors
to their country to go.-Salus populi
suprema lex est.

The hon. Secretary of State hap flatter-
ing words for those who are found in the
section first referred to, They are com-
plimented. They are said to understand
" party discipline. " Their party is the
party, " sans dol et sans reproches, &c., &c.
but the Hon. Minister reserves for those
who are found in the latter section, harsh
and injurious words. They are alluded
to as a foe, cowards, traitors, theii acts
are said to be those of venality, treachery,
neanness, weakness, faithlessness, &c., &c.

Hon. gentlemen, I am one of those who
have always acknowledged my fidelity to
the flag of the Conservative party, and my
forty years service outside 'of Parliament,
and my twenty years service as a represen-
tative of the people show whether I stood
by Conservative principles or not. Never-
theless, I have always felt a certain pride
in affirming by word and by deed my
absolute independence as regards political
men and their acts. Consequently, I
cannot deny that I am one of those who
are to be found in the second section of
the division referred to by the Hon Secre-
tary of State,and consequently that, though
not personally mentioned, I am one
amongst othèrs, of those whom the
hon. Minister had in view when he
delivered his speech in New York.
But I do deny the right of the hon. gen-
tleman to so characterize the acts of his
colleagues in the Conservative party, who
may think otherwise than he does under
certain circumstances-of those Conser-
vatives who do not believe in party dis-
cipline as the hon. gentleman understands
it-of those who are convinced that the
public good and the welfare of the country
supercede party questions-of those who
think that if there is a time to submit
there is also a time to, protest-of those
who think that no party tie can supersede
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the ruining of one's country, the demoral-
ization of its people, &c., &c.

I deny the hon. Minister's right to use
such slanderous words, when dealing with
the supporters of the Government of the
day, a member of which he happens to be.

Even if the hon. gentleman was so
invulnerable as a politician, that he could
venture to do so without danger to him-
self, I contend that he would have no
right to so ill-treat the section of his
political friends adverted to in his speech,
unless he is able to find in the party
more devoted men to Conservative prin-
ciples than those who form that section
have at all times been.

But the hon. Minister is far from being
so irreproachable as a politician that he
can afford to assail others.

I have known the hon. gentleman since
he entered public life, in 1867 ; I had a
seat with him in the Quebec Legislature
during the first seven or eight years of
his parliamentary life, and I have watched
his political career ever since ; I have
seen him at work and I regret to say that
I could not at any time give him my con
fidence as a politician. This language is
strong ; but having to reply to an insult-
ing attack I must state the facts as they
are, or attempt no answer. The assault is
such, corning from a member of the
Government of the day, that the speech
cannot be overlooked. The hon. minis-
ter has expressed his views-he has passed
judgment on a certain class of his fellow
Conservative friends, of whom I happen to
be one of the most humble. The latter
must either submit to the insuit, and so
acknowledge by their silence their guilt, or
speak out and protest, as I am now doing,
I know the House is impatient, and that
I could not expect to be permitted to go
over the whole of Mr. Chapleau's political
career. Let me only call your attention,
hon. gentlemen to one or two facts which
I am sure will justify me, and show that
Mr. Chapleau was the last politician who
should have used such impolite and
slanderous words.

In 1872 I was a member of the Com-
mons and had decided to run again at the
next general federal election which had to
take place that same year. During the
month of May, a mutual friend of Mr.
Chapleau and myself in Montreal, con-
sidering that it was his duty to inform me
of what was going on there as to my elec-

HON. ML BELLEROSE.

tion, wrote to me a confidential letter
stating that Mr. Chapleau was at work to
prevent my return, and encouraging politi-
cal friends by assuring them that such was
the desire of the leaders of the party.
Having received such information I at
once wrote to Sir George E. Cartier a let-
ter, a duplicate of which I have still in
my possession, mentioning the facts and
asking him whether or not it was
true that he had apptoved of Mr.
Chapleau's efforts in Montreal to
oppose my election by acclamation.
Two days after, Sir George, being in his
seat in the Commons, beckoned me to
take a seat near him. I did so. " I have
received your letter, " said Sir George.
" Vour information is in accordance with
the facts. Mr. Chapleau has been work-
ing against you. Mr. Olivier Gadbois is
his candidate. But never mind ; I will not
allow my best friend to he so treated. I
will tell them that you should be elected
by acclamation, as in the past. Here is
the letter I vrote to Chapleau; read it. "
I read it and found it was in accordance
with his utterances. A few days later, my
friend in Montreal wrote to me, stating
that all intrigues had ceased, and that
there was no longer any thought of
opposing me. Such was the conduct of
the present Hon. Secretary of State in
1872, and yet that gentleman takes it
upon himself to stigmatize his Conservative
friends as " traitors" and " cowards,"
and to qualify their dignified in-
dependence as "meanness, " "treachery"
"venalityj, " " wceakness," "faithlessness.
Confederation having been accomplished
in 1867, the first session of the first
Parliament of Quebec was opened on the
27th day of December, 1867. A few days
later, on the 7th January following, two
menûbers of the Chauveau Government
solicited me to accept the chairmanship
of the Committee on Contingencies,
stating at the same time that though we
were at the very beginning of Confedera-
tion yet, the system of expenses already
inaugerated was such that it was evident
the revenues of the province would not
stand it, and that it would soon be necess-
ary to resort to direct taxation unless the
system was changed at once. I refused
to accept the position. They insisted
until at length I was convinced that I
ought not to refuse my help in such a
good and patriotic work, and I told thern I
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would devote myself to the task, and do to stigmatize any of his political friends as
as requested. Shortly after I set to work l cowards and Iraitors," or their political
cutting down the expenses, and so saved conduet as "treaczery," "meanness,"
several thousands of dollars in the "faitz1essnSs," &-c. In view of this is it
Department of the Legislative Assembly. at ail extraordinary that the hon. gentie-
But, hon. gentlemen, the man who op- mai, after the last acts of bis political
posed my efforts was Mr. Chapleau, who career as Premier ofQuebec, had to resign
did his utmost to prevent the Government the leadership there and force his way
and mysef fromc succeeding in such a into the Dominion Government? It is
patriotic work. Day after day Mr. Chap- fot at all singular that in order to scure
eau tried his best, but it was of no avail, a seat in the Gommons the Hon. Secretary
since the leaders on both sides of the of State had to give $3,800 to his op-
House (the Chauveau Government on ponents after nomination day. Certainly
one side, and the Hon. Mr. Joly, leader there is nothing strange in these facts, but
of the Opposition, on the other) had what is reaily extraordinary is to find the
promised nie their support. Mr. Chap- right hon. gentleman who is at the head of
leau seeing that his efforts in the House the affairs of this Dominion, taking Mr.
were unavailing' thought lie would suc- Chapleau under his protection and instaîl-
ceed better if he was appointed on the ing him as a representative of Quebec in
Cominittee. A friend of his moved in that the Government, when Quebec bas been
direction, and Mr. Chapleau became a complaining for six years past Cthat ier
merber of the Contingent Accounts rights have heen ignored since f8a8, by
Comwittee. Having then, it seemed to the refusai of the Government to appoint
hrm, some chance of success, he set to a senator of French origin to the Cabinet.
iwork intriguing until he succeeded in The hon. Mr. Chapieau bas also aliuded
influencing a majority of the Committee. in his speech to a certainpolitico-religio s
I immediately resolved to force an open question in the followino wordsi
vote in the House on a report of the Oi a fatal day, that old and noble parti,
Cornmittee, recommending certain in- having For it.s lea.ler a great patriot, wvas the
creases in the expenses of the AsseG victim of an odions slabder, by which the
diectionh Mr. Chapleau bucmenchurch wa deceived as the party injured.MrTaught by experiene, the leaders who suc-Caving adopted in the Committee, ceed d in oiinand, bave rendered the
where the vote was secret. The re- caluny harniless and powerless."
port was not concurred in by the I regret that the hon. gentleman, wh
Iouse, some members who had voted for seems s0 delighted at the triumph of hi
it in the Committee Room leaving the friends, and whose words in this instance
Hall, while others voted against it, as i seemb s l respectfy, and so submissive,
stood. Mr. Chapeau's efforts eot suc- bas forgotten that be bas no right to pro
ceeding, he was thwarted and forced to voke discussion on this question any more
allow the Committee to continue the good than have a right to give him an answer.
work of economy and retrenchment Our The case has been submitted to'an au-
cause ,ad triumpbed, and thousands of tbority wlich, (tbough fot infallible in
dollars were saved to the public exchequer sucb instances), deserves aIl our respect
during the seven or eight frst years after and commands our entire confdenze.
Confederation. On both sides the judgment bas been re

I hope, hon. gentlemen, that the two ceived in a true spirit of submission, wbich
or three instances of Mr. Chapleau's pol- has been made tangible by the ct tha
itical career which I have just mentioned, not a single word bas been uttered sinc

which are well established by the news- s promulgation, except those of tbe hon.
Papers and public documents of that tinme, minister imself, wich are nothin less
and which I have made a choice of tban a provocation to controversy.

aongst many other acts ot bis political I am ot permitted to answer the bon.
life, will be found sufficient to justify gentleman, and shawo fot, therefore, do so
those wbo, like myseIf, have long fedt might probably put questions to bim. 1
that they could fot follow such a pol migt ask of im whetwsr he knows h
itician, and that they will also conclus- party who, after having opposed the Lava
ively shew that the hon. minister was the University, was oflered the cbair of pro
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after one of the best supporters of this same
Institution. But no, I will not even put
questions. The case has been settled by
a tribunal which to us is the greatest un-
der the sun-a tribunal from which no
appeal lies. Almighty God alone, who
reserves to Himself the weighing and ap-
preciating of the acts of men, could say on
which side are to be found those to whom
may be applied the following words of
our Saviour " Blessed are they w/hich are
persecuted for righteousness' sake."-Let,
then the case rest in His Holy Hands.

HON. SIR ALEX CAMPBELL.-I
have nothing to say in reply to what has
been said by the hon. gentleman who has
just sat down, except to express my
regret that he should have taken occasion
to make these remarks in reply to
language which seems to have been used
by the Secretary of State, when that
gentleman is not here to explain and
answer for himself. I certainly think,
the House having nothing tu do with it
whatever, that my hon. friend would have
exercised sounder judgment had he taken
some opportunity of alluding to these
things either in the presence of the
Secretary of State himself, or before some
friends of the Secretary of State who had
information upon the subject, and who
were in a position to reply, and take such
steps as they might feel advisable in his
defence, or in explanation, if that hon.
gentleman required such explanation. It
seems to me to have been a matter in
which the hon. gentleman is not alluded
to directly; he himself puts on the cap
and makes it fit, and then takes an oppor-
tunity of making this address to a House
which has nothing whatever to do with
the matter, upon a question in reference
to which he makes no motion, and with
which the House is not charged with any
duty whatever. I cannot but express my
regret that the hon. gentleman should
have seen fit to adopt the course he has
pursued.

HON. MR. BEL4EROSE.-In reply I
may say that I had a perfect right to take
this course, because Mr. Chapleau is no
longer an ordinary nember of Parliament,
but a Minister of the Crown, one of the
leaders in the Parliament of Canada. If
that gentleman does not understand that
he must treat his supporters properly, as

HON. MR. BELLEROS.
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they deserve, then it is necessary he should
be told so. As I said before this is very
nearly a question of privilege, and there-
fore I would perhaps have a right to say
more than I have done, but 1 thought the
better course would be to take advantage
of a motion where any question could be
offered to the House, provided it were
political. This is a political question, and
I have a right to speak on all points
connected with it. It is true that Mr.
Chapleau is not here, but in answer to that
argument I may say, neither was I, nor
were the other gentlemen who were at-
tacked, in New York. But when Mr.
Chapleau says-in referring to the con-
servatives of Quebec-that amongst then
there are those who are not true to the
flag, and who do not know what it is to
belong to a party, and bow to party dis-
cipline, does it not mean all those Con-
servatives like myself, who have always
felt a pride in stating that though true
Conservatives they would never sanction
what they believe to be wrong ? I have
always said that I would exercise my
own judgment, though I know that in
a party a man must both give and
take, and that he cannot make his
opinion supersede all others-that he must
agree with others-but there are questions
of principle on which men should have
fixed views. It is well known that in this
Parliament of Canada I have been so
situated, and that is the reason why I an'
attacked to-day. There was the case of the
New Brunswick School Act : it was stated
by myself at that time that no Catholics
would support it, and how 'was I treated
by my Conservative friends ? Though a
good Conservative, I cannot recognize
party discipline in a case like that. It is
well known in the Province of Quebec
who those gentleman in this House and
in the House of Commons are, who have
been attacked. It is well known that I
was assailed personally, and being so
attacked I had a right to return the com-
pliment, and that is what I have done to-
day ? I believe still that I was within ny
rights, and feel that the leader of the
Government will know something more
than he did before, and if he recollects
what the Province of Quebec has done in
old times for its leaders-Sir George
Cartier and others-it may be that he
will see that that Province is not in the
hands of such a politician as Mr. Chap-
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leau; and perhaps he will find someone to '
put in his place-a man fitted to take the
Position, and that is a gentleman from this
House.

HON. MR. POWER-I do not think
thai the course taken by the hon. gentle-
Iman from Delanaudière is open to the
criticism passed on it by the hon. Minister
of Justice. The public utterances of the
Hon. Mr. Chapleau are not like the
Utterances of even an ordinary member of
this House. He is a member of the
Government, and it seems to me that the
other members of the Government are, to
a certain extent, responsible for the public
Utterances of their colleague. I am not
aware whether the hon. gentleman
from DeLanaudière gave any notice
to the Minister of Justice of his
intention to bring this matter before the
louse, but I feel that it would have been

Only proper that he should have done so,
So that the hon. Minister might have been
Prepared to answer the speech made by
the hon. gentleman from De Lanaudiere.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
received no notice of it.

HON. MR. POWERS-I feel that it
Would have been more courteous, and I
think the preferable way, if the hon. gen-
tieman from DeLanaudiere had given the
Minister of Justice notice. As it is, the
hon. gentleman has naturally been taken
sornewhat by surprise.

HON - SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
do not complain of a want of courtesy,
but I doubt very much whether it is
reasonable or expedient for a member of
this House to naine a member of the
Other branch of the legislature as the
hon gentleman from Delanaudiere has
spoken of the hon. Mr. Chapleau. What-
ever was said by Mr. Chapleau in New
York was said of a class, and the hon.
gentleman in the other House is not
kriown to beone of that class, or any
Particular class of the Conservative party.
This question has been sprung upon the
IIouse, and the majority I am quite sure
do not understand it. With the exception
Perhaps of my hon. friend opposite (Mr.
Trudel), Mr. DeBoucherville and a few
Others, the rest do not know anything of
the hon. gentleman's position.

HON. MR. MASSON-I hope hon.
gentlemen follow the public press more
closely than that.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.--At
all events, whether I am right or wrong on
that point Mr. Chapleau made no allusion
personally to the hon. gentleman from
Delanaudiere, and therefore he exercised
a proper degree of forbearance, which the
hon. gentleman behind me does not show
to him. If my hon. friend attacks any
party, let him attack in the same way, but
to allade to the Hon. Mr. Chapleau, a
member of the House of Commons, in the
way he has done, seems to me not only
inexpedient, but so strongly inexpedient as
to exercise an injurious effect on the inter-
course between the two Houses of Parlia-
ment.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-I will say
this to the Hon. Minister of Justice : Mr.
Chapleau has stated that we are " cowards"
and "traitors." Had I spoken of Mr.
Chapleau to-day as he has spoken of me
in New York, and not named him, I would
have been a coward indeed ; but I am not
accustomed to that kind of dealing. I
always face a man and tell him what I
believe of him, and if Mr. Chapleau had
been here I would have told him the same
thing as I have already told him under
other circumstances. The only difficulty
with me is that of speaking in an unfam-
iliar language. I know very well what the
views of the hon. Minister of Justice are
on this matter, and I believe that he not
only regrets, but is very sorry for those
words of the Secretary of State, and if he
could only speak the feelings of his own
heart, he would say that Mr. Chapleau is
not in the Cabinet with his consent, and
that he would rather see him go than stay.

HON. MR. TRUDEL-A discussion of
this kind may perhaps be considered
somewhat irregular, still, as a good deal
has been said it is very difficult for us to
remain silent on the question. The hon.
Minister of Justice is of the opinion that
this question should have been raised
otherwise, especially for the very good
reason that most of the hon. members
of this House are not sufficiently well
informed on the local politics of Quebec
to be familiar with the facts of the case;
but in the meantime I consider that my
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hon. friend from Delanaudiere is perfectly
right, when a member of the Goverment
who is not in his place in Parliament
chose to make such an attack upon, not
only certain political men iii this country,
but against a whole class of his own po-
litical friends, to call attention to it in
Parliament. The hon. members of this
House do not perhaps recollect the par-
ticulars of what occurred last year. They
do not perhaps recollect that in the Prov-
ince of Quebec the great Conservative
party was split into two sections in the
condemnation of a very important trans-
action which took place in their Province.
They are not probably aware that while
the majority of the local House gave
their vote to sanction a sale of the most
important public property of the Province
-the North Shore Railway-that on
that occasion from 50 to 1oo of
the leading Conservatives of the
Province were basely insulted and attacked
by a press which I have no hesitation in
saying had been bribed by the parties who
were at the bottom of this transaction ;
that after a few days we saw a Govern-
ment, of whom the majority was at first
strongly opposed to this transaction, under
certain pressure giving their assent to it.
A few months after we saw several members
of this Government leaving their seats and
accepting positions in other branches of
the public service. These are facts which
are certainly very important, and when fifty
or one hundred of our leading Conserva-
tives honestly expressed their views that it
was ruinous to the interests of the
Province that the sale of this railway should
take place, and when we see them basely
insulted by a subsidized press, and when
we see a few weeks after that all their pre-
dictions are verified, and that almost all
the promises made by the men who had
consummated the sale of our railway
were found to be false, when we
see an enquiry demanded to get at
the facts of this transation, and know that
men who two years ago were insolvents
are now millionaires-men who were fail-
ures for years, but who, the moment they
succeeded in getting their hands into the
public chests of the Province suddenly
become millionaires, it is time that public
attention should be directed to such mat-
ters. When the people of the Province of
Quebec ask for an enquiry to get at the
bottom of this transaction, and it is refus-

ed, and we see th>se very men who refuse
it going to a foreign country and there in-
sulting their adversaries, calling them
cowards and traitors, and contending that
because they were conservatives they were
so bound to their leaders by party alle-
giance that they had to blindly approve
of their transactions, or submit to be
called cowards and traitors-when we
hear such language from a mem-
ber of the Government, it is the right
of those who feel themselves attacked to
defend themselves in the position they
occupy as members of this House. It is
here that the past services of the hon.
gentleman from Delanaudière have
brought him to serve his country. It is
here that he is attacked by one of the
leaders of the Government in this Parlia-
ment, and this is the proper place for hinI
to defend himself. For my part, though
I participate to a great extent in his views,
still, it did not occur to my mind to feel
that I had been attacked when the hon.
the Secretary of State was speaking of
" cowards " and " traitors." Hon. gentle-
men have heard it stated that there are
traitors in our Province, but, thank God,
it has never occurred to my mind that
anybody under the sun can apply such a
term to me, because I feel that I cannot
have anything in common with those
men. I consider that the traitors, if
there are traitors, are those leaders,
who, when their Province gave
them a majority of 30 or 40 were so
recreant to their duty as to go to their
politicaladversaries and propose to coalesce
with them in order to defeat if possible
the majority of their own party. The
matter has been discussed in the press Of
our province, and within a fortnight meim-
bers of the Local Legislature have risen
in their places and solemnly affirmed that
our leaders, our'Conservative leaders, had
proposed to them a political alliance, and
that they had refused it; that the Conser-
vative party with a majority of 30 or 40
in the House were submitted to the
humiliation and the insult of seeing their
leaders offering a political alliance tO .a
small opposition of 15 members, and their
being r fused with contempt. This humil-
iation we have felt very strongly. I con-
sider that if in the Conservative ranks
there were traitors-I do not say there
were any, for I am not sufficiently aware
of the fact-that term does not applY

HoN. MR. TRUDEL.
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to us, when I take the statements made
before the country in open Parliament and
the challenges which were thrown down
to those gentlemen, when it was said, on
behalf of the Opposition, ' It is you gentle-
Men of the Conservative party who
offered us an alliance, and it is we who
refused it;' and our leaders did not utter
a word by way of explanation, there is a
good deal of presumption that the facts
are as they are currently believed to be in
the Province. Of course I feel that it is a
delicate matter to speak on this subject,
in the absence of those who had taken a
prominent part in this transaction ; but
Since it is before the public, I think it is
Our duty to give some explanation,
although some hon. gentlemen may be
inclined to believe that those explanations
are out of place. However, they must
remember that the provocation did not
come from us, but from a member of the
Government, who should consider that it
is only reasonable for those who are
attacked to defend themselves, especially
against such attacks as this.

HON. MR. PLUMB-1 think the re-
marks that have been made by the hon.
gentleman who has just taken his seat
rnust convince the House that nothing can
be more inexpedient than to have such
discussion sprung upon the Senate. I
believe that almost every gentleman who
has been sitting here has listened to it
With the greatest regret, and I do not see
that any practical good can come of it.
Nothing can be gained by discussions of
this kind where there are no questions to
be settled, and it really seems to me that
this House ought not to be asked to
listen and to be considered as accepting
statements which are made in the absence
Of gentlemen who ought to be in a position
to defend themselves on such questions. I
know nothing of the merits of the case; I
donot propose todiscuss those merits, but it
Must be obvious to every hon. gentlemen
in this chamber that if discussions on this
k.ind can be brought up at any moment
With the sanction and acceptancè of the
louse that they will be interminable. If

matters connected with the local politics
Of each province can at any time be made
the subject of discussion upon the chance
Utterances of public men, however respon-
sible, our time would be taken up with
that kind of discussions and this

House would certainly become not what
it was intended to be. This I listened
to with the greatest surprise from my
hon. friend fron Delanaudière. I have
no doubt he felt that he had great pro-
vocation, but, at the same time, it is not
the sort of discussion which is useful or
profitable to this House, and we ought not
to be concerned in the immediate personal
or political difficulties of gentlemen who,
whatever their grievances may be, have
more legitimate means of settling them.
I do not agree with my hon. friend that
because gentlemen are members of this
body they can or should make of this
House an arena for discussing their
grievances, unless they come up in a legiti-
mate way upon some legitimate question..
It has the appearance of a discussion
of a want of confidence in the Govern-
ment. It --annot have any other character.
A gentleman who is a member of the
Government is selected as the person to
be attacked ; the leader of the Govern,
mentis brought into the discussion, and
it ends without any resolution. It has
been sprung upon the House without any
notice. What has been brought before
the House is merely the utterance of some
newspaper reporter ; we do not know how
accurate or inaccurate the report may be,
and we have no opportunity of examining
into the case, even though it should
come properly under our examination.
I have listened to this discussion with
,more surprise than to anything I have
heard before becoming a member of this
hon. body. And I really think I arn
quite within the judgment of the Senate
in saying what I do upon this occasion. I
say it with the greatest deference to my
hon. friend who has introduced this dis-
cussion that I believe it is un-
tinely and unprofitable to bring up
questions like this in the Senate.

HON. MR. TRUDEL-Will the hon.
gentleman allow me to put him a question?
Does he pretend to say that if he were
attacked by a member of the Government
he as a public man would not have the
right to defend himself in Parliament ?

HON. MR. PLUMB-It would depend
entirely upon the nature, the time and the
manner of the attack ; and when I chose
to defend myself, I should certainly do it
in such a way that the person who made
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the attack would have an opportunity of
taking his part in whatever discussion came
out of it. That is the answer I give to the
hon. gentleman, and I do not think I can
give any other.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-There were
three ways of bringing this matter before
the House ; first, as a matter of privilege.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.-
There is no question of privilege.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-I do not
say it was a question of privilege, but I
might have brought it up as a question
of privilege. The second was a motion
,reflecting upon the Government, and the
third was to take advantage of the motion
for adjournment, and that is the course
which I have pursued. So old a politic-
ian as the hon. gentleman from Niagara
ought to know that the same latitude of
debate is given to members on a motion
for adiournment as on a motion of want
of confidence. It may have been more con-
venient to adopt another course, but I did
it in the most direct and speedy manner.
The House must see that I do not wish to
prolong a discussion of this subject, be-
cause I have not said half that is within
my knowledge. I and other gentlemen
have been attacked, and we are bound to
defend ourselves. I shall not submit to
such attacks unless I am guilty, but when
I am not guilty I shall not silently submit
to them. This is the first time, either in'
this or in the other House, that a word has
been uttered by me against the Hon.
Secretary of State, and I have only spoken
now because I have been attacked and
slandered.

The motion was agreed to,
Senate adjourned at 5.15 p. m.

and the
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Ottawa, Wednesday, April 11, 1883.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

HoN. MR. PLVMB.

ONTARIO AND QUEBEC
WAY.

RAIL-

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

HON. MR. VIDAL from the Commit-
tee on Railways, Telegraphs, and Har-
bors, reported Bill (27), " An Act to in-
corporate the Ontario and Quebec Rail-
way Company," without any amendment.

The report was concurred in and the
Bill was ordered for third reading to-
morrow.

A STANDARD MERIDIAN.

ENQUIRY.

HON. MR. ALLAN rose to call atten-
tion to the return to an Address of this
House to His Excellency the Governor
General, dated the sixth day of March
instant, praying that His Excellency
would be pleased to cause to be laid on
the table of this House, a copy of the
Memorial addressed to His Excellency
rom the Royal Society of Canada, and the

Canadian Institute of Toronto, and Cf
any documents connected with the Meni-
morials, relative to the representation of
Canada in the International Conference
to determine a standard meridian noW
contemplated by the Congress of the
United States, and to enquire whether the
Government will take measures to cause
Canada to be represented at the Interna-
tional Conference above referred to.

He said: The object which I haveinvieW
is to call attention to a return to an address
which I moved on the 6th of March last
for copies of memorials addressed to His
Excellency the Governor-General from the
Royal Society of Canada and the Cana-
dian Institute of Toronto, and certain
documents connected with those memori-
als relative to the representation of Canada
in the International Conference to deter-
mine a standard meridian. In answer to
that address copies of these documents
were brought down by the Government,
and having been printed and distributed,
I presume I may take it for granted
that hon. gentlemen are all acquainted
with their contents. I may, however,
briefly state that the subject referred tO in
these papers, the establishment of a uni-
versal system of time reckoning, or cosmOP

.Meridiant.[SENATE.]
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olitan time as it has been termed, and the
choice of a prime meridian common to all
nations, has for several years past engaged
the attention of various scientific bodies
and individuals both in Great Britain and
the United States, Russia, France, Belgiurn
and other countries in Europe. Year
by year, the requireiments of modern civili-
zation, consequent upon the wonderful
development and extension of railways
and telegraph lines over the globe, have
contributed to make the subject one of
still more importance and interest. For
us especially it is a matter of great in-
terest, and I would quote the words of
one of the papers which have been printed
to show that the question is for us a
niatter of very great public importance :-

The gigantic system of railways and
telegraphs which lias been established in
Anerica, lias developed social and commer-
cial conditions which never previously
existed in the history of the huiman race.
These conditicns have affected the relations
of time and distance, in a manner which
shows that the system of notation which
we have inherited is defective; that it leads
to confusion, causes loss of time, and disturbs
the arrangements of travellers and business
men ; that it frequently resuilts in loss of
lite, and leads to ditliculties of varions
kinds: that under the circuistances which
have foilowed the extensive eiployrmîenît Ot
bteai and electricity as mneans of rapid corn-
Uiunication, it is generally inappropriate.

I would further venture to quote
another extract -

The system we follow an which has been
followcd for ages was quite unobjectionable
halfa century ago, when the electric telegraph
was unknown and the horse was alnost the
only locomotive. The system is based on
the theory that time is regulated everywhere
by the passage of the sun over the ineridian
of each seperate locality ; that the period
between any two solar passages, at any one
place, is divided into halves, known as ante-
meridian and posi-meridian, each half being
sub-divided into twelve hours, and that the
two halves together constitute a day.

According to the recognized theory, as
already stated, every spot on the surface of
the globe differing in longtitude lias an en-
tirelv distinct day. and a local tiume peculiar
to itself. Excepi on the saine meridian there
are no simultaneous days, or hours or min-
Utes. Everywhere the days and divisions of
the day vary, and the variations are infinite.

In the case of Nortli Amiierica the continent
extends across one hundred and five degrees
0f longtitude. Within its extreie eastern
and western limits, it is possible to draw
manv thousand distinct nieridians, and fol-
l0wing rigidly the prescribed theory, we may
have as nany thousand standards of time, no

two of which would be in harmony. The rail-
way authorities have come face to face with
the difliculty, and iîhey have from time to time
net it as circuimstances dictated. In order
to operate the long lines of'railway with sone
degree of' satety, each separate manager has
beeri obliged to ignore the different local
times, and arbitrariy adopt a special time
for the moveient of trains on the particular
lines under his charge. The railway guide
books publish at least seventy-five (75)
irregularly chosen standards of tine, emi-
ployed for the running of trains in the United
States and Canada. Every city and town of
importance lias its own timie, occa-4onally
conciding, but Ireqnentlv ditli-ring from the
nearest railwav standard. The public have
been obliged to acconnodate themnselves to
this irregular svstemn, but it has become ex-
cee(lingly inconvenient and irksome, and a
scheme which will introduce a time-systeni
characterized by uniformity and simplicity
cannot fail to be cordialiy welcomed.

Now, hon. gentlemen, considerations
such as these have doubtless, influenced
the Congress of the United States in
authorizing the President to call an Inter-
national Conference to take up this im-
portant subject, and to endeavour, if
possible, to fix on and recommend for
universal adoption a common prime meri-
dian to be used in reckoning longitude
and the regulation of time throughout
the world. In regard to the methods
to be adopted to bring about this estab-
lishment of a common time reckoning I
do not think it would be proper for me,
nor would this be the time or place to go
into any lengthened details, no matter how
interesting the subject may be : moreover,
I presume hon. gentlemen have already
had an opportunity of reading the various
suggestions as to the modes of accomplish-
ing the desired object, in the many
valuable documents which have been
included in the return now before the
House, but I may briefly quote from a
very valuable paper read by Mr. Sandford
Fleming before the International Geo-
graphical Congress at Venice in i88i:

It is proposed that standard time, every-
where, shall be based on the one unit meas-
ure of time, denoted by the diurnal reolu-
tion of the earth, as determined by the mean
solar passage, at one particular nieridian to
be selected as a time zero.

The time zero to coincide with the initial
or prime meridian to be common to all nations
for coinputing terrestrial longitude.

The tine zero and prime meridian of the
world to be established with the concurrence
of civilized nations generally.

For reasons elsewhere given it is suggested
that the prime meridian and time zero shal1
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be establislied through the Pacifle Ocean. eu- and also the Spanish Governent, and his
tirely avoiding the land of any n',tionality.

For the purpose ot regulating time every- reception from the American Society for
where it is proposed that the unit ineasure,
determined as above, shall be divided into the Advancement of Science, and the
twenty four equal parts, and that these Anerican Society of Civil Engîneers. It
parts shall be defined by standard time mer- would seem, therefore, only fitting, even
idians, established around the globe, fitteen
degrees of longitude or one hour distant from
each other. in this question, that Canada, havîng taken

a foremost part in drawing attention to
Of course the first and most important the subject, should be represented at the

step for the International Conference to International Conference, and it isto ascer-
achieve will be the adoption by the repre- tain whether the Government have taken
sentatives of the different nationalities of steps to have the Dominion so represented
a common prime meridian. Hitherto that this inquiry is directed.
the repeated efforts which have been made
to gain general concurrence to the adop- LoN. MR. ALEXANDER-There is
tion of some one of the existing national a mystery in regard to the memorials of
meredians have failed, and proposais to those reslected Societies--the Royal
select an entirely new initial line have Society and the Canadian Institute.
not been more successful; but there When the hon. gentleman frot Toronto
appears to be a growing feeling in favor of (Mr. Allan) first brought this subject up,
the suggestion tit the meredian drawn lre stated his purpose was to ask the concur-

t8o degrees east and west of Greenwich, rence of the Senate in a resolution, urging
through Behring's straits, passing over n His Excellency to use everv influence
land between the Arctcè and Antarctic with the Imperial Government to send
carcles, excepting a small angle of Kamts- delegates, both from Britain and fro 
chatka, will be the one verv likely to bi Canada to the Washington Conference.
the most acceptable. As the anti or A new light appears to have dawned upon
nether meridian of Greenwich it would his mjd since then, and he now shows a
accommodate the greatest numbers and little more circumspecton in simply en-
tonnage of the world's shipping and quiring what measures the Government
there would be no diffsrence in the will adopt to have Canada represented
charts and nautical tables. In connec- there. I trust that I shahl not weary the
tion with this subject we, as Canadians, House in reiterating some of the reasons
have some reason to feel lride in the fact why it would be most injudicious to at-
that one of the first to bring this suh- tempt urging thus the Imperial Govern-
ject to the attention of the world was a ment, unless they deem it proper to send
gentleman who is well known to all of us British delegates. What is the purpose
as having filled so long and ably of the conference? It is to select a Prime
the position of Chief Engineer of Standard Meridian, which shawl not arouse
the Government Railways, the In- antagonistic national jealousies-perhaps
tercolonial and the Canadian Pacific, on the Pacific Ocean. This is the schenle
and whose high scientific attainments propounded by Mr. Fleming, a ver
have been eot onl recognized here but in eminent engineer, and the author of this
the United States and in many countries beautiftîl cosmopolitan theory, which
of Europe-I mean Mr. Sanford Fleming. sounds very plausible, and, of course, the
Mr. Fleming first read a paper on movement is a very popular one in the
the subject of cosmoportan time and United States. But how will it be regard
a common prime meridian before the ed by the Imperial Government? wsen
Canadian Institute in 1879, and dis Mr. Gladstone and Lord Granville not
papers upon the same subýCect have reason thus? Tait any government ac-
since been brought under the notice cepting the invitation, and sending dele
of the Imperial Government, the Royal gates there, winl have to abide by the de-
Society of Great Britain and the lin- cision or vote, or be subjected to tauts,
perial Academny of Science, of St. reRectin, upon the honor and dignit Of
Petersburg, and have occulied the atten- the country? Can we reao c believe that
tion of the International Geographical the Imperial Government will be a part
Congress of the world at Venice in a881, to such a movemert? Is it likely that

HON. MR. ALLAN.
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the greatest maritime power in the world,
which has for the last two centuries fur-
nished geographical charts to ninety per
cent. of the navigators of all oceans,
whose prime meridan, the Royal Obser-
vatory of Greenwich, has conferred such
eminent services upon the world-its
mathematical geography, its astronomy
and other sciences - would for one
moment entertain the idea of disturb-
ing her great first meridian ? And
if England's statesmen, with whom the
first consideration is the honor and
dignity of their country, decline to send
anyone to Washington, would the hon.
gentleman-who appears now not to
comprehend the subject in its full bcaring
-- desire to be sent to Washington f:om
this dependency? Perhaps it will be
replied, leave it to our Government. My
answer to that is that colonial governments
sometimes do strange things. It is not
very long since a certain Legislature of
one of the dependencies of the British
Crown proffered advice to the Home
Governrment upon an Imperial question,
bringing upon us the most humiliating
reproof--

HON. MR. POWÊR-Order 1

HON. MR ALEXANDER-And we
do not forget the pleadings of one
or two hon. gentlemen aiding and sus-
sustaining such an injudicious course then ;
and here again tp-day, upon another
question-, they would urge the Senate and
Government to repeat a similar folly. In
all public bodies and in all governments
there are individuals upon whom Provi-
dence has not bestowed that higher and
finer sense of self-respect-in its true sense
-who do strange and reprehensible things,
but I am sure that the large majority of
this august body will not be a party to
such a procedure.

Let us now examine how far the theories
advanced by those scientists have been
natured, and whether they have been
approved by aIl our own leading engineers
and scientists. (The hon. gentleman then
read from the replies of Mr. Hannaford,
of the Grand Trunk Railway, ex-Governor
Trutch of British Columbia and W. T.
Sampson of the Naval Observatery at
Washington). Al of these replies are
taken from Mr. Fleming's own report,
which go to show that many of the

changes proposed, while appearing very
plausible in theory, would be attended by
disadvantages equal to, if not surpassing,
any benefit they could confer. And is it
with such theories, still unmatured, and
with such conflicting and contradictory
opinions, that the Government of the
Dominion would urge upon the statesmen
of England the proposition to disturb
England's Prime Standard Meridian?
We are ready to express our admiration for
Mr. Fleming's industry, and genius, and
science, but it will take the discussions of
half a century to mature such theories as
will commend themselves to the practical
world.

HON. MR. ALLAN-I hardly think
the House will consider it necessary for
me to follow the hon. gentleman's argu-
ments on this matter. They are beside the
subject alltogether, and I presume that all
that the House will require of mue to justify
myself for having brought the subject be-
fore the Senate is to show that it was one
of sufficient importance to engage the
attention of scientific bodies -those un-
fortunate scientists that my hon. friend
seems to think so little of -in all parts of
the world. In the neighbouring states it
was deened of such importance as to
induce Congress to authorize their Presi-
dent to call an international conference
on the subject. I thought these facts
were sufficient to justify the resolution
which I first introduced, and the inquiry
I have made on this occasion ; but the
hon. gentleman fron Woodstock (I say it
with all due deference) does not seem to
know altogether what he is talking about.
He makes a great fuss about our dictating
to the Imperial Government, and calling
upon them as he asserts to alter the
time-honored meridian of Greenwich,
but we ask for nothing of the sort,
and it is very absurd for the hon. gentle-
man to make such statements. All
that the enquiry asks for, is, that as this
country is specially interested in the sub-
ject, more particularly with regar(d to the
matter of standard time, and apart alto-
gether-because the two things do not
necessarily go together--from the question
of a standard meridian, for the purposes
of navigation the Dominion should be
represented at the conference, although
so far as navigation is concerned, Canada
is deeply interested in that question also.
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All we ask is that the Government should
use their influence to endeavor to have
Canada represented at the Conference,
but not to send a representative there to
use his influence against, or to dictate to
the Imperial Government in any way
whatever. The hon. gentleman has also
left out of his quotations all reference to
the opinions of those who are in favor of
the proposition. He has quoted two or
three authorities against it, but he has
taken no notice of the many opinions in its
favor. If, then, I can show that the subject
has been of sufficient importance to attract
the attention of scientific men in every
part of the world, and if there is to be a
conference on this:subject at which
most of the countries of Europe will be
represented, as the Dominion has taken a
prominent part in bringing this subject
b3fore the public, and as this pamphlet of
Mr. Fleming's has received attention in
Europe as well as the United States, it is
not unreasonable that Canada should ask
to have a representative at this conference
also.

HON. MR. VIDAL---I think there is a
great deal of confusion existing in the
mind of my hon. friend from Woodstock
by the way in which he has mixed up
two questions that are entirely diverse.
As I understand the main proposition, it is
a desire to have one fixed meridian, such
as can be adopted and acted upon without
any alteration or interference whatever in
Railway or local time in any part of the
world. At the present date there are six
or seven principal centres from which
longitude is calculated. This is extremely
inconvenient. It was well enough in ages
gone by when there was comparatively
little commerce prevailing throughout the
world, and when nations had not the in-
tercourse with each other that they now
have ; but at the present day, with the
free intercourse of nations so extended
and still growing, it - becomes of much
greater importance that there should be
one uniform system of indicating tht
longitude of every-place in the world in
stead of calculating from the meridian o
Greenwich, Washington, Berlin, or some
other meridian of the present day. There
should be one uniform zero line. I dc
not understand, as my hon friend does
that this conference will have delegated tc
it any- power to fi a prime me:idian

HoN. MR. ALLAN.

it wili simply be a conference of
scientists to see if they can recom-
mend to the Governments of the world
at large the adoption ofa prime meridian,
and viewing it in this light I can see a
peculiar propriety in Canada having some-
thing to say in this matter, and that for a
reasori which has not been alluded to all.
What nations are chiefly interested in this
question of the longtitude of places being
correctly defined throughout the globe ?
Are they not the nations that have the
largest commerce and the greatest quantity
of shipping traversing the seas ; and is it
not a fact that Canada rates very high in
the world as a maritime power? Most
assuredly it is, and have we not the right
to be represented at a conference of that
kind as well as smaller powers or separate
kingdoms that have not one tenth the
interest in it that Canada has ? I think
that is a very good reason why the view
taken by the hon. gentleman from Toronto
should be sanctioned by this Chamber.
It is not an unreasonable thing to ask,
and if this conference is to be held and
Great Britain is to send delegates to it,
that Canada also, having so deep an
interest in the subject, should have
the privilege of sending a delegate to
táke part in the deliberations there.
Now a great deal of feeling has been
manifested, and a great deal of indigna-
tion expressed because of a supposed
attempt to disturb the meridian of Green-
wich, and this speaking of a meridian in
the Pacific Ocean is represented as being
something very dreadful. Now, hon.
gentlemen, as a matter of fact, it is the
identical great circle around the globe
which has been mentioned as the Green-
wich Meridian. It is the meridian of i8o
degrees, which forms, with the Greenwich
Meridian, a perfect circle around the
globe, so that there will be no alteration
if that suggestion should be adopted.

1 The greater number of the charts in the
k world are made upon the longtitude

reckoned from the meridian of Green-
wich. I think it is altogether likely

- that the conference assembled would
f take the view that it is desirable

to maintain that meridian, or what
is equivalent to it in the eyes of
practical navigators, the meridian of 180
degrees. It would involve no alteration
in any of the ,works on which nautical
calculations are based. Now, in reference
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to Railway time and the 15 degrees
meridian, I do not know but it would be
a very useful system to introduce, although
I believe it would be found a little awk-
wardat first, but it would not necessitate
the change in clocks and in local time,
suggested by the hon. gentleman, and at
which one cannot help smiling. No
matter what decision may be arrived at
by this conference, or any other body of
scientific men, the local time will be deter-
mined by the sun at that meridian;
consequently it is always immutable,
being determined by the sun, of course
rnaking allowance' for the difference
between mean time and solar time. Every
place must thus always have its own local
time, and the adoption of the suggested
Railway time will only be what now
takes place every day at the principal
railway stations, as is seen at the
Union Station in Toronto where there
are two minute, hands of the clock,
one indicating the local time, and
the other Montreal time. It would be a
very desirable thing, in my judgment, if
the railway time and the true time were so
indicated at every place, instead of having
it as it now is, Montreal time taken for all
the places between that city and Toronto,
and Toronto time for all places between
Toronto and Sarnia. I contend, and I
believe the contention would be maintain-
ed in a court of law, that if, for instance,
a bank in Sarnia closed its doors at three
O'clock by railway time, and at that time
Protested a note for non-payment, the pro-
mnissor would have the legal right to
claim that it was protested too soon.
lie could say it was not three o'clock at
Sarnia. This division of time by 15 degrees
mneridian, or even hours all along, in my
judgment would be found not only not
confusing, but exceedingly practical and
useful, and I think we see in it evidence
of that shrewdness and clear perception
of what is best for useful purposes in the
world in Mr. Fleming's mind when he
made the suggestion. I think therefore
My hon. friend's calling the attention of
the House to this subject is exceedingly
proper, and it is desirable that if a con-
ference is to be held our Government
should take proper stops to have Canada
represented by one of our scientific sons
at that gathering.

HON. MR. POWER-I do not think

that the speech of the hon. gentleman
for Woodstock altogether deserves the
denunciations with which it has been
received. I think the hon. gentleman
who has just sat down, for instance, was
slightly in error when he said that sending
a delegate to this conference did not in
any way commit Canada to accepting its
decision. Now, it seems to me that the
terms of the enquiry put upon the paper
by the hon. gentleman fron York rather go
to bear out the view expressed by the hon.
gentleman from Woodstock, because it
speaks of "an International Conference
to determine a standard meredian. " The
Conference is supposed to " determine "
the meredian, not to consider and enquire
about it. Now, I think the hon. gentle-
man from Woodstock also showed
a number of objections which have
been taken by practical men, and
men who are at the same time
practical and scientific, to the proposed
change, and I think that these are ôbjec-
tions which deserve the consideration of
Parliament. Looking at the return which
was laid upon the table in the House, in
reply to the orders moved by the hon.
gentleman from York, we found the very
first paragraph in the memorial of the
Royal Society begins as follows:

That for some years back the general
regulation of time for railway, telegraph and
scientific and all ordinary civil purposes has
engaged the attention of societies and individ-
tials in the Dominion of Canada, and in the
United States of America, and elsewhere.

So the business contemplated is not
merely fixing the prime meridian, but it is
re-arranging all our views as to time. I
have not thought over the subject and I
do not propose to go into it at all: I ain
not qualified to do so, but I merely say
this, that the standard of Greenwich suits
us perfectly wéll, and I think we have no
reason to be dissatisfied with it. I do not
think the Governiment .of this country
would be justified in incurring the expense
necessary to send a delegate to Washington
unless it should transpire that the Imperial
Government propose to take part in the
Conference. If they propose to do, I
think it would be perfectly right and pro-
per for this Government to send a delegate
there too.

HON. MR. VIDAL-That is the sug-
gestion.
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HON. MR. POWER.-If the Imperial
Government do not send a representative
I think it would be acting unwisely to
request that Canada should be represented,
and we would be exposing ourselves to a
much more severe snub than we received
on a former occasion to which the hon.
gentleman from Woodstock, in my
opinion, improperly referred.

HON. MR. VIDAL.- I did not notice
the word " determine" in the inquiry:
it certainly does give some weight to the
objection of the hon. member from
Woodstock ; but if the object is to
"determine a standard meridian," it would
be an advantage to Great Britain to have
the additional vote of Canada in favor of
Greenwich.

HON. MR. POWER.--If Great Britain
is to have a representative there can be
no objection.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I do
not think there is any question here of a
request to the Imperial Government or
having anything to say cither to Mr. Glad-
stone or Lord Grenville ; a conference is
apparently to be assembled under the au-
spices of the United States to consider
this question. It is one of great import-
ance, and one in which Canada is con-
cerned in proportion to its population as
deeply as any other country ; we are
asked to take part in that conference, it is
suggested that Canada should send a rep-
resentative. I would like to see the Do-
minion represented on such an occasion ;
it tends to augment the position of Cana-
da in the world. Sonie years ago when
there was a conference on postage regula-
tions between various countries in order
to make a postal union, we were asked to
be represented, and sent a representative,
and there have been other instances of the
same kind showing that Canada is
gradually taking a different position
in the world from that which she
occupied 20 years ago; such things
were then done without reference to us-
conferences on many subjects in which we
were interested were held without any
reference to us. Now we find from year
to year that we are consulted and occupy
a different position, they are glad to have
our opinions, glad to see us represented
on those occasions. Why should we not

HON. MR. VIDAL.

have a representative in Washington, when
this subject is to be discussed ? No one
is to be harmed by it, and it tends to aug-
ment the position which Canada occupies
in the world. Whatever may be said in
this resolution, nothing can be determined
at that conference which will be obligatory
upon any nation; it is to be a meeting,
not of ambassadors to negotiate, but of
scientific men to consider the subject of a
standard meridian and to make represen-
tation to their respective governments.
The Imperial .Government will no doubt
take its own course on the subject. I
understand that the feeling in the United
States is in favor of the prime meridian
being that of Greenwich, and the proba-
bilities are, so far as anyone knows, that
that will be the standard which the con-
ference will adopt. I do not see why we
should not be represented.

HON. MR. POWER-If England is?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Cer-
tainly if England is. In answer to the
hon. gentleman's question, I have pleasure
in stating that the Government will take
steps to have Canada represented at the
Conference ; we understand that this
will be done without entailing any expense
on the country. We are told that there
are gentlemen who take so much interest
in this question (who can represent Canada
worthily and advantageously) that they
will be glad to attend there, armed only
with the degree of position and influence
which a commission from the Government
can give. We propose to be represented
in that way at the Conference.

MONTREAL HARBOR
SIONERS.

COMMIS-

INQUIRY.

HoN. MR. TRUDEL rose to inquire
whether the Government intends to repeal
the Order in Council of the 26th July,
1882, approving the new By-Laws of the
Harbor Commissioners of Montreal, and
particular Article 142 of the said By-Laws ?

He said: The by-law in question has
reference to the pilotage service between
Montreal and Quebec, that is on that part
of the river which is under the control of
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the Harbor Commissioners of Montreal. the main officer on board is required. t
It reads as follows :-is therefore very evident that this regula-

" Article 85 of the said regulations is tion puts the pilots in such a position as
amended by adding the following which wvill to render
hereafter be part of the said article, and wil h
read as follows:-If such accident consist in
the grounding or strandîng orany vessel in danger to the public interest, and of loss
charge of any pilot, or the collision of the to the insurance companies and owners of
said vessel with any other vessel, the pilot ships, because they may require the ser-
shall be ipso jacto suspended in the exercise vices of a pilot more at such a jûncture,
Of his functions as such pilot until the cause than at any otber time. About five or
Of the said· accident bas been investigated
and the decision of the Harbor Coimnission- six weeks ago, when I gave notice of this
ers be given, or for a longer tirne if necessary, enquiry, a deputation of pilots waited
Which time will be determined by the said upon two of the Ministers of the Crown,
Conmissioners, and in such case the said b
Pilot shall be obliged to surrender his ui- Mre esei un the Ministe
Cense as pilot to the Harbor Comissioners
at the same time as the report requested by an assurance that the case would be ex-
the said article." amined, and that correspondence would

As hon. gentlemen will see the mere take place with the Harbor Commissioners.
fact of the accident taking place accord- 1 do fot know exactly what has been
ing to this regulation which bas been put donc, but of course the opening
in force by the Order-in-Council of the of navigation is not now very far distant,
26th of July last, cancels the license of and it is fot necessary for me to insist
the pilot. Hon. gentlemen are aware upon the point that the pilots are put in
that according to the law of the country, a very false position. 1 hope that the
as soon as a vessel enters within the juris- Goverrnent, if they have not already donc
diction of the Harbor Commissioners, or, so, will speedily cone to a conclusion on
I may say, the jurisdiction of the pilots this subject.
of that section of the river, the command
Of the vessel belongs ipso facto to the HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL_
authority on board, that is, the pilot who The Governinent quite recognize the im-
Presents himself and is taken on board. portance of tbis matter, but bave fot been
and this for the very good reason that able to core to a conclusion upon it. I
Vessels comng from foreign countries are spoke to the Minister of Marine two or
riot supposed to have amongst the crew three days ago, for the second or third
any officer who knows the river sufficiently time, with reference to this question, and
'Well to manage the vessel. Therefore the he told me he was then still unable to
Pilot is considered by law, not only as the give me a reply, as be bad not been able
inore competent officer to command the to satisfy bimself; le however said he

Vessel, but as the only competent officer. would give me an answer in a few days.
Every one knows that accidents way, and
very often do, take place without the pilot HON. MR. MILLER-I do not think
being in fault, and it may happen some- the question is at ail so pressing as my
times that the stranding or grounding of a hon. friend bas endeavored to make it ap-
Vessel may be an act of ability or discretion, pear to the House, and for various reasons.
for it would certainly be an act of ability, The Harbor Commissioners, I presume,
supposing that a vessel is about to founder, are a body of men selected by the Govern-
if the pilot by clever management succeeds ment and wellqualitied to make regulations
in stranding ber, and so saves both vessel in relation to this question. These by-
and cargo. But according to this by-law laws, or regulations, are not absolutely
the very fact of stranding the vessel nade by the Harbor Commissioners, but
subjects the pilot to suspension, and have to undergo the criticism and approval
it may be at the very time when of the Governor-in-Council. Lt is to be
his authority and his experience presumed then that they are made with
are specially required. If it is admitted, due deliberation, and after full information
(and it is the view of the whole country,) and that they are confirmed also only upon
that he is the most competent officer on heing represented to the Government as
board, it is clear that when the vessel is being such as the exigencies of trade re-
Uffering fromn some accident the action of quire. Now I have noticed that wherever
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any question connected with the pilots
came up in either House of Parliament,
there seemed to be more sympathy for the
pilots than for the shipowners. It seemed
as if the shipping and trade of the country,
in the estimation of some gentlemen, were
looked upon more as a means of obtaining
a livelihood for a certain class, than for
any other purpose. I say that the legisla-
tion in this Parliamernt, in reference
to this question, has always been
against the shipowners of the
country-who are deserving of the
greatest consideration-and in favor of
the pilots as a class. Whether it is that
these pilots can always command the
qbility and eloquence of certain gentle-
men in this and the other House, for
reasons I shall not enumerate, we have
always seen that when the slightest
apparent infrigement of their privileges
was attempted, to satisfy the trade of the
country, that there were hosts of able
advocates ready in both branches of the
legislature to espouse their cause, and
even to do so without showing sufficient
consideration for the care that we should
all have here for the great shipping
interest of the country. And now what
is the hardship in this case ? I am not
acquainted with the by-law, and I think
that my hon. friend, when calling par-
ticular attention to this subject should
have had the by-law itself put upon the
minutes in order that gentlemen here
might understand fully his remarks. I
have only had an opportunity of hearing
my hon. friend read this by-law to which
he makes such very strong objection.
Now, for my own part, I cannot see any-
thing wrong in this by-law, and I think
it is a very proper one. I feel that
the instance cited by my hon. friend
as showing its injustice does not
strengthen his position. He says as soon
as a ship comes within the pilotage limit
of the St. Lawrence, she passes into the
hands of the pilot when he boards her,
and from that moment the authority of
the captain, as we are aware, ceases and
the pilot becomes responsible for the
safety of the ship and cargo. He puts
the officers aside, and should be held to
the strictest responsibility for the discharge
of his duty, and also should be held to
accountability for any accident that may
occur while the ship is in his charge.
Now as my hon. friend says, so soon as

the pilot takes charge of the vessel, the
authority of the captain is superceded,
and the pilot is master ; and if an acci-
dent occurs, in nine out of ten such cases,
it must be through the fault of the pilot.
It cannot be denied that in a river like
the St. Lawrence there are no such dan-
gers as the master of the vessel has to
guard against who is in charge of a ship
when sailing from port to port. In the
river St. Lawrence, if an accident takes
place while a ship is in charge of
the pilot, it must be his fault, and
if in the tenth case a pilot is innocent,
is it not necessary that he should suffer
in such an exceptional case, in order
that a proper and wholesome rule should
be enforced? But my hon. friend says,
in illustrating the absurdity of the by-law,
that if an accident should occur, for in-
stance, if the ship is stranded, the authority
of the pilot ceases. Well, I do not think
it makes nuch odds if his authority does
cease. If the ship is.s.tranded I do not thirik
there is much necessity for his authority,
and probably, if he succeeds in stranding
the vessel, his authority should cease. In
the River St. Lawrence, I do not see that
there would be much loss to shipping, if
from that moment the captain be allowed
to resume charge of the vessel, and save
the property. I have no doubt he would
be just as competent to discharge that
duty-indeed, much more so than a
pilot of the class on the River St. Law-
rence. Under these circumstances, I afn
glad that the Government have, hesitated
about repealing this order. I have not
had time to look into it carefully, because
it is the first time I have heard it read;
but I must say .that I have a strong
impression-coming from the Lower
Provinces, where we are so deeply inter-
ested in shipping, and where the shippinlg
contributes so much support to the
navigation authorities generally-that the
River St. Lawrence is one of the most
costly places in regard to harbor fees
upon th2 continent of America. I
say that all the Maritime Province repre-
sentatives are deeply interested in this
question, and I as one of them would ask
the Government to consider well the ap-
plication that has been made to them bY
the pilots, or by the pilotage authority
generally of the Province of Quebec, be-
foreithey relax a wholesome regulation,
which is in the interest of the shipping Of

HON. MR. MILLER.
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this country, an interest of which we hear
So much from time to time in this House,
and which, so far as some persons are
concerned, is looked upon more as a
Means of supporting a larger staff of pilots
than the trade of the St. Lawrence neces-
sarily demands.

HON. MR. TRUDEL-If the House
Will allow me I will make a few remarks
11pon what has fallen from the hon. gentle-
Man from Richmond. I think other
members of this House will agree with me
i. Coming to a conclusion that my hon.
friend is not quite so competent a sailor
as he is a lawyer and public man. The
hon. gentleman tells us that as'soon as a
vessel is stranded itshouldrequirenolonger
tO be managed by a pilot. Now he
'night perhaps recollect that within half an
hour, by the effect of the tide, a vessel
inay resume its old position and be washed
Off the ledge or shore to which it should
have been skilfully guided, and it requires
ail the ability of those on board to pre-
Vent such an occurence ; therefore I think
It is not unreasonable to ask that this law
should be repealed. If the law of the
cOuntry is a reasonable one when it requires
a man of ability on board of a .ship, I ask
tny hon. friend what will be the position
of a vessel in such a position as I have
1indicated, unless there be a proper officer
on board to manage her ? My hon. friend
is flot perhaps aware that my inquiry is
flot to ask the repeal of an old regulation.
'his by-law is a new one, and navigation
has been m* anaged for many years without
the existence of such a regulation ; it has
Onfly been in existence since last summer.

ION. MR. MILLER.--I presume cir-
cumTstances have shown the necessity for
the By-law.

ION. MR. TRUDEL.-The hon. gen.
tleman presumes, but I think that wher
he has examined the By-law he will, like
Others, come to the conclusion that it is
Perfectly imposssible to have -it executed,
I might say that the Harbor Commission
ers themselves recognised this, and somc
Of them told me that if such a By-law
were carried out to the letter it would be
very unjust to the pilot, and they expressed
their determination not to enforce it ex
cept when specially needed, so that the
Pilots find themîelves under a regulatior

which is admitted to be unjust by the
very body which passed it, and are left
to the good will and just disposition
of the Harbor Commissioners. Now,
my hon. friend says that the Harbor
Commissioners of Montreal ought to be
well qualified ; I do not question the
qualification of those gentlemen, but it
is well known that they are chosen from
anongst people many of whom have very
little knowledge of navigation. In those
matters the really competent men are
sailors, navigators, or pilots. My hon.
friend also seems to believe that some
special sympathy is extended to those
pilots: I recollect one occasion on which
I took up the defence of the pilot before
this House, and I do.not think my hon.
friend can allude to any other circunstance
because I think that within the last ten
years no one has raised any question
about the pilots, except myself, in this
House-I speak of the pilots mentioned
in this by-law-those of the St. Lawrence.
Perhaps the hon. gentleman will recollect
that in the only instance when I called
the attention of the House and of the
Government to the fact that the Harbor
Commissioners of Montreal were prepared
to make pretended improvements on the
St. Lawrence, I referred specially to the
works which were being constructed at
Cap la Roche. I quoted then the opinion
of pilots to the effect that the navigation of
the St. Lawrence at that particular part of
the river had not up to that time been
attended with danger, and that so far
from being improved by the proposed
expenditure of about $16o,ooo, it would
be rendered dangerous. I had occasion
to make that statement here about the be-
ginning of May, and what was the result?
About six or seven months after two
vessels were destroyed there, called the
" Ottawa " and the " Boyne," and a loss
of more than two millions of dollars was
sustained by the shipowners, the insur-
ance companies and the trade of the
country. It may be that the Harbor
Commissioners are competent men, but
unfortunately the Harbor Commission
of Montreal is an institution which is
unique in its character in this respect :
it is a body that is responsible to no one.
You may examine the law and you will

- find that such is the case ; indeed it was
declared by the representative of the

i Government in this House that it was
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impossible to bring them to account, as
the law did not permit it. It would
therefore seem that this body has greater
power than the government of the country,
since there is nobody to check them.
Their competency may be a matter of
opinion; I know some of thern whom
I consider to be very competent men, but
there are some among thern who know
nothing about navigation. At all events
I have to-day merely inquired as to the
intention of the Govern ment to make a
change in this by-law. I do not want
to insist upon the question, but I feel if
this by-law was properly placed before the
House every hon. gentlemen would come
to the conclusion that it cannot stand.

HON MR. KAULBACH-This is rather
an irregular dicussion, but so much im-
portance has been attached to this matter
in the Maritime Provinces, that I must
express the hope that the Government
will not give an affirmative answer to the
question just put by my hon. friend. I
think it it would be very injurious to the
Lower Provinces if a feeling of want of
confidence should be created there in
connection with the regulations for the
protection of property on the St. Lawrence.
I know several of the Montreal Harbor
Commissioners, and I believe they are
generally quite capable for the duties they
are called upon tc perforn. I am not
familiar with all the provisions of the By-
law in question, but as it has been passed
by the Harbor Commissioners, and ap-
proved by the Government, I shall be
very sorry if any questions raised in this
way have the effect of destroying its
usefulness. I am personally somewhat
interested in the shipping trade of
Montreal, and I am unwilling that any-
thing should be done to take away the
confidence which is now reposed in the
skill and ability of the pilots who are en-
trusted with our property in coming up
the river. If there is any dereliction ol
duty, any want of calculation or skill on
the part of the pilots, I think an example
should be made of them, and I think,
when an accident happens to any vesse]
in their charge, their power over that
vessel should cease, and the persons whc
under ordinary circumstances have con.
trol of the property should take charge o:
the vessel.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills from the House Of
Commons were received and read the
first time -

Bill (43) " An Act to amend the Act tO
Incorporate the Missionary Society of the
Wesleyan Methodist Church in Canada.
(Mr. Vidal).

Bill (53) " An Act to declare the Mean-
ing and Effect of certain provisions of the
Act to Incorporate the London OntarIo
Investment Company, Limited." (Mr.
Plumb).

HON. MR. MILLER.-Can the hon-
gentleman assure the House, before the
second reading, whether this Bill has bee"
reported upon by the Standing Orders
Committee ?

HON. MR. PLUMB.-I am unable tO
answer that question.

The SPEAKER.-Perhaps he will be
prepared before the second reading.

Bill (58) " An Act to amend the several
Acts incorporating the Portage, West-
bourne and Northwest Railway CompanY,
and to change the name thereof to the
Manitoba and Northwest Railway of Ca-
nada."-(Mr. Plunb),

Bill (5o) " An Act to amend an Act
respecting the Credit Valley RailwaY
Company."-(Mr. Allan).

Bill (26) "An Act to incorporate a
company, under the name of- the Rath-
bun Company."

PRESBYTERIAN WIDOWS
ORPHANS' BILL.

AND

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. BOURINOT moved the
second reading of Bill (63) " An Act to
amalgamate the Presbyterian Ministers
Widows and Orphans Fund in connectiol.
with the Presbyterian Church cf the Loer
Provinces, and the Widows and Orphans
Fund of the Presbyterian Church in the
Maritime Provinces in connection "It
the Church of Scotland, and to create a
Corporation to administer such Funds.

He said: I will not go into the details
of this Bill, as, no doubt, the Coimmlittee
to which I propose to refer it will examine

HON. MR. TRUDEL.
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itS Provisions very carefully. I therefore
beg to move that it be read the second
tirme and referred to the Committee on
Standing Orders and Private Bills.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

LIBRARY OF PARLIAMENT.

FIRST REPORT OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE.

HON. MR. ALLAN presented the first
report of the Joint Committee on the
Library of Parliarnent.

le said: The report has been
printed, and will be found in the
Minutes ; I need therefore only allude
very shortly to the two or three matters to
Which it refers. The first is with regard
to the necessity for making adequate
Provision for the enlargement and perfect-
111g of the Library, which has fallen con-
siderably into arrear in the important
section of works in relation to the Ncrth
American continent, and in regard to sub-
jects of scientific enquirv, wh ich is mainly
Owing to the large expenditure for law
books for the Supreme Court. [r is pro-
Posed that all the text books, save those on
colstitutional lawand such otheras shoulI
be found in# a general Parliamentary Lib-
rary, as, for example, works on criminal
law, be kept with the Reports in the Sup-
rerne Court Building: that this Law Lib-
rary be placed under the control and man-
agerent of the Departnent of Justice,
Which should apply for the necessary votes
for its maintenance and management, and
that it be no longer treated as part of the
Library of Parliament ; subject however
to the reserved right of Members of both
Mouses to preferential access to, and use
tri the Library and the Parliament build-
'fgs of any of the books. Then again
they agree to the report of the sub-commit-
tee that the Library cannot be brought to
any reasonable degree of efficiency without
1rlcreasing the present grant, and
they recommend that for five years
to corne the sum f $12,ooo
should be provided for the augmentation
of the Library ; especially in the direction
above stated, leaving it to the department
Of Justice to apply for whatever moneys
mnay need to be voted on behalf of the
law Library assigned for the use of the
Supreme Court. The next is the ques-
tion of the salaries of the Library staff;

they make recommendations as to the
salaries of certain officers which, I pre-
sume, will come more especially within
the province of the other House, and
not of the Senate. Lastly they report upon
an application of Mr. J. G. Bourinot,
clerk of the House of Commons, for the
publication of a work on which he
has been engaged for some years, in
relation to the practice and procedure of
Parliament. The committee, being satis-
fied of the great value of this publication,
recommend that 300 copies be purchased,
at $5 per copy, for the use of members of
Parliament. The last recommendation
of the Committee is in the direction
of procuring a complete set of all the
printed journals, statutes, and official
records of the several provinces, now
forming part of the Dominion of Canada,
from the earliest date; as well as
of the official publications of Canada,
since Confederation : which shall be
retained for reference in the Library only,
and not permitted to he taken out of the
Building. They have accordingly in-
structed the librarian to make application
for such books in all available directions ;
and they invite the co-operation of the
Executive Government in the furtherance
of this undertaking. I beg to move that
the report be concurred in.

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.-I
do not know whether it is quite regular to
move the adoption in this House of a
report from a Joint Committee, involving
the expenditure of money, until it has re-
ceived the approval of the other branch
of the Legislature. I have asked the
Clerk just now, and I am informed that
reference to the reports of the Joint Coin-
mittee on Printing is not generally made
here until the other House has passed upon
the expenditure. I would say, as a Min-
ister of the Government, that if it has not
met with approbation I cannot express an
opinion upon the expenditure referred to
in the Report.

HON. MR. ALLAN.-I was under the
impression that, when it was sent to me
from the Library by Mr. Todd, the Report
had already been submitted to the House
of Commons.

HON. MR. ALMON.-I think that any
person who has made any use of this
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Library must see that the money used in Librarian to select the books; if not 1
the purchase of books bas been very should rather get Mr. Dawson of Montreal,
badly expended. We have only to look or some other well known book seller tO
at the last catalogue published, and com- import books for us. This is a subject
pare it with the earlier editions, to see that in which 1 am very much interested, and
if the saine jùdgment had been exercised one on which I think I am better qualifi
in the purchasing during the past years cd to speak than on many others, and 1
as bas been recently, we would not now must certainly oppose the motion of nY
have the good Library which really ex- hon friend from Toronto, unless the
ists. 'Lherc were $2,ooo expended in change I have intimated is carried out.
the purchase of books froL the library HON. MR. KAULBACH-I have not
of the late Dr. O'Callaghan, and on look- read the report until now, and I do not
ing over the list it seems quite clear that intend to make any comments oned,
$ioo would have been an ample price for except on that portion referring tO
ail we received there. 1 do lot blane the takin awa of the law books
D)r. Todd ; we are aIl proud of havina hum to the gurm Cor.Ithn h

itconstitutional library should be here, and any books
authorithh f is unequalledT; but you cannoteipec. thareowerenanconkeppnin d nrequired for the Supreme Court should be
th p trchate f boke ro hial, provided for it. have found since
ai o oul d a e O e a ample ricf, have been here this session that when t
historical, and ail other subjets. \ have gone to the iirary to look for text
have a legisatîve lilrare in the province of books I could lot get the., ainkd when
Nova Scotia, and the noney expended laskwd where they were, I found that the
there has been ueqry s all in a oun not require the Suprem e Courtn th ud
it bas been spent with great judgment and pi e d o r te ore t the Counrt cI
the resuit is ost gratifvin the he librarian have beenore i n th atereen Il the pthe general public that the law books should
does not purchase the books, but there is brary, and that duplicatesreinain in the hirradthtdpiae
a committee of four appointed by the should be provided for the Supreme Court.
Historical Society, and four appointed by
the Government, who are not connected HON. MR. MASSON-I am of a differ-
with the legislature, at all events I have had ent opinion froi that expressed by the
the honor to be one of them-and another hon. gentleman fromn Halifax (Mr. Almon)
four are appointed by the Government. speaking with reference to the book pur-
They make out a list-our Lieutenant chased in New York at the sale of the
Governor, (Mr. Archibald,) alone being O'Callaghan library. I think Mr. Todd
well qualified to do that-and so take the' has made a very good bargain. There
whole burden off the librarian and Govern- are no books in Canada more expensive
ment. I am convinced that, notwithstand- than those relating to the early history
ing the small.sum we have expended of this country, and the reason is obvious.
there, we can shew more useful works The editions published of such books
than have resulted here from a much are very small; the population of the
larger outlay ; I say that advisedly. I am country is constantly increasing, and the
very willing to have it tried, to get a demand for such books by public and
catalogue of the books we obtained by private libraries is increasing in the
the last order. If hon. gentlemen will same proportion. Some of the books
get a catalogue of the books we obtained purchased at the sale have been obtained
on the last order we sent to England, at half the price they can be got in Canada
they will fmnd that for a sum less than one even when there is a chance of gettmfg
thousand dollars, we get more benefit them, from the second-hand book stores.
than bas been derived from all the I know there is one book of Harnon's onl
money that has been expended during the North-West, that bas been purchased
the last year in this library. Before at $4.oo, I have myself paid $6.oo for a
we vote more money I think we copy of it. There are books in the col'
should have an entire change made in lection dating as far back as 1730,.that
the mode of selecting the books from that are almost impossible to be obtained
which prevails at present. There should "Hawkin's Picture of Quebec," and
be someone of good judgment, and with " Hochelaga Depicted " are worth fro0,
plenty of leisure time to assist the $io to $15 eacb.

HoN, Mi?. ALMON.
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HON. MR. DE BOUCHERVILLE.--
I have myself paid $16 for a copy of
"Hawkin's Picture of Quebec."

HON. MR. MASSON.-I think if the
hon. gentleman goes thoroughly through
the list of books that have been purchased,
he will see that the officer who attended
the sale has, on the whole, made a very
good selection.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-There is
a kindred subject generally remitted to
the Library Committee which, though it
does not relate to books is one of con-
siderable interest I allude to a certain
cabinet of coins that has been year after
Year offered to the Government on what I
consider moderate terms. Again and
again has the question of purchasing this
Collection for the Library been referred to
the Committee, who have reported as
strongly as possible to the Government
that means should be taken to procure an
appropriation if possible for the purpose.
Last year I was in hopes that the subject
had reached a point that would bring mat-
ters to a crisis. I formed one of the sub-
.committee appointed to consider this
question, and we strongly advised, taking
the circumstances of the country into
consideration, and the abundance of funds
in the treasury, that this collection of
coins which I may state are exceedingly
beautiful and perfect, representing the
history of Canada from the earliest period
down to the present day, should be
secured for the Library. I was much
disappointed however to find that the
matter still remains where it was last year,
and I take this opportunity to ask the
Minister of Justice if he can give Parlia-
ment and the country any hope that the
Government will take action in this mat-
ter in the direction recommended by the
Cornmittee.

HON. MR. POWER-I think that my
hon. colleague from Halifax, was not
altogether correct as to the mode in which
the books were selected for the Parlia-
rnentary Library. I am free to confess
that until this year I was very much of
the opinion of the hon. gentleman, but
having been put on the Library Commit-
tee this session, I made it a point to ask
the Librarian how the books were ordered,
and I learned from him that they are not

ordered in the way my hon. friend sup-
posed. At a recent meeting, a Sub-Com-
mittee was appointed to assist the
Librarian in making out the list of books to
be ordered; and I think that the catalogue
of new books added to the Library during
the past twelve months, makes a better
exhibition than usual. There is one very
important matter in connection with the
Library, which I think deserves the
serious consideration of the Minister of
Justice. Until a few months ago . the
Supreme Court sat in this building.
The consequenee of that was that the law
books in the Library were available for the
use of Parliament and of the barristers prac-
tising in the Supreme Court. Since the re-
moval of the SupremeCourt,the country will
be obliged to provide either for the Parlia-
mentary Library or through the Minister
of Justice for the law library, duplicates
of many expensive works. As it is un-
derstood that the Government are about
largely increasing the accommodation for
the public offices it is worthy of the con-
sideration of the Minister of Justice,
whether the Supreme Court could not
be brought back to this building. I
think in every way it was much more con-
venient to have the Supreine Court close
to the Library and close to the two
Houses of Parliament. There is this
objection to the practical carrying out of
the recommendation of the Committee
for the transfer of all the text books as
well as reports to the Supreme Court
builiing. That building is so small, and
so cut up into small rooms for the con-
venience of the judges and barristers that
there is really no suitable accommodation
for a large number of books in the build-
ing, and if all those text books are taken
down there, they will be almost inaccessible
to the barristers, for the only place where
there is any room to store them is in the
Judges' consulting room, and the Judges
have very strong objections to barris-
ters going in there for the purpose of con-
sulting those works. There is one other
feature about this report which I do not
altogether admire. The sub-committee re-
commend that all the text books, except
those having earlier editions, and text books
on constitutional law, and such others as
should befoundinthegeneral Parliamentary
Library, as, for example, works on criminal
law, be kept with the reports in the Supreme
Court buildings. I do not see that Parlia-
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ment is not as well entitled to have the whether they are ordered on the Librarians
later editions of text books as the own responsibility, or whether he leaves a
Supreme Court. I am sure the hon. large latitude to those who supply him to
gentleman who moves the adoption of the rnke the selection, which, of course, is
report quite agrees with me in thinking fot satisfactory. The difflculty is to get
thatall the mertibersofthe LibraryCommit- pe9ple to attend to the matter. MY
tee were impressed with the inconvenience hon. friend from Halifax, who would
of the reinoval of the Supreme Court from be a very proper person to attend to it,
the Parliament buildings, and I hope the goes back to Halifax after the Session,
Government will be able at some future and it is impossible that he can give his
day to remove the Court back. I do attention to it. To do so in a satisfactory
not think that the reading-room, which way requires the continuai presence in
has taken the place of the Supreme Court Ottawa of persons who take an interest
is utilized to such an extent as to justify in the Library, and vho would fror tinle
the removal of the Court from that part to time, as the orders are sent, assist the
of the buildings. librarian and assume th e responsibility of

the selection. Or let there be instruc-
Ho,. MR. ALMON-With regard to tions froni the Cowmittee that no

the valut' of the books in the OCallaghman orders sha l be sent except during
lihrarN,, l' may say Mr. Dawson of the session after revision hy the
Montréal told me that le sent on a map Library Committed. Ont of these methods
to attend the sale, who r'portt'd to hion must be adopted before we can get a
that the books sold so much beyond their satisfactory syste of keeping thlibrarY
intrinsic value, that hie wouid fot buv. get up to a proper standard. I should think
we spent soi-ne $2,000 thlerae. If ani hon. i that the first mode would be tht better
gentleman will look at the' catalogue and one, if. Parliament would entrust that duty
examine it hie w~ill see vhether hie could to some coi mittba who would be con-
not, or whether I could ncot, or whether stantly in Ottawa--a committet' of certain
any body else could lot have spent the members of the Gorernment, if there was
money which those books have cost very no objection to it -who would supervise
much more judiciousy, than it has been that matter. I would recommend one or
expended. I amn a great devourer of the other of theso- two plans. In the
books mysetf; I read almost every thing meantime I think Pariiment shou d knOW
that cores along, but out of all this exactly how tht' books are ordered, and
catalogue there are not a dozen that took who it is exerciscs a choice on this subject.
my fancy, and I do fot think that an With reference to thof collection of cons
gentlemen here will read more than that referred to by thm anon. gentleman frorn
number of the this year. aeo prove that Prince Edward Island, a vote was take
I am right let us name a conmittee, and last Session for th' purpose of buying t
let us sec th, letter that tht ibrarian has The vote was for thn y coins, and a descrip
sent to tht' United States, and to England, tive catalogue of them. After the Session
and we will at once se whether tht Mr. Hart, of Montreal, the owner of th
selection of thl books is left to the dis- collection, was cormunicated with, and
cretion of the book publishers. I arn in- he was asked to prepare a catalogue of
clined to think that you willofind that the the coins, which, I arn told, he can pr
books reeived are not ordered in the pare better than any other person, havin
letter he sent. studied the subject carefully and taken

a deep interest in it. This descriptive
HON. SIR ALEX CAMPBELL-u catalogue would give a value to tht coink

quite agree wth my hion. friend that tht' that they would bot otherwise have. ie
selection of books for the Library is lot is now preparing th catalogue, and as
in a satisftctory state; we have ail felt that soon as it is compieted and furnished to
for a good many years past. I do not see the department, the money will be paid
why Parliarnent hias flot been informed as to hirn. With regard to the Supreflt
mo the exact manner in which those books Court I have ot heard fro anyoe
are ordered. I have been a member of except from the member fror Halifa'
Parliament for any years, and I do ot that it is supposed to be inconvtaan
know how those books are ordered- iently placed where it is at prese't

HON. MR. POWER.
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It was removed from this building because
the House of Commons people complained
of want of space on their side, and it was
Placed in buildings belonging to the
Government which could be turned to
that purpose at a very small expense. The
accomodations there seem to be good, and
I think space can be found there for any
additional books which may be needed,
by changes which will probably be made
In the Art Gallery. The hon. member
from Halifax drew attention to a portion
of the report of the Committee recom-
Mending that the earlier editions of text-
books on constitutional law be kept, and
he asks why should not the later editions
b2 retained here. That is the report of
the sub-Committee. The report of the
Committee does not adopt this recom-
Mendation, but says that such text-books
Only be retained in the Library of Parlia-
Ment, or hereafter added there, as may be
necessary for the use of the members
"1 the discharge of their duties as such.
S0 that the Committee does not adopt the
Suggestion of the sub-Committee, but
Proposes that the only text-books should
be those that are necessary for the con-
Venience of Parliament on subjects of
constitutional law, and that as they are
added to from time to time some guide
Should be observed, that those law books
should not be retained which are required
by lawyers in arguing cases in court, but
that all text-books of that character should
be allowed to go to the Supreme Court,
while the text-books upon any subject
likely to engage the attention of Parlia-
Ment should remain in the Library, and
should be added to from time to time,
seeing evidently that it is intended that later
editions of these books should be procured.
With reference to the general question of
turning over the law library, except
authorities upon constitutional law and
sUch subjects to the Library of the
Supreme Court, most of the lawyers in
the House of Parliament, many of whom
are eminent in the profession, agree that
that would be the most convenient way.
It is very seldom that a member of Par-
hiament has occasion to refer to the other
cilass of books, such for instance, as text
books upon conveyancing, or the ques-
tions that ordinarily come up before the
bar. It would be a great expense to keep
uP two series of reports, and as the whole
country is deeply interested in the deci-

sions of the Supreme Court, and desirous
that the judges should have every oppor-
tunity of arriving at sound conclusions in
the cases subrmitted for their adjudi-
cation, they therefore think those
judges ought to have those reports, and
also all text-books not required by mem-
bers in the discharge of their functions, as
such. That seems to be the scope of this
report.

I am disposed to think that the recom-
mendations are sound, and ought to re-
ceive, and will receive, in due course, the
sanction of both Houses of Parliament.
I know that some of the most eminent law-
yers in the other House say that the plan
proposed is one that would tend to the
convenience of the Judges of the Supreme
Court, and those who practise before
them, and also to the convenience of the
niembers of Parliament, who would have
all the text-books they require, and would
not be confused with a large mass of lit-
erature which they did not want to study,
and was simply a burden.

Now I believe, notwithstanding, what I
have said, that a great portion of the law
library is not useful in either place, and
that a great many books, earlier editions
of text-books and so forth, have accumu-
lated which are really of no value whatever,
and ought to be disposed of in some other
direction, and, as Minister of Justice, I
have proposed, if this report be ultimately
adopted, to make a selection from that
class of text-books, which should go to
the Supreme Court, and to dispose of the
remainder in some other way, but I do
think the division which is contem-
plated will give the more strictly legal class
of books to the Supreme Court where they
can be best availed of to the general
advantage of the community.

HON. MR. MILLER-With a right of
preference upon the part of members of
Parliament of course?

HON. SiR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
hope my hon. friend who has charge of
this report will defer consideration of it
until it has been adopted in the other
House, as the expenditure involved must
first be sanctioned by that body.

HON. MR. ALLAN-I have no ob-
jection to deferring the consideration of
the report until it has been before the
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House of Commons. I was under the I
impression that it had been down already,
and had been sanctioned there. I will
however take this opportunity of answer-
ing one question which has been
asked as , to the person upon whom
the responsibility lies for the order-
ing of books. Mr. Todd of course is
primarily responsible. He takes all the
means in his power of keeping himself
thoroughly acquainted with all the new
books that are being issued, by means of
the reviews and literary papers. As far
as he can do so he keeps himself au cour-
ant with all that sort of thing, and makes
out his lists accordingly, but he also al-
lows a certain amount of latitude to some
publishers in case there should be any
work of merit which may have escaped his
notice to include it in the order sheet then.
I do not think that the criticisms of the
hon. member from Halifax, upon Mr.
Todd's abilities as a librarian, are quite
justifiable. Of course there can be no
question about his knowledge of parlia-
mentary law, but I do not think anybody
could have very much to do with Mr.
Todd without being fully convinced that
he is a man possessing a thorough acquaint-
ance with books, and a man of great
literary acquirements. The very assistance
which has been spoken of, has been in-
vited by Mr. Todd again and again, but
as the hon. Minister of Justice has said,
the difficulty has been to have that
assistance effectivelyrendered. Gentlemen
have again and again been named to as-
sist inthe selection of books, and they have
undertaken the task, but they have gone
away from Ottawa without accomplishing
anything, and nothing further has been
done. A motion was made the other day
for the appointment of a sort of advisory
committee to assist Mr. Todd, and if any-
thing of that kind could be carried out it
would be a great boon, because no doubt
nany of the books in the Library are open
to the criticism made by my hon. friend
behind me. There are a number of
books in the Library which, I think,
many private collectors would not care to
have upon their shelves. At the same time
it is a very difficult task for anyone to
undertake, because hon. gentlemen must
remember that before carrying it out effi-
ciently and well, a man must keep him-
self thoroughly posted in all that is going
on in the world of books constantly being

brought out, which is no very light or
easy undertaking. Not only that, but a
man may have a particular taste or pur-
suit, and if so, be is very apt to think that
the works upon that special subject
are the most important books that
can be ordered, and consequently his
suggestions might be very one-sided.
To have really efficient assistance it would
require that two or three gentlemen should
undertake the work, for the pure love Of
the th'ng, and do their duty very faithfully.
Mr. Todd has again and again expressed
his desire to act with such a committee,
but even should that committee be
appointed, and enter upon the work, the
main responsibility for the selection of the
books would still rest upon him.

With regard to the question of the law
books, this report of the sub-Committee
was drawn up by legal gentlemen of high
standing from different parts of the
Dominion, and the idea was that if, in the
Library of Parliament, there was a con-
plete collection of authorities upon
parliamentary law, and that collection was
carefully kept up, all other law books had
better be in the Supreme Court. It was not
to be supposed that legal gentlemen came
here to practice their profession, but tO
act as legislators. The purchase of law
books has been a heavy drain upon the
funds of the library, and the consequence
has been that the general collection has
gone down very much indeed, and the
library is now far from being what it should
be, and much behind public collectionls
in other parts of the world. I have tO
objection to postponing the considerationl
of the report unitil some day next week,
Wednesday, for instance.

HoN. MR. POWER-The remarks I
made a little while ago seem to have been
misapprehended, and I wish to exPlam
that I do not at all object to the gene.ral
terms of the report ; I simply did not wish
to have the report adopted without calling
attention to the paragraph which I thought
would probably hereafter cramp the
Parliamentary Library so far as legal
works were concerned. I wished tO
call the attention of the hon. M"*'
ister of Justice to the fact that the
report of the Library Committee recom'
mends the adoption of the report of the
sub-committee. In the paragraph in-
mediately following the one the hOn-

HoN. MR. ALLAN.
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gentleman read he will find that they
agree to the report of the sub-committee,
and that that is recommended to Parlia-
Ment. The paragraph I should have called
attention to is the first upon page 200.

" They recommend thatthe future purchaseof law books for the Library be limited to the
upreme Court reports, and to text-books on4 lestions of constitutional law, which will in-

volve only a lirnited expense."
I wish to say that I think that is a

rather limited catalogue. There are a
great many other books besides works on
cOnstitutional law which are important,
and necessary, to a Parliamentary library ;
such, for instance, as works upon criminal1aw, like Stephen's Digest, and others of
Similar nature.

lION. MR. KAULBACH--I want to
riake one remark. This is a Parliament-
arY Library, and I think it is going rather
tooC far when a Committee would take

orn that Library a number of books and
give them to the Supreme Court. This
being a Parjiamentary Library, the books
Which one would look for there are not
Such books as one might require in pro-
fessional practice, but such works as one

.ould wish to refer to in pursuance of
bis duties as a parliamentarian in this
kOuse If this is a parliamentary
hbrary, and the books are considered
riecessary for Parliament, they should
remlain in the library, and not be sent to
the Supreme Court. If that be not the

se-if those books are not required
. ere-they should never have been brought
1lltO the library at all. I believe there are
nIany works which we ought to have, but
which are not in the library, books which
the law clerk requires in the performance
'bl his duties with regard to the bills coming
before the House. It is important for
hiI*n, as well as the members of Parliament,
that there should be a law library to whichthey can have ready access.

The further consideration of the report
as Postponed until Wednesday next.

CREDIT FONCIER FRANCO-
CANADIEN COMPANY'S

BILL.

SECOND READING.

"ION. MR. PLUMB movedthe second
reading of Bill (22) "An Act respecting

the Crédit Foncier Franco-Canadien Co."
He said: This Bill was put into my

hands yesterday, and I was asked to make
an explanation about it. When the
charter of this Company was granted, the
rate of interest was limited to six per cent.
It had large privileges, but those
privileges have since been abandoned.
It has now taken the position
of an ordinary money lending company,
and it asks that it may be permitted to
increase the rate of interest on its loans to
eight per cent. It concedes the privilege
to persons borrowing upon mortgage to
reduce the mortgage before it comes due,
and it binds itself to make certain state-
ments which it was not bound to make
under its charter. I had a very serious
objection to the charter when it was
granted. However it has become law,
and I think this legislation is a step in the
right direction. It renders the position
of the corporation less objectionable than
it was before.

HON. MR. KAULBACH.-How does
it affect existing loans ?

HON. MR. PLUMB.-The Bill is not
retroactive ; any contracts which have been
made will not be interfered with.

HON. MR. POWER.-I do not think
this is a Bill the second reading of which
shouldgo as amatterof course. This French
Company came to the Dominion and re
presented that it was ready to lend money
at a nuch lower rate of interest than the
companies already existing in Canada were
prepared to do. In consequence of the
very favorable terms which they offered in
asking only six per cent. when others were
demanding seven and eight, they invested
large sums of money in various parts of
the country, more particularly in Quebec
and Prince Edward Island. Now, having
got a number of persons on their books in
debt to them, they come to Parliament
and ask to be allowed to raise the rate of
interest from six to eight per cent.

HON. MR. PLUMB-That refers to
future loans only.

HON. MR. POWER-I will show the
hon. gentleman in a moment how it will
affect existing loans. As a rule those
sums of money have been loaned to far-
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mers. Any person who has had experi-
ence in connection with money lending
knows that it occasionally happens that
the farmers are not able to pay the instal-
ments to those societies on the dates they
fall due. The practical operation of this
Bill will be that probably a majority
of the persons who have borrowed
money from this society will within a year
from now be in arrears on some particular
payment, and the moment a borrower gets
in arrears on a single payment this com-
pany can demand the principal-without
the three months notice I presume ; then
if the borrower has not the principal
ready, as in all probability he will not
have, the company will let him retain it at
eight per cent. instead of six. The prac-
tical effect of this will be to allow this
company within two or three years to
increase the rate upon all their loans from
6 to 8 per cent. That may or may not be
right, but Iithink that the House should
clearlylunderstand what the Bill means
before reading it the second time. To a
certain extentlin allowing the Company to
do that we are permitting them to perpe-
trate a breach of faith. They came to this
country and got their charter from the
Legislature of Quebec in a great mea-
sure because they offered to lend
money at this low rate. All the coin-
paratively poor people throughout the
country borrowed money at six per
cent, and it would be a breach of faith
towards the Parliament that granted their
charter, and the people who borrowed
money from them, to alter the rate now,
as is proposed by this Bill, from six to
eight per cent.

HON. MR. PLUMB-The special
privileges which were granted to the
Credit Foncier have been renoun::ed ; the
preamble reads in this way:-

" Whereas the shareholders of the
e" Credit Foncier Franco-Canadien " have
renounced the privilege granted it by section
one hundred and twenty-seven of the Act of
the Province of Quebec, incorporating the
said Company ; and whereas proclamation
thereof has been duly made, and whereas it
is expedient to assimilate the charter and
pwers of the said Company to those of other
Ioan companies of a similar character, doing
business in the Dominion of Canada."

company has not got. If a person does
not pay his mortgage I suppose the
result of his default is the same 1'
dealing with this Company as in trans-
actions with other loan companies. I do
not see anything in this Bill which will 1
any way act as my hon. friend stated. If
any person has borrowed from the Con-
pany on mortgage, I suppose the borrower
is under an obligation to fulfil his con-
tract, whatever it may be, and I cannot
conceive that there is any special hard'
ship in asking him to do so. The rate
of interest, I understand, upon such loans
is usually from six to eight per cent., and
the Company will get just as much interest
as they can, up to eight per cent., but
cannot get more. Other companies of a
similar character have had these privileges
granted to them, and I do not think that the
objections urged by the senior meniber
from Halifax, for whose political accuiei
I have the greatest respect, and of which
we have such abundant specimens o"
every subject that comes before us, are o
sufficient weight as to show that this Bill
should not pass.

HON. MR. MILLER-If the statements
made by the hon. gentleman who has jUst
addressed the House are correct the prov-
inces most interested in the Bill are Que.
bec and Prince Edward Island. I do not
think that Nova Scotia has much interest
in it. I am not aware that any consider-
able quantity of money has been loaned
in Nova Scotia by this association, and as
I do not see the members from Quebec or
Prince Edward Island are alarmed about
the injustice which is likely to follow it
this Company's charter should be amended
by this Bill, I do not see any great reason
why I should be specially anxious on the
subject. I do not see anything in the
principle of the Bill that is objectionable,
and if there is anything in the details Of
the measure, of course we will have an
opportunity to discuss them when it is be-
fore the Committee. I do not think the

argument of the hon. member from Jali
fax is really a very forcible one, the parties
who borrowed this money did so under a
contract, the terms of which they are
bound to fulfil. If they do not they Must
take the consequences of their default.

I know this Company has no power of HON. 1R ALEX. CAMPBELL-'
collecting its debts which every other loan hope the Bill will be read the second

HoN. MR. POWER.
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time. 'I shall give it my support at all
events but I rise to call attention to the
language used in the second clause, to
which the hon. gentleman from Halifax
has already referred, and which is not made
as clear as it should be. In the first part
of it provision is made that it should be
lawful for the said corporation " at all
tiies, etc." It may be that this only re-
lates to loans in the future.

11ON. MR. MILLER-That cannot
have a'retrospective effect on contracts
existing.

. ION. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.-It
is as well to guard against any construc-
tiOn to the contrary. The power which
they give to their debtors, in the 3rd sec-
tion, is a very good one, and one which
the debtors ought to be glad to secure,
because it is more liberal than the power
which is given in Ontario by the statute
known as " Dr. Orton's Act, " passed two
Or three sessions ago. In that measure
the timne is limited to 5 years. Now
under this Bill a mortgage, if having more
than 5 years to run, can be paid up in part
or in whole. so there is an advantage in
that respect, and 1 think it will enure very
greatly to the benefit of those who have
bOrrowed from this company. Then it is
also an advantage to the public to have
these returns. I think the Bill should
receive the sanction of the House.

lION. MR. HAYTHORNE-Refer-
ence having been made to the Province
froi which I come, I wish to state that
Personally I have no means of knowing
what amount of money has been invested
ii this way in Prince Edward Island, but
. do know that a vast number of applica-

tions were made to this Company when it
Was understood that money. was to be
loaned by them on more liberal terms
than we have been accustomed to in that
Province. A well conducted company,
lending money at low rates of interest,
vould be of great service to any com-
runity, particularly such a one as exists
in Prince Edward Island. But its benefits
inust depend on the moderation of therates of interest. At the time this coin-
Pany was incorporated its rates were ex-
Ceedingly moderate, and if they had
relained so it would have been of great
benefit to the Province.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time.

SASKATCHEWAN UNIVERSITY
BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. ALLAN moved the second
reading of Bill (18), "An Act to incor-
porate the University of Saskatchewan
and to authorise the establishment of
Colleges within the limits of the Diocesc
of Saskatchewan."

He said: In the Bill as reported by the
Committee I think it will be found that
clause 15 is not in harmony with the
second clause, or rather interferes with it
in a very material way. In the second
clause the University by its corporate name
is empowered to purchase and hold lands
under certain restrictions, that is to say,
the amount of the lands they are allowed
to acquire and purchase, or receive by
gift, must not exceed a certain sum in
annual value, and those lands, except such
as they may require for their own use and
occupation, they must dispose of within
ten years, so that the intention of that
clause of the Bill, and I. understand also
of the promoter of the Bill, is that the
lands should always stand in the name of
the University, and not of the College, to
be established in Prince Albert, or any of
the Colleges affiliated with it.

The 12th clause is as follows:
"The said University ar.d Colleges shall

have power to acquire and hold lands and
teneients, goods and chattels; and also to
invest, from time to time, their funds and
monevs within any part of the Dominion of
Ctnada, subject to the limitation contained in
section two."

Now, I think, hon. gentlemen will see
that that conflicts entirely with the second
clause of the Bill, because under it, not
only the College at Prince Albert, which
they have authority to establish, but other
colleges through the district of Saskatch-
ewan, which may become uffiliated with
them, under that clause will have power
to hold lands in the sanie way as the
University itself. I asked that the third
reading might be deferred in order that I
could consult the legal gentleman who is
interested in this Bill. I showed him this
clause yesterday, and he agreed with
my suggestion that the words " and Col-
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leges " in the 15th clause should be struck
out, and the word ' its " substituted for
" their " in the third line of the clause,.
and it would then read as follows:-

" The said University shall have power
............ and also to invest, froni tine to
tinie, its funds ..... ...... "

If that meets with the approval of the
House, I propose, as the best way of
amending the Bill, to refer it back to the
Committee to make the amendment.

HON. MR. ALMON-I think there
can be no difficulty in delaying the passage
of this measure, because when it was
brought before the Committee on Private
Bills, it was found that there were no
newspapers published where the proposed
university and colleges are to be established,
and therefore I think we may wait for the
time the hon. gentleman mentions, or even
a good deal longer, and there will be no
loss to anybody, because in a community
where there is no newspaper published
I think a university is just a little out
of place.

HON. MR. VIDAL--I took excep-
tion to the plural wording in this section
in committee, but my objections were
overruled, by reference to the 8th
section, where the University is given
power to affiliate with other colleges having
certain powers, and the Committee sup-
posed that the term related to these
affiliated colleges.

HON. MR. ALLAN-It does not con-
template any affiliation in temporal matters,
it is simply affiliation for the purpose of
their young men going to the University
to receive their degrees. For instance,
there are colleges affiliated with the
Toronto University, but there is no
affiliation as to the property. The two
matters are entirely distinct.

HON. MR. MILLER.-I do not in-
tend to oppose this Bill, or the motion of
my hon. friend; but I cannot say that I
look upon it altogether in the same light
that he does. I am rather inclined to
think that the intention of the promoters
of the Bill is carried out by the language
of the clause as it now exists ; and I am
rather inclined to think, also, that the in-
tention of the other branch of Parliament

is well and accurately expressed. One
clause of the Bill provides that the Uni-
versity and affiliated Colleges shall hold
property to a certain amount.

Hon. MR. ALLAN.-No, it provides
that the University shall hold property to
a certain amount for the purposes of that
one college.

HON. MR. MILLER-It is the sanie
thing, I cannot see any difference-tO
hold property. Now no matter how
many affiliated colleges there may be, I
think the intention of the other branch Of
Parliament was to limit the amount Of
real estate to be held in the North-West,
and affiliated colleges. I think the House
of Commons see the necessity of placing
a limit to the acquisition of property by
these institutions in that great country at
the present time, and that is why there is
a clause in the Bill providing that after
ten years the institution shall be obliged
to part with all the real estate that it does
not want for its purposes.

Looking at the spirit of the Bill there-
fore I think the intention of the
other branch of Parliament was
that this university and all the colleges
that might be affiliated with it should not
at any time hold any greater amount of
property than is indicated in section twoV
I have no objection to the amendment. 1
presume if this amendment is put in, and
it does not meet the views of the other
House, we will have the Bill sent back to
us and the amendment not agreed to. if
I understand properly the spirit of the
discussion which took place on this B
and on a similar measure in the other
House-at least a clause similar to this
inserted in another bill-there was a de-
sire to limit the quantity of property which
might be acquired by any of those institU-
tions in the North West.

HON. MR. ALLAN-My hon. friend
says he supposes this clause is put here in
order that the university, and the colleges
which might be affiliated with it, shoulô
be limited as to the extent of the land
they might hold. We will suppose, for
argument's sake, that there were zo, 30
or 40 colleges in the Northwest affiliate t
with the university. Those colleges night
have had, at the time they were affiliated,
a sufficient amount of land to proviôC

HON. MR. ALLAN,
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themselves with the necessary professors,
buildings, etc. ; but it would be quite
Possible that the aggregate amount held
by those colleges, if there were a great
nfumber of them affiliated, would be in
excess of the amount mentioned here.
But at the sane time it might not be
More than they actually required. You
Would interfere with their endowments as
they hold them, and introduce confusion.
1 ot only that, but you have the second
Clause in the Bill declaring positively that
the land shall be held by the Univer-
sity only in its corporate capacity. I
do not wish to express a different opinion
from my hon. friend on a legal question,
but it does seem to me that this clause
Clashes very decidedly with the second
clause of the Bill, and it might possibly
Operate very seriously to the disadvantage
Of the college.

.ION. MR. MILLER-I think the ob-
Ject of the last clause, as I conceive it, is
quite consistent with the illustration which
tfly hon. friend lias just now given to. the
flouse. I think, in limiting the amount
Of property in the last section, the inten-
tion of the other branch of Parliament
mnust have been that in case of a contin-
gency arising, such as is mentioned by my
hon. friend from Toronto, that then the
university should come to this Parliament,
Or some other representative body, for
additional powers. But under present
circumstances, Parliament was not desirous
to give such institutions power to hold
Property beyond the limit mentioned in
this second section. But if a number of
colleges hereafter desire to be affiliated,
and hold more property-if it should be
desired to hold more-I do not see
Why they should not come here and
get legislative authority to do so.
Therefore instead of the argument of my
hon. friend bearing against my construction
Of the Bill, I think it merely goes to show
that something of that kind must have
been in the view of the other branch of
Parliament, when they placecd this restric-
tiOn in that clause. Parliament would
never, by means of a bill of this kind,
allow an enormous monopoly to grow up
in that country, as it might possibly do
under the unrestricted power they would
have in this clause. We do not know the
Possibilities of things in that great coun-
try, and the intention of Parliament may

have been to prevent a monopoly groWing
up there.

HON. MR. McMASTER-I think the
subject may be illustrated by reference to
Toronto University which is largely en-
dowed. A number of colleges are affiliated
with it, and those colleges have no power
of managing that property : they have
nothing to do with the financial affairs of
the Toronto University.

HON. MR. ALLAN asked leave to
withdraw his motion, which was granted.

HON. MR. VIDAL moved the third
reading of the Bill.

HON. MR. ALLAN nioved in amend-
ment that the Bill be not now read the
third time, but that it be amended in the
direction which he had indicated.

The amendment was adopted.

HON. MR. VIDAL moved the third
reading of the Bill.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
as amended was read the third time and
passed.

The Senate adjourned at 6.05 p. m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, April 12, 1883.

The SPEAKER took the chair at 3
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

QUEBEC FIRE INSURANCE COM-
PANY.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. ALLAN, from the Commit-
tee on Banking and Commerce, reported
Bill (23), "An Act further to reduce the
capital stock of the Quebec Fire Insurance
Company.

HON. MR. PELLETIER moved the
third reading of the Bill,
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The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.

BANK OF LONDON IN CANADA.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. ALLAN, from the Commit-
tee on Banking and Commerce, reported
Bill (29),"An Act to incorporate the Bank
of London."

ION. MR. LEONARD moved the
third reading of the Bill.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.

NORTH-WESTERN BANK BILL.

REPORTED FROM THE COMMITTEE.

HON. MR. ALLAN, from the sub-
committee of tie Committee on Banking
and Commerce, reported Bill (F) "An
Act to amend the Act incorporating the
North-Western Bank."

He said: I might explain to the House
that this is a Bill from the House of
Commons. The North-Western Bank
was incorporated a year ago. Subsequent
to their Act of Incorporation another Act
of Incorporation was given to another
company, with almost precisely the same
nane, and, therefore, the necessity arose
for this bank coming here this session to
ask that the name be changed to that
of the British Canadian Bank. They also
ask for power to have the head offices
either in Toronto or Winnipeg. The
Committee did not think it proper that
that power should be given them ; they
considered it better that the head office
should be at one place, and they struck out
the word Winnipeg, and provided that the
head office shall be at Toronto. There
is also a clause added, providing that the
change of the name shall not affect the
rights or obligations of the Bank, or affect
any claim that may have arisen against
the i Bank under its former name.

HON. Mr. PLUMB.-I do not wish to
make any invidious reference to this
charter, but I do think the attention of
Parliament should be called to the prin-
ciple which seems to have been adopted
with respect to the granting of charters

HON. MRt. PELLETIER;.

of banks. Of late years it seems that it
has been almost the rule that any appli-
cants, no'matter whom, without any inquiry
into their financial standing or position,
or ability to carry on the business of a
bank have had nothing to do but corne
to Parliament and obtain a charter. Of
course it is essential to the well-being of
the country that a greater safeguard
should surround the general granting of
bank charters. Banks with small capital
may be established; they may be got up
for the purpose of selling their charters,
or for the purpose of providing offices for
those who are promoters, but it is usually
for either one cause or the other, and of
course sometimes for the legitimate
business of lending money. With
reference to the bank now under conside-
ration, I do, not say that there is any
objection to be found, although fron
the gentlemen who are promoters
of the Bill it does not appear that
such a bank is necessary in Toronto.
The original project was to establish
the .bank in the city of Winnipeg,
but it turns out, from the statement of the
gentleman who was present in the Coin-
mittee, that the person who was to have
been president of the bank happened to
be so very young that it was decided it
would be worth while to wait until he got
older before they could entrust him with
so important a position. It was also found
convenient to change the location of the
bank ; the capital could not be obtained
in Winnipeg and it is now moved tO
Toronto, but whether or not it there meets
with the confidence of capitalists, remains
to be seen. I have only brought up this
case as an example, and I think the at-
tention of Parliament should be called tO
the fact that it is an invidious task for anY
individual member of the Committee tO
stand in the way of preventing such
charters. He often finds in them the
names of gentlemen whom he is not will-
ing to disoblige, and unless there be
some general rule adopted whereby the
necessity of such an institution being
established and the propriety of giving the
corporate powers applied for must be
shown, it is difficult to raise any objectiOnl.
The powers of the corporation to lend
money should be first inquired into, and
whether it is the policy and object of the
Government to grant such charters when-
ever they are applied for on behalf Of
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Srnall banks which we all feel may
in some moment of commercial pres-
sure give way, and any one such insti-
tution giving way causes a shock to the
whole financial system of the country.
These matters ought to be arranged by
both Houses of Parliament, and some
general system laid down. While I have
not considered that it was the duty of any
single member of the Committee to stand
in the way of charters of this kind, I con-
ceive it would be for the Government to
announce some general principle for this
class of legisiation. Nothing can be more
dangerous than the indiscriminate grant-
lflg of bank charters. I believe that it
will be, although not perhaps immediately,
but in the near future, the source of a
great deal of trouble. In the United
States, where the freest system of banking
Prevails, the involuntary creditor, the hold-
er of the bank note circulation, is pro-
tected by a deposit of the stocks of the
United States, at par, to an amount suffi-
cient to protect the circulation, in fact 90
Per cent. of the circulation of the banks
of the United States amounting to some
$350,000,000 or $36o,ooo,ooo, and the
holders of the notes are protected in that
way. The depositor is supposed to be in
a position where the motto of " caveat
erptor " will apply to him, but the invol-
untary creditor is protected, for imme-
diately upon the failure of a bank the
Proper authority at Washington gives
flotice that the treasury will redeem his
lotes. The consequence is that through-

Out the whole of the United States bank
lotes issued under that system circulate

Without enquiry, and notes from Louisiana,
Texas, or anywhere else in the Union pass
With the same currency in New York as
in the state where they are issued. We
have adopted a different system here ;
there is protection to note holders con-
Sisting of a certain reserve ; but although
there is this special *protcction to them
there may be delay in their being reimburs-
ed. Anything occurring which in any
way shakes the public confidence in the
monetary system of the country, would
likely happen at a time when the public
mmd is most susceptible to panic ; and
if such a contingency can be avoided by a
proper foresight it should be provided
against. I trust hon. gentlemen will
Pardon me for taking this opportunity of
mentioning this matter. I believe there

are other gentlemen in this House as well
as in the other House, who feels as I do
with regard to it. but unless some expres-
sion of this kind can be made, it merely
remains the individual feeling, or in-
dividual expression. I was led to make
the remark from a discussion which took
place to-day in cornmittee. Two bank
charters were passed, and I wish to dis-
claim any intention to throw the slightest
discredit on the bona fides of the gentle-
men who apply for these charters ; but I
do say that if to multiply small banks and
charter ndiscriniinately all those who
apply for acts of incorporation, and one
precedent is always quoted to lead to
another, we are treading on dangerous
ground and we shall ultimately find that
we are establishing a system which may
be of the greatest danger to the financial
interests of the country.

HON. MR. ALLAN-I am sure that
almost every body in the House thoroughly
agrees with the remarks of the hon. gen-
tleman, but it is not very easy to carry out
his suggestion unless the Government in-
dicate within what lines and under what
conditions it will be proper that charters
shall be granted for institutions of this
kind. It is a very invidious thing for an
individual meniber of the Committee to
rise and make objections to an application
for a particular charter, because it may
happen to be within his knowledge, and
not in the knowledge of other members
of the Committee, that certain persons
connected with the bank are hardly men
of sufficient financial standing to make it
desirable that a charter should be granted
to them. These are very difficult things
to deal with individually. We may take
the very instance which we had before us
to-day, where before any representations
were made before the Committee, the
general feeling, without any explanation,
was adverse to the granting of the charter.
The only satisfactory way of dealing
with such matters will be for the Govern-
ment to indicate what shall be the lowest
amount of capital that a bank shall com-
mence business on, and the general lines
under which it is proper to grant charters.
In that way the Committee will have no
difficulty in dealing with such questions.

The report was received and concurred
in, and the Bill was ordered for the third
reading to-morrow.
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THE HARBOR COMMISSIONERS
OF MONTREAL.

EXPLANATION.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I see
the hon. member from De Salaberry is
present and I beg to give him the answer
now which I could not make yesterday
to his question relative to the by-laws of
the Harbor Commissioners of Montreal.
His question was as follows :

"eWhether the Government intends to
repeal the Order-in-Council of 26th J uly, 1882,
approving the new By-Laws of the Harbor
Connissioners of Montreal, and in particular,
Article 142 of the said By-laws?

In reply to mly hon. friend, I have to
say that it is not intended by the Govern-
ment to repeal the Order-in-Council of
July 26th, 1882, approving the new by-
laws of the Harbor Commissioners of
Montreal, and in particular, Article 142 of
the said by-laws.

PENITENTIARY LAWS CONSOLI-
DATION BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House went into Committee of the
Whole upon Bill (J), "An Act to consoli-
date the laws relating to Penitentiaries."

In the Committee,

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said:
When the Committee rose, the first amend-
ment which I suggested, making it the duty
of the Minister of Justice to make an annual
report of all the prisons, was passed, and
we were discussing the second amend-
ment, which I proposed increasing the
number of days remission which may by
law be granted to convicts. It was
asked by hon. members what was the
practice in other penitentiaries, and I was
not able to say definitely with reference to
penitentiaries in England, but I alluded
generally to the Irish system which was be-
lieved by those persons who have de-
voted special attention to this mat-
ter, to be the best system which
is known in regard to the manner of deal-
ing with convicts, ani in order to give the
House a clear understanding of that sys-
cm, if the House will indulge me a few

moments, I will read a description of that
system, which is much shorter and better
expressed than anything which I could

Conolidation Bill.

give myself. The following synopsis from
a paper written some years ago by the late
lamented Rev. E. C. Wines, D.D., United
States Commissioner to the London Prison
Congress in 18 72-the Howard of his day
-has been furnished me by Mr. Moylan,
the present Inspector of Penitentiaries,
and a very zealous officer with much ex-
perience :

" Sir Walter Crofton holds as a fundanen-
tal principle that in order to effect reforma-
tion, you must gain the co-operation of the
criminals, to obtain which, they must realise
that their punishment is not ierely retribu-
tive. but that it has a benevolent aim and
that this aim is to improve them. If this
fact be eufficiently made clear to the prisoner
at the beginning of his sentence he will not
be in hostility to those placed over hini, even
in the necessarily penal and more stringent
stages of his punishment, for be still ' looks to
the end' and with him hope ' wili be forever
present."

'lhe solution of this problem, according
to Sir Walter, lay in classification of such
a nature as should lead by successive
stages from very great strictness to a state
of semi-freedom to give this classification
real value it was necessary that self control
and self denial should be devoloped in the
progress. To attain the object in view
the idle and ill-disposed should become
industrious and orderly. The plan
adopted to accomplish this result was
the introduction of marks or numerical
record of labor, awarded for intelligence,
work and zeal. They are not given as a
rewards for mere intelligence-for the
most criminal are often intellectually
brightest, and would thus be most re-
warded. The first thing aimed at is tO
give the criminal a liking fqr work,
because generally idleness led him to
crime, but work will give him no pleasure
unless he be remunerated for it. As a
general rule it may be asserted that the
criminal classes dislike labor. But if labor
be made a privilege to be earned by its
absence in the very earliest stages of
seclusion, and by its gradual introduction
coupled with other advantages as classifi-
cation advances, it will by degrees, slowlY
perhaps at first, but surely, supplant idle-
ness in the majority of criminals.

So far as the prison discipline of the
system is concerned we have then:-

"1. The stage of penal and stringent dis-
cipline, wlien the convicts are confined in
separate cells, kept on low and coarse diet,
and employed at rough and uninterestiOg

HON. MR. ALLAN,
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work, such as oakum picking. It is intended,
at this stage, among other ends to be gained,
to make the convict feel that ' the way of the
transgressor is hard.' Its longest terni is
nine months, which nay be reduced to eight
by good conduct. " Even here, " Sir Walter
Croiton asserts, " the prisoner begins soon to
have hope implanted in his breast.' The
entire course of his imprisonnient is explained
to him in the fullest and clearest ruanner,
and ail the advantages he will gain as
he progresses from stage to stage, and
class to class, for good conduct, indus-
try, diligence in study, and attention
to his moral improveinent. Not only are these
things set before the convict in his ce]l, but
he is catechised onee a week as to the com-
pletenessand accuracy of his knowlengeon the
subject. According to the answers given all
errors are corrected and deficiencies supplied.
The effect even in this penal stage is found to
be hope, courage. cheerfulness and a patient
waiting for proniQed anelioration. In tact,
as Dr. Wines reports, " These advances begin
during the period of cellular separation-and
earlv in it." At first, the isolation is abso-
lute' The cell door atter a time, is thrown
open partof the day,tthen ail day. Thissliglht
approach to society is felt to be a great relief
and is forfeited for any misbehavior. Fromn
the first, the prisoners in this stage are to-
getier in chapel, school roomn and exercise
yard. Much attention is given to education
and to moral and religious culture.

" 2-The second may be properly designated
the reformatory stage, for it is here the prin-
ciple of progressive classification is applied,
and exerts all its force. It is in this stage of
associated labor the industrial improvement
and self-control of the prisoner are both
stimulated and tested by the motive power
which is at work, viz., improvement in pre-
sent position and the opportunity of obtaining
earlier liberation. It will be at once realized
that thus the criminal within certain defined
limits, becomes the arbiter of his own fate,
and the system is deprived of any aspect
of vengeance, while it secures the co-operation
of the prisoner in his own inprovement.
There are four classes in this stage, arranged
in this order-third, second, first; and
advanced or exenplary. Promotion is deter-
Mined by marks, of which the convict can
earn a maximum of nine per month, viz.,
three for general good condcct, three for
industry, and three for school duty-not
actual progress, but attention to lessons and
the desire shown to improve. When he enters
upon this stage, the convict is placed in the
tlird class ; eighteen marks must be earned
to ensure his promotion from the third to the
second class; fitty-four fromn the second to
the first, and 108 fron the first to the advanced
or exei plary class. Thus the minimumîn
tirne in t he th ird class is two nionthîs ; in the
second, six; and in the first, one year. The
time necessary to be passed in the advanced
clasa is not a ffxed period, but depends upon
the length of the prisoner's sentence. With a

five years' sentence he must remain in this
class fourteen months: with a fifteen vears'
sentence lie must reniain five years and eiglt
months ; and with a sentence between these
two extremîes a period varying witlh its length.
The firet stage of the Crotten systenm is passed
in Mount Jov Prison, Dubln ; the second
at Spike Island, near Cork

In reference to this latter institution, Dr.
Wines writes thus:-" On the day of my visit
to S pike Island, the numiber of prisoners
was 705, distributed as follows: Advanced
class, 320; first class, 200; second class, 101;
third class, 81; the motive to strive for pro-
motion is not unly powerful, but it is constant
and constantly increasing in strength. The
progress toward liberation is the great motive
power; but there are manifold inducements
to exertion, self denial, self conquest and self
control besides these. With every advance
there is a lifting of restraint, an enlargenent
of privilege, and increase of gratuity, dis-
tinctive badges, better food. improved fress,
greater liberty of action. The great effort is
to inducce the prisoner to become the chiEf
agent in his own reformation. The authori-
ties seeni to feel that unless this is done,
nothing is done. The result, as I learned it
from the lips of many prisoners with whom I
conversed-all separate and apart from their
officers-is that the entire prison population
with few exceptions are putting forth constant
and vigorous efforts to secure their prono-
tion within the minimum time.

" The punishients, in the second stage,
are mainly of a moral kind : ]oss of marks,
forfeiture of gratuities, withdrawal of privi-
leges, change of badge, degredation to a lower
class, reianding to the cellular prison at
Mount Joy, to which may be added-as pun-
ishments occasionally enployed-deprivation
of a meal, close confinement on bread and
water, and even the lash in aggravated cases.

"3. When these two stages are satisfac-
torily passed-i. e., when the criminals have
attained the requisite inmber of marks to en-
title thein to the privilege-when thev have
given sufficient guarantees of good conduct,
they pass to an interniediate prison whichis
designed to test the vork previously done, as
the crucible tests gold. These interniediate pri-
sons, where the third stage is passed, have,
according to the reports of the Directors of
convict prisons in Ireland, produced excel-
lent resuits. The tonvicts enjoy a semi-
liberty, while passing through a period of
probation or training before liberation. This
stage of natural training, in its very nature,
prepares the crimninal for his return to the
ordnary avocations of free life, and reconciles
the public to his employment. As it has had
the test of twenty-six years, and has more
than fulfilled what was expected froni the
experinient, it mnust be lookéd upon as agreat
success. The conduct and industry ot the
iîinmates, as the Director, Captain *Barlow,
testifies, have equalled, and even excelled,
during this long period, thôse of ordinary
laborers in similar positions of temptation.
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In reference to this part of the Irish
system I quote Dr. Wines as follows :-

" My expectations regarding it were high,
but they were more than met. Indeed I have
never elsewhere seen anything to compare
with the results shown here. The inter-
niediate prison which formerly existed at
Smithfield, in the outskirts of Dublin, hias been
given up, and all intermediate prisoners are
now sent to Lusk. Farn work is the only
industry from which income is received.
The cash revenue, clear of all expenses, from
the labor of fifty-seven prisoners, the average
nuinber at Lusk is about $10,000 per annnm,
which makes the institution well-nigh self
supporting. The farmn contains nearly two
hundred acres. The land was a common,
wild and uncultivated, prior to the prison
being established. Under the labor of the
prisoners the land bas increased in value
from 10 shillings to £5 per acre.

Dr. Wines further says :

" It was the 14th of October when I was
there, and the prisoners were at work on var-
ious parts of the farm. * » * * Everv-
where they were as busy as bees, and to all
appearanic's, as happy. I never saw a bri.sker
or more cheerful set of laborers. They ac-
complished fully as mucli work as an equal
number of free hands. Indeed, the farmer,
in the neiglborhood aver that thev woud
be glad to get men who would work as well.
Often they work alone, or in companies of
two or three, without anvone ii charge, on
the most distapt parts of the farin. There
are no walls, no bars, no bolts,no gratings, no
apparent confinement of any kind. The
doors of the iron tents which serve them as
dormitories are locked at night, just as our
own bouses are when we retire. The only
difference, as far as I could see, between them
and and any other large farn emploving a
great nany hands, was tiat here a warden
slept in a small room at the end of the con-
victs large dormitory."

Though the intermediate prison at Lusk
bas been in operation since 1854, with oppor-
tunities for evasion which no other prison in
the world offers and yet scarcely hall a dozen
attem pts at escape been made. There is no
discipline at Lusk ; no punishments are ad-
ministered there any more than on a farn or
in a nanufacturing establishment where free
laborers are employed.

" Such is the Irish system, which is admit-
ted by everyone competent to pronowuce an
opinion upon the subject, to be the best prison
training to prepare a criminal for his release
and his re-absorption into society. It is a
training so simple im its principles that its
very simnplicity formed at one t'ie its great
stumnbling block ii the mids of men, ami so
easy of application that, in sonie form, it is
suited to evetry loeality and to every lunan
being,"

Now, that system, although we cannot
try it in its entirety by having three

HON. SiR ALEX. CAMPBELL.
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prisons, can be tried in principle by the
plan which is now before the House. It
is a mistake to suppose that a man who
has committed a crime and suffered pun-
ishment always remains a criminal. I
have a return showing the number of con-
victs who have been sent back to the
penitentiary, and it is by no means so
great as hon. gentlemen who have not
given attention to the subject may have
expected. The number of prisoners dis-
charged and re-committed at the Kingston
Penitentiary, which is the largest we
have, during the five years ending with
1877, was as follows :

Discharged. Re-committed.
1873.......... 185 26
1874
187
1876
1877

or
yeai

.......... 135 16
.. .. 152 25

......... 143 31

...... .... 231 20

Total..... 846, 118
only 14 per cent. during those five
s. Now that is not very large, and a

good deal of that probably is to be at-
tributed to the beginning of the system
which I now desire to push a step further.
Convicts now can earn five days in a
month : of course that is something, but in
order to get the full benefit of the
systeni you must feed the convict, with
hope; it is the only medicine of the mis-
erable. He feels that he is degraded and
has suffered the punishment of the law.
He has, perhaps, no friends to intercede
for him. There is nothing left for him-
nothing you can dwell upon, and use for
the bettering of his conduct, and a3 you
will see by the extract I have read, it
is the great power of hope which is so
useful-the hope that the convict can
improve his position, and shorten the
time of his punishment by good conduct.
It may be said that we are going a little
too fast, although the opinions I have
from those who have taken a great deal
of interest in the» subject are not in that
direction. At all events, we can always
make up for any short-coming which may
be shown in our legislation by extending
such system at some future time. When
I spoke originally upon this subject I said
that I was communicating with a person
who had great experience in penitentiaries,
and who is a man of very considerable
ability and very good judgment, and whom'
I have known myself for a long time, and
in whose judgment and character I have
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the very highest confidence-the warden
of Kingston Penitentiary. He says in
reply to a letter which I had written to
him:

" I most heartily concur in the proposition
contai ned in your letter to increase the remis-
sion of industrious and well conducted con-
victs generally, rather than to pardon one
occasionally who perhaps may have influen-
tial friends to intercede for hin or money to
fee a political lawyer -whilst another con vict,
quite as deserving, but who may be friendless,
is required to serve out his full sentence."

The hon. gentleman from Richmond
thought that inasmuch as the Minister of
Justice might interfere, therefore, this
measure was not necessary ; but I ex-
plained as well as I could (hon. gentlemen
will understand that it is embarrassing to
go into such a question in detail), that
some convicts have influence and friends
which others have not, and it does not at
all follow that the man who has someone
to intercede for him with the Minister of
Justice is more innocent or better entitled to
bave his sentence remitted than others. On
the contrary, there may be hundreds in the
penitentiary with strong claims, who may
have no one to approach the Minister.
Under this plan the applications to the
Minister would of necessity be very much
reduced, and many absolutely met with
the enquiry, " Has he earned his full days
of remission ?" If so, then there would
be a strong case made out. Then
again, you deal with the convict upon
a fixed rule which is constantly working.
It is not a matter of caprice with the
Minister-if one can use that phrase-
it is not a matter of discretion with him,
which can be applied one way at one time,
and a different way at another time. It
deals with the convicts in a way that they can
understand and leads thern to be dependent
upon their own exertions which cannot be
done bythe occasional pardoning of a con-
vict through an application to the Minister.
That I apprehend would lead rather to a
feeling that they had not been fairly
treated ; they might say, "we have done
nothing worse than so and so, who has
been discharged," and it is grinding their
suffering into them, and leads them to
think that they have no friend to think for
then. It is better to adopt a system
which works evenly and fairly and gives
every man ground to hope tbat his sentence
will be shortened-in fact he is guaranteed

that it will. This officer from whose letter
I have quoted, says :

"Some time ago I made a somewhat similar
proposai.

" My suggestion was that after a convict
had been here six mionths, a fair day's work
should be a-signed him, that he should be
required to perform that day's work before
receiving any remission, and that ail the over-
work he perforned should go to the credit of
his sentence. This, I thought, would stimu-
late the industry of the convicts, and tend very
much to improve discipline. Your plan, how-
ever, is much better, and more easily worked,
as in Canadian penitentiaries the labor of the
convicts is so diversified that it would be
difficult to fix a day's labor. In penitentiaries
where convict labor is almost wholly under
contract my plan might work well enough.

SIthe increased renission is secured for
them as you propose, a boon will be con ferred
upon the convicts, which, I am sure, all that
are intelligent ainong them will greatly
appreciate."

Another officer of a penitentiary had
occasion some time ago to visit the New
York State Prison at Sing-Sing, and he
says:

"I spent a few days at Sing-Sing, and was
much pleased with the general conduct and
industry of that institution ; so inuch so that
I naturally looked for the particular cause of
it. I fund, I imay say, most of the rules of
the prison sinilar to our own, and sone of
theim, in ny opinion not so good; and after
studving the systen adopted there, and cou-
versing with a nutnber of the convicts, I was
convinced that the principal cause of their
success was the large aniount of remission
time allowed to well behaved and industrious
convicts. This vas likewise atfirned tio rie
by the otficer in charge of the prison. Their
remnission far exceeds ours, viz., for two vears
they allow four nionths off; for three years,
eight months off; for four years, one year off;
and tiis remission continues at an increased
ratio, so that for a teri of seven years, the
timie off would be two vears and three months.
It can be easilv understood how strong an
inducement so large a reduction of tine would
be to produce goo I comluet and industry on
the part of col nviets, fir 'st to gain the remis-
s.in and afterwards to retain it. "

I think without occupying more timne
that I have said what I hope will satisfy
the comrmittee that the systeni deserves a
trial. What we do is not absolute : it
can be altered at any tine Parlianent
pleases. It may perhaps be better, as
was suggested a few days ago, that the
experiment should be tried on a more
limited scale than I originally contemplat-
ed : to that idea I an willing to give ny
consent. We can try it on a limited
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plan, and if it should have the effect
which it seems so calculated to produce,
we can increase the time. The suggestion
I propose to the committee is that we
should leave out " C" and "D" in the
amendments, and adopt "A " and
" B" only. The effect of it will be that
when a convict shall have thirty days re-
mission to his credit he shall have seven
and a half days remitted therefor ; it will
take six months at the best to earn 30
days. Then, when the convict has 120
days remission to his credit, he should
have io days remitted therefor. I had
gone on to provide for 122 and 15 days
additional, but in deference to what was
stated the other day, I dropped the last
two. The following statement will show
the operation of the system, omitting "C"
and "D," and giving only the 7 %2 and 1o
days additional:

Term of
Sentence

1 year
2 "
3 "
4

6
7 'i

8
9 'e

10 "
11
12 c
13 "c
14 Ic
15 "

16 "
17 'c
18 "e
19 "<

20 "

Less greatest Equal actual
possible reimission. tine of impirisoiient.

1 month
4 'c
8 "i
1 year.

ia r& 4 nonths
1 " 8 "f
2 "i
2 c 4 ce
2 c 8 cg
3 "
3 " 4 c
3 c 8 C

4 c
4 c 4 c
4 cc 8 e
5 ei

5 c 4 c
5 " 8 "

6 "d
6 c 4 "i

11 months
1 year& 8 months
2 " 4 "c

3 6c

4 c 4 "e
5 "c
5 c 8 c

6 c 4 "
7 ''
7 c 8 c

8 c 4 4
9 c
9 4 8 "

10 " 4 c
ce

11l 8 "e
12 " 4 "«
13 "
13 c 8 "

I augur from that plan a great improve-
ment, basing my idea upon the principle
suggested in this Irish report, that you are
stimulating the convict to good behaviour
by the only motive possible in the unfor-
tunate situation in which he happens to
be. I move the adoption of the clause
minus " C " and " D, " the two paragraphs
to which I have referred.

HON. MR. ALLAN-I have no doubt,
whatever, in my own mind, of the bene-
ficial effects of the proposed change. As
matters stand now, I am quite satisfied
that on the great bulk of those who are
sent to the penitentiaries of the country
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he only effect produced is, by punishment,
o deter them from the commission of
crime in the future. I think it is to be
egretted that those men, when they leave
he penitentiaries, are less fitted to become
useful members of society (except so far
as they may, perhaps, have learned some
useful trade), and less fitted to take their
part amongst their fellow-men than they
were even before their committal.
There is a sense of humiliation and de-
gradation where they aie kept under the
ordinary system which would not exist if
the convict had an opportunity 6f shewing
that he was capable of better things, and
had the indulgence extended to him which
it is proposed to grant under the system
provided for in this Bill. Again there is no
sort of doubt about the fact that over and
over again there will be found large num-
bers of convicts in the penitentiaries who
may not happen to have friends to take
an interest in their cases, though they may
be as deserving of-a remission of sentence
as those who have influential friends to
bring their cases before the Department
of Justice. It seems to me that the main
improvement which would be effected by
the change sought to be established by
this Bill is that while you will be deterring
these men from the commission of crime
for the future, by the penalty which they
are suffering, you at the same time would
be, to a certain extent, leading them to
better things-keeping up their self-res-
pect, and leading them to feel that they
are still men. They will be infinitely
more likely to be good, honest and up-
right citizens when they again return to
the world than when they entered the
doors of the penitentiary. Under the
present system, as the hon. gentleman
says, when a man goes there he has no
hope; there is nothing to induce him tofeel
that there is a better path open before hin,
and that by his own industry and good
conduct he can win that indulgence and
have a chance offered to him of improv-
ing his position as he cannot do under
the existing system : therefore, I should
be glad indeed to see the experiment
tried, and shall be very much disappointed
if it fails to produce all the effects which
the Minister of Justice predicts for iL

HON. MR. MILLER.-I have listened
with great attention to the remarks of the
Minister of Justice, and they have that
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weight with me which I dare say they have
had with the whole House. When I ven-
tured, the last time the Bill was before the
Senate, to express some doubt of the
wisdom of going the length the hon. gen-
tleman proposed, I said I did not under-
take to set up my opinion positively against
his, because I had not sufficient experience
in these matters to give a positive opinion
which would be of value to the Commit-
tee; but I thought the experiment was
going a little too far, and I am glad that
rny objection at the time had the effect of
modifying the proposition which was then
submitted. My hon. friend from York
has spoken as though this Bill was an
initial step in this direction. It is not
so, because the law holds out an induce-
ment to good conduct by remission of a
Portion of a sentence in all our peniten-
tiaries. When I called the attention of
the Committee to the subject a few days
ago, I then stated that I was prepared to
go a moderate length in the proposed
direction, but not to go the full length
Suggested by the Minister of Justice. I
am disposed now to support the motion
Which has just been made; if it be found
hereafter that we have gone too far, it
is very easy to retrace our steps. I have
no reason to entertain very grave fears on
that ground atter hearing the very weighty
authorities which have been read by the
hon. Minister in his remarks to the House.

ION. MR. BOTSFORD.-The in-
formation which has been furnished by
the hon. Minister of Justice on this im-
Portant question is of a highly interest-
ing character, and it is supported by the
Practice of a similar kind elsewhere, and
the results of it are found to be most
admirable. The interesting speech of
the Minister of Justice in explaining and
giving reasons why this alteration in the
law should be made, are to my mind con-
Clusive. From the information which I
derived from others, and from what I
have seen of prison dicipline, I was an
advocate of giving encouragement of the
kind proposed in the amendment, and
believed that it would have a most salutary
effect. From personal observation I know
that to be the case, and from the infor-
mation I have derived from others who
are acquainted with the prison discipline
in the United States, I know it has been
proved conclusively that the proposition

of the hon. Minister of Justice, is one
which cannot fail to be most beneficial.
There are two important results which will
follow the amendment of the law in this
particular. In the first place the prisoners
are better conducted, they work more
willingly, and much more work is obtained
from them without any extra coercion:
and then the management of the prisoners
in the penitentiary is so much more easy,
and the authorities of the prison are not
driven to the extremities to which they
now are by the misconduct of the con-
victs. Prison discipline is much more
easily enforced and the men are much
better behaved in consequence of the hope
which they have that their good conduct
will relieve them from a portion of their
imprisonment. For my part, from the
information I have had, and from the able
argument which has been made by the
Minister of Justice, 1 was prepared to go
to the extent which he proposed, and I
am quite satisfied that eventually that
course will be adopted, and attended with
the most beneficial results.

HON. MR. KAULBACH.-I shall not
delay the Committee, but would say that
though I was before of much the same
opinion as some hon. gentleman, that we
were going to extremes, after hearing what
the Government had said I must confess
my views are very much changed. I
think it would perhaps be as well to avoid
the exercising of any caprice by the
Warden, and I think it might be well if
he were obliged to make quarterly or
monthly returns of good conduct marks,
to the Inspector of the Penitentiary, so
that there may be a record for each
prisoner.

Ho%. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-That
will be done by the regulations. Another
amendment is, that if a convict is ill and
his conduct bas been good, that during
the time he is ill he shall be allowed one
half of what he would otherwise receive,
until he gets out of the hospital. I move
that the Committee rise and report the
Bill as amended.

HoN. Ma. McCLELAN, from the
Committee, reported the Bill with certain
amendnents, which were concurred in
and the Bill was then read the third time,
as amended, and passed.

Penitentiary Laws
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THE PRINTING OF PARLIAMENT. On the 8th clause,

FIFTH REPORT OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE.

HON. MR. MACFARLANE moved the
adoption of the fifth report of the Joint
Committee on Printing, which he explained
was merely the usual report, with state-
ments generally submitted.

The motion was agreed to.

BANKS AND BANKING ACTS
FURTHER AMENDMENT BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into a Com-
mittee of the Whole on Bill (46) "An
Act to amend an Act intituled : 'An Act
relating to Banks and Banking,' and the
several Acts relating to the same."

In Committee,

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
-Several amendments, and one addition,
are suggested to this Bill. It is thought
better to make it the duty of some Minister
of the Government to obtain the returns
from the different banks in time to have
them laid before Parliament, so that, if
they are not before Parliament, the Min-
ister shall be responsible for it. Then my
hon. friend from the Midland Division
(Mr. MacMaster) suggested that there
should be something said in the Bill to
fix the period up to which these lists
and other returns should be made out,
pointing out that there is no such provis-
ion in the previous Banking Act, and that
some of these returns are made up to one
day by some Banks, and to a different
date by others. I mentioned it to the
Minister of Finance, and we propose to
add to the bill a 12th section, which will
run in these words, " The annual returns
required by the herein before recited Acts
and by this Act, shall be made up to the
31st of December, in the year next pre-
ceding each session of Parliament." Then
there is a penalty imposed for neglecting
to furnish the list mentioned in the secQnd
section, such penalty being $5o.oo. In
the 7th section the time is extended, as it
has been found that as the Dominion
enlarges, 10 days does not give time
enough.

HON. MR. MCCLELAN.

HoN. MR. POWER-Though not
wishing to move any amendment suggested
that the words " not incorporated"
should be replaced by the word "private."

HoN. MR. KAULBACH, did not
think that that would give as much
significance as the words -of the Bill.

On the i i th section,

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL ex-
plained that it was proposed with a
view to extending the bank holiday tO
those provinces which were not part
of the Confederation at the time the Act
35 Victoria, Chapter 8, was passed; and
he proposed to add to that section the
words, " and to the holidays mentioned
in the said first recited Act shall hereafter
be added that known as Easter Monday.''
Formerly, when a note fell due upon a holi-
day, it had to be paid a day earlier, but
that being no longer the case there could
be no objection of that kind urged against
the amendment ; in fact it would be rather
a gain to the maker of a note, than other-
wise. Merchants would become accus-
tomed to the holiday now proposed, and
the public would not suffer in any way;
several banks had made a request for the
amendment, to the Minister of Finance,
and as Easter Monday is treated as a
holiday in most parts of the Dominion,
there seemed to be no objection in yield-
ing to such a request.

HON. MR. WARK suggested that the
names of the various officers of the banks
should be published in the certified list Of
the stock-holders, as it would be satis-
factory to investors and depositors to know
who were controlling the transactions of
the bank.

HON. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL-I do
not object to it if the hon. gentlemTan"
desires to have it in ; I mentioned this
point casually to the Deputy Minister of
Finance, and his reply was " we will take
care of that ; we will make out a forn Of
return, and make them comply with it."'

HON. MR. WARK-That would per-
haps meet the case, but I think it would
be well to publish such information.
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HON. MR. ALLAN from the Commit-
tee reported the Bill with twoamendments,
Which were concurred in.

MONTREAL, OTTAWA AND
WESTERN RAILWAY BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE moved the
second reading of Bill (73) " An Act
respecting the Montreal, Ottawa and
Western Railway Company, and to change
the naine thereof to the ' Mont-
real and Western Railway Company.'"

He said: It is a very short Bill, to give
the Company power to build some branch
railways, one from the parish of St. Agathe
in the County of Terrebonne, through the
valley of the Rivière Rouge to the River
(Gatineau, and thence to a point of Junction
with the Canadian Pacific Railway between
Lakes Nipissing and Temiscamingue.
The Company also wish to change their
niame to the " Montreal and Western
Railway Company."

HoN. MR. KAULBACH enquired if
the Bill had been reported on by the Com-
rlittee on Standing Orders.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE said there
had been a motion in this House which
had been reported upon by the Standing
Orders Committee.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
's read the second time.

NATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANY
BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE moved the
Second reading of Bill (2), " An Act to
ernpower the National Insurance Com-
tany to wind up its affairs and to relin-
Sish its charter, and to provide for the
isolution of the said Company."

tle said the object of the Bill was simply
of authorize the winding up of the affairse National Insurance Cornpany.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills from the Commons
were introduced and read the first time :-

Bill (59) " An Act to amend the Act
Incorporaiing the Atlantic and North-
western Railway Company." (Mr. Power.)

Bill (48), " An Act to incorporate the
Wood Mountain and Qu'Appelle Railway
Company." (Mr. Allan.)

Bill (28), " An Act to continue an Act
incorporating sundry persons by the name
of the President, Directors and Company
of the Farmers' Bank of Rustico." (Mr.
Haythorne.)

Bill (52), " An Act to incorporate the
Brant County Bank of Canada." (Mr.
McClelan.)

Bill (78) "An Act to amend the Act
passed in the 4 5 th year of the reign of
Her present Majesty, intituled, 'An Act
to repeal the the duty imposed on promis-
sory notes, drafts and bills of exchange,'
and to declare the law relating to stamps
on promissory notes and bils of exchange."
(Mr. Botsford.)

The Senate adjourned at 5 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, April 13th, 1883.

The SPEAKER took the Chair al Three
p. m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH MANSE
AND BUILDING FUND BILL.

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE, from the
Committe on Standing Orders and Private
Bills, reported Bill (75,) " An Act to in-
corporate the Board of Management of
the church and building fund of the Presby-
terian Church in Canada, for Manitoba and
the North-West."

SThe mTotion was agreed to, and the Bill h eot a dpe, n h it The report was adopted, and the Bill
Thsread miwas ordered for second reading on Mon-as read the second time. day.
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THIRD READINGS.

The following bills were reported from
Committee and read the third time and
passed without debate:-

Bill (19,) "An Act to incorporate Les
Révérends Pères Oblats de Marie Imma-
culée des Territoires du Nord-Ouest."
(Mr. Bellerose.)

Bill (4,) " An Act to incorporate The
Dominion Phosphate & Mining Company."
(Mr. Allan.)

Bill (F,) " An Act to amend the Act to
incorporate the North-Western Bank."
(Mr. Vidal.)

RATHBUN COMPANY INCORPO-
RATION BILL.

RESTORED TO THE ORDER PAPER.

HON. MR. REAI)--Before the Orders
of the day are called, I would ask that the
Bill fron the other House concerning the
Rathbun Company, be placed on the
Orders of the day for Tuesday. I was
not here yesterday, when it was brought
up, and consequently the seconç reading
was not moved and the Bill lay on the
table. I shall be glad if the House will
allow it to be placed for second reading on
Tuesday next.

By consent of the House,
was agreed to.

ROYAL SOCIETY OF
BILL.

the request

CANADA

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. BOURINOT moved the
second reading of Bill (37), " An Act to
Incorporate the Royal Society of Canada."

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time.

WESLEYAN METHODIST CHURCH
MISSIONARY SOCIETY BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. VIDAL moved the second
reading of Bill (43), " An Act to amend
an Act to incorporate the Missionary
Society of the Wesleyan Methodist Church
in Canada,"

He said : It is not necessary that I
should do more than indicate the objects
of the Bill, in very general terms. It
contains no new or extraordinary provi-
sion. This body was incorporated in
1872, but owing to the change about to
take place in their circumstances and
position, by the contemplated union of
the various. branches of the Methodist
Church in this country, it is necessary
that their powers should be enlarged.
The first section of the Bill merely asks
that the name shall be changed, and that
the word Wesleyan shall be dropped out,
and that it should now be known simply
as the Missionary Society of the Metho,
dist Church in Canada. The next sec-
tion is simply for the purpose of increas-
ing the amount of the real estate which
they are authorized to acquire. In the
former Bill it was placed at $2o,ooo and
in the present measure the amount is
$ioo, ooo. The next section is to enable
thern to receive real or personal estate by
virtue of any devise contained in any last
will, or testament ; the previous measure
confined the amount to $10,ooo, but now
it is raised to $5o,ooo, with the usual
provisions attached to such bequest. The
remaining clauses of the Bill are new, and
are simply giving to the society power tO
inaugurate a fund, and to use that fund
for the maintenance of their clergy, for
the building of churches, parsonages, etc.
The Bill of course bas received from our
committee, as it bas from the committee
of the House of Commons, very careful
consideration, and I do not know that I
need further trespass upon the time of
the House, by making any comment upo
it, and therefore beg to move that the Bill
be read the second time.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time.

LONDON AND ONTARIO INVEST-
MENT CO. (LIMITED) BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. PLUMB moved the second
reading of Bill (53) " An Act to declare
the meaning and effect of certain provisions
of the Act to incorporate the London and
Ontario Investment Company, Limited.

He said: This is a Bill to make clear the
meaning and effeçt of certain provision$
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of the Act Incorporating the London and
Ontario Investment Company. Briefly I
may say that it has been contended, though
not acknowledged by the Company, that
they had not power to' take certain col-
lateral securities, and this is a Bill with
Only one section which provides that such
companies shall have the power to take
the bonds, covenants or agreements of any
person or persons by way of collateral or
additional security for money advanced
by the said Company, upon mortgage· of
real estate, freehold or leasehold, or upon
the security of public securities or deben-
tures, or money applied in the pur-
chase - of any such securities when-
soever in the opinion of the Di-
rectors of the said Company, the same
was or shall be requisite or expedient to
be done. I beg to move the second
reading of the Bill.

HON. MR. ALLAN-It only relates to
collateral securities ?

HON. MR. PLUMB-Only to collater-
als. There was a question about it--the
question was raised, and it was in order to
set it at rest that this Bill was introduced.

HON. MR. McMASTER-I beg to
draw attention to some objectionable
features in this Bill. Of course I shall
not oppose the second reading, as these
Points can be rectified in the Committee.
I Presume this is a company that issues
debentures, and those debentures are
based upon real estate ; well, this will
Open the door for the issue of debentures
In securities not at all of a valuable chir-
acter, which may be sanctioned by co.lat-
eral securities. It appears to me that it
will affect the value of dcbentu:es very
Much.

HON. MR. REESOR-Before the mo-
tion is put I wish to ask the hon. gentle-
rTan whether this cdrporation is not ex-
tended greater privileges than other loan
coipanies ?

"ON. MR. PLUMB-I understand
that it is not giving the Company any ex-
ceptional privileges, but it is merely mak-
Ifg Çlear a matter which has been some-
What disputed, in respect to their privileges,
but I understand the same privileges are
e)tended to most, if not all, loan com-

panies. At any rate any question of that
kind will come before the Committee to
which I propose to refer the Bill, and there
will be an opportunity to examine the
clause and consider any objections which
may be raised.

HON. MR. ALLAN-The hon. gentle-
man is mistaken in supposing that the
same privileges are extended to all loan
companies; however, that question will
come before the Committee.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time.

PORTAGE, WESTBOURNE, AND
NORTH-WESTERN RAILWAY

COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. PLUMB moved the second
reading of Bill (58), "An Act to amend
the several Acts incorporating the Portage,
Westbourne, and North-Western Railway
Company, and to change the name there-
of to the 'Great Northern Railway Com-
pany of Canada.'"

HON. MR. SUTHERLAND.-I have
been requested to see after this Bill.
There is a great deal of discontent in
Portage and Westbourne on account of
the proposed change of name. Those
places gave bonuses to the road, and they
consider t'hat the present name is of some
advantage to them, being in the nature of
an advertisement. They consider it as
being one of the items for which the.
bonus was given, and that it would be in
a manner, though perhaps slightly, break-
ing faith with them to change the name.
I do not intend to move an amendment
now ; I will probably do so in the com-
mittee.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

CREDIT VALLEY RAILWAY COM-
PANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. ALLAN moved the second
reading of Bill (50), " An Act to-amend
an Act respecting the Credit Valley Rail-
way Company."

He said ; This is a Bill froi the House
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of Commons to give certain powers to the
Credit Valley Railway Company in the
event of their being amalgamated or united
with the Ontario & Quebec or the Canada
Southern, and also to give them certain
working powers either by lease or joint
working arrangements ; and also to give
them the right, with the consent of the
Northern Railway Company to exercise
certain powers over their railway tracks
running into the city of Toronto. Those
are the main features of the Bill. I. pro-
pose to refer it to the Railway Committee
where all the parties interested can appear
if they wish to do so.,

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the second time.

ATLANTIC AND NORTH-WEST
RAILWAY CO.'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. POWER moved the second
reading of Bill (59), " An Act to
amend the Act incorporating the Atlantic
and North-West Railway Companies."
He said : This Company was incorporated
for the purpose of constructing a railway
from the Bay of Fundy into the Province
of Ontario. The amendment which is
asked for in this Bill is to allow the
Company, in case their Railway is dividedup
into sections, and one ofthose sections com-
prises a bridge over the River St. Law-
rence, to borrow a larger amount of money
on that particular section than they were
authorized to borrow by their original act.
They are allowed to borrow $2o,ooo a
mile on the whole length of their road,
and the object of this amendment, I pre-
sume, is to enable them to borrow money
to build the bridge. That is the principal
feature of the Bill.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time.

WOOD MOUNTAIN AND QU'AP-
PELLE RAILWAY CO.'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. 'MR. ALLAN moved the second
reading of Bill (68), " An Act to incor-
porate the Wood Mountain and Qu'Ap-
pelle Railway Company."

HON, MR. ALLAN.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time without debate.

BILL INTRODUCED.

The following Bill from the House of
Commons was introduced and read the
first time:-

Bill (55), "An Act to incorporate the
Royal Canadian Passenger Steamship
Company." (Mr. Plumb.)

The Senate adjourned at 5.15 P-m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, 16th April, 1883.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

WOOD MOUNTAIN & QU'APPELLE
RAILWAY COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. VIDAL, from the Com-
mittee on Railways, Telegraphs and Har-
bors reported Bill (48), "An Act to
incorporate the Wood Mountain and
Qu'Appelle Railway Company," with an
amendment.

He said : The amendment is simply to
strike out two or three lines which were in
the Bill when it came before the Coin-
mittee, and which regulated the fee to be
paid to the registrar for recording docu-
ments. The Committee considered that
was ultra vires, and should be struck Ôut.
That is the only amendment.

The report was concurred in.

HON. MR. ALLAN moved the third
reading of the BilL

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill, as amended, was read the third tilie
and passed.
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THE LIBRARY OF PARLIAMENT.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.-My
hon. friend the junior member from Hali-
fax (Mr. Almon) gave notice the other
day that he would move an address for
" a list of books purchased at the sale of
the library of the late Dr. O'Callaghan,
with the cost of each book, and also the
last supplement to Catalogue of the Par-
lianientary Library, of books purchased
from the 1st January, 1882, to 31st Jan-
uary, 1883, with a mark indicating what
books were ordered by the Librarian, and
what were sent at the discretion of'the
bookseller."

I have obtained from the Librarian all
the papers which the hon. gentleman
requires, one being a copy of the invoice
of books which were purchased at the sale
of the O'Callaghan Library; and the other
the supplementary catalogue of books sent
by the London agent without the authority
of Parliament, and I venture to suggest
that there is no occasion, unless the hon.
gentleman has some private reason, for
pressing the motion.

HON. MR. ALMON asked leave to
withdraw his motion.

THE CONSOLIDATION
STATUTES.

OF THE

INQUIRY.

HON. MR. POWER-I should like to
ask the Minister of Justice what steps he
Proposes to take to have the report of the
Commissioners appointed to consolidate
the statutes, distributed ? The report was
laid on the table at the opening of the
session and was referred to the joint com-
mTittee on Printing, and I have been in-
formed that they have decided that it
should not be printed. Now, it is a very
'mportant paper and it seems to me that
if the other House does not want it the
Senate does.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
Paper is a very important one and should
be in the hands of members of Parliament,
especially such of them as are members of
the legal profession, and it ought to be
printed. I would draw the attention of
mTernbers of the Printing Committee in
this House to the subject ; no doubt they

can make arrangements to have the report
printed.

THE BEVERIDGE-TIBBITS CLAIM.

INQUIRY.

HON. MR. READ inquired :-Whether
the payments to the Honorable Benjamin
Beveridge, James Tibbits, and others,
have yet been made and the debt fully
discharged on the basis of the Report of
a Select Committee. of this House, of the
i6th March, 1881, presented on the I7th
and unanimously adopted by the House
on the following day, whereby it was
established :

1st. That a balance of £5,40 4 11s. 2d.,
or $2 1,618.25, was due by New Brunswick
to Canada on the 12th November, 1856.

2nd. That the said balance has been
regularly ceded, transferred and assigned
to the claimants by the late Province of
Canada, viz., the Provinces of Ontario
and Quebec, to indemnify them and settle
the claims they held against Canada, and
for which the Dominion of Canada became
liable under the British North America
an Act ; if not yet paid, why not?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-My
hon. friend gave notice of this motion
some time ago, and I have in consequence
had the answer' prepýred by the Depart-
ment to which it more particularly relates,
as well as my own. The answer to my
hon. friend's question is this :

The payments to the Hon. Benjamin
Beveridge, James Tibbits and others have
not been made on the basis of the report
of a select committee of the House of the
16th March, 1881, presented on the 17th
and unanimously adopted by the House
on the following day.

The payments have been made and the
moneys distributed to the several claim-
ants on the basis of the report made
by Messrs. King and Hurd, as sup-
plemented by the order in Council of the
i9 th May, 1881, whereby New Bruns-
wick was, in addition to the sum expended
by Messrs. King and Hurd, charged with
one-half of the sum of £1731 16s. which
the Government were of opinion they
had without sufficient reason deducted
from Canada's account, on the alleged
ground that the expenditure on behalf
of Canada had not been made with a due

.£he Consolidation Of the StatUtes.
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regard to economy, thë grounds appear-
ing in the minority report of the Auditor
General.

One of the claimants' assignees has
fyled a Petition of Right, asking leave to
proceed in the Exchequer Court, which
petition is now under consideration.

I may say since this was written a fiat
has been granted, so the case will go on.
I have to remind my hon. friend that it is
not usual or very convenient. to use the
phrase " whereby it was established," and
I have to ask him to alter the terms of his
motion. The House and the Govern-
ment do not admit that anything was
" established," but we quite admit that the
committee reported so-and-so, and that
the House concurred in that, but it is not
usual in putting questions like this, to
reake a distinct statement of that kind.
Inasmuch as the question asserts that the
decision of the House was not followed
by the Government, I have to remind the
hon. gentleman that when that report
came up I took occasion to state that the
Government could not feel themselves
bound by the action of the House, inas-
much as they were required to follow in
those matters the views of the other branch
of Parliament. I stated distinctly that
although the Government would bow. as
far as they could to the report of the
Committee, and the decision of the House,
yet they could not undertake to follow out
that report. In fact, we have not been
able to follow it out. We have followed
it out in the way I have explained the
report of the arbitrators to whom the
matter was referred, and a fiat has been
finally granted for a trial of the cause in
the Exchequer Court.

HON. MR. READ-Then I understand
the Minister of Justice to say that he has
not followed the decision of the Commis-
sioners because he has recommended a
larger amount than they have recom-
mended.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Not
followed either.

BRANT COUNTY BANK BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. McCLELAN moved the
second reading of Bill No. 52. "An

Act to incorporate the Brant County
Bank of Canada."

HON. MR. DICKEY I do not rise to
oppose the motion for the second reading
of this Bill, but simply to call the attention
of the House to the fact that we have on
our order paper for to-day two of these
small Bank Bills, and no doubt there will
be several more in the course of the
session. I wish to urge upon the con-
sideration of the House, the remarks which
were made on a former occasion with re-
ference to the passage of measures of this
kind. It is not now for the first time that
this matter has been brought before the
House ; on repeated occasions attention
has been directed to the necessity of
calling a hait in these cases.

This present Bill appears to be one by
which four or five gentlemen, of whose
means and position I know nothing, ask
to be incorporated as a bank, under the
name of "The Brant County Bank," in
Brantford. With regard to the Bill which
is to follow this, there may be some special
reasons for its passage, because the bank-
ing facilities of Prince Edward Island are
not very large ; but in this case the atten-
tion of the Committee should be called
to the fact that some power ought to be
given to the Committee : first, as to the
means of these parties to establish a bank,
and second, as to the necessity for the
establishment of one of these small banks;
because really if we go on at this rate
before the year 1890, either we shall
have to make new legislation for banks,
or we shall be greatly embarrassed by the
existence of a very large number of banks,
which, I am under the impression, do not
conduce to the financial security of the
country. I make these few remarks with
a view of calling the attention of the
House, and more particularly of the
committee to whom this Bill is to be
referred, to the necessity of instituting
some enquiry as to the necessity of these
small banks. It has been the prac-
tice in this House, in dealing with
matters of this kind, to discuss the
question at the second reading, be-
cause it invokes the attention of the
committee to whom the Bill is to be re-
ferred to the importance of investigatilg
the facts, and I have no doubt it is the
general feeling of the House that the coill-
mittee should be satisfied on this point

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL
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before the Bill is reported back to the
House. Under these circumstances I
need not apologize to the Senate for
noticing and endorsing the remarks of the
hon. gentleman,-whose presence we are
glad to have in this House,-on a former
occasion, and I have no doubt
that the general opinion of the Senate will
be that.it is time some stand was made on
the question of chartering these small
banks.

HON. MR. MILLER-Although it is
not in order to allude to a past debate
which took place in this House during the
session, I may remark that I fully con.
cur in the views expressed by my hon-
friend on the other side, (Mr. Plumb),
a few days ago when a similar question
was before the Senate. I, myself, took
Occasion, at the last meeting of the
Banking Committee to mention the fact
that there appeared to be no difficulty in
obtaining Acts of this kind. No obstruc-
tion seemed to be thrown in the way by the
Committee of either House or by the Gov-
ernment. My own opinion was that soine
responsibility-I may say the whole res-
Ponsibility-in connection with legislation
of this sort should rest upon the Govern-
Mnent. I think it should be the duty of
the Finance Minister to say how far this
legislation is necessary, and in the interests
of the country. Of course, I do not pre-
tend to dictate to the Government in
a matter of this kind, but still I
think there should be soie responsibility
On their part, and on the part of the
Finance Minister with reference to the
subject. My own experience on a Bank-
Ifg Committee is that three or four gen-
tlemen have only to associate themselves
together, and get an act of incorporation
as a bank, without there being any suffi-
cient investigation as to the necessity for
such an act of incorporation; the act is
given them as a matter of course. I do
lOt think it is in the interests of the

country that we should go on in this way,
and certainly it is very desirable that there
should be an expression of opinion around
these benches upon the subject.

HON. MR. PLUMB-I am very much
gratified to hear the remarks which have
been made by the two gentlemen who
have just referred to this subject, and I
ray say that I am greatly obliged to them
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for the kind manner in which they have
referred to what I said in the House the
other day. I made those remarks in the
full conviction that I was in the line of my
duty. It is very invidious to attempt, as
an individual, to oppose the passage of
charters in the way that would be neces-
sary to check this legislation. We need
to be strerigthened by some action on the
part of the Government. I may say that
I called the attention of the Finance
Minister, a year ago, at the time
there was to be some new legis-
lation with regard to banking, to this very
matter. I told him I thought that with
the increased prosperity of the country
there would be constant applications made
to Parliament for the granting of bank
charters. I suggested to him at that time
that we should insist that a large capital
should be provided and that ample evi-
dence should be given of the necessity of
the bank and of the fact that those who
applied for the charter were not applying
for the purpose of borrowing rather than
lending money, and for other safeguards
which would be obvious to all those
who wish to keep up a healthy sys-
tem of currency in the country. It is
the basis of our commercial system ; it
lies at the foundation of all our business
relations, and if there is a loose system
prevailing, it will inevitably cause disaster,
which will be more widespread than it
could be in any other form. I suggested
to him that it would be worth while to
make some examination into the system
which prevails in the United States. There
is a general Act there, by which any num-
ber of persons can associate and form a
bank, under certain restrictions. The
main safeguard which has been thrown
around banking there has been with a view
to protecting what may be called the in-
voluntary creditor-the note holder. It is
supposed that shareholders understand the'
risks which they take, and that depositors
are near enough to the bank to look after
their own interests, but the currency cir-
culates throughout the country, and it
seemed to be considered the duty of the
Government to see that the note holder
should not, under any circumstances,
suffer ; and there was another considera-
tion behind that-the failure of any one
bank might affect the whole system. Any
considerable loss upon notes, or any sus-
pension of payment would agitate the

Irant County
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whole country. Under those circumstan-
ces, it is required that the banks shall
deposit security for their circulation, and
in case of default, the Superintendent of
the Banking Department at Wash-
ington has ample power to redeern
the notes. He proceeds to redeem
the notes at once. He has the se-
curities in his own hands and in that
way there can be no panic through the de-
fault of any bank. Such panics are un-
known in the United States. The failure
of a bank affects its depositors and share-
holders, but it does not affect the com-
munity generally. I suggest that if we
were disposed to grant bank charters in-
discriminately, as we seem to be, it would
be proper to provide some security for
note holders. That would remove a very
large inducement for rushing into this
business. It would provide also very con
siderable means for the investment of
Government securities. The rate of in-
terest being low there would not be any
speculation in attempting to issue large
amounts of paper that were not required.
My friend the Finance Minister said he
would take the matter into consideration ;
it was adopting a new system. I do not
propose that it should be applied to banks
already established, which were exercising
their rights under their charters, although
I think they might possibly by degrees
adopt that system, and then the larger
and stronger banks would have a great
advantage over the weaker ones. I think
it is not desirable that there should be a
multiplication of small banks. In look-
ing at the Bill under discussion I see four
or five men-I do not intend to be invid-
ious with regard to it, but the Bill is
before us for discussion-applying for a
charter for a bank in the city of Brantford.
I am not aware that there has been any
petition or evidence produced before the
Committee of the House of Commons, or
before this hon. body, shewing that there
is any extended desire that a bank should
be created in the city of Brantford.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD-What is the
capital ?

HoN. MR. PLUMB.-It is proposed
that the subscribed capital shall be nomi-
nally one million dollars, and that the
bank shall go into operation, and have all
the privileges of a bank with a paid-up

capital of one hundred thousand dollars,
and that the first persons incorporated
shall be the provisional directors ; they
have the whole power over the institu-
tion. I really think the time has come, or
will soon corne, when it will be absolutely
necessary in the interests of the country
that some understanding should be arrived
at as to what is to be done in regard to
these applications. I have no doubt that
there are gentlemen in this House who
are engaged with the financial interests of
the country who have been watching
with great interest the course that
is to be pursued with regard to
the granting of charters like this. With-
out endeavoring to reflect upon any-
one by anything I have said, I may add
that I have not known in the course of
the legislation which we have been called
upon to deal with this session, any cases
brought before us of applications for
charters of this kind which seem to be
pressing, or which seeni to come fromn
men who are known to the public as large
lenders of money. A very striking case
was presented the other day, in relation to
one of these charters, where it was repre-
sented that one of the gentlemen who
was likely to become interested was a large
operator and speculator in grain. It is a
well known fact that those gentlemen are
not usually such as invest money in bank
stock ; at all events, if they do, when theY
lay down one dollar it is with the object
of taking up ten. I trust what I have said
here is in accordance with the views Of
hon. gentlemen in this House, and .1 do
hope that we may have some indication as
to what would be thought desirable on
the part of the Government in regard to
this kind of legislation, for although it 1s
too late this session to have the flood
which I think will descend upon us in the
future pour upon us now, provision should
be made to meet it when it does corne.
Every charter we grant now is a precedent
and an encouragement to others to corne
forward and ask for similar privileges. I
have seen a great deal of this kind of
legislation, and I know that we cannot be
too cautious, that we cannot be tOO
guarded in the general interest of the
community in dealing with this kind of
legislation, which, I say here on my OWo
responsibility, is of the most dangerous
kind that can be proposed in any
Parliament, or in any deliberative bodY.

HON. ML PLUMB.
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HoN. MR. ALLAN-However valuable
this discussion may be, and however use-
ful the expression of opinion of the difier-
ent gentlemen who have taken part in
this debate may be to the Committee on
Banking in considering this Bill, yet I
think we shall hardly find it a satisfactory
guide unless, as the hon. gentleman who
has sat down has suggested, there should
be some expression of opinion from the
Government, as to the course they think
best to pursue, and within what lines char-
ters of this kind shall be granted in the
future. A Billcomes before the committee,
having passed through the other branch
of the Legislature, and in all particulars is
in accordance with the general Banking
Act, so far as the charter of the Bill itself
is concerned ; everything is apparently
perfectly regular and proper, but a doubt
exists as to whether the promoters are
really men of sufficient capital to warrant
the granting of a charter to thern to carry
on banking operations.

HON. MR. PLUMB-I did not sug-
gest any doubt, because as I said before
I did not intend to make any application
of my arguments to any particular case.

HON. MR. ALLAN-I did not say
that the hon gentleman did, but this is
one of the difficulties he suggested. I
understood the hon. gentleman from
Niagara to say distinctly that that is one
of the difficulties the committee would
have to contend with, in dealing with bills
of this kind; that a Bill may come before
them, and they may be totally unacquainted
with the character or standing of the in-
dividuals who apply for the Act of
incorporation.

HON. MR. PLUMB-I was speaking
upon general principles entirely; and not
making any remarks with reference to any
bills that were before us.

HON. MR. ALLAN-I did not say that
the hon. gentleman referred to any bills
that have passed this House or to the bill
before us now; but, speaking generally,
he said one of the considerations for which
we should have regard is whether the
parties applying for incorporation have
sufficient mear.s to carry on a banking
business. A bill comes before the Bank-
ing Committee for the incorporation of

certain parties to carry on a banking
business. All the requirements of the
Banking Act have been complied with,
the amount of capital subscribed, the
amount to be paid in before they can go
into operation, and everything is in accor-
dance with the Banking Act; then what
course is the Banking Committee to take ?
because, apparently, as far as the Bank-
ing Act is concerned, all its requirements
have been complied with ; but there may
be a doubt in the minds of the committee
as to whether the parties who apply are
possessed of sufficient capital to carry on
banking operations, and whether it would
be safe and proper to grant a charter
under those circurnstances. Unless that
is to be taken into consideration, and
unless the committee have some rule
laid down for them, it will be very
invidious for them to have to sat-
isfy themselves whether that is the case
or not. It seems to me the only safeguard,
and the only means that we can take to
prevent the passage of charters that it is
not desirable to grant, is to increase the
amount of capital which has to be sub-
scribed, and to make all those conditions
so stringent as to ensure at all events that
none but parties of large means would be
likely to go into the operation at all. If
we were in that way to establish rules so
that the Committee would know that un-
less there is a capital of a certain amount
subscribed, and a certain amount paid in
(which will be the best proof that the par-
ties are not applying for the charter merely
for the purpose of disposing of it or specu-
lating in it, but that they must be men of
standing and substance possessing large
means to carry out the conditions of the
charter), then I think we * have the
best possible guarantee that the charter is
a proper one to give. But unless some
means of that kind are taken I do not see
how we are to deal satisfactorily with mea-
sures of this kind which are to come be-
fore us. A Bill came before us the other
day : it was apparently not for a very large
bank and there was some doubt in the minds
of the Cormmittee whether it was a bank that
was very urgently called for. There may
be some doubt with regard to this bank, as
there are three of the largest banks in
Canada carrying on business in the same
place. It may be desirable to eliminate
personal considerations from this question
as far as possible, and, if it is thought de-
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sirable in the future, to grant no charter
to any bank which does not possess a
larger capital than $1,ooo,ooo, and a
larger amount of paid up capital than
$1oo,ooo. If charters are surrounded by
a safeguard of that kind, then we have
something to go upon as a guide, but a
mere expression of opinion, such as we
have had to-day, that it is not desirable to
grant charters to small banks, is of no ad-
vantage to the committee who are to deal
with thern, unless they take up a matter
that the hon. gentleman deprecates-as to
whether the parties have the means to
carry on the business of a bank.

HON. MR. READ-This discussion is
rather unusual, and it has taken a wide
range, but if I am to be permitted to say
a few words on the subject I would like to
ask what reason there is for placing an
obstruction in the way of employing the
surplus capital of wealthy men in the
business of banking ? The parties ap-
plying for these bills are conforming to
the rules that the committee has laid
down, and we see banks now occupying a
prosperous position that have. obtained
their charters under the same conditions
as this legislation is now sought for, that
have grown up and prospered with the
country. We are progressing every day
and there is more necessity for banks in
every direction. The wealth and popula-
tion of the country are increasing, and
greater facilities for banking are a neces-
sity. I is all very well for the established
banks to say " we can do all the business
of the country ; we have agencies here and
there and we can do all the banking
business of the Dominion." No doubt
they can, but they want to do it
on their own terms. It is quite natural
that the people in any locality where
there is any considerable amount
of business, should desire to have a bank-
ing institution of their own, rather than
have to depend entirely upon the agencies
of the banks in Toronto and Montreal.
The Banks that are now successfully
carrying on business in this country have
obtained their charters under the same
circumstances as those that are now seeking
incorporation, and I do not see why this
invidious distinction should be made. I
have been long enough in Parliament to
have seen many of those little bills pass
through, granting charters to banks with a

HON. MR. ALLAN.

Bank 1?ilt.

$1,ooo,ooo capital and $1oo,ooo paid in,
and I have seen them become large and
valuable institutions in the country, and
there is no reason why London and other
places should not have their local banks.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-It is not
very often that I have the misfortune to
differ in opinion from my hon. friend
from Belleville on any public question,
and I do not know that I differ en-
tirely from him on this subject; but
I do share very largely in the views of the
hon. gentleman from Niagara, and others.
This is the proper moment in which the
Government should determine the future
banking policy of the country. If we
allow such bills to go through the Legis-
lature requiring merely a subscribed capi-
tal of $r,ooo,ooo, and $1oo,ooo paid up,
how can we refuse in the future, to other
parties applying for such charters, privil-
eges of a similar character ? If there is
anything we ought to. congratulate our-
selves upon it is that in the past our bank-
ing institutions, as compared with those
of the United States, have been conducted
uîpon a much safer footing. We have had
fewer calamities. Our charters have
required a larger amount of capital, and I
believe I express the views of all commer-
cial men in the country in saying that no
charter should be granted with a smaller
amount of paid-up capital than $500,ooo.
It is very true that we have, in Toronto,
in the Dominion Bank, an instance where
a bank has been most successfully managed,
under most able and upright managers, on
a smaller capital; but that does not prove
that such a principle would be safe as a
general rule. We are establishing banks
now in smaller places, and if this bill is
granted we shall have almost every county
town in Ontario coming to us for bank
charters. Is it really safe in the interest
of depositors, or bill-holders, or of any
class, to go on granting charters requiring
such a small paid up capital. It would be
very satisfactory to this House and to the
country if the leader of the Government
would say what are the views of the Min-
istry on this subject.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-The bon.
gentleman from Belleville (Mr. Read) has
given expression to the views I entertami
on this question. I have not heard anY
good argument to prove that it would be
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sound legislation that would prevent
wealthy men from inves.ting their capital
in a business that would be a benefit to
the public at large. The Government
have in their hands the means of settling
anY difficulty that may exist. Our bank-
Ilg laws are not stringent enough, and
this difficulty arises from the fact that
the reports of managers and direc-
tors submitted to the Government
are not reliable ; that sometimes those
returns, made under oath, are false. I
believe that the laws on this subject ought
to be more stringent, and the Government
should suggest some means of forcing the
banks to submit reliable reports to the,
Proper authorities. In relation to inusur-
ance the Government goes to the expense
Of having inspectors. Why should the
Government not take the same means to
aPpoint officers who, after these reports
are sent in, would inspect the books of
the different banks to ascertain whether
their reports are reliable or not ? I
believe that that would be the best remedy,
anld if it were applied many of those
siTall banks with small capital would
drop out of business to the advantage of
the country.

IHON. MR. PLUMB.-My hon. friend
on York, (Mr. Allan), led me to sup-

Pose that he was under a missapprehension.
There is no provision in the Banking Act
by which any banks are restricted in the
amnount of capital they should have in
applying for charters.

ION. MR. ALLAN-I did not say so.

I-ION. MR. PLUMB-I thought be-
Cause the hon. gentleman said that there
should be some rule established by which
a bank with a $i,ooo,ooo capital and $1oo,-
0o0 paid in should not be permitted to have
a Charter he was of the opinion that we were
Unider an obligation to grant a charter
When that sum is proposed. There is no
such provision ; it is left entirely open to
Parliament to say whether a charter should
be granted under such circumstances or
nOt. There is no rule by which the
amnount subscribed or paid in is fixed in
any way. They have to comply with
certain regulations before they can go into
business. This discussion may niot be
practical in one sense, but I think it is
emlnently practical in another, because. it

will draw the attention of the Govern-
nient and of Parliament and of the coun-
try to the fact that there is uneasiness felt
in respect of what may be the future
legislation in regard to these matters. I
do not at ail agree with the hon, gentle-
man who has just spoken that any men
who choose to come and ask for a charter
should be supposed to be money lenders
and have a right to get a charter. I sus-
pect m that case, as in others, there will
be charter brokers and speculators and an
investigation should be had in every in-
stance before important privileges should
be granted to any persons as an incorpo-
rated bank.

HON. MR. VIDAL.-I think there is a
slight mis-a)prehension with respect to
this bill, on two points. The place in
which the bank is to have its head office,
is referred to as a little town. It so
happens that it is not a town, but an in-
corporated city. Brantford is one of the
cities of this country and I do not think
that even three large banks having their
agencies and branches there are a super-
abundance of accommodation for a place
of its size. Moreover, it is situated in the
heart of the very garden of Canada, and
it is a place where business may naturally
be expected to develope into large propor-
tions. Then there bas been a slight over-
sight, I thin-k, in speaking of the amount of
capital to be paid up: the Bank is really not
to enter on its business until'$2oo,ooo is
paid in. When $1oo,ooo is )aid in they can
organise and elect their officers, but before
they can get their certificate from the
Treasury Board permitting them to com-
mence business, if they have not at that
time $200,000 paid in, they are compelled
to call in that amount ; and if they do not
do so within 12 months from that time,
they forfeit their charter.

HON. MR. PLUMB.-And they just
take three years to do it in.

HON. MR. VIDAL-It would be a
very improper course for us to pursue, to
single out this Bill and refuse it a second
reading : or even to impress upon the
mind of the Banking Committee that it
was the opinion of this House that a stop
should be put to the issue of this, and
similar charters. I think a great deal of
weight must be attached to the remarks of
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hon. gentlemen on both sides, in this
respect-calling attention to the fact
that it is desirable that the Government
should exercise supervision over this kind
of legislation, and before a charter should
be granted, it should be known to have
received the sanction of the Government,
through the Minister of Finance. I think
it would be very desirable, also, that some
mode of protecting the public, such as
has been suggested by the hon. gentleman
from Niagara, should be adopted. The
attention of the Governnent being now
directed to the matter probably before
next session some definite plan may be
fixed upon and announced to the public,,
so that nobody can be taken by surprise.
But I think it would be a most unjust and
partial proceeding, to deny to the
petitioners this act of incorporation, when
we have granted it to so many others who
have applied for it on precisely similar
conditions. Under the circumstances the
Bill should be allowed to pass its second
reading and be referred to the Banking
Committee for further consideration.

HON. MR. McMASTER-The hon.
gentleman is mistaken in saying that Brant-
ford was represented as a small village ; I
am not aware that reference has been made
to the size of the place at all. I think the
main thing is to consider whether it is
prudent or safe to allow a few gentlemen
the privilege of having a charter and per-
mit them to go into operation and issue
bills, when they have only $1oo,ooo of
paid up capital. Any gentleman who con-
siders the question, I think, can come to
no other conclusion than it is an unwise
procedure to grant charters to banks with
so small a capital.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
think that the rule concerning the action
of the Legislature in granting charters,
was laid down by the Committee on Bank-
ing in the other House. The Minister of
Finance is always upon that Comnittee,
and its chairman, above all other chair men
in that House, is in the confidence of the
Government ; and has close relations with
the Minister of Finance. Therefore, I
suppose, we may safely say that all bills
coming to this House have in that way,
the sanction of the Minister of Finance.
There is nothing in the legislation, so far
as I know, touching the capital of a bank;

11ON. MR. VIDAL.

that, of course, is provided for in each case,
when it comes up; because it might be
enacted to-day that all banks that are i'
corporated must have a capital of
$r,ooo,ooo, and the same power might

say to-morrow that a bank should have
$9oo,ooo. So far as I remember-and I
have just been trying to refresh nmY
memory, but the time at my disposal has
been too short-I do not think any rule
is laid down in the statutes, upon that
subject, but it is left for Parliament to saY
what shall or shall not be the capital. I
think that that rule about $1,ooo,ooo
capital was laid down in the lower House,
and communicated to us, and so becane
a fixed rule in both Houses. From that
time forward al banks were required tO
have a capital of $1,ooo,ooo, with
$1oo,ooo paid up, at least, hefore theY
began business. The conversation which
has taken place is one of great interest,
and the views expressed on both sides Of
it are entitled to every consideration. I
shall take care at an early day-though X
fear it cannot now be early enough to be
of use this session-to lay the matter
before the Government, and represent tO
my colleagues who have not the advan:
tage of being in this House the views that
have been expressed here and shall en'
deavor to arrive at some definite action
on the part of the Government, which
shall have its effect in the legislation which
may take place in the ensuing session.

HON. MR. ALLAN-What I speciallY
referred to was the seventh clause of the
Banking Act, which enacts that no balk
shall commence business until this amount
specified here-$5oo,ooo capital-has
been bona fide subscribed, and $oo,000
bona fide paid up. My idea was that if it
was desirable that no bank should be Il'
corporated unless it had a larger an»OUnt
of capital than $1,ooo,ooo, that if the
amount specified by the Banking Act was
increased-the amount which had tO be
paid up before going into business-as e
matter of course it would have the effect
of raising the amount of the capital.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL- 15

there any amount mentioned there as
capital ?

HON MR. ALLAN-No amount a
capital, only the amount they should have
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Paid up before they go into business. I
speak of the Act of 1871.

ION. MR. PLUMB-In the renewal
Act-the Act of1881-was that continued?

lION. MR. ALLAN-I think so.
The motion was agreed to and the Bill

wasread the second time.

1 RESBYTERIAN CHURCH, MANI-
TOIBA AND NORTH-WEST TER-

RITORIES BILL.

SECOND READING.

1iON. MR. WARK moved the second
reading -of Bill (75), " An Act to incor-
porate the Board of Management of the
Church and Manse Building Fund of the
Presbyterian Church in Canada for Mani-
toba and the North-West. "

lie said : It is not necessaryto enter at
great length upon the details of this
]ill, as the preamble clearly sets forth
the object for which legislation is sought.
The board administering the church and
ense bu Iding fund for Manitoba and
the Nort iWest have found that great
11lconvenience has arisen from the want
Of corporate powers, and they now ask to

e coporated. The object is to enablethat board to hold and possess funds that
'Yay be acquired by them, by subscription
9r otherwise, for the purchasing and hold-
'fg of real estate, and for the purchase
and erection of churches, and manses, and
buildings and for the maintainance of the
saMe for the uses and powers of the
church named, and also for the purpose
Of loaning moneys held by such board, on
the security of-real estate or otherwise as
to themn may seem best. I beg to move
that the Bill be read the second time.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
Was read the second time. •

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills from the House of
?Ommons were received and read the firsttime ;

IF11 (8o) "An Act to amend the Act
lllcorporating the Great Eastern Railway
COnpany."-(Mr. Bellerose).

'ill (42) "An Act to amend and con-

tinue in force an Act incorporating the
Grafton Harbor Company, and for other
purposes."

Bill (56) "An Act to amend the Act
incorporating the Kingston and Pembroke
Railway Company, and the Act amending
the same."-(Mr. Plumb).

Bill (65) "An Act to amend an Act to
incorporate the Ontario Pacific Railway
Company."-(Mr. Power).

Bill (40) " An Act to grant certain pow-
ers to the Acadia Powder Company."-
(Mr. Almon).

The Senate adjourned at 4:25 p. m.

THE SENATE.

Ot0t'aw, Tuesday, A>ril 17, 1883.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

BANK OF NOVA SCOTIA AND
UNION BANK OF P.E.I. AMAL-

GAMATION BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. ALLAN, from the Commit-
tee on Banking and Commerce, reported
Bill (10), "An Act to provide for the
amalgamation of the Bank of Nova Scotia
and the Union Bank of Prince Edward
Island, without amendment, and moved
concurrence in the report. ,

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-I under-
stand that this is a very important Bill,
and the consideration of the report might
be postponed until to-morrow, to enable
members to see it.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-The hon.
gentleman is under a misapprehension as
to the importance of this Bill. It is true
it is a matter of local importance, but he
is mistaken in supposing that it is of any
general interest. It is a Bill to amalga-
mate these two banks, and it is in the
interest of the shareholders of both that
the amalgamation should take place. 'All
the necessary formalities have been com-
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plied with, and there is no reason why the
third reading should not take place now.

HON. SlR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
Government have also given their assent
to the union of the two banks being car-
ried out in the way the Bill proposes.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-The ob-
jection is not to the amalgamation, but to
the very exceptional powers granted by
this Bill, powers which are in conflict with
the banking policy which has been adopted
by the country. I think it would be
better to allow the third reading to stand
over till to-morrow.

HON. MR. MILLER-When this Bill
came before the Committee on Banking
and Commerce a few days ago a question
arose, and it was the only one on which
the Committee had any hesitation, as to
whether under the amalgamation bill the
Bank of Nova Scotia would have the
power to issue $1 notes. I considered
myself that it would have the power, and
it was supposed by many gentlemen in
the Committee that it was not the inten-
tion of the other branch of Parliament to
give that power. The Bill was allowed
to stand over until to-day for further
explanations, which were given and
considered quite satisfactory. There is
a misapprehension as to this Bill: it
may be thought very strange, until the
facts are known, that the Government
would sanction the issuing by any bank
at the present time of $1 notes, but the
circumstances are exceptional. The Bank
ot Nova Scotia is a large and wealthy in-
stitution witha large paid-up capital. It
is one of the most successful banks in the
Maritime Provinces. The Union Bank
of Prince Edward Island is a smaller in-
stitution which was incorporated by the
Legislature of the old Province of Prince
Edward Island. By the terms of its char-
ter it had the power to issue small notes
up to the year 1900 to the extent of three
times the amount of its subscribed stock.
That subscribed Stock is $3oo,ooo,- and
therefore it had the power to issue $i
notes to the extent of three times that
amount up to the end of the present cen-
tury. When this amalgamation Bill was
brought before the House it was desired
by both Banks that that power should still
continue in the Amalgamated Bank as

it is now in the Bank of Prince Edward
Island. It seems that the Governnent
were unwilling to go so far, but
the matter was compromised. The
Finance Minister is, I believe, the party
who acted for the Government in con-
nection with the company, which was this:
that the Amalgamated Bank should have
the privilege of issuing small notes to the
extent of double the amount of its paid
up capital, which would be $320,ooo, in-
stead of the power possessed by the Union
Bank of Prince Edward Island alone of
issuing small notes to the extent of three
times the amount of its subscribed capital,
or $9oo,ooo ; and instead of issuing
those notes up to the year 1900, the
period of issue was restricted to the year
1891, at which time the banking charters
would come to an end. This was con-
sidered by the Government a very fair
compromise, and I do not think any one
who understands it can consider it other-
wise than satisfactory. The amalgama
ting banks have given up their large privi-
leges for this compromise, and the public
has gained, if there is any gain, and there
must be since the Government has brought
the bank after the year 1891 under th,e
general banking laws by this compromise.
As I remarked just now, there was a good
deal of misapprehension in the Comuimittee
with regard to this question and it arose
largely from the impression ' that the
Island Bank, which is to be amalgamated
with the Bank of Nova Scotia, was insol-
vent, and as an insolvent bank had no
right to have its privileges considered.
Now, the Union Bank of Prince Edward
Island is not an insolvent bank at all but
is in a flourishing condition, and, under
this Bill, instead of having the power to
issue snall notes to the extent of $900,000
up to the year i900, it will only have the
power to issue small notes to the amount.
of $320,000, up to the year 1891. The
arrangement was a satisfactory one which
the Housé of Commons readily accepted,
and which I believe the Senate will alSO
accept.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-If the
Parliament of this country has adopted a
banking policy of not allowing any con-
pany to issue more paper than an amount
equal to its paid up capital, how comes it
that they grant these exceptional privileges
in this instance ?

HON. MR. HAYTHORN.
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HON. MR. MILLER-I have just ex-
Plained. The Bank had the powers before t
Confederation. They were granted by the
old legislature of the colony of Prince
Edward Island. The Bank possesses these i
Privileges now, and the Government has i
not power to take them away. The only
Way the Government has power to restrict
thern is by the compromise which is now
being made.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-I do not
think that constitutes an argument why we
should depart from the policy of the
Country.

ION. MR. PLUMB-This bank had
the privilege for several years to make
this issue, and has it yet, and would
have it for several years to come. By
the legislation which is now proposed,
that privilege is very largely restricted.
There is no change in the policy of the
t overnment, in that way. On the con-'
trary, this bank is relinquishing some of
Its powers for the purpose of obtaining
this Act of amalgamation. The Bill was
very closely scrutinized in the Commons,
and I do not see why it should not be
discussed now as well as to-morrow. I
cannot see any possible objection to defer-
ring the consideration of the report, and I
hope the third reading will be proceeded
With at once.

HON. MR. ALMON-The thing is en-
tirely in a nutshell. At present the bank
has power to issue notes to three times
the amount of its subscribed capital.
They wish to amalgamate *ith the Bank
Of Nova Scotia, and they have agreed to
accept the compromise that they will issue
Only up to twice the amount of their
Paid up capital. Suppose the House
does not agree to that, what happens?
It .is very possible that the union
Will not take place between the two
banks, and you will have the bank of
Prince Edward Island, for some years
after the Banking Bill is to come in force,
issuing three times the amount of its sub-
scribed capital. Do we not gain by the
Compromise ?

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was then read the third time and passed.

THIRD READING.

The following Bills, reported from

Standing Committees, were read the third
ime and passed:-

Bill (20) "An Act to empower the
National Insurance Company, to wind up
ts affairs, and relinquish its charter, and
to provide for the dissolution of the said
Company," (Mr. Ogilvie.)

Bill (24) " An Act to incorporate- the
Manitoba & North Western Fire Insurance
Company," (Mr. Vidal.)

Bill ( ) " An Act respecting the
Credit Foncier Franco-Canadien," (Mr.
Ogilvie.)

Bill (53), " An Act to declare the
meaning and effect of certain provisions
of the Act to incorporate the " London
and Ontario Investment Company, Lim-
ited," (Mr. Plurnb).

Bill ( ), " An Act to amalgamate the
Presbyterian Ministers' Widows'and Orph-
ans' Fund in connection with the Presby-
terian Church of the Lower Provinces,
and the Widows' and Orphans' Fund of the
Presbyterian Church in the Maritime
Provinces, in connection with the Church
of Scotlanid, and to create a Corporation
to administer such funds," (Mr. Bourinot.)

Bill (39) " An Act to incorporate the
Royal Society of Canada," (Mr. Bourinot.)

Bill (43) "'An Act to amend the Act
incorporating the Missionary Society of
the Wesleyan Methodist Church in
Canada (Mr. Vidal.)

MANITOBA AND SOUTH WEST-
ERN RAILWAY Co.

INQUIRY.

HON. MR. REESOR inquired whether
the grant of land originally intended to
be given to the Manitoba and South-
Western Railway Company has been for-
feited by that Company, or whether that
Company will still receive the grants ; also,
whether the railway is to be continued to
the Souris River with or without such
grant, and what progress, if any, is likely
to be made during the present year ?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.-In
answer to the hon. gentleman's question,
I beg to say that there is no evidence in
possession of the Department to shew that
the company has forfeited its land grant,
and if the grant is earned, of course the
company will receive it. The remainder
of this enquiry should be addressed to
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the company. The Government is not
advised of the company's intentions
regarding the continuation of the con-
struction of the line, or as to what pro-
gress will be made this year. The hon.
gentleman asked a similar question the
other day in reference to another portion
of the railway : we can only find out by
inquiring of the company, which, of
course, I am ready to do, but he can get
the same information by addressing a
letter to the company himself.

THE O'CALLAGHAN LIBRARY.

MOTION WITHDRAWN.

The motion having been called,
That an humble Address be t3resented to

His Excellency the Governor-Ge'neral, pray-
iing His Excellency to cause to be laid beibre
this House, a list o the books .ptirchased at
the sale of the library of the late Dr. O'Calla-
ghan, with the cost of each book, and also
the last suppleiient to Catalogue of the Par-
lianentary Library of books *u rchased froni
the Ist January, 1882, to 31.t January, 1883,
with a mark indicating what boolks were
ordered by the Librarian, and what were sent
at the discretion of the bookseller.

HoN. MR. ALMON said: I see from
the papers which were brought down by
the Minister of Justice, the other day, that
I was wrong in stating that a large num-
ber of books for the Library had been
sent out by the booksellers. In anything
I said, I had no desire or intention to re-
flect upon Mr. Todd's capacity, because
it would be puerile to do so. Mr. Todd's
reputation as a parliamentary authority is
known wherever British Parliaments
exist, both in Great Britain and in ail ber
colonies; and no person can speak to
him without being astonished at the great
knowledge he possesses on every subject,
still it is very clear that no one man can
undertake to select ail the books that are
required for such a Library as ours. It is
more than one man's work, and therefore
I think either that during the year 1882
there have been less standard works pub-
lished than at any time since the reign of
Queen Anne, or else the Librarian has
been overtasked, and I should like to see
some way of lightening his labors devised.
I think Mr. Todd has more to do than
any one man should be asked to perform,
and that he should hàve some assistance.
I have looked over the list of books pur-

chased at the O'Callaghan sale, and I do
not think that too much was paid for
them. I find that I was under a misap-
prehension, owing to the fact that a nui-
ber of books which were purchased did
not appear upon the printed catalogue. I
am happy to see that there is no necessity
for my motion, and I ask leave to with-
draw it.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I am glad
that my hon. friend is disposed to do jus-
tice to Mr. Todd. I believe that when he
last spoke of that gentleman he said he
was a parliamentary authority, but not an
authority upon literature in general.

HON. MR. ALMON-The hon. gentle-
man is quite mistaken. No person can
speak with Mr. Todd upon any religious,
scientific, or any other subject, but must
feel that he is master of ail of them. I find
it a great advantage to go to him and ask
his opinion on different kind of works.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I am very
glad to hear the hon. gentleman say so. I
misapprehended his remarks. I under-
stood him as saying that Mr. Todd had
not sufficient literary knowledge to enable
him to select books for the library. I arn
glad to find that the impression which I
received was erroneous.

THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY.

INQUIRY.

HON. MR. BOURINOT inquired when
will the Annual Geological Report be in
readiness for distribution, and whether it
will be accompanied by the long promised
maps referred to in previous reports ?

He said : It is not my intention to dis-
cuss this subject at any length now. As
soon as the report is distributed I shall no
doubt enter more fully into it. My object
in making the inquiry is to ascertain when
the maps which have so long been promis-
ed will be published. For six or seven
years the promise has been made in the
reports that maps will be given, and those
who are interested in these geological
surveys are disappointed that those pro-
mises have not been kept. Reference bas
been made to the counties of Inverness,
and Cape Breton, and to New Brunswick,
and I expect that the next report will give

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELI,
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mnaps of those districts.
I shall merely make the
I have given notice.

For the present
inquiry of which

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-In
reply to my hon. friend's question, I beg
to say that I have a message from Mr.
Selwyn, who was absent from the City
when it was sent, in which he says, "report
and maps being printed, will not probably
be finished before May." That answer
was lot, as I th>ught, sufficiently definite.
My hon. friend wanted to know what geo-
logical maps would accompany the report,
and I asked the question. Mr. Selwyn's
reply was that the maps proposed to be
Issued in the next volume are as follows:-
The Bow and Belly River Country, and
four sheets of the general geological
mliap of New Brunswick, the latter being
One of those provinces in which my hon.
friend is interested, but nothing is said
about the maps of the Cape Breton coun-
try. That is the information so far, and
if I get anything further, as I shall en-
deavour to do, I will inform my hon.
friend. The only information which I
have now is that the maps and report will
be printed in May, and the maps which
are expected are those that I have men-
tioned, namely, of the Bow and Belly
River Countries, and four maps of New
Brunswick.

HON. MR. BOURINOT-In several
of the reports which have already appear-
ed, promises have been made year after
Year to furnish maps of Cape Breton, but
these maps are not before us yet. In
this reply Cape Breton is set aside alto-
gether, although it is exceedingly rich in
ninerals. I must say that this reply is
just as unsatisfactory as any which I have
heard in years past, and I trust that some
mTove will be made, and some action
taken on the part of the House or Gov-
erment to make further inquiries into the
doings of the Geological Survey. . There
is a great deal of information wanted for
Which the country is calling loudly. The
whole attention of that department is
directed to the North-West. Every other
part of the country is sunk into oblivion
in order that the North-West may be
brought before us. I shall refer to this
subject again before the session closes.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-Although I
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may be out of order in referring to this
subject, I should like to say that these
annual reports of the Geological Survey
are of very great value to the country,
advertising as they do the great minerai
resources of this Dominion ; and too
much circulation cannot be given to them.
For my part I am frequently asked for
copies of these reports, being somewhat
interested in the minerai resources of the
country, but the limited number given to
members does not admit of my circulating
all that I would like to or that I am asked
for. Although ail the Parliamentary blue
books are circulated amongst the news-
papers these reports are not, and there is no
reason why they should not be distributed
to the press which is the great disseminator
of information as to the resources of the
country. I believe these reports are placed
in book stores and sold there at a large
price. After the great expense the coun-
try is at in employing scientific men to
prospect the country we cannot give too
great publicity to the minerai wealth that
they discover. I think it is due to these
scientific men themselves that the reports
should have more publicity, as it will be
the means of inciting them to greater
effort when they find that their reports are
receiving the attention of the public. In
that way it will encourage those gentle-
men who devote their time to this service,
more in the interest of science than be-
cause of the pecuniary aid they receive
from Parliament. In every way I think
it is highly desirable that the great minerai
resources of the Dominion should have
as much publicity as possible.

BANKS & BANKING ACTS AMEND-
MENT BILL

THIRD READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the third reading of Bill (46), " An Act
further to amend an Act relating to
banks and banking and the several Acts
amending the same."

HON. MR. READ rose to move the
amendment of which he had given notice :
" That the said Bill be referred back to
a Committee of the Whole for the pur-
pose of striking out the amendment mak-
ing Easter Monday a holiday."

ie said ; I think this amendment is
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one in the interest of the country at large,
and especially as regards Ontario. The
Bill proposes to establish another bank
holiday. We have already (I am speak-
ing particularly of Ontario) five bank
holidays. We have Christmas Day, Good
Friday, Queen's Birthday, New Year's Day,
and Dominion Day. It is proposed to add
Easter Monday which, as a holiday, would
be a very inopportune time, because, from
the Thursday previous,until Tuesday morn-
ing, if this Bill is passed, there will be
but three hours to do all the banking
that is to be done in that time, as the
banks are only kept open until one
o'clock on Saturday, and the rest of
the time is holidays. It would be ex-
ceedingly inconvenient to the business
portion of the community, and if the
banks would choose some other day of
the week for a half holiday it would suit
the general public very much better.
However they have adopted the system
amongst themselves of closing the banks
at i o'clock on Saturday, and the public
are obliged to submit. What would be
the effect of this Bill? All the remittan-
ces that come in after 12 o'clock ; all the
money taken by merchants and traders ;
all the money paid out to other people
must be kept until the Tuesday morning
following, if Easter Monday is to be
added to the list of Bank holidays.
Monday is a business day all over On-
tario ; Easter Monday is not kept as a
holiday. The English Church on that
day elect some of their officers, but as a
holiday, Easter Monday is not know in
this Province amongst Presbyterians,
Methodists or other sects. I do not
know whether it is a Roman Catholic
holiday in Ontario or not.

HON. MR. SMIT H-It is not.

HON. MR. READ-Then it makes
matters all the worse. The people know
nothing about this as a religious holiday
and consequently it is a great disadvantage
to the public. Why should the public at
large be put to this inconvenience ? We
find of late that cracksmen are about, and
if a man requires money for his Saturday's
businéss or his Monday's business during
these Easter holidays he is obliged to keep
it in his safe or in his pocket in conse-
quence of the Banks being closed. Lock-
ing it up n'a safe does not appear to afford

HON. MP. READ.

much security at the present day since
the introduction of dynamite by profes-
sional burglars. Notwithstanding this,
merchants will be obliged to keep large
sums of money in their possession to
oblige people whose business it should
be to oblige the public. We may be
told that the public will get used to
Easter Monday as a Bank Holiday.
We become accustomed to many things
that are not to our advantage, but
we are here to see that the public are not
inconvenienced any more than can be
possibly avoided ; our duty is to guard the
public interest. I see no necessity for
this innovation, and I beg to move the
amendment of which I have given notice.

HON. MR. LEWIN.-The hon. gentle-
man from Belleville has spoken of the
Province of Ontario, but his remarks
would apply still more forcibly to all the
Maritime Provinces. There Easter Mon-
day is not kept by any class of persons
that I am aware of as a public holiday.
The Customs House, Post Office, Excise
Department, Provincial and City offices,
are all kept open on that day, and the
whole business of the country goes on
precisely the same as on any other day
throughout the year. The inconvenience
will be very great, and I think before the
banks should be compelled to close oni
Easter Monday, the Government should
begin by closing the public offices and
educating the people to keep it as a holi-
day if it is thought desirable in the interest
of the community. If this holiday is
adopted its practical effect will be a great
inconvenience to mercantile men and will
throw the bu.siness of banking into the
hands of private bankers and brokers. I
hope the Minister of Justice will consider
the matter carefully before he presses that
section of the Bill.

HON. MR. McMASTER-There is c er-
tainly much force in the objection that has
been raised against Easter Monday beiflg
made a Bank holiday. In addition to
those already cited I may mention that
farmers coming in to sell their pro-
duce when they go to the Bank
on that day will find it closed, and
it will put them to very great incon-
venience. Another reason is that Monday
is always English Mail day for the Cunard
Steamers. Exchanges are sent home by

Amewndment Bill.
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the Allan Steamers, and the duplicates
go by the Cunard Steamers on Monday.
I think the adoption of this clause will be
a great inconvenience to the general
Public, and that it will also tend to throw
an extra amount of business on the banks
On Tuesday. I do hope the Minister of
Justice will withdraw that section. He
bas mentioned that a number of banks
were pressing for it, but I doubt whether
the leading men in the principal banks
have asked for it.

ION. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
atnendment has been made at the sugges-
tion certainly of a number of leading
bankers, in Ontario particularly. I do
lot think there is very much in the ob-

jections that have been raised to this
section. In the first place, banks are
Public institutions, and they cannot close
upon Monday or any other day without the
authority of law ; they are obliged to keep
their places of business open on every day
except bank holidays, because notes are
falhng due. Then the question is
vhether this is a reasonable privilege to

give them or not. It is not, as the
hon. gentleman from New Brunswick,
(Mr. Lewin) says, that the banks are to be
forced to do to this ; they want to do it ;
they want to have Easter Monday for a
hOliday. Then there are two questions
to be considered, whether the interests
of the public or the desire of the bankers
should be consulted or not ; and I cer-
tainly would not be disposed to grant thedesire of the bankers if there was a real
argument that it was inconvenient to the
Public. The hon. gentleman has over-
looked one feature of the thing that is a
Practical consideration, and that is, it
gives people an additional day for
holding their money and an additional
day in which to meet their notes. Sup-
Posing that we had said that all notes
Payable on Easter Monday instead of
being payable on that day should

paid on the previous Thursday,
- gentlemen would have been very

indignant about it, and said it was an out-
rage. Therefore there is some advantage
to those who owe money, as they are
g1ven an additional day by this Bill. As totaster Monday not being generally known,

Inust say I think it is ; at any rate peo-Pie Will soon come to know that it is
Monday after Gcod Friday. As to the

closing of public offices, I do not know
what may be the case in New Brunswick
or Nova Scotia, but the public offices are
closed in Ontario on Easter Monday but
not because it is a holiday in any of the
churches. The Dominion offices in
Ontario are all closed on that day here in
Ottawa, and I suppose it is the same else-
where, in New Brunswick and Nova
Scotia, though possibly the custom houses
may not be closed.

HON. MR. LEWIN-The Dominion
offices in New Brunswick are not closed
on that day.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
submit to the contradiction; I am speak-
ing more particularly of the Departments
here. They are closed simply because it
is an old day which people have observed
for many generations, and because it af-
fords an opportunity of giving a holiday
to those who otherwise would not get it.
There seems to me but very little possi-
bility of inconvenience*in carrying out
the proposition which is now made; I do
not like to run against the idea which
bankers have of this subject, and I do
not think I am doing it, because the sug-
gestion came from them. Really, to give
the clerks in the different banks an ad-
ditional holiday on that day-coming as
it does so conveniently-seems to me a
reasonable proposition. Then, I wanted
to say a word or two upon another
branch of the subject, which is this:
that the bankers themselves-the
head officers-use this day very
advantageously to the banks and to
the business of the general public. It
gives them an opportunity which is most
valuable-as is the case often with Minis-
ters of the Crown here-of having a quiet
day to themselves, when they go over the
business and do a great deal towards
keeping things right. a great deal which
in the hurry of every day occupation they
cannot do. The gentleman who applied
to me particularly, laid great stress upon
the advantage of that. This amendment
would enable most of the clerks, to take a
holiday on Easter Monday, while those
who are the hèads of departments, and
have other opportunities for recreation
and relaxation, by devoting themselves on
that day to work which may be in arrear
will be gaining for themselves as well as
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for the public. As to the people from the to look over their affairs. I would sug-
countrycominginto paytheirnotes,they will gest that they might take Saturday, or
soon find out that there is another holiday, there are plenty of other days which they
and it seems to me it will require but a can take without this innovation. We
short time for them to become accus- have holidays enough, and I do fot think
tomed to it. I am quite satisfied to take this one should be added to them.
a division of the House. ri,. w.t Ak . A A I w sg

HON. MR. ALEXANDER.-I think
the question is ; how will this amendment
be received by the country ? We have
not merely to consider what the bankers
desire. If I have any recollection of how
the Easter Monday is observed in all _the
Western Districts, where I have lived the
greater part of my life, business is con-
ducted in the same way upon that day as
at any other time. A large part of the
population in that part of Canada belongs
to the Presbyterian and other Protestant
Churches, who do not attach that im-
portance to the observance of Easter
Monday, which the members of my own
and the Roman Catholic Church do. A
large section of-the Western population
do not recognize the day named at all,
and I think the views of the hon. gentle-
man from Belleville are quite correct with
respect to farmers coming in to transact
their business, and the great inconvenience
which the proposed holiday will cause.
Such a holiday may be very acceptable to
the Provinces of Quebec and Manitoba,
and perhaps one or two other parts of the
Dominion, but certainly in the Province
of Ontario-or a large part of it at all
events-this does not appear to me to be
a holiday which would be regarded by the
people as a proper one.

HON. MR. READ-I just wish to say
one word in answer to the Minister of
Justice, about young men and their holi-
days. Now, if I understand the system
in the banks it is that the employes gen-
erally get two weeks holidays during the
summer, and I generally find them absent
for that period ; and I fail to understand
why the public should be inconvenienced
as is now proposed. It is admitted on
all hands that this is not a holiday
kept by any church; it is only to
be a day for recreation and amusement,
yet we are to inconvenience the trading
and farming communities, the public at
large, and in fact all parties excepting the
bankers' clerks, and some of the head offi-
cers of the bank, who would like that day

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.
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which was lost on the following division:

CONTENTS:

Hon. Messrs.:
Alexander, McMaster,
Chaffere, Muiriead,
Flint, Pelletier,
Glasier, Power,
Haythorne, Pozer,
Kaulbach, Read,
Leonard, Reesor,
Lewin, Sinpson,
McClelan, Wark,-19.
McInnes,

NON-CONTENTS:
Hon. Messrs.

Allan, Macdonald,
Almon, Macpherson,
Archibald, (Speaker),
Arnand, Miller,
Bellerose, North wood,
Benson, Ogilvie,
Botsford, Pâquet,
Boucherville, de Plumb,
Bourinot, Robitaille,
Cainpbell, Ryan,

(Sir Alexander), Schultz,
Chapais, Scott,
DeBlois, ' Skead,
Dever, Siyth,
Ferguson, Sutherland,
Girard, Tridel,
Howlan, Vidal.-32.

The Bill was then read the third tile
and passed.

RATHBUN CO. INCORPORATION
BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. READ moved the second
reading of Bill (26), " An Act to incOrpo'
rate a company under the name of the
Rathbun Company." He said:-This 15
a Bill asked for by a large trading and
manufacturing company who wish tote
incorporated. It may perhaps be a littie
out of order, for it might be supposed tha
they can get all the powers necessI
from the Local Government ; but they
aim at more than the Local Governmlent
has power to give them ; they aim a¢
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trading with the Maritime Provinces, and
they propose to run steamships to the
Maritime Provinces, the United States,
and perhaps to England. They are
a very large, influential and wealthy
Company, and I think I need hardly
explain the Bill at further length. It
is very simple, and as it will be referred
to the Committee on Private Bills I have
no doubt it will be very carefully scrutinized.
I now beg to move that the Bill be read
the second time.

HON. MR. FLINT-I should like to
make some remarks in reference to this Bill
before it is read the second time. It
appears that this company consists of a
father, son and other members of the
same family. It is sonething very strange
and in the course of my legislating ex-
Perience in this country no Bill of this
kind has ever come before the House to
!nY knowledge. It is a very singular Bill
Indeed. The preamble says :-

Whereas Hugo B. Rathbun, Edward
Wilkes Rathbun and Frederick S. Rathbun
have, by their petition, represented that theyare now carrying on business as lumber
Inanufacturers. luniber, timber and general
nierchants, millers, common carriers, ship
and vessel owners, ship and vessel builders,
also general inanutacturers and general
dealers; and whereas the said Hugo B. Rath-
burn and Edward Wilkes Rathbun are the
Principal partners in the said business; a' d
Whereas the death of either the said Hugo B.
hathbun, or Edward Wilkes Rathbun would
causegreat embarassment to the said business,
and therefore the said parties desire to become
lincorporated, with power to extend the said

bus8iness and to increase the capital invested
therein ; and whereas they have prayed that
ýn Act may be passed for that purpose, and it
le expedient to grant the prayer of the said
petition:-

Nowitseemsto me that all this could have
been provided for without an Act of Par-
liament. As a general thing if parties en-
ter into a partnership, they have papers
drawn up which show how the business
should be done, and the manner in which
it should be wound up. If one partner
dies, it is provided what shall be done with
his share of the estate ; but in this Bill it
appears that afterwards they bring in two

inore Rathbuns, so that there are actually
five members of the family brought into
this Act of Incorporation. I have no de-
sire to oppose the Bill, but there is one
thing connected with the matter that looks
Very strange to me. Section 8 of this Bill

provides that section 39 of the " Canada
Joint Stock Company Clauses Act, 1869,"
shall not be Incorporated with this Act,
and to make the matter clearer I will read
that section 39, which is as follows :-

" The Directors of the Company shall
be jointly and severally liable upon any
and every written contract or undertaking
ofthe Companyofthe face whereofthe word
" Limited," or the words " Limited Liabil-
ity " are not distinctly written or printed
after the name of the Company where
first occurring in such contractor's under-
taking."

Now, if I understand it right, this is the
first time that I have ever heard of a pri-
vilege of that kind being asked for, and
it is quite evident that the object of this
Bill is to get rid of that clause. If so, it
seems to me that we will be legislating in
a wrong direction, unless that clause is
struck out and they are made to come
under the liabilities clause, of the 39th
section of the Joint Stock Clauses Act.
I do not wish to take up the time of the
House any farther, but it has struck me
on reading this Bill over, that it is of a
most singular character. I cannot see
that it is necessary, inasmuch as the father
and son mentioned here have, at all events,
carried on that business for a great num-
ber of years. I think it right to call at-
tention to the matter, and trust that the
Bill will be well looked into before it
comes up for the third reading.

HON. MR. SKEAD--As I have been
called upon to second this motion, I have
much pleasure in stating to the House
that I have known the Messrs. Rathbun
for a good many years. They are enter-
prising men who came from the other side
many years ago, and I presume have
brought considerable capital into this
country; at any rate they have expended
a good deal, and done much good in that
section of the country. There is nothing
made of wood but is dealt in by them.
They own and build vessels and probably
have the finest group of mills in Ontario.
They carry on an immense business, and
the fact of there being so many Rathbuns
should be no objection, as we want more
population here. I find that the family
of " Flint " is a very large one, but they
are not so much attached to each other as
the Rathbuns are; the latter have kept
their business together and have gone on
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unitedly. I do not see any just reason
why they should not be incorporated;
they own large limits and as I said before
are extensively engaged in many enter-
prises ; I have no hesitation in saying that
I think their request should be complied
with.

HON. MR. POWER-I think that this
Bill is objectionable, because it in-
terferes with the rights of the Local
Legislatures. The measure, in my
judgment, deals altogether with civil
rights, and the preamble of the Bill is in-
sufficient; there is no recital there to
show why those people come to this Par-
liament. They say that it would be
desirable,' and that those parties desire to
become incorporated, with the power of
increasing and extending their business,
etc., but that is no reason why this Parlia-
ment should legislate, and it seems to me
there should be some good reason shown
why we should take action in the matter-
a better one than has been advanced in
the speeches of those hon. gentlemen who
have spoken here for the promoters of the
Bill. Besides that constitutional objec-
tion, there is another one, and it is that
this Bill practically would limit the
liability of the Rathbun family. If
this measure should become law,
people who have to deal hereafter
with this Rathbun firm-seeing nothing
in the title of this bill to warn them that
their liability is limited-will deal with the
Messrs. Rathbun under the impression
that they are dealing with the firm as they
have been doing heretofore, whereas in
reality, they are dealing with a company
of linited liability. I think the hon. gen-
tleman on the other side (Mr. Flint) has
put the whole case in a very few words.
It is a very singular thing that this parti-
cular section of the Joint Stock Co's Act,
which renders a Conpany's liability un-
limited unless they insert the word
" limited " should have been struck out.
In the 33rd seçtion of the Joint Stock
Co's Act the liability of the shareholders
is limited to the amount not paid up-to
the unpaid amount of their shares; but
this Company, under the arrangement
which they can make by virtue of the 5 th
section of this bill need not pay anything
more. The shares that they now hold
will be taken as fully paid up, and
the members of the Company, under

HON. MR. SKEAD.

the bill as I read it, would not be liable
at all under any contracts made in the
future. I think this measure is one that
calls for the particular attention of the
Minister of Justice. There is another
objection to passing such a bill here, and
that is that if this firm can come here and
be incorporated and get rid of the liability
which the law of partnership imposes, and
they take u.pon themselves only the liability
which they have as members of a joint
stock company, we shall probably have a
great many firms following their example.
It seems to me that that would be a niost
undesirable thing.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I rise just for the
purpose of removing what is a very serious
misconception on the part of the hon.
gentleman who takes exception to the
8th clause. That clause reads as follows:-
"Section thirty-nine of the Canada Joint
Stock Companies Clauses Act, 1869,'
shall not be incorporated with this
Act, but the remainder of such 'Joint
Stock Companies Clauses Act, 1869,

shall, except so far as is inconsis-
tent with the express provisions of this
Act be incorporated herewith." NOw
on reading the 39 th clause, there re-
ferred to, I find it to be as follows :
" The Directors of the Company shal be
jointly and severally liable upon any and
every written contract or undertaking of
the Company on the face whereof the
word 'Limited,' or the words 'Linited
Liability' are not distinctly written or
printed after the name of the Company,
where first occurring in such contract or
undertaking." The effect of that is that
this Company decline to have any liflit,
they feel they are entirely responsible,
and they do not wish that the
public in dealing with them shoUld
consider that the individual mem'
bers of the company are to be relieved Of
any liability whatever. The object rather
appears to be to omit that word, because
it gives them responsibility, but the 1idmî
vidual members of persons who conbine
together in a Joint Stock undertaking and
use these words " Limited LiabilitY,
become free individually from any re-
sponsibility that the company may mcor
But if, as the Messrs. Rathbun feel sac
entire confidence in their enterprise, they
omit these words, they of course becomne
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liable, and it elevates rather than depresses
the security of the concern.

HON. MR. POWER.-I think my hon.
friend misapprehends the meaning of the
section.

HON. MR. SCOTT.-They omit this
clause, (the hon. gentleman again read
clause 39).

HON. MR. POWER-That unlimited
liability is done away with now, by omit-
ting that clause.

HON. MR. SCOTT-The limited lia-
bility is done away with and there is an
uilirnited liability, which ought to recom-
mend it very strongly. This Company
has very large assets and do a very large
business, not only in this country, but in
connection with the United States and
the .Lower Provinces, and it may be that
they do not care about having it under-
stood that this is a limited Company in
any sense, and that they feel personally
and individually responsible for any
liabilities of the concern. The object of
corning here, as I understand it, is that it
mfay enable them to do business in the
Lower Provinces and in the United States;
and they could not obtain from the Local
Legislature the authority that this Parlia-
Ment proposes to confer upon them under
Section 3, which gives them power to
Own vessels and trade with places outside
of Canada.

HON. MR. MILLER-What power do
we give them more than the Local
Legislature could ?

HON. MR. SCOTT-This Parliament
gives power up to the limits of Canada,
but the local legislature cannot give them
even the semblance of such power. I have
not read over the clauses of the Bill, but
I do not think it is unusual in its chara-
cter ; it is not different from many others
that have been before Parliament and have
gone to the Committee. It will be for the
Committee to say whether there is any
detail that should be striken out, or added.

HON. MR. POWER-If the House will
excuse me, I do not wish any misappre-
hension to exist as to what the Bill means.
The section of the Joint Stock Clauses

Act to which the hon. gentleman has re-
ferred (section 39), if it had been incorpor-
ated in this Bill, would have made the
Directors of this Company jointly and
severally liable upon any and every written
contract of undertaking of the Company
without any limit, unless they put the
word " Limited " there. By striking out
that clause, their liability is limited
to the liability imposed by the .other sec-
tion of the Act. Now I just wish to show
to the House what is the liability of share-
holders under the other section of the
Joint Stock Clauses Act, because this
Bill makes the rest of the Act apply to
the company, which we are now discuss-
ing. The 33rd clause is as follows : " Each
shareholder, until the whole amount of
his stock has been paid up, shall be in-
dividually liable to the creditors of the
company, to an amount equal to that not
paid up thereon ; but shall not be liable
to an action therefor ýy any creditor,
before an execution against the company
has been returned unsatisfied in whole or
in part; and the amount due on such
execution shall be the amount recoverable
with costs, against such shareholder."

HON. MR. TRUDEL-It seems to
me that such legislation, for two very
strong reasons, should not be allowed here.
In the first place, there is no public inter-
est involved in the passage of this Bill.
My cpinion is that we lose sight too much
of the character of those corporations.
The granting of a charter is creating a
privilege which ought not to exist unless
it is for the public welfare, and this fact
should not be lost sight of. The inter-
course of individuals is regulated by the
common law, and it is only under excep-
tional circumstances and when it is requi-
site in the public interest that an
act of incorporation should be granted.
Now is there any allegation in the
preamble of this Bill to show that it is
desirable in the public interest ? Not at
al]. It is alleged by my hon. friend from
Belleville that this Company is composed
of reliable men ; that they are very wealthy
and doing a large business. I have no
reason to doubt it, but those are reasons
of a private nature, and not such as
entitle a mercantile firm to come here and
ask to have their personal responsibility
limited. It is very dangerous legislation,
because under our common law a man

RathMwa Co.
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ought to bear the responsibility of his own
acts, and unless it can be shown to
be necessary for the public good,
should not be granted. Some years
ago those charters were only granted under
exceptional circumstances. There is
another reason why we should not pass
this Bill : it is very clear that it does not
fall within the jurisdiction of this Parlia-
ment. The only reason urged in favor of
the measure is that we have established
precedents for such legislation. There is
something in that, I admit ; but, on the
other hand, if we have pursued a wrong
course in the past, that is no argument
for continuing it. In my opinion the 9 2nd
section of the British North America Act
clearly points out that Bills of this kind
are not within the jurisdiction of this
Parliament. It says that " local works
and undertakings " belong to the
provincial legislatures. Sub-section
ii reserves to the Provinces " the
incorporation of companies with provin-
cial objects. " Now, this is a measure, not
for provincial objects merely, but for
private objects. The hon. gentleman
says the company intend to trade to
England : in that respect their position is
the same as that of any other extensive
firm. We have hundred of mercantile
firms who do business with various
countries, but it does not follow that they
are public institutions with public objects.
They do not want an Act of Incorpora-
tion to establish agencies in other pro-
vinces and own vessels. Private indivi-
duals own vessels and have agencies
abroad and find no need of a charter from
Parliament.

Sub-section 16 of the 9 2nd section of
the British North America Act reserves to
the provinces "generally all matters of a
merely local or private nature in the
province." Well, this is certainly a matter,
not only of a local but of a private nature.
Nobody will pretend to say that the public
will derive any advantage by the passage
of this Bill. The only effect of it will be
to diminish their rights by limiting the
liabilities of the members of this company.
After the passage of this measure they may
put aside and invest millions of dollars
each, and retain their wealth if the corpora-
tion should become bankrupt. Who
would be the loser in that case if not the
public ? I cannot conceive why such an
application as this should be made to
Parliament.

HON. MR. TRUDEL.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I do
not see any reason why the Bill should
not have its second reading. It stands on
all fours with other bills which have been
read the second time in both branches of
Parliament, and which have been referred
to the Supreme Court and been returned
by them as being measures within our
jurisdiction. There must be a finality on
those subjects, and at present it
is the Supreme Court. On two
occasions the Judges have certified that
this class of bills does come within the
legislative powers of this Parliament, and
not within the legislative powers of the
local legislatures. One of those measures
was the Quebec Timber Bill which is par-
ticularly on all fours with this Bill. I will
not occupy the time of the House by
reading over the clauses of the Bill, but I
will read the marginal notes and particu-
larly those which refer to the powers which
the Company desire to get.

HON. MR. POWER.-Who were the
corporators in that case. .

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-A
Company incorporated under the Joint
Stock Companies Act of Scotland or
England; the corporators are not men-
tioned. There were two questions asked,
one with reference to the existence of the
Company under a Scotch Act, and the
other with reference to its objects in this
country, and whether these objects carne
within the power of this Parliament, or of
the Local Legislature.

HON. MR. TRUDEL-Is it not a fact
that this timber Company was a corpora-
tion already existing and coming before
our Parliament here in Canada asking an
extension of their corporate powers here?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-yes

HON. MR. TRUDEL-Then it is 10
quite a different position : it was a corpor-
ation already existing.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL--
stated that it was a company alreadY e-
isting, and I stated where it got its autho-
rity from, either the English or the Scotch
Act. It came here asking for certain
powers, and its objects were the saine as
those which this company has in view·
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They were conducting the business of
lumberers or timber merchants in Canada
and elsewhere, and manufacturing and
transporting lumber etc., almost the same
kjnd of powers that this Company
desires to get under this Bill, and
it went on to say that they were to acquire
the timber limits of H. Atkinson and
Other limits ; that they might borrow and
give promissory notes, etc. Now, great
doubt was thrown on the point whether
these objects came within the purview of
this Parliament, and the Bill was referred
to the Supreme Court upon the two
Points which -I have mentioned. The
Opinion of the Supreme Court was given
Upon both points. The second of these
questions was whether the objects for
which the incorporation was sought were
such as to take the Bill out of the juris-
diction of the Local Legislature, and in
reply to this they say the Court is of
Opinion that the objects mentioned in this
Hill are within the jurisdiction of the
DOminion Parliament and out of the ex-
clusive jurisdiction of the Legislature of
the Province of Quebec.

HON. MR. POWER-Was that the
ulanimous opinion of the Court ?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.-Yes,
this is certified by Mr. Cassels, the
Registrar of the Court. Then, there was
anlother case in which the company had
1O corporate existence except what it was
PrOposed we should give it. That was
the Provident Association, its object being
to make provision by means of assess-
rnents, dues, donations or other payments
to provide for its members in case of
Sickness or unavoidable misfortune, or, in
Case of death, for their widows and
Orphans. That Bill also was referred to
the Supreme Court. The ground on
which its promoters sought for a charter
here was simply that it was desired to
spread this Provident Association over the
Whole Dominion. The Supreme Court
gave the opinion that the object of the
Bill being to carry out its operations
throughout the Dominion, it was a measure
which did not fall within the class of sub-
jects allotted to the provincial legislatures
Unider the British North America Act.

I'ION. MR. POWER-Did not two of
the judges hesitate in that case ?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-They
hesitated upon another point, but they all
joined in expressing the opinion that "the
Bill is not a measure which falls within
the class of subjects allotted to the Pro
vincial Legislatures under Section 92 of
the British North America Act." So I
think beyond question, so far as the prac-
tice of the Senate and the House of Com-
mons is concerned, and so far as the
opinion of the Supreme Court can guide
us, this Bill is within the jurisdiction of
the Dominion Parliament. As to the
liability of the Company that question can
be carefully considered in the committee to
which the Bill is to be referred. It occu-
pied the attention of the committee of the
other House, and they thought they had
met the difficulty by changing the name
of the Company. It was originally
" Rathbun & Sons." That was changed
to the " Rathbun Company," putting it on
all fours with other companies which
have been incorporated here, such as the
"Mail Company," the " Globe Company,"
the "Gazette Company," and scores of
others, which are to be found in every
volume of our statutes. Their character
and objects, and the extent of their lia-
bility, it is supposed, will be sufficiently
explained to the country by a title given
to them in that way. These are matters
which can be considered in the Private
Bills Committee. I think the Bill should
have the second reading.

HON. MR. TRUDEL-I would ask the
Minister of Justice would it not be as
well to have that clause of the British
North America Act repealed? That
would be better than violating it constantly.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I am
not prepared to answer that question.

HON. MR. MILLER-However un-
desirable it may be to come here for acts
of incorporation which might as well be
granted by the local legislatures, I do not
think we violate the constitution, when we
have concurrent power, to grant such
charters. Neither do I think it makes
any difference whether individuals coming
here have been previously incorporated
either by a local legislature or under the
Joint Stock Companies Act. I must say
I think there is something peculiar in this
Bill; it is of a character which we do not
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have presented to us every day. It is the
application of a private mercantile firm to
have themselves incorporated and to
obtain thereby all the benefits of an incor-
porated company without the liability
which at present attaches to then as a
private firm. I think myself that this
Bill might just as well have been got, for
all the purposes that appear on the face
of it, from the Local Legislature, and
I think it is a great pity that more
of those measures do not cone from
the provincial legislatures. However,
as we have the power, it is very easy
in almost all subjects for incorporation,
under the construction of the law by the
judges of the Supreme Court, to bring
almost any subject not exclusively given
given to the local legislatures under the
jurisdiction of this Parliament by showing
on the face of it an intention to go beyond
any one province, or outside of the
Dominion. I am sorry indeed that it is
so very easy to evade the spirit of the Act
in reference to the jurisdiction of the local
legislatures by such a course, and I am
led to believe that it is done in many
cases here, and done successfully. Now,
these parties come here to be incorporated;
they wish to have all the benefits of the
various clauses of the Joint Stock Com-
panies Act, omitting the 39 th section,
which is a protection to the company in re-
gard to their liabilities. I have listened
to the argument between the hon. member
for Halifax, and the hon. member for
Ottawa on this subject, and I must say at
first blush I thought my hon. friend from
Ottawa was right, but on further consider-
ation I have come to a different con-
clusion.

The Company when incorporated will
come under all of the clauses of the Joint
Stock Companies Act except the 39 th ;
therefore its liability is limited by that
Act; but there is no caution given to the
public that its liability is limited. If it
did not get the benefit of the Act; if as
well as repealing the 3 9th section the 33rd
section was also repealed, then the argu-
ment of the hon. gentleman from Ottawa
would have full force,; but as it is now I
quite agree with my hon. friehd from
Belleville opposite that this is a matter
that will have to be considered in Com-
mittee. It is not usual to throw out a bill
of this kind on second reading, and I see
no reason why this one should not be read

HON. MR. MILLER.

Bill.
the second time and referred to Committee
where it will receive that attention itS
peculiarities deserve.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

SEDUCTION BILL

SECOND READING MOVED.

HON. MR. POWER moved the second
reading of Bill (13), " An Act to provide
for the punishment of seduction and like
offiences." He said: I think it is im-
portant that the House should understand
what the exact nature of this Bill is.
When it was originally introduced in the
other House, it was in my humble opinion,
open to a great niany objections ; several
of the clauses of the Bill were of an ob
jectionable character, and liable to abuse.
The measure was introduced last session
in the House of Commons, and was re-
ferred to a select Committee, by whom a
great many of the objectionable features
were removed. The report of that Coi-
mittee came before the House at too late
a period of the session to enable Parlia-
ment to deal with the Bill; so that it did
not corne up to the Senate last year.
This session the gentleman who had
charge of the Bill in the other House in-
troduced it almost immediately after the
passing of the address to his ExcellencY.
It was read the second time and referred tO
a Select Committee, by whom it was verY
carefully considered; and it was reported tO
the House with severalamendments and--
in my opinion-improvements. In Corn-
mittee of the whole the BIll was still
further amended, 'so that the measure 15
now a very different one from what it was
when originally introduced. In order
that hon. members may understand clearlY
what the Bill now is, I shall take the
liberty of reading some of the more
important clauses, because I know that
recently some hon. gentlemen had the
impression that this Bill was substantially
the same measure that was introduced last
session. These are the principal clauses
in the Bill ; these are the substantiai
enacting clauses. The others deal With
the procedure, limitations of actions'
and things of that sort.

The first clause of the Bill provides that
any man who shall under promise of rnar-
riage, seduce and have illicit connectiOn
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With any unmarried female of previous
chaste character, shall be guilty of a mis-
deneanor, and shall be punishable by two
Years imprisonment in a penitentiary, or
for a less term in any other prison.

The second clause provides that any
Person who is a superintendent, tutor or
teacher in a private or public school or-
other public institution of learning attend-
ed by females, or who is instructor of any
fenale in music or any branch of learning
Of art, who has illicit intercourse at any
time or place with any female under his
!nstruction or attending such school or
Institution during the term of his engage-
ment as superintendent, tutor, instructor
Or teacher, shall be guilty of a misdemea-
four.

The third clause provides that ýny
person who shall inveigle or entice any
fema'e of virtuous and chaste character,
to a house of illîfame, or assignation, for
the purpose of illicit intercourse or pros-
titution, or shall knowlingly conceal, or
Ilveigle, or aid or abet in concealing any
such female so inveigled or enticed fpr
the purpose of prostitution or lewdness,
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.

I think that, taking those provisions as
a Whole, they are not objectionable. The
second reading of the Bill was not
?PPosed in the Commons; and my
impression is that the Minister of Jus-
tice does not intend to oppose the second
reading here. The leader of the Govern-
ment in the other House recognized the
fact that certain provisions of this measure
are good ones, and he had it referred to a
8elect Committee. One of the principal
clauses was objected to; but the House
Of Commons showed how strongly it felt
on the matter by sustaining even that
clause against the hostility of some
Of the prominent members of the
Government, by a very considerable
miajority. So much for the general char-
acter of the Bill.

As the Bill has been discussed at
some length in the other House ; as
't is likely to be discussed here to
SomTe extent, and as the Bill is to a
ceitain degree an innovation, one of the
first of this particular kind at any rate
With which we have had to deal in this
honuse, it may be well, in order to give
on gentlemen who may feel disposed to

opose any of the provisions of the Bill,the reasons why I think the, Bill should

pass. I do not expect there will be any
opposition to the second reading ; but it
may be as well perhaps to give here the
reasons why I think those three clauses
should be substantially adopted. The
only clause to which any strong objection
was taken in the other House was the
first, which makes it a penal offence to
seduce a virtuous woman under promise
of marriage. The reasons why that clause
should be adopted should hardly need to
be urged.

The offence in itself is a most grievous
one. The man who having paid attention
to a virtuous woman, wins her affec-
tions, becomes engaged to her, and then
makes use of his influence to lead her to
ruin, is guilty of as great a crime, I think,
as a man can well be charged with. The
offence has every aggravating characteristic
of a crime. It is an offence which involves
deliberation and malice prepense. It is
the greatest offence that can be possibly
committed against a virtuous woman, short
of murder, and ruins the victim for life;
for every one knows that a woman who
has suffered in that way is ruined for life
in almost every case, that her life after-
wards is a burden to her, that her position
in society is lost, and that in a great many
instances she is driven to a life of shame.
Those are two of the elements that go to
make up a serious crime. The third
element in the case is the injury to the
public. To my mind it is a serious injury
to the public that any member of the
community should be victimized in such a
way ; and it is a still more serious injury
that a member of the community should
be driven, as a ruined woman frequently
is, to a life of degradation, where she
becomes an object of police surveillance,
and where she becomes a habitual offender
and leads others to follow in her footsteps.
Thus the offence in itself contains ali the
elements which we should expect to find
in a crime, and which call for condemna-
tion by the state.
. The second reason why I think the Bill

should pass is that where a virtuous woman
who has been engaged to a man has been
seduced by him, his act is generally and
properly regarded a crime and as a very
serious moral offence ; andit is most de-
sirable that the state should recognise that
that offence is a crime. I believe that the
recognition by the state that so serious a
moral offence as seduction is regarded as
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a crime will do a great deal towards deter- valuable than money-to give away ber
ring people from committing such an of- honor-under a false pretence of the worst
fence ; and, although in these days the kind; and he is guilty of a fraud
state is not regarded as being distinctively of the grossest and most contempt
christian, or having any guard over the ible character. If a man who obtains
people living in its jurisdiction as christians a smaii sum of money under faiSe
or as members of churches, as at one time pretences is hable to be deait with crimin-
was the case, still it is an important thing ally under the statute, so the man who
that the state should condemn a serious deprives a woman of her honor under false
moral offence of this character. We are pretences should be. held doubly hable.
not bound now perhaps to do as the A larceny of a trifling character exposes a
state once did, to make the decalogue man to imprisofient in the penitentiarY
part of our common law, or part of our a breach of contract-under a statute
statute law ; but I think the state is per- which we passed in this country not very
fectly justified, and it is its duty to stamp long. ago-by which another person I
with disapproval offences of this character serîously injured, is a criminai offence. I'
just as a state does stamp many other seems to me that, aimost under the ternis
offences against morals. If this Bill passes, of that Act, a party wbo is guilty of an
either inits present form or in a modified offence against the first clause of this Bil
form, it will tend to deter men very much would be hable to punishment. ProbablY
from perpetrating such offences. In the the Act wouid not bear that construction;
present day, it is not an uncommon thing but, there is no more serious injury that
for a man who has been guilty of this base one can do another than the wrongy whiCh
and unmanly offence to boast of it a man does to a woman in this case. wors
afterwards; but when the commission of There is stihi another reason of a
this offence renders him bable to serve dea r of importance, why this Bi tn shold
out a term in the penitentiary, is not at become law: it would tend to prevelt
ail likely that the perpetrator of the crime people from taking the law into their wn
will boast of it As soon as the offence hands. As it is at present, the brother or
becomes a crime punishable by incarcera- father or other near ma e relative of the
tion in the penitentiary, it will become un- woman who is injured, if he has much Of
fashionablep; and I think we should make the man about him, is very dikely to tale
it as uAnfashionable as possible. the aw into ais own hands, and to do

Another reason why this measure should summary justice upon the offender.nt
become law is that it is in a great degree seers to me that it is our duty, as egs
an assimilation of the law on this sub- lators, to prevent private revenge, and r
ject with other portions of the law. Cer- place in the hands of the state the dt Y
tain other offences against morals, which of punishing the offender. Wherever the e

I do not think are a bit more aggravated is a gross wrong, the state should Pr
are criminao offences under the statute vide a remedy, and fot leave it to what iS

law, as for instance rape, bigamy, and called "The wild justice of revenge." r
some other offences. The abduction of a So far I have given what I think a
girl under sixteen years of age, or the pro- the principal reasons for the passing Of this
curing of the seduction of a girl under 21 t hiib . If the House wiîî aîîow me, I shal
years is an offence by our own statute- now refer to the arguments that have be
wich varies somewhat froe the Englis used against the measure. I have glaof-

statute; and it seems to me that the seduc- ed over the reports of the debates on the

tion of a woman under promise of mar- subjet in the other chamber; and if
wiage is a mucb more serious offence than have not noticed ail the objections tha
the mere seduction of a girl without any have been urged against the Bi, the hon
such promise. Then there is a number o gentleman from Sarnia, (Mr. Vida) n-hO
comparativeiy srall offences; there is for bas consented to move the second rad

it asunfahionble a posible

instance the obtainingofmoney under false ing, wil perhaps deal with them.
pretences which is, under our statute a argument used by several gentleeen in
penal offence. In the case before us a man tbe other chamber was that you cIflot
promises to do what he does fot do, and make men virtuous by Act of PaCeiarIe-d
by means of that promise gains a woman's That argument bas à sort of taking SOund
consent to give wat is infinitey more about it, and is apt to impose upoag peogte

ION. MR. POWER.
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who do not stop to consider it ; but the
fact is if that principle were adopted in its
entirety, we should have to abolish our
crininal code altogether. What is our
criminal law ? It is not composed of
enactments to make men virtuous ? The
law cannot touch a man's heart, but it can
tOuch his exterior conduct, his dealings
With the world outside, and our various
criminal enactments undertake to do that.
Althoughaman may think ashe pleases and
feel as he pleases in his own heart, when he
comes to act in such a manner as to affect
Others than himself, then the state has the
right to step in and say such and such
things you shall not do ; and if ever there
Was an offence which the state had a right
to prohibit it is that which is dealt with
in the first clause of this Bill. Another
argument which was used against this pro-
vision of the Bill in the other chamber,
and which has been used by newspaper
correspondents, and by hon. gentlemen
With whom I have spoken on this subject,
is that this enactnent will afford facilities
for blackmail. I do not think there is
any force whatever in that objection.
Wat additional inducement to blackmail
does this bill offer ? Under the present
law, if there has been a promise of mar-
riagu, the woman who is wronged has the
right to bring a civil action for a breach of
promise. If she succeeds in the civil
action she generally recovers very con-siderable damages; and there may be
inducements for a designing woman to
rTake money out of a man, by bringing
that civil action ; but if this Bill passes
there will be nothing to be gained in the
Way Of money by a criminal action. I
think there is a great deal more talk about

elackmail than there is of the thing itself.
here have been very few instances given

of innocent men who have paid large
sumnis of money to designing women. As
a general thing, I fancy that if a man,
Whether young or old, avoids undue fami-
l arity with the opposite sex, he is not
lkely tobe blackmailed. If the tendency of
this Bill will be to make men a little more
careful and circumspect in their dealings
with the other sex, I think it will be a step
'n the right direction. This same argu-Ment that it opens the door to unjustifiable
prosecutions brought for the purpose of
gain aDplies to numerous other offenceswhich are now punishable by statute and
dealt with as crimes. The offence of

rape for instance, and other crimes
which are prohibited by statute,
and with respect to which the law is liable
to abuse. Still the cases in which it is
abused are very rare; and the injuries that
are done by occasional abuse of the law
do not all counterbalance the good that is
done by the prevention of crime. Another
argument against this provision, and one
that was urged very strongly by different
gentlemen is, that it is un-English ; that it
is an innovation on the existing law of
England. I do not think that a very
strong argument It would be absurd to
say tHat we in Canada are not to enact
any law which has not been previously
enacted in England; that we are always
to follow the example of England, and
never to pursue an independent course;
and I cannot imagine that the hon.
gentleman who leads the Government in
this House could use such an argu-
ment as this. He is a member of the
Government who have enacted, with great
applause from their friends and very much
to their own satisfaction, a tariff measure
which.is very un-English indeed, the policy
of which is diametrically opposed to the
policy of England. The tariff is not a
measure that affects only a few indivi-
duals.

HON. MR. ALMON.-Hear! hear !!
It affects the whole country.

HON. MR. POWER.-I am not going
to deal with the merits of the tariff at all;
I am simply saying that the tariff is very
unlike the English tariff. I am not saying
whether it is a better tariff or not, but it
is decidedly un-English, and affects every
man, woman and child in the country.
This measure if passed would affect only
a very few individuals. We live in a some-
what Christian country wheresuch offences
are not common. There have been other
measures as to which we have not waited
for England's example. They have an
Established Church. In Canada we have
done away with the Established Church.
We did not wait for the action of England
in that matter; but no one would undertake
to say that we were wrong in this country in
abolishing the Established Churchas we did.
But in the United States, which is a
country with English traditions, such as
we have here, they have dealt with this
question. The hon. gentleman who in-
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troduced this Bill in the House of Com-
mons shewed that he had made a very
careful and laborious enquiry into the laws
of the United States, and he pointed out
that in at least 24 States as to which he
had made enquiry, they had laws against
this offence.

HON. MR. McINNES-Is the moral
standard higher there than in this country.

HoN. MR. POWER-In the State of
New York they have had a statute similar
to this since 1848 ; and this law has not
been repealed in any single State where it
has been enacted. I suppose the sugges-
tion which has been just made by the
hop. gentleman opposite has occurred to
him spontaneously, but the same remark
was made in the other House. Well, they
may not be as moral in the United States
as they might be, but on the other hand
they may be a great deal better than
they would have been if they had not had
these Acts. I presume that, with that
respect for the course of English legislation
in most matters which characterises the
Minister of Justice, he might be disposed
to lay some stress upon this objection;
and if the House will allow me I shall say
a few words as to the way in which it has
happened there is no legislation in England
upon this subject. In the Saxon times,
previous to the Norman conquest the
bishop and the earl sat together
in the county court, and they dis-
posed of offences civil and criminal. At
the time of the Norman conquest a
change was made, and William the
Conqueror took away the jurisdiction over
crimes which could be looked upon as
being at all religious offences from the
county court, which he left to the sheriff,
and handed the jurisdiction over these
crimes to the bishop, who was to hold his
own court; and for many centuries
the ecclesiastical courts dealt with those
offences, which were looked upon as
being ecclesiastical. Pretty nearly all
offences against the Decalogue were
regarded as a ecclesiastical ofiences, and
they were triable by the ecclesiastical
courts. Sometimes the ecclesiastical court
handed the offender over to the civil
power, to be punished, but more fre-
quently, and particularly since the Refor-
mation, punishments were inflicted by the
ecclesiastical courts. After the Reforma-

tion, in the time of Henry VIII, one of
those ecclesiastical offences somewhat of
this character, was made a penal offence
agaisnt the secular law; and in the reign
of James I, the offence of Bigamy was
made a crime by statute. Under the
protectorate, adultery and those offences
we are now dealing with were made
crimes too ; and by the Indian Code,
which is a very recent enactment in Eng-
land, adultery is made a penal offence.
Stephens, who is the latest and most
authoritative writer on this subject, and
whose work was only published during the
present year, says in his History of the
Criminal Law that the only reason why
certain offences against morals are not
dealt with by the English criminal law
is that they have been regarded as ecclesi-
astical offences, and he is of the opinion
that some of them, at any rate, should be
dealt with as crimes. So much for the
un-English character of the measure. The
English law is not a scientific code by anlY
means; in England as a rule a thing is
not dealt with by Parliament until it be-
comes a pressing inconvenience. Another
argument that was urged against the meas-
ure was that it would drive young men oit
of the country. It seems to me that, if a
young man promises to marry a womnafl,
and takes an improper advantage of that
promise, and chooses to leave the countrY
rather than fulfil his promise, the country
is very well rid of him. Take another
case ; if a clerk embezzles a small Sun'
of money belonging to his employer, if he
steals a small sum, or obtains it under false
pretences, and leaves the country, we do
not hear legislators weeping over his de
parture. The man who loses the moneY
may regret it, but the country. at large is
not disposed to bewail the loss of a young
man of that character. Another reasOn
urged against this measure is that you will
be punishing only one of two guilty parties.
It appears to me that there would be a
good deal of force in that argument as
against the provision in the Bill which wa5

originally introduced ; where the tWo
parties were on equal ground and were
their guilt was alike : then I think It
would be most unfair to single out one for
punishment. But, in the present case the
two parties do not stand on the saine
footing. If a man has promised to marry
a woman, and has the freedom of inter
course withher which that fact giveshimShÇ

HON. MR. POWER,
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s not in the position of being able to pro-
tect herself as if no such engagement
existed. The law of Scotland, which in
mfany other ways is a very wise law, looks
at this fact in such a way as to really marry
the man to the woman if he takes advan-
tage of his engagement. There is another
fact to be considered, that, supposing a
lonan does do wrong, as she undoubtedly
does, even in this case, society punishes her
very severely, indeed more severely than
this Bill will punish the man ; and, if the
state steps in and punishes the man who is
guilty of the atrocious offence provided for
by this clause in the Bill, the state is sim-
Ply Putting the man on the same level
with the woman, or nearly so. Her own
sea-the opinion of her own sex-punishes
an1d degrades her quite as much as
ficarceration in the penitentiary will
Punish and degrade him. Another
argument which was used against theadoption of this measure was that you
colpel a poor innocent man to marry a
WoIfMan of loose character. I do not
think that is putting the case fairly. The
clause sets out with the declaration that it
'nust be an unmarried woman previously
Of chaste character. If a man takes ad-
Vantage of the existence of a promise of
sefarriage-of an engagement between him-
self and the woman-to lead that woman
astray he has no right to speak of her as

eIng a loose woman. If she was good
enlough and virtuous enough to become
engaged to, she was quite good and virtu-
ous enough to marry afterwards. To al-
1W a man to abuse his position as an en-

gaged lover, and then to refuse to marry
w onan on the ground that her character
flot good, is to allow a man in the most

fagrant way to take advantage of his own
long. It cannot be the feeling of this

OUse, which, even more than the other
chaniber, should be looked upon as the
euardian of public morals-it canqot pos-

ybly be that this House will reject a
Ieasure which proposes to protect an un-

Protected woman, and pur.ish a man who
guilty of so serious an offence as this.
ere were other objections to the re-

t4 inog provisions of the Bill, urged in
e House of Commons, but I do not
opose to deal with them at length now.
'nay say, however, that there are several
'Oits in which I think the Bil wouldbear to be amended. I think that therst clause should be altered by providing

that, if a man who has made this promise
carries out his promise and marries the
woman, he shall not be liable to be pro-
ceeded against under this Bill. That
seems to be but reasonable and fair, but
that particular provision was struck out of
the Bill. Then I think the second clause
of the measure requires some modification
also ; and it appears to me, with respect
to the third clause, which deals with the
inveiglement of a woman to a house of
ill-fame, that it migbt very well be limited
to a womar under the age of twenty-one.
With these observations, I beg to move
the second reading of the Bill.

HON. MR. VIDAL-I do not intend
to address the House at this moment, but
I would like to say that the use of my
name in the way it was done, was without
my sanction, and, is a thing I do not
exactly approve It is quite true that I
intimated to the hon. gentleman that I
would support the Bill, but I was never
asked to second it.

HON. MR. POWER.-I was certainly
under the impression that the hon.
gentleman had consented to second the
motion.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the adjournment of the debate until to-
morrow, to stand the first order of the day.

HON. MR. O'DONOHOE gave notice
that he would to-morrow move an arnend-
ment that the Bill be read this day six
months.

The motion was agreed to.

GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY COM-
PANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE moved the
second reading of Bill (8o), "An Act to
amend the Act incorporating the Great
Eastern Railway Company."

The motion was agreed to and the
Bill was read the second time.

The Senate adjourned at 6,oo p.m.
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THE SENATE.

O/taua, Wednesday, April 8, 1883.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock p.m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE SEDUCTION BILL.

SECOND READING.

The order of the day for resuming the
debate on the second reading of Bill (13)
" An Act to provide for the punishment
of seduction and like offences."

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said: I
am glad that the accident of debate has
given me an opportunity of speaking early
on this subject. I think it very important
that the position which the House may
ultimately take on this Bill should be onc
which will command the assent of the
thoughtful portion of the comunity
throughout the Dominion, and one is
obliged to approach it with considerable
care, because ofthe novelty of the legisla-
tion which is asked for, and because of
the apprehension, which I, at all events,
cannot but entertain, that we may be
doing more evil than it is possible to do
good by the measure which is in contem-
plation. That the legislation is novel in
our country is not, as the hon. gentleman
who introduced the Bill suggested, of it-
self a reason against the Bill, but if, in
addition to its being novel, we see that in
our own country the state of morals is as
good, so far as we know, as in other
countries in which such legislation exists,
then I think its novelty is a reason
against it. The legislation which is con-
templated is three-fold. In the first
place, to make the act of seduction
a crime, it being now a sin only ; to
render illicit intercourse between a teacher
and his pupil a crime also, and to provide
a punishment for the inveigling of women
of any age into places of ill fame or
houses of assignation. I fancy that every-
one who hears me will agree in condemn-
ing those offences, and that whatever is
best to be done, as far as possible, to
diminish such offences we should be
willing to do; the only difference be-
tween us is as to the measures which should

be adopted for that purpose. Now, as tO
the novelty of it, I find thatthe Bill whichis
now proposed issubstantially the law in very
many states of the neighboring Union, and
in France and Germany. It is not the
law in Great Britain or in any colony of
the empire, and I think we are bound to
aslç ourselves whether the state of morals
in those countries, as far as we know,
leaves anything to be desired on our part;
whether there is any evidence before the
community-not before the House-but
whether we know as private citizens Of
any evidence leading us justly and soundlY
to the conclusion that the state of morals
in those communities is higher and better
than in ours. For my own part, I
feel bound to answer that question in
the negative. I do not pretend to have
full information on the point ; I do nOt
know that any of us have, or that statis-
tics have been published on the subject,
but so far as ordinary reading and the
information which one can obtain in the
intercourse of life can show, I feel bound
to say that there is nothing in the state Of
morals in those countries for us to envY
or which should lead us to the conclusiOni
pointed to in this Bill. So far as our
knowledge of the subject goes, there is

no country, probably, where these
offences prevail less, where the modestY O
the women is more justly celebrated thal
in Ireland, yet there is nothiflg
there but the restraints of religion. Are
not these restraints sufficiently strong tO
induce people to maintain a decent state
of morals in this respect ? They have
been found strong enough in the colonies
of the empire and in Great Britain itself-
In the kingdom of England and Scotland'
which do- not, perhaps, in that respect
stand on quite so high a level as Ireland,
but still occupy a position leaving noth'i1
to be envied in the States of the UniW'
pointed out, or in Germany or France.
Neither there nor in the colonies is there
any disposition to change the la*
on this grave subject. That beng
the case, one is curious to understand
and, if possible, to appreciate he-
motives which have induced people to
lieve that any good could be done by suc
a measure as this. The Bill itself, 1 ami
bound to say, does not seem to have beei
prepared with that thought which shoult
have been given to such a subject t
seems to me (I do not desire to express
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in any offensive way) to have been drawn
for superficial reasons, and not drawn after
that study of the question which is neces-
sarY to inspire confidence in a measure,
and which would commend it to the
Legislature. I have practised at the
bar for some years, and I do not
remember a case of seduction which
COmmanded the sympathy which an
honest man would naturally feel for a be-
trayed girl. My experience has been
rather the other way---that these are cases
Of nutual and equal guilt, or cases where
strong passion has carried away one or the
other, or both of the parties. I speak of

y own experience : I will add presently
experience of others, I think it is imi-
Portant in this respect, that people are
apt to picture to themselves cases which
connand their sympathy and which hurry
themn into action, which, but for this
sYmpathy they would not be hur-
ried into. A man of gentle thought
and tender feelings at once pictures to
hilself, when seduction is mentioned the
betrayal of some poor young innocent girl
y Some artful man, her superior in age and

education, and using all the wiles which go
to tempt her into iniquity. Now, if a
case of that kind presents itself, one's
strOng feeling would lead him to such
egislation as this, but that is not the ex-
Perience which men have who deal with
those cases : it is not the experience of
Jtldges and lawyers. I have seen gentle-
rnen in Ottawa here, within the last two
or three days, men in the first rank
Of their profession' on both sides of
Politics, who have seen those cases before
the courts in great numbers : one spoke
Of havng seen fifty or sixty of them.
These gentlemen, who have such oppor-
tlinities of arriving at a sound conclusion
as to the motives of action, and as to the
degree of guilt exposed in the trials before
Courts and jtwies, agree in deploring the
Prospect of any legislation of this kind
taking place, and agree that the large
ITajority of cases are not of the class to
which I have alluded, but are of a much
grOsser kind-cases in which those who
are interested in the girl are not unwilling
and where the girl herself does not resist,

nd take those steps for the protection of
OI own chastity which every girl, who

flot imbecile, is able to take. These
are the cases which come before courts of
Justice and juries. This is a serious thing
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to say, and I would not state it.without
strong reasons. I have received com-
munications from two of the most eminent
judges in Canada who have written
voluntarily, without my suggestion, against
the legislation contemplated by this Bill.
One of these gentlemen says :-

"I see a Bill reported by a select com-
mittee, and read a second time, making
adultery and seduction criminal offences. I
can hardly conceive anv more dangerous
step than could be taken in the present com-
plicated state of society than to bring such
matters within the scope of criminal legisla-
tion. It migrht suit a primitive and simple
state of society like that of the old Puritan
communities of New England. As an old
Judge, alas, of many years' experience in
trving civil and criniinal cases, I look with
undisguised alarm at the probable effects of
such legislation on the world as it now is
around us ; but to my mind the greatest objec-
tion to the proposal(as I understand it), is that
it is only a crime for punishment in the man
and not in the woman. It is intelligible to
declare that such offences are crimes, but it
is absurd, to my mind, to declare that the
criminality is only with one of the two
'actors. If it be a sin or a crime, the princi-
pals must be equally guilty. It is nonsense
to declare that because the consequences, the
shame and suffering, fall chiefly on the female
the sin or the crime is not equally with her
as with hin. Such one-sided legisiation is
an utter confusion of right and wrong, and a
burlesque on discriminating justice. I take
a strong view and look upon such one-sided
legislation as a tampering with iminutable
prnciples of right and wrong. Women
should be made to understand that they must
guard their own honor and chastity. As the
law now is, they are too frequenily the se-
ducers and tenpters, and then obtain, or
their parents for them, damages. Give them
the additional terrors of a criminal prosecu-
cution, and the effect on publie morals will
be indeed edifying."

HON. MR. POWER-That letter does
not refer to the Bill before the House at
all, but clearly refers to the Bill, as intro-
duced in its original form, which made
seduction in any case a crime.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-It
does undoubtedly refer to the Bill in its
original form, but it discusses points of
the Bill which have not been eliminated,
and which are before the House. The
ground taken by that eminent judge is
one which every lawyer who has practiced
in court knows to be sound. I feel reluc-
tant to say it, but it is not the case that
the women who enter the courts with
actions for damages are those who deserve
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sympathy and support. The feeling of
the fathers and relatives of girls who make
their appearance in Court on these actions
is, shall I say it, mercenary ; there is no
strong sense of dishonor done to the
daughter or relative. There is a feeling
that there should be so much money got
out of the defendant, and if, in addition
to putting a girl in a position to extract
damages you give her the power to say,
" you must either go to the penitentiary or
marry me," what a temptation you offer
her to sacrifice her honor ! She may say
in her feeling or passion, or her desire
to get married, " Well, I will have
him one way or the other ; he will
either marry me or go to the penitentiary."
Is that a sound position to have the law
in ? I doubt and distrust it very rnuch.

The other letter which I have points to
a very grave danger which men are ex-
posed to in their intercourse with women
of this character, although, it is not with
reference to actions for seduction. The
learned judge refers to a case where a
young man was charged with rape on a
young woman. The evidence of the
woman was very clear; she swore to the
commission of the offence distinctly.
On the part of the defence it
was shown that for a month or six
weeks after the offence they were in
daily intercourse, visiting at each other's
houses and dining and taking tea together
without objections from the parents on
either side. When the young woman
found that she was pregnant, she
accused the young man of a rape.
The judge, on hearing of her con-
duct during the month after the offence,
and that the girl had made no complaint
even to her mother, charge very strongly
for the defence, and said t he jury should
acquit the prisoner. To his consternation
they found him guilty. In such a glaring
case he declined to pronounce sentence,
and held the prisoner over for trial at the
next assizes, and sent a copy of
dence to me. He protests
this kind of legislation. It
rather hard to present these
it looks like a want of
feeling and sympathy, but these
views of practical men who have

the evi-
against

seems

facts :
good

are the
to deal

with these cases. You cannot, in legis-
lation, act on sentimental grounds, but on
grounds which are really likely to affect
the subject matter you have to deal with,
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and you cannot have better evidence than
I am attempting to offer to the House.

Upon the general ground, my hon.
friend from Niagara put into my hands,
a moment ago, a passage from the By-
stander, which perhaps most 'hon. gentle-
men have seen, but which puts this ques-
tion on a satisfactory batis which
commends itself to my judgment very
strongly, and which, I think, is the true
ground to put it on. As I said at
the outset, I desire, as everybody would
wish, to do what is best, only I do not
agree that this is best. The article is as
follows :-

" Mr. Charlton moves, practically, to inake
the illicit intercourse of the sexes a crime,
and punish the male offenderalone. To pro-
test against the injustice wouId be id le;
philanthrophy likes injustice. But does not
Mr. Charlton see that lie is taking away the
principal safe-guard o' female purity by
declaring, as in effect lie proposes to do, that
breach of chastity is no offence in a womnan,
and that even when she allures a lover, as it
is preposterous to doubt that licentious
wonen ofien do, she is to be regarded as a
passive and guiltless victini ? Law will, as
usual, mould opinion, and less shame will
attend what the law proclains to be merely
a wrong involuntarily undergone. In civr
lized countries a woman is protected frOu
violence. by the Governient; against the
enemy in ber own breast she must
protect herself; she is the keeper
of lier honor, and she knows that a
promise is not marriage. It is singuIlar
that those who wislh to call lier to the exercise
of political power should at the same timie
treat ber as a creature devoid of sense an
will. Violent legisiation is the nostrum to
which minds of a certain type are ready to flY
whenever they see anything amiss, without
considering what the general eflect wril be.
A new weapon will be put into the hand of
the female black-mailer, to whose machina-
tions the characters of clergymen and nediCl
men especially are exposed, as lias just beel
proved by a signal exanple in this country'
and by a tragical example in England. 1 here
are varieties of character, female as well a0
male, and female as well as male flends. of
this, enthusiasts take no heed; male reputa
tions, even when they are of the highest
importance to the community, being benelou
the notice of benevolence. By the provieiOS
that the offender shall be let off if lie can
plead that lie lias married the girl, a vista
eonspiracy, forced marriage and dolestG
niisery is opened to view. Anv woman wo
can entrap a foolish youth w11 be able.
compel him to marry lier on pain of belng
put in the dock. Experienced lawyers s
that real cases of seduction are rare; bu
Mr. Charlton's Bill becomes law, fictitioU
cases of secuction are likely to abound. Sue

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL,
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Acts have been passed, no doubt, by legisla-
tures in the United States. Legislatures in
the United States will for show pass any-
thing that is sentimental with more ease than
they would pass an effective law against
corruption ; but to what extent have these
elactrents been put irto execution ? The
'1 icit intercourse of the exes is a sin which,
besides destroying puritv and beauty of
Character, poisons the v*ery well-s ring of'
humian happiness. A crime in t re legal
sense it is not ; iuch less is it a crime in one

.rt.V alune. In the real interest of noralitvit isto he hoped that M r. Charlton's proposai
Wil lever become law."

Now, to mv mind that expresses sound
jUdgment.

feHON. MR. POWER-That again re-
fers to the original Bill.

ION. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-But
the reasons affect the Bill as it now stands,
also. You would put in the hands of a
licentious woman, or a woman full of
Passions, or one anxious at all hazards to
accomplish her ends, not only great power,
but an absolute temptation to sin, because
she would feel, " I shall have that man in
'1Y power. He must marry me or go to
Pemntentiary." Now, I think that is a1ery bad state to leave things in. I have
Said so much on this clause of the BillI
rTerely because I wish to draw attentionto it, and express the reasons which seem
do 'e to render such legislation un-
desirable. I desire to draw a strict line
Of distinction between opposing this Bill,

d not being anxious to do whatever

di ay seern best for the purpose of
b 'linishing the offences which take place

Ut which, I think, should be attacked byOther means.
With reference to the other clauses of1he ill, one of them, I think, is exceed-

lgly objectionable. But first, another word
a to the part of the Bill which relates toseduction : if it had drawn a certain dis-
t1netion between woman as to age,
tsi for instance, if it had relatedr cases where the woman is under
'7 and the man over 35, where one
th igh. suppose the youth and innocence ofae girl had been overcome by the aged artifices of the man, it would havebeen less objectionable, but even then it is
gilcult to say that one of the parties islsilty of a crime and the co-sinner is guilt-
teSS But it is still most unwise to declare
the Offence a crime and say that only one is

guilty and yet say nothing as to the ages
of the parties. Supposing the man is 20

and the woman is 25, I do not think any-
one would doubt that at those respective
ages the woman would be the temptress,
and yet there is no distinction made in
this Bill. I think that is very repre-
hensible.

To the second clause of the Bill, which
makes the illicit intercourse of a teacher
with his pupil an offence punishable with
two years confinement in penitentiary, I
have very strong objections ; and this is
one of the reasons which makt me think
that the Bill has not had the thoughtful
cohsideration which it should receive.
It is a philanthrophy which seeks to en-
force its views by arbitrary measures.
This clause making it a crime for a teacher
to have illicit intercourse with his pupil, is
without limit. It does not apply merely
to an offence committed while the pupil
is still under the influence of the teacher;
it is not limited to girls of tender years
the language is general and says that in
case of illicit intercourse between teacher
and pupil one shall be liable to go to peni-
tentiary and the other shall not be punished.
I do not think there could be a more strik-
ing illustration of the truth of one pas-
sage in the paper which I have read
than that-I mean the passage which
attributes this kind of legislation to
the arbitrary feeling of philanthrophists:-
" Violent legislation is the nostrum to
which minds of a certain type are ready to
fly whenever they see anything amisss,
without considering what the general
effect will be." I believe that to be a true
and well spoken sentence, expressing what
I think many members of this House will
entirely concur in. Something or other
may have suggested to whoever prepared
this Bill that the evil of illicit intercourse
between teacher and pupil was very great,
and that it must of necessity be between
a man of mature years and a young and
innocent girl.

When the character of this Bill became
known, there was a meeting ofteachers in
Toronto, to protest against members of
th2ir profession being peculiarly exposed
to punishment in reference to this subject.
A report of the proceedings and copies of
the resolutions passed at that meeting were
forwarded to the Premier, who has sent
them to me. One teacher says he has
practised his profession for 57 years and
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never known a case of the kind
referred to in this clause. Does any
member of this House know a cause for
treating teachers in a different manner
from other subjects of Her Majesty ? Are
they more loose in their morals than lawyers,
clergymen or other classes of society ? I
do not think they are. Whoever drew this
Bill has possibly pre-supposed that be-
causeof the relations -xisting between pupil
and teacher, one is necessarily of mature
age and the other of tender vears and there-
fore advantage may be taken by the teacher
to seduce his pupil. So far as we know,
that is not the case. The Bill does not
limit the offence to occasions when the

that that committee should be so compos-
ed as to give it the best consideration
which it can receive from members of this
House. Hon. gentlemen may have some
difficulty in assenting to the second read-
ing because many of them are opposed to
it on principle. I am, myself, as it stands,
opposed to it, and I think the way to over-
come that difficulty will be to let the Bill
be read the second time with the under-
standing that hon. gentlemen are free tO
oppose the measure, if they think fit, when
it is reported back to the House by the
special committee to which I propose that
it shall be referred.

pupil is under the control and influence HON. MR. KAULBACH-After paying
of the teacher, but says it may take place close attention to the remarks of my hon.
at any time and without reference to the friend who proposed the second reading
ages of the parties. A music teacher may of this Bil yesterday, I rose to my feet
have a pupil of his own age or older; hoping then to be able to express Y
they may meet at any time or place and dissent, and to show why in my humble
if any offence of this kind is committed opinion this measure should not becorne
he is liable to punishment which does not law. I was anticipated, however, by the
apply to other subjects of Her Majesty! hon. leader of the Government, and Was
It would be very wrong and unjust to im- very glad to yield the floor to him. 1
pose upon any class of the community now rise with great diffidence to speak 01,
such legislation. the subject after having heard the able

The other clause of the Bill, which remarks of the Minister of justice. A
relates to the inveigling of young women great deal that I intended to say hes
into houses cf ill repute for the purpose been said by him, and anything 1
of making prostitutes of them, I am quite could now utter would be but a feeble
ready to' give my acquiescence to. I repetition of what has fallen from my hon.
know that cases of the kind have friend. Feeling, as I do, however, that
occurred ; more particularly I recol- we should not commit ourselves to th,
lect a very lamentable case being pub- principle of the Bill, I believe that it
lished in the English papers describing should not be read the second time. .
how young women were taken to such regard it as a violation of those prîn'
places. To a clause which would tend to ciples of right that should influence
prevent that I would willingly give my our deliberations. While we must ah feel
assent : but I repeat I am very desirous solicitous that innocence and virtue shouîd
that the position taken by the House be surrounded by every safeguard, ar,
should be one which would commend it- while we believe that the purity of e
self to the thoughtful sense of the com- man lies at the basis of social and ra
munity. Therefore, I hope that the hon. life, at the same time we mùst feel thlt
gentleman from Toronto (Mr. O'Donohoe) such a measure as this is a slur and ie
who gave notice of a motion to reject the proach on the self-respect of CanadiaI
Bill altogether, will not press it. The women. *d
subjectdeserves mostcareful consideration, Seduction is a sm of two, accompih
and the very reasons which induce me to by the free consent of both parties. Our
think that it has not had sufficient con- criminal law protects women from force
sideration on the part of those who pro- and violence-and our civil law fro11 and
pose it, are reasons why we should againstfraudulent promises of marriag
endeavor to deal more carefully withigofurtherthanthisis not to be desire
it. My suggestion is that the Bill by any woman of self-respect. This
should be read the second time now says, in effect, "you Canadian wolTen a
and referred to a special committee so abandoned and effete in virtue that the
to consider it, and I would be ver) only safety and protection foryhumb

HON. SiI i ALEX. CAMPBELL.
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only chance for honorable existence, is in
Passing a law making seduction a crime
im men, but not a crime in you women."
This Bill is barren of any good, and fruitful
of great evil, giving a bonus to unchastity,
driving the seducer-possibly the more
innocent party-to fligbt, and the woman
to abandonment and exposure of her guilt,
or to an enforced and unhappy marriage
With all the dreadful consequences of
Such a union. It offers terrible tempta-
tions to designing women, and
even to some parents to pander to the
seduction of their children for the pur-
Poses of an alliance, or blackmail. The
Bill as it is has social dangers. It opens
Up a new way of getting a living by sin
and shame. It places the power in the
hands of an unprincipled adventuress to
trade in her own loss of virtue, and to
entrap and make victims of the youth of
Our country. And it widens the door to
Prying fraud and countless other evils.
The really injured girl who has been
betrayed through her confiding nature
and the trustfulness of her womanly heart
Will not give evidence; to her this Bill,
if made law, would afford no consolation.
Woman's purity lies at the very root of our
Social fabric, and the peace and happiness
Of the community. No country can prosper
and take high rank without woman's
Moral standard being kept exalted. All
Possible safeguards should be thrown
around innocence and virtue. But the
natural guardians should be the surest
safeguards to our daughters' virtue. The
criminal law cannot supply their place.
Womnen's purity cannot be secured by any
crilinal enactments.

My hon. friend has failed to show that
there is a necessity for such legislation,
and until such time as that necessity
arises--which I hope will never come-
it is premature to anticipate it and legis-
late for a crime that does not exist. The
hon. gentleman from Halifax says it will
Prevent this crime from becoming fashion-
able, but the crime must first exist before
it can become fashionable. In the course

virtuous woman who has fallen in the
estimation of society, by an error on her
part, is not the woman who will come for-
ward and expose her wrong and seek for
the punishment of the ofiender. When
the woman does come forward under
such circumstances, it is because she
has inveigled the man and is en-
deavoring by her own acts to bring
him to one of two things, either to
marry her or send him to the Peniten-
tiary. I do not think, after the remarks
of the leader of the Governnent, that it is
advisable for me to say anything more on
this subject ; he has so fully brought the
matter before the House, that anything I
might say would be superfluous and
unnecessary. I am satisfied that if this
Bill were placed in the hands of those
most interested-the women of the coun-
try-and their opinion were asked with
respect to it, they would say that it was
a law that was totally uncalled for ; I am
glad that we are in the future to have to
a large extent the opinions of women on
public questions, and I am satisfied that
if those of them to whom the franchise is
to be given, were asked if a measure of
this kind was a necessity, their reply would
be that it was not, and that it was a slur
on womankind.

Hox. MR. POWER.-I wish to say
that I am perfectly willing to accept the
suggestion made by the hon. Minister of
Justice.

HoN. MR. ALLAN.-The hon. leader
of the Jovernment referred to a meeting
of school teachers, in Toronto the other
day, and to the resolution passed on that
occasion. I would like to read a commu-
nication sent to me from that meeting
which is as follows :

ToRoNTo, April 14th, 1883.
HoN. G. W. ALLAN, Senator.

DEAR SiR,-Herewith is enclosed a copv
of' a resolution adopted unanimously at ~a
public meeeting of teacliers, held in this citv
on the 12th instant; embracing both those

Of his remarks he referred to objections teachîng in sciioois unGer qiovern ment in-
th spection and in Private Institutions. Theat had been urged in another place opiion of all present was strongly adverse
against this Bill for the purpose, as he to the second clause in Mr. Charlton's Bill;
said, of controverting them, but the as they considered its tendency is to inflict
cases he cited, where other offences such grievous injury on the country, by lessening
as obtaining mone under false pretences tle respect of the community towards a class
sbta m . of men occupyig a niost reeponsible and
steaing, etc., are made crimes, have no honorable position; and, also that, if itanalogy to an offence of this kind. A becomes law, a tiagrant injustice will be done
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to the teachers by subjecting theni to the
constant suspicion of their lellow-citizens.

We have the honor to be, Sir,
Your obedient servants,

(Signed),{ARCHIBALD McMURCHY,
Committee SAMUEL McALLISTER,

(RICHARD LEWIS.

TJhe resolution referred to is as follows:

" Resolved-That a meeting consisting of
teachers of every class and subject, regards
clause No. 2 in Mr. Charlton's Bill for the
punishment of seduction, as unjust to the
profession, and desires to record its protest
against the invidious distinction therein con-
tained. IL therefore recommends, as the Bill
is iniperfect, in that it fails to reach all who
have influence over female minors, that
another clause be substituted, which will
enibrace under the penalty all persons who
are guilty ofseducing female miuors "

No doubt hon. gentlemen have all
seen this report, and it is therefore
unnecessary to dwell upon it, but there
can be no question about the very strong
feeling of indignation-and I think very
just indignation-which the clause of that
Bill, here referred to, has excited, in the
minds of teachers in that part of Ontario.
Therefore, I certainly hope, the clause
will not be allowed to stand in the Bill, if
passed. After the iappeal which has been
made by the hon. Minister of Justice, I
earnestly trust that the hon. gentleman
from Halifax will not press his motion.
While I should be very sorry to see this
House indulging in what the leader of
the Government has called sentimental
legislation, yet I think that the Senate
should give its most grave and careful
consideration to this subject, and not
simply reject the Bill without any further
consideration. I think if the Bill is
allowed to go to a Special Committee,
and if it is found that it cannot be put
into such a shape as would justify this
House in passing it, then it can be drop-
ped. I would be very sorry, moreover,
to see it given the six months hoist.

HON. MR. O'DONOHOE-When I
proposed yesterday to have this Bill read
six months hence, instead of. now, I had
not the advantage of hearing, nor did I
know myself, what was the opinion of the
leader of the Government. But, while I
am glad to hear the reasons which he has
advanced against the Bill, still I am not
of one mind with him as to the preserva-

(SENA
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tion of any portion of it. To my mind
the Bill, from beginning to end, is crude
legislation, of a piece wlth legislation of
which, in the province from which I cone
we have had entirely too much, and which
has been to the detriment of the general
interests of this country. But, inasmuch
as the honorable leader of the Govern-
ment proposes that the subject should be
referred to a cornmittee, and by that
means the matter will still have more con-
sideration, than it might possibly have
here, I cannot find any objection, and
have none at all to agreeing to the pro-
position he has made. Taking the Bill
from the hands of its promoter here, and
judging of it by what he advanced in its
favor, there is no case made, in my
opinion, deserving of legislation. The
hon. gentleman from Halifax has gone
back tothe very threshold of the heptarchy,
and he has traced down the criminal code
from that hour to the present, and still he
admits that only a few cases can be found.
Now, if there was anything needed tO
prove that there is no necessity for such
legislation as this, it does seem to me that
that has been proved most exactly by the
hon. gentleman who has charge of the
Bill.

HON. MR. POWER-If the hon. gen-
tieman will excuse me, I would say that I
made no such assertion.

HON. MR. O'DONOHOE-My hoil.
friend will allow me to say that in speak'
ing of the number of cases that he could
advert to, they were very few ; at al1
events I noted his words at the time, and
if I am wrong I am quite willing to be
corrected. In all the legislation of Eng-
land there has never been an attempt
made to convert this into a criminal 0.-
fence : it is not in its very nature a crirme-
nal offence, and never was, and although
legislation has gone on in the 'United
States in regard to it, it is necessarY il'
the direction of changing the mode of re-
covery of civil damages. Instead of such
legislation being advanced to-day in En
land, actions of this sort are diminished.
In the very last Parliament, breach o. a
promise of mariage was by legislato
rendered no longer actionable ; so the
offences of this nature should be regarded
as rather civil than criminal.
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HON. MR. KAULBACH-Is my hon.
friend correct in saying that breach of
Promise of marriage is a civil offence, and
that the remedy has been cancelled in
England ?

HoN. MR. O'DONOHOE-That is
as I understand it. It surprised me very
much ; of course I have not got the reports
of the speeches from any authoritative
source, but the ordinary reports of the
Debates in the House of Commons were
to that effect.

ION. MR. POWER-It is only the
Other day that a member of Parliament
(Mr. Biggar) was cast in heavy damages
in a suit for breach of promise.

HON. MR. O'DONOHOE - Yes, I
know all about that. The observations
Which I had intended to address to th-e
Senate are rendered unnecessary by reason
Of the remarks of the hon. Minister of
Justice, and therefore I am relieved of the
necessity of advancing against the Bill, at
Present, reasons which I intended to
Present to this House. But while, to my
find, every portion of the Bill is objec-
tionable, there is no part of it more so
than that which selects the body of teachers
Particularly as the object of its provisions.
I feel that that clause must be extrenelv
Offensive to a body of the most cultivated
Men in the country, and while they are so
selected, no reasons and no statistics are
gives for such a selection. Their oppor-
tunities are not so good for the commission
of this crime as is the case with some
Other professions. They are not as good
by reason of the very numbers of their
Pupils and the very hours of their attend-ance, as well as from the nature of their
d.uty to the pupils. All these conditions
give them no such opportunities as are
Possessed by the minister, by the lawyer,
Or by the doctor. The doctor finds his
Patient alone with him and the very nature
of the malady of that patient must be dis-
closed to him, and bring him in contact
More closely with her than is the case
With the teacher and his pupil. So the
laWyer, in his position as counsel, or as
adviser; he is alone with his client : and'
the minister in like manner. Why then
should the body of teachers--that bodyWho from their very youth are trained for
the very purpose of educating the youth

of our country-why offer theni a gratùitous
offence such as no body of men could
silently endure ? The hon. Minister of
Justice speaks of some one clause that
might be left in the Bill, and while I do
not agree that it has any clause in it which
should be continued, yet, inasmuch as the
leader of the Government desires
to refer the Bill to a committee,
which I presume will be, as it were,
a crucible in which to test every line of
the measure, I can have no objection ot
that course ; and, awaiting the deliberation
and actions of that committee, I shall re-
serve any further remarks that I have to
make upon the Bill until the report of that
committee is received, if in th wisdom of
this House the Bill is so referred.

HON. MR. READ-I would like to say
a few words on this crude, ill-digested
measure. I must say that I endorse al-
most every word said by the gentleman
who has just resumed his seat, and certain-
ly the second clause of the Bill seems to
me very extraordinary. I will just read it
to the House, that hon. gentlemen may
all see the objectionable character of it.
It is as follows : " Any person who is a sup-
erintendent, tutor or teacher in a private
or public school, or other public institution
of learning attended by females, or who is
instructor of any female in music or any
branch of learning or art, who has illicit
intercourse at any time or place with any
female under his instruction, or attending
such school or institution during the term
of his engagement as superintendent, tutor,
instructor or teacher, shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor, and shall be punishable as
hereinafter provided."

Now what is the effect of that provision ?
The tutor, instructor, or superintendent
may never have seen this female attend-
ing the school; she may not be in his
class or department at all, she may be
chaste, but it does not say she shall be of
a moral character, and she inay be attend-
ing the school taking drawing or music
lessons, or any other instruction, yet she
may not be in the department of the per-
son who may afterwards have illicit con-
nection with her. She may not be of a
chaste, moral character, and he may meet
her at any time during his engagement as
a teacher-at any other place-and be
liable under this clause. She may per
haps, at the time she is taking these draw-
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ing or music lessons, or lessons in any other
department, never have come in contact
with this man before, and-I am giving a
possible case-she may be under the pro-
tection of another man at the time the
illicit intercourse may have occurred.
Therefore I hope that this second-this
most objectionable-clause of the Bill will
be expunged when it goes before the
committee. Hon. gentlemen will remem-
ber that there is such a thing as blackmail,
and a female going to school may aspire
to a husband. We saw only a few days
ago that a minister in Brantford, Rev. Mr.
Black, was conspired against by his own
wife and a girl in his house, but he has
been exonorated from any charge against
him, and his salary has been increased by
his parishioners. I consider the whole
bill crude and ill digested. It wants the
pruning knife, and I hope it will be used
with effect when it comes before the
committee.

HON. MR. OGILVIE-I shall occupy
but a very brief portion of the time of the
Senate. I do not say, as did the hon.
gentleman who spoke last, that this mea-
sure requires the use of the pruning knife;
I do not think it does. I think it requires
more, notwithstanding that I have to differ
from the opinion of the Hon. Minister of
Justice, which I do but seldom-I think
that in this case the hon. gentleman from
Toronto (Mr. O'Donohoe) was right
when he said· that the Bill should be
thrown out altogether. I have listened
carefully to this discussion, and as there
have been some few articles read expres-
sing the opinions held elsewhere, perhaps
I might be allowed to read to the House
a short article from a recent number of a
Toronto paper ; It says: "That estimable
class of the community, the teachers, very
justly express their objection to the slur
cast upon them by that remarkable piece
of Pharisaic legislation called 'Mr. Charl-
ton's Seduction Bill.' The marvel is that
there has not been a meeting of women to
protest against the far greater slur cast
upon them, not by one clause only, but by
every word and letter of the bill. Given
protection-legal protection-from force
and fraud, dare it be said that the women
of Canada are too conscienceless and
mindless, too evil and too ignorant in
freedom of will to preserve themselves
pure? Are the mothers and fathers in

HON. MR. READ.

Canada too heartless and foolish to be
trusted to point out to their children the
difference betweein good and evil, and so
enable the young and inexperienced in
freedom to protect themselves from that
voluntary participation in sin, without
which no 'seduction' can occur? Why
should law commit a glaring injustice by
making 'seduction' a crime of one, when
everyone knows in his and her heart it is
a sin of two-a sin against each other,
against the present and the future race,
and against religion of every kind, agnos-
tic inclusive, which acknowledges a moral
law ?

"Should this bill become law the first
outcry against it will be from women themT-
selves-from mothers, probably, whose
innocent (?) sons have been 'led astray
by some 'designing girl.'

" As one of the first-if not the very first,
who wrote plainly and sharply against this
worse than nonsensical piece of legislation,
may I add that I plead guilty to being one
of those inclined to look upon the Senate
as a useless incumberance. But I cry
'peccavi.' It is in cases like these where
the fear of constituencies has forced
members to bow to the clamour of a shamn
morality, that the calmer judgment, and
more assured position of the Senators, mnaY
prove useful in throwing out the bill,
which is contrary to ail principles Of
justice and equity. If the Senate does So,
it will go far to convince many that their
usefulness is not gone. "

I can only say that I agree with the
sentiments therein expressed, and I r
only sorry that the bill is not thrown Out,
and that we are not done with it altogethe,
for I think the longer we keep it before us,
the worse it is.

HON. MR. VIDAL-While I agree If

the main with the observations which
have been made by the hon. Minister of
justice, with respect to this Bill, I do YIOt

totally coincide with him. I take isue
with some statements he has made with
reference to the contents of the Bill, and
the general arguments he has adduced
against its being entertained. 1-le has
drawn a distinction between crime and
sin, intending us to understand that the
crime really against which this Bill s
directed is not properly so called, but that
it comes under that category of sin whict
we, as legislators, cannot hope to prevent
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by any enactment. I consider it to be a
crime, and a crime of the most heinous
nature. It has already been urged in this
debate, by the hon. gentleman from
Lunenburg, that every protection is
granted to women, and that no man
can lift his hand to do her injury, yet
while our law will protect her from
receiving a trifling injury at the
hands of a man, and will execute
the penalty of death upon a man who
Shall take her life away, still there is no
Penalty to be inflicted upon the man who
takes from her what is more dear than life.
Is that no crime, to take from a virtuous
WoIrman that which to her is more precious
and more dear than life itself? How
Often have we seen the result of a trans-
action of this kind lead to suicide, or if
not to suicide-if there is not, shall I say,
the moral courage to commit suicide-to
even worse-to the complete destruction
Of the woman's moral character and virtue,
and drive her to associate with those who
are living lives of profligacy and sin. I
hold that this is not only a crime against
th.e individual woman herself, but it is a
cruie which entails misery and anguish
UPon all those who are connected with her.
What would be the feeling of a parent, or
a brother, or any dear relation when such
an outrage as this is committed upon one
near and dear to him ? I do not wonder
that a father or brother, utterly regardless
of the restraints which the law would
throw about him, would take the knife or

1istol and seek vengeance upon the man
that shall have destroyed everything
that to him was precious in daughter or
ster. I think that, while our laws do not

tenounce and punish the commission of
this crime, we may always expect that
there will be the acts I have instanced, on
the Part of those so seriously aggrieved.
1 think, in the interests of society, there
Should be a law upon our Statute-book4 claring that this is an offence or crime
that will bring disgrace and penalty upon
the Man who commits it, as well as upon
the unfortunate woman-the victim of his
thst. In the Bill before us it is provided
that it must be a crime distinctly proven
0h the part of one, and that the other is
cr'e 'victm and not an accomplice in the
trne I hold that the treatment whichhose guilty of this offence receive at theiMds of the world at large, is such that it
's the most unjust and arbitrary thing one

can imagine. You all know that the
woman's character is destroyed. No
matter how virtuous she may have
been : no matter how deeply laid
the scheme which has destroyed her
virtue, she is repudiated, she is cut off from
her sex, she is no longer recognized in
society, and is driven from association
with those who before were her friends.
And what becomes of the man ? Does he
suffer disgrace or social ostracism ? Far
from it ; there is no retributive justice at-
tending him for the crime he has com-
mitted; he carries his head high, and
there are some base enough to boast of
the skill with which they have accom-
plished their vile purpose. I think itis
clearly a crime, and one which ought to
be punishable by law. Now, it is said we
are a virtuous people, and that this crime
is not common in our midst. I rejoice to
believe that testimony, as far as my
information, experience and reading go.
I do not think that, as a people, this
crime is at all common amongst us ; but
we do not wait for a crime to become com-
mon before we pass laws against it,
we not wait until a large number
of murders are committed before we enact
a law for the punishment of that crime,
nor do we delay until a large number of
places are blown up by dynamite before
laws are passed against the illegal use and
keeping of that article. And I ask why
are we to wait here until this crime of
which we are speaking is committed so
frequently that public sentiment will be
aroused throughout Canada, and legislation
be forced upon an unwilling Parliament?
If it is a crime-and we are quite com-
petent to judge whether it is or not-let
us deal with it intelligently, and bring our
judgment to bear upon it. I am not
prepared to take this measure as it comes
to us, and I fully appreciate many of the
observations which have been made,
especially by the hon. Minister of Justice,
upon it. I entirely agree with him that
the first clause must be restricted by
mentioning the age of the person; I think
that is very essential, and I have reason to
believe that such an alteration would not
only meet with no objection, but rather
would be regarded with satisfqction by
those who have taken an interest in this Bill
and desire to see it on our statute book.
In the committee, therefore, I presume,
there will be no objection to meeting that
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difficulty and fixing some limit-19, 20,
21, or whatever age may be fixed as that
under which a person must be, in order
to constitute this a crime. I entirely
agree with the warm feeling which has
been expressed, even by the opponents of
this Bill, with reference to the second
clause, and its allusion to our teachers ; I
think it is a most invidious clause to have
in the Bill, and why they should be
selected I cannot conceive, for I can
think of many other relations in life where
the power and temptation to seduce would
be equally strong. The case of the guardian
and his ward bas been already mentioned,
the physician and his patient, the lawyer
and his clients-all these are standing
just in the same category as the teacher
and his pupil, and I think it is a great
pity that such an invidious distinction
should have been made. Now, my
impression is that the intention of
the author of this Bill was simply
to point out that where, in virtue
of such a relationship subsisting be-
tween them, a person is placed in a position
where he may acquire great power and
influence over any woman, and where this
is taken advantage of, it shall be called
and punished as a misdemeanor. That is
the meaning of it, and the clause may
possibly be so altered and re-worded as in
general terms to meet this case, without
unjustly reflecting upon or alluding to any
paaticular class of our people. The third
clause of the Bill is, I think, admittedly a
good one, though of course I understand
it does not meet with the approval of all
the hon. gentlemen who wish to reject the
Bill altogether. I think it is a very impor-
tant section, and one which, so far from
wishing removed, I would rather see
strenghtened and made if possible more
operative. Now objections have been taken
-the Ministerof Justice particularly stated
to objections to this Bill-which really do
not apply to the measure which is now
before us.' They applied very distinctly,
and I felt them myself, to the Bill as it was
originally introduced in the House of
Commons, but these objectionable features
have been taken out, and there is nothing
in the bill which offers the slightest in-
ducemerqt, or puts it in the power of any
designing woman, to levy blackmail on
any man, or to compel any man to marry
her. These two points have been very
much dwelt upon in the extract which has

been read to us, and of course it was in
the original Bill ; but it contains nothing
now which would encourage any one tO
endeavor to levy blackmail, as has been
done sometimes by designing womenl.
Not only that, but so thoroughly are the
circumstances defined and guarded in this
matter, that my fear is that the safeguards
which are thrown around the man, to pro-
tect him from this blackmailing, are such
as to make conviction a very difficult, and
almost impossible thing. It is not often
that the evidence of the woman can be so
substantiated by others as to prove
all the things which are required
to be proved by an independent
witness before conviction can be obtained;
so I think every safeguard bas b een
thrown around those who might be
supposed to be injuriously affected by the
passage of such a Bill. The remaining
clauses are all in the same direction,
limiting the time in which action shall be
brought, and generally throwing difficulties
in the way of any person using the Bil as
a means of imposing either upon societY
or an individual, whom they may desire tO
mulct in a sum of money, or to compel tO
enter into the state of matrimony. I au'
very glad that the hon. Minister of Justice
bas suggested, that the Bill be referred
to a committee; I think it would have
been a pity and wrong to have thrown it
out without giving it consideration. I an'
glad, also, that when the report of that
committee is brought to this House it is
to be considered that the discussion mnaY
go on just as upon a second reading, and
that the principle of the Bill may then be
attacked, or defended, if necessary. in
the meantime I think the Bill should be
allowed to have its second reading, and
go to the committee.

HON. MR. F LINT-I listened with
a great deal of attention to the remarks
made yesterday by the hon. gentleman
from Halifax (Mr. Power) and also to the
remarks which fell from the hon. Minister
of Justice to-day, in relation to this mat-
ter; as well as to the expressions of othe
hon. gentlemen. I have but one opn '0t
of this neasure. I look upon it as a osr
dangerous Bill, and had the motion o
the six months hoist been made, Icer
tainly should have voted for it. I o
npon it that we are legislating in a ,er

dangerous direction in reference tO

HON. MR. VIDAL.
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matter. Now, as to the first clause, which
says:

" Anv man who shall, under promise of
Marriage, seduce andi have illicit connection
with any unmarried female of previously
chaste character, shall be guilty of a inisde-
Meanor, and shall be punishable as herein-
after mentioned."

How are we to prove that this person
was of chaste character, or how are we to
prove she was not of chaste character ?
That is a point that would, I think, be at-
tended with a great deal of difficulty in a
court of law. There may be cases, and I
think I know of one in particular, where
a Young man paid attention to a young
Womlan, and got entirely sick of her. He-
obtained his desire, and then palmed her
Off upon another by getting him to visit
her and having criminal connection with
her, and then she forced him to marry
lier, under the promise of marriage. We
all know-at least I do at my time of life,
having seen so much of the world- that
there are females who are so desirous of
having husbands, that if they cannot have
then legitimately, they take sone other
cOurse, and by this Bill we are placing
It in the power of designing females
tO compel men to marry them or send
them to the penitentiary. I think
this is rather hard, and I am opposed
to that portion of the Bill. I be-
leve it to be wrong. As to the second
clause it is altogether wrong. If this Bill
became law I believe it would be difficult
bo find a man who would be willing to
become a teacher, and those whose busi-
dess is teaching would feel so thoroughly
tisgusted at such invidious legislation,
that they would seek some other calling.
ta to the third clause, it is quite right
that persons who are guilty of inveigling
3Oung females into houses of assignation
should be punished ; but is there not
ýlready a law on our statute book to pun-
lsh such offenders ? I do not know what
4Y hon. friend the Minister of Justice
krii say with reference to that, but I have
know of one or two cases where parties have
been tried on such a charge, found guilty,d severely punished. I cannot give the
b Iles-I do not remember them now-
bet I have a recollection that such has
been the case. If that is so, and we have
sn Our statute book a law sufficientlyStringent to punish such offenders, where13 the necessity for this clause ? Now as

to the 4 th clause, it provides that in any
case arising under section one, two or three
of this Act, the testimony of the female
in respect of whom the offence is alleged
to have been committed shall not be
deemed sufficient to sustain a conviction
unless the same is corroborated by other
material evidence. Under that clause
there is no difficulty in obtaiing sufficient
evidence on the part of the female to
convict the man of having promised
marriage, and possibly the female might
feel inclined to go further than that, and
even without promise of marriage, place
the man in such a position that he had
either to face matrimony or the peniten-.
tiary. We know that females do not
always swear truly any more than males,
and consequently it would be placing
a very dangerous act upon the
statute book to enact any such
clause as that. As to the criminality
of such an offence, if there is any crimin-
ality in it (and I am willing to admit that
there is, as well as sin) then both parties
are equally criminal, and if you will amend
this Bill so as to send the seduced as well
as the seducer to the Penitentiary for two
years I think it will be the best Bill we
can pass, because it will certainly be the
means of doing away with all such pro-
secutions. I am one who feel that it is
necessary to take as much care as we pos-
sibly can of female character. I have
always done so myself, and I despise that
man-and I always did when I was a
young man-who boasts that he has had
intercourse with a certain female. I have
always avoided the company of such men;
I feel so to-day ; it is abhorrent to me to
have anything to do with a person who
has been the means of seducing any
female. But, on the other hand, I believe
that the woman is as often the seducer
as the seduced. The woman has her
chastity to take care of, and she knows it,
and if she does not do so she is as guilty
as the man who seduces ber, and under
such circumstances I cannot see why he
should be punished, while she should go
free. It is true that she loses her position
in society from such. a cause, but she
deserves equal punishment'with the part-
ner in her guilt. I do trust that the Bill
will be thrown out, or that the clauses in
it which are so objectionable will be very
materially amended. This measure has
been imported from the United States. I
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think, hon. gentlemen, we are perfectly
capable of making our own laws, and par-
ticularly those for the repression of crime-
quite as capable of doing so as our neigh-
bors on the other side of the line. There
is no such law in England; I trust we
shall never have any such law as this in
Canada.

HON. MR. SCOTT-It is quite evident
from the current of thought that has fallen
from the gentlemen who have addressed
the Chamber, that this is a congress of
males. It is quite clear that the female
portion of the community is not represent-
ed here. The tendency of the great majo-
rity of the speakers has been in the direc-
tion of shielding men from the conse-
quences of their own wicked and improper
acts, and a disposition to make it appear
that what ils so great a sin before God is
less than a crime before man. I think
if it is not a crime now under our statutory
laws, the sooner it becomes a crime under
the law the better for society. Some hon.
gentlemen have maintained, as the hon.
gentleman who has just sat down, that if
there is a crime, two are parties to it. In
some sense he is right, but not to the
extreme conclusion that the obser-
vation would presumably lead. This
Bill takes cognizance of it only in
the case where seduction takes place
under peculiar circumstances, where it is
under a promise of marriage. The first
clause applies only to cases of that kind,
and I am free to say in answer to the
argument that has been advanced-that it
exposes a man to black-mail-that I cannot
agree with the observation, inasmuch as
it requires corroborative evidence, in addi-
tion to that of the woman, before any
charges of this kind can be made. It not
only requires that her testimony should
be corroborated in both important par-
ticulars, that is, as to promise of marriage
and as to her being chaste, and as to the
seduction, but as to all points it requires
to be corroborated. In addition to that
there is one peculiarity which is a
marked innovation in our law, and
which exists only in ordinary cases
of assault. There is this provision, which
is no doubt quite right and proper,
that the man is a competent witness in his
own behalf, and can go into the witness
box and give his own statement of the
circumstances. I think, therefore, the

man is placed in a position in which he
has ample protection. He has the advan-
tage of giving under oath his own statement
before the jury and the court that have
this matter under enquiry, so that I think
the argument that this measure may be
made the vehicle of black-mail falls to the
ground, because so many contingencies
have to be observed, that it is quite impos-
sible that a woman who would have no
case could succeed against a man under
those circumstances. As to the argument
that both parties are to blame,
it is true they are in some
degree, although in the case that this laW
seems to provide for, that is, where the
act takes place under promise of marriage,
and under the belief that at an early
period they are to be man and wife, it
does seem to me that the position of the
parties is absolutely different. I am not
drawing on my imagination when I SaY
that the consequence of seduction under
such circumstances is offspring. What is
the position of the two parties ? The
woman, as has been very properly observed
by the hon. gentleman from Sarnia, who
addressed the House a few minutes ago,
loses her position in society. The finger
of shame and scorn is pointed at her bY
all who know her. She becomes a Mag-
dalen ; she loses her opportunity for tak-
ing that position in life which all wenle
aspire to, of being the wife of some re-
spectable man. The man never loses
taste. It is, no slur against bim. It is
rather a feather in his cap, in some con-
ditions of society, that he was able to ac-
complish such an act, and so it is
quite evident that to that extent the two
parties are not equally punished for their
sin. It cannot in any sense be arued
that society metes out to the male ard
female the same punishment for the cOm'
mission of this deed. Some hon. gentle-
men have adverted to the fact that this
crime is of rare occurrence. I am sorry
to say it is not of rare occurrence. Duri
a long practice of my profession I have had
considerable familiarity with the courts'
and twice a year the existence of 5uch
comes under my observation, because r
have had to do in some way or other
with the administration of justice-either
to give advice, or prosecute for one Of the
parties-therefore I am sorry to have t1 1 t
say that my experience of society will at
allow me to pay society the complinen

HoN. MR. FLINT.
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that * some hon. Senators have
done, that this crime is not of
comnmon occurrence. Under a solemn
promise of marriage to make the woman
his wife, to be joined with her during the
rest of his life, he obtains what very many
Women of excellent character would yield
to the man who she believes is about to
become her husband. I believe, and
statistics prove, that the ceremony at the
altar is very frequently anticipated,
but it is done as a rule under the assump-
tion-and I am happy to say that that
assumpt ion is justified in the great majority
Of cases-that they are shortly to become
Man and wife. I desire to call attention
to the consequences: Of the woman a
child is born ; she is lost ; 'the father of
her child has abandoned her and cast her
aside and what is the first temptation ?
Either to destroy that child before it has had
its little life,or to destroy it after it is born in-
tothe world. Hon gentlemen who are not
perhaps, familiar with the Courts may
iMagine that those instances are of rare
occurrence. I am sorry to say they are
flot rare ; they are occurring every day-
cases where embryo life is destroyed, and
Society knows very little of it. Medical
Practitioners are called in, whose regular
occupation is the destruction of embryolte, and it is only where it results in death
tO the victim, and coroner's inquests and
ost-mortem examinations reveal the cause,

that the public know anything of it. We
also hear of cases where the mother is
driven to commit murder after the child
is born in order to conceal her shame. I
can mention cases that have occurred within
"'Y own experience-occurring twice a
year. Within the last day or two I have
had just such a case under my observation,

here a girl in the adjoining township of
Nepean was seduced by a man under a pro-
rnise of marriage. He abandonedher after
accOmplishing his purpose. She had no
'iends. The infant's life was taken by

rself immediately after it was born-
t at was the coroner's jury's verdict-and
she was imprisoned in the county gaol on
a charge of murder. A more humane
view was taken of the matter by the Grand
Jury yesterday, and they reduced thecrime to "concealment of birth," although
the nedical testimony was most conclu-Sive, that the child had been born alive
and that she had rolled it up in her
clothing So that she could dispose of it,

and hid it in her trunk. At the Assizes
preceding this one now sitting, a woman
was brought before the court charged
with having committed nurder. She had
deliberately shot a man on the public
highway in the township of Huntly, not
very far from this city. I was the
prosecuting officer on that occasion.
It came out in evidence, and was made
clear to the jury who tried that woman
for her life, that this man had promised
to marry her, that she was likely to
become a mother, that he had refused to
carry out his promise, and that in a
moment of desperation she had met him
on the highway and shot him. He did
not live a moment after the shot, and was
found dead on the road a few minutes
afterwards. These facts were all disclosed
to an intelligent jury, presided over by
one of the leading judges of this country.
That jury took a very short time to delib-
erate over it ; they acquitted the woman,
and thereby stamped their verdict that
they considered the man had committed
as great a crime as she had. I think the
jury were wrong, but I simply quote the
case to you now as showing what
society, and what the class of people
who are charged with the admin-
istration of justice thought of this
particular crime. They considered that
he had committed a crime, and that she,
in her frenzy at the peculiar position in
which she was placed, was justified in tak-
ing his life without one moment's warning.
I may say that the court acquiesced in the
verdict-perhaps acquiesced is too strong a
word to use, but it was left largely to the
jury to say what should be done, and the
jury acquitted her and she walked out of
the box as if she were guilty of no crime.
I think it was wrong. No doubt it was
shocking and improper in every respect,
but there was no legal way of punishing
the man. Those cases are constantly oc-
curring. If we take up the reports in the
press, of events that occur to the south of
us, how often do we read of injured women
taking the law into their own hands ;
when nothing else can be done to
the man he is made to pay the
penalty of his wickedness with his own
life at the hands of the woman he has
betrayed. And I ask this House if there
is a jury on this continent who ever sat
on a case of that kind, or a British jury
that would regard the woman as guilty of
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murder under such circumstances ? I have
yet to learn where the first case of convic-
tion for such a crime has been recorded.
It is quite possible there may have been
cases in which convictions have been
obtained, but they have not come under my
observation. I do not intend to go into
the details of this Bill ; I simply rose for
the purpose of expressing my dissent fron
the general current of thought that seemed
to prevail in this Chamber on this
subject, that we are advancing too
rapidly by making seduction a crime.
I have long felt that it was quite time an
Act of this nature should be placed upon
the statute book, and considering with
what precaution this Bill hedged about the
misdemeanor, I looked upon it as perfectly
safe. It is only in the clearest possible
case, and when in the opinion of most
men at all events, punishment ought to
be awarded, that the charge can succeed ;
because the corroborating evidence must
contain all these incedents : the woman
must have been a chaste woman, she nust
have been seduced under a promise of
marriage, and then that evidence must be
corroborated by some one acting in her
interest, or on behalf of the prosecution.
The man against whom the charge is pre-
fered then himself has the right to enter
the witness box and give his own state-
ment of the affair, and testify to the
character of the woman-

HON. MR. KAULBACH-Who is to
prove that she is chaste ?

HON. MR. SCOTT-She must establish
that herself. It may perhaps seem para-
doxical in the eyes of the hon. gentleman
that any woman can do that, but I have a
higher opinion of the sex, and I think
that it will not be so difficult of proof if a
case is attempted to be made out under
this Bill. The woman must clearly estab-
lish that she comes within the provisions
of this Bill. There must be proof given
that there was a promise of marriage, and
that there must have been a seduction
and illicit connection ; the woman must
be unmarried, and must previously have
been of chaste character, all of which
must be clearly established as the
foundation of her case. Having shown
this by her own statements he must
corroborate it by a purely indepen-
dent witness. That evidence may then

HON. MR. SCOTr.

be refuted by the sworn evidence of
the man himself, who perhaps may be
able to establish to the satisfaction of the
court and jury, who are charged with the
inquiry, that the charge was not one which
ought to succeed against him. I can
quite conceive cases, where, even in the
face of evidence that would be required
under this Bill, the statement of the man,
corroborated as it might be by other cir-
cumstances, would be believed in prefer-
ence to the statements of the prosecution,
and therefore I cannot understand how
there is any possible danger of a mai
being placed in the position some hon.
gentlemen have feared he might be, by
an improper effort, either to black-
mail him oi to damage his character,
by taking proceedings against him under
this Bill. I do not desire now to speak
upon the details of this Bill, but merelY
as to its principle. I think that principle
is a sound one, and that so long as we
duly protect the persons who may be pro-
secuted under it from any improper
efforts that may be made against theli
we shall have done quite sufficient in
seeing that the Bill does not operate
injuriously in the direction feared by sone
hon. gentlemen.

HON. MR. DICKEY.-I do not rise for
the purpose of continuing this discussion,
but of making a suggestion. Indeed,
from the position this question has
assumed since we came into this Chamber
it seems hardly worth while to continue
the discussion upon the principle of the
Bill. I agree with my hon. friend WhO
has just sat down in one thing at all events,
that it is quite evident there is a stronIg
and wide-spread feeling against the prin-
ciple of the Bill, as well as against its
details. It is quite evident that if we
read this Bill a second time we shall be
placing gentlemen who are opposed to its
principle in a false·position, and it is with a
view of, as far as we can, protecting th
House, and keeping ourselves right in th
matter, that I wish to make a suggestion.

A motion has been made for the second
reading of the Bill. My hon. friend the
Minister of Justice in the able argullent
against the Bill which he has offered to
this House, and which has not yet been
answered, closed with the practical seg-
gestion that the Bill instead of being read
a second time should be referred tO 1
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Comnittee, who should prepare and pre-
Sent to the House a proper Bill upon the
subject. Now what I want to ask my hon.friend the Minister of Justice, and what I
should like plainly to be understood, is,
What are we going to vote upon? The
notion bas been made for the reading of

the Bill. I take it that the proper course
to Pursue, is that the Bill be not
!iow read a second time, but that
it be referred to a special committee
tO examine and report upon it, and in
that way gentlemen who are opposed to the
principle of the Bill at present cannot ob-
Ject to that motion, and the promoters of
the Bill can ask no more, because the Bill
Will come back from the Committee, and
then the House can deal with it as they
choose. Then they can accept the Bill as
theY probably will when reported by a com-

in'ttee in which they have confidence, or they
Tiay reject it altogether : their consistency
will be preserved, and our rules will be fol-
1owed, and we shall not be obliged to resortto any excuse to evade them. I think thatWill be the best way of dealing with the
q.estion and therefore I hope that theMînister of Justice himself will move in
aendment that this Bill be not read a
second time but referred to a special com-
rnttee to report upon.

ION. SIRALEX. CAMPBELL-I did
not intend to suggest that course to the
"ouse, but to allow the Bill to be read a
second time, with the reservation on the
Part of hon. gentlemen that they did not,
11 agreeing under the circumstances,to the
second reading of the Bill, assent to the
Priciple, but reserved to themselves the
POwer of voting upon the principle when

c ae back from the Committee. Of
course it is the general rule that the
thouse adopts the principle of a Bill upon
the Second reading, but that. rule can be
departed from at any time if the House
should see fit, and if that course shouldbe followed in the present instance I do
n0t think any harm can be done, and it
Wiel be. more courteous to those gentlemen
Who have the Bill in charge. That was
the nature of my suggestion, and I did
tot intend to move it in amendment to

e motion for the second reading, but to
alow the second reading to pass, and thenthat the Bill be referred to a specialcormittee on the understanding I have
already stated.

'HON. MR. POWER-Before the ques-
tion is put, I wish to make a few remarks.
I simply desire to protest against the ex-
pressions of opinion I have heard from a
number of hon. gentleman, that this was
a crude and ill-digested measure. We
have heard the hon. gentlemen from
Quinte, Trent and Alma laying it down
as their opinion that this was a
crude and ill-digested measure. That
was a most unjustifiable reflection upon
the House of Commons. This Bill was
introduced in that House last year, was
referred to a special committee of men well
qualified to consider it, and was reported
by them with considerable amendment.
The same course was taken this year.
The Bill was read a second time, and re-
ferred to a Special Committee. That
Committee was composed chiefly, if my
memory does not fail me, of lawyers in
large practice-men of sound common
sense-and they considered the Bill very
carfully. They made a great many
amendments to it, and it was reported to
the House of Commons, and considered
very fully there, so that I think this Bill is
less open than any other which has come
before us this session to the imputation
that it is a crude and ill-digested measure.
If any hon. gentleman will take the trouble
of looking at the laws bearing upon the
same subject which have been enacted in
the United States, he will see that this
Bill is more hedged around with provisions
preventing blackmail, and the abuse of
its principle, than any law on the Statute
Books of any State in the Union. I think
it is only fair to the House of Commons
to make these remarks.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time on a division.

HON. SIR ALEX CAMPBELL-I
will now move that the Bill be referred to
a Select Committee to consist of hon.
Messrs. Power, DeBoucherville, Botsford,
Kaulbach, McClelan, McInnes, (British
Columbia) Miller, Pelletier, Plumb, Scott,
Vidal, and the mover. ,

The motion was agreed to.

FARMERS BANK OF RUSTICO
BILL.

SECOND READING.

HoN, MR, HAYTHORNE, moved the
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second reading of Bill (28), "An Act to
continue an Act to incorporate sundry
persons by the name of the President,
Directors and Company of the Farmers
Bank of Rustico."

He said :-If it had not been for the
extreme jealousy displayed during the past
two or three days relative to banking bills,
it would have been almost unnecessary to
enter into details on this subject at all.
This is probably the smallest bank in
existence in the country. It was incor-
porated twenty years ago by the local
legislature of Prince Edward Island, and
that term has now nearly expired. It was
inaugurated under very peculiar circum-
stances in a district principally inhabited
by French peasants; men not occupying
a very wealthy position in life, and who
frequently foundthemselves towards spring
under the necessity of purchasing seed
grain, which they were obligedtoeffect upon
credit, and were often compelled to pay
higher prices for the articles they required
than if they have been able to purchase them
for cash. A benevolent priest who hap-
pened to be officiating in that district con-
sidered that the establishment of a joint-
stock bank upon a small scale would to a
great extent remedy these evils, and re-
move the want and poverty which bur-
dened the district. He therefore went to
the local Parliament for power to inaugur-
ate a joint-stock bank in the district to be
called the " Farmers' Bank of Rustico,"
with a capital so small that hon. gentle-
men may perhaps be inclined to smile at
the idea. The original capital was£1,2oD
currency of Prince Edward Island, /8oo
sterling, or less than $4,ooo of our cur-
rency. The bank was incorporated by an
Act of the local legislature, which con-
tained provisions for the increase of the
capital if it were found necessary, but the
outside limit was to be $21,ooo,
and it has never exceeded that.
Application was made to Parliament last
year for a renewal of this Act of Incorpor-
ation, but under the circumstances it was
allowed to stand over until this session,
and unless now renewed it will expire in,
the course of this year. It seems that a
great deal of caution has been taken to
bring the Act now before us within
the currency of the period for
which it is sought to extend it-that is to
say, for nine years-and to bring it as
nearly as possible within the terms of

HON. MR. HAYTHORNL

acts of incorporation of Banks at present
in existence in Canada. The first clause
renews the charter for nine years, and
makes it terminate on the 1st July, 1891,
and thence until the end of the next
session of Parliament so as to give an OF'-
portunity to Parliament to take action be-
fore the actual expiry of the charter. The
second clause requires that the re-
turns which have heretofore been
made to the local legislature shall hence-
forth be made to the Minister of Finance.
These are the rules which are usual with
banks in Canada, but which banks incor-
porated under the local legislatures have
not heretofore been obliged to furnish.
The third clause is the principal one i'
the Bill, and it is as follows :

"3. The total amount of the notes of the
said Bank outstanding and in circulation
on the first day of July, one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-three, shall be ascer-
tained and established by the Bank, and
thereafter no larger issue shall be made ;
but in each subsequent year there shall be
withdrawn from circulation, paid and re-
tired notes of the said Bank to an anount
equal to twelve and one-half per cent. Of
the difference between the paid up cap-
ital of the Bank as established on the first
day of July one thousand eight hundred
and eighty-three, and the amount of notes
in circulation on the same date, so that
the whole amount of the notes issued by
the said Bank shall be reduced on or be-
fore the first day of July, one thousand
eight hundred andninety-one, to an amount
not exceeding the paid up capital of the
Bank as established on the first daY
July, one thousand eight hundred
eighty-three."

Hon. gentlemen will observe that there
is a provision made in this renewal of the
clause to reduce the circulation of this
bank in the nine succeeding years by r
per cent. per annum, so that the bank Wiîi
then come again under the cognizance o
this Parliament to be dealt with as circun'
stances may seem to require. Under
these circumstances therefore I feel sure
that the House will sympathise keely
with the people of that French district,
who have so long enjoyed the benefit Of
this bank, and to whom it has been t
such essential service, and will consent
to allow this Bill its second reading, that
it may be referred to the Comlittee 01
Banking and Commerce.
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The motion was agreed to, and the Bill stamp the Bill. There is a suggestion
read a second time. made, it seems that there are cases of

attempted fraud with respect to notes of
HON. MR. HAYTHORNE moved that hand especially, which have arisen in

the Bill be referred to the Standing Com- Quebec, and I intend to propose in Com-
Imittee on Banking and Commerce. mittee when the Bill is under consideration,

The motion was agreed to. an amendment to meet that case, which I
believe was suggested by the Minister of

PROMISSORY NOTES AND BILLS Justice, and is in this form :-
0F EXCHANGE AMENDMENT "Provided always that the provisions of this

BILL. Act shall not extend to promissory notes or
bills of exchange, which would have been

SECOND READING. void, or payinent of which could not have
been en forced had they remained in the hands

HON. MR. BOTSFORD moved the of the originai payees when they arrived at
second reading of Bill (78),' " An Act to maturity.
anend the Act passed in the forty-fifth This will meet the case which was sug-
year of the reign of Her present Majesty, gested by gentlemen from Quebec of that
tititutled: 'An Act to repeal the duty attempted fraud which otherwise, if this

On promissory notes, drafts and bills of Bill passed without the amendment, might
exchange,' and to declare the law relating compel parties to pay notes which in fact
to stamps on promissory notes and bills were fraudulent.
Of exchange." There is another simple amendment

hie said : This Bill was sent up from relating to the title of the Act. The title
the House of Commons to provide for of the original Act included this declara-
cases which have arisen since the repeal tion : " and to declare the law relating to
of the stamps duty last year. In fact, it is stamps on promissory notes and bills of
to provide that in certain cases which exchange." That is now unnecessary, and
have so arisen, the judge may make valid the title will be amended in the Committee
a note or bill of exchange in the same in accordance therewith, because the
Way as it might have been made valid sections to which that applied have been
uInder the provisions of the Act imposing amended by the House of Commons.
the stamp duty, and the provisions to There is a section also which was inserted
which it principally refers are these: In in the House of Commons which does
the 13th section of that Act (I will just not appear in the original Act and is to
read the marginal note), it is provided the following effect:
that the innocent holder of an unstamped " In any action or suit now pending in
Or insufficiently stamped note may make which but for this Act the defendant
t valid by paying double duty. As to could have succeeded, the defendant

Is found among the effects of deceased shall, nevertheless, be entitled to the costs
Persons, there are cases when notes of the same on any plea in which the
Which were not sufiiciently stamped, or validity of the bill or promissory note has
Perhaps might not be stamped at all by been questioned by reason of such bill or
the drawer, have been found among the promissory note not having been properly
eects of persons who have died; they stamped under the Act in the next pre-

course, come into the hands of the ceding section cited."
administrators or executors, and as the Under these circumstances I beg to
Act of last year has not made any move that the Bill be now read a second
provision for cases of that kind to time.
'aake the note valid, this Bill pro-
vides that the Judge, upon taking HON. MR. KAULBACH-Do I under-
the whole circumstancesintoconsideration, stand that all these amendments are in-
raay make such notes valid, which other- cluded in the Bill now before us ?
Wise could not be made available, inasmuch
as the stamps have been called in by the HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.-No,nOvernment, and perhaps the party could they will be proposed in committee.bot, under the circumstances which
attended the passing of the Act last year, HON. MR. KAULBACH-It is quite
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evident that sone change in the law
should be made. I know from my own
experience that a note may appear upon
its face to be all right, and yet evidence
may be introduced at the time of the trial
to show that the note was not stamped at
the time it was given, but at some subse-
quent time, and I found it difficult in
such cases to have the stamps at hand to
place upon it. I do not understand the
amendments that are being made, but it is
very necessary that such a Bill should be
introduced. Of course I presume it must
be shown that the party as soon as he is
aware of the fact that the note is not
properly stamped, has taken the proper
course to have it stamped.

HON. MR. MILLER.-The object of
this Bill, I think, is very simple. As the
House is aware, we have had several
Stamp Acts under which penalties were
enforced, and which resulted in very severe
losses. By the Act 42 Vict. we hiad the
whole question considered and previous
laws repealed, and in the 13th Section of
that chapter of our Statutes the power of
double stamping was given. In the Act
of last Session the Stamp Duties are
abolished, and the Act 42 Vict. is repealed,
excepting rights which have accrued under
it while it was in operation. The Act
abolishing the Stamp Dutiesmadeprovision
for calling in all stamps, and while there-
after a party, if he had the stamps, might
double stamp, as he might before the
repeal of the Act of last Session,
there are no stamps to be had. That
is the trouble which this Bill is intended
to meet, and this Act steps in and says
that in any case where a party could, prior
to the Act of 1882, double stamp, that
then he shall not be obliged to do it, if it
is one of those cases in which he could
have double stamped before the repeal of
the Stamp Act. I am told some other
difficulty has grown up which may work
injustice, as foreshadowed by the hon.
gentleman who has charge of this Bill;
that difficulty has been under my own
consideration, and I think it is one that
will not be very easily met. However, it
will be a fit subject for the consideration
of the committee, and as I am a member
of that committee, I shall reserve anything
I have to say until the matter comes
before it.

HoN. MR. BOTSFORD-I propose
to refer it to committee of the whole.

HON. MR. MILLER--That of course
is optional ; the hon. gentleman can refer
it to the Committee on Banking first, and
then bring it back to the Committee of
the whole ; in either case we can con-
sider it fully.

HON. MR. TRUDEL --This Bill, as it
is now, would open the door to verY
serious injustice, if it is not arnended mi
some way. I think the amendment sug-
gested by the hon. mover of the Bill will
in a great measure meet the case, and for
this reason I shall not oppose the Bill;
otherwise I should be forced to do so.

HoN. MR. BELLEROSE-I believe
this is not a sound measure, because it is
nothing less than passing retrospective
legislation ; it is in fact legalizing that
which is now illegal. I may say that;
besides sone cases which are provided for
by the amendment, and which the hoi.
mover of the Bill has put before the
Senate, I know of many other cases which
will not be reached by the amendment,
and I even know of cases which I believe
would not be reached at all, except the
Bill were rejected. I know of some 30
or 40 instances where strangers to the
Dominion have come into the Province o
Quebec to buy grain, and have given what
they call an arrangement for so nanY
bushels ; that arrangement is a document
signed by both parties ; part of it would
be detached and the remainder of the
document would be nothing else but a
promissory note. In some of those cases
you legalize such promissory notes, that
are illegal now because the double stamrOP
has not been put to them, and then YoU
will remove from the parties who are no
suffering as I have described-you W

force them to pay money which they do
not owe.

HON. MR. TRUDEL-I think the
amendment would cover those cases.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-If that is sO
I am very happy to hear it. At all eveits
I thought I might give this as an illustra
tion of the dangerous character of this
legislation, because if we have discove
some cases now, there must be many otherrr

HoN. MR. KAULBACH.
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of which we do not know, because people
cannot be here to-day from all parts of
the Dominion to tell us of their cases
which may be brought before the courts at
a future day; this shows what great diffi-
Culty there is in legislating in that direc-
tion. I believe it is only right that mern-
bers should rise and mention these diffi-
Culties so that proper precautions may be
taken when the Bill goes before the
comrnmittee to provide for such cases.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-The hon.
gentleman says this Bill will be legalizing
What is not now legal; I would remind
hiM that the act of last year did the same
thing. It legalized contracts which would
not have been legal except for the passing
Of that Act.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-I am not
sPeaking of a contract, I am speaking of
a promissory note. I only state that a

Falls ; also a branch line from the town
of Perth, or the town of Smith's Falls to
the town of Almonte by way of Carleton
Place ; and also a branch line from sone
point on the main line of the railway, be-
tween the villages of Renfrew and Egan-
ville, to the town of Pembroke. These
are the principal provisions in the Bill, but
it is also enacted that they shall be allow-
ed to own and navigate scows on the St.
Lawrence and St. Mary's River ; they
would require, I presume, to be able to do
that previous to the construction of the
bridge which the Company are authorized
by their charter to build. I beg to move
the second reading of the Bill.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

ACADIA POWDER CO.'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

Paper which was originally in such a form HON. MR. MILLER moved the second
that it was really a contract, but when reading of Bil (40) "An Act to grant
Part of it was taken off the remainder of certain powers to the Acadia Powder Co."
that printed paper was nothing else but a He said: I ar not in charge of this Bil,
Pro.nmissory note, and it fell under the law and merely.moved the second reading of
which was in existence some years ago, in it for to-day, when it care up fror the
relation to promissory note; and by put- other House, because the gentleman
ting a double stamp on it it has all the charge of it was not present. That hon.
legal force of a promissory note. gentleman is not present now, and I sup-

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill pose there can be no objection to my
read the second time. moving the second reading of the Bill. I

neyer saw it until this moment, but it does
ONTARIO PACIFIC RAILWAY not require very much explanation. I

COMPANY'S BILL. have heard sufficient aboutit to enable
mie to state to the House, briefly, the ob-

SECOND READING. ject of the measure. The Company
Hentioned in the Bill has been incorpo-

1-OaN. MR. POWER moved the second rated under a local charter granted by the
reading of Bill (65), " An Act Io a iend Province of Nova Scotia and it came up
the At to incorporate the Ontaio Pacific here for an act of incorporation from this
kailwIraY Company." Parliament. They asked us for a confirm-

lIe said: This is a Bil which proposes ation of the powers which they held
Onfer some additional powers on the under their local charter, and in ad-
rio Pacific Railway Corpany, or dition they sought from this Parliament

rather to substitute other powers for those powers which the local Legislature could
ýrhirChthey now possess under their Act of not give. Some objection was taken, in
thtIn rai The first section provides the House of Commons, to that course,rc in SEddition to building a road to the but after a discussion in which sore of
buiîdto River, they shahm be allowed to the leading men of that House partici-

oN.lct a the Sault Ste. Marie, and to con- pated it was agreed to refer the Bib to a
tading branch to the navigable waters ofvcoecittee, and after it came up for the
e Supeior. The BiO also enables third reading, to refer it to a cormitteethei to build a spur or branch line from for the purpose of reconsidering it, and

the tsai of Cornwalh to a point at or near that committee struck out a the powers
o con of Perth or the town of Smith's it possessed under its local charter, and

Acadia Powder [APRIL 18, 1883.]1
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prevent us from declaring that an incorpor-
ated company can have a domicile in the
various provinces of the Dominion, and it
is a convenience to the public that it
should be so.

HON. MR. TRUDEL-I do not intend
to renew the discussion we had yesterday
on a similar bill, but I believe this Bil is
open to the same objections.

The motion was agreed to on a division
and the Bill was read the second time

CRIMINAL LAW AMENDMENT
BILL

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. SCOTT moved the second
reading of Bill (7) "An Act to amend the
Criminal Law, and to extend the pro-
visions of the Act respecting offences
against the person." He said : This Bill
proposes to enlarge our criminal code in
a direction where no provision has in the
past existed. The reason that this offence
has not been taken cognizance of by the
common law of England has been, that it
came within the jurisdiction of the
ecclesiastical courts, and we know that
those courts at one time exercised a very
wide jurisdiction. In Scotland it has
been a crime punishable by transportation.

are necessarily subjects of enquiry betO'
the Court of Justice-I allude to the
crimes of rape and bestiality, and various
other offences that are constantly croP-
ping up in the courts of the country.
One is naturally prompted to give Oney
own experience respecting crimes of this
kind, and I may say that six months agO
it became my duty to indict a father for
rape on his own child. After a very
exhaustive enquiry he was acquitted On
the ground that it was not shoW
that the daughter had made su
cient resistance, or that by cryin1
out, or by appealing for help, she Mg
not have been able to obtain assistance,
and in that way have drawn attention to
the improper act of her father. On that
slender excuse that man was allowed W
walk out of the dock as if he were an
innocent member of society. He had to
be acquitted by the jury, simply beca he
he had committed no crime of which t
law of the country takes cognizance.
certainly felt when I saw that man 'W
out of the dock that our criminal Cis
was defective, and I was glad that ther
Bill was introduced in the other ChaIast
at so early a period subsequent to lyt
experience on that subject. The Bill t'e
with a pretty large support in the oter
Chamber, and I notice that it was appr
of by the First Minister. I assume,
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HON. MR. MILLER.

merely let stand in this Bill clauses which In the varlous States of the Americar
it had a right to ask for from this Parlia- Union it is also a crime punishable by irn-
ment. It gives power to establish its head prisonment in the penitentiary, varying
office in any part of Canada, and makes from two to ten years. This Bil deals
any of its offices in Canada, wherever with that class of cases which relates to
situated, a domicile. These are powers sexual intercourse of parent with child,
which could not be granted in a local brother with sister, and grandparent wit
charter. p beg to move the second read- grandchild. I think it requires no very
ing of the Bill. strong argument to prove the wisdo and

propriety of adding this to our criminal
HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-My code. . It is a crime, above all others,

attention has been drawn to the clause of most repugnant'and most repulsive to our
the Bill which says that every office of the human nature, and it is contrary to every
Company in Canada may be the domicile principle of law human and Divine-
of the Company, and that suggests to me Sonie hon. gentlemen think it is
that it is a matter which falls within the a crime of such rare occurrence
jurisdiction of the local legislatures. If a that we ought not to touch it, that in
suit is to be brought against the Company stirring up ·crimes of that horrible cha-
it must be brought under the laws of the racter, we are rather injuring the moral
Province, and it is for the Legislature of tone of society than benefiting it by
that Province to say what is the domicile. calling attention to the existence of those

offences. I do not feel that that view is a
HON. MR. MILLER-The local correct or a sound one, because if that

legisiature can make a domicile for ils argumcnt is a good one it would applY
own province, but there is nothing to with equal force to other crimes which
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far as the principle of the Bill is con-
Cerned, it will meet with the approval
Of the members of this Chamber.
There may be some diffe ence of
opinion as to details, and particularly
to this one that has reference to the trials
being in private, that not being considered
in accordance with the British system,
and a considerable number, although a
mifority of the other Chamber, expressed
the opinion that it was a divergence from
the principles usually applicable to the
administration of criminal justice. How-
ever, the majority of the other Chamber
Were of the opinion that the clause was a
Proper one. I express no opinion at
present, though I am rather inclined to
the opinion that the clause should be
Preserved.

HION. MR. KÀULBACH-It is almost
repulsive to our feelings to discuss a Bill
of this kind, or to confess that such a
crime exists in the country. I have know-
ledge of a case similar to that mentioned
'y My hon. friend. I would ask if the
Punishment of this crime is not left too
largely to the discretion of the Court ?

hION. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
ave a word or two to say on this Bill,

and I shall take the opportunity of doing
80 when it is in Comittee.

aThe motion was agreed to, and the Bill
"'s read the second time.

eRAUD IN CONTRACTS PREVEN-
TION BILL.

SECOND READING.

11ON. MR. SCOTT moved the second
reading of Bill (5), "An Act for the bet.
ter prevention of fraud in relation to con-
tracts involving the expenditure of public

neys."> He said : At this late hour I
siii snply ask the House to allow the

oi to be read the second time, it being
tP t to hon. gentleman to take exception
th t in going into Committee. I do notthik there is any exception to the princi-
Ple Of the measure.

ha ON. SIR ALEX. CAIPBELL-I
e some objections to the details, but I
mention them in Committee.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills from the Commons
were introduced and read the first time:-

Bill (70), " An Act to amend the Acts
relating to the Great Western and Lake
Ontario Shore Junction Railway Com-
pany." (Laid on the table.)

Bill (72), " An Act to incorporate the
Qu'Appelle and Long Lake and Saskatche-
wan Railway and Steamboat Company."
(Mr. Vidal.)

Bill (71), "An Act to incorporate the
Cumberland Coal and Railway Company."
(Mr. Macfarlane.)

The Senate adjourned at 6 p. m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, April 19, 1883.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
p.rM.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

BRANT COUNTY BANK BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. ALLAN from the Commit-
tee on Banking and Commerce reported
Bill (52), "An Act to incorporate the
Brant County Bank of Canada," without
amendment.

HON. MR. MACFARLANE moved the
third reading of the Bill.

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the third time and passed.

RAPID TELEGRAPH COMPANY'S
BILL.

RPok'ED, FROM COMMITTEE.

H' N. MR. VIDAL from the Commit-
tee on Railways, Telegraphs and Harbors,
reported Bill (1), "An Act to incorporate
the Canadian Rapid Telegraph Company
(limited)," with several amendments.

He said the amendments , were so
many that they constituted almost a new
Bill, and as it would be impossible for

Rapid Telegraph Corrpairys8 Bill. 277
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hon. gentlemen to follow them while they
were being read by the clerk, he would
suggest that the consideration of the report
be deferred until the Bill was printed.

HON. MR. CARVELL moved that the
report of the Committee be taken into
consideration to-morrow.

HON. MR. DICKEY said he hoped
that the House would be given time to
consider the amendments before they
were adopted.

Ontario Shore Junction Railway," laid on
the table yesterday, be restored to the
order paper, and that it be read the
second time to-morrow.

The motion was agreed to.

PROMISSORY NOTES AND BILLS
OF EXCHANGE BILL.

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE OF
THE WHOLE.

The House went into Committee Of
HON. MR. POWER thought that the the whole on Bill (78), " An Act to amend

Bill as first introduced was very imperfect. the Act passed in the forty-fifth year.of
The changes made in it eonsisted chiefly the reign of Her present Majesty, in-
in assimilating it to bills of a like charac- tituled : An Act to repeal the duty On
ter. It was altogether different from a promissory notes, drafts and bills of eX-
case where the Committee had inserted change, and to declare the law relating to
any new or unusual clause in a bill. As stamps on promissory notes and bills Of
the measure had to go to the other House exchange."
and pass through all the stages there, it
was quite clear that any delay in dealing HON. MR. VIDAL from the Comnit-
with it in the House was likely to imperil tee, reported the Bill with certain amend-
its passage. ments, which were concurred in.

The Bill was ordered for a third read-
HON. MR. PLUMB said that when the ing to-morrow.

Committee had been compelled at such
great trouble to themselves to re-model
the Bill, the House should at least have ROYAL CANADIAN PASSENGER
the privilege of considering the effect of i STEAMSHIP COMPANY'S BILL.
the amendments.

SECOND READING.
HON. MR. CARVELL explained that

his only reason for asking the amendments HON. MR. PLUMB moved the second
to be taken into consideration to-morrow reading of Bill (55), " An Act to IncorPor-
was because of the short time at their dis- ate the Royal Canadian Passenger Ste'arn'
posal to have the Bill fully considered in ship Company."
the other House. Most of the amend- He said : This is an Act which has
ments were in the direction of protection passed the other House, and is for the
to the public, and they were exact copies purpose of Incorporating the Royal Cane-
of clauses inserted in other large telegraph dian Passenger Steamship Company. The
bills. le moved that the amendments be capital stock is to be $1,ooo,ooo, divided
taken into consideration on Monday next- into 10,ooo shares of $Loo each. I hav

looked over the Bill, and I think it is
The motion was ag..reed to. generally of the same character as.other

bills of this nature which have been
brought before Parliament. It is undoUbt-

GREAT WES''ERN AND LAKE ON- edly the desire of both branches of the
TARIO SHORE IUNCTION RAIL- legislature to afford every facility for the

WAY COM'Il>ANY'S BILL. extension of commerce, and for the incor-
poration of companies of this kind, if theY

RESTORED TO THE ORDER PAPER. are properly guarded. As the Bill Will g

to the Committee to be examined I beg to
HON. MR. MACMASTER moved that move that it be now read the second tirne

Bill (70), " An Act to amend the Acts re- The motion was agreed, to and the 3
lating to the Great Western and Lake was read the second time.

HON. MR. VIDAL.

(BE NAT E.] Steamkip Co.'s -Bill.
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KINGSTON AND PEMBROKE
RAILWAY COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

HION. MR. PLUMB moved the second
reading of Bill (36), " An Act to amend
the Act Incorporating the Kingston and
Pembroke Railway Company, and the
Act amending the same."

lie said:-This is a Bill which has been
Placed in my hands, and has already passed
through the other House. It is to amend
the Act incorporating the Kingston and
Pembroke Railway Company, and in it
they ask permission to build a certain small
branch line in connection with their road.
They also ask permission to increase their
capital stock to a sum not exceeding
$5,ooo,ooo, and to acquire land and water
lot property in such municipalities as their
Main line, or any branch, may pass through.
1 beg to move the second reading of the
Bill

10N. MR. MACFARLANE-I would
draw the attention of my hon. friend to
the fact that in this Bill-I have not the
Original which it is proposed to amend-but in the third clause it is proposed to
give this Company power to take and hold
ted in all the different places wherever
they may require them, but there is no
lIit in the Bill as to the quantity of realestate which they may own. They may
take and acquire whatever they may deem
Proper, without any limit, which is not the
usual course in reference to bills of this
description.

impossible to call meetings of the share-
holders, and the Directors, having the
confidence of the shareholders, would be
the proper persons to decide as to what
should be necessary for the purposes of
the Company. It also may be said that
it would be very awkward indeed if the
legislature should attempt to define pre-
cisely what those powers should be. The
acquisition of property by the Kingston
and Pembroke Railway Company, is not
likely to be carried on to such an alarming
extent as to make this company the mon-
opolist of any land through which its roads
may run. Usually a railway company has
as much as it can do to build and operate
its line and I do not think this company
is likely to have any large surpluses on hand
which would enable it to monopolize land.
The Bill will go to the Committee, where
gentlemen who are interested in the Com-
pany will no doubt be present to answer
any questions which may be put to them
there.

HON. MR. MACFARLANE.-I quite
agree with what my hon. friend says, but
still I do not see why some limit should
not be placed in this Bill, as is the case
with other companies. I believe in giving
them ample property and nicans to carry
on all needful operations, but they have
power here to absorb property to ten
times the quantity that may be required,
if they choose to take it. I would draw
the attention of the House to it, and I
trust that when the Bill goes to the Rail-
way Committee it will be rigidly ex-
amined.

hON. MR. PLUMB.-In reply to my HON MR. KAULBACH-They cannot
is0n- friend I would say that this clause take more land than they require for th2
Th uite usual in bills of this kind. purposes of their railway-for the pur-

ey are only permitted to acquire poses mentioncd in the Bill. It is not a
sIch lands as is necessary for the purpose monopoly, for they wiIl simply require
Of erecting and for the maintenance there- enough land to carry on their operations,

' Of necessary stations, depots, curves, and no more.
Sdings wharves, and for such other pur-
Poses as nay be.deemed by the Directors lioN. MR. P'MB -NI> lon. friend
fecessay or advantageous to the company. will see that the referring of this Bil to
is is not likely that this Railway Company the Committec docs not at ail commit
otgoing into the purchase of land for any the Senate t( the measure. 'hey can
9ther Purposes than the requirements of alter or amend it in Committee, and then
it8 own business. The same objection was the Senate can aaree or
'Uggested to this Bill in the Railway Com- they hike. Perhaps it wouhd be the best
rtittee the other day, and it was explained way to het ibis Bih go to the Conittee,then that such powers must be necessarnly as has been done with other similaruercised by the Directorso; it wtould be measures.

Èailway Co.e :Bill. 270
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HON. MR. POWER-The Bill is not
open to the objection made by the hon.
gentleman from Cumberland (Mr. Mac-
farlane), because, although the hon.
gentleman from Niagara, who has charge
of the Bill, had the measure, as originally
printed, in his hands, which gave the Com-
pany unlimited power to take land, the
House of Commons Committee, who are
rather more conservative in that way than we
are, deprived them of that unlimited
power. Now the Company is restricted
to the acquiring of such land only as may
be necessary for its operations. I think,
however, that the hon. gentleman should
have given the House some further reasons
why this Bill should be read the second
time, than he has already offered. This
Kingston & Pembroke Railway Company
have been before Parliament several
times, and they got large bonuses from
the different municipalities through which
they pass, on condition that they carried
the road in a certain direction ; but now,
after getting these bonuses, so far as one
can gather-it may not be so, but I think
the hon. gentleman should have made us
understand that-now they come in and
ask to be allowed to build their road in
another direction. They further ask, and
I think it is rather an extravagant demand
to be made by such a small Company,
that they may add another $5,ooo,ooo to
their capital. I think, when an hon. gentle-
man takes charge of a Bill, he should be
able to give better reasons for its second
reading than we have heard on this
occasion.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills from the House of
Commons were introduced, and read the
first time :-

Bill (54) " An Act to Incorporate the
Quebec and James' Bay Rail.way Com-
pany: " (Mr. Bellerose.)

Bill (79) "An Act to Incorporate the
Davis & Lawrence Manufacturing Com-
pany. " (Mr. Ogilvie).

The Senate adjourned at 4.25 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, April 20, 1883,

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Thre
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THIRD READINGS.

The following Bills were reported from
Committee without amendment, and read
the third time and passed without debate :

Bill (75) "An Act to Incorporate the
Board of Management of the Church and
Manse Building Fund of the Presbyterian
Church in Canada, for Manitoba.and the
North-West. "

Bill (8o) " An Act to amend the Act
incorporating the Great Eastern Railway
Company."

Bill (73) " An Act respecting the
Montreal, Ottawa and Great Western
Railway Company, and to change the
name thereof to the Montreal and West-
ern Railway Company. "

Bill (65) " An Act to amend the Act to
incorporate the Ontario Pacific RailwaY
Company."

Bill (59) " An Act to amend the Act
incorporating the Atlantic and Northwest
Railway Company. "

PORTAGE, WESTBOURNE AND
NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY

COMPANY'S BILL.

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

HON. MR. VIDAL, from the Comlittee
on Railways, Telegraphs and Harbors re
ported Bill (58) " An Act to amend the
several Acts incorporating the Portage
Westbourne and Northwestern Railway
Company, and to change the name thereof
to the Manitoba and Northwestern 10
way of Canada."

HON. MR. PLUMB moved that the
amendment be taken into consideratioin
on Monday next.

The motion was agreed to.

PROMISSORY NOTES AND BIIl
OF EXCHANGE BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD moved the

BÉille of pmc Aange hitll.S EN AT .]
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third reading of Bill (78) "An Act to
amend the Act passed in the forty-fifth
Year of the reign of Her present Majesty,
'ftituled : ' An Act to repeal the duty on
Prornissory notes, drafts and Bills of ex-
change, ' and to declare the law relating
to stamps and promissory notes and bills of
exchange

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.

The Senate adjourned at 3.40 p. rn.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, April 23rd, 1883.

The SPEAKER took the chair at 3
oclock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THIRD READING.

Bill (36) "An Act to amend the Act
Incorporating the Kingston and Pem-
broke Railway, and the Act amending the
sarme," was reported from Committee
without amendment, read the third time
and passed without debate.

BILL INTRODUCED.

RON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL intro-
duced Bill (O), " An Act to amend the
Patent Act"

been published and accompanies the re-
ports for 1876-77, and 1877-78. Those
of Richmond, Inverness and Victoria
Counties (I think it was with reference to
those maps that my hon. friend frorn
Sydney enquired) are ready for the en-
graver. Apart from geology, they are
valuable maps (scale one inch to a mile)
for all purposes which maps are required,
and I think they ought to bè engraved on
copper plates and thus be permanently
available, as no better or more accurate
maps will probably be made of Cape
Breton during this century. The litho-
graphic work done by the Burland Co.,
is not satisfactory, and there is no cer-
tainty when it will be completed. If the
map is engraved as it ought to be it must
be-done either in the United States or in
England. Next year,-i. e., after the ist of
July, the necessary funds will be available.
If put in han4 at once, a good many
months would be required before it could
be ready to print. I should like to have
it ready to accompany Mr. Fletcher's final
report on the geology of Cape Breton now
being prepared. The MS of the map
can be inspected at the office by any one
who wishes to do so."

I am in hopes that this information will,
at all events, satisfy my hon. friend that
the Department is endeavoring to get these
maps published at as early a date as it is
reasonable to expect, and that they will
endeavor to get it done in as satis-
factory a manner as possible. I think it
will be a satisfaction to my hon. friend to
know that a certain degree of progress is
being made.

THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. HON. MR. BOURINOT-I am in-
debted to the courtesy of my hon. friend

AN EXPLANATION. the leader of the Government for . the
perusal of Professor Selwyn's letter which

I-ON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Be- he has just cormunicated to the House,
fore the next item is taken into considera- and am much gratified to find that it cor-
tiOn I beg to refer again to the question roborates the staterents made by me hast
Put to me the other day by my hon. year as well as those made a few days ago,
friend front Sydney, with reference to the proving that they were not exaggerated or
Inaps of the Geological Survey of that misrepresented. It is therefore satisfactory
part of the country from which he comes. to learn from this letter that these mapsOn that occasion [ said I would inquire are ready for the engraver. No time
further into the matter, and I have done should now be lost in publishing them,
80. I said there was a letter from Pro- because they are required not only for the
fessor Selwyn, Director of the Geological geological information which they con-
Survey, on the subject, which letter I will tain, but also for other purposes. But In0W read to the House fear there seems to be a possibiity of stil

IIThe map of Cape Breton County has *frrther delay in the plan suggested, of

/W Geological 281urvey.
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sending the maps to England or the
United States to be engraved, apart from
the humiliating admission made by the
Director of the Survey that they cannot
be engraved in Canada. If it is true,
as stated by Professor Selwyn, that the
work by the Burland Company is not satis-
factory, there are other companies in the
Dominion who have always take a fore-
most rank in this class of work. I under-
stand that the Desbarats Co. of Montreal,
and others, are prepared to undertake such
work, and to 'complete it as well and as
rapidly as any English or American firm.
Maps lithographed here, for the Dominion
Lands and Geological Surveys (and among
these several sheets of Cape Breton coun-
ty) appeared to be sufficiently well done.
Granting that the maps engraved on metal
would be somewhat more beautiful, and
the plates " permanently available " yet
this would scarcely, I thi»k, justify taking
the work from Canadian engravers. If
this were done in every case it would
soon be impossible for these establishments
to pay good and skillful artists, whereas
they should be encouraged in accordance
with the National Policy. The delay in
sending proofs across the Atlantic would
be considerable, while, if done nearer
home, corrections and additions could be
more easily and speedily made. And if
the stones could not be preserved like
plates, the printing of a few additional
copies would, no doubt, suflice to meet
any demand for the maps that is likely to
arise for some years ; or, if not private
enterprise will soon supply the want. Nor
will it be claimed that the maps are per-
fect, and that no change will be made in
them during the century, the methods by
which they have been made, and the back-
wardness of the country precluding this.
New and more accurate surveys will be
made as the country grows, so that al-
though there are now no maps of the three
countries of Inverness, Richmond and
Victoria, Cape Breton, many years will not
elapse before county and other maps will
be made showing railroads and other fea-
tures not yet represented. Y

Excellency the Governor General, pray-
ing His Excellency to cause to be laid
before this House, copies of all reports,
letters and correspondence, during the
present year, between the department of
Public Works and Mr. J. A. Lyon, or any
other person, in reference to the removal
of snags, or other obstructions, in the St.
John River, New Brunswick.

He said : My object in moving this
address is that Mr. G. D. Glazier had a
contract for removing those obstructions,
and he is charged by this man Lyon with
not doing the work, and a letter was
written to the Department to that effect.
I ask the Department, through the House,
for a copy of that letter as Mr. Glazier
wants to vindicate himself to the Depart-
ment, and if it is not obtained he must
adopt some other course. I have been
told by the Public Works Department
that I can get the correspondence by
moving for it in this way, and that is my
object in moving the address.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.-I
am informed by the Department of Public
Works that in order to give an accurate
idea of the nature of the correspondence
that has taken place, the answer to
the address should not be confined to the
single letter that is asked for, but should
include all the correspondence that has
taken place on the subject since 1878.

HON. MR GLASIER-All that is re-
quired is the letter in which those charges
are made.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-That
will not give an accurate idea of the case
without the rest of the correspondence.

HoN. MR. GLASIER-Very well, I
am satisfied to have the rest of the cor-
respondence included.

The motion was agreed to.

RAPID TELEGRAPH COMPANY'S
BILL.

ST. JOHN RIVER IMPROVEMENTS. REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE CONsIDERD-

MOTION.

HON. MR. GLASIER moved that an
humble address be presented to His

HON. MR. CARVELL moved concur-
rence in the amendments made by the
Standing Committee on Railways, Tele-
graphs and Harbors to Bill (I) " An Act

HON. MR. BOURINOT.
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to incorporate the Canadian Rapid Tele-
graph Company (limited)."

HON. MR. DICKEY-It was at my
instance that the delay in considering this
report took place until to-day, and I will
say to my hon. friend that it was fron no
want of courtesy to him that I asked for
the postponment. I simply desired that
the House should have time to consider
this question. I am glad that the House
has had an opportunity of examining the
arnendments and comparing them with
the Bill as it was originally introduced.
My fear on that occasion, when my hon.
friend pressed so strongly that the amend-
Ments should be taken up the following
day, was that he intended this Bill to be
in truth, and in fact, a " rapid " Tele-
graph Bill, and therefore I objected to its
being disposed of so summarily. There
1s a good deal for the House to consider
before adopting these amendments, and
Without any desire to obstruct the Bill,
but merely in the interest of sound legis-
lation, I will point out what is the origin
of this measure. It was a petition ask-
ing to be allowed to introduce a new and
Iiproved system of electrical communi-
cation between the Provinces of Prince Ed-
Ward Island, Nova Scotia and New Bruns-
wick. Upon the petition coming- before
the cornmittee on Standing Orders in both
houses, it was found that no notice what-
ever had been given in the ordinary way,
1 accordance with the standing orders.
Ir order that the House may understand
exactly how this petition passed the other
iouse, I have furnished myself with a

Copy of the minutes of the committee on
Standing Orders, giving the grounds on
which the standing orders were dispensed
With in this instance. Mr. Davies, M P.,
a gentleman whose name is in this Bill,
and who was the promoter of it in the
other House, stated for the applicants that
the invention had been patented too
recently to admit of the required notices
being given ; that it would be a great
benefit to Prince Edward Island, and the
other Maritime Provinces, and that it
WOuld not interfere with existing rights.
Thereupon it was resolved that the con-
rnittee should dispense with the rule. I
niention that for two purposes ; first to
show why the rule was dispensed with, and,
second, to show that it was never intendedthat this Bill should be more than was

asked for in the petition by the promoters.
If the House will compare the Bill which
is now before us with the amendments
reported by the Railway Committee, they
will see that the Bill, as proposed to be
amended, is very greatly changed, and is
to all intents and purposes a new measure.
Under these circumstances, the House
will be careful before proceeding further
in this matter, and I invite particularly the
attention of the Minister of Justice, as
having equally with all of us an interest
in keeping the legislation of this House
congruous and correct, to this measure.
The preamble in the amended Bill states:

" Whereas recent discoveries in electrical
science have effected great iinprovenents in
the mears, speed and accuracy of transmit-
ting signals by electricity, and whereas the
persois hereinafter nentioned and others
have, by their petition, prayed to be incor-
porated for the purpose of utilizing such
discoveries in the improvement of electrical
communication between the Provinces of
Nova Scotia, Nev Brunsnick and Prince
Edward Island, and wheras it is expedient to
grant the prayer of their petition."

That is all that the petition asks, and that
is all that the Bill asked in the first
instance. The Bill as reported to the
House, with these amendments which we
are now asked to concur in, is composed
of 16 sections, 1o of which are entirely
new, and besides these 10 new sections
introducing provisions which were not
asked for by the petition or by the Bill
originally, there are four or five amend-
ments to clauses which were in the origi-
nal Bill. The first thing which strikes
one in this preamble is that it is amended,
and amended beyond the scope of the
petition altogether. Instead of being a
Bill merely to enable these gentleman to
introduce a new and improved mode. of
electrical communication, it is a Bill to
enable them to erect telegraph lines in
any part of Canada. The next amend-
ment is declaring the objects of the Bill,
which are, in the first place, to establish
by any electrical means whatsoever a sys-
tem of telegraphic and telephonic com-
munication between any places in Canada-
that is, not by this new and improved
system merely, but by any electrical
system between any places in the
Dominion. It is a sort of roving com-
mission to build telegraph lines anywhere,
a policy which may or may not be good,
but which was not asked for in the peti-
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tion. Then they ask to be empowered to
connect their system with any similar
system established in any other Province
of the Dominion of Canada. Under that
clause, for the first time I apprehend in
our legislation, power is asked to connect
with other lines, not by agreement with
the owners of such lines, but absolutely
without agreement. They also ask power
to construct, purchase, lease, work
and agree for the use of any land
line of tel-egraph or telephone in Canada.
There have been a good many fights in
this House, and in the Committee, on
this very question, with a view of prevent-
ing monopoly and preventing companies
which propose to give cheap telegraphy
from amalgamating with other corpora-
tions, but this Bill not only gives this
power without any qualification, but also
power to build any other lines with or
without consent. The next amendment
is as to the place of the head office which
was to have been at Charlottetown, P.
E. I. Now they have introduced an
amendment asking power to establish
their head office at Moncton to which
there can be no objection, but they add
" unless some other place shall be fixed
by by-law." So they have unlimited
power to fix their head quarters in any
place in the Dominion, they choose. I
shall not go through the other clauses but
I may state generally that they are to give
the company power to establish stations
throughout the Dominion. Clause (io)
is a new one, and is as follows :-

"I o. The Directors of the Company
may from time to time fix and regulate
the charges to be made by the Company
for the sending and delivery of messages
over its lines or cables, but such charges,
shall be subject to the approval of the
the Governor-General in Council, and he
may, whenever he deems fit, cause the
saine to be altered."

That is all right ; I do not object to that,
but the promoters of this Bill, not satisfied
with all the powers they have taken, have
effectually destroyed the protection to the
public in that clause by adding the follow-
ing proviso :

"(i.) Provided, however, that the rate
charged for the transmission of a message
of ten body words over the land lines of

HON. MR. DICKEY.

the Company in Canada, or any part
thereof, shall not be more than twenty-five
cents, and that the charge for each body
word beyond ten in such message shall
not be more than one cent; and provided
also that the additional rate charged for
the transmission of messages by sub-marine
cable or otherwise howsoever across any
strait or arm of the sea, shall not exceed
that hereby authorized for the transmission
of messages over the-Company's land lines,"
that is to say, the price shall be 25 cents,
and 25 cents or 50 cents for a message.

An hon. Member-That is a reduction.

HON. MR. DICKEY.-It is now 75
cents, it is true, but it will be 75 cents
hereafter, because it is 50 cents for a mes-
sage over their lines and there is no
restriction as to the amount they can
charge,-say from this place. The rate
is nOw 75 cents. It cannot be less under
this clause, because it is nOW 25 cents from1
here to Sackville. Under these circurn-
stances I think the House will see that
this Bill has a very extensive scope, and a
much wider significance than was intended
when it was first proposed for our con-
sideration. The first point that I wish tO
make is, that it is proposed by these
amendments to enlarge the scope of the
petition, and to give it a wider applicatiOn
than the promoters requested in the first
place. If such a course can be taken the
House will readily see that all that is neces-
sary to evade our rules, and the protection
given to the public and to persons
who have existing rights, is to introduce
an innocent bill, to which no person cn
object, and persuade the Committee on
Standing Orders to dispense with the
usual notices and, having taken that steP
to go before the House and ask for in-
creased powers which were never referred
to in the petition. Now, I protest against
that as a dangerous principle of legislation,
and it is well worthy the consideration O
this House, whether we should endorse .it
by sanctioning these sweeping changes 1n
the Bill. But when we come to look at
the Bill itself, we find, in addition to those
objections to which I have already advert
ed, that we have not even the sma
advantage of obtaining a system of cheOP
telegraphy in this country. Under these
circumstances I think the Bill should re

i ceive very careful consideration, and 1
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appeal especially to the Minister of Justice
to examine it with a view to the protection
of existing rights. On that point I shah
Say nothing further. I have nothing to do
with the Bill, but I do say that in order to
nake our legislation consistent we should
scrutinize these amendments carefully, and
it is within the regular province of the
Minister of Justice to see that this Bill
does not run counter to existing legislation.

There is a clause which professes to
Protect existing rights, but it is a very bald
One, and I do not think the House will
consider it sufficient. However, I will
leave that entirely to the consideration of
the Minister of Justice. Upon the other
Point, with regard to the course which
this legislation has taken, when we see
that the general public, as well as the per-
sOns particularly interested in this matter,
have not had any means or opportunity of
ascertaining how their rights were affected
by the Bill, and when we consider that this
rule has been dispensed with in Committee
(f the House of Commons, as I apprehend
it was dispensed with by the comnittee
on standing orders here upon the grounds
stated by Mr. Davies, the promoter of the
J3ill in the other House, that it was merely
for the purpose of utilising a new inven-
tion, I think that these alterations should
be considered with more than usual care.
I regret that I am obliged to call the at-
téntion of the House to this matter. I
have no interest in the Bill in any way.
My feelings would be rather to give my
hon. friend all the assistance he could
POssibly expect in carrying out this enter-
Prise : at the same time there is a higher
Principle which should govern us all here,
and that is to see that no injustice is done
by our legislation. Under these circum-
Stances I do not think it necessary to make
any apology to the House for having
called their attention to a case which, so
far as my legislative experience goes, is
Unprecedented in the history of legisla-
tion in this country.

HON. SIR ALEX CAMPBELL-I
Would ask the hon. member from Prince
Edward Island, who has charge of this Bill,to be kind enough to postpone the further
Consideration of it until Wednesday next.
I understand that the Bill has been amend-
ed since it was re-printed, and that wehave not the whole of it before the House
in the shape of a Bill, but that we are

obliged to read it in connection with the
amendments which' appear in our minutes.
As I have had no opportunity of reading
the measure as a whole, or of considering
the Bill as printed, before it was submitted
to the Cominittee, with the report of the
Committee, I am inclined to think after
the remarks from the hon. member from
Amherst, that it would be more satisfac-
tory to postpone the discussion until, say
Wednesday next, and have the Bill re-
printed in the shape in which the House
will be asked to consider it.

HON. MR. CARVELL-When this
question was before the Senate in the
shape of a report fron the Committee on
railways, telegraphs and harbors it was
understood that the Bill, as submitted to
the Committee, would be distributed. As
the request has come from the Minister
of Justice I must acquiesce. The only
hesitation I have on that score is that it
may not be possible to pass the Bill this
session, if it is not sent down to the other
House without further delay. In that
Chamber there is now but one day in the
week set aside for considering private Bills;
that is the only difficulty which occurs to
me now.

There is some difficulty in hearing the
remarks of the hon. members at the other
end of the room, and I suppose they have
a similar difficulty in hearing what we say;
to that fact alone can I attribute the mis-
representation of ny remarks which has
been made by the hon. member from
Amherst in stating that I pressed the im-
mediate consideration of the amendment
when the report of the Committee was
before the House. I did not do so. I
stated then, as I state now, that if the Bill
was unnecessarily delayed, there would not
be time to get it through the House of
Commons ; but I cheerfuly acquiesced in
the suggestion of the hon. member from
Amherst to postpone it until to-day, so
that he is not justified in saying that I
strongly opposed any delay upon that
occasion. If the Bill is allowed to stand
over I am afraid that it will not be passed
this session.

HON. MR. MILLER.-I do not think
there is any occasion for the fear expressed
by my hon. friend from Prince Edward
Island, that this measure will be delayed
by being allowed to stand over for two or
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three days. We all know that in the
other branch of Parliament there is only
one day in the week for private legisla-
tion, and whether this Bill goes through
to-day or on Wednesday, it cannot be
taken into consideration in the Lower
House until Monday next, so that the
Bill cannot be delayed by the postpone-
ment. I have, however, another objec-
tion to the course suggested by the
Minister of Justice. What is the position
of this subject before the House ? The
Bill has been reported from the com-
mittee on railways, telegraphs and har-
bors, with a large number of amendments.
It has not been the practice of the Senate
to incorporate the amendments in a
printed copy of the Bill until after they
have been adopted. It may happen that
none of them will be adopted, and it
would be introducing, I think, a very
undesirable precedent, and one which
would give much useless trouble, to
insist upon the printing of a Bill in a
shape in which it may not pass the
House. Our practice has been to adopt
the amendments first, and I do not see
why that course should not be taken now.
The Bill could then be printed with the
amendments, and then the discussion, if
any should arise, might take place on the
third reading, when it will be quite
competent for any hon. member either to
move that the Bill be referred back to the
Committee for the purpose of amending
it, or to move amendments either striking
out or adding clauses. I think, with all
deference to the hon. Minister of Justice,
that the course he has recommended is
one which is not in accordance with the
practice of the House, and one which I
should not like to see made a precedent,
because it might occasion very great
inconvenience.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I do
not think my hon. friend is right in
supposing that the course which I have
suggested is exceptional, because the Bill
has already been reprinted, and that gives
the House the idea that the Bill is now
before us as it was reported from the
Committee, but the truth is, it has again
beei altered. It is usual, when a Bill is
reported with a number of amendments
of a complicated character, to reprint the
Bill with the amendments before consider-
ng the report of the Committee. It seenis

HON. MF. MILLER.

to me a very convenient way, because
every member has in his hand the whole
Bill as it comes from the Committee. As
it is, we have only a fraction of it. I
think it would be found convenient to
have the Bill reprinted, as I have
suggested.

HON. MR. MILLER-The Bill has
been reprinted as amended, and we have
the amendnents proposed by the commit-
tee printed on our minutesà It requires
no very great intelligence,' or skill in the
investigation of a matter of this kind, for
any member of the House to take up the
Bill as it was sent to the Committee and
ascertain the effect of the proposed
amendments. I do not make any strong
objection to the course recommended by
the hon. Minister of justice, but I do
think it is certainly anomolous, and as far
as rny memory extends, unusual to print
amendments in a Bill before they have
been adopted in the H-ouse.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I do
not think it is unusual. We have twO
copies of the Bill already, and we have
not yet got it as reported from the Con-
mittee.

HON. MR. CARVELL-The copy Of
the Bill in the hands of the Minister of
Justice contains all the amendments ex-
cept some minor changes.

HON. MR. VIDAL.-I think that the
course which has been recommended by
the Minister of Justice is certainly the
most convenient. It is assuredly the
ordinary custom when the amendments
are concurred in hy the flouse to move
the third reading of the Bill, because it is
taken for granted that the House has
adopted the amendments. If a motion is
made to adopt them now, it would have
to be guarded, as suggested by the hon.
member from Richmond, with a reserva-
tion that notwithstanding the adoption of
the amendments members would have the
right to move that the Bill be referred
back to the Committee to be further
amended. I did not rise, however, to
speak on that point, but rather to remiove
an erroneous impression which may have
been made on the mind of the House by
the remarks of the hon. member fromn
Amherst. The hon. gentleman would
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lead the House to believe that the Com-
mnittee had added very largely to the Bill
In the interest of the promoters, and had
given a great deal more than was asked
for by the petition. I feel it my duty, as
acting chairman, speaking on behalf of
'Y colleagues, to remove that impression.

The Bill, as it came before the committee,
contained every privilege that was sought
to be gained by the promoters, and
the additions made to that Bill are
ail in the public interest, with a
view to guardirig against any injury being
done by the corporation seeking to obtain
these privileges from Parliament. If hon.
gentlemen will look carefully into these
arnendments they will see that the com-
Iittee have merely introduced the clauses
which are found in ordinary telegraph
bjIls to protect the public. They are
restrictions with a view to guarding the
PUblic interests.

liON. MR. HOWLAN-My hon. friend
s entirely mistaken. 'iThe Bill as origin-
aly printed refers only to the Maritime
Provinces The second Bill, as >rinted
refers to all Canada ; authorising the com-
Pany to erect lines of telegraph in any
Part of the Dominion. The powers have
been extended. But the point made by
the hon. member from Amherst, I under-
stand to be this: in the petition it was
Particularly stated that they only wished
tbe mncorporated for a certain distinct

Purpose, to inau:4urate this recent dis-covery in electricity.

lqON. MR. POWER-The hon. Minis-ter Of Justice suggested that furtherdiscussion should be postponed until
ednesday next, and I gather from the

ne of discussion taken by the hon. gen-tlemian from Prince Edward Island now,
that he is really discussing the principle
Of the Bill.

PON. MR. HOWLAN-The motion to
postpone is under consideration.

"ON. MR. POWER-Then a discussion
on the rmerits of the Bill is not in order.

lION. MR. HOWLAN.-I may say
Oore : I think I am not in the habitakgetting up in this House andMaking speeches, like my hon. friend,

Speaks on every question that comes

before this body. I do not speak often,
and I therefore think I have a right to ex-
press my views upon this Bill, with all
due deference to the superior knowledge
of the senior member from Halifax. I
said in the first place that the impression
upon the mind of the hon. gentleman
from Sarnia who had just sat down, was
this-that the Bill had not been altered,
and his impression also was that this Bill
was asking for no more than was asked by
the promoters in their petition to the
Standing Orders Committee. I desire to
remove that impression, by referring him
to the petition of the promoters of this
measure, in which they ask for powers for
a very definite and entirely distinct pur-
pose from what is in this Bill, as fully set
forth in the preamble. The preamble
reads as follows:-

Whereas recent discoveries in electrical
science have effected great improvement in
the iieans, speed and accnracy of transmitting
signals by electricity, and whereas the persons
lereinatter mentioned and others have, by
their petition, prayed to be incorporated fbr
the purpose ot iitilizing such discoveries in
the inprovenent of electrical coniniunication
betweeni the Provinces of Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick and Prince Edward Island, and
whereas it is expedient to grant the prayer of
their petition :-

It is quite evident from this what the
promoters asked for, and I trust the hon.
gentleman from Sarnia will see the force
of my explanation.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-I think
the course advised by the Hon. Minister
of Justice is a very proper one to adopt,
under the circumstances, considering that
the Bill was originally introduced under
very unusual conditions, and that it has
since undergone discussions which have
led to great changes. Those facts alone I
think would be sufficient to justify the
House in demanding that the Bill, as it
left the Committee, should be placed in
print upon every gentleman's desk, before
we proceed to its consideration. On that
ground I shall vote for the suggestion of
the Minister of Justice.

HON. MR. CARVELL-I do not rise for
the purpose of prolonging the discussion,
but think it well that the House should
understand how they will have the amend-
ments presented ; whether they will be as
part of the Bill now proposed, or whether
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in accordance with the suggestion which
has been made, I think, by the hon. gentle-
man froin Amherst, they should come up
separately. I do not wish to go into the
merits of the question, but perhaps it
would only be just to the promoters of
this Bill if it were stated frankly that,
since this project was started, it has been
enlarged, and as hon. gentlemen will see
at once it was necessary to enlarge. In
endeavoring to utilize, not only the par-
ticular discovery-important and recent
as it is-but also other discoveries, inven-
tions and appliances which are cheapen-
ing daily the cost of telegraphing; in
order to utilize these, it was necessary,
as we discovered afterwards, to enlarge
the Bill to enable a message, after it had
come across the Straits of Northumber-
land or any other straits in the Maritime
Provinces, to get beyond it-to go further.
We might want it to go u) to Ottawa, and
without the powers of a general telegraphic
company where are we ? We would be,
as the Bill originally provided, obliged to
depend upon the great combination or
monopoly which, as 1 said the other day,
has really the Maritime Provinces by the
throat. We should have to depend upon
them to get out of the Maritime Provinces.
Therefore the Committee deemed it
necessary and advisable that we should
ask for enlarged powers; we did so, and
they were unaniniously reported to this
House.

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
would suggest that the Bill, as originally
introduced, be printed in ordinary type,
and the amendments printed in italics.

HON. MR. DICKEY-I would like to
make an explanation. My hon. friend
stated frankly that owing to the distance
from one end of the House to the other,
it was difficult to hear hon. gentlemen,
and it was therefore not to be wondered
at that he misunderstood the scope of my
observations. I said jocularly that if
promoters of this measure pressed that
the amendment should be taken up at
once, it was in truth a rapid telegraph
Bill. I did not say that my hon. friend
was trying to press anything; my obser-
vations were to the effect I have just indi-
cated, and if that is an offence I fear my
wit must be bottled up for other occa-
sions.

The motion was agreed to.

HoN. MR. CARVELL.

NICHOLSON DIVORCE BILL

CONSIDERATION OF THE THIRD REPORT
OF THE SELECT COMMITTEE.

HoN. MR. MACFARLANE moved
concurrence in the third report of the
select committee to whom was referred
Bill (D) " An Act for the relief of Peter
Nicholson "

He said: On last Thursday we pre-
sented to the Senate the report of the
Committee who had . investigated the
claim of Peter Nicholson for a divorce
bill, and at the request of the House the
consideration of that report was postponed
until to-day. The minutes are before the
House, and of course gentlemen have
been enabled to read, and I trust to under-
stand them. I may say that the Con-
mittee were engaged for several days in
carefully investigating this matter, and ex-
amined a very large number of witnesses,
some from different sections of the Pro-
vince of Ontario, and others frorn the
adjacent State of Michigan, who were
brought before us, all of which necessitated
very considerable delay. The Committee
having considered the matter most care-
fully, and having given to the subject the
best deliberation of which they were
capable, the majority have come to the
conclusion, that after hearing the wholc
testimony, they would report against the
preamble of the Bill. The case was cer
tainly one of much complication, and 1
regret to say that the testimony adduco
was not very creditable to the character
several of the witnesses who were ex-
amined on that occasion. I may also 5a)
that our experience in this case, mnore
definitely than in any case I have yet
known, brought under our notice the fact
that it would be much the wiser course i
examinations in cases of this kind were
held before some other tribunal. While
the committee have full opportunity O
examining each witness most minutely, Stis
there is a difficulty in submitting witnesse
who are either unwilling or prepared tO
perjure themselves in fact, to that rigîd
and close examination which would b
made in a Court of Justice. In this case,
while the evidence showed clearly that the
respondent's conduct was not good, it U
fortunately happened that the conclustol
was forced upon the committee that t'e
hands of the petitioner himself were tO$
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clean, and that his character was not such
as to entitie him, in our opinion, to the
benefit of the Bill which he sought. The
Majority of the committee have therefore,
as I said before, determined that it was
our duty to report the preamble of the
bill as lost. The evidence was of a very
extensive character indeed, and I regret
to say could not be taken without con-
siderable expense. It was very volumin-
Ous. Manv witnesses were examined, and
it was necessary to have it taken by a
stenographer in order to afford members
an opportunity, not only of investigating
and sifting the evidefice, but in reality to
facilitate the proceedings; and notwith-
standing the fact that the petitioner has
Made a deposit to meet this expenditure,
We find it is far from being adequate to
cover the expense incurred in the prosecu-
tion of this matter, and that the country
Will be put to considerable additional ex-
Pe.nse in connection with the conduct of
this investigation. Without further re-
Mark, as this matter will no doubt be fully
discussed, I beg to move that the report
If the Committee be adopted.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD-As one of
the select Committee to whom the Bill for
the relief of Peter Nicholson was referred,
I feel it my duty to state definitely that I
do not concur in the report. I think that
hon. gentlemen who have taken the
ttouble to read the evidence could hardly
Come to any other conclusion than that
the preamble of the Bill was fully proved.
The woman is living in habitual adultery,
and has been so ever since she left her
husband. She has been married by a
Minister of the Gospel according to the
laws of the State of Michigan ; she has
had a child, and that was proved, I think
1 May say to the satisfaction of the whole
Conmittee Her own testimony was a
tissue of falsehoods, and her paramour, to
whom she had been married, also per-
Jured himself from the first word he uttered
to the last. Now, under these circum-
stances I certainly cannot concur in thereport, though I think, perhaps, it mighthave been so worded that I would not
have thought it necessary to have stated

utobjection to it as one of the minority.t 1 May say this : that the Committee
adjourned two or three times to give therespondent's counsel an opportunity to pro-
duce evidence with respect to the character

and acts of the petitioner, and he failed to
obtain that evidence and could not justify
the statements made by him. It was
pointed out very definitely to the counsel
for the respondent, that if the parties
refused to attend after being sum-
moned, a warrant should issue and
they should be brought here, but those
steps were not taken. Now, if I
understand the reasons of the majority,
in reporting as they have done, there were
assertions and statements made against
the character of the petitioner himself of
a very damaging description, but there
was no evidence of them, and, as a matter
of course, when charges are made against
a man, a court of law presumes him to be
innocent until he is proved to be guilty,
and therefore those charges to which I re-
fer, however damaging they would have
been if established, were not proved before
the Committee, though the respondent's
counsel was given every opportunity to do
so. The evidence is clear and conclusive,
and therefore I feel it my duty, as one of
the Committee-and I trust hon. gentle-
men will give me credit for not being
biased one way or the other-to express
my dissent from the report of that Com-
mittee. I acted, as I thought, in a judicial
manner. I have been in a position fre-
quently to decide (being a legal man) upon
questions of some importance, and I have
a habit of weighing well the arguments of
counsel who come before me, and ît gen-
erally turned out that my decision was
confirmed. I believe after sitting some 12

or 15 years in the Court of Common Pleas,
I can state that not one of my decisions
was opposed ; and therefore I feel strongly
in this matter, for in my judgment the
evidence which was adduced before this
Committee was of such a character as not
to justify the report which has been made
by the majority. I state that, because I
do not wish to connect myself with a re-
port which is adverse to the facts, and
which has been laid before the Senate.

HON. MR. READ.-I think it is
extremely inconvenient to discuss this
matter without the evidence being before
the House.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD.-It is before
the House.

HON. MR. READ.-The hon. gentle-
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man who has just taken his seat has made
a statement that I fail to see proven by
the evidence which was taken. He
stated that this woman had been living in
adultery with this man, from the time she
left her husband. Now there is no such
evidence as that, to my recollection,
though there is evidence to show that she
had been living some time with him.
Then, while no doubt the hon. gentle-
man's judgment is good, and he acted in
good faith and honestly in the matter, I
think perhaps other gentleman on that
committee acted just as honestly and may
have judged just as wisely.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD.-I do not
question their honesty; I only question
their judgment.

HON. MR. READ-It isjust as possible
that there was an error of judgment on
the part of the hon. gentleman himself, as
on the part of others; we all acted to the
very best of our judgment, and had no
other interest in the matter. I think that
though this woman may have acted ever
so improperly, if her husband has conduced
to that it is a bar to his being relieved.
If, in the opinion of the Committee, or the
majority of them, the husband's conduct
had been such as to make them conclude
he was a party to it, that he had conduced
to it, or that by his acts he had encouraged
her, or placed her in such a position that
it was not to be expected she would be
dutiful to him, then, as I construe tte law,
it cannot be expected that he should be
relieved from the consequences of his own
misconduct-that having been the cause
of the difficulty to a certain extent. There
are other reasons why, to my mind, the
report. of the Committee is a proper one to
be adopted. The petitioner did not deny
that there was an action pending against
him in the courts, and in my judgnent it
was not right that he should be relieved
when hedid not make that denial, for it
may be hereafter that he will be convicted
in a court of justice of improper conduct.
It is well at all events to let this matter
lie over; it is only common prudence to
follow that course, and if he is proved to
be innocent before the courts, he can
come to this House in the future for relief.
He is not precluded from corning at any
time, although I confess it is a somewhat
expensive undertaking-and in reference

HON. Mi. READ.

to that point I would here state that, in
my opinion, it is time we altered our rule
and required a larger deposit to be made
by those coming to us for relief in these
cases. In the present instance the stenoe-
grapher's account is some $225 more than
the $200 paid in to meet that expenditure;
the account is $425, and the amount
deposited is only $200, leaving the
difference to be paid by the country, 10
addition to any other expenses which naY
have to be met in connection with the
case. Therefore I give it as imy decided
opinion that persons coming here for
relief in such matters should be required
to make a larger deposit than is no'
exacted.

HON. MR. ALMON-I should be verY
sorry that this report should be received,
and that it should for one moment be
supposed that I in any way concurred itl
the conclusion which ias been arrived at
and reported to this House by the majoritY
of the Committee. I should stultify "Y
self if I did not make this statement.
This man has accused his wife of adultery,
and how was that proven ? I believe that
the hon. gentleman from WVestmcreland
spoke rather hastily when he said that She
lived in adultery immediately after leaving
her husband ; I do not think in fact there
was any proof of that, but it was rather
shewn that she went home to her father's
and I daresay lived respectably while she
was there. But as soon as she went to
Detroit the evidence shews that she Inet
with this man'Jones, and that very shottly
afterwards she went by the name of Mrs.
Jones, and that in the course of a couPIC
of years after she left her husband she
had a child. It was proved that she had
a child nursing at her breast ; that was
proved by two parties, that she said it eo
Jones's child, and that she went by tid
name of Mrs. Jones. Well, it was sae
that was not bringing proof enough. fhi
gave her evidence very clearly, and if it
had not been disproved by subsequent
testimony, it would have convinced Oie
that she was correct, she gave it so cle4îY
and without the slightest hesitation..
stated this child which she was nursingl'
that she had in her arms-was the childthf
a Mrs. Johnson who was living in the
house. Money was then provided to
bring this Mrs. Johnson from ]DetrOît
but instead of the desired witfl
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coming here to prove that the respondent
i this case was not guilty of adultery,
and that she (Mrs. Johnson) was the
Imother of the child which had been
spoken of, I ask who came before the
cOnmittee ? None other than Mr. Jones,
who was not the co-respondent, but who
should have been ! The very man who,
if he had money enough for the purpose,
shOuld have had an action brought against
4im for damages in this matter ! He was
asked if he ever had criminal intercourse
With Mrs. Jones, the late Mrs. Nicholson,
an'd he said he had not ; he was then asked
if he was ever married to her, and he
answered " No. " But gentlemen, the
Proof that he was married was furnished
by a respectable man, a type not of our
Cousins who reside at present across the
border, but a man that might have been
described by Cooper the novelist, an
honest, tall and withal simple man, and a
very good specimen of the old-fashioned
Yankee. He gave his evidence clearly to
the effect that he had married this man
at his house, and he recognised him,While his wife who witnessed the
1narriage, proved that her signature
*as to the paper. Now there was a good
deal of capital sought to be made out of
the fact that they do not conduct the
41arriage ceremony with the same form-
alities in these States as is the case with
us in Canada : but in the States mar-
nage seems to be more like a temporary
arrangement, while with us it is supposed
to be a permanent contract. Well, this is
nothing as a proof that Mrs. Jones was
not married and had not a child, but on
the other hand, the very Doctor who
attended Mrs. Jones at her confinement-
thOugh he was a quack-proved that the
chid was born. His very admissions
as to his want of professional know-
ledge proved him to be a truthful
Inan, for had he been lying in the one
case, it is but fair to suppose he would
have sworn falsely in the other. I think
niOst hon. gentlemen will agree with methat, With all that evidence before us, I
"ould be stultifying myself if I said that

believed that Mrs. Nicholson was ainora1 wloman, and had not committed
adultery, and that the man ought not tobe relieved from having anything to do
with ber. I grant you he was nlot a good"lan to look at, and I do not think his
character will bear close investigation ; and
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if an action had been brought against Mr.
Jones for damages, I might have given a
farthing damages, and should have
thought I had given enough. Still, my
feeling of justice-for I acted in this as
if I was on my oath on that trial-was
such that I could not sign a paper to say
that this woman had not been guilty of
adultery. The strongest evidence adduced
by her lawyer was that her husband had
turned her out of his house ; that shows
that he was a cruel man, but if he had
broken his vows by which he had promised
to cherish, honor and protect her, though
she might have lost her love for him, she
was not justified in breaking her own
obligation. There were several questions
asked by me which were called very
hypothetical, but which to my mind bore
very closely on the subject.

When this man Jones gave his evidence
and asked that hisexpenses shouldbe paid,
I felt that if the committee had been a
Court of Justice, we should have ordered
him to be committed to prison and tried
for perjury. If we had done so we would
have only been doing our duty, but on
enquiry I found that it was beyond our
power. I asked him the question,
whether he knew the nature of an oath,
or whether he believed in the future
punishment of the wicked. I was inter-
rupted in doing so, and my question was
ruled out of order. I said at the time
that no doubt the lawyers were right and
I was wrong, but I said: " I will ask you
this question : Do you know that your
evidence will be taken down and published
in the papers where it will be read by the
people of Detroit where you are known
to be openly living with this woman
who is known by your name and
has borne a child to you, and know-
ing this to be the case, do you still persist
in your statement," but I was told that my
question was hypothetical. I do not think
it was hypothetical. I think the question
was a fair and proper one. Holding the
views that I do I think it would have been
very wrong in me to allow this matter to
have passed over in silence and not to
have entered my protest against the maj-
ority report of the Committee.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-I quite
agree with the hon. gentleman who has
just sat down, that he is at perfect liberty
to have his own views of this case and to
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defend them, but I think the same prive- exists. I acknowledge that I was in hopes
lege should be allowed to the other mem- for a long time that the respondent was
bers of the Committee who happen to an innocent woman, that there was a plot
differ from him. For my part, if I under- against her ; but with equal candor
stood what was the duty of a member I admit that the evidence of that
of this House who was directed to serve man Jones, and the evidence of the
on that Committee, it was to ascertain American clergyman and his wife was Of
first whether there was any collusion be- such a nature that I was reluctually Co1-
tween the parties., or whether the husband pelled to admit to myself that the respond-
had in any respect contributed to the re- ent was guilty of adultery; but havi"g
sult that had led him to petition thîs come to the conclusion that there vas
House to relieve him frorn the care and collusion between the two, I could 'ot
management of his wife. Now when it was find that the preamble of this j Bill was
proved that Nicholson had treated his proven. He had been, in the first place,
wife in such a cruel manner that she could in collusion with the wornan to obtain a
not live under his roof; that they had divorce, and there was an agreement be-
separated under a bond of agreement, and tween them that a petition for divorce war
in that agreement you find a passage not to be opposed., At this time, the
which clearly intimates that at no remote petitioner admits clearly under exalif-
period a divorce would be sought for by ation, that although he might have
one or the other, and that it would not be suspected his wife of being unfaithful to
opposed by either, then we had the him, he had no proof against her what-
clearest proof at an early stage of the pro- ever, but there was proof that at that tiune
ceedings that there had been collusion, he had treated her with the greatest
and there, if my opinion could have pre- cruelty. I do not think it is possible that
vailed with the Committee, the case would any man can treat a voung vife in a more
have stopped, and we would have heard cruel or barbarous manner than he treate
no more of that distressing evidence to her. She was a mere child when
which we were obliged to listen. I will he married her-not more than
read to the House a few lines from the sixteen or seventeen years of age
agreement which these parties entered into -she bore children to him, and it is i
when they separated at Prince Arthur's evidence that he treated her so barbar
Landing:- ously that she had to leave the shelter of

" And the said Peter Nicholson and his roof and take refuge from him, bruised
Rosetta Nicholson hereby agree that in and bleeding, in a hotel at Prince Arthurs
case an application be made at any time Landing. This is her evidence, but it 's
by either of them for a divorce and a de- corroborated by the evidence of a mo
cree annuling the marriage of the said credible witness-a gentleman who as
Peter Nicholson and Rosetta Nicholson, connected with the Pacific Railway Sur
that these presents shall operate as a full vey-who hearing that this case
and unqualified consent to said decree, going on volunteered the evidence .h t
and on being fyled in any court of compe- he was stopping at the hotel in PritCe
tent jurisdiction shall bind all parties ac- Arthur's Landing when this womnan
cordingly." sought refuge there from her husband

That, it seems to me, if words have any actually bleeding, and that she was ma
meaning, is evidence that there was col- tained there for several days by the
lusion between those two parties, and landlady. This was proof by a reiable
that although at that particular moment witness that convinced me that the Peti
they had not the means to apply for a di- tioner had treated his wife in a nOst
vorce, may be for want of funds, they barbarous manner. As to the latter
both contemplated that a divorce would of the evidence, I admit that it has hb
be applied for, and when the application the effect of convincing me that the resr
was made the other would not op- pondent is not what I at first supposed ber
pose it. If that is not collusion, to be, a virtuous woman, but it assisted roY
I do not know what collusion is, and I judgment in coming to the final conclusion
say that the first duty of a member of a that if she had gone astray her husbad
committee appointed to try a case of this was primarily responsible for it by his bdr
kind is to have proof that no collusion barous conduct towards her, And "der

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE.
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all these circumstances I cannot see how
the House can hesitate in agreeing with
the finding of the Committee.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-No doubt
the House will agree after hearing the de-
bate on this subject, that this body does
nlot possess the proper training to exercise
Judicial functions in such matters. It is
lot every man who is qualified by training
and education to exercise those functions
Properly. This will be at once seen when
We consider the fact that every hon. gen-
tiernan who has spoken in favor of this
report has admitted that according to
the evidence the charge in the
Preamble of the Bill has been proved,
yet in their report they declared
that the preamble is not proven. If they
had admitted in their report that the
Preamble of the Bill had been proved,
but that in consequence of the conduct of
the petitioner towards his wife the relief
asked for should not be granted, it would
have been more consistent with the views
ertertained by the majority of the coin-
tnittee, and more in accordance with the
views they now express. The honorable
gentleman from Prince Edward Island
saYs that collusion has been proved. I
Contend that collusion bas not been
proved, and that the evidence shows quite
clearly that the agreement from which the

on• gentleman has quoted was not pre-
Pared at the instance of the petitioner,but by the counsel for the respondent.
The procedure before the Divorce Coin-
rnittee is a very expensive one, and a
rlass of evidence has been reported
four-fifths of which is totally irre-
levant and would be inadmissable
' a court of law. My hon. friend from
Belleville (Mr. Read), considers that the
Costs should be increased. My impression
Is that it is a delusion and a snare to in-
vite men to come to this tribunal at an
enorrnous expense to have their rights
Judicially and legally decided upon, ac-
cOrding to law and evidence, when we
find a committee admitting that the pre-
anble of a Bill is proven, and that their
report is to the contrary. In an early part
of the proceedings the counsel for the re-
sp)ondent made a motion which was equiv-
aient to a motion for a non-suit ; the Com-
Inittee took it into consideration, and un-
animlously agreed that the motion could

not be entertained ; that a prima facie
case had been made out against the re-
spondent. Notwithstanding this fact, and
notwithstanding further corroborative evi-
dence that the respondent was living as
the wife of this man Jones, and that
she had been married to him ;
notwithstanding the evidence of the
clergyman who married them, the certifi-
cate of marriage, the fact that she was
attended in her confinement at her father's
house as Mrs. Jones, .by her father's
family physician-notwithstanding all this
corroborative evidence after the committee
had decided there was a pima fade case
that adultery had been committed, the Bill
is thrown out on the ground that the
petitioner himself did not come before
this tribunal with clean hands. When we
examine the evidence, however, we find
that there is no substantial or conclusive
evidence of adultery on his part ; he was
simply asked if an action for damages
had not been brought against him for im-
proper intimacy with his own neice, and
he admitted that there was. No proof was
adduced that he had been guilty of the
act with which he was charged,
and the law presumes that a
man is innocent until guilt is
is proved. It is said that he treated his
wife with cruelty. Even if he did, it is no
bar to his obtaining his bill if the allegation
in his petition is proved. But we have no
corroborative evidence of cruelty on his
part. But we have evidence of the respon-
dent consorting with other men, neglect-
ing her duties as a wife, staying out at
night, and telling her husband that she
loved another man's little finger more
than his whole body. Such conduct is
sufficient to arouse jealousy and anger in
the heart of any man, and to drive him to
a course that would not be warranted
under other circumstances. There is
some evidence that she was seen running
into a hotel bleeding, but there is no proof
that it was from injuries received from her
husband. A stronger case of injustice I
have never seen, than is now being done
to the petitioner in this case, and I hope
the Minister of lustice will now see that
this House has not the training that is
absolutely necessary to exercise judicial
functions in cases of this nature. There
were very few lawyers on the Committee.

HoN. MR. READ-Hear! hear I
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HON. MR. KAULBACH-My hon.
friend from Belleville says "hear, hear."
I suppose he considers that persons who
have not had a legal training have as
good a knowledge of what is evidence as
lawyers have ; perhaps they may have, but
he will find that a large majority of this
House do not consider those questions at
all, and will not exercise any judicial func-
tions in regard to them. Looking at the
expense of taking this evidence, between
$4oo and $;oo, four-fifths of which is
unnecessary, and has no connection with
the case, it can easily be seen that it is a
snare and a trap to ask any man to come
to this Court to have his case de-
cided according to the law and evidence.
If this House had only read the evidence
taken before the Committee they could
come to no other conclusion than this:
that a stronger case of circumstancial evi-
dence could not be produced in any court
-not only circumstantial but direct evi-
dence of this woman's guilt, and the right
of this petitioner to the relief he asks for
at our hands.

HoN. MR. OGILVIE-I certainly ob-
ject to a few of the remarks of my hon.
friend frcm Lunenburg. He has a per-
fect right to his.own opinions and to think
for himself, but he certainly has no right
at all to give the opinions of the majority
of that Committee. The majority were
probably attending to their work as closely
and as carefully and as honestly as the
minority of the Committee, and I think it
is very unfair indeed for any hon. gentleman
to stand up here and state and reiterate
that if the members of this House would
only read the evidence they would say
that we, the majority of the committee, were
all wrong. The majority of that commit-
tee had nothing else to look after-had
no other object in view-than the minor-
ity had. The majority have reported
against the Bill, and we hear the minority
stand up one after the other and state
what a dreadful blunder we have made;
that this woman came here everything
that was bad, and that the man was
everything that was good. I would like
to have had this House listen to the evi-
dence taken before that committee, and if
they had I am satisfied that they would
say if ever there was proof of the utmost
barbarity and the utmost cruelty it is pos-
sible for a man to use towards a woman

it was in that case. For my part I was
horror struck : I could hardly believe that
any man could be such a brute as to do
what that man has done, and that
evidence was uncontradicted. I say
that any man who has acted as the
petitioner has done has no right tO
come to us for relief, and if I had it to do
over again I would report against it a
thousand times. The petitioner, I amn
sorry to say, is in the employ of the
Government, and the quicker he is put
out of the public service the better. I
heard the evidence of the respondent and
it seemed to me from what I heard that she
had been a good woman once, and if she
had gone astray she was driven to it by
cruelty and brutality, such as we sorn-
times read of in novels, but rarely hear of
in a civilized country. We have rendered
our report according to our convictions,
and I am satisfied that if this House had
read the evidence, the majority would
agree that our conclusion is the proper
one.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-My hon.
friend was not present and did not hea
all the evidence ; he was not in the Co?-
mittee, I think, more than once or twice-

HON. MR. OGILVIE-I beg the hon.
gentleman's pardon; he is entirely mistake'

HON. MR. McINNES-As one of the
majority of this committee who signed the
report I was very much surprised at the
remarks.that have fallen from several rn-ee
bers of the minority. I agree with the hol
gentleman from Prince Edward Island,
that there was collusion between the par
ties a short time after their married life
commenced, and more particularly whenl
that extraordinary document called the
" deed of separation " was signed. There
were two deeds. The first deed of
separation provided that he shouîd
pay to Mrs. Nicholson the sun'
of one hundred dollars a year. Even that
pittance, after allowing her to take his
children and go to a for.eign countrY to
struggle for an existence, he discontinued»
Some two years afterwards she appeared
at Prince Arthur's Landing again, and a
new deed of separation was prepared.an
signed by both parties, which provted
that he was to pay her $200 a year, inst
of $1oo. In that deed, an extract fr0 0
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which has been read by the hon. gentle-
nman from Prince Edward Island (Mr.
laythorne) it is perfectly clear to my

'nind that they contemplated seeking a
divorce at no distant date. When that
deed was placed before the Coflmittee, I
voted that the petition shouldnot be proceed-
ed with any further, as it proved collusion;
however, the majority thought otherwise.
A great number of witnesses were called
from Detroit. I must remark that more
extraordinary evidence I never heard
given before any committee or tribunal.
I think I may safely say that four-fifths of
the utterances of these witnesses were
false. No person having the least know-
ledge of human nature could sit there, and
believe anything of what was supposed by
the minority of the Committee, to be
mraterial evidence : I for one could not.
I arm not one of those who believe in the
Purity and innocence of the respondent.
I believe that she id fall, but I agree
with the majority of the Committee that
She was forced to that in order to
live, and provide for her children-
forced into it by the cruelty and bar-
barous conduct of her husband. The
hon. gentleman from Lunenburg states
there was no evidence that Mr. Nicholson
assaulted or ill-treated her, or that the
blood that appeared upon her person
When she took refuge in the hotel at
Prince Arthur's Landing was drawn by
himr; but hon. gentlemen will remember
that a very short time before that the
junior member for Halifax and myself
Were called upon to examine a wound of
!iearly two inches in length that had been
Inflicted by this unnatural husband in the
back of his wife's head. That was not
denied by him or any of the witnesses
who were produced there.

ION. MR. KAULBACH-If I stated
that there was no cruelty upon his part I
Wish to withdraw that expression. Some
Part of his conduct I did not approve of,
but I did not think it was sufficient to
Justify us in throwing out the Bill.

lION. MR. McINNES-There was
other evidence which I think will show
that the committee were justified in re-
Porting against the Bill, when the case
was Postponed for ten days, to enable the
Petitioner to produce this Miss Brown,
With whom it was alleged he had had

criminal connection, what did we find?
He went to Kincardine

HON. MR. ALMON-There was no
evidence of that kind. It was stated in a
letter that a person thought so. The hon.
gentleman would be sorry to see a state-
ment received for which there was no
authority.

HON. MR. McINNES-When the.
summons was returned stating that this
Miss Brown could not be found, there
was also a letter read from the Sheriff of
Bruce County that Miss Brown could not
be found, and that he believed that Mr.
Nicholson, who had been there, found
Miss Brown and got her to disappear for
a time.

HON. MR. ALMON-Is that evidence?

HON. MR. McINNES-It was evidence
in this way: I was one of the committee
who urged that two or three days more
delay should be given, to afford the
petitioner ample time to summon Miss
Brown and Mr. Brown to appear before
the Committee and give evidence. When
we -met on a Friday, the hon. member
from Belleville (Mr. Read) moved that we
adjourn until the following Monday.
That motion was lost, and the consequence
was that the case went on. In my
humble opinion a man who had acted so
cruelly towards his wife, and so unnaturally
to his offspring-a fact which he never for
one moment denied-was not entitled to
a divorce. He never provided for them
in any manner, ànd when he met them-
once, at least, in the streets of Detroit-
he had not enough of the milk of human
kindness or paternal feeling in his bosom to
recognize them. A man who could act in
that way should not be granted a divorce
to enable him to enter the matrimonial
state again and raise perhaps a third family
to treat them in the same cruel manner.
These are the reasons why I voted with
the majority in that case, and I feel, with
the hon. member from Montreal, that if I
had to do it again 1 would cast my vote in
the same way.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
only course left open to us is to adopt the
report of the Committee which comes be-
fore us, at all events, with the sanction of
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the majority of that Committee. It is
impossible for the House to go into the
case again ; it is impossible for us to go
into the evidence or to relieve the Com-
mittee and appoint another, so that I see
no course for us but to adopt the Com-
mittee's report. I regret, as I am sure we
all do, that there should have been so
much difference of opinion amongst
the members of the Committee. Per-
haps the report might have been drawn
up in such a way as to avoid that difficulty
if hon gentlemen had thought of it in time,
For my own part, I think there is nothing
to be done but to adopt that report.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD-I did not
intend to oppose the report, but I felt it
my duty to state the reasons why I did
not agree with it.

The motion was agreed to on a division.

PORTAGE, WESTBOURNE AND
NORTH-WESTERN RAILWAY

COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

HoN. MR. PLUMB moved concurrence
in the amendnents made by the Commit-
tee on Railways, Telegraphs and Harbors,
to Bill (58) " An Act to amend the several
Acts incorporating the Portage West-
bourne and North-Western Railway Com-
pany, and to change the name thercof to
the Great Northern Railway Company of
Canada. "

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was then read the third time and passed.

DAVIS & LAWRENCE MANUFAC-
TURING COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

HoN. MR. OGILVIE moved the
second reading of Bill (79) " An Act to
incorporate the Davis & Lawrence Manu-
facturing Company. "

He said: This Company is composed
principally of gentlemen residing in th(
United States, who are manufacturing
largely all kinds of toilet articles. Their
principal manufacture is Perry Davis'
Pain Killer, and they are erecting a very
large establishment indeed, with a view to
manufacturing the article in Montreal
instead of importing it fron the United

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.

States. They say that they will not go
on with the company if it is imperative
that a majority of the directors shal be
British subjects residing in Canada. TheY
wish to have a majority of the directors
subjects of the United States, and as theY
are bringing a good deal of money into
the country I can see no reasonable
objection to that. There was no objec-
tion to it in the Lower House I know.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I think it
would be wrong to allow such an innova-
tion. I think we should have a majoritY
of the directors here.

HON. MR. ALMON-It appears to 'De
that all these patent medicines are manu-
factured in Montreal. The hon. gentleman
from Victoria brought in a Bill for the
manufacture of Fellow's Compound, and
now we have a Bill for the manufacture
of Pain Killer. Could we not get all the
patent medicines in one Bill, and not take
up the time of the House in dealing with
them separately ?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL- 1

hope that the clause to which objectiofl
is taken will be carefully considered in the
Private Bills Committee. It has been
the rule in Canada in passing such bills as
these to provide that a majority of the
directors of the company should be
British subjects, and residents in Canada.
In the several states of the Union they do
not relax that rule when they incor-
porate companies ; they require that a
majority of the directors shall be citizens
of the United States. The principle is a
novel one, and should not be admitted
without some object of considerable im-
portance is to be gained, and I do not
think that this is an exception.

HON. MR. OGILVIE-I cannot cite
the Acts now, but I know that several Bill
have been passed containing just such
provisions as this. As I was coming up
on the train to-day Mr. Abbott cited thern
for me. He said if there was the slightest

objection to the Bill in this House that he
would be very glad to appear before the
Committee to which it will be referreô
and explain it. Although some hon. gen-
tlemen may laugh at the patent medicine
business I can tell them that hl,,
dreds of thousands of dollars are sent out
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the country every year for them, and if we
Can make them in Canada instead of im-
Porting them from abroad I think it would
be well to do so.

. loN. MR. POWER-I think this Bill
Is.open to the samne objection which was
ralised to other bills recently; it deals
imerely with a private matter and should
have been introduced in the Local Legis-
lature. However, as the House decided
0n a previous occasion to allow a some-
What similar bill to pass, I suppose there is
niO use in raising the objection now. Dur-
1ing the present session one or two bills of
a similar character were passed-one at
al events-providing that the majority of
the directors might he citizens of the
United States, so that the Bill is not so
Objectionable, perhaps, on that ground.
Then, on the other hand, I presume that
the capital which is being invested in this
Ulindertaking is some of the $io,ooo,ooo
which I think the Minister of Finance
stated some time ago was waiting io be
»nvested in this country if it saw that the
National policy was sustained, and I was
surprised, under the circumstances, to
hear the Minister of Justice raising an
Objection.

ION. MR. FERRIER-I wish to ask
Whether these American citizens propose
to deal in dynamite and other explosives ?
If so it would be better to have them
controlled by directors who are British
s1bjects and residents in the country.

IION. MR. OGILVIE-I can easily
arswer that question. Mr. Lawrence has
bten a highly respectable citizen of Mon-
treal for the last ten or twelve years. Mr.
Davis is probably one of the first men of
the State of Massachusetts, and is highly
tespectable in every way. I don't think

at there is the slightest danger of any
urouble on that score. They do not say"' the Bill that a majority of the directors

Shall be citizens of the United States.T hey provide that the chief executive
o$cer of the company shall be a British
Sbject, and resident in the Dominion ofCanada, and that it shall not be necessary

ri ta majority of the directors to be
tish subjects, or that they shall reside

. the Dominion of Canada. It is per-
1sive; it is not obligatory.

HON. MR. MILLER-I think it is very
desirable that this discussion should have
taken place, and as a member of the Pri-
vate Bills Committee I am very glad that
it has. The principle sought to be here
introduced in this Bill is not, in my judg-
ment, a new one. I think there have been
instances when Bills of this character have
been passed by this Parliament. You can-
not lay down any sweeping rule or princi-
ple which would declare that such Bills
are unwise or improper, It may be very
proper to grant corporate powers to a com-
pany, a majority of whose directors may
be foreigners, and I take it that Parlia-
ment would, in every case of the kind,
look to the particular circumstances and
objects of the Act of incorporation, and
be actuated altogether by those objects
and circumstances in granting the Bill.
Many acts of incorporation might be ask-
ed from this Parliament, which we might
hesitate to grant, if a majority of the direc-
tors were to be foreigners, and veryproperly
so, but I do not see why in conducting mi-
nng operations an Act of incorporation
should not be granted to a corporation of
foreigners, if proper checks and guards be
attached. I think it desirable, of course,
to have some of our fellow subjects and
fellow citizens in the directorate, yet I can
imagine cases in which there would be no
objection to having all the directors
foreigners, but the circumstances which
would induce Parliament to grant the Bill
should be such as would be apparent to
the House, and meet with its approval.
I do not think anything is to be feared in
granting an Act of incorporation such as
is now asked for in cases like the present.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-If I re-
member aright one of the arguments used
in favor of adopting the National Policy
was that if there was no capital in our
own country, capitalists might be induced
to come in from other countries and
establish manufactories here, and so give
employment to our people. I cannot see
what objection there can be to Americans
of enterprise coming into Canada and
establishing industries in the country.
The objection might be to a majcrity of
the Directors of a railway company build-
ing a road through our country being for-
eigners, because they might act adversely
to the interests of the country, but I think
it would be an erroneous policy to dis-
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courage capitalists coming from the
United States to develop industries in the
Dominion. Is there not a probability
that if these gentlemen become successful
in Montreal, some of them will take up
their permanent residence there? We
can point to some of our leading men in
Toronto who were American citizens, and
the probability is that if this company
should be successful, some of its members
will come to reside in Canada.

HON MR. FLINT-I do not see why
if a number of gentlemen in the United
States furnish money to establish an enter-
prise here, they should not have the
control of it, and an opportunity to make
money out of their speculation. I know
that Mr. Davis is a very fine old gentle-
man who is highly spoken of wherever he
is known, and I for one am satisfied that he
has done an immense amount of good in
manufacturing what is known as Perry
Davis' Pain Killer. This company cannot
take everything away from the country. In
the first place these patent medicines are
thoroughly advertised throughout the
length and breadth of the land ; they can-
not take away what they pay for advertising,
and that would be so much money spent
in the country, If they purchase property
they cannot takeit awayeither. If they lease
a property they have to pay rent and fit it
up; then the men employed in the manu-
facture of the medicines must, of course,
live, and that money will be spent in the
country. Consequently, taking everything
into consideration a large amount of
money will remain here through the es-
tablishment of this enterprise. A great
deal has been said, and my hon. friend
from Halifax (Mr. Power), has made
reference two or three times to the $io,-
000,ooo to be brought into this country
by the national policy. It is being
brought into the country every day, not
ten millions merely, but tcns of millions,
through the operation of that policy.
Therefore I think we need not fear tolet our
American neighbors establish their patent
medicine manufactures in Montreal. I
do not think they will kill more people
with their patent meicines than are
killed off by the operation of the old sys-
tem of medicine.

HoN. MR. PLUMB-I have no doubt
that Mr. Davis is a very excellent man,

HON. MF. ALEXANDER.

but I do not see what he has to do with
this Company. His name does not ap-
pear as one of the corporators. The namne
of the Company is the Davis and Lawrence
Manufacturing Company, and the corpo-
rators are William Van Duzen Lawrence,
John Stephen Bates, Jonathan Newton
Harris, John Wyeth, F. H. W) eth, E. T.
Dobbins and Horace Seymour Bloodgood.
I have no doubt it is a salutary rule in
many instances to provide that the major-
ity of the directors of companies under
the Joint Stock Companies Act, 'or under
charters obtained here, should be British
subjects, and resident in the Dominion.
I think it would give us more control
over , them; but I know of one or tWO
important cases in which all of the dire-
tors reside outside of the Dominion.
That is the case in the Canada Southern
Railway Company, which is controlled
entirely by gentlemen on the other side
of the line. In the reconstruction of the
Company not a single resident of the
Dominion was among the directors, but
in this case it would be no hardship,
because the capital is to be $500,000, and
it will be easy to find stockholders
Montreal who will become directors.
do not say that it is objectionable, but
think it is not right to provide absolutely
as if we were doing it-from forethought
that it shall not be necessary for a majonty
ofthe directors to be residents of this country
which means that it shall not be necessary
for any of them, excepting the chief leg
cutive officer, to-be British subjects. Fer-
haps, as my hon. friend suggested a while
ago it may be that the business of this cOnI
pany is such that there would be no ob
jection whatever to its being in the hands
of foreign capitalists, and I agree with 01y
hon. friends from Woodstock and Belle
ville that we ought to do everything in Outr
power to encourage the coming in here o
foreign capital, and that we should thro
no unnecessary obstructions in the waY
new enterprises. I have no doubt the
senior memberfrom Halifax who addres.se
us a little while ago in his usual perspU
ous style wvould desire to do everythins r
his power to enable the Finance lIe
to fulfil the prediction which he .
made that a large amount of foreig
capital would come into the cOUty
I have no doubt that all his energies,
all the influence he possesses in this Ilouse
would be bent to the purpose of acconl
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Plishing that desirable result, because I
cannot believe the hon. gentleman is one
of those who feels that it would be better
to see this country decline, to see it
depressed, than that the predictions that
have been made in regard to the success
Of National Policy should be carried out.

HON. MR. OGILVIE.-In answer to
the hon. gentleman from Niagara, it is
quite easy to explain why the name of
Mr. Davis is not here. As has been
stated before, Mr. Davis lives in Massa-
Chusetts, and this Bill was gotten up and
signed by the parties who were here.
Mr. Davis will be one of the chief stock
holders in the concern, but he was not
here when the Bill was drafted. The
hon. gentleman from Niagara expresses a
desire to bring capital into the country,
but at the same time he is raising the
'ery objections which tend to prevent the
accomplishment of that result. He pro-
fsses his anxiety to have it brought here
anld yet he says there is no doubt that
r'Yself and others might be induced to
subscribe for the stock and to become
directors,

HON. MR. PLUMB.-I did not include
You.

HON. MR. OGILVIE-The hon.
gentleman said gentlemen in Montreal
Would no doubt subscribe, but that is just
exactly what the promoters of this Bill do
rot want ; they desire to subscribe for
their own stock. There is a large num-

of them, and I think there are some
heirs of the estate of Davis, and they
*'sh to have it a limited liability company ;
they do not want to give any stock to
other persons but intend to keep it them-
Selves. I have listened to a great many
sPeeches here, but I fail to see how it
COUld possibly be injurious to Canada to
1t these gentlemen come to the Dominion
ld start a manufactory-no matter of

What discription of goods-so long as they
are sold and used in Canada. There

Ould be no danger in permitting this,they Will employ labor even though there
8hould not be a majority of their directorsresident in Canada. I have no interest
"I this Bill, not even to the extent of adollar, and the House may either pass itthrow it out as they please ; but I havenot heard one word in the argument of

any hon. gentleman which would show me
why we should object to allow these men
to spend some $5oo,ooo in carrying on a
factory in this country that will employ
from 300 to 5oo hands, simply because
they want to manage their own business;
I confess I fail to see the value of such an
objection.

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the second time.

QU'APPELLE, LONG LAKE AND
SASKATCHEWAN RAILROAD

AND STEAMSHIP COM-
PANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. VIDAL moved the second
reading of Bill (72), " An Act to Incorper-
ate the Qu'Appelle, Long Lake and Saska-
tchewan Railroad and Steamboat Com-
pany."

He said : This Bill asks for the incor-
poration of certain gentlemen, with those
who may associate themselves with them,
for the purpose of constructing a railway
from a point at or near Regina, running
north-westerly, crossing the Qu'Appelle
River at its junction with Long Lake,
thence running along the easterly or west-
erly side thereof until it reaches the north-
erly end of that lake, thence running in a
north-westerly direction to a point on the
South Saskatchewan, at or near the fifty-
second degree of north latitude, thence
continuing in a north-westerly direction
until it reaches the North Saskatchewan,
at or near the one hundred and seventh
degree of longitude.

At the same time they ask power to use
those magnificent water stretches, and are
already making preparations for building
vessels, or are taking out material for
constructing vessels during the ensuing
summer on Long Lake. There is no
provision in this Bill but such as may be
found in other measures of this character
which have been passed by this Parlia-
ment. The Bill was carefully examined
by the Railway Committee of the other
House, and certain amendments were
made, bringing it into conformity with
previous legislation. It will no doubt
receive very careful scrutiny at the hands
of our own Railway Committee, and I am
satisfied that, when it is reported to this
House, it will be found quite free from



any objection. I beg to move the second Transport Railway Co., (Limited.)-(ir.
reading of the Bill. Bourinot."

HON. MR. REESOR-Will the hon. The Senate adjourned at 5.45 p.n.
gentleman state how it is contemplated to
run this railway, on which side of Long
Lake ?

THE SENATE.
HON. MR. VIDAL-I cannot exactly

say ; in fact I do not think the promoters Ottawa, Tuesday, April 24th, 1883.
themselves have decided. They propose
to use steamboats at present. The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three

The motion was agreed to, and the Bil o'clock.
was read the second time.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

CUMBERLAND COAL & RAILWAY
COMPANY'S BILL.

SECONDi (28), An Act to continue an Act
SECND EADNG.to incorporate sundry persons by the nanie

HoN. MR. MACFARLANE moved of the president, directors and compalYthe Farmers Bank of Rustico,'" was re-

the second reading of Bill (7 1), " An Act ported from Committee with certe"'
to incorporate the Cumberland Coal & amendments which werý concurred 1fl,
Railway Company." and the Bil was read the third time and

lIe said: This Bill is merely a measure passed.
to incorporate a company for the building OFFENCES A;AINSI THE STATF
of a railway and steamboat, in Nova Scotia,
with the ordinary powers to be found in
bills of this nature. I beg to move that SECOND READING.
the Bill be read the second time.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill HON. SR ALEX CAMPBELL nioved
was read the second time. the second reading of Bull (N), "An Act

respecting certain offences against tlhe
GREAT WESTERN AND LAKE State."

ONTARIO SHORE JUNCTION He said: This Bil has been on the
RAILWAY COMPANY'S notice paper for sone time, andIdee

AMENDMENT BILL. say hon. gentlemen generally have read it.
The circumstances in which the cotInty

SECOND READING.placed see to require soe povS
SECON REAING.of the character which this Bill aiXTis at

HoN. MR. FERRIER, in the absence and it is the fact that there is no laW o1
of Hon. Mr. McMaster, moved. the the subject, none extending so far, at a
second reading of Bill (70), " An Act to events, as the Bil now before us proposes
amend the Acts relating to Great Western to go no Iav generally affecting the whole
and Lake Ontario Shore Junction Rail- Dominion.
way Company." There are soné parts of the Bill t

The motion was agreed to and the Bill which objections I know have bee
was read the second time. taken, and those parts I propose tO "ter

so as to meet those objections. '1'her' I

BILL INTRODUCEI). a law existing in Lower Canada, an di-
nance passed previous to 1839, whîdh

The following Bill from the House of makes provision upon this subject, a
Commons was introduced and read the which it is thought that the hast clause
first time this Bil would repeal, but 'an' nuit

Bill (51) " An Act to amend the Act ready to alter that clause if it bas
to incorporate the Chignecto Marine effect. I think some provision shoUld be

HON. MR. VIDAL.
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Made to meet the class of offences at which ny hon. friend contemplates would
which this Bill aims. Whether the present not result.
Bill is sufficient or not, or whether some 1
Other and better provision could not be HoN. MR. MILLER.-I think the
Made is a subject which requires further motion of the Minister of justice is one
ý9fnsideration, and with a view to giving that wilI comrend itself to the House.
it that consideration I propose to refer it Altbough many of the offences included
to a special committee. I am in hopes in this Bil are aiready to some extent
that before the committee shall report, provided for both by the common law
We shall have a copy of the Bill which is and the statute law of the country, stili I
being passed through the Imperial Par- think it must be admitted that the state of
liament at this moment. I see by the society generally at the present day is such
telegraphic reports in the press that the as imperatively demands the passage of
.ill has passed, and we get almost some law that would place the community
Irnediately after Bills pass, copies of and the Government in a safe position in
all such criininal acts in the Department regard to the dangerous secret associations
of Justice and the L ibrary. I hope to which we know exist now in s0 rany
get the Bill of Sir William Harcourt countries. We have fot a great deal to
before this committee finishes its sittings. apprehend from those secret organizations
With that Bill, the present Draft Bill, and in this country. Fortunately we are
some suggestions I have received on the blessed with a state of society affording
subject, I am in hopes that a measure littie cause for serious alarm, and with a
Will be passed which will present some Iaw-ahîding population, as nothing but
advantages and offer some additional peace and harmony prevail in every sec-
security for the maintainance of the tion of our great Dominion. Stili it is
Public' pcace. I thought if the Bill necessary that we should be prepared
received the sanction of the House, and against ail emergencies. We do fot know
Was afterwards considered by a special how soon the evils which other countries
Committee composed largely of legal are finding it necessary to guard against,
gentlemen it would be a great advantage, and which threaten in some cases the very
an I will then before that comnittee disruption of society itsehf, may fot ex-
alter the last clause so that it shaM cease tend to our Iand. We know that those
to have any effect upon the existing legis- evils are of a dangerous and epidemie

mation in the Province of Quebec, which, character, and that they are very likely to
1 believe, wihl retove the only objections spread if not checked. I think therefore
Which are held by hon. gentlemen to the under the circumnstances it is very desirable
Blln. that we shoud have sorte definite and

positive segislation on those subjects.
hION. MR. RYAN.-Before reading Athough, as I have just retarked, the

e Bil the second time I think it will be com on lawat provides for some of those
'erY important to show in what way the cases, it is desirabie that we shound have
lause which is referred to by theMinrister of specific and positive legislation on those

Justice is to be awtered, so as to assure hon. matters. I know that there has been a

eentienen who have the objection that great deal of fear expressed by hon. gente-
t affects cap. i0 of the -consolidated men fron Quebec that the passage of the
statutes of Lower Canada, and amend- Bi, as it stands, might seriously alter their
fuents thereto by the 29* vic. cap. 46, in position in regard to a subject on which
'n ifiPortant way. they feel very strongly ; but after the ex-

planation which the Minister of justice
SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.-The bas just given, I do lot think that fear can

OralY change which will be necessary in any longer exist. The Bi wil be sent to
Order to remove ail doubts on that point the Comnitte, the principle of it having

be to alter the aast clause of the Bill been approved of by the second reading,
hich as printed here says: "lAil iaws and the Committee wih have the power to
rIConsistent herewith or relating to the tmake anv aiterations that oay be deemed

saIle subject matter are hereby repealed" necessar. When the Bihn coes back for
If the language, or reating to the same further consideration of the House, if it
SubJet matter" is mitted, the effect does flot meet the views of the hon.
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gentlemen who have strong objection to
the last clause, it will then be open to
them to take any action they may deem
advisable. A Bill of this kind is pecu-
liarly adapted for consideration by a select
committee. It is not a measure, perhaps,
that would be satisfactorily considered in
the first instance in committee of the
whole, though it will afterwards be referred
to committee of the whole, when it comes
from the select committee.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-I agree
with what has fallen frorn the hon. gentle-
man from Richmond, and I believe it will
be as well to refer the Bill to a special
committee, since the hon. Minister of
Justice has explained that in voting for
the second reading no member of this
House shall be considered as being com-
mitted to the principle of the measure
when it comes back from the Committee.
I may say, however, that the majority in
both Houses of Parliament, having confi-
dence in the advisers of Her Majesty, had
a right to expect something better at their
hands. It is pretty certain, if this Bill
had been passed in its present shape, that
the Province of Quebec and other portions
of the Dominion would have been plaçed
in a different position to that which they
now occupy in relation to this subject, be-
cause under the Bill as it now stands the
case to which public attention was directed
for over two years would have been de-
cided by the Courts in quite another way.
This shows the consequence of having in
our Government, gentlemen who belong
to such societies-to an organization
which Her Majesty, even in England, has
not yet decided to recognize as a political
society. The leader of the Government
ought to pay a little more respect to the
majority in this House, and whether his
feelings are those of an Orangeman or
not, he should endeavor to follow the ex-
ample set by the Imperial Parliament. It
would be a curious thing if, when the Im-
perial Government have refused on many
occasions in years past to incorporate that
association, we in this country should give
it a corporate existence. It shows that
the respect which is due to the majority of
his supporters is not felt by the leader of
the Government. It is well known that
a majority of the Government voted for
the Bill to incorporate the Orange Associa-
tion. Is not that a menace to the

country ? It is, and no doubt it will in'
jure the Government of the day in 1
parts of the Dominion where it is felt that
that association is not one calculated to
promote the public welfare.

HON. MR. POWER-I do not rise for
the purpose of opposing the second read-
ing of this Bill, because I think that while
the Bill itself is an imperfect one, it is
very desirable that there should be sOmne
legislation on the general question Of
protection against treasonable associations-
But I presume that the Committee tO
whom the Bill is to be referred will incor-
parate in it provisions similar to those
which will be found in the measure intro-
duced by the Home Secretary in the
Imperial Parliament. While I have nO
objection to the principle of the Bill, a
explained to the House, I think it should
have given evidence (I do not wish to be
disrespectful to the Minister) of a little
more pains-taking. I think, if any Bill
was needed for this particular purpose o
dealing with treasonable and improper
oaths, that it should have been mnore
limited in its scope, and should have been
couched in more modern language.
have taken pains to make some el"
quiry into the history of this measure, and
I find that it is copied almost verbatin,'
with some significant . omissions, from
chap. io of the Consolidated Statutes for
Lower Canada, which was copied fromi an
ordinance of Lower Canada, second Vict.
chap. 8. That ordinance of Lower
Canada was copied from four English
Statutes ; it embraced portions of statutes
passed in 1797, 1798, 1812 and 18r8
The subject is dealt with in this Bll
as it was in those Statutes, in a spirit
more suited to the last century than
to the present age ; and the phraseolOßf
used in the Bill is just as old-fashioned as
the enactment itself. If the Governmlent
had need to pass a Bill like this, as I pre
sumed they, the Minister of Justice, or the
officer who was engaged in preparing the
Bill (for I do not suppose the Minister
himself had much to do with it) shoUîd
have referred to a common hand-boo ,
" Stephens' Digest of the Criminal Lw,
where he would have found the substance
of this enactment given in much more
modern phraseology, at pages 49 to 54-
I arn surprised that the Minister did 0
instruct his officer to take the wordinO

How, ML. Miius,
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the Statute from that place instead of
from the Statutes from which it has been
COpied. Lest it may be supposed that I
arn expressing my own unsupported views,
I shall read to the House a few lines froni
the introduction to that Digest. At page
24 of his introduction Stephen says:-" No
one, I suppose, would wish to draw from
the obscurity from which they are at
Present buried the laws relating to offences
against religion, (Chapter 17) ; no one
WOUld wish to give new force to the ex-
traordinary provision of the Acts for the
Prohibition of secret societies (Article 86)."
That is the way he speaks of this very
enactment which the Minister proposes to
re-enact in Canada at this time.

HON. MR. MILLER-What is the date
of that work ?

HON. MR. POWER-1i877.

the Minister of Justice said, that the
Committee will take pains to see that the
result which the hon. gentleman from
DeLanaudière feared might follow from
the passage of the Bill as originally intro-
duced, will not be produced by the mea-
sure in its completed form.

The Motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that the Bill be referred to a select com-
mittee composed of the Hon. Messrs.
Bellerose, De Boucherville, Boyd, Dickey,
Howlan, Macfarlane, Miller, Power,
Scott, Trudel,*Vidal and the mover.

HON. MR. PLUMB.-The hon. gentle-
man from Halifax will now have an oppor-
tunity of improving the English.

The motion was agreed to.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL- OFFENCES AGAINST THE PER-
Many things have occurred since then. SON BILL.

HON. MR. POWER-I am not finding
fault with the purpose of the Bill, but
W'ith its phraseology and the scope which
i8 given to it.

HON. MR. PLUMB.-Merely the Eng-
lish?

lION. MR. POWER.-The hon. states-
%In who sits behind the Leader of the
. Ouse will have an opportunity of express-

'ng his views on the subject presently.
t Page 31, of the introduction of the

book I have mentioned, I find the follow-
1g : " Chapter 8 relates to unlawful oaths
and associations. The Secret Societies
Acts 39 Geo. 3, c. 79, and 57 Geo. 3, c.
19 (Article 86) are full of provisions quite
lnsuited to these times and liable to great

abuse." Now I think, if I may be allowed
tO express my view on this subject, that the

ili should embrace substantially all the
Provisions against those unlawful oaths,
and also the substance of the Imperial
Act against seditious conspiracies, as well
as the recent Act respecting dynamite and
Other explosives. I think the suggestion
Of the Minister of Justice a very wise
and prudent one ; and with respect to the
'fatter referred to by the hon. gentleman
frOr DeLanaudière (Mr. Bellerose) it is

tiderstood clearly, as I gather from what

REFERENCE TO COMMITTEE POSTPONED.

HON. MR. PELLETIER, in the
absence of Mr. Scott, moved that the
order of the day for reference to a coin-
mittee of the whole House or Bill (7)
" An Act to amend the criminal law and
to extend the provisions of the Act res-
pecting offences against the person" be
discharged and that the Bill be referred
to a committee of the whole House to-
morrow.

HON. MR. ALMON-I move in amend-
ment that the Bill be not referred to a
Committee of the whole House to-morrow,
but that it be referred to a Committee of
the whole House this day six months.
Since I tried to read Rabelais I have not
met such a disgusting piece of bestiality
as this Bill. Instead of being the work
of a statesman, possessed of parliamentary
experience, it appears to be the dream,
nay, the nightmare of a vegetarian who
had supped on raw cabbage and had
washed it down with tumblers of water, and
dirty water at that.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.-
Does the hon. gentleman consider it fair
to go on in the absence of the hon.
member who has charge of the Bill ?
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HoN. MR. PELLETIER--I was about consider that the course now taken is
to make that suggestion. quite regular, and in fact no other course

The motion was agreed to and the could be adopted in the other branch Of
reference to a Committee of the Whole the legislature when the time is allowed
House was fixed for to-morrow. to pass for presenting petitions for Private

Bills, still it is a course that involves a
The Senate adjourned at 4 o'clock. certain amount of cir:umlocution and

unnecessary trouble, because under the
rules of our House all bills coming fromfi
the other branch of the legislature that

THE SENATE. have not been reported on by our Stand-
ing Orders Committee can be referred

Ottawa, Wednesdav, Apri/ 25th, 1883. after the first reading to that Committee.
While no objection can be made to the

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three course here pursued it may involve a good
p. m. deal of delay. In the first place the peti-

tion for leave to present a petition for a
Prayers and routine proceedings. bill has to be referred to the Standing

Orders Conimittee, and by them reported
THIRD READINGS. on to this House. Then a motion has tO

be made to suspend the rule ; the petiti'
The following Bills were reported from bas to be presented and then it has to go

committee and read the third time and back to the Standing Orders (,Onlittee
passed without debate: A this is avoided hv availing ourselves

Bill (70). " An Act to amend the Acts of the simple method prescrihed by the
relating to the Great Western and Lake 56th rule of this louse, of referring ai'
Ontario Shore Junction Railway." bis coming from the other H{ouse

Bill (79), " An Act to Incorporate the to the Private Bis Committee that
Davis and Lawrence Company." have fot ahready been reported 0'

Bill (40), " An Act to grant certain by the Standing Orders Comitte'
powers to the Acadia Powder Company." That committee takes cognisance of e

circumstances connected with it, and
CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY they can reconmend the suspensiOf S.

COMPANY'S PETITION. the rule and the second reading fo1101'
It is a course that can be Pursued here,

HON. MR. BELLEROSE from the but cannot be followed in the other

Committee on Standing Orders and bri- House because they have no such rule
vate Bills, to whom was referred the Peti-
tion of the Pacific Railway Company,
praying to be permitted to present a
petition for the passing of an Act
authorising them to lease, and to do all
incidental and necessary thereto, the lines
of the Credit Valley Railway Company,
of the Ontario and Quebec Railway Com-
pany, and part of the line of the Atlantic
and North-West Railway Company, report-
ed that the Committee had found that
although the time for presenting petitions
for Private Bills to the Senate had expired,
satisfactory reasons were given for the
delay in this case. He moved that the
4 9th rule be suspended and that leave be
given to the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company to petition as prayed for.,

HON. MR. MILLER-Before the
motion is put I wish to say that while I

HoN. MR. BELLEROSE.-In the
course we have adopted the petitioners
are saving time because if we follow "P
the rules and receive the Bill without a
petition, then after the first reading the
Bill will have to be referred to the stand
ing Order Committee to be reported upon
as to notice, while under this procedure
no time is lost, as the Bill has not corne
before the House yet, and it will be a
saving of time. The other course re-
ferred to by the hon. gentlemafn froin
Richmond, is also open.

HoN. MR. ALLAN.-I quite agree
with a good deal that has fallan from" the
hon. gentleman from Richmend, but
was anxious that in this case no objectio
should be taken to any infringement
the rules of the House, and, as the hon'
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gentleman from Delanaudière says, I
do not know but the present course is as
expeditious as far as the passing
Of the Bill is concerned. I should be
very glad that some decision should be
arrived at by the House as to the pro-
cedure in such cases. I was under the
IMpression that the rule which allows
bills from the other House, for which no
Petition has been reported upon by the
Standing Order Committee of this House,
to be referred to the Standing Orders
Comnmittee at the first reading of the Bill,
Was applicable only to bills presented to
the other branch of the legislature within
the time limited by the rules of the House.

IION. MR. MILLER.-I think it is
desirable that a course should not be fol-1owed which might throw some doubt
t Pon the practice of the House, especially
s one or two gentlemen who have bills

the position of this one have spoken to
e on the question, and I have pointed

OUt to them the course I have named,
which is within their power to follow. My
reason for drawing the attention of the
cHouse to the course of procedure in this
case is that it should not be quoted as a
Precedent against our using a simpler form
if any member should choose to take
exception to it. The rule of the Houseis sO sweeping that I do not think there is
any doubt whatever as to the construction
that is put upon it. It is the 56th rule
and refers to all bills of a private charac-
ter coming up here from the other House.

ION. MR. BOTSFORD.-There is no
difficulty about it because the 53rd rule
saYs that petitions for private bills, when
received by the Senate, are to be taken into
cOnsideration, without special reference,by the Committee on Standing Orders.
The moment a private bill is read the first
tirne, it is the duty of the clerk to trans-
"lit it to the Committee on Standing Orders
and private bills " in like manner "-in
like manner to what ?-without special
reference. The clerk knows whether the

il has been reported upon by the Stand-
11g Orders Committee, and the moment
le ascertains that it has not been so re-
ported on he sends it to that Committee.

course goes to the committee ; that course
can only be pursued by a motion made in
the House by some member.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD-It
"without reference."

says

HON. MR. MILLER-The fact of the
provision being in the rule for sending
the bill to the Standing Orders Committee
after the first reading does not dispense
with the motion, because nothing can be
done in this House except on a motion.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD-If the hon.
gentleman looks at the rule he will find
that the construction I put upon it is clear
and distinct. The 56th rule ought to
follow the 53rd, as these words apply to
the previous rule, that all private bills from
the House of Commons not being based
upon a petition which has already been
reported upon by the Committee "shall
be first taken into consideration and
reported upon by the said Committee in
like manner." What like manner? After
being read the first time it should go before
the Committee on Standing Orders and
Private Bills without special reference.

HON. MR. MILLER-It does not sry
that the Bill shall go to the Stand!-
ing Orders Committee "in like
manner," but it says that it shall be
reported on " in like manner ; that is a
very material and important distinction.
The Bill does not go to the committe "in
like manner " as a petition, but it shall be
reported on in like manner when it is be.
fore the committee, after being referred to
them on motion here.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-The ques-
tion has been decided in committee be-
fore now, that a bill should not go as a
matter of course, but that it should be re-
ferred.

The motion was agreed to.

THE PRINTING OF PARLIAMENT.

SIXTH REPORT OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE.

HON. MR. SIMPSON moved the
adoption of the sixth report of the Joint
Committee of both Houses on the print-

hiON. MR. MILLER-I differ from ing of Parliament. He said: This
the hon. gentleman in his construction of report differs from some others that wethe rule that a private bill as a matter of have presented; at the close of it we
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make a recommendation. We find that
we are not furnished with that accommoda-
tion which we require for the storage of
our printed matter, and for the general
working of the Distribution Department.
Last year we called the attention of the
Minister of Public Works to the subject,
and he promised to remedy the difficulty,
bu' the necessary steps hàve not been
taken yet to furnish the space required.
We think the Government should give us
an opportunity of doing the work as
efficiently as it has been done in the past.
A large portion of the printed documents
are now stored in the vault, where, in
order to get at them you have to stoop-
I may say, crawl. It is not a proper place
for those documents. Mr. White, of Card-
well, called the attention of the Lower
House to the subject yesterday, and I
understand that the Minister of Public
Works has agreed to see that the matter is'
put right during the recess. At my sug-
gesstion he recommended that our
Hon. Speaker and the Speaker of
the other House should take the
matter in hand. I have more confi-
dence in them than I have, perhaps, in
the promise of a Minister. We are in-
formed that there are rooms at both ends
of this building occupied by persons who
have no right to them, and who do not use
them for the public service. We do not
like to put them out; in fact we have no
right to do so.

We understand also that there is a com-
.plaint from British Columbia that the
public documents are not fairly distributed
there. There must be some mistake
about it. We have sent full supplies of
the documents that are usually distributed,
to that region, as well as to other parts of
the Dominion.

We recommend the printing of certain
documents, and there are others that we
do not consider worthy of publication.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
noticed that in the other House the Hon.
Minister of Public Works stated he would
give his best attention to this
recommendation during vacation and
the only action necessary in this
House is to ask the Hon. Speaker to join
Speaker of the other House, and the
Minister of Public Works in carrying out
the recommendation, which I am sure His
Honor will be very glad to do.

HON. MR. MILLER.-The clause of
the report to which attention has beeni
called is as follows:-

The attention of the Comrnittee having been
drawn to the necessity for providing more
accommodation for the'proper working of the
Distribution Office, and finding on enquiry
that there is no available vacant space which
could be utilized for that purpose, would
respectfully recommend that during the
Recess, the Speakers of both Houses shouild
be req ested, in concert with the Departmlelnt
of Public Works, to make such re-arrange'
ment of the Rooms under their respectire
control (and adding thereto if possible) a
would tend to facilitate the public business by
giving the necessary accomodation. More
suitable storage room is also required for the
printing paper, and also for the safe-keeping
of the printed sheets of the Departnental Be'
ports and of the Ufficial Debates, until col-
pleted and ready to be placed in the Binder's
h ands.

Now if this is intended simply as a power
to the Speakers of both Houses to pro-
vide some better accommodation for the
Printing Committee, and the subordinates
of that branch, I have no objection to it,
but I wish it to be distinctly understfod
that it is confined to that, and extends no
further. We know that a feeling exists 111
another quarter towards this body, which
is anything but desirable, and that there
is a disposition to encroach upon our priS'-
ileges and our space, and our convenilences
at this end of the building, wherever it
can be done. I gather also from the dis-
cussion that took place in the other House
when this report was considered there,
that it was hailed with satisfaction tha
there would be a redistribution of the
rooms. I, for one, should. be disposed to
prevent any infringement upon the righd
of this House by the other Chamber, an
I should be disinclined to invest anyO e
with authority to interfere with the allot'
ment of the rooms as at present divided
unless the change is subjected hereafter
to the approval of the Senate. We know
how we are regarded in certain quarters
and how little courtesy is shown tO us;,
know that on the contrary whenever
opportunity is presenttd, how some
dividuals are ready to sneer and siarl
us. Vigilance, even in trifling mTattersi
the price we have to pay for the security
of our privileges, and we should not Pt
mit any infringements upon the undisbta
ed rights of this House. I think it sa
pity that we have not asserted our righ'

HON. MR. SIMPSON.
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in some instances, more firmly than we
have done in the past, because our privi-
leges are based upon the firm foundation
Of the Constitution, and Government or
Opposition have no power to interfere
With them, and it is therefore well that we
should on the present occasion give some
expression of our determination to stand
by those rights. Resistance to encroach-
ments in these small matters is necessary
if we wish to resist more important en-
Croachments, and I glean fron the dis-
cussion which has taken place elsewhere
that there is an expectation that our space
Will be encroached on for the accomoda-
tion of the House of Commons. i do
not think this House will consent to any-
thing of the kind. If more space is re-
quired there the Government can put an-
other story on the building, or get addi-
tional accommodation in any other way.
We have heard it stated that we should
flot have a news room to ourselves, and
that we might have one Post Office for
both Houses. All these little things show
the drift of opinion in another quarter,and the necessity for us to resist at the
first attempt on the part of the other
Hlouse any encroachments upon our privi-
leges. I therefore wish to enter my pro-
test against any authority being given to
anyone to curtail in any degree the privi-
leges of this House without the consent
and approbation of the Senate being after-
wards obtained.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I do
not think there is any reason to apprehend
'11y encroachments upon our privileges,because the recommendation of the Com-

lhittee is apparently designed to give both
Houses an equal voice in this matter.The Committee is to consist of the Speak-ers of both Houses, and the executive
Officer of the Department of Public Works
who will carry out the recommendation.

HON. Mr. MILLER-That gives them
two to one.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
do hot think so; unless the Committeeare unamious nothing will be done. I am
Confident that no step will be taken by
that Committee without the assent of theSpeaker of this House, and I am quite
Sure that he will sanction nothing that
WOtild be considered an encroachment

upon our rights or an infringement of our
privileges.

HON. MR. OGILVIE-As a member
of the Printing Committee, I was present
when the discussion on this matter took
place, and I really do not think that there
is the slightest intention in any way to en-
croach upon the privileges of the Senate.
It was very clearly and plainly shown that
certain records and papers were being
stored in a way that rendered it difficult
to find them, and that there were rooms
unnecessarily occupied by the employes
of the House that could just as well be
used for the storage of those records. At
present they are put in a place where they
are near the steam pipes and are being
ruined.

HON. MR. MILLER-I did not say
that the Committee had any intention to
encroach on our privileges; I alluded to
what had taken place elsewhere when the
report came up for consideration. From
the tone of the discussion on that occasion
it was evidently the intention, under
authority of this report (and we know how
an authority given in this indefinite way
can be stretched) to take away a portion
of the space allotted to members of this
House, and it is to prevent anything of
the kind that I give this note of warning
in time so that it will not be said in the
future that we sanctioned by our silence
infringements on our privileges. It is in
order to save future trouble-to explain
that it is not to be inferred from the
adoption of this report that we consent
to any encroachment on our space-that
I have made these remarks to-day.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-It is very
undesirable that any expressions should
fall from members of the Senate which
would tend to disturb the harmony and
good feeling which exist between the two
Houses; but I do think that the warning
which has been uttered by the hon.
member from Richmond is timely. No
arrangement should be made for the
appropriation of rooms belonging to the
Senate without our sanction and approval.
I am quite sure that this House concurs
in all that the hon. member from
Richmond has said.

HON. MR. SIMPSON-There is no
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intention on the part of the Committee to
encroach on the space or the privileges of
the Senate. All that is asked is that our
Speaker, in whom we have entire confi-
dence, and the Speaker of the House of
Commons shall make arrangements for
the proper storage of the printed docu-
ments. I think we may very well leave
the matter in their hands.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE--For
several years I have been a member of the
Printing Committee, and have generally
attended its meetings, but on the occasion
referred to I was not present. During all
the years I have been connected with that
Comnittee, I have never seen a disposi-
tion on their part to encroach on our
rights. It does seem to me that our
privileges are much more interfered with
by the lack of storage accommodation for
our printed documents than they are likely
to be by any encroachments on the part
of the House of Commons.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD- I look upon
this recommendation in the saine light
that the hon. member from Richmond
does. I think it is desirable that we should
know exactly what it means-whether the
Senate shall have a voice in deciding upon
the arrangements which are to be made so
as to prevent any portion of our space
being taken from us without our consent.
I think that the observations which have
been made by the hon. member are quite
to the purpose and that if it is desirable
to have an expression of opinion from
members of the Senate on this point. I
am free to admit that I do not believe a
majority in the House of Commons are
disposed to encroach on our privileges,
but we cannot shut our ears or our eyes to
the fact that some members of that body
question certain privileges and powers
which the Senate does undoubtedly pos-
sess. We are put upon our guard when
we find influential members in the other
Chamber making references to the Senate
and our proceedings and the length of time
which we devote, to the public business.
They are such as to call from us
an expression of our opinion, whether
we approve of such references or not, and
of our determination to adhere to the
privileges which we possess under the
Constitution. It is clear that this part of
the Parliament building, having been ap-

HON, MR, SIMPSON,

of Parliament.

propriated to the Senate, should be held
intact, and without our sanction should
not be interfered with in any way.
I rely with great confidence on the
course which His Honor the Speaker will
take in this matter, but as has been re-
marked by the hon. member from Rich-
mond, there are two members of the
other House on this Committee, and only
one of the Senate, and therefore it is just
as well that we should have this expression
of opinion, in order that the feeling Of
t-his House may be understood-that
whatever arrangements may be made, must
meet with the sanction of a majority in
this Chamber.

HON. 'IR. KAUILBACH-I think that
the Committec in this report guards the
rights of the Senate ; and that they had
no desire or intention to trespass upon
thern. Unless the Speakers of the twO
Houses agree upon some arrangement,
nothing will be decided on. It was showN
to us by the Committee that there Ivere
clerks who, with hardly any right to rooils
at all, had sleeping apartments in this
Building, and, I believe, reference was
made to the House of Commons rather
than to the Senate when that fact was
mentioned. Attention having been draWfl
to the subject, I am quite sure that such a
gross misappropriatioq of the propertY O
Parliament will be prevented in future.

HON. h1R. READ-Anyone who heard
the discussion which took place in another
quarter must have observed that there are
some leading members of that body who
seem to consider that it would be neces-
sary to appropriate a certain portion of the
space allotted to this branch of Parh1a-
ment. I think they referred even to taking
our reading room. Of course we cannot
help those discussions taking place; bt1
it is our duty to prevent innovations and
protect our rights and privileges. There
have been other criticisms which, perhaps'
at another time will be referred to, %it
regard to other matters hcre.

HON. MR. VIDAL-It seems tO rne
there is some misapprehension as to the
character of this committee. As I unider-
stand it, the committee is to consist of but
two persons, the Speakers of the two
Houses. The Department of PubliC
Works does not mean a third person.



is only through that Department that ples upon which is founded the constitution
changes can be made. of this body-which I consider one ofthe

most important elements in the constitu-
HON. MR. PLUMB-I doubt whether tion which has formed this Dominion. I

any good purpose is served in referring to say that I do not think any serious attempt
any opinions which may be held by indi- bas been made since that first and un-
vidual members of the House of Com- successful effort, nor do I believe such an
Mons. I am not aware of any utterances attempt is likely to be made with any
there which are of a character which general application, except, perhaps, by
should be taken, hold of, or imply some demagogue who wishes to gain
the slightest disrespect for or want some temporary-some circumscribed-
of confidence in this body. Agita- popularity, by introducing such a motion;
tion of that kind in the public press and even such an attempt will hardly be
Could have been noted, but it will be in made if we are truce to ourselves.
the knowledge of every gentleman who

gas looked at the political discussions
during the îast year or two, that nothing THE SPEAKER-I am very glad to
Of the kind was ventured upon as part of hear the expression of the opinion of the
the-election programme of the last cam- House upon those portions of this report
Paign. I believe that this body is quite in which I ai concerned, but the duty
capable of vindicating itself by its actions, imposed upon the Speakers is undoubtedly
Without showing any supersensitiveness a difficult one, because it is admitted that
ia respect to what may be the casual there is no available space. Yet the
Utterances of people outside, and I think Speakers are asked to see, during the
its dignity is best preserved by taking no recess, in concert with the Departent of
Possible notice of anything of that kind. Public Works, what re-arrangement of the
So far as my short acquaintance with the rooms under their respective control rnay
Senate is conceried, I must say that my be possible. WelI, that of course isan
respect for it-which was large enough in infringeent to some extent on the rooms,
the beginning-has increased every day: as it involves a change in the use that has
I have found that it bas been quite been made of theni. I ar quite ready to
abreast with everything it bas been called act to the best of my ability in carrying
tpon to do, and if its sessions have not out the wishes ot the Ilouse, but I sec
been protracted, it bas been fron the fact that difficulty in doing what the Commit-
that its business was despatched, wimhout tee asks of us, without snaking some
any long or unnecessary discussions, in its decided and disturbing change in the
comnittees. I fully believe it is entirely present rooms-at least that is my first
abreast with the work of the other impression, but I shasn not pre-judge it,
liouseH I think that is the kind of and shal endeavor, as far as possible, to

'iYPression which the country will receive, give effect to the wishes of the uajority
ind which will be more important of the House. I think, however, it might

to this body than any possible attempt, have been better if a committee had been
'Y discussion, to vindicate its position or appointed in this House, with instructions

Its Usefulness. I doubt whether there to report whether it is possible to set apart
WOuld be any attempt to encroach upon some of the roors which are now used
its rights or privileges. During ny long for other purposes, and to devote them to
c-Onnection with the other House I neyer the object dlesired here-for storage i)ur-
heard one serious proposition in any way posvs. It Was leln tried before: a simi-
to rmit its powers. As is well known, a lar atteipt made before, during the
thovernent in that direction took lace in short tie that I was Speaker, and we
I875, and there is no harm noe in refer gave up then ail the space it was thought
ang to it. It es on record that it did not could be ared therefore I a at a loss

eet with the approval of either side, and to kno here additional space can be
t doh ot think there has been, since that had, unless, as is suggested here, an addi-
tiae an serious attempt to interfere with tion be made tts the building. I take it
this tose, or to discuss the curtailyent that is what is ruant, but it is not for the
of its rights and privileges, or any menace Speaker of this or the other House to
Which would look like affecting the princi- incur an responsibiity in that direction
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HON. MR. SIMPSON-I think it is
the wish of the Committee that space
should be obtained in the attic, and I
believe the Government, or some members
of it, are disposed to utilise the very large
amount of space that is now vacant there
and to fit it for the purpose which is
now desired. I merely suggest that
to the House and to His Honor the
Speaker as one means that we think can
be adopted to supply us with all the space,
or more than the space we require.

The moton was agreed to.

THE SEDUCTION BILL.

MOTION.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the adoption of the report of the select
committee to whom was referred Bill (13),
" An Act to provide for the Punishment
of Seduction and Like Offences."

He said:-I beg to move the adoption
of this report, and in doing so I do not
desire to go again into a discussion of the
subject matter to which it relates, but
simply to state on behalf of the Committee
that. after talking the subject over, and
viewing the history of it, and the prospect
of legislation upon kindred subjects which
may possibly occur during the next
session of Parliament, at the hands
of the Government -- the Committee
of the Whole thought that there wes no
urgency for the Bill and that it would be
desirable and would tend to legislation
which would on the whole be more satis-
factory, if the consideration of the subject
matter of the Bill was postponed for the
present session. In that belief the report
which is now upon the table was adopted.
I beg to move the concurrence of the
House in the report.

HoN. MR. POWER.-I do not propose
to divide the House on the matter, but
wish to make a few rcumarks on the motion
of the Hon. Minister of Justice, which I
propose shall be carried on division. For
my own part, I regret very much that the
Committee did not think proper to report
the Bill, instead of recommending that it
be deferred. I do not think the Bill as it
came to us was perfect ; but I fail to see
that that fact warrants the action of the
Committee, and I think they might have
devoted some of the. leisure time which

the members of this House have on their
hands, to making it a more perfect measure,
If it was not quite a perfect measure when
it passed this House, after having been
dealt with by that Committee, it could
very easily be amended at a future session,
for our laws are not like those of the
Medes or Persians, and it is very easy to
alter a law which does its work inefficiently.
There is one unsatisfactory feature, to my
mind, about the action of this House.
After the other House hadý in two separ-
ate sessions, considered this matter very
carefully, and when we find the Commons
though differently constituted, adopting a
similar view on a subject of this sort on
two occasions, I think it might be takel
for granted that they represented the feel-
ing of the majority of the electorate-par-
ticularly as the matter is not in any sense
a party question ; therefore it is to be re-
gretted that this House should have OP-
posed itself to what is undoubtedly the
popular feeling throughout the country 01n
this subject. I think there were twO
grounds which were taken by the hon.
Minister of Justice against our passing the
Bill. One was that it was a crude measure,
and had not been carefully prepared: but
that bas already been sufficiently dealt
with. The other was that the morals of
this country were so good that no measure
of this sort was needed at all, NoW it
happened-I think on the very day, 0
the day after the minister made the state-
ment-that I saw a paragraph in one Of
the Ottawa papers, which to My mind,
contradicted the view of that hon. gentle-
man very decidedly. I find that sOmle
gentleman has been looking into the vital
statistics of this country recently, and he
finds-I shall just read from the paper-

HON. MR. BOTSFORD-What is the
paper?

HON. MR. POWER-It is the Ottawa
Free Press.

HON. MR. ALMON-That is the pape,
which stated yesterday that the majority
of the Committee on the Nicholson affaif
had no doubt of the innocence of Mrs.
Nicholson, is it not ?

HON. MR. POWER-I do not think
that the views of the editor of the paper
on the Nicholson question have any
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thing at all to do with the matter be-
fore the House. He has simply quoted
statistics from another paper, from the
Prescott Messenger. I presume the figures
are correct, and I am going to state some
Other facts in support of this view.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I do
nlot think I said what you have just stated.

HON. MR. POWER-That was the
substancç of it.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-No,
Substantially it was this : that whatever the
state of morals in this country might be I
did not think it was demonstrated, or at
all events that it had been proved there
ýwas necessity for the provisions contained
i1 the Bill.

HON. MR. POWER-If the hon. gen-
tleman will excuse me, he will find on re-
ference to the official report that that was
not the ground ; the ground was that this
Country was a moral country, more moral
than France, Germany or the United
States.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Yes.

HON. MR. POWER-And generally
We were a moral people, and .that our
Torals did not need much improvement.
Now one fact is worth several statements,
and the article to which I referred says':

.It seems the number of illegitimate
births is on the increase in Ontario. Dur-
't1g the year there were 748, or 77 more
than during the previous year, and to this
nUImber Carleton contributes more than
any other county, or 20 per cent. of the
whole. There were 1,268 births in this
Cfunty in 1881, of which 144 were ille-
gititate, or one in every 9." I presume
If the facts are questioned they can be
verified. Further, I have been informed
y a gentleman living in Ottawa, who is

a Position to know, that, I think at onetime, there were no less than forty found-
.fgs from this district in one institution
'1 Montreal.

HON. MR. DICKEY-At what time of
the year ?

1ION. MR. POWER-I do not know
that that has much to do with it. I

think that all goes to show that the morals
of this country are not so good as they
should be, that they are deteriorating;
and the point that I am coming to is this:
.that the action of the House is to be
regretted because it will leave an impres-
sion upon the public mind that this House
is not favorable to punishing immorality
of that kind, and to diminishing it. I
know very well that is not the feeling of
the House, but the impression that will
be created in the public mind will be of
that character : and I think that is to be
deeply regretted. At the same time, as far
as I can gather, I think some of the gen-
tlemen who voted in the Committee for
the deferring of the measure did so with
the understanding that, if the Bill came
up another year in what they considered
a more perfect form, they would probably
be prepared to support it; and therefore
I do not feel as badly for the Senate as I
should have done if I thought. there was
no hope of the Bill passing next year.

HON. ML MILLER-As a memler
of the committee, and one who voted for
the report now on our table, I for one do
not wish to be understood as being com-
mitted to anything like the views just
mentioned by the hon. gentleman from
Halifax, (Mr. Power). I think I was
just as friendly in my remarks on the Bill,
as any member of the committee, but I
do not think the course which has been
pursued by that hon. gentleman, and his
friends in this matter has been altogether
the wisest one. My .hon. friend says the
matter is not a party question ; we all
know that, but we found on the committee
that all gentlemen holding similar views
in politics to those of the senior member
for Halifax, voted together in favor of the
measure. Whether it is correct that this
felling which the hon. gentleman describes
will exist throughout the country with re-
gard to this House, or not, I cannot say ;
but I can understand, then, the action of
the hon. gentleman and his friends
on the committee, if it was
for the purpose of throwing all
this odium upon the gentlemen who
voted against the Bill. It may be-and I
have no doubt it will be-attempted to
make political capital out of this Bill, to
make it operate against the Senate and in
favor of one party in this House. I
think, however, if anything of that kind is

Bill. S11Séduction
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attempted it will be very unfortunate for
legislation of this kind, if it should ever
come before us again. Now, with regard
to the statistics quoted by the hon.
gentleman from Halifax, as a cause for
giving the Bill different treatment than it
received from the committee, I do not
think the argument has much force. In
the first place we do not know what value
is to be attached to those statistics ; they are
not authoritative, and at anyrate we do not
know how many of these cases-what
percentage of them-could come under
the operation of this Bill, if it were
to become law. Probably not fifty, not
twenty per cent of those cases would come
under the operation of the Bill-perhaps
not more than five per cent, and therefore
the argument has no weight at all,-I
think it is well there should be a clear
understanding with regard to the sugges-
tion made by the hon. Minister of Justice.
I do not, for one, understand that the
Minister promised any legislation on this
question.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.-No.

HON. MR. MILLER-But the Minister
said it was probable that kindred
legislation-legislation germane to this-
would be submitted to the House when
the criminal laws shall be consolidated,
and that then would be a better time
for considering this legislation. My
chief reason for voting for this report
was that I considered it was a very
serious change in the social laws
of the country, and one which was likely,
to my mind, to very materially affect the
social fabric of the Dominion, and that it
should receive deliberate consideration. I
must say that the hasty and ill-advised
manner in which it has been attempted
to be forced through Parliament was not
in keeping with such an important meas-
ure. The Bill had to undergo many im-
portant amendmn ts in the other House
before it came to us, and the promoter
in that House was willing that it should
be further amended, and said so, so that the
Bill cannot be considered as having been
so very perfect when it was submitted to
us. I felt in voting for the report that the
Bill was one to which we should de-
vote more time, and the country
should have ample opportunity for
discussing and digesting the measure,

HON. MR. MILLER.

TE.] Bil.

after which we would be in a better posi-
tion next year, if it should be brought
before us again, to give it our attention.
I believed also that on the whole there
was nothing to be lost by the delay. WC
had lived a long time without such a
measure. and in England from which we
take a great many of our models when
legislating-I'might say all our niodels in
criminal legislation-there exists no such
law. It was objected, when we ussd the
same argument in the Committee, that
we should not necessarily follow the
example of England in this matter; I saY
we ought not to follow their example in
everything, but it is well known to gentle-
men connected with the subject that
so far as criminal legisiation is
cencerned, we have almost taken it
verbatim from the English statutes, with
some very few alterations to neet the
peculiar circumstances of our own country.
Having got on very well hitherto without
this legislation, it appeared to me there
was no reason for pressing it now, and the
same consideration led to the adoption of
the report which is now before the House,
by the majority of the Committee. I ami
perfectly willing to take my share of any
odium which may fall upon the Senate "'

connection with this matter. I am, hoW
ever, inclined to believe that the f10st

mature minds in the country-those minds
in my estimation most deserving of respect
-will approve of the action of this House;
and we have little to fear from the judg-
ment which such men will pass upon Our
conduct.

HON. MR. ALLAN-The hon. gentle-
man from Richmond said just now that

this Bill as it came before the Senate 1
the first place was not in a very perfect
shape, and I think most hon. gentlereil
will agree with him upon that point; t
fact it was in such a form that it could o
have been expected this House would have
passed it. At the same time I felt very
strongly that the subject was one of great
importance and that it should receive eveil
attention and consideration from1 the
House ; and, if I understand the letter, at
anyrate, of the speech which was delivered
by the hon. Minister of Justice when t
second reading of the Bill was moved 1
Fhis House-and he will forgive me if I 5Y
that it was an admirable speech Upo the
question-I gathered from it that he
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bY no means disposed to detract in any
way from the importance of the subject
matter of the Bill, but rather that it was
one which ought to be carefully considered
bythis House. He was not disposed totreat t
it m the way that I think some few mem-
bers of the House were rather inclined to
do--that was, to give it the six months
hoist at once, without any further con-
sideration. I was in hopes, when upon
his suggestion the Bill was sent to a very
large special committee that that commit-
tee might possibly, after due deliberation,
have presented to the House such a Bill
as would be generally acceptable to the
Senate. For my own part, I regret that
they have not been able to do so, but of
course not having been a member of the
Committee or knowing anything of what
May have taken place there I do not know
What motives induced them to corne tothe
decision not to present the Bill this ses-
Sion further than what has been stated
by the Min. of Justice. But coupling
the tone and spirit of his speech on the
Second reading with what he has said just
now, I was rather disposed to hope my-
Self that the House might draw the infer-
ence from it that something would be
done at the next Session of Parliament,
and that the matter was really postponed
for the present only. As I understand t
now, the hon. gentleman says that the
report of the Committee is not to be
Understood in that sense; that possibly
if there is other legislation brought up in
tarliament which is in any way germane
to this, that then this matter may be prop-

yrlY taken up. I had hoped that the
Intention was that at the next Session this
s atter would be reconsidered, and that
SOrnie Bill such as' would be generally
acceptable would possibly be submitted to
rarhîament. I do not think that any
reflecting man can say that the present
tate of the law is in all respects satisfac-

tory. There is great room for im-
Provement, and for legislation,. which, I
think would be hailed with satisfaction by
the great majority of the people of this
country. I do not at all agree with what has
been said about the Bill being, as it is now,
generally popular or generally acceptable
because I think most certainly it is not;
but I do very earnestly hope that, if this
report is adopted, we may look forward to
sorne legislation on the part of the Govern-
rMent at the next session of Parliament in
reference to this very subject.

HON. MR. ALMON-We are all very
nuch obliged to the senior member for
Halifax for those valuable suggestions with
which he has favored us; but I think
there is one omission. This Bill pointed
out that schoolmasters were particu-
arly guilty in the matter of the seduc-
tion of females under their charge ; and I
think it would have been well if that hon.
gentleman had ascertained whether that
one in nine mentioned in the article which
he read was chargeable to the school-
masters. If the schoolmasters have no
more to do with that than others, then I
think there was no reason why they should
have been singled out as a class, under
the Bill, and penalties imposed upon
them, more than upon any other.

HON. MR. PELLETIER-Being one
of the members of the committee who
voted against the postponement of the
Bill, I beg to givethe reason that prompt-
ed me to do so ; but in the meantime, I
wish to protest in as friendly a way as
possible against the imputation made
by the hon. member from Richmond,
that the vote in that committee was a
party vote. It is true I voted against the
postponement of the Bill, though I was
very much opposed to the measure in it-
self, but like my hon. friend on my left, I
thought that the Bill, though objectionable
in many particulars, and susceptible of
many improvements, might have been
dealt with in such a way by the com-
mittee as to result in a more perfect
measure being presented for adoption.
I did vote against the postponement of
the Bill because the motion to that effect
was made immediately upon the question
being taken up. No cotsideration was
given to the Bill, and I thought it was
unfair to the promoter of the measure to
pass it over in that way ; therefore I
objected to the report which is now before
the House. My impression at the time
was that the Bill could have been reported
with two clauses that might, perhaps,
have been accepted by the House.
Though I bow to the decision of the
majority on the Committee, I must again
object to the imputation of the hon. gen-
tleman behind me, that the vote in
Committee was a party one.

HON. MR. MILLER-I certainly did
not mean to allude to my hon. friend.
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HON. MR. PELLETIER-I was one!
at all events.

HON. MR. MILLER-I believed ny
hon. friend was in favor of such a very
insignifrcant portion of the Bill that I had
to count him as one of its opponents. I
do not think the hon. gentleman has a
right to charge other members of the
committee with his own neglect, and if he
was opposed, as I think he was, to the
first and second clauses there was really
but little else left in the Bill. Now why
did my hon. friend not move in amend-
ment to the motion to defer the Bill that
the first clause should be struck out, and
then that the second clause be struck out?
He could have prevented the action of the
committee, of which he now complains.
I do not think it is fair to make com-
plaint at this stage when the hon. gentle-
man could have made in committee the
very objection he now urges.

HON. MR. PELLETIER-I do not
wish to complain at all against the action
of the Committee, and I rise only to say
that the vote which I gave there was not
given because my political friends voted
in the same way, but simply because my
own judgment induced me to do so.

HON. MR. MILLER-I did not charge
the hon, gentleman with that.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
promoters of the Bill-after some con-
sultation with the hon. gentleman from
Halifax-thoughtapparently that unlesswe
reported the whole of the Bill, there was
no object in reporting the two clauses in
which there was a general disposition to
concur ; and' therefore, the consider-
ation of that plan passed by. I desire
to say that I do not depart at all from
anything I said the other day with refer-
ence to this measure. I did not then
make any distinct pledge on behalf of the
Government with reference to legislation
on this subject, ngr can I do so now.
I said with reference to the criminal
laws generally, that I hoped next session to
introduce legislation, if I happened to be
Minister of Justice at that time, and then
a proper and convenient opportunity
would be afforded to those who are
interested in this subject to endeavor to
improve whatever legislation might be

presented to them. That was the view I
was obliged to hold in committee.

HON MR. POWER-As the hon.
gentleman from Riclimond said he did
not refer to my hon. friend from Grand-
ville as having being actuated by party
motives, I presume the reference must
have been to myself. I can only say that
if the hon. gentleman from Richmond is
able to see any hidden party motive in
connection with this matter, he possesses
a wonderfully keen vision with respect tO
that sort of thing. The vote in the Com-
mittee was not a party vote ; and in the
House of Commons, where two-thirds of
the members are Conservatives, everyone
knows that this Bill was passed- by a con-
siderable majority ; so that any talk of its
being a party measure is out of the
question.

HoN. MR. MILLER.-I did not say it
was a party measure ; I was referring to
the action of certain members of the
Committee.

The motion was agreed to.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (44) "An Act to Incorporate the
Grange Trust (limited). (Mr. Plumb.)

Bill (88) An Act to unite the Winnipeg
and Hudson Bay Railway and SteamshiP
Company, and the Nelson Valley RailwaY
and Steamship Company into one Cor-
poration under the name of the Winnipeg
and Hudson Bay Rqilway and SteamshiP
Company." (Mr. Plumb.)

Bill (89), " An Act respecting certific-
ates to masters and mates of inland arnd
coasting ships." (Sir Alex. Campbell)

Bill (74), " An Act to Incorporate the
Saskatchewan and North-Western RailwaY
Company." (Mr. Sutherland.)

The Senate adjourned at 5 p. m.
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THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thzursday, April 26th, 18'3.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

INDEPENDENCE OF PARLIA-
MENT.

INQUIRY.

'ION. MR. BELLEROSE rose to en-
quire whether it is intention of the Gov-
ernmnent to bring in a Bill to amend the
aws of the Dominion, so as to change
them by removing parts of such laws by
which two members of this Parliament are
8id to be unable to attend the sittings of
their respective Houses ;

Or, in case the Government have no
suich intention; whether they intend ad-
ding or have added to any other Bill, which
iIaY come before Parliament during this
session, any clause or clauses to the same
effect ?

lie said : The reason which was induc-
ed me to put such a question to the Gov-
ernument is that I am convinced that the
rumors which are circulated, not only in
Ottawa, but in Montreal, and still more in
Quebec, are working injuriously to the

st mterests of this country. These
rumors cannot be true, and therefore it is
better to give them the lie, a thing the
rOVernment alone can do.

The rumors are to the effect that there
are two hon. gentlemen who cannot take
their seats under the law without great
danage to themselves, and that one of
these two gentlemen has, through the in-
fluence of some of his friends, obtained a
Promise from the right hon. gentleman
at the head of the Government that
the law would be so amended as to
4Teet their case, but that this would not
he done at present, and that they would

ave to wait until the end of the session
When members hurrying away would leaveboth Houses comparatively empty. It is
aso stated in some circles that one ofthese gentlemen, wishing to acknowledge
the favor to be conferred on him by his
Public adversaries, has promised to use all
his influence to stop the contested election
of an adversary in Quebec. Such are

the rumors, which I am sure no hon.
member of this House would for a moment
believe to be true, but which shov the
progress made by our people in this
direction, of late years. No one would
have thought some years ago of insinuat
ing anything of the kind against one of
our leaders. But so many bad examples
have been set to the people by some of
our public men, so many intrigues have
been discovered that have almost brought
ruin on the Province of Quebec, that the
people have lost cortfidence in public men,
and unless some remedy is applied to the
evil it will work mischief to the Dominion.
Laboring under this conviction, and
believing that the constitution of the
Dominion has never contemplated such
an act, ' I feel it my duty to put the
question to the leader of the Govern-
ment in order that he may have an op-
portunity of publicly denying these rumors,
which are so predjudicial to the interests
of the Dominion.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I

cannot give my hon. friend any answer
to this question. I did not know what
this rumor was to which this question
refers, and was very much puzzled by it,
and really, after reading it once or twice,
I did not understand to what the question
pointed. The hon. gentleman now says
in very general phrase what it points to,
but does not mention any names, and I
am still at a loss to understand it exactly.
If the hon. gentleman will explain more
particularly to what he refers I will
endeavor to procure an answer, but so far
I am not able to give him any.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-Does the
Government intend to amend the law
relating to the independence of Parliament.

HON. SIR ALEX CAMPBELL-I will
enquire of my colleagues whether it is the
intention to amend the Independence of
Parliament Act, and give the hon. gentle-
man an answer to,morrow.

GRAFTON HARBOR COMPANY'S
BILL

RESTORED TO THE -ORDER PAPER.

HON. MR. FLINT moved that Bill (42)

Grafton liarbor comvany,8 ýài11. 31b
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-' An Act to amend and continue in force
the Act incorporating the Grafton Harbor
Company, and for other purposes," be
restored to the order paper. When the
Bill came up from the Commons on the
16th of April there was no one to move
the second reading.

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was ordered to be read the second
time on Thursday next.

RAPID TELEGRAPH COMPANY'S
BILL.

AMENDMENTS CoNSIDERED.

The order of the day having been read:
"Consideration of the Rapid Telegraph
Company Incorporation Bill, as proposed
to be amended by the Commitee on Rail-
ways, Telegraphs and Harbors. "

HON. MR. CARVELL moved that the
amendments be concurred in.

He said : The House will bear with
me I hope while I make a few remarks in
reference to the opposition which lias
been given to this Bill, its nature and ex-
tent, where it comes from, and the changes
that have been made. The strongest and
most determined oppositio.n as far as
I have been able to hear at this
end of the chamber, has come from
my hon. friend from Amherst, and I am
not surprised that it should come from
him, or that he should be opposed to the
passing of this measure. It is quite in
keeping with his course during the years
that I have had the honor of a seat in this
House ; whenever any motion or matter
came before us calculated to affect
certain large interests in the telegraph
business my hon. friend has always
been consistent in so far as he has always
opposed those changes, sothat I would have
been surprised had he not appeared on that
side. Whether this opposition that my
hon friend manifests is from a natural
desire on his part to take the side of the
strong against the weak, which desire has
become chronic from long habit, or from
any other cause, of course I am not pre-
pared to say. The first great cry that has
been raised against this Bill is that it inter-
feres with vested rights. It may be that I
do not understand the meaning of the
term "vested rights." If it is to be
understood that by " vested rights " is

HON. MR. FLINT.

meant only such rights as the Parliamnent
of Canada or any Provincial LegislatUre
has given exclusively to any Company Or
corporation, then I understand il. If bY
"vested rights" it is intended to be
understood that any company or corpora-
tion, be it railway, telegraph or steamboat,
having been for any number of years
the sole occupant of any particular
territory they acquire vested rights that
exclude others, then I do n> understald
the term. If the opposition to this Bill
should succeed on the ground that 110
company, be it large or small, home or
foreign, has any right to the use of any
territory for telegraph purposes, siip ly
because another company alone, or
amalgamated companies, have up to this
tine used it, then I think the conclus10l
would be a very extraordinary one.
that is not what is meant by "1vested
rights" it must be the other-rights that
have been granted by the Parliament f
Canada, or by the legislature of somne
province before it entered the Unio"'
If that is it, this company whose great in-
terests are so warmly, so earnestly and SO
ably defended in this House have 1no
such rights. They, on their part,
may say they have such rights. If sO,
one must be right and the other wronlgi
and this is not the place to decide the
question. If there is any question about
it, the courts of the country are the tribunas
before which to settle it, and in order that
Parliament should not prejudice any righ ts
that may possibly exist, this Bill providee
fully (and if it is not full enough
this House can amend it if they choose)
that no exclusive rights now legallY he
by any company shall be interfered with
by this measure, so that in that matte
there is nothing to fear. The cry of veste1

rights amounts to nothing. Then we haVe
another strong point of oppositO
raised, and that is the irregularitie
connected with this Bill up to the preseni
time. This little measure, which is no
but seven weeks old, has grown a goo
deal. It has improved ; it has beconle
vigorous, and therefore should not
looked down upon, but should rather h
encouraged. The actual change madeint
Bill is this :-whereas at first it was simfPl y
Maritime bill, for the purpose of car
on operations in the provinces of NOVa
Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince Edward
Island, it was subsequently changed tO

Companys Éift.(SEN AtÉ.]
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bill giving the Company power to operate
throughout Canada. The Bill in the first
instance referred to one of many improve-
rKents and inventions and discoveries,
Which, in the rapid march of science in
telegraphy, have come into use recently-
More perhaps within the last few months
than in years before. When the know-
ledge of this discovery came to the ears
of those who were interested in this Bill
the session had already comnenced, the
timfe was short, the Bill was hurriedly
prepared, and after it was introduced we
awoke to this fact, that with the right to
telegraph only between the provinces of
Prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia and
'iew Brunswick, we were handicapped, we
could not go bevond that area, because
al the lines in existence were in the
hands of one conbination, and, therefore,
it Was felt that in the interest not only of
the promoters, but in the interest of
Canada, the powers of this conpany
Should be enlarged, and the committee
So enlarged then. The notice was said to
be short ; in fact, there was no notice, but
the suspension of the rule which requires
notice is a matter of almost every day
9ccurrence, and there are precedents for
'ntroducing and passing bills where the
11ecessity for then is not so urgent or so
great as for this, and where the benefit to
Canada is not so great as I hope it will
be from this measure. It has been done
repeatedly, and, as I stated on a former
Occasion, when the Committee on
Standing Orders consented to dis-
Pense with the notice, and to recom-
Inend the suspension of the rule,
in accordance with their instructions I
telegraphed to the one office from which
is controlled all the telegraph interests in
Canada, and that interest accepted the
notice and appeared before the Committee.
When this Bill was being discussed Hon.
Mr. Abbott appeared therc, as he informed
the Committee, at the request of the Anglo-
Anerican Telegraph Company, and he
n1ade certain objections and certain sug-
gestions sorne of which were entertained,
and Othiers were not. One of the great
objections urged by my hon. friend fron
Arnherst was that they had gone so far as
to change the locality of the head office.
Mr. Abbott, before the Conmmittec, took
a Position, which I thought was a reason-
able one. He said, "there is a question
as to whether we have an exclusive right

in Prince Edward Island or not. I do
not want to argue that question, but we
do not want our position prejudiced. If
we have the right, then it seems to
me to be irregular to give any other
Company a head office in a territory from
which they are excluded by our right."
In reply I said to Mr. Abbott " If that
will relieve you from the difficulty we will
shunt the office from Charlottetown to
Moncton," and he said : " That will re-
move to a great extent, my objection
to the Bill." This is the state of
the case so far as notice goes. The only
telegraph interest in Canada accepted the
notice ; no other interest can be injured
except that one, and when it appeared
before the Conmittee of Parliament and
accepted the changes that were there
made, we now ask Parliament to grant
an Act of incorporation to the Com-
pany, not for th ir exclusive use,
not for their exelusive benefit, but
in order that they may utilize these
great improvenents which I say have
during the past few nonths been brought
to light, by which the facilities for tele-
graphing will be increased, and the cost
of it reduced to a very great extent. All
these improvements and the profits derived
rom then are nev dropping into the

pockets of this telegraph combination
which is rapidly being enriched at the ex-
pense of the country. Hon. gentlemen
will understand that it is not easy with
such experience as we have been able to
acquire during the past few weeks to
arrive at a minimum of the cost of tele-
graphing, but we can say that we do not
want more than half the rate that the
people of Canada now pay for the trans-
mission of messages across the Straits of
Northumberland. Whereas they have the
right to charge 75 cents, and do charge 5o
cents, we ask the right to charge a rate not
beyond 25 cents. In other respects we ask
nothing more than the other Company. I
cannot say at a moment's notice how far
we can go ; but I ask the House to amend
dhe Bill so that the rate to be charged be-
tween any two points in Canada shall not
exceed 25 cents, including the crossing
of the Straits of Northunberland, or any
other strait or arm of the sea in Canada
where the telegraph will reach or be ex-
tended to-that it shall not exceed 25

cents for twenty body words,
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HON. MR. OGILVIE-For twenty
words?

HON. MR. CARVELL-Yes : I speak
advisedly. We art- quite willing that
Parliament shall bind us down so that we
shall not exceed that rate ; and if Parlia-
ment is prepared to ignore that fact, and
to stamp out a Company who are willing to
do this, and have the facilities to serve
the people in this way and can do it, Par-
liament would be failing in its duty to
the country. I have not lobbied for this
Bill. I have never asked any hon.
gentleman to say one word in favor of it;
I have asked advice from one hon gentle-.
man as to the mode of procedure. It
bas been stated by an hon. member
of this House in the lobbies of the
Senate, and in the lobbies of the other
Chamber that this Bill was only sought
from Parliament as a piece of mer-
chandise-only obtained to be sold to
somebody else. If that is a fair sort of
opposition, then it is the most harmless
opposition that can be given. This com-
pany means business; if this Act of Incor-
poration is granted, the company will be
in operation (D.V.), before the next
session of Parliament, and instead of 25cts.
for io body words, the people will be pay-
ing for messages 25 cents for 20 body
words, from any one point in Canada to
any other point in Canada. The im-
provements in the mode of telegraphing
are so great that the other day-within
the last fortnight-one thousand words
were transmitted from Chicago to New
York, a distance of 1,ooo miles, in one
minute. That wire cost that Company
$9oo, a mile: we can procure the wire to
do the same work for $150. per mile, to-
day. It was only last August that a paper
was read before the British Association on
the electric telephoneand it was therestated
by an eminent electrician that 20 miles was
the maximum distance a telephone could
be properly used. Now ve have it asserted
that ioo miles under water is quite
practicable, and it may be used profitably.
It seems to me to be a monstrous thing
that Canada should be deprived of the
benefits that arise from the rapid develop-
ment and improvement of telegraphy and
telephony. My hon. friend from Amherst,
expressed a very strong desire to serve me,
but I felt like crying aloud "save me from
my friends 1 " He was anxious to support

any Bill I might have if he could conscien'
tiously do so, but he could not see that
25 cents. deducted trom 75 cents, left anY'
thing but 75 cents. That is the argument
he used. At present the Anglo-American
Company, rightly or wrongly, have
the privilege of charging up to 7 cents.,
as a matter of fact they charge 50 cents.
for crossing the straits. This Bill in n'Y
hon. friend's hands provides that not more
than 25 cents. shall be charged for trans-
mitting a message, yet the hon. gentlemn
could not see that there was a reducti0n
However, my hon. friend has a pretty bad
case and if he did not do better it was less
his fault than the fault of the case.

Then, the hon. gentleman from Albertlon
(Mr. Howlan) lifted up his voice
and wept, or if he did not weep
he certainly cried aloud in defence
of the position which he had takenl
in reference to this matter, and said he
would be less than a man if he were tO
sit there and allow this thing to be attack-
ed and he not defend it. The pathos, the
warmth and energy with which he spoke
reminded me of the pathetic appeal to the
woodnan to "'spare that tree." One hon-
gentleman having said that he was
associated with him when he went to New
York, the hon. menber from Alberton
replied : "No, I can tell the hon gentle-
man I was the sole delegate on that
occasion." By slightly changing the
words of the song it might be made
applicable to his case. He might say,

"T' wai this, my very hand
That placed it near the spot,

In youth it aided nie
And l'il forsake it not."

But more remarkable still is the oppoSi
tion offered to this Bill by the hon. gentle-
man. He quoted, as he said, from the Act of
1854, which was said to have been revived
under the new arrangement made by the
Anglo-American Telegraph Company
when they had forfeited their origin
charter by lapse of time. The hon. gel"
tIeian from Alberton went to NeW york
and made an arrangement, after which th'
Legislature of Prince Edward Island passed
another Act which I have not been able to
lay my hand upon. He quoted the
other day, from the Act of the Island LegS'
lature, 17 Vic., Cap. 4, Sec. 2. Now, it wa
said by my hon. friend from Atmlherst iat
the former debate on this subject tbSt
there were other interests beyond the One
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at stake when this Bill was being discussed:
that there were higher interests, and I
quite agree with him. Important as this
Bill is to Canada, still more important is
it that the debates of this House should
be conducted in good faith and with all
Possible fairness. The hon. gentleman
9uoted a part of this section ; I will read
it and the House will perhaps see why he
did not quote the whole of it.

" The said corporation may establish. con-
struct, purchase, hire, keep in order and work
anY line or lines of magnetic, electrie, or
Other telegraph, or mean of telegraphic coin-
fnunication in any part of this island, or itsdependencies, or places under its jurisdiction,
or between any two or more points therein or
between any point or points therein and aiv
Other island, province, country or place- in or
near the continent of Anieric~a, or in or near
the continent of Europe, or in the Atlantic
Ocean, and during the existence of the said
Corporation no other person or persons, body

r. biodies, politic or corporate, shall be p er-
Illitted to extend, to enter upon, or touch atiy
Part of this islandl, or the coast ihereof."

The hon. gentleman stopped at the
Words " the coast thereof," which in this
book are followed by a comma. Now, I
Will read the balance of the sentence-

pose to give the people of Canada tele-
graphing at one-half rates, and we ask that
the House shall now amend the Bill so
that the charge may not exceed 25 cents
for a message of twenty body words.
You take from the Company the rates the
Bill would give them, and substitute the
word " twenty " for " ten " before " body
words," and expunge the part which gives
an extra rate for crossing the straits.

HON.- MR. OGILVIE-In secondingthis
motion I have not done so without'giving
it scrious consideration. Motions are some-
times seconded by gentlemen who do
not pay a great deal of attention to them.
Now I have carefully considered . this
question, and I paid a great deal of atten-
tion to the amalgamation that took place
last year in what we used to be proud in
Montreal to call the Montreal Telegraph
Company, but which, alas! is swallowed up
in a gulf from which I do not know that we
will ever be able to resuscitate it. I wouldI go, I think-I nay be wrong-a little
farther than the hon. gentleman from
Prince Edward Island, who is the pro-
moter of this Bill. There are certain

.Or of the islands or places within the juris- statutes which are, by the way, very hard
diction of the Government of this Island with to be found now. I notice they are fot
any telegraphic cable, wire or other means in our library here, and they were not to
oI telegraphic communication from any other be found'in the library at Quebec. I do
rovince, state, country, or place whatsoever not know what has become of them, but
eyord the Continent of America " perhaps the people of Prince Edward Is-

When I think of the sort of opposition land were rather fastidious about printing
that is being shown to this fair and reason- them.
able Bill, I cannot help saying that the
last part of that clause was specially HON. MR. HOWLAN-They were ah
Called to the attention of the hon. gentle- in the hibrary last winter.
'1an a few days before he made that quo-
tation. If his case requires such a course HON. MR. OGILVIE-Welh they are
!t Must be a rather poor one. There not then this winter, because I enquired
le a good deal more I should say about them, and could ot get them. I
on this subject but I do not think it is would simply ask the question, if the
necessary to occupy the time of the House legishature of Prince Edward Island before
any further. With the assistance of the that Province entered the union gave to
Cormmittee, and now I hope with the help the Anglo-American, or any other com-
Of the House, we have changed the Bill pany, a perpetual and exclusive right to
from a Maritime to a Canadian one. At the telegraphing there, is that right tothe request of the Anglo-American Tele- exist forever? If it is a fact that such a
graph Company Mr. Abbott appeared rightwasgiven, I do fot thinkthat it should.
before the Committee and accepted the The hon. menber from Prince Edward
alterations. I am not sure but there was Island says that n such right was given,
one more which he urged but could not but assuming that it was, are we to say
get ; but his language was that if this that the Dominion of Canada has no
change of location of the head office were power to over-ride that contract? It
Made it would to a great degree remove a very stupid contract, to use mild lang-his Opposition to the measure. We Pro- uage, for any legisature to make, to give
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up the right of telegraphing forever to one mode of telegraphy now existing. When
company. we get through to British Columbia if We

We hear a great deal about vested have to utilize the Western Union systeim
rights, and about the British freeman in we will find it very much as I found it
his own home. When I was objecting when I was at a place within eightY
the other day to some things that the pro- miles of St. Joseph's, Missouri. I wanted
moters of a Railway Bill wanted, they to telegraph to a nephew of mine to meet
spoke about the vested rights they had in me, and I sent a telegram within ten
Toronto on the Esplanade. I said "yes, J words, and had to pay 50 cents for it.
it is very true that you have those rights, Wherever the Western Union goes that iS
but vested rights have to make way for the system they pursue, and it is giving thel
the public good. " It was a railway man about one dollar for every ten cents In-
to whoin I was speaking, and he replied : vested. The time will come-it may 'lot
" how would you like if any man should be to-day-but it will come, just as surelY
come and take away one-half of your as the sun rises, when the Government Will
house ?" I said, "if a railway company have to do as the Imperial Governient
vanted to pass through my house they have done, and the Government of the

would simply pull it down and go through United States will soon be forced to do,
it without asking my consent. " Is it pos- viz., take this telegraph business into their
sible that even if this exclusive right was own hands altogether. At all events, hon-
given, the Parliament of Canada is not gentlemen, I do hope that this House Will

able in some way to permit other telegraph be patriotic enough to pass this Bill-not
comlpanies to construct lines through the withstanding the great inducements offered
Maritime Provinces ? If so, it is a fright- by the Anglo-American Company--patriotc
ful state of affairs in these days of im- I enough, I say, to pass this Bill, and see if
provement in telegraphy. Such pro we cannot have a little opposition in the

gress is being made in telegraphy that Maritime Provinces.
from one week to another, we hardly
dream of what takes place, and it is per- Hoz. MR. HOWLAN-It wo1
fectly frightful to think that we should be seer strange if one who bas been c011

bound to pay such large prices for tele- nected w.h the public affairs of Prince
grams when we know perfectly well that Edward Island for twenty years shoUîd
messages can be transmitted for about oppose anything that would be in the
one-fourth the cost. If the Local Govern- interests of that Province. Lt seems para
ment in Prince Edward Island gave those doxical. If it was the intention of the
rights to the Anglo-American Company, promoters of this Bil to favor the peoPîe
I think the best thing for this Parliament of Prince Edward Island, and to reifOve
to do is to take hold of the matter at from them the load under which theY
once, indemnify those people and leave labor regarding telegraphic matters,
room for competition. We will have, think I may safely say that my voiCe 1
there is no doubt, a system of tele- this House would not be raised agaifst 't
graphy ere long very much the same Now, what would be the proper course to
as exists now in the mother country, where have taken to remove that burden?
it saves letter writing to a great extent.
If a man can send a telegram of 20 HON. MR. CARVELL-I have nO,
words it will very often obviate the neces- desire to interrupt the hon. gentleinarî
sity of sending a letter. We are getting but perhaps I did not express myself Wlt

to be a rather fast people in Canada. sufficient clearness. I have just asked the
We live fast, and do everything quickly, House to amend the Bil now s0 that a
and why should we not take advantage of message from Prince Edward Island to
every improvement of this kind? I do any part ot Canada should not cost 'ore
hope there will be no further opposition than 25 cents for twenty body w'rds.
offered to this measure, for if ever there
was a bill caculated to promote the HON. MR. HOWLAN-That iS

public good it is beyond all question this
one, and for that reason I second the question is concurrence in the rep.r
motion. the Committee and on that questio

W/e must do something to change the shahl speak. The proper mode, in l'
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estimation, to have dealt with this subjectelectricity, wherebv the coet of such trans-
WOuld have been to call the attention of mission can be greatiy dirninislied:
the Minister of Justice to the fact that That it wouid be in the publie interest, and

ther wer dobts ponthe ublc mm asespecially in the interests of the Maritimetherewere doubts upon the public mind asthat
to whether the Anglo-American Co., had practical use should le made fortiwith of
any vested rights in Prince Edward Island. such improvements:

If te Mniser o Jutic haddecded That vour petitioners are desirous oîbeingIf the Minister of justice had decided.
that they did possess such rights, then we incor ort i rome us of uch
ShOuld respect them. If, on the contrary, communication between the Provinces of
he decided that they had no rights, then it Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince
would be proper for the Government to Edward Island, and to establish a new system
have notified the President of that com- of electrical communication in the said

Provinces and eisewhere:Pany that unless they lowered their ternis Wherefbre your petitioners pray tlat your
for telegraphing to the rates which prevail Honorable Chamber wili lesed to pass
m other parts of Canada, there would be an Actincor em an
legislation on the subject. That, in my what? Ifor the purposes aforesaid, under
estimation, would have been the proper the name of the Canadian Rapid Telegraph
course, and the best one in the interests
f Prince Edward Island. That wasthepetition which was submitted

Now, what course has been pursued in to the Standing Orders Cormittee. If it
this particular case? How has this Bi had been stated to that Committee in
lad its beingP? The petition which was this ic was for the purpose of incorpora-
presented to the Standing Orders Com- ting a company with powers to build tele-
Tflttee hears on its face no such request graph lyes, and to lease telegraph ines
as asking for a telegraph company. It from other companes, to lay cables, and
bears upon its face, as any hon, gentleman for ail other things that are now mentioned
icay see by reading it, that the intention in the Bi, the chairnan of the Committee
Was to utilize a new invention with regard would have at once called attention to the
tO the eEectric telegraph, and bearing the 5ast rule which says :
laoe relation to it possibly as a new car "Al application c for private Bis, ro-
COUPling, or air brake does to the railway. periv the subjects of legislation by the yai-
Srniething new had been invented which lianient of Canada, within the prview ofp tpe

Ould s cheapen tthat it m British Npoth America Act, o867, whether
be aple t eerah wh for the erection of a bri afre, t ue akinr oa

b aplie toevery telegraph line through- raiiroad, turnpike road, or teiegraphelune;OUt the length and breadth of Canada, and the construction or improveient of a harbor,
tlOt only in Canada, but wherever there canal, ock, dam, or slide, or ther like
of a telegraph rdne in the world. The work, the granting of a rig sbt of ferry; the i-

Npo g n oe hee C uee ws corporation of any particular trade or caling,ipricula cse ?the Hohasthis illor of any baneing or other joint stock coin-,has this new invention was fot going to iany ; or otherwise for granting to any di-
pnterfere with the rights of any individual viduai or individuas, exclusive or particu-
91 COflipany, but merely was to be in the lar rights or privileges whatever, or for doing

itlterest of the public at large. It was on any matter or thioie which, in its opinion,
thatthatrule51, hichre-would affect the rig 1te or property of otheras understanding t ap cmay I parties, or relate to any particular class ofbIlires notice to be given to the public, the community; or fortaking any mniend-Was dispensed with in order that this com nient of a lke nature to any formier Act-

Pasy might corne in and be incorporated sha require a notice, cleary and distinc y
for the el e tli h ispecifying the nature and object ore the appli-far the einoit of ats inet c catio ns, to foe p rished as teolBows, viz pocouplien t o irb e spublic. o th i In the Province of Quebec-A notice in-Oet a fair conclusion it will be for hon. serted in te Officiai Gazette, iin th e e ogish

oldebers to draw their own when I read and Frenc h languages, ai i one newspaper
this p 8P yofin the Englis, and one paper in the Frenc

epietio language, in the District attècted, or in bot
To the Honorable the Senate of Canada, language if there be but one paper; or if

no Parliaent assen bled. there le no paper pubuslied therein, tien
The petition of the undersigned respect- (in boti languages) in the Official Gazette,
s showeth : That recentiy very important und in a paper pubfished in an adjoining

Icovfeies in electrical science inave been District.
lrde whereby great improvements bave been In any other Province-A notice inserted
effeted i the mode, manner, means, speed in the Ofricial Gazette, and in one newspaper
and accuracy of transitlting signai by publihed in the County, or Union of
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Counties affected, or if there be no paper
published therein, then in a newspaper in
the next nearemt county ini which a news-
paper im puhlishied."

That was the way the Conmittee waived
comp lance with the rule, but as every lion.
gentlemen knows the wtiving of that par-
ticular rule iid not forever bar an investiga-
tion into the mnatter. On the contrary it is
the usual course, when a chairman is
making a report, as he did in this particular
case, to state the circumstances under which
the matter was referred to the Committee.
A recommendation was therefore made as
follows: "'your Committee, however, recom-
mend the suspension of the 51st rule in each
case, as it will be competent for the com-
mittee to whom the Bill shall be referred to
provide that no injury to any party shall
arise therefrom. "

HON. MR. POWER-Hear, hear.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-My hon friend
says, "hear, hear," but I may say that I
think, if my hon. friend had known the
actual purpose for which this incorpora-
tion was sought, he would not have sus-
pended that rule, nor do I believe any
other hon. gentleman would have done so.
I am surprised that we have not in this
House a record of the reasons why, in
these particular cases, the rules are sus-
pended. In the House of Commons
they record the reasons which have led
them to take such a course, and on refer-
ring to their minutes it is found that :

" Mr. Davies, M.P., for the applicants stated
that the invention had been patented too
recently to admit of the required notices being
published, that it would be ofgreat advantage
to the Maritime Provinces, and especially to
Prince Edward Island, and that the Company
if incorporated would not interfere with and
existing righ te, as the invention could be used
by all existing telegraph companies."

Now if that is not deception. I fail to
understand what deception is; then we go
a little bit further, and we find that when
the Bill first came to us there were among
the petitioners the following gentlemen:

Josiah Wood, M. P., of Sackville, N.B.;
the Honorable Peter Mitchell, M.P., of
Montreal; the Honorable J. S. Carvell,
Senator, of Charlottetown, P. E. I.; John
Ings, of Charlottetown; John S. Maclean,
of Halifax, N. S.; the Honorable Samuel
Prowse, of P. E. I.; P. J. Brown, Inger-
soll, Ont.; L H. Davies, M.P., Charlotte-
town, P. E. I.; John L Harris, of Moncton,
N. B. But out of the nine gentlemen as
above who signed the Bill originally, there

HON. MR. HOWLAN.

are only four now appearing on the Act
before the House, viz: Messrs. Wood,
Carvell, Davies, and Mitchell. Now I
have tried to get several gentlemen to
explain this wonderful invention to ne,
so far without success, and the only expla-
nation-if it can really be called one---
which has been afforded this House, i5
contained in the opening remark of the
hon. gentleman from Charlottetown when
he brought up the Bill for second reading
He spoke as follows:

" In moving the second reading of this Bill
I do not know that it is necessary that I
should say much about it further than tO
refer to a recent discovery in the means of
telegraphic communication. This Bill Pro-
poses to incorporate a nunber of gentle e
with a view to utilizing that remarkable, an
I trust, valualble, discovery, and indoing sot"
songht to obtain also the powers of an ordinlS
telegraph comany. The discovery to wiI
I have referre is so remarkable as scarceIy
to be credited by an ordinary listener.
have seen an account of it in a journal Pu
lished by the Society of Telegraph Engineer
and Electriciansa copy of w iecat

iihands a lèw dasago. Mr. retWh
I think, is the chief electrical engineer9
having charge of the postal telegrapl affa"rg
in England, states: I recently tried an exce-
ingly mnteresting experiment between sout
awîîpton und the Isie of Wight, and succeeded
in sransmitting signais ram one shore O the
other, a distance of six miles, withott any
wire whatever. It is to utilize this discoverf
that the Bille ii-troduced, and I trust tb&t
it will nieet with no opposition."

But there is really no explanation in el
this, and when the Bill now before the
House made its appearance, we discove.
ed that it gave far different, and more e'
tensive powers that were asked for in the
original measure. Indeed it reminds 'Oc
very nuch of an incident which is relatee
in connection with the war of 1836, '37
A certain regiment in Canada went oUt O
an infantry corps, but after an absence
some six weeks, they came back as caVary-
By examining the powers which the
sought in the Bill, as it is now before the
House, it will be noticed that they are
very extensive, and embrace the *hoîe
Dominion in their scope; they are
follows

To establish, by an electrical means whac
soever, a system of te egraphic and telepho

6
9 i

communication between any place
Canada." . ilar

To connect such syste with any of
Z stem establii ed in any other Pravdnact e Dominion of Canada.
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If the consent of the Governor-General-in- HoN. MCOUncil be first obtained, to con nect such was to remY8ten with any telegraph or telephone line If the BillfCanada.
To construct, purchase, lease, work or stance, that

agree for the use of any land line of telegraph tariff over
or teleplione " in Canada." cents a me

I think it is my duty to bring to the support an
notice of the House these great changes in has been st
the powers of this Company. quote the

And what do we find that it all amounts plain to an
to ? Is there any amelioration in the the Bill.
Condition of affairs with regard to Prince well I hav
Edward Island in the measure now before positions i
the House ? We have been told here, when I tri
over and over again, that this is going to telegraph p
cheapen telegraphing on that Island, but gentleman
I have taken the trouble to write to Mr. knocked th
Bethune, the Superintendent of the Tele- examinatio
graph Company here, and asked him to we have kn
give me the cost of a message from now it app
Ottawa to Sackville, and also to Prince sent throu
Edward Island. His answer is to this there is an
effect :--"The charge for ten words to has surpris
Sackville, N.B., is 25 cents." I may men- at ever sinc
tSon that there is no possible way of send- it is that h
111g a message to Sackville, unless you go which they
Over the Western Union Company's line, terested.
"Id it is not to be supposed they will give tice is entir
a less rate to a rival company. The ans- liament.
Wer continues, " the charge for the same chap. 23 w
rnessage to Charlottetown is 75 cents, or privileges,
50 cents from Sackville." Now the Senate and
amnendment to the Bill provides that the give summ
charge shall be 25 cents over the land ployed in t

tine from Charlottetown to Cape Traverse, ary papers,
afld 25 cents across the Straits, which is "Tlie Se
equal to 5o cents, and my hon. friend pecTively, a

froM Amherst was perfectly right in saying tively, slia
there is no alteration of it by this Bill; and the l
there is no amelioration of the difficulties powers as,
UnIder which Prince Edward Island suf- America A
fers. to this Bil 5o cents exercised by

According tment of the01 1Y takes us across the Straits; from and Ireland
CaPe Tormentine to Sackville there is far as the s
another rate, and from Sackville west it is repugnant t
still another matter. If the Anglo-Ameri- Such pri

Can Company had no monopoly in Prince shail be de

.Ward Island, and this Bill had passed shall not be
i its original shape, we would have been the sanie s

a this position: the promoters of the by and befo
ill might have sold it to the Anglo- judicially.

Arerican Company, and that Company imnunities
thOld have been in a position to charge the House

at 75 cents as before; they would then thereof resp
cornpletely the masters of the situation. of the Sena

or purporte
ION. MR.KAULBACH-Can t Senate or

nlot d MR. U C C they mitted as
o it now ? courts, jus
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R. HOWLAN-But this Bill
edy the existing state of affairs.

had suggested in the first in-
this Company should make a
the whole of Canada, of 25

ssage, it would have had my
d not my opposition. Now, it
ated that I have tried to mis-
Act, but I think the facts are
y hon. gentleman who will read
My hon. friend quoted poetry;
e seen a great many different
i my life but I never saw one
ed to shelter myself under a
ost; but I will leave the hon.
and his poetry. We have

e poetry out of the Bill by the
n which has been given to it;
ocked the bottom out of it, for
ears that twenty words can be
gh Canada for 25 cents. But
)ther phase of this matter which
ed me, and 1 have wondered
e I have bcen in the Senate :

on. gentlemen advocate Bills in
personally are particularly in

Now I take it that such a prac-
ely opposed to the laws of Par-
Sfnd that the Act; 31 Vic.,
hich is " Act Act to define the
immunities and powers of the
House of Commons, and to

ary protection to persons em-
he publications of Parliament-
" enacts as follows:

iate and House of Commons res-
nd the mem bers thereof respec-
Il hold, enjoy and exercise such
ike privileges, immunities and
at the time of the British North
ct, 1867, were held, enjoyed and
the Commons House of Parlia-
United Kingdom of Great Britain
and by the inembers thereofso

ame are consistent with and not
o the said Act.
vileges, imnmunities and powers
med to be and shall be part ofthe
d publie law of Canada, and it
necessary to plead the saie, but

hail in all courts in Canada and
re all Judges be taken notice of

invuiry touching the privilege8,
andpowers of thc Senate and of

of Commons or of any member
ectively, any copy of the journal
te or Ilouse of Commons, printed
d to be printed by the order of the
House of Commons, shall be ad-
evidenee of such journals by all
tices and others, without any
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proof being given that such copy was so
printed."

Now, I do not know that a member of

the House of Coinmons of the United
Kingdom has power to rise in his place
in Parliament and advocate a measure
in which he is himself directly interested,
as I shall endeavor to prove to the House.
It may be stated that this is the Senats
and should be governed in the same
way as the House of Lords in Eng-
land, but even on that point I think I
shall be able to convince the House it
was scarcely ever known that a member
of the House of Lords advocated in that
House a measure in which he was per
sonally interested. I am quite satisfied
with regard to the House of Conmons,
as any gentleman must be who will take
the trouble to turn up " May's Parlia-
mentary Practice." I find it stated that-

" In 1796, a general resolution was propos-
ed in the Lords, that no Peers shail vote who
are interested in a question; but it was not
adopted. It is presimed, however, that such
a resolution was deemed unnecessary; and
that it was held that the personal honor of a
Peer will prevent nim from forwarding his own
pecuniary interests by his votes in Parlia-
ment. By Standing Orders, No. 178, the
Lords are exempted irom serving on the Con-
mittee on any Private Bill, wherein they shall
have any interest.

In the Comnions, it is a distinct rule that
no member who lias a direct*pecuniary interest
in a question shall be allowed to vote upon
it; but in order to operate as a disqualifica-
tion, this interest must be immediace and
personal and not merely of a general or re-
mote description."

Now I will try to show the House what
the laws are that govern the House of
Commons with regard to public bills, and
then I shall take private bills. I read
in the same authority :-

" On the 17th Juiy 1811, the rule was thus
explained by Mr. Speaker Abbot:-' This
interest must be a direct pecuniary interest,
and separately belonging to the persons
whose votes were qIe.tioned, and not in
common with the rest of His Majesty's sub-
jects, or on a matter of state policy.' This
opinion was given upon a motion for disal-
lowing the votes of the bank directors upon
the gold coin bill, which was afterwards
negatived withiout a division. No instance is
to be found in thejournals in which the vote
of a mienber has been disallowed upon matters
of public policy. On the Ist of June 1797,
however, Mr. Manning submitted to the
Speakser whether lie night vote, consistent
with the ru les of the House, upon the proposi-

Company's Bull.
tion of Mr. Pitt, for granting compensation tO
the subscribers of the Loyalty Loan, he be
himself a subscriber. The Speaker explan
generally the rule of the ouse, aud *
Manning declined to vote. "

There was a question where a man had
been a subscriber to a loan, well known a
the Loyalty Loan, which the Government
was about to make an appropriation to
supplement ; but so definite was the rle
of the House of Commons that the
member named was not allowed to Vote.
In another place, Mr. May writes as fol'
lows:

" On the 3rd of June, 1824, a division took
place on a Bill for repealing so much of a
Act 6 George I., as restrains any other corpor
ations than those in the Act named, and any
societies or partnerships, fron effen
marine insurance, and lending noney Onb
tomiry. An objection was miade to the Doq)
bers declared by the tellers, that certar-l
imeibers wlo voted with the ayes were%
sonally interested in the passing of the Dce
as being concerned in the Alliance 1nsura;
Company. But it was decided that they W*e'
not so interested, as to preclude theirvot
ior the repeal ot a public Act. On the 1.0
of July, 1844, on the question for hearqg
counsel agaiist a Bill for suspending cero"
actions for penalties under the ganing ri
objections were taken to the votes of iebe
wno were detendants, but one stated tsth
was not his intention to take advantage o t.a
provision of the Bill, and plead the same
bar of such action ; and the other that lie
not been served with any process. tioe
for disallowing their votes were theref
withdrawn. On the 1lth J uly, 1844, the
of a member upon the second readin5 d
public Bill relating to railways, was ob' C%-
to upon the grounds that he had a direct fres
niary interest as a proprietor of railroad 9 "
but a motion for disallowing his Vote e
withdrawn. The votes of memi bers interest
in Private Bills have frequently been disal kee
ed. On the 20th May, 1825, notice was ta
that a menber who had voted withi the
on the report of tie Leith Books Bl,1, aha
direct pecuniary interest in passing the,
He was heard in his place; and having asv
ed that he had a pecuniary interest in P 0
the Bill; that on that account he had 0
voted in the Committee on the Bill: Id tha d
he had voted, in this interest, througl In d
vertance hie vote was ordered to be dis3'v
ed."ts

Those are the rules of the British lo
of Commons, under which we act,
that are also observed in the Wouse at
Lords; therefore I say I was surprised
the inception of this Bill, and as I wa the
it carefully through ; and noW ontth
question of concurrence ; if this que

HON. MR. HOWLAN.
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had been allowed to go to a vote, and
had been carried, the next motion would
have been one for the third reading. But
since this Bill was conceived I find that
it has taken marching orders all over the
]ominion of Canada: it comes in now
and interferes with the rights of the
Montreal Companv, the Dominion Line,
and a number of other Companies. The
hOn. gentleman who seconded this motion
talks about a terrible monopoly, etc.;
there is no question but that there are

Olonopolies of all kinds abroad, and my
hon. friend brought in a Bill yesterday to
give a monopoly of some patent medicines
tO Some particular company ; it is admitted
that monopolies will always exist. But
the place of a legislator, in my opinion, is
to look after the public interests, and not
his own interests, to see that the rights
even of individuals are not encroached
IlPon, and not to use his position in this
louse for the purpose of furthering his

oWn particular ends. Yet bills have been
Passing through this House day after day
andhave beenadvocated inthe committees
ýnd in the senate, by members interested
111 them: for this reason, as well as for
the other reasons I have given, I was
determined to vote against this Bill from
the very inception of it. Had it been
11ntroduced in a proper way, and had the
ternis been the same all over Canada, the
lteasure would have received no opposi-
tion at my hands; but such a course was
1ot adopted,.and now, at the eleventh hour,
We are told that the Company are ready
for the Bill, and that there are great im-
plrovements being made though what they
are, exactly, I donot know. I must confess
While I gave the hon. mover of this Bill

* ordinary credit for intelligence and
nIformation, I did not supppse he was
an authority upon electrical science ; I
thought he was like the rest of us, but I
did not know that he was able to draw
fromu the clouds, as he drew from his im-
agitiatjon to-day, with regard to this
tnatter. I have very grave doubts in my
o0 n mind if he has not been drawing from
his imagination after all. If there is any-
thing in this matter really in the interest of
the public welfare, I ask are not each and
all of the gentlemen who compose this
Parliament as ready to assist in the
furtherance of the general good as the
hOn. gentleman who comes from my
Prvince ? I think it would be a standing

insult to this House, and every member
of it if I were to say that it was not so ;.
and if this be the case, and the hon.
gentleman from Charlottetown has any-
thing to bring before Parliament that is
really in the interests of the people of
Canada, why should he be afraid to give
us his confidence, and explain the matter ?
But neither in the committee nor in this
House during the various stages of this
Bill, has any explanation been presented
to us. I have here the printed
declaration of the hon. gentleman,
as it appears in our Debates, and there
is no such explanation given. Then there
is another point; is it to be considered
that such Companies as the Western
Union and the Anglo American Con-
pany have not watched this matter of
electrical science, as well as the hon.
gentlemanand hisfriends have done ? Or if
there is anything in this particular patent,
is it not likely that they have acquired a
right to it ? Further than that, it has
been stated that this was patented a short
time ago, and may it not be that we are
robbing another gentleman of his rights in
this patent ? We have no information,
and I repeat, that everything was so veiled
in mystery that now at the last moment,
and after this Bill has been investigated,
we find that it is going to àweep all over
Canada and that we will have no explan-
ation and no justification-I find none at
all events-that in voting for this measure
we should not be interfering with other
vested rights which we are bound in this
House to respect.

HoN. MR. POWER-I may be allowed,
as quite a disinterested spectator, to say a
few words on this matter. The hon.
gentleman who has just sat down has ob-
jected very strongly to the hon. mover of
this motion speaking or voting on the
question, because he is interested. M)
own information may not be correct, but
I have been given to understand that the
hon. gentleman from Alberton (Mr. How-
lan) although not interested in favor of
this measure, has a personal and direct
interest against it ; so I think that possibly
the rule should apply both ways.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-I say distinctly
I am not interested, in any way, and I
make the statement publicly; I am not
interested directly or indirectly.
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HON. MR. POWER.-My informant
was in error then, and I am very glad to
hear it.

HON. MR. DICKEY--I hope that my
hon. friend who has made the charge will
explain why he makes such a charge
against a member of this House.

HON. MR. POWER-I am not under
cross-examination ; I had heard the state-
ment made, I repeated it in the proper
place, where the hon. gentleman interested
could contradict it ; that hon. gentleman
has contradicted it ; I accept his state-
ment, and if the hon. gentleman wishes it,
I express my regret for having been led to
believe that he was interested: I do not
think anything more than that can be
expected. TIhere has been a sort of
cloud, or mystery, thrown around a very
simple matter. I happen to be a member
of the Committee on Standing Orders and
Private Bills, and it has also occurred that
I have had a good deal to say to the hon.
gentleman from Charlottetown, who has
taken charge of this measure ; conse-
quently I know something of its history.
I have not the slightest personal interest
in the matter, good, bad or indifferent,
except that, as one member of the public, I
am anxious that so important a service as
telegraphing~ should not be in the hands
of a monopoly. Now the facts are these:
the hon. gentleman from Charlottetown
lives on the island of Prince Edward, and
the people of that island, instead of pay-
ing 25 cents for a' telegram, as we do on
the mainland, have to pay 75 cents, and
naturally enough they wish to be relieved
from that unsatisfactory condition. The
hon. gentleman from Charlottetown dis-
covered that a new process had been
invented for communicating by means of
electricity across the water, for some con-
siderable distance, at any rate, without the
use of a wire. That hon. gentleman, at
the time that he'ascertained this fact, was
under the impression that the Anglo-
American Company had a monopoly-a
legislative monopoly-of the right to
communicate with Prince Edward Island
by cable or by wire. Under these cir-
cumstances, the hon. gentleman had only
one course open to him, and that was to
get round the monopoly-the supposed
monopoly of the Anglo-American Com-
pany-by using this new invention for

transmitting messages across the Straits of
Northumberland. I think that hon. gentle-
man deserves credit for the public spirit
which he showed,immediately upon having
learned of this invention, in undertaking tO
make it available for his fellow-provincials
in Prince Edward Island and the other
portions of the Dominion. I believe that
instead of being subjected to abuse, he
should receive praise. It appears that In'
company with other gentlemen, he forred
an association for making use of this neW
invention in the way I have mentioned,
and they are all gentlemen-or nearly all--
well known to the public; members
of this House and the House of
Commons and other gentlemen of
known character, in the Lower Provinces
chiefly. Not having known of this il-

vention at the time Parliament opened.
these gentlemen could not make the"
petition early enough to have it withifl the
rule, but they brought it in and it was re-
ferred to the Standing Orders Committee.
The facts which I have ventured to state
to the House being also stated to that
Committee, the Committee thought
that, as they very often suspended this
rule with respect to individual cases, this
was particularly a case where it should
be suspended. The hon. gentleman frorn
Alberton, has spoken of the suspension O
this rule as though it were something very
unusual-a very great favor to this COo'
pany; but I might remind him that eit -
in the last two days the same Comlmaîttee
have reported with respect to suspend
ing the rule in the case of a Bill Which
has not been shown to be very necessarY-
I mean the Bill to assist the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company and another
Bill to enable the Grand Trunk Railway
Company to extend their lease from 2 1 to 50
years. These are not matters which ar
very urgent, or in which the public are
ticularly interested, but the Committees
both Houses have reported in these case
in favor of suspending the rules. There
fore, it was not a very great favor t

suspend the rule in the case .
the Caompany we are now discussi.ter
The cause of the change in the charac e
of the Bill is this, and it is what seeled
most to ggravate the hon. gentleman fro"'
Alberton.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-I arn not
gravated at all
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HON. MR. POWER.-For a gentleman
who is not aggravated my hon. friend
speaks with a great deal of vigor and
energy and inanifest excitement. Those
gentlemen who applied for this Bill in its
original form did so under the impression
that a monopoly of telegraphy-cable or
Wre-across the Straits of Northumber-
land was vested in the Anglo American
Company. The reason they thought that
Was, the friends of the Anglo American,
and their solicitors, and the gentlemen
who take a paternal or fraternal interest
'in ther affairs, had publicly stated that on
all occasions. The statute which was
supposed to give those exclusive rights to,
the Anglo-American Company was not
easily accessible. However these gentle-
men were fortunate enough to come across
a.copy of the Act which was supposed to
Rive a monopoly to the Anglo-American
Çompany, and on examination of that Act
it was found that it gave no such mono-
POly-at least that was the impression it
made on the minds of the gentlemen who
consulted it, and they then thought there
Was no reason why they should not take
advantage of the knowledge they acquired;
and there was this further reason why they
should do so : the hon. gentle-
man from Charlottetown had in-
troduced his flrst Bill without
a great deal of consideration, and when
le came to look at what the practical re-
sult would be even if he did get his bill,
he found that while the company might
get their messages across the Straits of
Northumberland they would be met on
both sides of the Strait by the monopoly,
and if they had no further powers than
those asked for in the original petition and

ill, the charter would be practically use-
less, because they could only communicate
across the Straits and could not forward
their messages on either side on land.
thaturally enough then they came before
the Railway Committee ; they did not
ruake any mystery of what they wanted
and why they wanted it, or how they
came to wish to have their bill alter-
ed. The promoters made their state-
ment before the Committe. The
the Bill was considered, and the Commit-
tee decided that those gentlemen should
have their Bill in the form usually adopted
for incorporating telegraph companies,
cOmbining with that right the right to use
this new invertion. It has been stated to

the House that it is unusual, improper and
very objectioriable to inc>rporate another
telegraph company. I hive not been in
this House a very long time, but I have
seen three or four electric telegraph coin-
panies incorporated here for the purpose
of doing business in all parts of Canada,
and I have never heard the right of any
number of gentlemen to ask for and obtain
such a charter questioned before. It is in
the interest of the public that there
should be competition in telegraphing
and no longer ago than last session we
incorporated the Mutual Telegraph Com-
pany. Nobody ever thought of getting up
and objecting to it on the ground that we
had telegraph companies enough, or that
this company were likely to sell out tô
another, and I fail to see why the gentle-
men who are applying for this Act of
incorporation should be dealt with differ-
ently from other persons. I may say that
any changes made by the Railway Com-
mittee, in dealing with this Bill were
introduced in the interest of the public.
They limited the rates to be charged by
this company ; and to-day the gentleman
who represents the promoters of the Bill
in this House comes forward and says:

Not only shall we charge no more
than 25 cents for messages over
the lines of this Company and 25ctS.

for sending them across the Straits, but
that charge shall be for messages of 20
words all over the lines of the Company. "
These gentlemen who are asking for this
charter, are offering one of the greatest
boons that has ever been offered to the
public, and it seems to me that, even if
there were a slight infringement on vested
rights, or some irregularity in the way the
Bill comes before the House, we have a
right to deal with it as conferring a public
benefit, and we should be derelict in our
duty to the country, which is a more
solemn duty than the duty we owe to the
Anglo-American or any other Company,
if we failed to pass this Bill. The hon.
gentleman from Alberton, probably feeling
that these considerations would have a
great deal of weight with the majority of the
members of this House, tried to find a
method of escaping out of the difiiculty,
and suggested that the proper course to
adont in this case, was to have gone to
the Minister of Justice, and to have asked
him to report as to whether there were any
private rights infringed by this charter?
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HON. MR. HOWLAN-No.

HON. MR. POWER-What
hon. gentleman say ?

HoN. MR. HOWLAN-I sai
it was in the interest of the p
Prince Edward Island that this le
should be granted, the proper c
my opinion, was to call the atte
the Minister of Justice to the fi
ask him to report if the Anglo-A
Company had any monopoly in
Edward Island, and if they
monopoly, to inform them tha
they were prepared to lower the
other charters would be granted.

HON. MR. POWER--If t
assumed to give these rights abso
the corporation I could sec the
the position taken by the hon. gen
but I wish to call the attention
House, and of the Minister of J
particular, to the fact that this Bill
the fullest reservation of any
rights. The third clause of
provides that:-

"Nothing herein shail be construe
interfere with any exclusive right
sessed by any existing telegraph
comnpany."

If the Anglo-Anerican Comp
any exclusive rights they are prot
that clause.

HON. MR. HOWIAN-It wa
the first Bill.

HON. MR. POVER-We are
dealing with the first Bill; we ar
with the Bill before the House-
the original Bill the 3rd clause
that :

" Nothing herein shall be const
to interfere with any exclusive righ
ing or working electric telegraph c
may now be possessed by any exi
graph Companîy."

The reason why the clause
worded is obvious, because at
the Company were only going
messages across the Straits of Nor

[SENATE.] company,'s Bill.

contended that that there was not sufdi-
cient notice of this Bill. The Bill was in-

did the troduced and read the first time on the
13th of March. It was ordered for
second reading on the 2oth, but I do not

d that if think it was read as early as that. The pro-
eople of moters of the Bill gave notice to the only
gislation parties who are interested, and the onlY
)urse, in object of our rule is that the parties
ntion of whose interests may be affected by any
act, and private Bill may have an opportunity tO
merican come before Parliament and oppose the

Prince Bill or insist on such amendments beinig
had no made in it as are necessary to protect
t unless their rights. When this Bill was before the
ir tariff, committee it was subjected to the criti-

cisms of the Solicitor of the Western
Union and the Anglo-American Com-

iis Bill pany. When the reason of the rule
lutely to ceases, the rule itself ceases, and here
force of there is no object in giving the notice,
itleman ; because the object of the notice has

of the been obtained. I may say that the solicitor
istice in of that Company did not seem to be
contains as hostile to this Bill as the hon. gentle-
existing man from Alberton, ar.d the hon. gentle-

the Bill man from Amherst, or did not express
nearly as strong an objection to its pass-

d so as to age as these hon. gentlemen. I fee
now pos- obhiged to support the motion of my hon.
or cable friend. I think that it would be in the

interest of the public, however, that this
any have Bill should be amended in one particular.
ected by Although there is no express power Il

this Bill given to this Company to amnal-
gamate or to sell out, or to pool with an1Y

s not in other Company, I think that in the
interest of the public it would be
well to guard still further againlst

not now the possibility of any such oper-
e dealing ation, because a good many other co011

Even in panies which were supposed, and intendeâ
provides even by the promoters to act as independ'

ent companies, haye been swallowed uP

rued so as by the Western Union. Before the Bild
t of lay. is read the third time, I think it should
ables that be amended by the insertion of a clause
sting tele- to prevent any amalgamation or pooling

or transfer to any other company.
was so

that time HON. MR. DICKEY-Having adress-
to send ed the House with regard to this Bill on

thumber- a former occasion, I had hoped tn
land, and they could only interfere with might be spared the necessity of sayin
the rights of the Cable Company, but , anything to day ;. but so proninient a
now when they propose to do a general reference has been made to myself by the
telegraph business, the language has been hon. gentleman from Charlottetown that.
changed to meet the case. It has been do not feel disposed to sit still and let it
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Pass unnoticed. In the judgment
and recollection of hon. gentlemen when
Iappealed to the House as to the spirit and
to the remarks which I made on a former
occasion I spared the .on. gentleman ; I
was quite aware of the rule as laid down
by my hon. friend from Alberton, and
I was equally aware that it was a shock to
my own sense of propriety-not only
sPeaking of the rule, but of propriety its.
elf-to hear my hon. friend trom Charlot-
tetown stand up to advocate his own case
lfl this House ; but at the same time I
refrained from even adverting to it except
to say that I would willingly give him any
assistance, especially as he was interested
in the Bill himself. The remarks which I
Made about vested rights have been
entirely either misrepresented or mis-
quoted. I made merely a passing
reference to it as an introduction to the
renark that I thought they ought to
receive consideration froin the hon. Min-
ister of Justice, and it was only in that
sense, and without passing any opinion on
those rights, without pressing them on the
attention of the House, without arguing
Qt all, I passed on to consider the other
provisions of the Bill. Under those cir-
cumstances why is it I am singled out
here for the purpose of attack, as if I
Were the defendant of some supposed
rights ? My hon. friend has gone further:
he has undertaken to arraign my con-
duet in this House on former occasions.
1ow, I say that was not only uncalled for,
but unparliamentary; and, I was about to
say, it was indecent for the hon. member
to do so. My course on this question
is well known. I have, perhaps,
tOo tender a solicitude as a legislator for
existing rights. I have always carefitlly
kept that before my mind and I may as
Well say that my experience as a legislator
has confirmed me in that impression-
the impression of the necessity of every
legislator looking carefully into these bills,
especially when they are sprung upon the
Hlouse under the circumstances which
have called forth this measure. Before
111y hon. friend from Charlottetown ven-
tured to call me to account for any course
I have taken on the matter he should
have explained to the House why he him-
self undertook to be the advocate of his
own Bill, and he should have told the
Uouse why it was that when he
Carne belore this House on a former

occasion, as he has come to day,
and asked the House to pass this
Bill in the interest of putting down
monopoly, on the very face of his own
Bill he asks for the same rate of remuner-
ation that that monopoly which he admits
to have been inflicted upon the people of
Prince Edward Island. He ought to
have explained to the House why that
was, and we have just now been told by a
member of the Railway Committee that
was extorted by the Committee in the
protection of the public. It is a pity
they had not their attention drawn to a
proviso which seems by some insidious
means to have found its way into the Bill
when it was printed ; a proviso that took
away all the protection that the Coin-
mittee intended to give the public.
The other 'section gave to the Gov-
ernor-in-Council the power to limit
these rates and fix them from time
to time, and yet they put in a proviso
afterwards which enabled them at all
events, to secure to the promoters of
this Bill the saine 50 cts for this, and
75 cts. from another part of Canada that
already exists. Under these circum-
stances I think the comments that I
thought it my duty to make the other
day upon that point were at all events
called for, and that the very best justifica-
tion of the course I took on that occasion
has been found in the attitude that the
hon. gentleman takes to-day when he
comes forward and says " I am so satis-
fied with the objections made on a former
occasion that I am now willing to take one-
third of the amount I asked for at that
time." I think had my hon. friend consi-
dered the matter; had he known that he
himself was about to give the very best
answer tothe objections to the course which
I took in the interests of the public, not as
advocating the interest of individuals but
the interest of the public, not attacking
anybodys interests but defending the inter-
ests of the public, we would have been
spared the exhibition of petulence which
he has made to-day and the House would
have been spared the necessity of my
making these remarks upon it. I have
nothing to do with this matter.

I am not going to follow my hon. friend
from Montreal in his attack on the com-
bination of the Montreal and the Great
North Western Telegraph Companies ; that
is an old story. That has all been settled
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by Parliament and I believe well settled
-at all events, it has been settled by the
consent of the people who were chiefly
interested, that is, the stockholders of the
Montreal Telegraph Company. They
found it greatly to their advantage or th.ey
would not have been so anxious that it
should pass: but I am told that on a former
occasion I advocated the interests of
certain parties-for instance the Anglo
American Co. I quite admit that with refer-
ence to the Marine Electric Telegraph Co's
Bill I took a very strong part against the
passage of it, and the very best justification
of the course that 1 took on that occasion,
has become a part of the history of this
country. Where is the Marine Electric
Bill now ? Where is the Anglo-American
Company, that was to be brought into
operation ? When my hon. friend
attacks me for my conduct on that occas-
ion, he attacks a very large minority of
this House, gentlemen who were just as
independent of the Anglo-American Com-
pany as I am. He had no right to make
those observations, or to fling that taunt
across the House at any hon. gentleman,
myself included. We had a perfect right
to exercise our privilege when we thought
that was unwise legislation, and it turned
out that we were right. If it were not,
the Government of the day thought it was
a mere brutum fulmen to send that Bill
across ; that it would be disregarded, and
would have no practical effect. I think
it is quite unnecessary and un-called for
that the question should have been brought
up, but there is one good result at all
events that has followed the course that
was recommended by the Minister of
Justice on a former occasion ; he had the
opportunity of reading this Bill as a whole,
and now having read it we have got at
all events one acknowledgement from
him to-day. I will now invite the atten-
tion of the House to one or two other
points, in which I will not say in an in-
sidious manner, but which by the course
which has been taken, first sending us a
bald Bill, then sending us an amended
Bill, and then having that Bill amended
again before the Railway Committee, this
House has not had an opportunity of
making an intelligent inspection of
the Bill, and I think the House is indebt-
ed to the Minister of Justice for the op-
portunity he has given us to examine
the measure. Let us take just one clause:

HON. MR. DICKEY,

I allude now to the latter part of clause
8 which is as follows -

" Wheresoever any of the Conpany's lines
pass through any wood, the Company maY
cut down the trees and underwood f or the
space of fifty feet on each side of the sail
Iines, but shall not eut down or mutilate any
tree planted or left standing for shade or
ornanent or any fruit tree."

Now this is a sweeping power to give
those gentlemen to go through the Pro-
vince of Prince Edward Island and to
pass along the roads of the country and
make a clean sweep of the timber for fifty
feet on each side-making oo feet alto-
gether exclusive of the width of the road
-and what more ? To do it without
compensation. I do not know whether it
was intended or not but I am rather in-
clined to think that that clause was an
oversight on the part of the Committee.
I will now call your attention to a Bill
that is only three years old, the Great
North Western Company's Bill, in which
a similar power was asked for and given.
And Parliament on that occasion, and this
House in particular (for the amendment
was made here) was very careful indeed tO
guard it in the only way it could possibly
be done, by obliging those parties before
exercising this power, to make compensa-
tion. It will be found in chapter 66 of
the Private Acts of 188o.

HoN. MR. POWER-If the hon. gen-
tleman will look at lines 38, 39, 4o and
41, page 2, of this Bill he will find there
provisions of that kind.

HON. MR. DICKEY-I know perfectly
well what the hon. gentleman refers tO.
There is a general power given, independ-
ent of the clause which I have just read,
in the previous part of the Act (clause 8)
of the Great North-West Telegraph Comn-
pany, just the same as there is in this Bill,
but Parliament was not satisfied with that
and proceeded to specify that in regard tO
cutting down trees &c., the owners thereof
shall be indemnified. Strange to say, this
Bill, while giving the same general poWer
to take lands, cross streams &c., omfits
this important provision. There is another
curious feature in this Bill which nust
have str'ck anyone who has looked into
it-that is, the part on which the whole
thing turns-clause 13, which defines the
time within which work must be begun.
It is as follows :-
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"If the works of the Company are not
Commlenced within two years from the pas-
8ingy of this Act, then this Act shail be null
an void."

Now, what is that ? Not a bona fide
Commencement, but a mere "commence-
ment," which may consist in digging a
hole and putting down a post. That
Would be sufficient, under this Bill, to
give the Company an unlimited charter,
with all the unrestricted powers which it
cOntains. That has not been the charac-
ter of our legislation in the past. Only
three years ago, when the European,
Arnerican and Canadian Cable Company
was incorporated, there was a provision
that it should commencit work within two
Years, and have one or more cables in
operation within four years. In this
Great North Western Telegraph Com-
Pany's Act of incorporation, see what
Pains were taken to prevent them from
using the charter for speculative purposes
nerely ! They required, under the 24th

clause, to bona fide commence the work
of construction, and proceed with it
within two years from the passing of their
Act.

My hon. friend from Prince Edward
Island (Mr. Carvell) I think would have
been much better employed if instead of
Criticising my conduct (and I apologise to
the House for making any defence) he
had attempted to answer the objection
which I made to the Bill. That objection
reither he nor the hon. nember from
Ilalifax (Mr. Power) has condescended to
notice-that under cover of an application

for limited powers they have asked this
Rouse to grant them much more extensive
Powers.

HON. MR. POWER-I answered that.

ION. MR. DICKEY-I stated then
that this was a most dangerous principle
of legislation. It is of very great impor-
tance that the Senate should not be
induced, by sanctioning the course pur-
sued in this case, to violate the sound
principle of never granting larger powers
than are asked for by the applicants
Ufless under circumstances of an excep-
tional character. That is the great fault in
regard to this Bill. Need I repeat I
thought it my duty to call the attention
of the House to it, just as I did with

regard to others ? My objections have, at
all events, proved of some service in
getting the rate for messages reduced. I
thought it my duty to call the attention
of the House to the matter, not in any
sense in a spirit of opposition, but in the
interest of good legislation. Under the
circumstances, I think I may well leave
the matter in the hands of the House.
It is quite clear that the promoter of the
Bill thinks it should be improved, since
he has himself suggested an amendment,
and the hon. member from Halifax has
suggested another. I do say, in the in-
terest of sound legislation, if the House is
not disposed to stop this Bill, it should
put its hand upon this and give some
protection to the people of the Maritime
Provinces and wherever this company is to
operate-and it may operate from Vancou-
ver to Cape Breton. We should at all
events give them no greater powers than
we have given the Great Northwestern
Telegraph Company,and we should protect
the public, as we have done with regard
to other schemes which I will not charac-
terize at present, by limiting the time
within which they must commence work,
and requiring them to proceed continu-
ously with their operations. I am glad
that the objections which we have raised
have done the State some service, and I
hope my hon. friend's irritation will sub-
side when he finds that these objections
were valid.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-As a
member of the Railway Committee I
hqve listened to the arguments which we
have heard advanced by different gentle-
men against the Bill, and I fail to see, look-
ing at it from my standpoint, the force of
those objections. The Bill was discussed
thoroughly on the second reading ; it was
carefully examined by the Railway Com-
mittee; several amendments were added
to it, and it was then reported to the
House, when to my surprise, as a member
of that Committee, a distinguished lumin-
ray in this Chamber (Hon. Mr. Dickey),
rose to tell the House that the Cominittee
had failed in their duty, and that the
House did not comprehend the purport
and object of the Bill.

The hon. gentleman assumes the position
of taking a paternal interest in the delib-
erations of this House. He knows better
than the Railway Committee, what is ne-
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cessary in the interests of sound legislation.
I have known the hon. gentleman well for
many years in this Parliament. He is
truly a model member of this House.
He upon all occasions frowns down such
special pleadirng as obtains in the superior
or inferior courts of the country. He is
ever careful that this House follows strictly
in the footsteps of the House of Lords,
and that none of the rules of Parliament
are in any way infringed upon. When
hon. gentlemen who are advanced in years
are obliged to speak from notes, the hon.
member is particular that the rules of the
House are observed. When upon any
occasion a humble member of the House
is checked for any irregularity, the hon.
gentleman never fails under such cir-
cumstances to obstruct that hon.
member, by raising questions of order,
from giving expression to indepen-
dent views. Does the hon. gentlemen
rise to questions of order when minis-
terial niembers have violated some rule
of the House ? No, he singles out one
or two members who may be independent,
and may perhaps make mistakes. The
hon. gentleman would be a model
Senator in the legislative halls of Wash-
ington or Westminster.

Now let us see what objection the hon.
gentleman has raised upon the floor of this
House against the Bill brought forward by
the hon. gentleman from Prince Edward
Island in the interest of his province. The
Bill may be defective. If it is, then the
chief defects complained of by the hon.
member from Amherst are those for which
the Railway Committee are responsible, so
that his criticism on that part of the Bill
are a direct reflection on that committee.
It is a reproof to the members of the rail-
way committee as if they had no exper-
ience. We must endeavor to put the hon.
gentleman himself on it, for in his estima-
tion that committee is totally incompetent
to deal with these Bills. The hon. gen-
tleman takes strong ground in opposition
to this Bill. I understand the position to
be this: that the Atlantic Cable Company
when they raised their large capital to pro-
ceed with their great enterprise found that
they had a surplus of funds, and to utilize
this surplus they came to the legislature
of Prince Edward Island, and very kindly
offered to build for them a cable across the
small 9 mile strait.

HoN. MR. HOWLAN-The hon. gen-
tleman is quite mistaken.

HON. MR. MILLER-That was
done before.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER.-This is
not a question affecting the vested
rights of the Anglo-American Company,
as regarding their cable across the Atlantic.
I was one of these who voted that their
interests should not be disturbed, because
they had rendered great service to the
world. But what great benefit had they
conferred in constructing a cable in the
gulf, nine miles in length ? Will any disin-
terested man say that that third clause of
the Bill does not cover entirely that
question of exclusive rights ? Then I
want the hon. gentleman to tell us why we
shculd declare that for all time to corne
no more telegraph companies shall be
established in the Maritime Provinces.
It is all very well to get up special argu-
ments. If t here is anything which dis-
tinguishes the House of Commons, and
the House of Lords in England it is that
they regard such pleadings as unworthy
of the members of such legislative bodies.
I do not see any force in the
objections which have been raised to this
Bil. If there is a defect with regard tO
compensation for cutting down trees and
underwood, that is provided for in the
last clause, which says that the Bill shall
be subject to the general provisions affect-
ing telegraph companies. I consider it
my duty as a humble member of this
House to support the Bill.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-.I do not
rise to speak at length, because a great
deal has been said in this debate which
was irrelevant to the measure before us.
Although I am not with my hon. friend
from Amherst to-day, and he has not con-
vinced me that the report of the Coin-
mittee should not be concurred in, yet lie
lias made some valuable suggestions with
regard to the cutting of trees and the
commencement and continuation of the
company's operations. Those are amend-
ments which might easily be incorporated
in the Bill before the third reading. In
dealing with this measure, I do not think
we should consider whether the regular
notices were given or whether it is il
conformity with the petition. The sUs-

HoN. MR, ALZXANDER,
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pension of the rules was agreed to by the
House, and we must take the Bill as it is,
and deal with it on its merits. As regards
vested rights, I have always been with
My hon. friend from Amherst, and if I
believed that this Bill interfered with
the rights of the Anglo-American Tele
gràph Company, I should be with hin
now, as I was on the question of the
Direct Cable Co. Subsequent events
have proved that the course which we
then pursued was correct. But I do not
believe that the rights of the Anglo-
American Company will be interfered
with. If they have any exclusive rights
they do not extend to lines on this conti-
nent, but to lines outside of America. If
they have vested rights, they are protected
by this Bill. We cannot in this House
consider the rights of private individuals ;
it is enough for us to say, as we do in this
case, that if any such rates exist they are
guarded, and let them look to the proper
courts to sustain them. I do not consider,
therefore, that any company's rights are
infringed upon by this Bill. I do not
agree with the hon. member from Halifax
that because we incorporate other tele-
graph companies we should therefore in-
corporate this one. That is no argu-
Ment. If we were depriving any
company of its rights, we should indem
nify them for any injury we might cause
them. That is a principle in law-private
rights must yield to public necessity,
but in such a case compensation must be
granted. I hope my hon. friend from
Halifax will find a way to prevent pooling
or amalgamation with the Anglo-American
Company. • All attempts to prevent it in
the past have failed; they always circum-
vent it in some way. I believe this Bill
is in the public interest. I presume that
the change suggested by my hon. friend
i this Bill is to reduce the cost of tele-
graphing to Prince Edward Island to one-
sixth of the present rate. Certainly that
is m the public interest, and if we can ac-
conplish it, as I believe we can, by pass-
ing this Bill, without interfering with the
rights of other people, we should do so.
My hon. friend (Mr. Carvell) suggests
(and I suppose it will be incorporated in
the Bill) tlhat the rate of telegraphing to
Prince Edward Island, which is nOw 75
cents, shall be reduced to 25 cents, and
that this rate shall be for 20 body words
mfstead of 10 : I say that is in the public

interest. Having no interest in the mat.
ter, not having been conferred with by
any person on the subject, having a great
regard for the vested rights of companies
and believing in sustaining them where
they can be properly de.fended, I can
safely vote for this Bill, and therefore it
shall receive my sanction and approval.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE rose to ad-
dress the House.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL sug-
gested that the debate should be adjourn-
ed until to-morrow.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-I am in
the hands of the House. I am willing to
move the adjournment of the debate.

HON. MR. POWER-We shall not
be any farther advanced to-morrow
than we are to-day with this Bill; I think
the measure is receiving very singular and
very exceptional treatment.

HON. MR. CARVELL-Before the
vote is taken I just want to say one word.
This Bill has been passed over from day
to day, not without reason I confess, but
we are now approaching a date which
causes me to feel a little nervous about
it on the score of time-even if this House
should pass it. I shall probably have
another opportunity to reply to my hon.
friend from Amherst (Mr. Dickey) who
has misunderstood some remarks of mine;
but what I wish to say is this: the bulk
of the Bill, as I said the other day, is new
matter that was put in by the Committee,
and is for the protection of the public. I
am however quite prepared to accept the
suggestion of the hon. gentleman from
Prince Edward Island (Mr. Haythorne)
to postpone the third reading until to-
morrow.

The motion was agreed to.

QU'APPELLE, LONG LAKE AND
SASKATCHEWAN RAILROAD

AND STEAMBOAT COM-
PANY'S BILL.

THIZD READING.

HON. MR. VIDAL moved the third
reading of Bill (72), " An Act to incorpor-
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ate the Qu'Appelle, Long Lake and
Saskatchewan Railroad and Steamboat
Company."

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.

ROYAL CANADIAN PASSENGER
STEAMSHIP COMPANY'S

BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. PLUMB moved the third
reading of Bill (55), "An Act to incorpo-
rate the Royal Canadian Steamship Com-
pany," as amended.

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the third time and passed.

PATENT ACT AMENDMENT BILL,

SECOND READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the second reading of Bill (O), "An Act
to amend the Patent Act of 1882." He
said : This is a Bill to amend one clause
in the Patent Act. The period for which
a patent shall endure in Canada is now
15 years, and that period is divided in the
present Act, into three periods. By the
language of the Act partly, and by the
form of the patent also, these are made
three distinct periods apparently, so that
each period is as it were, a distinct
patent. A difficulty has arisen in the
United States upon that point, and the
same difficulty might arise here at any
time, for the same clause which is in the
United States law exists in our law. The
difficulty is this : A patent granted in
the United States is for 15 years, but if a
patent for the same invention is granted in
any other country, then the patent in the
United States shall cease with the
date of the patent granted in that
other country. That point has been
taker. with reference to some patents
granted in the United States, and
the saine thing might happen at
any time with us, because we have the
same difficulties, and what is proposed in
this Bill is to make that matter clear. We
propose that the period for which a patent
shall endure shall be fifteen years, subject
to the payment at the end of five years of

HON. MR. VIDAL.
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an additional fee, and at the end of ten
years of a further fee, so that the whole
period shall be clearly a period of fiftee'
years, but subject to payments at the ex-
piration of five or ten years, of additional
fees. That will remove the difficulty, and
enable persons who take out a patent in
this country or the United States to have
the full benefit of the patent here for fifteen
years, and there for seventeen years. It is
a change to which the Government have
given their assent, and which we think is
in the interest of our own people as well as
in the interest of those who have obtained
patents in this country and in the United
States also.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I do not quite see
the point myself, but perhaps the hon.
gentleman will explain, when I mention
my difficulty. At present, under our law,
a patent may be taken.out for fifteen years,
in order to save the larger fee which is
required for several terms. The usual
practice is to take it for five years, and at
the end of the five years to renew it for
five years more, or ten years, as the case
may be.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.--'
But these are three distinct patents, as it
were, held by he Crown to be so. one
for five, another for five and a third for
five.

HoN. MR. SCOTT.-Has there been
a decision in our courts to that effect ?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-No
there has been a decision in the United
States, not in Canada, which makes it
one patent, subject to three payments.

HON. MR. DICKEY.-I presune
there will be time to consider this Bill in
Committee ; it will not be taken up until
next week ?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.--NO
there will be ample opportunity.

The motion was agreed to.

CHIGNECTO MARINE TRANS-
PORT RAILWAY COMPANY'S

BILL

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD, in the absence
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of lon. Mr. Bourinot, moved the second
reading of Bill (51), " An Act to amend
the Act to incorporate the Chignecto
Marine Transport Railway Company,
ýlimited)."

He said : In mDving the second read-
img of this Bill, I may mention the
alterations from the original charter.
There is nothing whatever which makes
any change with respect to the protection
to be afforded the public, as against the
corporation, but it is to provide, among
Other things, for an increase of capital.
That I believe has arisen in consequence
of the additional expense which the
capitalists in England have undertaken in
Inaking the line a straight one from one
Point to another. That will incur an
additional expenditure, especially as they
are putting in another provision to the
effect that the work must be at the water
level, which perhaps will involve rock
cutting, and these are the reasons for ask-
ing an additional capital of $1,ooo,ooo.
Then there is a clause for the filling of
vacancies among the directors, which is a
mnatter for the convenience of the company.
Then again, in the 9th section, they are
empowered, on the same principle as they
are authorized to increase their capital, to
issue bonds to the extent of $3,500,000
nstead of $2,5oo,ooo as in the original
bill. I beg to move that the Bill be read
the second time.

HoN. MR. POWER-The Act of this
Company as originally introduced and
Passed, provided that the capital stock of
the Company should be $i,ooo,ooo ; the
anendments. as the hon. gentleman has
stated, proves that it shall not exceed
$2,Oooo0. But I notice that although
the Company are asking for this power,
they have done nothing since last year
Practically.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD-Yes, they
have.

HON. MR. POWER-It is very little
then, for they now say that as soon as $1oo,-000, shall have been subscribed, and ten
Per cent paid thereon, the provincial
directors shall call a meeting of the com-
Pany. I notice that although the
company ask for power to increase their
stock, that they do not increase the
amount that shall be paid up before

the company go into operation. I think
the attention of the House should be
called to the exceedingly small amount
of capital which those gentlemen who
propose to undertake so large a task
begin operations with. They say that
their capital stock shall not exceed $2,-
ooo,ooo, and not less than -$I,ooo,ooo,
and they proceed to business when they
have only $1o,ooo paid up. That fact is
an indication of the general character of
this scheme, and inasmuch . as under the
original charter of the company they are
authorized to receive a large subsidy from
the Government, and as a public Act
passed last year provides for the granting
of this subsidy, the interests of the public
are very considerably concerned and the
people should have a right to see that they
are dealing with a substantial concern.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD-The subsidy
is not payable until the Company is in
operation.

HON. MR. MILLER-And it will be
indefensible that it should ever be paid.
More improvident legislation has never
been passed in Parliament since I have
been a member of this House, and a more
unjust one to Nova Scotia.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

QUEBEC AND JAMES' BAY RAIL
WAY COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE moved the
second reading of Bill (54), " An Act to
Incorporate the Quebec and James' Bay
Railway Company."

He said : The object of this Bill is to
extend the Railway now under construc-
tion from Quebec to Lake St. John, to
James' Bay. It passes through a territory
of which little is known as yet, but which
contains millions of acres of good arable
land capable of sustaining a population of
over thirty millions, a territory rich in
minerals -watered by beautiful streams,
and possessing a climate much better than
that in many other parts of Canada.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-Will the
hon. gentleman inform the House what is
the length of the road ?

Qu'ebe Mnd tfamas
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HON. MR. BELLEROSE-I believe it
is between five and six hundred miles
from Lake St. John.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time.

RATHBUN COMPANY'S BILL

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE moved con-
currence in the amendments made by the
Committee on Standing Orders and Pri-
vate Bills, to Bill (26), "An Act to incor-
porate the Rathbun Company."

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (34) "An Act to amend and con-
solidate the Acts respecting customs."-
(Sir Alex. Campbell.)

Bill (64) "An Act to incorporate the
Pacific and Peace River Railway Com-
pany."-(Mr. Miller.)

Bill (41) "An Act to Incorporate the
Railway Trust and Construction Company
of Canada (limited)." (Mr. Simpson.)

Bill (76) "An Act to amend the Act
to Incorporate the Northern, North Wes-
tern and Sault Ste. Marie Railway Com-
pany, and to change the name of the said
Company to the Northern and Pacific
Junction Railway Company." (Mr. Allan.)

The Senate adjourned at 6 o'clock.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, April 27th, 1803.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair
o'clock.

at Three

Prayers and routine proceedings.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (P), " An Act to make provision
for the taking of evidence in relation to
criminal matters pending in the courts of
justice, in any of Her Majesty's Dominions
or before foreign tribunals." (Sir Alex.
Campbell.)

Bill (Q), " An Act respecting the High
Court of Justice for Ontario." (Sir Alex.
Campbell.)

Bill (R), "An Act respecting CoutY
Court Judges in the Province of Ontario.
(Sir Alex. Carnpbel)

RAPID TELEGRAPH COMPANY'S
BILL

REPORTED FROM THE COMMITTEE.

The Order of the day having been read:
Resumingthe adjourneddebateon the hon-
Mr. Carvell's motion, that the amendments
made by the Committee on Railways, Tele
graphs and Harbors, to the Bill intituled :
" An Act to incorporate the Canadian
Rapid Telegraph Company (limited),' be
agreed to."

HoN. MR. HAYTHORNE said:-l
think the House did well the other
day in consenting to adjourn the dis-
cussion of this measure until an OP-
portunity should be given to have
the Bill, as amended in committee, re-
printed. That gave us an opportunitY Of
taking a general birds-eye view of the neas-
ure, and in fact as far as I am concerned
I could not have supported the Bill as it
stood before the last re-print. Therefore
I think the House is indebted to the
Minister of Justice for the course he ad'
vised us to pursue on that occasion.
have also some pleasure in acknowledgi'g
my obligations personally to the hon. gel-
tleman from Amherst for his able criticis"n
of the Bill. I am not one of those Who
think an injury has been done tothis 1101 se
or to the community by the most searching
criticism that can be given to any measure
brought before us ; on the contrary I feel
indebted to the hon. gentleman for hls
criticism of this Bill, and I am disPosed
to give him my hearty thanks therefor
This measure was originally introduce
with a view to relieving the Province o
Prince Edward Island from the heavY
burden it lay under with regard to its tele
graph communication. It will not be sur-
prising to any member of this House tO
know that the question of telegraphy shoUl
have a peculiar interest for a . provil1ce
situated as Prince Edward Island is, cu
off from the rest of America for five months
of the year, and depending mainly for it5
intercourse with the mainland, on tele
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graphic communication. Twenty or thirty ernment as long as they maintained these
years ago communication across the Straits communications, is based upon the same
Was more difficult than it is to-day, conse- Act. It refers back to the very same
quently the necessity for telegraphic com- clause that was read yesterday, that is
mluncation was perceived at an early date ; their charter. There has been consider-
in fact one of the first of the large marine able difficulty in getting at these laws. I
telegraph lines was intended to cross am sorry to say that the legislative journa}s
the Island. After crossing Newfoundland and law-books of Prince Edward Island
it Was intended to cross Prince Edward have got very much mixed up and have
Island and connect with the mainland sys- gone astray from the Library, consequently
tenm1 at Cape Breton. Thus it was that our any member from our province who is
province came to be connected with this interested in legislation, or information to
system of cable telegraph tommunication. be derived from those laws, has great diffi-
The early efforts in that direction were -not culty in finding them. This book I have
Successful. The cables were imperfectly in my hand is a borrowed one ; I believe
ianufactured or unskilfully laid, and were it was sent up from the Island specially
very often broken, and in consequence for the use of the members this session. I
comrnnunication was frequently cut off. merely point to these things. to show hon.
This inconvenience went on for many gentlemen the difficulties we labor under
Years until 15 or 16 years ago when a bet- in this matter. Like my hon. friend who
ter cable was laid and a new arrangement sits behind me, I have several objections
wvas entered into with the New York, to the Bill, but I think a great deal has
Newfoundland and London Company, been donc to improve it, and in whatcver
and that arrangement bas been more suc- way further improvements can be made, if
cessful than any other of its predecessors. they can be done during the present ses-
The only difficulty in connection with sion, a great object will be gained. Several
it is that the Province has been subject to suggestions were made yesterday that
a heavy and burdensome charge, and when might in some way be carried out either
the hon. gentleman from Charlottetown as amendments on the third reading of
'ntroduced his measure, I for one hailed it the Bill or by referring it back to the
Witli satisfaction for the general benefit it Standing Committee. One of the principal
Would confer on our province; but there amendments to which I would direct at-
stood in the way, as I then supposed, this tention is the one suggested by the hon.
great obstacle-that the representatives gentleman from Halifax, that provision
Of the New York, Newfoundland and should be made against amalgamation. I
London Company possessed a monoply think that that is a proper precaution to
there. It has always been one of my take, and Parliament should not constitute
Political dogmas that a legally constituted a new company there without taking mea-
Inonopoly can only be got rid of in one sures to prevent them from combining
Way, and that is by voluntary resignation with some other company and thus con-
or by its purchase at fair rates. But a tinuing the monoply which the province
More conmplete investigation of this subject bas experienced in the past in the matter
has led to the conclusion that the mono- of telegraphic rates. There are also some
POly, if there does exist amonopoly there, is other provisions which ought to be attend-
of a totally different kind--a monopoly of ed to. For instance the reduced rates to
sub-marine cables starting from Europe, which the hon. gentleman who introduced
but not of cables starting from the Island the Bill referred yesterday ought to be
to any part of the continent of Arnerica, embodhied in the charter.
and therefore it is competent, as I read
the laws on this subject, for any company Another fact is that although this Bill
to lay a new cable from any part of the was originally introduced in this House
Almerican continent to Prince Edward specially with a view to the relief of the
Island. That being the case, the great Province of Prince Edward Island, as it
difficulty that stood in the way of this stands now, the Island Province is not
enterprise is removed. A clause of the mentioned at all, and it is quite within the
Act relatingto this monopoly was read, but bounds of possibility that this Company
a later Act which grants the Company a I may find more lucrative objects for the in-
subsidy of some $2,ooo a year by the Gov- vestment of its capital than maintaining
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sub-marine communication between the
main-land and that Island. The Com-
pany, as must have been observed, has as-
sumed much larger dimensions than was
originally contemplated. At first it was
intended to be a small company whose
operations were to be principally confined
to Prince Edward Island, but now it is a
company which may extend its business
all over Canada. Its head quarters in the
original Bill were to be at Charlottetown.
In the Bill as it now stands the head
quarters are to be at Moncton. Taking
this view of the case I think it would not
be prudent for this House-certainly not
for any gentleman connected with Prince
Edward Island, or the adjoining shores,
who wish to obtain cheap telegraphic
communication-that this Bill should leave
the Senate without containing provisions
especially directed to compelling the
Company to establish communication
with the Island. That I think is a very
important consideration. Another point
which I think should be attended to is
that the period allowed by the Bill for the
company to go into operation is unneces-
sarily long. I cannot see myself that two
years are required to put a telegraph
company in operation. Two years would
be short enough if the company were re-
quired to stretch its line across the con-
tinent, or to run a sub-marine cable under
the waters in British Columbia, but if it
is going to be established as a company in
the Maritime Provinces we may fairly ex-
pect that its operations would begin there
within a shorter period than two years.
I cannot myself see the necessity -f allow-
ing them two years within which to com-
mence operations. The hon. Senator
from Amherst, pointed out yesterday that
the language of the last clause of the Bill
is rather indistinct. It can hardly be ex-
pected that any other company would
come to Parliament, and ask permission
to occupy the territory for which this
company petition, until they first saw what
this company was prepared to do, and
therefore, I thiik that two years is an un-
necessarily long peried for the commence-
ment of the work. It may very properly
Le shortened by one year. I think the Bill
could be further amended before its
third reading in the direction which I
have indicated, and then if that is Ccne it
will be a measure which will prove highly
acceptable to the people of Prince Ed-

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE.

ward Island, and its promoters will have
earned their gratitude, because hon. gen-
tleman can readily understand that it is a
grievous thing in these days of imprOve
ment to have to pay such a high tax as 75
cents for a telegram of ten words. To
those who are in poor circumstances, and
have to economize by every means In
their power, the cost of telegraphing un,
der the existing system is excessive. i
the promoters of this Bill will undertake
to relieve us of.that burden and establish
the rates mentioned yesterday, by the hOn-
gentleman from Charlottetown, he will be
entitled to my gratitude at all events, and
I think I may say, to the gratitude of the
people of Prince Edward Island, for res-
cuing them from the difficulties under
which they have labored for so manyY
years.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I arn
very sorry not to be able to support the
Bill even in its present shape. I do not
think the House would hesitate at all in
giving its sanction to the measure had it
been introduced in the usual way, ad
with the usual notice, but I do not think
it is satisfactory to pass a Bill of this kin'd
in this manner, with such a want o
notice, and after the changes that have
taken place in the objects contemplated
by those who have been instrumental 1n
bringing the BMi before us. It has been
stated several times in the debate that the
Bill as originally contemplated was tO el'
able the Company to use an invention
stated then to have been lately made, a
circumstance which brought the Bill Wit
in the ordinary scope of that kind of leC'1
lation-the usual notice for which is ex
cused. We have had two Bills siinilarly
situated on our orders to-day, and for the
reason assigned by the promoters, the
hon. gentleman who has charge of tho
Bill was excused, and he was allowed t?
bring in the Bill without nàtice ; but it
should have been a Bill simply for the
purpose of taking advantage of that re-
cent discovery. The hon. gentleman
Bill was originally so framed; then it e3s
referred to the Committee, where it Was
altered completely, and it is now a 'e
telegraph Bill, having no particular co'
nection with this recent discovery or d
Province of Prince Edward Island. C d
not think it satisfactory to pass suc
Bill in the absence of notice, and with the
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excuse for want of notice which was
Iade wirh *reference to a different

kind of Bill, and which was only
granted because of the exceptional char-
acter of the Bill, and was, as I have
said, to use a new invention. I do not
think that is satisfactory, and it would
seern impossible for the House to give its
consent to the Bill as it now stands for
the reasons which have just been men-
tioned by the hon. member
Edward Island. There is
for Prince Edward
there is no guarantee
Will be any change in
state of affairs which
complained of. The Bill

from Prince
nothing done
Island, and

that there
the existing

has been
is simply a

measure to incorporate a new telegraph
company on the old lines and with the
old tariff of rates. I do not think my
hon. friend who has charge of the Bill is
advancing the matter much by pressing it

pon the House now. I apprehend that
It will be difficult to get it through in the
Other branch this session, and I ask him
if it would not be better under the cir-
cumstances, to postpone the measure and
allow it to stand over until next session.
It seems to me that would be safer ; I do
rlot think it would delay the project, and
It will enable him to mature the Bill, and
to introduce one next session which will
really be acceptable and will prove a
boon to the Province he represents. I
am sorry that so far as I can see now,
and so far as this Bill is concerned, I am
Unable to give it that assent which other-
W'ise I would be glad to accord it.

hION. MR. SCOTT-I am very sorry
that the leader of the Government has
taken this decided stand at this stage of
the Bill. The argument against the
louse, considering it is two-fold : first,
that no sufficient notice was given of the
introduction of the Bill. The necessity
for that notice was certainly waived by
the gentleman who appeared on behalf ofeth

it certainly ought to telegraph bills.
It is well known that the telegraph system
of this country is in the hands of one
company, which as far as a human insti-
tution can be, is omniscient ; that it is
possessed of all matters, public and largely
private, that pass between man and man,
except they happen to be transmitted in
a cipher unknown to the Company. It
was, therefore, aware at the very first in-
ception that this legislation was contem-
plated and, as a matter of fact, was repre-
sented before the Committee. Its repre-
sentative did not, I believe, take such a
violent stand against the Bill as to ask the
Committee to throw it out for want of
notice, but, as I learn, he took exception
to certain of its clauses and contented
himself with that stand, not believng that
Parliament would be disposed to restrain
any legislation in the direction of creating
new telegraph companies. It must be
conceded that the construction of new
lines of telegraph in this country will be in
the public interest. I lay down this as a
broad principle ; not that I have much
faith at present in giving birth to new
telegraph companies, for experience bas
demonstrated that no company which we
can incorporate would have sufficient
vitality to resist the absorbing power of
the existing monopoly. In confirmation
of the fact, I need only point to the events
of the last 15 or 20 years, during wbich
this absorbing process has gone on until
one power largely controls the whole
telegraph system of the two continents.
I am, therefore, surprised that Parliament
sho'uld hesitate to give life to any new
company which has any sort of standing
and is at all likely to maintain an existence
in the country. It would be no
argument to say that it is idle to grant
this charter, because in a year, or two
years at most, the weaker will be absorbed
by the stronger company. While I feel
that that would be the result, (with all
due respect to the gentlemen whose

e Anglo-American Company, and who names are mentioned in the Bil and
took exceptions to the Bill which were recognizing their patriotic object), and
Over-ruled. It is a matter of every day that it is quite impossible for any srall
experience here that bills are introduced company, however earnest and patriotic
and passed through Parliament without its members way be, to maintain an
rotice ; Parliament in its wisdom, con- existence against this powerfui organiza-
Sidering that they were not of a character tion. They may subscribe capital to the
to affect private interests to such a degree'extent
as to render notice indispensable. If that dollars and spend that money in establish-exception should apply to any legisation ing and operating their ines, but from
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one cause or another their stock passes Of late we have made most extraordinary
into other hands, and whether it is above discoveries in it which were never dreamed
or below par it is bought up in of when Mr. Morse sent his first message
the interest of the monopoly- That is between Washington and New York, and
practically the effect of all legislation. when it was beiieved that but one ressage
That such a monopoly is entitled to any could be sent at a time over the wire.
csnsideration at our hands, I absolutely First came the duplex and thcn the quad
deny. It has shown itself quite indepen- ruplex instruments, and we know now that
dent of acts of Parliament, and superior within a comparitvely short period the
to dictation either at Washington or at human voice can be carried for hundreds,
Ottawa. They have set the American nay thousands of miles by wire, and that
Government at defiance, as they have the rapidity of communicating ideas is as
defied ours. The Direct Cable Company great as the abiiity of the human voice tO
was formed by a body of capitalists who utter them. 1 sce that a telephone 'ire
were determined to fight the Anglo- is successfuily working now between
American Company. They pledged thein- Chicago and New York. if it car be
selves to stand by each other, to retain cone for that distance I have no doubt
their stock and not to sell out under that science will be able to carryit farther,
any circumstances or on any terms. and that most of us, possibly ail Of
They fought a gallant fight for a couple us, viil live to see the time when men Cal
of years, but they were obliged to yield talk around the globe as rapidly as theY
to their powerful rivals, and now the can converse in personal contact with each
monopoly is the strongest company in other. In view of these great changes,
that particular line on the face of the and the extraordinary cheapness wit
globe, and it is associated with other which communications of that kind C
companies that largely control the London be made, it does seern a monstrous thing
money market. No doubt the legislation for us who have core here in the public
of this Parliament at that time was interest to endeavor to block a ventU!.e,
valuable, inasmuch as it gave the world however feeble it may be, which has I
the advantage of another cable-(I am view the cheapening of so important e
not sure but there were two laid), added means of communication as the teiegraph
to those which connected the two con- system of the country. We know that we
tinents. In that way we accomplished are taxed to-day on a very much larger
some good. Soon after that another scale for our telegraphic communication
company, with equally patriotic views, than is at ail fair or reasonabie. Over a
the French Company, got its life, but it year ago I had occasion to look into th's
was soon cut short by the same sort of subject to ascertain what the combifled
squeezing that destroyed the Direct capital of the teiegraph system of this C
Cable Company. tinent amounted to before the absorptiofl

One of 'the largest capitalists on this of the Montreal Telegraph Company un
continent two years ago, made up his der the name of the Great North Western'
mind that he would fight the cable com- and the amount which the Western Un
panies of Europe and America, and having was then paying its stockhoiders on Iae
command of unbounded wealth, he had between eighty and eighty-five milionlo
two cables made with all the modern dolars, and, in the opinion of experts
improvements and he laid them success- who had one exhaustiveiy into the
fully. But the same result followed: jCCt, $25,000,000, wouid have been a fa
either they squeezed hin or he squeezed capital to represent this vast extent O
them into a combination. I rather wires, posts, offices and instruments. The
think that the Anierican was the more différence between that and $85,0oOo0O'
clever, and that Jay Gould compelled Mr. was watered capital on which the ubIC
Pender to cone to his terms, and that were being taxed. We know that tne
while Mr. Pender was to be supreme on Western Union was content to ivef
the other side of the Atlantic, Jay Gould the use of the Montreal Telegraph C
was to be supreme in America. lany's wires, an ei.ht per cent. dividen

It is very well known that no science and we know that they divide ai1flgSt
has made more rapid progress than tele- themselves another eight p cent.
graphy; that electricity is butin its infancy. a also know that wherever there has be a

HON. MR. SCOI t h
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new telegraph deal that those who have
been in the original ring got a large addi-
tion of scrip dividends. When the Mon-
treal Telegraph Coinpany was absorbed
$15,ooo,ooo, was handed out in this way,
and on this paper the holders draw 8 per
cent. interest, taken out of the busi-
ness of this country-for what ? Not
for the benefit of the original design-
ers who had a right to tax the people of
this country by reason of any valuable in-
vention or patriotic movement, but in the
interest of a stock jobbing corporation.
There is now, as hon. gentlemen know, a
case pending before the United States
Judges as to whether this $15,ooo,ooo of
Watered stock which was so recently creat-
ed cannot be separated from the bona /ide
and expunged. It has been ail so mixed
up together that the Judges say it is mi-
Possible to get at it. The courts are pow-
erless to reach the spurious stock, and that
stock, of course, is just so much added to
capital on which the public have to pay
this large tax. With well constructed lines,
cheaply built and managed on a proper
business basis, the telepraph rates ought
to be reduced to one-third or one-fourth
Of the present tariff.

The people who are in charge of that
System, are entitled, in my opinion, to no
consideration at our hands; and I do not
think they ask for very much; they squeeze
Us,they setusat defiance,asthey doall other
People. They care nothing for our legis-
lation, as we have had the most ample
Proof in the manner in which they treated
an Act of Parliament passed in 1875 in
referenceto the direct Cable Company; and
they have treated the American Govern-
Ment and people in the same ývay. They
have even refused to give Congress in-
formation that was officially sought for at
a very recent period, in reference to the
terms of the consolidation of the Compan-
ies. The policy of the United States has been
against consolidation, but they were power-
less to prevent it unless they acted officially
in the only one way that is possible-
Lnfless they adopted the plan pursued in
England, and took over the Telegraph
System, combining it with the Postal Sys-
tem of the country. Although I am quite
Willng to assist in any enterprise looking
to an independent existence, and to give
thern ail the aid and encouragement pos-
Sible, yet I confess to having but little
faith in their power to succeed, unless they
are supported by such a combination as

will give them not only the breadth of
this contiment, but facilities for reaching
Europe as well. A telegraph company
squeezed in on the one side by the cables
of the Atlantic, and on the other side by
the Western Union System-practically
the one system-I am afraid would have
but very little chance. It is quite true that
a company might live and carry on a
successful business between two important
and largely populated centres like Chicago
and New York, and -New York and Bos-
ton or New York and Washington; between
those points they can have a telegraph
system specially for their own use, that
will pay, and pay handsomely. But for
the general business of the country it
nust be obvious that, if messages have to
pass over the line of a competing com-
pany, it is quite useless for an infant
enterprise to obtain a life at all. There
can be but one way in which it can exist
or work its business Drofitably, and that is
by having the saine means of extension
that the existing companies have. It
must also have its independent cables
across the Atlantic ocean, in order to
connect with the system in England and
on the continent of Europe ; therefore I
think it is ill-timed-because it looks as
if we desired to check anything like
rivalry or developement of telegraphic
enterprise-I say it is ill-timed to take
any exception to a bill of this sort on the
slender ground that the hon. leader of
the Government has offered ; that of its
being more extensive than originally con-
templated, and of its containing clauses
that were ultra of- the powers originally
intended. I cannot, conceive that it strikes
at anything except this particular Com-
pany ; it can affect no interest prejudicially
other than the large corporation to which I
have referred. It promotesonly the interest
of the great public, and certainly in this
matter they are entitled to every possible
consideration that this Parliament can ex-
tend. As to the competitor whose rights
and whose exclusive powers this little
Bill attacks, I say that that company is
so powerful and so entirely independent
of them that it is idle for us to give any
consideration whatever to the attitude it
may take. I know aIl monopolies are
extremely sensitive ; they are jealous
of the smallest rights that are attempt
-ed to be disturbed, when, in fact, they
live for the very purpose of squeezing ail
they can out of the public; that is the
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tendency now-a days, not alone in the in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, which
telegraph system, but in all others. We which might be of some advantage;
know that the other great system prevail- but to be of general benefit, or tO
ing in this country-our railway system- give them power to communicate with
is rapidly following in their wake, and it the western portions of this continent,
will be but a very short period before we they necessarily would require to have a
shall have just three independent lines systeni co-extensive and as large as the
within the Dominion. We shall have the existing Company's.
Intercolonial and any lines controlled by
the Government, but beyond that it must HON. MR. CARVE!,L-I exceedinglY
be obvious to every gentleman who re- regret that the hon. Minister of justice
flects for a moment, that there will be has found it necessary to take the position
but the Grand Trunk Railway and the he has assumed in reference to this Bill
Canadian Pacific Railway. Tlhe Grand Xhether he takes that position as the re-
Trunk Railway, until quite recently, when presentative of the Government in this
the Canadian Pacific Railway entered the House, or as a private individual, I d
market in the same direction, was en- not kagow-
gaged in buying up the sgealler bnes, and
gradually absorgng the railway systet of HONm. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL
the country. Ihat is just a parallel case think I mtentioned to my hon. friend,
to the telegraph system, and before huge privately, that we had talked the mater
corlorations like those we seem perfectly over at council it is tha action of the
powerless. But I do think that when an), Government.
independent cepitaxists seek to obtain a
l)roperly recognized position through the HON. MR. CARVELL-I was disPoed
Parliament of the country, we ought at to regard that private conversation as such,
least to show our anxiety to give that new and therefore was not supposed to 1k-lo0
enterprise ail the assistance we possibly that the Government are inclined to sit
can. As I said before, it strikes but one upon this measure. I wi l not detain Bh-
concern, a concern which is entirely in- house at this moment further than to se-
depenent of p, and independent of the that I greatly regret the course which has

position whicH this company, now seeking been taken, and that the Minister should
legisiation, could obtain, even if we made feel at liberty to say that this Bill promiseâ
this an Act of Parliament. In my judg- no relief to Prince Edward Island. I an
ment it would have to go very much the more sorry for this because in the diS
farther before it could be really useful to cussion of yesterday it was pointed Olt
the people of Canada. My hon. friend that 25 cents. was al that could ossiby
on my right, thinks that if the rates were e paid on a20cent message fro Prince
reduced, and that ne were able to cross Edward Island to any part of Canada,
through Canada, it would be ofvery great and s0 on. I will not go into the question
use to Prince Edward Island. So it now, and I herely risc to disstnt fl the
would, but then to make it , if the hon, suggestion of the leader of the Flouse 
gentleman wihl recollect for a moment, reference to this Bi going over; reserVing
the ne must be co-extensive with the my remarks for a later stage.
present system ; otherwise where other
lines would have to be utilized, of course HON. MR. MILLER-I should like tO
they would avail themselves of the right know what the motion is?
they legally possess, and would have, to
charge for such transmission such a rate HON. MR. SCOTT-It i on the ai-
that it would probably destroy the value endment as made by the Committee On
of this cheaper bf ne. You could create a Railways.
corporation in Prince Edward Island, no
doubt, that would be valuable there; but Ho,. MR. MILLER-I do not rise to
r suppose they have a local une already. prolong the discussion, as o as with the
I am not aware what the rates are, but it principle of the gBir, but I would ike to
must be of advantage, and I think they say to ny hon friend that I do not fe

gentemanwillrecllec fora moent

might even have a lpne that would give disposed to vote for the amendthentSe
themn connection with certain points as the motion is for the concurrence

HON. MR. SCORT.
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the amendments I am rather inclined to
think many persons would be put in a false
Position, besides myself. The hon. gen-
tleman from Charlottetown, for instance,
is not disposed to accept the amendments
in the Bill as amended. There were three
or four important amendments suggested ;
one by the hon. mover himself, one by the
hon. gentleman from Halifax-also a very
important one-and another by the hon.
gentleman from Amherst. Now I am
certainly in favor of the Bill' with these
amendments, and should not vote for it
Without them ; I do not see how the mat-
ter can be met unless a motion is made
(and I will make it if the hon. gentlemen
is not opposed to it) that the amendments
be not now concurred in, but that the Bill
be referred to a committee of the whole
Uouse for further amendment, on Mon-
day next.

HON. MR. CARVELL-Why not now?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Per-
haps it would be better to send it back to
the Committee.

LION. MR. MILLER-I am afraid it
may be unduly delayed, and I do not
think any of us desire to get rid of the Bill
In that way. If there is a majority of the
nouse against it, I think the question
should be tested, and then the feeling of
the louse will be known in regard to the
Bill generally. If the motion should not
Carry then it would be understood I pre-
sumlie that the principle of the Bill wouldbe condemned upon the same division. I
Would move then that the amendments be
not concurred in, but that the Bill be re-
ferred to a committee of the whole House,
Presently, for further amendments.

h ON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
have no objection to the Bill being refer-
red for further amendments.

. ION. MR. POWER-Before the ques-tion is put I would like to understand
whether the motion of the hon. gentleman
from Richmond (Mr. Miller), is to go into
Coitmittee now to consider the amend-
Ilents ?

ON. MR. MILLER-Yes.

"ON. MR. POWER-I was going to
Ilove the amendments in another way-

some amendments that I had prepared-
but I think probably that is the most con-
venient way. I think that it is perfectly
in order to move in amendment to that
motion, that the Bill as reported from the
Committee, be amended in such and
such a way, but I think on the whole the
mode suggested by the hon. gentleman
from Richmond is a better one. There
are three amendments which are proposed
to be moved, if the House goes into
committee. One is to provide for the
case of trees and underwood eut down,
and to make it clear that compensation
is to be provided.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-We
can discuss them in committee.

HON. MR. POWER-I am only taking
about three minutes to explain what can
be done in committee.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-It
will have to be explained all over again.

HON. MR. POWER-As I understand
it, we are to decide now whether this Bill
is to be killed finally, or not ; and the
reason why I mention the amendments
that are proposed is, that hon. gentlemen
may know beforehand what the promoters
of the Bill are willing to accept, so that, if
they kill it, they shall do so with their eyes
open. I have indicated one of the amend-
ments to be proposed ; the other one is
an amendment mentioned by the hon.
gentleman on my right yesterday, that the
rate for messages, instead of 25 cents. for
10 words is to be 25 cents. for 20 words,
and that there is to be no charge for the
cable message; another amendment is a
proviso to be added at the end of the
Bill, rendering it unlawful for this company
to amalgamate with another, or to enter
into any arrangement to transfer their
undertaking to any other company. I
second the motion of the hon. gentleman
from Richmond.

HON. SIR. ALEX. CAMPBBLL.-I
do not at all wish to interpose any
difficulties in the way; I am quite ready
to take the sense of the House at any
time, and if these amendments are made
then the Bill will be as perfect as it can
be, though it will not affect the reasons
which induced mqe to think it was not
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wise legislate upon the subject. If the
hon. gentleman who made this proposi-
tion desires to take a division now, or
after the amendments are made, I have
no objection. There are some hon.
gentlemen near me who desire to vote
against the Bill, and perhaps we had
better take the division now.

The House divided on the amendment
which was agreed to on the following
division :-

CONTENTS:

Hon. Messrs.

Alexander, Macdonald,
Almon, Macfarlane,
Archibald, Miller,
Boucherville, de Montgomery,
Boyd, Muirhead,
Carvell, Northwood,
Chaffers, O'Donohoe,
Cha pais, Ogilvie,
DeBlois Páquet,
Dever, Pelletier,
Flint, Power,
Glasier, Pozer,
Grant, Read,
Guévremont, Robitail!e,
Haythorne, Scott,
Kaulbaclh, Simnpson,
Leonard, Skead,
McClelan, Stevens,
McInnes, Sutherland,
McKay, Vidai,
MoMaster, Wark,-42.

NON-CONTENTS:
Hon. Messrs.

Allan, Howlan,
Armand, Macpherson,
Benson, (Speaker),
Botsford, Masson,
Campbell, Plumnb,

(Sir Alexander), Siith-11.
Dickey,

The House went into committee on
the Bill, and after some debate,

HoN. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE from
the committee reported the Bill with
several amendments.

The report was received.
It was ordered, on motion of Mr.

Power, that the report be taken into con-
sideration on Monday next.

OFFENCES AGAINST THE PERSON
BILL.

REPORTED FROM CoMNITTEE.

The House went into committee of the
whole on Bill (7) "A.n Act to amend

of Parliament Act.

the Criminal Law, and to extend the
provisions of the Act respecting offences
against the person.

HoN. MR. MONTGOMERY from
the committee reported the Bill without
amendment.

The third reading was ordered for
Monday next.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (57) "An Act further to amend
the Acts relating to the New Brunswick
Railway Company. " (Mr. Botsford.)

Thc Senate adjourned at 6 p.m.

THE SENATE.

O//a7ia, Mondaj, Apn t? 30, 1883.

The SPEAKER took th- Chair at Three
o'clock p. m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE INDEPENDENCE OF
LIAMENT ACT.

PAR

INQUIRY.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE inquired:-
Whether it is intention of the Governlelet

to bring in a Bill to ainend the laws of the
Dominion, so as to change theni by reiov
parts of such laws by which two iembers
this Parliainent are said to be niable
attend the sittings of their respective H ouses;

Or, in case the Governmîet have no s c
intention; whether thev intend adding, or
have added to anv otl'er Bill, w 1hich ay
come before Parlianient during thi.s sessiU'
any clause or clauses to the sanie effect?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-lMY
hon. friend made this enquiry a few days
ago and I explained that there was a
difficulty in understanding exactly what

he desired to get at. He changcd the
form of it and said his real question wa1s
whcther the Government intended durßig
this session to alter the Independence O
Parlianient Act. That is a questiOn t
which I can give a direct answer, and
have the honor to inform my hon. friend

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.
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that it is not the intention of the Govern-
ment at present to alter the Independence
of Parliament Act.

OFFENCES AGAINST THE PERSON
BILL.

THIRD READING POSTPONED.

HON. MR. SCOTT moved the third
reading of Bill (7) " An Act to amend
the Criminal Law and to extend the pro-
visions of the Act respecting offences
against the person. "

HON. MR. ALMON moved in amend-
ment that the Bill be not now read the
third time, but that it be read the third
timne this day six months.

After some discussion, the House di-
Vided on the amendment which was
adopted on the following division

CONTENTs9

Hon. Messrs.
Alexander,
Allan,

Archi bald,
Ari.and,
Benson,
Botsford,
Boucherville, de
lloyd,
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Dickey,

Perrier,
Flint,
Glasier,
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McIrnnes

Macdonald,
Macfarlaine,
Macpherson,

(Speaker),
Masson,
M iller,
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Mnirhîead,
Nelson,
Northwood,
O'Donoh oe,
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Plumb,
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R.obitaille,
Ryan,
Sch ultz,
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better prevention of fraud in relation to
contracts involving the expenditure of
public moneys."

HON. MR. McMASTER, from the
Committee, reported that they had made
some progress with the Bill and asked
leave to sit 4gain to-morrow.

THE GRANGE TRUST INCORPOR-
ATION BILL.

SECOND READING.

H1ON. MR. PLUMB moved the second
reading of Bill (44), " An Act to incor
porate the Grange Trust, Limited."

He said : This is a Bill which has been
brought here to enable the Grange Trust
Company, incorporated under the Ontario
Loan Company Act, to extend its business
to the North-West. I believe the society
to be a good one, although I know
nothing personally of it except that the
persons incorporated under the Ontario
Act are all responsible persons and that
they seek for certain powers which are
within the jurisdiction of this Parliament
and are consonant with sinilar powers
given to other companies. I therefore
beg to move the second reading of the
Bill.

The motion was agreed to and the
Bill was read the second time.

MASTERS ANI) MATES OF COAST-
ING AND INLAND SIIIPS

CERTIFICATE BILL.

SECOND READING.

Kay,ON. SR ALEX CAMPBELL moved
NON-CoNTENTS: the second reading ofBill (89). "An Act

Hon. Messrs.respecting certificates of masters and
Chapais, Power, mates of iniand and coasting ships."
Dever, Pozer, He said: The House knows I a sure
Grant, Reesor, that we have a system of examining the
flaythorne, Scott, masters and mates of sea-going vessels
Leonard, Stevens, which has been in use for some time past,
McClelan, Wark,-13. andlas jroved of great advantage to the
Mclaster, service, and conducive to the saving of

FRAUD IN CONTRACTS PREVEN- urran life. This Bit proposes to rntro-
TION BILL. duce a ik e systern into the coasting ser-

vice and thc service on the inand waters
1N CONV\IITTEEr. ofCanada. As it is now, the masters and

mates of vessess going from one port to
The House went into Comimittee ofanother within the Dominion of Canada

the Whoie on Bill () "An Act for the or to Newfoundland or the United States,
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or on fishing voyages to any part of North
America, are not required to pass any
examination ; neither are the masters or
mates of vessels plying on the lakes or
other inland waters of Canada. The
examination which is proprosed for such
masters and mates under this Bill is not
one of the same character as that aequired
for sea-going vessels, and there is in the
Bill irotection provided as regards those
persons who are now serving in these
capacities; that is to say, to any masters
or mates who are now actually serving, it
is proposed to give a certificate in con-
sideration of their services and experience,
but for all persons who may hereafter
desire to obtain the position of mite there
is a modified examination required by
this measure. I am quite sure the Bill is
one which will commend itself to the
favorable consideration of the House. I
move that it be now read the second time.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH.- No doubt
there is a great necessity for this Bill as
far as the inland lakes of the Dominion
are concerned, but as regards the coasting
service I think that the Act already in
existence with reference to certificates to
masters and mates is quite sufficient.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-It
does not apply to coasters at alil.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I know, but
I do not think any necessity has been
show for the Act being extended to them.
I know that this Bill has excited a great
deal of interest in a large number of the
fishing ports of our Dominion. From the
county to which I belong I have received
numerous letters, all of which were written
under an erroneous idea as to the inten-
tion of the Bill, for I do not think that
the examination, in the case of the fishing
vessels, will be such as to deprive any of
the masters or mates of such vessles of
their positions. The Bill applies only to
fishing vessels of over 100 tons, and pro-
bably not one-half of the vessels engaged
in the fishing business are of that size.
Even if they were I see that a certificate
will be granted to masters and mates actu-
ally serving who have given satisfactory
evidence to the examiners of their sobriety,
experience and general good conduct, and
I think our class of fishermen will all come

under that rule. I hope if the Bill passes
provision will be made for the examination
being held at the ports to which the ap-
plicants belong, as far as possible, so that
they will not be obliged at great incOn-
venience to themselves to go to Halifax
or such other place as may be appointed
for the holding of such examinations.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
Bill does not apply to vessels under 100
tons.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-The larger
number of our Labrador and Banks fish-
ing vessels are over that size.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Does
my hon. friend think that the masters Of
such vessels should not be examined ?

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I am not
opposed to that, but I am in hopes that
the examinations will be so arranged as tO
take place in such localities as Lunenburg,
for instance, where there is a large number
of fishermen, so that they will not be
obliged to go outside of the port for such
examinations. As regards the certificates,
I think that in addition to being registered
in the Department of Marine and Fisheries
they should also be registered in the
Custom House of the port to which the
vessel belongs, so that if the certificate
should be lost, instead of the vessel being
thereby delayed, the Custom House o0 ficer
will have power to allow the vessel tO
proceed upon her voyage as if the master
had a certificate.

I have no doubt this Bill is very rnuch
required on the lakes where there has
been great destruction of life and pro-
perty. I think, however, there should be
provision for the inspections of hUlls,
which does not seem to have been pro-
vided for.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.-
Inspection of hulls was provided for
last year, and officers have since been
appointed for that service on the lakes.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I was not
aware of that. I do not think the Bill
will be detrimental to the interests Of the
fishermen, but I think that provil0sio
should be made for registration of the cer-
tificate in the Custom House of the port.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL
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ION. MR. ARCHIBALD-I am
afraid this Bill will make a very sweeping
change in the coasting trade of Nova
Scotia. There is no doubt it is much re-
quired for the protection of life and
Property on the inland waters, but when
You cone to provide the machinery which
Will be required to carry out the details of
this Act in our province, a board of ex-
arniners will be required at alnost every
Port of importance, such as Lunenburg,
Sydney, Halifax etc. Now, the time ap-
Poiflted under the Act for persons desir-
lflg certificates to apply for them is only
sx months,-say six nonths from 1st
June-which seems very short indeed.
Again, the Bill states that the Governor-in-
Council may from time to time make rules
for the conduct of such examinaticns and
as to the qualifications of the applicants,
and such rules shall be observed by ail
exaliners. Now, those rules should be
POsted in every Custom House in the
Province for the information of the per-
Sons interested : for how, otherwise are the
captains, who know nothing about this

il, to come in and apply for their cer-
tificates ? And, again, the question is,
When are they to apply for examination?
Ssiniply make these suggestions as the
.,ll seems to be defective in the points
Indicated.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
objections of my hon. friend who has just
sat down are entitled to great considera-
tion, and will, of course, receive due atten-
tion at the hands of the Committee. It is
not proposed to require any examination
On the part of those who are now masters
or Mates, as they are to be given a certifi-
cate in virtue of their position as such. It
is only those who hereafter want to be
tnasters or mates who will be required to
Pass an examination, and they will be ex-
amnined not to the same extent as sea-
eoing masters and mates, but simply to the
extent of proving that they have had suffi-
clent experience to enable them to man-
age a vessel with safety. As to the num-
ber of places where the examinations will
take place, of course the desire. of the
Government will be to make that as con-
ven1ient as possible for those who want
certificates. As to the registration of the
certificates, it might perhaps be more con-
venient to have that done at the port from
which the vessel hails, only in that case

there -would be more danger of the register
being lost or destroyed by fire or other
causes, than if it were kept here. A copy
of the certificate might perhaps be given
to the master or mate, and the original
kept here, which would be the safest place
for it.

HON. MR. ARCHIBALD.-Although
those who are now masters or mates
do not require to be examined,.
still they require . to have certifi-
cates, and the question is as to the
place where those certificates are to be
applied for. It would be well to have the
headquarters at Ottawa, and to have the
general register here, but it seems to me
that you must have a board of examiners
at various ports, especially as the time
limited by the Bill is so short

HON. MR. POWER.-It seems to me
that the Act passed a little while ago, pro-
viding that there should be certified
masters and mates on every vessel over
200 tons goes quite far enough as regards
sea-going vessels, and I think that the Min-
isterof Justiceshould haveshown that some
case had been made out for the necessity
of these certificates as regards coasters.
Amongst our fishermen and coasters
in the Maritime Provinces there are
comparatively few shipwrecks, and but
little loss of life, and I believe the Bill is
going to put those men to a great deal of
trouble and inconvenience for which
there is no real necessity. I can
quite understand that if a vessel carries
passengers her master should be obliged
to have shown his competency as a navi-
gator,but where, as is frequently the case in
the Maritime Provinces, the master builds
his own vessel, and goes in her himself on a
fishing voyage to the banks, or down to
Labrador, I see no reason why the public
should demand that that man should show
himself to be a skilled navigator. Such
a thing as the loss of one of those Labra-
dor fishermen is almost unheard of, and
as they never take any passengers, I fail
to see how the public interests are con-
cerned in these vessels at all.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.-Are
they over i oo tons ?

HON. MR. POWER.-Some are over
and some are under that figure. As it is
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now, vessels over 200 tons come undèr the
law. I think, this Bill, however, might
be so modîfied as to include vessels
trading to the West Indies. I believe it will
cause a great deal of unnecessary incon-
venience to the people of the Maritime
Provinces.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-This seems
to me to apply to vessels of over one
hundred tons plying along the coast of
America, but if a vessel goes to the West
Indies or any other foreign port, a certifi-
cate is not required, unlesi she is over
200 tons.

HoN. MR. ARCHIBAIJI) If a vessel
goes to the West Indies, se r! ures a
certincate.

HoN. MR. HOWLAN -No man would
permit a vessel under 100 tons to go to a
foreign port. He would be obliged to
have a master and a mate. It would not
be in the intcrest of the owner to let
a vessel go to sea without being insured,
and the very flrst thing required of hin'
would be certificates of the master and
mate. This Bill provides, I take it, for a
different class of vessels, coasting and lake
vessels, and probably it has been brought
into existence by the fact that great
losses have occurred on the lakes of
late, especially during the last two years.

HON. MR. MILLER-I think this
legislation is in the right direction, and I
do not see that it will at all be a hardship
on the owners of small craft in the
Maritime Provinces. The principle is
conceded and acted upon in everv mari-
time country of affording the shipping
public all possible safe-guards. One of
the most important of these safeguards is
the competency of the officers in charge
of ships. I say that this Bill is in the in-
terest of the public and of commerce, but
I should like to see it extended, so as to
include smaller vessels than are now
embraced. Of course we should take
care that any legislation of this kind
should no seriously interfere with the in-
terests of any worthy branch of commerce
-such as the fisheries.

AN HON. GENTLEAN-It does not.

HoN. MR. MILLER-I do not con-
cede that we do; I was not aware, until I

HON. MR. POWER.

heard it stated here to-day, that one-third
of our vessels engaged in the fisheries
were over 100 tons. My own impression
is-and I have had large opportunities of
seeing these vessels for the last 3J years-
that the vast majority of them are under
'00 tons, and that the law will not applY
to them. In the County of Lunenburg,
a county in Nova Scotia which has
certainly one of the fnest classes of fishlin
boats in that Province, I know there are
some vessels-I would not say how manYy
but the hon. gentleman from that couLnty
should be an authority on that point-Over
ioo tons. I have, however, often seen 40
or 50 vessels coming into the one harbor,
and I never saw one over 8o tons-l
that would be about the highest ; I think
the average of our fishing craft ranges
from 40 to 8o tons. For my own partd
an sorry that-so far as the vessels engag
in coasting are concerned-the priniple
of this law should not be extended a
lower than it is, because in the case Of
smaller vessels incompetency sometbrnes
entails very serious loss. I remeniber a
case in which my hon. friend frin
Charlottetown was concerned, and "f
which I acted professionally for him, sone
years ago in the County of Richm
In that case, through the dishonestY
the master, who was the owner of ois
own vessel, he suffered considerable losn
and the same party not, perhaps, eing
liable to be punished very easily i a
civil way, might, had he been under the
operation of a law like this, by such nil
conduct have forfeited his certificate abe
his right to comnand a vessel. It wouî blic
one of the greatest guarantees the pe
would have, that that class of shipiliaster
having small coasting vessels, should bc
under the same restrictions as ap fe
this Bill to the larger vessels, as 1 fear
the civil remedy is not a very easy on
If, however, the masters and matescr-
these vessels were obliged to take a cer
tificate of some kind then they would bd
amenable to punishment, and it d td
be a great protection if they could b
reached in that way. Therefore, rther
sorry that the principle caninot be further
extended in the way of securing by ley'
lation, so far as is possible, colleten3

in case of officers entrusted with the Pro-

perty of the public, and who are Ver)
often entrusted with the lives of the people
because a great many of these smaIl

ShMps Certi.feate Bill.



Settlers' Protection

COasting vessels, though not specially
fitted up for carrying passengers, do so to
a large extent.

HON. MR. PLUMB.-They carry
their crew.

ION. MR. MILLER-Yes, and pass-
engers as well; therefore it is the duty of
the Governient, in my humble opinion, to
protect those interests as far as they can.
0f course there may be some objection in
regard to details ; indeed the objection
raised by the hon. gentleman from Sidney,
I know from my own experience, would be
a very serious one. I think it will be a very
great hardship indeed on these people if
they have to go any distance. In many
Instances that would entail an expenditure
Of five times the cost of the certificate.
For instance, if they have to go from
Arichat to Sydney it would entail a cost
of $20, or thereabouts, upon the master or
mate who had to take such a journey in
Search of his certificate, which would be a
Very severe burden; and it might often
happen that his vessel would never be
bound to the place where such certificate
would be issued. Then I think the fee is
rather large ; it appears to me that one-
half the fee now named would be suffi-
cient. I do not suppose it is the desire
Of the Government to make any revenue
Out of the fces obtained from masters and
Mates for these certificates, and therefore
the sum of $8, which is the proposed
charge, is in my opinion rather a heavy
One. These are matters that can be con-
sidered in committee. I am not sure
that my view of it is correct; there maybe reasons for fixing it at that figure, but
We shall hear the explanation which
the Government has to give. On the
Whole,' the Bill is a valuable one and in the
right direction, and instead of representa-
tives from the Maritime Provinces having
reason to oppose it, I think it is one to
which they should give their hearty ap-
proval and support.

HON. MR. KAULBACH.--I hope the
.on. Minister of Justice will not refer

this measure to the Committee to-morrow,
but, will give us a day or two to consider

•L When referring to the County of
Lunenburg I know whereof I speak, as I

largely interested in shipping there, and
e size of vessels mentioned by me is quite

correct. I think. the Bill is in the right
direction and I do not oppose it, nor do I
think it is detrinental to the fisheries.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time.

SAS KATCHEWAN & NORTH-WEST
RAILWAY INCORPORATION

BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. SUTHERLAND moved
the second reading of Bill (7 4), " An Act
to incorporate the Great North Western
Railway Company."

He said : Although my name appears
in the Orders as in charge of this Bill, I
have not been spoken to by any party
whatever in regard to it. Still, as I be-
lieve the measure is a bona fide one,
and as many prominent names appear
upon it, with the permission of the House
I would move that it be read the second
time. I have looked over the provisions
of the Bill and find.there.is nothing excep-
tional asked for.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

SETTLERS' PROTECTION BILL

WITHDRAWN.

HON. MR. REESOR asked permission
to withdraw Bill (M) "An Act for the
protection of settlers on Dominion lands in
Manitoba and the North West Territories."

He said : Since this Bill was intro-
duced, I am more than gratified to find
that a measure has been presented, to the
other House on the same subject, and
that every representative from Manitoba-
on both sides of politics-has approved of
the principles which I desire to have in-
corporated, and which are contained in
my Bill. The Right Hon. gentleman who
has charge of the Land Bill has consented,
according to the reports in the papers, that
it may be amended in the direction I
have indicated in' this Chamber, and,
therefore, with the consent of the House,
I beg to withdraw my Bill, and I trust
that the ground will be duly covered by
the measure now in the hands of the
Government.

The motion was agreed to, and the order
was discharged.

[APRIL 30, 1883.] Bill, 349
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GRAFTON HARBOR COMPANY'S
BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. FLINT moved the second
reading of Bill (42) "An Act to amend
and continue in force the Act incorpor-
ating the Grafton Harbor Company, and
for other purposes." He said : This is a
Bill for the purpose of reviving an old
Act. It appears that some number of
years ago a Company was formed to create
a small harbor at the village of Grafton,
about 8 miles below Cobourg. The work
went on for quite a length of time, and
was finally sold to a private individual
who carried it on for some time but finally
sold it out to others. As that Company
think they cannot legally carry on their
business, they come to us for legislation
to revive the old Act. As a matter of
fact, it only affects the parties there, and
I beg to move the second reading of the
Bill.

, HON. MR. MILLER.-Can the hon.
gentleman tell me when the original Act
was got, and where ?

. HON. MR. FLINT.-It was got in this
House, or perhaps in the Parliament of
old Canada; I do not recollect which. I
see it was passed about 1855, so it must
have been under old Canada.

HON. MR. MILLER.-Before reading
this Bill a second time, I wish to call the
attention of the House to the fact that it
is evidently a Bill which should not come
here. If the original Act of incorporation
was obtained before Confederation, then it
was under the old Parliament of Canada,
and this Bill bas no connection with any
previous legislation of ours. This is to
all intents and purposes a local act with a
local object-an especial local object-
and not only is the work a local one, but
it is owned by an individual ; a little har-
bor owned by one person, who, I presume,
bas a right to demand tolls from all who
may use'it. It is not one of the public
harbors of the Dominion which are open
to the shipping of the world. Therefore
to my mind it comes within the powers of
the Local Legislature and should not come
here at aIl

Company'a .Bil.

HON. MR. FLINT-If I understand
the matter aright all the harbors lying On
the navigable waters of Lake Ontario be-
long to the Dominion Government, and
are under its control ; therefore the On-
tario Government would have no right to
pass an Act with reference to this haibor.
I believe that is the reason why these par-
ties seek to obtain this Act here instead of
goingtothe Local Legislature. Theoriginal
Act was certainly given under the Legisla-
ture of the two Canadas,as they were called,
but it was an Act of the then general legis-
lature. I may be wrong, but I was under
the impression that all harbors on our
navigable lakes and rivers were under the
control of the Dominion Government, and
if that is so, I do not see any reason why
this Bill might not pass ; it is one in the
right direction, though a very small o0 le,
and will be of much service to that part Of
the country. As I have already explained
they have to go 8 miles to reach the ha'
bor at Cobourg, on the one side, Or 9
miles in the other direction. This partiu-
lar place has been a harbor for a long
time and all that is wanted now is re-
move any doubt that may arise in refer-
ence to this matter.

HON. MR. MACFARLANE-What 1s
the character of the shipping frequelting
it ?

HON. MR. FLINT-Chiefly schoone,
but a steamer may call occasionally.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD-I thinik We
passed a similar measure in respect tO a
harbor which had power under a local act
to impose fees. It I recollect righ t this
is a similar measure and it is within t
purview of the Dominion Parliamen't in
consequence of its being really a harbor.

Hox. MR. MILLER-I recollect the
case to which the hon. gentleman refe7
but there was a strong prejudice in tnd
House when that Bill went through, ah
it was not at all the judgment of the
Senate, so far as my memory serves ne'
that the Bill was properly brought
I think that there was previous legislat
in this Parliament on that Bill, and thal
was the main reason why it passed through•
But this is evidently a piece of Pr ivated
property : it is a piece of land covered
with water, owned by an individual, and
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lot a public harbor at all. It is not
necessarily under the control of this P:tr-
lament. I do not oppose it if the hon.
gentleman presses his motion, but I think
it is well to call attention to the fact that
it is hardly legislation for this Parliament.
The hon. gentleman admits that the
Property was owned by one individual,
and that he has sold it to a number of in-
dividuals.

HON. MR. FLINT-I admitted that it
was first a company under a charter, that
they finally sold it to this one gentleman,
and since that he has sold it to another
company which has been formed there;
and the object of this Bill is simply to
Place them in a position where they will
be safe as a company.

HON. MR. REESOR-I beg to re-
rnind the hon. gentleman from Richmond
that several years ago a great number of
the harbors on Lake Ontario were sold to
Private companies or individuals. Yet
they were always considered and main-
tained as public harbors, and passing
Vessels have just as good a right to go into
them as into any harbor under the control
of the Government. It is the same as a
Public harbor; they may be under the
Control of companies just as highways
are often held by companies. The harbor
nder discussion is, I have no doubt, one

of the class to which I refer ; the Whitby
Harbor is one, and if I mistake not the
Oshawa Harbor is another. Several such
harbors were sold to companies many
years ago, and there has been legislation
In regard to several of them since that
t'ie. As I understand the constitutional

ratter, these harbors would come under
the control of the Dominion Government
and Parliament,

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-lhere is, no doubt, great force in the ob-
Jection raised by the hon. gentleman from

ichmond, and I hope the Committee to
which it will be referred will see that the
origmnal Bill is produced, and it ought to
be incorporated in this. It is very unsatis-
fdctory to enact, as is proposed to be

one in the first clause:
That the Conipany shall bereafter be

Coo wn as, and called, 'The Grafton Harbor
sai alY;' and the Act incorporating the
and eg fl)Pany is declared to be in full forceand effect.»

When Parliament is not informed what
that Act was, its construction or anything
about it. I think great care should be
exercised before passing this Bill, to see
that we have legislated before, in this
Parliament, upon a similar subject. If it
is merely an Act of the Province of
Canada, then the Bill would stand on
another footing, but still this House could
properly pass it. The hon. gentleman
from Richmond has probably not seen a
recent decision given by the Supreme
Court in reference to this question of
harbors. A question came up there with
reference to public harbors-what were
and what were not to be so "considered.
The Supreme Court came to the conclu-
sion, apparently, that every harbor to
which the publie resorted was a public
harbor, even if very few vessels went
there. If that decision is to be assumed
to be correct, and I have no reason to
doubt it-at all events it is the law for the
moment-then the harbor of Grafton is a
public harbor, because vessels do resort
there. It is a decision which certainly
rather startles one, but still it may be quite
correct. Before that opinion was given,
we had gone upon the idea that to make
a harbor a public harbor, public money
should have been expended upon it, but
this decision says that any harbor to which
vessels resort is a public harbor.

HON. MR. MILLER-Not if it is held
by a private individual, I presume ?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-No,
it does not touch upon that question of
the ownership of the harbor. It speaks
generally as to harbors being public har-
bors, because vessels go into them.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time.

PATENT ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that the House resolve itself into Com-
mittee of the Whole on Bill (O), "An
Act to amend the Patent Act, 1g7 2 ."

He said: The hon. gentleman from
Amherst desired, when this Bill was read
the second time, information as to the
decision to which I referred, and I think
also asked for an opportunity to consider

Patent Act ( APEU 30, 1883O.]
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the Bill more carefully than we were doing
at that moment. The decision to which
I referred was given hy the Circuit Court
of the United States, for New Jersey, and
was substantially to the effect stated by
me, viz: that a patent applièd for in the
United States and granted there for 17
years, has always in it a clause saying that
if the same thing has been patented in a
foreign country, then the patent in the
United States, although for 17 years,
nominally, shall expire with the expiry of
the patent in such foreign country. So
that a Canadian taking out a patent in
this country for five, ten or fifteen years,
and also in the United Statcs for 17 years,
finds that the patent in the United States
terminates on the expiry of his first period
of patent right in this country, viz: five
years. The present amendment is to
remedy that difficulty. In the concluding
portion of the judgment to which I have
alluded, the following passages occur :

" The question is an interesting one, and
bas already received exanmination and
answer in other circuits. It first came
before the late Justice Clifford, in the first
circuit, in the case of Henry vs. Providence
Tool Companv, decided in 1878, and reported
in 14 0. G. 855. In that case the United
States patent had been issusd under the Act
of July 8, 1870, for the full terni of 17 years,
although at the time of the grant there was
an English patent for the same invention in
force, which had been granted to the paten tee
in Great Britain for 14 years, froni the 15th
Novenber, 1860. The detendants claimed
that the United States patent expired, by
operation of law, at the sane tiie with the
English patent. The complainant, on the
other hand, insisted that the language of te
statute extended not only to the terni of the
foreign patent in force when the United
States patent was obtained. but also to the
terni of any prolongation which the patentee
niglt secure irom the foreign governnent;
and that, as lie liad obtained an extension of
four years to the original terni, thie owners
of the domnestic patent were entitled to add
these four years to its life. Judge Clifford
refused to accede to such a construction of
the law, but, on the contrarv, lield (1) tiat
by the provisions of the Act of July 8, 1870,
Congress never intended to extend the terni
of the donestic patent beyond the legal teri
secured to the foreign patentee wlien the
donestic patent was granted ; (2) that thbe
prolongation of the English patent for a
further terni, after the expiration of the
original, did not save the domiestic patent
froi lapsing under the statute. He vas
followed, in this construction of the section,
by Judge Blatclhford, of the second circuit,
in 1879, in the case of Reissner vs. Sharp, I6
Blatehf. 383. A patent had been granted by

the United States, on the 20th October, 1874
fùr 17 years fron that date. It appeare
tlhat, under the authority of the pateiitee
letters patent liad been previouslv obtained il

Canada, for the saine invention, for 5 years
fron May 15th, 1873. Alter careful consr
deration, the learned judge held that lie
United States patent expired on the 1th
May,1878, alt it appeared that in March
1878, the Canadian patent had been extened
for five years fron May 15th, 1878, and als"
for five years from the l5th of May, 1883.

That is a case shewing that a patent
under the law as it now stands, expires
with the first period mentioned in the
existing patent, and this Bill proposes to
remedy that by saying that the patent
shall be substantially for 15 years, pro
vided that at the end of five years a
further fee is paid ; so that the alternation1
enables the patentee to have the belefit
of the full period in his patent, and tO
keep the full patent of 17 years in the
United States. He does that by the pay
ment of additional fees at the end Of
each five or ten years.

HON. MR. HOWLAN, from the CO'l
mittee reported the Bill without arnend
ment.

The Bill was then read the third tine

and passed.

CUSTOMS AMENDMENT ACTS
AND CONSOLIDATION BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL 10ved
the second reading of Bill (34), " An Acs
to Amend and Consolidate the A
respecting the Customs." th

He said : This is a Bill of some len
-247 clauses,-but, really, most of the
do not involve any important changes
have a list of the clauses which arc f

and 'tered printed and laid on the ta blel
and I hope the length of the list wIv are
alarm hon. gentlemen, because there
none of them important, and all tend t
facilitate the administration of the Custorns
laws. It has been found in the admin1

tration of these laws that it is very necessary
y have

to have everything precise, and to deal
power sufficient to enable officers to re-
with a variety of cases, and to aim at pre
cision to a greater degree than is necessa

perhaps, in any other branches of t go
service. I do not think it necessary t g

HON. SIR ALEX CAMPBELL.
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into the details of the Bill now. The In the first place he said I was very weli
various clauses, and the changes proposed, acquainted with the tenor of the Bil: I
I will be able to discuss in committee, and may say it is only to-day that I was asked
I hope to satisfy hon. gentlemen that they to look after it, and I have only just now
are all in themselves reasonable, and should looked over it. On another point he is also
combmend themselves to the favorable mistaken; he said that I was interested in
consideration of the House. the Bill

The motion was agreed to, and the
Baill was read the second time. HON. MR. MILLERI mean interest-

PACIIC ND EACERIVR RIL-ed in carrying it through the House.
PACIFIC AND PEACE RIVER RAIL-

WAY COMPANY'S BILL HON. MR. SUTHERLAND-As far as
SECOND EADING.I have înoticed the Bill there is nothing

SECOND READING.exceptional in it. As the hon. member

liON. MR. MILLER moved the second from Richmond has said, there is a very
reading- of Bill (64) "An Act to incor- great family resemblance between al
Porate the Pacific and Peace River Rail- those railway bills.
Way Company." The motion was agreed to, and the Bi

He said : This is a bill that I took was read the second time.
Charge of when it came up from the other
liouse, more as an act of benevolence SA RUCTRUS AN CN
than from any sense of duty, and I have C ICO.to informn the House now that I do notknow anything at all about it, but I
ail in a position to say that my

friend from Manitoba, who ishere, understands all about it, and he will HON. MR. SIMPSONmoved the second
be able to give the House any information reading of Bill (41) "An Act tQ incorpo-
hatrate the Dominion Railway Trust and Con-

tenltion was if nobody had spoken to me strutn o
onI the subject, to have moved that the He said: This Bil is to incorporate a
order be discharged and that the second number of gentlemen in London, England.

ing be fixed for another day, and that I oa the Bici a roi)t and Ihen if no one took charge of it to let it
drop; but since I have been in my place thought the House of Commons, and I
"'yk hon. friend from Manitoba has was sure that this honorable body, would
spoken about it and says it is a Bill neyer pass it in that shape. It was
which he is interested in, and will be changed and brought into the House of
Prepared to give explanations about. Commons, and referred to the Banking
it s not an exceptional Bill. It is Committee, who said that they would not

One of a class that we have seen a good father the Bil, and then it was sent to the
y of here. It is a railway bill, and Private Bis Committee, and they made

theyareailver muh aike thre s asorne progress with it, but could not getf are all very much alike; there n h it into shape. They then appointed afanely resemblance about them, and they sub-committee, who spent soie time overerally go through withoutn. fidb- it. Lt has been pruned and chandfd as dty, especially since my hon. friend be- zside me (Mr. Dickey) is not now chair- good deal, but whether it is ail right yet or
'1ýn of the Railway Ccmmittee. He used . The intention of the.to take, I will not say a malicious pleasure, Company is tu olerate Iargely in Manito5a,btt yery great pleasure in adding to them and I behieve that some of the Menjbers

nWill fot say mutilating them) and of it have already very consiebleaid gyv interests there. Thcy have go- it ipto,
g the House the benefit of his very

gre experience in a large number
o amendments which, no doubt, the Eldorado of the world. They ask for ause appreciatedcapital Of $5, ,ooo. Their head

to e Mk SUTE A w ofice will be in Toronto, and their princi-t -Put my honI pal oce wi l he in Winnipeg, or some-friend right on two points. where in the North-West. The Bill, I

_kailway Trusrt and
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believe, passed the lower House by a or in the name of the corporation or persol
unanimous vote. I understood that Mr. contracted with, as may be agreed upon in
Blake took exception to it, but bis objec contracts respecting the same. "
tions were met satisfactorily. I may say Although the capital is $5,ooo,ooo..al
also that the Bill was brought before the they are required to pay up before goimlg
Privy Council. I took the liberty of send- into operation is $75,ooo. It is a very
ing a copy of it some days ago to the small capital indeed for any one of-the
leader of this House, who objected to businesses in which they propose to en-
some of the clauses, but he consents to gage. Then the 13 th clause gives the
allow it to go to the Committee. He has company power to borrow on debentures
proposed two amendments, which, I think, to the extent of 20 per cent of their sub-
are very reasonable. One of the clauses scribed capital paid up. This is a very
to which he objects to is, I think, a very exceptional clause. Some of our strong-
silly one. It gives the Company power est companies in the west, who issue deb-
to open branches in England. I do not entures have to base them on real estate
think we have any right to legislate for the Under this Bill the parties cai issue
Home Government. I do not know debentures upon a capital of which only
the principal promoter, Mr. Codd. He 20 per cent is paid up. It is exceedingY
would like to be here to-morrow; but it is objectionable, especially in view of the
impossible, as he bas a very important extent to which this company intend.to
law suit going on in Toronto, and cannot carry on their operations. I do not 11-
atttend the meeting of the Committee. My tendto oppose the second reading, but 1
intention is to move the second reading of think the Committee ought to look care
the Bill now, and to ask to have it referred fully into these clauses.
to the Committee on Standing Orders and
Private Bills. HON. SiR ALEX. CAMPBELLý 1

quite agree that this Bill should be 10oked
HON. MR. McMASTER-,-I think this. into very carefuily, and I have madeSome

Bill contains some provisions of a very suggestions for my hon. friend's consider,
exceptional character. It provides for tion which will render it more safe than it
going intoall descriptions ofbusiness. The is now. Under the 8th clause they are
8th clause is as follows:- empowered to make contracts and ag

" The Company shall bave power to enter ments with persons authorized to
into contracts and agreements with any cor- construct, equip, maintain or operate
poration, municipal or otherwise, or any same." l'at language is used in the 25th
person, for the constructing and equi pping of une, but it should be used in the thirdlie
railways, steam and other vessels, canals, tele-
graph and telephone lines, bridges, warehouses, s td h
elevators, docks and other public works; to making contracts with comPa
and to assist contractors therefor, either by autborized by law to construct these wOrk"
becoming security for the due fulfilment of By making this change it would be safet'
their contracts, or by advancing the noney iuasmuch as this company could only con
required as a deposit for the laithful fulfil-
ment thereof, or for the carrying on and com- r
pleting of any contract, and to take and Ized by the iaws of Canada to build '01"
enforce any assign ment, security or pledge struct and equip unes of railway. J
taken fron any such contractore, or any agree also that the powers of borroWlfl ar,
corporation or person, and to complete any altogether too extensive. Lt enabies then'
sucb contract, and to import, deal in, and
manufacture all things necessary for the to borrow on 2 per cent. paid up d
construction, rnnning and operating of that is unsafe, and might redound t the
railways, canais, telegraphs, telephones, discredit of the country There is a vera
bridges, warehouses, elevators, docks and arendment also required i the
other public works; the said Company c heu1

shall also have power to construct, build and awr
equip ail such works and undertakings in executors, curators, administrators,
conformnity with such contracts and agree- assigns" should be struck out.
ments for and on behalf of the corporations
or persons authorized by the laws of Canada HON. MR. MLLLER-The Bil aity
to build, construct, equip, maintain or
operate the same, and under the authority
of and in conformity with such laws, iii the tai is fie million dollars and on that caP1

name of the Coinpany bereby incorporated tai they are to be at liberty to openi Offices

HON. MR. SAIPSON.
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n England, and carry on operations there.
By the I 2th section they are empowered
to open offices in England, and it is prob-
able that under cover of this Act they
would borrow money in England which
light not be properly appropriated,

especially as the directors have power to
do everything, and their responsibility is
very limited indeed under the ternis of this
mTeasure, which might in the end perhaps
redound very injuriously to the country.
I read the Bill very carefully, and I think
from beginning to end it will require the
careful consideration of the committee to
which it will be referred. Considering the
experience which the Banking Committee
have in dealing with Bills of this kind,
although this one is styled " Railways
Trust and Construction Company," it will
be as well, at any rate in the first instance,
1 not altogether, to refer it to that Com-
ITittee, and I trust my hon. friend. if the
l1 is read a second time, will have it so

referred. I was very glad to observe the
diffidence with which he proposed its
second reading. He evidently did not
Wish to assume much responsibility for it,
and his speech was more against the Bill
than in its favor, and, I believe, has killed
the Bill instead of enlisting synpathy for
it. I do not propose to oppose the second
reading, but I think it is necessary that
thei attention of the House should be
called to its character, that the Committee
to Which it may be entrusted may see that
when it comes back to the House-and I
think it very doubtful-it will be in a
different shape.

'lION. MR. PLUMB-This Bill cer-
tainly is of a most extraordinary character.
The first thing which strikes one is that it
Proposes to incorporate a company' with

ve million dollars capital, and that it
shall go into operation when $75,000
are paid up. It also empowers the com-
ParIy to borrow money on debentures, and
gîves other large powers. I trust that the
Bl Will receive the careful consideration of
the Committee to which it will be referred.
It does strike me that the powers which
are asked for, in the way they are sought

ere, should make us hesitate to grant
them.

.eON. MR. SIMPSON-I have no ob-
Jection to referring the Bill to the Banking
eonmittee ; in fact I preferred doing so in

the first place. In the other House the
Banking Committee would not take it up,
and it was sent to the Private Bills Com-
mittee, but I think the measure will be as
well dealt with by the Banking Committee
of this House as any other Cormmittee. I
think, however, the hon. gentleman from
Richmond is wrong in saying that my
remarks were more against the Bill than
in its favor. If the Bill is allowed to be
read a second time, I will send for the
principal promoter, and let him make any
explanations which may be considered
necessary.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

NORTHERN, NORTH-WESTERN &
SAULT STE. MARIE RAILROAD

COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. ALLAN moved the second
reading of Bill (16), " An Act to amend the
Act to incorporate the Northern, North-
West-ern and Sault Ste. Marie Railway
Company, and to change the naie of the
said Company to the Northern and Pacific
Junction Railway Conpany."

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

THE CUMBERLAND COAL & RAIL-
ROAD COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. MACFARLANE moved con-
currence in the amendments made by the
Committee of Railways, Telegraphs and
Harbors to Bill (7 1), "An Act to incor-
porate the Cumberland Coal and Rail
way Company."

He said: This Bill cones from the
Railway Committee where it bas been sub-
jected to a very considerable pruning, and
amendments were incorporated which are
on our minutes. They are not of a very
important nature though they are exten-
sive. The Committee have added some
considerable powers and restrictions to
the Bill and have made alterations in
several of the clauses. The principal one,
however, is a clause which has been entire-
ly changed. The Committee considered
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that the 12th clause was not sufficiently
restrictive, and did not give proper protec-
tion to the shareholders, and they substi-
tuted for it an entirely new clause. These
changes were consented to by the pro-
moters of the Bill in the other House,
and while the measure will enable the
Company to carry out their operations it
also contains sufficient restrictions to guard
the public interests.

HON. MR. DICKEY-I have no desire
unnecessarily to obstruct the progress of
this Bill; on the contrary, I thnk it has
already been subjected to a very searching
investigation. I should like to call my
hon. friend's attention to the fact in the
first place that there is no provision in
these amendments nor in the Bill itself
for subjecting this purchasing company to
the obligations of the company whose
rights they are about to acquire.

HON MR. MACFARLANE-I think
that would be placing unnecessary
restrictions upon the Company. This
Springhill and Parrsboro Railway, which
this company proposes to purchase, has
been sold out, or is being sold out, under
foreclosure of the bonds. The persons
having those claims will still retain their
rights. A clause such as my hon. friend
from Amherst proposes would hamper the
company very materially. They propose
to operate very extensively in that county
and require borrowing powers. I do not
see anything to be gained bythe proposed
amendment. This Spring Hill Company
have been operating there for ten or twelve
years, and any liabilities they may
have had have been arranged for.

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-This
Bill does not relieve them of these
liabilities.

HoN. MR. VIDAL-This is not a Bill
authorising an amalgamation by anymeans,
but is simply to authorise this Company
to purchase-say at sheriff's sale.

HON. MR. DICKEY-I understood my
hon friend that this matter of the debts of
the Company will be the subject of judicial
decision, and in that case the interests of
creditors will be protected.

The motion vas agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third time.

WINNIPEG AND HUDSON'S BAY
RAILWAY AND STEAMSHIP

COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. PLUMB moved the second
reading of Bill (88), ' An Act to unite the
Winnipeg and Hudson's Bay Railway and
Steamship Company and the Nelson
Valley Railway and Taansportation Comfl-
pany into one corporation, under the
name of 'The Winnipeg and Hudson 1Bay
Railway and Steamship Company."

He said : The Bill is for the amalgama-
tion of two railway companies which have
the same objects in view, and it was con-
sidered very desirable that they should be
permitted to amalgamate and bring their
whole force.to bear upon the opeing Of
that important part of the NorthWest
from Winnipeg to Hudson's Bay.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bi1 I
was read the second time.

RAPID TELEGRAPH COMPAN-
BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. POWER moved concurrence
in the amendments made by the Con'
mittee of the Whole House to Bill
"An Act to incorporate the Canadian
Rapid Telegraph Company (limited).

HON. MR. DICKEY-I don't intend
to enter into further discussion of this ]31l,
but the House will recollect that I took a
very strong ground against the passage O
this Bill because it asked for powers be
yond those mentioned in the petition-
observe that in another place a Bill re-
specting the Northern Railway of Canada,
under similar circumstances has bee
under consideration by the Railway Comn'
mittee of the other House. On that add
casion an hon. member moved tO
three clauses to the Bill. Exception 0 f
taken to that course by a gentleman Of
very high standing in the House an r.
the country on one side of politicsMr.
White, of Cardwell, who raised a poiht o
order that the committee had no right tO
consider the bill, as no notice had been
given in the petition asking for the bil tO
powers such as these clauses propose

HON. MR. MACFARLANE.
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confer on the company. If thèse clauses
had been in the bill when it came before
the Standing Orders Committee that com-
mfittee would have reported to the House
that the notice contained in the petition
Was insufficient, and sufficient notice would
have been required before the bill had
been considered, but if the principle were
adopted that they could embody in bills
Of this kind large amalgamating powers
Without proper notice they might as well
abandon their standing orders altogether.
He therefore objected to the committee
Proceeding with thediscussion of the bill.

He was followed by a gentleman on the
Other side of politics equally eminent, Mr.
Blake, who read the notice contained in
the petition asking for the Bill to show
that no such powers had been asked for
as those which it was now proposed to
emhbody in the Bill, and said that the rules
Of the House require notice distinctly set-
ting forth all the powers asked for in a
Bill. If it was permissive in introducing
a Bill to leave out important claubes and
to thus gain a decided advantage, they
WOuld be thus doing one of the very best
things they could for the promoters of
bills. He read a telegram which he had
received from Mr. Edgar, of the Midland
Railway to the effect that he and Mr.
Gooderham would like to be heard by
the Committee before the Bill passed, and
said that, under the circumstances, he
Would support Mr. White's objection,
Which he considered to be well founded.

That was exactly the argument which I
Used. The result of it was that after some
further discussion, at the suggestion of Sir
John Macdonald, the consideration of the
bill was postponed until Tuesday next,
and the Committee adjourned.

After the stream of obloquy which was
heaped upon my head for venturing to
raise this point on this particular Bill, to
ýYhich the House condescended to listen,
it is a consolation to me to find that the
contention which I then made has received
the sanction of the highest legal authority
In this House, the Minister of Justice, and
that his position has been confirmed by
an equally eminent authority in another
Place. Had this been known, possibly it
niight have affected the views of hon.
gentlemen, but I must say that having had
this brought to my notice, I have very
great satisfaction in knowing that the

course which I proposed had been antici
pated by eminent men in that Chamber.

HON. MR. MILLER-I do not think
that it is usual to adopt the course which
has been pursued by the hon. gentleman,
to use arguments which have been made
in a committee of the other House to in-
fluence our decision here, especially when
we are not possessed of the immediate
facts in connection with that case. Now,
it may be that the facts in regard
to which those distinguished gentlemen
spoke were not on all fours with the facts
in this case, and that must be established
in order to show that their opinions on
that occasion are applicable here. I
admit myself that it is very undesirable
that frequent relaxations of our rules
should occur, and I must say that the
chief difficulty I had in voting for this
measure was, in the first place, that no
notice of it had been given, and that the
Bill contained clauses very different from
the objects expressed in the petition. I
felt so strongly on that point that although
I was in favor of the principle of the Bill,
I hesitated for a long time, and it was not
until the last week or so that I could give
it my support, because it was radically
different from what was asked for in the
petition which had been presented to the
Committee under a suspension of the rules
of the House. But it must be recollected
that the change was not likely after all
(and that is the chief object to be looked
at in these cases) to clash with any im-
portant interest. The rules of our House
say that it is the duty of the Standing
Orders Committee to report to the House
when the provisions of a Bill are different
from. the objects set forth in the petition,
in order that the House may be
seized of the facts in difference
and that it mav pass a deliberate judg-
ment on the Bill as it comes before them in
connection with the circumstances of its
introduction. Now, it cannot be con-
tended that any injustice was likely to
accrue from the amendments which were
made to this Bill in the Committee on
Railways, Telegraphs, and Harbors be-
cause all the parties who were likely to be
interested could, within 24 hours after the
introduction of the Bill in the Senate, be
in possession of all the information they
required on the subject. There is, there-
fore, a difference between this and the

Rapid Telegraph ( APrm 30, 1883.]
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case of the Bill before the Railway Com-
mittee of the other House, because the
argument was in that instance that new
clauses had been published only a day or
two before in the Toronto newspapers,
and that notice was not sufficient.

At six o'clock the Speaker left the chair.

After Recess.

HON. MR. HOWLAN resumed the
debate.

He said: The very best argument
against this Bill was advanced by the
hon. member from Richmond, himself,
when he said that our rules had been
broken. He is in most cases a great
stickler for adhering to the rules, He
knows that in this case they have been
peculiarly evaded and that the subject-
matter of the petition is not the subject-
matter of the Bill. They are very dis-
tinct. I was surprised and amnused at
the way he got round it. He said there
was no person injured by it. I say that
it injures several persons. He says that
the telegraph companies were in a posi-
tion to obtain all necessary information
on the subject the moment the Bill was
introduced. It is to be presumed that
the solicitors of the telegraph company
are very well versed in parliamentary
usage, and they would naturally expect
that a Bill calculated to do them serious
injury would not be passed by Parliament
without regard to the rules which apply
to other measures. What is this Bill as
it stands now ? It is not, properly speak-
ing, a Telegraph Bill, it 'is a Telephone
Bill and, as such, interferes with the
rights of all the telephone companies in
Canada. We were told when a proposi-
tion was made to limit the time for com-
mencing operations to one year, that pos-
sibly they might be restrained by
an injunction from doing so. It
is clear, therefore, that the promoters
of the Bill anticipate the contingency of
having the rights for which they are ap-
plying contested in a court of law. It
is hardly an excuse for the course which
we are pursuing here to say that the
telegraph companies were warned that this
Bill was before Parliament. If the tele-
graph did warn them, no doubt they came
to the conclusion that even if the Bill
should pass this House, there would be a

parliamentary course followed in the other
Chamber, and they would be given proper
time and opportunities to defend their
interests. We give the corporators in this
Bill vast powers-not merely to build,
lease and purchase lines, but we give them
all other rights and privileges which maeY
arise in electrical science. I have neither
seen nor heard any description of the
particular discovery which this Company
expresses its intention to utilize. For
aught we know to the contrary, we matY
be infringing on patent rights by this Bill.
We cannot tell what important discoveries
may be made before Parliament meets
again, and we may be giving this CompanlY
the right to use it. When this measure
goes to the other House and is sub-
mitted to a Committee there, what Will
be the first objection ? That the preamble
of the Bill sets forth one thing and the
Bill states another. In the Imperial Par-
liainent they not only refer such measures
to a Committee on Standing Orders, but
they have also an examining comrlittee
who examine every Bill to see that it is 11
accordance with the preamble. If a Bill
is not in accordance with the petition for
it, the course has always been to call atten-
tion to the fact, and the House refuses to
read it. In this case I doubt very IUch
if any gentleman connected with the
Standing Orders Committee or the Rail-
ways and Telegraphs Committee had the
most remote idea that this was a Tele-
phone Bill. It cannot be anything else
now. The Province of Prince Edward
Island has been referred to. EverYOnle
knows that the Western Union has rights
to Sackville and the Anglo-American frorm
that point to the Island. It is out of the
question to suppose that any company can
get rights over the lines of either of those
companies, so that it is absurd to nake
the position of Prince Edward Island a
reason for this exceptional legislation.
I say that every telephone company and
every telegraph company has a particular
interest in this Bill. The hon. mnember
from Richmond has explained that he,
himself, had doubts as to the propriety Of
this legislation, but that they were re
moved by the fact that the telegraph col'
panies received all necessary informatio
by telegraph. That is the only ground on
which lie differs from me. I think it is a
very poor reason for establishing the bad
precedent of passing a Bill which is en-

HON, ML MILLER.
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tirely different from the measure sought
for in the petition. I have, at all events,
done my duty in opposing it.

HON. MR. VIDAL-I should not be
disposed to trespass on the time of the
1House were it not that I considered the
remarks of the hon. gentleman from
Alberton, and the hon. gentleman from
Amherst, contained very severe reflections
Upon the actions both of the Standing
Orders and Private Bills Committee, and
the Railway Committee, of both which
Committees I happen to be a member.
We are obliged to admit that there has
been a departure from the ordinary rules
Which govern the procedure in this House
On such occasions, but that departure was
taken deliberately, and with full know-
ledge of what was done, and not without
Weighing carefully the objections which
Ought to influence the minds of members
Of the Committee before they would ven-
ture to recommend to this House a sus-
pension of any of the rules. What
are rules for? Are they cast-iron regula-
tions which are to interfere, to hinder us
from doing an act which . we might
Otherwise consider to be good ? They are
for the protection of outsiders *whose
Ilterests may be affected by the legis-
lation proposed. If then the Committee
becornes perfectly satisfied from the in-
formation before it, and the evidence and
arguments adduced by persons opposing
the Bill-if after hearing all these things
the Committee considers it right and fit
to recommend a suspension of the rule
because no other interests are to be affected
but those represented before it, then every-
thing which is intended to be guarded by
the publication of a notice has actually
been done. The parties interested have
the knowleqge that this legislation is being
SOught. They are represented before the
Corimittee by accredited agents. They
are all able to bring forward any arguments
they like to show that the Bill should not
Pass. I hold, therefore, when every-
thing to be effected by the rule has
been done, that rule is virtually
Complied with. I do not attach any im-
portance to the objection which has been
Made to the action of the Committee and
the setting aside of the rule which requires
notice. Now, with reference to the other
Point, where the Railway Committee
also is impliedly censured because

there are clauses in this Bill which
were certainly not asked for in the petition
-I admit that fact, but while I admit it I
contend that these clauses were put there
in the public interest, not in the interest
of the persons seeking this incorporation,
but because the Committee thought the
powers which were about to be extended
to them required to be guarded by the
same legislation that has been used for
other telegraph companies. It is not then
at the instigation or in. the interests
of persons seeking incorporation that the
Bill differs in its provisions from what was
asked for in the petition. I think on giving
full consideration to these two things that
the action of both Committees is justified
to this Ilouse, and that in no way has the
suspension of the rules brought any in-
convenience or done any wrong to any
body ; that the increased provisions of the
Bill so far from doing any injury have
been put there for the public good.
When these gentlemen intimated to the
Committee that there was a new discovery
in electrical science which they wished to
utilize, they certainly did not intend us
to understand that they would land on
the shore of Prince Edward Island and
go no further. It was clearly understood
that in asking to utilize the new discovery
it necessarily implied the carrying of mes-
sages to other places, and the Maritime Pro-
vinces were spoken of at first. Conse-
quently the Committee, the majority at
all events, believed that the powers
asked for by the petitioners, if not ex-
pressly mentioned in so many words, are
really contained in the petition which
they presented, and in the short Bill
which they at first submitted for our con-
sideration. The other clauses were
added to bring this Bill into harmony
with the legislation which Parliament has
granted to other telegraph companies. I
should like to know on what ground the
hon. gentleman could object to this Bill
if no notice had been given ! Is it not
in the public interest ? If they can carry
out this scheme and deliver messages at
one-fourth the present cost will it not be
an advantage to the hommunity? Does
any hon. gentleman think that we
are bound hand and foot to the
existing telegraph company, that they
may charge just what they like
and that though advance in electrical
science may enable them to transmit mes-
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sages at half cost the public are not to ment was to show that I considered the
get the advantage of it ? That is the benefits to he derived from legislation of
natural tendency of the arguments against this kind, if the project can be carried
this Bill. It is a measure for the public into practical operation, were such as tO
good, to cheapen the transmission of mes- weigh in my mind against any want of
sages by telegraph. It injures no person. compliance with the rules which we have
It has not been shown, it has not even been called upon to overlook or.suspend
been alleged, that any private rights have during the passage of this Bill. I have
been encroached upon. If a mono- always been opposed to telegraph MO-
poly exists it is carefully guarded in that nopoly; I have always felt a great deal of
Bill that it shall not be interfered with. sympathy for Prince Edward Island
In every way it appears to me a most as being the only place in this great
unobjectionable Bill, and I trust that it Dominion in which this monoPOlY
will meet with the sanction of the House. exists, if it does exist. There is som"e

question as to whether it does exist ; at
HON. MR. MILLER-I do not think any rate this Bill protects vested

that either of the two hon. gentlemen who rights if there are any. I have
have addressed the House have any always felt disposed to go as far
desire to misrepresent me, but certainly as I could to give every facility possible
both of them have done so, particularly to any company that would break up that
my hon. friend from Alberton, who said monopoly and give the people of that
that I admitted that the rules of the Island such telegraphic advantages as are
House had been broken. I never made enjoyed in other parts of the Dominion.
any such admission, or intended to make That vas my principal motive in support-
any such admission. ing this Bill, and I regret thatitha

HON, MR. HOWLAN-What I stated necessarily to come before us, not in ViO-
was, that you acknowledged the fact that lation of any of the rules of the House,
the Bil was not |in accordance with the but not in accordance with the rules of
pae of the petition. the House-that the petition and notice
prayer o.were not as full as they should have been.

HON. MR. MILLER-Of course I did, But all those things have been overlooked
but that was not the language which the by the House, and it is for the flouse,
hon. gentleman used. He said I ad- under our own rules, to say whether the
mitted that all the rules of the House had circunstances of the case justify the ss-
been broken: I did not admit that a single pension of the rules in a matter of this
rule of the House had been broken. I kind.
stated that I was not on the Committee,
but 1 presumed that the Committee had HON. MR. HOWLAN-After the dis
good grounds for the suspension of the cussion we have had on this Bil, supPOS
rule. I do not look upon the suspension ng a sirilar petition were to cone
of the rule as any breach of the rule, and I t
do not want it to be understood that I with the Standge that noweit%
admit that there was any breach of the would he permit such a Bil to be introe
rule, or that I am casting any reproach on duced on that petition, without proper
the Standing Committee, who, I stated, I notice'?
considered had good grounds for acting as
they did. What better proof could I give
that I am not censuring the conduct of HoN. MR. MILLER-esr woud
the Committee, than the fact that I was be disposed to do so, under the circu -
prepared to vote, and did vote, for stances. Had that petition core regular y

the amendments .reported fro that before the Committee, and had thetee,
Committee. eierged from the Committee as we have

it now on our table; under all the circuo-
HON. Ma. VIDAL-I was not refer- stances connected with this case and ith

ring to the hon, gentleman at all. the views I hold with regard to this great
monopol against who this legislatioo

HON. MR. MILLER-The explanation is direct-, should certaînîy support the
I was going on to give before the adjourn- Bill

HON. MR. VIDALI,
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HON. MR. HOWLAN.-I think we
shall live long enough to see the hon.
gentleman change his views as to the pro
Priety of such procedure. I think he
Would have been the last man on the
Committee, if he had been a member of
it, who would have waived the notice
required by the 61st rule. The Standing
Orders Committee had no other inform-
ation before them as to the Bill than that
Contained in the petition that there were
sorme extraordinary discoveries in elec-
trical science, which this Company wished
tO utilize ; this was all the petition asked
for. I say it is a bad precedent we are
low adopting, and one that will be
regretted if we allow people to present
Petitions as a mere formality before our
Committees, and bring in bills for some-
thing entirely different from the prayer of
the petitions.

HON. MR. MASSON-I happened to
be present on the committee myself, and
I know very well that if the Bill had been
proposed in its present amended form,
Without proper notice having been given,
I think that the sense of the committee
Would have been not to entertain it at ail,
because I remember very well when the
question was put to the promoter of the
measure, " How is it there has been no
nItice given ?" the answer was that the
ilvention which they proposed to utilize
had been discovered too recently to allow
Of the propar notice being given, and it
Was only on that explanation being given
that the committee consented to
dispense with the rule. For my part, had
I thought the Bill was not exclusively for
the purpose of utilizing the discoveries and
Imaprovements referred to in the petition, I
should have hesitated before allowing any
cOmlpany to come in the face of our rules
and ask Parliament for an act of incorpora-
tion, without giving the required notice.
It is all very well to denounce monopolies;
I arn opposed to monopolies, but there is
a regular way of getting rid of them. This
mTay be a very favorable case in which to
break through our rules, but to-morrow the
Case may be a different one; and it would
be better far to postpone this measure
until next year than to establish a prece-
dent that we may have every reason to
regret

'ION. MR. PLUMB-As I was one of
the Cornrnittee referred to I deem it proper

to state briefly why I did object to this
Bill. I have great respect for my hon.
friend the promoter of this measure, and
it is always embarrassing to oppose any
measure of this kind where a prominent
member of the House is one of the corpo-
raters. It is always painful almost, be-
cause it seems like an unfriendly act; but
when this Bill was presented it was re-
presented that it was to enable the
corporaters to utilize a new discovery
-a discovery so recently perfected that
it was impossible to have got the Bill
through Parliament in the usual way
this session. We were told it was a new
method for operating telegraphs which this
company was to avail themselves of, and
they clainied special exemption on that ac-
count. The hon. gentleman, however, has
been very careful not to give us an idea
of the method by which this rapid trans-
mission of messages is to be done, which,
in Ariel's words, is to put a girdle round
the earth in forty minutes-or less.

HON. MR. CARVELL-I gave a
sketch of it on Friday.

HON. MR. PLUMB-But an amend-
ment has been brought before us to au-
thorize the Company to erect, maintain
and operate lines of railway in Canada-
an addition to the prayer of their petition,
which was solely for an act to incorporate
a company to utilize an improvement in
telegraphy-and their entire claim upon
the sympathy of the Committee was that
they desired to free Prince Edward
Island from the telegraphic monopoly.
A most touching appeal was made for
Prince Edward Island by the promoter of
the Bill, and we were asked for " such a
little Bill " for the purpose of connecting
those three provinces, and for that object
to allow a suspension of the rules. But now
those gentlemen come forward and ask us
to charter them as a telegraph com-
pany, for the purpose of competing with a
gigantic monopoly with a capital of mil-
lions. This littie company, with the
modest capital, my hon. friend speaks of, is
supposed to represent a power which is
going to compete with this monopoly, and to
reduce the cost of telegraphy not only in
Canada but in the United States.
Nothing can be imagined that can be
more inadequate to the task it has under-
taken; it is like "a pennyworth of bread
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to five gallons of sack." Nobody for one
moment can suppose that a company with
so small a capital can effect a decrease in
the cost of telegraphy. I would have
been glad to see the present monopoly
broken down. I was not in favor of hav-
ing the system established that is dominant
over us now, and if I could see any prac-
ticable way open to us for breaking it up,
I certainly would be one of the first to
advocate it But I do not see in the
manner in which this Bill has been
brought before us, nor do I sec (I say it
with ail respect, and without any intention
of giving offence) in the names of the
corporators any kind of guarantee that we
shall be any. better off by the organization
of this new company than we wcre before.
I am not a prophet, nor the son of a
prophet, but I know that a company like
this cannot effect that object. I do not
intend to run any further against what I
know to be the current of opinion in this
House ; I do not intend to provoke a
division on this question aga~in buti I think

this country, against a monopoly whose
power we would be all glad to see dimn-
inished. But this company will laugh in
their sleeve when they get their charter;
there is nothing in the Bill to oblige themi
to increase their capital, and they can go
into operation on a paid up capital of
$5o,ooo. This is the inadequate provision
which is made for fighting a great mono-
poly which we would ail like to see broken
down, and it only convinces me that we
have not yet discovered the means by
which to rid ourselves of the grasp that is
upon our throats. It is not going to be
done by any small company, taking
messages of 20 body words for the price
they propose here. In fact they cannot
live and do it. It was an after thought.
They did not propose it in the first instance,
and that convinces me, if anything wNas
needed to convince me, that we are
almost trifling with legislation to alloW
such a Bill as this to go upon our
statute book.

it is due to myself, as one of the Commit- HON. MR. POXER-The hon. gefle
tee who have had this Bill under discus- man who has just sat down will have afl
sion, to say that I have not, from the opportunity, to-morrow, of proving bis Cor
beginnlng, had any confidence in this sistency, because we are to take into COfl'
measure, on account of the very peculiar deration another report from the RailWaY
method in which it has been brought Committee in which is reported a total1>"
before, us and the tactics that have been diflerent Bill from the one that was asked
adopted to put it through the House. 1 for in the petition. I think the points of
do not know what its fate will be in the order taken b> the hon. gentleman from
other Chamber; here it has been settled Aiberton (Mr. Howlan), come too hate.
by the decisive vote of Friday last. How- Some of those points were taken at the
ever, if my hon. friend can succeed, with right time, on the second reading of the
his capital of $50,000- Bil, and some of the other points night

have been taken before the Committee of
HON. MR. CARVELL-I know the Railways and Telegraphs. This i0ol'

hon. gentleman does not wish to mis- oly, wbicb daims fot to bave hadnoticehas
represent me, or to misrepresent the Bill, had ample notice, and was represen
but if he reads it he will find the capital before the Committee by as able counsel as
at first shall be $ ioo,ooo, and the com- could befound in Canada, and
pany have power to increase it to an did fot raise those objections, or at least
unlimited extent. did not press them with any great force

The hon, gentleman fromn Aibertofi, ad

HON. MR. PLUMB-They always do, the bon. gentleman fron Amherst,
but they will be a company when they have been perfect> in order whefl the
have $5o,ooo. report of the Committee came first before

the House to bave raised objections the";
HON. MR. CARVELL-There is no but after the House have referred the

$5o,ooo in the Bill at all. Bill to a Cormittee of the Wbole and
the Committee have gone over the B3ill

HON. MR. PLUMB-The capital clause b> clause and amended it, and c-
stock of the company shall be $1oo,000, ported it to the House, we have othigto
which is to be the gigantic force that is to do witb the questions of order now raised, a
bring down the price of telegraphing in to want of notice and as to changes la

HON. R.O R T PLUMBh
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the Bill. We have to deal with the
report of a Committee of the Whole now ;
if there had been any irregularities before,
the action of the Committee of the Whole
has removed them, and the only question
is whether we shall accept the report or
fnot.

HON. MR. DICKEY-I am rather sur-
Prised that my hon. friend from Halifax,
Who with his usual clearness I think per-
fectly understands every question that
Cornes before the House, should undertake
to say that I now for the first time make
this objection with regard to notice. In
the debate on Friday last I took the consti-
tutional and parliamentary ground that
the Bill could not be properly enlarged in
the manner in which it' has been, especi-
ally when there was no notice. and when
those provisions were not embraced in the
Petition and that it was a dangerous piece
Of legislation. My arguments have not
been met, and it surprises me now to hear
My hon. friend state that for the first time
the objection has been taken to-night.

HON. MR. POWER-I beg my hon.
friend's pardon ; I stated that the objection
had been taken before, at the second read-
lflg, and that it was too late to take it now.

HON. MR. DICKEY-I could not take
the objection on the second reading, be-
Cause on the second reading these pro-
Visions were not in the Bill at all. We
Were at that time upon the consideration
Of these amendments, which were voted
down. My hon. friend on my left took a
very ingenious, though a parliamentary
Course, in moving that the House do not
cOncur in these amendments.

HON. MR. MILLER-My motion was
that the House do not now concur in the
amendments.

HON. MR. DICKEY.-Yes, but that
the Bill be referred to a committee of the
Whole for further consideration. They
did consider the amendments, and made
lot Only those amendments that were

proposed to be concurred in, but made
Other amendments which we are now
COnsidering for the first time, on which
the objection could only be taken to-day,and if I had kept my mouth shut until
this moment it would have been perfectly

open for nie or for any other gentleman
to take exception to the manner in which
the amendments are carried. I consider
it is a dangerous principle of legislation
to ask the House to agree to those
amendments by which a small bill of 5 or
6 sections has been extended into a bill
of 16 sections without notice, with addi-
tional powers, which my hon friend from
Sarnia sàys are for the benefit of the pub-
lic, but which we know are provisions for
the benefit of the promoters of the Bill.
They are powers which the promoters did
not venture to ask for by their petition,
and which, if placed in their petition,
would not have been accepted by the
Standing Orders Committee, without pro-
per notice having been given. The
motion was agreed to on division.

HoN. MR. POWER moved the third
reading of the Bill.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (105) "An Act for granting certain
powers to the Canadian Electric Light
Co."-(Mr. Plumb).

Bill (104) "An Act further to Amend
the General Inspection Act of 1874."-
(Mr. Smith).

The Senate adjourned at 9 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, May i, I&3.

The SPEAKER took the -chair at 3
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THF ADULTERATION OF FOOD
AND DRUGS ACT.

MOTION.

HON. MR. PAQUET moved:-
That an humble Address be presentea to l is

Excellency the Governor-General, praving
His Excellency to cause te be laid before~ the
House, a return showing:-
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1. The various articles of food, an analysis t
of which has been ordered by the Departient
of Iîland Revenue to be made by the Analysts
officially appointed for that wirpose.

2. Tli'. îmineral and vegetahle substances
used as drugs, an analysis of vhich lias been
ordered as atoresaid, and the reports of the
analysts thereoni, showing the degree of purity
or adulteration of these medicinal substances.

He said: The object of' my notice of
motion. is to ascertain what instructions
have been given to the Government Ana-
lysts on the subject of drugs or chemicals ;
how many analyses have been made, and by
whom, and what have been the degrees of
purity or adulteration of the substances
used as medicines. I observe that
numerous analyses have been made by
the analysts of foods, spices, and bever-
ages both spirituous and aromatic. In
the first report of these gentlemen, that
of 1876, we find eighteen articles desig-
nated by the Department of Inlind
Revenue, all relating to articles of food
with the exception of quinine wine.
The last report, that of 1882, appears to
have been based on the same order, but
this time without mention of any drug I
have no intention to create alarn, nor
to make any reflection which would be in
the least degree injurious to any one ; but
I desire to convince this honorable
House of the great necessity which exists
for enforcing the law of 1874. If it is de-
fective, let it be amended ; if it is suffi-
cient for the purpose, let it be enforced.
To give an idea of its importance. let us
assume that each person in the Dominion
consumes annually, $5-. worth of food.
Now, the population of Canada exceeds
4,000,000; that would give $200,ooo,ooo.
The adulteration, at the very lowest cal-
culation, from the reports which we have,
being 25 per cent, we arrive at the con-
clusion that $50,ooo,ooo of this expnedi-
ture is totally lost.

Let us now take spices, tea, coffee, and
alcoholic liquors etc: in which the adul-
teration is represented to be 57 per cent;
and assuming that the annual consumption
per head of these articles amounts to ten
dollars, we have $28,ooo,ooo to add to
the $5o,ooo,ooo already stated, or a total
of $78,000,000 totally lost to the popula-
tion of the Dominion. Now it seems to
me that these figures are sufficient to
justify more energetic action on the part
of the Government.

There is a point of still greater impor-

HoN. My. PAQUET.

ance, the adulteration of drugs. The Act
Of 1874 states in its title, as well as in its
preamble, that its object is to prevent the
adulteration of food and drugs. Where
are the instructions given by the Govern
ment to the analysts with regard to the
latter? I cannot find them in any part Of
these reports that I have consulted. .1
believe that nothing has been done in this
direction. In my opinion that is a great
mistake, for the injuries which result from'
the sale of adulterated food generálly
prove more prejudicial to the purse of the
consumer than to his physical health,
as the adulterations are in most cases
harmless : but it is otherwise in the case o
drugs. During the 30 years that I have
practiced medicine as anallopathic doctor,
I fear that I have often been a homleo'
pathist, since at times, when I have pres
cribed certain drugs they have contained
only a fraction of the active principle on
which I counted. In other cases it rnay
have happened that the patient has Pur-
chased articles of an entirely deleterious
character, in place of the medicines
demanded. By consulting what has beeil
done in England, in 1874 and subse-
quently, it will be found that there also
loud complaints have been made of th'
adulteration of drugs, but that the evil
has been to a great extent remedied.
On this subject it may be objected that
the Dominion Act of 1874, 37, Vic. sect
15, provides a remedy only for articles
of Canadian manufacture. That is as-
suredly insufficient, because we imPOrt
drugs from England, the United States,
etc., and throughout the world adultera-
tion is carried on. The lust for gain is
not limited to the grocer: it extends tO
the druggist also. It is important, there
fore, that the Government should anend
the Act, so as to provide for the analY
sing of drugs, from whatever source theY
may come. This appears to me to be
indispensable, and it is possible that it
may be done by the persons alreadY
charged with the duty of making other
analyses. The public health demahds it,
and I would be wanting in my duty if
I did not urge the necessity of it, in viev
of the fact that the patient deman I
more immediately and more imperatively
that the prescription shall be properly
filled, than the consumer does that
he be not cheated by the grocer :,
to say the least, if the dose Of nedi
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cime is insufficient, it produces no re-
Sult, the disease continues and the
patient is exposed to serious danger,
and in fact, his death is often produced
frorm the causes I have mentioned.
This, I think, ought to be sufficient to
demonstrate the importance of this subject

HON. MR. ALMON-I have much
Pleasure in seconding the motion, as I
have been requested to do by my hon.
friend, and I must say that the analysis of
drugs appears to be even more necessary
and useful than that of food, because we
can tell pretty well for ourselves whether
Our tea or coffee or chocolate is of proper
quality, but you take down your rhubarb
draught without knowing whether it is
Turkey rhubarb, East India rhubarb, or
the root of rhubarb grown in England.
This is a serious matter for our stomachs,
and if, as is mentioned here, the Gov-
ertiment have already the power to
Order analyses to be taken, I think the
doctor has conferred a boon not only
Upon the profession but also on those
9n whom the profession practice, by ask-
lfg for this return. There are some in-
Stances in which the life of the patient
depends upon the purity of the drugs ad-
mninistered. I will instance one ; take the
Case of ergot of rye, which we give to
restrain hemorrhage. Whether it will
have the desired effect depends entirely
n1pon whether the article is fresh or not ;
and that is easily ascertained by a
simple test : if it fractures readily it
1s good, if it bends it is not. The
!mOst trying case which a doctor meets
is after a confinement, when hemorrhage
Is threatened and he may not have with
him his case containing the medicine
which he requires. He sends out for it,
and knows that the life of the patient de-
Pends on whether this article is fresh or
fnot. If it is not fresh the patient may
slip through his fingers and he feels to a
certain extent guilty. There is a loss of
InOst valuable life, because the life of the
child also depends on it, and that is a
serious matter to the community. This
could easily be prevented if drugs were
Irlspected and adulterated medicines were
condemned. With reference to the
aduteration of food, the party who held
the office of analyst in Halifax told me
that he was not allowed, by the rule, to
Send anyone he liked to purchase samples
of groceries, but was obliged to send an

officer appointed by the Government who
was known to the grocers, and the conse-
quence was that the samples furnished to
him were always of the best quality. If he
had been allowed, he said, to employ a man
himself, he could have -got the articles
which were regularly sold to the public, and
could tell more about them. The object of
that provision in the Act may be to prevent
collusion ; but in the case - of this man,
Mr. Fraser, of Pictou, there is not the
slightest doubt of his probity, and there-
fore, I think that some improvement will
be effected in that direction, and if this
Act is carried into effect, I should say that
a person who is appointed to analyze drugs
should be allowed to send any party he
may choose to buy the article. With
regard to ergot, which I mentioned, we
have an extract which we can depend upon.
I will not mention the name of the manu-
facturer, lest my hon. friend from Montreal
should endeavor to get him to settle in
that city with the other patent medicine
manufacturers.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-Since the
hon. gentleman addressed the remarks,
which he bas done so clearly and ably to
the House, I hope that the leader of the
Governmnent in this Chamber will not be
satisfied by merely replying that he bas no
objection to the address. The subject is
one of the utmost importance at the
present moment in this country. There
is not a law on the statute book which is
more essential for protecting the public
health than the Adulteration Act, not only
as regards drugs, of which the bon. gen-
tleman bas spoken, and which he so
thoroughly understands, but also as regards
articles of food generally, and wines. It
is acknowledged that in the general haste
to make money amongst men engaged in
trade, a number of articles of daily food
are adulterated, and that the public health
suffers thereby. In first class stores, in
our cities, generally proper wares are sold
but in the second class stores, from where
the poorer people purchase their daily
supplies of food, it is otherwise. Take
many articles, tea, coffee, milk, etc., and
high prices are asked and obtained for
them. No doubt the deleterious effects
of adulterated food are not always observ-
able, but they must affect the public health
generally. While there is an excellent
law upon the statute book I thipk the
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Government of the day ought to see that brought to the notice of the Mifister
more analysts are appointed and that they who has charge of the Inland Revenue
discharge their duties faithfully. The Department, and will see whether
House and the country are deeply indebt- steps cannot be taken to procure at an
ed to the hon. gentleman who has brought early day a proper analysis of drugs, as I
this matter up, ànd for the clear manner quite recognise the importance of its being
in which he bas called the attention of done. I did not suppose that the hon.
this House to a most serious evil. gentleman from Lavalliere was going into a

discussion on the point, and I was merelY
Ho.. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The prepared to accede to the address If

Act which bas made it the duty of the had known h2 was going into this discUS
Government to institute these analyses of sion I would have ascertained what had
food and drugs was passed in 1874 during been done in the direction indicated. MY
the time of the late Administration. When impression is that nothing has been done,
the present Government came into power although so far as the analysis of food and
in 1878 we found that nothing had been drinks is concerned the Act is fairly en-
done under that statute at all, but we took forced in the older provinces. I hope the
early steps to put the Act into operation, representations that 1 may make in
and a good many persons were appointed sequence of the remarks that have fallen
under it to analyze food and drinks in from ny hon. friends opposite will ndUce
various parts of the Dominion, and I think the Government to see that steps are
that that is now pretty well accomplished taken to have drugs analyzed as food end
in all the older Provinces. There is noth- beverages are now. That may invo1ve
ing of that kind done so far in Manitoba, some necessary expense, but I quite agre
but I think there is in British Columbia that the expense would be well iricurre
though I am not very sure of that. I do for the important purpose my hon. friend
lot tsink anytting bas been done astto bas pointed out.

the analysing ot drugs. I quite recognize
that it is as important, or even more
important than the analyizing of food
and drinks; but it requires a good deal of
time to get an Act of this kind put into
operation all over an extensive country.
Persons who can analyze drugs satisfac-
torily must be taken from a different class
to the professional class, and are not the
same persons who would come under the
other part of the Statute as to the analyz-
ing of food and drinks. I quite recognize
the importance of the subject, and also the
annoyance at the dilemma in which my
hon. friend from Lavallier would be placed
if some of his doses should turn out to be
homeopathic. I can fancy that nothing
would be more irritating to him than to be
classed amongst that medical school. The
matter is looked upon by the Government
as a most serious one, and deserving of
great consideration, and the remarks
coming from the hon. gentleman who
spoke first, and the hon. member from
Halifax, will have great weight with the
Government. They are gentlemen stand-
ing high in their profession, and know
the importance of having pure drugs, as
described by the hon. member from
Halifax. I will take care that the remarks
which have been made to-day are

HON, MR. ALEXANDER.

HON. MR. PAQUET.-The hon. Mi"'
ister of Justice has said that nothing was
done under the Act of 1874, until 1878'
I think if he will consult the reports which
have been submitted to Parliament fr0r
time to time he will find that he is
error. The reports of 1876. 1877 and
1878 show that analyses were made under
the Act.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELIL-I t IS
possible that I was mistaken.

HON. MR. PAQUET.-In comparing
these returns I find that for two or three
years after the Act was passed there was a
diminution in the percentage of adulter-
ation, but from 1877 there has been a
gradual increase : that is to say, instea
of our position in this respect having been
improved it is worse than it was before
the Act was passed. I attribute this to the
fact that no steps have been taken for the
punishment ofoffenders, as the Governtient
are empoweredto do undertheActof 1874-
The threat was continually made but never
carried out, and people got the impression
that they could adulterate articles of foo
with impunity. The Minister of Justice
says that probably the inspection of drug5

will cause an inceased charge on the
revenue. That may be, but in the

and .Drugs ýAct.
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interests of the public it is necessary. I
thank the hon. gentleman for the spirit in
which he has received my remarks, and I
trust that he will be able to accomplish
sOnething in the direction I have indicat-
ed. With reference to the remarks made
by the hon. Senator from Woodstock as to
the quality of articles of food purchased
In second class groceries, I may mention
that in the city of Montreal, of 18 samples
Of coffee analyzed, not one was found to
be good, In Toronto of 18 samples of
coffee analyzed only three were found to
be good. I think this evidence is suf-
ficient to show the necessity of enforcing
the Act more rigidly than has yet been
done. I hope the Government will not be
Wanting in their duty in this matter, and
that the report of next year will show a
diminution in the percentage of the
adulteration of food.

HON. MR. POWER.-There is no
.dOubt that the hon. gentleman who has
Just sat down is right in saying that the
Act was carried into operation by the
Preceding Government. I know the
analyst at Halifax was appointed long
before the change of Government, and
tnade his reports. I think the point
inade by the hon. gentleman who has
Just addressed the House, deserves the
careful consideration of the Government.
lie pointed out that at first when those
analyses were made, the people whose
goods were taken were under the impres
s1On that the law would be enforced
against thein, and that they would be
prosecuted, so that the tendency during
the first few years was to make grocers
Inore careful as to what they sold ; but
having found after the lapse of years that
10 prosecutions were undertaken, and

seeing that they could adulterate food
With impunity, they do it now as the
statistics quoted by the hon. gentleman
from Lavallière show, to a greater extent
than they did five or six years ago. I
think that as this statute is one which is
altogether in the interest of the public,the Government ought to see that it is
enforced.

The motion was agreed to.
ADULTERATION OF DRUGS.

INQUIRY.
1-ON. MR. PAQUET rose to enquire
e'by the Govern ment has not hitherto order-
Inspection of the various articles of food,

and mineral and vegetable substanccs used as
drugs in conformity with the Act of 1874, and
whether the Government intends to notity its
Analysts to analyze from tiie to tinie the
drugs soli in the principal cities of the Dom-
inion, and to report thereon ?

He said : As the Minister of Justice
has already furnished the information to
which this question points, I ask permis-
sion to withdraw it. If the Government
have given such orders I hope the Minis-
ter will transmit a copy of them to the
Senate

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I will
take care that that is done.

The question was withdrawn.

CHIGNECTO MARINE TRANS-
PORT RAILWAY COMPANY'S

BILL.

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

HON. MR. VIDAL from the Committee
on Railways, Telegraphs and Harbors,
reported Bill (51), " An Act to amend the
Act to incorporate the Chignecto Marine
Transport Railway Company, (Limited),"
with amendments.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD moved concur-
rence in the amendments.

The motion was agreed to, and the third
reading of the Bill was fixed for to-morrow.

QUEBEC AND JAMES' BAY RAIL-
WAY COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. VIDAL from the Committee
on Railways, Telegraphs, and Harbors,
reported Bill (54), " An Act to incorporate
the Quebec and James' Bay Railway Com-
pany," with amendments.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE moved that
the amendments be concurred in.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was then read the third time and passed.
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EVIDENCE IN CRIMINAL CASES
BEFORE FOREIGN TRIBU-

NALS BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the second reading of Bill (P) "An Act
to make provision for the the taking of
evidence in relation to Criminal matters
pending in Courts of Justice in any other
of Her Majesty's Dominions or before
Foreign Tribunals."

He said: In 1856 there was passed
in England an Act to enable evidence in
civil and commercial cases to be taken
abroad. In the Extradition Act of the
Imperial Parliament that provision was
extended and made to relate to evidence
in criminal matters as well. By the 24 th
section of the Imperial statute on extra-
dition the testimony of any witness may
be obtained in any criminal matter in like
manner as it may be obtained in relation
to any civil matter. And it is provided
that all the provisions of that Act shall be
construed as if the term " civil matter "
included a criminal matter, and the term
" cause " included proceedings against
the criminal. That was the provision
in the Imperial Extradition Act.
With reference to the obtaining of evidence
in Her Majesty's dominions in criminal
matters they followed the original Act
which related only to civil matters and
criminal proceedings. That extradition
Act of the Imperial Parliament is no
longer in force in this country, because
this Parliament passed an extradition Act
which caused the Home Government to
withdraw the Imperial Act from this
country, and allowed ours to go into
operation. But in ours there is no pro-
vision for taking evidence in criminal
matters, and attention has been called to
the fact by a dispatch from the Colonial
Office, containing a request that a provis.
ion of this kind be made. How the
omission occurred in our Act I am not
aware, but it certainly is an omission which
this Bill proposes to supply, and to enact
hereafter that evidence in criminal matters
may be taken, as was done before, under
a provision of this Imperial Act for the
taking of evidence in civil cases.

HON. MR. POWER-I would call the
attention of the Minister of Justice to the

AT t.] Ca8e8, etc., Èill.

concluding proviso in this Bill and sug-
gest that at the present time it might be
desirable to make some modification in it.
Every hon. gentleman will remember the
time that an attempt was made to assassIn-
rte the Emperor Napoleon III., by Orsni.
It was found under the English law that
this man could not be punished because
his crime was supposed to be of a politi-
cal character. Since that time secret so-
cieties and societies which, while they may
be technically political, are really hostile to
civil society of every kind, have become
very numerous and very potent factors
in the criminal world. If the Minister of
Justice could so amend this section when
the Bill is in Comriittee, as to provide
that it shall not throw any protection
around Nihilists or men like the dynami-
'ters who are now so prominently before the
public, he will be altering the law in the
right direction. Of course if a criroinal
offence is really of a political character I
presume that the fugitive ought to be pro-
tected ; but if the crime is of the kind I
have endeavored to indicate there should
be no protectton afforded the offender.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL--No,
there should be no protection thrown over
him, but it would rest with the Judge be-
fore whom the question came up, to say
whether the offence was of a political
character or not, and certainly the tend-
ency now would be to pronounce rnany
things non-political which, perhaps, at one
time were considered political. I quite
realize the value of the suggestion, but I
hardly think I would like to change the
Bill, the language being that which wffas
used in the Imperial legislation, and beilg
that which the Imperial Government now
desire should be repeated by us. Atten-
tion is drawn in the dispatch to the very
clause, and we are asked to make the pro-
vision. I think there is safety in the point
I have mentioned, that the matter would
go before the Judge, who would be able
to say what was a crime of a political
character and what was not. Whatever
may have been the case in the past. I
apprehend that any Judge in Great Britain
now, or in any of the colonies, would iot
pronounce many things as pohitical which
20 or 30 years ago were held to be of that
character. My hon. friend, no doubt, has
seen Sir Vernon Harcourt's speech in the
Imperial Parliament in which he refers to
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the mascaline character of the law, going
beyond the letter and carrying out the
spirit. I should be reluctant to change the
Act for the reasons mentioned.

HON. MR. WARK.-Would it not be
well if the terms of the Imperial Act were
cited ? Everyone may not have access
to them..

HON. Sik ALEX. CAMPBELL-That
light be, but the Act would only have to

be enforced by lawyers in courts where
the facilities for referring to Imperial Acts
are very good. If the suggestion which
the hon. member from New Brunswick
has made was carried òut it would simply
be placing the Act referred to in the ap-
Pendix, but I think the statutes are very
easily obtained, and they are constantly in
the hands of those persons who are
Obliged to administer the law, so I hardly
think it is necessary.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time.

UIGH COURT OF JUSTICE FOR
ONTARIO BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the second reading of Bill (Q) " An Act
respecting the High Court of Justice for
Ontario."

He said : Some doubt has arisen as to
the Provisions in regard to the various
matters mentioned in this Bill which has
been ènacted by the Legislature of Ontario,
ard the Government of that Province
have asked me to introduce this measure
for the purpose of removing any possible
doubts that may exist with regard to them.
The Attorney General of the Province
says that he himself is free from the doubts
Which I have mentioned, but says that
they have been entertained by some
learned judges on the bench. I have not
Studied the various provisions of the Bill
"Yself but will do so before it goes to
the Comittee of the whole.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
Was read the second time.

COUNTY COURT JUDGES
ONTARIO BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the second reading of Bill (R) " An Act
respecting County Court Judges in the
Province of Ontario. "

He said: This is a Bill that comes into
my hands in the same way as the last one,
from the Government of Ontario, with the
suggestion that doubts have been felt as
to the power of the Legislature of Ontario
to make these provisions requiring the
Judge of any county to do duty in any
other county besides that for which he has
his commission, and enabling a retired
County Court Judge to act, and giving
jurisdiction. Some doubt may very likely
exist as to the source from which this
power should be derived. The judges
are appointed by commission from His
Excellency the Governor General, and
the Commission of the County Court
Judge for Frontenac, say, is only for that
county. In Ontario they have found it
very convenient to authorize a judge to go
into another county, but as the commission
comes frorm the Governor General they
doubt their power to do duty in another
county, and therefore the Local Govern-
nient ask us to join them in legisltaion
for the purpose of making that legal.
I do not express any opinion about the
matter myself, but I should think with
the author of this Bill that some ad-
ditional legislation on the part of this
Parliament is necessary. At all events,
it comes from the Attorney General of
Ontario with the request that I would
present it to Parliament.

HON. MR. MILLER.-I have looked
at the Bill and I think it is very desirable
that the change should be made if we
have the power to make it. My only
doubt was as to the power of this Parlia-
ment to pass such a law. The Bill, it
appears to me, relates to the constitution
of the courts, and therefore would be
within the jurisdiction of the Provincial
Legislaiure. I certainly think the change
would be a desirable one as applied to
Nova Scotia if it could be made. In fact,
I think it would be very desirable if all
the inferior court judges were made to
move about occasionally from their own

County Court Judges [MAàY 1, 1883.]
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circuits. They get into a certain groove
in their respective districts, and certain
feelings perhaps arise against them and
create objections to the exercise of their
powers, and it is considered a very
unfortunate feature in the constitution of
these courts that the judges are not able
to move about from circuit to circuit.
Of course a Bill coming here from the
Attorney General of Ontario, who is a
high authority, »deserves serious conside-
ration. I have not looked sufficiently
into the matter to satisfy me that we have
not the power to deal with the subject,
but if we had the power, I think it is
desirable that it should be extended to
other parts of the Dominion.

HON. MR. SCOTT.-The Bill has
been in practical operation so far as
Ontario is concerned. I notice that in
the first clause there is an apparent
ambiguity.

It provides that

"lit shall be the duty of every County
Court Judge of the Province of Ontario to
hold any ofthe Courts in any County in the
Province, or to perforn any other dnty of a
County Court Judge in any such County,
upon being req uired so to do'by an order of
the Governor General made at the request of
the Lieutenant Governor; or without any
such order, the Judge of any County Court
may, if he sees fit, performn anyjudicial duties
in any County in the Province on being
reqnested to do so by the County Court Judge
to whon the duty for any reason belongs."

A County Court Judge is frequently
called upon to discharge the duties of a
higher bench, and judges of the High
Court of Justice can depute judges of the
County Court to act for them. During
the assizes held in this city last week the
duty was discharged by a judge of the
County Court.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
think this must mean County Court
Judges ; I know the provisions of the
Bill have been in operation for some years
in Ontario, but these doubts have arisen,
I understand from the Attorney General
of Ontario, and therefore he wishes
legislation.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bil]
was read the second time.

FRAUD IN CONTRACTS PREVEN'
TION BILL.

AMENDMENTS CONCURRED IN.

HON. MR. SCOTT moved that the
House resolve itself into a Committee of
the whole for the further consideration of
Bill (5), " An Act for the better prevention
of fraud in relation to contracts involving
the expenditure of public moneys."

HON. MR. MACMASTER from the
Committee reported the Bill with several
amendments which were concurred in,
and the third reading was ordered for to-
morrow. .

CRI i )IT VA LLEY RAILWAY COM-
PANY'S BILL.

.\MENDMENTS CONCURRED IN.

HON. MR. ALLAN moved that the
amendments proposed by the Committee
on Railways. Telegraphs and Harbors to
Bill (5o) "An Act to amend an Act re-
specting the Credit Valley Railway Col-
pany," be concurred in.

He said: The arnendments which were
proposed hy the Railway Committee tO
this Bill have been before the House for
some days in the minutes. The first
amendment is to the first clause of the
Bill, and the gist of that amendment is the
giving of power for amalgamation with the
Canadian Pacific Railway; the clause had
to be re-cast, but otherwise it is the sanie
as in the original Bill. The second clause
provides for the failure of the said coin-
panies to agree as to the running powers
and the manner of working the roads, or
as to the tolls, rent, or compensation to
be paid for the same, or upon any other
matter arrising out. of the exercise of the
same ; and provides that " all the pro-
visions of the fifth section of the Act
hereby amended shall apply as if they
had been re-enacted in this Act, and had
been expressly applied to the Amalganated
Company, or to the Canadian Pacific Rail
way Company ; as the case may be." The
fifth section is as follows :

" In case the said companies shall fail tO
agree upon the extent or inanner of vorkilg
the running powers hereby granted, or uPo'
the tolls, rents, or compensations to be pal
for the same, or upon any other matters
arising out of the powers conferred by thi

HON. MR. MILLER,

Compvany's Bill.
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Act, then the sanie shall be settled by three
arbit a ors appointed fron tinie to time, one
to le appoirted by each of the said raihvay
conpanies, and the third by the Chief Justice,
or one of the Judges of the Court of' Appeal
of the Province of Ontario; and in the event
of either of the said companies refuting or
neglecting to appoint such arbitrator for the
space of ten lays after being requested or
flotifiedl so to do by the other comnpany, then
the said Chief Justice or Judge shall appoint
such arbitrator for the company so neglecting
or refusing."

So if they cannot agree, it makes them
subject to the original clauses in the
Credit Valley Railway Company's Act.
The third clause provides that if the Credit
Valley Company ; or the amalgamated
Company, if that cormpany becomes amalga-
nated with the Ontario and Quebec

the Committee have not very much ex-
ceeded their powers ; but no doubt we shall
have an eloquent speech from the hon.
gentleman from Niagar1 against this out-
rage upon our rules and upon all parlia-
nientary procedure.

The motion was agreed to.

HON. MR. ALLAN-The House has
had every opportunity of seeing these
amendments for the last two or three days ;
I would now move that the Bill be read
the third time, and then I propose to
move the amendment of which I have
given notice, and which is upon the
minutes now.

Kailway Company, may lease its line to HON. MR. POWER--Will the hon.
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, gentleman be kind enough to let the third
upon such terms as may be agreed on : reading stand for to-morrow ? I wish to
provided that such lease and the terms propose an additional amendment, similar
thereof are authorized, or approved of by to one which has been introduced into the
two thirds in value of the shareholders oi companion Bill to this in the Hoùse of
the leasing company present or repres- Commons.
ented at a special general meeting thereor
called for the purpose, the notice of which HON MR. ALLAN-With regard to
shall describe such purpose. The last is that, I have only to say : the Bill, as every
a clause which declares that the Credit hon. gentleman knows-and particularly
Valley Railway is to be a work for the those hon. gentlemen on the Railway
general advantage of Canada, and that is Committec-was one which excited a good
Made necessary from the fact that it is deal of discussion there, and there were
likely to be made a through road, by its present, in addition to the representative
amalgamation with the Canadian Paciflc of the Credit Valley Railway, represen-
Railway. I move that the House concur tatives both of the Grand Trunk and
in these amendments. I Northern Railways. The Bill in its pre-

sent shape was agreed to by the
HON. MR. POWER-I should like to representatives of both those com-

hear an expression of opinion from the panies, and when the Bill was
hon. gentleman from Niagara as to this reported by the Committee I under-

ill. I find that the Bill as reported from took that no alteratior4 should be made
the Committee is not the Bill which was in- in it without informing those gentlemen.troduced in the House of Commons ; it The only alteration suggested wasdoes not contain a single one of the one which I submitted to them
clauses which appear in that Bill, and the and which I have already noted and
Object is altogether different. The object which does not affect them at all. I
Of this Bill is chiefly to enable this Credit therefore feel great reluctance in consent-Valley Railway Company to anialgamate ing to any changes or alterations in the
and make arrangements with the Canadian Bill, other than those of which I havePacific Railway; but the Canadian Pacific given notice. I do not think it is quite
Railway was not mentioned in the original fair of the hon. gentleman to ask me to

ill at all, and it is not mentioned in the p)stpone the third reading, because, as IPetition presented in conne ction with the have heard stated by one of the leading
.ill. Not only is this not the Bill that was members of the other House, it is probableintroduced in the House of Commons, but that the Railway Committee there will notit is not the Bill that was read the second meet more than once again, and if the
time here-it is a totally new Bill which Bill meets with any delay now, be'forethe Committee have reported. I feel that going down there, it might cause the loss

CompnyBill 3T1
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of the measure altogether. Under these 1
circu instances, and particularly after havlng
postponed the Bill at that hon. gentleman's
request yesterday in order to allow that
very rapid telegraph Bill of his to go
through, I do not think it is right to ask
that the measure should be postponed
any longer.

HON. MR. FERRIER-After giving a
good deal of attention to the Bill I am
unable to cornprehend the amendments
as rny hon. friend bas proposed them to-
day. I really think the Bill should be
printed.

IION. MR. ALLAN-Which amend-
ments ?

HON. MR. FERRIER--The anend-
ments which were read just now.
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ought to see the amendments in print
before we dispose of them. There can
be no harm done by suspending the
third reading for another day, and
my hon. friend from Halifax, also wishes
to introduce another amendment. We
should not therefore, simply because of
a delay of 24 honrs, consent to have such
a Bill as this hurried through.

HoN. MR. POWER-I do not wish to
do anything to imperil the passing of this
Bill, but at the samne time I think the hon.
gentleman should remember that we do
not represent-at least I trust we do not

-either the Grand Trunk or the Canadian
Pacific or the Credit Vallev Railway
Company. This House is supposed to
represent the public, and it is in the pub-
lic interest that, if at some future .day the
Grand Trunk and Canadian Pacific roads

HON. MR. ALLAN- -The amendments should enter into a combination, these

hich we are now considering are th roads, which have been subsidized largely

iich were agreed to in the Committee in and built largely by the mîoneys contrib-
nuted by the people of this country should

e hon. gentlemans own presence, and be saved from the control of such a coi-
ey were thoroughly discussed there be- bination. I have understood that the
re being agreed to. gentlemen in the House of Commons

HON. MR. FERRIER-Are these who represented the Canadian Pacific

iendments the sarne? Railway made no objection to the clause
being inserted in their own Act : and as

HON. MR. ALLAN-Precisely. this Bill is one corresponding to that, I
think that the same provision should be

HON MR FERIR-Tat s watinserted in this Act. It is only a reasonlHON. MR. FERRIER-That is what,
am in difficulty about, but if my hon. able provision, and it cannot very well be
iend says they are the same as agreed to casete i bas corne from ose;

the Committee, I am :satisfied ;I be- cueteBl a oefo htHue
tbe ommtte, Iarn atifie; Ibe-therefore I think this is the right place to

eve there is one more than I understood do it. If the hon. gentleran will accePt
ere was then. it immediately, it will fot delay his Bill at

HoN. MR. ALLAN-If the hon. gentle- ah], but even if it stands until to-morrow
an will excuse me, I think he is a little there are other bills going down to the
>nfused about the matter. Tbe amend House of Commons then, and it can go

owitb then.
ments are precisely the saine, word for
word, as were agreed to in the Committee.
The amendment of which I have given
notice is one which was submitted to the
solicitors of the Northern Railway Coin
pany, and which was, I believe, also
submitted to Mr. Bell, and no objection
was made to it.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER.-The
question is not as to whether the friends
of the hon. gentleman from Montreal con-
sented or not, it is a most important Bill
of amalgamation, and I think the House

HON. M. ALLAN.

HON. MR. ALLAN-I do not think
there is any objection to including that
clause which is proposed by the hon. gen-
theinan from Halifax, and I am willing tO
accept it.

HON. MR. FERRIER-Is the Bill tO
be printed again before it is read the third
tine ?

HON. MR. SCOTT-It is printed io
the other House.

Company'# Bill.
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HON. MR. VIDAL-This Bill, as has
already been announced to us, is comple-
tely changed, so that we have now in our
possession a new Bill. Of course we can
see what the minutes contain, but I think
we should have the Bill before us in its
perfect shape, in order to form a judg-
ment upon it before the third reading;
that is all the hon. gentleman from Mon-
treal asks.

HON. MR. PLUMB-My hon. friend
from Halifax was inclined to be a little
facetious just now, but if he could only
remember a few days ago he might recol-
lect that I objected most strongly to a bill
which was brought in in a changed form
from the original bill ; and he may know
that perhaps I took much more decided
ground in regard to that, than he did
hirmself. I am surprised now that he
wishes for delay in this Bill, and if one
may allude to recent events, I would say
that he was very anxious indeed the other
day to hurry through a bill. He did not
then wish to have any delay made, on the
grounds that it might endanger the bill.
For myself I think the House should be
Put in possession of the important changes
that have been made in this Bill, and I do
not think that it will hazard its passage
even should it be laid over until we can
get it into our hands and see exactly what
it is. These are very important matters,
and we are legislating in regard to three
great railway corporations. I think it is
due to the country therefore, and to our-
selves, that those gentlemen, if they
want legislation, should take time enough
and allow us time enough to know what
we are doing. As one member of this
Flouse I intend, if possible, to see what
3ills we are passing, and I do not think it

is desirable that any measures should bc
forced upon this House with undue haste.
It can make no difference, I think, for we
have been very prompt in dealing with all
these bills, so far as I have seen ; indeed
I have been surprised at the promptness
with which the committees disposed of
the various bills referred to them, and
kept abreast with the business of the other
HT ouse. It is a very small matter to ask
that we should see exactly what we have
before us, when such important changes
have been made as is the case in this Bill.
It is not our fault that the changes have
been made-we have not made them,

but the companies themselves ; and while
I for one am very anxious to facilitate any
arrangement between these great com-
panies which would be in the interest of
the public, and of the companies them-
selves, I do not think that they ought to
ask us to go out of our way and hurry us
in legislation upon what we do not
thoroughly and perfectly understand. I
certainly object to any haste being taken.

HON. MR. ALLAN.-I would beg to
move that the third reading of the Bill,
as amended, be fixed for to-morrow.

The motion was agreed to.

HON. MR. POWER.-I beg to give
notice that I shall move -to insert a clause
similar to the 5 th clause in the Bill res-
pecting the Canadian Pacific Railway Com-
pany.

GENERAL INSPECTION
AMENDMENT BILL.

ACT

SECOND READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the second reading of Bill (104) " An
Act further to amend the general inspec-
tion Act. 1874. "

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

NORTH WESTERN BANK BILL.

COMMONS AMENDMENTS AGREED TO.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD moved concur-
rence in the amendments by the House
of Commons to Bill (F) " An Act to
amend the Act to incorporate the North-
Western Bank."

He said :-I was not in charge of the
Bill, but I moved that the amendments
be taken into cônsideration to-day in
order to further the measure, and, in the
absence of some hon. gentleman who un-
derstands thern, I really am not in a posi-
tion to say whether these amendments
ought to be concurred in or not. I
thought the hon. gentleman from Toron
to was in charge of it.

HON. MR. ALLAN-I think the Bill
should be printed before we deal with it.
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I was not in charge of the measure, and
when it came up in the first place I mere-
ly moved the second reading as a matter
of courtesy, and I then inforned the hon.
gentleman who spoke to me about the
Bill that I should not take charge of it.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD-The Bill is
printed ; these are amendments made by
the House of Commons.

HON. MR. ALLAN-Printed in our
minutes, but that is not sufficient.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD-So far as I
understand it, these amendments have
been made by the House of Commons to
the Bill as sent down by the Senate. My
impression is tha' the amendments are a
rëenactment of certain provisions of the
original Bill. I have no objection to
moving that the amendments be con-
curred in.

HON. MR. REESOR-Does the hon.
gentleman mean to say that it is a rëenact-
ment of all the clauses in the original Bill ?

HON. MR. BOTSFORD-No, only
certain clauses.

HON. MR. MILLER-As I under-
stand it, these are amendments to a Bill
sent down by this House to the House of
Commons. The Bill originated in the
House of Commons, came up here, passed
this House, has gone down and has been
amended in that House.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD--The anend-
ments were made to a Bill which was sent
down by the Senate, amended by the
House of Commons and sent back.

HON. MR. MILLER-It would be bet-
ter to have the Bill printed, we are gener-
ally in the dark with regard to the measure ;
in the meantime we might have the amend-
ments incorporated in the Bill.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD-The amend-
ments are here, as sent up by the House
of Commons; they are printed in our
minutes, and they need not be re-printed
before concurrence.

HON. MR. POWER--The amendments
are set out just as élearly in our minutes

as they can be if the Bill is re-printed. I
do not see therefore why we should delay
the Bill or go to the expense of having it
re-printed.

HON. MR. PLUMB.-Well, here we
read that the third and 6th sections of
the Act are repealed; I would like to
know what the third and 6th sections
are ?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.-I
do not know of any case where a Bill
has been printed as amended by the
House of Commons ; I think the general
way of doing that is to have the amend-
ments read by the Speaker and then put
on the minutes of the House. It seems
to me it would be proper for the Bill to
be printed as amended and then for the
amendments to come up for third reading.

HON. MR. SCOTT-You would lose
control of the Bill if you did that.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD-If these
amendments are not concurred in, as a
matter of course the Bill will be lost.

THE SPEAKER-This is a Bill which
originated in this House, was sent down
to the House of Commons and there
amended ; the amendments made by the
House of Commons to the Senate Bill are
now to be taken into consideration.

HON. MR. ALLAN.-I believe the
amendments to the Bill are simply these ;
the Bill as it went down to the House of
Commons amended the Act formerly in-
corporating that Bank by changing the
name of the Bank, and, I think, its place
of business. The House of Commons
have in addition to adopting those amend-
ments incorporated certain portions of the
original Act.

The amendments were agreed to.

CUSTOMS ACTS CONSOL[DATION
BILL.

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE

The House went into committee on
hill (34) " An Act to amend and consoli-

date the Acts respectings the customs."

HON. MR. ALLAN.
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HON. MR. VIDAL from the com-
Mittee reported the Bill with two
amendments.

The amendments were concurred in
and the Bill was ordered for third reading
tO-morrow.

The Senate adjourned at 5.45 p.m.

THE SF3NATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, May 2nd, 1883.

CHIGNECTO MARINE TRANS-
PORT RAILWAY COMPANY'S

BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD moved the
third reading of Bill (51), "An Act to
amend the Act to incorporate the Chigne-
cto Marin Transport Railway Company.
(Limited)."

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.

FRAUD IN CONTRACTS PREVEN-
The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three TION BILL.
m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

STEAMSHIP SERv-ICE WITH
FRANCE.

INQUIRV.

HON. MR. PELLETIER iiquired:--
Whether the Government has pronised a

ubidy to the Société Postale de l'Atlantique,
for a nonthly Steanship Service between
Wavre and Montreal ? What is the anoint
Of the said subsidv ? Of what tonnage andOl wlat s eed are these steamnships to be, andi

rhen i '4h e service to comence? Are tiese
15teanisîiips to stop at Halîix as a terminal
Port during the wînter season, or will theyhave the privilege of going ou to Boston or
,,"y other port in the U nîited States?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-In
answer to my hon. friends question I beg
to say that a negotiation has been going
On uipon the subject, and a tentative pro-
Position has been made and considered,
but that nothing has been determined, and
the gentleman who has been acting for
this line of steamships, the Brazilian Con-
Sunl General at Montreal, has gone to

rance with this tentative proposition,
and I think it would not be desirable to
niention it at this time. Nothing has
been agreed upon. There has been
Tlmerely a desire on the part of the Gov-

ernment to obtain the service and an ex-
pression of willingness on the part of the
gentlemen represented by Mr. Bentley to
engage in the enterprise if they find the
terns are such as would enable them to
surtain it. In that stage of the matter I
think it would not be advisable to give
aniy further information.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR PELLETIER, in the absence
of Mr. Scott, moved the third reading of
Bill (5), " An Act for the better prevention
of fraud in relation to contracts involving
the expenditure of public moneys."

HoN. MR. ALEXANDER moved in
amendment, that the Bill be again com-
mitteed to a Committee of the Whole
House, to add the following clause as
clause 4:

Whosoever, loi 'the purpose of assistini
in aipy election to tue Parliaient of Canada,
whî le perlorining any contract f*or thec con-
struction of public works, or awaiting pav-
ment in respect of any such contract, subscri-
bes, furnishes, gives, or promises to give, or
furnish any sum of ioney, or consideration
whatsoever, either directly or indirectly, by
himself or by the agency of another person on
his beh alt, to any person whatsoever, is guilty
of a nusdemeanor,anl shal 1 on con viction there
of be liable, at the discretion of the court, to
a penalty ot not less than five hundred dollars
-and in default of paymîent of the penalty so
inîcurred, tie offenler shall be inprisonedl for
a terni not exceeding six nonths, unîless such
1 enalty bie sooner paid."

He said : I do not see the hon. gentle-
man in his place who has charge of the
Bill, or I should have made an apology to
him for venturing to suggest that this
clause be inserted. With regard to the
amendment, its purpose is to prevent
parties who undertake contracts for the

i construction of public works, from contri-
buting money in connection with election
contests. I would not have ventured to
propose the introduction of the clause as
it stood at first. I have limited it to con-
tractors simply who are employed in
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constructing public works, and I have
further thought it wise to reduce the
penalty fron $1ooo to $500, without
inprisonment, because I think that the
penalty imposed by the Bill as it was first
introduced in the House of Commons
was a very severe one, and would pro-
bably be objected to by both chambers.
I am informed, and am led to expect,
that objections will be raised to my asking
the House to consider the introduction of
this clause because it was eliminated from
the Bill in another quarter, and it would
appear unseemly for a Chamber which is
not elective, legislating, or interfering
with, or urging another Chamber to adopt
any clause affecting their own elections.
With regard to the charge or presumption
which might be brought against this
House, I take a higher standpoint. It is
very truc that we are not elected by the
people, while members of the other
Chamber are, but I take the higher ground,
that while they are responsible we are not
less so in endeavoring to secure by all the
influence we possess as members of both
Houses, the free and unbiased exercise of
the franchise and the purity of elections.

Another objection has been raised that
if this Senate agreed to insert this clause,
it would be of little utility to do so, be-
cause we could scarcely hope that the
other Chamber would receive the Bill as
so amended. I am not quite so certain
that that would be the result. I hope for
better things of the House of Commons,
and my reason for that opinion is, that
there is no subject which has occupied the
attention of the public to such an extent
as that of the purity of elections. There is
no question which has invoked sd much
legislation for so many years, not only in
the Parliament of Canada, but also in the
Parliament of Great Britain; and the
clause, as I now propose to introduce it,
appears so reasonable that I should think
both parties (I do not at all address the
House on one side or the other), would
have an equally powerful interest in adopt-
ing it. as furthering the great object
of having elections fairly and properly con-
ducted. No one in this Chamber or the
other will deny that the evil for which this
remedy is proposed has been a common
one. I believe I am not trespassing on
the rules of propriety if I relate my
experience as a member of the Legislative
Council in 1862, when a gentleman of

high position was brought before a con-
mittee of the House of which I was a
member; when we cross-examined that
gentleman as to what amount he had
given towards the elections and asked,
"Did you give $500 towards the election?"
he did not reply. He was then asked,
" Will you declare that you did not give
$1ooo, towards that election ?" He hesi-
tated, and said, " I am not prepared tO
make that declaration. I did not give
anything to the election, but I gave it tO
the poor." It was a very natural answer
to corne from the hon. gentleman, and
the committee did not press him further.
It is a well known fact that there are a
great many men seeking for contracts in
connection with public works who are
quite prepared to give largely either on
one side or the other in an election con-
test, hoping to realize enough to secure
their profits out of the contracts, and tO
contribute to the success of the one partY
or the other, as the case may be.

The Bill as it is presented to us by the
House of Commons is, as an hon. gentle-
man has said, emasculated. The principal
feature of it, the fourth clause, was elirni
nated in the other Chamber, and it is a
matter of very little importance whether
it passes in its present shape or not. I
appeal to the Conservative party, who have
such an overwhelming majority in Parlia-
ment and in the country, to adopt this
clause were it only to show that they do
not desire to hold power by unworthy
means. I am sure that I echo the senti-
ments of every member of this House
when I say that I do not believe in
securing party victories by such means.
No public man can go before the people
and attempt to justify carrying an elec-
tion thus. The United States passed
through a period when many of the
records of Congress were so discredi-
table at to affect their national
honor; but they seem now, by giant
strides, to be rising to a foremost place
amongst the nations of the earth. A
higher tone prevails amongst their public
men. We seldom sec anything emanat-
ing frorn either house of Congress calcu-
lated to irritate the nations of Europe, as
was the case in former days. If we look at
Great Britain, what do we find ? It is true
that her manufactures, her commerce, and
the great wealth which is centred there

1 will always make her a powerful nation;

HON. Mp. ALEXANDER.
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but her chief distinction is due to the high
Principle which governs her councils, and
the effect of that principle prevailing
arnongst the rulers permeates all classes of
Society. Man is very short-sighted, and
I need scarcely say that no party can con-
tinue long to hold power by improper in-
fluences. We learn from history that a
higher power checks all such influences,
Just as in the case of an individual who
by improper means tries to acquire wealth.
Hle may at any moment be prostrated by
that higher power. So it is with parties
and governments. No government and
no party can possibly add one iota to their
Strength by resorting to improper means
to gain a victory.

It may be urged that even if we should
Pass this amendment here, it would not
carry in the Commons. I hope it will be
accepted in the other House, but if it is
'lot, I appeal to this Chamber whether
there is any legislation we can adopt so
Well calculated to raise this body in the
estimation of the people? That is the
Principle that ought to guide us, and not
considerations as to whether another
Chamber will accept our legislation. Let
*us show the people the utility of a second
Chamber, and that we are here to assist
and approve only of such legislation as
the people of this young and rising
country desires. With these few remarks,
Which I have ventured to address to this
liouse, I beg to move the amendment of
Which I have given notice.

HON. MR. O'DONOHOE-It seems to
rTe that this amendment is going extremely
far. I cannot see what control legislation
-an have over a contractor's money more
than the money of any other man, and if
a contractor desires to contribute legiti-
rnately to an election I do not see how he
can be prevented any more than the
grocer, or the dry goods man ; and why
should hê? If he contributes any of his
toney it is his own; he can do with it
just as he pleases, as a man of any other
trade.can. The laws relative to elections are
now, I think, almost as stringent as they
can be made, and this attempt to single
out any special class will be made in vain.
After a contractor has earned his money
and put it in his pocket it is his to do
With it just as he pleases within the law,and if a candidate for election is in need
of aid to sustain his candidature within

legitimate bounds, why should a contractor
be prevented from assisting him with his
money any more than any other man ?
I see no good reason for this amend-
ment ; I therefore make these few
remarks with a view to recording my
dissent from it and not for the purpose oj
troubling the House, or going into the
matter more generally. It does seem to
me to thus single out contractors any
more than any other tradesmen in the
land is invidious. As to the dealings of
the contractor with the Government, there
you can step in and do just as you think
proper to control the contractors money,
but after it becomes his we have no right
to say how he shall expend it. When we
push legislation to such an extreme that
it cannot be observed it is, to my mind, an
injury rather than a benefit.

HoN. MR. BOTSFOR D-I should like
to ask the hon. gentleman, who has charge
of the Bill, if he accepts this amendment ?

HON. MR. PELLETIER-I was just
going to remark that I saw the amend-
ment for the first time this morning, and
as I see it would restore the Bill to the
position that it was in when it came
before the Commons I could not take any
objection to it if it was accepted by this
House, as it would place it in the shape
in which the promoter in the other House
wished to have it. The other House re-
fused to accept the clause and struck it
out of the Bill ; therefore I think it is
useless for us to accept the amendment
here.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-
Where is the use of our accepting it here
if they have rejected it in the Commons ?

HON. MR. POWER-I regret that the
hon. gentleman from Toronto (Mr.
O'Donohoe) did not speak a little longer
on this subject. We do not hear from
him in this House as often as we should
like to, and we always listen to his re-
marks with pleasure.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-There
are other members of this House who are
not open to that charge.

HON. MR. POWER-It is perfectly
true, as the hon. gentleman says, there are
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other members of this House with whom
that fault cannot be found-I suppose I
am included in the number. I think the
hon. gentleman from Toronto is in error
when he says that a man who has a con-
tract with the Government is in the same
position as a grocer or any other trades-
man-that his money is his own, and he
can do what he pleases with it. If the
principle was to obtain that a man could
do as he pleased with his own money,
there would be practically an end to al]
the provisions which Parliament has
enacted to prevent corrupt practices at
elections. The House can readily under-
stand that a man who has a large contract
with the Government is not at all in the
same position as a man who has no direct
connection with the Government. A
concern like the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company, who have a contract
with the Government in which millions
of dollars are involved, can, if they choose
to spend, say a couple of hundred thrus-
and dollars, materially aid one party
in carrying an election, and it can be
readily understood that in return for that
expenditure on behalf of the candidates
of the party, if that party should succeed
in returning to the Government of the
country, (or if in opposition, in being
placed in power), they would naturally
have a very strong inducement to do things
for the Company who had subscribed so
liberally, which would be inconsistent with
the welfare of the country. I think the
case is perfectly clear, that there is a very
good reason to prevent persons having
contracts, with the Government from giving
subscriptions to election contests, and I
do not think the hon. gentleman from
Toronto has made his point. I had no
intention myself of moving in this mat-
ter, but at the same time I do not regret
that the hon. gentleman from Woodstock
has taken the course he has done. The
hon. gentleman is a supporter of the
Government, and, looking at the question
fron his standpoint, he fears I presume,
that if the Government are allowed to go
on, and if the proper restraints are not
placed upon them, they may continue such
a course as will ultimately lead to their
overthrow. From his point of view that
would be a most lamentable consumma-
tion. On the other hand I feel, as a
member of the Senate, that it is our duty
to try and do what we can to re-establish

HON. MR. POWER.

the character of this House. Within the
last two or three days we have rejected
two bills that came here approved of by
a majority in the other chamber, and
which were intended to improve public
morality; and the rejection of those bills
will naturally create the impression upon
the public mind that the moral tone of the
Senate is not as high as it ought to be. I
think we have a chance now to re-habilitate
ourselves in the good opinion of the coun-
try and show that we are more moral in
this particular than the other branch of
Parliament. The hon. Minister ot Justice
having great consideration for the future
of his own Government, aswell as for the
reputation of this Chamber which he has
so long and ably led, will certainly en-
dorse the motion of the hon. gentleman
from Woodstock.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-If
the hon. gentleman who has charge of the
Bill accepts the amendment I have no ob-
jection, but I cannot see any object in
adopting it when it has been already re-
jected by the other Chamber.

HON. MR. PELLETIER-I have no
objection to accepting the amendment.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-It
kills the Bill in the other House.

HON. MR. POWER-The hon. gentle-
man from Toronto seems to think that it
would be looked upon in the other House
as being an infringement of their rights
and privileges if we undertake to deal with
a Bill which in any way relates to elections.
The object of this Bill is not so much to af-
fect elections, asthe purity of public morals;
and I remember last year that, when a
Bill was before this House which affected
elections to the House of Commons and
nothing else-the Bill to re-distribute seats
in the House of Commons-the hon.
Minister of Justice introduced an amend-
ment to that Bill which had no relevancy
whatever to the meisure itself,. but
which- dealt directly with the elections
of members to the House of Commons
-an amendment which enfranchised
a number of men in Nova Scotia, who
were disqualified from voting under the
existing law. Therefore I do not
think there need be any hesitation on the
part of this House to vote for this amend-
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.elt because of its apparent interference guardians of the purity of their own
wlth the privileges of the House of Com- elections, should be the best judges of

ons. who shall sit in that House. They, con-

"ON. MR. ALMON-I an very much
Please with the hon. senior mem ber from
halifax, because when he has pointed out
the inpropriety of persons having contracts

tF the Government subscribing money
towards elections, perhaps he will extend
that Principle with regard to members of
the Senate interfering in election contests.If the hon. gentleman will take the practice
of the House of Lords as his model, he

i See that they have no business to
interfere, and are not allowed to interfere
with elections. Though it pleases me tohear the hon gentleman's remarks, I am
Sorry to find that money can still be used
tinder the present law as a bribe in elec-

ons. In 1873, when the measure to
provide for voting by ballot was up, I
Would have voted against it, and when it
Was Passed I was told that bribery was
done away with, and I presume that the
Senior member from Halifax voted with
the Libera party it that time ; so I an
orry to hear them say now that voting hy

lot is not a preventive of bribery. If
l contractors with the Governnent are to
e prevented from contributing money

towards elections, and the principle is
carried out to its natural consequence, the
Man who has a contract with the Govern-
'fent for sweeping down the steps in front

the buildings here would not be able to
gîe a dollar towards the elections. I
!hink it would be better to let this Bill pass
nti this case, without adopting the amend-
stent of the hon. gentleman from Wood-
stock.

bIoN. MR. PLUMB-It would appear
hwhat we have heard to-day that some

tiçoll gentlemen who have been a long
tne withdrawn from election .contests,

b some others who, perhaps, have never
been called upon to take part in them,
are not aware that there are stringent
election laws on our Statute Book which
Cover all cases of bribery. It is notnecessary to single out a class ; the law of
b874 Provides that any man who commits

andery shall be guilty of a misdemeanor,
to dshall be liable to imprisonment, and
evidisqualification for seven years. It is
eent that the House of Commons, Who
ry be considered to be the proper

sidering that the safeguards provided
by the election law were sufficient to
prevent or to punish bribery, finding
in this Bill an entirely irrelevant clause,
a clause having nothing to do with the
main object of the measure, (which was
a bill to prevent collusion between some
officer of the Government, perhaps, and
some one who wished to obtain a contract)
it was referred to a select committee, and
that select committee reported to the
House that that clause should bc thrown
out-the clause which it is now sougbt to
have rinstated in the Bill by this motion.
It is quite certain that it was rejected by
a large majority ofthe House of Commons,
and it is equally certain that it will b
rejected by them again if we pass it heree
The Lower House, in a case of this kind,.
should be considered quite competent to
deal with their own affairs. No doubt we
have the right to interfere, but when we
do interfere I hope it will be for some
purpose, and not with the knowledge that
our interference will be rejected. This
Bill is not a new one, it was
introduced in the Commons last year,
when it was thoroughly discussed and
perfectly understood, and finally left over
until this session. After the rejection of
this clause by the other House it does
seem to me to be a needless waste of time
either to discuss it and its probable effect,
or to suppose by passing it and sending
it back the House will accept it. This
ad captandum vu/gus 'talk -about the
weight of one branch of the legislature or
the weight of another is entirely beside
the question. As to the purity of elections
in the United States, referred to by the
hon. gentleman, in the State Legislatures
the members cannot be unseated, no
matter what machinery there may be for
punishing frauds at elections. The elec-
tions take place in the month of Novem-
ber in most of the States, the members
elect meet in December, and they are free
from their duties about the first of May
and no Courts can be brought to bear
upon them.

I can tell the hon. gentleman from
Woodstock that there is as much bribery
there as there is in any part of the world.
In elections for Congress, where members
are elected for two years, the same thing
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occurs. There is not now and there
never was any secret ballot in the United
States. The ballots are marked, and
every person who sees a voter cast his
vote knows he has marked his ballot for
his party. Such a thing as secrecy is
impossible with the machinery under
which those elections are conducted.
Under our law there are sufficient safe-
guards against the improper expenditure
of money; and no such clause as this,
attached to a Bill that is no part of the
Election Law, should be permitted to go
on the statute book. The Election Law
should be an entirety ; we do not want
occasional patches of legislation of this
sort placed upon the statute book in
reference to a matter that is of the
greatest importance to the people of
Canada. If any such provision as this is
desirable it should be brought in as an
amendment to the Election Law itself.
That is where it properly belongs, and it
should be presented to the House of
Commons. That a contractor or any-
body else should have a right to contri-
bute legitimately to the expense of an
election contest, I do not think anybody
will deny ; that he should contribute
otherwise, everybody knows is against the
law, and he would be punished for it as
the law stands. This amendment is
aimed at a class of men against whom we
have no more right to legislate than
against any other portion of the com-
munity, and I fail to see that the argument
of the senior member for Halifax
should have any special weight when
he appeals to the Conservative mem-
bers of the House to pass such an
amendment as this in order to keep their
party in power. I can assure the hon.
gentleman that there is no necessity for
such legislation as this to sustain or
strengthen the position of the great Con-
servative party in Canada. I think we
stand in a position in which we can com-
pare favorably the purity of our elections
with that of the elections of our
opponents. While I do not wish to
provoke a disscussion on a subject of
this kind, if such a debate should arise I
shall be most happy to take part in it,
but in the meantime I contend that it
would be an entire waste of time, and
probably jeopardize the measure, if it
has any merit in it, to send it back
with that amendment to the Commons.

If my hon. friend had wished to defeat the
proposition which Mr. Casgrain has urgeô
with so much persistency in another place,
he could not have devised any plan which
would more effectually accomplish that
object.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-We have a
very important Bill before us for preven-
tion of fraud in the expenditure of publc
money in contracts, which I approve Of
as it now stands. It has had the approval
of the other branch of Parliament, and I
believe has the approval of the majoritY
of the members of this House. Although
I am not very much opposed to this
amendment, still, as it might have the
effect of imperilling the Bill, fron which
so much benefit is expected, I hope it
will be withdrawn by the hon. gentlelan
from Woodstock. i agree with the hoO-
gentleman from Niagara that this clatuse
would be better incorporated in the
Election Law than in this Bill. As to re-
establishing the character of this House,
as the hon. gentleman from Halifax has
said, I do not think it requires anY
action of this kind to maintain 0 ur
character, because I do not believe
that anything has been done or said
in this branch of the legislature to lessen
it in the estimation of the public. A'
to the unbiased exercise of the fran-
chise and purity of election, we fmust
all feel in the interest of good Govern-
ment that they should prevail, and that
object can be secured under the existing
Election Law. I believe that the con-
tractor who gets his contract froml the
Government and his money, under proper
checks and guards, has a right to do with
it as he pleases, and if he thinks proper
to apply it as other individuals do towards
aiding legitimately an election in which he
has an interest, as a member of a party,
do not see why he should not do so. If he
contributes it to the poor it might be con-
sidered a charitable thing, and we have it
on good authority that " charity covers a
multitude of sins." Then, my bon. friend
from Woodstock says there is a higher
power to check improper influences no
doubt there is, and he might for the pres-
ent leave it to that higher power to check
the improper influences reterred to in bis
amendment.

HoN. MR. ALLAN-I think if we wer
to follow this proposition to its legitilate

HON. MR. PLUMîl.

P,ýrevention Bill.(8EK AT E.]
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Conclusion we ought to enact that contrac-
tors while having contracts under the Gov- h
ernment should not be allowed to vote ; w
It Would be the logical sequence of this b
alllendment. . If the hon. gentleman who
has charge of the Bill accepts the amend-
Ment, I think the responsibility, to a cer- t
tain extent, will rest with him. If he c
thinks it will not defeat the Bill, and the s
"ouse of Commons will accept it, well and t
good. I feel disposed myself to allow the o
amnendment to pass, if the gentleman who t
has charge of the Bill has no objections w
to it.

"ON. MR. PELLETIER-All I can
say is that I saw the hon. member who g
had charge of the Bill in the other House, t
and he said he could not refuse to accept a
the amendment, because it was his inten-
tion in the other House to have it includ-
ed in the Bill, but he is under the impres-
s10t that to amend it at this stage of the t
Session would defeat the measure. I feel
nyself that if the amendment is adopted
t oW it will kili the Bill, and 1 would rather t
that the hon. gentleman from Woodstock
Would not press his motion.

"'ON. MR. ALEXANDER.-I wish to
say a Word in reply to the observations of
the hon. gentleman from Niagara in regard
to the election law. The hon. gentleman
Said that there is a perfect safeguard in
that law in the provision for the punish-
nIent of parties who are guilty of using
Inoney improperly at elections. The hon.
gentleman knows that that punishment is
fr candidates. Then with regard to an-
ther observation of my hon. friend (who,

We ail acknowledge is a great parlia-
!nentarian), that it is very improper to
'ncorporate this amendment in a Bill of this
Sort, and that it ought to be brought in as
an amendment to the election law, I hope
the hon. gentleman, who is a warm ally
Of the leader of the Government will use
his influence with the Ministry to have
ther bring in a Bill of this character next
session

'ÎoN, MR. PLUMB-The hon. gentle-
than is entirely mistaken when he says
that the Election Law imposes a penalty
Oriy on candidates, for bribery ; it provides
for the punishment of any person found
guilty of bribery-a fine of $200 or im-
Prisonment, at the discretion of the Court.

HON MR. ALEXANDER-Can the
on. gentleman name a single instance in
hich a voter has been punished for
ribery since 1874 ?

ION. MR. PLUMB-That has nothing
o do with the Act. The law does not
ompel anybody to proceed against a per-
on for bribery, but the power to do so is
here. The fact that no such cases have
ccurred since the law was enacted, shows
he purity of the elections since the party
ith which I am associated came into
ower.

HoN. MR. PELLETIER-The hon.
entleman from Woodstock must see that
he sense of the House is against his
mendment, and I hope he will withdraw it.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-I have no
lesire to press ihe amendment, against
he wish of the House.

The amendment was withdrawn, and
he Bill was read the third time and
passed.

THE CREDIT VALLEY RAILWAY
COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. ALLAN-Pursuant to the
notice which I gave, I propose to move
that the ,following clause be added to Bill
(50) " An Act to Amend an Act Respect-
ing the Credit Valley Railway Company,"
and that such clause do stand as clause
"E " of that Bill:-

" Provided that nothing herein contained
shall atiect any pending suit or litigation, nor
any contract, covenant or avreement hereto-
fore inade between the said'Credit Valley
Railway Company and any corporation or
individuals, nor any terns or conditions
imposed upon the said Company by chapter
166 ot'the Revised Statutes of Canada."

This is for the purpose of guarding
against any difficulty that might arise from
any agreement that the Credit Valley
Railway Company may enter into with
municipalities; it is to preserve them in
their integrity as they are now that I
propose to add that clause.

The amendment was agreed to, and the
Bill as amended was then read the third
time and passed.

Compa'ny'sq Bill. 381
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CUSTOMS ACTS AMENDMENT County Court Judges in the Province of
AND CONSOLIDATION BILL. Ontario."

THIRD READING. HON. MR. LEONARD, from the Co"'
mittee, reported the Bill without anied'

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved ment and it was then read the third tine
the third reading of Bill (34), " An Act to and passed.
amend and consolidate the Acts respect-
ing the Customns." NEW BRUNSWICK RAILWAY COM

The motion was agreed to, and the PANTIS BILL.
Bill as amended was read the third time
and passed. SECOND READING.

COURTS OF JUSTICE EVIDENCE

rHIRD READIiI'(,.

The House resolved itself into a Com-
rnittee of the Whole on Bll (P), " An
Act to nuke provision for the taking of
evidence in relation to criminal matters
pending in Courts of Justice in any other
of H-er Majesty's Dominions or before
foreign tribunals.

HoN. MR. GIRAR D, fromu the Com-
mittee, reported the Bill without amend-
rment.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the third reading of the Bill.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.

HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE, ON-
TARIO, BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into a Com-
mittee of the Whole on Bill (Q) " An Act
respecting the High Courts of justice for
Ontario."

HoN. MR. READ, from the Committee,
reported the Bill without amendment, and
it was then read the third time and passed.

COUNTY COURT JUDGES IN
ONTARIO BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House went into Committee of the
Whole on Bill (R) " An Act respecting

HON. MR. BOTSFORD moved the
second reading of Bill (37) "An Act
further to amend the Acts relating to the
New Brunswick Railway Company."

He said: This is a Bill sent up by the
House of Commons connected with the
New Brunswick Railway, which had been
incorporated previously by the Local
Legislature of New Brunswick with power
to extend the Railway, I believe, to the
boundary of Quebec. Since it was so In'
corporated, they made an application to
Parliament to get an amendment to theI
Act which authorizedthen to increase their
capital to $3,5oo,ooo. That amount has
been spent, and they contemplate extend
ing the Railway froin the frontier of Nee
Biunswick to Riviere du Loup, and
although power was given by the
amendment which was passed in 188.
by the Parliament of Canada, it 's
necessary for them to increase their
capital, and one of the principa
objects of this Bill now before us is tO ob-
tain power so to increase their capital as
to extend this work to Riviere Du LOUP
Under the provisions of their charter, and
with the assent of the New Brunswick and
Canada Railway Company, which was also
incorporated by the Provinced Of Ne
Brunswick, they have leased that railway,
which is to connect with the New Brunsl
wick Railway at Woodstock, and there are

also branches which connect with the
Siate of Maine, and a railway from St.
John to Maine, and the parties have
entered into a contract, which is set forth
in the Bill at length, by which the Nee
Brunswick and Canada Railway ComPany
have leased their road and privileges to
this New Brunswick Railway Compan
which will enable the latter to have the

whole sy tem complete from Riviererol'
Loup through a certain part of the PrOV

Company's Bill.
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ance of Quebec, and through a portion of The motion was agreed to, and the
New Brunswick. The House will re- Bill was reîd the second time.
collect that the Government have given
Subsidies to certain railways in Ontario, GENERAL INSPECTION ACT
Quebec and Nova Scotia, and this is one AMENDMENT BILLof the lines which were so subsized by the
Government kst year. The Company
received a subsidy from the Dominion THIRD READING.

Parlianent of $3,200 per mile, which
Will eable them, together with the The House resolved itself into Com-
extension of their capital for which 'mittee of the Whole on Bill (104) "An
they now ask, to complete this road Act further to amend the General Inspec-
from Riviere du Loup. It will therefore tion Act, 1874.
be seen that by such extension it will
be a through line of railway, not only for .HO. Mi . NE1LSON, from the Coin-
the Province of Quebec, but also for the mittee, r( )rted the BWl without amend-
Province of New Brunswick, and this com- ment.
pany will be enabled to carry out the oh-
Ject which was contemplated when it oh- fox. Siiz ALEX. CAMPBELLmoved
tamned a lease of the New Brunswick and the third reading of the Bil.
Canada Railway. There is a provision The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
Which confirms the lease, and which is set was read the third time and passed.
forth in the Bill. Some doubt, however,
has arisen as regards the legality of the TRUNK TRAFFIC AR-
lease under the incorporation which these RANGEMENT BIIÀ.
respective companies had under the legis-
lation of New Brunswick, and this Bill
contemplates the legalizing of that con-
tract. There is additional security to th e
Public also in the provision in this Bill o
that the Company now, through the Commons was introduced and read the
Whole extent of its operation, will cone first time.
ufnder the General Railway Act for the Bi1 (113) "An Act to authorize the
Dominion. By the amended Act, which Grand Trunk Railway Company of
Was passed in 1381, the new portion of Canada to extend their trafflc arrange-
the road which it is contemplated to ment wih the North Shore Railway Coin-
extend, was made subject to that General pany for fifty years froin the date thereof
Railway Act, but this Bill will now make
the whole of the railway which was pre- HON. MR. VIDAL roved that it be
Viously constructed under the former referred to the Cominittee on Standing
Act of incorporation, come within the Orders and Private Bis, to be deait with
terms of the General Act. I think there as a petition, no petition for it having
'an be no objection to this Bill. It will been rcported upon.
be referred to the Coinmittee on Railways,
and I have no doubt that it will be found HON. MR. MILLER-I know there is
that its provisions are such as to materially a difference of opinion between the hon.
advance the interests bith of 'Quebec -entlennn from Sarnia and myself, but I
and New Brunswick. Briefiy summarized, certainly think that under the rule, it will
the objects of the Bill are to increase the go as a matter of course.
capital of the company, to consuinmate
the agreement made under the existing HoN. MR. BOTSFORD-Certainly it
charters of the companies named, and to would be the most convenient way to con-
Illake the whole of the road constructed strue it so; there is, however, this didi-
previously, as well as that which has been culty, that it would have to core back
Completed recently, subject to the terms again to the Corninittee.
of the General Railway Act. Under these
circurmstances, I beg to move that the HoN. MR. MILLER-It cores back
Bill beread the second tirne. here again as reported u pon.

Grand Truniik Tr-aËie
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HON. MR. VIDA L--Then, when te
ported upon, the second reading will he
moved.

HON. MR. MILLER-Have we not
had that Bill before us?

HON. MR. VIDAL-This is a Bil
recently introduced in the House of Com-
mons, not founded upon a petition. The
Hon. Mr. Ferrier is in charge of it, but
he is not present and he asked me to
have it referred to the Comnittee on
Standing Orders.

The motion was agreed [o.

BILLS INTRODUCEI):

Bill (i 08), "An Act further to amend
the Act respecting the Harbor of Pictou,
N. S." (Sir Alex. Campbell.)

Bill (1 14), "An Act respecting the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company."
(Mr. Allan.)

Bill (25), "An Act to anend the law
respecting cruelty to anmals." (Mr. Vidal)

Bill (31), "An Act consolidating and
amending the several Acts relating to the
Militia and Defence of the Dominion of
Canada." (Sir Alex. Campbell.)

The Senate adjourned at 5.50 p. m.,
until Friday next.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, May 4th, 1883.

The SPEAKER- took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THIRD READINGS.

The following Bills were read the third
time and passed without debate :

Bill (44) " An Act to incorporate the
Grange Trust " (limited).--(Mr. Allan.)

Bill (64) " An Act to incorporate the
Pacifie and Peace River Railway Com-
pany."-(Mr. Sutherland).

Bill (76) " An Act to amend the Act to
incorporate the Northern, Northwestern
and Sault St. Marie R'y Company and to

change the naine of the said Company tO
the Northern and Pacific Junction R'y
Company."-(Mr. Allan).

Bill (88) "An Act to unite the Wini-
peg and Hudson's Bay Railway and
Steamship Company and the Nelson Val-
ley Railway and Transportation Company
into one corporation under the name Of
'The Winnipeg and Hudson's Bay R'Y
and SteamshipCompany.' "-(Mr. Plumb).

SASKATCHEWAN AND
WESTERN RAILWAY

PANY'S BILL

NORTH-
COM-

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. SUTHERLAND moved
concurrence in the amendments proposed
by the Committee on Railways, Telegraphs
and Harbors to Bill (74) " An Act to in
corporate the Great Western Railway
Company."

HON. MR. POWER-I do not rise for
the purpose of opposing the amendment,
but I wish to call the attention of the
House to the fact, that in this Bill, and in
the two Bills that have just been read the
third tine, the Committee on Railways,
Telegraphs and Harbors have made an
amendment differing in character from
those we have been in the habit of mak-
ing in such bills. The amendment is a
somewhat important one, and one that
may have a good deal of influence on the
future operations of these compames.
Formerly the provision with respect tO
bills and notes in railway company in-
corporation Acts, was of this kind:-

The Company shall have power and
authority to' become party to promissOrY
notes and bills of exchange for sums not less
than one hundered dollars; and any Puch
note or bil made, accepted or endorsed by
the President or Vice-President of the Cou-
pany ais President or Vice-President thereof
and countersigned by the Secretary, and
uinder the authority of the Directors, or of a
standing by-law of the Company shall be
binding on the Company; and and any such
promissory note or bill of exchange m'ad'
accepted or endorsed by the President or
Vice-President and countersigned by the
Secretary, siall be presnued to have been
nade with proper authority until the cOn'
trary be shown; and in no case shal it be
necessary to have the seal of the CompanY
attixed to such promissory note or bhi of ex'
change, nor shall the President or Vice-
President or Secretary be individually re-

Railway Co.'s Bill.
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sPonsible for the sane, unless the said prom-
ISlory note or bill of exchange lias been
ISIned otherwise than as aforesaid : Pro-
"ided however, that nothing iii this section
shall be constriied to atithorize the Comipany
tO issue any note or bidl payable to bearer, or
llterded to be circulated as mloney, or as the
notes or bills of a bank.

That is the form in which the Bill came
to us, and the Committee, in pursuance
of the practice intoduced in this House
some two years ago, struck out the pro-
Vision as to the authority of the directors
and the standing by-law of the Company,
and the Bill went on to say :-

" That any promissory note or bill of ex-
change made. accepted, or endorsed by the
.resident or Vice-President and counter-

signed by the Secretary, shall be presumed
to have been made withi proper authority
Until the contrary be shown.'

The action of the Committee with
respect to these three. Bills which have
JUst been before us, differs from its for-
fier action in this, that the Committee
have struck out the words, "until the
contrary be shown." So that any bill that
is accepted or endorsed by the President
Or Vice-President of the Company and
cuntersigned by the Secretary is pre-
sumied absolutely to have been made by
proper authority. I do not propose to
say whether that is an improvement to
the Bill or not, but I simply say that it is
an amendment of a new character, and
an important one; and as some honorable
gentlemen in the House were not present
at the meeting of the Committee I think
it Well to bring the matter to their notice.

.HON. MR. KAULBACH-It is re-
leving the holder of the bill from having
to prove that the parties had authority to
sign it.

'iON. MR. POWER-It is not that,;
he Was relieved of that already.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-It had to
be proved that it was signed under the
aUthority of a majority of the directors.

.- ON. MR. POWER-The effect is
this ; that if the note is now signed by the
President andVice-President, and counter-
signed by the Secretary, it binds the
COmrpany under any circumstances.
Under the Acts in the form in which we
have passed them heretofore, the onus was

rown on the Company of showing that

any particular note or bill had not been
properly made ; but now we have gone
much further than that, and we say that
the note is conclusively presumed to be
good, no matter what fraud may be shown
on the part of the officer.

HON. MR. MILLER-It does not
apply in case of fraud.

HON. MR. MACFARLANE -The
amendment is in favor of the noteholder.

HON. MR. VIDAL-I think there is
some force in the remarks of the hon.
gentleman from Halifax. It is the inten-
tion of the Committee to give additional
security to the general public and the
innocent holder of the notes, not to
render it necessary that a third party
holding those notes should prove that
they were properly issued-that there was
a proper meeting of the directors, and
that a quorum was present when they
were authorized.

HON. MR. POWER-That wýs done
two or three years ago, but this last
amendment is something new.

HON. MR. VIDAL-I am quite aware
it is something new; but the evident
intention of the Committee was to secure
the object I have explained. by striking
out the words " unless the contrary be
shown." I have some doubt as to the
expediency of striking them out, and the
numerous alterations which have been
made to this particular clause by the
Committee, at different times, have im-
pressed me with the idea that it would be
a very desirable thing if we could embody
in plain English the objects we desire to
secure by that clause, and place a mem-
orandum of that kind in the hands of
some professional gentleman, say the
Law Clerk ofthe Senate, in order that a
clause might be drafted in which our
views would be legally and properly ex-
pressed. I do not think they are so
expressed in the clause as it came to
us, or in the clause as it now stands.

HON. MR. SCOTT-As a rule railways
and all other incorporated companies find
it convenient to issue bills and notes when
they are authorized to do so by their sev-
eral charters. In all such cases it requires
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two officers of the Company to become or quorum of the directors shall be
parties to such bills or notes, and unless binding on the Railway Company.>
the holder is in collusion with those ofli- Now the words " under authority of
cers he is protected by this clause. Here a majority or quorum of the direc-
tofore, I understand, the rule has been tors " have been stricken out. Then the
that in case a question arose as to whether clause continues " and any such prom'-
the officers had authority, if the Company sory notes or bills of exchange so made
showed that they negatived that authority as aforesaid shall be presumed to have
by a by-law, and proved that the officers been made without proper authority until
were not authorized to bind the Company, the contrary be shown." The words "until
the holder of the paper would lose. It re- the contrary be shown," are stricken
quires bothofficerstobepartiestothatfraud. out. The clause goes on to say : " Nor
My view of it is that if anyone is to lose shall the President or Vice-President or
through the fraudalent conduct of the offi- Secretary be individually responsible or
cers of a company, then, as between the liable for the same, unless the said promis-
Company and the innocent holder, the lat- sory notes or bills of exchange have been
ter should be protected, and that is the issued otherwise than as aforesaid." That
effect of this clause. During the last two part of the clause, of course, is to prevent
vears we have had this provision that pre- the possibility of those who are parties, as
sumably officers who accept bills or notes drawers of the bills,being made individuall
for a company have authority to do so, but liable if they have made those acceptances
it was always competent for the Company, with properauthority. Theothertwoaltera-
if the matter went into litigation, to prove tions, as my hon. friend has just stated,
in a court of justice that the officers nam- are to protect the innocent holders, and tO
ed had no authority to issue and negotiate make the railway Company liable in ail
notes for the Companv. It requires the cases for the notes, bills, or acceptances
leading omicer of the Company and the which have been drawn, accepted or en-
treasurer (who is supposed to give high dorsed by the officers of the CompanY
security) to commit the fraud, and the (the President or vice-President), and
party upon whom the fraud is comnitted countersigned by the Secretary, and that
must be in no way in collusion with those no plea shall be set up that they were not
officers. If anybody must suffer under authorized by the Board. If there is no
such circumstances, it should be the Com- collusion or fraud between the holder and
pany, because their officers are engaged the makers of the bill, then no matter how
by them for an important trust. It is a much it has been in excess of the powers
hardship it is true, but it can only happen that were granted to the officers, the
once to a company, because the guilty Company is liable. There is no doubt it

officers can be dismissed at once. A is a grave departure from the usual rules
serious wrong could not be done to the which have governed the granting O
Company without it being discovered, if charters of this kind, and there is a great
the directors exercised proper supervision. responsibility placed upon the directors
Therefore it seems to me more equitable railway companies. It is an additiona
and just that the innocent holder dealing danger which is incurred by every share
with the Company should be protected, holder, or everyone that is connected
rather than that the Company should be with the Railway Company. It is a pro
protected against its own dishonest officers. tection to the public, but it is a very

serious matter to solvent companmes
HON. MR. PLUMB-Perhaps it would whether they are to be bound, under anY

make the whole subject more clear to or all circumstances, by the fraudulent acts
those gentlemen who have not been on of their subordinates and officials. The
the Railway Committee if we could show rule has been adopted ; whether that rule
what change was mad'e in that clause mav meet with the judgment of Parh.a-

Under a common section which is in all ment, or may be part of the legislation In
railway charters, power is sought by the respect to these companies, is one O
company to become parties to promissory those propositions which now, alniost for
notes and bills of exchange for sums not the first time, is offered for the considera

less than $ioo, and such notes, when tion of the Senate, and will be submitted
issutd " under the authority of a majority to the other House. I had a great

HON. MR. Sco-rr,
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deal of doubt as to whether so
sweeping a change should be made.
MY own impression was that it might
alarm those who were likely to invest
their money in railway undertakings
Cautious men would undoubtedly be
exceedingly alarmed by the knowledge
that they could be compromised so largely
as they might be by the acts of their
Oflicers. Although my hon. friend says
that that can only happen once, that once
iTight be once too often. That single
'stance might be sufficient to ruin all the
Prospects of the Company, as in cases of
the over-issue of stock, as has happened
to many railway companies that we know
of, where the officers have issued fraudu-
lent paper. No protection can be afford-
ed against that kind of act so long as this
clause remains in railway charters. I had
a. doubt about it, but it seemed to be the
Sense of the Committee, and while I felt
that there were grave reasons for not
agreeing fully with the sense of the Com-
'Tittee, I saw it was a matter that they
were disposed to accept, and I only wish
n1Ow to say that I did not fully concur in
the adoption of that change. It may lead
to very serious results, but I do not think
for the present it can be very injurious to
any of the projects which are of a meri-
tOrious character, and which of course it
11 in the interest of Parliament to encourage
'n every way-those railway charters I mean
Which are likely to be bona-fide, to open up
the North-West. I think we ought not to
1Irnecessarily hamper those projects, but
if it is found that this makes it a serious
Obstacle, I have no doubt there will be
timrie to consider it at a future session.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
Was read the third time and passed.

CERTIFICATES TO MASTERS AND
MIATES OF INLAND AND COAST-

ING SHIPS BILL

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into a Com-
rnittee of the Whole on Bill (89) "An
Act respecting certificates to masters and
rnates of inland and coasting ships."

lION. MR. MONTGOMERY, from the
COmmlittee, reported the Bili with amend-
1YIents, which were concurred in, and it
WIas then read the third time and passed.

PICTOU

Company's Bill. 887

HARBOR ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the second reading of Bill (ro8), " An Act
further to amend the Act respecting the
harbor of Pictou."

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY
COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. ALLAN moved the second
reading of Bill (114), " An Act respecting
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company."

He said : The special circumstances
which led to the introduction of this Bill
in the other branch of Parliament are per-
fectly well known, I imagine, to all hon.
gentlemen, and the character of the Bill
also is, no doubt, fanilliar in consequence
of the discussion which took place in the
House of Commons in relation to it.
The Bill asks that power may be given to
the Canadian Paciflc Railway Company,
to lease from the Credit Valley Railway
Company, the Ontario and Quebec Rail-
way Company and the Atlantic and North-
West Railway Company, the railways of
the two first mentioned companies and
such portion of the railway of the said
Atlantic and North-West Railway Com-
pany as shall be required to complete a
through route from Montreal and from a
point on the south bank of the St. Law-
rence River near Montreal, to the western
terminus of the Credit Valley Railway.

It also provides that in the event of the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company en-
tering hereafter into any agreement of
amalgamation, or into any pooling ar-
rangement with the Grand Trunk Rail-
way Company, either in respect of the
lines hereby authorized to be leased, or
any of them, or with respect to any portion
of their line, or into any agreement for the
joint use of their respective railways, or of
the Grand Trunk Railway and the lines
hereby authorized to be leased : then,
and thereupon, the authority hereby
granted to the Company for the leasing
of the said lines, shall lapse and determine;
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but no obligation assumed or undertaken
by the Canadian Pacific Railway Com-
pany, under the provisions hereof, shall
be affected by such lapse or determina-
tion. The preliminary agreement is set
forth in the schedule to the Act under
which they ask for these powers to lease.
I propose to refer the Bill to the Stand-
ing Committee on Railways, Telegraphs
and Harbors, where it will receive full in-
vestigation.

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the second time.

CRUELTY TO ANIMALS
AMENDMENT BILL.

ACT

SECoND RFADING.

HON. MR. SKEAI) moved the second
reading of Bill (25) " An Act to amend
the Acts respecting Cruelty to Animais."

He said : I left the House the day be-
fore yesterday a short time before the ad-
journment, and the hon. gentleman from
Sarnia kindly took charge of this Bill in
my absence. This measure is simply in-
tended to amend the laws respecting
Cruelty to Animais. The promoters are
residents of this city, very respectable peo-
ple, who have given a great deal of atten-
tion to this subject. I know that many
cases of cruelty to animals occur which
there should be some law to prevent or
to punish. I would ask to have this Bill
read the second time and referred to
Committee where the details of it can be
more fully explained. Copies of the by-
laws of the Society have been sent to the
post offices of the two Houses for distri-
bution to members.

HON. MR. KAULBACH.-The object
of the Bill is certainly a very good one,
but evidently some amendments are neces-
sary. These details, however, can be
considered in Committee.

HON. MR. REESOR-I wish to call
attention to the fact that this will interfere
very seriously with the pleasures of the
huntsmen. It includes wild as well as
domestic animals. The Hunt Club of
Toronto keep a number of foxes which
they pursue with hounds. It may be
considered cruel to turn out twenty
hounds after a fox, and the members of

HON. MR. ALLAN.

the Club tr.ight be subject to a fine under
the provisions of this Bill.

HON. MR. ALMON-I rise, not tO
oppose this Bill going to the Committee,
but to say that I think this is one of those
pieces of clap-trap sentimentality of which
we have had several specimens this
session. I do not know what necessitY
there may be for such legislation in
Ontario, but as far as Nova Scotia is con-
cerned, we have an excellent law there for
the punishment of over-driving and over-
loading horses. There are a great many
slang phrases in this Bill. What is " tail-
piping " and "gingering " ? I do not like
the people of this Dominion to be accused
of crimes of which they are not guilty. I
never heard of any animal being buried
alive. Talk of cruelty to animals ! Man
is an animal ; he has been described as
an " unfeathered biped. Here is a
sentence of 57 lines ; is it not cruelty tO
an "unfeathered biped" t'o ask him tO
read a sentence of that length ? Yet there
is no punishment provided for that. I
agree with Isaac Watts:-

"Let dogs delight to bark and bite
For God hath made them so."

If we interfere less with those matters
the cause of humanity will be better sub-
served. However, the Bill is to go tO
Committee and we can deal with it there.
I think the measure is intoduced for the
purpose of getting up a cheap character
for humanity.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills from the House Of
Conmons were introduced and read the
first time :

Bill (66) "An Act to incorporate the
Quinze Pier, Boom and Improvement
Company."-(Mr. Skead).

Bill (i18), "An Act to amend the Act
incorporating the European, America",
Canadian and Asiatic Cable Company
(Limited), and to change the name thereof
to 'The American, British and Continen-
tal Cable Company (Limited).'" (Mr.
Miller).

Bil (i 16), " An Act further to aniend
the Act respecting the incorporation of a
company to establish a Marine TelegraPh
between the Pacific Coast of Canada and
Asia." (Mr. Macdonald).

The Senate adjourned at 5 p. m,
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THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Saturday, May 5, 1883.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
p.rM.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THIRD READINGS.

The following Bills were read the third
and passed without debate :-

Bill (42), " An Act to Amend and
Continue in Force the Act to Incorporate
the Grafton Harbor Company, anrd for
Other purposes."-(Mr. Flint).

Bill (53), "An Act Further to Amend
the Acts relating to the New Brunswick
Railway Company."-(Mr. Botsford).

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY COM-
PANY'S BILL.

RULES SUSPRNDED.

HON. MR. VIDAL-Before reading
the motion of which I have given notice
I would again call attention to the cir-
cumstances connected with it, and which
have already been alluded to on several
Occasions during this session, regarding
the imperfection of one of our rules
respecting legislation upon private Bills
Comiing to this Chamber from the House
of Commons. I think it must be obvious
to all that it would be of very great import-
ance if uniformity in the action of both
IlOuses with respect to the mere formalities
antecedent to the introduction of a Bill,
should be arrived at by whatever process
We could adopt. It has been the universal
practice, since I have had the honor of a
seat on the Private Bills Committee, to
accept the decision of the House of Com-
Mons with respect to the sufficiency of
flotice, or the dispensing with notice, with
respect to every Bill that has come before
Us ; but it is quite obvious that we are
Open to a collision of opinion on this point
between the Committee of this Chamber
aId the Committee of the House of Com-
n]ons. It is exceedingly desirable that
there should be no opportunity left open
for such a collision as may take place un-
der our present rule, and I would again
suggest to the House the importance of

making some change in one direction or
the other. Let it be understood that a
Bill having passed the other House, where
the notice has been considered sufficient,
it should be accepted in this Chamber as
though such a report had come from our
own committee. Of course such a rule
would work both ways and the report of
our committee would be received in the
other House as sufficient. Otherwise,
there, should be a joint committee of both
Houses, on Standing Orders so that by that
joint committee the question could be at
once and finally decidedastothe sufficiency
or insufficiency ofthe notice given, and so re-
lieve us from unpleasant occurrences such
as have taken place to-day, which are
really the origin of the motion I now pro-
pose to make. With reference to that
motion, I would simply invite your atten-
tion to the Bill to which it relates. It is a
very small Bill, containing only one im-
portant clause that asks that a certain
traffic arrangement made between the
Grand Trunk Railway and the North
Shore Railway, which already legally ex-
ists for a period of 21 years, should be ex-
tended to a period of 50 years. It is
asked for because, in negotiating their
bonds in the old country, the Grand
Trunk Railway have found that their
bonds, when extendingover a long period
of years, are more saleable and more
eagerly sought for by capitalists in the
money market than bonds payable in
short terms, and steps have been taken to
negotiate bonds extending over 50 years,
based upon these traffic arrangements
into which they have entered with the
North Shore Road. They ask that these
bonds may rest on an authority distinctly
and clearly given by Parliament. In my
judgment, it is just one of those cases
where no private rights are interfered with,
and I cannot conceive it possible how
private rights can be affected in any way
by the traffic arrangements between those
two companies, which now exists and will
be in operation for 21 years. I cannot
see that public or private interests are af-
fected in such a way as to justify anyone
in:petitioning Parliament in opposition to
this Bill. Of course it has been contended
that insufficient notice, or no notice,'has
been given with reference to this legisla-
tion. I have no doubt of the fact that
the notice is insufficient so far as our rules
require it, but I contend that the object
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we desire to secure by those rules has extend their traffic arrangement with the
been attained ; I hold that sufficient pub- North Shore Raiiway Company to fitY
licity has been given tothe public for ail years from the date thereo"
parties to have ample opportunity to
appear before Parliament, if they consider HON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE.-
their rights are interfered with. There 1 do fot rise to oppose this motion as
has been already legislation in the Quebec do fot think the time has arrived for dis
Legislature on this subject. That Assem- cussing this Bil, but I think it my dutY
bly had granted the legislation necessary fot to allow certain remarks of the hon.
to the Grand Trunk Railway to extend gentleman to pass without calling the
this arrangement for 50 years. That was attention of the House to the fact that
ample notice to the public. This Bill was in my opinion he has not explained cor
introduced into the House of Commons rectly the nature ofthe Biii. As I under
where there are a number of gentlemen stood the hon. gentleman, le said that a
representing the constituencies in Quebec. Bili had been passed in the Quebec
They knew of its introduction, and if Legislature of the same character as thiS,
there was anything in it affecting the rights griving the company authority to issue
of parties in their Province why did we debentures redeemable in 21 years. 1
hear of no opposition to it ? Why has no have looked for that Bill but have failed
petition been presented against it in this to find it though we have copies of the
House or in the House of Commons? Quebec Acts in the Library. I do Ot
The fact is that all parties interested in remember that this arrangement which
this measure have had ample opportunity was made on the 27th day of February,
to make any objection they had against was known in Quebec, and I propose to
it before the Bill reached its present ca l the attention of the ouse on the
stage. I am quite aware that yester- second reading of this Biil to manY
day the Committee on Standing Orders features of it which in my opinion are
and Private Bills, to which this Bill very objectionabie. If I am not mistaken
was rcferred, presented their report I think the hon, gentleman stated that
and merely stated the fact that no this Bil was merely for the purpose Of
notice had been given. That Com- givingthe company greater facilities for
mittee has not thought it necessary to borrowing money in Engiand. I think
express an opinion upon the case at all. I wili be in a position to show that it bas
It has neither recommended a suspension a much larger scope than the hon. gentle
of the rule, nor said anything adverse to man says it bas.
the suspension, and I take it that under
those circumstances I am perfectly justi- The motion was agreed to.
fied in asking the decision of the House
on the question. It is not asked in oppo- HON. MR. ViDAL moved that the Bili
sition to the views of the Committee. be read the second time on Monday net.
Had the Committee reported adversely to
the Bill, I would have moved that it be HON. MR. TRUDEL asked that the
referred back to them for further considera- second reading be postponed until Tues-
tion, but standing as it does before us day next as severai hon, gentlemen whO
without any expression of opinion of that are interested in it could not be present 0"
kind, I think I am entirely correct in tak- Monday, and he was obiiged to be absent
ing the course which I am now doing in himseif on professionai duties.
reference to it, and asking the House to
suspend the rules which relate to the pub- HON. MR. VIDAL said he wouid agree
lication of notice, required in the ordinary to take the second reading on TuesdaY
course for private bills coming up from for the reason assigned.
the other Chamber to this House. I will
now move that the fifty-first, fifty-sixth and The motion was agreed to.
fift-;eventh rules of this House be sus-
penled in so far as they relate to the Bill BILL INTRODUCED.
fron the House of Commons (No. 113)
intituled: "An Act to authorize the Grand Bill ( "An Act further to
TriniN RaiSway Company of Canada to and to consolidate as so amended the

HoN. MR. VIDAL.
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several Acts respecting the public lands of
the Dominion therein mentioned." (Sir
Alex. Campbell.)

RAILWAY TRUST AND
STRUCTION COMPANY

CANADA BILL.

CON-
OF

AMENDMENTS CONCURRED IN.

The order of the day having been
read :-" Consideration of amendments
proposed by the Committee on Banking
and Commerce to Bill (41), 'An Act to
incorporate the Dominion Railway Trust
and Construction Company of Canada,
(limnited)."

HON. MR. ALLAN said: The first
Of these amendments is so the first clause
of the Bill ; it consists in striking out cer-
tait words, wherein the company not only
ask to be incorporated themselves, but to
have their respective heirs, executors ad-
mainistrators and assigns incorporated also.
These words the Committee struck out.
Trie next amendment is in the sixth clause,
where there was rather a singular provis-
ion: that the election for directors of the
conpany should be held in the manner
and forn provided by the Consolidated
Railway Act of 1879, and that all pow-
ers and privileges which it confers should
be incorporated with this Act, and confer-
red upon this company. The Committee
cOnsidered that that could not possibly
have been seriously contemplated, and
they therefore struck that out and inserted
aprovision that the Bill should be underthe
" Canada Joint Stock Companies' Clauses
Act, 186o." Then in the 8th clause the
COipany takes power to enter into con-
tracts and agreements with anycorporation,
municipal or otherwise, or any person, for
the constructing and equipping of railways,
steam and other vessels, canals, telegraph
and telephone lines, bridges, warehouses,
elevators, docks, and other public works.
'he Committee thereinserted thefollowing
Words : " authorized by law to build, con-
struct, equip, maintain, or operate the
sane "--that is, that they should only have
Power to enter into contracts with com-
panies duly authorized by law to construct
these works. Then in the eleventh clause
the company take power to act as trustees
or agents for the purpose of issuing or
countersigning certificates of stock, bonds,

or other obligations of indebtedness of
any railway or municipality or other cor-
porate bodies, and to make advances on
the security of the same, and to pledge
and guarantee such stocks, bonds, deben-
tures or other securities, or obligations,
and to receive interest or dividends thereon,
and to manage any sinking fund in con-
nection therewith. The Committeethought
it was not well they should have that
dower unless a larger amount of capital
than that proposed by the Bill originally
should be paid up. They therefore put in
another provision, that when $500,ooo, of
the capital stock have been paid up, the
company shall have power to act in this
way. The i i th clause is further amended
in accordance with amendments which
have been adopted in all bills of similar
character to this. The last amendment is
adding a clause (A) providing that, " the
provisions of the Canada Joint Stock
Conpanies' Clauses Act, 1869, are hereby
incorporated with thi; Act, except in so
far as they are inconsistent herewith. "

HON. MR. VIDAL moved that the
House do concur in the amendments.

The motion was agreed to, and the
third reading of the Bill was ordered for
Monday next.

PICTOU HARBOR AMENDMENT
BILL.

TH1RD READING.

The House resolved itself into a Com-
mittee of the Whole on Bill (1o8), "An
Act further to amend the Act respecting
the Harbor of Pictou."

HON. MR. SUTHERLAND, from the
Committee, reported the Bill without any
amendment.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL, moved
the third reading of the Bill.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.

MILITIA ANI) DEFENCE CON-
SOLIDATED ANI) AMENDMENT

BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CANIPBELL-
moved the second reading of Bill (31)
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' An Act consolidating and amending
the several Acts relating to the Militia
and defence of the Dominion of Canada."

He said-the changes in the Militia
Bill are not very great, but I thought
perhaps it would not be without interest
if I presented to the House (which I can do
in a few minutes) the state of the Militia
service of the Dominion. This service
includes all the men who are within certain
ages in the population of all the provinces.
The total population of the Dominion is
estimated at 4,5oo,ooo, and the calculation
made by the Militia Department, of one
in five, gives about 900,000 as the number
of men liable to serve in the Militia.
The original Act and some later statutes
provided for the enrollment of the force,
and would have required the names of
those goo,ooo men to have appeared upon
the record of the Militia Department.
But that enrollment would have cost a
great deal of money, and from time to
time various Acts of Parliament were
passed, both by the late Government, and
the present Administration, postponing
the period for enrollment. It has con-
stantly been said that the information to
be derived from the Census might and
would furnish all the information which
the Militia Department desired to obtain,
so that the matter still remains not
the result of enrollment, but the result ol
an estimate, and that estimate is the one
which I have given. Those goo,ooo are
divided into the active and the reserve
militia. The active force consists of aboui
37,000 men, and that number is divided
into city and rural corps, the former
embracing 9,379, and the latter 27,542
men. The active force includes-althougi
it is outside of those numbers-Batterie
" A " and " B," the one stationed ai
Kingston, and the other at Quebec, anc
the two together numbering 316 men
So that the force at this moment available
for the defence of the Dominion consist!
of the above named city and rural corp!
and " A " and "' B" Batteries. That force
is more or less sufficient ; Batteries " A'
and " B " are thoroughly efficient, equal,
believe-and am glad to state,-to anj
batteries in the Royal Artillery. The citi
corps are very effective, also, for militia
and they have -the advantage of beiný
drilled every year. The rural corps
with, perhaps, stronger phisique anc
greater capacity in many respects foi

HION. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL

& Amendment Bill.

becoming good soldiers, have not had
the advantage of the city corps in regard
to drill. They are not drilled every year, but
every two years, and in one or two cases,
only every third year. That such should
be the. fact is much to be regretted, and it
seems to me that to have men in uniforml
and not thoroughly drilled is bad econonY.
I think it would be much better (though
that is not part of this Bill) to reduce
the number of corps, and, if possible, todrill
them thoroughly. The drill money voted
by Parliament amounts to $25o,ooo, and
unfortunately does not allow that principle
to be adopted. It only admits of a certain
number being drilled, and the Department
of Militia is obliged to expend the moneY
placed at its disposal to the best of its
judgment with a view to producing the
best results throughout the whole Militia
force. They do it by drilling the city corps
annually, and a certain proportion of the
rural corps biennially, though some one
or two of the rural corps are drilled only
every third year. This involves, as I have
stated, a cost of $250.000. I was anxious
to know how that amount was expended;
how much went to the officers, and how
much to the men. I find that the officers
are to be paid according to their respective
ranks. The law heretofore has provided
for their being paid at the rate of oàd

F dollar a day, but for some years the
Department has paid them according tO
their respective ranks. it is now pro-
posed to confirm that practice by law;

Lso that hon, gentlemen will have a
1 general idea of what is to be given tO
7each officer, and to each man. The Colo'
nel will receive $4.87 per day, and the

L other officers in proportion, until you comel
;down to the ensign. I was anxious tO
tknow aiso-and I think the House is de'

I sirous of knowing-what amount of iotleY
was spent on the staff. I have ascertainedi
that the staffcosts about $3o.000o a year, and
the House wiIl bear in mmnd "that the

idrilling of the whole force costs about
C$250,000, which includes camping and
)other incidentai expenses ; and the staIft
1for the whole force hiere and else'
iwhere, including the district staffs, and

i~ that at the head quarters costs about
$30,000 a year, or about three and three-

Squarter per cent of the militia drill expenses
I do not know, but I am told, that this 1S

1 a very small per centage, and I arn 912d
r to say so, because I think there bas beefl
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a feeling abroad that the staff costs too
Inuch, that there was more expenditure
of that kind than was essential, and more
than was fairly proportioned to the force
actually drilled. This per centage, gives
'One the impression that such a belief is
erroneous, and that the cost is very mod-
erate. I am told that it is not nearly so
great as the cost of the staff in any other
force of mixed militia and active
soldiers in the United States or in Eng-
land. It is very difficult, perhaps it
is impossible, to draw any fair compari-
son on that point between the service
here and in any European country, or be-
tWeen our service and that of the United
States; but I understand that the ex-
penses of our staff, as compared with the
whole amount expended upon the militia,
is very small indeed. Another circum-
stance which may interest the House is,
that at the time of Confederation the ex-
Penditure on the drilling of the militia ser-
vice amounted to 35 cents per head, of
the population, whereas latterly the sum
expended upon the same service is only
19 cents per head, so that we are not now
expending nearly as much in proportion as
we did before Confederation.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD-And the
force is much more efficient.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
believe that it is. Then, there is a further
expenditure which I desire to mention. to
the louse. In addition to the officers
receiving the pay of their respective
ranks, it has been found necessary for
years past to shew some consideration to
caPtains who are necessarily put to con-
Siderable expense in keeping up their
companies and in maintaining their arms
and accoutrements in good order. The
suM· of $40 is therefore allowed to each
Captain of a company for drill instruction
for the year, and a further sum of $40 for
IeePing the arms and accoutrements in
Order. That is the whole extent of the
COnsideration given to officers who are
serving in the militia, and the fact that
We have so many zealous and competent
ulen-rmen who give so much time and
attention to the service-is, I think, a
circumstance upon which the country is
to be very warmly congratulated.

I thought it would be interesting to the
iOuse to state, as I have done, the total

amount expended, and the way in which
the service is being carried on. The
amendments proposed in the Bill are:
first, and principally, to increase the regu-
lars-the best drilled part of the
force, so to speak. It is proposed by the
Bill to add another battery, making three
in all, to be called the " A," " B," and
",C " Batteries. As I have stated, the
"A" and " B " Batteries number 316 men
of all ranks, and the "C" Battery, when
formed, will number. probably, 100 men
more. One principal reason for creating
this third battery, is the necessity
which the Government feels for
taking some steps with reference
to the exposed condition of British
Columbia. It is proposed when this
battery " C " is organized that it shall be
constantly stationed in British Columbia.
The danger to which that province is
exposed was made very manifest during
those months when we were under
the impression that there might pos-
sibly be war between Russia and Great
Britain. The coast of British Columbia
is totally exposed, and within easy reach
of that province is the Russian fortress
of Petropaulovsky, and the forts at the
mouth of the Amoor river. I believe at
the time when this danger was imminent
there was actually a Russian frigate in the
harbour of Esquimault, and there was no
vessel of ours competent to cope with her.
An officer has already been dispatched to
the Pacific coast for the purpose of mak-
ing better arrangements for defence, and
if need be for erecting some additional
earth works there, and it is proposed with
this new addition to the force to station a
battery there-not necessarily the same
battery -all the time, but probably the
same on account of the expense of
sending troops over. That expense of
course would be a less important matter
and will present different considerations
when our own Pacific Railway is com-
pleted ; but in the meantime it will prob-
ably be a new battery of artillery that will
be sent there; possibly part of them
may be enlisted in Victoria. Then it is
proposed to raise three companies of in-
fantry. The whole strength of the several
corps would be 750 men composed of
these three companies, one troop of cavalry,
the two batteries of artillery now embodied
and the new battery of artillery which it
is proposed to organise. These corps in
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addition to performing garrison and other
duties are to serve as practical schools of
military instruction by affording officers,
non-commissioned officers and men of the
militia, opportunities of joining for courses
of study and training.

The other amendments point to less
important matters, but still matters which
might be very essential to'the defence and
safety of the country. One is the estab-
lishment of a torpedo force. That might
be very desirable in case our harbors
should be threatened with hostilities by
some foreign country.

HON MR. SCOTT.-What is the pro-
posed cost of the 750 men ?

HoN. SIR A. CAMPBELL-$20 5,ooo.

HON. MR. SCOTT.-And the torpedo
force ?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.-It
was not proposed to put the provision for
a torpedo force into immediate execution
and I have no estimate of what it would
cost to put it into operation. The other
clauses proposed are of less consequence;
they grow out of errors or shortcomings
which have been found in the Bill up to
this time. One is that Her Majesty may
disband any corps of active militia if
necessary to do so. Another provision is
for the appointment of a quarter-master
general. I have not learned what use is
to be made of such an officer; if he is to
be appointed at all, his head quarters are
to be here at Ottawa and he is to have the
rank of colonel in the militia. Of course
he cannot be appointed unless Parliament
sees fit to vote the salary, and no request
has been made for such vote during the
present Session.

Another provision of considerable im-
portance is that military districts may be
amalgamated for administrative purposes.
When we started the service the country
was divided into military districts, and a
Deputy Adjutant-General and Brigade
Major were appointed for each district.
Those officers were, no doubt, necessary
during a time when trouble was anticipated,
but for some years past it has become
evident that a Deputy Adjutant-General
and Brigade Major are not necessary for
each district. When any such amalgama-
tion shall be made for administrative

& Amendment Bißi.

purposes, it is provided that only one
Deputy Adjutant-General should be ap-
pointed for the districts so amalgamated,
and then that that officer may be called
the Brigade Major or Deputy Adjutant-
General, as may be considered best.

Another provision is that when men are
called out for drill, or training, every oflicer
and man shall receive pay according tO
their respective ranks. Another new pro-
vision is in case where schools of military
instruction are established either in con-
nection with Imperial troops or corps of
Militia, arms, accoutrements, uniformi'
clothing, and books of instruction, may be
issued under regulations to be made by
the Governor in Council for use by
pupils attending such schools during the
period they remain in attendance.
Another provision is taken from the
English Act ; it is for the punishment of
persons who tempt soldiers to desert.
These are the general provisions of the
Bill, and I am quite sure they will con'-
mend themselves to the favorable consi-
deration of the House. It is the desire,
I am sure, of every member of Parlia-
ment, as it is of every person in the
country, that the Militia force should
stand on the best possible footing con-
sistent with the amount of money we can
afford to spend on that branch of the
Public Service, and I think the establish-
ment of those schools of military instruc-
tion will have a very useful effect. We had,
before her Majesty's troops were withdrawln
from Canada, a great many non-commli-
sioned officers who were quite capable Of
imparting a knowledge of drill to any nuiI-
ber of men that they were sent amongst ,
but many years have elapsed since theO
and we have not now the advan-
tage of the assistance of these ser-
geants for drill instructions or the
advantage of any corps of regular trool)s
on which our militia might model their
training, and which in the past promfoted
anongst our militia that anxiety to be, or
seem to be, well-drilled soldiers. 'The
carriage and deportment of our men under
arms were much advanced, I think, bY
the fact that they were able to see ,a
thoroughly drilled force now and then ol
parade. We have lost all that by the
withdrawal of the regular troops, and we
must now do as best we can without
them ; and as we all know that the effici-
ency of an army depends more

NION. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.
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On the non-commissioned officers than'
On any other point, it is desirable
that we should have schools, where the
'flformation that goes to make a good
Serjeant can be procurable, and that, we
think, will result from the establishnent
of those infantry schools. The sergeant
now must depend, to a great extent, on
his own assiduity, or provide means of his
OWn, or depend on his captain to acquire
that knowledge of his profession so essen-
tial to him and to the service. Hence-
forth he will be able to attend this school,
and will be provided th ýre with uniform,
boOks of instructions, and arms, so that he
'iii be able to devote sufficient time to
cquiring a knowledge of drill, without

Itconvenience to himself or his family.
That will be the great value of those
Seh0oos. When the Bill is in Committee,
t shall be glad to furnish any information
that hon. gentlemen may desire in addi-
tjOn to the outline of it that I have now
presented to the House.

IHON. MR. POWER-Would the hon.
gentleman state whether any change has
been made in the relations between the
general commanding and the Government
by this Bill ?

lioN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-No,
none as I understand it.

lION. MR. SCOTT-While the leader
of the House was addressing us I took the
trouble to tot up the expenditure that we
er rapidly rushing into to sustain a

itandmng army in Canada, and I find that
It approximates now very closely to
$1,5O0,ooo-a pretty large sum for the
Jrvice rendered. The hon. Minister of
Jstice gave us the figures of the cost of
training or drilling of the force in the
annual or bi-ennual drill that takes place
throughout the country. The sum voted

rectly this year for militia purposes is
t7 73,Ooo beingan increase of $26,ooo over
the vote of last year, the chiefincrease being
'nilitary clothing $1o,ooo, military stores
$aO,0o, and an additional sum which
las been given to rifle team visiting
England. I presume that the Govern-
nent do mot ask Parliament for the
increased vote this year unless they
propose to expend it. For the 750 men
eMbracing the three companies I think
the hon. gentleman's estimate of the

expenditure was $2o5,ooo. If we add to
that $41 6 ,oQo, the cost of the North-West
mounted police, it brings the aggregate up
to $1,446,ooo.

HoN. MR. PLUMB-The Mounted
Police are not mihitia.

HON. MR. SCOTT-It is the only
branch of the military service, in my judg-
ment, that is worth very much to the
country, I regardtheother ratheras a pleas-
ing toy-one that possibly has its uses in
keeping up the spirit the hon. gentleman
alluded to, that was formerly introduced
into the country by the presence here of
Her Majesty's regular troops ; but that
any one with common sense would say
that the keeping up of an enlarged militia
force is of any advantage to the country I
deny. Our population is essentially a
floating one. Our farmers and our
farmers' sons are perpetually changing
their homes and moving westward ; and
if any one compares the men who were
volunteers in the counties ten years ago
with the men who compose the force to-
day they will find that an extraordinary
change has taken place. Our young men
have moved away, and others have taken
their places year by year, so that there is
no chance of their acquiring such a know-
ledge of drillas would be of any great service
to the country. In the event of hostilities
with a foreign power what would be the
use of this army ? Will any one pre:end
to say that it would be any important
advantage in defending this country from
the invasion of a foreign power ? It has
been stafed that it would be useful in
case of a rebellion, but the position of
of things to-day is entirely different from
what it was in 1812. I do not anticipate
rebellion in this country. I think that the
position of the masses of the people, and
the control of affairs that rests with them
render rebellion practically impossible-
have removed it out of the range of possi-
bility. The hon. gentleman says that we
require a battery and a couple of hundred
men to face Russia on the Pacific coast.
My hon. friend smiles, I quite recognize
that the smile is natural when he proposes
sending a battery of artillery and a couple
of hundred men to face the power of
Russia on our western coast.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-We
must do something.
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HON. MR. SCOTT-Asthough if Russia
were seriously at war with ,ngland she
would content herself with bombarding
Victoria, or, if she did send a fleet there,
that any battery we could establish on
shore, unless there were substantial fortifi-
cations to sustain it, would be of any
benefit as a defence? The battery might
serve to keep off privateers, and possibly
mounted guns would be of some value in
that respect, but not as designed in any
sense to cope with the navy of a power
like Russia. It might be a very useful
police auxiliary there if it were made
available under certain conditions.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-It
would be valuable against the Indians if
neceàsary.

HON. MR SCOTT-The hon friend
on my right (Mr. McClelan) suggests that
the Charybdis ought to be hauled over to
the Pacific coast to form a part of this de-
fensve force. Our best defence in this
country is our recognition of the rights of
other nations. There is but one power
that can 'in any way disturb the harmony
of things on this continent. We are, I
am happy to say, year by year improving
our friendly relations with that power.
We are beginning to feel that we have the
same mission in the world's affairs; we
feel that we should both go hand in hand
in promoting the civilization of the world
and cultivating the arts of peace rather
than permitting our people to pursue
those of war. All things point in that
direction. It is our interest, our policy,
and our inclination to cultivate the best
relations with the only power that could be
in the smallest degree aggressive. There is
no power on the East to trouble us, nor is
there any on the West, except it is the
naval power of some country with which
England might be temporarily at war, and
the resistance that should be offered to
such attacks should be by British ships--
the only resistance that could successfully
defend us from such attacks. We are still,
happily, a part of the country that maintains
her supremacy upon the ocean. Britain
rules the waves to-day just as effectually
as she did fifty years ago, and therefore it
is by British ships that a foreign aggression
will be resisted, not by Canadian arms or
Canadian guns.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Still
we must do our share.

HoN. MR. SCOTT-Our share would
be to furnish very different material than
that which goes to make these militia
corps. England has been in straightened
circumstances within the last few years.
We have offered her assistance time and
again, but only on one occasion was that
assistance accepted. It was accepted in
the form of Canadagold whenwe forwarded
it to assist in the care of the wounded in
the Crimean war ; but so far as our toy
army is concerned I think it is
perfectly fallacious to expect assistance
from it in the event of invasion by a
foreign power. I know I am, to a certain
extent, shocking the sentiment of a good
many hon. gentlemen, who hold different
views on this subject, and who think we
ought to foster this martial sentiment
in our country; but I am here to speak niy
opinions and convictions-speaking only
for myself as an individual-and speaking
with the experience gathered in the course
of years, to comment on the necessities
of the hour, not on the reminiscences Of
the past. It is all very well to dream Of
battles gained and laurels won, but none
of us seriously contempate that there will
ever be any aggressive war in which Can-
ada will be in the slightest degree involved,
and therefore I say it is perfectly futile tO
continue, year by year, wasting so consider-
able a sum of public money in this direction.
I am quite in favor of the expenditure of
a considerable part of this sum in a way i1n
which I think we can successfully educate
a class of men who may be of some use
under certain conditions, but as to the
large sum that is expended in getting a
body of men out for drill every second
year it is practically wasted. They drill
for, sav, 1o or 12 days, and does not
everybody know that in 6 months after
the Company is disbanded, they reallY
know no more of the drill and of the
movements to which they have been sub-
jected that if they had never been out.
We have an intelligent keen, sharp poPu-
lation ; many of the young men know
well howto handle arms, before they go ilto
camp, and they are better maçksmen from'
the beginning than are the men of other
countries ; but that they acquire such
knowledge by a few days of camping
as would qualify them to defend thÇ
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coUntry I absolutely deny. It is looked
upon by them largely as a time for merry-miaking and amusement, and if we had an
OPPortunity of tracing up the men who
Went out one year, and those who went
out the second and third years, we would
fld that they were not in any sense the
saie men ; therefore, practically, no sub-
stantial good has been conferred on the
cornmunity by calling out a certain num-!
ber of its citizens to take part in this
aninual training in camp. So far as
the Mounted Police force is concerned,
Of course, that is doing good ser-
vice. WTe spend nearly Itralf a million
Per annum in that direction and nobody

'W1ill say that that is not necessary. They
are in a country where the Indian popi-
lation is yet to some extent unsubdued,
and where a restless roving people living
tO the south of us are a nuisance to the
Arnerican Government as they are to our
OWfn. The facilities with which parties
can cross and recross the border line give
rise to a great deal of thieving, stealing of
horses and cattle, smuggling whiskey and
crimes of that kind, so that the police are
a necessity there.

Possibly the batteries which have been
referred to are up to the standard that the
hon. gentleman claims for them, and the
Observations I have made with respect to
the militia would not apply with equal
force to that arm of the service, because
they are useful if we are to have an army
at all; but as to the balance of the
anount which isexpended on the sedentary
mllilitia of the country I think it is to a
large extent wasted.

iON. MR. ALEXANDER-I do not
tise to reply to the remarks of the leader
of the Opposition. They are quite char-
acteristic of that hon. gentleman.

. ION. MR. SCOTT-They are my own
Ifdividual opinions ; the Opposition is not
responsible for them.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-I do not
propose to criticise the Bill, which appears
to be most carefully drawn to meet the
changed circumstances of the country.
When we consider the verv small amount
Of mloney which has been voted I thinkail must confess that much has been ac-
complished with so modest a sum. It is
al Very well for an individual meruber to

throw ridicule on the militia, because
it may be said that there is
no prospect of war, and therefore no
necessity for a military force ; but what
reader of history, either past or present,
does not know that there is not one country
in the world which has been exempt from
the scourge of war. Whether you take
Europe, Asia, Africa, North or South
America, all have suffered, except the
happy )ominion in which we live. I
need not refer to what recently transpired
even in Africa, yet we hear the leader of
the Opposition say that this Dominion,
with its prosperous homesteads, its banks,
and aill its accumulated wealth, should be
left expose(l to the attacks of any invading
force, small or large. Does the hon. gentle-
man think hecan strengthen his party by the
remarks he has addressed to the House
on this question ? It is not necessary to
follow any turther such sentiments as the
hon. gentleman has expressed to this
House. The opinion has prevailed that
too large a share of this nioney voted has
been spent upon the staff of the
Militia. I do not think, after a
careful examination of the matter, that
that objection any longer exists. I
do not see how the staff can be reduced
further. It would perhaps be desirable
for the Parliament to vote $zoo,ooo more,
for the public defense. I desire to touch
on one important point that has not been
dealt with by the leader ofthe House--Irefer
to the organization of the camps. There
is every desire that the annual drill should
be continued, but a large number of the
farmers of the country object to their sons
being called out for camp drill because of
the danger of their being led into intem-
perate habits. No doubt the temperance
cause has made great progress of late
years, and a large number of the young
men of the country have never tasted in-
toxicating liquors. It may be said that
canteens provided in the camps keep the
men away frorm the hotels, but no intoxi-
cating liquors should be sold in them
and the camps ought to be, by order of the
Government, placed atsuch a distance from
any taverns that the young men should in
no case be exposed to such temptation.
With regard to the manner in which the
present Minister of Militia has discharged
the duties of his position, I speak fron an
acquaintance with many districts, when I
say that he commands the respect and
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esteen of the entire Militia of the country. HON. MR. ALLAN-I desire, as a Can-
He' has devoted his entire time and adian, most earnestly to protest against
attention to making the Militia a success. the spirit in which my hon. friend (Mr.

His genial, kindly disposition wins the Scott) has approached the subject be-
hearts not only of the officers but of the fore the House, and also as to the
men, and they are al] anxiois to carry terms in which he has spoken of our
out his commands. militia. I do not think the term "tOY

I now come to the subject of the army," is applicable to our militia at all.
chief commanding officer who, very pro- I think that our active force have proved
perly, under the law, must be a colonel, themselves in the past thoroughly capable
or of superior rank in Her Majesty's of discharging their duties, for they have
regular army. It is proper that he shown when this province was invaded
should be an officer of the regular army. from without that they could give a very
Now we know that the officers and men of good account of themselves. I would quite
the militia make great sacrifices to keep agree with my hon. friend from Ottawa
up their organization. There is not an if we stood entirely alone, if we had no con-
officer in the militi'a who dous not incur a nectior. with the Empire, then the idea
large expenditure out of his own pocket of getting up two or three batteries of artil-
beyond what he receives from the Govern- lery, a battalion of infantry and a troop of
ment. They are all desirous to serve and cavalry for the defence of the countrY
improve the position of the force, but the would be simply ludicrous. Such a force
condition of our Militia is very different would be hardly adequate for the. pre-
from that of the British Army. A British servation of domestic peace, and would
general coming here should not (xpect to certainly be useless for the purpose Of
find such discipline as in the British resisting foreign aggression. It is not
army. If our young men are spoken to in under such circumstances that the GoV-
a kindly manner they will at once fall into ernment come to us now and ask us tO
rank, but there has been considerable fric- sanction the measure before the House.
tion and it is the duty of members So long as we are part of the British
of Parliament to refer to it. I will not say Empire I do not suppose that anyol-
anything against the general in command, gentleman doubts that in the event of any
but I do say that it is absolutely necessary foreign invasion we should have the whole
that the commanding officer should force of the empire at our back. SurelY
thoroughly understand the position of our we are not such an utterly spiritless and
militia, and in endeavoring to establish pusillanimous people as to desire to have
discipline he should do it so as not to ourselves defended by the forces of the
irritate and discourage the men. With Empire and to take no part in our OWn
regard to the city corps, I think we have defence? Canadians are actuated b> a
great reason to be proud of their efficiency, ver> différent spirit. We are ready to do
whether we go to Montreal, Ottawa, our part, and I think what this Bil asks
Hamilton, Toronto or other cities. As to us to do is a very srall part, and the least
the rural corps I do not think we can that a country growing in wealth and
expect more from their short period of resources could be asked to do
drill, when they obtain a general idea of the twards its own defence. The pro-

dethod of attack and defence and how visions of this Biar must commend
a larger body of meni should be handled themselves to the approval of the HoUSe
b>' their ofvicers when attacking a foe. generally. If we are to spend any mofeY
If our young men are taught to use the in driling our militia force, it should be
rifle and acquire such knowledge as is im- done in such a way as to, get the greatest
parted in the camp, we are in a measure amount of efficiency for the smallest
prepared for an>' emergency ikel r to amount of expenditure, and I think the
arise in this dependency the Crown. changes proposed in the Bill are
It ma>' be true that there is no iin the right direction. There is no<
present prospect of any difficult , but qeestion that these infantry schoo s
we know ot what complication may Will be the greatest possible bene
arise fi ongi day to day. I belive the fit to the militia general>', for in them the
expendiure is a good one, and I shah men will have an opportunity of imarni-g
have pleasure in supporting the Bi. what they ought to knowinorder to becOims

HoN. MF. ALEXLANDICP.
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good soldiers. I do not quite agree with occupied the honorable position of a mem-
what my hon. friend, the Minister of ber of the ministry of this country, he did
Justice, has said with respect to the not then express himself as he has done
cavalry corps. I think experience has to-day, and I do not want it to go abroad
shown in the wars which have recently that he has expressed the views of the
taken place that that arm of the service people of the Ottawa district. During my
has proved one of the most useful and experience of 45 years we have never be-
efficient in the army. I am persuaded grudged a shilling that has been expended
that if on the occasion when this province on the drilling of our volunteers, nor has
Was invaded in the Niagara district by there been any reflection cast upon their
Fenians, if we had had a cavalry corps to loyaltv.
feel the way for the advance of the
troops the results would have been HON. MR. SCOTT-Na one has cast

ulich more satisfactory to the country. any reflection on the loyalty of the people;
lhe money devoted to this service will you have misconstrued what I said.
lot be thrown away. There can be no
doubt that the young men of this country HON. M. SKEA) -- I think the
are ready to serve, and have shown a expenditure is a very reasonable one, and I
'most soldierlike and self-denying spirit in have never heard any one in the country
connection with this matter. The hon. find fault with it. Of course there is
leader of the Opposition has said always some merry-making at those camps,
that this camping out is looked upon but it is onlv natural where so nany young
as an occasion for holiday making. men are gathered together. I think the
I have no doubt that those who go there money expended in the past in training
take all the fun they can out of it, but our volunteers has done a great deal of
they attend those annual meetings at a good ; it was the means of saving a great
great sacrifice *of time, and very often at many lives at Pigeon Hill and Niagara,
great inconvenience to themselves ; and I during the Fenian troubles. If that little
ar" sure their strong desire is to qualify force had not been at our command then
themselves to do good service for their it is hard to say where that trouble would
country, and not merely to make a holi- have ended. Even now we do not knpw
day of it. Had the very steps which are what is going on on the other side of the
Proposed to be taken by this Bill for water, 4,000 miles away, and it is hard to
the training of our Militia been say what news we may receive by the very
taken a dozen years ago, I think the next steamer. I think that this step is
force would have been in a much more one in the right direction, and I am
efiCient state than it is at present. It is a prepared to support the measure as far as
rT Ove in the right direction, and I simply it goes. Where does the money go to ?
rise to protest against the assertion going It does not go out of the country, but into
uncontradicted, that the militia is a toy of the pockets of our volunteers, and from
flo Practical use, or that we have not spirit there it is distributed throughout the
enough in the country to take a share in country, where it must do a great deal of
gur own self defence, when we know that good. I am sure that this Bill will meet
if we are compelled to do so we shall with the approval of the people, and, in
have the power of the whole empire at our my humble opinion, the remarks of the
back hon leader of the Onnositinn are not in

HON. MR. SKEAD--Forty-five years
ago I mounted guard, as a volunteer, on
this hili where these public buildings now
Stand. I was quite young at the time, but
the drill I acquired then I have not for-
gotten and if I were called out now I
behieve I would in a few hours have it
brought back to me as fresh as ever. I
have a great respect for my hon. colleague

(r. Scott) but I remember a time when
he held very different views. When he

accord with the sentiments of the people
of this district.

HON. MR. KAULBACH--I have al-
ways taken a deep interest in the militia,
having been for many years the command-
ing officer of a battalion of 750 men
in my county, and when my bon.
friend from Sackville says the militia
of the present day are more efficient
than they were before Confederation I
think it is an open question. It may be
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so, and I hope it is so, but as far as Nova
Scotia is concerned and particularly that
part fron which I come I may say I am
not in harmony with him. While at that
time I had within bugle call 750 efficient
men, with a brass band and two conpanies of
artillery attached to the reginent, we have
at present hardly a battallion. In my
opinion the present state of the militia in
my county does not compare favorably
with the militia of that time.

HON. MR. POWER-You have ceased
to be Colonel.

HON. MR. KAULBACH -1 have
ceased to be colonel. . I may say, however,
I am sure the countrv does not concur in
the remarks of my hon. friend the leader
of the Opposition when he says that this is
a waste of the public money ;- that it is
merely playing soldier and has no bene-
ficial effect. My hon. friend would lead
us to believe that the time has come when
swords are to be beaten into plough shares
and spears into pruning hooks. I think
we are as far from that day as ever, and
the true policy is, during time of peace to
prepare for any emergency that may arise.
We have all read of the services done by
the militia forces in the early days of the
settlement of Nova Scotia, in the war
of 1812, andit is within the knowledge
of every man here what the militia
has done in recent times for the
protection of our borders from ma-
rauders. Moral influence is all very well,
but moral influence will not protect an un-
armed country from invasion. If Great
Britain is at war we must expect to be
attacked from all sides, and the opinion
expressed by my hon. friend that we would
be safe from attack is, in my opinion, un-
reasonable Moral influence is all very
well, but it must have physical force to
back it, and that physical force must be
made efficient if it is to be of any service
at all even for protection of civil
rights and Government. Then as
to the character of our people Lord
Wolsely remarked that he would not
wish for better material out of which
to form an army than the Canadians.
I am sure wherever they have gone they
have always shown themselves ready to
adapt themselves to military life. I do not
think three years service is sufficient
for the militia. So far it has proved ofvery

HON. MR KAULBACH.

little effect. Eight days drill is too short
a period for men to learn anything of
value, and those men cannot be drawn
again into active service until the first,
second and third class men have been
enrolled and have served. Every man
up to 45 years of age, including married
men and widowers with families, must be
drafted and enlisted and serve their time
before the volunteers on the present
active list can be called out again.
This is the law at present ; it is defec-
tive and in my opinion the term Of
service shouldbeextended. Iwouldrather
see the number of men reduced and the
period ofdrill lengthened,and have the men
more efficient. As far as the pay of cap-
tain is concerned, I do not think it is toO
much for one who is qualified to drill, but
to my mind there are many captains who
are not qualified in that respect, and $80
is too much remuneration for the inconi-
petent services such officers render. The
volunteers of Nova Scotia are largely sea-
faring men, and under this Bill those men
are exempt from service except in case of
war. I do not know what to say as tO
those men not being liable to be called
out for drill, but the Goverement should
see some way by which we would not be
required to make this discrimination.

HON. MR. PLUMB-You would not
make land soldiers of sailors !

HON. MR. KAULBACH- I am stating
what is a fact, that a large portion of the
volunteer force at the present time in the
Maritime Provinces, is composed of sailors
and fishermen, and it is a question for the
Government to consider, how far they
would be efficient. By neans of the
Royal Academy we have practical instruc-
tion for our officers, and I believe this Bill
fills a want we have long experienced, viz:
a training place for non-commissioned
officers. Previous to Confederation we
had corporals and drill sergeants from the
British Army ; but we have lost them.
It was a great loss to the m itary service
of this country. At the pr. eat time we
have not a sufficiently large staff of non-
commissioned officers, and the proper and
efficient instruction of this important class
in the service would be a material benefit,
and would afford a nucleus by which the
force may be made more efficient for the
future. Then, as regards substitutes ; nY

& Amnendmenet B;11.
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owr knowledge is that under the present
Ystei many persons act as substitutes for

Others, merely to make up the number
required. I think this is a wrong practice
because these men fall out of the ranks
Imiediately, and their service is of little
if any value; the substitute simply fills
the place of some man who is away. I
do not think that the practice is intended
by the law as it stands, but such things
are done, and I think it is well to call
attention to the fact. The position of
quartermaster general at headquarters may
be necessary, though I think that, at the
Present time, the service does not require
such an officer. With regard to the cloth-
lng of our force, I think proper provision
should be made in this respect.

ION. MR. POWER.-Get Canadian
clothing.

ION. MR. KAULBACH.-I believe
that. The scarlet cloth which is im-

Ported for this purpose might be manufac-
tured in Canada. It is urged that it is a
Peculiar kind of dye, but I think perhaps
a different shade might be substituted,
which could be produced in this country.
I have also observed that the practice
Prevails of wearing uniforms, or portions
of them, when off parade ; that is con-
trary to the law, but we find that on
holidays the men wear their military trou-
Sers etc. I wish this knowledge to go to
the head of the Militia Department, in.
Order that such violation of military rules
'nay be guarded against in the future. I
arn glad to know that a cartridge factory,
for small arms, has recently been estab-
lished in Quebec; but I must say I think
there is often a great amount of powder
wasted unnecessarily upon our ranges. I
have known companies to put in their
class firing in a slap-bang way
When it was so dark that I could
'Ot see the target, and I think more
attention and care should be given to this
8ubject. The period of 8 days allowed
for the training of men in camp is much
tOo short to make our volunteers efficient,
but even that time is really shortened as
they often put two days' drill into one.
Tbree hours is considered a day's drill
and I think that time devoted to drill
each day is sufficient. This training
should be done in the day time, and not
dOne at night as it sometimes is in order

that two days may be put into one. I do
not believe that even on fine 'moonlight
nights men can train efficiently or that
they can be as thoroughly looked
after as is posssible by daylight. I am
convinced that the drill, as carried out
in camp, is by far the more efficacious,
but very often this eight days drill is per-
formed in a slovenly way. Sometimes
the military spirit does not pervade the
camp as it should do, and the drill is im-
perfectly gone through. Although I go
as far as any one in my desire to keep up
the efficiency of the service, I believe it
should be either well done or not done at
all, and at present I must confess I think
there is a large amount of public money
wasted. Then, with regard to the instruc-
tion in schools, I believe that is a most
important thiug; I do not think you can
make a soldier of a man from 30 tò 40
years of age, but you can give the young
training in this direction, and I think the
youth in our schools are the class to be
worked upon with the best results. In
the place from which I come there is a
school attended by 200 or 3oo boys, and
though they have no drill instructor, they
would go through their drill with their
little guns, and are the stuff from
which to make soldiers. They should be
taught squad, manual, and platoon exer-
cise, and it could be done much more
conveniently and cheaply, besides which
they would retain the instruction received.
I would not have made these remarks
adverse to the present state of the militia,
did I not believe that they would be pro-
ductive of some good. I am strongly in
favor of our keeping up a nucleus for the
militia of this country, and I thoroughly
agree with the leader of the Government
in this House, that it would be better to
reduce the number of men, and make
them really efficient, than to have a much
larger number upon our roll, every year
putting in sometimes four, and at most
eight days drill.

HON. MR. PLUMB-How much do
they get for a day?

Hoo. MR. KAULBACH-I think 50
cents.

HON. MR. PLUMB-They can earn
twice that at anything else.
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HON. MR. KAULBACH-That may the one referred to by the Minister of
be, but it does not affect the principle. I justice as the introduction of a stahding
have a strong feeling that so far as Nova army. Heretofore, we have had nothing
Scotia is concerned, the militia force in the way of such an army, unless "A"
does not stand as well to-day as it did be- and "B" batteries of artillery can be
fore Confederation. I believe the Minis- called so; but this bil proposes to nearlY
ter of Militia is devoting his best efforts treble the number of our standing armY,
towards improving the service, and I feel for practically I presume it will about
satisfied that with proper encouragement have that effect. Now, I think there are
from the Parliament and people of this twoor three scrious objections to a stand
country-but not such encouragement as ing army in a country like this. One is
the leader of the Opposition in this House that a standing army, to be of any great
would give-he will succeed in rendering use
our militia as efficient as every Canadian
who is interested in the welfare and pro- HON. SIR ALEX CAMPBELI,-Say
tection ofJhis country, could wish to u se . standing regiment rather.

HON. MR. POWER--The second read-
ing of the Bill has been inoved by an hon.
gentleman who has been a Minister of
Militia, and a very efficient minister, as I
have always understood. We have heard
a great deal from gentlemen who have
served as Colonels, and I think it may not
be altogether out of place that the House
should hear a few words from one who
has never served in any position higher
than that of a private, and even that some
years ago. I was a full private in the
Second Halifax Regiment in 1866. In
the first place, I would say, with reference
td the speech of the hon. gentleman
from Ottawa, that I did not understand it
in the same sense in which some other hon.
gentlemen seem to have interpreted it. I
did not understand the hon. gentleman
from Ottawa to say that the Militia force
was useless, or that he thought the martial
spirit was one that should not be cultivat-
ed. The impression left upon my mind
by his speech was, that he thought we
were not getting as much for our money
under the present system, as we, should
expect. The hon, gentleman on my left
(Mr. Kaulbach), who has had oppor-
tunities of seeing the practical working
of the system in a remote part of the
country, and who joined in the chorus of
reprobation in regard to the hon. gentle-
man from Ottawa, quite justified the re-
marks of that hon. gentleman before he
sat down. I do not suppose that it is alto-
gether desirable to discuss anything except
the changes which have been made by
this bill; at least that is practically what
we have to consider-the changes to be
made in the existing system. The most
striking of the new features in the bill is

HON. MR. POWER-Well, it is to be
composed of cavalry, infantry and artillery,
and it is exceedingly expensive. We can-
not in this country undertake to keep UP
a standing army which would be of much
practical benefit in time of war. Besides
this, there is another objection to such a
force : that it's existence tends to create a
military class as distinct from the remainder
of the population, a class which, I think, it
is not desira ble should be introduced very
largely into the social or business life of
this country. I think that military spirit
of that sort,-what one may call the social
military spirit-is not a desirable one tO
introduce into the population of Canada.
There is this also to be said againstit ; the
new branch of the service would come to be
,regarded as the finest force, as the
principal force and the one which was looked
upon with the greatest pride and
admiration, a state of things which would
result I think in degrading the volunteer
system as it exists now. The tendencY of
having a standing army will certainly be tO
lower the standing of the volunteer force,
which certainly is not desirable. ProbablY
Batteries " A " and " B " are necessary tO
garrison the forts at Quebec and KingstOl,
and there is no doubt that Victoria, B. C.
requires more protection. I for one
should have no objection at all to
establishing an additional battery Of
artillery there. The cavalry are exceed
ingly expensive, and useless too, notwith-
standing the remarks of the hon. gentlernan
from York. Then, I do not think there
is any necessity for the three companies
of infantry. I can understand that cavalry
pay be useful on the prairie, and we have
a very admirable cavalry force in the
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Mounted Police, but in this part of the
country I do not think we need a stand-
ing army in the shape of cavalry. I do
not think there is any necessity for going
to such a very large expenditure for the
Purpose of obtaining substitutes for the
Old drill sergèants,

HON. SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELL-It is
not for the drill-sergeants, but you must
have a skeleton company to drill.

HON. MR. POWER-Well, the ser-
geants used to manage to get very good
Companies in Nova Scotia. We find that
" A " and " B " Batteries have cost $1 17,-
000, and of that only $53,000 was paid to
the non-commissioned officers and men,
So that considerably more than one-half
the money was spent upon the officers and
for other purposes. I presume that
the new battery, the cavalry and the
'ffantry, will cost at the lowest figure,
$90,ooo a year more.

HON. MR. SCOTT-75o men would
cost $250,000.

HON. MR. POWER-I understood the
Ininister to say that they included the
present " A " and " B " Batteries.

HION. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-those
batteries cost $1 17,000.

H7ON. MR. POWER-Then the 750
ren are to be an addition ?

H7ON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-No,
that includes the new battery, "C" and
three companies of infantry.

H7ON. MR. POWER-And $205,000Will be the increase ?

17ON. MR. PLUMB-No, the $205,000
covers the battery as well ; they are part
Of the estimate now. I know that is the
Case.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I will
read from my memorandum.

IHON. MR. SCOTT-From your mili-
tary brief.

LION. MR. PLUMB-The hon. gentle-
'an from Halifax does not often speak
from a brief standpoint.

HON. MR. POWER-The hon. gentle-
man from Niagara is one of the last gen-
tleman in Parliament who should speak
of brevity.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-This
is the statement I have : " A " and " B "
batteries çomprises 316 men and cost
$117,ooo, and, the additional force
if raised, would cost $205,000.

HON. MR. POWER-That will bring
it up almost to the million and a-half
of dollars spoken of by the hon. gentlman
from Ottawa.

HON. MR. SCOTT-That is including
the Mounted Police.

HoN. MR. PLUMB-That is not part
of the militia estimates ; it is provided for
separately.

HON. MR. POWER.-Well, without
the Mounted Police, the militia will cost
this yeaî about $1,ooo,ooo. The Minis-
ter said there was one very gratifying
thing about our militia expenditure, that
the staff cost very little, and I think most
members of the House were rather sur-
prised to hear that statement. There is,
however, another way of looking at it
from which it does not appear so satis-
factory. I find that the expenditure,
including the cost of the Militia Depart-
ment itself, will be in round numbers,
about $i,ooo,ooo during the coming
year, and of that amourit there is to be
paid to the non-commissioned officers and
men only $25,ooo-that is, about one
quarter of the total cost. I
presume there would be about
$1oo,ooo paid to the men in the standing
army, so that $35o,ooo will be paid to the
non-commissioned officers and the men,
and$65o,oooto the officers and staff, and for
the department and other things of that
sort. Now, the hon. gentleman from
Lunenburg referred to the system we had
in Nova Scotia before Confederation, and
I was very glad to find that his view, ar-
rived at from experience in another part
of the Province, was the same as my own.
My idea about the militia force is some-
what different from that of most hon. gen-
tlemen here. I think that in time of
peace, such as we have now, a standing
army is unnecessary. We may require a
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few troops like the men of these batteries to
garrison certain forts, but in time of war
an army, such as we have at present, is
worth, practically, but very little. The
Minister of Militia tells us that there are
27,542 rural militia-men who drill only
once in two years, and I think then they
drill for 8 days only.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-
Twelve days I think.

HON. MR. POWER-Well, twelve days.
As I understand it, under this Bill they
are to have only three years' service, and
it can be seen quite clearly that these
rural troops are practically of very little
value. Their drill is of little service to
them, and all that you have is this skele-
ton of a force, nnmbering some 27,000
nien. The city corps are somewhat
better drilled, but still they are not very
much more than niaterial for soldiers;
they are not soldiers altogether, but they
are material somewhat farther advanced
in the stage of manufacture than the rural
corps. That is all you have under the
system for which we are paving
$I,ooo,oo. Now, in a country like
Canada, extending over so many thousands
of miles, and with a frontier exposed to
attack at so many points,it seems to me that
an army of 37,000 men is of very little
service for the purpose of resisting any
serious attack. In a war with the United
States or any other powerful country, this
army would be of very little use. Under
the system we had in Nova Scotia
before Confederation nearly every man be-
tween the ages of 16 and 45 was in the
active militia, and men from 45 to 6o
were on the reserve. It was calculated by
the militia officers in Nova Scotia-by the
Adjutant-General of that province-that
one man in every six of the adult popu-
lation was liable to serve in the active
militia.

Calculating the population of Canada,
as the hon. Minister did, at 4,200,000,
that would give us 700,000 men for the
Dominion. In Nova Scotia we had
enrolled 59,379 men out of a population
of about 35o,ooo. Those men were
drilled five days a year. They were
practically quite as good as rural corps
under the present system; my hon.tfriend
from Lunenburg says they were better.
Under that old system in Nova Scotia the
officers and non-commissioned officers

of the whole force were thoroughly drilled,
and the consequence was that with the
five days annual drill of the men of
military age, we had a force of nearly
6o,ooo men who were really in as high a
state of efficiency as the 37,000 men we
have in the Dominion force to-day, for all
practical purposes. They were obliged to
give those five days gratuitously, and they
turned out as good humoredly as the men
who are paid 50 cents a day now, and
they were a better class of men, decidedly.
The system of paying 5o cents per day
has a tendency to bring a poorer class of
men into the militia. If you have not a
regular volunteer force who serve without
pay, then you ought to offer an inducement
to a better class of men to serve, and I
think 75 cents or even $i a day for the
rank and file (if we are going to pay our
militia at all) .would be better than
the present rate of payment, and
would tend to increase the efficiency of
the force. As I have said, the systell
which we had in Nova Scotia, and which
might very well have been extended to
the whole Dominion, gave us the orginiza-
tion for a large army. Taking the sane
proportion for the present population of
the Dominion, we would have the organized
material of an army of 700,000 men. If
Great Britain became involved in war with
the United States, and it should becomoe
necessary for us to prepare for war, that
militia force could, in a very few weeks,
having already well drilled officers,
and non-commissioned officers, be or-
ganized into an army which would prob-
ably cause our neighbors on the south tO
hesitate a little before they invaded this
country. I do not altogether agree with
the hon. gentleman from Ottawa, who
thinks that we could not make a respect-
able defence against the United States if
we were attacked. I think we could, and
that we could make a very long fight. If
the Minister of Justice should be disposed
to look for information as to the system
we had in Nova Scotia, I may mentiOnl
that the latest Act by which it was regu-
lated was passed in 1865. In the
third appendix to the Nova Scotia Jour-
nals for 1867 will be found detailed infor-
mation with respect to the militia.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-f
the hon. gentleman will give me a meml-
orandum I will have it looked at,

HON. MR. POWER.
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HON. MR. POWER-The hon. gen-
tleman from Lunenburg seems to think
that it would cost more than the present
System. He is in error : the whole staff
of that large force undergoing drill cost
only $23,963 a year, and the total ordinary
expense of the militia for the year 1866
was only $70,126 ; and for that expendi-
ture we had what, I contend, were just
as large resuits as we are now getting in the
Dominion for an expenditure more than
ten times as great.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD-My experi-
ence in connection with the militia leads
me to a different conclusion from that
.Which the hon. member from Halifax has
Just expressed. I have been connected
With the militia for upwards of 6o years,
and I must say that when he says that the
rnilitia system of the lower provinces was
better than the present system, he is mis-
taken.

HON. MR. POWER-I said Nova
Scotia: I did not say New Brunswick.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD-I live near
the border of Nova Scotia, and I know
that when the hon. gentleman says that
the militia system of either New Bruns-
Wick or Nova Scotia was as efficient as
the present one in Canada is, he is en-
tirely mistaken. We have -a magnificent
force in the Dominion to-day, and it is
'ot confined to the men who are drilling
1Ow. The men who have been drilled, if
called upon (as they would be in an emer-
gency) are well qualified to stand in the
ranks with those who are now in the force,
.and we might put into the field 50,000
tnen who would compare favorably with
any militia in the world, except a portion
Of the volunteer force of Great Britain.
1 ýow I would not have thought it neces-
sary to have said anything on this ques-tion, after the clear and satisfactory expo-
sition of the Bill which is before us, had
it not been for the extraordinary speech
tade by the leader of the Opposition. I
'nust say I have never been more aston-
ished at anything I ever heard from a
Public man, than I have been at his des-
cription of the militia of the Dominion of
Canada. The hon. gentleman is entirelyrinstaken as to their efficiency. He
Would lead us to suppose that the people
Of Canada are a craven race, who would

submit to any indignity before they would
defend themselves. I say that is not the
spirit which pervades the people of this
Dominion. The hon. gentleman thinks
that we would be defended by the British
army and navy. What did the British
Government say when the union of the
Provinces took place ? Did they not say
in distinct terms "You must spend so
much on the militia, and be prepared to
defend yourselves, before we will be ready
to expend the revenues of the people of
Great Britain to assist a people who are
too craven to defend themselves." If I
recollect right, our Government engaged
to expend so much on the. militia.

HON. SIR ALEX CAMPBELL-Yes.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD-Therefore,
the position assumed by the hon. Minister
who addressed this House after the
Minister of Justice, is entirely wrong.
The hon. gentleman says it is merely
playing soldier, and that no good has
resulted from the drilling of our militia-
that this large sum was thrown away. I
should like, on that point, to give the
opinion of a gentleman who is well known
in the Maritime Provinces-General
Warner, the United States Consul. I
ani well acquainted with him, and happen-
ed to be with him at a review of some
3,000 of our militia in Sussex, some two
or three years ago. They had then been
drilling some six or eight days, and this
was a review at the end of the drill.
General Warner said to me " I congratu-
late you on the fine force that you have.
They would compare favorably with any
body of men. The manner in which they
went through their manoeuvres to day is
surprising, and if you have many such
men in your coqntry you need not fetr
attack." The hon. member from Ottawa
says that this large sum devoted to the
militia service is thrown away. I
venture to say from my long experience
with respect to the militia that this sum
would not more than pay half the expenses
incurred by the officers and men who
devote their time to the service. The
hon. member may think that it is mere
play and that the officers devote their
time to it for the purpose of making a
display. I say they are influenced by a
different motive. They desire to have a
force which will compare favorably
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with any militia'£in the world. When
hon. members say that the militia
are not called out long enough
each year, they entirely overlook the fact
that even in the rural districts the volun-
teers meet at nights and are drilled by
their officers. They devote a great deal
of time to the service for which they re-
ceive no compensation. In the opinion of
men competent to judge, the force is effi-
cient, and when h:n. memibers speak dis-
paragingly of them they forget that in the
war of 1812 and during the time of the
Fenian raids this country was defended by
our militia. If we had had no arms and
disciplined militia, how could we have de-
fended ourselves as we did on those occa-
sions ? I venture to say that if to-morrowwe
were called upon to resist attack, we would
have a body of men who would give a
good account of themselves in the field.
They are well organized and disciplined,
and would prove most effective. The offi-
cers and men who have devoted so much
of their time, their means and ene rgies to
keeping up a militia force to prepare them
to defend the Dominion in time of need,
deserve better of their country than to be
stigmatized as men who are merely play
ing with baubles and have no other object
in view than display, fuss and feathers. I
ain often surprised when I consider the
tine devoted by the militia officers
and men to drill, and the money
they expend in making preparations
to present a respectable appearance
when they are called out. It does
seem also to be an extraordinary position
to take that this great Dominion, nearly
4,ooo miles in extent, with a prosperous
population of nearly 5,ooo,ooo ought not
to have an enrolled force of 7 50 men to en-
force the laws or to prevent disturbances.
The number of men seems to be very small
indeed for these purposes and to form a
neucleus, if necessity should demiand it,
for a larger force. The hon. member for
Lunenburg seems to think that our militia
only includes-those who are now enrolled.
I tell him that those who have been drilled
ever since Confederation, and who have
gone out of the active service, can handle
a rifle and go through their drill and make
a respectable appearance on parade, and
they should be added to the active force
in estimating the strength of our militia.
Men do not forget their drill. I can speak
from experience, and I tell the hon. gen-

IION. MR BOTSFORD.

tlenan that I can go through the musket
exercise yet that I learned over 6o years
ago. I had very little practice, because I
became an officer very soon after I learned
it, and consequently had not an opportun-
ity to keep up my platoon exercise, but I
do not forget it yet. Some hon. gentle-
men who have spoken so slightingly of
the militia judge of them perhaps by their
own feelings. Militiamen, when they enter
the service, have an esprit de corps: what
they learn they retain. I can readily
imagine that the hon. gentleman from
Halifax who has opposed the system-

HON. MR. POWER-I have not oppos-
ed the militia system at all.

HoN. MR. BOTSFORD-You say it is
not efficient.

HON. MR. POWER-I say the present
system is not a good one.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD-I do not
wonder that they oppose a system in which
they take no interest. They would either
lie down or run away: they would not be
prepared to take up arms in defence of
their homesteads.

HON. MR. POWER-That is an un-
generous suggestion.

HON. MR. BOTSFORD-I must say I
was utterly surprised when I heard the
sentiments of the leader of the Opposition.
I did not intend to take any part in this
debate, but when I heard his remarks I
felt that I could not let them pas& unnot-
iced. There is another point to which.
hon. members do not refer: I mean the
money devoted to the Rifle AssociatiOn.
The effect of that has been to train a most
efficient body of riflemen, not only in the
militia, but outside of it. These men
would prove of great value in any emer-
gency which might arise demanding their
services. If I had known that this debate
was coming up, I would have been pre-
pared with statistics in support of the pOs-
ition which I have taken to-day.

HON. MR. READ-I should not have
addressed the HUouse on this subject had
it not been for the slur cast by the leader
of the Opposition on the militia force Of
this country. I certainly must give the

& Amenadment Bill.
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senior member for Halifax credit for taking
Upon himself the task, which I know
Must be a painful one, of trying to defend
his leader.

HON. MR. POWER-The leader is
able to defend himself.

HON. MR. READ-The hon. gentle-
Ynan discharged the duty to the best of his
ability. He must have seen that though
he represented but a small portion of the
People, from a political point of view, he
represents a much smaller proportion from
a patriotic point of view. The people
Of this country are prepared to make the
very small sacrifice demanded of thern in
defence of their hearths and homes.
What is the two and a-half or three per
cent. of the revenue which is devoted to
this service compared with the heavy tax
which other nations have to pay for their
defence ? There are no people in the
World who bear so small a burden for such
efficient protection. If I understand the
Position of this country, Great Britain ex-
pects us to assist in our own defence, and
111 return for that we have the whole force
Of the British army and navy, and her
wealth as well, to aid us. Our vessels are
protected by the British flag on every
Sea, and this we receive without any
cOst to us. All that we are expected
to do is what every people should be pre-
Pared to do-protect our own home
and fire-sides. Then, to speak of our own
lilitia as being practically useless in the
event of war breaking out, as the hon.
gentleman from Halifax has done,simply
¶ýows that he is not familiar with the
hiStory of this country. He has not read
history of the war of 1812-15, when for
three years the militia force of this
country, with very few British troops to
assist them, not only resisted the invader
successfully, but were actually, when the

ar n ame to a close, in possession of a
Portion of the enemy's country.

after being trained left the service, and
that their training was of very little use
to the country. When the Governor-
General was at Belleville, I introduced to
him a militiaman who had served in 1838,
and was still in the force. That is an in-
stance of a man who had been forty years
continuously in the militia, and when the
Marquis asked him what it was for, he
said, " for long service." We have a large
Dominion to protect, and we may have
internal difficulties. It is but a short time
since when we had to send to Toronto
for a portion of the Queen's Own to come
to Belleville, to prevent the traffic on
the Grand Trunk Railway from being
entirely stopped. There are no difficul-
ties at this moment that I know of, but
our policy should be "in time of peace
prepare for war."

HON. MR. POWER-The Minister
of Justice said that the Government had
adopted the principle of paying officers
such sums as would to a certain ex-
tent reimburse them for their time.
I wish to, know why the same
course has not been adopted with regard
to the men ?

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
said they would get pay for their rank. I
I did not say that they would be reim-
bursed for their time.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time.

BOOMS AND WORKS ON NAVIG-
ABLE WATERS BILL.

AMENDMENTS CONCURRED IN.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
concurrence in the amendments made by
the House of Commons to Bill (K), " An
Act respecting booms and other works
constructed in navigable waters under the
authority of Provincal Acts or otherwise'"

HON. MR. POWER-I said a force of le said :IThe House of Commons37,ooo men would be practically useless struck out of this Bill principally, that part
cn case of war with the United States, and of it which enables such works to be

suggested that we should adopt a new treated as obstructions to be destroyed,
systCtne which would give us more than and they also struck out that part of it
ten times as many men. which declared that the sanction of the

Governor-in-Council should be obtained
RON. MR. READ-The hon. leader to all bridges, whether already in existence,Of the Opposition said that the militiamen or to be built.
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HON. MR. DICKEY-The term CRUELTY TO ANIMALS BILL
aboiteau " is explained to mean dykes.

Now that is a matter which concerns the DEFEATED IN COMMITTEE 0F THE WHOLF.
Maritime Provinces very deeply and it re-
quires some little consideration. I see The House went into Committee of the
that the Bill has been so amended as Whole on Bili (25> '<An Act to amend the
to take away some of the objections I had
to it. We should avoid confusion-a ar respecin Ce toaim "
dyke is a different thing from an aboiteau.
Under the Bill as it stands a dyke might In the Committee,
be treated as an obstruction.

HON. MR. McCLELAN-Under the
Billas it stands it might be construed that
dykes interfere with navigable waters and
if so it would cause an immense amount
of damage in the Maritime Provinces. I
wish to avail myself of this opportunity to
express my dissent from this clause. It
has been improved since it left this Cham-
ber, but yet, I must say, it is unfortu-
nately worded in the Bill.

The further consideration of the Bill
was postponed until Monday next.

The Senate adjourned at 6 o'clock.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, May 7th, 1883.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

INCREASED SUBSIDY TO QUEBEC.

INQUIRY.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE enquired
whether it is the intention of the Govern-
ment to entertain favorably the address of
the Legislature of the Province of Quebec,
asking for " better terms " or an increased
subsidy ?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I am
unable to give my hon. friend a reply to
that question. It is a matter that will en-
gage the attention of the Government,
but not at present. We are not in pos-
session of the information necessary for us
to consider the matter at present.

HON. MR. SKEAD, in moving the
adoption of the first clause, said that he
wished to introduce an amendment to cor-
rect an error which had been made on the
part of the promoter of the Bill in the
Lower House.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL con-
sidered that the Bill was not of sufficient
importance to be pressed during this Ses-
sion. The present law provided for
nearly all the cases included in the Bill
before the House.

HON. MR MILLER inquired if the
Minister of Justice had been consulted as
to the introduction of this Bill ?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL replied
that he had not been consulted, but he
had been spoken to several times by Mr.
Richey about it.

HON. MR. MILLER proposed to take
the sense of the House, on the motion to
adopt the first clause, as to the suggestion
of the Minister of Justice to postpone the
Bill until next Session.

HON. MR. SKEAD was sorry that the
Bill had not fallen into the hands of the
hon. gentleman opposite (Mr. Plumb)
who was to have taken charge of it ; he
(Mr. Skead) had been asked to look after
it, as his hon. friend from Ottawa (Mr.
Scott) was not to be found when the Bill
came up from the Commons, and the hon-
member from Niagara, he was informed,
had refused. The object of the Bill was
a good one-to protect animals agninst
cruelty. There was a great deal Of
cruelty to animals practised in this city,
and the gentlemen who were promoting1
this Bill were deserving of a great deal Of
credit for endeavoring to secure this
legislation.
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. ION. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
it Would be seen by reading the Bill that
eVerything in it was provided for in the
existing law, excepting cruelty in trim-
r1ing and marking animals, in cutting
their ears, and in making an animal a
target.

HlOn. MR. MILLER said as there had
been no consultation with the Minister of
Justice as to this measure, and as it had
been clearly pointed out that the existing
law provided for the views of all reason-
able minded men, he would move that
the Committee rise.

11ON. MR. ALMON rose to second the
tnotion, and in doing so criticised the
termns used in the Bill as being very am-
biguous.

lION. MR. PLUMB protested againstthe hon. gentleman from Ottawa
Plaking use of his name, as he had done,
I connection with this Bill. He had
been asked by Mr. Richey to take charge
of this Bill, but while he had every res-
Pect for the philanthropic views of the
gentlemen who were promoting it, he
Could not see his way towards advocating
such a radical change in the existing law.

liON. MR. SKEAD said he would
Wthdraw any remark of his that might be
deemed offensive by the hon. gentleman
frorn Niagara.

.The motion was agreed to on a
lVision, and the Committee rose.

E QUINZE PIER, AND BOOM
IMPROVEMENT COM-

PANY'S BILL

SECOND READING.

"ON'. MR. SKEAD moved the secondreading of Bill (66) " An Act to Incor-
Porate the Quinze Pier, Boom and Im-
Provernent Company." He said; This is
ý ill to incorporate a company to make
"provements on the Upper Ottawa at

.be Quinze Rapids, which, as the name
'dicates, is a rapid 15 miles in length.

ey have large timber limits in that dis-
et and their object is to make these

ilTrovements for their own benefit and
for the use of lumber men in that section

generally. The Bill was thoroughly in-
vestigated in the other House, and I am
satisfied that it will meet with no opposi-
tion here.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

MASTERS AND MATES CERTIFI-
CATES BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the third reading of Bill (89), "An Act
respecting Certificates to Masters and
Mates of Inland and Coasting Ships."

He said: I promised the hon. member
for De Salaberry, who is not now here,
that I would submit to the Department of
Marine and Fisheries his suggestion about
diminishing the charges for certificates.
I have done so, but they told me at the
Department that even at these rates ($4
and $8) there is a considerable charge
upon the revenue in carrying out the Act.
The receipts in the past have been less
than one-half the charges upon the revenue,
and this Bill will make the expense still
more onerous. My hon. friend from the
division of Sorel spoke to me about taking
off the charges imposed upon masters
and mates who had served as such before
this legislation. The certificate in their
case is put down at $1.50. I am told that
the parchment used in the certificate
itself could hardly be obtaitied for less
than that, and there is really given to each
of these men a certificate which is of value
to him, by which he may procure employ-
ment, and for which, therefore, he can
very well afford to give $ 1.50 at all events.
The Department thinks the suggestion
should not be entertained, and I hope the
hon. gentleman will not press it.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.

RAILWAY TRUST AND CON-
STRUCTION COMPANY'S BILL

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. VIDAL moved the third
reading of Bill (41), "An Act to incor-
porate the Dominion Railway Trust and
Construction Company of Canada.
(Limited.)",
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The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the third time and passed.

INDIAN ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

WITHDRAWN.

The order of the day having been call-
ed for the second reading of Bill (S). "An
Act further to amend the Indian Act of
188o."

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said:
This Bill was intended to give authority to
the executive to deal with cases where
white men assisted Indians in making
violent demands on the agents. Cases
have arisen where the Indians have
gathered in considerable numbers, and
under the lead of one or more white men
have made violent demands upon the
agents for assistance.

This Bill was designed to prevent such
acts. After it was drafted it was present-
ed to the Indian Department, where it
was thought desirable to obtain fuller in-
formation from the agents themselves
before proceeding further. I move that
the order of the day be discharged.

The motion was agreed and the order
of the day was discharged accordingly.

THE CANADA AND ASIA MARINE
TELEGRAPH BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. MACDONALD moved the
second reading of Bill ( 116), " An Act
further to amend the Act respecting the
incorporation of a company to establish a
marine telegraph between the Pacific Coast
of Canada and Asia."

He said : This is a public Bill to extend
the time mentioned in the Act to which
reference is made under which the Gov-
ernor-in-Council was authorised to issue
letters patent to a company to construct a
marine telegraph between our Pacific Coast
and Asia.

HON. MR. MILLER-Is this not a
private Bill ?

HON. MR. MACDONALD-No it is a
public Bill.

HON. MPL VIDAL

ÎHON. MR. VIDAL-I really consider
this a public Bill, because it authorises the
Governor-in-Council to issue letters pat-
ent : it does not incorporate any indivi-
duals at all. It is a measure of public
policy, and is passed at the instances of
those who were the original projectors of
that scheme, and is not at all connected
with that second-and I venture to say
objectionable-scheme which has already
been submitted to a committee of this
House.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time and passed.

THE SENATE DEBATES.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ADOPTED.

HoN MR MACFARLANE moved the
adoption of the third report of the Corn-
mittee on Reporting the Debates of the
Senate.

He said: This report, which may be
considered the final one, will be found on
our minutes. It recommends a renewal
of the contract with the Messrs Holland
who have for some time been the reporters
of our debates. They represented to the
Committee that as they had discharged
their duties with fidelity, (which I believe
is not questioned), their contract should
be extended for the balance of the terra
of this Parliament. For many reasonls
such an arrangement would be more
satisfactory to thein than a yearly contract.
The Committee, however, did not feel
warranted in making a contract for s long
a period, but they felt, in justice to the
Messrs Holland, they should recommend
that the contract be made for two years
For the contract sum they are tO
furnish a certain number of copies for
daily distribution during the session,
and a certain number of copies of the
Debates bound in volumes after the
close of the session. A certain additional
expenses has been incurred in connectiol
with the index for this year, but it is quite
understood that in future the reporters
will* have to provide an index thermselves.
One reason why we do not feel warranted
in recommending that the contract be
extended for a longer period than tWO
years is that the inventions which are
every day being announced render it
probable that before the end of the terra
of this Parliament it may be possible to
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reduce the cost of reporting. The feeling
of the House last session, and I have no

Ioubt this session also, was that the report
8fg of the Debates should be continued

and the Committee think that so long as
the system is to be followed, the
service cannot be performed more econom-
'lly and efficiently than it has been by
these gentlemen who have been our
rePorters for the last eight years.

'ION. MR. DICKEY-I have no desire
to re-open the question of the necessity
or otherwise of these reports, and I feel
lesS inclined to discuss the question of the
'anzner in which the reporting has been

carried out, but I think this House will,
011 reflection, agree with me that it is not
desirable that the Senate should lose con-
trol Of this matter by extending the contract
or a Period of years. It appears from the
rePort that this system has been going onfor eight years and no inconvenience has
80 far been felt. I observe also that the
tender of the Messrs. Holland is for one
Year only.

"ON. MR. MACFARLANE.-I may
ythat the tender was accompanied by a

etter in which they asked for an extension
ur the term of this Parliament.

1ON. MR. DICKEY-I am speaking
"" of the tender which appears in our

nisnutes. There are many reasons why it1hnot desirable for the House to place
1f13 matter out of their hands for a period

0tw years : it would be better that the
o tract should be from session to session.

th reporters have ail the time between
egend of one session and the beginning

he, next to make their arrangements.T h t is the only part of the report toich 1 object.

ioN. MR. VIDAL-I do not think the
adoption of the report would place the
Ilatter beyond our control. The arrange-
et is very distinct and definite and so

t og as that arrangement is complied with
'ur satisfaction I presume that no fault

WOuld be found or alteration made. It
tas already been mentioned, that althoughis not in the formal tender, the Com-rnttee received a communication from the
teporters asking that the contract be ex-
teded for the term or this Parliament.

he Comittee thought that it was bet-

ter to adopt a shorter term, and they
recommend an extension for two years
only. It is obviously an advantage to the
reporters that this should be done as they
will thereby feel more secure. It enables
them to make their arrangements with
greater ease. As a member of the Com-
mittee I heartily concur in their recom-
mendation, and trust that the House will
adopt the report.

• HON. MR. PLUMB-I quite concur
w;th my hon. friend who has just spoken
that it does not put the matter out of the
hands of the Senate to extend the contract
for the time mentioned. It would prob-
ably be very advantageous to the reporters
if they had a more permanent contract,
and L for one can say that L have been
very much pleased, from the little experi-
ance I have had here, with the accuracy of
the reports made my the gentlemen who
hold the contract. We all know that all
short hand reporting is a matter which is
attended with great difficulty. There are
very few men who are competent to follow a
speaker with perfect accuracy. I think
the gentlemen who sit at our table here
are thoroughly skilled in their profession,
and are entitled to the highest consider-
ation of this House. They are not chekc-
ed and corrected in the way that reporters
are in the debates which occur elsewhere.
We have to rely almost entirely upon our
official reports. Considering that we
have two reporters, who are permitted to
occupy seats on the floor of this House,
representing other interests, the most
meagre accounts are given in the
press of our debates. Without the
aid of our official reports the proceedings
of the Senate would never be given
to the public. I say that advisedly
I have been very much surprised
that some of the most important
discussions which have occurred here
have been disposed of, by the gentlemen
who are supposed to be here in the interests
of the public press, in five or six lines
With regard to myself, I do not care
whether I am reported or not. Many
discussions in this House have never
reached the public, except through the
tardy medium of the official report.

The 5th clause in the tender of the
contractors removes, I think, the objection
made by my hon. friend from Amherst,
because the contractors agree to report
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the debates " to the satisfaction of the
Senate." That gives us the entire con-
trol, and I certainly feel inclined to adopt
the report. We simply allow our reporters
the privilege of knowing that they will be
enployed for a certain definite period of
time.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I am glad
that the index will hereafter be made by
the reporters, whose duty I think it is ;
and instead of an increased cost, there
will, therefore, be a diminution to that
extent. I fully concur in the expressions
which I have heard as to the satisfactory
manner in which the reports have been
made. I think it is the opinion of the
House that the work has been accurately
and impartially executed.

The motion was agreed to.

MILITIA AND DEFENCE LAWS
CONSOLIDATION AND

AMENDMENT BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into a Com-
mittee of the Whole on Bill (31), " An Act
Consolidating and Amending the several
Acts Relating to the Militia and Defence
of the Dominion of Canada."

In the Committee,
On the 7th clause,

HON. MR. POWER suggested that
provision should be made for the drilling
of all the Militia at least once in each
year. The rural battalions, as a rule, are
now not called out more than once in two
years. If the force is to be of any service
it should be drilled annually, or the term
of enrollment should be longer than
three years.

HON. S1R ALEX. CAMPBELL said
the question of drill depends upon the
money voted for that purpose by the
House of Commons, and the only possi-
ble plan, under the circumstances, is to
give the largest amount of drill which the
grant will cover. The three years en-
rollment was based upon the idea that
the drill might be made permanent some
day.

On the 21St clause-

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL ex'
plained that the three companies Of in'
fantry mentioned are for the purpose o
establishing schools to give instruction to
the non-commissioned officers and officers
who would attend them. It was of inl'
mense value-since Her Majesty's troOP5
were withdrawn-that the non-conis'
sioned officers particularly should be in'
structed in their duty as soldiers. In
addition to the service which would be ren-
deredbythesecompanies in cases of trouble
or riots in any part of the country, theY
would afford the means of forming compa"
ies, and would give the officers and ser-
geants attending the school an opportunity
of drilling a proper company. These S
diers would be apart from the generl
population, and in case of trouble arisin1g,
greater reliance could be placed UPOI
them than might be possible in the case
of militia stationed at the scene of riot,
and whose friends might Fe among tha
rioters. Instances of such trouble har
occurred at Belleville, where the engineerS
and stokers on the railway struck for high
er wages, and stopped the trains. the
regiment on the spot was called out bt
it was found they could not be reîied
upon; the rioters were their comraidet
and friends, men who had associated Witb
them for years, and they were natura"Y
reluctant and unwilling to use the necess3,
measures to suppress the tumult. It was,
therofore, necessary to send to Toronto
for the Queen's Own Regiment, Whose
appearance in Belleville had the desired
effect; the tumult was suppressed and
the business of the country allowed tO go
on. In the same way riots occurred if'

Quebec, where it was found impossible to
depend upon the ordinary militia, and he
was necessary to have recourse to the
battery which happened to be stationed
there. This clause would give the
executive control at once of a conside
able number of men who might be us
in such an emergency; and both abl
school, and as a body of men avaidabhe
for use on all occasions of trouble, the
proposed companies would be of imimenc
value, and the past had shown that su
a force was very much needed.

HoN. MR. POWER thought no .On
was opposed to the addition to the artilley
force ; but he did not think that the tro"p
of cavalry proposed was a very desirab

HON. M. PLUMB.
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force, and he gathered from the expres-
lns Of the Minister of Justice that he did

not altogether approve of it. The three
COfmpanies of infantry and this troop of
'avalry will cost at the lowest estimate

150,ooo per annum ; and it would be
better to do one of two things with that

n'icey : either to expend it in such a
rhanner as to ensure that the whole active
'nilitia shall be drilled at least once a year,
O else devote the amount towards paying
for the drill of an additional number of

inlitia. This sum of $15o,ooo now
Proposed to be expended for the purpose
ohaving a standing battalion or regiment

Perhaps 8oo men altogether, would pay
fOr the drilling of more than 20,ooo active
rWhtia. That would raise the militia
force of the Dominion to 6o,ooo men,
WI1ich would be a respectable force if any

fefficulty were threatened, and in a very
Weeks time cou!d be made fairtrops ; it would be sornething to beginwith, bn

the and would give time for organizing
reserve forces of the country. If this

enOney, however, were put into a troop of
valry and 700 infantry, it would neither

Well spent now, nor would it be ofclluch value in case of war. Referring to
the value of the proposed military school,
tne-tenth of the money to be paid for
ihese troops would provide all the drillIstructors that are necessary, and proba-
b the men would be better drilled
b them than by means of this
eular army. The Minister of Justice

stated that the men were intended to formSkeleton companies, but where a mili-tary school is being held, the offi-cers and non-commissioned officers
are the company, and there wastir necessity for this new and expensive
Sraneh of the service, in order to effectthis object. It had been said that on theon of riots or civil commotions the

belitia of the neighborhood were not tobe reied upon, but in such cases it wasclly necessary that the Government shoild
Wh npon the militia from other places,
fu0 Would not be liable to the same in-

nces as those upon the spot.
his standing army will not be like Sir

pYle Roche's bird, it will not be on the
tOt everywhere, and will probably haveju be moved to the scene of commotion,
jos a the Queen s Own was moved ontere Of the occasions which the hon Minis-
terf Justice mentioned. Such emergen-

cies are of practical value to the militia,
as they are in the direction of active
service, and the calling out of the militia
on such occasions helps to make them
more efficient, and to prepare them for
more serioùs work afterwards. The effect
of the clause would be more injurious
than beneficial, and though it was useless
to oppose a Government measure, he
merely wished to make his final protest
against it.

HON. MR. KAULBACH said that
Government measures had sometimes been
opposed in the Senate, and very effectively,
but in this matter the change suggested
was actually necessary, and on several
occasions the heads of the inilitia depart-
ment had approved of such a clause
being introduced. For the protection of
civil rights, and to meet emergencies, it
was essential to have a force like this
which would be available for immediate
use. Besides it was evidently necessary
as a nucleus for the purpose of giving
instruction to the general militia.

HON. MR. MASSON said that the hon.
gentleman from Lunenburg was perfectly
right in his statement Every general
officer had impressed upon the Minister
of Militia of his time the value of such a
force as is now to be created, and he was
happy to see that the Government had so
completely the confidence of the country
as to be able to carry any measures they
considered desirable. The better plan
was to sacrifice quantity to quality, and
from his experience as Minister of Militia
it was not quantity that was needed.
Notwithstanding the small remuneration
offered, all the men required could be
had; strong, healthy and able men, who
would make good soldiers. It was
however the fact that proper instruc-
tion was seriously lacking. He had
stated in the House of Commons on
a former occasion-and the statement
was doubtless somewhat startling to
many persons-that when he assumed the
office of Minister of Militia there were 8oo
commissioned officers on the force who
had not been able to obtain their certifi-
cates, and these were the men who, in case
of emergency, would be looked to by the
country to lead our brave volunteers ;
men who had no training at all. We have
to-day as many men as we need-strong,
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courageous men-to do battle for our
country, but if men are courageous and
ill-trained, that very courage may be an
element of danger to the Dominion-our
troops would have dash, but no judgment.
What is really needed is a force well
organized, trained, drilled and officered,
and the Government in the present
measure are taking steps in that
direction ; they are following the advice
of a celebrated French General, who said,
at the time when France was suffering:
'We have as many men as we want, but
what we need is an efficient staff, stores
well filled, and our finances in good con-
dition." While entirely approving of the
Bill, there was one suggestion that might
be made to the Hon. Minister of Justice,
and through him to the Hon. Minister of
Militia, in connection with the establish-
ment and maintenance of these batteries
of artillery : very large expenditures are
made by the Public Works Department, J
in connection with the needs of the
Militia Department, and as the sol-
diers of the several batteries have a
certain portion of their time unoccupied,
it would be possible to have much of this
work upon the va ious military stations of
the Dominion carried on and completed
by the labor of the permanent force of
the country. Without wishing in any
way to reflect upon the present manage-
ment of these works, it is but reasonable to
suppose that it would be more throughly
done under the supervision of well trained
military men, while a sl;ght addition to
the daily pay of the men of those batteries
would ensure their willing co-operation in
that direction. In that way the fortifications
at Quebec and Kingston could be kept in
repair, and even the new works at Victoria
erected with comparatively small expendi-
ture : an addition of eight or . ten
cents a day to the allowance now given
would perhaps accomphush this result.
The late Premier of the Dominion, Mr.
Mackenzie, had stated at a meeting of the
Rifle Association that " no nation could
be great unless it encouraged and culti-
vated the idea of national defence in con-
nection with the national finances." That
was the high and statesmanlike view to
take of this question, but so desirable a
consummation could not be reached while
the Government was met, at the very in-
ception of these changes, with niggardly
complaints because of its request for

HON. MR. MASSON.

more pecuniary aid. If there is any real
desire to hold this country, to prove Our-
selves worthy of being a free nation, we
must shew that we have the will as well. as
the power to assert ourselves and mam-
tain our proper position among the na-
tions.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER said that if
he understood the proposition of the ho"-
gentleman from Halifax, it was that I
only a certain amount of money was votet
by Parliament there was a more urgent
demand for the expenditure of that amoufnt
in encouraging the non-commissioned
officers and men of the force, than in the
direction indicated by this Bill. The ho"-
gentleman did not argue at all against the
proposed increase of the force.

HON. MR. MASSON--I was not re-
ferring to that hon. gentleman.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER understood
his hon. friend from Halifax to argue very
properly that if Parliament only voted a"
additional $200,ooo it was urgentlY
required in that direction first. h
volunteers, both officers and menl
spent more money than they received
during those periods of drill, and shoUîd
receive more encouragement. He had
understood from more than one Coi-
manding officer that there was a difficulty
in filling their rolls.

HON. MR. MASSON-That has not
been my experience.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER said it was
so in some parts of Ontario, that 50 cents
per day was insufficient to defral
their ordinary disbursements. They
should at least get one dollar per dietn.

HON. MR. KAULBACH said that they
virtually received a dollar now. TheY
were paid 50 cents for three hours dri1"
and they generally put in six hours dril
in a day in order to get two days pay.

HON. MR. MASSON said his experience
when Minister of Militia was that he was
constantly obliged to refuse applicati0'
from all quarters for permission to nts
companies, and to inform the apP ica W
that the force was as strong as they CO
make it under the appropriation.
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vlunteers did not care so much for the
50 cents per day as they did for the honor
of serving under Her Majesty's flag-that
was his experience as head of the
Department.

'ION. MR. PLUMB knew from personal
experience that there was a decided
Spirit amongst the young men of Western
Ontario to perform military duty, :and
nany of them made great sacrifices to
enable them to do so. He knew many
Of them himself who preformed their drill
at a loss of from a dollar to a dollar and
a-half per day. He agreed with the

on. gentleman from Woodstock that
5 cents per day was almost a
niggardly allowance to give men who
were willing at any sacrifice to
Serve their country. He believed that no
ner spirit prevailed in any part of the

commrnunity than among the volunteers,
aId he was pained beyond measure to
hear the sneers of the hon. leader of the
OPPosition in this House, the other day,
When he spoke of the young men who
turned out for drill as " toy " soldiers who
WoUld be of no sort of service in case of
an emergency. He (Mr. Plumb) had had
m'Iany opportunities of seeing the volun-
teers in camp at Niagara and a more
orderly set of men or men more attentive
tO their duties, he had never seen. The

on. gentleman from Lunenburg was mis-
taken in saying that the men were allowed
o earn a dollar a day by putting in six

hours drill instead of three hours ; there
wa' no such thing as increasing their pay
eethat way. But they had a diffèrent
eeing outside and apart from that
they were stimulated by an ambition
that the leader of the Opposition
dcl not seem to appreciate or to under-

stand as animating the breasts of the
YOUng men of Canada, and he could
scarcely believe his ears when he heard

h ho gentleman refer to the Canadian

gla nta i the terms he did. He was very
d that the present Government had

reestablished the systen that had almost
en into disuse during thc term of the late

b mistration, because it was considered
Y that Government that the holding of
2 ge camps was offensive to the people

O the other side of the border. He did
tlt Suppose that our military organization
nei to be subject to the approval of our

hbors ; we had the privilege of manag-

ing those affairs ourselves without asking
the permirsion of anyone. God helps
those who help themselves, and if we
permit our military organization to go
down and permit the military spirit to
die out of our people, under the impres-
sion that war is no longer to be, we would
wake up some day to find ourselves sadly
mistaken. Nothing could be more
delusive than the opinion promulgated in
England, 25 years ago, when certain
members of the Liberal party took tea
with the Emperor of Russia, who assured
them that there would be no war ; but
one year from that date witnessed the
commencement of one of the most desper-
ate and bloody struggles recorded in mod-
ernhistorv,provoked bythat same Emperor.
There is no such thing as peace to the
nations except it is an armed peace where
every nation is prepared to defend, and to
assert if necessary, its own rights ; and as
a part of the great Empire to which we
belong he believed it to be our duty to
show that we are ready to do our share
should the occasion arise to defend our-
selves from a foreign foe.

HON. MR. KAULBACH agrecd with
the hon. gentleman from Niagara that the
most effective mode of imparting instruc
tion to the militia is by camp drill, as the
men are more apt to be inspired with
military ardor on such occasions. He
had reason to know that in company drill
the men frequently put in six hours in-
stead of three hours in order to draw two
days pay.

HON. MR. O'DONOHOE considered
that the proposal to consolidate a small
force to be made perfect in drill and to
fit them to become instructors of their art
throughout the country was a move in the
right direction. He believed that the
establishment cf training schools and the
promotion of discipline are what are most
needed. The hon. gentleman quoted
from a report to the Governor of the State
of New York on the subject of the organ-
izations of the national guards, and muni-
cipal military systems of Europe by
Brigadier-General J. Watts De Peyster, to
show that the system prevailing in Switzer-
land was one of the best calculated to foster
a military spirit amongst the people. In
that country the training commenced with
the boys in the schools, who were pro
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vided with arms and acoutrements, HON. MR. MASSON said the regulatifl
instructed in drill, and put through the established by the Department, when he
manoeuvres of trained troops. The was at the head of it, was to furnish amiS
writer of the report from which he had and accoutrements to large schools and
quoted, stated that they might go through colleges where there were boarders, and
Switzerland, and visit the huts of the the arms could be taken care of by the
peasants, and find wanting among them professors. Good rifles were provided
many of the r.ecessaries of life, but they and they were given out on the under
would never see wanting the musket, or standing that a regular course of instruc
the beloved rifle, in the use of which they tion would be undertaken. There were
became unerring shots, and a thousand 15 or 16 of these colleges at that tilte
such men rallied on the day that the where regular drill instruction was givenl
enemy approaches were worth ro,ooo of eight or ten in Quebec, one or two in the
your volunteers brought green from the Lower Provinces, and the balance il
sod. ttookagreat.dealRofcareandagreat Ontario.
deal of practice to make good marksmen,
but to give men the drilw necessary to HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELst said
acquire the movements of trained soldiers there was a very good one that he
ivas only a matter of a few weeks in case himself had seen at Lennoxville. le
of necessity, and in his opinion it was in had seen 6o or 7 r boys there in unifoi
that direction the Government should going through their dril admirably.
move. He had no idea that at this stage
of the Bi1o there should be incorporated in HON. MR. POWER regretted that the
it any such radical change as he had sug- hon. gentleran from Ottawa was git ven
gested, but he believed that it would be a his place to reply for himself to the criti
change in the right direction, and that by cism that had been made on the speech
adopting the Swiss syste Canada would delivered by him during the previous de
become a power that would be difficult to bate on this Bil. The leader of the OP
meet, he cared not what the numbers position did not say, as stated by the hon.-
might be opposed to us. There was more gentleman from Niagara, that the people
danger from our neighbors across the line of Canada were unable to protect then?
than from any other power. Their popu- selves; but he did say that when Canad
lation was like our own, made up of the had offered to assist England, Englad
samte stock as we are, equally brave with had declined to accept our assistance
us, and much larger in number; we could any other shape than in money.
not cope with themn if left to our own
resources. But with such a training as HON. MR. PLUMB said that the w lb
the schools would impart, and with every cial report of the debate had nt yet beefl
man in Canada a crack shot, it would be issued, and he could hardly be .pected
difficult to invade this country successfully, to take the hon. gentlemans recollectio
with the power of England at our back. of the words used in the debate in prefer

ence to his own.
HON. MR. POWER asked if the hon.

gentleman from Toronto approved of the HON. MR. POWER said that thatlin
Swiss system. his recollection of what the hon. gefltle

man from Ottawa had said.
HON. MR. O'DONOHOE said that

to a certain extent he did, but not of that HON. MR. ALLAN said that the 
part which excluded the standing force mark was that England was more readY t
altogether. accept Canadian gold than assistace

from our volunteers.
HON. MR. ALLAN said there were

schools in Ontario where the boys were HON. MR. POWER thought that the de
regularly drilled in companies, and pro- bate on this subject had shown that Pey
vided with uniforms and arms, and he feeling did enter into the discussiail 10

would be very much pleased if that same this House. Although the remarks the
systen were extended to ail the public hon. gentleman from Ottawa had been n
schools of the country. severely criticised, fot a word Was 

lioN. MR. O'DoNohroi i p o
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with respect to the remarks of the hon.
gentleman from Toronto (Mr. O'Donohoe)
who had said a harder thing of our militia
When he remarked that a thousand Swiss
Vlunteers were rather better than io,ooo
of our Canadian volunteers.

11 hN. Mr. O'DONOHOE denied that
he had said so.

h. Ho1. Mp. POWER said that that was
his understanding of the hon. gentleman's
refllarks. The hon gentleman from
iMille-Iles had said that the military spirit
has very strong in his Province, and the

on. gentleman fron Niagara had spoken
O a similar strain of the military spirit in
eOntario. There was no doubt that it was
89tally strong in the Province of Nova

cotia, all of which went to prove that his
assertion was a perfectly correct and sound
one, that instead of spending this

2 0,000 in an addition of 400 men to

de standing army, it would be a great
eal better to expend it in drilling 2o,ooo

or 30,000 militia-men, who would be in-
tfhitely more serviceable i case of war,
than the few regular troops.

liON. MR, MASSON said that the
C0urse proposed would be the best means
of instructing the volunteers throughout
the country.

oN. MR. POWER said he did not
see why, if they were not going to in-
crease the number of volunteers to be in-
structed, they should so greatly increasethe cost of instructing them. If the
'Overnment were going to adopt the

SWiss system, or the system that formerly
prevailed in Nova Scotia, then he could
Understand the philosophy of spending
tnoney in training instructors, who, if a
War broke out between this country and
the United States, would enable us to
orgalize a force of half a million of men
for the field.

liON. MR. MASSON said the schools
Of instruction were not intended for the
Purpose of drilling men, but for the pur-

e of instructing non-commissioned
9%cers, so that they could impart drill
tstruction to others.

o"ON. MR. WARK called the attention
of the Government to what he considered
Would be an improvement to the Bill-

that same mode should be adopted for
keeping in sight the men who have
been drilled. In looking over the report
of the Minister of Militia he could find no
account of the men who had been drilled
during the last sixteen years, and who
would make very efficient sergeants.
These men had claims on the country,
and they should not be allowed tô settle
down into the reserve militia without
some distinction being made between
them and the militia more recently enroll-
ed. They ought to stand at the head of
the muster roll of the companies. The
Department should know where they
were ; they would be efficient men for
calling out, as they had undergone drill.

With respect to the cavalry, he thought
it desirable that they should not be made
a pet corps, but should have some con-
nection with the Mounted Police. The
plan adopted in the British Army of re-
calling troops that have been a long time
abroad and giving them a rest should be
pursued here. This cavalry corps should
be sent to take the place of the Mounted
Police from time to time. It would be an
encouragement to the latter to remain
longer in the service. With reference to
the remarks made by the hon. member
from Niagara about the rooth Regiment,
he would remind him that in the early
part of the century a regiment was raised
in New Brunswick known as the Io4th
Regiment which marched through the
woods, before there were railways or steam-
boats, to Canada and acquitted themselves
nobly.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
the suggestions which had fallen from the
hon. member from Fredericton were very
good, and he would bring them under the
notice of the Minister of Militia. It would
be valuable to keep the addresses of those
who had gone through the military schools,
and who were therefore more useful than
men of less experience, and besides, a
mark of distinction was due to them for
the knowledge they had acquired at the
military schools. The other suggestion,
with reference to the cavalry corps, had
merit, but there would be difficulty in
carrying it out, since that body was to be
kept in this part of the Dominion, and the
proposed exchange would involve more
expense than the hon. gentleman
supposed.

eilikaà & .Defence Laws (MAY 7, 1883.]
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HoN. MR. WARK-You need not
change the horses.

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said he
would also bring to the notice of the Min-
ister of Militia the suggestion as to the
repairing of fortifications. The men em-
ployed in these corps must have a great
deal of leisure time on their hands, which
would be much better employed in repair-
ing the fortifications than spent in idleness.

On the 47th clause,

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
the object was to pay each man according
to his rank when called out. The posi-
tion of an officer involved additional
expense. He was obliged to maintain a
certain standing in his company, and to
extend to them certain advantages and
indulgences, out of his own pocket. He
not only sacrificed his time, which natu-!
rally was more valuable than that of his men,
but also a considerable amount to main-
tain his standing and the esprit de corps
among his company.

HON. MR. POWER thought it desirable
that if the practice had been as the Minis-
ter stated, the law should be assimilated to
the practice ; it was perfectly right that
officers should not be obliged to make
such sacrifices, but the conclusion embodi
ed in the pay list did not follow. In the
volunteer militia the difference in social
standing between the officers and the men
was not so great as in some other coun-
tries, and the value of an officer's time
was not so much greater than that of his
men as this pay list would indicate. It
was very much to be regretted that in
altering the law the pay of the privates was
not increased. Some hon. gentlemen had
tried to make it appear that the leader of
the Opposition in this House and the late
Administration had manifested an un-
friendly spirit to the militia ; he would
call the attention of the House to the fact
that Mr. Mackenzie, when in office, had
increased the daily pay of the militia to 6o
cents, while the present Government, who
are supposed to possess a more military
spirit, reduced it to 50. He regretted
that instead of fixing the pay at 50 cents
they did not increase it to 75 cents.

On the 64 th clause,

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELLL said
the existing law provided that the volun-
teer should be under military law, while
on drill or parade, and also while wearing
the uniform of his corps. The provision
in this clause was that he should be sub-
ject to military law while undergoing
military training and also during any drill
or parade of his corps at which he might
be present in the ranks or as a spectator.
The change was made on account of a
difficulty which had arisen (but to which
he did not propose to allude more than tO
say there was such a thing) between ai
officer who was in the uniform of his
corps, and a superior officer who was there
present and who thought that the officer
in uniform had not behaved as became Jis
rank and position as an officer. The
question for consideration was reallY
whether it was necessary to provide that a
man should always be subject to military
law while in the uniform of his corps.
There were many occasions when, for
other purposes than drill or parade, .a
volunteer might wear his uniform, for his
own pleasure or for the convenience Of
his neighbors, when it would not be desir-
able that he should be under martial laW.
It was not advisable to drive people to
dislike the militia service by imposing
military law upon a man except when he
was on some kind of military duty, or in
some way connected with military service.

HoN. MR. MASSON was sorry to be
obliged to differ from the Minister Of
Justice ; if there was a bad feature in the
Bill, it was this one. It was unfortunate to
change the law to enable officers and ren,
while wearing the Queen's uniform, to -be
independent of the military law. A miai'
might disgrace his uniform without violat-
ing the civil law. To what law should he
then be amenable ? Why was this clause
introduced ? Because of a paltry quarrel
between a militia officer and the comland-
ing officer, which by a little forbearance
on all sides might easily have been settled.
And for this reason it was proposed to
overthrow the whole militia system as to
the wearing of Her Majesty's uniforn.
Would the Minister say that men attend.
in- the Dominion Rifle Association
matches to compete as militia-who 1ere
not allowed to load their riflcs or fire
unless under control of military officers-
should not be under military authoritY?
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The Dominion Rifle Association mightfairly
be considered a military organization.
While some of the prizes could be com-
Peted for by civilians, there were others
open to competition by volunteers only
and some of the matches were between
representatives from the various regiments
throughout the Dominion, who competed
Under military rule. Would any one say
that under such circumstances, because in
one case a general officer while in civilian
clothes had reprimanded an officer who
Was in uniform, the military regulations
should not be enforced ? This change, if
Iiade, would have a tendency to lead men
to shew less regard for the Queen's
Uniform. How would it be possible to
know whether a man in uniform wasUnder military regulations, or not ? Who
was to control him ? His officer could
not, and unless he did something which
Would render his arrest by the police
Possible no one could prevent him from

gmg discredit upon the corps to which
belonged. This clause would be most

UnPOpular amongst the militia officers
throughout the country, and if it should

corne law would strike a severe blow at
the volunteer organization.

t ON. MR. REESOR was also opposed
to making a general law to meet an ex-
cePtional case which was not likely to
Occur frequently. He approved of theIneasure as a whole. and he therefore sug-
gested that the further consideration of the
bill should be postponed for a day to give

e Minister time to consider whether it
would not be advisable to modify this
cause. In his opinion this change should
not be made.

thN SIR ALEX. CAMPEBLL moved
tt the Committee rise and report pro-

greSs and ask leave to sit again to-morrow.

The motion was agreed to.

BOOMS AND WORKS IN NAVI-
GABLE WATERS BILL

AMENDMENTS CONCURRED IN.

cON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
Concurrence in the amendments made by
the liouse of Commons to Bill (K), "An
Con respecting booms and other works
ctructed in navigable waters, under the

authority of Provincial Acts."
He said: When this question was

before us last Saturday, we were discussing
the meaning given to the word " aboi-
teau." I do not think that it will work
mischief because it includes dykes which
are sometimes built on top of aboiteaus.
Whether it does or does not we cannot
now amend the Bill. It originated here
and was sent down to the other House,
and this clause is unchanged. It would be
better to let the clause go, and if any diffi-
culty should arise from the use of that
word, ihe measure can be amended at
some future time. The Bill is an import-
ant one to those who are interested in
booms and other works in navigable waters,
and I do not think it would be advisable
to jeopardise the passing of the Bill on a
doubt of this kind.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned at 6 o'clock.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, May 8th, 1883.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock p. m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (T) "Ar. Act relating to Bills of
Exchange and Promissory Notes in the
Province of Prince Edward Island."-(Sir
Alex. Campbell.)

BETTER TERMS FOR QUEBEC.

MOTION.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE moved that
an humble Address be presented to His
Excellency the Governor General, praying
His Excellency to cause to be laid before
this House, all letters, correspondence,
addresses, &c., &c., which the Federal
Authorities may have received from the
Government, of Quebec, or from the
Legislature of that Province, asking for
" better terms " or an increase of the Do-
minion Subsidy.
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He said: In rising to move this resolu-
tion, it was not so much with the object
of having the papers brought before the
House, as to call the attention of the
Government to the importance of the
question which now stands before them
for consideration, viz., better terms for the
Province of Quebec. Judging of the
future by the experience of the past, I
cannot honestly believe that better terms
for Quebec, at this time, would be in the
interest of that Province. If we consider
the position of Quebec, under the Admin-
istrations of the last few years, we cannot
help coming to the conclusion that better
terms will be the signal for increased ex-
penditure, the custom in that Province
since Confederation being to increase the
annual expenditure out of proportion to
the increase in revenue.

'Before the Dominion Parliament could
consent to vote away the money of the
people, they ought to be quite satisfied
that the money so voted will be usefully
spent. Let, then, the Quebec Legislature
cut down their establishment to bring it
within their means. Let them begin at
once, and not get deeper and deeper into
debt. When this has been done, when
the Legislature of Quebec show a disposi-
tion to practice economy, when their
Government change their course and are
content with spending less, then it will be
time for them to come here and claim
what, I am bound to admit, is due by the
Dominion Government to that province.
In support of my views on'this question
of '"better terms to Quebec," I will give
the Senate a condensed history of the
administration of the affairs of that pro-
vince since Confederation, which will
establish,

ist. That the Province of Quebec is in
a very critical position.

2nd. That this sad position is due to
the bad choice of some of those to whom
the administration of her affairs has been
given.

3rd. That this state of things has not
yet changed, since the present Govern-
ment (Mr. Mousseau's) has come into
power. On the contrary that under his
leadership, it has become worse; con-
trollable expenses having increased as well
as the public debt.

4 th. That it would be useless for the
Dominion Government to entertain the
prayer of the Legislature of Quebec and!

HON, MR. BELLEROSE,

fir Quebec.

grant an increased subsidy at the present
time, before they have shewn a dispositiOn
to reduce their expenditure within the in-
come of the Province and so make both
ends meet. Consequently, that in case
the Government should feel bound to paY
at once what is due, they ought to do sO
in such a way that the money given by
them will not be wasted, but that it will be
so appropriated that the whole people Of
that province may be benefited by it.

Confederation having been accomplish-
ed, and the time allowed by the new con-
stitution for the meeting of the different
provincial legislatures being nearly over,
His Honor the Lieut.-Governor of the
Province of Quebec issued his proclama-
tion, convening the local legislature for
despatch of business. This Legislature
met on the 27th December, 1867, and
selected Dr. Blanchet, of Levis, for its
speaker, and after adopting the address in
answer to the Speech of His Honor, it
adjourned for the Christmas holidays. On
the 7th of January, 1868, the sittings were
resumed. It was then that the Honorable
Premier (Mr. Chauveau), and the Honor-
able Louis Archambeault, Commissionner
of Public Works, came to me and solicit-
ed me to accept the chairmanship of the
Committee on Contingencies. I refused;
they insisted, one of them stating that " the
system of expenses already inaugurated by
the Speaker was ruinous and the revenues
of the Province could not stand it. If the
administration of public affairs was flot
conducted with more economy, direct tax-
ation would have to be resorted to." 1
replied " the more you say, the more the
position is repugnant tome. Youareoffering
me neither more nor less, than a position
which will make for me as many bitter
enemies as Dr. Blanchet will prepare for
himself devoted friends." They replied'
" Do not refuse your friends : do it for
the party ; do it for our dear Province.
" I accept," said 1, and I was elected
chairman of the Contingent Accounts
Committee. We set to work and thOu
sands of dollars were saved to the public
chest. But, hon. gentlemen, whom would
you think opposed this good and patriotc
work ? Who could believe it ? Mr. Chap-
leau who had just then been elected for
the first time ! Mr. Chapleau, with a few
others, did his best and used all kinds of
intrigues to prevent our efforts from being
successful. Day after day, this gentlen2n
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Made all possible efforts to carry his point.
he consequence was that there was a

time, when several officers of the
iIouse of Assembly, believing, as I
suPPose they did, that Mr. Chapleau would

successful, united in a kind of cabal
against the chairman of the Contingent
Accounts Committee, and things went so
far that I. was even menaced and ill-treated
bY them L. Believing as I did that they
Were not the most guilty parties, and that

ought not to mind them, but resist Mr.
Chapleau and his associates, I, as chair-
nIan of the Committee, opposed them
Successfully being well supported by the
Chauveau Government'on one side of the
tuse and by the honorable Mr. Joly, on

the Opposition side.
I need not show in detail the very
any abuses which had crept in. There

Was no control anywhere. Things were
thught one day and could not be found

le next. The number of officers was
l'creasing to such an extent that you
could hardly find a vacant corner in the
buildings ; they were a nuisance in the
lobbes. Accounts were received which
were evidently over-charged and had to
e set aside and payment refused, etc.,etc.

Ait those difficulties were met by the
thomnittee and settled in the interest ofthe Publie ; good order and peace wererestored.

ýVr. Chapleau, seeing that all his efforts
In the House were unavailing, though he
Would succeed better if he was appointed
9f the committee. A friehid of his moved
It that direction. I thought I ought not
ChoPpose the motion, but should let Mr.
fiaPleau join the committee, and I would
git in the good cause, the cause of the

People, against Mr. Chapleau who had es-
Poused the cause of a ring-of a new born
lique- Mr. Chapleau became a member

It the Contingent Accounts Committee.
b meemed to him then that he had some
etter chances of success, so he set to
hr triguing outside and inside, untilhe succeeded in influencing a majority ofthe committee. The votes given in com-

c ittee are not reported to the House and
tonfsequentlyare not published: I resolved
., orce an open vote in the House on a
rePort Of the committee, recommending
ctain icreases in the expenses of the
ceeIy, which Mr. Chapleau had suc-

ed m having adopted in the com-

mittee. The report was not concurred in
by the House, sorme members who had
voted for it in the Committee Room,
leaving the hall, while others changed
their votes, and voted against it.

Mr. Chapleau's efforts having failed, he
was thwarted and forced to allow the
Committee to continue the good work of
economy and retrenchment. The cause
of the Province had triumphed, and
thousands of dollars were saved to the
public exchequer, during the seven or
eight years subsequent to Confederation.

We have now reached 1875, when dual
representation having been abolished 1
had to make my choice between a seat in
the Commons or one in the Legislative
Assembly of Quebec. I kept my seat in
the Commons and did not run for the
Local Legislature. I know therefore,
much less of what has passed in Quebec
since that date. But the blue books, the
reports, and the records of the proceed-
ings of the Assembly of that Province
shew how things have been managed in
that Province, for seven or eight years
past.

In looking over those public documents
I find that during the period I an now
speaking of, every financial year has been
marked by a deficit except the last one,
1881-82, which is remarkable amnongst
others by a surplus of $34o,ooo, caused
by the adding to the revenue $554,000
which the City of Montreal paid to the
municipal fund. If this sum was not
added to the ordinary revenue (as it
ought not to be added) then the deficit
for the last fiscal year would be $213,156.

I may fairly say, therefore, that every
year since 1875 has been marked by a
deficit. How could it be otherwise, when
that Province has been in the hands of
surh men as those to whom I have already
alluded, or to whom I will have occasion
to refer as I proceed ? How could it be
otherwise when the Government of that
Province have so little respect for the laws
or the constitutional practice of their
country that they could expend hundreds
of thousands of dollars without having
obtained the sanction of Parliament, as
has been the case this year, when no
pressing necessity existed that could have
justified such a course ? How could it
be otherwise when so much money has
been wasted and scattered to the winds as
is shown by the blue books of that Prov-
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ince ? Why, hon. gentlemen, let me only
quote some one or two examples which I
find in those books. Here I find that
enormous sums of money have been voted
for the construction of new Parliament
buildings, when the buildings recently
burned down would have answered very
well. Again, that His Honor the Lieu-
tenant-Governor has been permitted to
expend large sums of money during the
few years of his administration ; and so
extravagant has that expenditure been
that during last session, though the Goy-
ernment was slavishly supported by a
large majority of the Assembly, when a
gentleman on the Opposition side (Mr.
Stephens) in the Public Accounts Com-
mittee, where a hostile vote could not en-
danger the Government, moved a resolu-
tion expressing

" The alarm with which the Connittee
viewed the enornious increase of the contin-
gencies of the Lietenant-Governor's Office,
and the extravagant expenditure for the
maintenance of Spencer W ood, and reconi-
mending to the House that measures be adopt-
ed with a view to reduce what the Committee
considered to be extravagant expenses;"
the resolution was unanimously carried.

Further on, I find a comparatively large
sum for a clock in the tower of the new
buildings, when here, in, Ottawa, with
large revenues and surpluses, the central
tower of our Parliament Buildings was
allowed to stand without its dial for many
years. Again, I find there are heavy ex-
penses which the Quebec Legislature will
have to meet for their Civil Service Com-
mission, which, I have no hesitation in
saying, was quite unnecessary, since the
members of the Government could have
very casily done the work and no doubt
could have done it better. The late
Treasurer of Quebec, who is well known
for his economical views, is also of that
opinion. He says, in a speech to which
I will have occasion to allude later on :

"I know sonethirg, Mr. Speaker, about
the Civil Service work and the nunber of
em ployes required, and tor years vainly tried
to have the number reduced to a proper
standard, as vacancies occurred, and suc-
ceeded to sonie extent, and I have no hesita-
tion in saying that I believe one-fourth of the
number of enployes services mighît þe dis-
pensed with, without any damage to the
public service. The commission appointed,
if it does its duty, will, I feel sure, so report,
and the Governnment might, if they had the
necessary firmness to resist outside pressure
for an increase of'salaries and for an increased

HoN. MR. BELLEROSE.

number of employees, have dispensed with
the commission altogether, and done what was
îequired theiselves. This House, Mr.
Speaker, at ny suggestion and with the SP-
proval of both sides of the House, a few yearg
isnce, reduced the expenses connected with
legislation cons derably ; at least, for a tine,
and I hope, vou, sir, wili see that no expenseo
that can be avoided without detriment to th
public service will be allowed."

Could I not also call the attention Of
hon. Senators to the famous Tanneries
Scandal, a transaction by which . the
Province has lost, according to the best
evidence, not less than $6o,ooo, and more,
probably $ioo,coo?. To shew you, honl.
gentlemen, the character of this transac'
tion, I will read the following extracts
from the report of the Select Comnittee
to whom it was referred :

" 2. Your Comiittee is of opinion that the
evidence, although to a certain degree COn'
flicting and contradictory, will be tound tO
establbsh the fact that the Tanneries propertl
is worth from $60,000 to $100,000 more than
the portion of the Leduc farin deeded to the
Province.

" 3. Your Committee is further of opilnion
that John Rollo Middlemiss, holding &
promise of the iale of the Leduc farmi, cOn'
trived the idea of exchanging a portion of thie
sanie for the Tanneries property, and to thii'
end lie secuired the services of' C.' A.- DB11
sereai, for the purpose of availing liiinself O
the influence which he was presumed to have
on the Ministers, as their pohtical friendand
as a journalist. That the said C. A. Danse'
reau lent hiniself to this arran ement, a
did use bis influence with the sai dMinisLe'P
for the purpose of proçuring the sid
exchance for the said Mîddleniss, to the Per
sonal atvantage of the sid Dansereau, and W*
the detrinient of the Province; and that the
Pinm of $48,O0 00 passed from the bands O
the said Middleiss to the said C. A. DaSnlr
reau, which the parties thereto declare to
have been of the nature of a loan, but your
Comnittee is not satisfied that the trans$e
tion was such as is represented by them."

I know in the Legislature of Quebe4
an hon. member who has been there
ever since Confederation, and who ha'
done much for the economical adiniII'
tration of the Government of that pro-
vince (the Hon. J. G. Robertson) is One'
amongst many others, who greatly helped
the committee on contingencies in carry-
ing out the views of the Chauveau
Government during the first six years
after Confederation as regards econoO.1
and retrenchment. This gentleman is
the same hon. member who was forced
to resign his seat in the Chapleau Cabietssome 18 or 20 months ago, of which hi
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was the treasurer, because he would not $4,731,594.92. Then taking the same page
tolerate the extravagant expenditures of we find the expenditure to be ,$5,420,578.77

tate thvenetavagant hved re oless railway expenditure $1,664,340.73 leaving
that Government, which have made a balance of $3,756,238.04 outside of the
the province of Quebec a ruin. True, railway expenditure. Take this last sum for
the Lieutenant Governor forbade this hon. the amount of receipts, exclusive of railways,

gentlemnan, after he had resigned his and there remains, $975,356.88 from which
Porfo/ io, b is reasons for leaving deduct fie amount in the Treasury on June

the giving 30th, 1882, and there is a deticit of and from
Cabinet, but the statement which he the ordinary receipts and expenditures, as I

Made in his speech on the budget on the said, exclusive of railways-receipts and ex-
Ist of March last, conclusively shews that penditure, of $596.184.10.
Such was the reason for his resignation. " There was $335,035.92 more money bor-
I .uot wobis as rowed on temiporary loans during the year

Si words asreported: than was paid, which is still due by the Pro-
'If it, were asked why lie was so strent vince, and there was $156,604.93 less in the

Uously advocating the cutting down o Treasury on June 30th last than'on ths pre-
expenditure, when lie did not himself carry vious June 1881, besides soime trust funds.
out the reform when in power, lie would As to the item of $1,043,123, for interest on
replY that he had acconi plished a good deal,' our public debt, it was frighful to think that
bIt that the fact that t he expenditure had wve had to pay for interest $75,000 ioreper
increased sinice he left, shewed the sanie annum than we received as subsidy fron the
Pressure was not being employed agiinst Doininion Governnient, and interest on trust
the expenditure." fands in their hands. He could not account

. This hon. gentleman (Mr. Robertson) for the increase in the Civil Service expenses,
hwa good hich would be $37,621. He had no hesita-

(what I have stated shows he is) ago lion in saying that the services of at least one
authority on this subject. Let me then fourth of the employes imight be dispensed
put before you his views as to the with. He had no hesitation in sayin g tiat if
Finances of Quebec, as set forth from his the expenses connected with the various ser-
seat in the Quebec Legislative Assembly, vices of the Governmeit were eut down to

11lis speech above referred to he . what they ouglt to be, we would not need to

rePsrted bo ve impose fresh taxes upon the people, and there
as follows need not be any stinginess or ineanness in our

"Be was disappointed that the hon. Treas- expenditure either."
Mer (Hon. Mr. Wurrele) should have reconi- " The grant for public works vas too large

Inended to the Bouse so large an expenditure for our mneans. To borrow money for build-
Of tionley, with our limited resources. Our ing a new Parliament House was very unwise,
ftinded debt was larger than it was ever when the present building answered the pur-
eected it would be, our controlable expen- pose. He would not unnecessarily cry down
diture was increasing year by vear, flaster the financial standing of our Province, but
than our available revenues, unless we lie knew of no better way to' bring natters
teOrted to direct taxation. The public into a healthy state than to stop spending
accounts furnished ample proof of this and, money. He did iot favor asking for an in-
(saiti he,) I ami sorry to say that the annual creased subsidy fron the Donminion Govern-
exp]enditure for subjects which the Executive ment, as it would only encourage us inour
of th 1s province and this House might and extravagant expenditure. - We hîad a just
sould control and reduce, is yearly augment- claim, however on the Dominion Government,
d without, in my humble opinion, any for subsidy to equalize what was granted to

neeessity therefor,*and which the public to railway extensions in Ontario, and also a
ervice does not require. One of our most clain for tle repayment of sums withheld
valuable assets, the provincial Railway, had from our subsidy from year to year between
gone out of our hands for a comparatively 1867 and 1863, when the surplus debt of the
small sum. Our animal outlays iwere late Province of Canada vas assuied by the
Rradually increasiig, and our assets daily Dominion, which should niever have been
di'iisinj5 1 g. He did not bring any charge placed upon the Provinces of Ontario and
agains8 t aiv party for the large debt. He Quebec; and also a claim for aid in the ad-
fonind fron tlie subnitted receipts that the ministration of criminal justice. Urging
expenditure lie had proposed making during these just clains was very dif'erent from beg-
the past year, had been exceeded by about ging for increased assistance to pav current

160,000. He did not see why the trust f und, of expenses. ' e osed by
Whi the Goveriînment was only the custodian, earnestly impressing upon both parties in the
should be calculated upon to tormi surpluses, House the necessity foi retrenching ail ex-
when they did not properly forim part of the penses, and assured tien that the people
ordinary revenues. Taking out receipts and would hold the Governnent and its support-
expenditureson page 3 of'the Publie Accounts, ere responsible for their future financial po-
We fiid, including Lalance on hand 30th June, sition. He said, that the Governmen4 could

,the receip;s from aIl sources to be bring down useless expenditure. If, for the
5,799,751 55-from which deducting railway sake of supporting the particular party to

redeipts $1,068,156.63 leaves a balance of which they belong, they fail to endeavor at
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least to reduce the expenditure within our
revenue and thus avoid increased taxation,
the responsibility will be theirs. I have en-
deavored, he said, to take a fair, honest view
of our position. I have no kind of doubt, but
that if this House would seriously set to
work and cut down expenses in every depart-
ment of the public service, that we cannot
only avoid additional taxation to any appre-
ciable extent, but fully meet every reasonable
demand upon the Province within or without."

Such is the speeech of the late Treas-
urerer of Quebec. It fully coroborates
all my statements and shews the true state
of things 'm that Province.

I have said enough, I am sure, to give
hon. members an idea of the administra-
tion of the affairs of Quebec since Con-
federation, and I would only be wasting
the time of the Senate if I was to enter
into longer details. " Ab uno disce omnes:"
What I have shown, coupled with the fact
that the debt of the Province has increas-
ed in such a short space of time, to the
enormous figure of $i 8,ooo,ooo-will con-
clusively show that the Government would
only do what is right in refusing to enter-
tain the prayer of the Quebec Legislature,
for an increase of this subsidy at the pre-
sent time. Surely the Quebec Government
ought to be given to understand that be-
fore they can expect to receive more money
they must be able to show that they under-
stand the cause of the ruin of their prov-
ince, and that they are able to change the
system and economize the money of the
people which this Parliament would be vot-
ing them. But far from this being the
case, they have shewn even so late as last
session, that experience had not yet made
them wiser.

I have had for many years a seat in the
Quebec Legislature, and consequently I
know something of the financial difilcul-
ties of that Province, and of her capabili-
ties to meet them. Knowing so much, I
have no hesitation in saying that if the
financial affairs of that Province were
adminisered with due economy she could
yet relieve herself from her present embar-
rassment, and place herself in the front
rank of the Provinces of the Dominion,
for prosperity and advancement in those
respects. But the Province could not
expect to attain this end by receiving an
increase of subsidy from the Government
of Canada. The moncy she would receive
would be of no use to her people, any
more than the increase of her revenue,

HON. MR BELLEROSE.

since 1867 has been. The late Treasurer
in his speech already referred to, stated ;

" As our revenue increases, and it has in-
creased since 1867, thE only effect upon us
has been to spend more and faster, on objects
not required or necessary, in as far as carry*
ing'on the business of the country is concern-
ed."

Let, then, the Government of that
Province face the position as it reallY
stands, not desperate, but very critical,
and let them take.the bull by the horns.
Let them cut down their expenditure and
try to make both ends meet. Then will
be the proper proper time for them to ask
for better terms, and no doubt they will
be granted, as I am bound to say that that
Proviice has a just claim upon the Do-
minion Government for subsidy to equal-
ize what was granted for railway extension
in Ontario ; also a just claim, I should
consider, for the repayment of the surn
withheld from its subsidy from year tO
year; also a just claim, in common with
tlue other Provinces, against the Dominion
for aid in the administration of criminal
justice.

But it is not only with the representa-
tatives ot the people in the Local
Legislature of Quebec, that I find faUlt.
There seems to be here, in Ottawa, I an
sorry to say, a certain number of the
representatives of Quebec in the DO-
minion Parliament, who do not seeml
to take any serious interest in the welfare
of that province. Indeed I was astonished
to read the following article in The Mofl*
ing Chronicle, of Quebec, on the 2 8th
March, 1882 :-

" Hon. Mr. Chapleau received the following
telegraphic despatch froui Ottawa last night,
while engaged with his speech upon the rail
way question I-

" OTTAvA, 27th March, 1882.
"To HON. J. A. CHAPLEAU, Quebec.

" Your friends wish yuu health and
.succe8s in your policy."

(Signed,)
J. G. Blanchet, C. J. Coursol,
Ernest Cimon, G. A. Girouard,
F. Dugas, - P. C. Beauchêne,
R. P. Vallée, M' P. Ryan,
G. Amyot, G. A. Giganît,
A. Pinsonneault, J. B. Mon enais,
F. Routhier, Louis Tel ier,
Jos. Bolduc, D. A. Manson,
Simon X. Cimon, W. B, Ives,
P. E. Gradbois, Alonzo Wright,
Désiré Girouard, J. J. Lauthier,
J. G. H. Bergeron, E. T. Brooks,
Joseph Tasse, François Rouleau,
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. Now, if this telegram means anything,
it surely expresses the sincere wishes of
those who have signed it, for the success
of the policy which I have to-day des-
cribed-that policy which has deprived
?ur Province of one of her most valuable
assets, the Provincial railway, for a com-
Paratively small sum-that policy which
has increased our controllable expendi-
ture-that policy which bas brought about
the era of deficits-that policy which bas
raised our Provincial debt to the enormous
figure of $18,ooo,ooo. Should not the
People of the Province of Quebec have
expected from their representarives in the
Cowmons of this Dominion (if their
duties at Ottawa left them any time to
look into the affairs of the Government
of their Province) something better at
their hands? No doubt this regretable
step of some of the members of the Com-

o'Ons had a sad effect. No doubt it
geatly helped Mr. Chapleau to carry out
bis Policy, and I consider they are as
nuch answerable for the success
of that olicy as are the members
Of the egislature of Quebec. I
admit that I was taken by surprise,
when I read some of the names of those
who had signed this document, but I am
bound to admit frankly that as to others

was not. Indeed, how could I have
Considered it extraordinary to find, at the
tOP Of the list, such a name as that of the

e Speaker Blanchet-the gentleman
Wbo was so well supported by Mr.
Chapleau, when he was chosen as the
first Speaker of the Legislative Assembly
Of Quebec, and as such, inaugurated, as
stated before, a ruinous system of expendi-
tMre, which brought him into difficulties
With the Committee on Contingencies. It
seemls to me quite natural that, all senti-
tnent of patriotism being set aside, the
ate Speaker should be expected to do
something for Mr. Chapleau when he

&Ld in a most critical position. But,
. gentlemen, the Members of the

omnmons are' not the only parties who
ave given their help to those who seemdetermined on ruining our Province;leaders of the Conservative party here in

tttaWa, have done not less than many ol
eir followers. Have not 'all thosegentlemen who have been parties to the

so*ng of the finances of Quebec, been
i' particularly well treated by our leaders
in Ottawa, that one would think they

were rewarded for having successfully
done so ? Let me select some two or
three examples, out of so many that I
could put before you, to establish this last
proposition of mine.

What grea.t sacrifices for the party had
Theodore Robitaille, Esq., M. P., for
Bonaventure, made when he was called
into Sir John A. Macdonald's cabinet and
made a member of the Privy Council ?
None that I know of, except that which
the humblest member of Parliament has
repeatedly done. But this gentleman
knew what he was about. He did not
object to public money being expended,
provided he made for himself some few
devoted friends, who would and could
advance his interests. His efforts soon
became a success and shortly he could be
called, " His Honor the Lieut.-Governor,"
&c, and bis family are provided with the
best situations, regardless of the rights o
others.

Next to His Honor, let me refer to bis
late Prime Minister (Mr. Chapleau) a first-
class speaker and a most talented man, no
doubt, but a gentleman whose first step,
when entering official life in 1867, was to
try bis best to destroy the finances of his
native province, and make for himself
friends who would push him forward,
as they did. Mr. Chapleau became a mem-
ber of the Quebec Government and later
on, the Premier of that province, a situa
tion he held until his sad administration
of the affairs of that province forced him
to resign, when the Right Hon. Premier
of the Dominion took him under his pro-
tection and made him the Secretary of
State of Canada, despite the interests and
the rights of Quebec which were once
more ignored.

Now, comes the late Speaker Blanchet,
a true gentleman, I admit, and one as
worthy as any other member of the Com-
mons to be the presiding officer of that
House; but for all this, my argument is
no weaker.

What special claims had this gentleman
on the Conservative party, when he was
elected to the Speakership in Quebec ?
What particular act of his political carreer
could there be placed to bis credit ? None,
surely, that I know of, except, perhaps,
that having been a Liberal, converted to
Conservative principles, by the exertion of
a certain politician to whom I may have
occasion to refer on some future occasion,
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he had to be taken good care of.
But, is it not a fact, that after Mr. Blan-

chet had received so much in Quebec;
after he had had the honor of being the
Speaker of the Assembly in that province
for two parliaments and received at the
hands of his political friends a salary of
over $2o,ooo to fulfil the duties of that
office, (the financial part of which he was
considered unable to fulfil, so that the
Contingent Committee of the saine House
had to do it for him, " with no pay,") is it
not a fact that Mr. Blanchet was again
chosen by the leaders in Ottawa to occupy
the Speaker's chair with a salarv of over
$2o,ooo for the whole Parliament?

Now, who could deny the bad effects
such a policy must necessarily have, a
policy which will confer all the favors
a party can give on a certain class of
individuals who are open to such charges
as those I have mentioned ? Is not the
course which bas been followed in the in-
stances I have referred to, an inducement
to others to try, first of all, to make friends
of all those around them, and then, after-
wards, if any time remains, to see to the
welfare of the country? Help me and I
will help you ; such bas been the practice
for some years past, and for this practice
I am sorry to say, the leaders of the Con-
servative party are responsible as I have
shewn.

Would to God that the sad results
which such an unwise, such an unpa-
triotic policy, bas produced in Quebec,
would be useful to us all in Ottawa !

No doubt, hon Senators will now see the
truthfulness of my utterances on several
occasions during the last six or seven years
when I told them that our province had
fallen into the hands of jobbers and
intriguers, and that those men had become
so powerful that even the Government of
the province had to submit to their exac-
tions. But thcse rings have now' nearly
finished their work in Quebec ; very
little remains for them to do there, so
that they may be expected to reserve all
their energies, all their influence, for the
Capital of the Dominion, where they have
already been intriguing, and where they
have even conducted, to some degree,
most important affairs as I will probably
have reason to show at a future date.

But a serious difficulty exists, and it
would be very hard for me to say to-day
how it will be settled. Whether the

Quebec ring will succeed in combining
with this other which has existed in Ottawa
for many years past, the leader of which
has already been approached by the
former, or whether they will have to fight
each other for the supremacy has yet tO
be known. Let us wait patiently and see
how the thing will be managed. Tifme
will tell.

I hope I have sufficiently established
the few propositions which I laid down at
the beginning of my remarks, and that I
have successfully shewn : ist, that the
Province of Quebec is at this moment ini
a very critical position ; 2nd, that ber sad
position is due to the unhappy choice Of
some of those to whom she has entrusted
the adiministration of ber affairs ; 3rd, that
this sad state of things has not yet been
changed by the Mousseau Government, but
on the contrary, has become still worse
under them ; and 4 th, as a logical conse-
quence, that it would be extremely unwise
-nay, unpatriotic-on the part of the
Government of this Dominion to entertain
the demand of Quebec before ber Govern-
ment and Legislature have shown a dis-
position to reduce their expenditure withill
their income, and so make both ends
meet ; and that in case this Government
should feel bound to pay, at once, what is
due, they ought to do it in such a waY
that the money given by them will not be
scattered to the winds, but will be 50
appropriated that the whole people of that
Province may be benefited by it.

HON. MR. OGILVIE-I think the
hon. member from Delanaudiere is
slightly inaccurate in his statements. e
said that there was a loss of from sixty to
one hundred thousand dollars to .the
Province by the Tanneries scandal. At
that tine both properties together were
not worth $6o,ooo ; and to-day you could
not sell them for $25,ooo, therefore
fail to see how there could be a loss o
from $6o,ooo to $ioo,ooo in the swap.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-It is not
hearsay ; it is the report of a committee
composed of honorable men of both sides
of politics:

HON. MR. OGILVIE-I understand-
the statement as coming from the hon-
gentleman and I know that it is incorrect.

HON. MR. BELLEROSL
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HON. MR. MASSON-I think the
great majority of this House agree with
Me that much of what has been said by
the hon. gentleman from Delanaudiere
WOuld have been better left unsaid. For
'TIY part, while admitting the zeal and de-
vOtion of the hon. gentleman to his
Province, I must protest against the tra-
ducing in this Parliament, which has
nothing to do with our local affairs, of the
good name of our Province, in the way
the hon. gentleman has done. We can,
'n Our own legislature, manage our own
af'airs. We have our quarrels, we have
Our difficulties, and we have our failings;
but, thank God, we are yet able to setle
them among ourselves. We have a Legis-
lature responsible to the people just as
this Parliament-and more than this
Chamber-is responsible to the people,
and I think the proper tribunal before
Which to discuss these matters is the Local
Legislature, or before the people them-
selves at the polls. I must protest
agamnst the bringing of our Province in
this way before this Parliament, and
1Iust protest also against the traducing of
Our Public men in this Chamber, in the way
that has been done by the hon. gentle-
Mian, without any opportunity being given
themn to defend themselves. I do not
Wish to say that in every respect I approve
Of his politics, but this I do say: there
ae few men in this country who have
done greater honor to our Province than
Mr. Chapleau has. I regret the attacks
On a gentleman who is no more in that
active political life which is the lot of a
Minister of the Crown, and I also regret
the attack on a gentleman who for the
last five years presided as Speaker in the
iouse of Commons. If I believed the

hon, gentleman, I would regard Mr.
Blanchet as being unworthy the confidence
Of his fellow-countrymen, or of those over
Whom1 he presided in the House of Com
ions. I have had the honor of a seat in
that louse, and I must say that I have
always been proud of that gentleman as
Speaker; and I can give the hon. gentle-
rMan from DeLanaudière proof that that

"Pinion of the ex-Speaker is shared by therralority of the people in the House of
COmnons hailing from my Province.

the Government had thought proper,
i the exercise of its discretion, toapPoint Mr. Blanchet to the Speaker-

ship for, the second term, they would

most willingly and joyfully have ac-
cepted the nomination ; happily he
has been succeeded by a gentle-
man not less able, not less honorable,
and not less talented than Mr. Blanchet
himself. I think that the representation
which has been made of the condition of
the Province of Quebecis a most unfair
one. I does not come here as a mendi-
cant asking better terms in order to con-
tinue the administration of its own affairs ;
it comes here under the broad principles,
and the broad basis which were recognized
by Conservatives at the time of Con-
federation-principles which I advocated
myself in the House of Commons. I
said at that time that by the Confedera-
tion Act the revenue-producing power of
the country was badly distributed. It was
so distributed that everything inured to
the prosperity and advantage of the Fed-
eral Government, and to the disadvan-
tage of the Local Government. Every
settler brought into this country
added two or three dollars to the revenue
of the Federal Government, the Local
Governments do not begrudge it; they
are quite happy that it is so, but what is the
consequence to them ? While every new
settler adds to the revenue of the Dominion
he also adds to the obligations of the
Local Government. The province is
obliged to take care of the poor, it
has to provide for education, and for the
administration of justice, and vas I wrong
when I stated in the House of Commons,
(when New Brunswick came before us for
better terms) that by the system now pre
vailing in this country it would become
necessary periodically to alter the relations
between the Federal and Local Govern-
ments ? That is what I said at that time
and I repeat it to-day. In the United
States the Local Legislatures support
themselves from their own resources ;
the states delegated a portion oftheir powers
to the Federal Government in that country
and have retained to themselves the right to
tax railways, banks and other commercial
institutions, for the purposes of revenue.
How can our Provinces put a tax on the
railways, as they do in the State Legisla-
tures ? Such power is only within the
purview of the Dominion Government.
Every railway that connects one province
with another, or any railway which this
Government proclaims a Dominion work,
is entirely within the jurisdiction of this
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Parliament, and under this state of things
is it likely that Parliament would allow
the local Legislatures to tax the roads
that are within the jurisdiction of the
Dominion Administration ? I contend
that the means of the Local Legislatures
of raising a revenue are entirely crippled,
while the Federal Government has an
ever increasing source of revenue in the
prosperity and increase of the population.
I was not prepared to discuss this subject
tQ-day, and I only rose to vindicate the
right of the Government of my Province
to be judged by its own people, and by
its own Legislature, and not by the Senate
of Canada.

HON. MR BELLEROSE-I am
amazed at the protest of the hon gentle-
man from Mille Iles. If many things in
my speech should have been unsaid, I am
sure that more of his could have been
omitted with advantage to his Province.
He has referred to the neighboring coun-
try to show that in many of the States the
people have to bear many burdens which,
in Quebec are borne by the Government,
so that even if the public money is wasted
the people do not pay it directly, and
therefore the present state of affairs should
continue. I am sure the Senate will con-
sider that a lame argument. If the hon.
gentleman had followed my remarks he
would have observed that I spoke only of
the controllable expenditure, and I showed
on the authority of the late Provincial
Treasurer, Mr. Robertson, that it was un-
necessarily large. That cannot be contro-
verted by references to the system pursued
in the United States.

The hon. gentleman says this is not a
matter to be brought before the Senate ;
then, why does the Local Goverment seek
for better terms? They want more money
and before they get it they should show
the cause of their necessity. I have
already admitted that something is due
to the Province of Quebec under three
heads, but I have also shown that it
would be unwise to give it to men whose
public policy shows that they would
squander it ; or, if it is paid to them, that
it should be surrounded with safeguards
to ensure that the public will derive some
benefit from it. Did I not prove that
although the revenue of Quebec has
steadily increased since Confederation the
expenditures have swollen in a greater

HON MR. MASSON.

ratio ? What answer has the hon. gentle-
man for that ? He has none ; it is un-
answerable. I have not made a solitary
statement which is not supported by the
public records of the Province.

The hon. gentleman says that Mr.
Chapleau would be an honor to any legis-
lative body. Did I not say so myself?
Did I not admit that he is an eloquent
speaker and a true gentleman ? The hon.
member for Mille Iles is, himself, respon-
sible for Mr. Chapleau's first election tO
the Legislature. It was before the aboli-
tion of dual representation, and the hon.
Senator was running for both Houses for
the same constituency. Mr. Chapleau
threatened to run for the Commons
as well as for the Local Assembly
if the hon. gentleman would not abandon
the contest for the local. The hon. Sena-
tor yielded, and one was elected by
acclamation for the Commons and the
other for the Provincial Legislature. The
very day he took his seat he began his
career of extravagance, making friends for
himself at the expense of the people. I
say nothing against him personally, but I
do say that as a public man he has done
his utmost to ruin the Province.

Then the hon. gentleman took up the
defence of Mr. Blanchet. I readily admit
that Mr. B'anchet is one of the first gen-
tlemen in our Province, but that does not
disprove any statement that I have made.
It did not make him strong enough tO
stem the torrent which he himself assisted
in letting loose. I remember when he
crowded the corridors of the Legislature
with his friends from Levis till I, as chair-
man of the Committee on Contingencies,
had to turn them out. That is sufficient
proof that he was unfit for his position.
Then the hon. gentleman speaks about
the Lieutenant- Governor, who is, as the hofl-
gentleman should remember, an officer of
this Government.

HON. MR. MASSON-I did not say a
word about him.

HoN. MR. BELLEROSE-Then, it
shows.that the hon. gentleman understand5
the constitution : I only regret that he
was not as discreet on other points. I do
not retraét one w-ord that I said, and I an
prepared to say more if I am challenged
to do so.
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. I have made great sacrifices for my pro- Senate bas acted with the greatest liberality
Vince, (I challenge anyone to say that he in the matter of discussion, but when that
has made as great), yet I am sorry to say liberality is trespassec upon tco far, I
that Quebec is ruined by the gentleman think it is our duty to proteýt agàinst it,
who, even to this day, is supported by the and the impeachment of the Government
hon. member from Mille-Isles. I repeat of the Province of Quebec, which bas
that Quebec has claims for an increased been made before this House to-day, in
subsidy, but it would be unsafe to entrust my opinion, is not constitutional. The
it to those who are now in power in that Govcrnent have a right, under the con-
Province. The best proof of it is that al stitution and under the law, as weIl as
though the Dominion subsidy last year under the protection of the Federal Gov-
Was some $75,000, short of the sum re- ern nent, to their own responsibility; they
luisite to pay the interest on the provin- have been elected by the people, and it

Cial debt, yet the controllable expenditure is to the people thev must answer for
was increased by $37,ooo. I think it their conducL. 1 think, then, we should
would be safer and better to leave the not enter liere upori such a discussion as
rnoney where it is until a better set of 1 has been begun to-day, a discussion which
raen are entrusted with the administration is fot oil very painful for those inter-
Of the affairs of the Province. ested but .vhich will bc certain to create

HON. MR. GIRARD-The hon. gen- erbarrassment ; I feel they are more en-
tieman from Delanaudiere has just said titled to aid from us than to the unfriendly
he has not a word to withdraw, but cer- criticism which bas been offered to us to-
tainly the hon. gentleman from Mille day. I ar not here to defend these
Iles will not be the only one who will pro- i people; they can do that vhen thev have
test in this honorable House against the an opportunity ; but it is painfu tînt
course he has pursued. It seems to me men occupying such high and respon-
that such a discussion should not take î sible positions should be exposed to such
Place in the Senate ; this House is not attacks as we have just listened to, when
the place for it. we cannot be responsi- theyhave no chance to defend thenselves.
ble, of course, for the disposition of the We must not admit such a principle. Lt
hon. gentleman from Delanaudiere is not a liberal one, and while I ar
towards the Province of Quebec. unwilling to say anything which
While, I regret to say, I am person- would dîspicase the hon. gentleman from
ally almost a stranger to-day to that Delanaudière-for we have always worked
Province, nevertheless my associations together, shoulder to shoulder, I may say,
la connection with it are very dear in the legislation of the couutry, and I
to Me and will not be easily broken; have been glad to receive bis help on
therefore I have a feeling of sorrow in different occasions-yet at the sarne tire,
seeing the position which has been taken when there is something worthy of blare,
in refèrence to that Province by the hon. it is my duty, I think, to bring the matter
gentleman from Delanaudiere. I do not before the Senate. I do it with al
think such a discussion should be allowed, hurility, but I must protest against what
a'nd when it began to-day I fully expected bas been done to day, and it seers to me
a decision to come fron the chair putting it would only be an act of justice if the
an end to it. whole discussion on this subject should

not appear in the Debates 'of the Senate.
LION. MR. BELLEROSE-Why did Lt will only throw discredit upon this

You not call me to order then? House, because it is a discussion which
should neyer have taken lace. Lt will

HoN. MR. GIRARD-I am merely no doubt be proper for the hon, leader of
expressing my opinion, and surely I may the Senate to express an opinion on the
express such a view without being exposed position which bas been taken to-day, butto interruption. The hon. gentleman is I have felt bbliged to state my feeling
rght when he says it was my duty to caîl upon the subject; for what may be the

i to order, and ask a ruling froin the complaint of the Province of Quebec to-
chair, but I have not donc it, as I did not day, may apply to another Province to-
know what should be done under the morrow, and I am sure it cannot be the wishCirctUmstances As a general rule the of this House that such charges should be
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brought day after day before this Chamber,
against persons who have no chance of
defending themselves. If it is right that
the hon. gentleman from Delanaudiere
should act as he has done, then let it be
so ruled, but my own opinion is that such
a course should not he tolerated in any
way. It is going too far ; it is the first
time that an accusation of this nature has
been brought before the Senate, and I
must say I think we have lent too com-
placent ears to what bas been said-we
have stood a greatdealtoomuch, andIthink
this should be the last occasion on which
such great latitude should be permitted.
Respect for this House, and above all fr
for our beloved Queen, it seems to me,
should prevent such discussions, because
the authorities of the Province of Quebec
are as lawfully and constitutionally insti-
tuted as we are here, and are putting forth
their best efforts for the advancement of
that Province under the same protection
which is extended to us ; if they are wrong
it is not for us, but for the people to whom
they are responsible, so to decide.

in our ordinary position as regards the
Government of the Province of Quebec.

HON. MR. MASSON-I said that we
should not discuss here, those issues
which have been decided already in the
Province of Quebec; it is of no use.
The 'Tanneries Question, for instance,
what have we to do with that ?

HON. MR. POWER-I am not going
to say that there was, perhaps, any neces-
sity for going into the history of the
Government of Quebec at as great a
length as the hon. gentleman from Delan-
audiere did ; but I think that the hon.
gentleman's main position is perfectlY
sound and tenable; one in fact that
cannot be attacsed. We know frorm
public documents that the Governnent
of Quebec have made application to the
Government of the Dominion for an in-
crease in the subsidv to their Province.

HON. MR. MASSON-To all the Prov-
inces.

HON. MR. POWER-I regret that I HON. MR. POWER-But more par-
cannot agree with the hon. gentleman who ticularly to the Province of Quebec; to
has just sat down. He bas taken the all the provinces if you will. Now, if the
ground that this House is not the place in Government of this country are dispose
which to enter upon such a discussion as to grant tbe request made by the Quebec
the one to which we have just listened. Government, the money that is to go tO
It may be that the hon. gentleman makes the Government of Quebec and which 1S
this objection because the discussion to be expended by tbem, is not solely the
relates to a question of a financial char- money of tbe people of Quebec; if it
acter ; but if that be the case the practice were, then the view taken by the lin
of the Senate has been altogether con- gentleman from Mille-les would be 6
trary to the the theory of the hon. gentle- perfectly correct one. If the Governulent
man. I remember, when the Reform of Quebec were going to spend moneY
party were in power, that this House was the that was raised exclusively in the Province
scene, almost continually, of discussions of Quebec, then it wouId fot be the busi-
upon questions of finance ; and I presume ness of any one else. But that is not the
the practice of that day ought to be just case. Lt seems to me that, when the
as good now as it was then. If it was a Parliament of this country are asked tO
proper and correct practice then, I do not increase the amount to be paid to the
think it should be seriously questioned Government of Quebec, we have a right
now. But if that was not what the bon. to know whetber that money, wbich iS to
gentleman meant-and I do not think be taken from the people of the whole
it was-probably his meaning, as well as country-from their taxes-is going tO
the contention of the hon. gentleman from wisely and properly expended or not. The
Mille-Iles, (Mr. Masson) was that in this hon. gentleman shakes bis bead, and the
House we should not discuss the affairs hon, gentleman from the Trent diviSiOf
of the Local Government of the Province does the same, but with ail deference to
of Quebec. Under ordinary cir- the experience and ability of those gentie,
cumstances, that would be a perfectly mgn, L venture to think thattbey are wrong.
correct rule ; but L think those hon. gen- Lt will be remembered that some yearS ago
tlemen must admit that we are not now the Province of Manitoba applied for 9'0

HON. MR. GiR.-RD.
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iflcreased subsidy ; and what was the man from Delanaudière has been met.
course taken bythe Dominion Government Comingfrom another Province, of course,
at that tirne ? They said to I have not the same keen feelings as to
the Government of Manitoba, "you have certain individuals who have been, perhaps,
a Legislative Council which costs too t oo directly referred to, as would be the
fluch money, and you are doing certain 1 case with hon. gen Lmen who come from
Other things which indicate a tendency to the Province of Quebec; but, after all,
extravagance, and before we will increase those things do not go for nuch, and the
Your subsidy you must reduce yourl mainquestionis,hasthehon.gentlemanfrom
expenditure, and show that you are your- Delanaudiere given good and substantial
selves ready to do all you can in the way rea3ons to the Governrment and to this
of economy ; then, when you come to us, IHouse why, at the present juncture, it
s0 to speak, with your hands clean, show- would not be advisable to increase the
111g that you absolutely need the money sulsidy of the Province of Quebec ? I
for necessary purposes, we may be prepared think mysclf tiat he has ; and if we give
to vote what is needed." Now what was those pcjle a iarger subsidy before they
true in the case of Manitoba is quite as show that thev are in earnest in trying to
true in regard to the Province of Quebec ; save the money of the people of the whole
it is more true, because the sum we are· country for il is not the noney of Que-
asked to give to the Province of Quebec bec alone, but the money of the people of
is Much more than the Government were the whole Dominion, which they are re-
asked to give to Manitoba. I think, then, ceiving--if we do not wait until the Gov-
that the general facts stated by the hon. ernment of Quebec have shown that they
gentleman from Delanaudière were per- are really trying to conduct the affairs of
fectly pertinent to the matter which is not, their province in an economical manner,
. erhaps, directly before this House just and that if more money is given them by
low, but which is before the Government the Dominion it will be properly spent for
,or which is understood to be before the necessary public services, and not useles-

Government. After the Government sly and extravagantly, I think we shall not
had come to a decision upon the be properly discharging our trust. Under
Matter, and a bill was before this those circumstances the Government would
"Ouse, it would be quite too late for the not be justified in increasing the subsidy;

gentleman from Delanaudière, or any and I think the argument of the hon. gen-
Other member, to say anything about it. tleman is perfectly sound. Very few gen-
'lhe subject would be practically settled tlemen speak in this House who do not
theri. Therefore, I think the hon. gentle- occasionally say a little more than is nec-
rnan does right, and adopts the proper essary, or say some things which they af-
Course in bringing the matter before this terwards regret ; but the great question, it
l1Ouse before the Government have come seems to me, when an hon. gentleman
tO a decision ; so that his arguments may makes a speech, is whether he has any-
POSSibly have some influence with the thing valuable to convey to the House
GoVernment in making that decision. I and the Government. In the present in-
think when he quotes from the gentleman stance, I think the remarks of the hon.
WhO for many years was Treasurer of the gentleman from Delanaudiere are calcul-
Province of Quebec, and when he brings ated to do that, and therefore I regret that
Such authority in support ot his own two hon. gentlemen who are generally so
views to show that the Govern ment of the courteous-such perfect modelsof courtesy
Province of Quebec, while getting deeper in fact-as the hon. gentleman from St.
aid deeper into debt every year, do not Bonifýce and Mille-Iles. should have con-
diminish their controllable expenditure, demned in such very strong terms the hon.
but rather increase it-that even during gentleman from Delanaudiere.
the current year, they are actually increasing
. 12expenditures inconnection with legisla- HON. MR. MASSON-The hon gen-

0n and'i .'f, eJI%- .C JI f f 1i L
C oerment, ani,,

ace of all this they come to this Parliament
for an additional subsidy-I c >nfess I can-
laot Understand the extreme denunciations
with which the speech of the hon. gentle-

there is a great difference between the
claim of Manitoba and the claim set up
by the Province of Quebec. Manitoba's
claim was really understood as a claim to
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favor, but the Province of Quebec asks for
no favor. Manitoba found that it was
exceedingly difficult to continue the afflairs
of the country, though they had entered
Confederation with the understanding that
8o cents per head should be given to them
on a population greater than the Province
really possessed, and they came to the
Government of the Dominion asking as a
matter of favor for an increased subsidy.
It was éheerfully granted, because we
thought they needed it. On that occasion
we were in a position to tell them, " If you
ask this as a favor, you should also receive
a very friendly hint from us as to how
you should spend it." But the Province
of Quebec contends that the whole system
is wrong, because Ontario and Quebec
entered the Confederation with one
system, while the other Provinces came
in on anothet. When Quebec entered, it
was on the principle that 8o cents per
head wQuld be paid for each individual
according to a certan census, and that
no matter how the population might in-
crease thereafter, the payment should not
be increased ; but the other provinces were
allowed to enter the Union and were given
8o cents per head on their population
and on their increase of population.
The people of Quebec think such a.i ar-
rangement is really not fair. Let us look
it in the face, and I think the hon. gentle-
man from Halifax, who has had better
terms for Nova Scotia-for which I voted
most willingly-will admit that there is a
peculiarity in the case. Why should
Nova Scotia come into the Confederation
with the special condition that their 8o
cents per head would be paid until they
had attained a certain population, while
on the other hand Quebec should be held
down by a cast iron rule and should be
told "you shall have so much, and no
more, whetheryour population be i,ooo,ooo
or 4,000,000, whether you have 5o hospi-
tals or 5oo, whether you have 20 judicial
districts or five." This is the hardship of
which we complain, and Quebec and On-
tario only ask for that which has already
been granted to the other provinces.

HON. MR. POWER-For a change in
the system.

HON. MR. MASSON-That being the
position, the Province of Quebec has a
right to come here and tell you, " If we

HON. MR. MASSON,

are entitled to this you are bound to give
it to us, and as soon as we shail have
received it we shall see how we shall
spend-it." I would be rather willing tO
agree with a great deal that has been said
by the hon. gentleman from Delanau-
dere. I admit frankly and fairly that I
think a little more economy might be
practised in the Province of Quebec
than is now observed, but this is not the
place to discuss that: we are not respOn-
sible for it, nor are Messrs. Chaplea,
Mousseau or DeBo'ucherville responsible
to this Parliament for their expenditure;
they were responsible only to the people
and Legislature of the Province of Quebec.

HoN. MR. TRUDEL-I think perhaP5

it is necessary to remind hon. gentlemen
precisely what is the question before the
House. It is a motion by the hon.
gentleman from Delanaudière for somDe
papers and correspondence connected
with a certain petition from the Province
of Quebec for what we used to cal'
" better terms." Now, the hon. gentle-
man from Delanaudière has thought fit tO
bring up, in support of his motion, a
numerous array of facts, which I arn readY
to admit, seem to me to be a little out Of
order, according to the rules of Parliament,
were they strictly construed ? But then
we must not forget that unfortunatelY
these rules have been almost entirely set
aside in this House ; and I do not think
it is fair to callfor the application of these
rules against a particular member, when it
is well known, and will be admitted by
everybody, that hon. members as a generll
thing fail to observe them. The point is
this, if I understand the question aright ;
the motion is to have some papers brought
before the House to enable us to properly
discuss this matter of " better terms "or
a change in the system of distributing the
subsidy, or whatever other name you iaay
please to give it,-with a perfect knoWl'
edge of the facts. That is the real ques'
tion before the House. Now, as soon
as the hon. gentleman on the other side
had said enough to substantiate his motiOn,1
and to show that he was entitled to have
his request granted by the House,. 1
understand that according to the stri.t
rules of Parliament this should be suffici
ent, But it is well known that not only
in this Chamber, where the rules Of
Parliament are not strictly enforced, bti
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even in the House of Commons, in
the majority of instances, even the very
Irlerits of the question itself are discussed
1iPon the motion to bring thepapers before
the louse, whereas, strictli speaking, such
a discussion should not take place until
the Papers are brought down. If it is not
strictly according to parliamentary rules,
t is at all events the uniform usage in
both Houses. I think that if my hon.
friend from St. Boniface desired to raise
the question of order, it would have been
better to raise it at the beginning of the
sPeech of the hon. gentleman from Delan-
auldière and I do not think that we have
the right to call him to order now, since
so many other hon. gentlemen before him
have been permitted to pursue a similar
course on motions of a like character; to

Make similar speeches, and to enter in

t.e same manner into the merits of ques-IOnS, which properly should not be doneUntil the papers are before the House.
Now as to " better terms," I never

tnderstood that the people of Quebec in-
tended to come here as beggars. I under-
stand that the intention of the people of
0ur Province is to raise the question
Ybether it is not fair and just-whether it
is not perfectly necessary, even, that a
Change should be made in the basis of the
distribution of the subsidy among the
trovms ;and when this question comes
tobe discussed we ought not to forgett the members of Parliament have an
'Utidoubted right, in that discussion, to use
ary arguments, or bring forward any facts

ch May directly or indirectly have a
t ing upon the question before them.

s very well known that the provinces
WOuld never come here to ask us to aug-
"lent their subsidy unless to meet some
Pressing want. They would not ask for

oneY simply to put it in their treasury.
nU when the question does regularly come

bfore Parliament, it will be not only the

ot even the duty of every hon. member
only to study the question as to

Whether it is to the advantage of the
]ovces to augment their subsidy, but
ito to examine and see what advantage
hav euld be to the whole Dominion. I

ve "o doubt about.it, and although the
t ' ember from Mille Iles seems not

headmit my present proposition, I think
ctie l admit that every elector, every
tzen in the whole Dominion, will have
e right to enquire what use is to be

made of the money, and whether it will
be for the general good, not only of the
Province itself, but also of the whole
Dominion. If that be so, if every elector
has the right to enter into an examination
of the merits of the question, I think that
the members of Parliament have it in a
still greater degree, and that therefore
there was no ground for a question of
order, unless we are going to depart from
the invariable usage, not only of this
House, but of the House of Commons
also.

HON. SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELL.-I
do not intend to take any part in this
debate which has so unexpectedly risen
on the motion of the hon. gentleman from
Delanaudiere. Certainly, so far as my
judgment goes, the hon. member is right
in speaking to the extent even that he has
done upon the motion that he has made.
It seems to me the question is not one of
order, but of discretion and sound judg-
ment, and it would il] become me to
express any opinion as to the use the hon.
gentleman has made of his right. As
regards the motion itself, the only paper
which the Government has is a memorial
sent in by the Quebec Government on
this subject. That memorial has been
sent down to the House of Commons,
and will therefore pass to the Joint Com-
mittee on Printing, and be published; but
if the hon. gentleman desires it his ad-
dress can go.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-No: if the
document has gone to the other House
and is to be printed that is sufficient.

The motion was agreed to.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (85), "An Act to amend the Dom-
inion Election Act, 1874." (Sir Alex.
Campbell.)

Bill (94), " An Act to amend the Act
respecting the Offices of Receiver General
and Minister of Public Works as to the
powers of the Minister of Railways and
Canals." (Sir Alex. Campbell.)

Bill (121) " An Act respecting the Har-
bor Master of the Harbor of Three Riv-
ers." (Sir Alex. Campbell.)
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CANADIAN ELECTRIC
COMPANY'S BILL.

LIGHT

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. PLUMB moved the second
reading of Bill (1o5), " An Act for grant-
ing certain powers to the Canadian
Electric Light Company." He said :-
The second reading of this Bill was post-
poned in order that certain alterations
might be made. It has been agreed upon
that certain sections which were consider-
ed objectionable shall be stricken out.

HON MR. DE BOUCHERVILLE--I
wish it to be understood that in voting
for the second reading of this Bill, 1, at ail
events, am not committed to the principle
of it. It contains a clause asking for
extensive powers relative to docks and
works of that sort which I object to.

The motion was agreed to.

HON. MR. PLUMB moved that the
Bill be referred to the committee on
Standing Order, and Private Bills.

HON. MR. MILLER-I do not know
what Committee this Bill should be refer-
red to. It contains some extraordinary
provisions. It goes so far as to declare
that anyone who shall injure the property
of the Company shall be guilty of "simple
larcency."

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-That
clause is to be stricken out altogether.

The motion was agreed to.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY TRAF-
FIC ARRANGEMENTS BILL

SECOND READING.

HON. MR. VIDAL moved the second
reading of Bill (113), " An Act to author-
ize the Grand Tr'unk Railway Company of
Canada to extend their traffic arrangement
with the North Shore Railway Company
to fifty years from the date thereof."

He said : After the few remarks which
I made when asking for a suspension of
the rule in order that this Bill might be
introduced, I should not have thought it
necessary to trouble the House with any
comments on the Bill, it is so simple, if I

did not consider it necessary to myself, in
order to put myself right before the House,
that I should make some further explana-
tion with respect to one or two.facts in re-
ference to which the hon. member for
Montarville seemed to think I was lis-
taken.

HON. MR. DE BOUCHERVILLE-
If I used the word " mistaken," I retract
it, because I do not think such an
expression is polite. I thought the hon.
member did not give the whole scope O
the Bill.

HON. MR. VIDAL-I do not say that
any expression was used which gave nie
the least annoyance, or which I consider
impolite, but I wish to explain some points
more fully than I did on the former
occasion. For instance, I stated that
notice had been given to the public, not,
of course, through the ordinary channel
an advertisement in the newspapers-bu t

that the object had been attained by the
very public manner in which the Bill had
been deait with, not only in the House of
Commons, where it had gone through the
usual course, but also, I venture to say,
in Quebec, where the Legislature of that
Province had, prior to this, granted the
very thing asked for here-an extension Of
the traffic arrangements between the Grand
Trunk Railway and the North Shore
Railway from 21 to 50 years. I did nOt
go very fully into the matter, not thinking
it necessary, but I must put myself right
before the House by stating the groundS
on which I spoke. I should, perhaps,
have been more clear and distinct "'
expressing myself with respect to the
legislation in Quebec, but, knowing, as
did, that my hon. friend from Montarvie
was actually in his seat in the Legislative
Council when the Bill was passed,. and
presuming that he must be acquaint
with its details, I did not think it necessary
Io refer, except in a general way, to the
measure.

It so happens that the legislation Of the
Quebec Legislature was an amendient tO
the Consoldated Railway Act of the
Province. My hon. friend has not beer
able to find that amendaient ; it is rather
singular that I cannot find it either, though
ail the other acts passed by the Legislature
that session are to be found in the Librfy
here. On examining the records Ind
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that it was introduced in the Legislative
C0uncil; that it was sent, in due course,
tO the Legislative Assembly ; that it passed
there, and that it was sanctioned by the
Lieutenant Governor at the close of the
session. I cannot give the precise lan-
guage of the Act, but I can tell the effect
of it. In the original Consolidated Statute
Power is given to the directors of any Rail-
Way Company to make arrangements with
any other company for carrying traffic over
their lines &c., but the term of such ar-
rangements shall not exceed 21 years. In
March last, by the legislation to which I
have referred, the Act was amended to
extend this terrm to 50 years. That legis-
lation is general; any railway company
'ay take advantage of it.

"1. The Grand Trunk Railway Company
of Canada shall have the power to extend the
tine during which the said traffic arrange-
ment made by then and the North Shore
Railwav Company, on the twenty-seventh day
of February, eigiiteen hundred and eighty-
three, shall continue, to fifty years from the
date thereof, any law to the contrary notwith-
standing. .

Having obtained legislation at Quebec,
though in general terms, by which, so far
as the North Shore Railway is concerned,
power was given to extend this arrange-
ment 5o years, the Grand Trunk Railway
Company comes to this Parliament, from
which it derives its authority, and asks for
power to make this arrangement for 50
years, solely for the purpose of making
its bonds more negotiable.

ION. MR. DE BOUCHERVILLE- HON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE-
's that extension in the General Act? Not the Grand Trunk Railway bonds?

ION. MR. VIDAL-It is an amend-
ment to the General Act.

. 'ON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE-Is
it to be found in the statute ?

LION. MR. VIDAL-I have already
'flformed my hon. friend that I cannot
4d the Act, but I have good authority
or What I say. I have here a statement

frorn Mr. Hickson who, I am sure, would
ot attach his name to anything which is

'flcorrect.

ION. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE-I
oot deny that. I thought the hon.

gentleman said there was a general Act
a ernding the original Act.

ION. MR. VIDAL-Yes.

1lON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE-
ow, it is not so ; it relates to this onerailway.

ION. MR. VIDAL-The hon. gentle-
Wa Will find that it is a general Act. I

very glad to be able to inform him of
at passed in the Legislative Council of

it ebec. As to the contents of this Bill,
contains but one clause, because the
ond is merely to protect rights which

thatht Possibly be interfered with, not
I consider it necessary at all, but it

the o harm. The whole substance of
t' Bill is in the first clause, which is as

foiws -

HON. MR. VIDAL-Yes, the bonds
based on this arrangement. I do not
think we should allow our minds to be
affected in the slightest degree by any of
the incidents connected with the sale of
this road. It is a matter with which this
House has nothing whatever to do. What
we know is that the sale was sanctioned
by the Quebec Legislature, and that every-
thing was done in a legal and proper
manner. We know that the joint action
taken by the roads has been strictly
within the letter of the law. There has
been no deviation whatever from the
course pointed out by the acts of incor-
poration obtained at Ottawa, and at
Quebec. This being really the only
ptwer sought for, and a power which
I cannot conceive that any individual
or any public body can object to,
I have no hesitation in asking the House
to allow the Bill to be now read the
second time, in order that it may be re-
ferred to the Railway Committee, and go
through it remaining stages.

HON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE-
I agree with the hon. gentleman that a Bill
has been passed inthe Legislatureof Quebec
extending to 50 years the right of railway
companies to enter into traffic arrange-
ments, but it must not be foigotten that
in the Province of Quebec, since our great
national road, as we were pleased to call
it, has passed into other hands, and is now
considered a Federal road, there remain
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only some small local railways in the Pro- opoly, but since the Grand Trunk Rail
vince, and there is no danger that they way has obtained control of the North
will amalgamate or that we will be Shore, the President of which is the sane
subjected to a monopoly. Before stating gentleman who presides over the Richelie"
to this hon. House the full sense of Navigation Company, we shall have a
this Bill, I think it is necessary that I complete monopoly established. I call the
should explain, in a few words, the posi- attention of the hon. members from the
tion of the North Shore and Grand Trunk Maritime Provincestothefactthattheywere
Railways mentioned in this Bill in the happy to announce when the North Shore
Province of Quebec. No doubt the Railway was completed that it would save
greater number of the members of this them fron a monopoly under which theY
House are aware, by having to travel over were obliged for years to pay high rates.
those railways, how they are situated, but But what has happened already ? If the
many lion. gentlemen may not know pre- newspapers are to be believed, the fares
cisely in what position the Province shall on the steamboats from Montreal tO
be when those two roads come under the Quebec have been advanced 25 or 50 per
control of a single company. From cent. It is very probable that the Grand
Montreal to Quebec, and from Quebec to Trunk Railwav, and the North Shore
the Maritime Provinces, we have three which is now under the control of the
outlets in the sumner, and only two in Grand Trunk Railway, will not as 's
winter. We have in summer the Riche- former years, lower their rates in summer
lieu Navigation Company, until last year time as they have hitherto done since the
presided over by Sir Hugh Allan, and, North Shore Road has been in operatiol-
since his death, by Mr. Senecal, whose It is not ny intention to enter into
name you will find in this Bill. We discussion as to the manner in which Our
had to the south of the St. Lawrence the Railway has been sold, or the way In
Grand Trunk Railway which was for a which the Quebec Government obtained
long time the only means of communica- a majority to sanction the sale. I think,
tion in the Dominion, with the Maritime however, I can say this, that there has
Provinces. The Government of Quebec been an irregularity in that sale, and if 1
subsequently built another railroad on the were to enter into a full discussion of the
north shore of the St. Lawrence, which subject I would direct the attention O
made a third outlet, and the public had a hon. gentlemen to the journals of the
safeguard in this competition against Legislative Assembly of Quebec. This
monopoly. What lias happened since sale has been made in direct contraven
then ? This is not the place to discuss tion of the spirit of our Civil Code, which
whether the Government was right or says that no property shall be sold to the
wrong, in disposing of the road, but, we administrator of such property ;
have certainly the right to state what has Senecal was the Administrator of the North
happened. The Government of Quebec Shore Road. This sale was made under
sold our road-and I may say en passant certain conditions; those conditions have

it cost $15,ooo,ooo-for $7,600,ooo to two not been fulfilled. There is no doubt
companies, one of which is trie Pacific that there is a strong party in the Pro-
Railway Company. The sale of the vince of Quebec who will not cease
western section to the Pacific Rail- agitating until light has been thrown Ot
way Company was considered, I the circumstances attending that sale.
must admit, by many as a great ad- may be that they will not succeed. ThY
vantage to the city of Montreal and have already asked for an inquiry into the
the Province of Quebec, as it would management. It was refused. .he
prevent any other road from being built Government were opposed to it entireîY

on the other side of the Ottawa. But and, supported by their majority, refuse ht
there remained a part of the road, from and wliat has been the feeling of the
Montreal to Quebec, which was sold to a country since the peop-le have been cahled
company of which Mr. Senecal, whose upon to speak on this question ? In the
name is in this Bill, was the Pre.sident. County of Tw> Mountains the old U ib'
It was said that we should still have an ber, an able and talented lawyer, to
independent railway company, and that voted for the sale of this Railway, had tO
the public were protected against a mon- go back to his constituency, and e1

HON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE
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beaten by an immense majority-beaten
by a respectable and intelligent farmer,
and the question at issue was the sale of
the Railway. I am speaking only of
decidedly Conservative counties-coun-
ties in which no Liberal candidates
presented themselves. In Nicolet county
two Conservatives presented themselves :
One vas the old member who had been
Obliged by the decision of the Courts to
go back to his constituents. He had
voted for the sale of one part of the road,
and against the sale of the other, and
what did the people tell him ? They said,

We will have nothing more to do with
You, we will take the other candidate who
Was beaten in the previous election."
Then take the county of Joliette : it
was a Federal election there, but the
lnTember returned, who now sits in the
House of Commons, Mr. Guilbault, was
well known to be opposed to this sale,
and although the election was for the
louse of Commons the issue was
on the sale of the railway, and
he was elected by a large majority.
It seemis to nie that this is the voice of
the people. It is possible, and I hope
Probable, that an inquiry will be had into
the sale of this railway, because accusa-
tions of fraud in this transaction are as thick
as autumn leaves. It is possible, if not prob-
able, that the inquiry would show this
transaction was conceived in inquity and
executed in fraud, and it seems to me,
although I am not a lawyer, that when
fraud is proved the sale can be cancelled.
Whatdoweaskyougentlemen? Weaskyou
forfair play ! Donot interfere! There are
tweo Parties in this matter. Do not inter-
kre by granting this legislation to a party
which, in our opinion at least, is holding
Possession of our railway by fraud.

The hon. member who has charge of
this Bill has told us that it was a very
3mple Bill of only two clauses, one clause
'etending the right of traffic arrangements

tween these two companies fron 21 to
5o years. If hon. gentlemen bave the

before them, I will call their attention
to an important . clause. And I will be
Very sorry to use any expression which
tli flot be perfectly in order. I respect
the hon. gentleman who has charge ofthis Bill : have admired him on many
occasions for his firm advocacy of mea-Sures which he considered were for the
9ood of the country. Although I do not

at ail times agree with his extreme views
on certain questions, I think the hon.
gentleman, not intentionally, but perhaps
from not having read the Bill properly,
has not given us its true meaning. He
has told us that this measure is to author-
ize the Grand Trnnk Railway to make
better financial arrangements in England.
I hope the hon. gentleman will, before
going any farther, correct me if that is not
exactly what he said.

HON. MR. VIDAL-I did not state
that the Bill says that. I said that that is
the object the Company have in asking for
this Bill.

HON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE-
The objectis togive better facilities for finan-
cial connections in Europe. If hon. gentle-
men will look at the Bill they will find
that the object of the Grand Trunk
Railway Company is not to borrow money;
it is Mr. Senecal, and Mr. Senecal's
company who are to borrow the
money. It will be seen that the schedule
provides that the agreement is by and
between the Grand Trunk Railway Coni-
pan y of Canada of the first part, and the
North Shore Railway (that is Mr. Sececal)
of the second part, and " whereas the said
parties hereto of the second part (that is,
Mr. Senecal) propose to create a mortgage
upon ahl their property real and personal
of every kind whatsoever to the extent of
$25.000 per mile oftheir railway,"which is
not 209 miles long," said mortgage to be
made to secure an issue of bonds, etc."
Therefore it is quite clear that it is not
the Grand Trunk Railway that is to borrow
the money. The Grand Trunk Railway
has not the right to buy the North Shore

i road according to the Consolidated Rail-
way Act of Canada and therefore it can-
not acquire that road. They have not
bought the road because they cannot buy
it. They made a bargain for 21 years bè-
cause the Consolidated Railway Act allows
them to make a traffic arrangement for
that time, but not exceeding twenty one
years. Parliament, in its wisdom, after
examining into the matter, decided that
railway companies should not be allowed to
make traffic arrangements for more than 21
years. Why did they do so ? We ail
know what happens under these long
leases. The Grand Trunk Railroad which
runs its trains from Montreal to Portland
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did not build that line. They leased road, and with the surplus they shall paY
it for a number of years, and in the interest on those bonds, and if there
reality they are now masters of it : is not revenue enough for this purpose
fifty years is not a short period. During what is to happen ? The 5th clause
a lease. of fifty years they can create such provides:
liens on the road, as to really become its " That in consideration of traffic which
masters, and the public come to look on under this agreement it is expected the North
them as being the real owners. The Shore Railway Company will put upon the

second sub-section of the Consolidated railway of the Grand Trunk Company, the
las. nientioned Company agrees that should

Railway Act provides that:-"Every rail- the receipts or earnings from the whole traffiO
way shall, according to its respective of ail kinds, both passenger, freight and ail
powers, afford ail reasonable facilities to other sources, of the North Shore CompanY
any other company for the receiving, for- be insufficient to pay the workin expenses

warding and delivering of traffic upon and bd interet on te Company0s saper il, at
from the several railways, etc., and no com- five per cent per an umi, or to such anournt
pany shall give or continue any preference thereot as niay fron time to time be issued,
or advantage to or in favor of any parti- then the said Grand Trunk Company wili a-
cular company *and any low, by way of rebate out of its proportion of

receiots accruing, fromn sucli trafficq a tu
agreement made between any two or more wlich shal be equal with the net earning Of
railway companies contrary to the the said North Shore Company to the pay-
foregoing provisions, shall be un ment of the interest upon the said.bonds 80
lawful, null and void." The hon. gen- issued."
tleman says that this road has already been The 6th clause provides that for any
sold to the Grand Trunk Railway. I rebate so allowed the Grand Trunk Com-'
think he has gone a little too far in saying pany shall receive an amount of uncan-
so. Mr. Wainwright, an employe of the celled interest coupons attached to the
Grand Trunk Railway, is at the head of a company's bonds as shall be equal to the
syndicate to buy this road, but if we take rebate so allowed, so that there is "0
the evidence of this Bill as it is before us doubt that this money is guaranteed by
and I say they have not bought the the Grand Trunk Railway. The Quebec
road; they have not even leased the Government sold the road to the coin-
road, but what have they done ? pany for $4,ooo,ooo, and $25,ooo on 209
The agreement provides that, " the Grand miles, is $5,225,ooo. During the month
Trunk Railway shall have the control and of March there was a rumor that the
direction of the traffic on the North Shore Grand Trunk Railway had bought this
Company's lines, and the rates, tolls and road. It was denied. It was reaffirMed,
fares thereon shall be such as shall from and again denied, and the facts could not
time to time be approved by the General be ascertained ; they only transpired since
Manager for the time being of the Grand this Bill came before Parliament. There
Trunk Company, but shall be such as may have been some other bonus given
will be calculated to develop the traffic of by the Grand Trunk Railway that *e
the said line." Is not that putting into know not of, but at any rate with
the hands of the Grand Trunk Railway this Bill the Senecal Company will cler
the absolute control of this road ? And $1,225,ooo on the transaction. We do
if the North Shore Company, gives to 'the not want anything more than fair plaY.
Grand Trunk the complete control of its We admit that there are difficulties in the
traffic how can it, according to the general Province of Quebec, and I have shown to
law, give the same rights to other the House that if we take the voice of the
railways ? They cantot do so, and, people -as they have spoken in the last
therefore, I contend that this ar- elections the majority will be found against
rangement is directly in contravention this sale. We think there has been fraudô
of the provisions of the Consolidated that the conditions of sale have not beefi
Railway Act. The $25,ooo per mile of fulfilled, and we want an inquiry, and if
bonds issued by the North Shore Railroad we get that inquiry we are satisfied th"'
Company, on 209 miles of the road, are the sale will be annulled. Why shoud
guaranteed by the Grank Trunk Railway. this House lend the weight of its powe
The latter Company will take out of the and influence against us ? Let us alone'
revenue the expenses necessary for the Let us fight this difficulty in our 010

HON. MR. DEBoUcHERVILLE.
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Province. Let the Grand Trunk and the
North Shore Companies abide by the law
?f the Province of Quebec, but do not
Interfere. Do not give rights to the
Grand Trunk Railway which they have not
acquired uncler the law. This Bill has
Passed through the House of Commons.
. did not follow the debates,- but I think
it passed without discussion. At all events
We have seen bills come up from the
other House which had not been fully
Inquired into, and we have to-day given a
second reading to a Bill that has come up
in that way. I would not have seen the
danger of this Bill if I had not studied it,
arnd relying on the fair-play of this House,
and hoping that hon. gentlemen will not
'iterfere in this matter, I appeal to them
to leave us to settle our own difficulty.
Leave us as we are, with the law as it is;
do not stretch it; do not interfere ; do
!nOt lend the weight of your power and
influence against us. I beg to move that
the Bill be not now read the second time,
but that it be read the second time this
daY six months.

years as well as upon an arrangement for
21 years ? I cannot see any. It is
true that 21 years was fixed as the period
in the clause in the Consolidated Rail-
way Act, and one effect of that is to
bring these traffic arrangements under
its provisions, and to enable Parliament to
control them. That, however, is a very
remote sort of restriction or hold to have
upon a railway, and it seems .to me that it
is.just as good under a 50 years arrange-
ment as under one for 2 1 years. The
Grand Trunk Railway seem to have made
traffic arrangements with this road, and
upon these arrangements I suppose money
is to be borrowed. If the traffic arrange-
ments continue to be under the railway
clauses Act, that money will probably cost
them six per cent. whereas if the traffic
arrangement is extended over 50 years, as
the last clause of the Bill contemplates,
they may get the money at a less rate-
perhaps for five per cent. It does not
at all affect the original question of fraud,
nor dues it affect the Province of Quebece
and its interests in the North Shore Rail-
wav ; it does not at all interfere with the

HoN. SIR A. CAMPBELL-It seems sale of that road. The hon. gentleman
to Me that the hon. gentleman who has seems to think if we passed this Bill we
oPPosed this Bill is illogical in the reasons would be lending some assistance to
hie has given to the House. The bargain one party in this dispute, but I do
1s already made for twenty-one years ; if not think that position can be maintained.
We extend it for thirty-one or fifty-one years What sort of assistance can we lend ?
It does not put the Province of Quebec in How will our passing this Bill assist either
a different position, and it is not interfering Mr. Senecal or those opposed to him ?
Or throwing the weight of our authority, It will assist those interested in the road
Or any influence that we have in in payin'g for it, by enabling them to bor-
Support of the original transaction row money at a low rate, and whether it
Which the hon. gentleman condemns, may be the Grand Trunk Railway or Mr.
and of which we know nothing. But Senecal, is a matter of indifference. The
sUPPosing that we adopted this Bill Grand Trunk Railway seem to be the
and extended this arrangement for 50 parties requiring something, and the allow-
lhstead of 21 years, and that there was ing the North Shore Company the use of
fraud in that original transaction, as the their names, that is, that money will be
hon. gentleman believes, if there was any raised, we will say on the bonds of the
ground upon which he could set it aside, North Shore Railway guaranteed under
a he believes, that ground would still this clause apparently by the Grand Trunk
renmain unaffected in any way by this Bill. Railway. But that money will belong to

thut I do not see any public reason why the Giand Trunk Railway, though they
fhis arrangement, if it is a better one will have to pay Mr. Senecal the sum they
for the parties concerned, and one by agree to give him for these traffic arrange-
which necessary money can be borrowed by ments. By this arrangement the money,
One Party and guaranteed by the other if which is to be borrowed by one or the
that money can be so borrowed on better other, will be obtained at a low rate;term1 s , should involve the necessity of our it seems to be part of the original
80LYing no to their request. What ground is transaction, both sides seeming to
there why this money should not be have contemplated that soinething
borrowed on a traffic arrangement of 50 of the kind will have to be done.
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The wording of the clause in the agree-
ment shows that the parties had it in
contemplation originally that if the Par-
liament of the Dominion should extend
the making of the traffic arrangement for
a period of 50 years they would be able
to avail themselves of it, so as to raise
this money at lower rates. If we say we
are on the side of those who are opposed
to Mr. Senecal, and that we will refuse to
interpose our authority, and will not
allow 50 years for the traffic arrangement,
what will be the effect ? Not to break
the traffic arrangement between the two
companies, because that is an accomp-
lished fact; it is done now, and it is
legalized to the extent of 21 years. This
does not legalize it.

HON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE-
Those words are struck out.

HoN. MR. MILLER-Those words
have reference to the Consolidated Act
which limits the arrangement to 21 years.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-So
that the position of the parties is not to be
interfered with, and any person who has
the design of opposing the legality of the
transaction between Mr. Senecal and the
Grand Trunk Railway can still oppose it.
It does not confirm or strengthen it in
any way; we are just leaving the rights of
the parties as they were. Therefore it
seems to me there can be no public object
in refusing to allow them to get this
money as cheaply as they possibly can.

HON. MR. TRUDEL-As the seconder
of this motion I will add a few words of
explanation. I gather from what has just
fallen from the hon. Minister of Justice
that he does not see that, legally speak-
ing, the passing of this Bill might change
in any way the position of the parties. I
think, however, he will admit that there
are many things which do not appear in
this Bill, and I might put the question to
the Minister of Justice, whether he can
say who is the present owner of this North
Shore Railway: will the hon, gentleman
pretend to say that it is not the Grand
Trunk Railway ?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
have no information on the subject.

HON. SIR ALEX CAMPBELL.

HON. MR. TRUDEL-I have put that
question for the purpose of calling the
attention of the Minister to the fact that
many things are not very clear as to the
position of the parties. If a compliment
might he paid to the parties for the use of
cleverness in creating the situation as it
now exists, I would have a very high coi-
pliment to pay them; because in fact theY
succeeded in surrounding the whole trans-
actions with such clouds that it is verY
hard for ordinary eyes to see what is at
the bottom of it. When we go intO
a dark room it takes some time to accus-
tom our eyes to the obscurity, and at first
we can see nothing. There is something
of the same nature in this matter. Though
it is not very pleasant, I may be obliged tO
allude to some facts which are notoriOus
in the Province, and which may perhaps
cast some light on the merits of this Bill.
About three or four vears ago there was a
gentleman who had been all his life c0nf
tnuously unfortunate in his commercial
transactions, and who, like a great manY
others, was not able, probably, tO
meet a note of $25. Of course the fact
of being poor is nothing against a man,
and I would not reproach anybody because
he was unfortunate in his business ; but
the fact is that this man was appointed
general manager of this Railway. At the
time of his appointment the papers of the
Province of Quebec warned the people
that the intention was to find some way
in which to pass the whole Railway into
the hands of that man, but of course such
a thing seemed to me, and to almost
everybody else, to be too absurd. The
man was so devoid of means that
nobody paid any attention to such a report
But what did we see ? Some time after
there was a branch of this Railway sold
by the sheriff, 1 think for $5o,ooo, and
that man bought it ; and there were twO
other small branches that he built himself
Two years later it was proposed to the
Province to sell the property to that very
man. The hon. gentleman from Montar-
ville has said that it was sold tO a
company, but he is slightly mistaken; the
road was sold to a private individual, and
it is quite clear that the Government had
no right to sell to that man. He was efl
tirely and absolutely incapable of buyin
the road, and the disposition of the code
is very clear upon the point Clause 1483
says:

Trafic A rrangement -Bill.
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"The capacity to buy or sell is gov-,
erned by the general rules relating to the
capacity to contract, contained in chapter
first of the title of obligations."

Then again, clause 1484 enacts as foi-
l0WS: "The following persons cannot be-
cone buyers, either by themselves or by
Parties interposed, that is to say :

" Tutors or curators of the property of
those over whom they are appointed, ex-
cept in sales by judicial authority ;

"Agents of the property which they are
charged with the sale of;

"Administrators or trustees of the
property in their charge, whether of public
bodies or of private persons ......

That is a clear statement of the pro-
Vision of our law, and it shows this man
canot buy. It was said that it was sold
to a company, and I will explain how i-
happened : This man who was the admint
'strator of the road, tendered his
resignation but it was not accepted, and
Consequently he has continued to be the
administrator. He promised to form a
c0ompany, and in fact with some friends
he obtained, about two months after, a
charter from the Local Parliament, and it
is to this chartered company that the
contract was passed, but the sale was
"'ade to him personally, and I think all
that followed after showed that the parties
who were with him in the joint stock com-
Pany were such parties as are described in
oUr law as " interposed parties," because
e has continued to manage the railway

a he pleased. Hon. gentlemen can
see by referring to the discussion that
toOk place in the Local Parliament, that
the main reason why the majority was in-
duced to decide that this road should be
SOld to Mr. Senecal was to keep
the road in the hands-for they viewed
the road as a national undertaking--
Of People of their own province. The
premier of Quebec, who was a principal
Party to the transaction, said over and
over again, "It must be sold to Mr. Sene-
cal and others, because they are French
Panadians, and we ought to give this road
'nto the hands of people in our own Pro-
Vrnce to form a school for enabling our
rl'rinch Canadian young men to manage
railways. This reason was urged against
the Views of those who were in favor of
elling the road to the Canadian Pacific

arlway Company. Unfortunately there
are ýomne other reasons which in a measure

decided the sale : before the road was
sold there was another syndicate formed,
and there were some pour parlers between
the members of that Syndicate and Mr.
Senecal. I would here take the opportu-
nity to refer to certain rumors which were
started that I had something to do with
the second Syndicate. Such a statenWnt,
t> those who know my circumstances, is
regarded as absurd, but I now affirm
solemnly that I had nothing to do
with the matter, and further I was
in Europe when the negotiations
began. Well, this man offered to sell to
the other syndicate a share in his compact
which he stated he had made with the
Government, on the condition that the
syndicate should pay him the sum of
$75,ooo, which he asserted he had expend-
ed in order to prepare the sale. Now,
here is the case of a public officer buying
public property, the management of which
was in his own hands, and newspapers
belonging to that officer reiterated the
statement " that Mr. Senecal had paid
$75,000, to prepare the sale." No busi
ness man in the Dominion can say that
any public officer could pay $75,000 to
prepare the sale of public propertyof which
he was at the time the manager, and that
such a transaction was legal or right.
Thus it was that this man had to
àdmit that he had associates, in
order to avoid the accusation of having
tried to get this $75,ooo under false pre-
tences. Now we are met with the state-
ment "A majority of your Local House
has sanctioned that sale." That is true,
but the fact remains that this public officer
has himself said that he was working to
obtain that railway for nearly two years,
and in paving the way for the sale, he had
expended this $75,ooo. Ali this time,
instead of serving the best interests of the
Province which was employing him, he
was preparing this contract in his own
favor. It is certainly a most unusual trans-
action, and I hope some one will be able
to throw some light on the question.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-Is not the
hon. gentleman afraid that the hon. mem-
ber from St. Boniface (Mr. Girard) may
call him to order because he is speaking of
a gentleman who is not here ?

At Six o'clock the House rose for recess.
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After Recess.

HON. MR. TRUDEL resumed the de-
bate.

He said: When the Speaker left the
chair, I was referring the House to the
law in force in the Province of Quebec
coilcerning the illegality of an administra-
tor purchasing property of which he has
the administration. This provision is not
what we might call an arbitrary one, it is
based on the soundest principles of jus-
tice and reason, and it is obvious that it
would be an invasion of the law to allow
this transaction to be carried out and the
deed to be passed in the nane of a joint-
stock company. It is always an easy mat-
ter for a man of some wealth and influ-
ence to get a numbýer of his friends to be-
come stockholders in such a company, and
by their assistance to evade the law.
Therefore it is our duty to ascertain what
is the spirit and intention of the law. It
will be found in article 1484 of the Civil
Code which provides that a public officer
shall not purchase for himself, neither by
himself nor through others, property of
which he is the administrator. I will not
occupy the time of the House by quoting
the numerous authorities which are to be'
found in the text books, on this question,
ail of which show that to allow a
public officer to purchase property
of which he is the administrator
would open the door to very grave
injustice. It would always be easy for
a party to present the affairs of his pupil,
if he is a tutor, or the affairs of the
company of which he is the administrator,
in such a way as to lead them to believe
that it is to their interest to sell, when the
contrary might be the fact. We have a
striking instance of this in the sale of the
North Shore Railway. It is quite clear
that the only party who could effectually
protect the interests of the Province of
Quebec in this transaction was the officer
who had the scheme of the Company in
hand. And this man became the pur-
chaser-I speak only of facts well known
to the public. Immediately after the sale
a discussion arose in the press as to the
action of a member of the Local Legis-
lature, who, it was said, was acting for one
of the syndicates who were endeavoring to
purchase the road. In that discussion
the public officer-the very administrator
who had become the purchaser of the

road-made a public boast that his rivals
had not been clever enough to cope with
him. He charged them with having endea-
vored to find out the real condition of the
road, and with having failed to get infor-
mation out of him, though he was a
public officer, representing the Province,
and as such was in duty bound to give
every information in his power to intend-
ing purchasers. He further boasted that
he had made most important arrange-
ments with railways in the West, the con-
tracts for which were in his pocket, which
fact he had not disclosed to the public,
and which, if known, would have added
one or two millions of dollars to the value
of the road. It is also charged that in-
mediately after this gentleman had
secured the road, as many as one hundred
officiais, whose salaries averaged two dol-
lars per day each-an unnecessary expeise
of $200 per day-were discharged, thus
adding that arnount to the revenue of the
road. These facts are sufficient to show
the illegality of the sale, and how impor-
tant it is that nothing should be done by the
Federal Parliament which might atter-
wards have the effect of strengthen-
ing the position of the purchasers.
It may be asked " How is it that this leg
islation was granted by a majority of the
Local Legislature ?" The reply is given
by my hon. friend from Montarville, that
a public investigation has been repeatedlY
demanded into the circumstances connect-
ed with that sale, and it has been refused-
Some facts have been disclosed, however,
which show what illegal and unlawfül
means the purchasing party resorted tO i"
order to obtain control of that road. For
instance it is now a notorious fact that the
officer who acquired the road boasted
that he had purchased the silence of jour-
ais that were opposed to him, and, sub'
sidized others, some of them to the extent
of $1,500, to assist him in carrying out bis
project. This, coupled with the fact that
he has asserted, himself, that he had e%-
pended $75,000 in preparing for the Pur-
chase, gives an idea of what may have
been the undue influences which have
heen employed to accomplish it.

I come now to the technical questioP
which my hon. friend from Sarnia disposes
of so easily. It is well known to the
House that the Standing Orders co0'
mittee have reported that there had bee»
no notice given of this Bill. The ho"'
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gentleman contends that because of the
legislation in Quebec, the public had
Suflicient notice of the application to this
Parliament. But the hon gentleman has
not even taken the trouble to show us
that proper notice had been given for the
legislation in the Local Legislature. How
Is the fact of passing a Bill in the Local
l'Ouse-perhaps in the same way as it is
proposed to pass this one here-
Proof that the public have been notified
Of the intention of this Company
to apply for this legislation here ? I
May say, for my part, that I first became
aware of the existence of this Bill on the
eve Of the day before its presentation in the
Senate ; consequently it may be presumed
that Iam as well informed on the subject
as the majority of the people of my Pro-
Vince, and if the members from Quebec
Were asked if they were aware that such
legislation had been enacted in the Local
Legislature, I have no hesitation in saying
that their answer would be that they did
not know of its existence. The mere fact
that this Bill has passed the other House
does not necessarily prove that the peol: e
Of the Province of Quebec have been
notified that such legislation was applied
for. It is argued by some hon. gentlemen
that there is no use in opposing this Bill.
Weare asked, supposing this Bill is refused.
wOUld our positions be anything better ?
I have already enquired of the Minister of
Justice if he could say who is the owner of
theroadnow. Itisanextraordinarypoistion.
There are two parties here asking for a
Confirmation of an agreement which has
been made between them, and of the two
COntracting parties only one is to be seen.
We have the Grand Trunk Railway peti-
toning for this legislation, but where is
the Other Company ? How is it that this
Confirmation of the arrangement is asked
or only by the Grand Trunk ? Who
represents the other Company ? It will
'ot be denied, as a matter of fact, that

tere are not two companies. There is
but one party interested now, and that is
the Grand Trunk, and it astonishes me to
See that Company after having received

thomany favors from this country-because
e people have not forgotten, if the Grand

.YUrIk has, that some $17,000,000 were
4lven to that railway out of the public
itunds, and one of the conditions on which
t Was given, was that the Company should

at east respect the law-now asking to

establish a monooly in the Province of
Quebec. I ask the hon. gentleman if it
is not a fact that the Grand Trunk Rail-
way is not permitted, under the law, to
buy that other road ? I think there is no
doubt about it, and I think it is my duty
to call the attention of the Minister of
Justice to the fact that the Grand Trunk
Company is now violating the law. I
have good reason to believe that the bon.
gentleman has not considered the true
position of this matter-that this Bill was
presented in order to enable its promoters
to evade the law. It is the duty of the
Government, who are the natural guardi-
ans of the law, to see that it is observed,
and it would be a misfortune to the country
if the Government itself should be the first
to sanction this violation of the statute.
This Bill proposes a ratification of an
agreement which creates, practically
speaking, a right of property. If the hon.
gentleman will refer to the Civil Code of
the Province of Quebec, article 569, he
will see that this agreement carries with it
alienation, so long as it lasts, and enjoy-
ment of the rights attached to the position
of proprietor. The law is there to pro-
hibit the Grand Trunk from purchasing
that property, and what does that
Company do ? It first makes a pri-
vate agreement, and then comes
here, not only for a ratification of
this agreement, but for an enlargement of
it-an agreement which recognises in its
favor the right of proprietorship. My hon.
friend from Montarville has, I believe,
made out a very strong case. I contend
that from what has fallen from him, and
what I have stated myself as to the law of
our Province in relation to this matter, it
must be held that there ought to be in the
minds of hon. gentleman a strong presump-
tion that there is something wrong in this
transaction that should not be countenanced
in any way whatever. This House is simply
asked not to do anything that would im-
peril our rights. The Bill itself shows that
it is the intention of the Grand Trunk
Railway to issue bonds and borrow money
on the security of that very road, and we
are by this legislation inducing the public
to come forward and purchase those bonds.
Is it not a fact that when those bonds pass
into the hands of third parties, innocent
purchasers, they will be in the best position
to invoke this legisiation, knowing nothing
of the circumstances of this sale ? Sup-
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posing hereafter proceedings are taken, 1ment, and also to that of the hon. gentle-
and the sale is set aside by the courts, man who has just sat down, I am unable
and the Province should refuse to pay to see any reason why the Bill before the
those bonds, issued under the sanction of House should not pass. The points seemf
this Parliament, what would be the answer to be very few, and very easily taken. First,
of the purchaser ? He would say, " I that an arrangement has already been
purchased those debentures in good faith, entered into between the two parties,-
considering that I had the right to rely entered into according to law, and for 21
upon the Acts of the Local and Federal years. Whether this Bill passes in its
Legislatures." Would not this be sound present shape or not, that arrangement
reasoning on the part of the holder of the will continue for the period mentioned.
bonds? If the Grand Trunk Company During the continuance of that arrange-
desired to acquire that road, why did they ment, and before the 21 years have el-
not come honestly and openly before this pired, a similar arrangement may be made
Parliament, and ask us to permit them to for other 21 years, so that there is nO
do so ? Why those frauds to evade the possible good that can accrue to those
law by such a Bill as this, which at first who object to this Bill by adopting the
sight cannot be understood ? amendrnent now before the House.

It is said that the names of certain The only object of the Bil, as I under
employes of the Grand Trqnk Railway stand it, is that the arrangement havifg
Company, are put before the public, but been entered into according to law, with
it is perfectly well known by everybody thz extension thereby granted, the parties
that these parties have no millions to seeking to borrow money may do so 0"
invest in railways, and I think that if this more advantageous terns for 50 years than
Bill gets as far as the Railway Committee for21 years. Afterthestatementofthe H10-
it will be shown there that they are only Minister of Justice, that the passage of the
lending their names to the Grand Trunk Bil can in no wise prejudice either the
Railway Company. If the transaction is Province of Quebec or those interested in
a straightforward one ; if it is of advantage the North Shore Railway, I fail to see anY
to the country; if its promoters have reason for adopting the amendment.
nothing to hide ; if they are perfectly
ready to face the honest men of the whole HON. MR. GIRARD-When this Bill
Dominion, why should they come here in vas passing through its first stage I ees
this way and ask for a Bill to enable them opposed, not to the Bil itself, but to the
to buy the road? way in which it had been introduced 1

I think that all these circumstances complained of the want of notice. I was
should put this House on its guard. afraid that the interests of the public were
If it is made clear that this piece of fot being protected, as it seemed that the
legislation is for the purpose of violating usual notice was very necessary in this case;
the law-designed to infringe the law of that the public should have been inforfled
the country-that should be a very strong of the object of these two companles in
reason for the Government to say that it seeking for an aralgamition, or ai
should not pass. What is the use of extension of the traffîc arrangements
having laws ? What is the use of putting between themselves. 'he public interests
on our Statute books, Acts for the regula- had to be guarded, and it seened to
tion of railway companies, if those com- that there was nothing at ail to protect
panies are permitted to come in and by thern in this case, as would have bel
underhand methods get rid of those laws? desirable. Accordingly, I opposed th
I think hon. gentleman, that when you n1easure on that occasion. As 1 under
have considered all the circumstances of stood my duty, it forced me so to act,
the case you will come to the conclusion but the question is not now in quite the
that you cannot do otherwise than sup- sane position. The Bil is now before
port the amendment of the hon. member this honorable House for its second
from Montarville. reading. My preliminary objection b

been decided against, and I have thn
HON. MR. CARVELL-Having listen- else to do but to submit to that declsion*

ened with a great deal of attention to the It seems to me that so long as the
speech of the heon. mover of the amend- Bill has been adopted by the other

HON. MR. TRUDEL.
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it WOuId be better, after what has been thc interests of the country. When the
done, to have it referred to the usual Bill goes before the Committee it will be
Comrnittee to have an expression of the duty of that Committee to inquire how
Opinion upon the Bill itself, and not in far it may operate against the public in-
any way to enter into the question which terests, but it seems to me, as it stands at

1as been brought up before this House present, there is nothing to be feared from
n a manner which, in common with many allowing the Bill to be now read the second
Others, I very much regret. In the course time.
Of the day we have been discussing the
affairs of the Province of Quebec, and HON Mr. HAYTHORNE-This is a
this evening we have kept a gentleman of very simple and inoffensive looking mea-
Quebec before the House. For myself I ure, and under ordinary circumstances
afIl quite ready to give the latter the I should not be disposed to take exception
benefit of the doubt. It would be against to any of its clauses, save, perhaps, that
MY duty to express any opinion adverse which Iooks forward to so lengthened a
to what has been done. I must accept, period as fitv years. I have always
as rany others have done, unfait accompli. objected systematically to legislating so

arm sure there will be wisdom enough, far ahead. Present circumstances may
rnd Men of sufficient capacity in Quebec,i favor the making of such arrangements,

to relieve that Province from the painful but circumstances change ; men change ;
Position in which she now stands. Every- a new state of things arises, and altogether
One, I an sure, has heard with regret the these inay render a transaction of this

pxl)ressions which have been uttered in kind very objectionable. I could cite
the course of this debate against that more than one instance, from my own
province. For my own part I have been experience, where great public inconve-
deeply pained by it. nience has been caused in consequence of

just such legisiation. My objection, there-
'iON. MR. TRUDEL.-Will you recite fore, to this Bil. if there were no other,

What has been said against the Province would be that it contemplates granting
of Quebec? certain privileges for toolengtened a period

of time. I would also like to point out
i. ON. MR. GIRARD-I do not think the fact that the Legislature in its wisdom
i is necessary to recite all that. But you bas provided in an Act specially relating

Will admit with me that the statements as to such transactions, that twenty-oneyears
to the financial condition of Quebec have should be the limited. Now I suppose
been very painful. As for myself, I do that that provision of the law was made
not despair of the Province, I am very after due consideration, and it seems to
Sure that before long she will stand in me a strange thing for a company to core
a better position, and one which will enable in here under these circumstances, and
ber to take her place as one of the gems ask us for snch an extraordinary extension

o-ne of the best Provinces of the of tie. The hon. Minister of justice
borminion. has told us that he ca see no possible

I occupy a curious position in regard to objection to passing the Bil ;.but that on
th.s Bill. I would like to please devoted the other hand it would enable the Grand
friends, but, at the same time, I feel that I Trunk Railway Company to raise money
have a duty to perform to my country. on more easy terms than they could if
The hon. gentleman from Montarville has their privileges extended to only -. years.
asked for fair play for the Province of Que- Now with ail respect to the hon. member,
bec. I am quite willing to grant it, but I think it is far more desirable that the

.n must give fair play not only to the Pro- Grand Trunk Railway Company should
vinse but to the whole country also. I do experience sone nconvenience or even
not know what will be the consequence ot possible loss than that the cou!wry shouldthis Bll. From some expression that has sustain any injury, and therefore I think
been used it would seem as if it was it is an important duty for this.
thought there was much danger to be ap- Chamber to perform to see to it that thePrehended from its passing. I cannot see, public shouid suifer no damage or incon-
e My part, what there is to be apprehend- venience from any lack of forethought ont own opinion is that it will serve our part on this occasion. I wil refer
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shortly to one of the surrounding cir-
cumstances. Hon. gentlemen from
Quebec have spoken on this subject-the
gentleman who addressed us before recess,
and the gentleman who spoke since we re-
assembled-and both have referred not with-
out reason, in terms of strong condemna-
tion to the bargain that was made for the
sale of the railway. It seens extraordin-
ary that a great provincial railway con-
necting two important places-the old
historic City of Quebec, and the modern
commercial capital of Canada, Montreal-
should become the subject of bargain and
sale and that the party purchasing
it should be the very officer whose duty it
was to protect the interests of the Province.
I say such a thing as that, to be announced
in this House by men of high standing,
ought to make us hesitate before sanction-
ng such a Bill as this. For these reasons
I cannot agree to the second reading of
this Bill. It seems to me the only parties
who are to gain by it-the Grand Trunk
Railway Company-can very well afford to
suffer such a trifling inconvenience, or
even a considerable loss-as possibly they
may experience-rather than that we
should pass a bill of this nature. I think
there was very good ground shown by the
hon. gentleman who spoke after recess for
hesitation on our part. He showed what
are the possible consequences to the
innocent bond-holders, whomight purchase
bonds issued by the Company on the
faith of this transaction with a greater
readiness if this Parliament should sanction
the measure. These are, to my mind,
sufficient reasons for opposing the Bill,
and I shall therefore vote for the
amendment.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-This is not
a question, which should call forth any
lengthened discussion, The hon. gentle.
men from Montarville and DeSalaberry,
have made a very warm and urgent appeal
to this House, as against the Bill. They
call our attention to certain facts, and
certain acts of alleged maladministration
upon the part of the Local Government
of the Province of Quebec, and say that
because of those, the Dominion Parlia-
ment should not perform the duty
devolving upon it, of confirming by enact-
ment a simple agreement entered upon
by two Railways, namely, the Grand
Trunk and North Shore Roads, to the

effect, that a lease already confirmed by
the Local Legislature for the period of 21
years, should be extended to 50 years.
Now, I simply ask the House what would
be the certain result of our permitting anY
of those conflicting interests in the Local
Legislatures of Ontario and Quebec tO
govern our deliberation in the Federal
Parlianient ? We should entirely be led
away from the simple discharge of Our
functions under the constitution, and our
discussions and work would be endless.
This Bill embodies a simple prayer
that we should place the stapflP
or seal of Parliament upon an
ordinary agreement or contract between
two Railway Companies, who enter upon
that agreement, in the public interest.
We have nothing else before us, and 110
evidence to justify us, in refusing the Bill.
And as regarding the Grand Trunk Rail-
way, Parliament ought not to forget that
we are chiefly indebted to that Railway
Corporation for the early and rapid de-
velopment of the two Provinces of Ontario
and Quebec-that the original sharehold-
ers of that Company have never received
any dividend to this day, upon the manY
millions sterling which they spent for or
benefit, and for our interest-and Parlia-
ment should ever be ready to act fairlY
and justly to a Railway Corporation, which
has done so much for the country.

Ho-. MR. O'DONOHOE-I must
confess that I feel considerable doubt as
to the course to take in regard to this Bill-
Three hon. Senators aver that this bargain
and sale took place by a trustee for the
Province of Quebec. If that is the case,
a very great fraud was committed--One
that I wonder has not been arrested be
fore now. I do not understand why the
Province of Quebec has been silent, Or
has taken no steps to prevent the Con-
summation of the sale. The idea of an
administrator arranging for the sale of the
road entrusted to his management, and so
arranging the transaction that he resigned
his trust on the very threshold of the
bargain, and that in his own interest, Is
almost inconceivable. It is one of the
rrossest frauds that could be disclosed.
We are bound, I think, to give credence
to the word of honor of members of this
body. If the statements made here to-daY
are warranted (as we are bound to believe
they are) and if, as is admitted, prOPer

HoN. MR. HAYToRNE.
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nlOtice of this Bill was not given, we
should hesitate before passing it. There
are cases, I admit, in which want of notice
rlay be waived for good reasons, but
this is one which calls for a strict
enforcement of the rules. There may be
More in this matter than we can see. I
think this Senate would be assuming a
serious responsibility in doing anything in
legislation in connection with a transaction
Of this sort; because the very fact going
abroad that this Parliament has passed the
lmeasure will give it a degree of credit,
and will be a muffling up of the fraud,
which will facilitate the borrowing of
n'oney and the drawing of innocent par-
ties into this transaction. Capitalists will
More readily lend their money on these
debentures when they are placed upon
the market, because they bear the impress
of the Parliament of Canada, and if there
19 any possibility that they may be deceived

y recent legislation, we should not be
Parties to anything which would facilitate
the perpetration of a fraud. The pro
noter of the Bill, under the circumstances,

should let it stand until next session when,
nr'terested parties having been duly noti-

flied, we will be in a better position to deal
With the merits of the question. I am
lot assuming that fraud has been com-
tnitted or wrong done by anyone, but I do
say that in view of the statements made
bere to-day by'gentlernen of high standing
ii this House, and the want of proper
notice, we should proceed no further un-
Pii every requirement of our rules is com-
plied with.

"ON. MR. KAULBACH-I cannot
vote for this Bill, because I believe it is
'lot in the public interest that the Grand
Trunk Railway should control this road.
Corning from the Maritime Provinces, I
feel that this legislation is simply extend-
1g the monopoly of the Grand Trunk
t ilway Company, froin which we hopedbe relieved when the Dominion Govern-1ent acquired the line from Rivière-du-
-Oup to Point Levis. We expected that
a connection would be established between
the Iitercolonial Railway and the North

hore Railway at Quebec, and that we
ould thus have an indepeniant lne to

Montreal to which the Canadian Pacific
Railway now extends. The Grand Trunk

ailway Company has discriminated

against the· Maritime Pro"inces and in
favor of places outside of the Dominion,
and I believe that any legislation to
extend and perpetuate its powers is
not in the public interest. Facts have
been stated here to-day which pro-
that the transaction by which the
Grand Trunk Railway Company acquired
possession of the North Shore Railway was
not one which should be sanctioned by
legislation of this Parliament. The osten-
sible object of this Bill is to legalize
traffic arrangements between two compan-
ies for a certain period. I do not look
upon it in that light, but assuming that
the Bill is what it purports to be, it is
virtually giving the Grand Trunk Railway
Company exclusive control of the North
Shore Railway for al tine to come. Un-
der the circumstances, I do not think the
President of the Grand Trunk Railway
Company has fairly presented his case :
evidently there were some features of it
which were not disclosed to the Quebec
Government. It is not such a transaction
as would have been approved of by the
people, the Legislature or the Government
of Quebec if all the circumstances had
been known to the public. If it had been
understood at the time that this railway
was not to be maintained as an independ-
ent line, but was, in the interest of the
persons who had got possession of it, to be
handed over to the Grand Trunk Railway
Company to extend their monopoly, I do
not believe the Government would have
entered into an arrangement which I be-
lieve is detrimental not only to the Mari-
time Provinces, but to Quebec itself.

The Senate divided on the amendment,
which was rejected by the following vote:-
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HON. MR. BELLEROSE - I do not
know what the practice of the Senate is
as to those who have paired off, but in
the House of Lords the practice is to
mention their names in the minutes. I
paired with Mr. Botsford and I ask to
have that fact placed on record.

HoN. MR. PLUMB-The rule in the
House of Commons is that when a mem-
ber of the House of Commons does not
vote, attention is called to the fact and he
then states why he has not done so.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-I know
that is the practice in the House of Com-
mons; ordinary politeness would require
a member to explain, when asked to do
so, why he does not vote. I want, as a
matter of right, to have my name entered
on the journals of the Senate as having
paired.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
think it would be better to defer the mat-
ter until it is ascertained what the prac-
tice is, and the hon. gentleman can have
the advantage of it whatever it may be.

HON. MR. CARVELL-I wish to say
that I opposed the amendment, but did
not vote, having paired with the hon.
member for Ottawa at his request.

The Bill was read the second time on
the same division.

CANADA AND ASIA MARINE
TELEGRAPH BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into a Com-
mittee of the Whole, on Bill (i 16), " An

Act further to anend the Act respecting
the incorporation of a Company to estab-
lish a Marine Telegraph, between the
Pacific Coast of Canada and Asia.

HON. MR. READ, from the Comrnit-
tee, reported the Bill without amendmlenlt.

The Bill was then read the third timte
and passed.

DOMINION LANDS BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the second reading of Bill (45), " An Act
further to amend, and to consolidate as sO
amended, the several Acts respecting the
Public Lands of -the Dominion therein
mentioned."

He said : This Bill has for its object the
consolidation into one measure of the three
statutes which now govern the administra-
tion of the Dominion Lands. There are
not many changes proposed, but those
changes are of considerable importance
In the first place, it is very desirable that
all the laws which regulate the manage-
ment of these lands should be incorporat-
ed in one measure for the convenience Of
those who have to administer them, and of
settlers. The changes are of some colse
quence and are the result of experience
derived from the practical administration
of the lands. The first, and a very in-
portant one. is that the settler may secure
a second homestead. As it is now, the
privilege stops with the first one though
he may have discharged ail the duties at-
tached to the acquiring of it. He nay
have an opportunity to sell it, but he 15
debarred from acquiring a second home
stead, and is thus often driven to the
United States. That entails the loss of 1
subject. There is no reason, if a man ha
discharged all the duties necessary tO se
cure a homestead, why he should not b
permitted to acquire a second one, and
this change in the law will permit himi to
do so. The effect of it will be to establish
two settlers in the country instead of one,
the man who purchases the first homestead
and the homesteader, himself, who acquires
a second one.

Then, a difficulty has arisen in conse
quence of the time allowed to settlers to
take possession of their lands after ther

Land# Bill.448 Domlinion
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entries are made. A period of six months fments and gets the certificate of the local
has been allowed in the later Act (it was agent to that effect, and that is endorsed
two months, I believe, in the earlier one) by the Land Board or Commissioner at
but this has been found insufficient, inas- Winnipeg, he is in a position tô sell, or to
rmuch as persohn going to that country in mortgage, or to deal with his land as if he
the fall of the year after selecting their had the patent. It is thought that these
lands and making their entries cannot two provisions will be very useful indeed
take posession of their, land within in dealing with the lands in the North-
the period mentioned in the Act. West. Then great difficulty has arisen
There is no object in pressing them un with reference to school lands. Under
dulY to do so, and this Bill proposes to the law school lands are not allowed to be
etlarge the time, and to provide that any sold except by public auction. This is a
S ttler making his entry after Jufy, shail well known regulation in the North-West,
have until the following summer to take and it is also known that those who go
Possession. That, it is thought by those wilfully and intentionally on such lands are
who administer the lands, will have a very not entitled to any consideration. Never-
Useful effect. Then an ,evil has been theless many people have settled on the
f'ound in administering the lands, which it schoollands, andit isnowaproblemwiththe
is Proposed to reniedy by this Bill. Some Government how they shall be dealt with.
Persons are constantly on the look out, It is necessary t.hat the school fund should
anld endeavoring to forestall settiers-- be kept sacred. The proceeds of those
JIltflping claims it is called-by which the lands are intended for the education of
actual settler is interfered with, and the the people in the future, and the Gov-
speculator, with the assistance of some ernment Dominion are the trustees for the
Person whom he employs, goes in in future inhabitants of Manitoba, and the
advance of the settler, and jumps the North-West for that fund which is to be
Clalim. It is proposed to obviate that devoted to one of the most-if not the most
evil by the employment of proper officers, important of ail objects, and therefore the
Whose business it will be to inspect those Government are exceedingly unwilling to
Pretended settiements, and see that these recognize in any way the claims of those
practices I have alluded to are not suc- who have gone on school lands. There
Cessfully carried out. Another evil that are very few persons who have gone on in
!ias been complained of is the delay in ig-norance of the regulations with respect
sisuing patents. Under the system which to such lands. The Bill does not propose

thOW prevails, patents are first prepared by to touch those cases ; it proposes to leave
the Department of -he Interior ; then them there for the action of the executive
they go to the Secretary of State, from Government, but it proposes to make
that to the Department of the Minister of more clear for the future that nobody
J ustice, and from there they go back to who seules upon school lands shall receive
th Secretary of State, and then to the any consideration whatever. Then it is
?rivy Council, ail for the purpose, in the proposed after the 1st of January, 1885,
frst Place, of properly describing the land, to abolish the right of pre emption. Thatthen for the purpose of getting the sanc right was at one time thought to be ation Of the legal department to the patent, very great advantage. We followed, in

en for signature by the Governor- establishing it, the example of the United
'lneral, and then tor registration. It is States, but experience has thrown a doubt
Proposed to shorten t'W procedure by on the wisdom of it, and tends, at ail
eOnfining the work to two departments. events, to show that the right of pre-

11n Order to facilitate the dealings with emption is the parent of many disputes
inds a proposition is contained in the and evils, and does not give the

a"li Which I think hop. gentlemen w 11 advantage that it was supposed to do. In
approve of, by which the certificate of the the United States an effort has been
hocal agent that the holder is entitled t , made to abolish it ; that effort has

Patent, endorsed by the land com- not been well received in Congress, but
fihissioner or by the agent at Winnipeg, those who are concerned in administering

i have the effert of a patent, so that if the lands in the United States think that
atnZn has made his entry an I has gone the opinion of Congress will not continue

O Possession, and made hil improve- in that respect, and the law will ultimately
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be changed in the direction we propose ernment and have been adopted in favor of
to change it, abolishing the right of pre- increasing the population and to accomo-
emption. These are the changes which date as far as possible those who are going
the Bill offers for the consideration of the up as pioneers to take possession of the land.
House. I am glad to know that in the One of the prominent features of this Bill
ultimate discussion on the Bill in Com- provides that the homesteader shall not be
mittee of the Whole, where its various restricted to the acquiring of of that One
details will be considered, I shall homestead, but shall have the privilege1
have the valued assistance of the hon. under certain circumstances, of relinquish-
Speaker of this House, who has for some ing the first and of taking another. In
time past been actively connected with the the previous regulation the settler eX
department, in explaining to the Commit- hausted his right by taking the first home-
tee the various details of the measure, stead. I think it is in the interest O
and in satisfying the House that the settlement, and in the interest of the
present provisions of the Bill as well as country that after due notice the pre-
the changes which it contemplates are in emption right shall be rescinded. I have
the interest of the country and deserve no doubt that it gave rise to constant
the favorable consideration of Parliament. difficulty and that it was not in the interest

of the country. It. is also provided, that
HON. MR. ALLAN-With respect to there should be stringent provisions Made

the certificates to be issued by agents, to prevent what is called claim jumpi1g
will they be final so far as the holders of It is well known that in the North-West a
such certificates are concerned ? There class of speculators have been constantlY
will be no going behind them once they on the watch to take advantage of the
are issued ? cîrcuinstances of first claimants, and 10

the absence, failure, or inability of any
HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL- settler to fulfil the conditions of settlemflenlt

There will be no going behind them. fron causes which he might not be able
to control. After he had selected a good lot

HON. Mr. PLUMB-I venture to they followed him for the purpose of avai
address the House at this stage of this ing themselves of his misfortune. I am very
Bill with a view to two things, first to say well pleased to find that the Governmllent
that I am entirely in accord with the hon. 'have seen fit to protect any settler who
gentleman who has moved this Bill and bas not wilfully forfeited his claim t the
with the Bill as it has been introduced protection. Many interesting reflectiOn5
into the House. It must be well known occur to every one who has watched the
that all measures of this kind are to a development of the North-West fromT the
large extent experimental. Whatever inception of seulement there as a Donliî-
legislation is required for the purpose of ion domain by the purchase of the terri
providing for settlers in a new country tory from the Hudson Bay ConPanly*
where everything is untried, where the At that time little was known of the actua
wants to be provided for are comparatively advantages that were acquired by the Pu'
unknown, must be largely subject to revi- chase. Little was known of the actu
sion, and it would be most improper for conditions of the country. t was the
any government to adopt a hard and fast home of the wild Indians and of the W
rule, and decide that any regulations animals that they hunted for subsistence.
which had been adopted were to be per- It was in the interest of those who thel
manent. Experience has shown that controlled the c'untry that its resoure'5
certain regulations which were in the first should not be known ; it was intended by
instance thought to be salutary must now them, so far as they could, to keep it for
be somewhat modified, and the growth of purposes for which they had hitherto he it
the regulations from the beginning when it as a fur bearing preserve, andr
the North-West was first acquired until was after a very long time and undis
now marks the gradual increase of the very great difficulties that it was
interest taken in that country, the covered that the Great NorthWest who
rapid developement of its resources, to be the future garden of Canada-tbe
and the necessities which, from time to great possession which would ultinlatey
time, have forced themselves upon theGov- recoup Canada for all the expense incUf

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.
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ed in connection with its purchase;
aInd development, and provide the means
'not Only for opening it up for settlement,
but probably for the reimbursement of a
Very large portion of the national debt.
Gradually it has corne to be known that
early all those portions of the region
.est of Red River, and South of parallel

sixty which were supposed to be almost
valueless, are equally prolific with those
Which were at first known to be productive,
anid I intend with the permission of the
. Ouseto call attention to some of the pecu-
ar features which, I think, have warranted

arid justified the Government in making
the predictions that they have made in
regard to the future of the country. It
Wh 1 be remembered that various projects
haVe been entertained for the opening up
of the wilderness, and at the same time!
fUlfilling what were considered to be the
abligations incurred by the Government
at the time of Confederation. One of
!hose obligations, the greatest, the mostiportant, and the most weighty, was the
'.niO of the Eastern and Western'

ons of the Dominion, by a line ofrailway We were told, and we were
had with authority that the Dominion

d prematurely entered upon those obli-
We were told that the Dominion

a nthe financial strength to construct
the aa of so great a length, and that

e burden of taxation upon the people
sud be too heavy-that the undertaking

ts entirely premature. I had at that

th e the honor, during some discussion
that took place upon that subject, to point
aidthe factthat a few men, practically un-alded by the Government, during one ofte .iost difficult financial periods in the
hnited States, in the midst of a great war,d by their own enterprise, energy and

rage succeeded in building a line from
pacaento to connect with the Union

ar ne at Cheyenne>that was being pushed
yssfromi this side of the continent.

i Or five men in California united
ti this effort and by their own exer-
a ais they were enabled to construct
th railway from the Sierra Nevada

*o gh a country beset with form-
.'be difficulties, at that timie prom-einig but very little return for the
. ous outlay. Then on this side the

'ain Pacinc in the hands of a few men
idie sornewhat by Government sub

, as were those on the Western sec-

tion-- mainly of lands-which were then
supposed to be comparatively valuless ran
their line west until the two met some-
where near Cheyenne. I argued from
that that if a few private individuals were
able to accomplish so much in the
way of railway enterprise, the Dominion of
Canada was powerful enough to build her
own line. The event has proved that
everything that was predicted by those
who were most desirous for the construc-
tion of our railway, has been more than
verified, and why ? Simply because the
fertile territory extending from the Red
River to the base of the Rocky Mountains
has proved to be the means by which the
whole outlay is to be re-couped with a
speed and certainty beyond the predictions
of the most sanguine. At one time it was
proposed that a subsidy should be given
of 5o.ooo,ooo, of acres of land, and
$to,ooo a mile and interest guaranteed
for 25 years upon an amount of
capital, which was not a fixed quantity.
The surn proposed, however, was calcu-
lated to be equivalent to something over
$49,ooo,ooo in cash, and the value of the
land, whatever it might be, was to be
added. With that offer before the public
for years, which was'characterized by the
leader of the late Government as truly
liberal, such. was the fear that there was
no value in the North-West land, that no
bidders could be found. Mr. Fleming
made the attempt; Mr. Mackenzie made
the attempt; the offer was open for years,
but there could be found no Company
who would venture to undertake so diffi-
cult a task. Subsequently, upon the
return of the Conservatives to power,

00,000,ooo acres of land were placed at
the disposal of the Government by Parlia-
ment, for the building of this railway.
Then those who were the prophets of
evil predicted that we had not the power
to carry but this project, and contended
that we might as well give ten acres ot
land as roo,ooo,ooo ; but that vast tract is
now in the hands of the Government, as a
trust for the purpose of recouping the
Government and the people for the
advances made towards the construction
of our national highway : 25,000,000
acres have been handed over to the
Canadian Pacifnc Railway Company, with
cash subsidy of $25,ooo,ooo, and the a
portions of the Railway constructed by the
Government ; and the remaining

Domninion Land,,, Bill 451
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75,ooo,ooo of acres are in the hands of the
Government. With that 75,000,000 they
are dealing under this Bill. At the time
of the discussion in regard to the granting
of 100,000,ooo acres of land, the Premier
made a statement as to what was the cal-
culation in regard to the population that
would go into that country, in regard to
the sales that would be made there, and
in regard to the probable results at the
time when the completion o! the railway
might be expected. I remember the
derision with which that prediction
was received by the opponents of
of the Government. I intend to show,
before I am done with my remarks,
that, so far from being extravagant,
it was quite within the mark; that
the results for the last two ~or three years
have shown conclusively that anything
that was then estimated will be far ex-
ceeded if the ratio of increase continues
that has been shown during the last two
or three years. Before that, however, I
wish to say that the basis upon which that
calculation was made was the growth and
development of several of the new States
and Territories of the United States,
which under similar circumstances had
been brought under cultivation, by railway
facilities and it was natural to suppose
that under like circumstances, with a soil
asgood if not betterthantheyhad the North
west might claim to have similar advant-
ages. I have been lately led to look over

HON. MR. PLUMB.

the statistics of the United States as pre-
sented in the census returns, and compar
ing them with the census returns of Canada
I have been utterly astounded at the
results. I have found of the growth
and development of some of the neWer
states on which the calculations of rMY
right hon. friend the leader of the Gov'
ernment, just.referred to, were based.
These statements were so marvellous that
I ask the attention of hon. gentlemen Who
are listening to me now, to the brief
resume that I shall make of them, because
I think nothing can be imagined which
can more greatly strengthen any case
which has been made on our side. and bY
those thinking as I do in respect to the
general prospects of our great. possession
to which we are all lobking noe
with the deepest interest in respect tO its
capacity to sustain the burden which is to
be thrown on the country by the co'
struction of the Canadian Pacific Railway-
I take for my example three States of the
Union-the State of Nebraska, which is a
comparatively new one, and which te"
years ago, had scarcely any populatiofln
the State of Minnesota, which 20 yeas
ago was almost unknown, and the State Of
Kansas, which had but a few settlers in it
20 years ago and since that time has been
developed. The following table will sho0
the enormous growth in the population
and development of those States :

Land8 Bill.(8 E N AT E.]
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The increased farm acreage, in the
whole' United States in the ten years be-
tween i86o, and 188o, was 130,166,6o1
of this 39,680,739, or thirty per cent.,
were added by those three states. Now,
I argue from that that the growth of the
three principal cereals is tending in a
certain direction. We all know that the
wheat crop of the United States is
gradually centering in the newer states of
the West. From that it is fair to infer
that as the wheat crop decreases in those
states the final result will be that the
Canadian North-West must become the
great wheat field of North America. The
same authority which I am giving you
here shows that the average yield of wheat
of the United States-is less than twelve
bushels to the acre. There is no doubt
that the average yield in Minnesot-, which
is one of the most fertile of all the wheat
growing states of the Union, has declined
until it is now not more than 15 or 16
bushels to the acre. Throughout the
United States, the old wheat growing
lands have becone exhausted. The great
Genesee country, which I used to know
as a boy, cannot now raise wheat, and the
old mills that were provided for the pur-
pose of grinding the famed Genesee wheat,
are now supplied only by wheat from
Montana and Nebraska. From all this it is
safe to argue that the final production of
wheat will be found to be in the North-
West. Twelve bushels to the acre does
not pay the husbandman, if high culti-
vation and manuring are required. Fifteen
bushels to the acre scarcely pays where
such cultivation is necessary, for
the average price, according to
those tables is but $1,o6 per
bushel in the United States. The
same may he true of corn, but the
Dominion will never be a corn producing
country. It is also true of oats ; the
average yield of oats, as given in the
United States census, is 27 bushels to the
acre. The average yicld in the North-
West, as given by the reports-which I
can produce, and which are in tables
which I have before me-of 50 or 6o
returns from Manitoba and the North-
West, is over 6o bushels to the acre, in
some cases -8o ; and the average over-
weight is some -five or six pounds to the
bushel, the average weight being 37 2
pounds to the bushel throughout the
North-West. In the same way I have

HON MR. PLUMB.
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taken the average of 65 different crops Of
wheat and have found it to average 64ý
pounds to the bushel, which shows not
only that the crop is very prolific, but that
the wheat is heavier than the average 1f
other countries. I understand that 60
pounds is the average in Iowa, and 111
some of the older states it does not weigh
more than 56 pounds to the bushel. But
there is another and most important con-
sideration. Owing to the peculiar nature
of the soil in the North-West, the roots Of
the wheat go down deeper and afford
greater sustenance to the plant, and cOt-
sequently it produces a better berry thai it
does anywhere else on this continent. It
is well known that a prominent miller of
Minnesota, a few years ago, went tp to the
North-West to procure seed, findingthat the
crop in Minnesota was gradually deteriorat-
ing. He found there that a head of wheat
produced three kernels parallel, where there
were but two in Minnesota or Dakota
making a difference of one-third in the
product, the heads being the same length-
He found also that further North, at
Prince Albert, and on the Peace River,
ther were four or five parallel kernels,
which in comparison with the produCt Of
Minnesota, 17 bushels to the acre, meant
25 bushels to the acre. This is Wel1

authenticated, and it is entirely owing to
the nature of the soil, and forms a profit
which is perfectly enormous, and which
distinguishes this as the wheat grow"'n
country beyond any country in the world
that we know of. The tenant farrners
who were sent out to this country froI0
Great Britain, and delegated by their ow
organizations at home to visit the North-
West, visited Dakota and Minnesota.
One of the most intelligent of those
delegates, Mr. Biggar of Kircudbright,
states that as between Dakota and ManI-
toba and the North-West, he does lot
hesitate for one moment to say that the
advantages are infinitely in favor of Our
Canadian North-West. He says that the
crop in Dakota is less, by ten to twelve
bushels to the acre, than it is in Manitoba
and the North-West, all of which he saYs
-the difference of ten or twelve bushelS
-is profit. His statement is confirmned
by the statements of several others who
also visited the two countries.
is obvious that one of the states that
we have to compete with is Montana.
It must be known to gentlemen here
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that that great territory which contains of the harvest. The seed is sown and
93,881,184 acres of land has, according to harrowed in the ronth of April, as soon
the statements of the local authorities, as it can be covered, before the frost is
0"Y 3,346,4oo acres of arable area. out of the ground. Seeding on the great
those lands are fertile ani have very much Bell Farm at Qu'Appelle, was begun onthe
the characteristics of our own. But the îoth of April. It lies there and begins to
eXtent of them is so lirnited that they germinate in the warr sou on the surface,
eannot corne well into competition. and as the ice thaws below it creates a
Therefore when we find that the crop in moisture that promotes vegetation. In
1kota is ten to twelve bushels per acre june and July, the ram falîs take place;
Iess than ours ; when we hear that the and barley sown on the 6th day of May is
trop in Minnesota had fallen two years harvested about the 8th day of August,
ago to a little over fourteen bushels per and that is the case throughout almost the
acre ; that the grain itself has sodeteriotated whole of that territory. The wheat is ripe
inf value that it is necessary at some points for harvest before the month of September
to re-inforce it with the harder wheat of the and at that time, as the weather is perfectly
'Iorth, the calculation we make that dry, the berry that has attained a marvel-
ours will ultimately be the great wheat bus growth through the richness of the
boducing country of America is fairly soil and the frequent ram falîs,

ased and fairly sustained. But there are becores hardened and is found to
Other conditions. The soil of our North- be the very best of grain for the making
West is shown by the reports in my hand of four. It is also rich in the ritrogens,
to vary from 18 inches to 12 feet in depth and it is known that there is no flesh-forn-
Of absolutely vegetable mould which is ing product equal to a wheat. It is esti-
practically inexhaustable in either case, mated that 480 pounds of wheat are equal
and those plains which were supposed to to 550 pounds of the best beef,
be Perfectly arid and to be impracticable or to 4,800 pounds of lotatoes; that is
deserts covered with the wild cactus and the statement made in the reports of Mr.
artemnisia are found, as soon as the sun- Caird, Mr. Boume and other statisticians in
baked surface is broken, to be cultivable England. Wheat must continue to be the
and yield most luxuriantly ; in fact some staff of life for the human race, and I be-
Of the very finest parts of the country which leve we have to offer to the world the
were supposed to be portions of the greatest, the most extended, the cheapest
great American desert have recently and most prolific whe2t fields that exist
been found to contain the rost valuable on the face of the earth. There has been
anldprolific soil of the NorthaWest. It a comparison made, between the chemical

as also been discovered that the saine condition of the soit of Manitoba and
ChrnBatic conditions exist from our southern that of QlAstein in Europe.
bOUindary line as far north as the 6oth The fact that the sunlight is greiter in
Paralle; the saine flora, the sare herbage, the North-West by two or three hours
the saie conditions which promote the than it is with us is another most impor-
rOwmto of that herbage, exist from the tant element in the productiveness of that

49th paraleJ up almost to the neighbor- country In the Peace River district, in
oOd of Peace River, and in sorne cases the longest days, the sun rises at

~Ye'le beyond it. The spring opens at the ten minutes past three and sets at
Saie tie over the whole range. Seedang forty minutes past eight ; there is but
Can be commenced at the saine tirne; thc thirtv or forty minutes diffrence between
harest can be reaped the saie ife, and thea length of the day there and the
)racticalîy there are tracts of country, fron lentra h of the da in the Province of Mani-
9'O to i00 miles, extending from d the toba; consequently the longer sunlight
4gth l)arallel northward which bear gives extraordinary growth and vigor to
e"tetY the sarne relations to' as the the crops during the growing season, which
cr-rOP throughout their whole eotent. extends through the months of May, June,
Trhere is nothing more reiarkablecJuly and art of August. It is shown by
than the regularitv of the ram fnlý in thc the tables that the rean temperature of
'nlonths oflune 'and Julv, whch are thf the gtowing months is higher at Winnipeg
gtIo*ing ronths in those latitudes, and the and Battleford than it is at Toronto.
dry season which takes place at the tithe Everywhere the mean temperature in
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July and August is at 6o degrees
wheat attains perfection. It is a well-
known law that in the growth of wheat
the further north it can be cultivated
within the limits of successful pro-
duction the better is the berry, and
that is undoubtedly the case in the North-
West. it is also true that there is no plant
which is so susceptible to injury by frost
as oats. The oat plant flourishes almost
as far north as the Peace River as well as
anywhere else on this continent and the
priest of the mission at Qu'Appelle
raised last year I am told over 7oo bushels
of oats on 9 acres of ground-over 8o
bushels to the acre. The tollowing statistics
will show that from 70 to 8o bushels per
acre is a very common average as report-
ed by the farmers who have sent in their
returns in connection with Professor Mac-
oun's report :

As I have some further remarks to make
on this subject, and as the hour is late, I
move the adjournment of the debate until
to-morrcw.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned at io:io p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, May 9, 1883,

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Threc
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE 61st RULE SUSPENDED.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that the 61st rule be dispensed with for
the remainder of the Session. He said :
This is the rule which inakes it necessary
that a notice shall be posted in the lobby
for 24 hours before a private Bill originat-
ing in the Commons can be considered
by a committee of the Senate. I think
the House will agree with me that at this
stage of the session we can safely suspend
the rule.

The motion was agreed to.

HON. MR PLUMN.

PETROLEUM IN QUEBEC.

INQUIRY.

HON. MR. TRU DEL called the atten-
tion of the Government to the urgent need
of having borings made by the Geological
Survey in order to ascertain whether
petroleui is found in the geological
formations of the banks of the St. Laf*
rence, particularly between Varennes and
the St. Maurice River at Point aux Treni-
bles, near Quebec, and on the Island of
Orleans ; and enquired whether it is the
intention of the Government to have bor-
ings made by the Geological .Survey at
the places above mentioned ? He said-
I have had occasion lately to.read the re-
ports of Mr. Laflammne,one of the profes-
sors of the University of Quebec, and One
by Mr. Globenski, a very intelligent gentle
man, who, I think, is employed by the
Government of Quebec in making certain
explorations respecting the natural re-
sources of that Province. It has been
ascertained, from the reports of those
gentlemen, that there exist in the ValleY
of the St. Lawrence, between Varennes
and the St. Maurice, springs which einit
in large quantities a gas known as proto-
carbonate of hydrogen. Everybody hi
learned with satisfaction that the Goverl
ment, true to their National Policy, have
offered large inducements for the encour-
agement of the manufacture of bar iron in
this country. I am informed that gas
such as is emitted from those springs is an
important element in the manufacture Of
bar iron, and it has been ascertained that
one spring sends forth as much as 8,000
cubic feet of gas every 24 hours, and 1
think it is in the public interest that the
attention of the Geological Bureau should
be called to the fact, and that the Govern
ment should issue instructions to theml to
have borings made in the places referred
to. Mr. Globenski also reports that, n
his opinion, it is not improbable that
petroleum may be discovered at a certailn
depth, which, if it should prove to be the
case, would be another source of wealth
to the country.

HON. SIR ALEX.
there was any reasor
Geological Survey to
leum in any paying
found in that section

* CAMPBELL---I
i satisfactory to the
believe that )etro-

quantities could bc
of the country, the

in Quebec.456 Petroleum
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Covernment would be willing to institute
a investigation by the means the hon.
gentleman desires : but Professor Selwyn
thinks there is nothing in the geological
formation of that district to justify the
expense which the borings would involve.
The Government cannot in the face of
that information cause these borings to be
rade. But I wish to draw the hon.
gentleman's attention to the fact, that in
Qntario, where petioleum has been dis-
covered, no experiments have been made
at the expense of the Government ; they
have all been made by private enterprise
bY individuals intent on increasing their
OWn fortunes, and for the purpose of
speculation. If there are gentlemen who
believe in the existence of petroleum in
the section of the country iridicated, which
the Government does not, then it is for
those private proprietors to make these

rings themselves.

1 oN. MR. TRUDEL-I think the
ePort which I hold in my hands is con-

clusive.

HON. SiR ALEX. CAMPBELL-If
the hon, gentleman sends me the papers

will see that they are submitted to the
department.

THIRD READING.

'ill (66), " An Act to incorporate the
uinze Pier and Boom Company." (Mr.

Skcead).

A QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE.

HNN. MR. POWER-Before the orders
Of the day are called I wish to call the at-tention of the House to a matter some-

hat in the nature of a question of privi-
8g inasmuch as it.concerns the veracitytf a member of this House. It is as tothe accuracy of a quotation. It will be

rernenbered that on Saturday the hon.gentleman from Ottawa made a speech on
the Militia Bill which attracted a good
eeal of attention from gentlemen whoSPOke after him. I understood the hon.gentleman from Niagara to say in his sub-
equent speech that the hon. gentleman
rom Ottawa has remarked that Canada
pas unable to afford any assistance to"gland in case of war. I took the op-
protnlity of stating at the time that the

hon. gentleman did not correctily quote,
or that he misapprehended what had fallen
from the hon. member from Ottawa. The
hon. gentleman from Niagara then said
that as the official report had not appeared
he declined to accept my recollection,
and perhaps in taking that position he was
quite right. It is due to the hon. mem-
ber from Ottawa and myself to read what
the official report does represent him to
have said. At page eight of the report of
last Saturday the hon. gentleman from
Ottawa is represented as saying.

"Britain rules the waves to-day just as
effectually as she did fßfty years ago, and
therefore it is by British ships that a foreign
aggression wili be resisted, not by Canadian
arme or Caradian guns."

" HoN. Sia ALEX. CAMPBELL-Still we
[muet do our share.

HoN. MR. SCOTT-Our share would be to
furnish very different material than tha-
which goes to make these militia corpet
England has been in straitened circum.
stances within the last few years. We have
offered her assistance time and again, but only
on one occasion was that assistance accepted.
It was accepted in the form of Canada gold
when we forwarded it to asist in the care of
the wounded in the Crimean war."
That sustains the view which I took that
the hon. gentleman had said that
England did not wish our assistance in
the shape of men, but accepted it in
another shape.

Then in the course of the same debate
it will be probably in the recollection of
hon. gentlemen that the hon. member
from Toronto (Mr. O'Donohoe) made a
speech with respect to the military force
in which he referred to the military system
of Switzerland. After he sat down I
stated that he said harder things of our
militia than the hon. gentleman from
Ottawa, when he remarked that a thous-
aud such men were worth ro,ooo
Canadian volunteers. The hon. gentle-
man denied that he had said so. It will
be remembered by thé House that the
hon Senator remarked that he had not
used the word " volunteers " at all. Now,
looking at the official report, I find this
language which I think justified my
remark: Speaking of those Swiss men he
is represented at page nine of the report
of Monday las tas saying: "A thousand such
men rallied on the day that the enemy
approached were worth io,ooo of your
volunteers brought green from the sod."

À èues8tion [M,&r 9, 1883.]
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I think that the report perfectly justifies names to be omitted from that divisioe
the language which I used. I an not in They wish to place on record their naies
the habit of paying much attention to in support of their respective views and
matters of this sort, but I thought it as positions that the country may knOW
well to establish the fact that I was justi- how they vote. I think it unfor
fied in the remark I had made. tunate that we have fot some decideâ

understanding among ourselves that where
PAIRS. rembers desire it the pairs might be noted

on the minutes. I do hot see w shy that
AN EXPLANATION. could wot be done. Of course it could

al cases be done in the Debates.
THE SPEAKER-I was asked vester-

day to examine into what had been the
practice in respect of pairs in this House.
I cannot find that they have ever been
officially recognized. I then inquired into
the practice of the House of Lords and I
wilr read what May says upon the
subject -

." A practice, similar in effect to that of vot-
ing by proxy, has for many years been resort-
ed to in both Houses. A systei known by
the naie of 'pairs,' enables a meniber to ab
ment himself. and to agree with another
member that be also shal be absented at the
sanie tine. By this nutual agreement, a vote
is neutralized on each side ot a question, and
the relative nunibers, in the division, are pre-
cisely the sanie as if both inemîbers were pre-
sent. The division of*the House into distimct
particular parties facilitates this arrangement,
and menibers pa;r with each other, not oniv
upon particular questions, or for one sitting of
the House, but for several we ks, or even
riionths at a time. There can be no parlia-
nentry recognition ci this practice. althongh

HON. SIR A. CAMPBELL-Yes.

HON. HR. MILLER-There might be
more difficulty perhaps in getting it on the
record.

HON. SIR A. CAMPBELL-I think in
England the teller reports it.

HON. MR. DICKEY-As a matter Of
fact, we do find that these pairs are
announced to the public in England, and
there is no reason why they should not
appear in the reports of our debates here.
It is open to any member after a division
to call attention to the fact that another
member who might have voted, and has
not done so, is present, and that at once
elicits the reason for his silence. In that
way only can the House, I apprehend,
take any notice of pairs.

it has never been expressly condemiined ; and
it is therefore conducted privately hy indivi- HON. MR. MILLERBut the Pail
dual mem bers, or arranged by the peers or does fot appear on the minutes, or in the
gentleien who are entrusted by thieir politi- proceedings ; it only appears in the rePOTts
cal parties, with the office of collecting their of our debates and the principal objec
respective forces on a division."

in having a record would be lost.

HON. MR. MILLER-I think it is
unfortunate, however, that we have in the HON. MR. WARK-The difficultY O
Parliament of Canada a practice similar to placing members' names on record wou"d
that which prevails in the Imperial Parlia- be this ; it is presumed that a man -InaY
ment. It would be desirable that a change his mind during the debate, and 't
practice, which has grown by usage, there may be implied that a member was votin
should not prevail here, because I cannot when really he was absent and did nOt
see any objection to recording pairs. hear the debate.
Although it has grown by usage in the
Imperial Parliament, being recognized by CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAX
no Parliamenary rule, still it is practically COMPANY'S BILL.
carried out as if it were. I have often con-
sidered that there was a defect in our THIRD READING.
proceedings, that we have no means of
recording pairs. For instance, two gentle- HON. MR. ALLAN moved the th t-
men entertaining opposite opinions very reading of Bill (114.) " An Act respect
strongly, feel that they cannot be present ing the Canadian Pacific Railway Cool,
at a division, but still they do not wish their pany."

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.



The motion was agreed to, and the Bill HON. MR. KAULBACH also hoped
Was read the third time and passed. thac the Minister of Justice would accept

the amendment.
MILITIA AND DEFENCE BILL.

REPORTED FROM COMWITTEE.

The House resumed in Committee of
the whole the consideration of Bill (31),

An Act consolidating and amending the
several Acts relating to the Militia and
Befence of the Dominion of Canada."

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the adoption of clause 64.

HON. MR. RYAN thought that the
change in this clause did not at all improve
it ; while it gave greater freedom to the
rnilitia man while wearing his uniform, it
Inight prove prejudicial to the service.
He might go into societies which were
illegal, and, if these words were left out
Of the clause, he would not be punishable
according to the military regulations for
an act which would be discreditable to
his uniform. He would only be subject
to the Common Civil Law. That was
very undesirable : the higher the estima-
tion in which the uniform of the service
Was held the better the service would be,
and he would therefore move to insert
the Words " or whilst at any time wearing
the Uniform of his corps," after the words

Parade of bis corps."

"ON. MR. ALLAN seconded the
Otion. There is no one feature of our

rnilitia system which we have more reason
tO be proud of than the admirable disci-
eline which has been maintained, and
that is owing greatly to the fact that when
a Man dons his uniform, he feels that he
is responsible for maintaining the honor
Of the service as a volunteer. It woulda very great misfortune to the militia
orce, if the clause were passed as it now
stands. He knew that he spoke the sen-
tllfents of some of the most zealous and
eicient officers in Ontario, when he said
hat the omission of the words proposed
1 this amendment from the clause wouldbe•a ver serious defect in the Bill. He
hoPed Most earnestly that the Minister of
ustice would accept the amnendment, or

at all events that the House would be
disposed to adopt it.

HON. MR. MASSON said he would
vote for the aniendment. In addition to
what he had said when this Bill was last
before the Committee, he wished to say
that under the existing law, the carrying
of arms is entirely forbidden, but this Bill
would allow all the volunteers attending
the Dominion Rifle Association, to the
number of three or four hundred, to go
armed and under no control amongst, a
civilian population. As he had already
shown, that Association is, if not a mili-
tary at all events a quasi military organi-
zation, yet this Bill proposed to place
them beyond military control. The
existing regulations prevent volun-
teers in uniform from participating in
party demonstrations, but under this Bill
a militiaman could appear in a party
procession or at illegal meetings. The
Government would show a wise discretion
if they would let the law remain as it is
upon the Statute book.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL called
attention to the fact that the 43rd clause
of the Bill prohibited volunteers from
appearing in uniform except on certain
specified occasions, and on those occasions
they would be under martial law. If,
under any other circumstances, a militia-
man appears in uniform he is acting
contrary to law. If he attends a meeting
of a rifle association, he is not ordered to
be there, it is true, but he is invited to
attend, and he goes in uniform. The
question is; if he goes in uniform whether
he should be subject to martial law -or
not. The volunteers practice shooting
under command of their officers, in order
to accustom them to firing by word of
command, and to the attitude of solidiers
firing in active service. It would be better
to let the clause stand until he could bring
the views which had been expressed in the
Senate on this subject before the Minister
of Militia, and he would then be in a
better position to discuss it.

HON. MR. RYAN doubted whether the
43rd clause would meet the cases which
his amendment to the 64th clause was
designed to cover. A man might be called
out by his commanding officer and on his
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way home from parade might attend some
gathering where he would disgrace the
Service. Under such circuinstances, with-
out this amendment, he would not be
amenable to military law.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.-He
would be if he was returning from his
corps.

HON. MR. RYAN.-He might have
gone home and laid aside his arms before
attending the gathering.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Then
he ought not to have his uniform on.

The clause was allowed to stand.

HON. MR. ALMON, from the Commi-
ttee, reported that they had made some
progress with the Bill and asked leave to
sit again.

BILLS OF EXCHANGE AND PROM-
ISSORY NOTES, PRINCE

EDWARD ISLAND, BILL

SECOND READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the second reading of Bill (T), " An Act
relating to Bills of Exchange and Promis-
sory Notes, in the Province of Prince
Edward Island."

He said . This Bill proposes to enact
that from and after the first day of July
next after the passing of this Act, all bills
of exchange and promissory notes drawn
or made at any place in the Province of
Prince Edward Island for the sum of forty
dollars and upwards upon or in favor of
any person or persons in the said Province,
may, on default of the acceptance or pay-
ment thereof, be protested by a notary
public ; and such protest shall, in any
action on such bill or note, be >rimafaciù
evidence of presentation and dishonor, and
also of service of notice of such presenta-
tion and dishonour as stated in such pro-
test; for which protest there shall be
charged a notarial fee of fifty cents for
protest and twenty-five cents for each
notice.

It is introducing in Prince Edward
Island what is already the law in other
parts of the Dominion and is a useful pro-
vision, as it saves expenses.

HoN. MR. HAYTHORNE said the
Bill had only now been placed in the
hands of members and he presumed that
an opportunity would be afforded before
the third reading to raise any objectiOns
that might be urged against it.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Cer-
tainly.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

DOMINION ELECTIONS ACT 1874
AMENDMENT BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the second reading of Bill (85) "An Act
to amend the Dominion Elections Act,
1874."

The. motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

HON. MR. POWER-Would the hon.
Minister be kind enough to explain what
the ro9 th section is which this Bill pro-
poses to amend.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-It
reads as follows : " All penalties and for-
feitures other than fines in cases of Ins
demeanor imposed by this Act, shall be
recoverable, with full costs of suit, by any
person who will sue for the same by action
of debt or information, in any of lier
Majesty's courts in the province in which
the cause of action arose, having compe-
tent jurisdiction»; and in default of paY-
ment of the amount which the offender
is condemned to pay, within the period
fixed by the court, the offender shall be
imprisoned in the common gaol of thç
place, for any term less than two years;
unless such fine and costs be sooner paid.

That section is to be amended in this
Bill by adding the provision. "But no
action or information for the recoverY O
any such penalty or forfeiture shall be
commenced unless nor until the pers'
sueing for the same shall have given goo
and sufficient security to the amounto
fifty dollars, to indemnify the defendant
for the costs occasioned by his defence, i
the person sueing should be condenned to
pay the same,"

HoN. MR. RYAN.
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HON. MR. POWER-The object of the'
Bill is to throw serious obstacles in the
Way of prosecutionsfor improper conduct
in connection with elections, and it is
true that this Bill-notwithstanding the
observations of the hon. gentleman ffom
Richmond-is open to the same objection
as two or three other measures which were
elacted by this House quite recently, viz:
it affects a niatter which should have been
dealt with by the Government, and not by
a private member. It is a fact that this
BIll was introduced in the other House by
a private member-the member for
Beauce, I think. However, as this
'fleasure is rather hostile to the electoral
tl)orality of the country, I presume it will
be concurred in by this House.

HON. MR. MILLER-I do not re-
cOllect having made any rernarks such
are indicated by the hon. gentleman from
lialifax, and I think, if I had any objec-
tiofn to the Bill, it would have been that
the sum required is too small. We all
koow that the class of persons likely to
bring such actions would probably not be
Men either of much means or much
character. Those actions are generally
brought by parties who have very little
regard for public opinion in such
niatters, and $5o will probably not go
verY far towards paying the expenses
n1ecessary to be incurred in meeting what
Perhaps would be purely vexatious actions,
taken by men of straw. I think the
atnount should be $1oo, instead of $50.
'ith regard to the other remark made by

the hon. gentleman from Halifax, that
this Bill is one which should be introduc-
ed by the Government, I do not see why
it should? I would take this op-
Portunity of stating that I do not at all
'ree in the doctrine which I have heard

VerY frequently laid down in this House,
that any member of the other branch of
the Legislature may not introduce a Bill
Pt' any public question,.no matter whether
't relates to civil or criminal law. Although

headilyadmit that there are many questions
Which seem properly to fall to the care of
.he Government, for instance in criminal

hatters, yet if the Government alone had
t right of independent legislation, some
the greatest reforms we have ever seen

OUld never have been enacted. The
lovernment is very often urged on by

Outside and independent effort in Par-

liament to take charge of important
legislation, and I make these observations
now because I have heard the opinion
expressed here by several gentlemen that
in regard to certain specified subjects of
legislation, the Government were bound
to take the initiatory steps. I believe
that in all cases the Government must
assume responsibility for any legislation
which is passed by Parliament, and it
would .be very unfortunate if it were
otherwise.

HON. NR. POWER-If the Minister
will allow me, I shall call the atten-
tion of the House to some of the offences
to which this ainendment relates. Section
1o6 of the "Election Act, 1874," enacts
as follows :--

C If any returning officer wilfully delays,
neglects or refuses dulv to retuirn any person
who ought to be retrned to serve in the
the House of Commons for an electoral dis-
trict, such person may, in case it bas been
determiined on the hearing of an election
petition respecting the election for such
electoral district, that such person was en-
titled to have been returned, sue the return-
ing otticer having so wilfully delayed,
neglected or refused duly to inake such re-
turn of his election, in any court of record in
the Province in which such electoral district
is situate, and shal recoveF a sum o'$500
together with all damages he has sustained
by reason thereof, and uill costs of suit, pro-
vided such action be commenced within one
year after the commission of tie act on
which it is grounded, or within six morthe
after the conclusion of the trial ofthe petition
relating to such election."

Then here is another section, 108,
which says:-

"Any returning officer,deputy returning,offi.
cer, election clerk or poll clerk, who refuses or
neglects to perfori any of the obligations or
formalities required of hin by this Act. shall
for each such refusal or neglect, forfeit the
sum of $200 to any person sueing for the same."

HoN. MR. MILLER-I understand
this is only to allude to the iogth section.

HON. MR. POWER-No, but the io9th
section speaks of the penalties and forfeit-
ures imposed by this Act, and I am just
pointing out, in the case of the section
preceding it, cases in which the returning
officer might refuse to do his duty. Sup-
posing that the deputy' returning officer,
when the poll is being held, refuses to
accept a voter's ballot, or to allow a duly
qualified voter to vote ?
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HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-He- check, they know best what the evils
uld be punished for it. are, and how they should be guarded

against? The Returning Officer might be
HON. MR. POWER-Certainly, but unfairly charged with various offences,
u oblige that voter, before he can sue which would materially affect their charac-
at deputy returning officer for refusing ter, and it would hardly be fair to allow
allow him to vote, to give security for any person to bring an action against these
sts. officers and not oblige him, in case the

charges are unjust or untrue, to pay the
HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-If it

turns out that the party was doing an
improper thing, it would not be fair that
the returning officer should be the loser
by such an action.

HON. MR. POW7ER--I do not see
why these offences should be made an
exception to the general rule ; ordinarily if
a person sueing for penalties is not
ubliged to give security for the costs. It.
is not the general law; and as I said just
now, this arnendment is really in the way
of men who are trying to enforce their
rights. Every one knows that it is not a
very easy thing to get people to go security
for costs.

HON. MR KAULBACH-I do not
look upon it that way. It seems to me
those officers are very poorly paid, and
they may be imposed upon by persons
bringing suits ; if they are not indemnified
for costs it would be unreasonable to
expect them to hold their positions; I
think it is but fair and right that these
costs should be covered.

HON. MR. MILLER-I think the case
put by the hon. gentleman is a very strong
one in favor of the law. As the hon.
gentleman from Lunenburg has just
remarked, we all know these officers are
very poorly paid, receiving only two, three
or four dollars a day for this work : there-
fore, if they were liable to any number of
actions, without security for costs, you
would hardly get any person to accept the
office.

HON. MR. POWER-Very few such
actions have been brought since 1874;
that is the best answer one can give.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Might
we not fairly assume here that in the other
House, where they have to deal with elec-
tions, and where the members suffer from
the conduct which this Act is assumed to

cost.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-There will
be no trouble in finding money to indem-
nify, if the officer wilfully does a wrong
thing.

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the second time.

RECEI VER GENERAL ANI) MINIS-
TER OF PUBLIC WORKS BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. SIR A. CAMPBELL moved the
second reading of Bill (94.) " An Act tO
amend 'An Act respecting the offices Of
Receiver General and Minister of Public
Works,' as to the powers of the Minister
of Railways and Canals."

He said : In the Act respecting the
offices of Receiver General and Minister
of Public Works, there was a provision
requiring that in certain cases the appro-
bation of the Minister of Public Works
was required to certain improvements
which were to be made, or changes col-
templated in connection with the rail waYs
or canals. That was the law at the tile
when the canals and railways were under
the charge of the Public Works, before
that department was divided. Now thOse
departments are distinct, and these matters
to which, by the present law, the assent of
the Minister of Public Works is required,
are necessarily given over, and properly Soi
to the consideration of the Minister o
Railways and Canals, because they relate
to works in his charge, and not under the
control of the Department of Public
Works. This Bill is to make provision
for that, so that where under former cdr-
cumstances the assent of the Public Works
Department was needed, the assent of the
Ministerof Railways shall now be required.

The motion was agreed to, and the 11f
was read the second time,
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PUBLIC LANDS AMENDMENT botanist, who has done so much during
BILL his long and thorough investigation of the

tiora of the Northwest, to inspire public
DEBATE CONTINUED. confidence in that country, and towards

giving us a scientific statement of the
. ON. MR. PLUMB resumed the ad- productions of our great prairies. I will

JOurned debate on the motion for the now give to the House an item which I
second reading of Bill 45. " An Act fur- omitted to give yesterday in speaking of
ther to amend, and to consolidate, as so the new states and territories of the United
anended, the several Acts respecting the States which I think is of great interest
Public Lands of the Dominion therein to us, and from which we may draw an
ri'entioned." He said-: When I ceased iniference in regard to the mineral resources
tO address the House last night, I was of the country which we are about to open.
speaking of the advantages of the great I hold in my hand a statement of theNorth-WTest. I was induced to go into production of the precious metals in the
thlose rnatters at some considerable length, states in which mining is carried on East
>ecause I believed it was desirble that of thex crest of the Sierra Nevada. It will
there should be, upon the floor of this be found hv this statem ent, that the total
"oUse an utterance condensing, as far as production of the precious metals in that
pOSsible, the information which has been region, to the close of the year, ended the
Constantly accumulating in regard to that 3oth of June, 1882, published in the
great country. It is true that much of the American Almanac for 1883, is $284,978,-
information which I gave to the House 620. WVhat I want to call particular
m'ayv be in the possession of many gentle- attention to is this fact, that out of that

who have- made a study of the sub- amount the sim of $58,o62,382, or about
iect. It is truealso that a we cannot invent one-fifth of the whole, was produced in
facts ; we have to take them as they Montana, directly alongside of the South-
are, but I thought it would serve a useful ern boundary of our North-West Territory,
Purpose, to bring them together, and it was which, probably, has the saine geological
5Olely with the view of lending my mite, so formation in its mountainous districts, and
far as I could, to the development of that we may reasonably suppose that when
40ble domain, to attempt to sustain the investigations are made in the moun-
0Overnment in their desire to have that tainous districts north of the 4 9th

COuntry rapidly settled, that I collated parallel, similar results will be obtained.
6gures and facts at very considerable labor, The total production of the precious
%Id attenpted to lay them properly before metals in Montana, has been in gold,the Senate. It was not for the purpose of $54,481,833; silver, $6,58o,549. In
rllaking a speech, because an address upon Dakota, alongside of it, the produc-
SUCh a subject must necessarily be dry, tion was $14,101.138, but Dakota,-
an4 I confin2 myself entirely to a simple, it must be remembered, is a country of a
1>lain and straight forward statement of the different character from Montana. The

ase asitstands. It mayhave happened that estimate for Montana in 1881 is$4,96o,ooo
In the course of myremarks I have made use that for Dakota is $4,o7o,ooo. I think
ofinformationwhichisknowntosomemem- we have every reason to expect that
bes of the House who are familiar with the similar results will attend the prospecting
CoUntry, but I may say that I believe a of the country which is about to be opened

reat deal I have stated must be new, for up by the Canadian Pacific Railway, by a
't has been gathered from sources that pass further south through the moun-
have only been available to the public tains than was at first supposed, which will,

ithin the last four or five weeks,namely the in that way, probably give additional
utdensation of the American statistics and advantages to those who wish to go in and
uet1sus, and of the Canadian census, the prospect for the precious metals.tbles of which are now just being pub- With regard to the crop in Manitoba

lIShed and laid before the country. I have and the North-West I made some state-

sto say that I have availed myself ments yesterday as to the growth of wheat.
atements which have been made I now wish to say that according to the

prfea volume lately published by United States Census the average yield for
OfessOr Macoun, the accomplished ten years is shown to be -
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Minnesota 17 bushels per acre. north latitude. At Fort Simpson, 6d
Massachusetts 16. " grees north latitude, n1elons ripen evel
Pennsylvania 15. year-whenstarted under glass-9o Miles
Wisconsin 13. due north of the American boundarY
Iowa 1o. From Winnipeg to Peace River, pint
Ohio Io. i300 miles apart, spring commences
Illinois 8. the saie tune.
The average yield in Manitoba from Taking one year with another the fjrst

1877 to i88o, as far as can be ascertained, spring flowers make their appearance
was 26 bushels to the acre, the average about April t5 th. Captain Butler fouid
weight of which, as ascertained by com- anemones covering a whole hiliside 0
parison of 56 crops, was 62 / pounds to the 26th 0f April in 56 degrees no01 h
the bushel. The heaviest wheat in the latitude.
United States is, in Minnesota 65 pounds Red River and Peace River break P
Ohio 6o, Peny 1ai 6o n nInisiabout the i 5th of April. Red RiverOho6,Pennsylvania 6o, and in Illinoi
58 pounds to the bushel ; the heaviest in closes in the first week in November ard
the Canadian North-West is 66 pounds Peace River much laier.
to the bushel. The average weight of the Seed time is from thè middle of APi
barley in the North-West is 50 pounds to to the middle of June. Wheat sowed e
the bushel, and the yield averages 40 late as the ioth of June generally escapes
bushels to the acre during the period the frost. On Peace River work beginS
referred to by a comparison of 37 crops. April 2oth. It is stited that seed can
In Minnesota the average is 25 bushels put in with perfect safety in the autuin
to the acre. before the ground is closed with frost, and

Iowa 22 bushels. does notgerminate until the fptlowing sprinl
Wisconsin 20 bushels. owing to the dryness of the atniosphere,
Ohio 19 bushels. and by this means the crops core to
Indiana 19 bushels. maturity much earlier. Throughout the
Illinois 17 bushels. Qu'Appelle Valley warmer soit and drYe
Throughout the North-West Territories atmosphere cause an carlier sprifg

barley is a sure crop, of the finest quality harvest than in Manitoba.
and brightest color, and the further you On the great plains north of the Qu
proceed to the North-West the plumper pelle Valley, froin the month of Jl
the berry, and the greater the yield. For untit September, Professor Macoun end
malting purposes no better barley can be his party found the ground literal]Y cOV
found in the world. ered with mushrooms, which could b

In a comparison of 51 crops of oats in gathered, to use his own expression, b,
the North-West the average weight per the cart-load. One of these, foufdt
bushel was found to be 37% pounds, Long Lake, in Juty, 1879, measured3 0 4

the average yield is 6o bushels, and inches in circurference, 24 inches
8o bushels to the acre is not an un- through the centre of the cap, and
common yield, while 100 bushels to the weighed three pounds. He also fou(i.
acre have actually been raised. In the the giant puif-baît (Lycoperdon) whiCh il
Western States the average yield of oats a delicious and harmless, as I myself Can
is, in Minnesota 37 bushels, Iowa 28, testify, having frequentty eaten it.
Ohio 23. Strawberrïes are abundant atFort

Potatoes grow luxuriantly there ; they are on the I5th June.
frequently found weighing 5 pounds each. At Prince Albert wheat ripened n 1879
and the average of over a hundred crops about the middle of August.
showed 318 bushels to the acre. At Ctear Springs the Mennonites groW

At Hay Lake, 8oo miles west of Winni- their own tobacco. The plants are
peg the white variety has been grown 17 /, feet high, grow luxuriantly and corne %
inches in circumference, and the purpie full maturity.
15Y2 inches. New potatoes have been Mr. T. H. Brown, of Poplar Point saY5

dug in latitude 56 egrees 12 minutes sows his grain as soon as the frost s out
north, on the 21st of June. Cucumbers the ground sufficiently to atlow the
ripen in quantities from English seed at to cover the seed, having ptoughed i
Little Red River 58 degreestg30 minutes the fant, and has raised as good vegetby

HON. MR. PI.UUB.
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there, with comparatively little culti
s he has seen raised in bis nativ

1n the County of Kent, in England
rMarket gardening is carried on to
tioL Professor Macoun found 96 v
Of grasses, and gives the following î
Of some of them as compare(
tiTlothy, showing that they c<
favorably in flesh producing anc
Producing qualities with the t
grass so favorably known to our (
farmers.
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tt has been objected in some quarters
that the policy of the Government in
grantng large tracts of land to companies,
alnl Selling large tracts to individuals is
against the true interests of the country,
and it is also contended that we owe a
Suty to the settler by which he

otid be protected ; and in the other
Ouse a resolution was offered on thethil which is under discussion, providing

bat the lands of the North-West should
e held absolutely and solely for the
actualsettler, and only granted to him in

auch quanfities as he should be capable

of successfully cultivating. In view of
what I have stated-in view of the possi-
bility, and the probability that the older
wheat-producing countries are becoming
exhausted ; that the quaUtity per acre is
steadily decreasing, it is almost certain
that the great North-West, this enormous
territory of at least 200,000,000 of acres
which seems to be specially adapted to
the culture of the plant which nothing can
supply the place of, is destined to becôme
the wheat field of the world. In view
of that it seems to be a very narrow policy
to insist that * culture should be post-
poned and limited until the whole of the
land can be taken up by the actual settler
who is to till the soil, as it would seem,
with the work of bis own hands. Nothing
can be more adverse to the general inter-
est of the world than the adoption of such
a pol.icÿ. I contend that it should
be the aim of the Government to
develop the productive power of
that country as rapidly as possible; and
it should also be their aim that not one
class alone should be permitted to go in
and occupy it. By giving out large tracts
of land to men of means labor can be
employed, and the laborer who gets
constant employment and good wages,
will at no distant day become landed pro-
prietor in bis turn. It is a very narrow
policy to insist that a man must have a
moderate amount of capital in. order to
acquire lands in the Northwest. The
policy which is urged by certain gentle-
men is a sort of pseudo philanthrophy·
which will exclude the capitalist, and the
laborer without means, from any partici-
pation in its advantages. I believe
that the policy of the Government in
granting large tracts can be fully
justified. There is ample room for
everybody. The homesteader or the set-
ter has no vested right to any particular
portion of the soil. The Government
always have the right to withdraw, and
always have adopted the policy of
withdrawing from settlement any por-
t n of those lands, and no man has
a right to question that feature in the
public policy. There is room enough
under the provisions of the Bill now be-
fore us for the actual settler, the small
homesteader;, there is provision enough
for all who will require lands, for almost
the whole of Europe, and all those who
are likely to come from the United

A661
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States, in addition to those who may
emigrate from the older Provinces of
the Dominion. Millions of acres are at
the disposal of the settler. There is no
restriction practically upon him, for the
25,000,ooo of acres taken by the Pacific
Railway, and the few grants that are
made to colonization roads and com-
panies, are but small items in the great
whole. The railway is compelled in
order to reach its lands, to build branch
lines without further subsidy, which will
open up the alternate sections to the
settler who could not reach them with-
out its aid, and the colonization com-
panies are compelled to become -em-
igration agents. The statements made
by the hon. Minister of the Interior at
the time the ioo,ooo,ooo acres were
granted by Parliament for the purpose
of developing the North-West, and build-
ing the Canadian Pacific Railway, were
severely criticised by the Opposition.
That gentleman stated .n his estimate
that the incoming population for the
year 1882, would be 35,ooo, and that
there would be 5,ooo a year added from
that time until 1890.

He àlso stated that the sales of land
would reach a certain figure, and the
general results in 1890 were summed up
in an aggregafe, which was treated with
utter derision by those gentlemen who
always seem inclined to take a gloomy
view of the progress of the Dominion,
and who, from the logic of their position,
are compelled to stand in opposition to
anything likely to promote the progress
and development of the country. They
cannot help it; they must either give up
opposition, or they must take that posi-
tion, for the forward movements are made
by the Conservative party. Sir John
Macdonald estimated that the incoming
population would be 35,000 in 1882. It
actually reached 58,751. For the year
1883 his estimate was 40,000 ; the present
estimate of the Minister of Agriculture
is 75,ooo, and it will probably be
exceeded. For 1884 he estimated
45,000; the Minister of Agriculture has
data upon which he estimates theincoming
population, for that year, at roo,ooo, and
we heard within the last week of the
arrival of the advance guard of the emi-
gration of this year. Three thousand
immigrants were to be landed at Quebec,
and I heard railway managers discuss-

ing as to how they were to draw upo"
their supply of rolling stock for transPi)O1
ation; and statingthey would be cne
to go as far west as Chicago in order to briug
down cars enough to transport this
force to the Land of Promise.
his statement Sir John Macdonald estinla
ted the number of acres of land that couîd
be sold in the three years of I8801
1881 and 1882 would be 5,28o,ooo. The
lard actually sold down to the pre'
sent time exceeds 10,000,000 acre
The revenue from the land sales for the
same three years was estimatcd by Sir
John Macdonald at $1,479,ooo wh
was slso derided by the Opposition
The actual revenue during those yea
from that source, amounted to $2,634,77l
In 1879 the population of Manitobaan
the North-West-these are not ofc
figures, but figures I have made up fr0"'
the census returns and from other data'
was 122,240. It is a moderate estiiate
to say that 1o,ooo people went in in 18;
15,0oo in 1881 ; we have the figures fol
1882 which I have given, 58,751. and
1883 we have the calculation of the M i
ister of Agriculture, 75,000, and in I884,
according to that calculation it is expected
that 1ooooo will be added, making the
populatio'n 380,991. In the table in th
previous part of my address it will b
found that the population of Kansas
the census of 1870 was 364,ooo tha
Minnesota 439,ooo, and of Nebrases
123,000. Taking the increase of the"'
States which was 1,302,000, for the Su"'
ceeding ten years as a basis, the popUl
tion of Manitoba and the Northwest e
suning it to reach 380,99 1 in 1884, wouîd
reach in the same ratio in 1894 -- 916,000j
The calculations of the Rt. Hon. Leader f
the Government given to the Flouse o
Commonsin 188o-carriedonto 18 84 woud
give a population of 617,000. It WO
therefore seem that the actual growth>
the three States in question excee
that claimed by Sir John Macdo"''
ald for the Northwest in ten Yhae
by about fifty per cent. I have
quoted very, largely from the repOrt
of Prof. Macoun. I consider tha
he has been one of the most useful o
those who have been sent out to exPlore
that country. With untiring zeal a'
enthusiasm, he has spent ten years of .is
life, almost, in this investigation. I bebeve
as a practical botanist he has a very
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reputation. He was commissioned by am constrained to believe that only one-
lur. Fleming in 1872 to examine the fora thirteenth of its surface is within reach of
of the prairies between Winnipeg and the unavoidable conditions of irrigation.
Edmonton. In the same year he was The United States Commissioner of
Sent with Mr. Charles Horetsky to explore mining statistics in 1868, said that the
Peace River District. In 1875 he area of Montana was 146,689 square niles
accompanied Prof. Selwyn, as botanist, to amounting to 93,881,184 acres, yet no
British Columbia, thence by Peace River greater proportion is claimed by the local
Pass descended Peace River to Lake authorities as susceptible of cultivation,
Athabasca, and saw the country as far than one acre in thirty, or a total of
North as latjtude 59 ; thence he journeyed 3,346,40o. The remainder, however, is
East to Winnipeg-1,2oo miles. In 1879 valuable for grazing and sheep farming."
he investigated the causes of the supposed I may mention in connection with the
aridity of the Southern District, the results general tenor of my remarks, and as an
Of which I have already stated. He additional reason for making them, that
argued fron this that the rainfall was within a short time the most viru-
arriple but could not percolate the ground lent and unjustifiable attack has been
as rapidly as it fell, and in the dry atmos- made upon the North-West, that I ever
Phere was evaporated and lost, and remember to have noticed. In an English
that the apparent aridity vanished financial review a studied attack upon the
before the first labors of husbandry. whole policy of the Government, and upon

Mr. Blodgett, an eminent American the whole condition of the Northwest, the
authority upon climatology, speaking of value of its lands, and particularly upon
the North-West says :- its climate, was made and circulated by

" Climate is indisputably the decisive tens of thousands all over Great Britain,
Condition ; and when we find the isother- and largely through Canada. It seemed
't'al of 6o degrees for summer rising on the to have been made in the interests of

m1erican plains to the 61st parallel, it is some parties whe desired to prevent the
'npossible to doubt the existence of growth and development of the North-
favorable climates over vast areas now West and the sale and settlement of its
no10ccupied. Spring opens at the same lands. It was an attack partly upon the
tilne along the immense plains from St. Canadian Pacific Railway, partly upon
Paul to the Mackenzie River." He also the NorthlWest land companies and
saYs that the plains of the North-West largely upon the Government itself.an'd their woodland borders, have a That attack contained one of the most
valuable surface of fully 5oo,ooo square absurd statements that can be imagined.
hiles, and it is claimed that that valuable Fancy a man sitting in the foggy atmos-
Surface certainly extends from parallel 49 phere of London writing, perhaps, by gas
'I the south, to 6o on the north, and if light at mid-day, surrounded by all the
bounded east by the 9 5th meridian and disagreeable odors which prevail in the
West by the Rocky Mountains, would business parts of that great metropolis,
Coritain, 667,6oo square miles. But it and talking learnedly there about -the
hust be remembered that vast tracts of nsalubritiy of the Great North-West,
equally fertile land which will probably where zymotic diseases are almost

as available and profitable to the unknown! Fancy him saying that
C1ltivator lie north of the 6oth parallel. nobody can live in that wintry climate,

he question is asked by some statisticians when we all know that in Ontario and
!1 the United States, whether the great Quebec where the thermometer often falls
'titerior of the American Continent, within to far below zero and where the climatic
Aliierican territory, will continue to con- conditions are not more favorable, there
tribute to the export of wheat and flour, is nothing more exhilerating or healthful
referring particularly to Montana, Idaho, than the clear, crisp, frosty air of a winter
COlorado Utah and Nevada ; and Mr. day-nothing more enjoyable. We all
l.aylor, United States Counsel at Win know that immunity from disease fol-

who has carefully studied the sub- lows this low temperature in the North-
Ject, says :- West. We know that no more healthy

" Let us take the most favorable of all, children are to be found than in the coun-
o0ntana. Grand as are its resources, I ties of Huron and Bruce, where I have seen
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them merrily playing and enjoying them- to our country's good, to the greatest and
selves out of doors when the snow was two most permanent benefit of religion, civil-
feetdeep,andthemercurytendegrees below zation and humanity. In view of such
zero, and such a climate was one of the solemn and vast responsibilites, a generous
principal arguments urged against the set- acknowledgement should be awarded, and
tler going into the North-West. Another a forbearing and kindly spirit should be
was that there was no fuel, and in such a manifested to those upon whom theY
climate settlers would not be able to keep directly rest; and who I am sure it can-
themselves warm. The*discoveries which not be denied, are fairly and honestly en-
have been published within the last few deavoring to meet those responsibilities-
weeks show that the underlying beds of Their duties are arduous and laborious.
coal in that part of the country, which is and I believe the country fully approves
called the lignite formation, are so im- the manner in which they have been
mense that it has been stated, and I believe discharged. The people have twice
authoritatively, that the farming lands emphatically endorsed the policY of
which are underlaid by these coal seams the leader of the Conservative party in
will not be any more valuable because respect to the North-West-once by anti-
of the coal. In the Bow River, the cipation, we having clearly enunciated it as
Belly River, the Calgarry and the various one of the main issues at the pollS
parts of the country through which the 1in 1878 : and the second time after
Pacific Railway is to go, there are coal full and ample discussion on the plat-
lands which are estimated to contain form, in Parliament and by the press, when
five millions of tons to the square mile promise had becoine performance, and
of coal of the very best quality, and the great work of uniting by a band of
that seens, once for al, to settle that steel the widely separate Orient and
which was the great, and I may say Occident limits of the Dominion, and of
(without wishing to perpetrate a joke) opening up to settlement and cultivation
the burning question in regard to that the vast fertile solitudes through which
country. , it takes its course was going forward more

I had great reluctance in rising to rapidly than the most sanguine calculations
speak again on this subject. I feared could haveforeshadowed. Farremoved and
that, perhaps, at this late period of the wholly free from political convulsions
session, I might be considered as having which agitate and threaten other parts o
trespassed upon the patience and kindness the world, it seems destined to be the
of my fellow members ; but I felt that favored centre of the oldest and 1ost
it would be of service to us ail to en- honored of ail the industries-the tillage
devour, so far as I might in a of the soil. The arts of peace can there
feeble way, to concentrate the different be cultivated and can flourish without let
items which form very largely the inform- or hindrance. Ample provision is Made
ation which we now have upon that for ail who come, and labor will there neet
country, and to condense the prominent its fuît reward. We want thepeople Of
points into a compendium in the form of the older provinces to go there. fhere
an address to this House which might can be no sound objection to the healthY
safely be quoted as an authority ; and I curreît of population flowing westward
assure my hon. friends that I have not made which has similarly coursed towards and
a single statement which cannot be sub- over the prairies of the Republic. It XS tO
stantiated. We must feel, upon looking the Provinces that we must look to rrY
over the whole case, that we have indeed, thither the methods of'governme t
as I have faintly endeavored to show, a municipal organizations which are the
goodly heritage, and it entails upon us safety, the pride, and the boast Of 0ur
the grave responsibilities which vast wealth Dominion and of the mother country frolo
brings with it to the possessor. We hold which they are derived--the great en,
it froni the Creator, in trust for those tho written Constitution in which
are destined to go in and possess it, and ultreedom siowly broaensh down
we are bound faithfully to exccute thatn or t
trust to the best of our ability, avingee.
aside prejudice, partizanshic and all idea It should e our duty and our privilte
of personal advantage, and looking only to hold fast to the liberty which we he
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inherited, and to do our endeavor to hand
it down unimpaired to those who are to
Succeed us, and through this to secure to
those who may cast their lot with us the
priceless blessings of law, order and se-
Curity to life and property with their at-
tendant privileges and advantages.

In conclusion, I wish to say that I be-
lieve under God there is a great destiny
reserved for the couwry which we hold in
trust, and a great destiny for us of this
whole Dominion also if we are true to our-
selves and true to the responsibilities
Which rest upon us. That we may be able
Ourselves, and by our example teach those
Who may come after us to carry out those
trusts and to adhere to the sound doctrine
which has made us what we are, must be
the dearest wish of us all.

. 1ON. MR. GIRARD-As a representa-
tive of Manitoba, I think it my duty to
take part in this debate. I have listened
With great interest to the long and able
SPeech of the hon. member from Niagara.
1 think it should be printed in pamphlet
formi and circulated extensively amongst
those whose attention is being directed to
hManitoba and the North-West Territories,
an1d who are preparing to make their homes
In that vast region. Naturally the remarks
of an hon. gentleman occupying his posi-
tiOn will have great weight with intending
settlers.

The public lands in Manitoba are held
by the Dominion Government now, but
they are held in trust, and the time must
COrie when they will be transferred to the
local authorities. I hope that time is not
far distant, and I know it is the desire of
the Manitoba Government that this
Property should belong to the Province.
1 do not complain of the existing state of
affairs, because the Dominion Government
s acting with great liberality towards

anitoba.
. Provision has been made from time to

tin'Ie for granting patents to all who wish
o secure lands in that country, but I do
not.know that the Government appreciate
the importance of giving every settler a
tecure title to his homestead. I daresay
that the Government have done all in their
PoWer to accomplish this result, but I know
there are numbers of settlers in that country
who have difficulty in obtaining their pat-
ets, fnotwithstanding, the desire which the
, vernment have -shown to meet their

wishes. I cannot urge too strongly the
importance of having all these claims set-
tled, as they have been pending for years.

I regard this Bill as a detided im-
provement on existing laws, and I think
it will prove satisfactory to the public.
It will give nany settlers an opportunity
of establisning their claims to the lands
they occupy. I am glad to observe that
a Dominion Lands Board is to be ap-
pointed to take cognizance of sùch
claims. For some time we have en-
deavoured to obtain such a tribunal, but
for some reason the Government did not
see fit to meet our wishes. This Board, I
observe, is to hold its sittings in Manitoba
and it will enable many who are in
trouble now about their titles to have
their difficulties removed.

The clause relative to homestead rights
is exceedingly liberal, and is in the right
direction. If these concessions had not
been made, we would have lost many
settlers, who would have gone to the
United States, and tiere obtained what
they could not secure in Manitoba.

The clause relative to pre-emption rights
is just and equitable. . It will enable every
settler not only to secure a homestead,
but to have his right to pre-emption
acknowledged. In reference to home-
steads, I think it will be but right to extend
this privilege to all those who have been
living in Manitoba for a number of years
whether they have been cultivating land
or not. They have contributed largely to
the development of tha tcountry: although
many of them are professional men, or men
engaged in commerce, they would find
means to establish large farms, resembling
the model farms in the older Provinces.

I observe a provision also to prevent
the jumping of claims. Under the exist-
ing law many settlers, rather than risk the
loss of their lands, have remained in their
shanties all winter, and some of them have
been found dead in the spring, either on
account of having taken sick or run out of
fuel during the severe winter months,
when it was impossible to communicate
with the more thickly settled portions of
the country. Such incidents are to be
regretted, but they could not be prevented
under the existing law, and I am glad
that this Bill contains clauses which will
confirn settlers in the possession of their
property, and prevent such unhappy
occurrences in the future.
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Al the new clauses in the Bill, as a rule, that the Government have probably made
are decided improvements upon the exist- as many concessions as it would be just
ing law. The Bill might perhaps be to expect. There are some siight anend-
made more perfect in some respects, but ments that might better please 5owe
on the whole it will be very acceptable to persons, perhaps, but night prove pej'
the people of Manitoba. dicial to the interests of others: therefore

I am glad also to observe that provision I say I think that the changes are perhaP5

in made for the management of school on the whole as good as can be expected
lands. They are situated at such a and wilI meet with generat approval. I
distance from the capital that it will accordingly have much pleasure in sUP
be difficult for the Government to pro- porting the Bill
tect the timber upon them, and to pre-
vent people settling on them. In some HON. MR. REESOR-I consider the
portions of the country settlers, finding measure, as a whole, a great improvenlt
these lands vacant, have squatted upon on the old law. While it consolidates eX-
some lots. It seems to me that some isting statutes it embraces sore amend
local authority should be invested with the ments which are certain'y in the right
right to prevent that. The School Boards direction. At the same tine, I think there
in our Province are composed of the most are other arendments which would be
prominent citizens, and the protection of desirable.
those lands could be safely confided to The provision made for the husbandifg
them. In the interests of the education of the school lands in a way that theY
of the people those lands should be with- ray be made to realize the largest possible
held from settlement for some time. It amount for the education of the future
will be possible at some future day to re- population of Manitoba and the North
alize a large amount of money from the west, I think is, in the main, a very g00d
sale of these properties, and in the mean- one. If it could be irproved at ail 1
time no one will suffer by such a course think it wouid be by allowing the schOî
because there is plenty of land open for boards of the Province to take charge
settlement. them. The next best thing has beel

I am thankful to the Government for done by providing in the Bil that no One
having introduced this Bill at a time when shah have a pre-elption right to those
it was so much needed, and wher. there is lands by*settling on them; that if they do
such a large influx of settlers into the so it shah be entireiy at their risk and
North-West. Manitoba will before long when the lands core to be disposed of
certainly contain a very large popula- they shah be sold to the highest bidder.
tion, and if we continue to receive I think that is a wise provision.
as much consideration in the future as we A good deal has been said in the press
have in the past from the central Govern- with regard to the formation of colOfiz
ment, the Province will soon be -a source tion companies and selling lands in cOl
of profit to the Dominion and one of the siderable tracts to individuals. Sone
finest portions of the Confederation. have taken the ground that no lands

1 should be sold except to actual settlers,
HON. MR. SUTHERLAND-I have that ail the North-West Territories shOuîd

no intention of making a speech at this be sold subject only to actual settlePt,
hour of the session, after all that has been and should be disposed of rerely t 0 the
said on this subject, because I think it is ordinary settier who can go in and take POs
pretty well exhausted, and I hate repeti- session. I look upon that as being an
tion. I merely wish to say that I am exceedingly narrow view to take. I thi1k
happy to give my support to the Bill. I where lands are sold to companle,
do not apprehend that there will be any with proper conditions to secure
opposition to it, and therefore I do not settement, it can be wisely done, and
consider it necessary to make any length- done for the benefit of that counUY a
ened remarks. I believe all the amend- well as in the interest of settlers generallY-
ments are in the right direction, and will I think that wealth as weI as industrlD
give general satisfaction. No doubt as money as well as labor, should go jnto

time passes some clauses will require that country. Many will go there, Per
amendment, but I think in the meantime hans. who will be unable to make prOPer
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setlemnent, and in case of a failure of the homestead the following spring, he
crops, or a visit of the locusts, which would be there only three months
somTetimes appear in that country, they before he would have a crop large
would be so poverty-stricken that they enough to supp)rt his family, and
Would be obliged to look to the Dominion he would be enabled to go on and
GOvernment for aid as they had to do a build upon hiF place, and bring
fee years ago and as they still have to do it nicely under cultivation. The present
attimnes in settlements where the great mass law works as my hon. friend on my left
of the settlers are very poor, that is not a has stated, and this new law makes it very
a condition of things to be desired in that little better ; it works in such a way as to,
extensive country with its severe winters, compel a settler, for fear of losing his
n1otwithstanding its fine summers and land, to take in perhaps a barrel of flour
fertile soil. The country should be and two or three hundred pounds of pork
developed in a practical way; and the to his shanty, and remain there during
uneans of its development should go there the whole winter in a condition of en-
Coinbined, in the shape oflabor and funds. forced idleness. He has no timber to
We know how difficult it is, under the chop down and no land to cl ar ; he can
present system, for the settler to comply work for no one else, he is perhaps many
with the conditions of settlement. They miles out on the prairie and it is with the
appear very simple at first sight, but they greatest effort and at the risk of his life from
are, te persons without capital, very serious. exposurethat hecanmanageto get sufficient

hey suited the older provinces very well ; fuel to keep him warm. Of course a shanty
they were covered with forests, and little put up under those conditions is not a
Could be done until the timber was warm habitation: the people are exposed
rernoved. It was in the settler's interest to be taken ill, away from any neigh-that he should enter upon his land in the bors as they are, and they very
fali of the year, taking supplies with often-as has been proved-have been
huin. In the spring he could have a por- found dead in their cabins. It is a sad
tion of his farm under crop, and in three and unnecessary state of things; it is
ttionths would have some return from the entirely undesirable and wholly uncalled

rid. The regulations which answered for. If the homesteader were allowed to
Very well for the settlement of a forest hold his land by doing a certain amount of
cotntry have been carried into the North- cultivation in the first instance, then when
West where they certainly do not work he went there to live he would have some-
well- Tsee that the time is 'to be extended thing to exist upon. He could remain
by this Bill for commencing operations. during the summer, and after putting in
1 he rule is the same as in the older pro- his seed and breaking up the wild prairie,
vitIces of Canada, but an exception is he could take in his harvest when the
%,de in this way, that if a settler makes proper time arrived ; or, if he was nothi5 entry in the month of September he rich enough to do that he could go out

ahll have till the month of June following and work for some more wealthy neigh-
to begin continuous residence. Now, let bors until he could make a little money,Us 8ee the position in which he is placed. when he could return to take in his harvest,lie is obliged to buy for himself a whole and thlen he would have something with
ear's provisions. If he goes there in which to help himself. But this condition,

the Imonth of June, that is too late compelling parties to live upon their
t ut in any crop. He must have suffi- places and making residence abso-

seit supplies to last during a whole year lutely and solely the means of holding
Ore he can have a crop. In that coun- the land, does not seen to be fair.

try there are men who make it a business I think it is a relic of the old system that
tt break up the land, and settlers with a grew out of an entirely different state of
ittie neans employ them to prepare the things in the older provinces where we
il for a crop. June ànd July are the proper had a wooded country, where timber had

thonths for breaking up the prairie, and in to be cut and removed ; yet that system
the fall it is back-set and ready for the seed. still continues.
ofeach settlerwas allowed to prepare say 15 What we want in this Bill is to make
or 10 acres in this way, and then to return some provision by which improvements
}irue to make preparations to move to his could be recognized as a means of enabling!
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parties to hold their homesteads without
bein- liable to have them jumped and
taken by land thieves-because these land-
jumpers deserve no better name. A
settler should he be able to hold his
homestead safely as soon as iiprovements
are made, and I notice that in this Bill an
improvement has been made in that direc-
tion. It is provided that if a party has
made material improvements upon his
homestead, whether he is living there or
not at the time, or if he is living there and
has made no improvements, his land cannot
be jumped .unless the party who has
undertaken to jump it makes a false oath ;
because he is obliged to swear that there
are no improvements upon the land, and
he is also obliged to swear that there is no
one living upon the homestead ; otherwise
he canno. get the homestead entry. I
think the affidavit they are obliged to take
under the provisions of the new Bill will
effectually remedy that evil. Under the
old law much wrong was done iii that way,
and indeed so much bad feeling was
created that little organizations were being
formed during the last summer and fall,
and parties were determined to take the
law in their own hands-to do as they
have been doing in the adjoining territory
of Dakota in the United States. There
the law was somewhat similar, but if a land
jumper came in and took away the pro-
perty of a man who had made seulement
improvements upon it, the surrounding
settlers would go and warn the intruder to
leave the place; if he refused to go on
the first warning they would come again
with shot guns in their hands, and the
land-jumper usually took the second
warning; if he did not, rather serious con-
sequences followed. Some hon. gentle-
men may have observed, during the last
wo weeks, an account in the papers of

two brothers having been shot and killed
in their shanty in Dakota. That is not a
state of affairs we want to see growing up
in any part of Canada, for if there is one
thing more than another that makes us
proud of our country, it is that we feel
that life and property are quite secure
throughout the Dominion. It is desirable
that that condition of things should be
xnaintained, but it can easily be con-
ceived that where a man loses his little
all, which he has accumulated after a
struggle of a year or two, through the
aneans of a land-jumper, his feelings

may run away with his better judgment
and his discretion, perhaps, has to submiit to
his determination to maintain his rights
personally, if the Government do not
maintain them for him. We want to
renove that sort of thing as far as pOSsi
ble from this country, and to keep it awaY
This Bill makes considerable provision ,n
that direction, and one that I hope l
be successful, but in addition to that sole
means should be provided for meeting
cases of the following kind, and sUph
occurrences may frequently happen: twO
brothers may seule upon homesteads, or
a father and son, and one of then, after
making considerable improvements, roay
die. The Bill makes provision that where
a party dies his legal representative-
provided they occupy the land during the
time that the party who made entry should
have occupied it-can get a title to it
How could the surviving brother in such
a case, who had his own homestead to
occupy, also occupy the homestead of the
one who died ? He could not do it,
and consequently, according to the
literal reading of the law here, it
would ' be forfeited. Supposing that
valuable improvements had been Made
upon it, great wrong would thus be done,
yet it would be forfeited unless the Mini'-
ter of the Interior strained the law in a
way that the Statute does not literallY
allow him to do. He could not other-
wise do justice to that family, by giving
them the benefit of that propeity On which
money and labor had been expended,
Now, it is not desirable that that sort
thing shotild continue. A very little
amendment, I venture to say, of four or
five lines, added to two or three of the
clauses in the Bill, would provide againlst
it. No doubt for some time a large pro-
portion of the parties who go out and take
up homesteads will do so in the mainner 1
have indicated ; they will take out pro'
visions and will remain there six months
unable to make any improvements, aid
after that. they are obliged to go tO the
cities or other parts of the country--t
work for railways or other parties at a dis-
tance in order to have the means tO go
back for the next six months ; this goes o
for three years, and they actually exhaust
in one six months what they earf in the
other, so that they are unable to make any
improvements worthy of the name, and in
fact do not make any. In this Act it 5
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11ot requirel that they should, for it merely
requires that they should reside there for
817 months during each year, and whether
they have made any improvements or not
then they get their title. Now would it
not be a far better and wiser.thing for the

loultry, and infinitely better for the indi-
vidual, to allow him the option of making
ir1provements that would not cost him so

u'Uch time, that would be valuable ? It
would make the country so much more
PrOsperous and productive, and the com-
!tunity so much more self-sustaining, and

would only require that the law should
thMade so as to give encouragement to

e development and cultivation of the
1il, rather than to require a man to live

a condition of enforced idleness for so
4any months of each year.

. THE SPEAKER-They have to cul-
tVate as well as to reside ; the stipulation
13 for residence and cultivation.

liON . MR. REESOR-Well, I cannot
fuid the amount of cultivation, excepting
Where a person resides upon a place for
twelve months and he wants a title to
his land ; then he has to have thirty acres
Under cultivation. But, if he resides three
rriods of six months each, in three years,do not see any provision for cultivation.

. rHE SPEAKER-No stated quan-
Stties, but simply residence and cultivation;

i8 assumed that if a man lives there
three years he must cultivate a very con-
Siderable area.

lioN. MR. REESOR-We may assume,
auppose, that generally it would involve
certain amount of cultivation ; but ex-

lrience has shown that there are a great
t Iy that have exceedingly small pieces

41der cultivation. . If there was a stipul-
ation by which cultivation would entitle a

n to a patent, it could if necessary be
eacted that to obtain a patent for 16o

es, he must have 50 to 1oo under
C11tivation with a suitable residence and
Other buildings to correspond. Make that
al gatory if you will, but do not shut out

Provision for it, and do not make it
a*eessary, in the case of a man's death,
ad where he has only one legal represent-
btiVe,that the latter should do what is

eond his power-for he cannot repre-. his own lot, and also the lot of

the man to whose property he may
fall heir. He cannot do it in the way re-
quired by this Bill. I would urge, there-
fore, that it should be sufficient if he
brings 5o, 6o or ioo acres under cultiva-
tion, to entitle him to obtain a patent,
without compelling him to make a declar-
ation which is untrue, viz : That he has
resided so long upon the place
when in reality perhaps he has not so re-
sided. Do not make such a condition
that a settler will make an affidavit as to
residence, in order to save the property,
when you could put in other conditions
that would be fair, better for the settler,
for the community and for the country,
because it would all go to making the set-
tier, and therefore the country, prosperous.
Now we find practical business men taking
a very different view of this subject from
that held by the Government. I know
that the Government has run in this groove
for the last 40 or 5o years, and it is, hard
to get them out of it. They have become
accustomed to one plan, and they think it
cannot be done in a better way. The
Syndicate also have taken a very different
view of the matter ; they are satisfied that
settlers must flow in if improvements are
made on the land. It cannot be other-
wise; they must have settlers there. Not
only that, but they must be there in
sufficient force to make these improve-
ments-to cultivate the land. But how
do they do it ? They sell their lands for a
certain price, with a rebate of 5o per cent. of
the purchase money, in many cases, on con-
dition that the purchasers bring a certain
portion under cultivation within a given
time. That is a wise and proper policy,and
I believe that a great many people would
much prefer that systen, and paying a
certain sum for the land, to accepting the
conditions of the Government, which are
a frec gift, but subject to these onerous
conditions of remaining in a state of en-
forced idleness for six months, as happens
in many cases. Of course, it may be said
that they are not all obliged to do that,
and some do not. I know farmers who
go on with from one to three thousand
dollars, and do not require to do that.
They can take their horses, cattle, ploughs,
&c., and supplies and materials to erect
buildings, and they can take their families
with them. Of course, they can do all
the necessary cultivation, and can also put
up the necessary buildings, besides their
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residences; but take the poor man-and
the poor and industrious are worthy of
encouragement-when they get there they
find a different state of things. It is
almost impossible for them to comply
with the conditions of settlement.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL sug-
gested that the debate should be adjourn
ed till the House went into Committee
of the Whole upon the Bill, when every
hon. gentleman who desired would have
an opportunity of speaking, and that in
the meantime the Bill should be read the
second time.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time.

THREE RIVERS HARBOR
MASTER'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the second reading of Bill (121) "An Act
respecting the Harbor Master of Three
Rivers." He said: Parliament last session
passed a Bill putting the Harbor of Three
Rivers in the same position as the harbors
of Montreal and Quebec. Under the old
law the harbor-master was appointed by
the Governor in Council, but the present
harbor commissioners have appointed the
same person to the office under their

authority, and this Bill is to legalize that
appointment and to remove certain diffi-
culties which have arisen in connection
with the matter.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (115), " An Act to consolidate and
amend the several acts respecting Inland
Revenue." (Hon. Sir Alex. Campbell.)

The Senate adjourned at 6 p. m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, May roth, r8B3

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
p.m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY COl*-
PANY'S BILL.

REPORTED FROM COMMITrEE.

HON. MR. VIDAL, from the Committ-
ee on Railways, Telegraphs and Harbors,
reported Bill (i13), " An Act to authorise
the Grand Trunk Railway Company of
Canada to extend their traffic arrangement
with the North Shore Railway Company
to 50 years from the date thereof," with-
out any amendment.

He said he had a communication tO
make to the House with respect to the re-
port but he would now move the third
reading of the Bill.

HON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE-It
would be better to allow the third reading'
to stand over until to-morrow until this re-
port is printed so that the House may.
know what has taken place in the ComI-"
ttee. The hon. gentleman has also inti-
mated that he has another report to rnake
to the House in connection with it.

HON. MR. VIDAL-I intimated thatI
had another communication to make tO
the House with respect to this matter. Iii
the Committee some of the members re-
quested that the minutes of the proceed
ings of that Committee should be reported
to the House. There was no speci0
motion directing me to do so, and I have
no authority to guide me as to the actiOl'
I should take but I undertook to look
into the matter, and if I found it W
proper for me to do so I would bring in
report of those proceedings. In looking
into the matter I find, in the first place
that in the whole history of this Senate
there has been no report of the procee
ings of any private bill committee Otoe
than such as has now been presented tO
the House-that there is no instance On
record of the proceedings in a stand
committee having been reported to t'
House. These minutes are upon recOrd

HON. MR. REEo.
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ir the offices of the Clerk of C3mmittees should know what has taken place in the
and can at all reasonable times be seen by Committee. Committees do not resolve
aY Senator who is desirous of having anything; they are simply named to
reference to them and making ex- inquire into a particular thing, because
tracts. I find that three times in the House as a whole cannot do so. A
the history of our country, before Con- matter is referred to a committee and the
federation, such reports from the Private committee make a report upon it ; it
ýills Committee were made to the Lower seems to me to be only just that the

oUse, and twice since, but in every House should know what has taken place
Instance it was where evidence was taken when there is a difference of opinion in
and where facts were brought out in such Committee: when there is no difference of
evidence that it was thought desirable to opinion, of course the third reading canSubmit to the House that such a report take place when the bill is reported to
Was' presented. It has occurred to me the House. In this instance there was a
While looking into the authorities on this serious difference of opinion and demands
'oint that it would be very undesirable were made for more light on the question.

that I should assume the responsibility of J
reporting the Proceedings of the Com- HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-This
'ttee to the House without being very is a matter which should not be lightly

Plainly directed to do so by the Committee; decided. It is a novel proposition
and I thought it would be a better plan to and there is no saying what such
subnit the question to the House and let a precedent, if allowed, might lead to
them decide whether the Minutes of the in the future. Supposing a discussion
?roceedings of the Committee shall be takes place before a committee which,
aPpended to the report which is now sub- peradventure, may be prejudicial to the
'nItted, -or not. Bill, or which may prejudicially affect

ON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE-I those concerned-as for instance the Bill
ve very little to say in answer to what we had a few sessions ago about establish-
l fallen from the hon. gentleman. The ing electric telegraph companies-it might,
otion was made in Committee, but not if reported to the House, prove injurious

n writing, and it was understood that the to those persons who were anxious to
'hairman would inquire what the practise raise the stock and start the company. Ias been, and even the name of Mr. Todd, can quite understand that when evidence

ho is known to be a high authority on is taken before the committee it should be
liamentary questions, was mentioned; submitted to the House, but I do not see
was to be asked for his opinion. how the Senate can derive advantage from

iON. MR. VIDAL-I did ask him.

iON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE-
Although it is the strict rule that all
t1otioDns shall be put in writing, it was not

Qne in this case, but I may say that a
oe Would have been taken in the Com-

ttee if this agreement had not beene to. I think the proper way to
e the question is to let the Speaker
a dicision. It is true there are not

cases in which such reports have
made to the House, but it does not

th , if nobody asks for such a report.
ha tethe Iule does not exist; When we

Þr 110 rule here, the well understoodaCtice is to follow the usage of the
ou Seof Lords, and I would refer hon.

of'te en to May, page 380 of the edition
OfQ1863, for a precedent. Now, in this

4 it is important that the House

knowing the divisions or proceedings which
took place in the committee ; and I can
readily fancy circumstances which might
have occurred there which it might not be
desirable, if the Bill should become law,
in the interests of those concerned to have
reported to the House. I think it would
be safer not to depa'rt from the ordinary
practice of the House which is, as has
been stated by the hon. gentleman who
introduced the matter, not to report the
discussions in committee : if it is to be
done in one case it may be done in any
case when it is asked for. What a de-
tention that might be tothe public business!
Any member who is dissatisfied with the
decision of the committe might ask that
the discussions and proceedings be all re-.
ported to the House. Of course hon.
gentlemen can, if they see fit, raise the
discussions here that have taken place
there. So far as one can form a judgment
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at first sight, it would not be wise to de-
part form what bas been the custom of
the House in the past, but if the hon.
gentlemen are dissatisfied with the decision
of the committee, they can raise the
question and discuss it a second time in
the Senate.

HoN. MR. MILLER-The question
is a very important one, and, as the
Minister of Justice says, should not be
decided hastily. It bas been our practice
hitherto not to report the peoceedings of
standing committees to the House. Of
course we have some select committees-
it is a case of that kind thait bas been
cited-which are appointed to consider
matters specially referred to them, and
instructed by the House to repoit pro-
ceedings-as in the case of a divorce bill.
That is referred to a select Committee,
and we have, accordng to our rules, made
it obligatory on the committee to report
the evidence, without, however, reporting
the divisions. Now, custom should go,
with us, a long way. It bas been the
uninterrupted custom of this Parliament,
so long as I have been a member of it,
not to report the proceedings of standing
committees to the House. As the hon.
Minister says, if we make this application
a precedent, it will prove a serious obstruc-
tion to the business of the Senate. I
readily admit that if a majority of the
committee desire the proceedings to
be reported to the House, it is
competent for them in -the committee
to say so ; but in the absence of
any such report as that. I do not see
what we have to do with the matter. The
question resolves itself into this: shall it be
hereafter our practice to receive reports
of Standing Committees, stating what bas
taken place at their meetings, if asked by
any member thereof ? If however it
should be considered desirable on any
occasion to depart from our custoni, it
can be done in two ways: First, by in-
structions to the Committee from the
House, and second. by action of the
Committee itself. The case is so clear
and the rule which prevails is so wise that
I do not think it is desirable to lay down
another which might hereafter cause
trouble. My bon. friend (Mr. Debou-
cherville) has cited a case showing
the practice of the House of Lords. I
admit that in cases not provided for in

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.

our rules we are guided by the practice
of the House of Lords but I doubt very
much whether this is an unprovided for
case. We are only thrown upon the rules
of the House of Lords in cases where we
have failed to make any rule ourselves-
Now, we have specifically made rules re-
lating to the Standing and Select Colit
tees. If we had not made any rules ol
the subject, the rules of the House Of
Lords might be invoked to decide the
question. The 9 7 th rule of this House 15
as follows :
, «On ail reports made from committees
amendnients to Bils, the Senator presenting
tue report is to explain to the Senate i
effect of each amendient."

Not that he shall report the evidence
or divisions. It explicitly states here
what the chairman is bound to report
and unless he has an express directiOfl
from the House of Commons to do other-
wise, I do not think it is competent fo
him to depart from the rule. - If we adMit
the claim made by the hon. member for
Montarville, any gentleman will see thet
it will have an important bearing on the
business of the House hereafter. It Wight
be as well to allow the report to cone UP
in the usual form for consideration to-
morrow, and on that occasion my ho"
friend can move, if he wishes, that the
report be referred to committee, with 11
structions to report the proceedings and
divisions of the committee to the Senate
Then the sense of the House night
obtained on this particular questOfl
without laying down a rule, which I th"*
would prove an obstruction tO Ouf
proceedings.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-I intended
to make observations to the same effect as
those which we have heard from the hOn-
member for Richmond, with the exceptiofl
of the last one, with which I cannot agree-
The custom of the House of Lords iS as
the hon. gentleman bas stated, but thce
has not been the practice in Canada si01
1841, as far as I can remember. In 0ir
Canada, and since Confederation
practice bas been, except in the case O
election committees (which are no longto
necessary) and divorce committees,
report only results; but in some insta c
where a motion to that effect bas bee
adopted in the Committee, all the Pr'
ceedings have been reported to the I14OU
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T hat has been the practice and I consider
'ta wise one. I do not agree with the
hon. gentleman who suggests that in this
case we should let the matter stand until
to-Morrow and that the hon. member from

ontarville should then move that the
question be referred back to the Commit-
tee With instructions to report the whole
f the proceedings. The hon. member
fo Montarville has alleged, and it has
tlot been contradicted, that a motion,
though not submitted in wvriting, was made
'Il the Committee and unanimously ap-
proved. Under the circumstances, there-
fore, the chairman of the Committee ought
!O have reported the whole of the proceed-
'1gs. If the hon. gentleman is mistaken
0n this point, then he has no ground for
his objection and the chairman of the

omrnmittee has taken the only course
that he could follow. It is for those two
gentlemen to show which of them is right.

"lON. MR. OGILVIE-I deny in to/o

that te Committee or even a majority of
e Connittee favored the proposition.

ON. MR. VIDAL-If I had only been
Prompt in rising to my feet as some

On. gentlemen' are, I might have saved
tis discussion by explaining the exact
ate of affairs alluded to by the hon.

1lIemnber from Montarville. I was far
referring to the slight informality of

a rOtion not being in writing ; that was
n-oti y mind at all. I say that in no

ease was it a motion : it was a suggestion
hich was made. If there had ben a

rotion there would have been a decision
some record of it on our minutes. ItWas regarded by me as a request, with

'ih I was perfectly willing to comply if I
tuld see my way to do so without violating

Sr.ules of the House. It was only when
f .'covered that there was no precedent
or it that 1, being inexperienced in suchflatters
thae came to the conclusion that

question should be decided by the
eate.

tHON MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE-I
thik the hon. member for Delanaudiere has

t s1ated the case as I put it myself. I%rid that although it was not put in
riting It was understood by the Com-fllttte

thtte that our Chairman was to consult
e authorities as to what should be done,

act accordingly.

HON. MR., VIDAL-That is what I
have done.

HON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE-As
the hon. member has brought the matter
before the Senate, I think I have pursued
the best course in asking the Speaker for
his decision on the question. As the
Chairman has not decided it, the appeal
must now be to the Speaker.

HoN. MR. VIDAL-While I do not
wish to lie under the imputation of having
evaded any portion of my responsibility as
chairinan of the Committee, I do not con-
sider that it is my place to decide a ques-
tion of such importance as this. I did not
think the hon. gentleman from Montarville
would be satisfied if I simply made the
suual report ; I referred to this question
in order to meet his views as far as I could
do so with propriety. I think his proposal
is an excellent one. The very object in
bringing the matter before the Senate is to
get an authoritative decision.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-It has been
suggested to refer this report back to
Committee, but such a course would
involve delay and might be disadvan-
tageous at this period of the session.· I
fail to see that any injurious result would
follow from reporting the proceedings of
the Committee to the House. There was
but one opinion in the Committee, that
if the proceedings could be reported to
the House the Chairman should do so if
there was any precedent for it. I cannot
see how this House can be seized of the
facts or form a complete judgment upon
them without having the proceedings of
the Committee before them. Although
this is not the usual course, it is probably
because we have not had many cases in
which it was desirous to have the proceed-
ings reported; but where it is desirous,
and where even -a minority of the Com-
mittee consider it advisable that the
proceedings should be before the House,
in my opinion they should be reported.

HON. MR. POWER-I do not think
the fact that it has not been the practice
to report to the House the proceedings of
a committee, is a substantial reason why
an exception should not now be made.
The members of this House have the
privilege of entering in a book their pro-
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tests against the passing of any measure l
by this House. That is a privilege which
is very rarely exercised; still that does
not deprive members of the rlght to do
so. It is clearly in the interest of an in-
telligent discussion of this Bill, that the
proceedings in committee should be
before the House, and it is much better
to have an official record than to have the
individual recollections of membersof what
took place in the committee. It will
be seen from this debate, that the recollec-
tion of members differs astowhat took place
in the -Committee. My recollection of it
is that though there was no regular motion
adopted there wasaconcurrence of opinion
that if the Chairman had the right, under
the practice of Parliament, to make this
report to the House he should do so, and
it seems to me that the precedent quoted
to the House by the hon. gentleman from
Montarville clearly shows that we have the
right, and the 9 7th rule of our House,
quoted hy the hon. gentleman from Rich-
mond, does not at all conflict with that
right.

HoN. MR. HOWLAN-As I under-
stand it, the chairman had no instruc-
tions from the committee to report other-
wise in this case than he would in that
of an ordinary bill. If a resolution
had been passed in committee, giving him
such instruction, then he would have the
right to report the proeeedings, but even
in that case he could not report without
special permission from the House, as he
was not the chairman of a special commit-
tee, but of one of the ordinary committees
of the House. The rule is clearly laid
down by May. In this case the rule laid
down by the hon. member from Richmond
is perfectly correct, and the only course
for us to pursue now is that pointed out
by him. The chairman is powerless to
act in accordance with the views of the
hon. gentleman from MQntarville, and the
only course left open is to refer it to the
Committee.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-If
the hon, gentleman from Montarville is
desirous of pressing this point in order to
obtain the sense of the House on the

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELLr.This
is an important matter on which a mernber
of the House desires to have a rulinl
and if the hon. gentlemnn from Montar-
ville will make a motion it will be seen
what is the sense of the House.

HON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE-
There is a rule I think which says that We
can ask for the decision of the Speaker,
and in that case it is the duty of the
Speaker to give his ruling. I do not eX-
pect that the Speaker would give his de-
cision immediately but after looking into
precedents, his decision, if it is accepted
by the House, shall be the rule. For iny
part I am willing to submit to the ruling
of the Speaker.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBEL-It s
only when the House asks for it, that the
Speaker is called upon to give his ruling
As this concerns the practice of the
House in a very important degree, It
might be desirable to have the 110tse
decide the question.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-The qUe
tion is this, whether it would be CÔ
sidered as a precedent to govern this
House on all occasions. I would be
very sorry to take a vote on this particular
Bill and make it a precedent for Ol1 r
future guidance. The point is whether
it would be considered as an abstract
question, the ruling of which WO1
govern the House on all occasions.

HON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE'
would like any hon. member to point Ou
how the Speaker is to decide this que
tion unless he is asked to do so by 0 ne o
the members rising in his place. One
member must ask for the ruling Of the
Speaker, and I ask it. I thought t -
hon. Chairman of the Committee ag
entirely with my motion to refer it to the
Speaker.

HoN. MR. VIDAL-I am perfett
willing that the question shall be decidhatoth~

question, let him move that the Bill be D>' te apeaier or Dy the t-ouse,
referred back to comrnittee. it is decided.

HON. MR. DEBOUCHEIVILLE- HoN. MR. DEBOUCHERVIL LFt
My motion is that the Speaker decide the think the Speaker is in a better PsitîZI0c
question. decide this question after consulting

HoN. MR. Pown.
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Of the able officers of this House than hon.
fliembers can be by taking a vote on it
without having an opportunity of looking
Up the authorities.

HON. MR. MILLER-What is the
question before the House now ?

THE SPEAKER-If the question is re-
ferred to me I should like to understand
Precisely what the reference is. As the
Matter is now presented to the House it

seerns to me to stand in this way. I am
asked for a decision upon the proceedings
Which took place before the Committee,
which proceedings are not before this
House.

' ON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE-
'hey are before the House.

THE SPEAKER-The report of the
ommittee is before the House and has

been accepted by the House ; but the
fulrther proceedings, that the hon. gentle-
ri1an refers to, do not seem to have ever
taken the form of a resolution before the
COmmittee, and it is impossible for me to
lronounce upon the question. I am quite
*IUng to do anything the House asks me
tO do, but it is necessary that I should
ulderstand what I am expected and
required to do.

H'ON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE-
'the decision I ask for, is this : The
Chairnan of the Committee having been
asked in the Committee-it does not mat-
ter whether by the minority or the

ajority-to report the proceedings of
the Cornmittee to the House, is it accord-
Ing to the rule or practice of this House
that those proceedings, motions, amend-

e'2nts and divisions in Committee should
be-reported to the House and printed in
our journals ?

ON. MR. VlDAL-I should like to
say a Word or two as to the rules and pro-
Ceedings of the House of Lords being our
oide in cases unprovided for by the rules

this House. I am of opinion that the
Procedure of the House of Lords does not
ýpply to this case, because the procedure
!" both Houses of Parliament in England
s8 entirely different from ours from begin-
lg to end. The committees both in the
ouse of Commons and in the House of

Lords report everything. It is not like
our report ; they report not only their
decisions but their opinions, the evidence
and every motion that is made there-in
fact'they report the minutes of the meeting.
The practice in this country is directly the
reverse of that, and I hold that the practice
which has been followed here for 16
years without any objection, and without
any attempt to change it, becomes a very
thoroughly established rule for our guid-
ance-as much so as if it were in black
and white upon our books. Does the
hon. gentleman from Montarville mean to
say that the procedure of the House of
Lords should annul the course we have
followed, without objection, or incon-
venience for so long a period ? I think
there is very little weight to be attached
to the practice of the House of Lords in
this respect because the procedure
is entirely different. The question
for the House to decide is, are we to intro-
duce a custon that will undoubtedly lead
to serious and inconvenient results when
any member on a committee taking um-
brage at something that transpired in the
Committee and anxious it may be, to get
some peculiar notions of his own incor-
porated in our journals, to encumber our
reports with such motions and proceedings?
That would be exceedingly inconvenient
and very improper. It must be remem-
bered that in the Old Country the report
of the Committee does not find a place
in the journals; it is simply recorded that
the report was presented, whereas the
report itself is to be found in another
volume like our sessional papers. If that
was the case here I could see some pro-
priety in the contention of the hon. gen-
tleman from Montarville that those
proceedings should be reported to the
House.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-I beg to dis-
sent in toto from the doctrine laid down
by the hon. gentleman from Sarnia, that
because we have followed a certain pro-
cedure for 16 years, it has becor.e the
rule. We might have pursued an irregu-
lar mode of procedure for 16 years, but
that would not necessarily make it the
rule of the House. There is a course by
which gentlemen in the minority on the
committee can get their views placed on
the journals of the House. It was fol-
lowed, a few sessions ago, in the case of a
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cable telegraph company's bill ; there was
a strong expression of opinion, by a
minority of the committee, against the
course pursued by the committee, and
they very properly drew up a brief report,
setting forth the reasons why they dissent-
ed, and that report is on record in our
journals. Before the third reading of the
Bill, they can give notice of certain rea-
sons for opposing the Bill, and those
reasons can go as their protest upon the
journals of the House.

HON. MR. DICKEY-It is admitted
on all sides, that we are governed in our
procedure by our own rules, and it is
only in cases unprovided for by our rules
that we must follow the practice of the
House of Lords. Our rules point out the
course that is to be taken on all those
Committees, Select and Standing, and it
is also admitted, I think, that there is no
rule which requires that proceedings before
a Committee should be reported except
in certain exceptional cases which prove
the rule itself. For example, the hon.
gentleman from Richmond points to a
rule where amendments are made in Con-
and it is the duty of the chairman to
report those amendments. Why ? Be-
cause they are adopted by the majority
of the committee. The chairman of the
Committee on Private Bills has well stated
the rule, that it has been the invariable
practic' of the Committee only to report
the results of what took place before it,
and it would be highly inconvenient if the
Committee should be obliged to report its
proceedings to the House on the demand
of any member of the Committee. The
exception proves the general rule that
Committees are not called upon to report
their proceedings, but only to report the
results arrived at, except in such cases
as are particulalry mentionèd-the one
referred to by my hon. friend from Rich-
mond, where there are amendments,
and the other in the Select Committee to
whom is referred the question of divorce.
But there is no injustice done here which
calls for a change in the practice which we
have followed for 16 years and I take this
ground for the following reasons : that it
is perfectly open for any hon. gentleman
to make in the House, if he likes, the
same motion that he made in committee,
and after that is overruled-or whether it
is overrûled or not-it is open to him to

HON. MR, HOWLAI.

put his opinion upon record, in the shaPe
of a protest ; so that there is no injustice
I think we sbould be opening the door to
a very serious inconvenience if we were
to alter the practice. It is not required
by any rule of our own, although our
rules do specify what is to be done by
comrnittee, and therefore we are not to
revert to the rules of the House of Lords,
as in a case unprovided for ; that is the
manner in which it presents itself to "Y
mind.

HON. MR. MILLER-Besides the One
I have already mentioned there is another
rule in our book which still more expresslY
bears upon the case. It is the 6 7th rule,
showing that we have by our own rule, as
it were, superseded those of the House
of Lords as applicable to these cases. 0f
course where we have not made rules Of
our own, those of the House of Lords are
not superseded.

HoN. SiR ALEX. CAMPBELL.As
the hon. gentleman from Montarville W11'
not accept the suggestion I ventured tO
offer, and as there is no question before
the House, I think the proper way is to
pass on to the next item in the business
before us.

HON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE"
made a motion that the Speaker decide
the question as to whether the chairmlan
of the committee should report the pro-
ceedings of the committee or not.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELI 1

did not understand the hon. gentleman to
make a motion, and if he did, no One
seconded it.

HON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE'
now make the motion that the Speaker
decide whether the proceedings o the
Committee should be reported to
House, and printed in our journals, òr not

THE SPEAKER-Perhaps the hon'
gentleman from Montarville will state
whether I correctly understand what he
means. I understand him to ask if the
proceedings of this Committee should bc
reported. If they are to be repor
the way that he desires, as, a matter
course it will be under the general ru
this House, or, in the absence of a rule
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this House, it will be under the applica-
tiOn of one of the rules of the House of
Lords. Do I understand that the hon.
gentleman wishes me to say whether there
is a rùle of this House that requires a
ernmittee to report all the proceedings
before them, and if I find there is no rule
Of this House repuiring that, that I am
then to examine and to say whether
there is a rule of the House of
Lords that requires it to be done ?

*HON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE-I
Will repeat exactly what took place. I
inoved in' the Committee that the pro-
eedings of that Committee should be
Prirted, then, after a general conversation,
It was agreed that the Chairman should
deide; the Chairman not having decided
'fld having brought the question before
the Hlouse, it is taken out of his hands. I
C0onsider that our Chairman now is his
lonor the Speaker, and I ask the Speaker
o give his decision if, according to the
.. lles and practice of Parliament, in this
Ce the proceedings of' the Committee

840uld be reported and printed in our
Journals.

liON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-It
erlnsto me there is no terminating this

discussion except by the Speaker putting
hisquestion to the House-whether or

Wot We ask the Speaker for a decision.

1ÏON. MR. POWER-I think this is a
.erY important thing and it should be set

r ght. I have never known a case in the
elate where a resolution of the House
.Put asking for the Speaker's decision.
fnk the more correct course would be

r the hon. gentleman for Montarville toove that the proceedings of the Commi-
e be printed in the Journals of the

ptOuse,
"ON SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-He

aï declined to do that.

ON. MR. POWER-That strikes me as
'ng the proper course ; then some other

Ut, gentleman may oppose that proceed-
dIn On the ground that it is out of order,ard contrary to our rule, to so print the

P'Oceedings That would then be the9Uestion for the Speaker to decide,
ý'hether it is out of order or not. If the

- gentleman from Montarville does notJ)ect, I shall move that the minutes of

the Standing Committee on Railways,
Telegraphs and Harbors, in respect to the
Bill authorising the extension of the
Grand Trunk Railway traffic arrangement
with the North Shore Railway Company
be printed in the minutes of the Senate.

THE SPEAKER-I am anxious to
meet the wishes of the House, but I do
not see that I can very well rule, unless
there is some proceeding before me. The
proceedings of the Commons are not be-
fore this House, but simply a conversation
which has taken place across the floor of
the Senate, between the chairman of the
committee, and the hon. gentleman from
Montarville.

HON. MR. SMITH-Take a vote
on the hon. gentleman's motion, whether
it shall be referred to the Speaker or not.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-We
must either do that, or else go on to the
next item.

THE SPEAKER-I put the motion of
the hon, gentleman-

HON. MR. SCOTT before the motion
is put I would just say a word. I support-
ed certain amendments before the com-
mittee, but I would certainly not support
the proposition now made, because it is in
such a confused state that it would be un-
fair to ask the Speaker to decide a very
delicate question, unless with the fullest
information reduced to writing.

HON. MR. MASSON-I regret that
the hon. gentleman from Montarville has
not accepted the proposition made by the
leader of the Government in this House,
to obtain a decision whether the report of
the committee, with the amendments that
were offered, should be reported to this
House. Now the House has finally
decided that matter, and why uselessly
delay the public business by such
a refusal ? I would seriously ask the hon.
gentleman to waive the objection he has
made, so that we may have an end to this
question.

HON. MR. CARVELL-As a member
of the Committee, and as having been
present when this matter was dealt with
before that Committee, I do not think
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that justice bas quite been done, so far,
to the Chairman or the Committee. The
hon. gentleman from Montarville bas
stated, substantially,- what took place
there, but I think the way in which it was
put was not calculated to convey exactly
a correct idea. As I understand it, the
case is as follows: The hon. gentleman
from Montarville made an informal mo-
tion that the minutes of the meeting
should be printed and sent to the House.
That resulted in a discussion by the com-
mittee generally, and it was finally left
with the understanding that the chairman,
if he found it in keeping with the rules
and usages of Parliament, should accept
these suggestions of the hon. gentleman
from Montarville. The chairman of the
committee lias not found it so ; he bas
made his report accordingly, and at the
same tinie bas stated to the House: "here
are the minutes of the meeting." Now
what further report could the chairnian of
the ::ommittee make than to bring with
him the minutes of the meeting ?

HON. Mr. PLUMB-There was no
proposition that he should make a special
reference of it.

HON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE-It
seens to me that the House is against
this motion of mine ; therefore, I ask per-
mission to withdraw it.

The motion was withdrawn.

HON. MR. POWER gave notice that he
would move an amendment to the Bill at
the third reading.

DOMINION ELECTIONS ACT 1874
AMENDMENT BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the third reading of Bill (85) " An Act to
ainend 'The Dominion Elections Act,
1874.'"

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third time and passed with-
out debate.

RECEIVER GENERAL AND MINIS-
TER OF PUBLIC WORKS ACT,

AMENDMENT BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the third reading of Bill (94) " An Act tO
amend 'An Act respecting the offices Of
Receiver General and Minister of Public
Works' as to the powers of the Minister
of Railways and Canals.".

Thd motion was agreed to, and the I3ill
was read the third time and pcssed.

MILITIA AND DEFENCE CONSO-
LIDATION ANI) AMENDMENT

BILL.

THIRD READING.

The Senate resolved itself into Comlli
ttee of the Whole on Bill (31), ' An Act
consolidating and amending tie several
Acts relating to the iVllitia and Defenlce
of the Dominion of Canada."

In the Committee.

I;JON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said:
When the Committee rose yesterday they
had agreed to all the clauses of the Bill
except the 64th. To that clause an amend-
ment has been proposed by the hon. gel'
tleman from Victoria, seconded by the
hon. gentleman froni York, to the effect
that the following words be added to that
clause " and also at any time while wearing
the uniform of his corps." I am ready tO
acquiesce in that amendment.

HON. MR. ALMON, from the Co"-
mittee, reported the Bill with an amend
ment.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that the amendment be concurred in.

HON. MR. DICKEY-Of course if the
hon. Minister of Justice accepted the
amendment it will be no use saying aly-
thing in opposition toit, but it seefmls to
me that the clause as it stood wa5sl h
ficiently comprehensive to answer aIl the
purposes of military discipline and there
fore did not require the incorporatior.
so sweeping an amendment. I think thrt
that clause in connection with the 4 3r'

HON MR.- CARVELL,
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gave all the control that was required over
Persons in uniform.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-My
hon. friend from Mille Iles argued very
strongly the other day, that it did not.

HION., MR. DICKEY---That hon.
iember no doubt knows a great deal more

about the subject than I do, but it strikes
mne that reading the two clauses together
they afford quite sufficient protection
gainst breaches of discipline, and the

arriendment gives an unnecessary amount
Of control over the men, who might be
cOmYpelled to wear their uniform always.

HON. MR. MASSON-I do not agree
With the hon. member in his views. The
clause does not provide that the men
shall be compelled to wear their uniform,
but that in certain cases, such as when
gOing to drill, and so forth, they shall be
Under the control of their officers. It was
provided in the original Bill that when
vlunteers were going to the meetings of
the Dominion Rifle Association, for
eIstance, although they would have their
Ufliform on and would be provided with
ammflrunitioi and everything else, they
should not be amenable to military law.
COnsequently if a number of these men
Were misbehaving themselves, and an
Officer should come along he would not
have the least control over them, and they
could iaugh at his orders, and such a state
Of things is entirely subversive of mili-
tary discipline. It is important thatevery person wearing Her Majesty's uni-
formn should be respectful to his superior
Officer on all occasions. It is not to be
Permitted any longer that a soldier if
reproved by an officer for misconduct
rlay turn around and tell him that it was
flone of his business.

The motion was agreed to, and the
alendnent was concurred in.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that the Bill be read the third time.

.H "ON. MR. ALEXANDER-I would
Just claim the permission of the House to
add a few remarks to those made by me
Pon a former occasion. I wish to cail

the attention of the House to some obser-
vatiOns in a letter in one of our public
Journals from Lieutenant-Colonel Robert

H. Davis, of the 3 7th Haldimand Rifles,
in reference to the pay of our militia
force. I do this, because I do not think
that the members of both Houses, and
the members of the Government, are
sufficiently aware of the mistake they are
making in paying the men so small an
amount as 50 cents per day. I will just
read about a dozen lines, in order to give
the views of this Lieutenant-Colonel, and
also his statement of a conversation which
he had with one of the Brigade-Majors in
his own neighborhood.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-If the hon.
gentleman does that it will bring on a long
discussion. We have already passed the
Bill.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-I am not
doing this for the purpose of inviting dis-
cussion, or of making any opposition to
the Bill, but simply *to lay before Parlia-
ment certain information which may be of
use next year. The first portion I wish to
read is as follows :

" Every member in the House who
expressed an opinion for or against
Mr. Caron's Bill, acknowledged the
necessity of more inducements being
given to the men, and of annual instead
of biennial drill, conceding the point that
it was as unfair and unreasonable to expect
men to leave their business or run the risk
of losing their situations for 50 cents. a
day, as it was to hope that 1o days in
camp every second year would give them
any knowledge of drill or discipline, rifle
shooting, guard, picket, or out-post duty.
It is all very fine to say that " the pay is no
object for the men who turn out for drill : "
general experience is opposed to such
statements. The laborer is worthy of his
hire, and no man works harder nowadays
than the volunteer when on duty, and no
laborer receives such poor compensation-
so that if these gentlemen, in Ottawa,
believed their own arguments, and main-
tained the necessity of more pay and
more drill, the Government would have
been compelled to come into the labor
mart for its militia, as well as for its
other employes, and given the nen what
they are worth and what they ought to get."
Again he says : " I met a brigade major a
few days ago, upon his inspection visit,
and asked how he found militia matters in
his district. He said the arms and stores
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officer he has spoken with had about given account the very large number of settlers
up the hope of being able to obtain who are going into that country now in a
men for this year's drill, and that unless single year and the time that they neces-
the Government came to their assistance sarily spend in idleness in order to hold
in some way they could not recruit their their homesteads, I think it is well for US
companies. This state of things cannot to consider whether the law could not be
be denied, and what can officers do but, amended so as to enable the settler" to
resort to the begging and bribery above make that time beneficial to himself and
alluded to. It is very wrong and very productive to the country. As I have ex-
unfair to volunteer officers to perpetuate plained, under the present law the settler
such a system. " must within six months after making his

I merely read this as a confirmation of entry on a homestead commence actual
the views I advanced the other day, and residence thereon, and that during each
because I think the Government and year for three years he shall reside Upon
Parliament are making a great mistake in the homestead at least six months. At
offering 50 cents a day, when it ought at first sight this plan seems quite simple and
least to be a dollar a day. proper but when you consider the diffi-

culties which beset the poor settler it is
HON. MR. •KAULBACH-That cer- seen to be almost impossible tor him tO

tainly differs from the experience of the comply with these conditions. The time
late Minister of Militia, and also our ex- is extended by this Bill to nine months in
perience in the Lower Provinces, viz., certain cases so that the settler enterimg
that more men applied to bc drilled than on his homestead during the month of
the Government could afford to pav. September will not have to cOm'-

mence continuous residence until the
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill month of June following. Suppos-

was read the third time and passed. ing he does not go there until June
it is too late to put in a crop for that year,

DOMINION LANDS BILL. and it will be 16 months before he could
get any return from the land. It is far

IN COMMITTEE. more expensive to live in that country than
in the older provinces, owingto the distance

The House went into Committee of the from sources of supply, and the difficulty
Whole on Bill (45), " An Act further to of providing shelter for the winter. I an,
amend and consolidate, as so amended, assured by gentlemen who have recently
the several Acts respecting the Public come from that country, and it only con-
Lands of the Dominion therein men- firms what I have observed there myself,
tioned." that 50 per cent. of the settlers get their

homesteads in this way-they will perhaps
HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-It earn enough of money in 6 months to en-

was understood that in moving that the able them to procure sufficient provisions
Bill be referred to a Committee of the to keep them through the winter, and
Whole House, the hon. gentleman op- they spend the winter months upon the
posite (Hon. Mr. Reesor) who, I believe, homestead in idleness because they cannOt
had not finished his remarks when the do any work during that season of the
second reading was carried should con- year. When spring comes they are obliged
tinue his speech before ths Speaker leaves to go out and work again, and in another
the chair. 6 months they have to return to the saine

condition of enforced idlcness upon the
HON. MR. REESOR-In referring to homestead. The next spring the sane

this measure when it was last under dis- thing occurs, and thus during 3 years
cussion I expressed very fully my approval very little improvements are rmade
of its general provisions relating to the upon the property while one-half the
survey of the country, the management of time is spent in enforced idleness
school lands, and the encouragement of To people comaing from the Old World it
settlement. My objection was that no pro- seems an easy matter to get 16o acres Of
vision wasmade by which poor settlers could land on such conditions, but I contend

HÔN. MR. ALFXANDER.
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that the cônditions are exceedingly
onerous. It is no advantage to the
country to have these men unemployed
for one-half the year, and consuming what
they have earned the other half. It would
be far better to allow them to make som2
improvements, but not to demand actual
residence as a condition of settlement.
They would thus be enabled to earn
Sornething from their more wealthy neigh-
bors and to cultivate a large portion of
their own land. With the permission of
the House I will read a short extract on
this subject, from a newspaper published
in Manitoba. The writer refers to the
Bill which I introduced some time ago,
but which I withdrew because I under-
stood at that time, that the Government
had introduced a measure which em-
bodied in it the same principle, and that
the Manitoba representatives on both
Sides of the other House had spoken
favorably of it. The extract from the
Winnipeg paper is as follows:

" Homesteading, as we have pointed out
again and again, is so expensive under the
Present systeni as to be practically beyond the
reach of any but the well-to-do. The poor
,nan has but sniall opportunity of acquiring
land for bis own use, except after the most
arduous struggles and at the constant risk of
losing his all through the operations of some
utiscrupulous ' claim jumper,' while the spec-
Ulator is not impeded in the acquisition of
honesteads for speculative purposes, while
not making any adequate return to the
country therefor.

A systenm such as Senator Reesor's Bill
provides, would obviate all this. Specula-
tiW would not be any more extensively car-
ried on than at present, and would be turned

Anto useful channels. The speculator would
be compelled to cultivate and improve bis
land to a considerable extent, thus making
the country more attractive to othere, besides
Contributing to its material wealth. To the
Poor man, however, would the chief benefits
Of the proposed changes accrue. He would no
longer be compelled to forego ail thought
Of obtaining a homestead, if unwilling to
spend three years on his land in povertv
aggravated by enforced idleness, an the in-
ability to purchase necessary farming imple-
nients and machinery, with which to better
bis condition. Instead of this, all would be
able if they so wished, to obtain honesteads.
Much more of the country would be' culti-
vated. Its wealth would be considerablv
augniented by releasing from unprotitabie
Confinement a large amount of valuable labo,.
The better class of English farmers, who
Prefer to purchase improved land, would be
attracted. Poor men, who now corne here as
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laborers, leavinc as soon as their employment
ceases, would be induced to remain if there
was a chance of their making a home for
themselves and bringing their families to join
them.

Everything is to be gained and nothing lost
by permnitting cultivation and improvenent
as alternatives for residence. It is, therefbre,
to be boped thit niembers of both Houses,
who have the interests of this country at
heart, will give that attention to Senator
Reesor's bill which it inerits, and thus over-
come the greatest defect in the Government's
Land Act.

Judging from the influx of settlers into
that country last year, it is probable that
at least 5,ooo of them are living in en-
forced idleness on their homesteads, con-
suming the provisions purchased with
their earnings last summer. It is very
undesirable in a new country, where labor
is scarce, that so large a proportion of the
population should be prevented from
engaging in useful employment. The
amendment which I propose would re-
lease those men from enforced idleness,
and not only improve their own condition,
but increase the wealth and prosperity of
the community, and indirectly of the
whole Dominion. They would earn
more ; they would produce more upon
their farns, and would thus be enabled to
consume more dutiable goods, and
thus contribute largely to the public
revenue. I hope the Government will
yet consent to an amendment of this
character. I am satisfied it might have
been made in the other Chamber, had not
the question very foolishly been given a
political turn by which, when a motion
was made to improve the Bill, it was com-
bined with a general condemnation of the
policy of the Goveanment. Of course,
the Government could not accept the
amendment under such circumstances. I
am satisfied if the Government will adopt
my suggestion that the amendment will
be accepted by the other branch of Par
liament. It would be an immense boon
to the country, and would save, I venture
to say, in three years, by releasing settlers
from enforced ideness, a million dollars
at least. Of course, I refer particularly,
to that class who have no means to settle
at once upon their homesteads, but who,
nevertheless, make useful settlers. We
are paying a great deal to promote immi-
gration, but we should give our own peo-
ple the same advantages that are afforded
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to settlers from abroad. A whole year
is given to the European immigrant
to enter upon his homestead, but the
Canadian settler is allowed but nine
months under any circumstances. Now,
one good feature that might be introduced
would be the principle adopte< by some
colonization companies. They allow the
settler to go in there in the month of June
(a very convenient season) and they are
satisfied if he breaks up twenty acres the
first year. He need not remain there any
longer than is necessary to do that. The
prairie, when broken and back-set, is in a
proper condition for cultivation the follow-
ing spring. Those companies take a
practical view of the question. They
make cultivation the condition of settle-
ment. In the spring the settler puts the
land, broken the preceding season, under
crop and in four months he has his first
return from it. During the winter months,
instead of wasting his time upon his
homestead, he has been earning money
elsewhere to enable hin to make his im-
provements. Instead of asking the settler
to make affidavit that he has lived six
months of each year, for three years,
upon his land, he is asked "have you
brought so many acres under cultivation?"
I suggest that this principle should
be adopted by the Government, and
that the settler be required to bring, say
50 acres under cultivation. Under the
existing law, and tmder this Bill, at the
end of three years, he need not have more
than one acre under crop ; so long as he
has spent six months of each year upon
the homestead he is entitled to his patent.

The Mennonites have not been com-
pelled to remain npon their farms ; they
reside in villages and are only required
to cultivate a certain proportion of their
land. The result has been that they have
made rapid progress, and they have not
abused the privilege which they have
enjoyed. It is argued that such an
amendment as I propose, would tend tc
encourage speculation. It would be bettei
buy a lot from the Syndicate or from the
Government, or from some land com
pany, if the object were land speculation
b.utitcouldnot bespeculation, forthosewho
take homesteads intending to settle upor
them themselves, or to secure them foi
their relatives or friends because it in
volves considerable expense and privatior
in the first place, to get possession.

HON. MR. REESOR.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-I do not wish
to detain the House at this late period Of
the session, but I cannot allow a Bill Of
this importance to pass without expressing
mv satisfaction at the very great care and
attention that must have been bestowed
upon this subject by the Government. It
is the more pleasing to me as no doubt it
is to other hon. gentlemen in this House
who in i88o, and 1881 gave their vote
and support to a measure then originated
by the Government for the development
of the North-West Territory. At that
time very many gentlemen holding vieWs
contrary to those entertained by the Gov-
ernment, went so far as to state on the
floor of this House that the whole North-
West scheme was a humbug, beyond the
reach of any Government to grapple with,
and not only the Governrment themselves,
but those who supported their policy, were
guilty of mid-summer madness. Since
that time events which are well known tO
all of us, have fully justified the far seeing
policy of the Government, and have cOn-
vinced not only their supporters, but those
who are opposed to the Government that
their policy was one dictated by wisdom
prudence and patriotism. I renember
very well the first discussion that I heard
in this House on that great question,
and I must confess that ny
mind, so far as any knowledge
with regard to the grea- North-West at
that time was concerned, was like a blank
sheet of paper. I reniember hearing Ir'
that occasion what I considered to be the
sonewhat absurd statement of my hotl-
friend from St. Boniface that WVinîpeg
was destined to be the great gatewaY
the Dominion. I remember that subse-
quently the convincing array of facts laid
before the House by that hon. gentlemnan,
went a long way towards changing rY
views with respect to the resources of otr
western domain, andthepracticabilityOfour
Canadian Pacific Railway scheme. I D
do my hon. friend the justice to say t
the predictions he made on that occasOn
and the views he has since enunciated 111

- this House as to the great future of .t
country have been consistently maintaine
by him, and now every thinking Inari in

i this Dominion, and every thinking Ia
r outside of the Dominion has becone Co01

- vinced that our great North-Wcst is worthy
of the high estimate he then placed uPor
it. Going back to 1872 I reniener
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distinctly reading in the public press that
£300,ooo sterling was the price agreed
upon to be paid by the Government for
the North-West Territories to the Hudson
Bay Company, and that at that time the
gentlemen who negotiated that purchase
were severely criticised for the course they
had taken. The purchase money did not
aImount to more than half a cent per acre,
but it was then looked upon as one of the
Maddest schemes ever entered upon by
any Government. Those who were in
Parliament at that time will remember the
Circumstances and the startling incidents
that subsequently occurred. There was
111 the minds of the public of Canada a
feeling that the Government had under
taken too much, that it was almost an
Impossibility that 4,000,000 of people
should undertake and carry out success-
fully a scheme of such magnitude without
Placing on the backs of the older provinces
of the Confederation a greater burden
that the people could carry; and those who,
like myself, are in middle life supposed that
We would never live to see the day when
circumstances would justify us in giving
our support to a policy which at that time
Was looked upon as hopeless. Therefore
I say it was with some forebodings we
Saw the faith, the honor and credit of the
Country pledged to carry out the terms
on which British Columbia was induced
to enter the Confederation. Hon. gen-
tlenen will remember the many ex-
Pedients suggested to appease that pro-
Vince for her disappointment, because of
the failure to carry out the terms of the
ý4greement within the tiine limited by the
Act of Parliament. It will be remembered
the numerous delegations that were
appointed to confer with the Government
ol this question and the great uneasiness
that was felt in the public mind-in fact
the men were denounced on the public
Platforms, in- the press and on the floor of
Pariament, who, for one moment, dared
to assert that the country was capable of
carrying out the terms with British
Columbia, and leave the Dominion in a
Position to meet her financial obligations.
It has been found, however, that the far-
Seeing and patriotic policy pursued since
then by the Government, has established
COnfidence throughout the country. A
great many supporters of the Government
trem'ibled for the honor and safety of the
Country in view of the facts known in

i88i ; it was considered to be almost an
impossibility, that the Government could
successfully grapple with this great ques-
tion and I consider that it was one of the
greatest feats of statesmanship that Can-
ada has ever seen ; that the honor and
credit of the country remains unimpaired,
while we are in a position to carry out our
obligations in good faith, without unduly
adding to the burden of the people. It
is a matter of gratification to me, as I
have no doubt it is to other hon. gentle-
men, to find that while Canada has been
enabled to carry out her own obligations,
she has also been able to tender
the right hand of fellowship to the
struggling thousands of Europe, and offer
them free homesteads for themselves and
their families, on Canadian soil under the
protection of the British flag. We find
that within the last few years most favor-
able impressions in relation to our North-
West have prevailed throughout Europe,
and we see to-day thousands of emigrants
arriving at our ports and finding their way
to our Western country. Coming from
the small Province of Prince Edward
Island and having had for some portion of
my life something to do in the settlement
of a difficult land question there, it appears
to me almost like one of the tales of the
Arabian Nights or the wonders of Alad-
clin's lamp that 200,000,000 of acres of
the finest and most fertile lands on the
face of the earth are open to-day for set-
tlement, free to all who wish to make them
their home. I say it.is a pleasure and a
gratification to every Canadian, no matter
what shade of politics he belongs to, to
find that we are enabled to carry on the
ordinary business of this country and at
the same time to build some 3000 miles
of a railivay, and to tender to every man,
for the asking, a homestead of 16o acres
of the finest land in the world. All that
we require hini to do is simply to take
possession, make it his home and cultivate
the soil. The Government deserve every
credit for the success of their policy, and
for the diligence, prudence, and wisdom
that have given us this measure that is now
before us for discussion. I do not think
I have ever read anything in my life with
greater pleasure than I have read this Bill.
With this 16o acres of land is given every
guarantee that possibly can be given to
every head of a family who becomes the
possessor. Not only does that guarantee
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extend to his homestead but provision is
made in town plots for schools, markets.,
public squares, public buildings, benevo-
lent institutions and everything that is
necessary for the convenience and welfare
of a new, prosperous and progressive
Above all there is a guarantee to
to" everyone who leaves the older
countries to find a home in the far West
that on that 200,000,ooo of acres of land
every man can worship God without let
or hindrance, according to the dictates of
His own conscience. Not only is that
the law of the land now, but it is guar-
anteed for the future. There is also a
guarantee for the education of the people
who settle in that new country. We find
in this Bill that in every township, certain
sections are set apart to form a fund for
the support of public schools for all time to
come. When other men take our places in
this Parliament and other views may prevail
on other matters, the question of education
is put beyond all doubt, or dispute in our
great North-West. There can be no
difficulty there, for the lands when sold-
will be sold for the benefit of the schools,
and all moneys arising from such sales
will be placed in the treasury of this
country in trust, and will be payable to
the Governments of each province as they
may be formed in the North-West, as a
fund for educational purposes. That, I
think, is one of the most pleasing features
of this Bil. There are other features also
that could only have been arrived at after
long and careful consideration. In the
first place a board of inspectors or mana-
gers ot the land in the North-West has
been established. It is not necessary for
an emigrant who wishes to secure land,
that he should come to Ottawa. He
goes out to where his homesteàd is. He
is not put to the expense of travelling to
the seat of Government to obtain infor-
mation from the Minister of Interior-all
the information necessary will be furnished
at Winnipeg. If any difficulty or dispute
arises as to his land he does not have to
,come to Otttawa to settle it ; such matters
will be settled for him by the Board of In-
spectors, without the expense and trouble
of having to appeal directly to the Depart-
ment. Anothér interesting feature of the
Bill is the provision with regard to
the Indian title. The Indians of the Ca-
nadian Northwest are treated as they
should be, and not as they are treated by

our neighbors across the border. 14ere
we find that in no case can their lands be
bartered away for any particular purpose
without the Indian title being fully sati-
fied, so that no difficulties can arise on
that score hereafter-no massacres Of
whites, no ordering out of troops, no dis,
turbing telegrams from time to time an-
nouncing the massacre of a settlement
here, the burning of a village there, or an
encounter with the Indians somewhere
else. Then there is another provision that
is worthy of our attention. Those Who
remember the struggle that took place for
the establishment of constitutional gov'
ernment in that country will notice with
pleasure that the volunteers who proceeded
there from the older Provinces, in the
interests of law and order have been
granted a certain amount of land as a
recognition of their services and their de
votion to their country. I have reference
to the officers and soldiers of the ist,
or Ontario, and the second, or Quebec
Battalion of Rifles then stationed i1
Manitoba during the Red River troubles
I see it is provided that 64o acres is the
largest amount of land that can be held
from the Government by one individual,
and no land can be sold by the Govern'
ment for less than one dollar per acre
Town plots cannot be given away; th#y
may be sold at private sale or at public
auction at an upset price, and the GOV
ernment have very properly joined with
the railway companies in selecting these
particular towns. In the older Provinces
of the Dominion no person under 2
years of age is permitted to pre-enP4
land; under this Bill any young moan f
18 years can pre-e.mpt for himself, so that
a settler with two or three sons is enable
to acquire lands for his boys in the
vicinity of his own homestead where
they can be of mutual assistance to
each other. I find also that the
privilege of pre-emption is extende
to women over the. age of 18. This 1sbt
very important provision, and no dOUt
it is a privilege that will be taken advan
tage of by many young women who desire
to become owners of land in their of
right. Not long ago a statement appeare1
in the press, that a certain young lad
had taken up land under this clause, an
had made a respectable sum of rooey
out of her 'venture. I have no dOubt
that this privilege will have the same effect

HON. MR. REESOR.
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iln inducing farmers' daughters to settle
near the homestead, that it will have on
the farmers' sons. Mineral lands are not
given away in any of those cases. They
come under a separate jurisdiction and a
separate code of laws-a different class of
Property. I find also that the Govern-
nient have it in their power under this
Bill, to settle bodies of emigrants in com-
Iutinities. Many people coming from
Scotland, England or Ireland, would like
to settle in colonies by ·themselves. Pre-
v1Ous to the introduction of this Bill, it
Was almost impossible for them to do so,
Mfnless they bought from companies hold-
"'g large tracts of land. Another impor-
taIt feature of this Bill is, the moment a
Ian gets his 16o acres of land, he has got
a Property which he may pledge as secur-
lty for assistance towards making improve-
tlents. Under this provision the merchant
can credit him for his provisions, his
Plough or other implements or necessaries
that he may require in commencing his
settlernent, but before he can get his
patent from the Government, he has to
satisfy the Department that he has paid
off all those incumbrances, and in that
Way the merchant is secured for his
advances. Under this provision any
Person who brings out emigrants from the
Old country for settlement on lands, and
advances the money for supplies, seed
and necessary buildings, bas the first
Chaim1 on the land, and this claim

Ilst be satisfied before the settler
can get his patent. Then I find
nOther wise provision by which the Min-
iter may allot wood and hay lands in
9u'antities of not less than ten acres, and
not more than 20 acres to each settler.
Tis is a very important provision, as it is
a great advantage to the settler to be able
O secure a reserve for fuel and building
'uIrposes. I do not desire to impose

UPon the patience of the House, but I
y say this, that when Canada for the

Canadians and protection to home in-
'Ustries is our policy, with free homes ande education; and when we· see the
Pkople from other countries flocking to our

ores, and seeking homes in the Canadian
orth-West, we ought t: feel it our pride

and our pleasure that we have been aiding
and sustaining a Government that has
taken such paternal care of the Do-a U1on, and so promoted its welfare
Rnd Progress, that all over the world the

name of Canada is the synonym of hospi-
tality and freedom. Here every man,
irrespective of race, oreed or nationality,
finds a hearty welcome, and the lands are
free to all; that alone is sufficient to
make any man feel proud of being a
Canadian. We have heard a great deal
in the public press of late of the dangers
of our being blown up with dynamite by
Irishmen. Why should they blow us up?
Who are they going to blow up ? .Their
own friends who passed resolutions of
condolence and sympathy with them in
Parliament ? Those who are prepared to
meet them at the very threshold of the
country with a welcome, and with offers
of free schools, free lands, and equal
privileges with those enjoyed by ail classes
of the Dominion ? While we have been
extending the right hand of fellowship to
the nations of the world, and welcoming
emigrants to our shores, it is a matter of
fact that throughout the Dominion we
have prospered in the highest acceptation
of the word. I have heard it stated, since
I came here, that Prince Edward Island
is not prosperous : bui if we consult the
newspapers of the day, we will find' an-
nouncements of large shipments, and the
undertaking of large enterprises, that to
me are evidence of a prosperous, condi-
tion of affairs in that Province. Yet
with all this prosperity, and all this
hospitality, we still have an overflowing
revenue and we have been able to meet
our engagements. It would seem almost
as if an al wise Providence has given us
that great prosperity for the continuation
of the boundless hospitality which we now-
offer to the world ; a prosperity which I
hope will always remain with us.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-I am not
going to prolong the discussion, as I know
the House would would rather that nothing
more should be said upon this matter,
but I must refer to the remarks made by
the hon. gentleman at the upper end of
this Chamber (Mr. Reesor). I do not
think it is in the interests of this country
tilat his contention with regard to settle-
ment should be placed in this Bill. I
believe his view is antagonistic to the
interests of the people whose claims be is
advocating. As to the condition of en-
forced idleness referred to by that hon.
gentleman, it appears to me that the
settler, whether he be rich or poor, need
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not lose his homestead ; he can remain
upon it for 6 months of every year, and
during the rest of the time he can be
employed in making money wherewith to
improve his land. If that hon. gentleman's
suggestion should be introduced into this
Bill the effect would be that men with
money Yyould be antagonistic to the real
settlers ; a man would require only to
have money in his pocket with which to
employ others, and he could take up large
tracts of that country, make certain im-
provements upon them, and then sell
them at a large profit.

HON. SIR ALEX CAMPBELL-I
hope the hon. gentleman will pardon me
for interrupting him, but would it not be
better that the Bill should be discussed
in Committee ?

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I shall say
very little more, as the hon, Minister
evidently feels that we should go into
committee on the Bill. I must say,
however, that I am glad to find that we
have such a great country, and that the
land is so valuable as it has been proved
to be by the hon. gentleman from Niagara.
Only a few years ago that land was looked
upon às being hardly worth the expense
of a survey, and its value as a means of
constructing a railroad was not even
thought of; in fact it was rather thought
we should have to pay people for going to
that country, and it was considered folly to
tax the Maritime Provinces for the con-
struction of that railway. To-day all men
feel that the dark shadow that at one
time clouded the prospects of the
Nofth-West, has entirely passed away, and
it is universally c onceded that the North-
West is really a great country. The hon.
gentleman from Niagara has shewn that
even in comparison with Nebraska,
Kansas and Missouri, the great grain States
of the West, we far exceed them both in
the quantity and quality of our wheat.
That hon. gentleman has also referred to
the fact that though our season in Mani-
toba and the Northwest is shorter, yet our
days are a few hours longer, and we have
almost an equal amount of sunshine, and
therefore the crops are more invigorated
and more rapidly matured ; thus making
up, to a large extent, for what is lost in
the shortness of the season. It has been
shewn that our wheat, barley, vegetables
and fruit, all compare favorably in quality,

HON. MR. KAULBACH.

and are more productive than in the great
states to which I have referred. Fuel Wa
supposed to be the great want in the
Northwest, but day after day it is be1Îg
more clearly proved that there are Ine%
haustible quantities of coal in that regiOn;
not only sufficient for domestic purposes
but enough to drive the motive power O
all the industries of the world. It inay
truly be said that it is also the granary O
this country. It has been proved that the
flora of the North-West for a distance
nearly ooo miles, north of the 4 9th Pa-
lel is of the same description; shew5ýn
that the climatic conditions throug
that vast area change but very slightlyt
feel that almost every one who listened to
the speech delivered by the hon. gentîc
man from Niagara, and noted the
great amount of industry which
evidenced in the compilation O
the facts and figures which .
laid before this Chamber, must feel grati-
fied that there has been contributed Co
the fund of information in regard to that
country so valuable an addition. t
speech will give much additional inforall
tion to the intending settler, and to others,
as to the great advantages of the NOth'
West; it will dispel the doubts whic
perhaps now exist in the minds of so,
who may be thinking of coming to 0to
shores, and will give a great impetus t
the settlement of that country. I smnce
hope that the Government will not th

putting theanything that would result in putnthe
settler in competition with capital;
moneyed man can always find opportu to
ties for speculation, and it is our duty 0

see that the poor settler who may go i
thère, shall be protected in every way d
the direction of securing bis homneste
We must not say to the intending settl
" you can go there without money
take up a certain acreage, but you
have to pass it o ver to some more <
nate man who will make money Oi
it.' Men of means will, no doubt, go
there, and they are very d'esirable ters,
new country; they will go there as s theY
and much of the money whilc he
necessarily must expend will go into that
pockets of their poorer neighbors, so
capital and labor will both be benefite.i
should, however, be very sorry if anyt
should be inserted in this Bill which wou t
make the moneyed interests in that ttid
country antagonistic to the honest se
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• "LON. MR. HAYTHORNE-I would machines and severalother machines which
ask to make a few remarks upon this Bill it is not necessary to recapitulate here.
before the motion is put. I hope that the I have therefore a strong conviction that it
anticipations which have been expressed would be in the interest of the Government,
in such glowing colors by the hon. gentle- and would tend to the promotion of emigra-

an Opposite, (Mr. Howlan) from Prince tion tothatcountry, ifallthosearticles which
dward Island, will turn out to be a re- are so essential to the welfare of the

alt ; I trust that this Bill which is now settler should be introduced on the easiest
n1 lder discussion may be far more accept- terms possible. The policy of the Gov-

able to the people of the North-West than ernment however, appears to be to make
SomYe others which have preceded it. I all these implements, which are so

ust say, however, that from communica- essential to the success of the settlers, as
tOls which I have had from travellers in dear as possible ; to make them so dear

that region, from what I have gathered in in fact, that there shall be no competition
te press, and from other sources, I have through the importation of articles of the

rnied rather a different idea as to the same character from the United States
great degree of satisfaction which has been If the Government expect the North-West
RVen there by the management of the to prove a great success and to become

orth-West under the present Govern- attractive to European and other emigrants,thent. I have been given to understand it is not necessary to give that region a
t.at a very vast amount of dis-satisfaction start for one year only ; the system adopt-has been excited there by that manage- ed must be a permanent one, or at any

ent, and that grave complaints have arisen rate one for a numbers of years. Emi-
c onsequence of the non-adjustment, or grants coming here from the older
Justment at remote dates, of the claims countries generally leave numerous friends

q1 settlers. Now, these are things which, and relations behind them, and thoseif they be true, (and I believe they are), relations naturally look for reports from
tnust certainly tend to discourage these settlers in our country. If the
settlers and emigrants ; It is to be settler finds that our land is good, that
tPed that the present Bill will obviate the laws and regulations -of our country

tse difficulties which have been experi- are equitable and liberal, that the necessary
eted in the past. With regard to the farming implements are not only cheap but
qlahity of the land in the North-West, I good, and that the taxes are low, he will so0Pe that everything which has been represent the facts tohis friends in the older
'ated in this House arid in the blue books land that we may reasonably expect there
ehd Other sources, will prove to have been will be emigration to our shores, not for
'el' founded. I believe the soil is of a one or two, but for a series of years ; that
e excellent quality, and that the fine emigration will continue and that ourCI ate there causes the wheat to mature land in the North-West will be filled up
O aer vast region ; but there are some by practical settlers, just such men as weth er things that the settler requires besides all desire to see go there. But it appearse land and the climate. It is all very to me that the system about to be adopted
dll for the Government to offer the in- in that country with regard to implements
thcement of a homestead of 16o acres to which must be used by every settler, has
the .ettlers from Europe or elsewhere, but a g -eat tendency to counteract the advan-

at is not all he requires. He wants a tages of a free homestead of 16o acres
th any other things before he can put which we offer him. I should be glad if

at land to any useful purpose. In the it were possible for the Government, even
thOrth-West, more than in Old Canada, at this late date, to reconsider this matter,

hettlert depend almost exclusively and not only to reduce the duty on
thn implements and cattle to cultivate implements, but also to enable the settlers

Zse lands. As it is well known, in the to bring their partly used implements into
rcalled woodland region the new settler this country under less onerous regulations

i. Uhires very few and simple tools; but They, at all events, should be admitted
arlhe North-West he must have numerous free, and in fact all settlers, effects which
ad expensive implements. He must have been in use for a short time, or even

e ploughs for the prairie, and ploughs new ones, in my humble opinion it would
the stubble; he must have mowing be judicious to admit them all free of
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duty. I do not wish to detain the House,
but I thought it necessary to call attention
to these points.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-Settlers effects
are free now under the tariff.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-Only if
they have been in use for six months be-
fore being brought into this country.

The House then resolved itself into
Committee of the Whole for the consider-
ation of the Bill.

In the Committee, on the ist clause,

THE SPEAKER said: Before this
clause is adopted, I just wish to say that
if time permitted I would have said a few
words in reply to the hon. gentlemen on
the other side of the House both from
Saint Boniface and from Toronto. How-
ever, I shall reply to them as we come to
the clauses to which they specially refer-
red in their speeches. It is very gratify-
ing to the Government to have the Bill on
this matter so favorably received as it has
been both by this House and by the other
branch of Parliament, and also by all
those who are best acquainted with the
affairs of the Northwest.

The clause was adopted.

HON. MR. VIDAL, from the Com-
mittee reported that they had made some
progress with the Bill and asked leave to
sit again to-morrow.

HARBOUR MASTER, THREE
RIVERS BILL.

THIRD READING

The House resolved itself into a Com-
mittee of the Whole on Bill (121), " An
Act respecting the Harbour Master of the
Flarbour of Three Rivers."

HON. MR. MONTGOMERY from
tne committee reported 'he Bill without
any amendment.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL, moved
that the Bill be read the third time.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
read the third time and passed.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE.

INLAND REVENUE ACTS U-'-'
SOLIDATED BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL Moved
the second reading of Bill ( 15) An
Act to consolidate and amend the seve ,
Acts rèspecting the Inland Reven'
He said; There is no new rincP1

involved in this Bill; its purpose is snd
the better collection of the revenue,
I do not apprehend that there is any desiO
for discussion upon the second readlle
Any observations that any hon me'O
may wish to make can be made i dis
mittee when the details can be fullY hi
cussed. With this understanding I. tto
that the House will have no objectiofland
my moving the second reading now, .a
postponing any discussion upon it unt
comes up in Committee.

HON. MR. DEVER-I intend to Itale

some observations upon the principleO
the Bill, to which I am in some deg
opposed, but as it is so nearly six Oc butI will not offer any opposition noW,
allow the Bill to pass its second readit>'

The motion was agreed to and the
was read the second time.

The Senate adjourned at 6 p. il.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, friday, May 11th, 183

The SPEAKER took the Chair at ''he
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND RA0 '
WAY ACCIDENTS.'

MOTION.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE moved:-
" That an humble Address be pre8ente

Bis Excellency the Governor Gener te
jnog His Excellency will cause to be laid ore
this House, a copy of the judgment s
delivered in the Supreme Court in theapp:ei
case of the Queen vs. McLeod, and o
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qleen ts. Stewart; also, of the opinions, if to me that the day for such a plea às this
n0Y xpressed by the dissenting Judges, has passed long ago, and that in our time"'nier J. and Benry J. something more tangible should be taken
ele said: In making this motion it is on which to base a decision of the court

ary to explain some of the circum- than such an antiquated plea as that. The
hes which gave rise to it. In 1873 grace and favor of the Crown, to which

Phn Prince Edward Island came into the Chief Justice alluded, I think is not
th Confederation, part of the terms O a very proper thing to be administered by

fliOn was that the Dominion Govern- the Government, and it is with a view to
nt shonld assume the Prince Edward elicit from the Minister of Justice a state-Ioland Railway, which was then under ment as to what in future will be the

tItract, with its debt, and also maintain course which the Government shall pur-
Operate it. Of course there can be sue, if unfortunately such accidents shoirld

th two opinions as to the meaning of occur, that I have made this motion.
Ose words, "maintain and operate."

The Government took the road upon those H3N. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Thereterms, and for many years they did main- is no objection to the address but the
and operate it safely. Unhappily an papers that are asked for will be publishedotident occurred--a serious one. I am in the usual course by the authority of theoing into the details or circum- Court, so that substantially there is no

Si ces attending that accident, it is suffi- occasion for this motion as the House will
thent to say that it happened, and it was have the reports as soon as they are pub-
er subject of an action against the Gov- lished and sooner perhaps than the
th roent by the parties who were injured Government would get them if the address

ngh it. That action was, in the first should pass. With reference to the future
e, decided against the Government and actiqn of the Government in connection
.nages were awarded to the plaintiff. with such matters, I cannot express any

9st that decision the Government ai)- definite conclusion at which we have ar-
Pwoed and after a delay of not less than rived. The matter has been under disçus-
r Years and a half, the Supreme Court sion and the probabihîties are that some

lsed the decision of the court below. proposition will be made to Parliament in
.d not my intention to criticise the the other House before the adjournment,

gIl 9tent of the court, but my object is to having a bearing upon the claims of those
thl attention to the future relations which persons who have now been defeated in
othe People of Prince Edward Island and the action which they have brought against

er imdividuals will occupy on that rail- the. Government. The principlé on which
8h towards the Government, in case they that.action was decided, the Government

AOnld receive injury owing to defective think it safer to maintain and adhere to.
b nagement or any other cause that may In reference to such matters as arose in
tng about an accident on that road. If this case and similar accidents, they desire

P have no right of action against the to be placed in a position to deal with
v erntment for injuries sustained by them each case by the grace of the Crown and

a that road it seems to me they occupy to endeavor in that way to do justice to
a fortunate position ; not only unfortu- the parties who may suffer. Everyonen e for them but also. for the Govern- knows that such is the tendency of juriest, for I do say that the Privy Council that the Crown has a very indifferent

th d not be the sole judges as to whether chance, in cases of this kind, if they go
Ought or ought not to give compen- before juries. At the same time, there is
nIQ for injuries received on their Rail- a disposition on the part of the Govern-

'WayI was not present when the decision ment to endeavor as far as they can to do
given in the Supreme Court, and I justice themselves in any cases which may

see 8 - little more of it than what I have arise of the character of that which the
tha i the daily press. The law points hon. gentleman has in view in making,U c nterfere with the decision with the this motion. I am in hopes and believet below amount to this that the anti- that before Parliament rises a proposition

ed idea that the Queen can do no will be made which will enable the Govern-
eyg Still holds in our statute book. I ment to deal with the persons who haveme uch regret that it does. It seems brought these actions,
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HON. MR. POWER-I am rather sur-
prised that the Minister of Justice should
take these matters out of the hands of the
court, and that the Government should
deal with them as a Government. The
suitors in the case brought before the
House in this motion, were dealt with by
the Exchequer Court. There was no jury
in the case al all, and it seems to me that
the Judges of the Supreme Court of
Canada are better qualified to try cases of
that description than the Governor in-
Council. It would be more convenient
for the Government to allow those
cases to be tried by the Judges of
the Supreme Court than to undertake
themselves to settle them. It would be a
vey serious matter to the persons to whom
the accidents occurred to be obliged to
come to Ottawa to press their claims be-
fore the Governor-in-Council where their
success might depend as much, perhaps,
upon the amount of judicious influence
they were able to bring to bear as upon the
justice of their claims,

HON. MR. PLUMB-Hera! hear r

HON. MR. POWER-The hon. gentlé-
man from Niagara knows how it is bim-
self, and I am glad to see that he appreci-
ates the point.

HON. MR. PLUMB-I appreciate every-
thing said by the hon. gentleman from
Halifax.

HoN. MR. POWER-I am glad to learn
that the hon. gentleman possesses so much
discrimination. I think the Exchequer
Court of the Dominion is the proper trib-
unal in which to try those cases. It is not
in the interest of the Government that
they should be called upon to decide
whether a given case is a meritorious one
or not, and it is not in the interest of
suitors that they should be obliged to press
their claims before the Governor-in-Coun-
cil. The Government took upon them-
selves to settle certain claims in connec-
tion with the Intercolonial Railway, not
for loss of life, but for loss supposed to be
sustained on contracts by the contractors.
The Government took them out of the
hands of the Exchequer Court, and in
some cases the result was that the Govern-
ment paid very much larger sums than
the Judges would have awarded.

fION. SiR ALEX. CAMPBELL.

HON. MR. MILLER-How does the
hon. .gentleman know that the arbitrators
award a much larger sum that the judges
would have awarded?

HON. MR. POWER-In a case where
the judge had already made his decision
the arbitrators awarded a great deal more.

HON. MR. MILLER-It must have
been on an althogether different state of
facts and evidence. The cases which
have been brought to the notice of the
House by the hon. gentleman fron Char
lottetown, I believe are cases which W'11
deserve the favor and grace of the
crown. I have had the opportunity Of
making myself acquainted to some extent
with the facts in one or two of those cases,
one particularly, which I believe is a very
hard one indeed. The individual Who
has been maimed for life has by the resuIlt
of the law suit lost whatever little proP-
erty he had accumulated during his life'
That has been swept away by the cO.sts
resulting from the unfortunate termination
of the suit which he brought
in the Exchequer Court. Eve1
if the costs were not enforce.
against him by the Crown, his o
might be heavy enough to produce the
consequences which I have mentionieô.
The difficulty is, and there is a great deal
of force in what has been said by the
Minister of Justice (though there is a
great deal to be said on the other side) th
under certain principles of law the Cro"0
cannot be made amenable as a commnol
carrier. Now, it may be asked why this
should be so ? There are several reasons
Among others a common carrier generaî'y
exercises his vocation for personal profit
In this country, where the Crown acts as a
common carrier, it is not forpurposes o
profit, but for the convenience of the
public and the development of the cour'
try and its resources, and i, in a different
position altogether from ordinary conimno
carriers. Therefore there is good grOun
why the principles which are applicable
comnion carriers -should not apply tó t
Crown. On the other hand the Goverw
ment of the day-I speak not of this
Government because I have not such
very low opinion of the uprightness and
integrity of governments as the hon. gettlemen from Halifax seems to have, bt
contend that any Government WoUldt

Railway Accidents.
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99 cases out of roo when such claims
.s these are brought to the notice of the
rvy Council-I care not what party may

m power-extend to them the most
careful consideration and impartial judg-
Ment. Without disparaging at all the
tr chequer Court, which is a very suitable
ribunal to which to refer cases when a

legal case of action exists, I do not
krow that you can get a rnuch bettertribunal than the Privy Council for these
Cses. I am glad to understand that
the cases from Prince Edward's Island
are to be deait with by the Government,
as. I believe they are well worthy to re-
celve favorable consideration.

HON. MR. VIDAL-Does the hon.
rliember from Halifax mean to say that
the persons whose cases are at present
before the House, judgment having gone
against them, are not to receive any help

or coipensation at ail ?

HON. MR. POWER-Not at all.

HON. MR. VIDAL-That seems to
"'e to be the necessary conclusion that
ole Must come to from his remarks.

HON. MR. POWER-No, the hon.
8entleman has completely misapprehendec
ty mTeaning. The matter was referred to
JUdge Henry, presiding in the Exchequer
Court in Prince Edward Island, who
gave a decision in favor of the claimants
for a considerable amount. I think the
Government ought to have been satisfied

i'th that, but . they appealed to the
Supreme Court, and there the decision
was reversed.

HON. MR. MILLER-Then the hon.
entleman leaves himself in this position-

the Judge of the Exchequer Court having
rendered a decision which the Govern-

felt considered contrary to law, the
ti'lister of Justice should have submittedto that decision.

HON MR. HAYTHORNE-Iabstainedtogether from going into the details, but
5'1ce allusion has been made to them, I
riust say from what fell from the Hon.
Minister of Justice, that any Court estab-bshed in the way of an arbitration court
Y the Government, would be the very

reverse of satisfactory to people injured
as these gentlemen have been.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I did
not say that any arbitration courts would
be established.

HoN. MR. HAYTHORNE-I am
now arguing against the submission of
cases such as these to any courts but the
common courts of the country.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
did not suggest that they would ; I
said that they would be submitted to the
Crown, not to a Court.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-Then I
will not read the extract which I have in
my hand, showing the evil of submitting
cases of this kind to courts of arbitration.
It must, I think, be obvious to everybody,
that these persons ought to have a short
and easy remedy within their reach.
Allusion has been made by the hon.
member from Richmond, to the great
costs which those injured persons had
sustained, and I believe that what he has
said is quite within the mark. He did
not make any allusion to the .other costs
which that injured person had been
obliged to sustain-the loss of his time,
surgical expense, the pain he suffered, the
grief of his family and the anxiety which
was felt for months when he hung be-
tween life and death-all these things, of
course, should be conýidered by the
court in giving judgment. I have no
doubt they were considered. I am not
finding fault with the Government for
appealing against the judgment of the
Exchequer Court. They probably felt
that the damages awarded were excessive,
and if that was their opinion, they were
right in appealing ; but it is very poor
encouragement for people travelling on a
government road if theycan find no remedy
for injuries which they may sustain. The
hon. member from Richmond says the prin-
ciple that the Crown can do no wrongshould
apply, because the Crown does not carry
passengers for profit. That may or nay
not be the case: I believe the Crown does
carry for profit on the' Intercolonial Rail-
way and will do so on the Prince Edward
Island Railway if it can. Therefore there
is no force in that argument. The Minis-
ter's statement is not quite so clear as I
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would wish it to be, but still it is a state-
ment of some sort.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-Apart from
the amount of damages awarded by the
Exchequer Court, I think the Government
did right to appeal the case in order that
a final decision might be obtained which
would govern future cases. It was important
that the Government should know whether
they should be liable as common carriers.
I believe that the Government will, in all
such cases, do substantial justice to every
person who has sustained injuries.

HON. MR. SCOTT--I am glad to learn
that the Government propose to favorably
consider those claims, though they do not
intimate the extent to which damages will
)e awarded. I, myself, feel that where the
Government undertake to run a railway
they ought to be very much in the same
position as common carriers. I do not
recognize the fine distinction that some
gentlemen are disposed to draw. The
principle that the Crown can do no wrong.
would be a very serious one, if we permit-
ted it to interfere, in a varlety of ways.
It is cnly of recent years that petition of
right has been established-in this country.
Where a subject has a claim against the
Crown for damages sustained directly or
indirectly through the negligence of its
servants, it is but right that the whole of
the people should bear the cost. It
seems such a just and equitable principle
that I am sure it is universally recognised.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE asked leave
to withdraw his motion.

The motion was accordingly with-
drawn.

GKAND TRUNK TRAFFIC
ARRANGEMENTS BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. MR. VIDAL moved the third
reading of Bill (113), " An Act to
authorize the Grand Trunk Railway Com-
pany of Canada, to extend their traffic
arrangement with the North Shore Rail-
way Company to fifty years from the date
thereof."

HON. MR. POWER moved:
" That the said Bill be not now read a

third time, but that it Be committed to a Com-

mittee of the Whole House, with instructions
to add the following words to the Second
clause thereof":-

" Nor shall anything in this Act contained
be constrtied to affect, otherwise than as here-
in expressly nentioned, any riglit existing at
the tiine of its passing."
He said: I do not think that any member
of this House can have any objection to
this amendment. It is a kind of saving
clause which is very commonly inserted
in Bills which affect, in any way, contracts,
or which may affect rights of third parties.
I do not say that this Bill does affect rights
other than those which are mentioned ;
still a number of hon. gentlemen who are
interested more particularly in the Prov-
ince of Quebec, are of opinion that the
Bill may do so-that it may affect th'e
rights of the Province of Quebec, and
that in a way which, perhaps, they are not
very well able to indicate. • If the Bill
does not affect any other rights than those
which its promoters declare it does, theY
can have no objection to this amendment;
if it does affect the rights of third parties,
not specified in the Bill, we would be
doing our duty, as gudrdians of the rights
of the public, to insert a clause of this kind.

HON. MR. VIDAL--I ani not a little
surprised to hear the hon. gentleman from"
Halifax so very quietly and innocentlY
express a conviction that a large rnajoritY
of this House will entertain the same
view of this amendment as, he says, he
holds himself. Surely the hon. gentleman
will recollect that in the Railway Con-
mittee a motion to the same' purport, if
not in the same words, was introduced,
discussed at full length and rejected by a
very considerable majority-nearly two to
one.

HON. MR. POWER-Nine to thirteen-

HON. MR. OGILVIE-It was seven to
thirteen at first and the reason that the
last vote was nine to thirteen was because
one gentleman voted the wrong way by
mistake.

HON. MR. VIDAL-It does not nake
much difference what the majority was,
the fact is an amendment, such as this,
-was very fully discussed in the Conmmittee
and rejected ; yet, in the face of that
strong expression of opinion, we find the
hon. gentleman expressing the very n

HON, MR. HAYTHORNE
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cent hope that the House will consider it
desirable to make this change.

When we consider the period of the
session and the nature of the ameadment
Proposed, we should act with very much
more caution than we would at an earlier
Period. An amendment made to the Bill
now would very likely jeopardise its pass-
age. It would be likely to be included in
the slaughter of the innocents which takes
Place in the other House towards the end
Of the session. If there were anything in
the amendment required for the protec-
tion of the public interest I would run the
risk. I am fully as anxious as the hon.
gentleman that all our interests should be
Protected and that we should not, by our
legislation, jeopardise, the rights and in-
terests of any other person ; but I contend
In this Bill there is no possibility of putting
sUch a construction upon its enacting
clause as to show that it in any way
affects the rights' and interests of other
Parties. It is all very well to say that
sOme gentlemen entertain a suspicion that
sOmething may be- wrong, but that is no
reason why the House should take action
contrary to the recommendation of the
committee. By no possible construction
can it be said that anything in the enact-
Ing clause of this Bill affects the rights of
any person, corporation or public interest.
The hon. gentleman says we are in the
habit of putting this clause in bills ; he
does not state what class of bills. Where
there is an amalgamation of companies it
beconies a very necessary provision.

liON. MR. POWER-What is this?

HON. MR. VIDAL-This is simply
an extension of the. period for issuing
bOnds and is not open to the
Objection which the hon. gentleman
takes. It is not an amalgamation of the
roads. Each one stands distinct on its
OWn responsibility, as it did before they
entered into this traffic arrangement,
which they desire to have extended by
this Bill. That is the sole object of this
legislation. At this late period of the
session the only effect of this amendment
Would be to defeat the Bill and I hope that
the House will consent to the third
reading.

HON. MR. MILLER-The trouble is
to find out the object to be gained by this
am1 endment, which is as follows:

"Nor shail anything in this Act contained
be construed to atiect, otlierwie than as
lierein expressly mentioned, any rights exist-
ing at the timte of its pasming."

Now, I think it is an understood prin-
ciple that rights are never taken away by
implication : they are never taken away,
except by express enactment, and there-
fore, as no rights can be taken away by
this Bill, except those which are expressly
stated, what is the necessity of the amend-
ment? I cannot see any object in the
Bill except one, and I do not suppose
that the hon. member for Halifax, or
those who oppose the Bill, will entertain
such an idea for a moment--that is, that
by making this amendment the passage
of the Bill might be prevented for
this Session. We ail know, as the hon.
member for Sarnia stated just now, what
the fate of Bills may be in the House of
Commons, when they go down with
amendments at this period of the Session.
I cannot suppose for a moment, after the
courageoys nianner in which they fought
this matter out on the committee, and in
the House, that they would attempt to
thwart the will of this House, and of the
other branch of Parliament, because both
branches of Parliament, by emphatic
divisions, declared themselves in favor of
this Bill.

HON. MR. POWER-The hon. gentle-
man from Richmond says he cannot see
that this amendment could have any effect.
Anyone who looks at the original Bill
must be struck with this fact (and it is a
a fact which would probably influence a
court, or almost any body which would
have to deal with this Bill) that, in giving
the Grand Trunk Railway power to extend
their existing traffic arrangement from 21
to 50 years, we are by implication, to a
certain extent recognising the existence of
and ratifying that agreement.

HON. MR. VIDAL-Not in the least.

HON. MR. POWER-I do not say that
it would be held so in the Supreme Court,
but it might be in an inferior Court.
Then the argument that this amendment
might defeat the Bill has, in my opinion,
no value. There is no probability that

491
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Parliament willhe prorogued within a week.
The Bill would be sent down with the
amendment to the House of Commons,
where the amendment woul4 either be
accepted or rejected, and in either case
the Bill would not be lost.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I do not
think it is fair to urge that because it is
so near the close of the Session we should
not give consideration to this amendment,
if it is on- that should be made. It is
not our fault that the Bill was introduced
late in the Session. It is not our fault
that this Company was allowed to come
in here without observing the proper par-
liarnentary forms. Al that indulgence
has been granted, and, therefore, it is not
proper to argue that we should pass the
Bill without giving it full consideration
and making every provision for the pro-
tection of the rights of third parties. A
clause similar to this has been insertei in
many other Bills where there was a doubt
as to what the effect of then would be.
In this case we flnd an arrangement be-
tween two companies-not a traffic
arrangement, but a virtual sale of the
North Shore Railway to the Grand Trunk
Railway Company. The 2nd clause shows
that the Grand Trunk Railway Company
have the whole control as regards the
traffic arrangements and everything else. It
protects the rights of the Canadian Pacific
Raiway Company in so many words, and
I can not see why other rights should not
be protected. It is said that the sol
object of this Bill is to raise the value of
the bonds to be issued under the arrange-
ment. We find no one representing the
NorthShore Railway Companyeither inthe
Committee or in the lobbies of the House.
We were desirous of having information
from such persons, but could not procure
it. We desire to meet certain'charges and
allegations made in the House with
regard to the action of those parties, but
failed to get that information. It has
been argued that it is not in the interests
of Quebec that the Bill should pass. If
that is so, why should this House not
only confirni the Quebec legislation,
but extend it for so many years ? If it is
wrong, as some people say it is, that the
term should be 21 years. why should we
extend it to 50 years ? I can see no
reason or argument for it. The Grand
Trunk Railway is a huge monopoly at the

HON. MR. POWER.

present time. It is almost impossible tO
resist its power. It permeates everywhere
and influences even the legislation of this
country. The fact of the matter is that it
would be wellto consider whetherthe Inde-
pendence Parliament Act should not be ex-
tended further than it goes. We cannot shut
our eyes to what is occurring everywhere,
and to the fact that the Grand Trunk
Railway Company exercises a most potent
influence. Notwithstanding the circul-
stances which surround the sale of the North
.Shore Railway-a transaction which is
strongly condemned by hon. gentlemen re-

presenting the Province of Quebec-we are
asked here, not only to confirm the wrong,
but to cxtend it for a period of 50 years.
We find the agents of the Grand Trunlk
Railway everywhere at work to prormOte
this legislation, in their own interests, and
as I believe adverselv to the interests Of
the Dominion.

HON. MR SCOTT-The embarrass~
ments that arise to my mind and in the
minds of many members of this Chanber
in supporting this Bill,arise mainly from
the observation of a senator from Quebec
who has stated stated on the floor of this'
House that the manner in which the
present holders of the North Shore Rai-
way acquired that property was not
strictly legal or just-I an not using the
word fraudulent or corrupt-but he indic-
ated that, at all events, to some extent
there had been a breach of trust. If such
were the fact, it would be quite possible
that the sale from the Province through
the proposed Syndicate to the Grand
Trunk Railway Company-call it sale or
traffic arrangement, or anything else-that
those transfers or 'assignments might pos-
sibly be set aside. If that is the fact then
I think it would be highly improper for
us, by any legislative act of ours, to ratify
or in any remote degree confirni those
proceedings which are attacked. I *'
be told that this Bill neither confirms nor
ratifies anything that took place prior to
this arrangement but we all know that
should we pass this Bill and proceedings
be taken to annul this arrangement, the
Courts of Justice are largely disposed to
believe tha't Parliament has had the su t
ject under its consideration, and tht
Parliament having passed upon it, has In

a measure given its sanction to the tran-
saction, and it would be much rn-odr

Arrangemêents BWl.
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difficult to disturb those proceedings after
the Bill has passed than it would be had
there been no such legislation. We are
told that this Bill is in the interest of the
Grand Trunk Railway Company, but some
gentlemen who have the right to be well
informed on the subject think that it'is
entirely in the interest of the Syndicate.
I think it was stated in the other House
(whether publicly or privately I am
fnOt prepared to say) that it was
not a Bill in which the Grand
Trunk Railroad had that direct interest
Which its promoters would lead us to be-
lieve. The Grand Trunk Railroad Com-
Pany wishes to secure all the traffic of the
1Nýorth Shore, but we know very well that
the money arising out of the sale of those
bonds does not go to the Grand Trunk
Railroad, but goes ultimately to pay the
Province of Quebec. Whether the money
has been paid over, and certain bonds are
in the hands of trustees I do not know,but no doubt this is the mode to be
adopted of paying for the road, and I
think the hon. gentleman who gave us
the information to which I have adverted
Stated also that there was a very handsome
lnargin of $i,25o,ooo on the arrangement
between the Grand Trunk Railway Com-
Pany and the Syndicate. That gave rise

mn Ify mind to this grave difficulty that I
should not be disposed in any way by my
Vote to act adversely to the interests of the
People of the Province of Quebec. The

.Iorth Shore Railway has evidently had
iriends at court, and the Bill has come to
us for its last stage. I find that while we
are quite prepared to deal very tenderly
and %very delicately with that weak corpo-
ration known as the Canada Pacific Rail-
WaY, while we protect their rights, we
are quite unwilling to protect the rights of
People who are not represented in this
Parliament or in the committee room. If
there are any such rights, it could do no
PoSsible harm to adopt the amendment
Proposed by the hon. Senator from Hali.
1ax. It could not be drawn in milder or
less objectionable terms ; it does not say
that there are rights, but that nothing in

is legislation should disturb or damage
an"y rights that are now existing. If there
are no rights they cannot possibly beaffected.

"ON. MR. VIDAL-Tt is quite un-
nlecessary then if there are no rights.

f
HoN. MR. SCOTT-If there are no

rights to be protected I should not have
the slightest hesitation in supporting the
Bill, because whatever my individual views
may be, they are private transactions
practically, outside of our cognizance,
but they are transactions that every
body in Quebec is directly interes-
ted in. If there are rights affecting the
people of that Province, there ought to
be no hesitation on the part of the hon.
gentleman to accept this qualified amend-
ment, more particularly when we have
adopted an amendment saving the rights
of the Canadian Pacific Railway Com-
pany. We are very jealous of their rights ;
we are anxious that their position shall
not be in any way disturbed by our legis-
lation ; that if they have secured traffic
arrangements inconsistent with the traffic
arrangement now proposed to be handed
over to the Grand Trunk Railway Com-
pany, that those arrangements can be
fought out in the courts. It cannot be
argued that this is an unqualified Bill they
are getting ; that they are subject to no
condition. They cannot say that under
this Bill the people buying the bonds have
nothing to fight for ; there is that qualify-
ing clause saving the rights of the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway Company, and there
ought to be no hesitation in adopting a
clause saving the rights of the people of
Quebec.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-When the
gentleman from Montarville made an
appeal to this House at a former stage of
this Bill, he did so with that instinctive
grace and courtesy which always charac-
terize the utterances of the gentlemen from
the Province of Quebec; and the remarks
which he addressed to this House were
calculated almost to persuade many of us
to allow the considerations which he
addressed to this House to govern our
deliberations in regard to this question.
I can perfectly understand the hon. gen-
tleman from Montarville who, from having
been in the Legislature of the Province
of Quebec and knowing entirely the
history of what he termed gross malad-
ministration on the part of the Govern
ment of that Province, I can perfectly
understand the opposition he offered to
this Bill; but I cannot understand the
opposition which is now offered by the
hon. gentleman from Ottawa. We can-
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not always fathom the ways of that hon. I that occasion ; therefore I did not speak
gentleman. He stands in the army list for the Opposition, and it is not quite fair
of his party as a prominent officer. He to represent me as speaking the sentiments
wears the Queens uniform in that position of the Opposition on that subject. I said
and all we know is that upon a recent at the tirne I spoke my own views, simplY
occasion he displayed a noble discretion my own experience, and what I thought
-that discretion which is the better part was the outcome of common sense, there-
of valor. fore it would be manifestly unfair to hold

any gentlemen who are associated with ne
HON. MR. SCOTT-Very caustic I on this side of the House as being respon-

feel it deeply! sible for my utterances on that occasion.
Having placed my views before the House

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-I allude to I waited until I heard the great guns, and
the course the hon. gentleman pursued I then left feeling that the small armis
upon one of the most important Bills be- could get on very well in my absence. I
fore this Parliamènt, the Militia Bill. After did not take any interest in the Bill; I
the hon. gentleman had made a very warm had no desire to embarrass any of its
and urgent appeal to this House he had clauses, and I left this Chamber because
not the courtesy to wait until certain hon. I was not sufficiently acquainted with the
gentlemen should reply, and he placed subject to pronounce any decided opinions
them in a position of having to reply to upon it.
him behind his back, a position which I
think no hon. gentleman desires to take. HoN. MR. O'JONOHOE- What I had
The hon. leader of the Opposition, in a to say upon this subject I said on the
manner characteristic ofhis political course second reading of the Bill, but since that
on the floor of this House, now rises to time it bas gone througb the Committee,
express sympathy with the hon. gentlemen and upon one point there seems to Ie
from the Province of Quebec, and he ad- notbing in the report of the Committe
dressed to this House-after he had heard that removes the objectiqn which I ad-
the views expressed by one of the most verted to then, that is, the fact of there
experienced gentlemen of the local profes- having been no notice given of this Bil
sion in this Chamber, the hon gentleman Senators from Quebec state that if there
from Richmond, who tells him that this had been notice of the Bil, Quebec would
amendment can be of no use whatever, have been here to answer it. I a -

which view bas been corroberated by the clined to take their words, because I believe
Minister of justice-arguments in favor of they are entitled to credit for what they saY
the amendment, knowing that if the House in this Chamber. If it is so, and no
accept it and introduce it into this Bill bas been given of this Bil, there is -
the effect will be to re-open the whole dis- reason for the amendment which the hon*
cussion of the question in the House of gentleman from Halifax has proposed. 1
Commons. I congratulate the hon. gen- have no other objection to the Bil, be
tleman on his straightforward course, and cause I know nothing of this transactiOf
I congratulate him upon his patriotism in and am quite willing that the Bill shoUîd
the manner in which he discharges his pass, but inasmuch as those statements
duty to his country. bave been made that this transaction e

HON. MR. SCOTT-The hon. gentle-
man from Woodstock accuses me of
leaving the Chamber when a number of
Senators desired to attack me for
the views I expressed on the Militia
Bill. When I spoke I did so, not as
leader of the Opposition ; I distinctly
negatived the position I held as leader of
the Opposition at the moment. I was
quite aware that there were many gentle-
men on my side of politics who were not
in sympathy with the views I expressed on

HON. MR, ALEXANDER.

shrouded in fraud which would be-

HON. GENTIEMEN- Order! Order!

HON. MR. O'DONOHOE-This Is
quite in order. I am not saying it is,
have not said that at any time, but I an
stating that such was alleged, and if it be
so there is reason for the amendment O
the hon. gentleman from Halifax. Under
these circumstances I think the words
suggested should be introduced into the
measure. The hon. gentleman froin

Arr-angemienit -Bill.
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Richmond states that the amendment
here can have no effect upon the Bill,
and a gentleman of his legal erudition is
always deserving of much attention ; it
Imay be so, but others may have a doubt
Upon the point. As I have-perhaps for

ant of reading the Bill with the same
care that no doubt he has bestowed upon
it-I therefore think that, inasmuch as it
cannot injure the Bill, it would be a safe
Precaution to take, to allow those words
tO be introduced viz. : That it should
be without prejudice to existing rights.
I mnust vote for the amendment consistent
with my views upon that point.

The House divided upon the
Ment, which was declared lost
following division :-
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The original motion was then carried,anrd the Bill was read the third time and
Passed.

DOMINION LANDS BILL.

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

The Order of the Day having been cal-
ed, the House again went into Committee

of the Whole on Bill (45) " An Act fur-
ther to amend and to consolidate, as so
amended, the several Acts respecting the
public lands of the Dominion therein
mentioned."

In the Committee.

THE SPEAKER, in moving the adop-
tion of the second clause, with its sub-
section, said : The third sub-section is
new, and provides for the appointment
of a commissioner of Dominion Lands
resident at Winnipeg, and for the establish-
of a Dominion Land Board. While the
clause is new in the Act it has really been
in operation ; a Land Commissioner has
been appointed, and the Land Board has
been in existence for some time, and I am
glad to say has done very good work in
Manitoba and the North-West. The
object in establishing that Board
and in appointing the land commissioner
was to bring the Administration of the
Department, and particularly of the land,
nearer to the settler, and the result has
been very satisfactory. The commissioner
has discharged his duties with great zeal
and ability, so has the Inspector of Surveys
and the land board, I believe, pcs-
sesses the confidence of the people of
the North-West to a very large extent, and
the Department and the Government are
well satisfied with the work. • -

HON. MR. POWER-Would the Minis-
ter be kind enough to give an approximate
idea of the cost of this land board ?

THE SPEAKER-The hon. gentleman
will find that in the estimates ; I think it
is about $io,ooo.

The clause was adopted.

On the i9 th and 2oth clauses.

THE SPEAKER said: These clauses
have reference to the school lands. The
law as applied to them is amended in a
very important particular. Under the Act
of 1880, I think, it was enacted that the
proceeds of the school lands should go to
a ftind, only at the rate of agricultural
lands; and that if they were inter-
sected by railways and made valuable
thereby, the fund should not have
the full benefit of any increase in the
value caused by such intersection. It was
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then intended that the Government should
construct the Railway, and it wasnot con-'
sidered reasonable that the educational
fand should have the full advantage of what
would be contributed by the Government.
But now that the Railway is being con-
structed by a Company, it is not consid-
ered necessary to continue that policy,
and it is intended that the fund shall get
credit for all the money that the school
lands produce. I think that will be a
gratifying change, in the opinion of the
House, as it certainly is in the opinion of
the people of Manitoba and the North-
West.

The clauses were adopted

On the 21st, and 22nd, clauses,

THE SPEAKER said: These clauses
have reference to Military Bounty War-
rants. Under the existinglaw it might be
held that the scrip represents land, where-
as it in reality only represents money, and
it is now declared that it only does repre-
sent money. When this scrip was first
issued it could be used for the purchase of
lands that were for sale at one dollar per
acre : there are no lands now for
sale at that price, and a bounty warrant,
which is for $16o, is taken in payment for
16t> acres of land, so far as that sum will
apply.

The clauses were adopted.

On the 24th clause.

THE SPEAKER said: This clause is
slightly amended. The upset price is to
be fixed by the Governor-General-in-
Council, and it is also provided that the
sales shall, to a certain extent, take place
by auction. At least that is the intention ;
the Act does not declare explictly that it
should be so, but as a general rule I may
say it is the intention that the Govern-
ment shall fix the upset price for the land.

HON. MR. REESOR-I saw an adver-
vertisement lately of a sale of land that is
to take place, I think, on i5th May, at
Winnipeg, and my recollection is that
there was no designation as to where the
land is situated, further than that it is
south of the belt of the Canadian Pacific
Railway. I think it would be desirable
that the Government should always give

exact information as to township or range
in which the land lies, which is to be sold.
Parties could then make enquiry and as-
certain whether the land was good for
seulement. Without such information a
few parties, who have access to the field
notes of the land which is to be sold, or
who perhaps rnay obtain information fro0n
the officers, would know exactly the value
of the lots to be sold, while the public at
large would be without such knowledge-

THE SPEAKER-The public adver-
tisements of the sales state that the lands
to be offered are those sections next to,
and along the Pacific Railway, which were
withdrawn fron sale rather more than a
year ago. Those lands will be offered,
and also some lands to the South of the
Canadian Pacific Railway belt. This was
stated in the advertisement, and it was
also mentioned.that particulars would be
given at Winnipeg, where the sale is tO
take place. It would be a very long
advertisement if we were to state the
particulars which the hon. gentleman
suggests. All those particulars will be
obtainable, and I have no doubt are noi
posted, in the, land office at Winnipeg.

HoN. MR. REESOR-But this sale
includes such an immense quantity of land
-all the sections which have been with-
drawn from settlement, and all the sections
south of the Canadian Pacific RailwaY
belt.

THE SPEAKER-It is not stated that
all of either class will be sold. The upset
prices are fixed, and no upset price Wlei
be less than $2.50, and some of them even
higher than that. As long as there is a
demand for them, over the upset price,
the sale will go on, but no longer.

HON. MR. POWER-Referring to the
2oth clause, if the Minister will alloW roe
to go back to it, I notice that the school
lands are to be sold by public auctiOl
but there is nothing said about advertisiné·

THE SPEAKER-I do not think there
is, but it follows as a matter of course.

HON. MR. POWER ýaid there was
no provision for advertising the sales Pro-
vided for in this section.

THE SPEAKER.
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THE SPEAKER-It is not intended
that the sales shall be restricted to auction
Sales ; the land wi'l be obtainable at fixed
Prices at the land offices.

ION. MR. POWER-Thelands referred
to are those portions which may include a
water power, harbor or stone quarry ; those
lands are reserved from ordinary sale, and
shall be disposed of in such manner, and
On such terms and conditions, as may be
fixed by the Governor in Council on the
report of the Minister of the Interior. It
seerns to me that, if there are any regula-
tions about the mode of disposing of those
lands, they should be made public.

THE SPEAKER-I think you will
find that there is provision for that further
on.

The clause was adopted.
On the 25 th clause.

THE SPEAKER-The sub-section is
lew. It is to allow the public to get some

'Of the advantage resulting from town
sites which may be selected and fixed
upon by the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company. And it provides for the
Government participating with the com-
Pany in the profits that may result from
the selection of such town sites and their
Sale.

The clause was adopted.

On the 27th clause.
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ously with the comfort and success of the
homesteader. To whatever extent the
residence conditions are modified, to that
extent speculators will get the advantage.
The speculator can employ men to go and
make improvements, and if he could get
the land upon those improvements, he
would do so to the prejudice of the home-
steader, and it is in the struggle between
the two that the homestead " jumpers " had
their origin ; they are a very obnoxious
class which will be annihilated by
this Bill. I do not think it would. be
possible to modify the present conditions
or residence, without seriously impairing
the homestead principle very much
to the injury of the poor man. To
give you one instance:-The hon. gen-
tleman from Toronto said "-lemand large
improvements, if you choose, require that
one hundred acres shall be cleared within
three years, and that a good house and
fittir.g outbuildings shall be erected."
Would it be possible for one out of one
hundred homesteaders to do that? Are
homesteads intended for men who could
do that ? I maintain that they are not.
Then, again, if you reduce the cultivalion
to a very small quantity, you merely put it
in the power of the speculator to em-
ploy men to do a little cultivation-a little
scratching of the soil--and on that small
amount of work he will acquire the home-
stead. So that whether you require the
cultivation to be large or small, you will
see that it is utterly inconsistent with the
principle which Parliament bas declared

THE SPEAKER-This is the home- shaîl underlie the earning of homesteads.
stead-right section, and I wish to give I think the House will agree with me
some explanation of it. The hon. gentle- that it is not possible to modify the
Man fron Toronto urged very strongly, residence provision in the system. I
both yesterday and the day before, that therefore move the adoption of the clause.
the conditions of homesteading should be
amended by not making it exclusively rest HoN. MR. POWER-I perceive that
nIPon residence and cultivation, as at pre- in the 4 th sub-section Of this 27th section,
8ents but that cultivation alone should be the privilege of the homestead entry is

Ofsidered, or that, at aIl events, large only to apply to agricultural and surveyed
onsideration should be given to cultiva- lands; and no person sha l be entiled to

tion. Now, the principle on which the such entry for land valuable for its timber,
hormestead rests is that of residence. The or for hay Iand-now, why should flot a
lands in the North-Wtest are practically homesteader be allowed to get hay land?
divided into two parts, one hatf for the
sent, who can afford to purchase land, and THE SPEAKER-The homesteader
theotherto beearned by residence andlabor. may get hay land. There is a provision
cshe greatest difficulty that bas been exper- in the Act for homesteaders getting a small
tfn.ced in the administration of the home- quantity of hay land, but it is fot intended
hteading portion of the land, is the exclud that any other than ordinary agricultural

lg of the speculator from interfering ser- land should be opened for homesteads
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and the object of this clause is to extend make, can not do harm to any one. It is
that provision a little; the exceptions will to provide that entry nay be made in the
be found in the last three lines of the month of June, instead of the month of
clause. I think the House will see the September, which will give the settler an
reasonableness of these exceptions, and opportunity of bringing some part of 1is
would not desire that such valuable loca- land under cultivation ; they need not be
tions should be given away to hormesteaders bound to do so, but they might be given
for nothing. that chance.

HON. MR. POWER-I see no objection
to any part of the clause except where it says
absolutely that there shall be no privilege
of homestead entry for hay land, and I
cannot understand why it should be so.

THE SPEAKER-A little further on
in the Bill we shall come to the hay clause.

HON. MR. REESOR-It might happen
that if a party were allowed to homestead
a purely hay or timber lot, it might be the
means of preventing all the settlers in
that neighborhood from having a share in
that timber or hay.

The clause was adopted.
On the 31st clause.

THE SPEAKER-The homesteader,
under this clause, really has nine months
within which he may perfect his entry,
and the effect of it is to allow intend-
ing settlers to go to the North-West
and prospect during the summer. There
are very few who go there-especiallY
from the Province of Ontario, in which
my hon. friend friend is most nearly in-
terested-intending to settle on a particu-
lar section or range, but they spend soimne
time prospecting, and finally make UP
their mind, perhaps by the month of
September, where they will settie, and
they make their entry on the first of Sep-
tember or thereabouts. From that date
they are allowed to return to their homes
-though only those living in this country

HON. MR. REESOR-I think an do-i order tu bring their fa
amendment might be made to this clause with ther, which they can do
with great advantage to the settler, whether possible convenience and con
he be rich or poor. It is provided that the first of June following;
when a homestead entry is made in the have nine months in which to
month of September, the settler may have own province. The interest o
until the month of June following to com- must also be guaranteed, as
plete his entry and go into residence. of the settler who wants a 1
The time to break the prairie land is in than is proposed tu be giv
the months of June and July; if you clause. Hon. gentlemen
break it much earlier than the month of that during the nine months jr
June, the grass is too green, and the roots settler is making up his mmd a
turn back and grow through, thus leaving he will perfect bis entry by taki
the land in very bad condition for two possession, or nut, the land
months. If however you leave it until held for hi h.
after the mwonth of June, and then turn
over and break the soit, you destroy the HON. MR. POWER- thi
vegetation, to such an extent that by the clause is an improvement upo
faîl the ground is ready too be ploughed ing law. The Government ha
again for the crop, and you can realize the the time frorn the i5 th May, t
very best resuots. If, however, the settler June, which is something m
makes his entry in the month of Septem- they have also put in a prov
ber, and goes there the next June, he emigrants from outside of Noi
has. nu crup then for about 15 months, or a whole year for the purpose
until a year from the next spring, and their entries perfect. I symr.
he is living there at expense ah c that the hon. gentleman at the
time. The speculator dues fot go upon the room (Mr. Reesor> in m
these lands with a view of cuhtivating said, but I think there is a
them ; he simply wants tu secure the, convenient way of reacbing
for the purpose of sale, and the amend- bas in view. He as shown
ment which I a k the Governnent to how injustice and difficulty

THE SPEAKER
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frorn the strict enforcement of the law,even as it is in this Bill, and although the
Minister appears to have a pretty decided
opinion upon the subject, still I submit
that for the first year at any rate, some
Inodification of the rule might be made,
Without injury to the country and without
encouraging speculation. I move that
a 4th sub-section be added to this clause
to the following effect :

. " Provided also that the bona-fide cultiva-
tiol of 5 acres of such land by the person who
has obtained the homestead entry therefor
shall be accepted as an equivalent for the
term of residence required during the first
Year alter en try."

Under the law, as it is, the party need do
nothing more than merely reside during
three months of the first year on the home-
stead. Now, I think it will be quite as
well to have it that if the man who
takes up a homestead cultivates five
acres in a satisfactory way, it shall be
equivalent to residing there three months.

4ION. MR. KAULBACH-That would
tend to encourage speculation.

THE SPEAKER-I do not think that
the change proposed by the hon. gentie-
rlan from Halifax would be an improve-

ient. The effect of it would be of course
to give the homesteader a longer time to
Perfect his entry, and he has nine months
Under the Bill as it now stands. Does
the hon. gentleman not see that the effect
?f his motion would be to play entirely
'nto the hands of speculators.

ION. MR. POWER.-No, I don't see
that.

THE SPEAKER-The speculator, by
en"ploying a person, not to reside upon
the land, but to cultivate 5 acres, would
earn one year's homesteading.

ION. MR. POWER.-Could not the
Speculator in the same way send a man toive on the land?

THE SPEAKER.-In that case he
WOUld have to pay the man wages for a
"hole year while under the clause, as the

h. gentleman proposes to amend it, heWould only have to pay for the time
'cUpied in the ploughing of 5 acres of

ld, which might take but a few days.

HON. MR. POWER-The Bill provides
that the homesteader shall reside only for
3 months of the first year. The amend-
ment I propose refers exclusively to that
year also. It would be just as easy for the
speculator to put a man in there to spend
3 months as it is to improve 5 acres
of land.

The motion was lost on a division.

HON. MR. REESOR-I would suggest
that the month of June be substituted for
the month of September.

HON. MR. MILLER-My difficulty in
dealing with a measure of this kind, which
is of great importance and has, no doubt,
engrossed the attention of the best minds
in the Cabinet for some time, is lest in
making those alterations we may seriously
interfere with the Bill in a direction that
we do not understand.

HON. MR. POWER-That would be a
reason for not criticising or amending any
Bill at all.

HON. MR. MILLER-This is a special
case, and, for myself, I am disposed to
take the clauses as they stand.

On the 32nd clause,

THE SPEAKER-I may state to the
House that that clause is by way of
amendment to the existing law, in which
there is a provision which is somewhat
strange, especially to legal minds, to the
effect that it is not the heirs of the
homesteader, but the heirs of his wife,
who succeed to his property. This was
found to be a serious interference with the
general course of law, and the amendment
is to cause the property to go to the legal
representatives of the homesteader, accord-
ing to the law of the Province or Territory
where the homestead may be situated.

HON. MR. REESOR-That is a very
important clause. Supposing the legal
representatives should be the man's trus-
tees or his infant children, it would not
be possible, perhaps, for them to reside
upon and cultivate the land, and although
the homesteader may have expended
some thousands of dollars upon the pro-
perty, his heirs or representatives would
be deprived of it on account of failure to
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fulfil the conditions. Now, that is a very
serious matter. I was going to suggest
that if the principle of cultivation was not
allowed generally, it should be allowed in
cases of this kind. I would just read it
now as I would amend it if the hon. gen-
tleman will consent.

THE SPEAKER-No, I cannot con-
sent to the amendment, because I think it
would be a blot upon the Bill. It is im-
possible in a Bill of this kind to provide
for every supposable case that may arise.
In order, however, that justice may be
done in cases where there is no express
provision, there is a clause in the Bill em-
powering the Governor-in-Council to do
what may seem right in such cases. The
hon. gentleman spoke yesterday about
what the Governor-in-Council, or the
Minister of the Interior might do being
contrary to the express provisions of this
Act and a straining of the law. But that
is not so. The duty is imposed upon the
Governor-in-Council, or the Minister of
the Interior to administer justice in all
cases not expressly provided for in this Blil.

HoN. MR. REESOR-Would my hon.
friend allow this, and one or two of the
following clauses to stand over for the
present, or until we come to the clause he
mentions so that we may consider them
together ?

THE SPEAKER-I have no objection
to that.

The consideration of clauses 33 to 37 in-
clusive, was accordingly deferred.

On clause 39,

HON. MR. POWER-Asked
pre emption was to be discontinued.

why

THE SPEAKER-Pre-emptions are not
given to homesteaders in the United
States at all. There a settler may have
either a homestead or a pre-enption, but
not both. In this country, as an induce-
ment to settlers to prefer our North-West,
to the United States, the privilege of pre-
emption has been given in addition to the
homestead right. It is now thought that
that system has been long enough in op-
eration, and is to be discontinued from the
1st January, 1885. One of the chief objec-
tions to it is that it has a tendency to make

HoN. MR. REESOR.

too great distances between the settlers on
account of so much land being held by
each.

HON. MR. MACDONALD-After this
time, then, any settler taking up more
land will have to pay for it ?

THE SPEAKER-They have to pay for
the pre-emption lots iow.

HON MR. ALEXANDER-If a body
of men, making up a small colony, were
to go far north, in the direction of Peace
River, for instance, where the lands are yet
unsurveyed, would it not be a wise policy
to give them pre-emption rights. ?

THE SPEAKER-The rights of set-
tlers to their homesteads in unsurveyed
territory are fully protected.

On clause 41,

THE SPEAKER said: Of course it
would not do to allow settlers to take
possession of lands which are of special
value as hay lands,

HON. MR. POWER.-There is nO
definition of what is meant by " hay lands.
I think that such a definition should be
inserted.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-NO
defnition is required. What is meant by
the term is well known to all in that
country.

HON. MR. SUTHERLAND-I can'
easily explain the reason for this clause.
In the vicinity of good arable land ther.e
is often a tract of marsh land which is
specially adapted for hay. The settlers
coming into that portion of the country
of course choose the higher land for
their homesteads, and look to the marsh
land in the vicinity, which nobody would
care to have as a homestead, for their
supply of hay.

HON. MR. DICKEY-I think it would
be a most objectionable proceeding, be-
cause it would take it out of the power O
the people of those localities to get the
lands.

THE SPEAKER-These hay lands are
necessary for the settlers.
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HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-If they
are sold by auction every one has a fair
chance of getting them on equal terms,
but if they are let by application to the
Minister, there is always a chance of unfair
dealing.

THE SPEAKER-The intention is to
give them to those whose farms are con-
tiguous.

On the 42nd clause,

HON. MR. POWER-I wish to call
the attention of the Committee to a pro-
vision in this clause which seems to be
Objectionable. It provides that those
coal and other mineral lands shall be dis-
Posed of " in such a manner and on such
terms and condititions as may from time
to time be fixed by the Governor-in-
Council, by regulations to be made
On that behalf, which regulations
shall not go into operation until after they
shall have been published for four succes-
sive weeks in the Canada Gazette, and laid
before both Houses of Parliament for thirty
days without disapproval by either House."
The consequence of that wording is that
the Government may find it necessary in
the nonth of June to make some regula
tion with reference to mining lands,
but that regulation can 1 ave no effect until
after the meeting of Parhiament the next
year. I do not believe that it was the
'itention of Parliament at the time
that particular clause was passed, that it
should be worded in that way; it may be
an errtr, and if so it should be corrected.

THE SPEAKER-I think the sug-
gestion of the hon. gentleman is a good
One, and I am quite willing -to accept it.

LION. MR. POWER-Then there are
regulations with regard to timber limits
as to which there is no provision as to
When they shall come in force, and I would
suggest that we should strike out the
balance of the clause from the word

D'behalf," and add a clause to the Bill
n1aking provision for regulations generally.

THE SPEAK E-The inconvenience
Of the present re ations has been ex-
perienced this very year. It was impos-
sible to have the mining regulations
adopted by Council within 30 days of the

close of the session, and to comply with
the law, it was necessary to lay them upon
the table of both Houses for 30 days ; the
inconvenience that would result from not
having the regulations for another year
would be very greýat. It is quite possible
that it will be found necessary to modify
the regulations during the course of the
year, and I am quite willing to accept the
suggestion of the hon. gentleman.

The clause was amended accordingly.

On clause 45,

HoN. MR. ALLAN asked if there was
any provision with respect to granting
lands to parties planting a certain num-
ber of trees.

THE SPEAKER-Not in this Bill.
That provision was in the old Bill, but it
never was taken advantage of by settlers,
and it was thought expedient to omit it.

On clanse 70,

THE SPEAKER said : The object of
sub-section two of clause 70 is to make
such improvement in the mode of issuing
patents as to allow of their being issued
more rapidly than they have been hither-
to. Great delay has occurred in this re-
spect, and it was found to be impossible to
issue patents as rapidly as would be desir-
able. Everything is being done to expi-
dite their issue, and this provision is a very
important one having that object in view.
To supply to some extent the want of a
patent, and to diminish as much as possible
the inconvenience of being without one, it
is enacted in this Bill that homesteaders
who are entitled to their patents may get
certificates from the local agents, confirm-
ed by the land board, which shall have
all the effect, and be as valid as the patent
until the patent is issued.

HON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE-Is
it the intention that the Governor.General
shall sign every one of those patents ?

THE SPEAKER-Certainly the patents
are issued by the Dominion Government,
and must necessarily be signed by the
Governor-General or his Deputy.

THE SPEAKER moved the adoption
of the clauses that were deferred.
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HON. MR. REESOR said: The lan-
guage of the 34th clause is imperative as to
the action of the Minister,and some change
might be made with advantage. Take a
case like this : I received a letter no
longer ago than yesterday, from a man
who entered for a homestead. There
were three brothers and they commenced,
immediately on getting to their land, first
to put in their crop and then to put up
their houses. It took more than six
months to get their houses constructed,
for they were obliged to carry the neces-
sary lumber a distance of roo miles. The
consequence was that they were unable to
remain upon their land much longer than
five months. Now, there is a case in
which it was imperative upon the Minister,
because the party had been less than six'
months upon his homestead, to enforce
the other conditions of this Bill. The
settler is rendered liable to have all his
improvements, and all his cultivation
forfeited. He will not even be allowed to
live on the neighboring lot.

THE SPEAKER-Well, even in such a
case as has been mentioned, the entry is
cancelled : Then the land would be open
to be dealt with as the Minister of the In-
terior might decide, and it is perfectly
competent for him to give the settler a
new entry which, as a matter of course, is
what he would do. But in a Bill of this
sort you must have what will be generally
necessary for the administration of the De
partment, and give the large powers which
are contained in this measure for the meet-
ing of exceptional cases.

HON. MR. REESOR-Then the settler
must make an affidavit that he has resided
for six months of each year on his lot before
he is entitled to his patent.

HON. MR. MILLER-It is provided
that the Minister of the Interior may
make such orders as may be necessary
from time to time to carry out the pro-
visions of this Act, or to meet any case
which may arise, and for which no pro-
vision is made in this Act.

HON. MR. REESOR-Now take a case
where a father and son go out and take up
homesteads ; they are obliged necessarily
to live upon them separately, each one
having a shanty of his own on his home-

stead, instead of all living togefher. Why
not allow them to live together ? But that
is not allowed according to the Bill. I
would move that some Euch addition as
the following be made to this clause:
" Provided also that in cases where more
than one half ot such homestead is under
cultivation when the patent is applied for,
then the Minister of the Interior may
assume that residence has been sufficiently
complied with.

THE SPEAKER-It is impossible to
assent to that; perhaps the hon. gentleman
will allow the clause to be carried, and
then, if he wishes to move any amend-
ment, he can do so on the third reading.

HON. MR. SCOTT-Is there any ob-
jection to using the word " may " inistead
of the word "shall" in the 4 6th line of
this section ?

THE SPEAKER-The intention is to
employ Government inspectors to see that
the conditions of homesteads have been
fulfilled, and not to leave it to the
land " jumpers, " as it practically has been
heretofore. Thus there will doubtless be
no animus on the part of those who will
be entrusted with the duty of examining
as to the fulfilment of these conditions,
and the hon. gentleman need feel no
apprehension in that direction.

HON. MR. GIRARD-The Minister of
the Interior will have to decide the whole
question, but I should like to see the
Minister authorised in some way to deal
with such matters, and on that ground I
would like to see some such provision as
this introduced.

THE SPEAKER-He is empowered
under the general provisions of this Bill,
and it is impossible to give him larger
powers than are contained in them.

HON. MR. REESOR-Then in case of
illness, if a party is ill the time may be
somewhat extended, I do not know how
long, but if the party is not able to be
looked upon as a resident because of his
illness having been very protracted, then
his patent is forfeited, strictly speaking.

THE SPEAKER-The hon. gentleman
may be perfectly certain that no man will
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have his land forfeited because he is suffer-
ing fromi illness or from any other cause
Which he could not possibly obviate.
Every Government is interested in render-
ing the people contented and happy.

The Committee rose and reported pro-
gress, and asked leave to sit after recess.

It being six o'clock, the Speaker left
the chair.

After Recess.

The Conimittee was resumed

HON. MR. POWER called attention to
the 33rd section, in which there was no
requirement for any particular amount of
cultivation.

THE SPEAKER-There is not.

HON. MR. POWER-Does not the
Minister think it desirable that there
should be ?

THE SPEAKER-No. It is taken for
granted that any person who has lived for
three years on his homestead will have
given sufficient proof of his bona fides as
a settler.

ION. MR. POWER-The Pacific
Railway Company provide in their
agreement with settlers stringent regula-
tions as to cultivation.

THE SPEAKER-It is held that a
homesteader who has lived three years on
his hornestead has given a reasonable
earnest on his determination to make it
his farm. It is intended that the six
1 1Onths leave of absence during the year
shOuld be taken by him in such a way as
tO make it advantageous in obtaining ivork
elsewhere, and so long as he makes it a
home for himself and his family for three
Years it is. a suffic ent guarantee of his

ood faith. Cultivation is stipulated for,
but not the amount of cultivation.

liON. MR. POWER-The Government
could provide that by regulation.

. THE SPEAKER-The Government
Itend to have the homesteads inspected,

and in that way satisfy themselves that the
settlers are carrying out the conditions of
settlement in good faith.

HON. MR. DICKEY-The object of
the Government is to throw as few obsta-
cles in the way of the settler as possible
consistent with the settlement of the land.

On the 3 7th clause,

HoN. MR. POWER said that on refer-
ring back tothethird sub-section of the 33rd
clau,;e it would bc seen that it provided
that any person proving that he had resid-
ed on the land for which he had home-
stead entry for twelve months and brought
under cultivation thirty acres thereof, rnight,
bfore the expiration of the"three years, ob-
tain a patent by paying tbe Government
price at the time for the land. He thought,
under such circumstances the man who
cultivated the 30 acres and paid the price
for the land was in as meritorious a posi-
tion as the man who sinply resided three
years on this lot and cultivated very littie
of it.

THE SPEAKER-Thedifferenceis this:
The homesteader who purchased his land
after a years residence is in a worse posi-
tion than if he had bought an odd num-
bered section. He could have done as
he pleased with it, but when he took the
homestead he was required to cultivate 30
acres before he would be entitled to his
patent after a year's residence. The fact
of a homesteader purchasing his land at
the end of a year causes a doubt as to his
bona fides as a settler.

HON. MR. POWER-I do not under-
stand why it is that the Government, who
are so desirous to have the lands tken by
bona fide settlers, have reserved all the
land south of the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way which embraces the best land in the
North-West trom homesteading.

THE SPEAKER-The reason is just
this : there are now seventy or eighty
millions of acres of homestead lands open
for settlers north of the Canadian Pacific
Railway. 'he lands between the railway
and the boundary have, for various reasons,
attained a very considerable value, and it
was not thought to be in the public in-
terest to leave them open to homesteaders
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when there were so many other tracts of
country open for them to select from.
The step taken in that regard was one in
the public interest, because it must be re-
membered that Parliament expects the
Government to make the land produce
money enough to pay for the Pacific
Railway.

HON. MR. POWER Does the Gov-
ernment propose to sell this land south of
the railway to companies, or only to indi-
viduals, and with conditions of actual
seulement ?

THE SPEAKER-It will be offered at
auction next week at an upset price with-
out conditions of actual settlement and on
the terms that have been advertised.

HON. MR. POWER-I am sorry to
hear that, because it will give an oppor-
tunity to speculators to get hold of the
land and lock it up until it has attained
a greater value than it has now ; and the
experience of Prince Edward Island and
Ontario has proved that it is not in the
public interest to allow large tracts of
lands to fall into the hands of land com-
panies or individuals.

HON. MR ALEXANDER-If the
argument of the Speaker should prevail,
in reference to lands north of the railway,
I should like to know why the same prin-
ciple should not apply to lands south of
the railway ? I am not sure that the princi-
ple of encouraging so many land com-
panies may not prove ultimately very op-
pressive to that country, as the Canada
Land Company has latterly to Ontario.
One of the effects of allowing those lands
to fall into the hands of those companies
is to encourage speculation and many of
our citizens have been lead away by a
speculative mania to invest nearly their
all in such ventures in their haste to make
money, and have subjected themselves
and their families to great embarrassments.
The United States Government have
never encouraged land companies. It is
true that the States have granted large
tracts of land for the construction of rail-
ways, but those railway companies become
active immigration agents and it was to
their interest to have the lands settled as
rapidly as possible.

THE SPEAKER-There is great diffi-
culty in the way of a Government enforcing
conditions of cultivation. The greatest
penalty they can impose or threaten is
that of forfeiture. It is well known that
the Government never inflicts that penalty:
the consequence is that speculators would
take possession of the lands, disregard the
cultivation conditions almost altogether,
and trust to their political influence tO
obtain exemption entirely from carrying
them out. The hon. gentleman at the
head of the room (Mr. Reesor) referred to
Colinization Companies, and said they
managed their homestead lands very much
better than the Government do. Coloni-
zation companies have nothing whatever
to do with the homestead lands within
their allotments except to settle their.
The even numbered sections, one half
of the land allotted to colonization
companies, remains open to the first
homesteader that comes. The poorest
wayfarer that may pass through a coloniza-
tion company's allotment has a right to go
,here and select a lot and demand an
entry for it, if it is an even numbered sec-
tion and vacant. The homestead lands
in the allotment made to a colonization
company stand precisely in the saie
position as the ôther homestead lands
throughout the country, so that whatever
advantages there may be in that respect
result from the policy of the Governnent.

HON. MR. POWER-Is that the case
with the lands reserved south of the rail-
way ?

THE SPEAKER-There are no colon'
zation company's lands south of the
railway.

HON. MR. REESOR.-One coloniz'
tion company has advertised that partie
may come in and take homesteads bY
bringing under cultivation the first year 2o
acres of land. It can be held for that
until the next year, when they can go and
put that land under crop.

THE SPEAKER.-Colonization Coi'
panies may make whatever conditions
they please in respect to the odd nunbere
sections. These they pay for. But in
respect to the even numbered sections
they cannot attach the slightest conditiony
and the settlers will soon learn that theY

Tit SPEAKER.
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have no right to do so. There can be no
departure from the ordinary conditions of
hornesteading in the colonization allot-
Ments.

HON. MR. POWER-I am much grati-
flied to hear that statement made by the
hon. Speaker, because a mistaken impres-
sion has got abroad that the case was
otherwise..

ION. MR. HA-YTHORNE-Will the
hon. gentleman state whether the regula-
tiOn limiting the quantity of land which
can be sold to a single individual will pre-
vail in the auction sales which are to take
Place next week ?

. THE SPEAKER-The law is that no
fidividual can have more than one sec-

tion, but there may be agents at the
auctions instructed to purchase for many
'fndividuals who are each entitled to a
section. The law is express upon the
subject.

ION. MR. POWER--The only point
as to which I do not feel quite clear yet
is, the reason the Government have for
selling these lands, south of the Pacific
Railway ; as it exposes them to the danger
Of falling into the hands of speculators,
who may hold them for a long time.

THE SPEAKER-But speculators can-
o0t make nioney by holding the lands.

They nust sell them soon again.

liON. MR. POWER-Then why not
allow homesteaders to go on them ?

THE SPEAKER-The land is too valu-
able for that.

LION. MR. REESOR-But surely the
homesteader ought to be allowed equal
Privileges with the speculator.

THF SPEAKER-And so he is. He
he Can go to the auction and buy as well
as the speculator.

ION. MR REESOR-But he ought to
Placed in a better position than the

speculator, whereas he is really in a worse
une.

THE SPEAKER-There is this differ-
eslce between our policy and that of the

United States. There although a settler has
lived three years upon his homestead he
cannot obtain another, while in Canada he
has the right after earning his homestead
by three years residence upon it to secure
a new homestead, and if he has pur-
chased his land at the end of one year
and desires a new homestead there is
nothing in this Act to prevent his getting
one, but he could not get it without satis-
fying the Minister of the Interior that he
deserves to have it.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-What quan-
tity of land is to be put up at the auction ?

THE SPEAKER-No particular quan-
tity has been settled upon. That will be
left to the discretion of the land com-
missioner at Winnipeg who will put up as
much as he thinks can be disposed of to
advantage.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-It would
be as well not to put up too much at once.

HON. MR. VIDAL, from the committee
they reported the Bill with several amend-
ments, which were concurred in, and the
third reading fixed for Monday next.

THE LIBRARY OF PARLIAMENT.

HON. MR. ALLAN moved that the
order of the day-consideration of the
first report of the joint Committee of both
Houses on the Library of Parliament-be
discharged and fixed for Tuesday next.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-I desire
to remove an erroneous impression cre-
ated by the remarks of a prominent mem-
ber of the House, when this report was
being discussed upon a former occasion.
He said " that the selection of books was
not in a satisfactory condition, and that
the House to this day, did not know how
the selections were made." As an old
member of that committee, I say that the
selections have been made with the great-
est care, by our highly esteemed Librarian,
Mr. Todd, aided every session by the
large committee, composed of members of
both Houses, the chief responsibility
resting, as it should rest, upon the Li-
brarian-a gentleman, who has devoted
his whole life to making our Parliamen-
tary Library a success-and when I say,
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that from his widely extended knowledge
and cultivated taste, he is perhaps better
qualified, than any member of either
chamber, to discharge that duty,.I do not
conceive that I an reflecting upon
the literary attainments . of any par-
ticular member, who has his own
special views. Reference was made
to the list appearing in the last supple-
mentary catalogue. I would remind the
House, that with the view of encouraging
native talent and genius, we accept and
place in the Library the productions of all
Canadian authors, some of which may
not be works of deep research. Then
again, it was said, that we gave too much
latitude to certain English booksellers to
add to our lists sent home, works which
thev might deem worthy of a place in our
library. Over this, Mr. Todd has exer-
cised the greatest care, that none of the
public moncy should be wasted. And I
venture to add, that our Library of Parlia-
ment, as a whole, is as complete a collection
upon all subjects of interest and value to
our public men as any library in the
world of the same magnitude-embracing
the principal authors upon every subject,
touching the principles of Constitutional
law and Government, every history of
the parliamentary struggles in England,
and other countries-all works of public
and private interest, embracing everything
in the way of Biography, Travel, Science
and Art. I venture to make these few
observations, because it would be very
discouraging to our esteemed Librarian,
and also to the Committee, to have it go
forth that they have not labored faithfully
to secure by the public grants, a library
worthy of this rising country.

HON. MR. DICKEY-It is a pity that
the hon. gentleman deferred his obser-
vations until the hon. member who made
the observations to which he alludes had
left the Chamber. He is not now in his
place, and is not therefore in a position
to reply. I desire to correct the hon.
member in his unqualified statement, that
the Librarian is the proper person, and
the only person to select books for the
Library.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-I said he
ought to have the chief responsibility
resting upon him-that it should not be
divided. If you divide the responsibility

HoN. MR. ALEXANDE.

you will find various members of Parlia-
ment suggesting the purchase of books
which are not worthy of a place in the
Library-books on subjects in which they&
perhaps, take a special interest then-
selves, but which would not be regarded
as the best selection.

HON. MR. DICKEY-I wish to Cal'
the attention of the Committee to an ex-
pression of opinion by the Chairman of a
sub-committee of the Library Committee
with respect to this very point-the selec-
tion of books. I refer to Mr. Odell, who
is an active member of that Committee
He was appointed chairman of the sub-
committee which was called upon to report
on this question, and here is his language
only three years ago, when this subject
was brought up by myself, and when I
made the observations which I felt it "Y
duty to make upon the selection Of
books :-

" HoN. Ma. ODELL said there was "0
doubt that general orders had been given to
certain publishers to send on new publications
to the Library. Such an order existed in
regard to French and English law books, as
well as others, and a great niany publications
were obtainîed in that way, that were not re-
quired at ail. Therefore, to that exten , the
statement of the hon. iember fron A mherst
was correct.

My hon. friend, who is not here present
I regret to say, went on further and Col-
firmed the suggestion which I then Made,
that instead of leaving this to the unre-
stricted exercise of the discretion of the
Librarian, who thought proper to send a
general order for certain books and to
allow the bookseller to fill up that order
to any extent with other books not naled
-in order to prevent that anomolous state
of things, which I will not characterize bY
strong terms at present, he went on to say
that it was very important that a conimittee
should be appointed to select the list o
importations and prevent the crowding o
the shelves.

HON. MR. ALLAN-I do not know that
this is quite the time to discuss this mnatter.
I should have thought not, but as several
hon. members have spoken, I thinlk 1
should answer one or two remarks made
by the hon. member from Woodstock. In
the first place he has alluded to an expres-
sion of opinion on the part of a gentleffan
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who is not present here to-night with re-
ference to the Lib'rarian, and said he
thought it was very wrong indeed that such
language should have been used, and that
the hon. gentleman who had charge of the
report was wanting in his duty in not cor-
recting the hon. member when he made
the statement. I can only say that if re-
ference is had to the report of our debates
it Will be seen that when the hon. gentle-
'man alluded to did, as I thought, criticize
the capabilities of the Librarian rather un-
fairly, I did rise in my place and say that
I considered Mr. Todd, so far from being
such a book worm and so entirely engros-
sed with his own particular literary pur-
suits, as to disqualify him in any way for
thoroughly discharging the duties of the
Position which he filled, that 1, on the
contrary, thought he was admirably quali-
fied for his position ; that he had a very ex-
tensive knowledge of books and took every
Pains in his power to secure a proper selec-
tion of works for the library, but I think I
aIso did say that a discretion had been
given to the booksellers from whom the
books were ordered to fill up the order
With a certain number of books if they
thought any new works of interest had
been omitted frum the list sent to them
which should have been included : I
thought this had been carried alittle too far,
'and I also myself take this opportunity of
Stating with all respect to Mr. Todd, that I
do not think the selection of books for the
last few years has been in all respects en-
tirely satisfactory. I think too much license
rnay have been allowed to the booksellers,
and,- of course, a very great deal of allow-
ance is to be made also for the fact that
the library has been half starved, as for
the last two or three years we have had so
little money to spend upon it. But the
hOn. gentleman is not quite consistent in
the language he uses, because while de-
fending, Mr. Todd, and arguing that he
should be untramelled by any advice or
asistance, he says the Library Committee
are responsible as having assisted in
rhaking the selections. Now, year after
Year, suggestions have been made that a
COmittee should be formed in order to
asist Mr. Todd in the selection of books
or the library, but the proposition has

t1ever been acted upon. Withthe exception
Of one or two instancesin which the late Mr.
liilliard Cameron and Mr. Edward Blake

ade some suggestion with reference to

the Law library I do not know that any
member of the Committee ever did any-
thing towards assisting Mr. Todd, certainly
not in the selection of books of a general
character, at all events. But, as the hon.
member from Woodstock knows perfectly
well, at the last meeting of the Library
Committee a sub-committee was chosen
to assist Mr. Todd in this matter, and we
hope that very good results will flow from
the appointment of that Committee. Mr.
Todd himself, instead of having any objec-
tions to such assistance, has expressed
himself very grateful for it. I may also
mention that while the Committee was
appointed with that view, it was expressly
understood that Mr Todd was to have
the revisal of any list sent in by the Com-
mittee, so that the ultimate responsibility
will rest with him entirely. That is the
position of the matter now. I do not
think there is any difference of opinion in
this House as to Mr. Todd's abilities and
fitness for the office which he fills; but
Mr. Todd himself, would be the first to
say that he would be at all times grateful
for assistance in the way I have indicated.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER.-The
hon. member who has just spoken and
other members are in error in supposing
that Mr. Todd sends lists to the book-
sellers in London with unlimited discretion
to supplement them with such books as
they may think proper to select. I have
Mr. Todd's authority for saying that this
has not been done to any extent. I am
authorized to state that of 18 books which
were sent by the publishers, some 12 were
on Mr. Todd's list, and there was only a
question of six works, which he considered
worthy of approval. Mr. Todd has never
sent an unlimited permission to the
publishers in London to send what they
like. He has sent very complete lists, but
added the observation that if, in addition to
these, there should be anything special of
great value in public estimation, say to the
extent of a very few works, they might
include them.

The motion was agreed'to.

EUROPEAN, AMERICAN, CANA-
DIAN AND ASIATIC CABLE

COMPANY'S BILL.
SECOND READING.

HON. MR. PLUMB moved the second
reading of Bill (i 18), " An Act to Amend
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the Act Incorporating the European,
American, Canadian and Asiatic Cable
Company (Limiited), and to change the
name thereof to ' The American,
British and Continental Cable Company
(Limited).'

He said: This is a Bill to change the
name of this Company. When I was in
the House of Commons I presented their
petition for incorporation, and I may say
that I never have had in my hands any
petition for an act of incorporation signed
by a larger number of nanes of well known
persons-eminent bankers and merchants,
in London and in this country. There
has been some delay, I believe, in prose-
cuting the work. I was asked, the other
day, to promote this Bill when it came
from the other House but perhaps I can
better give the reasons for it by reading
the petition, which is as follows
To the Honorable The Senate of Canada in

Parliament Assembled:

THE PETITION OF THE UNDERSIGNED, THE PRO-
MOrERS, AND DIRECToRS OF THE EUROPEAN,

AMER1cAN, CANADIAN AND AsIATIC
CABLE COMPANY LIMITED.

HUMBLY SHEWETH:

That your petitioners and their associates
have made substantial progress in carrving
out the object for which they sought and ob-
tained their Act of incorporation.

That a considerable portion of the first
cable has been mnanufactured and tanked and
that it is the intention of the Company to lay
one cable via Sable Island during the coming
summer.

That the associates who are furnishing the
main portion of the capital have stipuJated
for a change in the name of the Companly
urging that the acquiescence in this request
wifl materially assist in completing the finan-
cial basis of the Company.

Your petitioners therefore pray that the
name of the Comipany mav be changed to
" The British & Continental Cable Company,
Limited."

And your petitioners will, as in duty bound,
ever pray.

Ottawa, 18th April, 1883.
(Sgd) H. N. Bate

. (Sgd) J. R. Booth
(Sgd) Allan Gilmour
(Sgd) Jno. Sweetland
(Sgd) Chas. Bate
(Sgd) John Gilmour
(Sgd) B. Batson.

HON. MR. DICKEY.-I do not teel
inclined to let this motion pass without

HoN. MR. PL-UM.

stating to the House, as my hon. friend
has not thought proper to do so, the situa
tion of this matter. His explanation is
very brief and is confined to what has
taken place during the present session.
There are some gentlemen here to-day
who were not members when the Act
which it is now proposed to amend was
passed, and therefore it may not be un-
interesting to them to know, and it may
be useful to remind those who were then
present, of the position of this matter and
what necessity there is for this legislation.
I think you will see that when it is inves-
tigated it will be found to lead us possiblY
into a very considerable difficulty. This
Bill was introduced in the session of 1881
-some two years- and two months ago-
and passed this House. The title of the
Bill expressed its object, which was ex-
panded in the enacting clause. That title
was "An Act to incorporate the Europeani,
American and Canadian Cable Company,
a Company vhich was organized for the
purpose, as expressed in the enacting
clause, ot establishing telegrapbic cofl-
munication between Great Britain and
Sable Island and any other points on the
shore of the Dominion of Canada as the
Company might select. It was purely,
therefore, an Atlantic cable Company,
and that is not only proved by the
expresss terms of the title in the
first place, and the clause of the
Bill in the second place, but it il
also proved by the very fact that it
only professed to be a European, Ameri-
can and Canadian-why American and
Canadian, I do not know exactly. The
Bill was sent to another place where it
was largely amended. In the meantiie,
Mr. Sapdford Fleming appeared on the
scene with a project to lay a cable from'
British Columbia, to Asia, across the
Pacific Ocean, some 4,ooo miles. That
he was the original projector of this enter-
prise is quite evident from the oficial
returns now on our table-the returns

made in obedience to an order of this
House. We find that so far back as 1879
Mr. Fleming had projected this, as a lettef

in the return shows, and he followed that
up continuously to the session of r88',
when the Government took measures by
introducing a Bill to enable them to glie
Mr. Sandford Fleming a charter for the
purpose of carrying out that project. It
was in this state that the matter was when
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this Bill which I have adverted to, for the
incorporation of a European and Cana-
dian Cable Compapy, was sent to the
House of Commons. In some mysterious
Way the Bill came back to us entirely
changed, and from a mere Atlantic Cable
Company-it suddenly expanded itself
Into a Company, to enable them to girdle
the earth around, and so necessary did
they think it was that the title of the Bill
should be altered that the promoters
changed it to " The European, American,
Canadian and Asiatic Cable Country,
(Limited)." That is the first change
(now we are askedtomakeanother change,)
Which was accompanied by very large
POwers. In addition to cables between
Europe and America, they were em-
Powered to establish cable communication
"lfrom any point or points on the Pacific
coast of the Dominion of Canada to Japan
and the continent of Asia." So we had
a very different Bill presented to us some
considerable time after Mr. Flemings pro-
ject was laid before the House of Com-
nions That was the state of the case on
the very last day of the session when I
thought it my duty to call the attention of
the House to a matter which had just
been brought to my notice-that these
amendments had been made and had
been introduced and passed in the Senate,
and passed without the knowledge of
rnany gentlemen of this House. No less
than four members rose in their places on
that occasion and stated that they had no
knowledge of those amendments; and if
they had known of therm they would have
opposed them. Now I have an acknow
ledgement to make to my hon. friend
frorm Ottawa, one of the promoters of that
Bill, because at the time I took that
objection I was not aware that my hon.
friend from Ottawa had explained the
anmendments to the House. I think it is
due to hini to state so, and I will briefly
explain to the House how it was. It
appears, fromn my reference now, for the
first time, to our Debates, that when the
Bill Was returned to the Senate with those
amlendments, within three days of the
close of the session, I was not in the
liouse at the time. My hon. friends who

Said they knew nothing of them either
Were also absent, and the reason I find,
by referring to the Debates, is perfectly
obvious.

These amendments were brought to

the notice of the House a few minutes
past six o'clock. There was no business
of importance before the Senate at six
o'clock, and the House adjourned at ten
minutes past six. I assume that members
had left at the usual time for the purpose
of refreshing tired nature, and in that way
these amendments had escaped their
notice.

HON. MR. PLUMB-Does my hon.
friend argue that any legislation in the
Senate during its regular sittings is to be
objected to because gentlemen do not
happen to be in their places ?

HON. MR. DICKEY-Certainly not;
this was a very irregular sitting because it
was after six o'clock. I merely mention
this because I think it proper to set my-
sel right with the promoter of the Bill. I
was not aware at the time that he had
given the slightest intimation of the nature
of the amendments or possibly I might
hav- been spared the observations I made
then.

But if we carry this matter a little
further we shall find that these amend-
ments cover not only what I have already
mentioned, but a great many other pro-
visions, and the effect of that Bill which
was thus, as it were, interjected into the
legislation of this country, was to prevent
Mr. Fleming's project from being carried
out, for the very plain reason that he
could not expect a.terwards to float a
company or raise the necessary capital
in the money market while he was con-
fronted by the fact that another company
had been incorporated for the purpose of
carrying on that very project.

Well, that is proved by the result. The
result has been that Mr. Fleming has felt
himself entirely unable to carry out his
project, and the thing is still slumbering
after two years. What has been done in
the meantime by the other company? I
would here ask the attention of the House
to a very singular thing in connection
with this matter. The very first name
that is mentioned in this Bill, and the
name which, I think I am justified in say-
ing, was that which carried it through the
House, was that of Sir E. J. Read, yet in
the returns which have been laid upon the
Table of this House, and which were pre-
pared, I believe, in the very last days of
last Session, in this House, in 1882, we
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find this extraordinary fact : Sir E. J. Ocean-I mention that in passing. But
Reed telegraphed, in answer to an enquiry in regard to this particular question as to
on that subject, to this effect ; that the use the time of commencement, 1 beg to refer
of his name was perfectly unauthorized in to what the hon, gentleman stated, in his
this Bill, and that he knew nothing about usual very frank manner. Vhen it waS
it, and had nothing to do with it. pointed out to hlm that, if this thing went

on he would merely block the way for any
HON. MR. PLUMB-Who got that other company-because in the first place,

telegram? if any other company were incorporated
hereafter under this« general act passed in

HON. MR. DICKEY-It is printed in 1881, that company will have to face this
the return here which I have under my charter, and further than that you have
hand; I am merely speaking of the facts to face this difficulty, that this company
as I pass along. So much for Sir E. J. has to go into operation within a certain
Read. Now the legislation itself is to time--what dîd my hon. friend answer
this effect.: The 2Oth section of the Act to that? He said "If, in a year hence,
says "the works of the company shall be this Company bas made no progress, and
commenced within two years, and one or if any other company will show that it is
more cables laid and completed within capable and is prepared to go on, I shah
four years from the passing of this Act, fot stand in the way, nor would I like any
otherwise this Act shall be null and void." one else to stand in the way with regard
Now the parties had two vears in which to to a charter being granted to the new
commence their works and the mode in Company.' Then he confirms that by
which that could be done is expanded saying If the cable is fot cornmenced
upon in this Act; it states that they rmust within a year this Company will not be in
advertise their organization in the Canada the way of Mr. Flemina or an
Gazette, etc.: Welh, so far as I know-I who desires to obtain C ybo e
nay be wrong-but I am not aware that purpose of conmuicating with Japan and
any organization has taken place under China." Now that is the declaration of
the Act, or that it has been published in the hcn. gentleman, doubt'ess made in al
the Canada Gazette. I merely pi opose to sincerity, and it is only ne( essary that I
state the facts as I find them rather than should now cali the attention of the Buse
to argue the question at present, and now to the position of the matter n reference
we corne to the position of matters in to that. We have now on our Statte
reftrence to this very question as it arose Book a condition with regard to this Coi
two years ago. When this Act was pany that its cable shan be commenced i
passed, when, under the mistaken two years, and one r two more cables laid
apprehension which I have mentioned, within four years. The House wll alo
I brought the facts before the House what nie to suggest that, if one cable were
was the language of the promoter of the laid-for instance if it were landed fro
Bill on that occasion? The hon. gent1e- Great Britain to Sable Island -this charter
man frorn Ottawa spoke as folows : 'lI remains in force and effectuatly blocks the
arn in a position to know that it was the way of any cable across the Pacific for a
intention of the prornoters of this Bill unlirnited number of years.
when it was first introduced, and while
they were in entire ignorance of Mr. HoN. MR. SCOTT-Why, this is not Il
Fleming's project, to lay, not only a cahe n donopol a?
across the Atlantic, but one across the
Pacific, and also to lay cables to Bermuda HO. MR. DICKEY-Monopies are
and elsewhere? I was rather startled by so odious to the hon. gentleman that h
that statement, and I referred to the wold lot think of supporting such a thillg
Meates which took place on the second and I arn now gyoing to suggest a course

reading of this Bill, on which y hon. which would prewent a monopoly. an
friend expanded his views largely, and I merely statin the fact, that by legislatOdi
find not one word, not one syslable, in if one or more cables are laid infouryear
the whole of that discussion, which speaks that is one of those cables from Sable In
of the intention of the promoters of this land to Great Britain-it is quite sufficient
Bsll to lay a cable across the Pacific to comply with this Act and their charte,
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remains intact for an unlimited period of
years. That is perfectly clear. The hon.
gentleman says there is no monopoly, but
I have already given reasons that would
prevent any other company from coming
in to build this very desirable line from
British Columbia across the Pacific, and
in the meantime it is quite clear that if
any progress is made in this work within
four years, it will stop the whole progress of
telegraphic communication between British
Columbia and the continent of Asia.
Now, what is this commencement within
two years ? The hon. gentleman said only
two years ago "if in a year hence this
cable is not commenced, I shall not stand
in the way of any body." Well, what has
been done now? The House knows noth-
img about it, we only know that the lead-
ing man who is at the head of the promo-
ters of that Bill has repudiated the whole
thing. We have no information whether
this company has taken any steps at all.
I am not prepared to say they have not,
but have they bona fide commenced
Within the two years ? The time ex-
Pired no the 21st March, and what are
we now asked? To pass a bill to change
the name of this company for the second
tirne ; to go back to the original intention
Which was to lay a cable between the con-
tinents of Europe and America ; in fact
We are asked to sanction this company,
whether they have commenced this work
Within two years or not. We are asked to
give legislative recognition to the fact
hat, this company is in existence, and

that proper steps have been taken to in-
corporate it, and we follow that up by
changing its name. Under those cir-
cumstances, I think the House may well
Pause before they conclude to read this
Bill a second time, and if they do, I trust at
all events, that if the. matter should go
farther, and pass to the Railway Commit-
tee, that that Committee will certainly see
that evidence is plae.ýd before thein that
there has been a bona fide commencement
Of the work within two years. But there is a
httle more ; this Company has reverted to
its first love; it has gone back to the origi-
nlal object of this Company, which was to
lay a cable between those two continents,
and surely my hon. friend, after that,
Cannot ask this flouse to go back to the
original title of the Bill, substantially
dropping out the word " Asiatic " alto-
gether, and yet continue the power to lay

cables across the PacifieOcean. The hon.
gentleman who is the promoter of this Bill
cannot ask this House to say that they will
still leave on the Statute book, that provision
which enables them tocover the ground
between Japan and British Columbia.
Because by doing that they block the way,
for all practical purposes, of any other
person undertaking this project. I think
it is an unheard of piece of legislation.
I neverbefi6re heard of an application to
change the name of a company until that
company had gone into practical operation,
and the necessity for the change had
arisen, and I think if this Bill is allowed
to pass it may establish a very dangerous
precedent. .

HON. MR. SCOTT-1 am astonished
at the extraordinary observations of the
hon. gentleman who has now addressed
this Hou.se, that a company asking for no
special privileges, asking for no monopoly,
subjecting itself to the control of the
Governor-in-Council in reference to its
rates-the only company that does
that-should, on coming to Parlia-
ment simply asking for a change of
its name, be met with such opposition
and such charges and insinuations as have
met this Bill. It is startling to me; it is
a new experience to me to hear an hon.
gentleman rise in his place and charge the
House of Commons and the Senate of
Canada with having fraudulently placed
on the Statute Book of the country (for
that is what the statement of the hon.
gentleman practically anounts to) an
Act which the representatives of the peo-
ple were not aware they-were passing.

HON. MR. DICKEY-I made no such
charge.

HoN. MR. SCOTT-I say that the hon.
gentleman insinuated that that Bill was
smuggled through the flouse of Commons;
that it came ui here in the dying days of
the SenaLe ; that it was presented by
mvseif to the House without proper
explanation ; and he now discovers that it
must have been after six o'clock when it
was done, and Senators were not aware
of this extraordinary change-to my mind
a very small change, a change in no way
commensurate with the radical alterations
that Bills undergo every session in one
House or the other. What is the history
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of this Bill? In '1881 a body of gentle-
men in Canada, and a body of gentlemen t
in London, with a view of resisting the
bncroachments of the great cable
telegraph monopoly, petitioned Parlia-
ment for a charter. The Bill was
introduced in this House in the early part
of the session, and we granted that Com-
pany what it then sought. While the Bill
was before Parliament the promoters of it
decided they would like to have power
also to enable them to lay a cable, if they
saw fit to do so, on the Pacific coast.
We could give then no powers to reach
Japan or China on the west, or on the
east to extend their cable towards Europe.
Our powers were confined simply to giving
them the right to lay a cable on our own
Pacific coast, and we were ready to do
that for any company showing a substan-
tial basis to carry out what they proposed
to do. We have before us every year
enterprises of various kinds asking for
acts of incorporation ; we ask no questions
about them ; we see that they petition for
certain powers; we know it is in the
interest of the public to grant the powers
asked for if they go into operation, and
we give them the right to form a company
to carry out the intention of their
charter. There was no special favor
granted to this Company; they asked no
special favor. This Bill went down to the
House of Commons ; it was opposed here,
and it was opposed there, by whom ? By
the only parties who could oppose it-
parties in the interest of the great telegraph
monopoly that now controls all telegraphic
communication over this country, for the
Western Union and Anglo American
companies have absolute control of all
the wires on this broad continent- both
in Canada and the United States-
and the cables between this Con-
Continent and Europe. They are a Cor-
poration second to none on the face of
the earth in regard to power. That power
opposed this new enterprise in Parlia-
ment ; not directly, but their hand was
visible. They will tolerate no competition.
They want the world to themselves ; they
got possession of this vast Continent, but
they are not satisfied with that ; they want
to control the mighty deep, so that no
other company shall have the power of
laying a cable across the Atlantic but them-
sclves. So they opposed this Bill herè
and in the House of Commons; it was

opposed violently on the Committee, but
hoseclauseswere agreed to. The Chairman
)f that Committee was a leading member
of this Government, Sir Hector Langevin,
and what did he report to the House of
Commons after the Bill had been fought
out on that Committee ? He reported
that they had carefully considered the
Bill, and had decided to give increased
powers to the Company to authorize them
to lay a cable to Asia. That report was
reported to the House, and it passed the
Commons with certain other amendments
lurther increasing their power. It was
well known that the gentleman promoting
the Bill wanted the exclusive right of
landing cables on our Pacific coast. He
had no doubt it would be a nice preserve ;
he would let Mr. Pender and his collea-
gues have the control of the Atlantic, and
Mr. Fleming and his colleagues would
have the Pacific; then they could girdle the
earthwith a huge monopoly having itshead
in the United States. The scheme was dis-
cussed in the public press, and the current
of public opinion was strongly against it.
Public opinion said " No, there can be no
monopoly on our Pacific coast, we do not
own the Pacific ocean." Are we to say
to other promoters of these vast enterprises
when they have laid their cable across the
Pacific ocean, " you shall not approach
our shores ; this coast of ours is reserved
for a partîcular friend-the people of
Canada want to make a present of it to a
particular favorite who will control all the
messages that may pass between this
continent and Asia ?" The people of this
country would not endure ii, and the
House of Commons could not carry the
monopoly Bill that was introduced there
in opposition to this measure to favor Mr.
Fleming's project. They said, " We wil
give Mr. Fleming a bill, but it shall not
be a monopoly. We will pass a public
bill, and we will put a clause in it," that I
will read to the House, and that measure
was passed through the Comnions pafl
passi with the Bill we have been discuss-
ing. The clause incorporated in the
public bill provided as follows:

" If Sandford Fleming, of the City of Ottaa,
Esquire,-who lias subimitted a plan for the
purposes rnentioned in the preamble, which
has met with the approval of the Governor-1n'
Council-and such persoss, notless than five
in number, as mnay be aspociated with Iif"l'
do, within twelve months. fron the passi%8
of this Act, apply for letters patent under the
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4t firetly cited, incorporating them as a friend behind me (Mr. Dickey) said he
Company for the purposes aforesaid, and show felt aggrieved that those amendments hadto the satisfaction of the Governor-in-Council
that they have complied with the preliminary been made without his knowing it, I
requireients of the said Act, and are able and regretted that his attention had not been
ready to establish such telezraphic com- drawn to the fact. I am the last man in
Munication as aforesaid, letters patent may this House to seek for any legislation ex-be issued, incorporating tiem for that purpose cept in the most frank, open, candid andUIder the said Act, and the Act secondly
cited; and the said company so ineorporated honorable way. I did not suppose at
shall have the powers and privileges, and be that time, after the matter had been so
subject to obligations provided by the said fully and openly discussed, that there was
&cts, and by the sections hereinbefore men- any senator who was not aware of thetioned of the Act thirdly cited, and shall have
the privilege of landing and operating a change then proposed. Fortunately for
telegraph cableorcablesonVancouver Island, myself I did call attention to the fact
or the Mainland of British Columbia, or both, that the House of Commons had given
but subject also to the following conditions: additional powers, and had added the

The conditions were that telegraphic word " Asiatic " to the title of the Com
communication by one or more cables be- pany. It was just before the adjournment
tween Canada and Japan on the continent of the House, when members were lm-
Of Asia by way of the Pacific ocean patient to get away and the few remarks
should be completed within five years that I made were not published in the
from the date of the charter. This Act " Debates " although I have found on
Was passed with the full knowledge of the exarination they were in the notes of the
People of this country by their representa- reporter. We ail know that towards the
tives in Parliament and was widely dis- end of the session, when there is a press
cussed. Mr. Fleming was given a year in of business in this House, that matters of
'Which to form bis company. He had not that kind are fot so fully reported when
even formed bis company at the time that no debate arises on them, but the fact
Act was passed and we find that last ses- remains that I did cal attention to the
Sion a Bill was introduced by the Govern- changes that were made in the Bill and
Ilent for Mr. Fleming giving him another on. gentlemen did not take the trouble
Year in which to form his company and to listen to me at that late period of the
apply for letters patent. Nobody opposed Session. This enterprise, at the time it

tat Bill, and nobody should have opposed was projected, had apparently prospets
i as it was but right that he should have of a ready ariji easy existence, but the

been afforded every opportunity to carry promoters reckoned without their host.
Out bis project which was one in the inter- I have, fortunately, before me one of the
tS3ts flot only of Canada but of the world. original stock lists of the Company to
Yesterday we passed through this hich is subscribed the naes of leading
Chamber (and hon. gentlemen did not capitalists in London. Amongst them I
even take the trouble to discuss it) an Act notice the name of W. H. Chase
further to amend the Act incorporating who signs the petition as representing
that Cable Company, extending the time subscriptions to the amount of £400,0oo
for another three years. I venture to say sterling, and that of Nathaniel Green of
that there are not five members in this Bartholomew House representing subscrip-
Chasmber who knew that that Bill was tions to the amount of v8eoooo sterling.
being passed with a view to giving five
Years extension of the time in which Mr. HON. MR. VIDAL--Were those really
Fleing should carry out bis scheme. Yet members of the Company?
eve are told that there is something im-
Proper and something covert in the man- HON. MR. SCOTT-Yes. It is a
ler in which this legislation is now sought matter that is not open to a doubt. The
bY the European, American, Canadian naine of Sir E. J. Reed was not on this
tt Asiatic Cable Company to change petition when it first came here; it was
thet name, although, it was reported to the introduced in th buse of Commons
Cuse of Commons by one of the lead- Sir E. J. Reed was at that time in Florida
yg eembers of the Government, was and he was communicated with and asked
we*scussed there, and then came up here to coe north for the purpose of discus-
In the ordinary way. When ny hon. sing tbis Bill, and it is the first time 
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have heard of any repudiation on the
part of Sir E. J. Reed of his connection
with this Company. But I can quite
understand it : those gentlemen who
signed the petition were frightened and
driven from this Company by its oppon-
ents; then another body of gentlemen
came in and subscribed, and a large
number of them were also frightened and
forced out of it by the Anglo-American
Company, one of the most powerful com-
binations in existence, in connection with
the Globe Construction Company, which
constructs largely the cables of the world,
and is at this moment one of the most
powerful moneyed institutions in London.
It is almost impossible for an infant
enterprise to get a foothold in opposition
to them; the moment opposition appears
this gigantic monopoly strikes it down,
and is perpetuated in that way. As an illus-
tration of the extent of the hostility of the
Anglo-American Company to this enter-
prise I may state that some six months
ago it was announced in a cable despatch
that the principal subscribers of the stock
of this Company had withdrawn their
names, and had taken up theirsubscriptions
from the Bank. I was amazerl; I saw
that the scheme had gone under, and that
the Anglo-American had at last triumphed
absolutely. It was not until a letter went
over from this side and an answer came
back, that it was discovered the statement
was absolutely false, a forgery of the
Anglo-American. It will be remembered
that when Mr. Pender was here nego-
tiating the arrangement for the two new
cables that were laid for Mr. Gould, the
press drew attention to the fact that Mr.
Pender had publicly stated that the
Company claimed the right, if any mes-
sages passed over their wires that were
hostile to them, to make use of the infor-
mation, and in that way they have had
the key to the whole situation. No
movement could be made on this con-
tinent without their being aware of it-it
is cabled to head quarters within
an hour. If my utterances here were
supposedinany way to be likely to affect their
interests adversely, they would be cabled
across immediately, and ways and means
would be provided to counteract their
influence. The monopoly is always on
the alert to meet and crush out ali opposi-
tion, and has hitherto succeeded. Par-
liament has granted to a great many com-

HON. MR. SCOTr.

panies, charters for cables, but this is the
only company expressing its willingness
to accept in their charter, this clause,
introduced by the Senate :

"And the said Company shall be
subject to such rates as may froI
time to time be approved, and naY
be altered from time to time by the
Governor-in-Council."

The Company also gives to the Govern-
ment of Canada preferential transmissioni
of messages, and agrees that the charges
for messages shall be reasonable and uni-
form. There is no other charter that
contains clauses s!o favorable to the
Government of this country, or that
submits the tarif for revision by Order
in-Council. Last year we passed through
Parliament a bill incorporating Mr. Jay
Gould's Company. We did not hesitate
to do so ; nobody desired. to oppose it ;
we all felt that if Mr. Gould chose to invest
his money in cables it would be an advan-
tage to the world. At that time he had
not formed this Syndicate with Mr.
Pender. When Mr. Gould's charter wa5
passing through this House some one
called attention to the fact that it was a
proper time for Parliament to exercise
some supervision over the rates that were
being charged, and a clause was introduced
to the effect that the rights, powers and
privileges conferred on the Company shal
cease if the present existing rates shall be
iiicreased by the Company unless such
increase be first approved by the Governor-
in'Council. That was a reasonable and
fair proposition, but did Mr. Gould accept
it ? He said : " no I will not take your
bill, I will lay my cable and make
my charges whether the Parlianent Of
Canada wishes or not," and the Bill wa
withdrawn at the third reading. Mr.
Gould made his own arrangements, be-
cause he controlled the Western Union,
and he got control of the Canadian lines'
and Mr. Pender soon found it to his inter-
est to niake pooling arrangements With
him and they enjoy this monopoly in de
fiance of the will of the people of this
vast continent. And is it for the sake Of
this monopoly, that is so independent of
the people and the Parliament of Canada,
that we now say to an independent COrn-
pany that comes to us asking for nO
special privileges, demanding no rights
that any other independent body of gen
tlemen might not claim, we are to say " n1'
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gentlemen we will give you no rights ; we ber. I recollect quite well that-when the
Will not even allow you to change your resolution was moved, Mr. Letellier, who
name ? " Ithink that will not be the voice was then leader of the House, walked
Of the Senate ; it certainly would not be over to the gentleman who was looking
the voice of the people of Canada. I need after the interests ofthe Direct Cable Com-
not remind hon. gentlemen of the fight panv, and after a conversation with hum he
We had eight or ten years ago to place an returned to his seat, resisted the motion,
act on our statute book under which any and by his vote and influence it was de-
cOrnpany might be organized. Although feated. I do fot know that the hon.
we fought and beat the monopoly at that gentleman from Ottawa was in the House
tirne, it 'was only a temporary success; when the vote was taken, but Mr. Cyrus
they beat us in their turn in a more suc- Field, who lvas here in the interest of the
Cessful way: they bought up the sharrs of Anglo American Conpany, said at the
the opposition company, amalgamated the time : "'fhey will resist that," and it was
tWo companies, notwithstanding the pro- resisted. He authorized me to say that
'isiojw in the charter against it, the Anglo American would accept it, "but"

and the Parliament and people of said he, " when it comnes to a vote the
Canada submitted to the insult without a Direct Cable Company will resist it," and
protest. There is in this country, I arn now we hear the virtuous indignation of
happy to say, great liberality in granting the hon, leader of the Opposition about
charters where corporations seek for no perpetuating monopolies.
exclusive powers, where they run certain
rasks, and endeavor to float their ventures. HON. MR. KAULBAC{-I have
But I have almost lost my faith in inde- listened to the remarks of my hon. friend
Pendent telegraph companies when I see from Amherst, who has given us a clear
the extraordinary absorbing power of this staterent of the facts of this case, and to
tnonopoly. ain quite sure thatwhen a coi- my mid they have a great deal of weight.
Panycoies forward and asks only the rigult I have also listened to the Leader of the
tO change its name and to ca l its meetings Opposition here, whose rearks are cal-
at one morth's notice instead of three, this culated to prejudice us by some action
viouse is not going to deny thern that that ray have been taken by the Anglo-
Privilege and thereby perpetuate this American and Direct Cable Companies.
pronstrous monopoly that now controls It was an unfortunate thing for the hon.
the wires on the Atlantic Ocean. gentleman to have referred to that. The peti-

tion for this Bil representsthat " substantial
hON. MR. READ-It would be well if progress has been made in the carrying

eocie hon. gentlemen would consut the out of the objects for which the company
Votes and Proceedings of this House for was incorporated." What is the sub-
B875. Many of us have a ivid recollec- stantial progress that has been made?
If the action taken by the Government at One of the gentlemen who is put forward
that time, of which the hon. gentleman as one of the chief promoters of the
frocn Ottawa was a member, and but for scheme, Sir E. J. Reed, says that his
Wich we would not be in the position we nai e was used in this petition improperly.

ourselves to-day on this telegraph The Company have failed to show why
qesti A motion w as made then which their nae should be changed.
Was assented to by the Anglo-American Finding that there was a project to lay
andresisted by the Direct Cable Company: a cable across the Pacific Ocean these
the Motion was that the rate should be parties sought to have the nane of their
soed at 25 cents, and the Governent of Company changed to include the word
the day refused to accept it. "Asiatic": and now they seem, without

any reason, to want to have it changed
ION. MR. SCOTT-No no! back to the original naine. If this Com-

pany is honest why does it want a change
thiwN. MR. READ- a n quite correct; of nae? I do flot believe that coin-
the Motion was made that the rate should paies any more than men should want to
not be more than 25 cents, and it was change their naies. Is it because they
defeated by the Government of the day, they have a bad chaiacter and do fotOf which the hon, gentleman was a men-, stand well in the roney markets of the
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world that they come here for this legis-
lation ? There must be s Dme reason for
it. Is seems to me that they want this
Parliament to sanction the legislation of
two years ago. If we encourage this
Company the effect will be to delay cable
communication with Japan and the conti-
nent of Asia. The Company have had
two years already and they have not shown
us that any substantial work has been done
by them to carry out their enterprise.

HON. MR. VIDAL-I must say the
greater part of the long address of the
hon. member for Ottawa appears to have
no relevancy whatever to the Bill which is
before us for consideration. His fierce
tirade against monopolies has nothing to
do with this question. I am opposed to
the Bill, but I am ·not aware that I have
any connection or sympathy with the
company against which he speaks with
such vehemence. I do not see what his
efforts can amount to, because, from his
own showing, no matter what our legis-
lation may be it will not protect us from
the monopoly. I think the House is en-
titled to some explanation of the object of
the Bill. No reason is assigned why this
name should be changed. What do they
expect to gain by it ? Surely this is a
matter on which we ought to have some
information, and neither the introducer of
the Bill nor the earnest and eloquent ad
vocate of it has told us what is to be
gained by the change. Why do they drop
the term " Asiatic " ? If by dropping the
worl they also dropped the claim to lay
a cable from the western shore of Canada
across the Pacifie it would remove a great
deal of the objection I have to the Bil.

HoN. MR. PLUMB-Some matters
have been disclosed in the course of this
debate which I certainly was not prepared
to hear. As very serious charges have
been made against the bona fides of the
gentlemen who are promoting the Bill of
which I have moved the second reading,
I think we could hardly decide that the
Bill should not go to committee for an ex-
planation such as they can give. I think
it would be a matter of fairness, after what
has been said on the floor of this House,
that the Bill should receive in committee
full consideration, and that those who are
interested in its promotion, should be
given an opportunity to meet the charges

HON. MR KAULBACH.

which have been made against thern, and
against the Bill itself. There is a very
serious charge-that a prominent gentle-
man in England, who name was used and
undoubtedly strengthened the applicatiol
in the first place and strengthened
the Bill altogether,' has repudiated
any connection with it. That is a
matter which I learned for the first timle
to-day. I supposed it was an ordinary
Bill asking for a change of name. I had
no interest whatever in it : I merely took
charge of it as a matter of courtesy tO
friends for whom I had intro'duced the
petition in the first place. I think it is
but fair, after this discussion, to let the
Bill go to Committee. No one will be
committed to the principle of it, and we
can deal with it more intelligently when it
comes back to the Senate with such
information as the Committee can obtainl
on the subject. I think it would save
time. I remember the plaintive manner
in which a member of this House referred
to the fact, a few nights ago, that it wa5

ten o'clock, when a matter of some con-
siderable importance was before theSenate,
and I am very reluctant to keep those
gentlemen out of their little beds. I hope
therefore that the second reading of the
Bill may be allowed without further delaY.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I have been asked
in reference to Sir E. J. Reed's name-

HON. MR. VIDAL-I did not mention
him.

HON. MR. PLUMB-His narne is O"
the petition.

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I-e
says he never authorized it.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I am quite surc
that is not true.

HON. MR. DICKEY-The hon. gel'
tleman seems to doubt the correctness Of
the statement I have made. I have the
official returns here in which Sir Edward
Reed's telegram, dated the 8th of March,
is given in these words :-

"I am not coinected with the Europea"'
American, Canadian and Asiatie Cable '0111,
pany, and did not authorize the use of niy
name in connection with it.

E. J. REED."
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HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-It
seems to me that is a distinct repudiation
on the part of this gentleman, that he
either signed his name or authorized the
signing of it. It would be better to letthe Bill go to the Committee for the pur-

.ose of hearing the discussion on both
sides. For my part I have distrusted this
company froni the beginning ; I have never
thought it a company entitled to the con-
Sideration of Parliament It seems to me
to be a company got up for the purpose of
OPPosing the fair and honest enterprise
Of Mr. Fleming-for the purpose of anti-
Cipating and getting hold of his projectOf crossing the Pacific with a cable.
When, after that, we see Sir E. J. Reed
repudiating the use of his naine, it seemsto'ne there is a doubt thrown upon the
Whole transaction. We had no evidence
then that any of the other English gentle-nen, whose names were connected withit, had ever given authority for the use of
their names. In the petition read this

fternoon no English name appears. It
1a signed by a few gentlemen in Ottawa
Who, I am confident, however respectable
they are (and I know they are respectable)
4ae no intention of laying a cable any-where.

They desire to keep alive the opportunity
0f dealing with this charter in the English
14arket in some way, they do not know

W. I am sure I am not doing them any
!"justice in saying that they do not know
111 What manner they are to deal with this
charter except to keep it alive. Why
8hould they wish to change the name un-
less it has become unsavory in the Lon-
dOn market ? Nevertheless, it seems torne, after the assertions that have been
'nade by the hon. members from Ottawa,and Niagara and the assertions of my hon.
friend from Amherst and other gentlemen
who feel disposed to think as I do about
the Bill, it ought to go before the Commi-ttee for investigation. Let us reserve our
OPinions until we ascertain how far these

rsOns are entitled fairly and honestly tochange their name in the way that they
ssire I suggest that the second readingShould take place now.

ON. MR. SCOTT-I have the petitionere and I find that Sir E. J. Reed's name
aPpears on it with the others.
¡ "ON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
Wference would be that the other nanes
Were not authorized.

HON. MR. SCOTT-It certainly is
astonishing to my mind if these can be
forgeries. The petitioners are people well
known in London.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-You
see what Sir E. J. Reed says-that he
did not authorize the use of his naine.
There is another point which I did not
mention which the Committee should
investigate : The signature of Allan
Gilmour, on which emphasis was laid, is
not that of the head of the firm, but of
Allan Gilmour, jr.

HON. MR. SCOTT--It is the signature
of the leading member of the firm. Allan
Gilmour, Sr., has retired from the firm.

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-My
hon. friend laid emphasis on it as if it
were the signature of the wealthy Gilmour.

HoN. MR. PLUMB-I hope the
Minister of Justice does not mean to
insinuate that I laid emphasis on that
name with the intention of misleading the
House. This petition was handed to me
and I presented it without any knowledge
that there had been the slightest contro-
versy about it. I do not intend to be in
any way committed to this Bill if it is
found on investigation that it does not
bear light. I have no interest in it what-
ever, and anybody who knows anything of
my parliamentary career, will exonerate
me from being in any way a party to a
job. If it is right, they should have this
legislation ; if it is wrong, no man can, un-
challenged by me, insinuate in the slightest
degree that I have been a party, in any
way, to dealing by indirection.

HON. SiR ALEX. CAMPBELL-You
thought it was Allan Gilmour, Sr., whose
name was attached to the petition ? ,

HON. MR. PLUMB-Yes. I sup-
posed, until I looked at the charter, that
Allan Gilmour was one of the corporators :
I find it is Allan Gilmour, Jr. Why he
did not sign that way I do not know.

HON. MR. SCOTT-One of the cor-
porators, James Maclaren, is quite as
wealthy.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time.
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Revenue Bill.

INLAND REVENUE BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into a Com-
mittee of the Whole on Bill (115), "An
Act to consolidate and arnend the several
Acts respecting the Inland Revenue."

HON. MR. ALLAN, from the Commit-
tee, reported the Bill without amendment.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that the report of the Committee be taken
into consideration on Monday next.

HON. MR. DEVER-I wish to know
why it is that the duty on spirit should be
retained at the present high rate, when
spirit is so low in the United States? Now,
I find that the duty, according to this Bill,
is $1.oo on a proof gallon, or $1.65 on a
gallon 65 O. P. Whereas the duty on
spirit from the United States is $2.18 on
an article of the same strength and quality
which costs only 46 or 46ý/2 cents. The
position I want to take is this. that the
Government, under this Bill, is giving a
protection of $64 a paêkage upon a com-
modity that costs only $55.80, or in other
words, over 1oo per cent. on the first
cost of the goods. There is another
point which I wish to bring to the atten-
tion of this House ; that the manufactu-
rer of vinegar requires to use alcohol or
spirit. The present rate in Canada now is
$i a gallon, and parties who manufacture
vinegar are compelled to pay $i a gallon
owing to this Act, whereas they could im-
port it from the proper market at 46 Y2
cents a gallon, or in other words they are
losing some 53Y, cents a gallon on the
first cost of the article. This seems
to me a very important matter,
and it should be considered in a Bill
of this kind, because it certainly, in
my opinion, will have to be considered
before very long. The United States
are reducing the price of spirit
and tobacco,' and in consequence
of the reduction on tobacco in the
United States, I see we are compelled to
reduce our tobacco duty from 20 to 12
cents per lb. I think the same law that
applies to tobacco should apply also to
spirits. Then, there is another point to
which I would call attention : I think
that this description of spirit is wholly

unfit to be manufactured in Canada, and
it is only by a protection which is out Of
all proportion to the cost of tfhe liquOr
that it can be manufactured here at al.
The spirit to which I refer is spirit made
from corn. I have no objection-on the
contrary I am quite willing and anxious-
that whiskey, aie and beer should
be manufactured out of our barley and
other native grains ; I think we should
manufacture Scoïch and *Irish whiskey5

and export them, and in doing s0 soe
would be conferring a real benefit upon
the country, whereas at present we are
encouraging that which no other country
fosters. In England and France they are'
in just as great need of this spirit as We
are, but they do not import the corn and
manufacture it in their own country ; tbeY
import the spirit or high-wines from the
cheapest market, at a price which is equa
to about 45 fr• cents, whereas we are coin'
pelled, owing to this legislation, to pay $1
for it. Now, I conceive that these are
important matters to bring before the
public, and demand intelligent legislatio'
I do not believe they should be le
entirely to officials who have,
sympathy with business, and who
not comprehend the injury they are
doing the country, and the destructioP
they are causing to trade, in dealing a5
they are with these important subject
Hon. gentlemen may think this is not a,
important matter, but if they thinkso the
are mistaken as the amount of duty raish5

was $3,555,490 for 1882, but to obtain tli$
thepeopleof this Dominion lost $1,oo, à
for protection, and commerce is restrlcteô
to a market that is not fit for the business;
the consequence being that the cities bl
the sea, which had formerly a West In
trade in spirit, are compelled to purchl4
now largely in Canada against their
and the Cities of Halifax, and St. Joh
which had formerly a large trade in ru

.pofitwith the West Indies, are losing the pr
connected with it by the substitution t
this article, and they are cornpelled to
purchaseliquoratacost of $i 2o a puncheoi'
in bond, the real value of which is $5 5-
In making an extensive Bill of thI5
kind, I believe the best disinterested .
formation in the country should be obta'
ed, and a measure should 'be introduc to
in this House which would not require t
be continually patched and tinkered.
feel sure if hon. gentlemen understO
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the importance of this Bill to the com-
Merce of the country, there would be a
better arrangement made for the regulation
Of trade in this department.

AMENDMENTS CONCURRED IN.
The amendments made by the House

of Commons to the following Bills were
Concurred in -

'Bill (98), " An Act respecting the
Northern Railway of Canada."
ci Bill (B) "An Act to amend the Canada

ivil Service Act, 1882."
Bill (50) "An Act to amend an Act

respecting the Credit Valley Railway
Company."

Bill (I) "An Act to incorporate the
anadian Rapid Telegraph Company

(limited.)"

l'he Senate adjourned at 10.50 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawaz, ilonday, May 14th, 1883.

TilE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
OClock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

DOMINION LANDS BILL.

THIRD READING.

oN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the third reading of Bill (45), " An Act
frtther to amend and to consolidate as so
atlended the several Acts respecting the
Public lands of the Dominion therein
%entioned."

o10N MR. POWER moved in amend-thent that the Bill be not now read a
tird time, but that it be re-committed to

Onimittee of the Whole House, with
8tructions to amend the said Bill by
hlag thie following sub-section to the

rty.-rst clause:-
cit4. Provided also that the lona fide

Chtivation of fifteen acres of such land by
e person who has obtained a homestead

ebtry therefor, shall be accepted as an

equivalent for the term of residence
hereby required during the first year
after entry."

He said :--The 3 1st clause to which I
propose to add this as a subsection pro-
vides for the length ot time within which
the person who obtains a homestead entry
shall make the entry perfect by taking
possession of the land and beginning
continuous residence thereon. Under the
existing law the homesteader must reside
six months on his land during the first
year. 'Thie Government, yielding to a
pretty general feeling in favor of a modi-
fication of that requirement, have nowgone
so far that in certain cases only three
months residence will be required. It
must be clear that the amendment which
I propose is not asking a great deal. The
object of the Government and of the
people of this country I presume, is to
have the North-West cultivated and made
productive in order to make it what it is
claimed it will before long.be-the greatest
wheat producing country in the world-
as soon as possible, and it seems to me
that the cultivation Qf 15 acres of a home-
stead will have a mdch greater tendency
to bring about that result than the mere
requiring of the homesteader to live three
months upon the land. It may be that
he lives there for three months in a shanty
during the winter. That does not tend to
improve the land, or to prevent speculation.
I have been given to understand by gentle-
men who are somewhat familiar with the
way in which things are done out in that
country (although I have not had the
good fortune to visit it myself) that a
rigid enforcement of the present system
leads tto a good deal of something very
much like perjury-that where, perhaps,
two or three persons of the same family,
have separate homesteads, they live all to-
gether, and although there may be shan-
ties erected upon each of the homesteads,
still the residence which the present law
requires does not actually take place. The
members of the family reside together, and
then, when the time comes for making the
required affidavit, each member makes
oath that he has resided upon his own
homestead. It is desirable that that
should be prevented as much as possible,
if it can be done without injury to the
country. Provided the meinhers of a
family are living all together in the im-
mediate vicinity of their homesteads, it
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does not make any practical difference
whether or not each one resides upon his
own land. In the case of a father and
his two sons, or of a widow and her two
sons, it does not make any substantial dif-
ference whether they live all together upon
one homestead, or separately on the three
homesteads ; provided they cultivate all
the homesteads. In the case of the
Mennonites in Manitoba, this requirement,
I understand, does not exist. They are
allowed to live together in villages, and it
has not been found that the relaxation o
the rule interferes seriously with the im-
provement of the country, or has any
tendency to lead,to speculation.

ION. MR. PLUMB-If the hon. gen-
tienian looks through the Bill he will find
that th2re is a provision to accomodate
people who wish to live in villages.

HON. MR. POWER-There is no pro-
vision for this particular case ; there may
be provision for Mennonites.

HON. MR. PLUMB-It is not for the
Mennonites but for persons who are ac-
customed to living in villages, or who de-
sire to live in villages.

HON. MR. POWER-I do not think
the hon. gerrtleman has any right to
interrupt unless he can point out where
the provision is made in the Bill
that he is referring to. If he can
do that I am prepared to withdraw my
remarks. It is a very singular thing that
if the case is as stated by the hon. gentle-
man from Niagara, the Speaker of this
House, who took charge of the Bill in
Committee, should have expressed his
difficulty in accepting an amendment of
this sort.

THE SPEAKER-In clause 32 the hon.
gentleman will find a provision for the case
of immigrants who wish to reside in com-
munities: in such case the Minister of the
Interior in his discretion may vary or waive
altogether the requirements as to residence
and cultivation on each separate quarter
section entered as a homestead.

HON. MR. POWER-That provision
would not apply to cases such as those
which I have referred to. If you can get
a settler who has just entered for a home-

stead to cultivate 15 acres of his lot
during the first year it gives you the best
possible guarantee that his settlement is
of a bona fide character. No man will
put that much labor into the cultivatiOn
of his homestead. and then abandon it.
If he does do so, then the country and
the Government have the benefit of his
labor; if on the contrary a homesteader
builds a shanty on his homestead, and
resides there for two or three years, and
then goes away without making any cul-
tivation the countrv is not benefited in
any way-he simply impedes settlement.
The only effect of this amendment would
be to prevent forfeiture for non-residence
during three months of the first year.
There is this other point to be looked at,
that under the requirements of the law as
it is at present a man need not actuallY
cultivate any of his homestead. He mnaY
go and work in Manitoba, or the United
States for six months of the year, and
then return to his shanty on his homle
stead, and reside in it during the winter
months, and make no improvements,
and at the end of a certain time he
acquires ownership of his land. A great
objection urged by the Speaker agamnst
making this concession to men who are
generally bonafide settlers is that it would
encourage speculation. I have been dis'
posed to give all the weight that I possiblY
could to what was said by the hon. the
Speaker. He is, from his position'
naturally more familiar with this subject
than I could possibly be, or
probably any other member of the House;
but, after thinking over the subject a good
deal, and after consulting with gentlemen
from the Province of Manitoba who are
interested in having the country settled,
the impression left upon my mind Was
that there was no greater liability to specU
lation in the case of a man who cultivated
15 acres of his land than there was in the
case of a man who resided on his ho0e
stead for three months. I do not thine
that a man who is simply a speculator is
likely either to reside, or to get a man to
reside on his property for him, anô
to cultivate so large a piece of the
homestead as 15 acres. There is also this
significant fact, that the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company, who are naturaly
interested in having that country settled
as rapidly as possible, and in having the
land disposed of in such a way as to bring

HON. MR POWER,
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in the greatest number of people, exact
Cultivation instead of residence. There is
a rnuch greater danger that the lands in
the North-West will fall into the hands of
speculators through other causes than
from any such modification as I have
proposed in this Bill. For instance, there
are large quantities of land, the very best
land in the North-West, to the South of
the Canadian Pacific Railway, to be sold
by auction to-morrow, and they were
advertised for the firsttimeonly on the 2oth
Of April last. When one looks at the cir-
CUnstances of the case, it must appear
that that is very short notice, and I am
given to understand that the advertise-
Ment did not contain sufficient particulars
to enableintending purchasers to attendthe
Sale with advantage, and with the cer-
tainty of getting the land even if they are
willing to pay enough for it
. I think it is only right to call the atten-

tion of the Speaker to another point on
which great stress has been laid by gentle-

.'en familiar with the country ; that
within the mile belt from the Canada
Pacific Railway, the condition of settle-
nient should be -enforced, because the
result of allowing that land to get into the
hands of speculators, or into the hands of
Persons who would not cultivate them at
Once or build on them, is that people
Passing through the country on the rail-
Way, would have the impression that the
and is not cultivated at all. If all those

lands were under cultivation, they would
advertise the country in a very satisfactory
way.

lioN. MR. FLINT-I have been some-
What surprised at the remarks of the hon.
gentleman from Halifax in reference to
this question of the cultivation of 15 acres
Of land. I do not know that there is any

o'n1re danger of persons residing npon a
elace or getting others to do so, making a
re se oath, than there would be in
reference to this 15 acres of land being
'ltivated, unless the Government ap-
eoints somebody to inspect the lands and
see Whether the improvements have been

ade or not. There is no other way of
Providing against pretended settlement.

10N. MR. POWER-The Government
are to appoint inspectors.

O10N. MR. FLINT-I know something
t Public lands, and their being grant-

ed as homesteads, or sold subject to certain
conditions of clearance and residence, and
I have known in a great many instances
where persons have actually obtained their
patents and the patents have been subse-
quently cancelled in consequence of parties
having sworn that certain settlement duties
had been performed and certain buildings
had been erected, when there had been
really nothing more than a little bit of
chopping made. It is just as safe to allow
the matter to rest as it is in the Bill as to
provide that the homesteader shall culti-
vate 15 acres of his land. If a man is ob-
liged to cultivate 15 acres of his homestead
he should be obliged also to live upon it.

Ho,. MR. POWER-So he is, the next
year.

HON. MR. FLINT-I know instances
in the back country of Ontario where the
Ontario Government have granted lands
to individuals upon conditions of seule-
ment and cultivation. They have gone on
and built log-houses and chopped down a
few trees and then left them. They would
return at the end of the year and chop a
few more trees so as to continue their pos-
session, and then leave it again. These
lands are valuable, and are held by these
people without bona fide settlement being
made upon them. It is a great injury to
the country. I do not see that there is
any safeguard in saying that a man shall
clear his land unless he is obliged to live
upon it. If a man does not live on his
land he should forfeit it ; I do not see any
advantage that is to be gained by adopting
this amendment.

TL'HE SPEAKER-(Descending from
the chair.) I am surprised at my hon.
friend from Halifax, persisting in having
cultivation substituted for residence as a
condition of homesteading. I thought
the subject had been so exhaustively dis-
cussed on Friday, that the House was
satisfied, as the Government is, that resi-
dence is really the fundamental condition
of homesteading. What could be more
in favor of the speculator than the amend-
ment moved by the hon. gentleman?
All the speculator has to do, is to hire a
man to enter as a homesteader, and not
to reside on the lot-not even to pitch a
tent on it-but to break and cultivate in
the superficial way it is sometimes done,
i5 acres? What could be more entirely
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in the interest of the speculator and op-
posed to the interest of the homesteader ?
Parliament has in its wisdom thought
one-half of the North-West country should
be reserved for the honesteader, and it
is not the wish of the present Govern-
ment that there should be any departure
from that policy. I see by this morning's
paper, that some 2,ooo emigrants arrived
at Winnipeg, during last week. I venture
to say that no one of those em'grants
would ask for such a provision as this ;
they will go on to the land and reside
there from the beginning. It is only
in the interest of the settlers from the
old Provinces of Canada that this time
arrangement was introduced, because it
allows them to go out there and prospect
for land, and when they have located
homesteads that suit them they return
here for their families and their stock.
Thev are the most valuable pioneer settlers
we have. Thev take with them cattle,
horses, stock of all descriptions, and
farming implements, and time is given to
allow them to do that in. It was found
that there they were tied to the six months
that the six months might elapse in the
month of April or March, or even early
in May ; that was an inconvenient season
to compel them to enter the country.
Sometimes, as last year, there were floods,
and settlers were detained on their way to
their homesteads, and would it not have
been a monstrous thing to have cancelled
their entries because of their being de-
tained by the floods ? It is to meet those
exceptional cases of those people whose
six months elapsed before the first of June
that the time was extended under this
Bill to that date. I trust the House will
agree with me that it would be a most
disastrous departure from the principle
that has been adopted heretofore to accept
the amendment of the hon. gentleman
from Halifax.

HON. MR. SUTHERLAND-If I
understood the statement of the hon.
gentleman from Halifax he said there
were no conditions of cultivation provided
for in this Bill. I find in the 33rd clause
a provision is made for a continuous resi-
dence upon the land and cultivation dur-
ing the term of three years. I think that
provision is quite sufficient ; it does not
impose upon the settler the necessity of
cultivating 15 acres or any amount; it is

TuE SPEAKR

left to the discretion of the Government,
because the object of homesteading, as I
undeistand it is, to benefit poor people
there is no doubt that many poor families
will go out to that country and seule upOn
those lands and the heads of the families
may be the only persons amongst themfl
capable of doing anything in the way Of
cultivating the soil, and providing the
necessaries oflife and it would be a serious
matter for them to be compelled tocultivate
15 acres during the first year. I think the
Bill as it stands at present is in favor of
the homesteader. To many poor settlers
even less than 15 acres is more than theY
can cultivate in the first year. When the
Commissioners have the opti>n they Wil
certainly deal favorably with any settlers,
wheroas they could not do so if we made
a cast-iron rule that the settler should
have i acres under cultivation the first
year.

HON. MR. REESOR-As I under
stand the amendment proposed by the
hon. gentleman from Halifax, it does not
take away any guarantee that the home-
stead shall become occupied by the
settler, but it is to afford the homes'eader
the advaniaýe of an additional three
months within which to enter the home'
stead and go into actual residence. 1
referred the other day to the practical
manner in which the colonization COD-
panies manage those matters ; that some
of them had invited parties to take
possession of the homestead, and make
improvements on them. to the value O
$1oo. Four months were given in which
to make those improvements, and the,
they had six months longer in which to
begin actual residence.

The effect of that is to give a party a
chance to pay his fees for entry and pre-
pare the land for the seed. Then he
returns the next spring and, instead Of
having to wait a year and a-half to get a
crop he has a return within four months.
I think that is an immense advantage, and
there is no possible advantage to the
speculator. No speculator who can go to
a sale, as he can to-morrow and buy the
Government lands, which are advertised,
extending over an immense area of country
and get his choice of them at the UPset
price, ivill care to acquire lands by borne
steading. The Speaker corrected me the
other day, or claimed to correct me, wheo
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I said colonization companies held out
inducements to homesteaders. He said
they had nothing whatever to do with
homestead lands. I have no doubt he
sPoke what he believed to be true. I
spoke what I believed to be correct, and
Snoiv give the authority for my statement.
The following are the regulations of the
Farmers North-West Land and Coloni-
zation Company, (limited):-

"WHEREAS it is expedient, with a viewto the efficient managenent and settiement ofthe evei numbered sections within the Com
Pany's tract, tlat certain regulatiors shouli
gover mtie entry for, and settIenient of
the 8amie.

h <T HEREFORE, the Board of Directors
ave adopted the follo. ing provisions in such

bebalf:
L 1 Any person entitled under tlie Dominion
and Act to a IIorestead righit, m ay, uipon

apPication to any authorized agEnt of the
COOIpany, and upon the payment to hini of
the (iovernment Fee of $10 for a Honestead,
(end, if he wishes, $10 for pre-en pion), beentered for a Quarter Section for a Honestead
end a Quarter Section for pre-emption, in anyeven nuibered section open for entry, but
8uch entry shall be considered as an interii
entry only.

'2. Such interim entry shall entitle the
Person receiving the saine to have the land so
entered reserved in bis favor for the ternroifour nionths froin the date of sncbl entry,
Within which tinie lie shall commence imi-
Provenents thereon, and failing to do so shall
forfeit ail fees paid and the right to sucli land,
and such interim entry shall be cancell-d.

d Il 3 The interirn entry of any person whio83 noth witin six months frorn the date of
uih entry, make improvements to the value
cat leas $100 (to be determined hy the
bulmîpany's Agent), upon the land so entered
yhim, shall be liable to be cancelled, and

othier applicant nay enter for such land,
et if the person making the interin entry

.hall witiin the said -time have made tie said
'n"Provenents, no cancellation or forfeiture
Ofeessiall be made before the 1st day of
hune in the year next folloving such entry,
ut the said partv shall before the said last

hieitioned date, beconie a bona fde resident
settler, or place a bona fide resident settier

8 such land, and make the entry with the
vernnent Agent, and failing to do so lie

nter forfeit ail tees paid byhiîn, and is
It('l'im entry sliah lie c rîcelleci, anci ans'

81lit to such land or improvements thereoi
8h41l cease and be of no effect.

I4. Al interini entries iade with the
0"nPany's Agent shall, from and atter the
a entry witli the Governnent Agent, be
o sbject to the provisions contained in the
"Iim.oi Lands Act.

Ai inter i entries madie prior to tireate l tiese regulations shall be considered
4datingirom the date hereof, and be subjecttereto.
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" 6. The Patents for the Company's lands
will be issued subject to, and in accordance
with, the Government Homestead Land
Regulations and the Dominion Lands Act.

"Bi ORDER,
B THOMAS LONG,

"CoLLINGWooD, "President.
" March 8th, 1883.

"Warren H. Pingle, Gen'l Manager, Regina,
N.W.T.

"James Mulvey, Resident Agent., Long-
ford, N. W. T."

Now it will be seen that the conditions
laid down by this Colonization Company
practically cover the ground so far as that
Company is concerned, that is taken in
the amendment of my. hon friend. With
regard to the authority of the company to
make these regulations, of course I know
nothing at all. I judge from the face of
it, and from the respectable character of
the Company and its members. The
president, Mr. Long, is a member of the
Local Legislature of Ontario. Ail I can
say is that if the Government has not
authorized this arrangement, or have
refused to authorize it, they have refused
what I regard as a very great benefit to
the country. 1 hope that the House will
adopt the amendment of my hon. friend,
and that the principle will be applied to
every homestead throughout the North-
West Territoriés, wherever parties wish
to take them up.

THE SPEAKER-I did not say the
other day that Colonization Companies
did not do so and so, or did not advertise
so and so, because on that point I have no
information. I do not know what Coloni
zation Companies may advertise, or what
they may do to induce parties to settle on
their lands. What I said was what they
have a right to do. I spoke in the most
unqualified terms, and I repeat it now,
that they have no right whatever in any.
way to interfere with the poorest wayfarer,
who may be in quest of a home in that
country. The first man who goes there
and applies for a homestead is entitled to
it under the law, and no power on earth
can prevent his getting it.

HON. MR. REESOR-Have these
companies a right to make such con-
ditions ?

THE SPEAKER-No, the agreements
they make must be in strict conformity
with the law.

[MAY 14, 1883.]
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The amendment was lost on a division.

HON. MR. POWER moved:-
" That the said Bill be not now read a third

tine, but that it be re-conmitted to a Coin-
nittee of the Whole House, with instructions

to amçnd the said Bill by leaving out the
words 'after three years residence,' in the
second line of the Thirty-seventh clause."

He said: I am unable to see why a
man who has resided for twelve months
and cultivated thirty acres of land, or the
man who has got a homestead patent in
any way, has not as good a right to an
additional homestead as the man who ob-
tains it by mere residence.

THE SPEAKER-The hon. gentleman
is advancing in his efforts in behalf of the
speculator. Whereas in his first amend-
ment he only required that the speculator
should have a whole year in which he
should only be required to cultivate a snall
area of land, and not reside, by this
amendment, lie proposes to dispense with
all residence.

HON. MR. POWER-Not at all. The
Bill says "any person who has obtained a
homestead patent"; I simply strike out
the words "after three years residence."
The law now allows him to get a home-
stead another way-by residing twelve
months and cultivating thirty acres.

THE SPEAKER.-The homesteader
who has only resided one year, and got a
patent, is not entitled to a second home-
stead.

HON. MR. POWER-That is just the
question; I do not see why he should not
be entitled to a second.

The amendment was lost on a division.

HON. MR. POWER moved,
I That the said Bill be not now read a third

time, but that it be re-comnmitted to a Corn-
mittee of the whole House, with instructions
to amend the said Bill by inserting the follow-
ing after the Thirty-eighth clause:-
" No lands shall be sold, entered for home-

stead or patented, without suchi conditions
of cultivation as may he ordered by the
Governor in Council."9

He said :-I think that is a perfectly
reasonable proposition. I sec in two or
three places where homesteading is spoken

of, and where the acquiring of land il
other ways is mentioned, cultivation is re-
ferred to, but no regulations have beeni
made with respect to cultivation. The
great object of the Government should be,
not only to have those lan ùs sold, and en-
tered for homestead and patented, but tO
have them cultivated. I suppose that
his honor the Speaker will have no objec-
tion to stating that the Government will
make such regulations as are reasonablY
necessary to ensure the cultivation of the
land in such cases as it may be practicable
-that wherever it is practicable, the
cultivation of the land will be insisted
upon.

THE SPEAKER-I am not prepared
to pledge the Government to making anY
new regulations. I believe the regu'
lations at present in force, are about as
perfect as we can make them. It may be
found, after the lapse of a little time, deslr-
able in the interests of the North-West, and
the administration of the public lande,
that further amendments shall be intro-
duced. But all the changes which the
Government consider necessary are en-
bodied in this Bill. The Government
have power to make such regulations, and
if they find any necessary, I can assure
the hon. gentleman that they will not
hesitate to do so. The effect of adopting
the hon. gentleman's amendment would be
to close the North-West for four weeks at
all events. If it means an> thing, it is
that the Governor-in-Council should make
new regulations: if we did so, those regu'
lations, before they could be enforced,
would require to be published in the
Canada Gazette for four weeks, under the
amendment which we accepted the other
day; so that the whole country would be
closed for that time.

HON. MR. POWER-With the Coa'
sent of the seconder, I shall withdraw the
amendment.

The amendment was accordinglY
withdrawn.

HON. MR. REESOR moved
" That the said Bill be furtiier ainended ,

follows: Page 16, line 1.-After ' residence
insert:-

" Provided also in cases where more thsa
h alf of such homestead is under cultiv8t' 0

when the patent is applied for, then the

b)ominion530 Land# Bill.
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Minister of the Interior may assume that
residence -ias been sufficielit without further
proot."

He said: My reason for proposing to
give the Minister this power is to meet a
case when it is exceedingly difficult for
persons to act up to the letter of the law.
A man may reside five months of the year
on his homestead, or there may be cases
such as have been mentioned by my hon.
friend from Halifax, where a man and his
two sons, or a widow and her two sons,
nay be unable to reside on their several

homesteads : under the regulations they
would not be able to obtain their titles.
They would be obliged to, live apart, and
each one to spend six months on his own
homestead. That would be exceedingly
trying during the winter season in thatcoun-
try, especially if they were remote from any
Settlement. I should look upon it as a
Most cruel thing, and it is a condition
Which is not imposed upon persons who are
members of a communhty containing 20
families or more ; in such cases the
Governor-in-Council has authorized then
to live in villages. But even if they
formed a 'village, it would not matter
much to each individual member of the
fanily if he had to live in a separate
house ; but when the villages are formed,
al the members of the fam.ily may live in
the same house, and they do so. In the
Mennonite villages that is the case. It
is a cruel thing that because we happen
to be Canadians, and do not live in large
communities, we are obliged to have our
fanilies separated-the father from the
son, and the mother from her children,
When perhaps they are the only protectors,
as in the case of the widow.

lION. MR. HOWLAN-Does the hon.
gentleman know, of his own knowledge,
Of any person who has been dispossessed
Of his land under such circumstances

H1ON. MR. REESOR-I do not, and I do
not mean to say that the Government
WOuld dispossess them if the family re-
sided together. I do not think they
would ; but at the end of the three years
they would be unable to make oath that
each of then had resided for six months
Of each year upon his homestead, and
Without such an affidavit he could not get
his patent. The Mennonites are not re
quired to live apart, each member of the

farmily in his own shanty, and I see no
reason why greater privileges should be
granted to foreigners than to our own
people.

THE SPEAKER-The hon. gentle-
man's amendment dispenses altogether
with residence; that is the object of
the amendment ?

HON. MR. REESOR--No, that is not
the object.

THE SPEAKER-This is to be added
to the exceptions ; no residence is requir-
ed-it is merely assumed. I would just
say with respect to the Mennonites, that I
have already explained they are a peculiar
people, and when they decided to emigrate
from Russia to this country, we agreed to
give them certain privileges. It was thought
expedient ac that time, for the purpose of
adding a frugal and industrious population
to the cou ntry, to comply with those con-
ditions. That is the way they were induc-
ed to come, but, while they have been
successful, I do not think there is anyone
in this country, unless it is the hon. gentle-
man at the head of the room, who would
desire to see the system which they have
introduced extended any further.

HON. MR. HOWLAN.-Section 33
provides that the number shall not be less
than 20 families. In the first place it is
the intention of the Government to have
the lands of the North-West occupied, and
in this Act certain rules and regulations are
laid down as to the granting of i6o acres to
each settler. At the same time power is
given the Government to meet such cases
as have been referred to by the hon
gentleman, by means of an Order-in-
Council. Therefore the Government have
all necessary power without any amend-
ment to this Bill.

The amendment was declared lost on
a division, and the Bill was read the third
time and passed.

INLAND REVENUE CONSOLIDA-
TION ANI) AMENDNENT BILL.

AMENDMENTS CONCURRED IN.

HON. SiR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that Bill (115) "An Act to consolidate
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and amend the several Acts respecting the
Inland Revenue," be referred back to a
Committee of the whole House for fur-
ther amendment.

The motion was agreed to.

HON. MR. ALLAN, from the Com-
mittee, reported the Bill with amend-
ments, which were concurred in, and the
third reading was ordered for to-morrow.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (U) " An Act to amend the Con-
solidated Statute respecting Lotteries."
(Sir Alex. Campbell )

The Senate adjourned at 4.45 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, May 15th, 1883.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
p.m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

EUROPEAN, AMERICAN, CANA-
DIAN AND ASIATIC CABLE

COMPANY'S BILL.

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

HON. MR. VIDAL, from the Commit-
tee on Railways, Telegraphs and Harbors,
reported Bill (i 18), " An Act to amend
the Act incorporating the European,
American, Canadian and Asiatic Cable
Company (Limited), and to change the
name of the Company to the American,
British and Continental Cable Company
(Limited).

HON. MR. CARVELL moved the third
reading of the Bill.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL sug-
gested that the third reading should be
postponed until to-morrow, as he might
have some statement to make in regard to
it.

The motion was withdrawn and the Bill
was ordered for third reading to-morrow.

HON. SiR ALax, CAMPBELL,

THIRD READING.

Bill (i 15), " An Act to consolidate and
amend the several Acts respecting the In-
land Revenue," was read the third time
and passed.

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY CON-
NECTIONS WITH MONTREAL.

INQUIRY.

HON. MR. POWER, rose to call
attention to the practical necessity for
affording to the Intercolonial Railway
connection with Montreal and points West
of that city, by a line independent of the
Grand Trunk Railway Company; and to
ask whether the Government are prepared
to give their favorable consideration to a
proposal to encourage the construction of
such a line ?

He said: I have no doubt the members
of the House will' be very much obliged
to me for giving them something to do
this afternoon. I do not think there can
be any doubt as to the importance of the
subject to which my notice refers. It is
always desirable where trade is of any
consequence that there should be corn-
peting lines, whether by water, telegraph
or railway communication. There are
three results from the absence of competi-
tion : the accommodation of the public is
generally of an inferior character ; the
business is delayed, and the rates for the
service performed are generally high.
That I think is the universal experience.
The results of competition are just the
reverse. The accommodation to the
public is more complete and satisfactory;
there is always greater promptness in the
performance of the work, and the rates
are more reasonable. The people of that
portion of Canada, lying east of Quebec,
have suffered for a long time from the
want of competition. They have had tO
endure those evils that I have spoken of.
It is a thing that is not necessary to urge,
because the hon. gentlemen who are
familiar with that part of the country are
aware that that is a fact. The important
point is that the Government recognized
some years ago the fact that railway con-
munication with the east was not in a
satisfactory condition. Up to the year 1879
the only way of getting from the Inter-
colonial Railway to Qu bec or any point
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West of that was by the Grand Trunk Rail- Railway, t
way. The Grand Trunk owned the road from Trunk ext
what is now the Chaudière Junction down Hadlow."

to Rivière du Loup. The traffic of the So the
Intercolonial Railway had no other outlet compelled
than by that section of the Grand Trunk; and in ti
and the public and the business of tþe Railway
Intercolonial suffered severely in conse- managing
quence. The Government recognized section o
that fact, and in 1879 they took steps to But even
acquire that section of the Grand Trunk tion had b
Railway. The Government at one time and had b
thought of constructing a line of their own, order, it v
So as to give them competition with the of the I
Grand Trunk, but they found that they satisfactor
Were able to make as good a bargain with not go
the Grand Trunk Railway-to buy out that It was fou
section from Chaudière Junction to Rivière way Con

du Loup at as reasonable terms as they control o
could build a new road ; and they adopted Railway
that course and paid for that section of layed the
the Grand Trunk Railway a million and I do not
a half of dollars. That money was paid the Gran
With the sole object of making the Inter merely sta
cOlonial Railway, to a certain extent, fact that t
independent of the Grand Trunk Railway tion west
and giving it other connections. In order the Inter
to rnake this quite clear I shall read to siderably.
the Houseafewwords from a memorandum forwardin
Of the present Minister of Railways, made higher th
On the 5th day of May, 1879, and con- ment wer
tained in a return brought down to the some two
}louse of Commons on the i 5th of March steps to
of this year : independ

" The undersigned represents that success- They un
ful operation of the intercolonial Railway close con
depen(s in a great mieasure upon its western Railway,
connection. tlemen k

That the portion of the Grand Trunk Railway of Quebefron, Cliaudiere Junction to Riviere du Lou ofQub
n.fd known as the Riviere du Loup Branc, out their

18 in such a dilapidated condition as to im pair to constr
very materially the traffle of the Intercolonial, colonial
and unless placed in proper repair at an early to Pointdate, wiIl inake it impossble for the Interco-
ol nial to corn ete with otier enes for Weste across th

tbrough traffe, and wili defeat the object of the N
.ehich the Governinent had in view in expend- side to ti
og large sums of money in extending the Levis.
Intercolonial Railway into the City of Halifax, matter intdmproving the sh ing facilities at that
terrainus at Ricion . ' men whc

That language is a repetition almost in will, perh

the same words of the language used in a for that f

previous memo., from the samne Minister' for the fe

01 the iith of January, 1879, in which year the

he sajdf: wish to

«t The undersigned has the honor to report fault with
that whereas the Domninion of Canada lias with this
found it of imperative necessity, in view of I believe
the efficient working of the Intercolonial sive char
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o purchase the line of the Grand
ending from Rivière du Loup to

Government felt themselves
in the interest of the public

he interest of the Intercolonial
which the Government were
for the public, to purchase this
f the Grand Trunk Railway.
after this Riviere du Loup sec-
een acquiredby the Government,
een put into satisfactory working
was found that although the work
ntercolonial Railway was more
y than it had been, things did
on as well as they might.
nd that the Grand Trunk Rail-
pany having almost complete
f the traffic of the Intercolonial
when it reached Chaudière, de-
freight of the Government road.
wish to be understood as blaming
d Trunk Railway at all; I am
ting the facts-that owing to the
here was practically no competi-
of Chaudiere the business of

colonial Railway suffered con-
There were great delays in

g freight, and the rates were
an they should be. The Govern-
e so sensible of these facts that
years since they decided to take
make themselves completely

ent of the Grand Trunk Railway.
dertook to do this by making
nection with the North Shore
which, at that time, as hon. gen-
now, was owned by the Province
c. With the view of carrying
object the Government decided
uct a short branch of the Inter-
R ailway from St. Charles station

Levis, and to operate a ferry
St. Lawrence from the terminus

orth Shore road on the Quebec
he Intercolonial terminus at Point
The Government went into the
a resolute way, and hon. gentle-
have not perused the Estimates

aps, be surprised to learn that,
comparatively short branch, and
rry, we find in the estimates this
sum of $666,ooo. I do not
be understood as finding any
the Government in connection

expenditure. It looks large, but
the work was of a very expen-
acter, and the object that the
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Government had in view at the time was' we must all learn with regret that very
a very important and desirable one. But recently the line of steamers on the
about the time that the Government had St. Lawience, between Montreal and
committed themselves to the expenditure Quebec, has passed under the control of
of this sum of money, and had, I believe, a gentleman who is known to be a warrf
proceeded'some distance in the construc- friend of the Grand Trunk Railway.
tion of this branch, and had begun to
make arrangements for the ferry, what I HON. MR. PLUMB-Is that a public
look upon as, and what I think every hon. Company?
gentleman who is able to look at the
matter from a public point of view must HON. MR. POWER-It is a common
feel to be, a great calamity happened to carrier at any rate. So that practically the
the Dominion of Canada. I refer to the whol of the traffic from Montreal to the

sale of the North Shore Railway to certain east is now under one control. It is
persons, who have since handed the con- hardly necessary for me to say that this
trol of it over to the Grand Trunk Railway state of things is unfortunate for Quebec
Conpany. It is, I think, very ruch to .n 1 ail points east of Quebec, and, ayract-
be regretted that it should have passed cally, for ail points east of Montreal. I
into the hands of the same company who saying what I have said, I do not wish to
owned the only other ne connecting Mon- be under tood as eing unfriendly to the
treal with Quebec or with Point Levis Grand Trunk Railway Company. That

have n ot personally any more Copany have done great service for this
friendship for the Canada Pacific Rail- country in the past, and are doing great
way than I have for the Grand service for the country stil. They are
Trunk Railway; but, if this eastern sec- simply acting in this matter as bus
tion of the North Shore Railway had gone ness men. It as a very shrewd and able

along with the western division mbt the stroke of business to get control of the
hands of the Canada Pacific Railway, North Shere road in the way they did.
then we should have had in the Loer As business men, I think they deserve
Provinces and Quebec the benefit of an credit for t. WeL cannot expect the tO
active competition between two great com- be very patriotic or philanthropic: the
panies, instead of being, as we now are, more they can get out of that trade, of
completly in the hands of one great which they have the monopoly for the
Company. I have only one remark to present, the better for themselves, and o
make now in connection with this particu- one blames theni for i; but I think it is
lar subject of the St. Charles Branch, and our duty, as representing the public, tO

the ferry, and that is that, under the cir- sec that the people are served as well and
cumstances, as the main object of the as cheiply as possible. Hon. gentlemen
Government in constructing this branch might imagine that in speaking of the

and establishing* the ferry has been de- delays and difficulties in connection with
feated ba the passing of the North Shore the business coming east I was exaggert

road into the hands ot the Grand Trunk ing. In order to remove any such inipres
Railway Company, there is no reason why sion, I sha take the liberty of quotil
the Goernment should pay the whole fromn the evidence taken during the pres

cost of operating the ferry between the ent Session, befcre a select comitte e
Norsh and South shores of the St. Law- the House of Conmons on interProVil
rence. It seems to me that they are not cial trade. At page 13 of the evidence
bound s do anything more than to defray find that Mr. Chipman, a four dealer 
haf the expense of the ferry. Halifax, who was examint d before the

Coi-iiiittee, made the following statemneft:
HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-It is In answer to the question :

ahe we auhreed to do-the Government of Could freigt be reduced muc lower by
Quebec were to do haf, and we were to rail?

do hal e rmeppieet:-" Copetition in freibtets tor
placpai flur in iack (two inng, asweno

I-ON. MR. POWER-It was not enoughi 4r ChîaooLveolathrycft
c ack, wile in co4 from the very sane poe

that the two railways should have pass d es lu Halilax, eigtoty-fie or inety cevILS;

into the hands of the sa e Company, but in other words, we could have brcugitr

HON. MR. POWER.
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that time flour or meal from Chicago to
11alifax by way of Montreal and Liyerpool,
Great Britain, cheaper than we could have
brought it from Chicago to Halifax direct by
the Grand Trunk Railway. This is owing to
the competition of ail through freight west,
'5suing at Boston, New York, Philadelphia,
Baltimore, Portland and Montreal, during the
.8 nmer of 1881, when the competition was
so severe."

I think that is putting the thing in a
very striking light. Then, on the next
Page I find the same gentleman using the
following language:-

4 We have no railway competitors at
resent, and even when the Canadian Pacifie

ilway is completed, as things now exist,
their connections with the Lower Provinces
have been cut off by the North Shore Rail-
Way having passed into the hands of the
Grand Trunk Railway, and unless other con-
neetions be made from Sorel to Chaudiere, we
canriot have much wholesome conpetition in
that line."

In answer to a question by a
rmember of the Committee as to what
mnakes the cost of a living so high in the
Maritime Provinces, he says :-

" The extreme rate of freight which we pay
fron the centres of production in the west,
adds greatly to the cost of the breadstuffs.
't May be a matter of opinion, but I think
1alifax is the dearest place in the world to
lhve in.

HON. MR. PLUMB-A good advertise-
nIent for Halifax.

letter from a Chicago correspondent to say
that he had been obliged to discontinue the
fish trade from Halifax, as some of the freight
had been forty days in transit from Halifax to
Chicago. I am disposed to think the delay
was probably west of Chaudiere Junction.'

Further on he gays :-
" We attach great importance to the distri-

bution of our coal into the different parts of
the Dominion, and that can only be done
during the winter nonths. The agent of one
of our coal mines told me some time ago that
there was a great block of coal cars at Chau-
diere Junction, and when this state of affairs
was represented to the Grand Trunk and the
Intercolonial authorities, the Intercolonial
men offered to send up theirown locomolives,
if they would let them haul the coal over the
road to Montreal and get their cars back. I
got this information from very good authority,
It appeared to us that the fault was with the
Grand Trunk management. This happened
within the last five or six weeks. It appears
to me to be a most untortunate thgn' to
be troubled with the Grand Trunk on both
the north and south shores of the St. Law-
rence."

And he concludes by saying:
"I have often heard conplaints fromî Mon-

treal ofdetentions. Sometimes freight is fortv
days cominig from Toronto East to Halifax."

Mr. Stark, a grain and flour mer-
chant, of Toronto, states at page 23 :

"I found that there was a good deal of
difficultv in the way of developing the trade,
partly through there being only one line of
railway, which is scarcely sufficient to carry
the enormous traffic which is going dowin
thlere

.ION. MR. POWER-Then, another
Wtness, Mr. Leach of Toronto, was And he adds:
asked if he had statistics as to the trade Owing ta the counection of the Iter-
between the Upper and Lower Provinces. colonial Railway with the Grand Truuk we

LIe relied:are entirely dependeut au this route for c0111-emunication between the aritime Provinces
The nunber of barrels shipped from Que- and the Western section. It brings these two

bec to the 'Lower Provinces last year was corporations into contact, and it is soinetling
656,110 barrels of flour and meal in 48 weeks. which a Committee like this one is better able
This is an immense trade, and it struck me ta adjudge upon, and do sonething tofoster
that a couple of propellors would help it the trade without injuring the connections

long. The Grand Trunk is doing a very already alluded ta. e in Toronto are froru
.age business now, more than it can manage, 800 ta 1,300 miles froin ilalifax, and in the
111fact, and there is great detention. There winter seasan-inore especially this winter-
*ere seventy-five car-loads o' flour lying in we have found that the delays have been very
t'e Yard at Toronto for nearly a month re- aunoying, and it lias taken as long as six
Cently, There is a general complaint through- weeks ta get our shipments through ta their
outthe West by the shippers." destination. This isoneofthegreatobstacles

Mr. Thomas E. Kenny, President of the ta the trade, and in the sum mer it frequeutlv
Merchants' Bank of Halifax, and one of days , T n sop etinies ing i de u
the shrewdest and clearest headed busi- four Th o ere fo an a etter
less men in Nova Scotia, made the fol- great improvements."
o0wing statement :in9 tteet He was asked by a member of the

t I will tell you what I heard in regard ta Committee
the flsh trade between Halifax and Toronto.

happened to meet a man who is engaged in Wben the Ontario and Quebec Railwa i
l trade, and he said lie had just receî"ved a completed to connect with the Credit Va ley
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Railway on the one side, and the Great
Eastern Railway is completed to Point Levis
on the other side, you will have a competing
line straight to the terminus of the Inter-
colonial Railway. Will that cheapen freight?"

His reply was:-
0 f course, if that line is completed we

will have cheaper rates."
And he goes on again, in reply ot

another questian :-
" You have no idea of the annoyances we

are subject to. We bave exceptionally great
difficulties in keeping this trade alive. Re-
cently there were 136 cars of freight in one
yard awaiting transfer. The Grand Trunk is
not at fault, because ail its rolling stock was
employed to its ftllest extent."

Robert Brodie, a flour merchant, of
Quebec, used the following language:-

"I may say the Grand Trunk Railway at
resent cannot do ail the business. We have
reight now out about two months fron

London to Quebec, of which we cannot get
any tidings, and there was also quite a large
quantity out for a month belore I left hone.
This has been the case all winter. We have
now one customer in the town of Chathan,
to whom we ship a good deal, and to whon
we recently shipped five carloads; and this
shipment bas f'ailed to reach him, athough it
has been on the road somewhere for about six
weeks. The whole trouble is on the Grand
Trunk, the traffic being too great for one line
of railway"

He was asked:-
" Do these delays occur only in the winter,

or do they occur ail the year around ?
His reply was :-

" The delays occur inostly in the winter,
and it bas been worse this winter than ever
before. Since the amalgamation of the
Grand Trunk and Great Western Railways,
they have been forcing more trade over the
eastern end, and they have too nuch to do.
A line of*propellers, would of course, relieve
that in the summer."

Then, he referred to the fact that the
Richelieu and Ontario Navigation Coni-
pany had got into hands friendly to the
Grand Trunk Railway Company, and he
was asked this question :-

" Do you think that, in the interest of the
public and cheap freight, they should ail
work together?" He replied : " It is certainly
detrimental to the public interest for theni to
work together."

Another witness said
"I would represent this: that the Gover-

ment, as proprietors of the Intercolonial,
should (o wiat any private corporation
would do under the circumstances. I ask
nothing but that, and the money voted last
vear, which is given to the Grand Trunk,

HON MR. POWER.

really to help them to unite with the Inter-
colonialh il it were given to our road as a sub
sidy, it would make the Intercolonial an
inidependent line."

In order to give some idea of the
extent of the trade between the Upper
Provinces, and the Maritime Provinces,
I quote from a letter which was submitted.
to the committee :

" Our imports from Canada have in-
creased from $1,200,ooo in 1866, tO
$22,000,ooo in 1881."

The report of the committee of the
House of Commons recognizes the fact
that an increase of railway accommodation
vas a necessary thing, and recommends
meanwhile that some relief be afforded
by putting on propellers in the summer.
That would be only a partial and unsatis-
factory remedy. A commission merchant
from Montreal, Mr. Magor, was asked :-

Would it be an advantage to our internai
trade if we increased the facilties of our
water-ways ?

His reply was
"I think they have ail the facilities they

want now. You see the railways drove off the
steamers. Previous to the railways, a une o
steamers ran down also to the Gulf ports,an
they had to stop. Directly you put them one
the railways wif i drive theni ofr again."

And lie says again:-
" I believe that the steamers have not nuch

chance against the railways ; the railwaYs
everywhere run ofi the steamers. Of course
there is an immense amount of flour brought
down by wvater front certain places, because it
is very much cheaper during the summner to
carry it by steam, that is where they have no
competng railways."

Another witness said, with reference tO
the propellers, when asked what subsidY,
the Government should give :-

" The trouble would be the risk. Without
a gnarantee we would not be safe, for the
Grand Trunk might put the screws on the
Intercolonial and stop us from getting freight-
The Grand Trunk might say to the Interc-
lonial: ' if you will not give ue the freight we
will take ours to Portland."'

I do not wish to be understood as
objecting to the subsidizing of these
propellers. I only wish to call the
attention of the House to the fact
that that is an insufficient remedy, because
hon. gentlemen will see that it is not
necessary to refer to the evidence to shoW
that the line of steamers cannot work 1
the winter, and it is in the winter the
greatest difficulty occurs on the Inter-
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Colonial Railway. In the summer time that Rai
there is greater competition by way of to Rich
Portland and Boston, and also down the able dista
St. Lawrence by steamer. The only effi- Lawrence,
cacious remedy for the existing state of the river.
things is a line of railway independent of objected t
the Grand Trunk Railway, connecting the cial in its
Intercolonial Railway with Montreal, and were this
through Montreal with points west of subsidized
that. At the present time a road has been cial. For
corstructed from Montreal as far as Sorel, a subsidy
and I think there are about 130 or 14o Lake St.
nIiles more to be constructed. The road three othe
is to run through a country where it is, I Hon.
"understand, very easy to build a railway; their desk
and, if the road from Montreal to Sorel ters of an
were extended to Point Levis so as to and Euro
connect with the Intercolonial Railway for a ver
at that point, the Intercolonial Railway that road
WOuld have connection independent of position f
the Grand Trunk Railway, and a con- been spea
11ection which would enable it to do for a grea
Its business in a much more satisfactory of Maine
Way than it does now. The results of the liament a
completion of this road from Sorel to Canadian
ehaudiere would be three-fold. In the our roads
first place, there would be the local benefit own terri
tO the coun ties of Yamaska, Nicolet, and Railway m
Lotbiniere, which are amongst the longest with a vi
settled districts in the Province of Quebec, American
which would have direct communication, ground ti
east and west. The next benefit would dizing a r
be to give the city of Qu ýbec and the country, a
Country around it, the advantage of com- be at the
Petition ; and then, in the third place, it or the tra
Would secure to all the country which is interfered
rerved by the Intercolonial Railway cheap, ot friend
Pronpt and satisfactory railway accomoda- satisfactor
tion. Those are all very important advan- great obj
tages; and I hope that the Government will that road
be able, if not this session, atall events, next and take
Year, to entertain in a favorable spirit the colonial E
claims of this particular road. It cannot spent en
b Objected to this road that it is local in of the
Its character, because, as already indi- structing,
cated, it is part of the great national high- the Inte
Way from the extreme east of the pose tha

0Ominion to the extreme west, and it million dc
rutis all the way through Canadian territory. out of the

ION. MR. PLUMB-How near does it last the I
run to the Grand Trunk Railway? oudb

LION MR. POWER-It varies at dif- Dominior
ferent points. In the immediate neigh- efiect of m
bOrhood of Montreal and Quebec it con: mess from
verges with the Grand Trunk Railway, but cost the c
at a point,-say midway between those I do not ttwo places-it is a long way from lime, that
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lway. The latter runs down
nond, which is a consider-
nce froni the shore of the St.
while the Eastern runs close to
It cannot, as I have said, be

hat this road is local or provin-
character ; although even if it
Parliament in the past has

roads that were purely provin-
instance, last session there was

granted to the Quebec and
John Railway, and to two or
r lines of a provincial character.
nembers have had placed on
s a statement from the promo-
other road-the great American
pean Short Line railway-asking
y considerable subsidy. Now,

stands in a totally different
rom the line of which I have
king. In the first place, it runs
t many miles through the State
; and the policy which this Par-
dopted in connection with the
Pacific Railway was to insist upon
running exclusively through our
tories ; and the Intercolonial
as located where it now runs,

ew of keeping away from the
frontier. I think upon that

here is some objection to subsi-
oad which runs through a foreign
nd which in case of war would

mercy of that foreign country,
fic over which could be seriously

with if that country was
ly, and did not choose to make
y bonding arrangements. The
ection, however, to subsidizing
is that it would compete with,
away business from the Inter-
ailway. The Government have
ormous sums of the money
people of Canada in con-
maintaining, and improving

rcolonial Railway. I sup-
t if one were to say fifty
llars it would not be very much
way. I suppose from first to

itercolonial Railway has cost that
Under these circumstances it
exceedingly bad policy for the

to subsidize a road, the only
hich would be to take away busi-
this Government line which has

ountry so much. Furthermore
think that a subsidy to the short
is from Montreal to Moncton, is
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necessary. That road has certain com-
mercial advantages which will insure its
completion by private enterprise. Pri-
vate capital is even now engaged in its
construction. What I say, however, *does
not apply to the Cape Breton section of
this short line. That section runs from the
Strait of Canso eastward, and instead of
taking awaybusiness from the Intercolonial
Railway, as the western section of the line
would do, would prove a feeder to our
national highway; and inasmuch as the
Island of Cape Breton has in the past re-
ceived nothing at all in the way of railway
subsidies, and very little in the way of
subsidies of any kind, I think there can be
no objection to the comparatively small
grant which was asked for that section of
the road ; and I am glad to be informed-
as I have been this afternoon-that the
Government are disposed to grant some-
thing to the Cape Breton section of the
line. 1 am sure that is an expenditure
which hardly anyone will find fault with.
I have already said what I think about
the Great Eastern Road, and I just wish
to say again, that whereas the Short Line
road, or at least the part of it from Rich-
mond, or thereabouts to Moncton-will
compete with the Intercolonial Railway,
the Eastern Railway; will be a feeder for
the Intercolonial Railway ; and I think the
Government will be justified in assisting,
and that to a certain extent it is their
duty, if it be found necessary, to assist
that railway in some degree-to grant some
assistance towards that road, or a line
following the same general course.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-I am sure
that the representatives of the Govern-
ment in this House ought to thank my
hon. friend from Halifax, for having as he
has already observed, placed before us a
question for discussion to-day, and if I
am not out of order I would observe
that, it is simply a farce the way in which
the public business is now brought before
us. As representatives of the people we
have been here now for upwards of three
months. The first six weeks of the ses-
sion we had scarcely any thing to do, and
now we are approaching prorogation with
the most important bills still unconsidered.
Our members are daily leaving for their
homes so that such bills will not be
brought before us until after half the mem-
bers have gone away. Could anything be
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more absurd than the way in which the
Senate of the Dominion is now conducted?
Remonstrances have been made sessiOn
after session, but unless the representatives -
of the people and the members of this
chamber adopt some other course Of
action the Government will continue tO
treat Parliament and the country in the
same manner.

I would now observe that I am not Of
the number in this Chamber who would
discourage the hon. gentleman from Hali-
fax from taking so active a part as he does ;
I am not one of those who think he is en-
crocaching on the time of this House whel,
in discharge of his duty, he brings up for
discussion certain questions of public in-
terest. I cannot forbear to observe that
certain members of this House do not at
all times shew that courtesy and patience
which every member of Parliament has a
right to expect. The sane two or three
patties used to honor me with the saine
sort of attention, but I suppose they fouild
that I disregarded such attention, and theY
have now turned their thoughts to a
younger member of the House who
devotes himself to his duties with
great application, and whose amend-
ments to Bills have been often accept-
ed by the leader of the Government
As to the Grand Trunk Railway it is very
much in the same position as every other
railway in the Provinces of Ontario and
Quebec. It is an unfortunate thing that
of all the lines which have been built in
Canada, we cannot name one except the
Great Westerg Railway, which has paid
any dividend to its shareholders. N.o
doubt the capitalists who invested their
money did so in expectation. of a return
for it, but while we have received great
benefit from those investments the share-
holders have lost their money. In the
case of the Grand Trunk Railway, for a
long period, it had to pass through
trying ordeal. If Sir A. T: Galt ha
not one winter, as Minister of Finance,
advanced $5o,ooo to clear the road Of
snow, the traffic would have been stopped,
so utterly prostrate was the financial con-
dition of the Company, notwithstandi1l
its able management at that period-
'fhen again they required to raise $2,000,

ooo for steel rails and other equipmnents
on the road, and if that had not been
done, at that subsequent period, not Only

HON. MR POWER.
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al the share capital, but certain prefer-
ence bond-holders of that day would have
been sacrificed, and the road would have
passed into other hands. That Railway
under able management hasbeen struggling
on under great disadvantages. Our
experience has been that no small
road has been able to sustain itself. We
ind that the larger roads are absorbing
the small ones, because they could not
POsibly be run without loss. Under these
circumstances, the hon. gentleman has
douhtless ground for many of the argu-
Ilents he has used, but what are managers of
railways to do? They are placed in
their positions to keep their roads in proper
Order. They must try to meet the interest
Onk the bonds, and they try to manage such
roads upon commercial principles, as a
rnerchant manages his business. With
regard to the suggestion of my hon. friend,
that there ought to be a second road be-tween Quebec and Montreal, perhaps the
Grand Trunk Railway might be disposedo. sell that portion from Quebec to
kichmond, and it would only be neces-
Sary then to complete the connecting linkfrom Richmond to Montreal. But this

igt not meet with the approval of Par
ament.

liON. MR. KAULBACH-The hon.
nlember for Halifax has shewn the House
What I would like to have shewn myself;
the great loss we have sustained in the
Maritime Provinces by having the Grand
thrunk Railway take possession of
the road from Quebec to Montreal ;
'Instead of ameliorating the existing con-
dition of affairs, the difficulties of
which we complain have been increased.
I felt then, at least for a time, that weWere at the mercy of the Grand Trunk
Sailway, and I would now express the
oPe that the Government may by some

rnleans or other have a line independent
f the Grand Trunk Railway. I shouldave been glad had the Canadian Pacific

COn1pany undertaken that railway, as it
bnld have been better than to have it
built by the Government. It has been
said that the Canadian Pacific Railway,
!n order to have an independent compet-
hg line, may find it necessary to go downto Point Levis, and as I said before Ith jk that would be the best thing to bedone. I am not prepared at present to
say anything definite about the American

and European short line railway, but a
petition is now, I understand, before the
Government. It certainly would be a
very short railway, not more than 76o
miles from Montreal to Sydney, Cape
Breton. There are a great many things
to be said in favor of the scheme-indeed
the preponderance of argument is in its
favor. I do not believe it would divert
trade to any part of the neighboring Re-
public, but rather in the contrary direction,
and I should be glad to see the Govern-
ment give some consideration to that part
of Cape Breton. They have long been
asking for railway connection, and if any-
thing could be done by the Don-inion
Parliament to give them close con-
nection with the Intercolonial Railway I
think it would be a great advantage to
them, and such a road would prove a
feeder, instead of the reverse, to that fine.

HON. MR. POWER-I would just say
a word with respect to the suggestion made
by the hon. gentleman from Woodstock.
He suggested, I believe, that a proposition
has been made-I do not know whether
by the Grand Trunk Railway or not-and
has been discussed, that the Government
should purchase the Grand Trunk Railway
line between Chaudiere and Richmond.
I sincerely hope that the Government will
not entertain a proposition of that sort,
because the very same thing would happen
then which has happened-the Govern-
ment would find themselves just where
they have found themselves already in
connection with this matter. It would
cost more money to purchase that section
of the Grand Trunk Railway than it would
require to secure the completion of the
road from Point Levis to Sorel, and the
difficulty would be that when the Govern-
ment got to Richmond, they would be just
in the saine place as now ; in fact they
would be more at the mercy of the Grand
Trunk Railway, and that road would have
much greater inducements, under those
circumstances-if the Government owned
the road to Richmond-to divert traffic
from the Government road. At present
the mileage on the Grand Trunk Railway
between Montreal and Portland is very
little, if at all, greater than the mileage
between Montreal and Point Levis via
Richmond ; but, if the Government pur-
chased the northern branch of the road
from Richmond, then the Grand Trunk

with .Montreal 58à
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Railway would have all their mileage the
other way, and none that way ; and they
would have every inducement to send
their traffic by Portland instead of by the
Intercolonial. I trust, therefore, that if
such a thing has been before the Govern-
ment they will consider the objections to
it.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-Time certainly
makes great changes. I remember dis-
tinctly that during the first session I had
the honor of occupying a seat in this
House, the hon. gentlemen from Wood-
stock read to the Senate a long column of
figures finding fault with the Government
for continuing the Intercolonial Railway.
I dàresay hon. gentlemen will remember
that for session after session, at that time,
the Intercolonial was not paying, and the
Government was found fault with because
of the large expenditure which that road
entailed. I am glad however to find
that the hon. gentleman from Woodstock
has so changed his views upon this sub-
ject, that he is not only satisfied with the
Government management of that line, but
that he is even anxious that the road
should be further extended. I congratu-
late him upon his change of base.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-I thinkthe
hon. gentleman misunderstood me. I did
not propose that the Intercolonial should
be extended westward, but I merely sug-
gested, in order to meet the views of the
hon. gentleman from Halifax, that an effort
might be made to buy that portion of the
road to Richmond ; then, if it were found
necessary in the interest of commerce, we
could continue the line to Montreal

HON. MR. REESOR-This discussion
suggests some important considerations in
regard to our railway system. Various
large railway companies are now monopo-
lizing, and taking up the smaller com-
panies, so as to leave the public without
railway competition. There is this, how-
ever, to be deduced from that condition
of things, that some other means must be
provided by which the public may not
only be fairly served, but on equitable
terms. Either a railway commission will
have to be established, or the Government
will have to take the matter in hand, and
impose proper rules and regulations ; if
that is done, I do not think the public

HON. MR. POWER.
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need suffer. So far as the Grand Trunk
Railway is concerned, it has not only been
of immense service to this country, ana
done a great deal towards developing our
interests, but since that company has beel'
absorbing many smaller lines diverging to
the North from its own line at variOUS
points from Belleville westward, these
feeding lines have actually been managed
with more advantage to the public, and
the public have been better served tha"
was the case when they were independen t

lines. At the same time, so far as the
North Shore Railway is concerned, 1
certainly was amongst those who had
wished that that road had fallen into the
hands of the Canadian Pacific RailwaY.
Then we would have had two great niai"
trunk lines through Canada, that
would have afforded a reasonable degree
of competition against each other, and a
rather greater degree of security in regard
to the rates of freight and travel over
them. But as that is not the case, alla
as the large lines are continually absorb-
ing the smaller ones-and as I said before
doing very good service in that direction-'
all that is requisite is that the Governmnent
should seethatthe freights uponthose lineO
are of a reasonably fair character. At the
time the Pacific charter was granted, 1
was one of those who opposed, particUl'
arly, the giving control of the line fro0
Thunder Bay to Winnipeg to that i!'
mense company and I still think it was a
mistake. I think the line from WinniPe%'
to Thunder Bay should have been an 1in
dependent one, under the control of the
Government, and that the Governlenlt
should have allowed running powers to
any company or parties who chose to
ship over that line. That would have
given the North-West an independent
outlet, at least during six months O
the year, which would have been an 1'
mense benefit to that country. However,
as that is not the case, the next best thing
to be donc is that, either through a col'
mission or directly by the Government, it
shall be pressed upon the companies that
the freights upon all these roads shoul
be of a reasonable character, and that
their duties as public carriers should be
promptly and carefully performed ; if that
is done, I think there is rather an adVan
tage in a long line of railway. It wVOIU
not require transhipment over two or thre
different roads, in order to cover a thOl'
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sand miles, and in other ways there
Would be immense advantages, if the lines
Of railway were few, of greater length, and
Uinder proper supervision and control;
and I would express a hope that the Gov-
ernment will consider that view of the
question and continually keep it in view,
SO that neither one company nor the other
Shall impose high rates.

ON . SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
hon. gentleman from Halifax has gone
WIth discriminating steps amongst the
Railway and Steamboats Companies,
anxious not to injure any of them, which
Iust be a source of great consolation to
t.em; but he can hardly expect that I can
give him any reply to his question. That
qestion is, whether the Government in-

tend to grant any assistance to railways on
e south shore of the St. Lawrence. The

0 Ouernnent have no intention formed on
that subject, and I cannot think that niy
hon friend has any idea we could give him
' answer about it. He has had an op-
Portunity of placing his views before the
Public and the public will no doubt form
4 opinion of their value, as we do. Some
o his views, no doubt. are rather import-

t, and some perhaps not quite so much
a • I cannot, however, give him any
unswer in reply to the question he has

Put.

Tlhe Senate adjourned at 4.30 P. m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, May 16, 1883,

h1'e SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
QClock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

tlJROPEAN, AMERICAN, CANA-
bIAN AND ASIATIC CABLE

COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

OXN. MR. CARVELL moved the third
tading of Bill (ii8), "An Act to amend

Act incorporating the European,
e erican, Canadian and Asiatic Cable
OParty (Limited), and to change the

name thereof to ' The American, British
and Continental Cable Company (Lim-
ited)."

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
asked yesterday that this Bill might be
postponed until to-day, intending to make
a statement to the House upon the
subject. I do not know accurately, or
very accurately, what passed before the
Committee : but I understand that a
statement was made there by Mr. Gis-
borne an officer of the Government, in
such a way and in such language as to
induce the Committee to believe that he
spoke by the authority of the Government,
and that he had caused certain cable-
grams to be sent to Europe, and had
received certain replies, and was acting all
the time either at the instance, or with
the approval, or with the knowledge of
the Minister of Public Works. I am
asked by the Minister of Public Works to
state that Mr. Gisborne never with his
knowledge, or by his authority sent any
communication to England; that what-
ever was done in that way was done
without his knowledge, and without his
authority ; and further that the statement
made before the Committee, as I under-
stand, by that officer, was not one'which
as reported to the Minister he can in the
least concur in: that his views and
opinions are not those which were repre.
sented to -the Committee by that officer as
those of the Minister of Public Works.
I do not know what weight the evidence
of Mr. Gisborne may have had on the
Committee, but on the part of the Govern-
ment I desire to repudiate the statements
which have reached our ears as to what
was stated by that officer. Those were
not the views of the Government. No in-
structions were given, and no knowledge
existed on the part of the Minister of
Public Works with regard to what was
done as to those cablegrams and com
munications to and from England. I un-
derstand that the Committee by a large
majority decided in favor of the Bill, and
I have no motion to make in respect of it.
This repudiation or what I hear has been
stated by Mr. Gisborne I am asked to
make distin:tly.

HON. MR. CARVELL-As one mem-
ber of that committee present when Mr.
Gisborne made his statement before the

Ewropean etc., Cable Co' Bill. 5 A1
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Committee I do not know that I can re-
call word for word all that passed, but in
substance it was this : I may say at the
outset that the Committee did not under-
stand Mr. Gisborne as making a partisan
statement at all. He said he had no in-
terest whatever in this Bill or in the Com-
pany ; that his whole interest was that of
the Government ; that if this company
succeeded in carrying out their plans, a I
cable from Sable Island to Nova Scotia,
which would cost $1 20,000 in the first in-
stance, would be saveci to the Government,
besides the cost of working and maintain-
ing it ; and that any correspondence he
had received in connection therewith he
had immediately placed under the notice
of the Minister. Beyond that I do not
remember just now anything further that
was stated.

HON. MR. ALLAN-As another mem-
ber of the Committee who was present and
took part in the proceedings I desire to
state explicitly that Mr. Gisborne in his
statement, and in his evidence before the
Committee, certainly made the impression
upon me (and I think he made it upon
the majority of the Committee, and it was
one ground on which the Committee at-
tached so much weight to his evidence)
that the letters and telegrams which he
quoted had been sent by him with the ap-
proval and with the knowledge of the head
of his Department. I think I may say
this without any fear of contradiction. He
further stated, while declaring that he had
no private interest in the matter, that one
chief object which he had in view was the
very thing mentioned by my hon. friend on
my left (Mr. Carvell) to serve the interests
of the Government-as if he were speak-
ing in the interests of the Govern-
ment in respect to the laying of the cable
to Sable Island, and I have no hesitation in
saying that the preamble of the Bill was
in a great measure proved from the effect
of Mr. Gisborne's statement. Mr.
Gisborne's statement necessarily had a
good deal of weight with the Com-
mittee. I opposed this Bill at its second
reading on this simple ground; that
whereas some two or three years ago in
consequence of certain communications
made by Mr. Fleming to the Government
of thiscountry, the Government introduced
a bill bywhich they authorised Mr. Fleming
and any other persons whom he might

HON. MR, CARVEL.

associate with him to organize themselves
into a company for the purpose of laying
a cable across the Pacific Ocean ; while
that first Bill was before the House the
charter of the company whose name 'e
are now asked to change was introduced
here at the last moment-at the very end
of the session, as the dates will show-and
an amendent was introduced into that
Bill authorizing this Company to' lay a
cable across the Pacific Ocean also. That
amendment was made in the other House
and was brought up here and passed
almost at the end of the session. I a0O
perfectly safe in saying that a very large
number of gentlemen who were present
when that Bill passed with that amend'
ment in it, were not aware of the nature o
it. Of course the effect of introducin
that clause into the Bill was simply to
block Mr. Fleming and the enterprise
which he had in contemplation. I nee
scarcely say that hon. gentlemen will 'ot
for one moment maintain that it is at al
a probable thing that two companies *0
set to work at the same time to lay dOen
two cables across the Pacific Ocean. The
result has been that nothing whatever haW
been done by either company in th«
direction. The Company whose
is now before us, with the cha -ter obtaine
here, have been endeavoring to raise the
necessary capital to carry oui the purposes
for which they were organized. They have
entirely failed to do so, and the returo
placed on the table of this House last
session shows that their efforts were fox
from being attended with success an
not only that but a great many Of the
statements which were made with regard
to that Company were not borne out b
the facts. There is nothing in the eV'
dence given by Mr. Gisborne the othe'
day, or in the evidence given since
change my opinion with respect to
company or the probability of their carr
ing out the work for which they were in,
corporated.

The hon gentleman from Ottawa t
occasion on the second reading of the
Bill to go at great length into the evl
of monopolies and brought up the ee4
lasting subject of the great cable monoP
across the Atlantic. I do not see wha
that subject has to do with the laying
cable across the Pacific, but we have beeO
told, and the minds of members b
been sought to be prejudiced by

Cable c'' Bill.(S EN AT E.]
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assertion, that in opposing the present
Bill we were assisting this great
lmOnopoly which the hon. gentleman has
always thought it his duty to attack. I
50 not see that that question is involved
in this one at all, but the hon. gentleman

saYs that the machinations of this gigantic
Company prevented the European, Amer-
icai and Canadian Cable Company from
80ing into operation.

HON. MR. SCOTT-Hear, hear.

17ON. MR. ALLAN-We are not here
responsible for that, and there is no reason
Why hon. gentlemen who conscientiously
helieve that this Bill ought not to pass in
its present shape, and who believe that
the extending of the time (I think a most
uireasonable extension) will be to block
both enterprises-I do not see why they
should be supposed to be acting from any
Other motive than a desire to discharge
their duty to the public. Those are my
reasons for opposing the Bill, and with
respect to what has been said with regard
to Mr. Gisborne's statement, I do not
think there is anything that I have stated as
to the way in which he put it and the
effect it had upon the Committee, which
1s not strictly in accordance with the facts.

ION. MR. ALEXANDER-I do not
think that the observations which fell from
the hon. gentleman who has just taken
bis seat ought to be allowed to pass
"fnchallenged by other members of the
comllittee who were present. The hon.
gentleman calmly stated to this House
that if it had not been for the evidence
given by Mr. G;sborne the majority of the
Colmittee would not have reported as
they did.

liON. MR. PLUMB-He did not say

lION. MR. ALEXANDER-Now, if
r. Gisborne had not appeared before

that Committee at all, I believe a major-
lty of them would have reported upon the
1ill as they have done. We had a very
foridable appearance of opposition to
the Bill on the part of one particular
nQenber aided by a solicitor, acting on be-
half of a certain gentleman of Ottawa,
and One would have supposed at first that
the Bill would be thrown out ; but it

transpired that the hon. gentleman and the
solicitor to whom I have referred, (a gentle-
man of the legal profession highly respect-
ed), were acting to represent the interests
of Mr. Fleming, and they endeavored to
show that the granting of this legislation
would interfere with the chartered rights
which Mr. Fleming had obtained to con-
struct a cable across the Pacific Ocean.
Those were the chief grounds of opposi-
tion from that quarter. Then, there ap-
peared to be opposition because of the
rights of the New Foundland Cable Com-
pany.

HON. MR. PLUMB-Who was that?
HON. MR. ALEXANDER-I do not

remember now who the party was who
appeared, but the remark was made
by a member of the Committee, that
"this was a dog-in-the-manger opposition."

HON. MR. ALLAN-Perhaps the hon.
gentleman will state who did appear for
for that Company.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-The hon.
member from Prince Edward Island will
recollect. At all events, one member of
the Committee remarked what I have now
stated. The two interests opposed to this
Bill were Mr. Fleming on the one hand
and the Cable Company on the other.

HON. MR. PLUMB-Who appeared
for the Cable Company ?

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-Perhaps
some member of the Committee will rise
after me and state how that interest was
advocated. When the vote was taken,
instead of the Committee being strongly
hostile to the Bill we found that only two
members opposed it. The hon. gentleman
from York tells the House that but for the
evidence of Mr. Gisborne the Committee
would have thrown out the Bill.

HON MR. ALLAN-I must correct
the hon. member. I did not make any
such statement. I said I had no doubt
whatever that I was perfectly correct in
stating that the evidence of Mr. Gisborne,
given-as it was, apparently-with all the
influence of an official representing the
Government to a certain extent, had had
a very great influence upon a majority of
the Committee.
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HON. MR. ALEXANDER-I am not
here to judge of the motives of Mr. Gis-
borne. All I can express to the House
is how Mr. Gisborne impressed me: and
he appeared to me as a public officer
acting in an official capacity doing every-
thing he could in the public interest to
furnish information. I did not understand
that he appeared on behalf of a member
of the Government or that he had
been instructed by the Government to
take the course which he pursued. The
recollection which I have is that he as a
public official in his department took
steps to get information in the public
interest which would lead to a very large
saving to the Government of the country.

HON. MR. KAULBACH--At the in-
stance of his Minister.

HON. MR. PLUMB-He said at the
instance of his Minister.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-The
leader of the House has made a statement
with regard to that public officer, and I do
not know whether he meant only to clear
the skirts of the Government, or whether
he wished this House to infer a sort of
fraudulent effort had been made to sway
that committee to report in favor of the
Bill. What really is the position of this
company ? We certainly have evidence
that they were men of substance in the
City of London whose names appeared on
the prospectus ; but suppose they had
been less wealthy, what harm can accrue
from granting this charter at the present
day when we are incorporating railway
companies, and other companies without
number in the public interests? It is said
that this is a charter intended for sale.
If so does anyone suppose that capitalists
in Europe will purchase this right when
they could come directly to Parliament,
because it is stated that they will have to
assume certain liabilities already incurred ?
I merely rose fron a sense of duty to
state my impression of what occurred in
the committee.

HON. MR. DICKEY-I do not intend
to enter into this side issue which has
been raised, as I was not present, but as
my hon. friend who had charge of the
Bill at the second reading kindly inti-
mated that none of us would be com-

mitted to the principle of it, but would be
perfectly free to discuss this question at a
future stage after it came back from the
committee, perhaps I may be allowed tO
answer the extraordinary argument which
was addressed to the House by my hon.
friend from Ottawa on a former occasion.
I had no oppQrtunity of doing so then,
having already spoken, and he was kind
enough to occupy the attention of' the
House immediately after I sat down.

Now, the hon. member for Ottawa,
seems to have-he will excuse me for say-
ing it-monopoly on the brain. This
speech of his, in which he rang the
changes on this Hydra-headed monster,
monopoly, we have heard several times 1.l
this House. We have heard it twice this
session, and I have heard it half a dozenl
times in all. The very fact of this Act of
his being on the Statute Book, is the best
answer which can be furnished to that cry
of monopoly. There is no such thing as
a monopoly of cables across the Atlantic,
nor do the Anglo-American CompanY,
claim anything of the kind. Then whY
should they be charged with having a
monopoly and trying to maintain it ? It
is quite true in the origin of this great en'
terprise, which has conferred so much
benefit on Canada and upon the world, it
was found necessary in the Island of New'
foundland, to give them an exclusive right
for 50 years to the landing of cables there.
But for that exclusive right which wa
given them, that cable would never have
been laid. We know that three or four
unsuccessful attempts were made to land
the cable, and would any association Of
capitalists in their senses have undertake'
such a gigantic enterprise if, after havilg
proved its feasibility and made it a suc-
cess, they could be met a year afterwards
by competing companies landing cables
on the shore of Newfoundland ? But
that is a question .with which we have
nothing to do ; it is not the question be
fore us to-day.

There is no monopoly over the Atlantic
ocean and we have already decided very
effectually in this House and Parliament,
that there is no monopoly as to the land'
ing of cables in Nova Scotia. We have
heard a great deal about this monopoY
and the changes have been rung upofl it
in connection with other monopolies, 50
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Called. The Grand Trunk Railway Coin-
Pany, has been referred to as a great mo-
nlopoly. Now, I undertake to say that if
that Company be a monopoly it has con-
ferred vast benefits upon Ontario and Que-
bec. We have had the Canadian Pacific
Railway spoken of as a most odious mo-
noPoly, but we know that the Company
has within the short space of two years
conferred immeasurable advantages on
Canada; it has introduced a large popu-
lation and increased the resources of that
great heritage of ours in the Northwest,
and yet, it is constantly attacked as a mo-
nOpoly. I am not ashamed to say that
I have no sympathy with some persons
who, after inducing British capitalists to
Invest their money in this country to de-
Velop its resources, are constantly attack-
lfg them and endeavoring to take away
all the benefit which they expect to derive
from their investment.

I think upon reflection the House will
agree with me that it would have been
better if my hon. friend, instead of taking
that line, had attempted to answer the
arguments which I ventured to addressto the House ; and I am in the judgment
and recollection of the Senate when I
state that my hon. friend undertook to
answer not one of them. I called his
attention to the fact that his Company
had no case, no claim, no locus stand
before Parliament, because they had not
even organized. I stated that I did not

now, nor do I now know, what steps
they took, but I called his attention to
the fact that the statute which incorpor-
ated them pointed out the mode in which
they should be organized and I asked
Whether that had been done. I called
attention particularly to that but received
"0 answer. Their capital is fixed at £I,-
500,00o and so soon as 25 per cent. of that
Stock shall have been subscribed and 2d
Per cent. thereon paid up-that is to say
So soon as f375,ooo are subscribed and
£75,ooo paid up-the provisional direc-tors, amongst whom are the Petitioners
Whose petition my hon. friend, the pro-
ltor of the Bill on a former occasion re-
1Trred to (a majority of them gentlemen re-

5 'dent in this country) may call a general
eeting at some place.in London England

r some place in Canada, giving at least
three months notice in the Canada Gaz-

te, and then it goes on to direct that
ey shall form a Board of Directors.

Now, this is the initiatory step, which, so far
as I know, has not been taken. Under
those circumstances, atter the two years
have expired, the Company come to
Parliament-having failed in perfecting
their organization, having failed in taking
the initiatory steps towards that organiza-
tion, and having failed to commence
operations, they come to this House and
ask for this legislation. I do not intend
to enlarge on it, but I wišh to call the
attention of the House to the fact that
the hon. member from Ottawa does not
pretend to deny that Mr. Fleming is the
pioneer ofthe Pacific cable enterprise. He
has not ventured to deny that the effect ot
the amendment made in the House o
Commons would certainly be to prevent
any other company, from undertaking
the project, for the simple reason that
they would find the field already oecupied
by a company holding a prior charter.
He has not ventured to deny that if one
cable be laid across the Atlantic from
Europe to Sable Island within four years it
preserves the charter of the company for
all time, and that any company desir-
ing to establish cable communication
across the Pacific will be met with the
same difficulty twenty, thirty or fifty
years hence until that matter is settled.
That is one of the elements in this ques-
tion which has escaped the notice of some
hon. gentlemen, and I think it is right to
press it upon the attention of the House.
My hon. friend has not endeavored to meet
the argument which I advanced that this
Bill, though it is called a very innocent
one-only a change of name-is a recog-
nition of the existence of that company,
whether they have taken any steps to com-
mence organization or not. That argu-
ment has not been met.

My hon. friend has not ventured to deny
that as the Act which is now before us
proposes to strike out the word " Asiatic "
from the title, it is a logical sequence that
we should strike out the powers in that
Act which are connected with that name.
'He has not ventured to grapple with that
argument and the reason is, perhaps, per-
fectly obvious. I would just remind the
House that if it may be called a very in-
nocent Bill, merely proposing to amend
the title, the power is left in it to lay a
cable across the Pacific to Asia. If we
pass the Bill in its present shape the ef-
fect of it may be to mislead capitalists and
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give rise to very great inconvenience. I do
not think we ought to be askedto be respon-
sible for that. Either this Company desires
to lay a cable across the Pacific or it does
not. I assume that it does not because
we are asked to strike out of the title the
word which refers to that enterprise.
Therefore, I think it would have been
fairer and better for the hon. gentleman to
say at once " there is a difficulty in keep-
ing that title in the Bill. We fnd that it
leaves the scope of the Bill too large to
make it convenient for us to operate it in
the London money market and therefore
we shall be content with the original
powers asked by us when we came before
the Senate and asked for a title which re-
presented only those powers." The hon.
gentleman says that I attackedthis Bill on
a former occasion. I corrected him when
he conveyed the imputation that I had
said there was a fraudulent proceeding
here. But my lion. friend, when it cones
to his turn, is not so particular and I be-
lieve on reflection be will feel it his
duty to make an apology to the House for
the terms he ventured to apply to the
Anglo-American Company. In his speech
he ventured to charge them with forgery.
It is just as well to remind the House of
the fact, because it shows the inconsistency
of the argument which he used on a former
occasion. He said:-

' As an illustration of the extent of the hos-
tility of the Anglo-American Company to this
enterprise I may state that sone six mon ths
ago it was announced in a cable despatch that
the principal subscribers of the stock of this
Company had withdrawn their names, and
had taken up their subscriptions from the
Bank. I was amazed; I saw that the scheme
had gone under, and that the A nglo-American
had at last triumphed absolutely. It was not
until a letter vent over from this side and an
answer came back, that it was discovered the
statement was absolutely false, a forgery of
the Anglo-American."

HON. MR. SCOTT-Hear! hear!

HON. MR. DICKEY-It is strange that
the hon. gentleman should say " hear !
hear !" when it is within the recollection
of the House that he had answered it
himself five minutes before. Here is his
own statement : that Mr. Chase and a Mr.
Green had subscribed amounts represent-
ing £I,2oo,ooo, and he then goes on to
tell us that these people were so influenced
that they backed out of the enterprise, and

HoN, MR. DICKEY.
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he adds :-
" Those gentlemen who signed the petitiOn

were frightened and driven from this Colr
pany by its opponents ; then another bodY
otgentlemen came in and subscribed, and a
large number of them were also frightened
and forced out of it by the Anglo.American
Company, one of the most powerful conibi
nations in existance, in connection with the
Globe Construction Com-any, which can'
structs largely the cables of the world, and is
at this moment one of the most powerfil
moneved institution in London."

Now, my hon. friend had furnished
already the antidote for the poison which
he discharged against this company. It
was a serious charge to make in the Par-
liament of this country-one for which he
knew he could not be made responsible
by the company against which it wa5

made.
But my hon. friend is a little unfortu-

nate in some other statements of his. 1
need not quote from his own remarks in
the official report, but he stated most dis-
tinctly that this restriction of rates was
introduced in the Senate, and he quoted
the very words of the charter, and added:
" This is the only company expressing its
willingness to accept in their charter the
clause introduced in the Senate." I un-
dertake to tell my hon. friend that he has
no ground whatever for that statement.
That provision was not introduced in the
Senate. but was incorporated in the Bill
by the'promoters of it in another place, t
substitution for a provision of the Senate
which was struck out of the Bill.

HON. MR. SCOTT-The fact that it
was in the Bill was my point.

HON. MR. DICKEY-It was not onlY
a mistake in statement, but it was essèn-
tially a misleading statement, as regards
the merits of this Bill and the amend'
ments that were introduced. The point
was that those amendments were never
discussed in this House-that there was
no opportunity, apparently, given for dis-
cussion. Hon. members who are here
long enough to recollect, will remernber
that when this Bill was in committee, an
amendment was made to this efiect, o'1
the motion of the lamented Hon. Mr.
Gibbs:-

" To leave out all the words after 'be,'an
insert ' Comnitted to a Coimittee of the
Whole House, with instructions to add a
clause thereto restricting the maximum rate
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to be charged by the said Cempany to 50 cents
per word on every message sent over its lines
from any point where messages are received
in Canada, as far west as Ontario, to any
Point in Great Britain, and vice versa.'"

Then on the third reading, my hon.
friend, to show that he could not have
forgotten it, brought up a resolution to
strike that out, and that resolution was
Voted upon; here are the words :

"Provided alwavs that the charge for cable
Messages shal not in any case exceed 50
cents per word from points in Canada as far
West as Ontario inclusive where such messages
are received to any point in the United Kinig-
dom of Great Britain and Ireland, and vice
Versa."

That was voted upon, and it was lost
on a division of 18 to 29, in this House.
The Bill went down in th'at shape, and it
came back to us, as I am prepared to
show, from the minutes, with that provisi-
On struck out and the following substi-
tuted :-

" And the said, Company shall be subject
to such rates as may from time to time be
approved, and may be altered fromi time to
tinie lty the Governor-in-Council."

Thatwas the waythat thatgotintothe Bill.
But the point I wish to call the attention
of the House to is that the protection we
Were enabled to give to the public, by
creating a maximum rate of tariff between
any point in the west of Ontario and any
Part of Great Britain was taken away by
the amendment which was carried in an-
other place. We who voted for that con-
sidered it a very important provision, but
it got out of the Bill in that way. It may
be said "What better would you want
than to have the Governor-in-Council
irpose the rates ?" In the first place my
answer is this : we thought it better then, as
We thought it better last session when we took
a similar course and limited the Great
North Western to a maximum rate, that
the people of this country should know the
highest they would have to pay, and that
they should not leave it to any Govern-
Mnent to establish rates for them. But my
hon. friend will recollect what took place
ln 1881. He was then content to strike
Out this clause which protected the public,
and take power to leave it in the hands
Of the Governor in Council to impose
those rates. But hon. gentlemen will
recollect the state of affairs in 1881. We
had then the cry against this terrible
national policy ; that it was going to ruin

the country; and we had the cry against
this odious "monopoly " of the Canadian
Pacific Railway, that they were going to
ruin the country; and the hon. gentleman
will recollect that this wasj ust twelve months
before the general election-before he
could get his cable manufactured-and
he felt, no doubt, that his party would
come into power, and they would have an
opportunity of settling those rates them-
selves. I have no doubt it influenced his,
mind in accepting it as a substitute for a
fixed, known rate that could not be ex-
ceeded, and in that way it crept into the
Bill and if this House had had an oppor-
tunity of passing upon it in a few days
after giving a vote directly to the contrary
it would not have been in the Bill. Bui
it is taken out of it now and the protec-
tion to the public is abolished, Under
these circumstances I think it does not
become the promoters of this Bill to say
that every consideration has not been given
to them. I do not intend to occupy the
time of the House. As the Railway
Committee have, acting under a miscon-
ception, as has been clearly shown to the
House, passed this Bill or undertaken to
pass it, I shall not ask the House to di-
vide on the point, but I thought it right
to take this opportunity of defending the
position that I then took in common with
many friends about me, and to show
clearly that had the matter been properly
understood the result would have been
somewhat different.

HON. MR. SCOTT-I do not know
that it is very important that I should go
into any historical retrospect of what
occurred two years ago, as my hon.
friend has done. I think the matter has
been very fully discussed. He has en-
deavored to make a point upon this ques-
tion of rates : well, I stand corrected if
the change was made in the other House,
but it is a matter that in no way affects
the question now before Parliament,
whether it was a better policy for Par-
liament to fix 50 cents, or to allow the
Governor-in-Council to fix the rate. The
hon. gentleman, in a very facetious
manner, has given me credit for intro-
ducing this amendment with a view to a
change of Government, but I thought the
argument so far-fetched that it was too
ludicrous to advert to. The changes
made in the Bill are entirely of a domes-
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tic character, affecting no outside persons lute right, but they have taken that abso-
and no corporations beyond itself, and lute right notwithstanding; they have
this is the first occasion on which taken possession of every company that
I have ever known Parliament, to hesitate has been organized in any country,
about granting any company, already in whether the United States, France or
possession of a charter, the right to alter Great Britain: they have absorbed them,
some of its details, which in no way affect they have squeezed their life out, put the
the outside public. The hon. gentleman rates down and destroyed them, and then
has said that while this Act is in force, it brought them in either by amalgamation
in some way retards other companies or by arrangements for carrying messages
from laying a cable, but I deny that at equal rates. Therefore I think it was
in toto. Two years ago a Bill went quite safe, and quite in the spirit of the
through pari passu with this; both were word, to use the language I did it stating
discussed largely in the Press, and in the they have a monopoly. We know in fact
House of Commons, more particularly that one cannot send a message across
than here, and it was quite open to the the Atlantic except y the one company 
gentlemen who were associated with Mr. there are several organizations, but they
Fleming, if they thought that time a are ail controlled by the one hand. In
fitting one, to have gone on and laid their refrence to Mr. Gibôrne's statement, I
cable across the Pacifie Ocean. Fhey understood hi e to sty that he had fro
have done no more than this Company- tinie to tine reported to the Minister the
not as much. They have not attempted enquiries he had made in connection
to organize, nor have they applied for let- ith tis nmatter ; he stated moreover
ters p)atent. They have not made appli- what tle rton. gentleman who inoved th
cation to the Secretary of State for the third readinsr of this Bill stated, that he
drganization of the Company as they were believed it would be in the interests of
bound to do within a year. Parliament this country, if a private company were to
was asked to extend the time, and lay a cable between Sable Island and the
the time was extended, no one refusing mainland.
his assistance. Another year went by and
we have on our table a Bi extending that HON. SiR ALX. CAMPBELL-e
period for another year. None of us hesi- stated that he reported these fcts to the
tated; we gave that other Company ail Minister.
that it asked, as we should give to every
company that is disposed to embark in an
enterprise ofthat nature. I do feel, there- HON. M SCOTT--Yes, he stated
fore, that it was a somewhat unusual way that he took no steps in connection with
of treating a company which practicaly this-he did not state that he got an
had at least made an effort-beause I instructions in advance fro the Minister
think it must be conceded, from the facts but that he reported to the Minister wha
we have had before us and fro the dis- he had done, after it had been done. 1
cussions that have taken place from time did not understand him to say that h
to time in the public press, that this com- was authorized by the Minister to tak
pany has at least made an effort. I stated the initiative, but that he stated thE
the other day that at ail events a consider- resut of any enquiries he was making
able portion of the two bodies of gentle- He seemed to be charged by the Depart
men who had embarked in it were driven ment with a sort of supervision over
from the field by either the allurements or telegraph system, and I suppose h
the threats of the Anlo-American Com- thought this was an incident of it,and i
pany and I state so stih. It is just possi- was his duty o report to the Minister anY
ble that this gigantic company, which I particular evidence that arose. He did
maintain has a monopoly, may be able yet not coe to this conmittee voluntarilY
to crush out this enterprise as it has in fact he declined to corne unless he wa
crushed out a great many of a similar ordered there. And he did not wish tc
nature. The hon. gentleman says that core unless the Minister gave him author
there is no monopoly; well, possibly he is ity. A summons was sent to him, a
playing with words when he says that. the consent o the Minister I believe w
Parmiaent has e aot given ther the abso. given,

t

HON, MR, ScoTr,
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HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-As
regards the Minister, he says it was stated
to him that this gentleman desired to go
before the Committee, the reply to the
message was " no, not unless you are sum-
Moned, then you are obliged to go."

HON. MR. CARVELL-If a wrong im-
pression has been left upon the mind of
this House in regard to a gentleman whose
name has been mentioned here, and I am
if any way able to remove it, it is simply
my du.ty to do so. I was the one who
moved that the Chairman should have
Mr. Gisborne before the Committee, and
I Went over to the Department of Public
Works and there wrote a line to the Mins-
ter asking if he would consent to Mr.
Gisborne appearing before the Committee
on Railways, Telegraphs and Harbors to
whom had been referred the Bill now under
discussion ; and I added that the Commi-
ttee was summoned for Io-3o a. m.--which
was about the time I wrote the note. The
Minister wrote on the back of my letter
"if summoned by the Committee, yes ;
Otherwise I cannot allow any of my assist-
ants to appear before the Committee." I
reported this to the Committee and a sum-
Mons was immediately issued by the Chair-
!nan, and Mr. Gisborne came. My object
inl obtaining his attendance, was to get an
original letter, a copy of which I hold in
MY hand, and which Mr. Gisborne had
Placed on fyle in the Department of
Public Works. It was written in England,
and one day, while talking with Mr.
Gisborne, with whom I am very well
acquainted, having known him for many
Years, he said, " that cable company I
think is going ahead," and he showed me
this letter. I asked him if I might have
it, and he made no objection. My reason
for asking that the original letter be pro-
diced was, that since this Bill has been
bcfore the House, an unusual and extraor-
dinary influence has been brought from
.utside this Chamber upon gentlemen

Sitting here, and upon the members of the
Government, I think, trying to belittle
'shall I say besmear-this Company.

Was said that it had no existence, that
t Was a fraud, that it never had any
Ottom, and never had a dollar of money.
t was stated by Mr Fleming, through his

,attorney in the Committee, yesterday,
that they had no money and could not
get any-that nobody would lend them

any. In fact the Company was described
in language which I do not care to repeat
here. Therefore I sought to get this
letter, which is as follows :-

5 KNIGHTRIDER STREET,
DOCTOR'S COMMONS,

LONDON, E.C., 31st of March, 1883.
DEAR SiR,

I have just had an interview with Sir
Alex. Galt, in reference to the Act granted to
the European, Ainerican and Asiatic Cable
Company. The conditions of the Act are so
far complied with that the work of making
the cable bas been conmmenced, severai
hundred miles being ready.

We have arranoed the capital for one
cable, but it would ie impossible to bring the
company ont under the old name; it is pro-
posed to adopt the title of ' The American ,
British and Continental Cable Company,'
and we are prepared to bring out the Coi-
pany inimediately on receiving permission
froi your Government to change the naine
as above. You will greatly oblige me by
informing me in course of post (or, il po)ssible
by telegraph) that steps should be taken to
secure the benefits already obtained by -the
Act, under the new name. As the nominated
chairman of the new company, I write this,
so that you sliould be officially irformed that
work has already cmmenced, unider clause
20. I cat give you my assurance of the
bonafides of our present position ; and thank
you in advance for any assistance you can
render us towards completing this undertak-
ing, which must confer incalculable benelits
on the Dominion.

I am, Sir,
Yours faithfully,

(Signed) 8. C. HADLEY,
Alderman

F. N. GIsBORNE, Esq.,
Supt. of Telegraphs and Signal Ser-

vice of the )ominion of Canada,
Ottawa.

P.S.-Mr. Rochs will keep you intormed of
the steps taken on this side."

Before I sit down I would refer to a
statement made in this Chamber: a return
was quoted from the other day showing
that Sir E. J. Reed's name was used with-
out his consent, and that the title " Asi-
atic " was an after thought, while the
Company had no bona fides. I think I
can furnish abundant testimony to dis-
prove that. That Sir E. J. Reed's con-
nection with this Company is undoubted,
I have proof under my hand, and the
denial in the return is not very clear, as
hon. gentlemen will see if they care to
read it. The term " Asiatic " was not in
the original Bill but the powers were there ;
the powers in the orignal Bill were world
wide, and I am informed and believe it
was at the suggestion of the Minister of
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Public Works that the word was inserted
in the tale ; he said that if the Bill was to
pass in that shape the title should be
changed in order that it should show the
full extent of the Bill. There is just
one other matter to which I would like to
refer, viz a statement in the prospectus,
about which a good deal was said both in
the Committee and in the lobbies. It is
the simple statement that thé company
paid six thousand pounds for the cost of
procuring this Act. Well, at first sight,
it would sound rather alarming to a gentle-
man who was not conversant with such
things, but what is the fact? Immediately
or very soon after the passing of the
Act of two years ago, the Corporators set
to work. They employed solicitors, they
prepared a prospectus, had their articles of
agreement drawn out, employed managers
-one in London, a provisional manager,
and one here who was put under a very
fair salary-and this in one year, when the
the Company went down and Sir E. J.
Reed withdrew, though why he did so, I
cannot tell.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-It
says that sum was expended for procuring
the Act.

HON. MR. CARVELL-Yes, but if
hon. gentlemen will allow me I will enable
them to see the other side.

HON. MR. VIDAL-I think it says,
"from the Canadian Parliament," which
gives a particular point to it.

HON. MR. CARVELL-The business
of this Corporation went on under the
management of the Provisional Board,
including Sir E. J. Reed, for, I think, a
year, or thereabouts, and then it was
discovered that Sir E. J. Reed's sympathies
were not with the Company, and he went
out. Another Board was formed, but, as
I said before, there was the cost of
solicitors, prospectus, travelling expenses,
promotion and a hundred and one other
things which may come in legitimately in
that way, and when the prospectus, which
was before the Committee the other day,
was issued, it was there stated that the
sum of £6,ooo was expended. That
happened in this way: the laws of England
require that when a prospectus is issued,
if there are any charges against the cor-

HON. MR. CARVELL.
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poration or Company, if any contracts have
been entered into or if there are any
liabilities in existence, they must be put
ia the prospectus; and the reasonableness
and justice of it will be evident to any
hon. gentleman at once. Suppose, for
instance, that any gentleman is going
to subscribe to tme stock list to-morrow;
instead of its being a clear sheet, it
is evident at once from the pros-
pectus that there are ten, twenty or
fifty thousand dollars chargeable to that
Company-that it is loaded to that extent,
and he governs himselif accordingly.
When this prospectus was being prepared
I can readily imagine that the stockholders
wished to answer in advance the inquiries
which would naturally be made a, to what
was the position of the Coinpany and
what expenses had been incurred, in
order 'that they might be assured there
would be no after claps, no bills coming
in by and by after the organization was
complete. I am speaking of the opera
tians in England, and I say 6ooo pounds
has been inserted' there as representing
the cost incurred during 18 months in
England, exclusive of the £400, or
nearly so which was satisfactorily explained
before the Committee the other day by
the hon. gentleman from Ottawa.

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.-It
does not say so ; it says for the expense
of procuring the Act.

HoN. MR. CARVELL.-I admit the
use of the expression may be unfortunate
but hon. gentlemen will see that there is
nothing really wrong in it If, as has been
suggested here, it were possible that moneY
could be used to obtain an Act of Parlia-
ment here-supposing fòr arguments sake
it were so-is it at all likely that any Of
the managers or promoters of such an
Act would be mad enough to put such a
thing in their prospectus ? Why, the very
statement itself shows the absence of
anything criminal and is an evidence Of
the good faith of the whole thing.

Ho,. MR. SCOTT-In a matter that
is personal to myself, and I think personal
to perhaps every hon.. gentleman here
I should make some observatiofl
upon it, more especially as reference has
been made -to this item in the old pros'
pectus. I may say that I was indignant
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When I saw it, and I knew it must be
utterly untrue ; however, I caused enquiry
to be made, in order to satisfy the House
and the country. I did so because this
Went into the newspapers and I desired
that it should go abroad what the exact
lature of the expenditure in this country
had been in connection with this Bill. I
have the figures here in my hands, and
with the permission of the House, will
read them. They are as follows :-

Paid Cockburn & McCaul for Petitions,
Notices, Drafts of Bills, Amend-

mients etc................... $ 150
Arnendments, Copies etc ........ . 45
Parliamentary Fees on Bill...... 275
Advertising Notices and Prospectus 86o
Printing 6oo Copies............ .. 75
Paid Agent expenses in connection

With Montreal Union & Rapid
Telegraph Company .......... 200

Cables, Telegrams etc., duriny three
years ............. ........ 520

POstage, Stationery etc .......... 280

$2,405

The above sum of $2,405, represents the
whole amount expended by this company
1 Canada since January, 1881, including
the solicitors account of $195, and it is
Very proper that this statement should be
mrlade by myself, because I insisted upon
an enquiry being made and a proper
return given to me, in order that no hon.
gentleman should be compromised in the
Shightest degree, or. any reflection, such
as Was sought to be made, thrown upon
the Parliament of Canada. The matter
Was very properly adverted to, and caused
a great deal of surprise in the minds of
'ery many besides myself; therefore I
think that it should go abroad that the
su I have mentioned was the total ex-
Pended in Canada from January 1881 to
the present hour. The only-thing it does
tnot include is the parliamentary fee for
the amendment.

lION. MR. PLUMB-I think it is due
to.this House and to myself to say some-
thing in respect to this Bill to which my
r1arne was attached at the time it was
brought upon our notice paper. I feltthat, as there had been some statements
nflade in regard to the bona fides of the
applicants it was due to the promoters of
the Bill that the pnatter should go to the

Committee, and a hearing there be had.
What has been stated by the hon. gentle-
man from Toronto is as nearly correct as
anything could be, and I have only to say
most unhesitatingly and distinctly that the
impression conveyed to my mind by the
statements of Mr. Gisborne was very
strong; those statements had great weight
with me, they. were uncontradicted ant I
gathered from them that he was acting for
the Government and had no interest what-
ever in the Bill, but that whatever his
communications had been, they had been
under the sanction and with the knowl-
edge of his Minister. He usedthatexpression
constantly, and while I thought that the
whole proceeding was a strange one, I was
bound to accept his statements ; I regret to
find, however, that the statements he made
before the Committee have been contra-
dicted. Finding that my hon. friend from
Ottawa had been engaged for the parties
who were getting the charter, I felt that,
under the circumstances, it was hardly fair
that I should be asked to take the Bill
under my charge, and I declined to move
it further. I now say that, but for the im-
pression that was conveyed to me by Mr.
Gisborne, I should have felt very much
inclined, in the Comnittee to have moved
against it. I do not wish to take up the
time of the House further, but I must ex-
press my very great regret that an officer
of the Government should have come be-
fore a committee and that the Comnittee
should have received from him the impres-
sion that it did gather, certainly so far as
I am concerned, and I have no doubt that
the same impression was received by many
other hon. gentlemen who heard him. I
thought it was a little strange that he
hould be cabling to England to ascer-
ain what were the prospects of this
company, to his brother and other
parties whom we do not know much
about. But I really felt disappointed to
find that there was no evidence before us
that there was any capital actually sub-
scribed and paid up for that Company,
and it could hardly be possible that there
was any subscription for the new Com-
pany, because it had not been formed.
Whatever may be the soundness of the
new Company I am not prepared to judge.
But I think it is quite evident that nothing
has been done, and it could hardly be
possible that that cable could be purchased
by a Company when the Company did not
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exist. So far as I am personally concern-
ed, I wish to have it distinctly understood
by the House, that I have come to my
conclusions with regard to the Company
without having any influence brought to
bear upon me by any rival enterprise. I
have no special sympathy with any parties
who are engaged in this matter. I
should like very well to have seen
t&-e Company, when it was chartered,
succeed, but I felt that I was entitled to a
full understanding of the position of the
company and of every question connected
with it. I knew nothing of the report
which had been brought into the Senate
which was a damaging one, and I was
surprised to find that my hon. friend from
Ottawa, who is a very active member of
this House, had allowed any motion to
escape his notice, and that so important
a return should have been brought down
without his knowledge. It certainly is
not my fault that I was not apprised of
it, for I think both the hon. gentleman
himself and other parties who are inter-
rested in the Bill should have had that in-
formation and that Ishould have had it too.
I felt I was placed in a false position, and
therefore I withdrew from the promotion
of the Bill.

HON. MR. VIDAL-As I was a mem-
ber of the committee before which Mr.
Gisborne gave his evidence I feel it my
duty, on account of the remarks which
have just fallen from the lips of some hon.
gentlemen, to state in as few words as
possible precisely what occurred. - It will
be in the recollection of hon gentlemen
that when this matter was first introduced
in this House, the remarks made on the
mode in which it had its origin, the treat-
ment it had received, andthe charge of -he

unauthorised use of the naine of a person
in England, were circumstances which
threw a great deal of suspicion upon it.
And I stated my unwillingness to placing
my name on record as seconding the Bill.
In the committee I felt it my
duty to vote for reporting the
Bill without amendment. Why ?
Mainly, I do not hesitate to say,
on the evidence given to that Committee
by Mr. Gisborne. Not only as the hon.
gentleman from Ottawa statcd, did Mr.
Gisborne frequently tell us, that what he
had done was always reported to the Min-
ister ; but he did a great deal more than
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that. He took the greatest pains to assure
us that every document which was sent,
be it telegram or letter, was first submitted
to the Minister for his approval, which I
contend threw about the transaction that
character of governmental supervision and
approval which carried very great weight
to my mind. It made me think that sO
far as the Minister was concerned
he was satisfied with- the proof fur-
nished by this Company and was willing
that it should go into operation. So far,
then, as Mr. Gisborne's statement concerns
me it was mainly the cause of the change
of my opinion on the Bill and my willing-
ness that it should be reported without
amendment.

There is however one feature of the
Bill which it is important that the House
should have knowledge of, and it strikes
me as being very remarkable. The alle-
gation was made that the company had
never gone into existence-that its char-
ter was forfeited by non-user. That state-
ment was met by Mr. Gisborne with the
information that there is a Board in Eng-
land, that they had given contracts for
making the cable and that work is actU-
ally going on. What do we find in the,
Bill? The third clause is as follows :-

The seventh section of the said Act is hereby
amended by striking out the word '' three" I

the sixth line of the said section, and by in-
serting the word " one " ip lieu thereof.

It seems a very innocent clause, and as
explained in the Committee merely refer
red to the notice thât was to be giverl,
but no attention was called to what that
notice was, and when it was to be given-
It happens that it is the notice which
should be given before the first step cal'
be taken by the Company. Before they
can organize at all they must give three
months notice in the papers. By asking
us to change that from three months to
one is it not an open and clear acknoWî
edgement to us that that first meeting
never took place at all? The meeting ws
to take place as soon as 25 per cent. O
the capital was subscribed and 20 per cent.
paid thereon.

HON. MR. SÇOTT-The hon. gentle-
man will see that this Bill was applied for
by the provisional directors.

HON. MR. PLUMB.
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HON. MR. VIDAL-Will the hon.
gentleman explain, then, why this change
is asked for ?

HON. MR. SCOTT-It is all done by
Proxy. The provisional directors hold
their position until the organization takes
Place.

HON. MR. VIDAL-Have they held
their first meeting yet ?

HON. MR. SCOTT-No.

HON. MR. VIDAL-Then they have
never gone into operation. Should they
lot have done that within the two years

sPecified in the Act? Can it be said that
a company which has not had its first
mneeting is in existence ?

HON. MR. SCOTT-Oh yes.

HON. MR. VIDAL-Even though the
time in which it should go into operation
has expired ? I have done my duty, at
ail events, in calling the attention of the
Ilouse to this remarkable fact, that the
change refers to the notice for the first
Preliminary meeting, before the company
can be said to exist at all.

HON. MR KAULBACH-I am not
going to occupy much time, but from the
Peculiar manner in which this question has
corne up I think it is advisable that the
sense of the House should be taken upon
it. I may say that I was very much in
do0ubt as to what would be the fate of this
hill before the Committee. My own im-
Pression was that there would be a major-
lty against reporting it, and the result was
a surprise to me, as I am sure it was to
'bany other hon. gentlemen. I have no
doubt that that result was mainly owing
tO the gentleman who came before that
Comrnittee and gave his evidence, and
that many hon. gentlemen were led to
change their views with regard to the Bill
Purely in consequence of Mr. Gisborne's
evidence. My own impression of what
kr. Gisborne said was that what he had
done in the matter was at the instance of
the Minister. He certainly did say that
it Was done with the full knowledge and
approval of the Minister. I can remember
the very words and he went on to
say that everything he had done was

done with the knowledge of the
Minister, who had seen the letters and
telegrams that were sent. After such
statements had been made I was not so
much surprised at the result of the vote
in the Committee. For this reason I
think the House should be called upon
to decide on the merits of the Bill. I
opposed it at the first, and I am still
opposed to it, because I believe we are
not here to look after the interests of any
corporation, but to look after the interests
of the public. The corporation can look
after its own interests, but our duty is to
see that the public interests are properly
protected.

I cannot see why this Company should
desire to change their naine. Their
present name is quite consistent with the
scope of the Bill. If they really do want
to connect with Asia, why strike out
that name from their title? It seems to
me that the whole thing is ,a delusion,
and from the very beginning has
not been of such a character as
to commend itself to the House. The
very prospectus which has been so much
talked about, led the public to believe'
that it cost £6,ooo to get the Bill through
this Parliament, and no other interpreta-
tion can be put upon it-that is the plain,
common sense meaning of the language.
But we have it from the leader of the Op-
position that it only cost $2000, in-
cluding- all the subsequent expenses. I
say the thing is a deception upon the face
of it, and not only that but the prospectus
was issued with no date and no names
attached to it. Ths name of the hon.
R. W. Scott,- Q. C., was put to it as stand-
ing counsel in Canada, but the, hon. gen-
tleman says he is not standing counsel in
Canada. Therefore it seems to me that
the whole thing has been got up as a
delusion and a deception. If this Com-
pany have a bad position in the money
market, and the people will have nothing
to do with them, I do not see why we
should change the charter by changing the
name. It would be a deception upon the
public. If thename is changed, many per-
sons may be led to believe that there is
something new in the company-some
change in their intentions, scope and gb-
ject. If the Company have not a sound
financial position, we ought not to aid in
deceving the public in the manner propos-
ed. It is evident that they never intended
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to go to Asia at all. In their original Bill
they asked in the first place that their
capital should be £1,5oo,ooo, which was
only about enough to cross the Atlantic,
and land the cable on Sable Island. It was
only after the project of Mr. Sandford
Fleming was brought to the attention of
Parliament that they actually changed the
title of the Bill to put in " Asiatic," and
make it consistent with its scope and
object. Why, after so doing, they should
want to take out " Asiatic " again, if they
really intended to make connection with
that continent a part of their business,
I cannot conceive. I say that if this
company stand unfavorably before the
public we have no right to allow
them to change their name and thus
enable them to deceive the public.

This Company stands in the way of
other'Companies who might undeitake
the work. They are before the public,
they are presumed to be doing something,
and are thereby deterring other Companies
who would probably organize under the
public Act which has been passed.

I do not believe it is in the public interest
that this Company should be allowed to
change their name. If they are really a
bonafide Company they can do the work
under the present Act. If we throw out
this Bill that would not prevent their
going on. I cannot see any reason why
we should grant this legislation at all: I
do not believe that it is in the interests of
the public, or that the Company have
shown us any grounds to justify us in
granting their request.

HON. MR. POWER-I was a member
of the Committee before which the Bill
came, and as other hon gentlemen have
stated their recollections of what took
place ,I suppose there is no reason why I
should not add my contribution.

The hon. gentleman at my right sug-
gested that Mr. Gisborne knew a good
deal about the character of the company,
and what had been done. I think he in-
formed the Chairman of that fact, and in
consequence Mr. Gisborne was summoned
before the Committee. The object of my
hon. friend in having Mr. Gisborne sum-
moned, was not to show what the Minis-
ter thought about the matter, but simply
to inform the Committee as to what had
been done by this company, and whether
it was a bona fide or a bogus concern.

That was the sole object with which he
was called before the Committee Ile
came before the Committee,. and read
letters he had received in his official capa-
city as Telegraph Superintendent of the
Dominion, from the parties who were Un-
dertaking to work under the Act of incor-
poration. Those lette s he read for the
informationof the Committee. Inthe course
of his remarks he said he hadreported tohis
Minister, or something to that effect, as tO
what he had done; but I did not under-
stand him in any way to undertake to use
the name of the Minister for the purpose
of influencing the Committee. The Coml-
mittee wanted information from Mr. Gis-
borne as to the bonafides of the CompanY,
not as to the position of his Minister 1i
the matter. 1, for one, when Mr. Gisborne
had finished his evidence, was not left
under the impression that the Minister
had had anything to do with the matter
at all. The information given by Mr.
Gisborne had no connectior. with the
Minister's position as to the Bill ; and the
fact that the Government had declined to
allow Mr. Gisborne to come before the
Conimittee unless he was summoned'
showed very clearly that the Minister
could not be particularly anxious for
the Bill to pass. But, on the other
hand, hon. gentlemen who have beefl
using the name of the Minister O
Public Works very freely, must
remember that the Bill was passed in the
other House without opposition, and that
the Minister was present, and did not say
a word against it, and it is just as improper
for hon. gentlemen to try to leave us
under the impression that the Minister
was hostile to the Bill, as for Mr. Gis'
borne to have stated that he was favorable
to it, which I did not understand b'l1

to do.
Now it seems to me that there has bee"

a great attempt made to mystify what s
really a very clear and plain matter This
Company was incorporated two years ao
in the ordinary way. There was th's
difference between the Act incorporatng
this Company and the Acts incorporating
someothertelegraphcompaniesthat the 13i1
to incorporate this Company as it left this
Chamber, contained a provision that the
rates for cable messages should not
exceed a certain sum. It went
down to the House of Commons, and
there it happened that Sir Hector

HON. MR. KAULBACH.
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g9evin who was then, as he is now,
Minister of Public Works, was chairman
Of the Committee to which the Bill was
referred The Bill was discussed at con-
siderable length by the Committee, and
the Minister whom I have named reported
it With certain amendments. These
amrIendnents were made openly and in
the light of day. There was no hugger-

'UMgger about it at all; the thing was done
airly and openly. There was a slight
Change made in the name of the Bill and
an alteration made as to the rates. The
rates were made subject to the control, of
the Governor-in-Council, which I think
'as probably as wise a provision as the
Provision originally contained in the Bill,
fltwithstanding what my hon. friend from
A4rherst has said.

There was nothing wrong or improper
about the first Bill. The hon. gentleman
frOmn Amherst has stated that the original
]ill had come in here at the close of the
Session with those amendments, when
there was no time to consider them. Now
if the hon. gentleman will refer to the
JOurnals of the House he will find that
they came up five days before the end of
the Session. That was not a very short
Period for their consideration. The pre-
Sent Bill comes up from the House of
tomons, where there was no oppositionto it, and there is not the slightest reason
Shown why we should not pass it.' It went

O Our Committee. There everyone who
had anything to say against it was at liberty
t appear, and some gentlemen did so;
uo t the Bill was carried by a vote of nineteen

to two. I cannot see how anything else
Could have been done. The Company
are not asking to have their powers extend-
ed in any way, but simply to have their
namre changed, and I have never known
Of a case where such a request has beenrefused.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
Wa read the third time and passed.

L..OTTERIES AMENDMENT BILL.

SECOND READING.

"ON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the second reading of Bill (U), "An Act
further to amend chapter 95 of the
?onsolidated statutes of Canada, respect-
lng lotteries."

He said: This Bill is to remove a
difficulty into which members of the Art
Union have fallen, including some very
eminent men, amongst them, I believe,
His Excellency the Governvr-General.
It would seem that the Act respecting
lotteries is not confined in any way to
any particular description of lotteries. It
is an Act passed in the time of the old
Province of Canada, and some persons
who appear not to sympathise with the Art
Union have drawn the attention of the
Police Magistrate in one of the cities of
the Dominion, to the fact that these lot-
teries are against the law, and have urged
that the law should be put in force as
against them the same as it would be put
in force as against any other lottery that
we condemn-lotteries which are in the
nature of gambling. Some persons insist
that this law, which affects this mode of
distributing prizesby the Art Union, should
be enforced. The magistrate has been in
correspondence with myself about it, and
he suggests that this amendment to the
law should be made, to allow of this
mode of distributing prizes by incor-
porated societies established for the
encouragement of art.

HON. MR. DE BOUCHERVILLE-
Is there not some doubt as to the power
of the Federal Parliament to amend the
Consolidated Statutes of Canada,
respecting lotteries.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
think not in this respect, because this is
a criminal law rendering these lotteries
illegal, imposing a fine, and makin'g the
offence a misdemeanor.

HON. MR. DE BOUCHERVILLE-
The reason why I asked the question is,
this law has already been amended by the
Legislature of Quebec, and I wanted to
get the opinion of the Minister of Justice
as to the question of jurisdiction.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
he had some slight verbal amendments to
make to the Bill.

The amendments were agreed to.

HON. MR. MILLER-I might suggest
to the Minister of Justice before the third
reading of the Bill it might be advisable
to decide whether it is a matter for the
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consideration of this Parliament. I have 1
not had time to go through the original
Act very carefully, but from a cursory
glance at it I should say it does not make
the offence of holding lotteries a misde-
meanor or crime; it merely imposes a
penalty for the offence of engaging in
lotteries. It may be a question how far
the Bill before us may attain the purpose
for which it has been- introduced. Of
course it would be quite competent for
the Minister of Justice to declare the
offence a misdemeanor, and then define
in the Bill the exemptions from the
general operation of the law. I do not
pretend to say that the view I take of it
now is one that will not bear further
investigation, but I thought it well to call
the attention of the Minister of Justice to
it so that when the Bill comes to be read
the third time he may be able to declare
his opinion on this point.

The Bill was ordered for third reading
to-morrow

THE RULES OF THE SENATE.

MOTION.

The Order of the Day having been
called for the consideration of the report
of the Committee on Standing Ordefs and
Private Bills, proposing the amendment of
the Forty-ninth and Fiftieth Rules, and
that members be summoned,

HON. MR. BELLEROSE said that the
proposal of the Committee was to amend
the 49 th and 5oth Rules of the Senate,
and extend the time for receiving petitions
for private bills and reports from the
Committee on Private Bills to a reasonable
period, so that in future those Rules
should be strictly adhered to. He moved
the adoption of the report.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-1 do
not apprehend that the amendment pro-
posed by the report would be of much use
unless the same rule was adopted by the
House of Commons. I do not know
whether my hon. friend, who is Chairman
of the Private Bills Committee, has any
communication with the Chairman of the
Committee of the other House, or whether
he has information that the other House is
willing to adopt the same rule. If they do

HdN. MR MILLER.

not adopt the same rule, would we accoln'
plish anything by adopting this reporh?
Would it not be better to postpone the
consideration of the report and endeavo!
to arrive at some common conclusion by
communication with the other House?

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-I have haô
some conversation with the chairman a n
some of the members of the Private Bills
Committee of the other House and thel
expressed their willingness to adopt the
same rule, but I understand from one .
them that the Premier would not vote it,
that there were reasons for not adoptiná
such a rule, and the thing dropped. I d9
not see that it is necessary that the Cor1-
mons should adopt the same rule as eC
do; our rule would only apply to bIls
originating in this House.

HON. MR. DICKEY-I am afraid that
any rules we may make will be dealt with
in the future as they have been dealt'-wit
in the past, though I can quite understaîlô
that if this amended rule could be right1
enforced it would be a wholesome proVi
sion. I fear, however, that if we pUblish
this to the world that promoters of Private
Bills will have this increased time in which
to present them, they will take the fo
latitude, and it will be an inducement fof
them to still further delay the business.of
the Session. If it could be made an in'
flexible rule of the House I should cer'
tainly vote for it.

HON. MR. MILLER-I quite agree
with the hon. gentleman from Aniherst
that if the amended rule is adopted, and
it is not rigidly enforced we would be bet-
ter without a rule. One reason that 1
fluenced the Committee in recomrnendnó$
his change is that the rule is suspendeu

every Session, invariably, once or twice'
and sometimes three or four times.
hold that it would be better for us to have
no rule at all than to have one which .e
perience has proved to be of no practic"
application : it is impossible as the rle
stands now that it can be conformed t0

0as11'
The Committee thought that if a reas
able time were given for the receptiOn0
petitions, and reports on Private is,
then the suspension of the rule coUte
become a matter of much greater
difficulty, because the same reasons' b
favor of the suspension could not possi
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xist. Under these circumstances I think
it WOuld be better to repeal this bill alto-gether and allow the matter to remain one
t be dealt with in the discretion of the

Ouse as it virtually now is, or if we
alend it to declare while amnending itt.at unless very strong reasons should be
given for the suspension of the rule it
should not be suspended hereafter. That

nion was strongly expressed by theOnimittee and if a resolution was come
to by the House to enforce the rule when
It Was made a reasonable rule, I think it
WOUld be a decided improvement on the
reßlation that now exists.

lION. MR. HAYTHORNE-I am op-
POsed to the changes proposed, as I think
Very Slight benefit will be derived from it,
rd a great deal of mischief might result
roM it. If the change is adopted the re-

will be that the business of the session
not commence as early as it does

0- When applicants for private billsXere limited to ten days after the openingPi ?ariamient for the presentation of their
ttions the Private Bill Committee went

t ork at once, and the business of all
he Other committees depended on the?rk being first commenced in that Com-

fluttee. By extending the period in which
?rk nay be commenced in that Con-
ttee, the work of the other committeesWill be retarded, and considerable delay

thdiInconvenience will result from it. I
teink it would be advisable for the Minis-
tor Of Justice to consult his colleagues as

the abvisability of this pro-
POsed change before it is adopted.

lION MR. KAULBACH-I agreeWth Mny hon. friend from Prince Edward
S"Id that the adoption of this proposed
0f th8e would result in delaying the work
e .e session. If any gentlemen interest-
of In a private bill, ask for a relaxation

e rule it will be granted as heretofore
no benefit can result from this

ane.

i lON. MR. DICKEY-I observe that
the report of the committee they re-

CO11lend that this new rule, if adopted,
b0.ld be rightly enforced. If that could

1 IIcorporated in any way in the rule it
rid be notice to the promoters ofPVate bills that they could not expect to

e this indulgence that they have been

in the habit of receiving (the suspension of
the rule), but must be prepared within the
time mentioned in the rules to present
their petitions.

HON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE-
The abuse is in the suspension of the rule,
and I do not think that by any rule we
adopt we can prevent it in the future any
more than we could in the past. It seems
to me that if we were to double the time
for every week after the time presdribed
by the rule, it would cure the evil.

The Order of the Day was discharged,
to be made an order for Monday next.

BILLS OF EXCHANGE, PRINCE
EDWARD ISLAND, BILL.

REPORTED FROM COMMITrEE.

The House went into Committee of the
Whole on Bill (T), " An Act relating to
Bills of Exchange and Promissory notes
in the Province of Prince Edward Island."

HON. MR. PELLETIER, from the
Committee, reported the Bill with an
amendment.

The amendment was concurred in, and
the Bill was ordered for third reading
to-morrow

The Senate adjourned at 5.40 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, May 17th, 1883

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock p.m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

LOTTERIES AMENDMENT BILL.

REFERRED BACK TO COMMITTEE.

The Order of the day having ·been
called for the third reading of Bill (U),
" An Act further to amend chapter 95 of
the consolidated statutes of Canada, res-
pecting lotteries;"
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HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said:
In consequence of the question which was
put to me yesterday by the hon. gentle-
man from Montarville, and some remarks
subsequently made by the hon. gentleman
from Richmond, I have given more atten-
tion to this Bill than I had done before,
and I propose to ask the House to refer
it back to Committee for further amend-
ments with a view of bringing out more
distinctly than it now does, that the
only reason we deal with the subject is

-because it is made an offence against the
law, the dealing with those lotteries, and
I propose to amend the Bill to show that
that is the only motive for our legislating on
the subject. As the Bill stands at present, it
rather assumes that this Parliament has
the right to interfere with that matter in
other respects than sihnply because it is an
offence against the law. I understand
that those societies sometimes publish
works of art amongst themselves, although
they are not the production of members of
the society, and I propose to exempt them
also. I move that the Bill be not now
read the third time, but that it be referred
back to a Committee of the whole House
for further amendments in the direction I
have indicated.

The motion was agreed to.

In the Committee,

HON. MR. ALEXANDER asked why
the Bill was not extended to private own-
ers of works of art ? Why should not a
family who had a collection of valuable
paintings, which they could not sell in the
market, dispose of them by a lottery ?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
that this was one of the evils that the law
was intended to repress ; the exception
was made in the case of those societies to
encourage art.

HON. MR. RYAN, from the Committee,
reported the Bill with some amendments,
which were concurred in. The Bill was
ordered for its third reading to-morrow.

BILLS OF EXCHANGE IN PRINCE
EDWARD ISLAND BILL.

HoN..SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the third reading of Bill (P), " An Act re-

lating to Bills of Exchange and Promni"'
sory Notes in the Province of Princ
Edward Island."

HON. MR. POWER-I wish to call
the attention of the Minister of Justice to
one point in connection with this Bill.
he looks at it carefully he will find that
owing to the change made in it yesterday
the efect of the measure will be very ser"
ously altered. The striking out of the
words "payable by or drawn upon any
person in Prince Edward Island," WI
have this effect : that this Bill will under-
take to legislate as to Bills or notes which
may have been made or drawn in Prince
Edward Island, and which may be payable
in another province. The Minister W
see that a bill or note payable iti Quebee
would be governed as to protest and thing
of that kind by the law of the Province 0<

Quebec, while this Bill is only intended to
apply to bills or notes which are payabe
in the Province of Prince Edward Islan'

HON. MR. MILLER-I quite agree
with the remarks of the hon. gentlernan
from Halifax ; it is a matter I intended to
call the attention of the Minister to Inr
self.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL
he would look into the matter. He O
that the order of the day be discharged
and that the Bill be read the third time to
morrow.

The motion was agreed to.

SECOND REPORT ON TIHE
LIBRARY OF PARLIAMENT.

The order of the day having been read
for the consideration of the second reP
of the Joint Committee of both H 5
onthe Library of Parliament.

HON. MR. ALLAN said: This I
report in reference to the books wh'
have been allowed from time to tile to
taken out of the Library by either ,,,,ber
of Parliament or others residing in Otta
or in its neighborhood. of course .
gentlemen are aware that members durt-
the session are allowed to take out W t
ever works they may require from'1 ce
Library. A rule has been in exist
(though I believe not very strictlyenfor
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requiring members to return to the Library
all the books they may have taken out, at
the close of each session. Then, during
the recess they are allowed to have, I be-
heve, some two or three works sent to
thern from time to time. But this privi-
lege has been extended far beyond that,
and it was stated to the Library Commit-
tee the other day that there were no less
that ooo tickets during last year held by
Parties residing in Ottawa and its neigh-
borhood. The year before there were as

.l*any as 1500. The report recommends,with a view to restrain the excessive
circulation of Books, now loaned from the
Library, under existing rules of both
flouses of Parliament, the adoption by
the Senate, of the following as Standing
Orders :-

I. That members of both Houses be re-
ilred to return, at or before the close ofeach

e88ion, ail books taken out by theni f ron tine
Lbrarv during the session.
" 2. That the Librarian do report to the

ibrary Comimittee, at the commencement of
each session, the names of such persons as

.ve failed to observe the above rule.
. «3. That the issue of ticket-, ernpowering,

1rdividuals to borrow books fron the Library
be confined (firstly) to such mem bers of the
elvil service as either of the Speakers in their

scretion may think fit; and that such tickets
a i authorize the issue of onlv one work at

time, during the recess; and (secondly)
sUch persons as are bona fide engaged inlterary work, to be approved of by one of the

Peakers."
It has been shown to the Library Com-

'bittee at different times by the Librarian
that a very large number of books have
been lost to the Library by the present, I
think, very injudicious system of circula-
tion , and, not only that, but a very large
expenditure has been incurred by the

ibrary year after year in consequence of
their being obliged to constantly have
these books, which were in circulation, re-
bound. That alone adds very consider-
ably to this item. In addition to that,
there are also a very large number of
uooks from time to time lost, and it has
been found that under the present system,
ýith such a large number of books out,
't is sometimes exceedingly difficult to
trace them.

Then, again, it seemed to the Commit-
tee that the principle was an unsound one;
that it was not intended by Parliament,
that this Library should be an ordinary
cItculating Library, and that if the privi-
ege of taking out books, to any extent

almost, be allowed to parties residing in
Ottawa and it vicinity, it was a very
pertinent question to ask if such a privi-
lege should not be extended to parties
residing in other parts of the country. If
people at the Capital who are entirely un-
connected with Parliament, or the civil
service are to be at liberty to take any
books they like from the Library, then
there is no reason why the privilege
should not be extended all over the
country, and hon. gentlemen can see that
if that was to be carried out it would
totally change the whole character of the
Library-that it would, in fact, be convert-
ing it into a large circulating Library for
the Dominion at the expense of the country.

An exception has been made, and is
mentioned here, in reference to any per-
sons who are bonafide engaged in liter-
ary work. If such persons find it desir-
able to have reference to some books in
the Library which, perhaps, would be
altogether too expensive for them to pur-
chase and to which they could not have
access in any other way, they have the
right, on application, to the use of them.
Those exceptions are left to a great extent
in the hands of the Speakers of the two
Houses and the Librarian, and parties so
applying, I am sure, will always be dealt
with very liberally indeed. The gist of
the report is really to recommend that
that systern should be put an end to
which allows the circulation of books
practically without limit in Ottawa and its
neighborhood. I have been informed
that parties in all positions here have been
in the habit of getting those'books to any
extent; that is a principle which does not
seem to be sound or right. This is really
the chief matter contained in this report.

In the first place the attention of mem-
bers is called to the rule that they ought,
before leaving for their homes, to return
any books they might have had out during
the session ; then the Librarian reports to
the Committee, the names of the parties
failing to comply with the rule, and
furnishes a list of those who have not re-
turned the books they have borrowed. I
think if hon. gentlemen could see that
list they would be rather astonished at the
extent of it. Then the privilege of bor-
rowing books from the library is confined
io those I have already mentioned.
These are the chief recommendations of
the report.
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HON. MR MILLER.-Is there any
intention to curtail the privileges enjoyed
by members hitherto of borrowing books
during the recess ?

HON. MR. ALLAN-No.

HON. MR. MILLER.-Why should
members be obliged to return all books
taken out during the session ? I myself,
have taken a book from the library which
I do not expect to return for a month ;
under this rule I would be obliged to
return it before leaving Ottawa.

HON. MR. ALLAN.-If I had a book
which I wished to retain after the session
I would take it to the Librarian before
leaving Ottawa and have it re-issued to
me as a book to have during the recess.
Gentlemen are unlimited as to the number
of books they may take out during the
sitting of Parliament and I myself have
seen large piles of books in members'
rooms during the session. If there was
not some rule which obliged them to re-
turn those books at the end of the session
it would be very difficult indeed to keep
any check on the number of works taken
out and it would lead to great practical
inconvenience. Hitherto the rule has
been that no one member of either House
of Parliament should have more than
three works at a time during the recess.

HON. MR. MILLER.-For a month.

HON. MR. ALLAN.-Yes. What has
practically been done is this ; at the close
of the session hon. gentlemen sometimes
have taken away perhaps two or three
dozen books.

HON. MR. SCOTT.-Trunks full.

HON. MR. ALLAN.-That is what we
were told but I did not like to use the ex-
pression-and those books have not been
returned until the following session. It
was in order to put some check on that
that this rule has been recommended. I
presume that if any hon. gentleman had
in his possesion one or two books which
he desired to have during the recess and
reported that to Mr. Todd he would not
be prevented from taking them with him.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-If I had
been present at the last meeting of the

Library Committee. I think I should
scarcely have acquiesced in the third
clause of this report which is as follows:

That the issue of tickets ernpowering indil
viduals to borrow Books fron the Library be
confined (firstly) to such inembers of the
Civil Service as either of the Speakers ila
their discretion may think fit; and that such
tickets shall authorize the issue of only 0 e
work at a tine, during the Recess;-and
(secondly) to such persons as are bona fid4
engaged in literary work, to be approved of
by one of the Speakers.

Now wili that embrace judges of the
Supreme Court?

HON. MR. ALLAN-Oh, yes, as a niat-
ter of course.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-I think
that the privilege which has been granted
to the public has been very much abused
as was expressed by Mr. Todd to the
Committee, and the number of books
taken from the Library was far beyond
what perhaps it would be proper to col
tinue; but it is a question when, we re-
member, it is purchased with the publc
money, that the people's representatives
should act in a liberal spirit in regard tO
this. I asked the question upon one oc-
casion whether the books were much in-
jured, to which I received the answer
that they were not. Now while the list
referred to should not be extended as
much as it has been in the past, still I
think that clause might be made a little
more liberal. The whole Library has been
purchased by grants from the public ee'
chequer.

HoN. MR. POWER-Not by the
money of the people of Ottawa.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-Very true,
but I think that public sentiment would
be in favor of extending, as liberallY as
possible, the privilege to the educated
families of Ottawa. There is scarcely
ground, in a country like this, for acting
otherwise than in a liberal spirit towards
those of this district who are calculateds
by education or taste, to enjoy literature.
I really do think that the House ought to
pause, and extend this privilege somewhat
beyond the families of the Civil Service.
We might give discriminating ' power to
the Librarian himself.

Library of Parlia«nnt.
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HON. MR. KAULBACH-I think that
that is a very dangerous power to give to
the Librarian. If anyone who should be
allowed the privilege desires to get a book,
he can procure it under the existing
regulations. I agree with the hon. gentle-
'Tan from Richmond that it would be
Unwise to require members to return all
the books they may have taken from the
Library during the session before leaving
for their homes. There is no use in
Making a rule of that kind unless we can
Stand by it, and we know that the one
Which is recommended cannot practically
be carried into effect. The existing rule
mileets every purpose. No member can
have a book more than a month. That is
a Plain rule, which members are supposed
tO observe. But to require a member to
return every book to the Library before
leaving for home is expecting too much.
The rule which requires a member to
return any books he may have at the end
of each month is sufficient, and there is no
Probabihity that the privilege he enjoys will
be abused.

provision of the clause is a good one, but
greater latitude should be given to the
Speaker. You have to place a discre-
tionary power somewhere, and the only
trouble is, as to where it should be placed. I
do no' agree with the hon. member from
Woodstock that it should be with the
L;brarian : I think it could not be better
placed anywhere than in the hands of the
two Speakers, but I do not think you will
find it possible to carry out this third
clause, because books will go into the
hands of other persons, and when a rule is
laid down and repeatedly broken, as I have
no doubt this rule will be, it becomes no
rule at all. It is a great deal better to have
no rule than one which you cannot enforce
I do not think myself that the report of
the Committee is one which the House
should adopt. I cannot agree with the
first and third clauses of the report, and
those are the two important portions of it,
I do not know whether there is time now
to refer it back to the Committee, or
whether the House will be obliged to ac-
cept the report for the present, and modify
it next Session.

1lON. MR. MILLER-After the expla-
lation of the Chairman, I can understand HON. MR. ALLAN-I may state as far
that it might be desirable to adopt a rule as the report is concerned that it was un-
OMething like this which is recommended animously agreed upon in Commiuee.

11 the first clause of the report, but I But if the clause requiring members to re-
thinik it should not be done without some turn at the close of the Session aIl books
qualification. The committee should taken out by them, were SO altered as to
have limited the number which members express that it should be ail books taken
are permitted to retain during the recess. out by ther over the number they are ai-
Trhey are allowed to take three works, lowed to retain during the recess, I think
Under the existing regulations. Had the it would meet with the approval of the
Commîitittee recommended that any books House.
above that number should be returned at
the close of the Session, I think it would HON. MR. MILLER-You cannot
be a good rule. Now, with regard to the arend it.
objections which have been made to the
third 'clause of the report, while I go HON. MR. ALLAN-No, but we haveWith the Committee very far in restricting the sense of the flouse on the subject.
the circulation of books, I think the res- As for the issuing of books, that might be
triction recommended here would be very easily disposed of by including the
rather severe. In the first place the privi- judges as well as members of the civil
leged class is limited to the Civil' Service. service among those who are to have that

1w, the Civil Service does not include privilege. I do not think there is any
the Judges, or even the staff of the House probability that the staff of the House
Of Commons or the Senate. The em- will be cut off They would be incluued
Ployees of both Houses of Parliament are in the Civil Service. These tickets are
declared to belong to the Civil Service, but issued by the Speakers of the two Houses.
.nly for certain purposes, and under a When I spoke of allowing a discret

rgid application of this rule, they might Mr. Todd, I presumed that it wuld be
Sprevented from getting any benefit exercised in this way, that Mr. ToddrOri the Library. I think t hae second would give recommendations when appli-

Second Report of the
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cations were made to the Speakers for
tickets. It would not be fair to expect
that the Speakers should know the cir-
cumstances of all the different applicants.
Where a man is engaged, for instance, in
literary pursuits, say at Queen's University,
Kingston, Mr. Todd would take care to
inform himself of the circumstances of
the case and recommend to the Speakers
accordingly, but, as I understand, the
rule is that nobody has any right to issue
tickets except the Speakers. Whether it
is transgressed or not I cannot say, but
there can be no doubt that the thing has
grown into an enormous abuse under the
present systen. I have taken a great deal
of trouble to ascertain the system pursued
in other countries. A member of the
Library staff called my attention to an in-
teresting article in the Encyclopedia
Britanica which giveq a description of ail
the great libraries, and the rules and regu-
lations under which those libraries are car-
riedon. Out of thevast number mentioned
there, only some three or four altogether
allow books to be taken out. The greater
number are open to those who come to
then to read and study in the Library
itself, but, except the public Library at
Boston, there were not more than two or
three in which books were allowed to be
taken. away from the Library. If we
could afford to keep up such a Library
here for circulating books all over the
Dominion it might be a very good thing,
but that is hardly the principle we are
prepared to adopt now. It is necessary to
draw the line somewhere; and I am quite
sure that, under the supervision of the
two Speakers, and with the care that Mr.
Todd would exercise in recommending
parties who apply; there will be no practi-
cal difficulty in carrying out this third
rule. It would be a very great misfortune
if matters were allowed to remain as they
are at present. There is no practical
limit to the issue of books. The hon.
member from Woodstock says they are
not injured in circulation, but the item
which Mr. Todd reported-a very large
one indeed-for rebinding, which he said
was caused entirely by wear and tear of
books taken out in that way, alone shows
what the present system costs the country.
If the rep,)rt were amended in that direc-
tion to require hon. gentlemen to return
all books. except the three works which
each man is allowed to take out during

the recess, and to include judges aniong
those who are permitted to take bookS
from the Library, it would, I believe, be
acceptable to the House.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-The hon-
gentleman surely did not understand Ie
to say that the books should be circulated
all over the country?

HON. MR. ALLAN-What I under
stood the hon. gentleman to say is this-
that it was the people's library, and that
they should have every possile bene6t
fron it by having access to the books.
But supposing you apply that principle tO
one locality, I do not see how you ca"
refuse to apply it to another.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-I neyer
meant that books should be sent fromf1 thlS
city or county. What occurred to iiY
mind is this, that it would be very stranfge
that the both Houses of Parliament shOuId
determine that the books bought with the
money of the people should be kept solei
for the use of Parliament and that
barristers and educated families of this
city should not be allowed access to the"l-

HoN. MR. ALLAN-And why not the
barristers of Toronto also?

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-I am sure
the House never understood me to express
the opinion that the books should be cir
culated all over the country by post.
spoke simply with reference to educata
families and barristers of this city, that
they should have access to the Library.

HON. MR. DICKEY-I wish to aS'
the hon. member who made this mot
whether he intends .to proceed with the
first report of the Committee, which is O,
the order paper to-day for consideration -

HON. MR. ALLAN-With regard t
the first report of the Committee, was
informed by the Minister of Justic ,
the part of the Government, that it «a
not usual to proceed with the discussiol
in this House of a joint report, which re
commends the expenditure of 1oieYt
until it has been first considered in ce
House of Commons. The consegue
of this has been that the report has be
postponed from day to day, for weeks.

HON. MR. ALLAN.
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have endeavored from time to time to as- c
certain whether there was any probability v
Of the report being adopted in the other
flouse and I have been informed by the b
gentleman who has charge of the report v
there that he had been unable to obtain S
the sanction of the Government, to bring p
it forward, but that the Government had I
PracticaIly acceded to the recommenda- 1

of the report by inserting certain sums r
the Estimates for that purpose. As t

there is no prospect of the report being s
brought up this session, I was about to t
Propose that the order of the day be dis-
Charged. I confess I am at some little
difficulty to know what is the proper
Course to take with this second report. I i
think that the suggestion made by my
hon. friend from Richmond was a very
80od one with regard to the limitation as t
t0 books being retnrned ; and I think it
s quite proper that the names of the
JIdges should be inserted. I do not see
Why. we should insert the naines of the
barristers of this city, as the barristers of
Other cities would be entitled to the same
Ptivilege.

HON. MR. DICKEY-My reason for
asking the question just now is that the
'louse might know whether we are now to
discuss the question or whether we are to
have an opportunity of doing so hereafter.

he general intention and scope of those
rules I entirely concur in, but there is this
difficulty : if a gentleman, a member of
thi louse or of the other House, was in
POssession cf a book taken out of the
lirary, say a week before prorogation, it
1s suggested that he could afterwards ask
that the book might be put down to him
again; but that member might not be here,
"d would not have an opportunity of
oing so. It appears by the second rule
at every member who is in default in

that Way, and has not returned all the
oks that he had in his possession before

the louse arose, is pilloried at the com-
!nencernent of the next session-his name
1s Put down as having books in his
POssession that he ought not to have. It
s a very undesirable thing, and could be

Illet by saying that all books exceeding the
flUIber a member is ent»tle 1 to have
during the year should be returned before
the louse rises No person could objectto that.

With regard to the third rule, I entirely

oncur in the spirit of restriction upon
which that order is based, but it seems to
ne that that rule, as it stands, can hardly
e enforced. unless we leave a much

wider discretion in the hands of the
peaker; for, after all, what has been the
osition of this Library during the recess?
t is, to all intents and purposes, a circu-
ating library for the City of Ottawa, and
othing more, and sorne restriction should

be adopted to make it what the Library
hould be. The distinction was very
ersely put by the Premier, in another
place, when he said this Library had
)ecome, not what it was originally intend-
d to be-a Parliamentary Library-but
t was now neither a Parliarnentary
Library nor a public library ; it was a sort
of an incongruous thing. We are now
trying to get it on a proper basis, and in
doing that, if we restrict the distribution
of books to the members, and such per-
sons as can be recommended by the two
Speakers, we shall bring it lack, in sorne
degree, to its original scope and intention.
I am rather disappointed that in this
report there is a recommendation on
which no action seens to have been
taken-that is, the suggestion that was
made in the report of the Library Com.
mittee three years ago, with regard to the
selection of books

HON. MR. ALLAN-That has not been
placed in either of the reports, because it
was not thought necessary. Two meetings
ago a sub-committee was appointed, com-
posed of a number of gentlemen from the
different provinces, to assist Mr. Todd in
the selection of books for the coming year.
The Librarian is to furnish them with cer-
tain lists, and the lists when returned to
him are to be subject to his revision-and
for this reason : that it may so happen
that some books recomnended by a mem.
ber of the Committee may already be on
the Library shelves, or there may be a
work of greater merit on the same subject.

HON. MR.~DICKEY-Then there has
been no rule in the past with regard to the
selection of books ?

HON. MR. ALLAN-The selection4fo
the books has practically rested entire.
with the Librarian from year to yearl
Suggesticns were made as to whether it
would be desirable to appoint a committee
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to assist him in the selection of the books,
but the only practical work that was ever
done in that direction was in connection
with the selection of the law library, and
those selections were made on suggestions
furnished by the late Hillyard Cameron
and Mr. Blake. But beyond that, although
the thing was mooted time and again, no
assistance whatever has ever been given to
Mr. Todd in that respect, the difficulty
being that no special committee was ever
struck before for the purpose-it was merely a
suggestion to the whole Library Commit tee.
The old rule applied; what was everybody's
business was nobody's business, the mem-
bers went away, and nothing was done.
Whether this plan that has been suggested
for the present vear will be successful or
not, remains to be seen ; I think it will
depend in a very great measure on the
zeal with which the hon. gentlemen of
the Committee apply themselves to the
task. It is not an easy matter to make a
good selection of books for any library.
It requires a man to be well read on dif-
ferent subjects, and it is not a task which
can be done without a great deal of time
and trouble. If this special Committee
really show that they mean work, and that
they are intended to give assistance to
Mr. Todd, no doubt there will be very
great improvement, and Mr. Todd has
expressed himself as being extremely
grateful for the proposed assistance. I
think it is only fair, in justification of
what seem to have been poor selections
in the past, and which are apparently con-
firmed by the catalogue furnished to
members, to make some explanation.
The information was given to me the
other day in the Library, and I took some
trouble to compare a number of the books
with the list on the catalogue before me
and I found that many of the books
placed on the shelves of the Library were
copyright which the authors were obliged
to place there. In that way a very false
impression is given as to the value of the
selection. Then a great number of books
which are mentioned on the catalogue are
small pamphlets, in some cases sent to
the Library by the authors, and in many
cases they have not cost a shilling. In
glancing over the pages of the catalogues
one would suppose that a great deal of
money had been spent on worthless books,
but that is really not the case; and I sug-
gested to the Librarian the other day that

HON. MR, ALLAN.

those copyright books, for instance, shOula
be placed upon a separate sheet of the
catalogue, and not mixed up with
other Library books on the shelves.

HON. MR. DICKEY-When I as
the question I did not expect the b"'n
gentleman to favor us with such a long
explanation, but he says that the C0
mittee did not think it necessary to Put* in
their report anything about the selectO
of the books. Now, three years ago the
sub-coinmittee of the joint commlitteed 1
Parliament did make a suggestion, ad
wished to know why that suggestion it
not been acted upon. I have the reP0
before me and it is to this effect, "The
would further suggest that hereafter
proper system for the selection and Orde
ing of books should be made." Noth
appears to have been done upon that fte
three years, but I see that that comulte
has not yet commenced to exercise
functions; otherwise I should certl
not have found it necessary to
attention of the House to a few ex
dinary publications that have crept '1ths
the library during the past twelve mon
I took the trouble to go over a few pec
of the list of works, and I found s-tl
books as these : a work on " hBudd
literature in China," another one o1 t
" Mission of Love "-no doubt a ro"
interesting subject.

HON. MR. ALLAN-That is a copI
right work,

HON. MR. DICKEY-Then there
another work-a controversial w0r te
assume-on the " Papacy durinlg tha
Reformation," I do not know why
should have crept in, but to make t
square, and to show that it is not cOo
fined to one church, we have next a W0

0
An answer to Dr. Jardine's lectures O

baptism "; then there is another wor
the " Gypsies," and a dissertation %w'

"Suicide "; I do not know whether it
tended to encourage this evil which 15
prevalent in other countries, that bis bde
has been added to our list. Then 1
work which, I daresay, may be verY a
ing ; it is called " Joseph's Coat, q
possibly is of a religious nature, and
other book called " The Presbyte"'
Hymn Book " to which I do not r
but would be happy to see it used "o
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8elerally than it is. Besides these we
'e all sorts of other works-we havetPorting works, which I do not see any

eason for adding to the library. However,
do not intend to discuss this

part of the question, because it
as fully debated three years ago, and
ere was then a general consensus of

OP't1ion that something should be done.
an not aware that there was a single

adverse opinion to the suggestion that was
41ade, in the first place by myself, and
afterwards concurring in by the leader ofthi 'ouse, and other gentlemen, thatether by the two Speakers, or by the two
jeakers and one or two members of the

Overnment living in Ottawa-this
election should be made. And what
as the reason of that rule ? Because,

0 1 e years ago, we found from the report
the Library committee itself, that the

*hole of the grant for the current year
ad been absorbed, and that the Parlia-

tentary Library account was in debt to
su of very nearly $7,ooo, within

41.82 cents, I think, of the whole
%Ount. So that in i88o the committeeWere obliged to recommend that only one-
alf Of the $7,ooo should be expended,
and that the remaining one half should be
eent in the next year, in order that at the
end of two years there would be an
ttluilibrium between receipt and expendi-lire. That suggestion was made, in con-

9u1Ience of the extraordinary course that
Was taken in ordering these books.

'(N. MR. ALLAN-They were law

IV . MR. DICKEY-I know that some
"le law books, but my hon. friend will

ly recollect that the very gentleman
aho was most active on that Committee

gentleman from New Brunswick
tr-Odell) said on the floor of this House,aer 1 had criticised the character of these

th ks and the reckless manner in which
ey were ordered, that the statements Ih Made on that subject were perfectly
arranted, and that the Librarian had

cdertaken to give a special order for
Z tain books, taking up a catalogue from
ee of the great booksellers in London or
a eWhere, and that he afterwards gave him
>eneral commission to fill up with any

O'ks that he chose ; and that was the
ay the number of works was swelled.

So that the facts cannot be disputed, and
as I said the result became a crying evil,
and there was a general expression in this
House that it was absolutely necessary
that something should be done, and this
sub-committee who reported upon it had
recommended that some arrangement
should be made in regard to the selection
of these books. Yet what do we find ?
That since that time books in the
Library had gone on increasing at the rate
of between three and four thousand volumes
a year. Under those circumstances it
was necessary that something should Le
done, and I am very glad that a step has
now been taken in the right direction. I
had hoped that those gentlemen whose
names have been mentioned would try to
remedy the evil, and to prevent works of
the character to which I have adverted
from creeping into the Library again.
But now there is a curious fact which I
would like the hon. gentleman to explain,
and it is this-that while there never was
a suggestion that this sum of $7,ooo a
year shôuld be increased, we have now for
the first time a recommendation, by this
Committee, that the amount should be
increased to $12,ooo, and we find by the
report of the Librarian himself, which will
be found in our Minutes of the 12th of
February last, that the purchases for the
present year amount to the large number
of 3,200 volumes. And if we go back we
find that that was about the average
number for several years previously,
always with a certain proportion of
books of the character which I will
not discuss again, but which I
felt myself called upon to characterize on
a former occasion, as to a large extent
literary rubbish Now under those cir-
cumstances I think we have arrived at a
very good point, and we are likely to make
some improvements, and there are many
required. I am very happy to find one
statement, in the report of the librarian
himself, to the effect that after the transfer
fo the law books to the Supreme Court
building, there will be roon for many
thousand volumes more in the library.
That is very comforting, because for the
last six or seven years, at all events, we
have had the changes rung upon the
necessity of enlarging the library, building
another room, to be filled up with these
books very much of the character I have
just mentioned to the House-for the

&cond Report of the
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purpose of enabling nursery girls and
others to spend their spare hours in
reading.

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-It is
unjust to attack absent people.

HON. MR. DICKEY-The only way
we shall have to deal with this report is to
refer it back, and so enable the Joint
Committee to give us a report to which
we can assent, because in its present form
I fear that this House cannot adopt it.
At the same time I quite approve of the
step which has been taken in the right
direction, in the first place to restrict the
number of persons who shall be entitled
to thumb over those books during recess,
in Ottawa, and further to call upon mem-
bers of Parliament to return any unneces-
sary number of books which they may
have, in order that they may be retained
in the library for the benefit of other peo-
pie during the recess, before such mem-
bers can call upon the Librarian to furr.ish
any more.

HON. MR. MASSON-I heard the
hon. gentleman from Amherst state a
moment ago that the large booksellers
were in the habit of sending us books
here, which might not be such as we re-
quired or should have. In justice to the
librarian I must state that I enquired from
him several days ago, on that point, and
he told me that of the last invoice of
books all were ordered by himself, except-
ing perhaps 18 works, and of those 18 he
stated that if he had thought for a mo-
ment he would certainly have ordered i i
himself. If the abuse has existed, hon.
gentlemen will admit that it is in a fair
way of being settled at the present mo-
ment. I would like to inquire from the
mover of this resolution whether' he has
ascertained to what extent the abuse of
circulating our books has grown ? I am
almost afraid to mention the number of
tickets which I am told were issued-I
do not know by whom, whether by the
Speakers or Librarian-under the old

ATK.] .Library of Parliament.

some remedy applied. We may, however,
rest assured that we shall not overconle
this evil, unless we strengthen the hands
of the Librarian and his officers. It iS
true we have strengthened them by words
and by writing, but we have hot practically
done so. I feel convinced that if we
would confine ourselves to the rule%
there would not be one-half the abuse
which now exists in connection with the
Library. The Librarian is in an exceed'
ingly difficult position, and his employe'
when he is absent, hesitate to resist the
demands which are made by members
both of this and the other House ; in fact
it is really impossible to do so. In soffle
cases, when the Librarian and his officers
resisted such applicatiôn, resort Vas
had to the highest authorities here,
to Ministers-in order that instructio S
might be given for the delivery of suCh
books, notwithstanding that the rule Wa
against it. Now, if we do not take the
question into our own hands-if '08
ourselves are not determined to abide bY
the rule ; and if we do not tell the
Librarian, when a member wishes to have
a book against the rule, that he must sa1
that the rules forbid such books bei"a
given, and that therefore the Librarian'
cannot, and will not send it-if we do
not take such action, we may rest assure
that whatever rules may be passed will bc
a dead letter. We shall not be able to
enforce them. Then I would ask if the
hon. gentlemen who present this repOl'
and who recommend that books may bc
loaned to "such persons as are bona fr
engaged in literary work," intend that i
shall apply to and include scientific men

HON. MR. ALLAN-No.

HON. MR. MASSON-They can be re
moved under the approval of one of the
Speakers.,

HON. MR. MILLER-No, they cafflot
be removed at all, I take it.

regime: but I am informed that over HON. MR. MASSON-The hon geilL
1,200 tickets are out to-day, to persons man has said that a person whoisbO"
who have a right to go into the library and fide engaged in literary work may beeW
take whatever books they wish. I think abled, bypermission ofone ofthe Spea
everybody will admit that if the to have such books as he might need, a1

evil has grown to such propor- I do not see why a distinction should b
tions, it is high tirne we should have made in the cases of scientific men, d1

HON. MR. DICKES.
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tors, or engineers, who might be engaged
"' such work and who might ask that a
book be sent him. I think in such cases
that he should be enabled, under the
authority of one of the Speakers, to get it.

IiON. MR. DICKEY-I hope the hon.
gentleman will allow me, in justice to my-
self, to inform him that he is in error, that he
has been mis-informed, in regard to this
question of selecting books. Three years
ago we had a very long discussion in this
14ouse upon that very point, and on that
occasion words were spoken by the very
best authority, by one of the members of
the Committee of the Joint Committee of
both Houses That hon. gentleman (Mr.
Odell) stated, after I had made the remark
that these general orders had been given
but not acted upon. that " there was no
doubt that general orders had been given
to certain publishers to send on new pub.
leations to the Library, and such an order
existed in regard to French and English
aw books, as well as others, and a great

rnany publications were obtained in that
Way that were not required at all ; there-
fore to -that extent, the statement of the

gentleman from Amherst was correct."

LION. MR. MASSON-I think I was
Very guarded ; I said if the abuse had
eXisted it was in a fair way towards being
corrected.

liON. MR. WARK-I think the House
Will be perfectly justified in adopting the
report as presented. It is perfectly righi
that books obtained by members of either
Ilouse from the Library of Parliament,
should' be returned at the end of the
Session, and there is nothing to hinder a
Ilernber, if he wants to retain two or three
books, or the number authorized by therules, doing so. He can say to the Libra-
tan : " I am going to take so many books
With me." Then, on the other hand, with
respect to the Civil Service, I think the
Speakers will give that rule a very liberal
Construction. Therefore, I do not think
there is any necessity to refer this repor
back to the Committee ; it has been pas
ed by the other House, and I think i.

8hould be accepted by the Senate in the
forrn in which it has been presented.

ION. MR. O'DONOHOE-I rise tc
sPeak to one portion of the report, one to

which some objection has been taken-I
mean with reference to the returning of
books by members of both Houses, before
leaving here. It seems to me that,
practically understood, it will rzcommend
itself to all hon. gentlemen, because a
member sometimes may have to leave be-
fore the session ends, and it rnay even
happen for some reason, such as pressure
of time, he may go away without his bag-
gage, and he leaves after him some of his
books or the whole of them. He may
telegraph for them, and those books are
packed by some one who knows nothing
of their value, or how to pack books ; they
are chafed and injured by reason of that
negligence, whereas by the mode propos-
ed members are asked to return their
books at the end of the session. In that
there is very little difficulty, for a member
nay send a note to the Library and have
a messenger sent down for all his books.
There is an advantage in that, because
the Librarian sees the books, and he
knows that they are all there ; he is aware
of their condition, and there is an old
adage that short accounts make long
friends. Then, these books having been
returned in a short time, if the same men-
ber requires any portion of them, or fresh
books, all he need do is to make out his
requisition upon the Librarian and leave
it with him, when thé books will be sent
to him packed in a proper manner. It is
in the bad packing of books that a great
deal of the injury complained of is done.
It does seem to me, upon every ground,
that the report is right in that particular.

HON. MR. MILLER-How would the
hon. gentleman like, if he had a thousand
miles to travel, and wanted to take an
interesting work with him to read on the
way, if he was not permitted to do so?

HON. MR. O'DONOHOE-It would
only be necessary to say to the librarian,
" I am about to leave and have a thousand
miles to travel, and of the books named
in my requisition I will take one or two
with me."

HON. MR. MILLER-You cannot
under that rule.

HON. MR. O'DONOHOE-The hon.
gentleman from Richmond knows very
well that if he gives a requisition for books,
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as he is leaving, the librarian will enable
him to do this.

HON. MR. MILLER-They have to be
sent after him.

HON. Me. O'DONOHOE-Even if it
put the hon. gentleman to that inconven-
ience, if the tendency was to save the
books from injury and to have them pro-
perly packed, I hope my hon. friend
would not hesitate to purchase some with
which he might occupy himself on the
road, until he could get his package of
books from the library. Cases may arise
in which the rule may work some slight
hardship, but I think on the whole that
the report has been soundly considered
and ought to be supported.

THE SPEAKER-I confess I was a
good deal surprised to hear the number of
tickets that had been issued granting ad-
mission to the library, especially when it
was assumed that all those tickets had
been issued by the Speakers. I remained
in Ottawa after prorogation last session
for several months, and I suppose for that
reason I was more likely to be applied to
for tickets than the Speaker of the other
House, who was not upon the spot; and
while I cannot, as a matter of course, pre-
tend to state the exact number of tickets
I issued, I am certain I am safe in saying
that during the whole recess I did not
issue thirty. I hope therefore, the House
will acquit me of the indiscretion which
was insinuated, if not stated broadly, in
the debate, that the Speakers must have
been very lavish in their issue of tickets.

HON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE-I
understand that members send letters to
the Librarian authorizing the lending of
books, and that these are considered as
tickets.

THE SPEAKER-I wish to clear the
Speakers, or myseif at all events, of issu-
ing what I consider a very extraordinary
number of tickets during rccess. I should
not understand that the power of issuing
them was intended to be exercised in that
very liberal fashion.

HON. MR. MILLER-I withdraw any
objection to the adoption of the report
with the understanding that the hon. gen-

HON. MR. O')DONOHOE

tieman who has the matter in hand will
intimate-at least to the knowledge of the
Speaker-that members of the House are
at liberty to retain, when going away, the
number of books which they are allowed
to have at any time during the recess, sub-
ject tothe general rule. If that is under-
stood I think it is unfortunate that the re-
port should not be adopted.

HON. MR. ALLAN-Of course it would
be unfortunate if the report is referred back
again to the Committee at this late period
of the session. I do not think there would
be any difficulty in regard to the proper
and liberal construction of the reference
to civil servants which is contained in the
report, nor is it at all likely that any hard-
ship would result from the provision as tO
the number of books which any hon.
gentleman can take away with him at the
close of the session. There would, 011
the other hand, be this advantage; it
would strengthen the position of the
librarian and put a stop to what has growfl
to be an enornous abuse. I do not think
that the hon. gentleman from Quebec vas
in his place when I mentioned that at the
beginning of the session I was inrormiied
by the librarian there were a little over a
thousand tickets out, and that last year
there were 1,500. I could give a good
deal more information to the House as tO
where these books go and the parties tO
whon books are lent and the circulation
they have, but realy it might seem to be
so improbable that I hesitate to say much
about it.

With these restrictions there is no fear
that any persons who really have any clai1l
because of being engaged in any literarY
pursuit, would have any difficulty in
obtaining such books from the Library as
may be necessary-except those which,
by the rule established by the joint Corn'
mittee, are not allowed to leave the library
at all.

HoN. MR. MASSON-I would not at
all insinuate that the Speaker has exceeded
his privilege ; I know that 1,200 tickets
have been issued, and now I know how it
is. If every member of Parliament thinks
he has a right to give out books, how the
1,200 tickets came to be issued is easilY
explained.

HoN. MR. DICKEY-It is a verY
strong reason for adopting the. report.
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After the understanding that has been
arrived at, I certainly should make no
further opposition to the adoption of the
report.

The motion was agreed to.

FIRST REPORT OF THE LIBRARY
COMMITTEE.

WITHDRAWN.

The Order of the Day having been
read for the consideration of the first report
Of the Joint Committee of the Library,

ION. MR. ALLAN moved that the
Order be discharged.

The motion was agreed to.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills were introduced and
read the first time:-

Bill (1o1), " An Act further to amend
the Fisheries Act." (Sir Alex. Campbell.)

Bill (126), " An Act to make further
Provision respecting the regulation and
collection of tolls on Government timber
slides and other works constructed to
facilitate the transmission of timber,
lumber, and sawlogs." (Sir Alex. Camp-
bell.)
. Bill (V), " An Act to legalize proceed-
'Igs taken for the naturalization of certain
aliens in the Province of Manitoba." (Sir
Alex. Campbell.)

SENATE RETURNS.

LION. MR. CARVELL-Before the
liOuse adjourns, there is a matter ta
Ihich I feel it my duty to call the atten-

tion of the Senate. It is in reference ta
a return which is on the table of the
blouse, and which was referred to in the
discussion of a matter which was disposed
of Yesterday, I refer to a return which, on
tntion of my hon. friend from Victoria,
Was laid upon the table of the House in
1882. The address called for copies ol
all correspondence which had taken place
Silice the 19 th of March, 1881. The
return brought down in answer to thai
address was referred to in the discussion
911 a Bill passed yesterday, and on look
ilg it over I find that it not only contains

what was asked for by the address, but a
good deal that was not asked for, and in
that particular it seemed to me to be an
irregularity, and I conceived it my duty
to call the attention of the House to the
matter. I see one line in the return
speaking of the Government having con-
trol of Parliament. I have no doubt the
gentleman meant that the Government
had the confidence of Parliament. I have
no doubt they have the confidence of Par-
liament, and that they may long continue
to have it. My object in calling atten-
tion to this matter is that when a return is
asked for, that return shall be brought
down fairly.

HON. MR. RYAN.-I am not aware
that I asked for any returns !

HON. MR. CARVELL-I think the
return which I hold in my hand was fur-
nished to the House in reply to an ad-
dress moved by the hon. gentleman from
Victoria.

HON. MR. RYAN-At what time?

HON. MR. CARVELL-In 1882.

HON. MR. RYAN-And what is the
objection ?

HON. MR. CARVELL-My objection
is that the return is not only what was
asked for, but more.

HON. MR. RYAN.-I am very much
obliged to the Government for giving it.

HON. MR. CARVELL.-There is an
irregularity beyond that; the return is an
unfair one.

HON. MR. RYAN.-I presume that
that has no reference to the person who
moved for the return ?

HON. MR. CARVELL-No.

HON. MR. RYAN-I took no part in
the deliberations that took place yesterday,
in which the hon gentleman was interested,
and why this return is now referred to I
cannot understand.

HON. MR. CARVELL-I wish my
hon. friend to distinctly uuderstand that I
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did not for a moment intend to cast any
reflection upon him ; I merely intended
to trace the return as having been brought
down on a motion made by the hon. gen-
tleman. I referred to it merely because
I conceived it my duty to say that this
return was in this respect irregular.

HON. MR. ALLAN-Who is the reflec-
tion on ?

HON. MR. CARVELL-I did not wish
to reflect on any hon. gentleman ; no such
thought came into my head, but I repeat
that when the House asks for a return, the
return as asked for should be furnished to
th'e House. This return is an unfair one
because there is introduced into it corres
pondence that occurred years before the
time called on, and it was calculated to
put the matter in a wrong light.

HON. MR RYAN-I am still at a loss
to understand the object which the hon.
gentleman has in alluding to this return.
The only thing I can possibly see in it is,
that the hon. gentleman questions the
propriety of the Ministers of the day who
made the return. If that is my hon.
friend's object I can well understand it.
Perhaps we shall have a change of Minis-
try some of those days, and perhaps there
are some aspiring gentlemen who wish to
occupy the position of, the present Minis-
ters, but unless there is some such motive
as that underneath I cannot understand
the object of the hon. gentleman.

HON. MR. DICKEY-I quite agiee
with what has fallen from the hon. gentle-
man from Victoria. It appears to me
hat if any person had the right to ques-
ion the correctness of that return, surely
t was the gentleman on whose motion the
return was made. He has not made any
objection to it, and I do not see why this
question has been raised to-day. But if
it be raised, surely my hon friend who
has raised it, having expressed his confi-
dence in the Government, is now. ventur-
ing to suggest a course that can only be
accounted for by his want of confidence
in the Government. because it is an attack
upon the Government, and I leave him
and the Ministers to explain it between
them. It is the first time in my experi-
ence as a legislator that objection has
been made io a return because it con-
tained more information than was asked
for. The objection generally comes the

HON. M. CARVELL.

other way, and I assume that the infor
mation which was given, the correctness
of which information has not been dis-
puted, did not exactly run on all fours
with the views of niy hon. friend.

HON. MR. CARVELL-It was not My
intention to trouble the hon. gentleman
at all, nor am I troubling him.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
hope you do not want to trouble the
Ministers ?

HON. MR. CARVELL-I had no
desire to trouble the Ministers, and I can
tell the hon. gentlemen from Victoria and
Amherst that I have no ambition to take
the position of the Ministers ; that I have
no lack of confidence in the Government,
and if it were necessary to emphasise it I
could tell the hon gentlemen that I am a
Tory of the Tories, and was never any-
thing else. Nor do I see any'hing in the
future that is likely to make me anything
else than a supporter of the Ministers who
lead the Government now, as I have
always been.

LAND SALES AT WINNIPEG.

HON. MR. REESOR-Before the House
adjourns I desire to call the attention of
the Government to a press despatch in an
Ottawa paper under the head of " Winni-
peg Correspondence." It is as follows:-

Winnipeg, May 16-The Government land
sale yesterday was a conplte failure. OnIY
seven sections were sold. The " Times " de-
nounces the sale in unmneasured terms. One
settler wept at seeing his home sold at a price
lie was unable to pay.

I simply call the attention ofthe House
to this matter to give the hon. acting
Minister of the Interior an opportunity tO
explain whether it is possible, under
the regulations, sent from Ottawa, I pre-
sume, in regard to that sale, that lands
occupied by settlers could have been sold.
The advertisement of that sale, was as
follows :-

IMPORTANT SALE
OF CHOIICE AND WELL sTUATED FARM LANP

IN THE PROVINCE OF MANITOBA AND
NORTH-WEST TERRIToRIES OF

CANADA.

At Winnipeg, comrnencing on TuesdaY,
the 15th May next, there will be offered at
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ub]i auction, a portion of the even num-
red sections Iying along and adjoining

the Canadian Pacifie Railway in Manitoba and
in the Territorial -District of Assiniboia, and
of the even numbered sections lying between
the belt of the main line of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway and the International
Boundary and between the Red River and the
Coteau or Dirt Hills.

COAL LANDS.

Some of the Coal Lands on the Souris River
Will also be offered.

Further particulars of the lands, the upset
Prices, and the ternis and conditions of sale
tnav be learned at the Dominion Lands Office,
Winnipeg. 

By order,
LINDsAY RUSSELL,

Deputy of the Minister of the Interior.
Department of the Interior,

Ottawa, 20th April, 1883.

From the remarks made during the
discussion on the Lands Bill, I inferred
that it was the intention of the Depart-
mTent to carefully guard the rights of those
who were in occupation of lands and
Made improvements, and for that reason
I have called special attention to this
paragraph, in order that, if it contains an
erroneous statement the hon. Minister will
be able to at once contradict it.

HON. MR. PLUMB-Does it come in
any authenticated form ?

HON. MR. REESOR-It is a news-
paper paragraph : that is the way we get
Most of the news of the day.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-
We are told not to believe what we see in
the papers.

HoN. MR. MILLER-This is not a
regular way to ask for information.

HON. MR. DICKEY-I would sug-
gest that my hon. friend, before bringing
this matter up, should have given a day's
lotice of it.

THE SPEAKER-I do not ask for
any notice. I do not suppose I will have
any more information to-morrow than I
have to-day. The hon. gentleman is
alluding to something which has come by
telegraph to a newspaper, which it is im-
Possible that the Department of the
Interior could have any information
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about to-day, to-morrow, or the day
after. I do not believe that the
statement, as it is put there, is true. I
know nothing of it, however. I do not
believe that any bona fide settler is likely
to be injured, knowingly, by the Govern-
ment in the North-West. I think the
hon. gentleman is aware of that. He
stated to a gentleman on the other side of
the House, when the Land Bill was
under debate, that he did not know of
any case in which wrong had been done,
and I think he knows very well that no
injustice has been perpetrated.

HON. MR. REESOR-I am very glad
to hear the explanation.

HoN. MR. POWER-The hon. gentle-
man is very easily satisfied.

The Senate adjourned at 5:05 p. m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Iridy, May 18th, 1883.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clo:k.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills from the House of
Commons were introduced and read the
first time :-

Bill (130), " An Act to amend the Act
36 Vic., Chap. 62 and Act 43, Vic., Chap.
17, respecting the Quebec Harbor Commis-
sioners." (Sir. Alex. Campbell.)

Bill (129), "An Act to amend the Act
38 Vic., Chap. 56, intituled An Act re-
specting the graving dock, in the Harbor
of Quebec, authorizing the raising of a
loan in respect thereof." (Sir Alex.
Campbell.)

AN EXPLANATION.

HON. MR. DICKEY-Before the
Orders of the Day are called, I wish to
take the opportunity, which I may not
again have, of making an explanation to
the House with regard to the discussion
yesterday, on the report of the Library
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Committee. On that occasion I made
some observations with respect to the
selection of books, and mentioned some
works in the Library upon which I ventured
to make a playful comment as I went
along. I at once handed the list to my
hon. friend from New York, and I have
since then been informed by him that
he has compared those works to which I
then called attention with the catalogue,
and he finds that these are works that
were the subject of exchange, simply
copyright works, and I feel it due alike to
my hon. friend and to the Librarian, to
make this acknowledgement.

THIRI) READINGS.

Bill (U), "An Act further to amend
chapter 95 of the Consolidated Statutes
of Canada respecting lotteries."

The Bill was read the third time and
passed without debate.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the third reading of Bill (T), " An Act
relating to Bills of Exchange and Promis-
sory Notes in the Province of Prince
Edward Island."

He said: In carrying out the sugges-
tion made by the hon. gentleman from
Halifax that this Bill, as we amended it,
did not meet the views of the House, I
think we can easily correct it to do so by
leaving out the words " drawn or made " at
any place in the Province of Prince
Edward Island, and substituting the
word "payable." I believe the true way
to make this amendment is after the third
reading and before the passage of the Bill.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third time.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that the Bill do not pass but that it be
amended by striking out the words
" drawn or made," and substituting the
word "payable therefor.

The motion was agreed to. and the Bill
as amended was passed.

FISHERIES ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the second reading of Bill (ioi) "An Act

further to amend the Fisheries Act."
He said : A decision given originally in

New Brunswick and confirmed by the
Supreme Court here has rendered some
further legislation necessary regarding the
Fisheries. The superintendence of those
fisheries was, by the British North America
Act, confided to the Parliament of the Do-
minion and in furtherance of the duty
thus intrusted to us, we passed some legis-
lation the result of which was that it was
supposed that the fisheries belong to the
Dominion even where they exist in waters
which belong to riparian owners. The
decision of the Court of New Brunswick,
sustained by the Supreme Court here, was
to the effect that where there are riparian
owners the fisheries belong to them in the
same sense as the fishing or shooting be-
longs to the proprietor of the land in Eng-
land. They belong to them in the sense
that nobody can interfere with them ex-
cept the riparian owners, but they do not
belong to them in the sense that the
riparian owners can therefore do as they
like with them. They must obey such
laws as are passed by Parliament in pur-
suance of the powers conferred npon us
by the British north America Act for the
proper protection of the fisheries. The
duty of protecting them is by that Act en-
trusted to this Parliament but under this
decision our legislation has been extended
so far as to interfere with the ownership
of fisheries which belong to the owners of
the banks ; but subject to that
it is still the duty of Parliament
to legislate in such a way as to protect
these fisheries, and the rights of the ripar-
ian owners to fish must be subject to such
limits as Parliament thinks proper to es-
tablish in order to protect the fisheries-
regulating the mode of fishing, and the
'season for fishing. AlU these are in the
interests of the fisheries, and it is the duty
and the right of Parliament to legislate in
this direction, and the riparian owner if
he chooses to fish niust fish subject to this
legislation which is in the interest of the
whole communiiy-and for the benefit and
advantage of everyone concerned. This
Bill is framed upon that principle. It will
not interfere with the riparian owner
in any way. Nobody else, under the Bill,
will be allowed the right of fishing where
this ownership exists : he only will be al-
lowed to do so, but if he seeks the right
he must seek it under license, and subject

HON. MR. DICKEY.
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to the laws which regulate the fisheries
throughout the Dominion. This is neces-
sary for the benefit of the whole commun-
ity, otherwise the persons owning the fish-
ery-might so fish as to damage the whole
fishing of the stream as for instance by
spear, or with improper nets. The limita-
tion which the Bill imposes is done in
strict deference to his rights as riparian
owner. It has been supposed that this
decision went further that this, but such is
not the case. The decision is all summed
up in the following words from the judg-
meat of the Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court in the case of the Queen vs. Rob-
ertson.

"To ail general laws passed by the Dominion
of Canada regulating '' sea coast and inland
fisheries " alJ must submit, but such laWs
must not conflict or compete with the legis-
lative power ofthe local legislatures over
property and civil rights bevond what may
be necessary for legislating generally and
effe-ctually for the reguation, protection and
preservation of tlie fisheries in the interests
of the public at large. Therefore, while the
local legislatures have no right to pass any
lavs interfering with the regulation and pro-
tection of the fisheries, as they might have
passed before confederation, they, in my
opinion, clearly have a ri ght to pass any laws
affecting the propery in those fisheries, or the
transfer or transmission of such property
under the power conferred on them to deal
with property and civil rights in the'province,
inasmuch as such laws need have no connec-
tion or interference with the right of the
Dominion Parliament to deal with the regu-
lation and protection of the fisheries, a matter
wholly separate and distinct from the
property in the fisheries. By which
means the general jurisdiction over
the fisheries is secured to the Par-
liament of the Dominion, whereby they are
enableid to pass aIl laws necessary for their
preservation and protection, this being the
Onlv matter of general public intesest in
which the whole Dominion is interested in
connection with river fisheries in fresh water,
non-tidal rivers or streams, such as that now
being considered, while, at the same time,
exclusive jurisdiction over property and civil
rights in such fisheries is preserved to the
provincial legislatures; thus satisfactorilv,
to my mind, reconciling the powers of both
legislatures without infringing on either."

Mr. Justice Strong, in his judgment in
the same case, says :

"I an of opinion, therefore, that the thir-
teenth enumeration of section 91, by the single
expression, " Inland Fislheries," conferred
upon Parlianient no power of taking away
exclusive rights of fishery vested in the private
proprietors of non-navigable rivers, and that
Such exclusive rights, being in every seuse of

the word " property," can only be interfered
with by the provincial legislatures in exercise
of the powers given them by the provision of
section 92, before referred to. This does not
by any means leave the sub-clause referred to
in section 91 without effect, for it may well
be 'considered as authorizing Parliament to
pass laws for the regulation and conservation
of ail fisheries, inland as well as sea coast, by
enacting, for instance, in order that protection
may be aforded whilst breeding, prohibiting
obstructions in ascending riversfrom the sea,
preventing the undue destruction of fish by
taking them in a particular manner or with
forbidden engines, and in many other ways
providing for what may be called the police of
the fisheries.

Now, that is the view with which this
Bill is drawn. The very first clause says:

"The Minister of Marine and Fisheries
may issue or authorize to be issued fishery
leases and licenses for fisheries and fishing
wheresoever situated or carried on, but leases
or licenses for any terni exceeding nine years
shall be issued only under authority *of an
order of the Governor in Council, and pro-
vided that no lease or license other than a
license to fish at a certain time or in a cer-
tain mode, shall be issued wvhere the exclusive
right of fishing already exists by law."

Showing that there is no intention, or no
possibility of interfering with the exclusive
right of property. but simply a desire and
intention to carry out the powers entrusted
to us by the British North America Act
and to regulate the mode, time and engines
by which this fishing is to be carried on.
That duty is imposed upon us in reference
to the interest of the whole community.
It is in that sense and in that only that
this Bill is introduced.

HON. MR. KAULBACH - Is the
riparian owner obliged to take out a
license ?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-He
is not obliged to do so, but if he desires
to fish, he must. I do not think I need
say anything more on the law point. I
think the decision of the New Brunswick
court, confirmed by the decision of the
of the Supreme Court here, is accurately
and succinctly expressed in the language
here, and which I have supported by the
actual words of the two learned judges
who delivered that judgment.

Now, in that sense the Bill proposes to
preserve the fisheries, and with that object
it proposes to enact the clause which I
have read and certain other clauses and
sub-sections, all bearing in the same
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direction and all of which can be con-
sidered in Committee. The people in
New Brunswick, who very naturally and
justly take a great interest in this matter,
have held a meeting in the House of
Assembly at Fredericton on the subject.
Attorney-General Blair moved, and Mr.
Wetmore, of the Opposition, seconded,
the following resolution, which was unani-
mously carried :-

" Whereas, the Minister of Marine and
Fisheries has irtroduced into the House of
Commons aBill, entitled: 'An Act to further
amend the Fisheries Act,' which Act, with
the amendments proposed to be made in Com-
mittee of the Whole, contains a provision
prohibiting riparian proprietors exercising
their rights to fish for salmon above tidal
water by any apparatus whatever without a
license fron the Minister of Marine and Fish-
eries to fislh at a certain time or in a certain
mode:

" And whereas, in the opinion of this House
such legislation is not necessary for the pro-
tection of the fisheries, and wilIl injuriously
affect the value of the fishing rights, the pro-
perty of this Province, and the rights of pro-
vincial pro prietors:

" And whereas such legislation is in direct
conflict with the decision of the Supreme
Court of this Province and of the Supreme
Court of Canada; therefore

" Resolved, That this House would approve
of the Government bringing under the notice
of the Minister of Justice the objections enter-
tained in this Province to the proposed legis-
lation, and protesting against such legislation
azainst the riglhts of the Province and the
inhabitants thereof."

Now these are resolutions deserving the
serious attention which they have received.
In the first place they say "whereas, in
the opinion of this House, such legislation
is not necessary." With all respect to
the Legislature of New Brunswick, it is
not for them, I think, but for this Parlia-
ment to say whether such legislation is
necessary or expedient or not. It is not
for the Legislature of New Brunswick,
but for the Parliament of the Dominion,
which is charged by the constitution with
the duty of protecting the fisheries, to
decide what is necessary for that protec-
tion : and therefore, in the exercise of
that duty, it is for us to say what is
requisite.

Then, they say: " Whereas it is in
direct conflict with the decision of the
Supreme Court." It is not in conflict :
it is with a view to carrying out
that decision, since there is no
interference, except to protect the interests

of the public of which we are the guard-
ians, with the rights of the riparian owner,
but he must conform to the law for the
purpose of preserving the fish. It is a very
important matter. Anyone who conceives
that it is one which concerns more the
amusement of anglers than anything else
is very much mistaken. It is a large in-
terest in which a whole community is con-
cerned. We all know that prior to the
regulations which were established by the
Dominion Government, the salmon fishing
had deteriorated. It was rapidly passing
away and on some streams had absolutely
ceased. Owing to the measures taken by
the Government the salmon fishing again
became an important industry furnishing
employment for a great many of our fel-
low-subjects. Without such 1< gislihtion as
this we should be driven back again to the
condition of affairs which existed anterior
to the protective measures by which the
salmon have been protected during the
spawning season and illegal fishing has
been prevented. I cannot conceive that
there is any well founded objection to the
legislation which the Bill contemplates.
Certainly there is no good reason in the
assertions made by the Législature of New
Brunswick because this is not contrary to
the decision of the Supreme Court and
because I think, and as I hope Parliament
will think, the measures which are pro-
posed by this Bill are really necessary and
that it is not for that Legislature but for
this Parliament to judge whether they are
requisite or not. I am quite sure that
members of Parliament here believe that
these measures are necessary in the inter-
est of the whole community and that they
do not interfere injuriously with the rights
of riparian owners, so I think these twO
reasons given by the Legislature of New
Brunswick are not sustainable.

HON. MR. MACDONALD-I beg tO
call the attention ot the Minister of
Justice to the fact that while this Bill is
intended to govern and regulate matters
in New Brunswick especially, it applies to
the whole Dominion and will be totallY
inapplicable to British Columbia. Salmon
are caught by nets and weirs in different
rivers and lakes in British Columbia, both
by Indians and by white men. I think
our province should be exempted frorm
the operation of this measure.

The fish cannot be taken by rod and

HoN. giR ALiX. CAMPL&
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line or any way except by net. The In-
dians do not come under the operation of
these laws ; they are allowed to capture
fish of any kind at all seasons and by any
means for their food. This Bill, though
it applies tothe whole Dominion,is clearly
intended for the eastern provinces, and its
Operation should be confined to that sec-
tion of the Dominion.

HON. MR. NELSON-I rise to sub-
Stantiate what my colleague from British
Columbia has said. The Indiansof our pro-
vince subsist almost wholly on salmon, and
they catch the fish with nets. If this mea-
sure were applied to British Columbia it
Would deprive a very great portion of the
Indian population 6f the province of their
m-leans of living during the winter months.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-There
is a provision in the sixth sub-section of
Section two, which is as follows:-

" 6. The use of nets or other apparatus
which capture salmon shall be .confined to
tidal waters, and any fishery oflicer nay deter-
Mine the length and place of each net or other

apparatus used in any of the waters of the
.onIinion provided that nothing contained
In this section shall prevent the use of nets for
catching salmon in the lakes of the Province
Of Ontario, nor preclude the Minister from
authorizing, by special licenses, the capture
of salmon by nets in fresh water streams ;"

That might apply to such a case. I
Will obtain information on the subject
from the Department.

HON. MR. WARK-The question
Which appears to be at issue between the
Legislature of New Brunswick and the
Dominion Government is whether a man
Owning riparian rights has to take out a
license to fish in front of his own property
at other than close seasons. He would
be subject to the laws regulating the close
Season the same as everyone else, but if
We declare that he shall not catch fish in
season without a license, I think it will
lead to litigation. Parliament should
hesitate before interfering with those rights,
because they are very jealous of them.
I think the people of New Brunswick
should observe the cloqe season ; they
should be liable to all penalties for viola-
ting any regulation for protecting the fish,but whether a man should be subject to a
Penalty for catching fish opposite his own
land. for his own purpose, without a
icense, is open to question.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-It seems to
me that the right of the riparian owner
is an incident of his property and whether
he is obliged to take out a license to do
that which he has a right to do is open to
question. I believe that he should be
governed by the regulations for the pro-
tection of the fisheries, but to prohibit him
from fishing in the waters opposite his
own land, unless he takes out a license, is,
in my opinion, going too far.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-One
of the first principles of law is that a man
can only use his own property so as not to
injure his neighbors.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-Is a man
obliged to take out a license to do that
which he has a right to do? You can
govern a man by regulations but to ex-
clude him altogether from exercising a
right which is an incident'to the property
he owns, unless he takes out a license,
appears to be inconsistent. It is taking
his rights of property from him.

I believe this law is in the right direction.
The Dominion Parliament has power to
regulate and protect the fisheries, and this
Bill goes far towards it. It is evident
that since the Government has taken a
lively interest in the general fisheries, the
salmon fishery has improved all through
our Maritime Provinces. It is clear to
my mind that the river fisheries had been
to a large extent neglected before Con-
federation and until recent years ; the fish
after having struggled, because of their
natural instinct to reach the spawning
grounds, have been captured there even
by anglers, and we all know that.when
this is done hundreds and thousands of
young fish are destroyed by the capture of
one salmon. I believe that the same
regulations for coast fishing should extend
to inland fishing.

I do not think that this Bill does compel
an orner to take out a license to fish in
the waters of a river which runs past his
property. It is not imperative. I cannot
see any section which says it must be done,
but I think it is a proper law and tends
to his own protection, because when he
has got a license, the Government protects
him against poachers, and preserves the
fish. In that regard it is a benefit,although
I question whether a man who has a
right to a thing requires a license to
exercise that right.
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HON. MR. PLUMB-Does my hon.
friend think there ought to be a license
or not ?

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I am ques-
tioning the right of Parliament to prohibit
a man from fishing without a license in
waters flowing through his own property,
but I do not question their right to make
regulations. As regards our shore fisher-
ies, I do not know whether this rule so
strictly applies. I would ask has this
regulation been applied to the shore fish-
eries in Nova Scotia.

HON. MR. MILLER-It has.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I do not
know that it has so far as the south shore
of the Province of Nova Scotia is con-
cerned. I do not see that it is necessary.
However, the decision in the case of the
Queen vs. Robertson may render it neces-
sary, in the case of riparian owners to
which reference has been made. Whether
it applies to our coast fisheries or not I
am in doubt. It never came to my knowl-
edge that such an Act has been in force
along the shores of Lunenburg and the
adjoining counties though they are gov-
erned by any regulations which apply to
to the shore fisheries. At present they
can only set nets of a certain length and
in a certain manner ; they cannot inter-
fere with the main channel leading to a
bay or river, and they are obliged to take
up their nets and to set them at certain
times. I think the same regulations
should apply to the river fisheries also-1
mean, as to the capturing of fish by rods
or otherwise. I do not see that it is
necessary, in order to carry out this enact-
ment, that licenses should be issued ; I
suppose the license fee will be a nominal
one, and that the Government do not ex-
pect to derive any revenue from it. but I
cannot see any necessity for a license
where riparian rights exist. You must
protect the river fisheries to assist the
coast fisheries, and the moment the river
fisheries are injured the coast fisheries
feel it; I cannot however see the neces-
sity which has arisen for requiring the
salmon fishery of the coast to be governed
by the regulations which apply to inland
fisheries, as far as licensing is concerned.

HON. MR. MILLER-I think it must
be a matter of notoriety to every gentleman

who comes from the Maritime Provinces,
and therefore has an opportunity of pos'
sessing some knowledge of the Bill before
the House, or rather the subject to which
it relates, that since the protection to the
fisheries has come under the jurisdictiol
of the Federal Parliament, a very great
benefit has been conferred on that industry
by the regulations enforced by the FisherY
Department. We all know that since
that time fishery overseers have been ap-
pointed along our rivers and sea coasts il'
every section of this country, on every
river and stream, and in every harbor
where the fisheries are of any importance
or value. The consequence is that that
noble fish the salmon instead of now
being a scarce commodity of commerce
in the Maritime Provinces is much more
plentiful than it used to be when the pro-
vinces came into Confederation. Before
the union of the provinces, we had, I niaY
say, very imperfect, or perhaps no laws
at all which carried out this important ob-
ject, and the reason was that in small cor-
munities such as the Maritime Provinces
were before Confederation it was found
almost impossible to touch those local
interests which a large Parliament like this
is less sensitive in dealing with. It was
in consequence of the local hostility tO
anything like protection to the fisheries
which meant an interference with long
used privileges, that a suicidal course ill
regard to the river fisheries was pursued
in the Maritime Provinces before Con-
federation. Since then a new state Of
things has been inaugurated, and the
great benefit of the change is well knoWn
to every person who has given any atten'
tion to the subject. Now I agree with
the very timely caution given by the hol-
gentleman opposite (Mr. Wark) that i'
dealing with this sub*ect we should nOt
trench upon any of the rights of ripariai
owners in the slightest degree, of which
they are so jealous, and with regard tO
which they have become more sensitive
from long non-interference with thern
under the old regime of the Provincial
Governments. I cannot perceive that this
Bill can be chargeable in any respect with
doing anything so objectionable as that.
I could not understand the remarks O
the hon. gentleman from Lunenburg, whO,
when he first took the floor, I understOOd
as being oppôsed to compelling riparian1
owners to take out licenses. But towards
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the end of his remarks I thought he hardly worth discussion-if there is any
argued strongly in favour of a rule com- charge at ail for it. I know myseif that in
Pelling every person to take out a license regard to fishing grounds belowtidal waters
that desired to fish in inland waters. the law has already been in operation in

Now hon. gentlemen must know that NovaScotia. Iknowthatinoneofthemost
the greatest injury to be feared to the important fishing districts in Nova Scotia
fisheries is just in the cases which that -thelargedistrictofLArdoisintheCounty
hon. gentleman himself bas indicated, and of Richmond-the system of license
Wth regard to which he would have no for salmon fisheries has been in use for
license. It is true it may appear an incon several years, and it is bigbly necessary
venience to a riparian owner who wants to that it should be so, because wbere there
Catch a few fish for his family to be is a large extent of coast with good fisbing
Obliged to take out a license to do so. of that description unless there are some
but you must recollect that that is one regulations witbin wbich to control fisher-
of the slight inconveniences which every men tbey are likely to be interfering with
'fidividual member of the community must one another, and continuai breacbes of the
submit to for the public good, and it is peace are the result. When a fisberman
because without the license bringing him puts his nets out, if there are no regula-
under such control, perhaps only one tions, another fisherman may surround
riparian owner out of a dozen might not those nets in such a way as to prevent
abuse bis privilege while the otber eleven fis w getting in, and very unpleasant con-
WOuld, and it is just as important tbat t rey troversies and wrangling resuit, and very
S1Ould be subject to these regulations as often end in breaches of the peace. i
ý11Y person who is not a riparian owner- has been found necessary therefore to set
111 fact in many cases more so. Unless off certain fishing grounds in separate
W1e place riaprian owners under the same allotents, and to grant licenses to fiser-
restraints that other fisherinen are subject men for one or Iwo of tbose allotments
tO under the law you leave these classes as may be considered right and proper.

'0f tbe communit), to take the law into Each fisherman is confined to the limits of
their own bands, to kill the fish indiscrimi- his own allotnient just as a farmer is wiih-
flately, to place obstructions in tbe rivers, in the limits of bis own tarm, and come-

d do any of those numerous tbings wbich quently no danger is to be apprehended
have such a tendency to destroy the sal- from their fisbing together. I tbink upon1»nonl* Unless these members; of the the wole the Bi is in the right direction.
COpmunity are brought under the law the It is certainl not an auempt to interfere
nsheries wiîp be destroyed, as they are wits our provincial rights in any way. On
Often tbe greatest enemies the fish have the contrary it is in the direction of carry-
!0 contend against. The Bil does not ing out the decision ofth e Supreme Court
abterfre with the rights of anybody. If of New Brunswick, a province deeply in-
st did propose to take away any of the terested, perhaps more than any other, in
rgts of riparian owners it would not be this question, and in wbich the subject
nOrth the paper k is printed on-it would bas heen more discussed than in any
hve no effect. Wbat we are now asked other part of Canada. This law is merely
tO do is to enact police regulations with to carry out tbe decision of the court of
regd to those industries, whic we cer- New Brunswick which has been sustained
'ai1 have a rigbt to do. This Pariament by the decision of the Supree Court
is flot going to interfere with the exclusive here, and is in my opinion one wbich
naghts of riparian owners on any waters should receive tbe sanction of tis Parlia-
f the Dominion, but it would be an ment.

etraordinary tbing if because a man bad
riParian rights he should not be amenable HON. MR. KAULBACH' I should
tO the laws wich are considered neces- like to explain that at first I doubted

.eY in the public interest-that he sbould and that I stih doubt, whether this
cot, because e was o fortunate as to be Bii would compel a riparian owner
f riparian owner, be subject to the laws to take out a icense, and if it did

tichgovern the rest of the community heeter you could force bim to take out
NOw the picense itself is not much of a a sieense to do that wic be had a right
burden. It is a very small matter and to do by law. I consider tbis right to fish
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as an incident of the property he owns.
You can only make regulations, and these
regulations a riparian owner is obliged to
abide by, and the rights which he owns
must be exercised in a certain way, in
conformity with the law.

HON MR. ALEXANDER-We all
agree with the hon. gentleman from
Richmond, that proper laws should be
passed in order to prevent the salmon
being destroyed by any improper or ille-
gal means, but as the hon. gentleman from
Lunenburg has observed, this can be
accomplished, without requiring the
owners of riparian fishery rights, to ob-
tain licenses from the Government. Will
the House be good enough to look
at this question from the following stand-
point ? Suppose on rivers like the Mar-
guerite, or Godbout, or Restigouche there
are twenty different families possessing
riparian rights--poor men who are depen-
dent very much upon fishing during a cer-
tain period of the year, and are incapable
of paying four or five dollars for a license.
Those men being vety poor, and the
climate and soil not permitting the culture
of grain and very few potatoes,their families
are barely beyond want. Is it right that we
should require those men, who possess
legal rights to the pools opposite their
farms to go to the Inspector of fisheries,
and pay him for a license to exercise the
very rights which legally belong to them ?
That is the point which the hon. gentle-
man from Lunenburg has first established.
I do not think it would be wise to impose
such a duty upon the poorer settlers who
happen to have had their lots of land on
these rivers, whether on the North or
South shore of the St. Lawrence.

HoN. MR. KAULBACH-They
should be subjected to the same regula-
tions.

HON. Mi. ALEXANDER-The Gov-
ernment should pass a law saying
what is legal and what is not legal, and
whether nets or torches should be used.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-
There is provision for all that.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-Then
certainly this Bill is not a necessity. I
desire now to speak upon another point

HON. MR. KAULBACH.

relating to the sal;non fisheries. I happen
to know many gentlemen who have paid
very large annual sums to the Dominion
Government for the license to fish some
of those rivers in Lower Canada, anJ had
gone down year after year. And
although having paid $400, or $500 a
year for the right to fish in those rivers,
their catch had been very meagre, from
the fact, that the fish were not in the
river.

HON. MR. PLUMB-That is fisher-
man's luck.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-The con-
plaint I believe is this, and it is my dutY
to state here what I have learned
from a large number of those gentle
men, they complain that power is
given by the Government-I àm afraid,
for certain purposes, to political supporters
and to men of political influence-to
establish bag nets within the tidal waters,
who used their license so far as to prevent
the fish from coming up. It is the opiniOli
of most of those gentlemen who are lovers
of fishing, that bag nets ought to be closed
certain days in the week. It is knowl'
that the salmîon always pass up very close
to the shore of the river, in the shOal
water, and they cannot get past these bag
nets; so the result has been that while
Mr. Wilmot, with his excellent establish-
ment for hatching the young fish, places-'
large amount of niatured spawn into the
rivers, the salmon fisheries are, notwith-
standing, becoming worse and worse everY
year. If the Goverment had fewer politi-
cal friends on the lower St. Lawrence,
issued more stringent laws in regard to the
bag nets, the present unsatisfactory co11d'
tion of those rivers would not continue.
The answer one receives from inquiry Of
those gentlemen upon this subject is to
this effect, that a certain party is a political
supporter, and he has been given the
right to place bag nets there ; he catches
a large number of fish, sends them to the
Quebec and New York markets, and
makes money out of it. I am very glaô
to have an opportunity of expressing those
views of men who fish those rivers, a1

who find them [deteriorating more and
more every year.

HON. SiR ALEX. CAMPBELI
Before the hon. gentleman goes au
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further, perhaps he would allow me to
state that it is left altogether to the
Governor-in-Council, by the original Act,
to make this charge. I will undertake to
say that where the license is to the
riparian owner there will be no charge
for it.

HON. MR. DEVER-As a member
frorn New Brunswick, I think this is a
very good law ; it is in the right direction,
and I think the Government are entitled
to credit for the conception of such a
'fleasure. I think if we have any posses-
siO1s which we should protect and of which
We may feel proud, they are our fisheries
Our game and our forests. I believe there-
fore that our laws should be framed to
protect the wealth we have in our rivers
and forests. Nothing could be more dis-
Pleasing to a large portion of the people of
this country, than the wanton destruction
of our valuable fisheries, and if they are
only kept for amusement I think it is the
duty of the Government to see that they
are properly protected. I am fully aware
that there is a very strong feeling in New
Brunswick against a measure that was en
tertained by the Dominion Government
somre time ago, and those who are opposed
tO it are persons of such a class as will see
that their rights are protected. I am not
Prepared to say, however, that they would
oPPose a proper measure for the regulation
Of our fisheries ; on the contrary I think
they would be proud of such a measure,
and that this Bill will be acceptable to
themi, when it is properly understood.

HON. MR. POWER-I cannot under-
stanîd why, if that is the sentiment of the
People in that province, the members of
the House of Assembly there should have
Opposed the measure.

HON. MR. DEVER-With reference to
the remarks made in the House of Assen-
bly, believea misapprehens;on existsthere
at present, and it is only because of that
rtisunderstanding that such expressions
Were used ; when they know the tenor of
this Bill I believe they will be quite satis
led with it, because their aim is, and
should be, the protection of our fisheries.
On that subject the object both of the
liew Brunswick and Dominion Govern-
I'nents is the same. Holding these views
! feel myself at liberty to support this Bill,

and I am sanguine that it will' be well re-
ceived in New Brunswick.

HON. MR. NELSON-I think that this
Bill may possibly be a very good one for
New Brunswick, but I believe that the
Province of British Columbia, which is
perhaps the greatest salmon producing
pi ice of the whole Dominion, has been
entirely overlooked. About one half the
whole population of British Columbia are
Indians, and practically speaking they
live almost entirely by the salmon fisheries.
Now this Bill would compel every.Indian
to take out a license before he could put
his dip net into the river and take out a
salmon.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I do
not think it would: the Indians are
exempted from these things.

HON. MR. NELSON-Along the rivers
there we have white people as well as
Indians, and in many cases the salmon go
up these rivers in immense numbers and
it would be very hard indeed to say that
a white man who might be living upon
the banks of one of our rivers, where
millions of these fish are thrown up and
going to rot every year, should not
be allowed to put in his dip net and
take out a few fish without the payment
of a license fee. I think the Province of
British Columbia should be excepted from
this Bill altogether. It would perhaps be
right to say that every establishment en-
gaged in the canning or putting up of
hish for the purpose of sale should be
compelled to take out a license, but I do
not think such a tax should be imposed
either upon Indians, Chinamen, or white
men, who may wish to fish with dip nets.

HON. MR. MILLER-Will the hon.
gentleman state what portion of the Bill
he objects to?

HoN. MR. NELSON-I object to that
portion of it which says that, "in tidal
waters and in the rivers or lakes, or the
portions of rivers or lakes so set apart, it
shall be unlawful to fish for salmon with
nets or other apparatus, without a lease
or license, as the case may be ...... 

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
provision just before that is quite suffi-
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cient ; it is quite right in that respect, and
there is no danger to be apprehended.

HON. MR. NELSON-Hon. gentlemen
have no idea of the character of the
British Columbia rivers for fish ; there is
no fear of destroying the fish there. I
have in my pocket a photograph, which
probably many hon. gentlemen have seen,
it is a photograph of the fish in the Fraser
River, and any one who has not been
there can have no conception of the
quantity of fish that go up these rivers.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I can tell
the hon. gentleman that the quantity of
fish in the rivers of Nova Scotia in the
past was simply fabulous, but there have
been comparatively few during the last few
years.

HON. MR. NELSON--I can onlv re-
peat that I think it would be a hardship
to sav that everv man, before lic can put
a dip net into the river and take out a
fish, will have to pay a license, or be
liable to be fined or imprisoned.

HON. MR. MILLER-If the objection
of the hon. gentleman from British Colum-
bia were correct, I could readily see the
force of it, but I presume the clause to
which he objects is the first sub-section of
section two. Now clearly the whole
question there is under the control of the
Governor-in Council, and there is nothing
to prevent the Governor-in-Council from
making regulations to suit the Province of
British Columbia.

HON. MR. NELSON-If I read é it
aright, no power is there given to the
Governor in Council to exempt any por-
tion of the Dominion. It says that the
Government shall have a right to set apart
certain portions of rivers, where fish may
be taken, and that exempts all the other
portions of the rivers.

HON. MR. MILLER-That lea->es
other portions of the river free from.
operation of the law.

the
the

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
first sub section of section two of this
Bill contains the very provision which the
hon. gentleman from British Columbia
wants.

Amendment Bill.

HON. MR. NELSON-Will the hon.
gentleman tell me the meaning of the
word " except " in the second line of that
sub-section ? It says that it shall be un-
lawful to catch salmon by means of nets,
in any other places than those named bY
the Order in Council. Then, if I read it
aright, certain regulations will be made in
regLrd to these waters, but I cannot s8e
anything in this clause that gives any per-
mission to fish in any other places except
in tidal waters, or in the rivers allowed by
the Order in Council.

HON. MR. POWER-I think the hol.
gentleman from British Columbia is per-
fectly correct in his interpretation of this
section, because it is provided that il
those tidal waters and in the rivers or
lakes or the portions of rivers and lakes
so set apart, it shall be unlawful to fish
for salmon with a net or other apparatUs
without a lease or license, as the case m1a'
be; so that all those Indians, Chinese and
white men who fish out there, will be
obliged to take out licenses. There
is another thing to which I shall call the
attention of the Minister of Justice, and
also of the hon. gentleman from British
Columbia. In the Fisheries Act of 1868,
section seven, sub-section eight, it iS
enacted that "all nets, or other lawfUl
appliances which capture salmon, shall bc
placed at distances of not less than 250
yards apart, without intermediate fishin
material of any kind being set or used in
and about any other part of the streato;
and drifting for salmon shall be illegal;
then again the i0th sub-section states that
"no salmon shall be captured within 200
yards of the mouth of any tributary creek
or stream which salmon frequent to
spawn;" and in the iith sub-section it
is set forth that " except in the maniner
known as fly-surface-fishing with a rod and
line, salmon shal not be fished for, caught
or killed at any artificial pass or salino,
leap, nor in any pool where salmon spawnf

This Act did not apply, at the tine 0
its passage, to British Columbia, and 1
am uncertain whether, by any amending
Act it has been appl'ed to that
Province. The hon. Mnister of Justice
however would know.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL- 1

do not know that it has bJen.

HON. SIR ALEX CAMPBELL.
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HON. MR. MACDONALD-I may HON. MR. POWER-I think 1 can
state that the people of British Columbia convince the hon. gentleman, that my un-
are perfectly satisfied with the existing dcrstanding of the decision is correct.
regulations. The Indians bring us in fish I shah read from the head note the follow-
When they like, and under the regulations ing clause
110w in force the white men pay a license celiat the rights of fishi in a river,fee. such as is that part of the neiramichi from

Price's Bend to its source, are an incident
HON. MR. POWER-I presume the

Intention of the Bill is a good
One; I think, however, there are some
defects in it, to which I was going
to call the attention of the Minister of
Justice with a suggestion that those ob-
Jections might be considered, and that
When the Bill went into committee-which
I hope will not be to-day-the Minis-
ter might be prepared, after consideration.
to remove those objectionable features if
he thought they really existed. The Min-
ister has taken the ground that we have
Power to grant licenses to the riparian pro-
Prietors, to fish in waters where they
already have a right to fish.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I do
not think it is quite right to grant licenses,
but we might impose regulations.

1-ON. MR. POWER--There is no ques-
.On about the power to impose regula-

tIOns: the Supreme Court did not ques-
tion that ; but the first section of this Bill
Provides that fishery licenses or leases
rnay be issued for fishing wheresoever
situated or carried on. And then in order
tO show th.it it means to deal with those
riparian proprietors, a proviso to this first
_lause says that no lease or license shall
be issued other than a license to fish at a
certain time or in a certain mode, and
then only to the person in whom the ex-
clusive right is vested. Now, I think if
the Minister had fully considered the de-
ciSion of the Supreme Court in the case
of the Queen vs. Robertson, that he would
have seen that the court decided expressly
that this Parliament had no righto grant such licenses, and that
those licenses were void and illegal.

BON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL -The
court decided that we could not grant
those licenses to other persons. For
example, if the riparian owner was the
.on. gentleman who is speaking, and the
license was granted to me-that was de-Clared to be illegal.

to the zrant of the ]and through which such
river flows, and where such grants have been
made there is no authority given by the British
North America Act, 1867, to grant a right to
fish, and the Dominion Parliament has no
right to give such authority."

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-It is
proposed not to give it any more.

HON. MR. POWER-If the hon. gen-
tleman will allow me to go on, I think I
shall show him that my point is well
taken. The 4th clause of the same head-
note gives the decision on another point,
in the following words:-

" That the ungranted lands in the Province
of'New Brunswick being in the Crown for the
benefit oi the people of New Brunswick, the
exclusive riglit to fish tollows as an incident,
and is in the Crown as trustee for the benefit
of the people ofthe Province, and therefore a
license by the Minister of Marine and.Fisher-
ies to fish in the streamns running through
provincial property would be illegal."

I shall now read the conclusions ar-
rived at by the Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court, which conclusions were
concurred in by the other judges :-

"I think Mr. Justice Fisher in Steadman
v. Robertson took a correct view of the law.
I have arrived at like conclusiois, viz: that
it was not the intention of the British North
America Act, 1867, to give the Parliament of
Canada any greater power than had been pre-
viously exercised by the separate legislatures
of the provinces ; that is, the general power
for the regulation and protection of the fisher-
ies ; that the Act of the Parlianent of Canada,
31 Victoria chapter 60, recognizes that view,
and while it provides for the regulation and
protection of the fisheries, it does not interfere
with existing exclusive rights of fishing,
wlether proviceial or private, but only
authorizes the granting o leases where the
property and therefore the right of fishing
thereto belongs to the Dominion, or where
-uch rights do not already exist by law ; that
the exclusive right of fising in rivers such as
the Miramichi at Price's Rend and from thence
to its source, as described in the case, exist
by law in the Provincial Government of
New Brunswick or its grantees ; that
any lease granted by thIe Minister of
Marine and Fisheries, to fish in such
tresh water non-tidal rivers, which are not
the property of the Dominion, or in which the
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soil is not in the Dominion, is illegal; that
where the exclusive right to fish r as been
acquired as incident to a grant of the land
through which such river flows, there is no
authority given by the Canadian Act to grant
a right to fish, and the Dominion Parliamnent
has no righ t to give such authoritv ; and also
that the ungranted lands in the Province of
New Brunswick, being in the Crown for the
benefit of the people of New Brunsxwick, the
exclusive right to fish follows as an incident.
and ie in the Crown as trustee for the benefit
of the people of the Province, exclusively, and
therefore a license by the Minister of Marine
and Fisheries to fish in streams running
through provincial property or private lands is
illegal, and consequently the lease or license
isseud to the suppliant is null and void."

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-What
the hon. gentleman is reading does not
affect the question at all.

HON. MR. POWER.-I think it is for
the House to judge whether it does or
does not affect the case, I do not think it
is fair to attempt to choke off discussion
on such an important subject.

HON.SIRALEX. CAMPBELL-There
is no desire to choke off discussion, but
there ought to be some discretion used in
reading long extracts to the House. We
do not propose in this Bill to grant a right
to the riparian owner to fish. Docs not
the hon. gentleman see the distinction
between leasing and regulating the time
for fishing and the mode of fishing? We
do not propose to lease in any way; we
admit that the fishing belong to the
riparian owner, subject to the general
laws regulating the fisheries.

HON. MR. POWER-The hon. gentle-
man may re-state that position as often as
he pleases, but until the Bill is amended,
it will not express his intention. If the
riparian owner has the right to fish, how
can the Dominion Government give him
a license if they have no right in the
matter ?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Are
not a man's fishing and shooting his own in
England or France orGermany, aid yetthey
are subject to the general laws regulating
the preservation of tish and game, and the
owner's take out hcense that there may be
sorne control, not over the fisheries th- m-
selves, but over the mode of using them ?

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-The GOV'
ernment issues licenses in England and gets
three guineas from every gentleman whO
shoots.

HON. MR. POWER-They license
guns in England ; I do not think theY
license lands. To undertake to say that
a man shall not fish until he gets a license
from the Dominion Government is simplY
an attempt to fly in the teeth of the de-
cision of the Supreme Court.

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-They
are restrained by the license to fishing by
certain modes and within certain seasons.

HON. MR. POWER-The law restrains
them without a license.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-If
the riparian owner submits to the laws and
regulations I daresay that this Bill does
not enforce it upon him.

HON. MR. POVER-That is coring
to a different conclusion. If the Minister
of Justice only considers the concludinlg
words of the decision of the Chief Justice,
he will see that I am right.

The decision of Judge Strong is to the
same effect, that those licenses were vold
altogether. I am not going to trouble the
House by reading any more extracts,
because I see that the Minister of Justice
is very anxious that there should be nO
more of them read.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I aIl1

willing to listen to anything that gives Us
valuable information.

HON. MR. POWER-There is another
feature of this Bill, to which the attention
of the House should be called. The
Department of Marine and Fisheries (1
do not say the Minister, because everY
hon. gentleman knows that the bulk O
the legislation does not come fron the
heads of Departments, but from the
deputy heads, or some officers who 11ay
have. hobbies, and the Ministers thern-
ýelves are not responsible for it) last year
undertook to declare that licenses should
be taken out for fishing in the occan dowfl
in Nova Scotia. I know that in the
County of Guysboro' the attempt to ^
ist upon those licenses was given up, ail

the money was repaid to the fishertilen
who had paid it.

HON. MR. POWER.

Amendment -Bill.[S EN AT .]
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HON. MR. MILLER-For lobster
fishing ?

. HON. MR. POWER-No, I presume
It was salmon fishing. The point that I
think the Minister of Justice should con-
sider is this : he is able to look at this
question, not from a departmental stand-
Point, but from a broad statesmanlike
Point of view. The truth is that the
Commissioner of Fisheries and his subor-
dinate officer had got into this litigation
In New Brunswick, and they had their
attention directed altogether to the case
Of New Brunswick, and the difficulties
that had arisen there ; and they were not
looking at the circuinstances of other
Portions of the Dominion; and it seems
to rue that the Minister of Justice, look-
Ing at the thing in a broader way, should
be able to correct the defects which are so
apparent in this Bill. In Nova Scotia
the fishermen have been fishing in the
waters of the ocean without license ever
Since white men first settled in that
Province. As a rule, they are not wealthy
People, and they would be very likely to
forget all about taking out licenses to fish ;
as they and their fathers and their grand-
fathers before them had always considered
the ocean free to everybody. This
regulation of the Department of Marine
and Fisheries would seem to them to be as
great an outrage, as it would be to compel
a farmer to take out a license to plough
his land. If this provision is intended to
Protect the salmon fisheries it should be
limited to that intent, as the Minister will
see that it is capable of being greatly
abused. Under the provision as it stands,
a fisherman who goes out to catch lobsters,
rnackerel or herring might be obliged to
take out a license; and thus would be
caused a great deal of useless annoyance
to a very deserving and industrious class
Of our population. This interference on
the part of the Dominion Government
with the private affairs of the people is a
nIew thing to the Maritime Provinces. It
Is not the English system, nor is it the
American system. The policy in England
and the United States is to interfere as
little as possible with the private business
of individuals. In France and Germany,
where they boast of paternal governments,
the bureaucrats, no doubt, interfere with
all the details of private life ; but life in
France and Germany under such a systemn

is something that Englishmen or Ameri.
cans could not tolerate. Yet it looks as if
the Department of Marine and Fisheries
here were proposing to introduce a
similar system into Canada. When the
House goes into Committee I shall call the
attention ofthe Ministerof Justice to the 5th
sub-section of section three, which I
think, is a step altogether in the wrong
direction. It is an amendment of section
16 of the fisheries Act. Sub-section five
of section 16 of the Fisheries Act is as
follows:-

" One moiety of every fine or penalty levied
by virtue of t his Act, shall belong to Her
Majesty, and the reniaining half thereof shall
be paid to the prosecutor, together with costs
Laxed to hin for attendance as a witness or
otherwise.

The effect of that was that no matter
who it was that caught a man violating
the fisheries law he got half the fine. The
amendment provides that if the prosecu-
tor is a fishery overseer, or warden, or
guardian, he gets no share of the fine. If
these officers were paid enough salary to
enable them to devote their whole time to
the duties of their offices, and neglect
their own business for the purpose of
looking after parties violating the fishery
laws, this amendient would be all very
well; but they are not; and I would sug-
gest to the Minister of Justice that this
alteration will prove decidedly injurious
to the work of protecting the fisheries.

HoN. MR. ALLAN-When I first
read the Bill I was under the impression
that the latter part of clause two was in-
tended specially to guard the rights of
riparian proprietors. I thought that the
right of riparian proprietors to fish in the
waters opposite their property was not to
be questioned in any way; that they were
simply obliged by it to observe the close
seasons, and be guided by the regulations
as to the manner in which fish shall be
caught.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-That
is all.

HON. MR. ALLAN I do not know
whether I am right in supposing that this
clause merely gives power to the Minister
of Marine and Fisheries to issue licenses
for sea fisheries where the circumstances
of the case call.for it ?
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HON. MR. POWER-Would the hon.
gentleman feel disposed to authorize the
Minister of Agriculture to issue licenses
to farmers to plough their farms ?

HON. MR. ALLAN-That is a totally
different thing.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-You
force a farmer to cut down the thistles
that grow on his farm !

HON. MR. ALLAN-I apprehend that
where the license is issued, the riparian
proprietor is not obliged to renew it, as
long as he remains the proprietor ?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-He
is not limited to time; it is simply to say
that he shall not fish out of season, or by
illegal means.

HON. MR. READ-No doubt we all
desire to preserve our rights, but there
are many private rights that are subservi-
ent to the rights of the public. The hon.
gentleman from Lunenburg has contend-
ed that if a man owns a piece of land, lie
has a right to do with it as he pleases ;
that he has a right to kill game as he
pleases, as long as it is in the season. But
what is the law in England ? In England
a man cannot, on his own land, pursue
game without having a license therefor.
If the proprietor of the land were caught
with a gun in his hands in pursuit of
game. he would be at once asked by the
first policeman for his license. Such a
regulation is not considered a hardship,
because it is in the interest of the general
public. If people were allowed to go
where they pleased, and when they
pleased in pursuit of game,'there would
soon be no game left, and the same rule
applies to the preservation of fisheries.

HON. MR. POWER-Would the bon.
gentleman allow me to ask him if he
would like to see that system introduced
in this country ?

HON. MR. READ-I would like any
regulation introduced that preserved the
rights of the people. I would like to get
all the privileges I could, but I think it is
only proper that we should all come under
regulations for the general good of the
community.

Amendment Bill.

HON. MR. PLUMB-My hon. friend
from Halifax was pleased to make a sone-
what severe remark a little while ago,
which, I think, was utterly uncalled for.
The hon. gentleman, who certainly has
the privilege of addressing this House,
and takes it as often as any bon. mnember
in it, chose to sit down while be was speak-
ing. He did' not sit down because he was
called to order. He sat down, and I sup-
posed he had ended, and when he rose
again I supposed he was making another
speech. I had a right to think so. It is
the usage in the other House, where I
have had some little experience. The
hon. gentleman took his seat, and I took
notice of his rising again as I ha] a perfect
right to do, and when I want tolearn anything
about parliamentary usage or the rules of
order, I certainly shall not sit at the feet
of the Gamaliel on the opposite side of
the House.

HON. MR. POWER--Is the hon. gen-
tleman not out of order now ?

HoN. Mr. PLUMB-I am not out Of
order, and I do not wish the hon. gentle-
man to interrupt me. With regard tO
this Bill, the exception taken by the hon.
gentleman from British Columbia, I think,
is entirely correct. He reads that section
as it must be interpreted. It provides
that

" It shall be unlaw f'ul to use nets or other
apparatus for catebing salmon except in tidal
waters the boundary whereof may be defined
by the Minister, or in such rivers or lakes Ot
portions of rivers or lak-s as shall by Order
in Council be set apart for that purpôse."

Those are specially set apart, but I have
no doubt 1hat in cases such as have been
sugg:sted by my bon. friend, where per-
sons depend on the use of salmon for
subsistence they will be protected by the
Minister or by Order-in-Council.

There can be no doubt that the inten-
tion of the section which has been criti-
cized by the hon. member from Halifax
is that those who have riparian rights
shall simply be restrained in the exercise
of fishing, by such laws as regulate
the fisheries throughout the Dominil,
and that the riparian owner shall
exercise the exclusive right as such owner.
That I believe is very clear. The license
granted to him does not involve the pay-
ment of any fee, and it cannot therefore
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be any special hardship to him. The
illustration given by the hon. gentleman
from Halifax in respect to the fishing in
tide-ways etc., as practiced by the fisher-
Mnen of Nova Scotia and elsewhere, does
lot bear upon this question, and it is not
at all likely that they will be otherwise
restrained than they have always been ;
but the hon. gentleman knows perfectly
Well that the ganme laws prohibit a man
from killing game on his own farm out of
season. He is restricted, although he
owns the land, because he has not the
right to destroy the game that happens to
come upon it in certain seasons. In the
saine way, the man who has riparian i ights
is not allowed out of season to kill the
salmon that are swimming up and down
the river which flows past his land. He
ought not to have the privilege except in
Proper season, although it may not be
Within the power of the law to grant the
right to any person else but the regular
Owner to kill thern in the proper season.
I an very glad that the Government have
brought in an amendment to the law to
conform it to the decisions that have been
arrived at in regard to those rights. It
Seems to me that the section is in perfect
conformity with those decisions ; that the
license is not a lease, that it cannot be
granted to any person but the man who
owns the property, and it is perfectly right
that he should be restrained within the
general law.

HON. MR. MASSON-Are the Indians
?f British Columbia allowed to kill salmon
irrespective of the Fisheries Act ?

HON. SiR ALEX. CAMPBELL-No.

HON. MR. MASSON-If they are not,
I do not see any other means by which
the Government can remedy the matter,
except by license.

HON. MR. POWER-I am sorry that
the hon. gentleman from Niagara is under
a misapprehension as to what my inentions
Were. When I was speaking, the hon.
gentleman from Victoria (Mr. Macdonald
I think it was) interrupted me, and ac-
cording to the general practice of this
ýIouse, while that gentleman was speak-
Ilg I sat down; and I got up again when
he sat down.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-It mnst
be pretty well admitted that very much of
this discussion would have been more ap-
propriate and regular had the House been
in committee. I do not say it has been
without its advantages, though it is some-
what irregular. I now wish to refer to the
remarks of the hon. gentleman from
Richmond. I only partially concur in the
encomiums which that hon. gentleman
paid to the management by the Govern-
ment of the fisheries, in the Maritime
Provinces, so far at least as the Province
with which I am connected is concerned.
I am free to admit that the management
in some respects has been attended with
very good results, and I rise in the hope
that the remarks I make may have a bene-
ficial effect hereafter. It seems to me that
the salmon fisheries of Prince Edward
Island have been very much improved by
the action taken by the Government; they
have preserved some of the rivers there,
and the salmon spawn placed there in the
natural way has been pretty well taken
care of. The hatchery has also been
very successful, and I may add that the
Island Province has great natural facilities
for the propagation of salmon of a very
fine quality. There are some respects in
which the Government management has
not been so successful. I think there has
been very generally displayed a want of
information as to the natural history and
habits of fish, and without such knowl-
edge it is impossible to prevent their des-
truction in the spawning and hatching
seasons. I think it would be a very useful
thing if some body connected with the
Marine and Fisheries Department should
make the natural history and habits of fish,
his special study, with a view to prevent
the great destruction of fish out of season,
and before they arrive at a proper size.

Beginning with the small fish called the
"smelt," which comes up the streams in
the Spring, and rising a step higher and
taking into our consideration the gasper-
eaux and herrings, I conceive that nature
has provided these as the prey for the
larger species of fish, and if the smaller
ones are destroyed in a wasteful and inju-
dicious manner it is quite obvious that
the larger ones must go without their
natural food Now these are points to
which I think the Government can very
properly turn their attention with benefit
to themselves, and to the Province. But
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there is one special branch of industry
with reference to the fisheries for which
our Province has always been, and still is,
particularly well qualified by nature; I
refer to the cultivation of oysters. There
have been natural beds of oysters in almost
every creek and bay of Prince Edward
Island into which the tide flows, to an
extent and depth which would probably
surprise hon gentlemen if they could be
made aware of it. These beds are now
decayed and useless for any other purpose
except as manure, or it may be as a sort
of nidus for the oyster spat. For the
purpose of manuring our fields they are
exceedingly useful, but they indicate the
facilities which the rivers of Prince Edward
Island afford for the culivation of oysters,
and I do think that any expenditure which
the Government may think necessary to
incur in obtaining experience and advice
from experts in the culti.vation of oysters
would not only be well repaid to the
Dominion generally but most excellently
well repaid to the people of Prince Edward
Island.

I stated that I thought the manage-
ment of the Marine and Fisheries Depart-
ment it that Island was not altogether
commendable. I think that they have
shown in some respects a want of firmness
and promptitude in supporting their
officers.

At the commencement of the winter
when the breeding salmon begintocome up
the rivers, the duty of the wardens is to be
on the watch almost continually to prevent
these fish being destroyed in the shallow
water, when they may be killed with any
kind of pitchfork. They are useless for
food, as their flesh is almost inedible at
that time, but they are full of spawn, and
the trout-fishers of the Island-those men
who make it their practice to cut holes in
the ice, and catch trout-require salmon
spawn for the purpose of bait in the
winter.

The man who is supplied with salmon
spawn will always catch more trout, than
the man who is without that bait, and
this is one of the chief difficulties in pre-
serving salmon during the spawning season.
Now it so happened last year that one of
the fishery wardens of Prince Edward
Island, while in pursuit of his duty was
brutally beaten. He was assulted by three
men whom he caught in the act of spear-
ing, and was cruelly beaten and left lying

HON. MR HAYTHORNE.

on the ground. This was in
the beginning of November. [He
managed to find his way to his homne
where he lay for several months afterwards,
without being capable of performing his
duties. He had an arm broken, besides
being seriously injured about the head
and body. Strange to say, the Depart-
ment took no notice of this brutal and
unwarranted assault, urtil after the Session
of Parliament, and then, some two months
ago, a reward was offered for the discovery
of the men who had perpetrated the out-
rage. The man who was so injured in
the puplic service received some indern-
nity for his loss of time and the injuries
he had sustained, and his expenses and
the doctor's bill. I am told the result of
offering the reward is that two individuals
are held for trial at the next Session of
the Superior Court I certainly think
that if the Department had shown a littIe
more promptitude in supporting their
officers, and bringing the offenders tO
justice, they would have done good ser-
vice to their country at large, and done
the Department an infinite deal of credit.

I do not care to enlarge very much on
the general scope of this Bill and what
has been said about licenses. My own
opinion is that there is no great benefit tO
be derived from them. The Ministet
tells us that the person holding a license
will be limited to killing fish during a
certain season of the year, as it is not
possible that this object can be attained
without a license.

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL- 1

rather think, on reading the Bill over
again, that it will not be necessary for a
riparian owner to take out a license, but
only to subject himself to the regulationS.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-I a"
very glad to hear the hon. Minister say sO.
Before resuming my seat I must express
my hope that the Department will not
only exercise a little more promptitude In
supporting their officers and repressi1n
offences against the fishery laws, but will
also make it part of their business to in-

vestigate the natural history of fish.
am not without hope that the great exhibi
tion which is now taking place in London
will lead to beneficial results in this waY
Other nations are far in advance of Our-
selves in this respect, but knowing very
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Well the intelligence of the present Min-
ister of Marine and Fisheries, I cannot
but hope that when he returns from Lon-
don he will bring with him a vast amount
Of useful information on all subjects con-
nected with the fisheries, and especially
information relating to the rearing and
breeding of fish and the re-stocking of
waters which have been exhausted from
ill-management or any other cause.

One word before I sit down, in regard
to my hon friend's statement, in refer-
en ce to salmon, in British Columbia. Of
course it is exceedingly interesting to hear
of the great abundance of fish in that
country, but if my hon. friend were in his
seat I would remind him that it is scarcely
two centuries ago since the rivers of Scot-
land abounded with salmon to quite as
great a degree as the rivers of British Col-
umbia are represented to abound with
them now, and we all know that it is only
by artificial means and very careful preser-
Vation that the rivers of Scotland and
other parts of great Britain can be kept
stocked. If it were not for the great care
and skill which have been displayed, it is
Probable that the salmon would be an
extinct fish to-day. in Great Britain, where
two centuries ago it existed in such quan-
tities.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-I am very
glad that the Minister of Justice has
admitted that it is not necessary for a
riparian owner to take out a license in
order to fish.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I did
lot say that. What I said, was that on

reading the Bill I thought it was likely
that would be the construction of the
clause. I see that the word is "may"
and therefore I apprehend that possibly
the owner of the land will not be required
to take out a license.

HON. MR. KAULBACH-My hon.
friend from Belleville, in commenting
upon what I said, remarked that in Eng-
land a M'an could not shoot game on his
own property without a license. But that
is not a parallel case to this. Because
there the game is not an incident of the
Property, and does not pass by grant to
the owner. It is the royal game, and is
Preserved by and for the Crown. The
hon. gentleman from Niagara said that

Indians are exempt from the operation of
the Game and Fisheries Acts. I hope
that announcement will not be made
public, because our Indians generally, I
am sorry to say, are the persons who
poach the most frequently, and do the
most injury to the fisheries and to game,
though there is a good deal of sympathy
for men who are merely pursuing their
natural vocation. They are often brought
up and flned for the violation of the
fishery regulations. It is well that they
should know that they are not exempt
from the operation of the law.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time.

GOVERNMENT TIMBER SLIDES
BILL

SECOND READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the second reading of Bill (126), " An
Act to make further provision respecting
the regtilation and collection of tolls on
Government timber slides and other works
constructed to facilitate the transmission
of timber, lumber and sawlogs.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second .time.

NATURALIZATION OF ALIENS IN
MANITOBA, BILL

SECOND READING.

HoN. SIR. ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the second reading of Bill (V), " An Act
to legalize proceedings for the naturaliza-
tion of certain aliens in the Province of
Manitoba."

He said : The Dominion Lands Act
provides that patents shall only be issued
to Her Majesty's subjects, naturalized or
born. In Manitoba a good many foreign-
ers intended to be naturalized and applied
to the proper officers on that behalf. The
impression prevailed in Manitoba that the
naturalization Act of 1881 was in force,
and they were naturalized under that Act,
whereas in truth that Act was not in force
and their proceedings were irregular. This
Bill is to confirm what was done, and to
declare that those aliens had become by
the steps they took, and which steps were



somewhat in error, naturalized subjects of The motion was agreed to, and the Bil
Her Majesty. was read the third time and passed.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

The Senate adjourned at 5.20 p. M.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Saturday, May 19 th, 1883.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

CANADIAN ELECTRIC
COMPANY'S BILL.

LIGHT

THIRD READING.

The Order of the day having been cal-
led for the consideration of the amend-
ments proposed by the Committee on
Standing Orders and Private Bills to Bill
(105), " An Act for granting certain powers
to the Canadian Electric Light Company,"

HON. MR. PLUMB having read the
amendments, said :

The spirit of these amendments is sim-
ply this: the Company asked that this Bill
should define malicious injury to their
property, as a criminal act coming within
the definition of simple larceny, but it was
not thought advisable that such a provision
should be adopted, and it was necessary
to make certain amendments in the Bill
accordingly. I learn from my hon. friend
the Minister of Justice that as the Bill now
stands there will be no opposition to it,
and I would therefore move that the
amendments be adopted.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-As
the clauses which made injuries to the
Company's property criminal to an extra-
ordinary degree, have been struck out,
the Bill is now unobjectionable.

The motion was agreed to, and the
amendments were adopted accordingly.

HON. MR. PLUMB moved that the
Bill be read the third time.

FISHERIES ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into a Con-
mittee of the Whole on Bill (io,) "An
Act further to amend the Fisheries Acts.'

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL thought,
with a little explanation, the first clause
would meet the approbation of the Com-
mittee. In the flrst place it was not in-
tended to require licenses for rod fishing,
and the provision of the Bill requiring a
riparian owner to take out a license did
not apply to his right of flshing with the
rod. Subsequent provisions authorized
licenses to be issued to riparian owners
for fishing with nets for commercial pur-
poses. It was thought that in such cases
they should be required to have a license,
and it was proposed to restrain them to
such modes and times of fishing as would
not interfere with the rights of proprietors
above or below them: they were to fish with
such nets and apparatus as were not pre-
scribed by the general regulations under
the 7th section.

HON. MR. POWER was glad to hear
the explanation which had just been given,
but with regard to the proviso of that
section which was as follows:

"Provided that where an exclusive right
of fishing exists by law, no lease or license
shall be issued other than a license to fish at
a certain time or in a certain mode, and then
onlv to the person in whon the exclusive
right is vested,"
lie would submit that every license tO
fish was a license of that kind. No holder
of a license or lease was authorized tO
fish otherwise than according to the laWs
and regulations which govern fishing ; con-
sequently it seemed to him that that
description of the license was imperfect
altogether. He thought it would be better
to recognize distinctly the rights Of
riparian owners and he would therefore
suggest the following instead of the pro-
viso in that clause.

" Provided, that where an exclusive right
offishing exists by law in any Governmnwft,
riparian proprietor, person or authority other
than the Government of Canada, the owner

HON. SIR ALUX. CAMPBELL.
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of such right shall not be obliged to obtain a
lease or license for the exercise of the sane,
but nay exercise such right subject only to
the provisions of the laws for the tînie being,
in force for the preservation an'i protection of
the fisheries, and to regulations duly made
thereunder, which laws and regulations shall
not prevent rod fishing by such owner, except
during the close season.

HON. MR. MILLER-That amend-
Mnent is the very opposite of the explanation
given by the Minister of Justice.

HON. MR. POWER thought that his
amendment expressed the intention of the
Minister better than the clause as it stood.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL was
satisfied that the clause expressed the
intention very well, and there could he no
mnisunderstanding about it.

HON. MR. POWER said that the de-
Cision of the Supreme Court declared in
tmost positive terms that the licenses
granted by the Minister of Marine and
Fisheries in such cases were illegal and
void.

H1ON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-No,
it did not decide that ; it decided that a
lease given to " A " to fish in front of the
lands of " B " is void ; that is all.

HON. MR.'ALEXANDER contended
that if bag nets were permitted to be used,
as they are now six days in the week, in
tidal waters, and nets were allowed to be
Used in the pools of the rivers, the salmon
Would soon be almost exterminated.

HON. MR. PLUMB said the Bill
Would not permit anybody to use nets or
other apparatus for catching salmon
in tidal waters, ex'ept in places which
Should be set apart, and defined by the
Minister, or Order-in Council, and in
Such places so set apart it shall be unlaw.
fui to fish without a lease or license.

HON. MR. POWER-Do
stand the Minister to say that
Is not prohibited?

I under-
rod fishing

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL--
Yes.

1879, to the effect that fishing for salmon,
except un 1er license, was prohibited.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
that was under the old act previous to the
'decision of the court. The object of the
Bill was to conform to the judgment of
the court ; there was no intention to
interfere with the riparian owner fishing,
but if he wished to use nets he should
have a license.

HON. MR. DEVER said he would be
sorry if anyone was allowed to fish with
nets in fresh water. The salmon only
enter the fresh water for the purpose of
spawning, and nobody should be allowed
to catch them with nets there.

HON. MR. PELLETIER objected to
the riparian owner being obliged to
take out a license to exercise a right which
he possessed. Let the regulations be
published, and if he violated them he
should be punished.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL thought
there was no hardship in asking the riparian
owner to take out a license as the best
evidence of the agreement between him
and the Government, not as to his
right to fish, but as to the mode in
which he should exercise his right. There
would be less liability to misunderstand-
ings and violations of the law, and he
would have the protection of being able
to punish anyone who interfered with his
rights. It would be no great hardship to
him, if he fished for purposes of com-
merce, to take out a license.

HON. MR. KAULBACH thought that
this legislation would be in the interest of
the riparian owner, and would protect him
in his rights.

HON. MR. NELSON said that on the
Pacific coast the salmon were altogether
taken in the rivers, and the industry was
so extensive that the products of the
salmon fishery exported annually, amount-
ed to $7,ooo,ooo. To prevent fishing for
salmon in the rivers of British Columbia,
would be to destroy an important
industry.

ION. MR. POWER quoted from an HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
Order-in-Council, dated the 11th of June, there was a provision by which certain
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rivers could be set apart, if necessary, and
care would be taken that no injury would
be done to the fishing industry in any
part of the Dominion.

HON. MR. CHAPAIS said that thé
provision in the second clause was direct-
ed against the riparian owners in ,the
Province of Quebec. In former years
the Government officials had endeavored
to compel those people to take out
licenses, but had failed, as their right
had existed and been recognized from the
early settlement of the Province, and had
been guaranteed to them when Canada
was ceded to Great Britain. It was
granted originally to the seigniors, and by
them transferred to the riparian owners of
the present time. He strongly objected
to this provision as an interference with
the rights of the people of Quebec.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL thought
his hon. frienJ would admit that the
fisheries of the Province of Quebec had
been greatly improved under the regu-
lations of the Department of Fisheries,
and consequently were of greater value to
the riparian owners. Admitting, as the
Government did to the fullest extent, the
rights of those persons, it was certainly
desirable to preserve and increase the
value of the fisheries. That had been the
object of all legislation of this kind ever
since Confederation. It was simply a
question of the value which the seigniors
got in return for their licenses. A large
amount was expended annually in protect-
ing the fisheries from which the riparian
owners derived more or less benefit, and
there was nothing unreasonable in asking
a man who is going to fish, not for the
purposes of his family, but for the pur-
poses of commerce, to pay four or five
dollars for a license. It was a small re-
turn to give for the advantages which he
derived from the protection afforded by
the Department.

HON. MR. TRUDEL thought that every
one would be ready to support a measure
for the protection of the fisheries, but the
Government had no right to interfere with
vested rights. He freely admitted that there
might be strong reasons, even in the
interests of the proprietors, to protect
their fisheries; but there was no more
reason to exact a license of this kind,

under the pretence of improving the
fisheries, than to take a man's land froni
him because he did not know how tO
cultivate it, and impose a tax upon hirm
for the privilege of working in his own
fields. He understood how the present
condition of affairs was brought about.
The absolute right of fishing was given at
a time when probably no one foresaw that
the fisheries would require such protec-
tion. For instance, to-day we do not feel
any necessity of protecting the fisheries
on the banks of Newfoundland; nor do
we consider it necessary to impose strict
regulations on hunting and fishing in the
far North-West, because it is considered
impossible that the fish and game in those
vast solitudes will be exhausted, but in
the meantime the right of the proprietor
is there. It is conceded the saine as
seigniorial rights were.

This license was more than a police
regulation, because it imposed upon the
proprietor of the riparian right, the pay-
ment of a certain sum before he could
use his own property. The.right of pro-
perty was held to be the right to use or
abuse it.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
there was the restriction that a man was
not to use his property in such a manner
as to injure his neighbor.

HON. MR. TRUDEL contended that
this Bill was an infringement on private
rights, and if permitted, there was no saY-
ing where it might end.

HON. MR. MASSON said that certain
parties had acquired rights from riparian
owners in Quebec to fish according to the
laws of the country when those rights were
given. If the laws of the country changed,
and if for the general good it was decided
that fishing should be carried on under
regulations, the fact that such rights had
been acquired prior to these new regula-
tions would not carry with it the privilege
of continuing to fish in the old way. Un-
der this Bill parties who had acquired the
right to fish, provided they fished accord-
ing to the regulations now in existence,
would not have their riparian rights inter-
fered with, but they would be required.tO
pay a license fee. That fee mig ht be in'
significant, but if they admitted the right
that a man could be compelled to pay a

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL
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licende fee of $2 there was nothing to pre-
Vent the state froni imposing a license fee
of $1o. He contended that those who had
the special right to fish opposite their
Property should be allowed to fish without
license, but should come under the gen-
eral regulations governing the fisheries of
the Dominion.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL con-
sidered that while they had the right to
fish they were not entitled to the advan-
tages which were derived from the expen-
diture of money by the Dominion
Governrment for the protection and pro-
Pogation of the fish without contributing
Something towards it.

HON. MR. MASSON said it was placing
the man who had an inherent right to
fish in a certain river in exactly the same
Position as the man who had no right, if
they both had to pay a license fee for
Permission to fish.

HON. MR. HOWLAN thought some
hon. gentlemen took a wrong view of the
Intention of the Bill. It did not interfere
With the proper rights of riparian owners,
Who would be allowed all proper latitude
in the direction of fishing. It would not,
however, be right that a man should be
allowed to use traps, bag nets or other
apparatus which would tend to destroy
fishing in his immediate neighborhood
and eventually, perhaps, throughout the
Whole river. Therefore they provided in
this Bill that if he intends to fish with any
such apparatus, he must have a license to
do so, which carries with it certain regula-
tions as to the use of such apparatus. With
regard to British Columbia, the Bill says
that the Government may set apart cer-
tain rivers, and the intention of this legis-
lation altogether being of a paternal
Character, it might fairly be assumed that,
While provision would be made in order
that fish should not be wantonly destroyed,
all just and reasonable claims of particu-
lar localities would doubtless be met, the
Government being given power to meet
such cases. The ajin of the Government,
in this BI, was merely to enforce desira-
ble regulalations for the protection of what
is a public possession. The fisheries are
the most important source of wealth pos-
sessed by the -Dominion. Their value is
greater than our iron, gold, silver or other

mines, and it is only right that they should
be surrounded with proper safeguards and
regulations.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE thought the
view of the hon. Minister ot Justice in
regard to this question was not a proper
one. There was a great difference between
the position of the province of Quebec and
other provinces ofthe Dominion. In Que-
bec the fishing rights are owned by the
variousproprietors. Thatproperty has been
bought and paid for, and consequently the
imposing of a license is not a protection
but rather a restriction of their rights. It
is, in fact, taking away from these pro-
prietors, for a short time, the control of
their own property, and as these police
regulations are therefore not so much in
the interest of these proprietors as of the
public at large, it is not fair to tax
these owners, but the cost of such regu-
lations should properly be borne by
the public who are benefited. Though
in favor of all proper and necessary pro-
tective measures, and desirous that any
abuse of existing privileges should be
remedied, yet he knew it sometimes hap-
pened that the regulations sought to be
imposed by the Government, would, if
carried out, entail unnecessary hardship.
About two years ago residents along the
Ottawa River complained that the right
to fish for twelve months of the year had
been withdrawn by the Government, and
on enquiry it was discovered that those
regulations had been issued at the request
of certain amateur fisherman of Montrea 1
and elsewhere. Upon "the matter how-
ever being explained to the Department of
Marine and Fisheries that unreasonable
restriction was removed, and the people
along that river were allowed to fish for
about eleven months in the year, while
one month was set apart during which the
the privilege of fishing was not allowed.

HoN. MR. DEVER thought if the
House of Commons' contention was prac-
tically admitted and applied, it might
happen that a proprietor in Quebec, own-
ing the land on both sides of a river,
would have the right to extend a net from
one side to the other, and stop the fish
from going up to his neighbors.

HoN. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE said
that the Government were trying by means
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of this Act to improve and ameliorate our
fisheries, but were now assuming rights
which had been renounced by another
Act. The Supreme Court recently ack-
nowledged that certain rights, which had
been in doubt, belonged to the riparian
owners, and it might fairly be assumed
that those owners would not act in such
a way as to injure the fisheries, or to go
against the protection intended to be given
by this law. Indeed, by this law the Gov-
ernrment would take from the owners rights
which it had been acknowledged belonged
to them, as appears by the Act of 1868,
and it appeared to him that there was no
necessity for the second clause which pro-
vides for the issue of licenses to those
owners.

HON. MR. CHAPAIS moved that a
s'1cond proviso be added to the second
clause, in these words " provided also
that in the case of individuals who are
riparian owners, no fee shall be charged
for such licenses."

HON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE
suggested that the second clause should
be struck out entirely.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL de-
clined to adopt that suggestion.

HON. MR. CHAPAIS said his inten-
tion was to move that the whole proviso
be struck out. He would, however meet
the hon. gentleman half way, and he
therefore moved that the amendment
which he had just read be adopted.

HON. MR. PELLETIER-It is well
understood that if we accept that amend
ment it is because we cannot get any
more..

The amendment was agreed to, and
the second clause as amended was
adopted.

special conditions of any locality or Pro-
vince, and if it were found necessary to
exempt certain rivers in the Province of
British Columbia, the Government could
and would exempt them.

HON. MR. POWER moved, in amend-
ment to sub-section 6, in order to make
the meaning of the Bill clearer, that in the
first and 25 th lines, after the word
" apparatus," the words, "other than rod
and line," be inserted.

The motion was agreed to, and the 6th
sub-section, as amended, was carried.

On the 5th clause.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL explain-
ed that where fishery officers or wardens
were entitled to a inoiety of fines, their
evidence was constantli objected to by the

.defendants, on the ground that those offi-
cers were interested ; for that reason, and
because in other quarters it was thought
the provision in respect to the sharing in
fines, had a tendency to make the officers
over zealous, it had been decided tO
alter it.

HON. MR. POWER said that in the
Province of Nova Scotia the great difficultY
was that there was not sufficient zeal o1
the part of the fishery officers, who receiv-
ed very small remuneration ; and unless
some such inducement as that offered by
the original sub-section five of this 16th
section was held out to them he feared nO
great pains would be taken to secure the
conviction of offenders. He also called
attention to the fact that the present state
of things in Nova Scotia, with respect tO
the river fisheries is not satisfactory, and
that the law is continually being violated
almost under the eyes of the fisheriee
officers.

HNSXT Q AT AM L VTT aid

On the 6th sub-section, that he would draw the attention of the
Department to the statement of the hol"

HON. MR. NELSON gave notice that gentleman with regard to Nova Scotio,
he would, on the third reading, move that lut the experience of the Departnlent
a clause be inserted in the interest of the, throughout the rest of the Dominion W
Province of British Columbia. been that the effect of giving one-haîf the

fine to the fishery guardian rendered it
HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL ex- more difficult to obtain conviction, 01,

plained that under the proposed Bill the account of the prejudice that the guardi31 '
Government had fuit power to meet the 1was swearing money into his own pocket'

HON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILL.
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HON. MR. POWER-The same argu-
Ment would apply to any othei informer.

HO. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-No,
because a common informer does not
give evidence.

On the 6th clause,

HON. MR. POWER asked if the atten-
tion of the hon. Minister of Justice had
been directed to the fact that that clause
Undertook to prescribe the procedure in
Court ? That vas rather a malter for the
Local Legislature, and he thought it
objectionable on that ground.

H-ON. MR. MONTGOMERY, from the
Committee, reported the Bill with certain
arendments, which were concurred in.

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that the Bill be read the third time.

The motion was agreed to. and the Bill
Was read the third time and passed.

GOVERNMENT TIMBER SLIDES
BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into a Com-
'mittee of the Whole on Bill (126), " An
Act to make further provision respecting
the regulation and collection of tolls on
Government Timber Slides and other
Works constructed to· facilitate the trans-
Alission of timber, lumber and sawlogs."

hliON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
the necessity for this Bill had arisen in
consequence of a decision given by some
of the Courts in Ontario, to the effect
that the lumber made out of saw logs
could not be arrested, as had been the
Plactice for many years, for boomage and
slideage due upon them. It was decided
substantially that the dues upon the
logs should be collected at each slide or
boom before the logs left it. By the
'1sage of the trade for many years, the
ogs had been allowed to go on their way

afnd the dues wcre not collected until the
logs arrived at the mil yard of the owner,
and then at the end of the season, or some
other period, the dues were collected fron

'n. Up to that time they were deemed

to be a lien upon the produce of the logs.
This was done for the convenience of the
mill owners and was generally assented
to, but in the case referred to, a difficulty
arose because the lumber had been pledged
to one of the banks, and that bank, wish-
ing to test the question and to see whether
the boonage and slideage which was due
upon the logs could not be got rid of,
brought the matter before the Courts
where it was decided that the logs could
not be followed in that way. Now it was
very important that the dues should con-
tinue to be collected in the manner in
which they had been, and not in the
other way ; in fact it had become impos-
sible to collect them in' the other way.
The decision of the Court was based upon
the law as it stood, and that law had
been enacted 30 years ago when booms
were few in number, and it was possible to
collect the dues at each boom, but now
there were booms and slides by the score
on a single river, and to say that all logs
must be stopped at the beginning of the
slide was to ask an impossibility. More-
over, it was in the interest of the trade
that the dues should not be collected at
each slide, but the logs followed down to
the mill, and there when the lumber :s
made, a settlement may either be had a
once, or with the assent of the Govern-
ment, at the end of the season.

The Bill had for its object the following
of the lumber up to the time it left the
mill. There came then another question
namely, as to the particular lumber which
was to be held subject to the dues
claimed. It very often happened that
there was a difficulty in finding out what
logs had been converted into this or that
particular pile of lumber, and that was a
difficulty which the Bill also dealt with, by
enacting that each pile of lumber should be
liable in the proportion it bore to
the whole sawing of the year. That
seemed to be a plain and fair principle.
The suggestion made by himself afterwards
was that this might be very difficult to
ascertain the proportionite quantities on
which dues were payable, and it might he
better to fix a maximum sum for which
the lumber would be chargeaHle. The
ordinary charge was 20 cents a pile, and
lie suggested that instead of saying that
each pile shall be liable in the proportion
it bears to the whole sawing of the year
that each pile shall be liable for three

Slides Bill. 593
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times the amount due upon it-a maxi-
mum of 6o cents. The way the aniount
of dues is arrived at is this : the owner
makes a statement of the number of logs
that come to his mill, and the amount of
lumber he bas cut during the season. At
the end of the season the statement made
by the owner of the mill here is compared
with the statement of the forest rangers as
to the number of lo-s cut, and with the
amount shipped at ýuebec, and by taking
these statements they find pretty accurately
whether the statement of the mill owner
is reliable, or whether further investigation
is necessary.

HON. MR<. READ, from the committee,
reported the Bill without amendment.

'The Bill was then read the third time
and passed.

THIRI) READING.

'Bill (V), "An Act to legalise proceed-
ings taken for the naturalization of certain
aliens in the Province of Manitoba "
passed through committee of the whole,
was reported without amendment, and
read the third time and passed without
debate.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
ANI) INDIAN AFFAIRS BILL.

FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL in-
troduced Bill (W), "An Act to aménd
the Act 36 Vic., Cap. 4, intituled, ' An
Act to provide for the establishment of
the Department of the Interior,' and to
amend 'The Indian Act, i88o.'"

He said: I hope the House will allow
me to have this Bill read the first, second
and third times under suspension of the
rule. The object of the Bill is to allow
the Minister of the Interior to separate
the Department of the Interilor from the
Department of Indian Affairs. The
Department of the Interior bas grown so
enormously in its duties that it is more
than sufficient to occupy the time of the
Minister. Hon. gentlemen know that
both of those offices have been occupied
for a time by the Premier, although my
hon. friend the Speaker of this House bas

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.

discharged the duties of one of them. It
has been found to be impossible for the
Premier, even though he were a much
younger man than be is, or any minister
to discharge the duties of both offices, and
this Bill proposes that the Governor-in-
Council shall designate which of the
ministers shall be the superintendent of
Indian Afiairs, so that the Governor-in-
Council, having in view the duties dis-
charged by the several ministers, and
knowing who can best spare the time for
the Indian Affairs, and who is best adapted
for that duty, may designate that minister
fcr that Department.

The Bill was read the first time.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the suspension of the 41st rule, in so far
as it relates to this Bill, and that the Bill
be read the second time presently.

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the second time.

On the motion for the third reading Of
the Bill,

HON. MR. POWER said: I do not
think the Minister of Justice has made
very clear the necessity for this Bill. 1
think there are many reasons why the
Minister of the Interior should continue
to have charge of the Indian Department.
The Indians on whose account nearly al'
the money is expended by that branch Of
the Department, are peculiarly within the
purview of the Minister of the Interior.
They are all located in that part of the
Dominion the care of which the Minister
of the Interior is particularly charged
with, and it seems to me that there is at
appropriateness in having the Indian
affairs under the control of that Minister.
1 cannot see the necessity for the change'
If it is to be given to somne Minister w0o
has no Department to administer, such 3
the President of the Council, I could
undertand it.

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
appropriateness of attaching it to the pe-
partnent of the Interior is the reason why
it was put into the Act which this Bill proe
poses to alter ; but it ls been found to
be physically impossible for any one
ister to take charge of the two DePart
ments. At the time the Act was passed
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originally the Indian Affairs were confined fore them, and perhaps it would be well
to the Indians of old Canada prior to the before asking the suspension of certain
acquisition of the North-West Territories. rules to explain why 1 make such a re-
Since the North-West has been added to quest. During the course of the session,
the Dominion it has increased the business a Bil came from the House of Gommons,
of the Department very much, so that it is to this Chamber, which was anended at
impossible for one gentleman to admin- at one of its stages to bring it in harmony
ister the two branches. It is not with the rule which is uniformly followed
for me to state what department is the requiring that a majority of the Directors
one to which the administration of Indian' should be Britsh subjects. In cariying
Affairs should be attached, but there are out this intention, the Committee inserted
certain departments where the labors of a simple reference to the 9th section of the
the heads of them are not so great as in joint Stock Companies Act. On looking
the Department of the Interior. I do not into that section during the last day or two,
think that any minister of the Govern- it bas been Oiscovered that its terms ab-
ment works so hard, or has so much to solutely render this Company's chartervoid
do, or has greater responsibilities than the andnugatoryas far asthepurposesforwhich
head of the Department of the Interior, it was sought are concerned. It is
and to say that he should also continue to with a desire of rectifying this inistake-
administer the Ind;an affairs which also for it is only a mistake--that I have to
involves an immense amount of labor, ask the indulgence of the House to sus-
would be unreasonable. pend certain rules, and permit of the in-

troduction of a Bill. The latter portion
HON. MR. BELLEROSE-Will this of the 9th section of the joint Stock

Department of Indian Affairs be placed Companies' Act requires that "a major
under another head? part of the after directors of the Company

shall be at ail times resident in Canada,
HON, SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-It and subjects of Her Majesty by birth or

will be placed under another Minister. naturalization." It is not proposed to
For instance the President of the Council disturb the earlier part of the section, but
has no departmental duties, and it may simply that portion which says that the
be convenient that for a time, the Dpart majority of the Directors must be resident
ment of Indian Affairs may be placed in in Canada. As the corporators are resi-
charge of that gentleman. dent in England, and the Company is

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill realiy a British Company, it is quite
was read the third time and passed. obvîous that if we insîst upon a majority

of the Directors bein- resid,ýnî herc, it
The Senate 'adjourned at 5-15 p..The enae'ajouned t 515 .m. will destroy the whole effect of the Bill,

because ils îerms cannot possibly be comn-
-- plied with. I beg to move the suspension

of the 57th and 41st rules, to, per-
THE SENATE. mit of the introduction of Bil (X),

" An Act to, amend an Act of the present
OItawa, Monday, May 21St, 1883. Session, întituled an Act to incorporate

the railway Trust and Construction Com-
The SPEAKER took the 'Chair at Three pany of Canada (Limited.)"

0'clock. The motion was agreed to and the Bil
was then read the first, second and third

Prayers and routine proceedings. times, and passed under a suspension of

RAILWAY TRUST & CONSTRUC-
TION COMPANY'S BILL. THE CONSTITUTION 0F THE

SENATE.
FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER rose to cali
HON. MR. VIDAL-I have to ask the the attention of the Senate to the expe-

indulgence of the House with respect to diency of addressing the Imperial Govern-
amatter which I now desire to bring, be- mfnt, to soicit such an aeration of the
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British North America Act of 1867, as will
permit vacancies in this House to be filled
in future by popular election.

He said : 1 desire to preface the re-
marks which I am about to make on this
motion by explaining that it was not in my
power to place it on the notice paper at
an earlier moment, and at this advanced
period of the Session I only do so for the
purpose of breaking the ice so as to pre-
pare the way for a proper and grave dis-
cussion at a future time by those who may
be spared to appear here again.

I think that no man in his senses would
be bold enough to declare that a second
chamber such as this Senate, designed by
the framers of the Confederation Act to
be a co-ordinate branch of the Legislature,
for the purpose of serving as a check upon
all mal-administration coming either from
the one party or the other, should be cho-
sen by one man. The Senate as at pre-
sent constituted shows 53 members nonii-
nated by Sir John Macdonald, 19 by the
liberal party, and 4 or 5 vacancies. Is it
seemly or fitting that this should go on
until the whole Chamber is of one poli-
ical stripe or complexion ? What are we

at this moment ? We are nothing more
or less than a pocket borough of the
First Minister, who is the marvel of the
age-who has the country, the Commons
and Senate at his back, and if his pro-
posed female franchise is carried, will have
all the fair sex at his feet. A racy po-
litical writer lately observed that Sir John
kept the Senate as a paddock for the
worn out wheelers of the party. I do not
think my hon. friend from Niagara can be
placed in that category. He may have
been a wheeler, or a leader, but he is cer-
tainly not worn out. I fail to see any
symptoms of decay about him, and I feel
that, I am placed in dangerous proxi-
mity to a gentleman that has gone through
so many poltical battles, or conflicts.

The present first Minister is the most
ývonderful man of the age. But what
about the means and weapons he uses?

He has wheelers everywhere throughout
the Dominion. Will the House permit
one of its most humble and conservative
members to devote a few moments to the
first Minister's five or six wheelers here who
claim the distinction of ruling this august
body.

First I refer to the concerted action
systematically shewn, to meet and crush

HoN. MR. ALEXANDER.

any independent expression of opinion on
the floor of this House.' Then again the
few members of the opposition now re-
maining, led by the hon. gentlemen froml
Halifax-I beg the bon. gentleman's
pardon, I mean the hon. gentleman fron
Ottawa-naturally feel and say: what use
is it for us to contend with the overwhelm-
ing force against us; then again when
some time ago a member ventured to refer
to certain irregularities of one or two hon.
meinbers, his conduct was characterized
in no measured terms, by the leader of
the House, and the Government organ in
Toronto came out with an article the fol-
lowing day, singling him out as an object
of attack in most opprobious language.
What manly conduct! Again, those
wheelers have even tried again and agaim
to suppress the Hansard Debates, so that
no record should be made of what trans-
pires here. How very patriotic! Such
hon. Senators deserve surely to receive the
distinguished honor of knighthood at the
foot of the Throne !

Will any one have the temerity to assert
that the Senate last session discharged its
functions as a check on wrongful Acts-
Acts not calculated to raise us in the
estimation of the world, or in our own
self-respect. I refer to such Acts as the
Irish Resolutions, and the Bill known as
Sir John's Gerrymandering Bill-a Bill
which has been very properly character-
ized not only as a blunder but a crime.
The education of our people is progress-
ing. We shall soon reach that degree Of
political enlightenment which prevailed
during the reign of George the Second
under Sir Robert Walpole's administration.
I have very little to add. When returned
for the Gore division in 1858 as a Con-
servative by the powerful aid of 200
of the leaders of the Reform party in
Oxford and Waterloo I pledged my word
to pursue an independent course accord-
ing to my own convictions in the interests
of the people. I have always endeavored
to do so, and because I did so before the
Union my name was omitted from the
first Senate roll in 1867. Such was to be
expected at the hands of a colonial polit-
ical leader, but it is a matter of very little
moment now. It is however a matter of
the greatest moment that the members Of
this body should take the initiative now in
seeing that this House stands well before
the country.
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I implore you, hon. gentlemen, not to
permit the sophistry of mere partizans to
sway your judgment. If ever there was a
country that deserves to have its institu-
tions carried out fairly and justly, in their
integrity for the genieral welfare, it is the
Dominion of Canada, and I am sure you
will ail feel now that it would be far more
dignified on our part to offer of our own
accord to give the people a voice in the
appointment of members to this body than
to wait until it is forced by wide-spread
agitation upon the Imperial Government.

HON. M'R. POWER-I think it is to be
regretted that the hon. gentleman had not
brought this matter before the House at
an earlier period of the Session when there
would have been an opportunity to have
discussed it at some length and to have given
the subject the consideration that it deser
ves. I do not propose to go into the ques-
tion now. I simply say that I am gratified
to know that the hon. gentleman proposes
that the matter shall be orought before
the House at anearly period next Session,
when hon. gentlemen will have had an
opportunity of considering the vhole sub-
ject, and when something practical may
result from their deliberations. Probably
no one can realize more clearly than she
rnembers of the Goverriment in this House
how unsatisfactory it is that the Opposition
should be so exceedingly weak as they are.
It seems to me that if the process which
has been going on for the last few years
continues fora little longer, the House will
be, as the hon. gentleman has stated,
made up altogether from men of one
shade of politics, and if a change should
take place in the popular branch there
Would necessarilv be an agitation for some
alteration in this body. It would pro-
bably be in the interest of the Senate, and
we should consult our own dignity rather
Mnore, by taking some steps in the matter
ourselves. That some steps will be nec-
essary I think there is no doubt.

ORDNANCE LANDS AT SOREL.

MOTION.

HON. MR. GUÉVREMONT moved:-

That an humble Abdress be presented to
1is Excellency the Governor-General, pray-

Ing His Excellency to cause to be laid betore

this House, a Return showing al] Orders in
Çouncil passed since the first day of January,
1882, together with oA letters, correspon-
dence and petitions, since the said date, with
reference to the sale of, or the order for the
sale of, the Ordnance Lands or parts of Ord-
nance Lands, situated in the Seigniory of
Sorel.

He said : Persons holding rather high
positions have charged me with preventing
-the sale of these lands in the' Seigniory of
Sorel, on the ground that I was an
interested party, as I held the property
under a lease at a very low rental. I will
not use strong language, but I desire to
give these charges a most emphatic denial.
About the year 1878 property was almost
unsaleable and I thought it my duty to
advise the Government against selling the
lands then, as property was a drug in the
market. Times having improved since
then, I myself went to the Government
and advised them that then would be the
time to sell, since property was command-
ing a better figure and that I myself
intended to buy. At the same time I
made an application to the Government
to purchase two pieces of land, one of 14
acres and the other of about 18 acres.
They subsequently sold some lots of land
and received for them about twice as much
as they would have realized had the lands
been sold in 1878. Those parties to whom
I have referred have gone so far as to
petition the Government, complaining that
the result of following my advice was to
leave those properties ip an uncultivated
state ; while, on the contrary, as a matter
of fact, the whole of this property in
question is being cultivated, and consider-
able sums have been spent by some of the
lessees in improvements. I thought it my
duty to give this public contradiction to
such false and damaging statements.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
did not know that my hon. friend was
going to address himself to the various
accusations which he informs the House
have been made against him with regard to
the pnrchase of land .in the Seigniory of
Sorel. Happily for us in cases of this
kind the reports which prevail in various
parts of the Dominian are not known ail
over the country, and to many of us it will
probably be something new to hear of
those charges against my hon. friend. I
am satisfied that they are without founda-
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tion, and that if the properties had been sold
by auction they would not have been sold
to as good advantage. The papers will
be brought down, and if in any way they
help my hon. friend in the course he
desires to take in connection with this
matter it will afford me special pleasure
to produce them.

The motion was agreed to.

ORDNANCE LANDS AT SOREL

INQUIRY.

HON. MR. GUÉVREMONT enquired:

1. Whether the Government intend to sell
or offer for sale Ordnance Lands situated in
the Seigniory of Sorel ?

2. Il so,. when and how? By private sale
or by auction?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-In
reply to my hon. friend's question the
Government have nstituted an enquiry as
to the persons in possession and the extent
of their improvements npon those lands ;
that report has been received, and I un-
derstand from my hon. friend who has
discharged the duties of Minister of the
Interior that he has not yet had an oppor-
tunity of studying that report. The Gov-
eriment invariably recognize the rights
of those who happen to be in possession,
and when improvements have been made
of such a character as to warrant them in
doing so, they sell to the persons in posses-
sion, but they do notdo that if theimprove-
ments are not of a certain character-if
they do not amount to a real and substan-
tial improvement of the land. In this
particular instance the report which speci-
fies the improvements which have been
made on the lands, has only been placed
on the table of the Minister, and he is
now considering how and when the land
shall be sold, and whether by auction or
private sale. He has now before him the
report on the improvements made by the
persons occupyimg those lands.

The motion was agreed to.

THE QUEBEC JUDICIARY.

MOTION.

HoR. MR.
seconded by
MONT:-

BELLEROSE moved
HON. MR. GuÉvRiý-

" That en hamble Address be presented to
His Excellencv the Governor Geineral, pray-
ing His Excellenvy to cause to be laid belo're
ti use, ail letters, correspondence, &C.,
&c , which mnay liave passed letween the

o)0mirnionn Government and the Local Gov-
ermnent of Quebec, or ioe members thereof,
or any parties ii tlat Province, since the lst
Januarv. 1881, concerning lst- The appoint-
ment (f His ionor Judge L. O. Loranger.
2id. The appointnent of the Honorable Mr.
M#ousse au to a Judgeship. 3rd. The
resignation of H is Honor Judge Matthieu.

He said:-My object in moving this
address is to call to the attention of the
Government, and to give them an occa-
sion to deny certain statements which are
made day after day, inside and outside of
these Buildings, and which I am bound to
acknowledge work injuriously against the
Governmuent of the day, and the Con-
servative Party. I do not credit those
rumors, and I should think, it is quite
enough that the Government are open to
the charge of keeping amongst themiselves
a gentleman who, while in receipt of a
Ministers pay, has spent the whole session
abroad, travelling between New York,
Washington and other cities. I suppose
he is keeping out of the way until the close
of the session, when it will be too late to
bring his case before the Committee on
Privileges and Elections. He is
known from one end of this country to
the other, as having paid some $3,800 to
secure his seat as a Minister of the Crown,
in violation of the election law of 1874,
which enacts that " Any candidate con-
victed of having made any gift, loan &c.,
shall be incapable of being electect, and of
sitting in the House of Commons .....
or of holding an office in the nomination
of the Crown."

I consider it is only reasonable then
that I should furnish an occasion to the
Government to give the lie to such injur-
ious staternents, especially as these rumors
seen to be more generally credited
during the last few days on account Of
what occured last week in the Superior
Court in Three Rivers.

The seat of Mr. Dumoulin in the Quebec
Assembly having been contested, some few
witnesses, anongst whom was the sitting
member himself, were summoned to give
evidence on the eighth instant when, ac-
cording to the reports in the press, three
cases of corruption were at once proved,
and the sitting member had to acknow
ledge that he had received a letter fron'

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL,
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Attorney General Loranger, promising that
should he run, his brother would be ap-
pointed to an important position. After
this statement the witness was allowed to
go home for the letter. Having returned,
he resigned the seat offering to pay costs.
Clause 252 of the Quejec election law is
as follows:-

Whosoever, to iunduce a person to allow
himself to be nominated as a candidate ......

" Ist. shal offer, or promise, or shall
promise or try to procure for such person, or
for any other person, money or valuable con-
Sideration whatsoever; or

'4 2nd. .... shall promise to procure, or
endeavor to procure such office, place or em-
ployment for such or any other person, shall
e deemed guilty of bribery, and pnnishable

accordingly."
Clause 253. " Whoever, in consideration of

any git, loan, offer, promise or agreement, as
mentioned in the preceding section, shall
allow hinssIf to be nomiated.......shall
be guilty of bribery, and shall be punishable
accordinglv." ,

Clause 267. "If it is proved before any
Court or Judge for the trial of election peti-
tions, that any corrupt practice has been
committed by or with the actual knowledge
and consent of any candidate at an election,
his election, if lie has been elected, shall be
void. And such candidate shall during the
seven v ears next afier the, date ot' such
decision, be incapable of being elected to,
and ot sitting in the Legslative Assembly,
and of voting at any election of a member of
that House, or of holding an office in the
nomination of the Crown."

Clause 270. " Any person, other than a
candidate, found guilty of any corrupt prac-
tice in any proceeding, in vhich after notice
Of the charge, lie has had an opportunity of
being heard, shall, during the seven years
next after the time at which he is so founi
guilty, be incapable of being elected to and
Of sitting in the Legislative Assembly,......
or of holding any office in the nomination of
the Crow n."

Now, since Attorney General Loranger
wrote this letter last summer, about the
time of the general local elections for that
Province, he has been appointed to a
Judgeship, and this grave violation of the
law before his appointment, as is now
proved, being generally known to-day,
gentlemen will easily un<erstand the very
fnany comments that are made and the
inducement it is to the people at large to
discuss and credit all kinds of rumors
which may be put into circulation as to
the appointment of Judges. I an sure if
these facts had been known at the time, the
appointment would not have been made.
Such are the circumstances which have
given more probability to the rumors I

alluded to at the beginning of my remarks,
and which I will now mavke known to this
House. They are to this effect :-

According to those rumors Mr. Mous-
seau received last year, when the
left Ottawa, to become Premier of
Quebec, and to induce him to accept the
exchange proposed by, the then Prime
Minister of Quebec and now the Secretary
of State for Canada, a promise from a
certain member of the present Cabine
that in leaving the Premiership of Quebec,
he would be raised to the bench. But
that this hon. gentleman having since
been forced to resign his seat in the
Legislative Assembly of Quebec, on ac-
count of the evidence brought against
him in the case of his contested electiop
for personal bribery and corruption, he
h'ad been told in Ottawa that, after such a
charge had been laid against him and
proof given to such an extent that he
himself had considered it necessary to
resign his seat and so force his adversarits
to discontinue the contest, the Government
could not be justified in appointing him a
Judge ; but that if he could be re-elected
and so whitewashed of his guilt, it would
probably give the Government a chance
to make the appointment.

Such are the rumors.
Now it seems to me to be impossible

that the Government of this country, or
any of their members now in Ottawa,
could have made such a promise or even
expressed such an opinion under the cir-
cumstances. Let me quote the evidence
produced before the court in the case of
Mr. Mousseau's contested election.

One of the most devoted supporters of
Mr. Mousseau's Government, Le Canadien
in its issue of the 5th May, 1883, states :

The followng despatch, the importance
of which it is not necessary for us to call
attention to, was transmitted to us, last
night, by the wires.

Fhough publishing it we do not mean
to guarantee its correctness

MONTREAL, 4 th May.

It eems that the Premier (Mr. Mousseau)
las been fbrced to this supreme determination
(resigning his seat) by t i grave statemeursof
a hotel-keeper of Lachine, of the nane of
Leger. This witness acknowledged that the
P.rime Minister had obtained for himu the re-
mission of some penalties imposed upon him
by the Government for sale of liquor without
license,"

i'n'e Quebec jUdýc21arY-
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The Morning Chronizde publishes in its
issue of the 9th instant the following des
patch :-

THREE RivERS, Mav. 8th.
Mr. Punoulin, M. P. P., resiied lis

seat to-nay i open court, on being lorced to
produîce a letter fron Attorne-v-General
Loranger, promising the place or'Sheriff to
lis brother Chiarles, if lie should comle for-
iA ar I against Mr. Turcotte."

The Montreal Daily Star of the 5 th of
May. 1883, has the following :-

"A fter our going to press yesterday after-
noon, Pierre Godin, hotel keeper of Lachine,
testified that lie had been sued by the
Revenue Department three times, and bis
liquor confiscated, but iliat the fines and
liquors were afterwards renitted himn abo t
election time." * * 0 *

And this last named journal whose in-
dependence in political matters is well
known, adds: -

It is a coiparativelv small natter
whethler Mr. Mousseau sit for Jacques
Cartier or not, but it is of pass.sinrg im portance
to Mr Monsseau, il lie is innocent of the
charges against him tliat his innuoceice lie
proved beyond thepossibilbtv of do lit A nd it is
quite as important that if he isguiltyhis guih
should be proved, and lie be disqualitied fromi
holding any office under tieCrown. TheJud-
cial Bencli is iot a harbor of refuge for politi-
cians disqualified for political lite by coer-
ruption, and to permit the Premier to resignî
his seat in order to avoid disqualification
would be the greatest scandal in ounr scail;-
lou political history. Thie case has gone
too far to be allowed to drop; the evidence
given, if truie, proves corru ption of the worst
kind by Mr. Mou-ssean, personally, and it is
equally important to hi im and to th1e counitry
that he should have the nost conplete oppor-
tunity of provi.îg lus innocence. M r. Mercier
has no right to stay his band now. Supposing
the truth of tle evilence now before the
Court, M r. Mousseau is not the only Minis-
ter guilty of corruption. The Provincia'
Treasurer should also have an opportunitv
of asserting his wounded innocence. If Mr
Mousseau is guilty, however, iL is a wonder
lie did not go abroat for tie L>enîit of his
health, and stay thuere until the tile for con-
testing his election is prescribed, like-well,
like si mebody else did."

The Montreai Gazette, a supporter of
both Governments, has the following in
its issue of the 5th May, 1883

THE J ACQUES CA RTIER ELECTION
CASE.

The first witness in the morning was André
Leger, of Laciine, who deposed that lie was*
proprietor of Rtapvn's hotel ; further that lie
had been fined $75 on two occasions and $20

HON. MR. BELLEROSE.
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and costs on a third for selling liquor without
a license, and these fines vere subsequently
remitted [y the Provincial Treasurer. Iii his
cross.exaiination he stated tirat the Hon.
Mr. Mousseau and Mr. Wrurtele had called
it his lotel, before the elections, and on

bieing asked for his vote, had stated rather
plainly, thiat lie would vote for whichiever
side would mnake it worth bis while ; furthier,
that lie lad voted for Mr. Mousseau in the
belief tlhat his fine would be remitted, and
had so stated tu his frieils. The examination
of this witness was adjourned until to-day in
order that lie minght produce the letter of the
Provincial Treasurer in whiclh the fine was
remitted.

Two other witnesses were then heard,
and the report of the Gazette continues :

" At this junction Mr. Lacoste rose, and
addres:,ng thte Court, stated that on his advice,
tlhe client, Hon. Mr. Monssean, liaid resigned
the coitested seat, and lie nioved that the re-
iiainling witiesses Le discliarged."

Mr. Mousseau, having been forced to
resign in consequence of the strong evi-
dence produced against him at the very
beginning of the enquiry, as to his violation
of the election law in the manner above
referred to, who could believe that the
Government could entertain the least idea
of raising him to the Bench, even if a
promise was made to him before ? I arm,
sure there is not an honorable gentleman
in this House who would believe it.
Indeed it would be, on the part of the
Government a sad example to the people.
It is true that some of Mr. Mousseau's
friends in the Commons, those who had
signed the famous message to Mr. Chapleau,
last winter, to which I alluded on a former
occasion, succeeded in gathering some 50
or 6o friends at a grand political dinner tO
help Mr. Mousseau out of the difficult
position he was in by showing he was
popular, but neither the best speeches
of those who seem to rejoice at the ruin of
Quebec nor any quantity of wine could
compensate for the evil done to that
gentleman by the facts I have mentioned.

I have named in my motion His Honor
Judge Matthieu, and I may now state
that rumor has it that this gentleman has
resigned or is about to resign with a view
of replacing Mr. Mousseau as Premier of
Quebec, in case the latter should be ap-
pointed to a Judgeship. I vould regret
that this hon. gentleman should do so.
Representing in the Senate the part of
the province where Mr. Justice Matthieu
fulfils his judicial functions, 1 may state
that His Honor seems to have gained for
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himself the respect and confidence of the
People of that judicial district. He is
considered a hard-working and clever
Judge and seems to have satisfied the
People, so that I may say, " He is the
rlight man in the right place." But as a
Politician, I regret to say, the hon. gentle-
Man did not leavebehind him, afterretiring
fron politics, such a reputation as would
allow the people of Quebec to congratu-
late themselves, in case the intrigues which
have taken place should be successful and
he should be called upon to take the
reins of power in Quebec. I only hope
that the federal authorities will persuade
the hon. Judge that it is better for him to
retain his place.

I regret, hon. gentlemen, that I have
found it my duty to call the attention of
this House and of the Government to such
Miserable intrigues, and to such acts of
bribery as those I have mentioned ; but it
Seens evident to me that the progress
Which is made in this direction tends to
the destruction of the morality of the peo-
Ple. How could it be otherwise if the
best men of our country-those who are
called to lead parties-are allowed to break
the laws of the country, which they them-
selves have made ? It will be an example
set to the people which they certainly will
follow, especially if it happens that those
breakers of the laws are the very men who
are selected for promotion ; who are select-
ed to hold the best paying situations, the
tost important, and responsible offices.
Is it not, then, an inducement to others,
afnd even to the whole people, to follow the
steps of those who have by such means so
Well succeeded in getting what they aimed
at, and is it at all extraordinary so many
electors will not register their votes without
being paid for so doing ?

The question is a serious one-one,
Which, if it is not attended to in the
Proper time, will certainly work mischief
tO this country. We have made great
Progress in this direction during the last
ten years, and if a stop is not put to such
a flefarious work, it will ruin this country,
aId day after day demoralize its people.
. Now, do we not every day hear of
Intrigues, jobs, bribery, corruption, &c.,

C., inside and outside of Parliament,
Inside and outside of Governments, and
When such bad examples come from the
highest ranks, experience shews and com-

on sense tells us that they soon spread

through all the other ranks of society.
Such, at all events, is my opinion. It is
from a sense of duty I have brought this
matter betore the Senate, believing that
the remedy for such a state of things is to
be found in making known those who use
such means, those who are so selfish that
they are ready to sacrifice their country
to their own advancement. I have now
fulfilled my duty, and I hope I will have
the courage to continue this good work.

HON. SIR ALEX CAMPBELL-Un-
doubtedly the hon. gentlemen from Del-
anaudiere is in the exercise of his right
in making such comments in proposing
this resolution as he thinks likely to
induce the House to carry the motion
which he bas made. But he will,
I hope, pardon me if I express my regret
that he should think it necessary again to
have attacked a number of gentlemen, in
their absence ; I think it exceedingly to
be regretted that the hon. gentlemen should
have thought it necessary to allude
as he bas done to the Secretary of
State, allusions which are exceedingly
painful to the colleagues of that gen-
tleman, as they must be to himself
when he comes to hear them. To assert
of a gentleman, in his absence, and who
is believed to be absent on the score of ill
health, and very serious ill health, that he
is absent to avoid an inquiry into a dispu-
ted election, is a verygrave charge to make,
and one which causes infinite pain to many
who are interested. As I have
said it is all the more to be regretted
because the hon. gentleman who isattacked
is not here to reply, and there is no one
present to speak with knowledge of the
facts in regard to the accusation which bas
been thrown out against him. I certainly
would have desired, (and I think if thehon-
gentleman will allow me to say so, it would
have been more in keeping with the ordi-
narychivalrous conduct of the French race)
if he had witheld the assertion which he
has made, and, had not chosen, in the
absence of the gentleman, to attack hin
in so strong and so serious a way as to
assert that he was shamming illness for the
purpose of keeping out of the way of a
disputed election contest. The other char-
ges seem to me equally unfortunate, as they
are directed against two gentlemen
who are upon the bench and not
represented in any way in this
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House, and also against another fot have the power to attack bis Goverfl
gentleman who is supposed to have some ment, because he cannot have the floor in
intention of seeking for a seat upon the this House? 1 attack Mr. Chapleau as
bench, and to whorn the Government is Secretary of State, and as the Secretary of
supposed to have offered such a seat. State he is here, and my attack is there
To assail them in this way, and have fore made face to face. The Ion.
their names brought into disrepute, Minister of justice ought to be aware that
simply on the strength of rumours quoted I am sufficiently posted to know that.
from newspapers, which are no authority, am always ready to accept a good argU
and which are actuated by the determi- ment, and to subrit cheerfully when 1
nation of blackening the characters of the have been wrong: indeed, my custOfl
individuals who are attacked, is equally to when I am convinced that I am in error,
be regretted. We all know how the is to do more than withdraw-it is tO
papers are alive with these rumors, and apologize. Before I do that, however, I
nobody knows whence they originate. must be convinced by sound arguments
They are often of the most slanderous that I ar wrong, and whether those argU
character, and frequently are got up be- ments fal frorn the lips of the Mînister of
cause the newspaper writers and owners Justice or not, it is enough for me if they
are sadly in want of material to fill their are logical. If, however, those arguments
columns. I ask is it proper, upon such are only used for the purpose of escapifg
grounds to make an attack upon any an unpieasant issue, the House cannot
persons, in this the first deliberative expect that I shah be convinced by then-
assembly in the country? Are gentlemen As to Mr. Chapleau, and the arguments
who are occupying seats upon the bench used by the Ion. Minister of justice in
to be maligned here on the strength of regard to him, I cannnot accet
newspaper rumors made without authority? them, because Mr. Chapleau, as the
It seems to me a most lamentable thing, Secretary of State, is here, and it is
and I cannot but regret that any member here that I reproach the leader of the
of this House, particularly a member of Government, because of the fact that one
the French race and speaking on its be- of the portfolios of the Government is held
half, should have made such attacks upon by a man of whom it was stated yesterday,
gentlemen who are entitled at all events, by his own relations, and in the public
to the benefit of a fair hearing, and who street, that he was quite weIl and onlY
should not be maligned in their absence. watlng until the close of the session tO
There are no letters or correspondence cross to this side of the line. That state-
of the kind mentioned in this ment lus also been made by the neWS
address, between the Dominion Govern- papers which are friendly to him, for We
ment and the Local Government of read in his own organ, La Minerve, tha
Quebec, or some members thereof, or any "he was pretty weiI, and would be here in
parties in that Province, since 1st a few days." Now, as a public man, I chal-
January, 1881, concerning the appoint- lenge the Minister of justice to deny that.
ment of His Honor Judge L. O. Loranger, and am I to be laughed at, because the
the appointment of the hon. Mr. Mousseau Government wish to have such a colleagrue?
to a judgeship, or the resignation of his I am responsible to the people as their
honor Judge Matthieu. representative, so that I am the equal O

the Government, or of the leader of the
HON. MR. BELLEROSE-I can have Government. Sir John once said:

no objection when the Hon. Minister of day I have to submit, but you wili gO
Justice regrets that some of his colleagues home to-rorrow, and then I will have it
have put me in the sad position I now my way." That I think is the fair wat.
occupy, but he ought to recollect that the to-day Parliament is sitting, and it is "'y
man I have attacked is not an ordinary right to challenge members sitting on the
individual-that when I attack him he is Government benches. Therefore 1 ask
here present, ina.smuch as 1 attack him of them whether it is right or wrong th4t
through one of my leaders, and as a mem- a gentleman who, according to the
ber of the Government. Would it be papers which represent him, sems to
right to say that because Sir John Mac- quite well, should hold a seat i the
donald sits in the other House, I should cabinet of this country, and yet beliving

HON. SIR ALEX CAMPBELL.
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at present in Washington ? And is it any
ore paper that he should be absent

becaust .- could not hold his seat here ?
The Minister of Justice understands that
better than I do. It is a matter of public
ntoriety, for Mr. Mercier in his place in
the Assembly of the Province of Quebec,
Stated some seven or eight weeks ago,
that in retiring from the contest in Terre-
bone, Mr. Chapleau had been obliged to
Pay $3,800 to secure his seat. I do not
rely upon newspaper paragraphs only, but
1 have the statement of the leader of the
Opposition in the Province of Quebec,
that such is the case.\

IHON. MR. PLUMB-Has any petition
been presented against Mr. Chapleau ?

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-If the hon.
gentleman does not understand what I
tnean, it must be that I have expressed
tiyself imperfectly; otherwise, I am sure
the hon. gentleman is too honest to take
ground against my position in this matter.
The fact is Mr. Chapleau knows there is
a law to punish bribery at elections, and
there is aCoinmittee on Privileges andElec-
tiOns before which he would be summoned,
and it is well known that the majority of
hat Committee, though Conservatives,

ýOuld not allow an injustice to go unpun-
1shed or to be cloaked, even though the
Liberal members of the Committee should
be in the minority and unable to enforce
their own views, and the man upon his
trial should be supported with the autho-
rity of the Ministry. I believe the Con-
servatives of the other House are too
honest to allow wrong to be called right,
and, therefore. the report of that Commit-
tee would haye been against him. I heard
hon gentlemen around the Minister of
Justice cry "hear, hear," when he re-
Proached me for attacking a gentleman
who was absent: I would remind them
that it is not my habit to speak of any
rnan behind his back, and, as for Mr.
Chapleau, I more than once opposed him
both in the Local Legislature of Quebec
ald in the Committees of that House, and
if he were here to-day he should find me
as ready to meet him as I have always
ueen in the past. I say that it is wrong
that Mr. Chapleau should be drawing
the people's money as a Minister of the
Crown, and at the same time be
Wasting at Washington, or in travelling for

his own pleasure, the time which really
belongs to the people of this country, and
I demand of the Government of the day
that such a man should be turned out of
the Cabinet. The Minister of Justice has
known me for several years, and is aware
that I am ready to support. the Govern-
ment in every right action ; I am not, how-
ever, prepared to put my hand to any dirty
work, and I challenge any man to say that
I ever have done so during the 31
years which I have spent in public life.
The Minister of Justice also objected to
my speaking of two other gentlemen who
are not here, but I would remind the
House that they never will be here, and I
would ask whether I am therefore never
to be allowed to refer to them even though
the public interest, in my opinion, requires
that their connection with th affairs of
the country should be commented upon?
Every day the name of some one who is
not here is mentioned, and often the
absent man is attacked ; in the present
case, however, I do not attack these
gentlemen, but only relate what every one
knows of them from the public Press. It
is publicly known that Mr. Mousseau has
resigned-and why did he do so? Be-
cause his election was unfairly obtained ;
because among other things $150 were
remitted by hini to one Leger, upon whom
fines to that amount had been imposed
under the law of the Province. Now, it is
not an unusual thing to hear of corruption
and bribery during elections, but that bri-
bery is generally the result of the use of
the candidates own means ; yet we have
here the spectacle of Mr. Mousseau, the
leader of the Government of the Province
of Quebec, taking the money of the people
of that province and remitting with it fines
which were properly imposed by the laws
of the country ; and this for the purpose
of aiding his own election in that province.
Bribery at elections is surely objectionable
always, but of the two ways of debauching
the electorate, that adopted by Mr. Mous-
seau is the worse. It may well be cause
for uneasiness to hon. gentlemen to hear
that Mr.-Justice Loranger, before he re-
signed his situation in Quebec, lent him-
self to such an act as that to which I have
referred, an offence which has been admit-
ted by the sitting member, who said dur-
ing his examination " it is true, Loranger
has sent me such a letter, and I have it in
my possession." It is enough to make
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the Government uneasy to reflect that a
man who had signalized his retirement
from public life by the commission of such
an act, should now occupy a position upon
the bench of this country. I say that the
Government should take care and not
place other unworthy men upon our bench.
It is true that Mr. Mousseau has his friends
behind him, because there is such a clique ;
there are two rings, the Ottawa ring and
the Quebec ring, of which I shall speak
by-and-bye, for I am determined that the
whole system shall be exposed to the public.
It is high time that it should be done, and
having begun the work I shall, if possible,
carry it through. I was not the flrst to
join issue with Mr. Chapleau, but while I
was hundreds of miles away from New
York the speech of the Secretary of State
was delivered there calling me to battle.

As to the two justices, they will never
be here to answer for themiselves, and I
have a right to say that the appointment
of Judge Loranger was a bad one, because
the law says that no man guilty of the act
of which he stands charged can sit in
this House or can receive an appointment
from the Crown, and because that law has
been ignored and he has been appointed.
I do not reproach the Government: I only
say that such appointments offer induce-
ments to the people to criticize what is
being done, and if Mr. Mousseau were
appointed, after the evidence which has
been given against him, and in view of the
scandal Mr. Loranger's appointment had
caused, it would be most unfortunate for
the cause of morality in this country.
In Mr. Loranger's case the Govern.
ment was not aware of his offence
at the time of his appointment, for it has
only been known quite recently ; but in
Mr. Mousseau's case the facts are already
before the public. It is high time that
these matters were definitely brought
before the House. Week after week
intrigues have been going on in
which members of the Government of
the day are concerned ; I challenge them
to deny it, and I shall be ready at the
proper time to show it. I now refer to
the fact from my place in this House with
the view of trying to stop these intrigues
and of convincing our public men that
they have responsibilities of which they
should be careful. When I go to the
Minister of Justice on any question
his decision is not affected by any

HON. MR. BELLEROSE

influence I may possess-any support I
may be able to command, but the actual
merits of my cause will gain for '-0e
a favorable answer or otherwise, ald
so - it should be in the awardinlg
of responsible positions in the gift
of the Government. The consider-
ation of political pressure in the
appointments toour judiciary tends towards
the destruction of public morality in this
country, and therefore I have given tO
the House the information of which I ait
possessed, in order that no misappre-
hension shall exilst in regard to this
matter. If I am wrong in the statements
I have made, and such can be proved, I
shall willingly admit my error, but if ol
the contrary my statements are correct-
as I believe them to be-then it is MY
duty honestly and conscientiously to point
out and make known what is going on ii
the Province of Quebec, in the directio»
which I have indicated.

HON. MR. O'DONOHOE-With the
merits of this question I have very little tO
do, but I think, as a new member of the
Senate, that our rules must be very lax if
any member is permitted to occupy the
time of this House for hours and hour5

together in discussing mere rumors. The
basis of what we have heard to-day is
rumor. I presume that most of us have
been long enough in public life, and klOW
that rumor cares very little for the truth
of her remarks upon public men. If li.y
hon. friend who has taken his seat 1s
allowed to descant, upon the mere ground
of rumor, to the extent that he has done,
and if we were ail to follow suit, what
time would. be sufficient to end such a
monstrous state of things ? . My hon-
friend says, in reply to the Hon. Minister
of Justice, that although he is speaking Of '
man who is absent, that man is reallY
present, because he is a member of the
Government, of which a representative
is here. Now is that a fact-is the absent
man sick, or is he well ? If he is sick and
unable to be present in his place in the
Government, then there is no opportunity
for the Minister representing the Govern-
ruent here, or for the Government itself tO
reply to the insinuations and observatiofls
made about him. So long as he is sick,
and by reason of that sickness unable to
be in his place in the Government he
cannot by any means be represented 'it
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Parliament. The theory of my hon. friend gentleman declined to reply. Now the
Would be all right if the absent member reason why 1 asked that question is this
Was away from mere fancy or pleasure, it struck me that if there was a case of
and although it is rumored that to-day the corruption in the Province of Quehec it
hon. member who is absent is rather bet- was scarcely possible that my hon. friend
terthe hon.gentleman who has justspoken from telanaudiere was the only righteous
has not averred upon any authority man in that Province. If the hon. gen-
that he is in a condition to be in his place tleman will look at the statute, he will
! Parliament, and it is cruelty to speak find that there is no limitation of the
In such a manner of a man who is ill, and action wbich may be brought for a
OVer whom it is said the hand of death corrupt election. If be supposes that the
has been hanging for some time past. I expiration Of 3o days in the filing of the
cannot say whether thc rumor is true or petition after the electioa, or after the
f1ot, but friends of his and the newspapers time the return is made in the Gazette
have been circulating it, and if it is true ends the right of action, or if he supposes

OW can he be represented here, or furnish that the action ofanyperson prevents a pro-
Iflformation to the Government concern- cedure against bim, he bas not read
'tg charges brought against him ? If my the Statute. A law exists by wbich a
hon. friend were to attempt in a Court of petition, I think, of 25 elcctors presented
Justice to sustain a case on such evidence to the House of Commons must be taken
as he has advanced here to-day what into consideration, and the 1-use of
Would be thought of, it ? He would be Gommons cai, even after tbe time which
called to his seat ; it would be considered lis provided by law for the filing of a
'O evidence-not worth a straw. But I petition, order an investigation. It seems
corne down to the one point, because the to me very remarkable that if such facts
40 n. gentleman states that if the minister are patent, as tbe hon. gentleman unhe-
Ibeets hin with a reason that is good he sitatingly stateson the floorofthis House-
Will submit ; let the minister say to him not stated for the flrst.time to-day, but for
that the Hon. Mr. Chapleau is absent by tbe second or third time since I have
teason of illness, that neither the Govern- been a member of this body-if such
Itient nor any of its members can commu- facts are patent it shows a very strange
'licate with him to meet the charges ad- state of things that he cannot get 25 peo-
Vanced against him. Therefore I say that ple to back him U) in presenting a petition
a Sense of justice and fair play should and investiga'ng the charges in the regu-
lead the hon. gentleman to refrain from lar way. I concur very corùially with the
4baking such charges in the absence of the remarks that h?.ve been made by my hon.
gentleman who is accused. As to the friend from Toron'o, excepting this-I do
charges brought against the Government not think we bave anytbing to do with the
1 have nothing to do with them. They state of bealth of any gentleman. That
are able to take care of themselves. is a matter for the doctors to look after.
If they are guilty, no one would be I say if any corrupt act has been perpe
'bore happy to see them answer for their trated it is the duty of that gentleman who
9Uilt than I shall be, but with regard to a comes before us to make these charges to
'an who is absent, because of his illness see to it that the proper legal methods are
1 believe the same laws which exist every put in force to vindicate the purity of
Where else should prevail here-not elections. This is not the place in wbich
to attack a man behind his back, and todoit. These are merebrutumful/nen;
"'hen he is unable to defend himself. tbey simply enable the hon. gentleman to

dischaige a little of bis- eloquence. I
iliON MR. PLUMB-I took the bave neyer before been accustomed to

liberty of asking the hon. gentleman to listen to propositions wbicb are to the
answer the question, while he was in the effect tbat every man should be considered
'niddle of his speech, whether there was guilty until he is proved to be innocent.
any petition presented against the election1 My sense of justice leads me to think the
Of the gentleman he charged with having other way.
een corruptly elected. I did not do that

for the purpose of defending that gentle- HON. MR. BELLEROSE-Did tbe
41w, but only for information. The hon. hon. member understand me to say
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that the gentleman had been found guilty
of the charge? Did I not tell him that
evidence had been taken and that after
two or three witnesses had been examined
the case was dropped through Mr.
Mousseau's resignation ?

HON. MR. PLUMB-I am speaking of
ar.other thing altogether.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-Then the
hon. gentleman refers to Mr. Chapleau;
I think I told him that the same thing
occurred in that case. It had been proved
by the gentleman who made the bargain,
Mr. Mercier, at Quebec, that Mr. Chapleau
had given Mr. Mercier, himself, $3,800 so
that he might secure the seat for Terre-
bonne after nomination day, when no
other candidates could' run against him,
and I said that had been stated publicly
in the Local Assembly of Quebec, and it
was that fact that I brought forward.

HON. MR. PLUMB-I wish to call the
hon. gentleman's attention to the fact that
these matters which he has brought up
would be better discussed before a legal
tribunal. If any such charge is made
against any gentleman holding a seat in
the House of Commons he has no way of
evading that charge by being out of the
country. There is an Act which I have
referred to-an amendment to the Act oi
1874-whereby no lapse of time can pre-
vent an investigation during the life of the
Parliament, and I say it is a very extraor-
dinary state of things that the hon. gentle-
man who has been addressing this House
cannot find 20 or 25 people to back him
in a petition to bring this before the pro-
per tribunal. This Senate is not the pro-
per place for such an investigation. I say
also that in regard to the other matter, Mr.
Mousseau was on his trial and resigned
his seat. If the law protected him in that
resignation, and if the electors choose to
elect him again that is not an affair of the
Senate; it is a part of the election law.
He stood within his rights and we have not
to question them; but if the hon. gentleman
wants to bring in an amendment to the
election law he has a perfect right to do
so. As long as the law stands as it is it
cannot be made a matter of complaint.
Until the hon. gentleman can get a certain
number of people who are interested in
this matter to go with him to get a proper

legal inquiry into the subject, I do not think
this House is the proper place in which tO
fulminate his charges. I do not think it
is in accordance with the chivalrous spirit
which usually characterizes the conduct Of
the hon. member from Delanaudière.
do not think it is consistent with the Pro-
fession of independence which the hO•
gentleman has made. He can rise here
without any responsibility to the people
and make these charges. I repr at if thÇ
hon. gentleman will look at the Statute
which I have in my hands-of 1876-

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-I have seen
it.

HON. MR. PLUMB-The hon. gef'
tleman knows that under that statute
matters of such public notoriety, as
says this is, he can take proceedings, and
I say he is derelict in his duty in n'ot
proceeding in a proper and legal manner.
The course he has taken here to-day i
simply futile and useless and is unneces'
sarily taking up the time of the Hotuse.
Until he is prepared to make his charge5
in a legal and proper way, I think the
staternents he makes in this House e
not bear the effect which he intends upOn
its members or outside of the 1HouSe
where his utterances are supposed to be
reported.

HON. SIR ALEX.
There are no papers.

CAMPBELL -'

The motion was withdrawn.

RULES OF THE SENATE.

MOTION WITHDRAWN.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE moved Coa'
currence in the report of the Conmittee
on Standing Orders and Private
proposing the amendment of the forty
ninth and fiftieth Rules, and that members
be summoned.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELLý 1

think it would be better that we shotld
not concur in this report, but that it should
stand over until next session, for tWO
reasons. One is that I do not think .*e
shall accomplish anything by changi"
our rules unless similar rules in the Lo
House are changed in a corresponding Way'

HON. MR. BELLEROSE.
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The object is one in which I concur, and
of which I daresay all the members of the
House will approve. It is to limit the
time for the presentation of petitions for
private Bills, and to get rid of the abuse
which has crept in from session to session,
constantly increasing, of changing our
time, so that in reality instead of the time
being limited to ten days after the open-
lng of the session, it is extended as
occasion calls for it. The object of the
report is to get rid of that, but unless the
other House concurs the effect will be to
direct all the private business to the Com-
mons, which would not be desirable in
the public interest, inasmuch as the
better plan-the one which economises
Our time most-is that pvate legislation
should be distributed between the two
Houses. All our rules should, as far as
possible, have a tendency in that direction.
In fact it would expedite public business
if we could so arrange that most of the
private bills should originate in the Senate.
The proposed change would' have the
contrary effect. The other reason is that
the sixty days to which it is proposed to
limit the time would not be more binding
than the thirty days rule we have now.' It
would still be in the power of the House to
dispense with the rule, arnd extend the time.
The suggestion made by the hon. gentle
mnan from Montarville, which I really
think would accomplish what the Com-
nittee have in view, and which I consider

an admirable one, is that we should have
a scale of fees, so that if petitions for
private bills were presented during the
first 20 days, the charge should be say
$1oo ; if present.ed after the first 20, and
within the first 40 days, it should be $150;
and if presented after the first 40 days, it
should be $200. Such a rule could be
adhered to, and would make it the interest
of parties promoting private legislation to
introduce their Bills as early in the Ses-
Sion as possible. The change proposed
by the Committee would probably
have a result the reverse of that
which the hon. gentleman expects
and would rather tend to make everybody
lax, and believe that bills could be intro-
duced at any time within the 6o days, and
there would be no incentive to prompti-
tude. The suggestion made by the hon.
miember from Montarville would accom-
plish the'end we have in view ; I do not
think that this amendment would. I

suggest whether it would not be better to
pa-ss this over for the purpose of consider-
ing it at the beginning of next session. I
arm in hopes that then we could get the
Committee on Private Bills in the other
House to concur with us in some project
of this kind, because they complain, as we
do, of the constant delay, and would like
to adopt some measure to limit the time,
and secure an early presentation of these
measures to Parliament.

I think that would be a more just way
of dealing with the subject if my hon.
friend who has charge of the report feels
that le can take that course.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-Ifthe House
has no objection I will withdraw the re-
Port.

HON. MR. MILLER-I do not intend
to interfere between the Chairman of the
Committee and the -Minister of Justice,
but I certainly do not agree with the ob
servations which have fallen from the
leader of the Senate. with regard to the
proposed alteration of our rules. It is
strange that although the subject of extend-
ing the time for receiving petitions for pri-
vate Billshasbeenfrequentlybrought to the
notice of this House and condemned, there
has never been any expression of opinion,
within my recollection, against altering the
rules in the direction now contemplated.
Several sessions ago 1 called the attention
of the Senate to the advisability of chang-
ing these rules. There was no argument
then urged on the other side. This session
in a more pointed way, after one or two
motions had been made by my hon. friend
to suspend the rule with regard to the
presentation of petitions and the introduc-
tion of private bills, I asked whether it was
his intention as chairman, to take the sub-
ject into consideration and recommend
some alteration in the rule that would
alleviate the necessity of these frequent
mtions for extending the time. When I
did that the Chairman of the Committee
stated to the House that it was his inten-
tion to submit an amendment to the rule
in the direction which I indicated, and
there was then no opposition offered to
such a course in this House. When the
matter vas brought before the Private Bills
Committee there was some discussion
upon it, and I think the hon., gentleman
from Charlottetown was the only one
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who offered any opposition to the regard to the main business of legislation
proposed amendments to the rule. itself.
There was no division however on the
subject. The matter had been before the I do not think we should have any such
Committee for a number of weeks, and Joint Committee as that, and I do not
still no hostility, except the opposition of know whether that was the suggestion Of
one metnber, was shown. It is very the gentlemen appointed to meet the
strange now that after, as we supposed, in members of the House of Commons. I
deference to the wishes of the House- do not think that there is any force in the
after having been permitted, and, I may argument that because the House of Com"-
say, instructed by the House to prepare mons may not make these rules the same
an amendment to the rule, and after as ours, we should not bring ours more
having brought in a report which we con- in conformity with common sense. The
sider carries out the wishes of the House, rule now is practically no rule at ail. If
the Committee is placed in the awkward we cannot amend it in a direction that
position of having to take back the report. will enable us to enforce it with somethin«
I do not conceive that there is any force like stringency, we had better erase it
in the argument used by the Minister of altogether from Our standing orders.
Justice with regard to the action of the It is much better that there should
House of Commons, and its effect upon be no rule at ail than one which
the legislation so far as this House is con- is invariably suspended at the sinple
cerned. In the first place, whether it has request of the chairman of the Committee
or not, I believe it' is impossible to get on Standing Orders. If, therefore, the
anything like uniformity of action with rule as it stands at present does not in any
that House on the subject. I was not way attain the object for which it is i
present at ail the meetings of the Commit tended, but is treated as a rlullity, it
tee this year, but I have reason to believe is certainly worth while trying if. a
that at one of its meetings a Sub-Com rule more conformable to the necessities
mttee was selected for the purpose of of legislation could not be devised,

coinferring with members of the Standing especially when we know that it would
Orders Committee of the other House. be afterwards the determination of the
After losing some time in endeavoring to Committee on Standing Orders, and
bring about a mutual understanding and I presume of the House, to see that it
perhaps an alteration of the rules, with a was not as a mere matter of course sus-
view to uniformity, the subject had to be pended when asked for by the Comrmittee
abandoned and I thnk the Prime Minis- on Standing Orders.
ter said when the matter was mentioned It is well ta niake the proposed expe'1

in the other House, that there was a ment. It wull give reasonab]e tine for
decided objection to anything like a the presentatian of petitions, but less tile
Standing Committee arranging this subject. than we give now, because under the

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-I was told
so.

HON. SIR ALEX.CAMPBELL--There
was no objection to a Committee trying
to arrange it, but the objection was to a
Joint Committee.

HoN. MR. MILLER-I understood
that it went further. For my own part I
certainly concur in the opinion that it
would be almost impossible for us to get
a Joint Committee of both Houses to
decide upon the presentation of petition-
and to take joint action. I think it wuul(.
be just as necessary for us to have a
separate jurisdiction with regard to initiat-
ing questions relative to legislation as with

HON. MR MILLER.

rules as they stand most of our bills are
introduced after the 14 days, and most Of
them. come up on reports from the Private
Bills Committee after the 6o days : so
that virtually the rule which is intended tO
secure an early introduction of business
into this branch of Parliament goes far
beyond what the requirenients of the
present rule would be. Everv session Of
Parliament for the last 16 years the sarne
thing has occurred.

Now it is worth while trying whether or
not a change of the rule may not havea
better effect. The legislation of both
branches of Parliament is separate anld
independent. The legislation of the
Senate has nothing to do with the legis
lation of the Commons, and the rules
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Under which we conduct our legislation
here need not of necessity be the same as
those of the Lower House-and we know
in point of fact they are not the same.
Why there should be any necessity, there-
fore, to have uniformity in these particular
rules, is what I have never had satisfactorily
explained to me.

. The most of this private bill legislation,
it is said will be driven to the other House
if we make this change. Most of it goes
there already, for the reason that generally
these measures affecting private interests
are placed in the hands of the direct
representatives of the people, who intro-
duce them in the House of Commons
and who are desirous of getting them first
through there ; because they know that
the danger of having them sacrificed does
not exist here at any period of the Session,
whereas it frequently happens that bills
are lost when they go down from the
Senate to the other Chamber at the latter
Part of the Session. These are reasons
Witch will always control the initiation of
legislation of this kind; if. the rùile
will do nothing else it will save
the necessity of these formal extensions
of the time, and there would
not be any necessity for suspending that
rule more than once at the very outside,
because if it became necessary to suspend
it in any case, it would be under excep-
tional circumstances. The rule would be
so reasonaþle that we could enforce it.
The existing rule is in itself an absurd
one, and is never acted upon, and for
that reason, if for no other, it should not
be allowed to remain on our Standing
Orders. It would be better to abolish
It altogether than to allow it to remain in
its present shape, and to say that in this
branch of Parliament private legislation
can be introduced at any period of the
Session.

A suggestion was thrown out the other
day, by the hon. member from Montarville
Which, I agree with the Minister of Justice,
Was a very wise and practical one-that
We should frame a scale of fees that would
regulate the introduction of private legis-
lation in this House. If, for instance, the
fee were limited to what it is now, up to
a certain period, and after that it were
tIcreased to four or five hundred dollars,

it would have a very wholesome effect.
We have not this year had much reason

to complain of pressure of business at the
end of the session.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-1
took. occasion to ask some members of
the Government who have seats in the
other House, what they thought of that
suggestion. They thought well of it, and
it is very likely that we might get it
adopted in both Houses.

HoN. MR. MILLER-I do not wish to
detain the House any longer on this point,
but I do think the objection to the
rule comes very late. The amendment
would be an improvement to the existing
one, and although I do not intend to in-
terfere with the discretion of the Chair-
man, who has so well on all occasions
discharged his duties on the Committee,
I could not allow the report to be with-
drawn without expressing my opinion with
regard to it.

The motion was withdrawn.

QUEBEC HARBOR COMMIS-
SIONERS' BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the second reading of Bill (130), "An
Act to Amend the Act 36 Victoria, Chap-
ter 62, and the Act 43 Victoria, Chapter
17, respecting the Quebec Harbor Com-
missioners."

He said : This is a Bill to reduce the
rate of interest payable by the Harbor
Commissioners on the sums they owe to
the Dominion, from 5 to 4 per cent.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time.

QUEBEC GRAVING DOCK BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the second reading of Bill (129), " An Act
to amend the Act thirty-eighth Victoria,
chapter fifty-six, intituled ' An Act respect-
ing the Graving Dock in the Harbor of
Quebec, and authorizing the raising of a
loan in respect thereof."

He said : This is a Bill to enable the
Governor-in-Council to lend a further sum
of $1 00,000, to complete the graving dock,
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and to enact that all the rules, laws and
regulations relating to the former loan,
shall apply to the new one, and that the
rate of interest shall be 4 per cent per
annum.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time.

CREEDS AND NATIONALITIES OF
GOVERNMENT EMPLOYES

INQUIRY.

HON. MR. TRUDEL inquired when
the return giving the creeds and nationali-
ties of all persons employed in the
Government service would beý brought
down.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPIBELL-It
was sent to be printed at an early period
of the Session, but the office of the printer
has since been burnt down, and there is a
delay in consequence. My hon. friend
from Delanaudière spoke to me on the
subject, and I caused a telegram to be
sent to the printing house, to ask when
we should have it here, and I regret to
say it will not be completed for some
weeks yet. They say that 220 pages are
already finished, and the rest will be com-
pleted by the first of July. I am very
sorry that there should be such delay, but
it has been caused by the accidental cir-
cumstance to which I have referred.

HON. MR. TRUDEL-We have been
waiting for that return for three years, and
I think there have been times when the
reasons for the delay were not so good.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
think my hon. friend's patience is admir-
able. I have done all I could to expedite
the preparation of the return.

The Senate adjourrid at 5.35 p.m.

Judge8 Bill.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, May 22, 1883.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
p.m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills from the ComnOl 5

were introduced and read the first tine :-'
Bill (127), "An Act further to anend

the Consolidated Railway Act, 879,a
to declare certain lines of railway to be
works for the general advantage O
Canada." (Sir Alex. Campbell.) -

Bill (131), "An Act to encourage the
manufacture of pig þron in Canada, froni
Canadian ore." (Sir Alex. Campbell.)

Bill (i 19), "An Act further to ameln
the tariff of duties of Customs." (Sir
Alex. Campbell.)

SALARIES OF CERTAIN JUDGES
BILL.

FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD READINGS'

Bill (134), "An Act to provide for the
salaries and superannuation and travelliDg
allowances of certain Judges of certai 1

Provincial Courts," was introduced al
read the first time.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPIELL moved
the suspension of the 41st rule 'and that
the Bill be read the second time presentll

He said : This Bill is to provide for the
salary of an additional judge in the COud
of Appeal in the Province of Ontario, the
necessary legislation for which has bee1

enacted, and to provide that the Act c01 '
cerning pensions shall be extended to
Prince Edward Island and to the judg
of the Court of Appeal who were left out
by mistake ; and also to provide for a ne
County Court Judge in'Manitoba. Th
with reference to the Province of Quebec
the salaries paid to the judges there aIe

re-stated because it is desired there to h
an additional judge in Montreal, and the
number of judges elsewhere in the
ince is diminished to provide for .
The Judge going to Montreal is reqUIrf
to have a salary of $1,5oo in exces5 tf
what he had before ; hence the re-state
ment of salaries.

HON, SIR ALUX, CAMPREL..
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The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time, at length, at the
table.

On the 7th clause;

HON. MR. POWER enquired why no
travelling or circuit allowances would be
allowed to Judges of the Court of Appeal
for Ontario, after the first of July, 1884 ?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Be-
cause they will cease to travel. They are
required in Toronto al] the time, and will
not have to leave the city to go on circuit.

HON. MR. SCOTT-From one cause
or another (I suppose Judges are like
other people) it was found to be an ad-
vantage to be on circuit, more particularly
if there was a liberal allowance for each
county, and it became the practice for
Judges of the Court of Appeal to go on
circuit. This clause very effectually puts
an end to the practice. Of course it is
very much better that the Judges of the
Court of Appeal should not go on
circuit.

HON. MR. POWER-I have only
to express my regret that the
Minister of Justice has not found
it practicable to increase the salary
of the Judge of the County Court, who
sits at Toronto, and the County Court
Judge for the County of Halifax. It is
universally recognized that both of them
are underpaid. I regret that the Minister
of Justice has not been able to see his
way clear to provide some such addition
to their salaries this year as would put
them in the same position as the other
Judges.

The Bill was then read the third time
and passed.

FIRST AND SECOND READINGS.

Bill (133) "An Act to continue for a
limited time the Acts therein mentioned."
(Sir Alex. Campbell).

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (142) " An Act to make further
provision for deepening the ship channel of
the River St. Lawrence between Montreal
and Quebec."

Bill (130) " An Act to amend the Act
thirty-sixth Victoria, chapter sixty-two, and
the Act forty-third Victoria, chapter seven-
teen, respecting the Quebec Harbor
Commissioners."

Bill (129) "An Act to amend the Act
thirty-eighth Victoria, chapter fifty-six, in-
tituled " An Act respecting the Graving
Dock in the Harbor of Quebec, and
authorizing the raising of a loan in respect
thereof.'

JOINT COMMITTEE ON PRINTING.

EIGHTH REPORT.

HON. MR. SIMPSON moved the
adoption of the 8th report of the Joint
Committee on the Printing of Parliament.

He said: This is one of our usual
reports, and the last of this Session. We
make a recommendation, at the latter
part of it, increasing the salary of our
Chief Distributor by one hundred dollars
a year. The Committee thought he was
entitled to it, and granted it unanimously.
He has now, in addition to his former
work, the distribution of the Debates of
both Houses, and, unlike other officers in
these buildings, he cannot leave his office
during the holiday season.

HoN. MR. PAQUET called the atten-
tion of the House to the fact that the
return he had moved for, respecting the
analysis of drugs was not in the list or
reports ordered to be printed.

HON. MR. SIMPSON explained that it
was an error, and would be attended to.

The motion was agreed to

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
RAILWAY.

INQUIRY.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-Perhaps
the leader of the Government will pardon
me for asking a question without notice:
It is whether the Government have turned
their attention to the short line of railway
which is necessary to be constructed to
connect the tiunk line of Prince Edward
Island with Cape Traverse?
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Hox. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
understand, from a conversation between
the Minister of Railways and myseif, that
he is going to build that piece of railway
this summer.

DUTIES ON HAY.
INQUIRY.

HON. MR. McCLELAN inquired
whether any correspondence had taken
place between this Government, and the
Government at Washington, respecting
refund of duties paid by exporters of hay
from Nova Scotia to the United States.
The duties collected had been 20 per
cent., ad valorem, and the courts had
decided that 1o per cent. was all they
were entitled to ; consequently the export-
ers were entitled to a refund of 1o per cent.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I do
not think there has been any corespond-
ence with Washington so far as the Gov-
ernment is concerned ; I think those who
are suffering from the over-charge are en-
deavoring by private means to obtain a
refund. However I shall be able to give
the hon. gentleman more information to-
morrow.

ACCIDENTS ON THE PRINCE
EDWARD ISLAND RAILWAY.

INQUIRY.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE called the
atention of the Minister of Justice to the
fact that there was no item in the Supple-
mentary Estimates laid on the table to
indemnify those persons who had been
injured by the accident on the Prince
Edward Island Railway.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
item appears in the Estimates in another
form. The Railway Act explains how
certain money shall be expended in pay-
ment of damages for accidents, and the
item for this is in the general vote and it
can be appropriated to satisfy that claim.
An additional sum has been taken for
that purpose.

BOOMS IN NAVIGABLE WATERS
BILL.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL intro-
duced Bill (Y), " An Act to amend an Act

of the present session respecting booms
and other works constructed in navigable
waters whether under the authority of
Provincal Acts or otherwise."

He said: The booms Act passed in this
House has been subject to changes in the
Commons which have the effect of destroy-
ing the clause legalizing all booms con-
structed under the authority of Acts of
Parliament of any of the Provinces before
Confederation. Our Bill, as it left this
House, contained a provision that those
booms constructed before Confederation
should come under the supervision of the
Minister of Public Works, and if he saw
fit they should be sanctioned. The clause
was stricken out altogether so that now
those booms constructed in the different
provinces before Confederation are render-
ed illegal, and this we did not want to do.
This Bill proposes to anend that clause,
and in amending it I took occasion to im-
prove the language so as to remove som1 e
doubt and difficulty in the previous Bill
about dykes.

HON. MR. MILLER-What about
rule 46 ?

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-This
is a new Bill.

HON. MR. MILLER-Yes, but the
first Bill, which this is amending, originat-
ed in this House, and the 4 6th rule says:
" When a Bill originating in the Senate
has passed through its final stage therein,
no new Bill for the same object can after-
wards be originated in the Senate during
the same session."

This Bill was introduced here, and
therefore comes under that rule. I iaY
say I think it is a rule that ought not, in
fact, to be among our Standing Orders,
and it was one of those which I intended
to move should be omitted, if a revision
of our rules was taken up, because it is
imposing a restriction upon this House
which is contrary to law. The law en'
ables Parliament to pass a Bill during the
same session on the same subject, and
amending a Bill passed during the saine
session. I do not understand why Ie
should have the contradistinction which
this rule makes, preventing the Act origina-
ting here beng amended by a Bill also
originating here. I suppose the difficulty
might be overcome in this instance by
suspendine that rule.
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HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-Or
by letting the Bill originate in the other
Ifouse.

HON. MR. POWER-With all defer-
ence to the well-known acuteness of mind
of the hon. gentleman from Richmond, I
do not think his point is well taken. As
to the 4 6th rule, the object of it presum-
ably is that if a bill for any particular
object is introduced here, and defeated in
the other House, the same object cannot
be gained by introducing another bill here
for that purpose. I wish to call the Min-
'ster's attention to the fact that the object
Of this Bill is not the saine as that con-
templated by the original Bill. The object
of this measure is to amend a bill which
We passed a little while ago, and the
Statute expressly says that any bill passed
in one session may be amended by another
Act passed in the same session. The
Objects of these two Bills are quite
distinct.

HON. MR. MILLER-The Statute
Says that a bill passed in the one session,
rnay be amended during the same session;
While that is true, the difficulty we have
to meet now is in regard to one of the
Standing Orders of this House, which
Says that no bill originating in the Senate,
after it has passed and is finally closed,
Can be amended by a bill originating in
this House.

the suspension of the rule, or to send the
Bill to the other House. (A voice--sus-
pend the rule.) Then I will move that
the 4 6th rule of this House be suspended,
and that this Bill be now introduced and
read the first time.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the first time.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL then
moved that the Bill be read the second
time under a suspension of the 41st rule.

HON. MR. McCLELAN-I desire to ex-
press my thanks for the amendment whici
is proposed to be made to the present
Bill. It is slightly in accordance with the
expressions I used when the Bill was first
introduced in the Senate, and I think the
passing of this short Bill is certainly a
very great improvement. I am not pre-
pared to say that the legislation on this
subject is at all perfect, but I am satisfied
that this will be a very great improvement
indeed, and will save, possibly, a great
deal of confusion and litigation in some
sections of the lower Provinces.

HON. MI DEVER--I cannot agree
with the hon. gentleman. I think this Bill
still leaves those structures in the same
position as before, if they are interfering
with navigation.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
HON. MR. POWER-Does it say that ? was read the second time.
HON. MR. MILLER-It does, and

nlothing else. The object of the Bill is
the subject of the Bill ; it is a Bill relating
tO booms,abo'teaus and other works in navi-
gable waters, and I presume the Bill has
inuch the same tile as the other Act, as it is
for the same purpose and objects. The hon.
gentleman on this occasion has not
even the merit of splitting straws, at which
he is so clever at times as to amuse the

ouse, when we are not very busily
eigaged. I presume the wish of the
flouse is to allow the Bill to pass through,
and for that reason perhaps there will be
10 objection to suspending the 4 6th rule,
but without such suspension I do not
think it is possible to introduce the Bill
here.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-- I
8uppose the safer way would be to move

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL then
moved that the Bill be read the third time,
under a suspension of the same rule.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.

RAILWAY SUBSIDIES BILL.

FIRST, SECOND AND THIRI) READINGS

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL intro-
duced Bill (137) " An Act for authorizing
subsidies for the construction of lines of
railway therein mentioned."

The Bill was read the first time.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL then
moved that the 41st rule be suspended,
and the Bill be read the second time,
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HON. MR. ROBITAILLE-I am happy
to see that the present Administration is
encouraging the developement of the re-
sources of the country by subsidizing in-
portant lines in connection with main
trunks of railways.

In one section of the country, the valu-
able minerals will contribute to the wealth
of our population, and in others, the pro-
ducts of the forest will create new industries
and furnish employment to a large num-
ber of people who might otherwise seek
occupation and the comforts of life in a
foreign country. In the District of Gaspé,
that immense territory which will be so
much benefited by the opening of a rail-
way, the resources are numerous and im-
portant.

The fisheries of that coast are of world-
wide celebrity, and their annual value is
rated at two and a-half millions of dollars.

The product of sea fishing will largely
increase when the Baie des Chaleurs Rail-
way is completed, as a great quantity of
fish which is of no local value at present,
will be shipped in the fresh state at all
times of the year to our Canadian markets.

Thus, our own, will replace the Ameri-
can fish, which is at present imported to
the value of one million dollars yearly.

The farm products will not be the least
item in the traffic of the road. The soil is
fertile and the population industrious.

A glance at the census of 1881, as com-
pared with that of 1871, will convince this
House of the rapid progress of that Dis-
trict during the last ten years.

EXTRACT FROM CENSUS, 1881.
BoNAVENTURE AND GAsPE COUNTIEs,

(forming the District of Gaspe.)
Population .......... ...... 43,909 souls
Occupants......... ........... 6,621
Proprietors ............ ....... 6,213
Acres of land owned .......... ...... 69q,033

occupied ............. 479,742
improved ...... ...... 108,075
under crop ........... 79,980
in pasture............. 26,845
gardens and orchards .. 656

Factories, stores and shops ..... .... 4,140
Sea-going sailing vessel. owned...... 94
Tomnge of do ....... 5,000

Animals and Animal Products.
H orses ............ ...... ..........
Colts (tillies)..... ..... .........
Working oxen ...................
Milch cows .......... ..

Utlier horned cattle ................
Sheep .......... ..................
Swine........................

4,592
948

3.254
10,049

8,900
34,498
16,876

&bsidies -Bill.

Cattle killed or sold .......... ...... 3,177
Sheep do .... ........... 9,073
Swine do ................. 12,123
Pounds of Wool .................... 85,576

do Butter ............... 535,268
do Cheese ................. 3.133
do Fiax and Hemp .......... 14549

Yards hone-muade Cloth and Flannel 185.958
do do Linen ...... .... 26,565

Pounds of Maple Sugar ...... ....... 125,783
do To bacco ................ 8,251
do Hops ... ......... ...... 2,888

Value of Furs ........ ............. $12,412

Field Products.
Bushels.

5,682 acres Wheat (69 lbs. per bush.) 63,886
Barlev ................ 78,8P4
Oats (43 lbs. per bushel) 281,121
Rye ................. 12,138
Peas & Beans......... ... 8,699
Buckwhea. ............ 65,998
Corn .......... ........ 428
Turnips ............... 216,051
Other Roots ............ 45,146
Grass and Clover Seed. .. 604
Flax Seed .............. 761

7.367 acres, bushels Potatoes ...... 1,127,023
26,924 acres, tons of Hay .......... 34,(160
Bushels Apples .................... 573

Fisheries.

Num ber of vessels employed ......... 22
do nien do ......... 238
do boats do .......... 4,950
do men do ......... 9,548

Fathoms of nets.................205.168
Quintals of Cod .................... 295,765
H addock, hake.. .................. 7,688
Barrels of Herring ................ 108,691

do idackerel .... ............ 9,696
(10 Sardines ................. 208
do Halibut ........... ...... 342
do Salnon.................. 1,131
do Eel ..................... 165
do Trout ....... 280

do Other Fish ............... 28,050
Gallons Fish Oil ................... 125.120
'ounds of Canned Lobster...........517,734

Value of Fish ........ .......... $ 765.000
Total value of Fish, 1881, in Gulf $2,410,937

EXTRACT 0F TRADE AND NAVIGA-
TION RETURNS, 1882.

STATEMENT of vessels entered inward for seS
during the season ending 30tlh .lune, 1882,
at Perce, Gaspe and New Carlisle In
the District of Gaspe.

No. of Vessels. Tons Register. Tons Weight.
With cargo, 41 5,988 4,425
In ballast, 39 8,178

Totals 80 14,166 4,425

Vessels entered outward for sea.
No. of Vessels. Tons Register. Tons Weight.

W ith cargo, 105 20,135 . 7,265
In ballast, 1 1,260

Totals 106 21,395 7,265
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8
TATEMENT Od vessels employed in the Coast-

ing trade, etc., etc.
STEAMERS.

Under Transire. Coasting License.
No. T'onnage. No. Tonnage.

Arrived, 88 37,104 Arrived, 124 44,217
Departed, 73 29,093 Departed, 132. 47,770

Totals 161 66,197 256 91,987
SAILING

Arrived, 120 6,487
Departed, 119 5,068

Totals 239 11,555

VESSELS.
Arrived, 204
Departed, 196

400

11,359
9,557

20,916

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT of iiportR and ex-
ports at New Carlisle, Perce and Gaspe.

1880. 1881. 1882.
EXPORTS.

$858,754 $773,534 $781,759
IMPORTS.

$146,728 $108,906 $123,345
DUTY.

;$24,346 $18,857 $16,127

The Baie des Chaleurs Railway in con-
Ilecting at Metapedia with the Intercolon-
lal, will afford daily communication with
Commercial centres to a population of
Over 47,000 inhabitants.

The whole District of Gaspe, com-
Prising five and a-half millions acres of land,
has no other outlet but this road, during
Six months of the year.

The greater development of agriculture
and of our fisheries, and the building up
of new industries from the products of our
forests, as well as from other sources, will
attract a large population from outside,
and the Peninsula of Gaspe, whose
resources are capable of maintaining a
Population of half a million inhabitants,
Will become one of the most important
sections of our country, and will largely
Contribute to the public revenue.

Another important feature of the Baie
des Chaleurs region is its healthy climate,
its attractive sea-bathing sites, its beau-
tiful rivers, so well stocked with the finest
fish, which will draw to our shores, a host
Of tourists and sportsmen.

Among those rivers I may mention the
Metapedia, Nouvelle, Cascapedia and Bon-
aventure, which are unrivalled for the
beauty of their scenery and their attrac-
tions to sportsmen.

The Baie des Chaleurs Railroad will be
a most important feeder to the Inter-
Colonial.

A large trafic is at present carried on
ith the important Canadian manufactur-

11ng centres, in Western Canada, as well. as

in the Lower Provinces and the interpro-
vincial trade will greatly increase with the
facilities of communication.

The Government after securir;g to this
country the great benefits of the
Intercolonial, the Canadian Pacific and
other important lines, is doing an act of
justice in encouraging railroads into the
remote parts of our Dominion which were
not heretofore benefited by the construc-
tion of the large lines to which I have
referred.

The Administration could not more
judiciously appiy the large surpluses ac-
crued from the beneficent working of the
National Policy. And I trust in the
patriotisin of the hon. gentlemen of this
House to give their hearty support to the
measure which is now submitted for our
consideration.

HON. MR. READ-We have rarely
heard a more flattering statement than
this with reference to the Peninsula of
Gaspe. It was only a short time since
we heard that Gaspe was made a free port,
and now we find that its population has
increased to about 5o,ooo souls. By the
policy which the central Government have
inaugurated, instead of being shut up for
six months of the year, this large popula-
tion will be enabled to communicate with
the rest of the world at all seasons. There
is no doubt that this railway policy of the
Government is acceptable to the people of
Canada. This is an age of railways, and,
those who live where there are none are
simply out of the world. No one thinks
now-a-days of settling in a country where
there is no railway communication, because
there are plenty of places where they can
find homes in the vicinity of railways.

I was very much struck with the state-
ment of the hon. gentleman that there are
between nine and ten thousand hardy sea-
men in Gaspe.

HON. MR. ROBITAILLE-According
to the figures of the last census, 9,548.

HON. MR. READ-It is•a most pleas-
ing thing to know that we have so many
of these hardy men, who take their lives
in their hands almost every time they go
to sea. They, above all the people in
this country, should be considered, and
should be given an opportunity of com-
municating with the outside world during
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the winter months, and turning that
season of the year to the best account.
I look upon the maritime element in this
country as one of the greatest importance,
and a great source of our strength and
prosperity.

That element should be considered
above everything, as in case of difficulty
we know where to find our mariners.
Without them we can never be a nation.
We have our vast prairies, which no doubt
will be a great source of wealth to the
country, but they will not furnish our
seamen. It is to the coasts, among the
fishermen, we must go for mariners. They
commence their training as boys, and the
saying is " go in at a hawser hole." I
think everything should be done in this
country to encourage maritime enterprises.
Every facility in the way of light houses
and harbors of refuge should be provided,
because the lives of mariners are subject
to danger at all times. I think this
measure is one of the best, if not the very
best that has been introduced by the
Government this session. It is a paternal
measure. The Government seem to
have gone all over this great Dominion,
and to have picked out the places where
it is most necessary to give assistance.
They have even turned their attention to
James' Bay, and the most gratifying
feature of all is that the public can spare
the money. I picked up an English news-
paper a few days ago in which I noticed
an article showing the advantages pos-
sessed by different countries in the way
of taxation. It shows that while we pay
seven pence per head for the maintenance
of our army and navy, Great Britain pays
15 shillings per head, and France, I think,
pays 35 shillings, and other countries in
propoition, so that we are a most favored
people. We have plentyof money for
permanent improvernents to increase the
prosperity and comfort of our people, and
I think there is no money that has been
voted this session that will be more bene-
ficial, if expended, than that which is to be
voted by this Bill now before the House.

settle our wild lands and bring out the
products to market. I see that a small
sum has been voted for the Napanee &
Tamworth Railway. I trust that that
amount will be increased another year,
and that ther lines of railway will receive
from the Government the same fostering
care; and that a portion of the surplus
which, I trust, will be as large in the
coming year as it has been in the past, will
be given for the purpose of opening up
our back country by the construction
of lines of railway. We have a rich
country, but it is impossible for us to do
anything with it, unless we build railways
and offer inducements in that way tO
people to settle on our lands. They are
induced to go to the United States, be-
cause they can get farms in the vicinity of
railways, and they have the assurance that
when they are able to produce anything,
they will have ready access to market.
This Bill is in the right direction, and if I
should be spared to take my seat in this
House another year, I hope to find the
Government in a position to do far more
towards assisting short lines of railway to
open up the country than they are doing
at present.

HON. MR. POWER-This is an in-
portant Bill. In the first place it is im-
portant directly, because it proposes tO
vote away $2,138,400.

HoN. MR. FLINT-That is not much.

HON. MR. POWER-The hon. gentle-
man from Trent Division says " that is not
much ;" but I think after we have made
two or three more votes of this kind
there will not be very much of the surplus
left about which so much boast has been
made.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-You
cannot have your cake.and eat it.

HON. MR. POWER-1 suppose not,
but the question is whether you should eat

HON. MR. FLINT- I am very much it all at once. The expenditure of over
pleased with this Bill : I think it is in the $2,oooooo is always an important ques
right direction. Such enterprises as these tion. When times are good and the coufl
are necessary in order to open up our try is lroslerous, hon. gentlemen seem tO
back countries. We should have short forge that the Dominion will fot alwaY5

lines of railway running from the trunk continue to enjoy the same prosperity, and
lines back into the interior so that we can that the day may come-and that perhaPS

HON MR. READ.
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within a very short time-when $2,ooo,ooo
Wili be considered a very large item in-
deed. It is not many years since we heard
very eloquent speeches delivered in this
Chamber in denunciaticn of much smaller
expenditures than $2,000,000.

HON. MR. READ-That was before we
had the National Policy.

HON. MR. POWER-If the National
Policy will make wheat grow in Canada,
and prevent it from growing in England,
it must be a very wonderful policy. This
is then, an important measure, and I
regret that, like many other important
rneasures, it comes down to this House
at a period of the session when it is
impossible to give it proper consideration.
I think the Government are very much
wanting in their duty in not having brought
down their measures earlier in the
Session. We spent the first six weeks of
this session practically doing nothing, and
now we are obliged to rush important
bills through without consideration. This
Bill introduces another important ques-
tion. It shows that the Government
have deliberately adopted a principle
Which was introduced last Session, that is
the granting of subsidies out of the
bominion Treasury to roads which are
Purely Provincial in their character. It
was a thing that was not so much to be
Wondered at last Session, because at that
time the Government were going to the
Country, and were naturally anxious to
secure friends in the coming election.
There is not any such reason for the pre
Sent grant. The policy may be a good
One, and it may be bad: it is a policy
Which is certain to lead to very serious
embarrassments to the Dominion Trea-
Sury in a short time. This Session
a certain number of favored roads
have got what is familiary known as " the
inside track," and they are promised sub-
aidies. Next session fifty other roads,
Which have about as good claims as those
Which are now being subsidized by this
Ileasure, will exercise a pressure on the
Government to be subsidized, and when
they point to the precedent that we are
nIow establishing, how can the Govern-
'tent satisfy them, that they cannot grant
them subsidies ? In that way it is easy
to see that the whole revenue might be
expended in subsidizing local railways.

That is a view that does not seem to have
presented itself to the hon. Minister of
Railways ; anci it does not seem to have
occurred to the Minister of Justice who
has not yet given any special reason for
the grants that are mentioned in this Bill
Having said so much on the general
principle of the Bill, I wish to make a
few rernarks as to the roads that are sub-
sidized. I trust that the hon. gentleman
from Bonaventure will find that this sub-
sidy of $3,200 per mile is sufficient to
secure the construction of the road that
he speaks of; possibly with the grant of
io,ooo acres of land it nay be sufficient,
that is, if the land is good.

HON. MR. ROBITAILLE-I think I
have shown from the census returns
enough to convince the hon. gentleman
from Halifax that the land is not valueless.
The comparative statement as to the pro-
ductive power of the Gaspé district, and
that of the Counties of Richmond and
Wolfe, in the Eastern Townships, shows
that the Gaspé district has the advantage,
both in quality and quantity of its agricul-
tural products.

HoN. MR. POWER-I am glad to
hear that it is so, and I hope that the
grant will be sufficient to secure the con-
struction of the projected road. I think
that if any Provincial roads are to be sub-
sidized, the Bonaventure road and the
Caraquet Railway, in New Brunswick. as
feeders of the Intercolonial Railway, de-
serve to be assisted, inasmuch as they
will increase the value of the Government
road. The next subsidy is that to the
Gatineau Valley Railway Company. I
understand that that road, like the Baie
des Chaleurs Railway, has a large
land subsidy from the Quebec Govern-
ment; and as it will open up a country
rich in phosphates and other mineral
resources, it is probable that this money
subsidy will secure its construction. The
Gatineau Valley Railway, the Montreal
and Western Railway, and the Napanee
and Tamworth Railway, are all in a differ-
ent position from the two first mentioned
in this Bill: they do not connect with the
Government Railway-they all connect
with the line of the Canadian Pacific
Railway, and will form feeders to that
road, so that, to a great extent, the subsidy
which we are giving to these roads is an
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additional bonus to the Canadian Pacific
Railway.

HON. MR. READ-I do not think the
Napanee & Tamworth Railway is a feeder
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway. I live
in that part of the country, and it is news
to me if it is a feeder to that line.

HON. MR. POWER-I was under the
impression that it was a feeder of the
Canadian Pacific Railway.

HON. MR. READ-I do not think it
runs within 200 miles of it; it will be a
feeder of the Grand Trunk Railway.

HON. MR. MASSON-Did the hon.
gentleman from Halifax refer to the Lake
St. John Railway as a feeder of the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway?

HON. MR. POWER-I did not men-
tion that road as a feeder of the Canadian
Pacific Railway. I am .glad to see that
the Government are acting impartially by
helping both the rival roads. There is
one enterprise in which I naturally take
greater interest than many other hon.
gentlemen in this House, that is the Great
American & European Short Line Rail-
way. It must strike one at first sight thar
this subsidy of $3,200 per mile is insuffi-
cient to secure the construction of that
road; for the reasons that the line is -not
an easy one to construct, and the public
lands of Cape Breton are not, I think,
of much value for agricultural purposes.
Most of the good agricultural lands
in that country have been disposed of;
and as the road is to run south of the
Bras d'Or Lake from the Strait of Canso
to Louisburg and Sydney through a com-
paratively poor country there will not be
sufficient local traffic to support a railway.
There may be, in the future, considerable
through traffic to Sydney and Louisburg.
In Nova Scotia it was found that a subsidy
of $6,ooo per mile was not sufficient to
secure the construction of the line from
New Glasgow to the Straits of Canso.
That was a road which offered a great deal
more local traffic to assist in paying for
itself than the road under consideration ;
and in the end the Local Government of
Nova Scotia were obliged to grant a sum
of $8,ooo dollars a mile to secure its con-
struction; and it was with some difficulty

HON. MR. POWER.

that it was accomplished even with that
subsidy, so that hon. gentlemen will see
that there are at first sight grave reasons
to doubt whether this subsidy will lead to
the construction of the line. It is true
that in the other Chamber the hon.
Minister of Railways intimated a rather
decided opinion that the grant would
ensure the construction of the road.
Naturally we are bound to attach a good
deal of weight to his views on the subject,
but there is the fact that the company
asked for double the subsidy which they
are given here, and there are the other
facts which I have mentioned; and, while
not venturing to say that the Minister was
niistaken, I feel satisfied that wlen Parlia-
ment meets again next session we shall
find that no work has been done on this
line.

HON. MR. PLUMB-Does the hon.
gentleman approve or disapprove of that
grant ?

HON. MR. POWER-I do not know
whether my views on that subject would
be of any value to the hon. member from
Niagara. As a general thing, he does not
seem to attach much weight to my opin-
ions on questions of public policy, and I
do not know that I am obliged to tell him,
but I think that this subsidy is very good
as far as it goes. I only regret that it is
not double the amount stated here-if the
hon. gentleman wants my opinion. I think
that if the sum of $6,400 per mile had
been provided it would have guaranteed
the constructidn of the road. I wish the
hon. gentleman not to misapprehend the
position which I take : I do not approve
of the grant because it is a local road, but
because it is a Dominion road, and Louis-
burg has been indicated many times by
gentlemen who are now members of the
Dominion Government and by members
of commissions appointed to inquire into
the subject, as being a fitting harbor for
Dominion purposes on the Atlantic. I do
not think myself that it will ever success-
fully rival Halifax, but still it is, by a great
many people, regarded as a fitting harbor
for Dominion purposes, and a road to that
point is not a local but a Dominion work,
and is held by a great many people to be
the natural conclusion of the great line of
railway which is to run from British Col-
umbia through to Cape Breton. I think
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that not being a local road, it is entitled
to a much more respectable subsidy than
is mentioned here. Of course, if the opin-
'on expressed by the Minister of Railways
in the other Chamber is a correct one
and the country can secure the construc-
tiOn of that road by this small subsidy of
$3,2oo per mile, it is a wise thing to save
he remaining $3,200.
. The next company to which a subsidy
1s granted is the International Railway
Company for 49 miles of their line from
Sherbrooke, in the Province of Quebec to
the International Boundary Line. This
Is to be in connection with the extension
Of this road to connect with a railway at a
Point south Vanceboro in New Brunswick.

Now, hon. gentlemen, there are two or
three points in connection with this grant,
Which I think deserve the attention of the
liouse.

In the first place, this International
Railroad which is intended to form a
Portion of a short line from Montreal to
the Lower Provinces, is to enter into
cornpetition with the Intercolonial Rail-
Way. I think that after the people of this
cOuntry have spent fifty millions of dollars,
or thereabouts, in constructing the Inter-
colonial Railway, it is a very strange
Policy to spend more of the people's
rfoney in subsidizing a road that is to
compete with that railway and take away
Its business.

Again, the subsidy is not necessary;
because private enterprise would construct
that road without Government aid. It
has certain advantages which would lead
to its construction independent of Govern-
Ment assistance.
. There is another feature about it. My
Information leads me to believe that the
road to the border has been constructed ;
that there certainly do not remain 49
Miles of this road· between Sherbrooke
and the International boundary line yet
Uncompleted,'but that on the contrary
there are not more than 10 or 12 miles
Yet to be built ; so that instead of paying
for a road which is to be constructed in our
Own territory, we are either refunding to the
Owners of the road money which they have
already expended-which seems to me a
yery questionable thing to do-or we are
in another way paying for the construction
Of a road through foreign territory, Now
I think everyone who recalls the dis-
Cussions which took place in connection
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with the Canadian Pacific Railway, three
years ago, must remember the strong
objections made by the Government and
the members who supported them, to
allowing any portion of that road to run
through American territory ; and it seems
to me that it is exceedingly inconsis ent
of the Government now, to subsidize a
road which is to run through American
territory, and which is to compete with
and to take away business from a Govern-
ment road running through our own terri-
tory. As to the Northern and North-western
Railway I do not know anything about it.
I presume that in that case there is a
grant from the Local Government as well.
Then there is a grant to a road of which
I have already spoken, the Montreal and
Western Railway, for the first 50 mile
section. I think it very doubtful, indeed
whether this small grant, which will be
only about enough to put rails on the
road, will be sufficient to secure its con-
struction. The country through which it
runs, although fairly fertile, has not the
necessary population, and I have grave
doubts as to whether we shall ever be
called upon to pay this money. The
Quebec and Lake St. John Railway is one
that was subsidized last year; and it is as
purely a local road as can well be imagined;
although I believe it will help to open up
a very fertile country, and if the principle
of the Bill is admitted-that we are to
subsidize local roads-I presume this
railway has as good a claim to a subsidy
as any other. Then the last item in this
Bill-or at least the last subsidy proposed
-is one to a railway from Gravenhurst to
Callendar, a distance of i 10 miles, for
which the subsidy is not to exceed $6,ooo
per mile or, say $666,ooo. Now, the Act
which was passed on the subject of rail-
way subsidies last year, and to which I
have already referred, being chapter 14,
of the Acts of 1882, provides for a subsidy
of $6,ooo a mile to the same railway.
Hon. gentlemen are aware that the Mid-
land Railway Company have offered to build
this road for the existing grant of $6,ooo
per mile; and it is difficult to conceive
what motive has induced the Government
to double that grant, to enable another
company to complete the same road ; it
is merely throwing away a suni of $666,-
ooo, and it is hard to believe that there is
not some undisclosed reason why one com-
pany is favored more than the other. I
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think the wiser course (and it must so
strike hon. gentlemen) would have been to
have allowed any company willing to
complete the road, to have done so for
the smaller subsidy, and then the Govern-
ment might see that other companies
were granted the necessary running
powers over that road ; but if the Govern-
ment are going to make so large a grant,
I think they ought to take greater powers
to deal with that road themselves than
they do in this Bill. It ought to be so
provided that where $12,000 per mile of
the public money is being expended, the
Government should have the right to con-
trol the road, so that all companies would
have equal rights over it, or at least to see
that the rates are moderate. There is one
other point to which I feel bound to cail
attention before I sit down, and it is this:
that I regret, when the Government and
the hon. Minister of Railways adopted this
policy of subsidizing roads of a
purely local and provincial charac-
ter, that the Minister did not pro-
vide in this Bill for any subsidy to a road
in his own Province, which needs it much
more, I imagine, than any road for which
a subsidy is provided here. Before Con-
federation, legislation was passed in the
Province of Nova Scotia, providing for
the construction of a road from Windsor
to Annapolis. The Dominion owns the
road from Halifax to Windsor, and the
Windsor and Annapolis is a continuation
of this Dominion Government Railway.
Within the last few years another road-
the Western Counties Railway-has been
constructed from Yarmouth, at the west-
ern extremity of the Province of Nova
Scotia, towards Annapolis, to connect with
the Windsor and Annapolis road. The
Company constructed some 6o miles, I
think, of their road ; and for the last
three or four years there have remained
some 19 or 20 miles unconstructed. The
Company have not the means to complete
the road; the Province of Nova Scotia
has no money to help them to do so; and
the consequence is that this important
link in the road, which in one way is a
branch of the Intercolonial Railway, can-
not be constructed. The Western Coun-
ties road is not a local road in at all the
same sense as most of those that have
been subsidized in this Bill. As I have
already shown, it is an extension of a
branch of the Intercolonial Railway and

HON. MY. POWER.

connects across the Bay of Fundy, by
means of a ferry, which takes only about
three hours to cross, with the several
railways-the Intercolonial Railway, and
three or four others which terminate
at the City of St. John, N.B. It
connects at the western end with a line
of steamers running to Boston, and, I
think, to Portland ; so that it is, strictly
speaking, hardly a local road at all; and
I cannot understand how the Minister of
Railways should have overlooked this
important line in his native province, or
how it occurred that some of the gentle-
men who support him in the other
Chamber did not see to it that some small
grant was made to the Western Counties
Company, in order to enable them to
build those nineteen or twenty miles of
road. There is another point as to the
grant to the Great American and European
Short Line Railway Company. It seems
to me that the Bill ought to contain a
provision that, if this Company fail to
construct this road, or to make a bona
fide beginning of it within a reasonable
time, then the Government may grant this
subsidy to another company. I deem it
unfair to that section of the country, to
limit the grant indefnitely to one particu-
lar company, and I propose when the.
Bill goes into Committee-if it does go
there-or if not, then I shall move at the
present stage, that a proviso be added
to the Bill, to that effect: I presume the
Minister can have no objection to the
amendment.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-We
cannot accept the amendment.

HON. MR. WARK-I do not propose
to discuss the Bill now before the House,
but as a few of my hon. friends on the other
side of the House have made enquiries of
the Hon. Minister of Justice in regard tO
matters affecting their particular districts,
I would call his attention to a railway that I
think has not been very generously treated
by the Government, and the consideration
to which it is fairly entitled has not been
shown. I refer to the line of railway
which connects the town of Richibucto,
New Brunswick, with the Intercolonial.
I have always taken a deep interest in that
section of the country, and although I
have not resided there for many years, I
was 40 years among those people, and stil
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feel an interest in their welfare and pros-
perity. The town of Richibucto is im-
portant both because of the volume of its
exports and the amount of its revenues,
and aid to the line I have mentioned, if
generously given, would greatly benefit
that section of country. Before the late
Ministry went out of office it was under-
stood from the then Minister of Railways
that the Government had old rails enough
to lay about 40 miles of road, and that
those rails should be divided between the
Richibucto railway-called the northern-
and the central railway, passing through
Fredericton, Sunbury, Kings and Queens
counties, to the Intercolonial. These were
both branches of the Intercolonial and on
the strength of this promise companies were
incorporated to build these roads. Now
the condition on which a subsidy of
$5,ooo per mile was granted by the Local
Government to these roads, was that 20

per cent of stock of some kind should be
expended for every 8o per cent of subsidy
that was drawn, and as I understood at
the time the only way in which the Richi-
bucto Railway could obtain this grant was
by getting a certificate or written under-
taking from the Government to furnish
the rails as fast as they were required, and
that undertaking was accepted by the
Local Government as equivalent to the
required 20 per cent expenditure. Now
I think it is 4 years or more since the
construction of the road was commenced,
and two years ago all they could get was,
I think, enough old rails for io or i i
miles. Last year they got a few more,
and it has been dragging along in that way
for 4 or 5 years, and is still not completed.

wish now to ask whether the Minister of
Justice can give me any information as to
when the Government will be ready to
furnish the necessary rails for this road ?
The local subsidy. only amounts to about
$1,6oo per mile, or just about the value
of the rails, and the dilatory way in which
these rails have been furnished has really
disc ouraged the people of that part of the
country; I shall therefore be glad if the
Minister can give me some idea of what
is to be done.

HON. MR. PLUMB-I have listened
with some attention to the remarks made
by the hon. gentleman from Halifax, and
I was led to two or three conclusions by
him, though they were perhaps not

exactly the ones he intended to impress
upon the House. In the first place I
remember that the policy of the hon.
gentleman and his party was to complain
of our having surpluses, but he now
strongly objects to spending that surplus
as we have got it. Of course if the hon.
gentleman and his friends had been in
power, there would not have been any
surplus, probably, because their policy
would not have brought about that result,
as their administration was distinguished
entirely by a surplus on the other side of
the account. The hon. gentleman laid
particular stress upon the granting of sub-
sidies to provincial railways, and he said
that, prior to the general elections, sub-
sidies were granted to those roads for the
purpose probably of influencing those
portions of the country where the surplus
was granted in favor of the administration.
He then insinuated that it was for party
purposes, but the hon. gentleman's
argument is rather weak, because he now
objects that we are doing the same thing
after the elections, when there is no
political object to be gained. Conse-
quently I think that, in all candor, he
ought to admit that if the sy tem was
adopted before the elections and continued
afterwards, it was really adopted for some
other purpose than for a political one
specially. The hon. gentleman very
strongly objects to one subsidy, because it
is not large enough-I mean in the case
of the straight line to Louisburg-that he
thinks should be doubled, so when it
affects his own special and immediate in-
terest he is not so solicitous about the
treasury.

HON. MR. POWER-It does not
affect my own interest in any way.

HON. MR. PLUMB-The hon. gentle-
man says, also, that he objects to spend-
ing the surplus because by and by we may
want it. He may congratulate himself
that there is such a surplus in the treasury
and that the revenues are likely to con-
tinue to produce one, but there can be no
fair objection to the legitimate distribution
of the moneys that have come from the
people, and the Government have a right
to devote that surplus either to the reduc-
tion of such taxes as will not affect the
general principle of protection, or in
grantin4 subsidies in the form which is
now proposed. The hon. gentleman also
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objects very loudly to the amount pro-
posed to be granted to the road from
Callendar station. Now it is well known
that it was the policy-

HON. MR. POWER-Will the hon.
gentleman excuse me. I objected to
doubling it.

HON. MR. PLUMB-I never get up to
interpolate the speeches of the hon. gen-
tleman.

HON. MR. POWER-No-you do so
without getting up.

HON. MR. PLUMB-Anything he
wishes to interpolate while I am speaking,
or any explanation that he chooses tomake,
can be made afterwards. He objected to
a subsidy for the road from Callendar sta-
tion which would now amount, with the
former grant, to $12,000.00 per mile, but
the hon. gentleman should remember that
the former leader of his party-now sup-
erseded-stated to the House of Commons
and to the public that it was his intention
to subsidize the two connecting links with
the Canadian Pacific Railway, one the
Canada Central, which was subsidized ac-
cordingly, and another from Callendar
station, which was to be a separate and in-
dependent line. The hon. gentleman says
the Midland Company would build the
road for $6,ooo.oo per mile, and I know
there are other lines which would
be very glad co have taken that subsidy
and controlled that business, but it is in-
tended that there shall be an independent
line for the purpose of càrrying whatever
trade there may be in that direction to
the great centres of Toronto and Hamilton,
and I do not think the hon. gentleman
fully understands the need of Ontario, or
the interests that are to be protected by
that grant. I heartily approve of it, and I
think it is heartily approved of in Ontario.
I have no doubt that the Government in
its wisdom will see to it that that line shall
remain independent, and that ail the
railways connected with it will have
a fair show in regard to the traffic.
That is the intention of that grant, and
it is the most important one on the paper.
It is vital to the interests of Ontario that
no company now existing should grasp
that traffic for its own benefit. The
Midland is a very excellent Company,

HON. ML PLUMB.

and I have no doubt that they would be
very glad,, as other railways running in
that direction would be, to get control Of
that link, but the Government have seen
fit to make that an independent line, as,
I trust, it may continue to be. We ail
know, however, what an irresistable ten-
dency towards amalgamation exists in ail
railway interests, but if that line can be
kept separate, it will be for the benefit of
Western Ontario, and that it is the inten-
tion to keep it separate, I do not make
the slightest doubt.

The hon. gentleman from Halifax, will
of course excuse me for saying that during
the few remarks I chose to make on tihis
question, I did not care about his rising tO
interrupt, and the hon. gentleman's habit
of addressing the House at length upon
ail subjects, always manifesting a verY
decided irritation if anyo'ne speaks to lit
or asks him a question, (particularly if I
do,) justifies me in claiming my right. I
do not wish to be discourteouý to the horn-
gentleman, but I must say his speeches
are fragmentary. We listen to thein
because they often convey information in
a jerky sort of a way, but when we thini
he has got to the end he is only beginnifl,
on another branch of the subject. JIS
speeches are as full of ends as the reverse
side of a rag carpet, and very much like
the seamy side in their construction. We
are blessed with exemplary patience, and
are willing to listen, but I must say wheO
I wish to speak in reply to the hon. ge'
tleman, he must wait for his opportunity
of answering me until I have finished.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
question put to me by the hon. gentleman
trom Richibucto I desire to answer no*•
I am not aware whether any subsidy Or
assistance is to be given to that road, but
now that the hon. gentleman has ner'
tioned the matter I will speak to the
Minister of Railways on the subject, a"
refer to it again to-morrow.

HON. MR. WARK-The station has
recently been burned down, and the Gov
ernment want that weak company to pa
one-half the expense of re-building it. .
think the Government ought to build it
without assistance.

HON. MR. POWER-I rise to riake
one or two explanations for the benefit o'
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the hon. gentleman from Niagara. There'
was one thing that he could not under-
stand, he said : that was why it was thought,
now that the elections were over-

HON. MR. PLUMB-I rise to a ques-
tion of order., The hon. gentleman is
making a second speech upon the subject
while the House is not in Committee. J
beeieve that he cannot do so without
leave.

HON. MR. POWER-Everybody knows
the rudimentary rule, that two speeches
cannot be made upon the saine subject,
but it is a rule which in this House is
more honored in the breach than in the
observance, and there is this fact to be
remembered, that it bas always been the
rule in the Senate that a member may
nake an explanation of anything which
bas been mis-construed.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-This
is a second speech. This is a reply.

HON. MR.'POWER-I wish to make
an explanation. I was going to explain
something which the hon. gentleman had
misunderstood. He misapprehended what
I said about the grants that were made
before the elections. I wish to inform
him that I had omitted to made a further
explanation.

HON. MR. PLUMB-Order!

HON. MR. POWER-I am simply
explaining, and the explanation I wish to
make is this, that I unfortunately omitted,
when speaking before, to say that the
Government in seme cases, as in that of
the Napanee ani Tamworth Railway,
were carrying out promises which they
had made before the elections.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the third reading of the Bill.

HON. MR. POWER-I object to the
third reading taking place to-day. I have
an amendment which I propose to offer
at the third reading.

HON. MR. MILLER-It is too late to
object now.

HON. MR. POWER-I could not have
objected before. I object to the Bill taking
another stage, because I wish to move an
amendment.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-
Could not my hon. friend move his
amendment now.

HON. MR. POWER-I undertake to
say that I shall not make a speech
in moving the amendment. I object to
the third reading taking place to-day.

HON. MR. MILLER-What is the
objection ?

HON. MR. POWER-That only one
step can be taken with a bill unless the
rule bas been suspended.

HON. MR. MILLER-The rule bas
been already suspended. I think the
Minister should insist upon the third
reading.

HON. MR. POWER-I hope the Min-
ister will extend to me the courtesy which
I ask.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I do
not see why the hon. gentleman cannot
move his amendment now. He bas it
written and he says he does not intend to
speak on it.

HON. MR. MILLER-I give the hon.
gentleman from Halifax notice that he
will be called to order whenever he tres-
passes on the rules. There is not a
member of this body who has bored the
House more with irrelevant speeches on
all occasions-

HON. MR. POWER-Order !

HON. MR. MILLER.-The whole of
this afternoon he bas attempted to mono-
polize the time of the House when every-
one else desired to advance business.

HON. MR. READ-I do think after the
rule bas been suspended as regards this
Bill, and the hon. gentleman bas given
notice of his amendment, he should not
detain us at this late period of the session.
As a matter of courtesy he should consult
the wishes of the House and let the Bill
be read.
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HON. MR. POWER-I only want to
put my amendment on record.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-It
can be put on record as well to-day as to-
morrow.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-I make
this appeal to the hon. gentleman from
Halifax; the House has heard him pati-
ently, and he is now asked to waive his
objection and let the Bill be read the third
time. Considering the attention that was
paid to his remarks to-day, he should offer
no further opposition.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
move the third reading of the Bill. I hope
my hon. friend will move his amendment
now.

HON. MR. POWER moved in amend-
ment that the Bill be not now read the
third time, but that this proviso be added
at the end of the Bill:-

" And provided further, as to the subsidv
mentioned as payable to the G reat Aierican
and Europeap Short Line Railway Conmpany
towards the construction of a railway from>
the Strait of Canso to Louisburg or Sydney,
that if ihesaid Company shall not have begun
and vigorously prosecuted the actual work of
construction on the said railway within two
years from the passing of this Act, the said
subsidv shall be payable to any coinpany who
shall establish to the satisfaction of the Gov-
-rnor-in-Council their ability to complete the
said railwav, and who shadl be approved by
the Governor-in-Council."

HoN. MR. MILLER-The amend-
ment is not in order. I insist upon the
question of order, and call upon you, Mr.
Speaker, to decide it.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-It
was understood that the hon. gentleman
should have an opportunity to move his
amendment.

HoN. MR. MILLER-I insist upon
the point of order.

HON. MR. POWER-I think the point
of order is not well taken. When the rule
is suspended which provides that a Bill
shall not take more than one stage on the
same day, you must necessarily suspend
with it the rule which requires notice of an
amendment, because it is never intended

Suboidin Bill.

by a suspension of that rule to prevent an
expression of opinion on an amendment.
Otherwise the suspension of the rule
would prevent the amending of the Bill.

HON. MR. MILLER-With regard to
the question of order, I think the hon.
gentleman Is altogether wrong. Th-- sus-
pension of the rule, requiring notice of
an amendment is one thing: the suspen-
sion of the rule requiring that Bills
shall take but one stage at one sitting is
another. If the hon. gentleman had an
amendment to move, the time for him to
make his objection was when the Minis-
ter moved the suspension of the 4 1st
rule. Not having done so then ;
having permitted the 41st rule to be sus-
pended, and the other rule with regard to
notice not having been suspended, the
hon. gentleman is not in a position to
move his amendment.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
do not think we should press the rule so
closely, particularly when the House has
indulged me to move the three readings
at the one sitting. It woul'd be impossible
for the hon. gentleman to give a day's
notice, and therefore to hold a member sO
strictly to the rule would be attended
with inconvenience. I remember the hon.
gentleman from Halifax did state-I do
not know whether it was in this discussion
or when the Bill was first introduced-that
he would offer an amendment.

HoN. MR. MILLER-I must adhere
to the point of order which I have raised.
The fact is, the hon. gentleman does not
deserve any consideration. The House
bas heard him the whole afternoon with
patience.

HoN. MR. POWER-That statemenit
is not correct,

HON. MR. MILLER-I am in the
judgment of the House, whether it is
correct or not correct. The hon. gentle-
man at this period of the session, when
every other member desires to attend tO
the business before us, undertook-

HON. MR. POWER-I rise to a ques-
tion of order. My conduct is not before
the House, and the hon. gentleman is out
of order,
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HON. MR MILLER.-If necessary, I
shall move the adjournment of the House
to enable me to speak. The House
indulged the hon. gentleman the whole
afternoon. He got up afterwards to make
a second speech and attempted unfairly to
impose on the House-

HoN. MR. POWER-Order!

HON. MR. MILLER-What is the
question of order?

HON. MR. POWER-The hon. gentle-
mran is using sharp and taxing language,
and attributing improper motives.

HON. MR. MILLER-I repeat it. I
say he sought to impose upon the House-

HON. MR. POWER-I rise to a ques-
tion of order. Our rule forbids sharp and
taxing speeches.

HON. MR. MILLER-Our rule does
not prevent telling the truth.

THE SPEAKER-I think the hon.
gentleman is going rather beyond the
rule in chargng the hon. member, as he
has done, with attempting to impose upon
the House. With respect to the other
point I should hope that the hon. gentle-
man would not press it, because if it had
not been supposed that amendments
might be moved in the usual course, the
other rule whould have been suspended
also. The hon. member is probably not
strictly in order in moving this amend-
ment without notice, but under the cir-
cumstances, when he could not have
given more notice than he has done, I
th ink the House should allow him to move
his amendment.

The amendment was lost on a division.

The Bill was then read the third time
and passed.

The Senate adjourned at 5.55 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Weinesday, May 23, 1883.

The SPEAKER took the chair at 3
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

IMMIGRATION FROM GREAT
BRITAIN AND IRELAND.

INQUIRY.

HON. MR. O'DONOHOE rose to
call the attention of the House to the
question of immigration from Great
Britain and Ireland to Canada, and to
inquire, whether the Government intend
to negotiate a loan with the Imperial
Government or others, for the purpose of
aiding and encouraging such immigration
on a larger scale than hitherto.

Secondly, Whether the Government
have any matured policy on the subject,
or devised any means to bring before the
people referred to, reliable knowledge of
the resources and advantages of Canada,
with a view to direct the stream of immi-
gration to this country ; and if so, what
are they ?.their nature, and extent ?

He said: While it has, during the
entire Session, occurred to me that the
subject of immigration was one of most
vital importance to Canada, as well as to
Great Britain and Ireland, and while I am
still of that opinion, and believe it to be
of paramount importance to any question
that will engage the attention of this
House ; still, looking at the time at our
disposal, and the anxiety of members of
both Houses of Parliament to return to
their homes, after so long a Session, I feel
that I could not do justice to the subject
and that to bring it forward at the present
stage of the Session would be to damage
the question ; I therefore prefer letting the
notice be dropped on this occasion.

HON. MR. PLUMB-I cannot but ex-
press my regret, and I have no doubt that
regret will be shared by a large number of
gentlemen in this Heuse, that it so hap-
pened that my hon. friend has not been
able, owing to the pressure of other bus-
iness, to discuss the question of which he
has given notice. I was looking forward
to it with much interest, feeling that it was
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a step in the right direction, and knowing
that no one else in the House could pre-
sent it with more feeling and eloquence
than he can. I am sure I am quite with-
in the opinion of the House when I say
that the sacrifice he bas made of his own
feelings on the subject, for the purnrose of
furthering the public business will oe duly
appreciated. I can only express my regret
at not having heard him present the case
in the eloquent and forcible manner that
I know he is capable of doing, and I am
sure the House will agree with me in
hoping that on a future occasion a better
opportunity will be given to hin at an
earlier period of the session, and we shall
have the privilege of hearing what he has
to say on the subject.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
was prepared to reply, and I suppose that
my hon. friend from Toronto desires to
put his question.

HoN MR. O'DONOHOE -Yes, I
desire to put the questions as you have
t:hem before you.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-
There has been a proposition under con-
sideration between the two Governments,
not any direct transaction between them,
but a proposition has been made to the
English Government by some of the land
companies, and I believe by the Pacific
Railway Company, and the English Gov-
ernment in considering that proposition
have suggested to the Government of
Canada that it would enable them to deal
with the request made by these land com-
panies at once if the Government of
Canada would agree to become parties to
the transaction, and undertake the security
which they desire for the repayment of
the loan. The Government of Canada
have not felt themselves in a position to
take that stand, and nothing has been
done; but we are awaiting the arrival
of the Canadian Commissioner, Sir Alex.
Galt, who will shortly be on his way to
this country, before taking any steps
towards deciding what we shall do in the
matter.

HON. MR. O'DONOHOE-That an-
swer does not cover the second question.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
have still some information which I can

give. I referred the second question and
a note to the Minister of Agriculture
and he returns me this answer which I
will read to the House:-

The policy of the Government is to
disseminate information by the distribu-
tion of publications, through the Agents
of the Department and the several Steam-
ship companies, numbering several thous-
ands,-scattered over all parts of Great
Britain and Ireland. The Steanship
Agents are supplied with such publications
by the Agents of the Department of Agric-
ulture, in such way that information res-
pecting the advantages which Canada
offers to settlers of all classes, reaches al]
parts of the United Kingdom. In ad-.
dition to this general dissemination of in-
formation, the Government gives assisted
passages at the rate of £2 10 s Stg. for
female domestic servants and the farnilies
of agricultural labourers, also passages Of
£ 3 Sterling to single agricuiltural
labourers. Ail applicants for assisted pass-
ages inust give satisfactory assurances of
he good faith of their application, acconm-
panied by a certificate as well of the
character of the intending emigrant as Of
the nature of his or her previous occupa-
tion, together with announcement of in-
tention to settle in Canada. When the
Government Agent is satisfied with such
assurances, the order for the assisted pas-
sages is given. The assisted passages are
less than one half of the usual rates. The
Government also co-operates with Mr.
Tuke's Committee, the Irish Commis-
sioners of Emigration, who were re-
presented in this country by Major
Gaskell , Father Nugent and others,
and also with the active and beneficent
efforts of Mr. Vere Foster, which have
been recognized in every part of Ireland,
and, in fact, throughout the United King'
dom. It is the general policy of the
Government to encourage settlement in
this country of ail classes of population
suited to the conditions of Canada, bY
affording all possible information, by
affording the cheapest possible passages,
and having agents at all important ports
and points in the )ominion, to afford the
newly arrived immigrants all possible
information, and direct thein where to go.
The Government has also agents to afford
such advice and assistance at the chicf

ports of embarkation in the United King'
dom. It bas also agents on the trains to

HON. MR. PLUMB.

Britain and Ireland.
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see to the care of immigrants, in transit to THE CONTINGENT ACCOUNTS
Canada, and to afford them the particular 0F THE SENATE.
directions of which they stand in need. IoN.
Department of Agriculture, OOIN t

Ottawa, May 23rd, 1883. Ho10N. _MR. READ- mioved the adoption
of the third report of the committee on

MR. ROBERT LEMOINE contmgencies.

MOTION.HO. M MLLER-As a member of
MOTION.the Coînmittee on the conticencies of the

Senate, a cominittee on wvhich I have
HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved served without interruption since 1867,

thar in view of the long and faithful and of which I was for some years chair-
services of Mr. Robert LeMoine, late man, I desire to avail myseif of the oppor-
Clerk of the Senate, he be continued an turity affordcd by the motion of m, hon.
Honorary Officer of the House, and friend, to make a short staterent to the
allowed the entree of the Senate and a House. I feel that at this busy period of
Seat at the Table on occasions of cerc- the session it ould be very ill-becoming
miony. on my part to occupy the attention of the

He said : Mr. Robert LeMoine who is Flouse one moment unnccessarily, and I
well known to every meimber of tliis louse shah therefore be more brief than I other-
and who, until this Session, was clerk o wise would he under circumstances justify-
the Senate ever since Confederation and inç (r ,iter latitude in the observations
was Clerk of the Legislative Council of i a b o
Canada before Confederation, is ambitious Imaystate at the outset that I an about
to preserve nominally his connection w'lith t refèr to a discussion which took place
the Senate as one of its oficers and has in the House of Coimons a short time
requested permission on State occasion.s agowhen the subject ofthecontingencies of
to occupy a seat at the Table of this this House was under consideration there.
iouse. It seemed to me, on reading the On that occasion strictures on the contin-
letter whichi he wrote expressing this wish,lettr wichhe woteexpesn tiW5, gencies of tnie Senate which, if they had
that the House would gladly comply with not been vcry unfair and marked by a
his request and pay himn the compliment most unfriendly tone towards this Cham-
of still holding hin as an honorary officer ber, would be only calculated to excite
of the Senate and would be glad to sec feelings of amusement, were indulged in
him present at the opening and closing ofSa the redt on ther mcobte is o touse

eachSesion s lng s li isableto p ur ity arded by he motion of my Hons.

The motion was agreed to.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Tne following Bills from the House
of Commons were introdnced and read
the first time.

Bill (138, "An Act to provide for
advances to be made by the Governnent
of Canada to the St. John bridge and
raihway extension company. "-(Sir Alex.
Canpbell.)

Bill (143), " An Act to extend to
Britsh Columbia, the Act rclating to
fishing by foreign vessels. "-(Sir Alex.
Campbell.).

Bill (132) " An Act respecting the sale
of intoxicating liquors and the issue of
licenses therefor. "-(Sir Alex Campbell.)

I have no doubt it was intended for our
benefit and if any benefit is to be derived
froin it I trust wc will not be unwilling to
reccive instruction from that branch of
Parliament on the subject of our conting-
encies. I regret, however, and I think
every hon. gentleman in either Chamber
must regret who desires to promote that
good feeling which is so necessaryto the har-
monious working of both branches of Par-
liament, that remarks characterized bysuch
unfairness and unfriendliness shou:d have
been made. I an one of the last that
would for a moment question the right of
the House of Commnons to scrutinize the
expenditure of the Senate any more than
that of other departments of the public
service. It is, however, true by the usage
of Parliament each House has absolute
control of its own contingencies and if we
are fit-as we think we are-for the im-
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portant duties which the constitution im-
poses upon us, we are competent surely
to discharge the minor duty of regulating
such a small affair as our contingencies.

In calling attention to the subject I have
no intention to dispute the undoubted
right of the House of Commons, to in-
quire into all public expenditures, but I
think it would be more in the interest of
the country and more consonant and
consistent with that spirit and courtesy
which it is desirable should prevail be-
tween two co-ordinate branches of Parlia-
ment that the work should be undertaken
in a different manner and spirit.

I an hardly permitted to refer to the
discourteous allusion which, in that dis-
cussion, was made to the gentleman who
occupies the position of head of this
House, and I may be taking a liberty
which that hon. gentleman will not
thank me for, if I do so. We all know
that the contingencies of the Senate are
under the exclusive control of the Com-
mittee of Contingent Accounts. We all
know that the Speaker is not a member
of the Committee and that in regard to
the expenses of the Senate, he has no
more control than any individual Senator
-in fact he is less responsible than any
other member for extravagance, if extrava-
gance exists, which I deny. It is unfair
in the last degree to charge the head of
this House with any such responsibility;
I will go further and say that during the
long time I have served on the Contin-
gent Committee I have never known a
member of the Senate more desirous of
restricting the expenditures within the
smallest possible limit consistent with the
efficient discharge of the duties of our
officers than His Honor the present
Speaker. I might perhaps be permitted
to go further on another aspect of the
case of His Honor the Speaker, but I
will on this view of it only say, and I will
be borne out by every hon. gentleman
near me who knows the record of His
Honor the Speaker, as a member of that
Committee, that there is no one in this
House who has shown a more economical
disposition-I may say parsimonious dis-
position-in regard to keeping the ex-
penses of this House within proper limits
than His Honor.

HON. MR. POWER-Except the
Minister of Justice.

HON. MR. MILLER-I make no
exceptions, and I presume the Minister
of Justice does not want any made in his
favor at the expense of his colleague. I
must add, however, that while the Speaker
has exhibited on all occasions, the greatest
economy vith regard to the expenditure
of public money we have never had a
gentleman occupying his high positiol
who has been in a social point of view, so
lavish and prodigal of his own. I might
say more in favor of His Honor on this
point but I fear it might be displeasing tO
him.

Allow me without any further preface
to call the attention of the House tO
a comparative statement which I have
before me on this subject. I hold in MY
hand a list of the officers of the Senate
which I shall read to the House

THE SENATE.
Clerk, Cashier and Accountant.. 3,400
Assistant Accountant.......... 1.200

Clerk Assistant ................
Chief French translator and

Second Clerk Assistant..
Law Clerk of Connittees and

English Translator...........
Cierk of Englisi Journals......
CIerk oftRoutine & Proceedings...

4,600
2,800

1,900

2,000
1,600
1,400

Clerk of Private Bills, &c ...... 1,400
Assistant Clerk of Private Bills

and Junior Clerk .......... 1,000 2,400
Clerk of French Journals, Sergeant-at-

Arms and Frenclh Translator.. 1,200
Assistant Clerk of French Jour-

nals and Deputy Sergeant-at-
Arms ..................... 1,000

Gentleman Usher of the Black-
Rod ......................

Postmnaster ...... .......... ...
Chapiain ............ ..........
First French Translator and
Clerk .....................

MESSENGERS.
Housekeeper...................
3 Messengers @ $800 ...........
1 " ( 750 ..........
2 " @ 700........
2 " @ 600 .........
7 Sessional @ 250 ...........
I House Carpenter ...... .......

Total

2,20U

11350
1200

400

1,600

1,200
2,400

750
1,400
1,200
1,750

700

9,400

$32,850

We have first a Clerk, Cashier, and
Accountant at a salary of $3,400 ;

Assistant accountant at $I,2oo, and Wth
Assistant clerk at $ 2,800. I may say W

HoN. MR _ MILLER.
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regard to this latter officer whose case has branch of the legisiature, in taking a
been animadverted upon in the House of gentleman certainly fot less qualified for
Commons, that no fair comparison can be his position, and at a less salary than the
instituted between his salary and that of late Mr. Montizarbert received. Had
the gentleman occupying a similar position Mr. Creighton been an old servant of the
in the House of Commons, for this reason: House, holding an officiai position for
the latter only entered the public service some years then the case would have been
Yesterday with a handsome salaryof $2,4 oo, different,and we would fot have been justi-
while the Assistant Clerk in this House fied in reducing the salary of the law clerk
has been in the service of the Senate for but as he was a new officer coming into
the last forty years, during which time he the Senate for the first time, we con-
has by attention to the duties of his office, sidered it right to reduce the salary, and it
risen step by step to the high position was reduced. 'ie law cler of the Senate
which be now occupies. is not only law clerk, but he is chief clerk

HON. MR. SCOTT-Hear, hear 1 f committees, and as a good deal ofwork
HON. MR.in that way. We have a clerk of English

HON. MR. MILLER-I say that no fair journals at a salary of $i,6oo, a clerk of
comparison can be instituted between the routine proceedings at $1,400, Clerk of
two cases. It has also been left out of Private Bis at $1,400, Assistant Clerk of
sight that the position has been filled in Private Bills at $i,,000; Clerk of French
this House in consequence of the death of Journals$I,200 and an Assistant Clerk of
the lateincumbent,while in-the other House French Journais at $iooo; Usher of the
the vacancy was created by the superannu- Black-Rod $1,35o; and a Postmaster
ation of the former Assistant at a cost of at $4200. Some comment has been made
sixteen to eighteen hundred dollars, and in the other Chamber because ofthe in-
that amount, taken in connection with crease in tbe salary ofour Postmaster from
the salary of the present occupant of $1,ooo to $1,200. Lt must be recollected,
the position, is far in excess of the salary however, that we have but one officer i
paid to the Assistant Clerk of this House. the Senate Post Office, and the subject

With regard to the chief French trans- was brought before us the last session in
lator, Mr. Boucher, he has by his long this way: that it might become necessary
and efficient public services deserved, I to provide an assistant, as it was too much
think, more consideration than lie has to expect the Postmaster to attend in that
hitherto received. I hope at some future office from 7 in the morning to io or iî
time, when the whole subject of the salaries p. m., the wbole session througb. The
of our officials shall be taken into consi- Postmaster offered to do the work without
deration by the Contingencies Committee, an assistant for an increase of $200 in his
that he will have justice done to his fair salary. Had we appointed an assistant it
clainis. would certainly have cost us $300 Or $400

additional. The Postmaster bas perform-
HON. MR. BELLEROSE-Hear! hear! ed bis duties faithfully and efficienty with-

out giving any cause for dissatisfaction that
HON. MR. MILLER-Then, we have a I bave known. We tbought it was a piece of

law clerk at $2,ooo. The late incumbent economy on our part to increase his saiary
of that office had a salary of $2,8oo. In and save the appointment of an assistant.
the House of Commons the law clerk re- We know that an assistant migbt bave
ceives $4,ooo and his department costs been appointed at a small salary to coin-
Over $ 12,000, in all six times what the mence with, but as time advanced there
service costs in our House. When the vould be continuai applications for an
Vacancy was' created by the death of increase, and instead of paying$200 extra
Mr. Montizambert, we did not appoint to the postmaster himseif we would bave
a new officer at the same salary as in tbree or four years an assistant at $6oo
the deceased gentleman enjoyed- or $8oo. In the other House the duty of
his salary, as I said just now was $2,800 the post-master is much greater than it is
and we made a reduction of $8oo in that in this fouse ; but what does it cost the
item when we appointed our new clerk, Gommons for tbe performance of that
and I think in that respect we compare duty? In tbe first place there is a post-
favorabhy witp the action of the other master at a salary Of $1200, an assistant
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post-master, and a messenger, that service
costing over double as much as the P ost-
Office in this end of the building costs
us, so that in that respect our expenditure
w ill bear a verv favorable comparison with
that of the other 1-ouse. Then, we have a
chaplain at $4oo: with regard to that
officer I need say nothing : it is truc there
is no such official in the other branch
of the Legislature, and if the hon gentle-
men of that branch choose to take their
prayers fron their Speaker and impose
that duty upon him we can have no objec-
tion ; but we prefer to take thein -
more authentic and orthodox way. Then
we have NIr. Garneau, French translator,
an officer who is piid only $1,6oo per
year. He is an individual with whion I
have not the pleasure of being personally
acquainted, but I an informed on the
highest authority that he is a gentleman
of great merit and one who bas done, out-
side of his duties as an officer of the
Senate, great service to Canada as an his-
tcrical writer. His salary is only $t,6o,
and I hope that when there is a ne-arrange-
ment of salaries of oificers-as there must
be next session--in the Senate his case
will be favorably considered.

Then the housekeeper's salary, it has;
been charged, has been increased from
$1ooo to $1200. That is truc, but it must
be borne in mind that the housekeeper of
the other branch of the Legislatire receives
$1200 also, while the duties devolving on
the housekeeper here are not only as
difficult but more onerous than those
devolving on that officer of the Commons.
We have as much valuable property under
the care and supervision of the house-
keeper in this branch as they have in the
other, and we require a man in whose in-
tegrity we have every confidence, and if
we want that article we have to pay for it
just as much as in the other branch. Our
housekeeper bas been for years on a
salary of $ooo, alone, while the present
housekeeper of the Commons was ap-
pointed on a salary of $1200, at the start,
and in addition to 1im there have been an
assistant housekeeper and two watchmen
appointed for the other brancb, costing
$1200. OLir housekeeper discharges not
only the duty of housekeeper, but also
the duty of stationery clerk for which
two clerks are employed in the other
House and paid $18oo-one at $1400,
and the other $400. More than that, our

Accounts of the Senate.

housekeeper is a man who has served a
long apprenticeship in the service, and bas
risen from the'position of me&senger to the
contdential poition he now occupies.
One of the gentlemen concerned in the
attack on the contingencies of the Senate
in the other branch of the Legislature,
superannuated the housekeeper in that
branch and appointed the present officer
a few years ago, coming in for the first
time at $f200 a year. He was appointed
by Mr. Mackenzie at that salary notwith-
standing the fact that he had the advantage
of an assistant in the discharge of his
duty and received $200 more than our
otiicer received up to last year, who is doing
the duty of stationary clerk and watchman,
as well a; chief messenger. We have three
messengers at $So a vear : one of these is,
properly speaking not a messenger. He
is keeper of the news roon ; consequently
we have but two messengers at $8oo a
year, the door keeper of the Senate, I
believe is one of them, and the messenger
appointed to attend on the Speaker is the
other. I think the remarks made with
respect to the Speaker's messenger are very
unfair. In the Commons I am told there
are, all the time, although not specially
designated for that purpose, two or threc
messengers attending on the Speaker.
liesides this the first clerk of the House
of Commons has a special messenger to
attend on him, as I an credibly inîormed,
and as I have no doubt.is required. I can
sec no reason why there should be any
criticism offered because the Speaker of
this House should have a messenger
devoted to his particular service. In my
opinion that criticism was not actuated by
any desire to reduce improper expenditures
in this House, but from a cause altogether
foreign to it. I am afraid that the Speaker's
messenger in this House has had tO
be responsible for some of the sins of His
Honor the Speaker, and b fear those whO
offer the criticisrm have not forgiven IHis
Honor for some of those wicked speeches
and pamphlets made and written by the
bon. gentleman in former days. In con-
nection with this subject, our Speaker has
no allowance for a secretary. In1 the
House of Commons there is an allowance

of $300 to the Speaker for a secretary.
Our Speaker having no secretary the
messenger taken to attend to his Depart-
ment requires to be something in qualifi-
cation beyond the ordinary style Of

HON. MR. MILLER.
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messenger, and the young man he has is' Assistant English Transiator... 1,600
able to perform at least some of the duties Assistant Euglish Tran4iator... 1,200
which fall upon a secretary for His Honor, Clerk of Votes and Proceedings 1,700
and the Contingent Committee considered Cierk of English Journals..... 1,800
it as only fair, knowing how well that Assistant do & Clerk ofPetitions iseo
young man discharges the duties of his
office, to increase his salary by $ioo last Clek o oe a.d.Records.. 1,400
session. Previous to last session his E ing Clerk..1,200
salary was $700 a year, and I wish to n
state that so far as I know, His Honor Clerk of Private Bis, &c. t.200
had nothing whatever to do with that Assistant do...............1,000
in rease of salary, and he is not respons- Assistant Clerk of Committees. 1,200
ible. We havelaray, sngrat$5 Junior Clerk ................ 1,000ibe ehave then a messenger at $750
and two at $6oo. We are charged in the Cierk of French Journals. 1,700
estirtîates with the provision for seven Assistant (Io...1,000
special messengers, whereas we have had Tiansiator of Votes and Proceed-
only four in the past year, and in that ings and Journals.1,800Sergeanit-al,-Ariiis............ 2,400way our estirnates appear larger than they I)eputy Serge8llt-at-Arins. 1,200
should be. We have also had one vacancy
of a clerkship through the present session. Postnaster................1,200
The salaries of the officers of this House Assistant Postmaster..........800
on the whole, amount to $32,250. Let s
us see what the contingencies of the other FRENCH TRANSLATION.
branch of the Legislature amount to, and
rnake a comparison. I have here a state- 6 Permanent .......... 7,00
ment of the employes of the House of
Commons, so far as we know, from which SESSIONAL CLERKS.
it will be seen that in regard to economy, 5 Permanent SeSSional Cierks 2,000
as far as both branches of the Legisiature 25 Sessional Clerks............7,500
are concerned, the last place in which we
should be taken to account for extrava MESSENGERS.
gance is in the House of CoPiitons.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
'Clerk ......... ..... . .... $3,400
Accountant.......... ...... 2,800
Assistant Accountant.. .1,200
Assistant Accountant from 1,500

Printog Couimuttee.... 3'00
$7,700

Clerk Assistant.............. 2,400
Second do ................ 1 ,800
Clerk of Stationery and Proof

Reader ..................... 1,400

Law Clerk...... ............. 3,400
Assistant Clerk and English

Translator.............. .2,000
AsÏistant Clerk and French

Translator.. ...... ....... 2.000
Principal Cierl of Commttees 1,450
Clerk of Railway and Banking

Committees................. 1,200

5,600

of the Senate.

Chief Messenger............... 1,200
Asst do ............... 900
2 Messengers@$800.......... 1,600
3 do. @ 700........... 2,100
1 do. @ 650........... 650
2 do. @ 500........... 1,000
1 do. @ 400........... 400
1 do. @ 300........... 30
37 Sessional Messengers @$200. 7,400
4 Bathroom and Washroom

Messgrs. @ $1.50 per day. .. 600
Hfouse Carpenter ............ 700

2 Night Watchnien @ $600..... 1,200
- 18,050

Clerk of Public Acets Committee 1,200
Asst Clerk of Votes and Proceed-

ings and Se'y to Clerk of
Houise ... ................ 1,450

Speaker's Secretary ........... 300

TOTA L .................. $90,150
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RECAPITULATION.

Clerk's Departnent ....................
C erk Assistant. ............ ...............
Law Clerk's Departmnent......................
English Journals...... .................
Routine and Proceedings ................
Private Bis............................
French Journals and Serjeant-at-Arms, &c.....
Gentleman Usiier of the Biack Rod.............
Postmaster's Department......................
C hapla n ........ .................. ........
French Translation ...... ..... ............
Sessional Clerks..........................
M essengers ...... ........ ................
Clerk of Public Accounts Committee...........
Assistant Clerk of Votes and Proceedings, and

Secretary to Clerk of Bouse.............
Speaker's Secretary ........................

.Accounts of tAe Senate.

Senate.

$4.600 0
2,800 0
2.000 0
1,600 0
1,400 0
2,400 0
2,2(10 0
1,350 0
1,200 0

400 0
2,500 0

9,400 0

Total........ ..... ....... $32,850 0

Cominons.
0 $ 7,700 00
0 5,600 00-
a 12,850 00
0 5,000 00
0 3,800 (0
0 4,400 00
0 8,100 00
0
0 2,500 00
0
0 9,700 00

9,500 00
0 18,050 00

1,200 00

1,450 00
300 00

0 $90,150 00

SESSION AL CLERKS.

STATEMET showing proportion of Sessional Clerks to members, with average
cost per member, for the House of Commons:

No. of Menbers. No. of essional Proportion of Sessional Clerks Total cost. Average cost per member
Clerks. to imiembers.

211 30 i to every 7 $9,500 $45.02

The number of Sessional Clerks to which the Senate would be proportionately entitled
would be 10, at a total cost of $3,511.56.

SESSIONAL MESSENGERS.

Comparative Statenent, showing proportion of Sessional messengers to
iîembers, and proportionate cost for eaclh member.

No. of sessional Proportion of Sessional Messengers Proportionate eost for
Messengers. to members. each mnember. Total cost.

Senate............ 7 ............. 1 to every Il .............. $22 44 ...... $1.750 00
Commons......... 41 ............. i " 5 .............. 37 91 ...... 8,000 00

SESSION'AL CLERKS AND SERVANTS.

No. Cost. Average cost per member. No.

Sessional ClerksFi......... .... ...... ...... ...... ....... ..
Messengers. 7 .. $1,750 00 . $22 44

Total...... 7 $1,750 00 $22 44

30
41

71

Average cost per
Cost. member.

.. $9,500 0n...... $45 02
8,000 00...... 37 91

$17,500 00 $82 93

632

hie aggregate for the Senate is ......... $32,250 00

The aggregate for the Senate is ...... .... ...... .... .... ...... $.32,250 0
"6 " f HBouse of Commons.................... 90,160 00

HON. MR. MILLER
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If it be a fact, as I have been informed
to-day, that it is the intention to give $50
as a gratuity to each of the forty-one ses-
sional messengers of the Commons this
session, in this one item alone the other
House will increase its contingencies by
$2,100, nearly five times the whole in-
crease of our salaries last year. And this
is the quarter from which the Senate must
receive lessons of economy.

I say if there is anything in which we
can favorably compare with the other
branch of the legislature it is with regard
to our expenditures and the care which
the Contingent Committce has invariably
exercised in keeping down its contingen-
cies to the lowest possible figure. The
contingencies of the Commons amount to
over $9o,ooo-three times as much as
those of the Senate. Then with regard to
Sessional Clerks, how do we stand ? In
the House of Commons there are 211
nembers. That House has 30 Sessional
Clerks in addition to the regular staff, that
is one Sessional Clerk to every seven mem-
bers. I am told in some cases those Ses-
sional Clerks are nothing more than Pri-
vate Secretaries to members of the House
of Commons. This is a charge which
does not at all exist on this side of the
building. The cost to the country for
Sessional Clerks in the House of Com-
mons last year was $9,500 that is equival-
ent to $45,02 for every member of the
House, and an item of expenditure which
does not appear at all in our contingencies.
The number of sessional clerks to which
the Senate would be proportionately en-
titled, would be ten, at a cost of $3,511.54.
Now with regard to the messengers, about
which so much was made in the House of
Commons, on the occasion to which I
allude, how do we compare with them?
In the Senate we are charged with seven,
because there is provision for seven in the
estimates, but we have actually only four;
we may, however, require one or three
more in the future, but even taking the
statement as it appears in the estinates,
the Senate has seven sessional messengers,
while the House of Commons has no less
than forty-one; that is we have one to
every eleven members, and they have one
to every five. In that respect we cost the
country altogether $22.44 per member,
while the House of Commons costs
$37.91, and the total cost for this service

is $1,750 for the Senate, as against $8,ooo
for the House of Commons.

That statement, however, is to be cor-
rected by a deduction on account of three
messengers which were not appointed by
the Senate during the present session, to
fill vacancies which occurred during the
last session, and I think it can thus be
seen that we have nothing to fear from a
comparison of our expenditure with that
of the other branch of the Legislature,
or from an investigation anywhere into
the expenditures of this House. It was
said in the debate in the Commons that
we had increased the salaries of our staff
by $i,6oo last session. This is not strictly
correct. The permanent messenger was
promoted from sessional to permanent
duty at an increased cost of $350, not
$8oo, and then we saved $8oo in the sal-
ary of our law clerk, making the actual
increase of salaries last year only $450,
everything considered. As I said, the
Contingent Committee of the Senate
for the last sixteen years, to my know-
ledge, has been particularly anxious
not to give any ground for complaint
in any respect ; has even erred, I
think on the other side, in desiring
to give as little cause as possible to
those whom we knew to be unfriendly to
the Senate and who were continually, in
the press and elsewhere, unfairly attacking
us. I think we have succeeded in doing
so, and that we have nothing at all, to the
satisfaction of every right minded man,
against us on this score. I take this
opportunity of showing the country that
the impression attempted to be produced
against the Senate, in the other branch of
the Legislature, on the ground of extra-
vagance is altogether unwarranted. It was
unfortunate indeed that when such an
attack was made there happened to be
no Member of the Government in the
other House in a position to defend the
Senate--that there was no minister there
who possessed the information necessary
to repel the attack which was made upon
this House. There is another subject also
upon which a good deal was said in the
House of Commons, and to which I wish
to refer, viz., the question of stationery. I
beleive in regard to that matter-which is
not a very large or important affair--that
we have been a little more expensive than
the House of Commons. It is said that
our paper is a little better than theirs, and
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that it is ordered in a way which costs the very differently situated from the House
country something more than it does in ol Gommons. If we want anything at al-
the House of Commons. I believe there no matter for what purpose-the orily
was some ground for fair criticism in this fund to which w can have recourse is the
respect under the system which has hitherto contingent fund of this House. For in-
prevailed. This year, however, I know, stance, if we agree to give a gratuity b a
being a member of the sub-committee of retiring officer, it has to corne out of that
the Contingent Committee on Stationery, fund, whereas in the flouse of Gommons
that every means in our power was taken such an arount would be placed in the
to inform ourselves as to the possibility of estimates. 'hen, again, when we pay a
reducing our expenditure under this head, large sun of money say $6ooo for report-
and I think we have discovered one or ing the debates of this House it lias to
two things which may materially contribute core out of the contingencies of the Sen-
towards that end. But the unfairness of ate, and goes to swell the expenditures of
the comparison made in the other branch the sum. In fine, if we want to provide
is what I wish particularly to bring for anything in connection with the inter
before the attention of the hon. gentlemen nai economy of the Flouse we have no
here. An average of the total expenditure fund except this at the disposai of the Con-
for stationery, in each branch of the legis- tingent Conîndttee, while in the other
lature, is taken, and divided by the branch of the legisiature they can by re-
number of members in each House, and quisition get nearly anything they want
hon. gentlemen will see how unfair such a without any charge on that fund. Another
systerm of c:.mparison necessarily is. For tiing goes to sweil our contingencies, and
instance, we will suppose over and above it is one which I think is very wrong. In
the distribution in the boxes to members, this House, when a bil fee is paid, the

$3,000 would be required for departmental Clerk renias a at once to the credit of the
work of each branch of the Legislature, the Receiver-General, and if the Bil does not
Senate and the House of Commons. Now go through, the House orders the fee to
I am not going to make that comparison be returned. There is no means of doing it
because I know it would be unfair. except by a check on our contingencies
There ought to be much more paper used therefore this money, which is mereiy a re-
in the various offices of the House of fund of fees which bave been paid on ac-
Commons, than in those of the Senate, count of lrivate legisiation and which have
because undoubtedly there is more work gone into the general treasury, is charged
done there: more of the work of legislation against us in our contingent expenditure,
is initiated and carried on there, than in every re-fund that takes piace-which is very
our louse. But, making every allowancc often. And how is it in the other House?
of that kind, if an average is to be struck There is a clerk appointed by that fuse
by taking the number of members of each especiaily to take charge of this fûnd,
House as being the divisor of the sun vhich is a very large one, amounting to
total of the cost of stationery in each, it between $.ýoooo and $25,ooo. At times
will be seen how unfair it would be, there is a balance remaining in the hands
because the number of members in the of that clerk of )erhaps $12,000 or
House of Commons is three tinies, or ooo which is not paid over until an order
nearly so, greater than the number of is given by the Coînînittee on the
members here, an expenditure that might internai economy of that flouse.
only show a cost of $1o.oo per head in And that sum very often forms a mOSt

the House of Commons, would give an convenient fund out of which to paY
expenditure for the Senate of $30.00, things, that cannot be paid in this branch
although the same economy were prac- of the Legisiature except through the
tised in both Houses. This averaging Contingent Gonn!ittee's fund. For in-
the cost of stationery supplied to members, stance, 1 am informed that last year there
as well as that used in the offices of the was sonething like $12,000 Of thjs fu d
two Houses respectively, is a very unfair at the close of the Session in the hands of
way of making a comparative statement, as that Gierk, and before it was paidover
will readily be perceived at a single glance. every clerk of a Standing CommitteeOf
Again, with regard to our contingencies the flouse of Gommons had his saiarY
generally, it must be recollected that we are increased from that fend to the extent Of

fON. MR. MILLER.
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$100, and some of the French transiators
were treated in the same way. Now that
is a thing of which the public knows
nothing but which, if done in our Housc
Would create a howl of complaint in the
Other branch of the Legislature, for per-
haps a whole session. I fear I am wearv-
ing the House, but I felt it was due to
the Senate after the unfair attack which
was made upon it and upon its members,
to offer this statenent. I do not intend
-it would not be seemly-to attempt to
reply to many of the observations which
were made in the House of Commons,
and I do not wish to widen the breach
which some hon. gentlemen in the House
appear so desirous of increasing between
the two branches of Parliament.
Indeed I would much rathcr prefer to
throw oil on the troubled waters, and heal
up any difference that may unfortunately
exist. These differences, however, will
continue to prevail until the other branch
of the Legislature learns to respect the
independence and privileges of this branch
of Parliament and until it ceases these
adverse criticisms which are evidently
rnade not so nuch in the interests
of the public as they are for the purpose
of annoying individual members of this
House and bringing this body generally
into disfavor throughout the country.
With these remarks I shall be happy to
second the motion for the adoption of the
Report which has been brought from the
Committee, and I hope the House will
Concur in it.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-When the
hon. gentleman from Richmond addresses
this House he always displays that ability,
and parliamentary experience which must
command the respect and esteem of alil,
and I am sure the chairman of the Com-
1-aittee and the House are greatly incebted
to him for the able manner in which he has
defended the Senate against the charges
preferred in another quarter with regard to
the large expenditure of this House. The
hon. gentleman, with bis usual good judg-
ment, has seized a very proper occasion
for referring to those charges and we must
all agree with him that our officers are not
overpaid. The Contingent Committee have
been exceedinglv careful with regard to all
Such expenditure. But the hon. gentle-
rnan from Richmond has, on this occa-
Sion, confined himself to the grave part of

the subject, and has left to a humble mem-
ber like myself the task of dealing with
what is not grave - with that which is
thoroughly ridiculous and truly farical-
every Session the proceedings of this
Chamber end with a farce. A certain ex-
penditure bas been incurred which has not
been referred to in the report of the Com-
rnittee, but which should be referred to
here. It is not proper that I should be
silent upon the subject, because I have
always discharged my duty-though I bring
upon myseif a certain amount of odium by
so doing-and, so long as I am in this
House, if I find things done which are
wrong I will fearlessly refer to them, and
I trust that I shall always have the courage
to follow that course. Now a bill has been
referred to the Committee by a merchant
in this place, for $1100, for glass, and
$450 for crockery, and I believe that this
merchant has said if the Senate will pay the
bill that lie will deduct, I think, about $200
which would still leavean amount ofbetween
$1.200 and $1,300 to be paid. And I
ask, what is it , for ? For glass and
crockery ! While the committee have
done their duty faithfully, how is it that
they have allowed to be forced upon this
House an account which must expose
us to the ridicule of the whole country?
When some inquiries were made of the
committee, the only solution or answer
which was given me was, that the ex-
penditure had been made chiefly for
celery glasses, and we all know what
that means. I am sure my hon. friend
behind me, (Mr. Flint), would say that,
if such was the case we should repudiate
the account, and refuse to pay for theni.

HON. MR. FLINT-Yes, but you
would not.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-These
celery or liquor glasses are expensive-
iust have been imported from the
Department of Marne, in France, the
chief cities of which are Rheims and
Epernay. I protested against this ex-
penditure and recommended that the com-
mittee should not pay it. I do not
believe in the public money being so
thrown away to have a most undue in-
fluence. I was at the Queen's Hotel in
Toronto a short time ago when I observed
three gentlemen sitting at an adjoining
table, who appeared to be men of wealth,
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and who had certain bottles of wine members of the House of Commons that
before them, when a colored waiter came there should be a restaurant connected
up to me and putting his hand upon my with the Houses of Parliament. It is quite
arm respectfully directed my attention to a usual thing in Al countries and is not
that table, saying "those poor men, lectiliar to Canada but is world-wide in
Mr. Alexander, are destroying their souls its usage. It is also the custom, so far as
and bodies. my experience goes, that the convenience

of members shall in some degree be con-
HON. MR. PLUMB-Where is the sulted. On many occasions it is necessary

point? for merbers to remain in session later
than the ordinary hours at which they

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-The point take refreshrent, and they are there-
is that public money thus spent, fore obliged to seek that refreshment
to the injury of members, and with a within the building. It is the usual thing
view of influencing them cannot be to have all necessary aiticles in the way
justified to Parliament, and to the people of table-ware and so forth, in order
of this country. Such social influences that that refreshment may be properly
should be discontinued as calculated to served, and the members pay for them.
destroy the independence of the House. I understand that about a year ago an

order was given for sorne furniture required
HON. MR. PLUMB-No, I suppose in the restaurant. A mistake occurred-

we should have bread and cheese. just such a mistake as might have
happened in any hon. gentleman's family

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-The hon. -by which that order was exceeded,
gentleman from Niagara would never contrary to the instructions issued by the
approve of this. gentleman who was authorized to give the

order. The goods were received, and
HON. MR. PLUMB-Do not speak for there was some hesitation about unpacking

me-speak for yourself. them, but finaly they were unpacked and
put on the shelves. The question then

HON. MR. SKEAD-I have had some came up in the Committee whether, as
twenty years experience alongside the hon. the goods were in excess of what was
gentleman from Woodstock, and I would necessary, they should pay for them or
like him to nformm the House when he send them back. H was felt that the
obtained his new light, and matter was flot of sufficient importance to
changed his views. I remember the time entirely repudiate the transaction, because
when the hon. gentleman used to boast a large proportion of the articles would
to me of the wines he imported. really be needed. The merchant froiil

whom they were ordered offered to take
HON. MR. ALEXANDER-I have oca not $20, but 35 per cent. He hadpaid

nothing more to say, further than that I the duty on the invoice, which swelled the
think a great mistake has been made in amount very considerably-saY 30 or
paying this account; it is my opinion that 35 per cent.-and he agreed asO
the House should have repudiated the to make a reduction of his commission
Bil, and allowed the glasses and various of ten or fifteen percent.; making a
other things to be returned to the mani tota reduction of about o per cent.
who supplied them, unless they were paid Under those circumstances the Cornittee
for by the person who ordered them. thought that, the amount being so largelY

reduced, the proper course was to pay the
HON. MR. SCOTT-As a member of Bill.

the Committee 1 cannot atlow the observa- I think this is a very small matter for
tions of the hon. gentleman from, Wood- the hon. gentleman to have magnified sO
stock to pass without some comment. I extremely, and that he has made no special
may be considered a perfectly disinterested point.
witness in this case, as I have only once I am, as I have said, a perfectly disin
in five years been in the restaurant of this terested witness because I do fot use te
Chamber, but I fully recognize that it is a restaurant, having been there only once in
convenience both to the Senators and the five years, but I recognize t oat t is a great
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convenience to members who are away great personal friends of my own, and I
from their homes and quite according to i feel quite confident that when they see,
custom, and I do not think there is any as I presume they will before the next
fault to be found in connection with it. session of Parliament, that they were in

error, they will be happy to acknowledge
Ho-. MR. PLUMB-May I ask the the fact that they were thus mistaken. I

hon. gentleman if the articles in question I may further add, as regards the party with
were not of the most ordinary kind and which I am connected, that the House
obtained at a moderate cost ? will have observed that the leader of the

party took no share whatever in the
HON. MR. SCOTT-Yes, and I think debate.

that we not only got fair value for the
money, but obtained the articles at a much HON. MR. PLUMB-When they take
lower cost than would otherwise have been back what they have said, we will be very
possible. happy to know it.

HoN. MR. PLUMB-Then there was The motion was agreed to.
no extravagance connected with the trans-
action whatever. CONSOLIDATED RAIIWAY ACT,

1879, AMENDMENT BILL.
HON. MR. POWER-Before the ques-

tion is put I wish to say two or three SECOND READING.
words. I wish to express my gratification
that the hon. gentleman from Richmond HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
has brought this matter before the House. the second reading of Bill (127), "An Act
I remember that when the discussion to further to amend the Consolidated Railway
which his speech has chiefly referred, took Act of 1879, and to declare certain unes of
place in another place there were some railway to be works for the general advan-
hon. gentlemen who thought that the tage of Canada."
members of this House would flot con- He said: This Bi, to amend the
suit their dignity, and the dignity of the Consolidated Railway Act of 1879, after
Senate, by undertaking to make any reply making one or two amendrents which are
to the attack that was then made on this flot of much consequence, being merely
body. did fot agree with tbose verbal, proceeds to enact that a larger
gentlemen at th1t time, but there was quantity of land may be hereafter taken
some force in the view which they held, for railway purposes than it bas been
and I think the hon. gentleman has possible to take in the past. The quantity
adopted the best course, in dealing with which may be taken for station purposes
this subject, in connection with the report bas been enlarged froM 250 yards in length
of our Contingent Committee, when it by i00 in breadth to 65o yards in length
properly comes before the House. He by 150 in breadth, wbilst in town and city
has established in the clearest way, that stations, depots or terminal stations, or for
the House, and his honor the Speaker, protection against snow drifts, a still larger
and the Contingent Committee are not quantity may be acquired.
open to the charges of gross extravagance Then, again, the language as regards
which were made in the other House. "working expenditure" is akered. In
Every hon. gentleman must agree with the clause dealing witb tbat my bon.
me in feeling that the hon. member from friend from Prince Edward Island will find
Richmond is to be congratulated on the the pbrase to wbicb I alluded the other
speech which he has made. day: and the working expenditure is made

Witb regard to the discussion wich to include
took place in the House of Commons, I " AU rent charges or interest on the purase
was flot present there, and was not aware noney of landma helon r ng to the tompany,
that the question was coming ili. I t fink purchased but ri ot paid for, or iot fuly pas d
that perbaps a good many of the state- tor; and aso a l expensps fo or incidentai to
inents made there, were made witbout workin the railway, and the trasie thereon,

incluiin stores ad constinable articles; al osufficient information and deliberation. irates, taxe, insurance and comptnsation for
Some of the gentlemen wo spoke were accidents or losse; also ail salaries and wage
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of persons employed in and about the working waVS more than they desire to enforce
of' the raihway and traffic ; and ail office and e
managt1-lemlenit expenlses, icu ig directors'1taee,, tt à xe~s ite Udtc 1t 1 î~to with reard to the safeiv cf humnan life.
fees, agency, lepl and other lik expens s ; I
an d g eneraly beieve that a feehng axirts in certa
above otherwise spefii, as in a cases ofse

Egih raihvay coinpanies are suaîly
carried ie bît et reveit ar deprive the Local Legislaturesrie sodiewihay cf the oIportunity of taxtng local
troll) capital acconsnt n

s.Iasa none eif and
All those items are included in the

working expenditure. It is quite proper
that " compensation for accidents or
losses " should be so included. taking a
precedent from other railways. We find
that phrase used by a private railway cor-
poration, and included by them amongst
the other expenditures.

The next clause is altered in this way
whereas it formerly applied only to cross-
ings of raihways, it now applies to every
portion of the railway. As the provision
formerly was the act only referred to that
part of the railway which was just at the
crossing. I will read the language of the
original act, from which it will be seen that
the change. merely consists of a word or
two and seens to be unimportant, but it
is really very imtîportant and will enable the
Government to deal with many flagrant
cases of wrong-doing wvhere at present it
is almost impossible to apply any remedy,
and where a raihway and an ordinary wagon
road run side by side for some distance,
and there are no means of compelling the
raihway to take such precautions as are
necessary in the interests of those who are
using the public highway. The alteratiùn
in the 4 9th section is somewhat of the
sane character.

Then the new Bill proposes also to
enforce the provisionsof the. previous Act by
enacting that every railway company shall
be liable to a penalty not exceeding $50
per day for default. We know that some
of the provisions of the Consolidated Rail
way Clauses Act, some very important
ones, have not been enforced in the past.
One very, important one has been mention-
ed by the hon. gentleman from Quinte.

Then comes the most important clause
in the Bill. It is to bring under the control
of the Diominion Government certain lines
of railway which are now provincial roads.
The object is to enable Parliament to take
the same control over theni as they now
have over railways originally constructed
under charters granted by this Parliament,
not that the Governnent wish to arrogate
to themselves any power over those rail-

HON. SiR ALEX CAMPBELL.

the fact that the Dominion Government
take control of them for the protectiol
of life, will not interfere in any way with
the right of the Local Legislatures to do
as they nay think proper in regard to the
other point.

Then there is a provision which requires
the collection of railway statistics. which iS
very valuable. There is also a provision
about costs, which docs not seen to mie
to alter the existing law.

Then there is a provision about fences
that I will not detain the Flouse by refer-
ring to row as I propose to move sone
amendments to it in Commnittee. It was
considered in the Commons in a hurried
manner, and really those who proposed
the provision and those who assented to
it do not seen to have conveyed the
meaning they intended to express, and the
clauses as they have then in the Bill are
imperative, and they have all agreed to
certain amendments which I will propose
in Committee, which will have the reason-
able ,ffect of requiring fences to be con-
structed by railways where that duty falls
fairly upon the railways, and will not go
beyond that. As the law is 'it present it
makes railway companies liable under
Circumstances which, the liouse of Col-
nions think, they ought not to be held
liable. Then there is a clause to provide
that certain sections shall not come intO
operation until the railways shall have had
ample notice of then-one year's notice
I think.

HoN. MR. READ-Part of this Bill is,
I think, in the right direction, but I was
rather surprised to hear that there were to
be some anendments made to it, as 1
su p posed that the Bill as it is now beforeUs
was the 111 we were to consider. 'fThe
Bill is a good one as far as it goes, but it
does not go far enough. I think there
should have been better provision made
for the safety of human life, especially for
the safety of railway employes. It -is the
duty of Parliament to protect those wh.o
cannot protect themselves and I think this

Amndment Bill.
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Bill is remiss in that direction. I have there should be a railroad inspector
for many years taken an interest in this appointed, whose duty it would be to
question, and in 1879 when this Consoli- inspect the roads and investigate mb the
dated Railway Clauses Act was before cause of accidents, to ascertain where the
Parliament, a clause was inserted on my fault was, and if il lay with the Companies
suggestion regarding overhead bridges. to prosecute them. Wc remember when
I had been urging it for some time as I Sir Henry Tyler was knighted il vas for
had observed from newspaper paragraphs the benefit he conferred on the country as
and from mv own experience that railwav mspector. We legisiate 10 save
numbers of brakesmen were killed every life in the mine and in hundreds of other
year by overhead bridges. That clause ways. A factory Bull was 10 have been
was resisted strongly at the time by broughî before us this session to guard
the railway companies, although, to mv the [calth and the lives of persons
surprise it was subsequently shown that employed in factories, and we legisiate in
it did not apply to the Grand Trunk nany directions towards protecting those
Railway, the Great Western Railway who cannot protect themselves. Jn
or the Northern Railway. In 1881, the 1 British Columbia there is a law 10 pro-
Railwav Act was amended again, and J hibit any person from working with
succeeded in introducing a few words o certain kinds of machinery unless e
the clause that to my mind brought ail ca i speak English, for fear of accidents
railhays under its operation. The words I hope he leader of the Government will
were that this clause shall apply to all tae into consideration the propriety of
railways under the control of Parliament. a)lointing an inslector 10 see that rail-
That clause, however, is a dead letter :tie ways are kept in proper order, and teat lie
railway companies take no notice of it, and will act the paît of a public prosecutor in
they do just as they please. 'hie Con- case of accidents tlrough negligence.
solidated Railway Act did not apply to
these roads until 1881, and to show how HON. MR. IEBOUCHEkVJLLE-I
indifferent the railway authorities are to cannot allow this Bill 10 pass ils second
the Act of Parlianient, I will refer lion. reading witlout expressing the objections
gentlemen to a despatch from St Thomas, wlicl I have to oie of its clauses, which
dated May i5th, whiclh gives a detailed 10 me seems t0 be one of ils principal
account of the killing of a brakesman by provisions, declaring, as il does, certain
the overhcad bridge at Hiagarsville. '[lie railways 10 be works for the general
despatch announces that this is the third advantale of Canada. This clause
death occasioned within a year at this declares the North Shote Railway 10 be
bridge. I have cut out several other a federal work. I am afraid that tbis is
paragraphs from the newspapers announc- interferiîg wiîh the rights of the Province
ing the death of other men in different of Quebec; that by this clause the arrange
parts of the country in the sane way, all nent nade betwcen the Grand Trunk
of which show that the railway companies Railway Company and the company that
care very little about Acts of Parliaient. purchased the North Shore road, will be
A man must live a long time and have a strengîhened. J do fot expect 10 be able
long purse to succeed in an action against t0 defeat the Bih, and I would ask aI ahi
a railway comnpany. events that il be declared passed on a

Then there is the question of frogs on division.
the railway tracks; they are very danger-
Ous. I met a railway mati to-day who HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL- I
said lie had been 30 years manager of a shah take care 10 bring before the notice
railway, and in speaking to him about the of the Minister of Railways the views of my
danger of frogs I suggested to hini hi lion. friend fron Belleville wiîh respect
advisability of conpeillig the, railway of the appoinîment of an inspector of rail-
eiployes to wear shoes. If an employe ways.
got his foot caught in a frog, if lie had a
shoe on it would pull off. He said lie HON. MR. SCOTT-There are some
had never thought of that. objections 10 which I beg 10 caîl the allen-

I would suggest to the Minister of lion of the House with regard 10 this Bih,
Justice that the lime bas arrived ihen but J cay do so a a more convenient
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period when the House is in Committee. i conclusion, through their officers, to grant
There is one point to which I would call no compensation to the owner of those
attention now, and that is the very sweeping horses, although they were killed by a
clause, No. 6, which not only gives to the train that was far out of its time. That
control of the Federal Parliament the crossing is dangerously situated. It is
railways named therein, but also all branch near the station and on one of the
lines or railways connecting with or cross- principal roads affording access to Char-
ng them. It not only names the railways lottetown, and it is constantly thronged

set forth specifically in the clause, but with horses and carriages, early and
goes on to say that each and every branch late. The trains cannot be scen
line or railway now or hereafter connect- approaching from the North-the view
ing with or crossing the said lines of railway is excluded entirely by buildings, and from"
or any one of them is a work for the the South, coming up form the station, a
general advantage of Canada. It seems glimpse of them can only be obtained
to me that the effect of that will be to occasionally. This is owing to the road
cause the Local Legislatures to hesitate passing through a hollow way, and the
about aiding lines that would otherwise be whole difficulty could be obviated by the
valuable feeders, if they are to have no construction of an overhead bridge. I an,
iurisdiction over them. I know that some not very sure whether the attention of the
of the roads mentioned here-the Canada Government has been frequently called to
Southern and the Ciedit Valley railways this subject or not, but it is one which
ought to have remained creatures of the might very properly occupy their attention,
Local Legislature. It was owing to the because the safety of passengers and of
assistance given to them by the municipali- the train hands would be ensured by the
ties in Ontario that these roads have any outlay of a couple of hundred dollars Ir
existence. They at that time bound an overhead bridge at that place. The
themselves to certain conditions, not to unfortunate man who lost his horses there
make freight rates to the disadvantage of has gone to Manitoba. I was informed
the localities through which they passed. that an offer was made to him which was
They were to be substantially local roads, exceedingly illiberal; it was that if he
largely subsidized by the sections of the would undertake to bear the expenses Of
country through which they run, and now an arbitration, in which a whole board of
they are violently taken away from the arbitrators would be employed, they would
control of the Local Legislature and investigate his claim. Of course he
brought under the control and jurisdiction declined the proposition.
of the Parliaient of Canada. But we are
going further than that and we are declar- HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL- 1

ing that all branch lines, now or hereafter suppose that has been before the Minister
connecting with or crossiig these railways, of Railways ?
shall come under the 'jurisdiction of the
Parliament of Canada, and it can scarcely HON. MI HAYTHORNE-Lt las.
be expected, once they have passed from
the control of the Local Legislature, that HON. MR. DEVER-This is a difficUlt
they can look for any assistance from that question to deal with. There are so rnanY
quarter. crossings that it would be impossible to

protect the public in ail cases. I observe
HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-The hon. by the papers that a fatal accident recet 1 Y

gentleman from Belleville has referred to occurred at a crossing near St. John, wîtl
the loss of life occasioned by overhead which I ar familiar. A team became friglt
bridges, but I think there are as many ened at the place and instead of crossifl91
accidents occurring on level crossings. On ran along the track. This lamentable acc"
the Prince Edward Island Railway, for dent could not have been prevented by
instance, I have known many lives to have the Government; I think they have takeil
been jeopardized, and horses to have been every necessary precaution for the prote"
destroyed on level crossings. A case oc- tion of life at that crossing. In case o
curred near Charlottetown a little over a destruction of life or property through tli
year ago, and after a long and expensive negligence ofthe railway officials, I believe
investigation the Government came to the the Government should hé hi-I respofls1

HON. MR, ScoTT.
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ble. Accidents wil) occur on the best re-
gulated roads, and cases of the kind I have
mentioned are misfortunes which no care
or precaution can prevent. It is impossi-
ble to place barriers at some crossings
such as those on public streets where they
would obstruct trafic : in such places a
great deal must depend upon the care
which people themselves take to avoid
accidents.

HON. MR. PLUMB-I can understand
the feeling which was exhibited by my
hon. friend on the other side of the
louse in regard to this supposed inter-

ference with provincial rights. I have
looked at the Bill very carefully, and have
endeavored to examine it without pre-
judice, and it strikes me that the great
consideration is this-that the railway
system ought to be, as far as possible,
under single general control. The safety
of life should override all other considera-
tions. More of us travel on railways than
have anything to do with questions con-
cerning their management. We want to
know that they are carefully and efficiently
mnanaged, and I have never considered
it desirable so to stimulate and encourage
competing lines as to weaken the ability
Of railway companies to manage their
business with safety to the public. It
would be much better to have a road
(even though there were some objections
to it as a monopoly) in good order, with
trains running regularly and carrying pas-
senger safely and cheaply, as the greatest
mnonopoly in the United States does-the
New York Central, which charges two
cents a mile.

HON. MR. POWER-That road has
110 monopoly.

HoN. MR. PLUMB-No doubt the
enployment of commissioners, as sug-
gested by the hon. member from Belleville,
Would be altogether impracticable, unless
the railways were entirely under one con-
trol. This may be a step in that direction.
There can be no doubt it is eminently
desirable that the lines should be, as far
as possible, under one general control.
Nothing can be more disastrous than to
have two st ts of laws on this subject. Up
to this time no great accident has resulted
from that cause, but I can easily under-
Stand how some dreadful disaster might

occur from having two sets of regulations.
These are the general principles which

should govern in the discussion of
this Bill ; the other matters with regard to
the details are grievances, no doubt, but
this is a measure which should be dealt
with in a broad and liberal spirit and minor
objections should be set aside in the dis-
cussions. It may be true that taking the
control of these lines from the Provinces
may injure the schemes of those who
desire to get bonuses from the local
authorities. I have not much faith in the
log-rolling system by which bonuses are
generally obtained from the Provinces,
and if there is any small check upon that,
I do not think it will do any harm to the
pnblic interest.

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the second time on a division,
and referred to Committee of the whole
House.

In the Committee.

On the Sixth Clause
HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said

he did not see any occasion for jealousy
as regards the rights of the Provinces.
The Dominion Government would derive
no benefit from taking charge of those
railways. It was rather a burden than a
benefit, and the Provinces would be re-
lieved pro tanto. It was essential to guard
against the dangers which existed, and
that was why it was desirable that the
control should be in the hands of one
power.

As to the objection taken by the hon.
member from Ottawa with regard to rail-
ways crossing each other, there might be
some fault found as to vagueness, and
he partly concurred in that view. It
would be better to give the right and duty
of attending to those matters, so far as
regarded the safety of life and property,
to the general Government rather than
run the risk of accidents afterwards.

The vagueness of it was compensated
for in this way, that new roads were opened
up from time to time, and it was desirable
that the powers of the general Govern-
ment to insure the safety of life should be
cotemporary with the creation of the rail.
ways, and that the rights and duties of the
inspector, if one should be appointed,
should keep pace with therailways,however
rapidly they were constructed ; he thought
it was safe enough. He would regret very
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much to pursue the matter further than
was reasonable, but he had several con-
versations with the Chief Engineer of the
Government Railways on the subject, who
was very earnest in his views that the best
way to insure proper protection of life and
property was by grouping together all those
lines of railways, n that way, and giving
Parliament the right to take those steps
which were necessary for the protection of
life and property.

HON. MR. SCOTT-The hon. gentle-
man is assuming that the Local Legis-
tures are indifferent about taking the
necessary precautions.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.-I
do not wish to be understood as assuming
that.

HON. MR. SCOTT-But the hon.
gentleman is assuming that no supervision
exists in regard to the local railways. As
far as Ontario is concerned, the Local
Legislature has time and again appointed
a committee on this very question as
to the best way of avoiding accidents.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
he did not like even to seem to occupy
the position in which the hon. gentleman
placed him. What he meant to say was
that the matter would be more thoroughly
attended to by the general Parliament.

H.ON. MR. SCOTT-Can it be? Does
the Federal Government exercise a greater
supervision than the Local Government ?
The influence of railways is greater with
the Federal than with the Local authori-
ties, and the Local Legislatures are much
more anxious and careful to protect the
lives of the people from danger and acci-
dent. On the very question of frogs the
Ontario Legislature for two sessions had a
committee sitting at Toronto who sum-
moned railway men from all parts of the
country to come before them, which fact
proves their desire to take measures to
.prevent accidents from that cause. What
he would like to be felt in giving that
power to the Federal Government was
that they should not hesitate to adopt
every precaution necessary for the protec-
tion of human life. The subject of bridge
crossings was one on which he felt as
strongly as his hon. friend from Belleville

HON. SIR ALBK. CAMPBELL.

He felt that there ought to be some assur-
ance on the part of the General Govern-
ment that they would adopt every possible
precaution to avoid accidents of that kind.

HON. MR. POWER thought that the
clause was open to a very serious objection,
as had been shown by the hon. gentleman
from Ottawa. That hon. gentleman had
said very properly that the Bill proceeded
on the supposition that there would be
better supervision of the railways by the
Dominion Government than by the Local
Governments, and had denied that, so far
as the Province of Ontario was concerned.
He (Mr. Power) could say, as regards
Nova Scotia, that they had there an Act
which was almost a literal transcript of the
Consolidated Railway Act of 1879.

The.e was another feature of the Bill
which was worthy of attention viz., that it
was one more of a series designed by the
Government, in the way of assuming all
those powers which have heretofore been
supposed to be vested in the Local Legis-
latures. The British North America Act
in the sub-section which referred to the
works which should come under the con-
trol of the General Government, and those
which should remain subject to the autho-
rity of the Local Legislatures, stated that
among the works to be controlled by the
General Governnent, were " such works as
although wholly situated within a province
are declared to be for the general benefit
of Canada." Now he did not think that
it was intended by that clause to empower
the Government of the Dominion to assU
me any local line whatever. The reaso0-
able construction was that in the case Of
roads like the Canada Southern or the
Credit Valley, which were really parts Of
main lines extending beyond the Provin-
ces, the Dominion Government might
assume them, althought they lay whollY
within a Province, but it was never con-
templated by the framers of the Act that
any purely local road might be assufled
under that clause by the Dominion Goy-
ernment without the consent of the Local
Legislature. The hon. gentleman fr01o
Ottawa had called attention to what might
be a very serious result from such a course
of action. It had been the practice "n
Ontario, Quebec and other Provinces to
subsidize railways out of the local treas-
uries, butif Parliamenttookover thoseroad.s
it could not be expected that such subs'
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dies would be granted in future when they
were to be expended under the control
of the Dominion Government. To say
that all the roads which have been com-
pleted by the aid of subsidies from the
provincial legislatures should be taken
from the provinces, and put under the
control of the Dominion, was a very un-
reasonable proposition. He had no
doubt that the Bill would cause a great
deal of dissatisfaction among the various
provinces. He would therefore move to
strike out in the 7th line of the 4th page
the words " not only," and at the 13th
line all the words aft2r "Canadian Pacific
Railway, " down to " them " at the begin-
ning of the i 5th line, and all the words
in the first sub-section after " Canada,"
in the 27th line.

The motion was lost on a division.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said he
would ask the sanction of the committee
to the introduction of the following
words at the end of the clauses :--
" The railway companies, by this Act,
brought within the legislative authority of
Parliament, shall have one year from the
passing hereof within which to comply
with the provisions of sub-section 15 of
the Consolidated Railway Act of 1879, as
amended by section three of the Act of
1881."

The motion was agreed to, and the
clause as amended, was adopted.

On the 9 th section.

HON. SIR ALEX CAMPBELL explain-
ed that the intention was to repeal certain
existing provisions which gentlemen
thoroughly familiar with the matter,
considered to be unworkable. The new
provisions which it was proposed to enact
would apply equally to railways which are
now, or may hereafter be constructed, but
they required that notice should be given
to the companies before they became
liable. Such a provision was only reason-
able and fair to companies whose lines
may run through a large extent of wild
lands, such as exist in the far-western
country, and therefore, unless notice was
given to the company three months prior
to the occurrence of an accident, it should
not be held liable.

HON. MR. READ considered that no
such notice should be required of farmers,
who in many cases would not know how,
or upon whom to serve such notice, and
would therefore be obliged to employ a
lawyer for that purpose. Grievous delay
and ultimate failure to secure compensa-
tion often resulted from instituting suits
against railway corporations for damages
sustained to the cattle etc., as was
recently instanced in a case tried at
Pembroke ; one excuse after the other was
made by the company for not appearing,
and finally the plea was set up that notice
had not been given them of the necessity
for fencing their road, and the farmer
failed in his suit. It was a wrong princi-
ple to impose upon settlers, the necessity
of giving such notice, and the proper plan
would be to have no such provision as
was now suggested, but if the companies
did not choose to erect proper fences,
they should pay for any damage resulting
from their carelessness.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
that when both parties in the other House
had agreed to accept this amendment, it
might be fairly considered as representing
what was called for. He moved that the
paragraph do stand as part of the Bill.

HON. MR. FLINT considered that
the objections of his hon. friend from
Belleville were in the right direction. He
could not see how it was possible for
farmers along a line of railwa~y to know
when a portion of their fence was down.
Trains were passing almost every hour of
the d y, and the trollies used by the con-
structi on men, and they could attend to
it far bietter than the farmers. A farmer,
who resided on the front part of his farm,
might not visit the rear of his lot where
the railway passed, once in a week.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL said
that the clause did not apply to cases
where the fences had been burnt down.

HON. MR. FLINT did not see why a
farmer should be obliged to notify;the
railway company that the fence was down;
the company should be obliged to keep
the fence in repair without notice.

HON. MR. SCOTT said in Ontario the
railway companies were obliged to build
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and maintain the fences along the track ;
the Ontario Government would not pay
its subsidy unless the road was fenced.
Under this clause if a few panels of a
fence were blown or broken down, and an
accident occurred through it, the Com-
pany could avail themselves of the plea
that they had never been notified by the
farmer to put up the fence.

HON. MR. POWER did not think
reason had been shown to the Committeé
for putting in this requirement of notice.
The fairmers along the line of railway
were not likely to think of the necessity
of giving notice, and it would pre-suppose
their familiarity with the clauses of the
Consolidated Railway Act. In his opinion
the railway companies, who received many
privileges, and who paid, as a general rule,
very little for the right of way, should be
compelled to keep up their fences,whether
notified to do so or not.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL sug-
gested an amendment to the clause to
provide that it should not apply to cases
of fences once constructed and which had
been destroyed by accident.

The amendment was agreed to on a
division.

The Senate adjourned at Six p. m.

SECOND SITTING.

THE SPEAKER took the chair at 8
p. m.

MANUFACTURE OF
BILL

PIG IRON

SECOND READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the second reading of Bill (131) " An Act
to encourage the manufacture of Pig Iron
in Canada from Canadian ore."

HON. MR. FLINT-I am glad to know
that the Government have come to the
conclusion to foster an industry which is
much needed in this country. There is
no reason why we should import our iron
when we have such extensive and valuable
deposits of ore in Canada. Very little
can be done in any industry without iron,
and when we take into consideration the

vast amount of it which is imported into
the Domninion we should niake an effort
to manufacture the iron and steel that we
require from Canadian ores, and retain
the money which is spent for it in this
country. It would develope a new and
important industry which would give ern-
ployment to a number of people.

A few years ago I took up this question
in the press, and showed plainly that with
the duty on pig iron at that time, the duty
on Canadian ores going to the United
States, and the duty on coal imported
into this country-taking everythiig into
consideration, we should be able to work
the rich ores of this country profitably.
However, it was difficult to find anyone
who would engage in the enterprise, and I
had not the means to attempt it myself.
I have endeavored to impress this view
upon various persons from time to time,
and consequently I am glad to find that
the Government are moving in the right
direction. I look upon this as one branch
of the National Policy. I think this
measure will have the effect of strengthning
that policy and doing a vast amount of
good to the Dominion. It will enable us
to keep out the iron produced in other
countries and build up a great industry in
Canada. .

It is well known that all through this
vast Northern region we have deposits of
iron ore of the best description-ores that
yield 80 to 85 per cent. of pure iron.
Why should not these be worked ? It is
true the manufacturers in the United
States are taking them, but it is because
they require our rich ores to mix with the
inferior ores of their own country. They
would not take the products of our mines
if they could get anything to answer the
same purpose nearer home. A few years
ago the late lamented Sir William Logan
informed me that our ores were richer
than those of the mother country, and he
expressed the belief that before many
years the manufacturers in Great Britain
would be using them to improve the
quality of their iron.

I should like to refer now to a speech
on the subject of iron which was made by
the hon. member from Ottawa on the 8th
of March last. He spoke on various
items connected with the National Policy
in answer to the hon. member froin
Niagara, and made the following statc-
ment;-

HON MR. SCoTr,
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" We find that, in the tariff which was the Dufierin Mine, we will get out about
passed on Saturday night or Sunday morning 4,000 tons, and ship it- over their road to
whenx it is more uilly and better understood, Pennsylvania and Johnston."
there is an item which I think will very "11ow will this increase in the American
seriously affect the section of country from tariff on ores coming in from Canada affect
which the lion. gentleman comes. They have you?"
put in their tariff, a duty of 70 cents on everv " Not at all. It will have a tendency to
ton ofore; that will kill the ore industry of crush out small concerne in the States, but
the Trent Valley. A great deal of money has you see the increase is only 10 per cent., so
been expended on the iron mines of that that it will not injure us a very great deal
district. They have built railways and gone beyond cutting the profits a little."
to a considerable expense in establishing that New these are the views ef twe pro-
industry, but the hon. gentleman opposite
tells the United States, ' we will hit you minent men engaged in the iron trade of
wherever we can.'" that part of the country, and I can assure

Now, the hon. gentleman was mistaken the Heuse that within a few days Mr. Coe
to a certain extent. I hold in my hand bas succeeded in ferming an iron company
the statements of two prominent iron men, with a capital Of $75oooo, and, as I
published, not in a Government organ, believe, bas get a charter frem the
but in the Belleville Ontario, a Reform Government for the purpose of carrying
paper. The first is an interview with Mr. on that trade. Since that, he has bought
Coe, of Madoc, and is as follows a large hematite mine at Madc. It isclear, therefore, that the hon, gentleman
WHAT A NORTH HABsTINGS MINER TRINKS. was mistaken when he thought it was

Mr. William Coe, of Madoc, was inter- geing te destrey that trade; at aIl events,
viewed by our reporter this morning in refer- se far as North Hastings is concerned.
ence to this matter, and was asked " \W hat
effect will the inèrease in the Armerican taritf f have aise leained on good authority,
have upon the iron trade of North Hastingsi" that anether company bas been formed

" Well," said he, "it will have this effect. and has already purchased severai iron
Our lomer grade ores will not be handled at mines in that back region. It shows that
al], for the reason ttiat the high tariff will people are net afraid te embark in these
make it impossible to operate such mines
with any pecuniary advantage. But I don't
think the shipnient of the higher grades, or duty in the United States.
our most valuable ores, will be retarded any In the same speech te which 1 have
by the increase in the tariff fron 62a to 75c aiready referred, the hon. member trom
per toi." . Niagara, remarked

This is the view of a gentleman who is
extensively engaged in the development of noc the wal ohe in a
the iron mines in North Hastings and who which lelp te sweil our trade?
is aise very largety connected with a rail-
way which is being built te that region. fooN. Ma. PLUMB-No.
Surely he ought te have some idea whether HON M. SCOTT-Theron.t gentleman
the tariff woud prove ruinous te his ayle No: Ifor tel hpm he is wrong. I say
interests in that district The interview the luber trade has been oppressed by th
with Mr. Wolie is given as foilows . National Pelicy. Every piece of wtllen

"Mr. Lewis T. Wolle, a representative of cloth which the atutberman buys i taxed.
the Bthlehen) Iron Company of Pennayl- Hox Mit. FLINT-No.vania, was in the mity to-day, (Saturdayh, and
thinking lie miglit be able' te f*urnish sorne- HoN. MRi. SCOTT-Does the hon. gertle-thing of interet fr the readers of the Ontargo, mani telo me there lias been ne inrea e in the
a reporter halted hias on BHidge Street and
nade the usua Iinquiry tor news, whici hv prices of wollen and cotton goods in thit
conplied with in lus usual affable rmannerp country ?

NEXT SEASON'S OPERATIONS. HrN. Mâ. FLINT-No
aDo you propose nhipping iron ore very

extensively from here next season?"l asked HON. MRi. SCOTT-Then I have net readthe scribe. nthe tarif rightb
Il Vell net do much mining," ho said.

"There are about 3,000 tons of iematite ore I was sincere in saying at that time
eet now, which we thawh ship t Belleville that there was ne increase in the price of

d arom eera t our works in Pennsylvanmae
via Fair Haven, as son a" navigation opens. Ha d wolens in this country, and
Il the Ontari Centrai Railroad can geL into I am prepared te prove what l
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said by facts which cannot be gain-
said. When I went to Belleville I
called at a retail store and heard a lady
from the country pricing cottons, and I
obtained from the merchant the three
samples of factory cotton which I now
hold in my hand. The retail prices for
such goods are, 8c., 9c. and roc. per yard.
These three qualities will compare favor-
ably with any I have seen in former years,
and when I tell the House that I have
been for 67 years engaged in buying and
selling cotton goods, they will admit that
I ought to know a little more on the sub-
ject than a gentleman who never bought
or sold a piece of cotton in his life. I
have given the retail prices in Belleville,
and the House can judge whether the
poor farmer suffers severely from taxation
when he can, with one dozen of eggs buy
enough cotton to make him a shirt.

The hon. member from Ottawa sympa-
thized with the poor lumberman. Now, I
can show, if necessary, that the lumberman
does not pay more for his woollen goods
now than he did before. I have been en-
gaged in the lumber trade for years, and I
have bought as cheap clothes and blankets
made in this country-in fact, cheaper
than I ever bought before the National
Policy was adopted, so that the lumberman
is not burdened with taxation on his wool-
en goods. I notice that one company is
reported to have made last year $300,000
clear profit on their lumber. That be«ng
the case, they certainly do not need the
hon. gentleman's sympathy.

HON. MR. PLUMB-They are not
badly oppressed.

HON. MR. FLINT-The hon. gentle-
man from Ottawa remarked:-

"The exports of lumber are due, not to the
labors of the lumbernian in the country; but
to the denand in Europe and the United
States. That is the cause of the increase of
the export from seventeen to twenty-seven
millions of dollars. That increase is due to
causes utterly bevond the control of the Par-
liament of Canada. I is perfectly childish
to maintain the contrary. The value of those
goods arises from the demand.

Now as far as that goes the laborers in
this country are as much entitled to credit
for getting out that lumber as the United
States and Great Britain are for buying it.
Where is there a person engaged in busi-

HON. MR FLINT.

ness who does not know that the law of
supply and demand is what regulates all
markets, and consequently there being a
demand for timber it caused an extra ex-
ertion on the part of the lumbermen to
get it out to supply that demand, and they
have been well paid for doing so.

There was another subject which was
brought up in the discussion and that was
the barley question. I am not going so
fully into that question as I might. but I
felt it was necessary to look into the
matter a little.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE raised
a point of order, that the hon. gentleman
was departing from the subject properly
before the House.

THE SPEAKER-It is true that the
question before the House is that of boun-
ties on pig iron ; but, as great latitude is
allowed in debate, and the hon. gentleman
from Trent is one who rarely transgresses
any rule of the House, I am sure hon.
gentleman wili grant him a little forbear-
ance.

HON. MR. FLINT-I do not often
trespass on the time of the House and I
shall endeavor to make my remarks as
brief as possible.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-I shall
be delighted to hear the hon. gentleman
upon another occasion, but itis well known
that the House has a very heavy evening's
work before it and time is of the utmost
value.

HON. MR. FLINT-The hon. gentle-
man from Ottawa stated that 20 cents a
bushel on malt barley was more than 20

per cent. I have examined the matter
fully, and after taking the average of prices
for 12 years I have come to the conclusion
that the hon. gentleman is wrong. I
think that 20 cents on the bushel on the
whole has been rather favorable to the
maltster than otherwise, notwithstanding
the fact that the maltster wishes to obtain
from the Government a bounty for malt
exported to the United States. I tele-
graphed to a large firm in Oswego and he
says that malt sells on the average there
for 15 cents per bushel more than barley-
If we put the price of malt at 15 cents
per bushel higher than barley the malt
will stand as follows:-
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For i88o $i.o6 per bushel.
For 1881 $1.26 per bushel.
For 1882 $1.16 per bushel.
Which shows that during these three

years 20 per cent would be higher by 10
per cent. than 20 cents per bushel. If
you add the price of 1879, then 20 cents
per bushel would be a trifle more than 20
per cent. but the difference on the four
years including 1879 would be 1o per
cent. per bushel in favor of 20 cents per
bushel duty. But to go further back and
take the average for the last 12 years, the
aggregate of shipments from Canada was
5,283,370 bushels valued at $4,116,258,
at the port of shipment, or an average
value of about 79 and two-third cents per
bushel. Add to this the duty 15 cents
and freight, &c., eight cents would make
the average for the 12 years one dollar
and two and two-third cents. Add to this
15 cents for malt, it would be one dollar
and seventeen and two-third cents per
bushel, showing conclusively that there
would have been about three and a half
cents gained on a duty of 20 cents per
bushel on malt over 20 per cent. duty.

There has been a great deal said about
wheat and grinding in bond, and the duty
on four. It was stated that to put a duty
of 15 cents on wheat and only 50 cents
on four would be ruinous to the millers,
as it would leave a margin of 17/2 cents
per barrel against the miller and in favor
of American flour. To prove that this is
not the case I take 4Y/ bushels of wheat,
or 270 pounds, and I allow for waste four
pounds, for bran 45 pounds and for shorts
nine pounds, in all 58 pounds, which,
deducted from 270, leaves 212 pounds of
flour. Allowing 196 pounds to the barrel,
it would leave 16 pounds of flour over,
which would leave his profit as follows:-
16 lbs. flour at 2 Y2 cents ........ 40 cts.
54 lbs. bran and shorts at 6o cents

per 1oolbs............... 32

Cost of barrel........ . 5 Cts.
buty on flour ........ 17 Y2 cts.

72

42

Profit............... 29 Y
I consider that 29 and a-half cents is a

very good profit on grinding four bushels
and a-half of wheat where a mill has
Plenty to grind. The hon. gentleman says
It requires four and a-half bushels of wheat

to make a barrel of four. I say it does
not. 1 am a miller and I have bought
and ground immense quantities of wheat
and I tell the hon. gentleman that if he
gives me four and a-half bushels of first-
class wheat, with the machinery I had, I
can make 492 pounds of flour to
the bushel and that is what is done in
Oswego and in other places where they
have the appliances for doing it, so that it
shows that the difference between 15 cents
a bushel duty on wheat and 5o cents per
barrel duty on flour is in favor of our mil-
lers. I do not wish to detain the House
any further at present, but should Provi-
dence permit me to return to this place
another session, and the opportunity
should offer (for this is the first opportunity
that has offered since the hon. gentleman
from Niagara made his maiden speech in
this House, and the hon gentleman from
Ottawa replied to him), I shall go further
into this question in relation to the National
Policy. I say it is the salvation of the
country and those gentlemen who fight
against it may fight until they die and they
will not alter it-the people will not alter
it for them. You cannot make the farmers
believe thit it is an injury to them, because
it brin'gs in various industries, those indus-
tries are bringing in workmen and the
workmen require everything that the farmer
can produce. A good sized turkey in the
town of Belleville to-day can buy for the
farmer a barrel of sait. I recollect when
I first went to Belleville that it took $6 to
buy a barrel of sait and the farmer got only
5o cents a bushel for his wheat. I think
the hon. gentleman from Ottawa has no
desire to state what is not correct in refer-
ence to this matter, but I think he is not
properly informed on the subject. I have
no hard feelings against that hon. gentle-
man, and I only hope that I shall live to
see the day when he will say with me that
the National Policy has been the salvation
of the country.

HON. MR. POWER-I have listened
with a great deal of pleasure to what lias
fallen from the hon. gentleman from the
Trent division. I do not propose to
reply to his remarks at present, because I
think what he said would have been
more appropriately said in connection with
the Bill to amend the tariff, than on this
Bill to provide for bounties on pig iron.
I venture to trespass on the time of the
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House in connection with this Bill because man who plants potatoes and sows grain
it is the opening in Parliament of a new is a comparatively poor man, while the
phase of the protection system. It is the man who mines iron is generally wealthY
first measure we have had to grant bounties -the industry is carried on by wealthy
for manufactures. It is true that last year corporations-and Parliament, as repre
provision was made for bounties to fisher- senting the people, should deal more
men in certain cases, but it was declared generousiy with the poor man than it doeS
that that bounty was intended as a sort of with the rich man. But those gentlemen
compensation to the fishermen of the who support this measure, and the Govern
Maritime Provinces for the loss of their ment, who have introduced it, do not pro-
share of the fishery award which they pose to guarantee that the farier shah have
would have had if they had not been a good crop, or that he shah be paid for
brought into the Confederation. This his crop if it is not sufficient to remunerate
Bill is of a totally different character ; it hum. They allow the farier and lumber-
means protection and nothing else. When man to take their own risks; and it seems
the tariff was introduced in 1879 a great to me that the iron miner might very welh
many gentlemen who supported it, held be ahlowed to take his own risk in the
that it was intended for the purposes of saine way as the other classes of wbom I
revenue and incidental protection ; but have spoken. Instead of that, this Bil
that cannot be urged in respect to this proposes that ail the farniers, humbermen,
Bill, which provides for a bounty of $1.50 fishermen, mechanics and ail other classes
on every ton of pig iron manufactured of this community shah have a portion of
froin Canadian ore between the ist day of their earnings set aside for the purpose of
Juhy, 1883, and the 3oth day of June, being paid over to the man who mines
1886, and for a bounty of $i per ton on and smelts iron. To my mmd it is an
pig iron so manufactured between the 1st unncessary Bil, and an unjust Bil, and
oi Juhy, 1886, and the 3oth J une, 1889 ; I féel it my duty to record my vote against
because a bounty does not add to the it.
revenue, but takes away froah it, and
bounties bave ahways been regarded as the HON. M s. MucINNES-(Hamilton)
most extreme, and-in the eyes of those 0f ah the illogical arguments to which the
not friendhy to a protective policy-the House has istened from my hon. friend
worst forni of protection. The bounty opposite, the one he has just dehivered is
systei directhy takes froi one man the most extraordinary and the inoSt
to give to another. You take the illogical He bas told us that this ques
taxes froip the earnings of one class of the ron of bounty is the frst inception of
community, or several classes of the protection.
community, and pay thesn oht as a bonnty
to assist in carrying on the business o e HON. M. POWER-I beg the hof.
another portion of the community-ît is gentleman's pardon-I said nothing of
literahly robbing Peter to pay Paul. It the sort ; I said it was the first inceptioli
seems to me that there shouid be somes of the bounty system.
good reason given why a man who extract
iron from a mine and smelts it for hi a own HON M. MAcINNES-I wii appeal
advant ageshould be entithed to a bounty to the House if the bon. gentleman did
any more than a man who plants potatoes fot use the word "protection in the senSe
and digs the out of the ground, or a I have mentioned.
man who sows wheat and reaps and
mtreshes it for the market. To my md HON. MR. POWER-If I did so, 1
the man who plants potatoes and sows did fot mean it in the sense the hon.
wheat is more entithed to a bounty than gentleman refers to.
the man wbo makes the pig iron, because
he bas put the seed into the ground, HON. M. MAcINNES-The hon. gen-
whit e the other man takes out of the theman says be did fot mean it in that
ground that which he has neyer put into sense; I wii take it back. Protectio
it. There is another circumstance in means tbe keeping ot of goods of other
favor of the farmer and against the iron countries fro this market by neans of I
miner, and that is, as a general thing the duty sufficiently large to pevent then fr0

HON. MR. POWER.
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coming into competition with our own.
A bounty is not protection ; it is in no
sense a protection. A bounty means re-
ducing the price of the article to the peo-
ple who use it. If it was a duty it would
add to the cost of the article. I happen
to be acquainted with the industry against
which the hon. gentleman's remarks are
more particularly directed. That industry
exists in his own province, Nova Scotia,
and if the hon. gentleman will listen to
me for a few minutes I will tell him some-
thing concerning it. That industry em-
ploys 11oo men; it uses 18o,ooo tons of
coal per annum, and I would like to ask
the hon. gentleman whether the employ-
ment of such a large number of operatives,
and the production of so large a quantity
of coal does not give to his province a
considerable advantage.

HON. MR. POWER-They are doing
it without a bounty.

HoN. MR. MAcTNNES-They would
not continue to do it very long. The effect
of the National Policy against which the
hon. gentleman's remarks are more especi-
ally directed, is simply this: it has given
constant and continuous employment to
the operatives in this country. Before
the existence of the National Policy all
the manufacturing industries throughout
the Dominion, were in a very sickly con
dition, they were not able to run con-
tinuously the year round : consequently
the operatives only got employment for a
portion of the year. If operatives are to
earn good wages they must be employed
from one end of the year to the other.
If ever there was a country under the
sun which required protection it was
Canada; lying, as it is, alongside of a
powerful nation, south of us, possessing
old and established industries. Before
the adoption of the National Policy, it
was their custom to direct their efforts
towards killing off all rival industries
established on this side of the line, and
supplying us with articles of their own
manufacture. It was not until the
National Policy was adopted that we
were enabled to manufacture for ourselves
and keep out the manufactures of the
great country to the south of us Even
now it is difficult to keep them out, not
Orly has the National Policy conferred
great advantages on this country in the

way of providing continuous employment
for our own people, and keeping them
here instead of their being compelled to
go- abroad to seek employment, but
we are now manufacturing goods of
every description at lower prices than
the people of this country have ever been
supplied with before. The hon. gentleman
from Halifax is not very .logical in the
conclusions which he generally arrives at.
In his remarks yesterday, with reference to
the bonus given for the construction of
Railways for the purpose of opening up
our back country, I could not clearly make
out whether he was in favor of that policy
or against it, but I would like to point out
to him that were it not for the National
Policy we would not be in the position
to extend this aid to those Railways for
the development of the new sections of
our country. I cannot conceive'anybody
using such illogical arguments as the hon.
gentleman is continually making in this
House. I must certainly give him credit
for great industry and for being exceed-
ingly busy, not only in this House but in
Committee ; there is not a single point or
clause that comes up for discussion but the
hon. gentleman takes part in it, and
therefore on that ground I must compli-
ment him, but I cannot give him credit
for logical treatment of the questions that
come up for consideration before this
House.

HoN. MR. PLUMB-The hon. gen-
tleman from Halifax seemed to think he
had made a great point on this bounty
question. He said it was a new departure
in this country. I can tell the hon. gentle-
man this, that if he had studied the free-
trade question in England ; if he had
studied the position that has been taken
by the leader of the great free-trade party
there he would have found that Mr.
Gladstone, on being approached by a
deputation in regard to the aggressiveness
of the French sugar refiners towards the
sugar manufactures of England. clearly
enunciated the principle that it would not
be against the doctrines of free trade to
protect the sugar refiners of England by
bounty if necessary. The Hon. gentleman
will find that if he chooses to look for it,
and I recommend it to him as a study,
because I do not consider that eitl-er free
trade or protection is gospel ; I do not
consider that either of them is mathe-
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matical or absolutely binding upon
anybody. We take all those matters,
on the Conservative side as beingi
subject to such changes as may be ne-
cessary for the best interests of the'
country. My hon. friend is hide-bound ;
he is fast ; he is fettered ; he is fixed, he
cannot yield ! We are willing to have
protection on the sliding scale ; we will
take a tariff if it suits us, and we will lower
it, or raise it, as it best suits the interests
of the country; but my hon. friend and
those who think with him cannot see any-
thing except a free trade policy which we
consider to have been a great disadvan-
tage to this country, and under which our
neighbors alongside of us could sell us
everything from a melodian down to a
jews-harp and we paid them back in our
humble way with that which cost us most
to produce, and not only paid them in
that way but paid them from 25 to 30 per
cent. on everything we sent to them and
had a balance of $25,ooo,ooo or $30,000,
ooo in gold to make up for them after-
wards. If that is a state of things which
the hon. gentleman thinks is desirable for
the country he may continue to think so,
but it is not what the Conservative party
were satisfied with. We made up our
minds that we would endeavor to win
Canada back for the Canadians, and I
think we have done it. I think the surplus
and the results of the policy for four or
five years have shown it. This Bill is the
logical consequence of the policy that has
been adopted by the party which I am
proud to support; the policy which I
believe has been twice adopted by the
people after having been submitted to them
fairly ; issues that have never been shirked,
have been brought forward and accepted
by the people, and as such I think we are
bound to respect them ; but my hon. friend
andthosewho think with him learn nothing
and forget nothing.

HON. MR. DEVER-I am not a
strongly pronounced protectionist by any
means, but if there is anything that we
should protect it is an enterprise of this
kind. By this means we are developing
the raw material now lying useless in the
bowels of the earth and making it some-
thing of value to the country- I would
say in reply to the hon. gentleman from
Halifax who stated that this was the first
bounty given to any industry in this coun-

HON. MR. PLUMB.

try except the fisheries, that he is mistaken.
Have we not given bounties for the con-
struction of railways, for the establishment
of lines of steamers, and other enterprises
of that character that we consider neces-
sary for the prosperity and developement
of the country?

HON. MR. WARK-We have had the
National Policy discussed very extensively
in this debate and all subjects but the one
before the House, which is the bounty on
pig iron. The hon. gentleman who ad-
dressed the House at such length views
it as one who is interested in the Trent
Valley industries; but we in New Bruns-
wick have interests quite as important as
those of the Trent Valley. We have the
shipping interests and our ships that have
loaded with lumber for Liverpool
have been in the habit of bringing back
iron at a low rate of freight as ballast,
rather than having to load up with stone
or gravel. Now, what will be the effect
of this policy ? When one of those ships
comes into port with a quantity of iron
in ballast instead of stone or gravel, the
owner of a ship will be told, " we cannot
allow your iron to land, unless you pay
$2 a ton on it;" and what are we going
to do with the duty ? We are going to
take it up to the hon. gentlemen's iron
mines and pay it to them as a bounty,
and compel those ships to return on their
next trip from Liverpool loaded with
gravel. If you cannot employ these
1,100 men at the mines without getting
their wages paid out of the revenue of the
country, they had better go on to the
prairies and cultivate the soil, where
they can make better wages than they can
in the iron mines of Nova Scotia.

HON. MR. TRUDEL-I desire to
remind hon. gentlemen that this industry,
though not a new one in this country, has
not reached a great degree of develope-
ment up to the present time. While
Canada possesses the richest iron deposits
in the world there are very few countries
that import iron so largely as we do. Then
the question naturally arises " why should
we send our money abroad to buy what
we have in such great quantities at
home ?" I do not think that the con-
parison made by the hon. gentleman fron
Halifax or that made by the hon. gentle-
man from Fredericton is of much value,
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for practically the question is not whether
o ne industry or one class should receive
Special encouragement, but whether it is
lot in the interest of the country to foster

Euch industries as have not yet been de-
Veloped amongst us, and which for one
reason or another require encouragement.
We should develop all sources of wealth
in our country. If there are some of
those sources which require in the begin-
nling special protection they ought to re-
Ceive it. I would remind hon. gentlemen
Of this fact that the production of pig
iron was one of the first industries en-
Couraged in Canada, and that was under
the French Government as far back as
the 17th century. It is well known that
there were celebrated deposits of tron on
the St. Maurice which belonged to the
crown, where immense sums of money were
expended by the French Government to
encourage the iron industry which was
considered of the greatest importance.
Before the beginning of the i8th century
there was a time when those establish-
ments were flourishing, at the St. Maurice,
but since then they have been almost aban-
doned. This industry, which was the first
that was encouraged by the Government.
is the one that has been the least develop-
ed, because the encouragement that was
given to it oo years ago has been with-
drawn. Very few years will elapse before
we will have paid to other countries per
haps $ioo,ooo,ooo for steel rails. Now, is
it not in the interests of the country, when
we have the raw material, the intelligence,
the skill and the labor necessary to pro-
ducesteelrails, that we should manufacture
them at home, and give employment to
Our people, rather than send hundreds of
millions of dollars out of the country to
Pay people to manufacture them abroad ?
It is well known that to establish smelting
Works, and rolling mills requires an im-
Mense amount of capital, and unless some
special encouragement is given, I am
afraid we will not succeed in developing that
industry to such an extent as to make it
self sustaining. I consider this measure
an important one, and it shall have my
hearty support.

HON. MR. DEVER-I wish to say one
Word in reply to the remarks of the hon.
gentleman from Fredricton. I give him
gieat credit for at all times endeavoring to
Promote the prosperity of New Brunswick.

I am from the same Province, and our in-
terests are identical. The hon. gentleman's
arguments were to the same effect that the
freight that would be lost on pig iron com-
ing to this country would fall wholly upon
the ship-owners of New Brunswick. I
think that is an unfair way of putting it.
The greatproportion of the vessels coming
to our ports with pig iron in ballast to load
with lumber are not Canadian ships, but
belong to all nations in the world, and why
should we consider the interests of those
foreign ship owners in a matter of this kind
at the expense of our own people. In the
production of iron we can have all the
profit in our own country-the profit of
mining the ore, the profit of smelting it,
and the profit of manufacturing and hand-
ling it. Is not the benefit arising out of
industries of this kind of much more ad-
vantage to the country than all the profit
that a portion of our shipping can make
in bringing in iron from other countries as
ballast ?

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-I should
feel that I was remiss in the performance
of my duty if I did not make some remark
on this question. I wish to say that when
Irose and appealed to Mr. Speaker while
my hon. friend from Trent was addressing
the House, I did so with great reluctance,
because I always listened to that gentle-
man with great respect and attention. Ii
his arguments are not always such as to
convince my mind, they have always been
strong enough to convipce himself, and
they are delivered with a feeling of sin-
cerity. I remember at one time when the
hon. gentleman from Rideau was engaged
in the iron business here in Ottawa, that
he gave me some specimens of his ore
from this district, and being myself
interested in some iron industries in
England, I transmitted the specimen of
his ore and a specimen of his steel to
some of my friends there. I received
back a most favorable report on both the
ore and the steel, and a request that I
should make enquiries if that ore could be
shipped from Montreal, and if so at what
price. Experienced iron founders know
that a proper mixture of .iron ores is of
great importance in the manufacture of
iron, and these very manufacturers with
whom I was in correspondence in England
were in the habit of importing large
quantities of ore from Australia for the
purpose of mixing it with English ores.
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Therefore the demand for Canadian ores
in the United States is very easy of explana-
tion. I myself would be rejoiced to see iron
manufacturing spring up in Canada, pro-
vided it could do so without the assis-
tance of a bounty, for I am opposed to
the principle upon which bounties are
given. I think the experience of older
countries ought to teach us the futility of
such a plan. I would, however, prefer the
bounty to the protective system, for the
simple reason that it is plainly to be seen,
under that system. that the public money
is taken out of the Treasury to support
an interest which is supposed to be unable
to support itself. That, however, I do
not think is a judicious course to pursue,
particularly after our policy in connection 
with the import duty on coal, which seems
to me to have an effect the very opposite
to that which was intended. Hon. gentle-
men who may have taken some trouble'
to enquire into this question, I think must
be aware that some of the best authori-
ties upon political economy have
condemned the bounty system, and
it has been remarked by those men
that the general effect of bounties is,
that where they go into operation upon
anything like a large scale and for any
considerable time together, the result is
that the industry is almost invariably car-
ried on, not for the purpose of producing
the article, but in order to procure the
bounty. Therefore I say that in this case
I would prefer the bounty system to the
protected system, because any one who
chooses may see that it is the intention of
the Government to support this industry,
cost what it will, and there is no secrecy
about it. The hon, gentleman from Ni-
agara invited my hou. friend from Halifax
to take into his consideration the subject
of the French bounties upon sugar, and if
my hon. friend adopts the hon. gentle-
man's suggestion and investigates that sub-
ject thoroughly, he will probably find that
not much more than a year ago the
French sugar industry was in a very
languishing condition. I have read a
report of an English commission of en-
quiry, who made extensive researches into
the state of the beet root sugar industry
in France. I think it was about a year
since-if the debate had not been rather
sprung upon the House I could give the
exact date, but I am how only speaking
from memory-and it was then found that

HON. MI. HAYTHORNE.

a great number of these sugar refineries in
France were in a very languishing con-
dition.

HON. MR. PLUMB-The hon. gentle-
man will perhaps excuse me; I would
state that he has misapprehended me. 1
was not advocating the French systein O
giving bounties, but I was saying that Mr.
Gladstone had said that, under certain
circumstances, it would be proper to de-
part from the hard and fast rule of free-
trade, and grant a bounty in order to neet
bounties in another quarter.

HoN. MR. HAYTHORNE-I think
the hon. gentleman recommended the
study of the beet root sugar industry in
France, for the benefit of the hon. gentle-
man from Halifax.

HON. ML PLUMB-I thought it
would be good for him to read a little.

HON. M. HAYTHORNE-I would
then suggest that, if he did so, he would
find certain peculiarities about it, and the
hon. gentleman cannot deny that. I an'
not saying that the hon. gentleman from1
Niagara stated that these peculiarities
existed, but I am telling the hon. gentle
man from Halifax that if he pursues that
study, as advised by the hon. gentleman
from Niagara, he will probably meet with
certain unexpected results, and he will
find that the sugar industry of France is
not in nearly so prosperous a condition as
the hon. gentleman from Niagara supposes.

HON. MR. PLUMB-I was not-speak-
ing of its prosperity or otherwise.

HoN. MR. HAYTHORNE-The sifi-
ple fact is that the bounty upon French
sugar causes the French people to pay for
the use of their sugar by the English, and
I believe that some years ago the English
paid the Dutch in the same way. What I
assertinregard to the bountyuponsugargen-
erally, is this: the result is that the industry
almost invariably comes to be carried On
merely for the sake of obtaining the boufnty
from the Government. As the hon. gentle-
man from Niagara undertook to advise the
hon. member from Halifax, perhaps he
will not object to my suggesting that he
might employ sorne of his leisure in studY-
ing the history of the bounty upon Scotch
herring and the duties and draw-backs
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Upon salt, which are to be found in the
writings of Adam Smith ; he will probably
see so mething there about bounties which
rnay throw some new light upon the
subje ct for him. My hon. friend
from DeSalaberry spoke of the iron
industry in the 17th century, but I
do not think he took into account
the entirely different conditions which exis-
ted at that time. Then iron was almost
exclusively smelted with wood, which, in
the new condition of the country, was
almost an encumbrance, and there were
then peculiar circumstances which would
render such an industry very suitable to
the time to which the hon. gentleman re-
ferred. I myself can recollect having
seen, in my young days, in England, the
femains of a pit which, I was informed,
had been used in smelting iron during the
time when that country was covered with
oak forests. That time however has
passed away, and the forests to which I
refer have disappeared for centuries, and
the iron industry which is now reviving, is
carried on in a very different way, the
Metal being smelted by means of coal
which is brought to the works by rail. I
can, however, understand that at the time
of which the hon. gentleman spoke-the
17th century-the manufacture of iron in
Canada might have been a successful and
prosperous industry.

HoN. MR. TRUDEL-What I meant
to say was this ; the very fact that this in-
dustry was introduced into this country so
lon ggo, and that it was not developed,
shews . the necessity that exists for
encouraging it ; unless, indeed, we are
ready to renounce absolutely that source
Of wealth which is so great in this country.
I used that argument only for the purpose
Of showing the necessity for what I con-
Sider the extraordinary legislation proposed
by this Bill. It is not a general principle,
but one that is to be applied to develop
certain special industries which cannot
Succeed otherwise.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-The hon.
gentleman forgets that the wood period is
Over and that we are now manufacturing
iron in a totally different way. I am not
going to dispute his conclusion though I
disagree with him as to the means to be
taken to promote this iron industry. It
does not follow from the fact that the iron

industry was prosperous 200 years ago,
that it will now, with a totally different
class of circumstances, be equally pros-
perous. I am an Englishman born myself,
and I am proud of my country with her
grown daughters in Canada, the United
States, the Australian colonies, and else-
where, but they are all obliged to admit
the one thing, viz: their industrial infe-
riority to their great mother, and if they
would keep out the products of the
Mother Country they must have recourse
to protective duties, which after all only
injure themselves particularly.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the third reading of the Bill.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third time and passed, on a
division.

EXPIRING ACTS CONTINUATION
BILL.

THIRD READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that the House do resolve itself into a
Committee of the Whole, for the con-
sideration of Bill (138), "An Act to
continue for a limited time the Acts
therein mentioned."

HoN. MR. CARVELL, from the Com-
mittee, reported the Bill with one amend-
ment, which was concurred in, and the
Bill was then read the third time and
passed.

TARIFF FURTHER AMENDMENT
BILL

SECOND READING.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the second reading of Bill (i 19), "An Act
further to amend the tariff of duties of
Customs."

He said: The second reading of this
Bill relative to the Custorns duties, was
postponed at the suggestion of the hon.
gentleman from Halifax, who desired to
make some remarks upon it, and I shaH
be very glad now to listen to anything he
may be pleased tb say. For my own
part, as we cannot make any alteration in
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this Bill, I do not see that any good can
be accomplishcd by my making any
remarks, and I will, therefore, without
further preface, move the second reading
of the Bill.

HON. MR. POWER-The Minister bas
said very truly that we cannot make any
alteration in this Bill, but the hon. Minis-
ter probably bas not forgotten, and a great
many hon. gentlemen have not forgotten
that under Mr. Mackenzie's administration
fiscal questions were discussed at great
length in this House, and that the first
movement in Parliament in favor of a
change in the fiscal policy was made in
this House, and if I am not mistaken my
hon. friend from the Quinte division is
the gentleman who has the credit and
honor of being the parliamentary father
of the system under which we are now
suffering, and consequently I do not think
that there is any impropriety in my making
a few renarks upon the tariff. I shall try
to make my observations as brief as possible.
This Bill tells just the same story as the
Bill with respect to the bounty on pig
iron which was passed a few minutes ago,
viz.: that the Government have given up
all pretence of adopting a tariff for revenue
purposes, and that their policy now is
protection, pure and simple. I think that
a glance at some of the alterations which
have been made, even in the existing
tariff, will make that point very clear.
First, take the articles on the free list, of
which I shall refer to a very few : We
have "hatter's plush of silk or cotton ;"
"iodine crude ;" " marble in blocks from
the quarry in the rough ;" " attar of roses;"
"seeds, anise, coreander, cardaman,
fennel, and ferugreek ;" " sausage skins
or casings, not cleaned ;" " wire of spring
steel coppered for the manufacture of
mattrasses ; " and " dye, jet black."
Hon. gentlemen will see that these are all
articles which are used in certain manu-
factures, and none of them such as are
used by the poorer consumers. As to the
question of articles used respectively by
the rich and the poor, there are two or
three suggestive items.

HoN. MR. PLUMB-What about attar
of roses ?

HON. MR. POWER-That is an article
which the hon. gentleman from Niagara
may use largely.

i-ON, SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL.

HoN. MR. PLUMB-The hon. gentle-
man is on the wrong scent.

HON. MR. POWER-I find that
amongst the other articles which are
placed on the free list are " rubies, pearls,
sapphires, emeralds, garnets and opals not
polished or otherwise manufactured.
Further on there is one very important
exception to the rule 1 have mentioned
just now, viz., that " saw-dust " bas been
made free. I (o not see for what purpose
it has F'een made free, whether it is to be
mixed with the food of the people or not.

Now take on the other hand sole
articles which are used by the farmers and
other working people : " wheel-barrows
and hand carts," they are to be taxed 39
per cent ad valorem. On " cordage of al'
kinds," which used to be 5 per cent the
tax bas been raised to 20 per cent 9
valorem. Here are two items coming to-
gether which make a very suggestive col-
trast: "paper hangings or wall paper,
glazed paper, &c., in rolls or sheets, or
cardboard," 30 per cent ad valoret#.
These are articles which are used by
builders and householders in decoratin1g
the residences of the people.

HoN. MR. PLUMB-I would like tO
know where saw-dust comes in in the Bill?
The hon. gentleman professes to always be
so accurate I would like him to show it to
me.

HON. MR. POWER-The hon. Len-
tleman bas a right to be gratified, and 1
always like to please him. If the ho"-
gentleman will look a^ line 30 of page 2
of the Bill he will find the words there
plainly enough.

I was just speaking, when interrupted,
of the contrast offered by the way in which
paper hangings and wall-paper, which are
generally used, are treated, and the next
item on the list, viz : " Union collar cloth
paper in sheets not shapen." That is an
article used by manufacturers of collars
only, and it is taxed 5 per cent, while the
other articles which are used by the peoPle
at large are taxed 30 per cent. "l Aniine
dyes " which are used by manufacturers
of clothing are taxed 1o per cent. while bed
comforters, or quilts of cotton, which are
used by the people at large, are taxed 27 Y
per cent. All sorts of farm implemelts
are taxed 35 per cent.
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Now hon. gentlemen I have pointed out
a sufficient number of items to show how
differently raw materals of two kinds of
people are treated. The farmer's imple-
ments are as much a part of his raw i
material as the aniline dyes are of the
nianufacturer's. The latter are necessary
in the production of the manufactured
article of clothing or other stuff, as the
others are necessary in the production of
the crop which the farmer raises, and
there is no reason that I can see why the
two things should be treated so very
differently.

I may say that it is a thing which has
often struck me in these discussions, as
to hon. gentlemen who are so fond of
talking about having a Canadian market
for Canadians, and hindering toreign arti-
cles from coming in to compete with our
own manufactures and who pride them-
selves upon giving employment to the peo-
ple of the country ; why it has never oc-
curred to them ta propose a duty upon
labor. Labor is the article which the poor
man has to seIl, but these benevolent gen-
tlemen never dream of putting any duty
upon that article, but are doing all that
they can to bring in foreign labor to com-
pete with what is already in the country.
I presume the hon. gentlen-an from Ham-
ilton will think that there never was a
more illogical argument than this.

HoN. MR. MAcINNES-I most cer-
tainly do think so. Mechanics never got as
high wages as they do under the National
Policy.

HON. MR. POWER- I doubt very
much if the hon. gentleman, when he
meets.us next Session, will be able to tell
us that the operatives in that large mill of
his are getting such high wages. I know
that in many other mills they are not
getting high wages now. I am not now
saying whether protection is a good thing
or not, but if it is a good thing for the hon.
gentleman who makes millions of yards of
cotton a year, why should it not be good
for the operatives who work for him ?

HON. MR. MAcINNES-So it is.
They get better wages.

HON. MR. POWER-There is just one
other remark I propose to make, and it is
this: Hon. gentlemen who have not too

nuch personal interest in the preservation
of the present system to be able to see
clearly what is going on around them,
must have observed that, in the neigbor-
ng republic, where they have had a long
experience of the protection system, the
majority have made up their minds that
that system must be abandoned. I think
that we are showing ourselves somewhat
behind the age in adopting a system
which they are getting rid off. The
mother country abandoned the system a
great many years ago; and now we, in
Canada, are coming in behind all the
others, and decking ourselves out in the
cast off finery of our neighbors. To my
mind-it may be an illogical mind-the
position we now occupy in this country is
a most undignified one.

HON. MR. READ-I hope the Flouse
will bear with me a few minutes, as I am
charged with being the father of this
objectionable policy which we have at
present. If I have no greater sin to answer
for than having had the temerity to move
a resolution, perhaps the first offered in
Parliament, advocating the adoption of a
national policy, I do not think I have
much to answer for. The hon. gentleman
who has just sat down has referred to the
experience of the United States. Let me
quote the views of one of the ablest men
of that country after nine years' experience
of what was called the compromise tarif,
from 1833 to 1841.

HON. MR. POWER-That is years
ago.

HON. MR. READ--It has a direct
bearing on this question. It was a 12%
per cent. tariff. I will read the views of
Henry Clay, who had been at that time
37 years in Congress. He was a
Southerner and a free-trader, yet this ex-
pe ience is given in these words :-

" My fixed purpose on this occasion bas
been to appeal to ail gentlemen, and al] politi-
cal sides of this Chamber, to corne out and
make a sacrifice of al] lesser differences in a
patriotic, generous and general effort for the
relief of their country. I do not ask what
h ave been the renote causes of the depression
and wretchedness of our once glorions and
happy country. I will turn iy views only
on the causes which are proximate, indispat-
able and immediately before us. One great,
if not the sole cause, is to be found in the
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withdrawal of money from the country to pay
debts accrued and accruing abroad for foreign
imports, or debts contracted during former
periods of prosperity. What then is to be
done to check this foreign drain ? We have
tried free trade. We have ha-i the principles
of free trade operating on more than one half
of our comforts for nine years. That will not
do we see. Do let us recali the tisne when a
protective policy was established, and we then
had univereal prosperity.

Now if that does not apply to our case,
then I have nothing more to say. I think
I have read sufficient to prove my point :
I take one of the ablest men in the
United States for my authority.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was then read the third time and passed.

ST. JOHN RIVER BRIDGE BILL.

SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the second reading of Bill (138), "An Act
to provide for advances to be made by the
Government of Canada to the St. John
Bridge and Railway Extension Company."

He said: The Bill provides, substan-
tially, for an advance of money to this
Company to build a bridge near the City
of St. John across the river of that name.
The advance is to be made, to the extent
of 8o per cent. of the expenditure, on
the certificate of the Chief Engineer of
the Government Railways in operation,
and is not to exceed in all $500,000. To
secure these advances the Company is to
execute a mortgage, in favor of the Gov-
ernment, on the bridge.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time,

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the third reading of the Bill.

HON. MR. POWER-I wish to call the
attention of the Minister of Justice to the
fact that the Government are assuming all
the responsibility in connection with this
bridge, and that they are advancing, prac-
tically, al the money for its construction,
and then allowing other parties to own the
work. The New Brunswick Government
have offered a subsidy and the St. John
and Maine Railway Company have also
offered assistance, and on these bonuses
the Company will be able to raise the

HON, Mg. REA4D,

remaining 20 per cent. of the cost of
construction.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
bridge is good security for the 8o per
cent. which we advance.

HON. MR. POWER-If the Govern-
ment constructed the bridge themselves,
they would receive these subsidies; and
the bridge would make an admirable ter-
minus for the Intercolonial Railway. The
present terminus of that road is a mile
and a half from the place where this
bridge is to be erected. If the Govern-
ment owned the bridge, the tolls on trains
passing over it would yield a handsome
return on the expenditure, and there
would be no unfair rates imposed on any
of the companies using it. If the bridge
is to be in the hands of a private com-
pany, there is no certainty that that will
be the case. There will be a large traffic
over it as soon as it is opened, and that
traffic will be very greatly increased when
the Megantic road is completed. It seems
to me that it would be in the interest of
the country to have this bridge owned and
controlled by the Government, and not
by a Company.

HoN. MR. DEVER-I have to thank
either the Company or the Government for
the construction of this bridge, and I am
inclined to think that my gratitude is due
to the Government. For some ten years
I have brought this subject before the
House nearly every Session. I should
prefer to have the bridge built by the
Government, but I have no objection to
the Company by whom it is to be cons-
tructed. They are honorable men and
will execute the work properly. I do not
think the 8o per cent. is too much for the
Government to advance, while it will be
sufficient to enable the Company to carry
out the undertaking.

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I do
not see that there is any danger such as
the hon. gentleman from Halifax points
out. We advance only 8o per cent. of
the cost ot the Bridge; that advance will
be secured by a mortgage, and the
Governor-in Council is authorized to take
possession of the work if the interest is

not paid.
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HON. MR. WARK-I am satisfied that
there are few thoughtful people in New
Brunswick who do not think that this
work should be undertaken by the Govern-
ment as a terminus for the Intercolonial
Railway, and that all those roads can-
necting with it should have equal running
powers over the bridge.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
Government do not want to assume the
responsibility ot owning the bridge, but
they are willing to make this advance. The
Minister of Railways thought that this was
the best way to have the work done.

HON. MR. DEVER-I think under the
supervision of the Government engineers
the bridge will be well constructed and
there will be no fault to be found.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.

FISHING BY FOREIGN VESSELS
BILL.

SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the second reading of Bill (143), " An Act
to extend to British Columbia the Act re-
lating to fishing by foreign vessels."

He said : In 1868 a Bill was passed
enabling the Governor-General to grant to
foreign vessels licenses to fish in British
waters within three miles of the cost. It
is proposed by this Bill to extend that Act
to British Columbia.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was then read the third time and passed.

CONSOLIDATED RAILWAY BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House went into committee on
Bill (127), "An Act further to amend
'The Consolidated Railway Act, 1879,'
and to declare certain lines of railway to
be works for the general advantage of
Canada."

HON. MR. DEVER, from the Com-
inittee, reported the Bill with certain
amendments.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the third reading of the Bill.

42

HoN. MR. POWER moved the amend-
ment of which he had given notice, to
exclude all local lines,except those specially
mentioned, from the operation of this
Bill.

The motion was lost on a divisicn, and
the Bill was then read the third time and
passed.

THE LICENSE BILL.

SECOND READING.

HON. SIR ALEX CAMPBELL moved
the second reading of Bill (132), " An
Act respecting the sale of intoxicating
liquors, and the issue of licenses therefor."

HON. MR. POWER called attention to
the fact that the Bill had not been dis-
tributed.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I am
conscious of it and I am sorry that it has
not been distributed. To-morrow will be
a statutory holiday, and therefore we
ought not to sit on that day, but if the
House was adjourned during pleasure to-
night, with the understanding that we
meet at i i a.m. to-morrow, in that way we
could get over the difficulty, and the
whole sitting would be considered as of
to-day.

The motion was agreed to, on the
understanding that the House was not
committed to the principle of the Bill,
and that the discussion should take place
in Committee, and the Bill was read the
second time.

The House resolved itself into Com.
mittee of the Whole on the Bill.

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE, from the
Committee, reported that they had made
some progress, and asked leave to sit
again to-morrow.

The report was adopted.

THE FISIERIES BILL.

SENATE AMENDMENTS ADHERED TO.

A message was received from the House
of Commons to return Bill (1o1), " An
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Act to amend the Fisheries Act," and to MAY IT PLEAsE YouR EX0ELLENCY:-

inform the Senate that the Commons had We, Her Majesty's dutiful subject8, the
disagreed with the amendments made by Senate and fuse of Coinmons of Canada in
the Senate to the Bill. Parlianient assenibled, desire on bebaf ofthose wlion we repre--ent, as well as our own,

to give expression to the general feeling of re-
HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The gret with wbich the countrv has learned that

House of Commons have disagreed with Your Exceiiency's officiai connection with
our amendments and have given a reason Canada is soon about to cease.
which seems to me to be an insufficient We are happy, bowever, to believe that inthatthetakig ot oflicnsethe Councils of the Empire in the future and
one ; that the taking out of licenserender
is not compulsory on riparian owners and ber service, Canada will ever find in Your
special grantees of the French Crown. Excellency a steadfast friend with knowledge
The reason seems to contradict itself. In of lier wants and aspirations and an earnest
the first place it says it is not compulsory Y or c e zese a r
on the riparian owners to take out license, inforn yourself by personal observation of
and then it says that the interests of rip- tecearacter, capabilîues and requirements
arians will be protected. I do not think of every section of the Dominion have been
the reason is sufficient, and the better liglv appreciated by its people, and we leel

way oul be or s t saytha we tlîat tic Clountry is under deep obligations
way would be for us to say that we adhere rt you for your untiring efforts to niake its
to our anendments. I move that this esources widely and favorably known.
House do insist upon its amendments to The warm personal interest which Your
this Bill. Excellency lias taken in everything caicuIated

to Rtimiulate and encourage intellectual energy
The motion was agreed to, and it was ainong us and to advance Science and Art

ordered that the Clerk of this House do will long be grateluliy remembered ; the suc-
go down to the House of Commons and ces of Your Excellency's efforts lias fortified

thatHoue tat he Snat inistus in thle belief that a full deveIopment of*our
acquaint that House that the Senate insistperfectly consistent witb the
on their amendments. closest and most loyal connection with the

Empire.
The Senate then at 6 p.m. adjourned Tfie presence of Your Illustrious Consort in

during pleasure, Canada seems to have drawn us doser to our
beloved Sovereign, and in saying farewel tE
Your Excellency and to ier Royal tighness
wose kindly and gracions symp athies, nani

-- fested upon so niany occasions, h ave endeared
Per to ail eearts, we humbl beg that yo
with personally convey to wer Majsty the

THE SENATE. declaration of our toyal attachfeent and of
our deteriation to oaintain firin, and abid

Otawa, Thursday, May 21h, 1883. ingour connection with te Great Empire
W a over wbich Stle rules.

The House was resumed at i i a. m.

THE DEPARTURE OF HIS EX-
CELLENCY.

MOTION.

A message was received from the House
of Commons with the following address
to which they desired the concurrence of
the Senate :

To His Excellency the Right Honorable
Sir JoHN DOUGLAs SUTHERLAND CAMPBELL,
(commonly calied the Marquis of Lorne),
Knight of the Most Ancient and Most Noble
Order of the Thistle, Knight (rand Cross of
the Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael
and Saint George, Governor-General of
Canada, and Vice-Admiral of the sanie, etc.,
etc.

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I an,
sure that the Senate will cordially concur
in the address of the House of Commons
to His Excellency the Governor-General
on the occasion of his intended departure
from Canada. He has rendered the country
great services during his terrm ofoffice and
impressed the people at large with the
earnestness of his purpose to serve theml
and advance their highest interests. We
all regret that his connection with us i
about to cease and desire that he should
carry with him such expression of our
appreciation of the great and valuable
services which he has rendered Canada as
this address conveys. His Excellency's
visits to the differ-nt Provinces of the
Dominion, particularly to Manitoba and
British Columbia, have enabled him to

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE,
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satisfy himself as to the great resources of
our country and he has made them widely
and favorably known. We do not realize,
perhaps, the extent to which his remarks,
with referenc- especially to Manitoba and
the North-West Territories, have benefited
the country. They have formed the key-
note to a great deal that has since been
done and written. His high position
inspired the people of the United King-
dom with a confidence which would not
have been given to another in the state-
ments of the fertility of those great
countries and have been of the highes'
value to us.

The encouragment which His Excellen-
cy and Her Royal Highness have given in
so many ways to art and science and to
the development of intellectual energy
amongst us, have been of marked. value to
the country. I think His Excellency has
endeavored and with success to demon-
strate to us that our position as a Colony
of the Empire is quite consistent with the
fullest development of intellectual life on
the part of Canadians.

The reference in this address, in which
we are asked to concur, to Her Royal
Highness the Princess will be, I am sure,
most gratefully received by the Senate.
We all know the kind and generous sym-
pathy which she has extended to the
afflicted in so many directions. Her
courtesy and condescension to all who
have been honored by the hospitality of
Government House-Her goodness to
every one in fact who has been admitted
to her presence have endeared her to us
all and we shall long cherish the recol-
lection of her kindly presence amongst us.

I am quite sure that the Senate will
gladly adopt the motion which I make for
the concurrence of this House in the
address before us.

HoN. MR. SCOTT-The adoption of
this Address by Parliament is, I think,
a very fitting tribute to His Excellency, on
the eve of the termination of his official
connection with Canada. When in 1878
His Excellency was nominated to his
high office, there were very many people
who were somewhat skeptical as to the
success that any gentleman would enjoy
following in the footsteps of so distin-
guished a statesman as his immediate
predecessor. We all know that Lord
Dufferin threw a special halo around the

position of Governor-General--that he
discharged the duties of the office with
very great ability, and having probably a
larger experience than Lord Lorne, there
were very many who doubted that the
present Governor-General would be in any
way as great a success as his predecessor.
Without drawing a comparison between
these two distinguished noblemen, I
venture to say that the opinion of the
people of Canada will bear me out in stat-
ing that Lord Lorne has discharged the
duties of his high office with great skill
and ability, and that in the future history
of Canada the names of Lord Dufferin and
Lord Lorne will be bracketed together as
two of the most distinguished of our
Governors, and that their names will go
down to posterity together.

As the founder ot the Royal Society,
Lord Lorne's name will be intimately
connected with the intellectual life of
this country, and those who witnessed the
congress of savans who met in this
Chamber yesterday, must feel that it is
altogether due to the interest which he
took in the founding of that society that
it is now placed on the substantial basis
on which it rests. It was not the mere
official patronage which he extended to
that association, but he warmed it up into
life, and has taken a deep interest in it
from the beginning.

Her Royal Highness, an artist herself,
has stimulated taste for art in this country,
and His Excellency has acted in concert
with her in giving life to various art associ-
ations throughout the Dominion. But it
is not in the role of an artist that Her
Royal Highness will be best remembered
in Canada : it is by the exercise of that
warm and sympathetic feeling which she
has at all times exhibited, marking her as
a true woman. By her works of unosten-
tatious charity she will be best re-
membered by the people of this country.
I think no higher compliment can be
paid to the Princess, than to say that she
has taken the deepest interest in those
subjects, in which a woman ought to
take the lead.

While there are few, comparitively
speaking, in this country who take an
interest in art and intellectual culture, yet
all appreciate the great service which
Lord Lorne has rendered to this country
by calling attention to its various resources
on every opportunity that was fitting and
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proper. During the term of his office he
bas made himself intimately acquainted
with Canada, and that is saying a good
deal when we recollect that the Dominion
extends from one ocean to the other-a
country 5,ooo miles across. Ashasbeenvery
happily and truthfully observed by the
leader of the Government, this country
owes very much to Lord Lorne for the
manner in which he bas brought before
the British public the great resources that
Canada possesses, and how suitable it is
that it should form the home of emigrants
from the British Islands, rather than they
should settle in the United States or any
other foreign country. I venture to say
that the speech made by Lord Lorne at
Winnipeg will have done more good in
that direction than all the official pamph-
lets that could have been circulated by
the Department of Agriculture over Great
Britain and Ireland. He was our candid
friend. His utterances were taken for
what they expressed, by the British public,
and I feel that we are largely indebted to
him for the great stimulus which bas been
recently given to immigration into this
country. Immigration is what we need.
The Dominion cannot reach the position
which we desire for it by the natural
growth of its population ; it must be
increased by the influx of blood from
abroad, and we owe to our excellent
Governor-General very much indeed for
the manner in which he has brought the
attractions which Canada possesses before
the British public.

I have therefore very iuch pleasure,
and I am sure when I express that
pleasure for myself I speak not alone for
the Senate, but the people of Canada,
in seconding the Address which bas been
introduced by the leader of the Govern-
ment.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-Coming
from Western Ontario, it affords me much
gratification to say that this Address
echoes the sentiments which are enter-
tained of Their Excellencies by that popu-
lous district. As regarding the Governor
General, I am sure that no one could
have manifested, ever since his advent to
our shores, a stronger desire than he has
done, to promote by the influence of his
high position, every material interest of
the country. And his efforts have been
directed in such a practical manner as to

HON, MR, SCoTT.

bring very fruitful results. As has been

Ris Exellency.

already said, His Excellency's visit to our
Northwest gave a wide extended publicity
to the great value of that territory for im-
migration purposes-not only in the over-
populated districts of Scotland, England
and Ireland, but also of Germany-and
the same results will be found to have
flowed from his recent visit to British
Columbia. I need not reiterate the ex-
pressions which have fallen from the
leaders of both parties as to the unex-
ceptionable manner in which he bas dis-
charged his duties as a constitutional
Governor. J3ut I cannot refrain from
dwelling upon the effective manner in
which he and his illustrious consort have
directed the public mind to the import-
ance of our not neglecting those institu-
tions, which have for their object the cul-
tivation of the Arts and Sciences, which
confer upon man the highest enjoyment.
And we shall long remember the
genial and kind inanner in which
the hospitalities of Rideau Hall have
been dispensed for the enjoyment
of all who have had the happiness to ap-
proach Their Excellencies. As regarding
the presence in our midst of one of Her
Majesty's daughters, we have indeed
been highly favored, calculated as it bas
been to diffuse an elevating influence on
Canadian society-calculated as it bas
been by Her Royal Highness' beautiful
example tothem to show that what isgreatest
in this life is unaffected simplicity and
kindness of heart-the absence of all
pride and ostentation-the love of doing
good, and making all happy around her.
Such are the distinguishing characteristics
which refine and ennoble society. I am
sure that the Governor General and Her
Royal Highness when leaving our shores,
will carry with them the prayers of our
whole population, that they may long be
spared to grace and adorn that high posi-
tion allotted to them on this earth.

HON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE-I
regret that another member speaking the
French language, who was to address the
House on this occasion, is absent. I con-
cur in the expressions of loyalty which we
have heard to-day, and I desire to convey
(and I speak not only in the name of my
colleagues, but of my countrymen) to His
Excellency the assurance that we are grate-
ful to him for his sympathy and kindness
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towards our nationality, and the interest
he has taken in our language and history.
As for Her Royal Highness, it is enough
for us to know that she is so nearly related
to our beloved Queen to secure for her
the affection of our people. But apart
from that fact, her sympathy with all our
charitable institutions, as proved by her
many visits to our convents and hospitals,
one of which took place lately, has increas-
ed our love and admiration for the daughter
of our Sovereign.

HON. MR. PLUMB-Hon. gentlemen
I believe that we all heard with the
greatest ph as ire the reading of the elo-
quent Address which is proposed to
His Excellency the Governor General. I
think that what has been said by the hon.
leader of the Government, in moving the
Address, and so gracefully responded to by
the hon. leader of the Opposition in second-
ing it, will meet with the warm approval
of every one who has listened to. their
eloquent words. I think we may venture
to add our mite to the expressions which
have been made as to the feeling
with which His Excellency is regarded in
Canada. As has been well said, when he
came amongst us he came to fill a role
which was made very difficult by the
position that had been taken by his
brilliant predecessor; but he has steadily
gained on the feelings, the affections, and
the approval of the people of Canada, and
I think no one who has ever held the
distinguished office he has so worthily
filled here, will leave Canada with firmer
hold upon the hearts of our people than
His Excellency the Governor General.
In every branch of his duty, in everything
that he has had to discharge as a matter of
duty, we all know how untiring he has
been; we also know that he has taken
upon himself a great deal which need not
have come strictly within the line of that
duty. He has done everything gracefully,
he has done everything well, he has done
everything acceptably, and I believe he
has done everything with a view to the
best interests of this great Dominion, for
which I am sure he cherishes a fond
affection.

He has well said that he will carry away
with him very pleasant recollections oý
Canada, and that we shall always have a,
friend in him who knows her wants, andc
who, I think, can as well as any one who

has ever been connected with the country
make those wants known to those to whom
it is most desirable that they should be
known.. His zeal in promoting the
physical development of the country, has
been untiring, and when he came here we
were at the very outset of the develop-
ment of the great North-West. His visit
to that portion of the Dominion, as has
been well said, has been and will be pro-
ductive of the greatest service to this
country. He went there as a friend, but as
a friend who was to judge impartially, and
what he asserts will corroborate the most
enthusiastic statements that have been
made in regard to the North-West, for his
position is such that his statements will
have the greatest weight. The great
personal labor, and great personal exposure
and hardship which he endured in crossing
the prairies, the long days of travel made
in the interests of the country, should
entitle him to our lasting gratitude. In
addition to that he has this year extended
his journey so far as to make himself
acquainted with one of the most important
of the provinces of this Dominion-a
province which will ultimately, and pro-
bably in the near future, show how
wise it was to unite it to the Dominion,
despite of anything that may have been
said to the contrary, and which would
fully justify the broad statesmanlike views
of those who have not only strongly
advocated its connection with the country
but have always endeavored, so far as
possible, to promote its interests by exped-
iting within reasonable time the
construction of the link of steel which is
to bind together the East and West of this
great Dominion. On that occasion it is
gratifying for us' to know that he was
accompanied by the Royal lady who has
honored us with her presence during a
portionof hisadministration. Bothofthem
have been unwearied, as we all know in
their devotion to the promotion of the
intellectual advancement of the country.
It was well said by my honorable friend
the leader of the Government that they
have done much towards illustrating the
fact that the development of the intellec-
tual life of Canada is perfectly compatible
with its .position as a dependency of the

f Crown.
We had yesterday one of the mos

striking results of the untiring efforts
which His Excellency the Governor Gen.
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eral has made in that direction, which
must have been gratifying to him and to
Her Royal Highness, and it must have
been convincing to everyone who heard
the eloquent addresses that were made,
and who witnessed the brilliant assem-
blage of representatives of Art, Science,
and Literature, that his efforts have met
with a hearty response.

It is, as has been said, greatly to be re-
gretted that during a large portion of His
Excellency's administration the unfortu-
nate accident which occurred to Her
Royal Highness while she was in the dis-
charge of a duty that devolved upon her
as the wife of the Governor General, has
withdrawn her so much from among us;
but during the time her health- has per-
mitted her to be here, wherever she has
gone she has won the hearts of ail with
whom she has come in contact, and there
is no doubt that she has gained a firm and
lasting hold upon the affections of the
people of Canada. We ail of us will feel,
and must feel, the saddest regret at part-
ing with His Excellency and Her Royal
Highness, and I believe that when the
time comes for them to leave us, they will
carry with them the prayers, the love, and
the best wishes of the united people of
this Dominion.

It seems a peculiarly appropriate
occasion upon which to move the address,
that of the anniversary of the birth day
of our beloved Sovereign whom may God
long spare to hold sway over an undivided
empire, and who has given us the highest
proof of her regard, and confidence in
entrusting a beloved daughter to our
care.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-I regret that
the hon. Minister of Justice did not
notify us of his intention to move this
address to day, because I should have
been glad to have made some preparation
to express on behalf of those whom I re-
present the sentiments which are entertain-
ed by them towards His Excellency and
his royal wife. On ail occasions when
we have met their Excellencies, we have
been treated with the utmost courtesy
and kindness, and these marks of friendly
interest and esteern are deeply appreciated,
and will be long remembered by the
French Canadian race. I am sure that
the example which they have set will
have a good and permanent effect

on the English speaking race of the
Dominion and tend to unite our people
and make them one in nationality. In
sending her daughter to reside in our
midst, Her Majesty has shown that she
fully appreciates the loyalty of the Cana
dian people, and it is another manifesta
tion of that interest which is taken in our
affairs. We cannot forget that it is during
the present reign that the inestimable bles
sing of responsible government and the re-
cognition of French as one of the official
languages of this country was conferred
upon our people. I concur fully in ail
that has been said by the leaders on both
sides on this subject and I am happy to
be afforded this opportunity to express
the sentiments of respect and affection
which the people of Quebec entertain for
His Excellency and the daughter of our
beloved Sovereign.

HON. MR. GIRARD-I see no repre-
sentative of my province here but myself
I will therefore, be excused if I rise to
address the House on this subject and to
express the pleasure with which I give my
hearty concurrence to the motion. Mani
toba has been called a small province, but
I have no hesitation in saying that it will
soon be one of the greatest in the Domi
nion, and its rapid growth is to some ex
tent due to the visit which His Excellency
paid it two years ago. His description of
the country drew the attention of the
people, not only in the older provinces of
the Dominion but in various parts of
Europe, to the attractions which Manitoba
presents to those seeking homes in the
West. I only regret that he was not
accompanied by Her Royal Highness. It
would have been an advantage to us
and I am sure she would have derived
pleasure from the visit and been in a
position to inform our beloved Queen of
the loyalty of our people and their attach-
ment to their sovereign. His Excellency
also visited British Columbia and the coun-
try as a whole, and that Province in partic
ular, will derive no small benefit from his
personal observation of its vast and varied
resources.

I feel sorry that His Excellency is about
to leave us. His kindly words to our
province will long be renembered, and we
appreciate the gracious act of Her Ma-
jesty in sending her daughter to live in
our midst.

HON. MI. PLUMB.

Hisq Excellency.
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It is true this address comes before us
on short notice, but it is easy to express
thoughts that come from the heart, and it
is from my heart that I express my regret
at the departure of His Excellency and
Her Royal Highness, and my best wishes
for their happiness.

HON. MR. NELSON-Being the only
representative of British Columbia at pre-
sent in this House, the duty devolves on
me to express, on behalf of the people of
my Province, my perfect approval of this
address, and their deep regret at the de-
parture of Lord Lorne and Her Royal
Highness from Canada. As you are all
aware, they paid British Columbia a visit
and while there endeared themselves to
every individual, high and low throughout
the Province. On their departure from
British Columbia, while there was a wide-
spread feeling of regret that their visit was
so brief, we still felt that they were residing
in Canada and, to a certain extent, were
at home with us. Now that they are about
to leave the Dominion the regret at their
departure will be as deep and universal on
the Pacific Coast as in this Province in
which they reside. I am very sorry that
some other members from British Colum-
bia are not here to express the sentiments
of our people in a better manner than I
have been able to do.

HON. MR. MILLER-I do not think
the hon. gentleman has any reason to
express regret that there is no other repre-
sentative here to speak for British Colum-
bia on the present occasion. I think if a
spokesman is at all necessary the hon.
gentleman has discharged the duty exceed-
ingly well. I rise, not for the purpose of
adding anything to what has been so very
well said by hon. gentlemen on both sides
of the House, but rather to express a
different opinion on one point from that
given utterance to by some members who
have already addressed the Senate. It
seems to be thought by some gentlemen
that the leader of the House is to blame
because no notice of this motion was
given, as they were in consequence un-
prepared to express themselves towards
the illustrious persons to whom the motion
relates, with such sentiments of loyalty
and affection as they would desire.

HoN. MR. BELLEROSE-The hon.

gentleman did not understand me ; what I
meant to say was that no motion-

HON. MR. MILLER-I do not allude
to the hon. gentleman. For my own part
I must say that I would not rise at ail
now, had it not been for the nurmber of
hon. niembers from different sections
and Provinces of the Dominion who have
given expression to their feelings on the
motion before the Senate-expressions so
general, in fact, that those provinces whose
representatives do not participate in this
discussion would appear almost to occupy
an invidious position as in fact not sympa-
thizing with the address. Now, I take it
that an expression of this kind is an offi-
ciai expression of the Legislature towards
the eminent persons to whom the motion
refers, but it is not usual that, on a motion
such as this, any general discussion or ex-
pression of opinion is expected to take
place. For instance, if we would refer to
the manner in -which this motion was
made in the House of Commons-and I
mention this, by the way, for the benefit
of those who complain that the first inti-
mation this House had of the motion. was
when the Minister of Justice laid it upon
the table this morning-we find that it
was moved in that chamber yesterday by
the leader of the Government by whom a
speech was made, and he was followed by
the leader of the Opposition there, those
being the only speakers upon the motion.
Situated as we are in this Dominion,
with a large national element diff-
ering from that of the majority
of our population, an element which is
legally recognized in the Constitution and
in the proceedings of Parliament, I have
always considered it very proper on occa-
sions of this kind, that some representa-
tive of the French people in both branches
of the Legislature should, on behalf of
that nationality, rise and give expression
to their views and feelings; and I am
happy to see that that duty was ably and
fittingly discharged, as it was to-day by the
hon. gentleman from Montarville (Mr.
DeBoucherville). But as I am on my
feet I will say a word or two on the motion
before the House, and I desire only to say
that I heartily approve of all that has
been uttered both by the leader of the
House and the leader of the Opposition.
I am sure that the speeches of those hon.
gentlemen will meet with the approbation
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of all sections of our population, irres-
pective of class, creed or other distinction.
The highest thing that can be said of the
Marquis of Lorne is that he has been
true to the traditions of his noble house ;
he has been a constitutional Governor,
and has recognized on ail occasions to
the fullest extent the constitutional rights
of the people. His constitutional know-
ledge and fairness have been somewhat
tried on two or three occasions, and while
he has not been perhaps exposed to quite
as difficult tests as his illustrious prede-
cessor, wherever he has been so tried he has
discharged his duties in a way that
must have given satisfaction to all
political parties in this country ; I am
sure that when he leaves us he will be
regretted by every portion of the people
of this Dominion. It might be pre-
sumptuous in me to add a word to what
has already been said with regard to Her
Royal Highness : the gloom which spread
over this country from ocean to ocean
and from one extremity of it to the other,
when a sad accident befel the Princess
Louise, is a matter of history, and the
expressions of feeling which went up from
the Parliament and people of Canada-
from all associations and in every part of
the country-in regard to that accident,
must have been excessively gratifying to
Her Royal Highness. That she has not
been able, in consequence of the results
of that accident, to participate as much
as she otherwise might have done in the
duties incident to her high position as
the wife of the Governor General of this
Dominion, has been a matter for regret
to us all, but we know that, so far as
her health has permitted, she has, on
every occasion, done all that her
position required and she will leave
this country with the gratitude and
devotion of its inhabitants. Considering
the amount of business that is yet before
us, perhaps I have already occupied toc
much time, but, as no other representative
from the Maritime Provinces has so far
raised his voice upon the address, -I
must on behalf of the province from
which I come, express my hearty approval
of the motion before the House.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-I regret
that, having spoken in French, I have
been misunderstood, but I would not like
any misapprehension to arise as to the

HON. MR MILLER.

position I took. The hon. gentleman
who has just spoken said that he did not
allude to me, but the following part of his
speech showed that his remarks were
directly addressed to me. Now, I never
said that notice was required ; I only said
that, in order to have enabled us to give
fitting expression to our feelings towards
His Excellency the Governor General and
Her Royal Highness the Princess Louise,
time should have been given us to collect
our ideas. It was not at all on the ground
of procedure that I objected.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
quite understood the hon. gentleman and
that he spoke not so much to take ex-
ception, as on the ground that the short-
ness of the notice prevented him from
doing that justice to the subject that he
could have wished. The address was only
presented to the otherChamber last night
however, and has been laid before this
House to-day. I acquainted the leader of
the Opposition with it, and that was ail
that could be done.

HoN. MR. WARK-It is only proper
that this address should be the expression
of the whole House, but as members fron
ail the other Provinces have addressed the
Senate, I may perhaps be permitted to add
a few words. When it was announced
that the Marquis of Lorne was appointed
to be the future Governor-General of this
country, ail those who were familiar with
the noble house he represents were pre-
pared to give him a cordial reception and
welcome. Any one acquainted with the
history of that illustrious house, and with
ail they have done and suffered in times
past in the càuse of civil and religious
liberty, could not fail to look upon its
representative with the warmest feelings
of attachment ; but His Excellency came
to us still more strongly recommended, as
the son-in-law of our beloved Sovereign,9
and I may say that Her Majesty could not
have given us a greater proof of her
attachment to Canada than she has done
by permitting her beloved daughter tO
come and reside amongst us during the
time her husband has been representing
his Sovereign. I cordially concur in all
that has been said in the Address, and I
hope that His Excellency and Her RoYal
Highness the Princess Louise will leave
Canada feeling satisfied of our attachmlent
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and affection. Their visit was but short,
yet I think that no one who had the
privilege of approaching them can fail to
have felt the warmest attachment toward
them personally, and gratitude to .Her
Majesty for permitting her daughter to
reside amongst us.

HON. MR. HOWLAN-The usual
course on an occasion of this kind is for
the leader of the Government to move the
Address, and the leader of the Opposition
to second it, but as hon. gentlemen from
all the othér Provinces of the Dominion
have spoken to the motion, I would say a
few words as representing the Province of
Prince Edward Island. ,In doing so, I
might say that it is perhaps a fitting time
to refer to the history and present position
of this country. Lying as we do along-
side one of the, largest republics in the
world, speaking the same -language and
coming from the same stock, the British
constitutional principles which pervade
our Government are side by side with the
republican institutions of our neighbors
across the line. It is therefore a matter
for pride that, after the statesmanship of
England has been compelled, by the force
of circumstances, to give to each of the
Prcvinces of this Dominion a government
responsible to the Crown and people
alike, they have gathered together and
formed this Dominion. It is in conse-
quence of that wise statesmanship that we
have to-day amongst us a daughter of our
beloved Queen, and I trust that during
the five years which the Marquis of
Lorne and Her Royal Highness have
spent amongst us, they have had full and
ample opportunity of satisfying themselves
of the loyality of the people of this
Dominion, and that they will be able to
tell our Queen that the people of Canada
are worthy of the free institutions which
we enjoy, Speaking for the Province of
Prince Edward Island, I heartily re-echo
the sentiments in that Address.

HON. Mp.. DEVER-As speaking has
been somewhat general upon this subject,
and there is no other gentlemen from the
city of St. John present, except myself, I
feel that I must say a few words in addi-
tion to what has been so well expressed by
hon. gentlemen from other provinces. I
may confess that I had a strong conviction
in common with many others, that the im-

pression which was made upon the people
of this country by our former Governor-
General, Lord Dufferin, and his charming
and lovable countess, could never be
equalled by any other representatives of
the Sovereign who might succeed them in
that position. Upon a closer acquaintance
and knowledge, however, of His Excel-
lency the Marquis of Lorne and Her Royal
Highness Princess Louise, I have great
pleasure in stating that they have won the
loyalty and affection of all those with whom
I have spoken, and that loyalty and love
will follow them when they leave us, and
will last even down to our children and
grandchildren.

HON. MR. O'DONOHOE-I have to
regret that I was absent from the House
when the matter was first introduced, but
I esteem it a matter of privilege and plea-
sure to accord with the sentiments that
have been expressed towards our Governor-
General and Her Royal Highness the
Princess Louise. I trust that he will be
able, when he reaches the shores of Great
Britain, to say to the people there that a
very large component part of the popula-
tion of Canada is of the Irish race, and
that none are more contented, more loyal
or more true. His Excellency may pos-
sibly be able to catch the ear of the Gov-
ernm -nt of England, and I hope he will
say to them "Give to the Irish people a
similar government to that which has been
granted to Canada, and instead of being
troubled and annoyed by the people of
Ireland they will be a stand-by and power
at your back, to take up arms or do any-
thing that may be possible to sustain the
Empire. Send them not away as enemies
from your shores, but let them go believing
in the flag that floats over Canada, and they
will take up their habitation there, streng-
thening and extending the Empire." As
illustrating the loyalty of the Irish race in
this Dominion, I do not think I an say-
ing too much when I say of them, as Sir
George Cartier, I believe, said of the
French Canadians: " They will be found
firing the last shot in favor of the flag of
Canada." The Irishmen in Canada will
be found a united body whenever the
interests of the Empire call for their
services, and they will defend it against
any power. And so it would be in Ire-
land, in my judgment, if instead of the
present system of restraint and intimida-
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tion, the people were given a government
similiar to our own; all fears would then
be allayed and we should have a solid
and united Empire. The Irish people,
instead of leaving their native shore with
hostile feelings towards the British Govern-
ment, and making their home in the
United States, would settle in Canada,
and would aid us in rearing up that great
Northern Empire which we have reason
to think will exist here. Let the Govern-
nor-General leave us with this impression
and convey it to the Government of
England, and I think I may safely assert
he will carry away with him to a greater
degree than any of his predecessors, the
attachment and devotion of the Irish
people of this country.

HON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE-I
would like to correct a historical error
which has crept into the papers, and
which has just been repeated here. It
was Sir Etienne Tache who said "The
last shot to be fired for the British Flag in
Canada, will be fired by a French
Canadian."

The motion was agreed to.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that his honor the Speaker do sign the
said Address on behalf of the Senate.

The motion was agreed to.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that the said Address be presented to His
Excellency the Governor-General, by such
members of the Senate as are members of
the Privy Council.

The motion was agreed to.

THE LICENSE BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into a Com-
mittee of the Whole on Bill (132) "An
Act respecting the sale of Intoxicating
Liquors, and the issue of licenses there-
for."

In the Committee,

HON. SIR ALEX CAMPBELL-It
was understood that the discussion upon
this Bill might be had now, either with
the Speaker in the chair or with the
House in Committee. 'I regret very

HON. MR. O'DONOHOE

much that the Bill was not distributed
earlier in the session than it has been. Last
night when the matter came up I thought
it would be better to postpone the second
reading of the measure and the discus-
sion upon it, until we had the Bill before
us in its full shape shewing all the changes
that have been made in the House of
Commons, and giving us the Bill just as
they proposed that we should consider it.
That is now done, and the Bill is before
us, but I still wish there was more time
for hon. gentlemen to look through the
measure, and if the House so desires I
would gladly postpone the action of the
Senate still longer-either until this after-
noon or to-morrow morning. If, however,
the House is not anxious about that, but
is willing to discuss the Bill generally, I
will go on with the proceedings now. I
desire that hon. gentlemen should have
every opportunity that is possible for the
purpose of discussing the Bill, which is
of very great importance. Whether pro-
rogation takes place to-morrow or on'
Saturday, it is very desirable that we
should give such time as hon gentlemen
think necessary for the purpose of con-
sidering this Bill. If the House will
allow me to describe the measure in gen-
eral terms I would say that it has been
drawn I think with great care and clear-
ness, and the scope of it is very easily
catught by any hon. gentleman who will
give it attention. The sections in the Bill
are very complete and regular. The
country is divided into districts for
the purposes of the Bill,t and those
districts, for the most part, will be as
nearly as possible the same as the divisions
already existing for election purposes. 1n
each of these districts there is to be
established a Board of Commissioners, and
that Board is to be constituted as far as
possible upon the same basis. It is nOt
possible to do it absolutely and literallY,
owing to the different circumstances in the
various parts of the country, but the Board
is to be composed, where practicable, Of
one principal judicial officer, a judge or
prothonotary or some officer of the lae,
the mayor or prefect, the warden of the
locality, and an officer to be named by
the Government. These constitute the
Commission in all the districts, and they
are to appoint Inspectors and as many s
inspectors as are necessary. There are
five classes of licenses, viz : the hotel
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license, the ordinary tavern or saloonh1eense, the shop license, licenses to
Vessels, and the wholesale license. Ap-
Plications for all these licenses are to be
received and decided upon by the Con-
!issioners, and the Board is to meet once
In each year, inthe month of March, and the t
Various applications which are to come
before them are to be filed some weeks
beforehand, and notice is to be given in
the papers of the number of applications
and the names and particulars of the
applicants, so that the whole neighborhood
tnay know what taverns apply to be Il-
Censed. In the case of persons coming
Up for the first time for a license, they are
to bring with them-or their applications
Cannot be heard-a petition from one third
Of the inhabitants of the polling district in
Which the tavern is to exist, and in
addition to that it is provided that any io
Persons may petition against, and any of
the i o, or any person appointed by the
!funicipality, may be heard against the
Issue of the license. The objections to
thelicense aretobe of a two-fold character:
either against the person himself be-
Cause of his character or preceding
Conduct, or against the house itself,
either from its position or from in-
Sufficiency of accomodation. All these
Objections andany others which occurtothe
license commissioners are to be heard and
disposed of in open court, with the know-
ledge, therefore, of the whole community,
and affording an opportunity to any one
Who has a petition against -the issuing of
the license, as well as an opportunity to
the municipality, to urge any objections
they may wish, of the character I have
indicated. Then the license commis-
8Ioners themselves may, if anything is
known to them over and above what may
have been stated to them by these repre-
8entatives of the people, take objections ;
and after all this investigation, if the Com-
Illissioners see fit, the license issues. Then,
When issued, the license is subject to a
Variety of rules for the purpose of preser-
V111g the well-being of the community, and
la1 order to enforce such rules and regula-
tions as ought to be obeyed by the saloon
Or tavern keeper, by the seller of liquor
by wholesale, or by the seller of liquor on
board of steam -essels. Then the whole
1 unmber of licenses to be issued in any
Orle locality is fixed, and on a basis
8Pecially with reference to the population,

while if the tavern or saloon keeper or
)ther licensee disobeys the rules and regu-
Lations alluded to, he is not only liable to
a penalty, but after repeating the offence,
I think three times, he forfeits his license.
The general principles of the Bill are,
therefore, I think, as wisely and carefully
Irawn as one can desire, and they are also
very clearly set forth in the body of
the measure, as I think we shail
find as we go through it in committee.
Provision is made for the sale of liquors
in cases other than those which I have
mentioned, where a municipality has by
its vote (provision for which is made in
the Bill) signified its desire that there
should be no liquor sold within its
boundaries ; for there is provision for the
sale of liquor for medicinal and other
purposes, within certain restrictions.
Great care seems to have been taken to
ensure good houses, and their being kept
by persons of proper character, that they
shall be in good localities and shall not
be offensive to the neighborhood, or in
such localities as are calculated to be in-
jurious ; while at the same time it is
sought to give a reasonable degree of
liberty for the purpose of enabling those
interested to carry on their traffic. I do
not think that I can describe the general
tenor of the Bill more clearly than I have
done, but as we go on, should any
question arise upon the several clauses,
we shall have the fullest opportunity of
discussing them.

HoN. MR. WARK-Is there any pro-
vision in the Bill for the imposition of
penalties upon those who infringe the
provisions of the licenses issued by the
local authorities ?

HON. MR. SCOTT-The Bill is framed
with the intention of taking away from
the local legislatures the power of issuing
licenses.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELI-The
Bill provides for the punishment of those
who infringe any of the provisions of the
licenses issued.

HON. MR. SCOTT-The Bill is based
upon the presumption that the licenses as
now issued shall hold good until new
licenses are issued, but after that the
issuing of such licenses will be ultra vires
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of the powers of the local legislatures, as
they will have no authority over the mat-
ter of licensing, or of the sale of liquor in
Canada. When-now over three months
ago-Parliament was advised by the
Speech from the Throne that this subject
(the control of the licensirg system) was
to be assumed by the Dominion, the peo-
ple of Canada naturally took a very deep
interest in the matter. Up till that time
the general belief had been that the power
of issuing licenses rested entirely with
the Provincial Governments, and was
under the provincial authority and it wnlh
be in the recollection of hon. gentlemen
that time and again, year after year,
when petitions came before this, and the
other branch of Parliament from the
people of this country, asking for certain
reforms in the Temperance Laws of the
Dominion, they were told over and over
again, hy the highest authority in the
Federal Parliament, that they must go to
the Local Legislatures, as this Parliament
had no jurisdiction or control. If this
statement were in any way questioned I
could lay my hands upon speeches to
that effect, made by gentlemen who now
assert that the same power rests with the
Federal Parliament-in a directly opposite
direction to that indicated by them in
previous years. It has been maintained
during the past sixteen years that constitu-
tionally the whole control of the licensing
system belonged to the Local Legislatures,
and I think it was unfortunate when the
Federal Government proposed to, assume
that authority, that the Bill they proposed
to submit to Parliament had not then been
printed and placed in the hands of the
people in order that public opinion might
have been expressed upon it. This is
really a people's question rather than a
legislator's question, and there are very
few of us who are familiar with the work-
ings and details of the licensing system,
more especially as it has been subject to
different treatment in the several Provinces
of the Dominion. The principle that has
prevailed in New Brunswick has been
different from that in Nova Scotia, and
the arrangements in Ontario have not been
at all the same as those in the Province of
Quebec. Each Province was working out
this question on its own basis and with
the view of attaining those results to
which we all feel it is so important to look;
that is, the correction of the abuse of

HON. MR. SCOTT,

drinking, and the restricting, as far 0
possible, the traffic in intoxicating liquOrs
It is, therefore, a question that is much
better unlerstood by the municipal
authorities and organizations over the
whole Dominion, than by members of the
Federal Parliament. Though my hO'*
friend the Minister of Justice has ve4
clearly and in terse language descril
what this Bill is, still I venture to assert,
until he gave his immediate attention tO
it-even until a few weeks past-he knee
comparatively little of the licensing syste0

and the machinery that was in force in the
several Provinces. Therefore, I say, it e
to be regretted that this Bill was nd
before the people at a much earlier day
they should have had at least two month
in which to ccnsider and discuss it fairlyl
but I believe that at present but a vei1
small proportion of the people of Canada
know what we are doing in this matter
There is a wide spread opinion that th$
legislation is ultra vires, and that theiss
ing of licenses rests, where we all belie'l
it did for the last sixteen years, with th
local legislatures. The people were, ae
have already said, told time and a
that that was the source from which8a
changes must emanate, and it was
known that, in 1878, when I had t
honor of submitting a Temperance ]
to Parliament, there were very
doubts as to whether that measure
not trench upon the rights of the
vincial legislatures, and there were
many gentlemen for whose opinions
tertain a high respect, who believed t
the question was beyond the power of
Parliament of Canada and that we
encroaching upon provincial rights.
fortunately in the last three years th
has been a tendency, I think, on the
of the Federal Parliament rather to a
row the prerogative of the Local o
latures. In my opinion it is very much
be regretted, and will cause a gooci thi
of soreness and ill-feeling probably 1i
future, if this question-which was k1o0

as "State Rights " on the other side
the line-is to be a proninent one 10
nada. , So far as this subject is concer
I think it would have been infinitelY *
and more in the interests of the
of Canada, had some test case
specially submitted to the highest
thority which would have decided, ly
and for all, where the jurisdiction proP%
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rests with regard to these various ques-
tions. It is a matter very well known, I
have no doubt, to many hon. gentlemen
that there are several cases which have
been tested before the courts of highest
Jurisdiction in Ontario and Quebec, and
they have confirmed the theory that the
POwer to issue licenses, and everything in-
Cidental to the licenses, rests with the
local legislature.

A case is now pending before the
preme Court in which that very issue

arises, and, therefore, it would have been
Very much better if a special case could
have been so framed, and no doubt it
Could have been readily done, and referred
tO the Privy Council, because it is manifest
that this legislation cannot be acceptable
tO a very large proportion of the people of
Panada. I venture to say that the major-
!tY of the people, although not the majority
41 the sense in which we are accustomed
tO interpret majorities, because the major-
ty have spoken the other way, but the
tbasses would be disposed to vote, irrespec-
tive of political questions, that the authority

ith respect to licenses should continue
to remain, should continue to be where it
always was, with the Local Legislatures.

This Bill comes to us with 140 odd
8ections and an innumerable quantity of
ub-sections, and of course it would be idle

for us to attempt to analyze it, because it
%fntains many features of detail, each of
thich is of sufficient importance to war-
nt our giving it very careful consider-

Ition at this period of the session, with the
nouncement already made that we are

t prorogue to-morrow, and it would be
ile to attempt to discuss the several clauses
Of the Bill. I do not propose, myself, to
tke any special exception to any of them,
kving it to the Government that has as-
%rned the responsibility of dealing with
this question. It would be an unfor-
utinate thing too were we to interject
%endments here and there in a measure
Of this kind. It has no doubt had the
attention of some very excellent minds,
ed it would be rather unfortunate were
*e just now to throw in alterations and
ýhanges that might involve other clauses
.14 obscurity and doubt, and I therefore

not propose, nor do I think it would be
*ise for the House, to interfere with any
of the details of it. What I myself
PrOpose to do will be on the third reading

to move a resolution in the sense which I
have indicated, that this question ought to
stand at all events until the issue is satis
factorily decided whether the prerogative
of dealing with the subject belongs to the
federal or to the local legislatures.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-I only
wish to make the simple observation that
this Bill furnishes an amusing commentary
upon the manner in which the public
affairs of the Dominion are now managed.
The Dominion Government do not pro-
fess to say that the Local Governments of
the different Provinces cannot legislate
upon this important question, but what
they do say is that the Government of the
Province of Ontario appoints license
commissioners who used their power for
political purposes, and with the view to
defeat the Dominion Government. The
Dominion Government now steps in and
says " we will take the whole power out
of the hands of the Local Governments;
we will bring in a Bill legislating for
all the Provinces of the Dominion."
Could there be a more amusing commen-
tary upon the way in which our public
affairs are managed both in the Local and
the Dominion Governments? Here we
have the local and the federal Govern-
ments trying to checkmate each other.
Who began this party warfare ? Was it
the clever subtle chieftan of the party
which now rules the country ? And was
the Local Government driven to re-
taliate by the same tactics ? That
seems to be the real position of affairs,
and thus the Government sends us a Bill
of 51 pages within a few hours of the end of
the Session. What a farce and how discre-
ditable it must appear to the people, that
the battle is chiefly, which party shall rule !

I do not mean to say that the country
is not in some respects being properly
governed, in regard for instance to the
construction of the Pacific Railway, &c.,
but this warfare should not go on
unchecked. It will be said that our
public men have no patriotism-that
their chief object is not the public good
but the love of office and its spoils. Now
the people of this country do not deserve
that their public men should lay themselves
thus open to reflection, nd discredit
among the people. Such a state of affairs
should be discountenanced. This House
ought to discourage such proceedings, and
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if we fail to do so what answer can be
made to the charge that this House is of
no use to the country ?

HON. MR. HAYTHORNE-I wish to
make a few remarks upon the Bill. It
seenis to me that upon questions of this
kind a double responsibility attaches to
members, a responsibility to the Dominion,
and a responsibility to their Provinces. As
to the main question, I may say that when
this Bill was brought and placed in our
hands I perused it carefully, and it struck
me as having been prepared with great
care, and not a httle skill, and upon these
grounds I was at first inclined to support
it, but when I found that it interfered
with the grand principle upon which the
Confederation was formed, and with pro-
vincial rights, I felt that it was to be
dealt with in a very different way. I
must look at it as to how it will affect
the people of my province-their present
and future interests. Its intent is to
remove from the local authorities the
powers they have been accustomed to
exercise, and in many cases exercised
with excellent judgment and good effect,
both as regards the promotion of tempe-
rance and the regulation of the sale of
liquor. In my own Province most efficient
laws prevail respecting the sale of liquors.
The Legislature of Prince Edward Island
spent much time and tried many experi-
ments upon different laws for regulating
the sale of liquors, and finally adopted a
system closely resembling that contained in
the Bill now before us. Thegreat difference
is that our Legislature adopted the smallest
sub-division into which the country is
divided as a licensing district. No one in
our Province can obtain a license unless
he first secures a majority of votes in the
school district in which he proposes to
pursue his business. This provision
operated so well that the people were not
troubled with too many places where
liquorwas sold, but perhaps it rather
tended to reduce them to too small a num-
ber. I have no doubt that had the matter
been left in our own hands we should, in
a short time, have supplemented our laws
by making provisions for the punishment
of offences against those laws, and thereby
rendered them complete in every detail.
But, hon. gentlemen, one great reason
why this species of legislation is to be
regretted, is that it is taking out of the

HON. MR. ALEXANDER.

hands of the people what may be called
fthe rudiments of their political educatol-
The system of centralization has a
tendency to incapacitate the people
of the Province from c o nd ucting
their own affairs. If this princiPle
be pushed to its extreme you will
that the people instead of improving ë
their political education, will soon ge
into such a position that they will 0o
know how to proceed at ail.

I should just like to read to the H{osio
a very few lines indicating the opinion O
one of the first statesmen of the world o11
the necessity of educating the people 10
their political duties. It may be in the re
collection of hon. members that some few
years ago the British islands were greatlY
troubled with a murrain among the cattle,
and Parliament instead of interfering dir
ectly from Westminster passed an Act to
enable the different localities to slaughter
all cattle afflicted with it and thus stafllP
it out on the spot. Just about this tinle
the present Premier of England, Mr
Gladstone, was entertained at Aberdeeti,
and alluding to this question of the cattle
plague which had recently broken out in
the county of Aberdeen, and had beel
stamped out the way indicated by the laW,
used these words, and they have a very
important bearing upon the question b
fore the House.

After complimenting the owners, and
occupiers of land in the County of Aber-
deen, on their prompt action in arresting
the cattle plague, by the wholesale slaughter
of diseased animals, Mr. Gladstone pro-
ceeded thus:-

" That transaction, my Lord Prevost,brin
to mind the extraoidinary value of the priD
ciple and practice andi habits of local gove'
ment, and loca&l management of affairs in 
country. * * * * * That is the kan the
home rule such as you practised on
occasion of the cattle plague, which ever
man mnust witness with satisfaction, andi UBf
feel, that it is after ail in the energy di
individual character, and the sense of '50 d
vidual responsibility for public matter,a
tn-e facility ofcombination in our [ocal' con,
munitv, that we see lail the broad and *l

basis up on whiib is erected the fabrio
national greatness."

Now, the tendency of this legisatiO
from Ottawa upon such matters as iethe
license for the sale of liquor is just the
way to stamp out in the provinces ahd
very embryo of political principles
this is principally the ground UPO
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which I oppose this measure. I oppose
it because I believe the framers of the
British North America Act clearly in-
tended to leave in the hands of the pro-
vincial authorities the performance of all
those duties which can be more properly
and more profitably performed by them
than they can be by the central Govern-
ment. The central Government have
very useful functions to perform, and there
are questions, such as factory legislation,
health legislation and cognate matters
where it is necessary to have uniformity
in the laws, but this Bill seems to me to
be an unnecessary and impolitic inter-
ference with the rights of the provinces,
and if this House could now be persuaded
to drop this measure until the people of
the country could have an opportunity of
expressing their opinion upon it, I think
it would be most desirable. I regret very
much not only that the Government has
brought down this Bill at so late a period
of the session as to render it impossible
for us to consider it clause by clause, as.it
should be considered, but they have
thought proper without an appeal to the
people to interfere with provincial rights.

HON. MR. TRUDEL-To my mind
this question of jurisdiction is far from
being settled. I certainly believe that
the opinion which now prevails since the
decision by the Supreme Court that this
is a matter within the jurisdiction of this
Parliament is not a correct one. I con-
sider that it is a matter that deserves
further attention, and that it is the duty
of the Government to seriously under-
take to settle at once and forever the
question of jurisdiction. I think there
are some matters in this Bill which are
certainly within the purview of this
Parliament, but my impression is that the
greater number of the subjects with which
it deals would be better in the hands of
the local legislatures. If there is a
country in the world where the centraliza-
tion of power would bring serious wrongs
on the country it is Canada, and there
are many reasons why it is so. The vast
area of country, and the differences of
race, religion, nationality and local interests
are elements in the composition of this
federation such as render it necessary that
the management of matters of purely
local concern should be left entirely in
the hands of the local legislatures. Many

judgments have been rendered by pro-
vincial courts, establishing the right of
local legislatures to deal with this
question; but there have been con-
tradictory judgments the last ,of which.
by the Supreme Court of Canada is from
such a high authority that we cannot
ignore it, though 1 do not give it that
weight which is generally assigned to it.
It - is well known that those opinions are
not what constitute jurisprudence ; even a
succession of expressions of opinion of
this character do not constitute jurispru-
dence. I believe that we cannot remain
without a law after the conflicting judg-
ments that have been mentioned ; some
legislation is necesssary, and I regret that
this Bill does not provide for temporary
legislation to meet the present wants
of the country, and in the mean-
time proper steps should be taken
by the Government to come to a
final settlement of the question of juris-
diction. My impression is that it
would be very easy to do so. Some
kind of convention might be called where
all the Provinces, and tlie Dominion, should
be properly represented, and there, if nec-
essary, a basis could be agreed upon, or a
case could be agreed upon to be submitted
to the highest tribunal of the Empire for
adjudication, but my impression is that a
convention of representatives of the differ-
ent provinces would be the best tribunal
to decide this question. We ought not to
lose sight of the fact that our present con-
stitution has been framed in such a con-
vention, but it- was not treated as a legal
question ; it was treated as a question of
the rights and requirements of the diff-
erent parts of the Dominion, so that my
impression is that the legislation adopted
to-day should be considered as being with-
out prejudice to the question of jurisdic-
tion, and to be in force only so long as the
question of jurisdiction remains unsettled.
The same principle was adopted in relation
to the western boundary of Ontario. It is
well-known that that question is still un-
settled, and in the meantime it was decid-
ed by the Government and by Parliament
that until the boundary was finally defined
the territory in dispute should be
administered by Ontario. Whatever
may be my doubts or my convictions
as to the jurisdiction of this Par-
liament in relation to many of the
subjects embraced in this measure, still
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taking into consideration the fact that it is
the result of conscientious and intelligent
labor, and that it embodies in it principles
which are of the greatest importance to
this Dominion, I think the Bill should
pass as it is. There is no doubt that
intemperance is one of the greatest evils
of this country, and I think it is our duty
to adopt every means at our command to
mitigate that evil. I find several clauses
in this Bill which will have that tendency.
For instance, there is the clause which
provides that no liquor shall be sold in
stores where other merchandise is offered
for sale. Statistics prove that the custom
of combining the groceries and liquor
trade, is one of the main causes of intem-
perate habits, especially amongst women,
for many persons who go to such a store
to purchase necessaries of life are tempted
to buy liquors.

There is also the important provision
which restricts the number of licenses in
proportion to the population. Knowing
the great care and anxiety with which this
Bill has been prepared by some of the
ablest and most experienced members of
the Commons, and feeling that under the
circumstances we cannot remain without
legislation of some kind in this direction,
I consider it my duty to vote for this Bill
as a tentative measure, and I hope it will
pass.

HON. MR. PAQUET-I leave to the
eminent lawyers who are members of this
body the consideration of the constitu-
tional question, and to decide whether or
not we have jurisdiction, but from a
humanitarian point of view, when we
reflect upon the incalculable evils that
result from drunkenness, of that social
plague which robs England aloneof 75,000
souls annually, besides sowing the seeds
of innumerable diseases which the phy-
sician should desire to prevent, I am in
favor of a measure as restrictive as possible.
I admit unreservedly the propriety, the
necessity of effective legislation to combat
such an evil, but I protest with all my
force against the manner in which this
House is called upon to adopt a measure
of such importance when it has only now
been distributed. We have had time, it
is true, to examine the Bill, such as it was
when it was reported by the Committee to
the House of Commons; but it has been
considerably amended, and these amend-

HON. MR. TRUDEL.

ments we have not had time to examine.
I have the greatest confidence in the
patriotism and bright intelligence of the
hon. gentlemen ot the Commons, but we
have a duty to discharge towards society,
and the hasty manner in which we are
asked to pass this measure renders it
absolutely impossible to give it the atten-
tion which it merits. If we remain in
session longer, or if we postpone the
measure until next session according
to the notice given by the hon.
member from Ottawa, (Mr. Scott), well
and good : but to give our sanction to
such a measure, under such circumstances
is something which I have the honor res-
pectfully but firmly to oppose.

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-
There is great force in the remark which
my hon. friend has made with reference
to the late period ot the session at which
this Bill appears before us, but that is
unavoidable. Everyone who has had
any parliamentary experience knows that
it is almost inevitable that the introduc-
tion of some important bill is delayed
till towards the end of the session. I
can only trust to the forbearance of hon.
gentlemen to take the measure as it is
before them, and pardon its not being
printed in French as we would desire tO
have it, and as it would have been if that
could possibly have been done. If hon.
gentlemen desire it, we shall remain here
two or three days longer. There is nO
necessity to prorogue to-morrow, notwith
standing what has passed in the other
House. Then, as regards the remarks
made by the hon. member from Prince
Edward Island, he must bear in mind
that we cannot go beyond the law. If
the law is really as this Bill pre-supposes
it to be, and as there appears to be a
general consensus of opinion in the other
House-

HON. MR. POWER-Oh no !

HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I do
not think that even the leader of the
Opposition expressed an opinion to the
contrary.

HON. MR. TRUDEL-There was an
expression of opinion but no motion.

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELI-'
There is a very general expression Of
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opinion that it is necessary to legisiate, in
order that these provisions which exist in
Prince Edward Island may have the effect
of law, and that it is important to say
what the law is on those points for the
purpose of maintaining the rules and
order which he says they are so careful
about in the province from which he
comes, and as are maintained in the other
provinces. The other provisions of the
Bill, as the hon. gentlemen from DeSala-
berry and Ottawa say, have been very
carefully prepared by eminent gentlemen,
and I quite agree with them, and see the
danger which might ensue if we were to
attempt to amend the Bill now presented
to us as a whole. It is the result of the
concentration of labor and thought which
have been given to it by the Committee
who prepared it, and I can see the danger
which would result if we tried to improve
it here and there. The only particular in
which I desire to amend it is to bring into
play, by the suggestion of the chairman of
the committee of the other House, who
considered and framed it, some portions
of the Act which goes under the nane of
the hon. gentleman from Ottawa. Other-
wise, the Bil, I think, as a whole is
complete and carried out into great detail
with all necessary particularity. It was
framed by the same minds throughout,
and is in itself a complete measure which
will work satisfactorily.

Then, with reference to the other point
taken by the hon. gentleman from DeSala-
berry, that it would be better to obtain a
decision of the law courts in advance;
that could not have been obtained in any
way. There was no litigation going on
which enabled us to do it then, and to
have taken the opinion of the Supreme
Court in advance of litigation would not
have been usual or, perhaps, decorous,
and there is no means of referring a mat-
ter of opinion of that kind to the Privy
Council. You must have a case actually
going on before the Privy Council to ob-
tain a decision : therefore, there seemed
to be no course for the Government to
take, except to assume the responsibility of
initiating legislation, and no doubt the
time will come when the legality of this
legislation will be decided by means of an
actual case, and that actual case may go
possibly to the Supreme Court and after-
wards to the Privy CounciL There was
no way of doing that, and we had, there-

fore, to deal with the law as interpreted
by the Privy Council in England. As-
suming that to be the law, and finding, as
I thought, that that was the general con-
sensus of opinion with the legal profession,
we had no recourse except to take the
responsibility of introducing this measure.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-I regret
that I cannot agree with what has fallen
from the Minister of Justice. It seems to
me that besides the course which the
Government have adopted there was
another and a better one open-I believe
the only one which ought to have been
followed. For sixteen years the local
legislatures have been dealing with this
subject, and before the Federal Govern-
ment assume the right to legislate in this
direction they ought to be sure that they
are not exceeding their jurisdiction. That
is the ordinary argument used in legal
questions; I believe that cannot be denied.
It is admitted on both sides that there arc
difficulties, and if any exist I believe the
matter ought to stand as it is until they
are settled. The Minister of Justice says
at present there is no case going on which
would show where the power is.

HON. MR. POWER-There is a case
now before the Supreme Court.

HON. MR. BELLEROSE-I am aware
of that, and I will refer to it later on. But
supposing there was none, it would be
easy for the Government to make one
and, before taking out of the hands of the
local legislatures the powers which they
have so long exercised (the authorities at
Ottawa recognizing such exercise as
proper) they should take some means to
ascertain if they are right. The argument
of the hon. gentleman is fallacious . it is
to this effect, that when we pass this Bill
cases will be brought up and decided.
That is not the right course to pursue ;
bring up a case on the condition of affairs
as it is now, and when we find that we
have been wrong for sixteen years, then it
will be time enough for this legislation. I
believe that is the most logical view to
take.

As to the Bill itself, I cannot say much,
for the very good reason that I am in the
same position as, I believe, nearly all the
members of this House are-I do not
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know what it is. I read over the Bill
when it was submitted to the House of
Commons, but it has been so amended
that it has been changed to quite another
measure.

The Minister of Justice says: " Let
us sit a day or two more." That will not
help us to do the work right. The
general practice, and the proper one, in
dealing with measures of such importance
as this, has always been to bring them
before the House and give time to read
them over carefully so that there can be a
thorough discussion on the principle and
the details. That would take more than
two or three days ; but there is only a
quorum in the House of Commons now,
and suppose we should make important
amendments to the Bill here, who would
be left in the other House to deal with
them ? The quorum there is but twenty
members out of 212. Is that the way to
legislate on an important subject ? I do
not think it is-it would be contrary to
what I believe to be right.

It is no use to argue that something
must be done. There is no more neces-
sity for it now than there was a year or ten
years ago. Since there is no certainty
that we have a right to deal with this sub-
ject let us leave the matter in the hands
of the local legislatures. That is the
logical course to take.

As to the Bill itself, I may say this : as
it stands now, though I have had only a
ew minutes to look it over, it does not
seem to me to have received the consider-
ation which a measure of such importance
demands. I read one clause a few
minutes ago and was surprised to find it
in such a crude shape.

I will not say all that I have in my
mind, but I believe that there issomething
behind this Bill-that it has not been
drawn from the point of view of the
Dominion but from the point of view of
one Province. That is the conclusion to
which I have corne from a brief examin-
ation of the Bill itself. The fact that it
has been passed in the other House does
not prove that it has received the approval
of a majority of the provinces. If that had
been the case, I would have been forced
to the conclusion that the representatives
in that Chamber were not true to the
provinces whose interests they were sup-
posed to be there to guard. Had they
been true to their provinces they would

not have allowed this Bill to pass without
raising the constitutional question and
enteringaprotest against such aprecedent.
If this Bill should become law the ar-
gument could be used in the Courts that
this Parliament believe the subject to be
one within their jurisdiction. We know
very well that where doubt exists such an
argument can be used with effect.
Undoubtedly a difficulty exists but there
are principles of law by which it can be
solved, I say we would not be true to the
provinces which we represent if we were
to allow the Federal Power to deprive the
Provincial Legislatures of rights which
they have exercised during the past r6
years. That is my argument and I believe
that it is a sound one. I am therefore
prepared to vote for any amendment to
the effect that there being no certainty as
to the right of this Parliamentto deal with
this question the Bill ought to be allowed
to stand until there is afinal decision upon
the constitutional question.

HoN. MR. POWER-The Minister of
Justice made a remark a little while ago
which I think was calculated to leave
hon. gentlemen under a misapprebension.
He intimated that there was a consensus
of opinion amongst legal men to the
effect that this legislation is necessary. I
need only call the attention of this House
to the fact that, whon a motion was made
by the right hon. leader of the Govern-
ment in the other House for the appoint-
ment of a committee to deal with this
questiôn, the gentlemen that leads the
Opposition, and who is admitted to be a
good authority on legal and constitutional
questions, made a most exhaustive and
powerful speech going altogether to show
that the Federal Parliament had nothing
to do with this question, and had not the
power to interfere with the granting Of
licenses for the sale of intoxicating liquors.

HON. MR. TRUDEL-He did not
move in that sense.

HON. MR. POWER-He moved at the
beginning that the committee should not
be appointed.

HON. ML PLUMB-He said it should
be dealt with by the whole House.

HON. MR. POWER-It is not fair f6r

HON. MI. BELLEROSE,
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the hon. member for Niagara to make a
statement of that kind.

HoN. MR. PLUMB-I make the state-
ment on my responsibility and I can show
it in the debates.

HoN. MR. POWER-I know as much
about what took place as the hon. gentle-
man does : if he can produce any authority
for what he says I shall aceept the correc-
tioi, but not otherwise. Fortunately we
are not left to the memory of the hon.
gentleman from Niagara or any other
member : we have the record of the House
of Commons here, and we find that when
the third reading of this Bill was moved,
Mr. Fleming, acting on behalf of the Op-
position offered the following amendment,
which I think was prepared by the leader
of the Opposition :-

To leave out all the words after the word
"that " in the said motion, and to insert the
following instead thereof :-" The Provincial
Legislatures have since Confederation exercis-
ed egislative powers in the regulation of the
issue of licenses for the sale of intoxicating
liquors, and the hours and certain other inci-
dents of the sale.

That the Appeal Courts of Ontario and
Quebec have each decided in favor of the ex-
ercise by the Provinces of the Dominion of the
jurisdiction, and the Appeal Court of Quebec
has further determined that the Judginent of
the Privy Council in Russell and the Queen
does not decide that the Provincial Legiela-
tures have not this jurisdiction.

That the questions involved are now under
the consideration of the Supreme (Court of
Canada, and will shortly be brought under
the consideration of the Privy Council.

That the Parliament ot Canada should not
assume juriediction as proposed by the said
Bill until the question has been settled by the
Court ot last resort.

Then another amendment was moved
by Mr. Robertson of Shelburne, in the
same direction, as follows:_

"To leave out all the words after the word
"that " in the said motion, and to insert the
following instead thereof:-

• The general understanding since Confed-
eration has been that under the Constitutional
Act the Provinces have jurisdiction over the
regulation and restriction of the issue of
licenses for the esale of intoxicating liquors
the houri of sa'e, and certain other incidents
of the business.

That the local character of the questions,
and the use of the local machinery and insti-
tutions in dealing therewith, show that the
public interest will be best served by the
continuance of Provincial jurisdiction over
these matters.

That a question as to such jurisdiction
having been raised in the Gracious Speech
from the Throne, the action of this H ouse
should be in the direction of procuring the
removal of doubta by the establishment of the
Provincial jurisdiction, instead of assuming
jurisdiction as proposed by the said Bill."

Now I think the Bill that ought to have
been passed is one simply embodying the
substance of the 14 5 th clause of this mea-
sure which is as follows

"Until the first day of May, in the year one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-four, all
the laws of Provincial Legislatures of the
Dominion passed for regulating or restraining
the traffic in liquors shal be and they are
hereby made as valid and effective to all in-
tents and purposes as if enacted by the Par-
liament of Canada."

That provision would have met any
difficulty wnich could have arisen until the
courts have given their decision. The
hon. Minister of Justice suggested that he
had some amendments to move. Now,
if we are to try and make this anything
like a workable measure we shall have to
make a great many amendments. As one
member of the House I am willing to let
the Bill go through Committee just as it
is. Practically it will not go into force
until the 1st of May, 1884. Any gentle-
men who will take the pains to read the
Bill over will find that there are scores of
amendments which must necessarily be
made to this Bill before it is a workable
measure; and consequently it is idle to
make amendments to it now when perhaps
dozens of further amendments will have
to be made to it next Session. As it does
not go into operation practically until next
year, the best way would be (if it is not
voted down as I hope it will be at the
third reading) tolet it go in its present
form, and next year let one comprehensive
measure including all necessaray amend-
ments be introduced. If the Minister of
Justice will take that course I shall have
no objection to taking the clauses an bloc;
if not we will fight it out clause by clause
"if it takes all summer."

I think it only right to say a few words
as to the constitutional question; and I
shall refer to two or three cases which
have been decided by the highest courts
of the Dominion. In the case of Slaven
vs. the corporation of Orillia, which was
decided in the Court of Queen's Bench
in Ontario in 1875, we find this
principle laid down :-" By-laws passed
by municipal corporations wholly pro
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hibiting the sale of spirituous liquors in•
shops and places other than houses of
public entertainment, and limiting the
number of tavern licenses to nine : held
valid as being within the power of the
corporation under 32, Vic., ch. 32, " O ";
and that it was within the authority of the
provincial legislature to confer such power,
under the exclusive legislative authority
given to them with regard to 'municipal
institutions,' and to ' matters of a merely
local or private nature' in the province ;
and was not an interference with 'the
regulation of trade and commerce,'
assigned exclusively to the Dominion
Parliament."

I shall not trouble the House with
reading the decision, but that is the head
note. It will be observed that the court
held-that the local legislature had the
right to deal with it, because it was a
municipal and local matter.

In the case of Russell vs. the Queen,
the municipal right to deal with licenses
never came up at all-was not brought to
the notice of the court.

Last year there was a case decided in
which this matter was fully argued, in the
Ontario Court of Appeal : except the
Supreme Court of Canada there is no
higher court in the Dominion. That
court held on this same question about
licensing places tor the sale of liquor and
similar purposes :-

" By clause 8 of the 92nd section of the
British North America Act, exclusive
power is given to the Provincial Legis
latures to make laws in relation to muni-
cipal institutions in the Provinces, and
clause 9 gives similar power in relation to
shop, saloon, tavern, auctioneer and other
licenses, in order to the raising of a
revenue for Provincial Local or Municipal
purposes."

I have given two, decisions of the
highest Court in the Province of Ontario :
now I shall take the liberty of calling the
attention of the House to a very recent
decision of the highest Court in the
Province of Quebec in the case of the
corporation of Three-Rivers vs. Sulte.
The Queen's Bench of Quebec unanimously
decided to this effect-I read one of the
head notes -

" That at the time of confederation the
right to prohibit the sale of intoxicating
drinks existed as a municipal institution
in the Provinces of Canada and in Nova

Scotia, and consequently that it is to be
deemed a municipal institution' within
the meaning of sub-section 8, section 92,
British North America act of 1867."

Now I call attention to this fact that
while the Minister speaks of a consensus
of opinion amongst lawyers, we have the
highest Court in the Province of Quebec
giving a decision directly in point after the
decision in Russell vs. Queen, because the
Court say at the end of their decision :-

" We have suspended our judgement in
this case for an unusual length of time
awaiting the decision of the Privy Council
in the case of Russell vs. The Queen in
the hope that we might find some rule
authoritatively laid down which might
help us in adjudicating on this case and
in that of Hamilton and the Township of
Kingsey. In this we have been, to some
extent, disappointed. Their lordships
have remained strictly within the issues
submitted to them, and have held that the
Canada Temperance Act of 1878 does
not interfere with sub-sections 9, 13, and
16 of section 92 British North America
Act ; but that it is an act dealing with
public wrongs rather than with civil rights,
that it is a matter of general and not
merely of a local or a private nature in
the Province, and that if it affects the
revenue of a province it is only incident-
ally. We need hardly say that this is only
a very brief summary of their lordships'
argument, but their reasoning will com-
mand general assent, not only owing to
the source from which it comes, but. also
from its cogency. The Judicial Coni-
mittee then lays down that the Dominion
can pass a general prohibitory liquor law
it has specially declined to lay down any
rule as to the other sub-sections than
those submitted and the one alluded to
by Chief Justice Ritchie ; and therefore it
has not either expressly or by implication
maintained that the Dominion Parliament
can alone pass a prohibitory liquor law, or
rather a liquor law which is prohibitory
except under certain conditions, as, for
instance, subject to a license for the pUr-
poses of the revenue." And that couft
unanimously held after the decision Of
Russell and the Queen that the Legisla'
ture of the Province of Quebec had the
right to deal with this matter. Now there
is nothing in the decision in the case of
Russell vs. The Queen which says other,
wise. The decision in that case was that

HON. MR. PoWER.
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the Scott Act did not come under sub- question of jurisdiction I will move that
sections 9, 13 or 16 of section 92 of the the following be added as a new clause
British North America Act: any one can 1 after clause 144:
see that that Act is not a law providing i145-Nothing in the present Act shal
for licenses for provincial purposes, that be construed as prejudicial to the rights of
being a purely local matter. the local legislatures to deal with the

matters reserved to their jurisdiction by
HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-I the British North America Act, 1867.'

have considered the suggestion made to 1 think such a clause as that would
adopt the Bill en bloc and upon conferring represent the opinions of many of the
with my hon. friend from Ottawa on the members who voted for the Bill without
subject I have concluded not to introduce prejudice to the question of jnrisdiction.
the amendment which I had placed in my It was an argument used by some of the
hands by the Chairman of the Commit- opponents of the Bill that the present
tee in the other House, but to let the Bill action of Parliament would be invoked
go as it is. I move that the Committee before courts of justice as to a certain
rise and report the Bill. extent settling the question, and this

clause would prevent anybody from con-
HON. MR. FERRIER, from the Com- tending before courts of justice that the

mittee, reported the BIl without amend- passing of this Bil was an abandonment
ment. of provincial rights or that it was the

intention of Parliament to prejudice those
HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL moved rights.

that the vio be read the third twme
presently. HON. MR. MILLER-My hon. friend

HON. MR. SCOTT moved in amend- has stated that this clause can do no harm,
but it certainiy can do no good. I con-

ment that the Bill be oot now read the tend that it can do harm in this way:
third time but that its considerationobe that it will place this Parliament in a
deferred until the question of jurisdiction faise position. We have no power pre-
over the issue of licenses whether bythbe judicial y to interfere with the rights or
Federal Parliament or Provincial Legisea- jurisdiction of the local legisiatures, and
tures, shahl have been first decided. if we did attempt to interfere prejudiciahly

The Senate divided on the aendment with them, our action would be ultra vires,
which was rejected by the following vote:- and it would be so decided in the courts.

My chief objection in voting forn
CONTENTS aprendment like this is, it would appear

as if Parliament knew no better than to
Ion. Messrs. suppose that we had the power to take

Aexander, Hayhorne, away the rights of the provinces on this
Ariand, Pâuet, but ta its consideation
Baillargeon, Powerissueeotrcanysotherher
Belleroe, Puzer,
uhaffere, Scott, and HON. MR. MASSON-It would afrm

Guévreinot, Wark-.12 our right to do so.

NON-CONTENT: HON. MR. MILLER-Certainy, and

Hon. Messrs. would do no good.
Boucherville, de Macpherson,
Caipbell, (Speaker), HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL -1

(SirAlexander), Masson, hope my hon. friend from DeSalaberry
Carveli, Miller, wili not press his amendment.
Chapais, Montgoery,
Dever, Nelson,
Ferrier, O'Donohoe,
Flint, Pliimb, and motion to be on record in the Journals of
Girard, Trudet.o-1i the House.
McKay,

HON. MR. TRUDEL-To be con-1 HON. MR. BELLEROSE-I fail to see
sistent with what I have said on the that this amendment can do any good. I
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believe the hon. gentleman is quite in the
wrong. He has expressed his opinion
that the Bill is unconstitutional, and he
is doubly wrong, therefore, in voting for
it. For sixteen years the Local Legisla-
tures have been dealing with this matter
without disadvantage to the country, but
since there is a majority in this House
who are willing to centralize these powers
into the hands of the Federal Parliament,
there is no use in adopting this amend-
ment. The courts will know that such a
clause will give neither more nor less
power to the Local Legislature. I believe
the only thing we can do at present is to
submit, and seek a decision adverse to
that rendered by the Supreme Court. We
cannot shut our eyes to the fact that we
have on the Journals of this House
decisions given by the Supreme Court
that any layman will say are wrong. For
that reason I will be all my life opposed
to that Court. I have always opposed it,
but I am not only opposed to it now, but
I am its enemy for the future.

HoN. MR. SCOTT-I hope the hon.
gentleman from DeSalaberry will not press
this motion, because it seems to me we
are stultifying ourselves by its going on
our records. It is an intimation to the
Court that is called upon to try this ques
tion of jurisdiction that we do not want
them to be influenced by the passing of
this Bill. It is a very poor compliment to
the Court assembled to suppose for a
moment that they would take that view of
it, and I think it would be a very poor
compliment to the Senate of Canada to
place it on record.

HoN. MR. TRUDEL-it was con-
sidered by some hon. gentleman that in
case of a doubt in the mind of the Court,
the fact of the Parliament of Canada
having passed such an Act would be in-
voked in favor of its constitutionality. It
is with a view to prevent that argument
from being used I have moved this
amendment.

HON. MR. MILLER-It has no
seconder.

HON. MR. DEBOUCHERVILLE-
It is not necessary to have a seconder.

HoN. MR. NELSON-I would like to
call the attention of the House to the

A1E.] AUil.

manner in which this Bill will affect British
Columbia in some respects, and to show
why its provisions should not be extended
to that Province. In British Columbia
there are a greater number of saloons and
hotels under license than in any other por-
tionof the Dominion. Oneof the reasons for
that is the fact that two-thirds of the
population are male adults. The effect of
this Bill will be to bring about a great des-
truction of property and loss to parties
who are at present holding those licenses
In many cases these licenses are held by
hotel-keepers with houses capable of ac-
commodating twenty to twenty-five guests,
and in many places quite a number of these
will be done away with. In the town of
Victoria, there are 65 licensed houses, and
under this Act the number will be reduced
to 16. In Yale there are V or 14 licensed
houses, and this number will be reduced
to two. The loss will fall with particular
severity on those who have houses with
from 14to 24 bedrooms; it willaverage from
three to four thousand dollars to each license
holder. Then along the main roads that
run into the interior we have wayside
houses for the accommodation of travellers
and the adoption of this law will be the
means of closing up several of then,
which will prove to be a great incon-
venience to the people. I will move in
amendment that the following be added
to clause 143 : " Save in the province of
British Columbia, where the provincial
laws shall remain in force until the first
of January, 1885. ".

HoN. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-
There will be another session of Parlia-
meat before that time.

HON. MR. NELSON-But the arrange-
ments for giving effect to the law will
begin in January, 1884, although none of
the hotels will lose their licenses until the
1st of May.

HON. SIR ALEX CAMPBELL- 1

think the hon. gentleman had better let
the amendment stand until next session,
when an opportunity will be afforded tO
consider the matter. There may be
some exceptional circumstances in British
Columbia which may lead the House tO
think that the time should be extended

HON. MR. MILLER-The Bill we
have to be amended next year.

HON. ML BELLROSE.
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HON. SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
Bill will have to be amended next year
under any circumstances.

HON. MR. DEVER-Before the Bill
is read the third time I wish to put
myself right on this matter. I do not
profess to know anything at all as to the
question of jurisdiction, but I certainly
like the principle of the Bill, though I
would not vote for it if it were not for the
fact that it is not coming into force until
may 1884, and in the interim we will
have an opportunity of making such
amendments as may be considered ne-
cessary.

HON. MR. PLUMB-I regret very
much, and I suppose that every member
of this House regrets that we are called
upon to legislate upon so important a
question as this at so late a period of the
session. Undoubtedly there are weighty
reasons for the delay, but I cannot help
saying that a responsibility is thrown upon
us which I think ought not not to be thrown
upon this House on such short notice. I be-
lieve that the Bill is in the interest of
public morals ; that it has been carefully
drawn, and it is utterly impossible that we
could deal with it in detail, and of the
two evils, rejecting it, or taking it as it
stands, after much consideration and with
a good deal of anxiety in coming to the
conclusion, I have decided, as far as I
an concerned, to vote for the Bill as a
whole, except with this amendment which
I now propose:-

Provided that when under colour of any
Provincial Law there are at the time of the
passing of this Act more Licenses issued,
than by the limit provided by this Act is per-
mitted, the same number of Licenses may be
issued until the lat day of May, 1886, the
limit however not to exceed one for every four
hundred beyond one thousand 6f the popu-
lation.

HoN. MR. BELLEROSE-I believe
there is a great objection to this amend-
ment, and if it was carried out in the
Province of Quebec there would be a
door opened for the issuing of more
licenses than are now granted. I do not
think there are more licenses issued at
present in that Province than one in every
6oo, and therefore this amendment would
hardly be in keeping with a measure
which has for its avowed object the ir-
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proving of the morals of the people. For
my own part I look upon the whole Bill
as being of rather an injurious character.

HON. MR. PLUMB-If there is any
serious objection to the amendment I
certainly shall not press it at this time,
and with the permission of the House I
shall withdraw it.

HoN. MR. TRUDEL-I do not wish
hon. gentlemen to remain under the mis-
apprehension which may have been
created by the remarks of the hon. gentle-
man from Delanaudiere (Mr. Bellerose),
as to the number of licenses issued in the
Province of Quebec. I would state, for
the information of the House, that by the
statistics of the last census the number of
taverns and stores in the larger centres of
population such as Montreal and Quebec,
will be very largely reduced. I would
also mention that there is a clause which
recognizes the right of the municipal
councils to prohibit entirely the traffic in
liquor.

The amendment was, with the consent
of the House, withdrawn.

The Bill was then read
and passed on a division.

the third time

TheSenate adjourned at 2.20 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, May 25th, 1883

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock p.m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE SUPPLY BILL

TH1RD READING.

Bill (128), " An Act for granting to Her
Majesty certain sums of money required
for defraying certain expenses of the public
service for the financial years ending
respectively the 3oth June, 1883, and the
3 oth June, 1884, and for other purposes
relating to the public service," was intro-
duced and read the first time.
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HoN. SiR. ALEX. CAMPBELL moved

the second reading of the Bill.
He said :-It has not been usual, so

far as I know, for the person in charge of
this Bill at all events, to criticize its con-
tents. It is the grant necessary to carry
on the public service during the years
mentioned. I move that the 41st rule be
suspended and the Bill be read the second
time now.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-Is there
no member of this House who will make
one single comment upon our voting
away $32,000,000 ?

HON. MR. DEVER-It is a good thing
to have it.

HON. MR. MILLER-We do not vote
it; the House of Commons votes it.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-I am sur-
prised that the leader of the Opposition is
not here in the discharge of his duty !

HON. MR. PLUMB-It shows the great
confidence he has in the Government.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-Before
making one or two observations on this
Bill, I desire to avail myself of this oppor-
tunity to compliment the leader of this
House and the Government upon the
improved management of the Senate.
Different members of this body have again
and again, during former sessions, remon-
strated with the present Administration
for keepingus here two months with the most
trivial Bills,and that the measures which are
considered of importance have not been
brought up until within a few hours of the
end of the Session. I can compliment
the leader of the House upon an improve-
ment this Session, that we were kept here
two months and a half, the first six weeks
of which were spent in generally adjourn-
ing after half an hour's sitting, and a fort-
night spent by some Senators with great
diligence in the local elections of Ontario
-1 do not think it is right for members of
this body to pass the time thus which
ought to be devoted to the interests of the
country ! How long is this partizan
action to be carried on which is so cal-
culated to injure this body in public
estimation ? I make no personal charge
against any members of this House in
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connection with the local election, but I
say that Senators who took part in it are
insensibly dragging the good name of
this body to the ground. They stamp us
as a mere partizan body. Nothing could
be more calculated to strengthen that
feeling in the country, which I find has
been increasing, for the abolition of the
Senate. If that feeling should strengthen-
if the industrious and intelligent people of
this country who pay the taxes demand
that the Senate shall be abolished, it will
be very much due to such partizan action.

There is not time to enter upon a dis-
cussion of the details of this Supply Bill
involving the expenditure of such a large
amount of money. There are many
items which I have no doubt my hon.
friend, the member from Halifax, would
willingly criticize, if the hon. member from
Niagara would have patience with him-
if he would not, as is his custom, discour
age the hon. gentleman by trying to make
it appear that the Houýe generally is
impatient-that my hon. friend lacks
experience-

HON. MR. SKEAD-If the possession
of long experience is worth anything,
the hon. gentleman, who has had a great
deal of it, should make a better use of it
than he is dong to-day.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-The enor-
mous mrcrease of the public expenditure
this year, amounting to $4,ooo,ooo is not
wise. We cannot deny the fact that a
very high tariff is at present imposed with
the view of encouraging the growth of
manufacturing industries in the Dominion.
I have always advocated such a principle,
but it is a question, now that such industrieS
are becoming successful, whether we
should go on increasing the tariff. The
expenses of living in Canada are felt
generally very excessive for so young a
country. The Dominion is not rich.
There may be an appearance of wealth.
We see fine villa residences, rich equiP-
ages, but many of those who make
this display of wealth terminate their
career under different circumstances.
I believe I state the fact when I say that'
the great body of our people feel now that
the articles which enter into the da*Y
consumption are too high. While cer-
tain barristers, merchants and speculators
make incomes to support the present
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apparent state of society, the great body
of the people are struggling to keep up a
respectable appearance. Every second
mian you meet will tell you that his
inconie is insufficient to maintain his social
position. " When lower customs duties
would suffice to protect those industries
is the Government justified in raising a
surplus of four millions ? What is the
result of the Government having such a
large surplus ? Simply most lavish ex-
penditure. They act as if the sun would
always shine upon them. They are like
the imprudent merchaut or manufacturer
who, because he enjoys a brief period
of prosperity, enters upon a career of
extravagance which lands him in embar-
rassment. It is with goverments, as with
individuals ; in the days of prosperity, we
should prepare for any adverse change.
If we should have bad harvests for two
years in succession, we would find the
present taxation oppressive, and the result
would be general discontent.

We have also to consider whether, from
the great encouragement given to manu-
facturers by the 35 per cent duty, we may
not bring about over-production. If the
markets should becomue glutted, instead
of our people being employed as they are
now, we would find a large number of
mechanics and laborers thrown out of
employment.

There are many items in this Supply
Bill that I should have liked to comment
upon ; some may be legitimate, but others
I believe to be unwise. I may refer to
that part of the Estimates which proposes
to subsidize a large number of railways
through regions which are not fertile, and
to which the Government are offering
$3,500 per mile. The effect of this may
be to induce municipalities that are poor
to involve themselves, and they nay enter
upon works which they cannot finish ; the
money will be expended, the municipalities
will be led into debt, and the Government
will ultimately have to complete the roads.
There are not more than two or three of the
roads referred to that there is any proba-
bility of being built at all. Perhaps this
may be a clever contrivance of the Govern
ment to appear to assist the variou
sections of our country, when the countr)
will be unable to supplement such subsi
dies.

It would have been wise, with this larg
surplus, if the Government had devoted

large portion of the $4,ooo,ooo towards
meeting the obligations that we have in-
curred in counection with the Pacific Rail-
way, the Welland Canal, and other large
works. It is true there is a prospect of
emigration going into the North-West, but
that may not continue so large as at pre-
sent expected ; the sun may shine brightly
to-day, but unforeseen clouds corne to-
morrow. Statesmen act upon the general
experience of life and not upon the prin-
ciple that the future can take care of
itself. I shall not refer to a wasteful and
foolish expenditure sanctioned by this
body, as the leader of the Opposition is
not here.

HoN. MR. POWER-What was the
expenditure ?

HON. MR. ALEXANDER-I do not
wish to mention it in the hon. gentle-
man's absence, as I was going to charge
him with acquiescing in the sane. This
can be reserved until a future occasion-
I have felt it my duty not to let the Sup-
ply Bill pass through without those observa-
tions which I have thus ventured to make.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
passed its final stages.

The Senate adjourned during pleasure.

At hait past three o'clock p.m. His
EXCELLENCV THE, GOVERNOR GENERAL,
being seated upon the Throne, His Excel-
lency was pleased to command the atten-
dance of the House of Commons, and
that House being present, the following
Bis were assented to, in Her Majesty's
name, by His Excellency the Governor
General, viz:

An Act to, authorize the raisinc hy way of
loan of certain surne of' mioney required for
the Public Service.

An Act to, incorporate"; The Central Bank
of Canada."

An Act reRpecting the Citizens Insurance
Cornpany of Catada.

An Act further to, reduce the capital stock
of the Quebec Fire Assurance Coinpany.

An Act to incorporate the Bank of London,
-ini Canada.

An Act to ainend the Actw respecting proce-
dure in crirninal cases, and other inatters

1 relating to Crituinal Law.
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An Act to incorporate " Les Révérends

Pères Oblats de Marie Immaculée des Terri-
toires du Nord-Ouest."

An Act to amend " An Act to incorporate
the Ontario and Quebec Railway Coimîpany."

An Act to incorporate the University of
Saskatchewan and to authorize the establish-
ment of colleges within the hîmits of the
Diocese of Saskatchewan.

An Act to provide for the amalzganation of
the Baik of Nova Scotia with the Union
Bank of Prince Edward Island.

An Act to empower thé National Insurance
Comîpaniy to wind up its affairs and relinqutish
its charter, and to provide for the dissolution
of the said Company.

An Act to incorporate " The Manitoba and
North Western Fire Insurance Comîpanv."

An Act respecting the " Crédit Foncier
Franco-Canadien."

An Act to amalgamate the l'resbyterian
Ministers' Widows' and Orphans' Fund in
connection with the Presbyterian Chureh of
the Lower Provinces, and the Widows' and
Orphans Fund of the Presbyterian Church
in the Maritime Provinces in coniection with
the Church of Scotland, and to create a cor-
poration to administer such funds.

An Act to incorporate the Roval Society of
Canada.

An Act to incorporate the Brant County
Bank of Canada.

Bill.

the name thereof to the " Manitoba and North
Western Railway Conpanîy ot Canada."

An Act to amend ihe Acts relating to the
Great Western and Lake Ontario Shore Junc-
tion Railway Company.

An Act to incorporate the Davis and Law-
rence Company.

An Act to grant certain powers to the Ac-
adia Powder Company.

An Act to incorporate the Dominion Phos-
phate and Mining Company.

An Act further to amend an Act intituled
"An Act relating to Banks and Banking "
and the several Acts anending the samte.

An Act to incorporate the Wood Mountain
and Qu'Apþelle Railway Company.

An Act to anend the Act to incorporate
the North W, stern Bank.

An Act to incoi porate the Royal Canadian
Passenger Steanship Company, (Limited.)

An Act to continue " An Act to incorporate
stndry persons by the namne of the President,
Directors and Company o the Farniers' Bank
of Rustico."

An Act to incorporate the Cumberland Coal
and Railway Company.

An Act to incorporate a company under the
naie of " The Rathbun Company."

An Act to incorporate the Qu'Appelle, Long
Lake and Sa?-katchewan Railroad and Steau-
boat Company.

An Act to amend the Act incorporating the An Act to incorporate the Quebec and
Atlantic and North-West Railway Company. James' Bay Railway.

An Act respecting the Montreal, Ottawa and
Western Railway Compa y, and to change
the name thereof to the " Montreal and
Western Railway Company."

An Act to amend the Act to incorporate
the Ontario Pacific Railway Company.

An Act to amend the Act incorporating
"The Great Eastern Railway Company."

An Act to incorporate the Board of Man-
agemtent of the Church and Mat"e Building
Fund of the Presbyterian Church in Canada,
for Manitoba and the North West.

An Act to amend the Act incorporating the
Kingston and Pembroke Railway Company,
and the Act amending the saine.

An Act to aiend theI "Act to incorporate
the London and Ontario InvebtiientCutipany,
Litmited."

An Act to anend the Act passed in the
forty-fifth year ut the reign of H-er present
Majesty, intitutedl " An Act to repeal the duîty
on promissory notes, drafts and bills of ex-
change."

An Act to anti-nd "An Act respecting In-
solve t Banks, Insurance Companies, Lan
Companies, Building Societies and Trading
Corporations."

An Act to amend the several Acts incorpo-
rating the " Portage, Westbourne and North
Western Railway Company," and to change

HON. MR. ALEXANDER.

An Act to incorporate "The Grange Trust,
(Limîited)."

An Act to amend and continue in force the
Act incorporating the Gratton Harbor Cot-
pany, anti for other purposes.

An Act further to amend " The General
Inspection Act, 1874."

An A et to amend the Act to incorporate the
Northein, North Western and Sault Ste.
Marie Railway Company, and to change the
nane of the said Company to the Northern
and Pacific Junction Railway Company.

An Act further to amend the Acts relating
to the New Brunswick Railway Company.

An Act further to amend the Act respect-
ing the Harbor of Pictou.

An Act to amend the " Act to incorporate
the Chignecto Marine Transport Railway
Company, (Limited.)"

An Aet to incorporate " The Pacifie and
Peace River Railway Company."

An Act to incorporate the Saskatchewan
and North Western Railway Company.

An Act to unite the Witnîipeg and Hudson5

Bay Railway and Steamilî p Company in
the Nelson Valley Railwaty and Transpor*
ation Company intto one corporation. under
the niame of " Tte Winnipeg and HutiSoU'
Bay Railway and Steamship Company."
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An Act for the better prevention of fraud in ing the Regulation and Collection of toll on
relation to contracts involving the expendi- Governnent timber slides and other works
titre of public noneys. constructed to facilitate the tranr.missionà of

An Act to amend and consolidate the Acte
respecttng the Customs.

An Act to amend " The Post Office Act,
1875."

An Act further to amend the Act respecting
tie incorporation of a Company to estanlish
a Marine Telegraph betveen the Pacific Coast
of Canada and Asia.

An Act respecting booms and other works
constructed in navigable waters whether
tnder the authority of Provincial Acts or
otherwise.

An Act to incorporate the Railwav Trust
and Construction Company of Canada,
(linited).

J tînt her I,,mht'r ~nd çau~vln.,g

An Act vt>amend An Act of the present
session, intituled "An Act tu incorporate
the Railway Trust and Construction Com-
pany of Canada, (Limuited)."

An Act relating to Bills of Exchange and
Promissory Notes in the Province of Prince
Edward Island.

An Act bo amend the law respecting Lot-
teries.

An A ct to make provision for the taking of
evidence in relation to criminal matters pend-
ing in Courts of Justice in anv other of Her
Majesty's Dominions or before foreigu tribu-
nais.

An Act respecting the Canadian Pacific An Act further t amend "The Interpre-
Railway Company. tatton Act."

An Act to incorporate the Quinze Pier,
Bott and Improvemetit Conpany.

An Act to amend " The Dominion Elec-
tions Act, 1874."

An Act to amend " An Act respecting the
Offices of Receiver Generai and the Minister
of Public Works," as tu the powers of the
Minister of Railways and Canais.

An Act respecting the Harbor Master of the
Harbor of Tlree Rivers.

An Act to amend " An Act to incorporate
the Missionary Society ot the Wesleyan
Methodist Church in Canada."

An Act to authorize the Grand Trunk Rail-
way Compjany of Canada to extend their
tratfic arrangement with the North Shore
Railway Company to fifty years fron the date
thereof.

An Act respecting the Northern Railway
Company of Canada.

An Act to amend I The Canana Civil Ser-
viceAct, 1882."

An Act to amend the Act respecting the
Credit Valley Railway Company.

An Act to incoroorate " The Canadian
Rapid Telegraph Company (iLimited)."

An Act respecting certificates to Masters
and Mates of Inland and Coasting ships.

An Act consolidating and amending the
several Acts relating to the Militia and
Defence or the Dominion of Canada.

An Act to atiend the Aot incorporating the
European, Anerican, Canadian and Asiatic
Cable Company (Limited), and to change the
nane thereof to " The A merican, British ae.d
Continental Cable Company (Limited)." .

An Act to amend the Patent Act of 1872."
An Act to consolidate aud amend the

several Acte respecting the Inland Revenue.
An Act further to amend and to consolidate,

as so anended. the several Acts respecting
the Public Lands ol the Dntminion tierein
mnentiuned.

An Act to make further provision respect-!

An Act for granting certain powers to the
Canadiai Electric 1îglit Company.

An Act t.o amend the Act thirty-six Vic-
toria, chapter sixty-two, and the Act forty-
third Victoria, cha ter seventeen, respecting
the Quebec Harbor.

An &ct to amend the Act thirty-eightlh
Victoria, chapter fifty-six, intituled " An Act
respecting the Graving Dock in the Harbor of
Quebec, and authorizing the raising ot a loan
it respect titereof."

An Act to make further provision for deep-
ening the Ship Channel of the River St. La.-
rence, between Montreal and Quebec.

An Act for authorizing subsidies for the
construction of lines of Railway therein men-
tioned.

An Act to provide for the salaries and
superannuation and travelling allowances of
certûin Jndges of certain Provincial Courts.

An Act to provide for advances to be made
by the Governtiment of Canada to the Saint
John Bridge and Railway Extension Coni-
pany.

An Act to amend an Act of the present
session respecting Booms and other works
constructed in navigable waters, whether
under the authority of Provincial Acte or
otherwise.

An Act to extend to British Columbia the
Act relating to fishing by Foreign Vessels.

An Act respecting the iligh Court of Jus-
tice ot Ontario.

An Act to amend and consolidate the Acts
relating to the superannuation of persons
enployed in the Civil Service of Canada.

An Act to amend the Act thirty-sixth Vic-
toria, chapter four, intituled "An Act to pro-
vide for the estabbshment of the Department
of the Interior " and to amend " The Indian
Act, 1880."

"An Act further to amend the Tariff of
Duties of Customts.

The Supply
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An Act to legalize proceedings taken for
the naturalization of certain Aliens in the
Province of Manitoba.

An Act to continue for a limited time the
Acts therein mentioned.

An Act to encourage the manufacture of
Pig Iron in Canada, tfrom Canadian ore.

An Act to amiend and consolidate the Laws
relating to Penitentiaries.

An Act respecting the sale of intoxicating
liquors, and the issue of licenses therelor.

An Act further to amend the Consolidated
Railwav Act of 1879, and to declare certain
lines of railwav tu be worked for the general
advantage of Canada.

Then the Honorable the Speaker of the
House of Coîninons addressed is Excelleincy
the Governor General as follows :

MAY IT PLEASE YOUa EXCELLENCY,
" The Coinnons of Canada have voted the

Supplies required tu enable the Governinent
totdetray the expenses of the Public Service.

" In the naine of the Couimons, I present
to Your Excellency a Bill intituiled -

' An Act for granting to Her Majesty certain
sîums of noney reqnired for derraying certain
expenses of the Public Service, for the finan-
cial years ending respectively the 30th June,
188.3, and Ile 30th June, 1884, and for other
purposes relating to the Public service, to
which i huibly request Your Excellency's
asseit.'

To this Bill the Royal assent was signified
in the following words :

" In Her Majesty's nanie, His Excellency
the Governor General thaks Ber Loyal sub-
jects, accepts their benevolence, and assents
to this Bdil.,'

After which His Excellency the Governor
General was pleased to close the FiRST
SEssIoN Of the Firrn PARLIAMENT of the
DomiNioN with the following

SPEECH:

Honorable Gentlemen of the Senate:
Gentlemen of the House of Commons:

I desire to thank you for the diligence and
earnestness with which you have performed
your duties during this protracted session.

The large suns which the buoyant state of
the Revenue has enabled you to appropriate
in aid of the construction of railways and
the great worksol internal improvenent will be
carefully applied and economically expended,
and must contribute in a large mneasure to
the prosperity and progress of the Country.

The amendments to the laws respecting the
Militia will tend to improve the discipline,
training and nilitary education of tihat in-
valuable force.

The consolidation and amendiment of the
Statutes relating to the management of the
Custois, while protecting the honest trader
against fraudulent and dishonest competitors,
will tree the comnerce of the Country froni
soine of the restraints inposed on it by the
previously existing laws.

The re-adjustment of the tariff and the
reduction of duties on the raw materials used
in our manufactures, together with the bounty
granted on the production of Pig Iron, imiust
aid in the further developemnent of Canadian
industries.

It is gratifying also to know that the finian-
cial position of the Public Treasury has
enabied you to lower the pressure of taxation
by more than a million of dollars.

The Bill for the regulation of shop, saloon,
and tavern liceinses nust have the effect of
preventing the unrestrained sale of intoxicat-
ing liquors in every Province of the Do-
ininion, and atiords an eflicient system for its
successtul operation freed from the suspicion
of political bias or control ; while at the same
tiie it will not undulv intertere with the
rights of those who lad engaged in the trade
under theauthority ut Legisiative enactnents.

Gentlemen of the House of Commons:
1 return you my thanks for the supplies

Vou have granted for the various public ser-
vices.

Honorable Gentlemen of the Senate:
Gentlemen of the Bouse of Commons:

I desire to thank you for the great honour
conferred on nie by the presentation of a joint
Address. The Princess and I have both been
profoundly touched by your words ; and the
message of which you iake us the bearers
conies. as we personally know, from a people
determined to niaintain the Empire.

Tlbe severance of ny officiai connection
with Canada does not loosen the tie of affection
which will ever make me desire to serve this
country.
I pray that the prosperity I have seen you

enjoy mnay continue, and that the bleseing of
God may at ail time be yours to strengtheil
you in Unity and Peace.

The SPEAKER of the Senate then said

Honorable Gentlemen of the Senate and

Gentlemen of the House of Commons:

The Dominion Lands Bill which embolies It is His EXCELLENcY THE GoVERNoR
the results of the experience acqiuired during G ENERAL'S will and pleasure, that this Parii'
the last two years will, it is behîeved, greatly ment he prorogued until Wednesday, the 4tlh
assist and encourage the settlers now flowing day of July next to be here held,and this Parlis-
in such unprecedented numbers into Manitoba mient is accordingly prorogued until Wedne'
and the North-West Territories. day, the 4th day of July next.

HON. MR. ALEXANDER.

The Supply Bill.
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On a Division :-C., Contents; N.-C., Non-Contenta.
1', 2°. 3', First Reading, Second Reading, Third Reading.
*,Without comment or discussion.

PART II. is also an Index to the Chapters of the Statutes, 46 Vict.

I.-INDEX 'TO SENÂTORS.

ALEXANDER, Hon. GEORGE.
Banking Acte Anmt. B. (46) on 3° & Mr.

Read's Aimt. to strike out Easter Monday
holiday, 244.

Bank of N.S. & Union Bk. of P.E.I. amal-
gamation B. (10) on m. for 3', postpone-
ment suggèsted, 237 8-9.

Brant County Bank Incorp. B. (52) on 2°,
234.

Business, public, of session, state of; on
Mr. Power's Inqy., 141.

Canad. Rapid Tel. Co. Incorp. B. (1) on
conc. in Ants. of Coin., 331-2.

Contingencies; on 3rd Rep. of Com. (glass-
ware) 635-6.

Contracte, prevention of fraud, B. (5) on 3°,
Ant. to re com. & add clause,proposed,
375, 31 ; withdn., 38L

Credit Valley Ry. Co. Act Amt. B. (50) on
m. for 3°, and proposed re-printing s
amd., 372.

Davis & Lawrence manuf'g Co. Incorp. B.
(79) on 2', 297.

Dominion Lande Acta consolid. B. (45) in
Com., 506,510.

European, Amer. &c., Cable Co., change of
name B. (118) on 3°, 543-4.

Fisleries Act Amt. B. (101) on 2', 578,
582; in Coin., 589.

Governor General, on Address on H. E's.
departure, 660.

G.T.R. tratic arrangemient with N. Shore
Ry., B. (113) on Mr. DeBoucherville's
" hoist " Amt.o te 2', 446 ; on Mr.
Power's Amnt. to 3° (existing rights)
499, 500.

Inspections of food & drugs; on Mr. Pa-
quet's M. for Return, 365.

Intercol. Ry., extensions West; on Mir.
Power's Inqy., 538, 540.

Library of Parlt, on lot Rep. of Coin.

(book purchases) 511-2-3; on 2nd Rep.
(book lending) 560-2.

License, Liquor, B. (132) in Com., 669.
Lotteries Act Amt. B. (U) on 3°, 558.
Meridian, Standard, international; on Mr.

Allan's M. for memorial, &c., 56; on Mr.
Allan's In. as to represeutation of
Canada, at Lonference 196-7.

Militia Acts consolid. B. (31) on 2°, 397;
in Com., 414; on 3° 483.

Printing Com., on 6th Rep. of; increased
accommodation, 307.

Senate, constitution ; Remarks on expe-
diency of altering, 595.

Senate contingencies; on 3rd Rep. of Coin.
(glassware) 635-6.

Senate management; Remarks, on Supply
B, 680.

Senate privileges, encroacliments on; on
6th Rep. of Printing Con., 307.

Supply B. (128) on 2°, 680-1.
ALLAN, Hon. GEORGE W.

Banking Acta Amt. B. (46) rep. from Com.*,
225.

Bank of London Incorp. B. (29) rep. from
Com.*, 216.

Bank ai N. $. & Union Bank of P. E. I.,
amalgamation B. (10) rep. from Com., 237.

Brant County Bank Incorp. ß. (62) on 2°,
à duties of Banking Com., 233-6-6-7; rep.
fron Coni.*, 277.

C. P. R., Lease.-Petition; on suspension
of Rule 49, 304.--B. (114) 1°*, 384; 2' m,
387 ; 3° m*, 458.

Central Bank of Canada Incorp. B. (16) rap.
from Com.*, 134.

Citizens Ils. Co., B. respeoting (67) rep.
from Com. & 3° m*, 186.

Contracta, prevention of fraud, B. (5) on 3°
& Mr. Alexander's proposed Amt., 380,

Credit Valley Ry. Co. Act Ant. B. (50) 1"
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ÂLLAN,'Hoin. George W .- Con.

204; 2° m, 227 t couc. in Amts of Ry. Com.
m, 370; 3', proposal to n., 371 ; on poet-
poriement & proposed reprinting, 372-3;
Ant. & 3°m, 381. Commons Amts. con-
curred in *, 525.

Dom. Lands Acts consolid. B. (45) on 2°,
450 ; in Con., 507.

Dom. Phosphate & Mining Co. Incorp. B.
(49), 1°*, 170 ; 2°m, 181 ; on ques. of leg-
islative jurisdiction, 182-3; 3°*, 226.

European, Amer., &c, Cable Co., change of
niame B. (118) on 3', 542-3.

Fieheries Act Ant. B. (101) on 2', 583-4.
Inland Revenue Acte consolid. B, (115)

rep. fron Com., 524, 532.
Library of Parlt. ; lst. Rep. of Com. pre-

8ented & conc, m., 205-9, 511-2 ; dis-
charge of order m, 562, 569. 2nd Rep.,
adoption m, 558, 5600-1-2-3-4-5-6-8.

London & Ont. Investnment Co. Act, de-
finition B. (53) on 2'. 227.

Man. & N. W. Fire Ins. Co. Incorp. B. (24)
on 2° & ques. of Private B. procedure,
177-8.

Meridian, standard, international ; m. for
memorial, &c, 55-7 ; Inqy. as to repre-
sentation at conference, 194-7.

Militia Acte consolid. B. (31) on 2', 398 ; in
Com., 416; Mr. Ryan's Amt. to cl. 64
(discipline) secd., 459.

Northern & Pacifie Junction Ry. Co., Amt.
Act & change of name, B. (76) 1°*, 336 ;
2°«, 355 ; 3°, 384.

Northern Ry., B. (E) respecting ; 1", 55 ;
2°m, 66 ; cornc. iii Aint. of Com. m, 125;
3'm, 126-8-9-130-1-3. Conc. in Com-
mons Amts.*, 525.

North-Western Bank Incorp. Act Amt. B.
(F) 1°, 89; 2' m (by Mr. Fidal) 105;
reported from sub-Comn., 216-7; 3°*, 226;
on coîîc. iii Commons Ants., re-printing
suggested, 373-4.

Ont. & Que. Ry. Co. Incorp. Act Aint. B.
(27) 1°*, 158; 2°m, 171; rep. from Ry.
Coin., 194.

Penitentiaries Laws consolid. B. (J) in Com.,
222.

Que. Fire Ins. Co., stock reduction B. (23)
rep. from Com.*, 215.

Returns brought down, regularity of ; on
Mr. Carvell's Remarks, 570.

Ry. Trust & construction Co. Incorp.
B. (41) on A mts. of Banking Com., 391.

8askatchewan University Incorp. B. (18)
1*, 160; 2'm, 172 ; clause 15, Amt. m,
213-4-5 ; 3'*, 215,

Seduction, punishment of, B. (13) on 2',
261; on adoption of Rep. of Sel. Con.,
postponing legislation, 312.

Wood Mountain·& Qu'Appelle Ry. Co. In-
corp. B. (48) t", 225; 2°*, 228; amd. by
Con., 3", 228.

ALMON, HON. WILLIAM J.
Acadia Powder Co., powers to, B. (40)

1", 237 ; 2° m (by Mr. Miller) 275-6;
3°*, 304.

Address, in Debate on the, 25.

Bank of N. S., amalgamation with
Union Bk. of P. E. I., B. (10) 2° m, 178;
on conc. in Report of Banking Com., &
3°; 239.

Civil Service superannuation Acte Amt.
B. (C) in Con., 112-3.

Contracts, prevention of fraud, B. (5)
on 3'& Mr. Alexander's proposed Amt.,
379.

Criminai law Amt., Incest, B. (7) on
in. for reference to C. of W., Amt. m., 6
months' " hoist ", 303, 345.

Cruelty to animals, prevention Acte,
Ant. B. (25) >n 2', 388 ; m. that Com.
rise secd., 40.

Davis & Lawrence manuf'g Co. Incorp.
B. (79) on 2', 296.

Divorce, Nicholson, B. (D) on m. to
refer Deft's Petition to Divorce Con.,
124: on adoption of Rep. of Com., reject-
ing Preamble, 290-5 ; remarks, 310.

Incest B.---See "criminal law."
Inspections of food & drugs ; Mr.

Paquet's m. for Return secd., 365.
Library of Parlt.; on let Rep. of Con.,

205-8; m. for list of O'Callaghan library
& unauthorized purchases, withdn., 229,
240.

Militia Acte consolid. B. (31) rep. from
Com., 460, 482.

Public business of Session, state of; on
Mr. Power's Inqy., 142-3.

Saskatchewan University Incorp. B. (18) on
Mr. Allan's m. to re-commit for Amt.,
214.

Seduction, punishment of, B. (13) on
2', 253 ion Rep. of Sel. Com., & Mr.
Power's speech, 310-3.

ARCHIBALD, Hon. THOMAS D.
Masters' & Mates' Certs., Inland & Coasting,

B. (89) on 2°, 347-8.

BELLEROSE, Hon. JOSEPH. H.
Accountant's Salary ; on 2nd Rep. of Con-

tingt. Accts. Coin. & Mr. Botsford's Amt.
to re-commit. 162.

Address, in Debate on the, 19, 45.
Bill stamps, repeal of duty Act, Amt. B.

(78) on 2', 274-5.
Bills, Private, time for, extended; adoption

of 2nd Rep. of Com. m., 50; 3rd & 4th
Rep., 51; 9th Rep., 88; time for Reportsa
extension m, 161.-Rep. of Com. (Amt. Of
Ruîles 49 & 50) adoption m, 556, deferred,
557; m, 606, withdn., 607-8.

Brant County Bank Incorp. B. (52) on 2',
234.

C. P. R., Petition respecting leases, rep.
from Standing Order Con., & suspens1iO
of Rule 49 m, 304-5.

Chapleau, lon. Mr., New York speech;
Remarks on, 186, 190-1; on ques. of pro-
cedure, 194.

Citizens Insurance Co., B. respecting (67,)
1°e, 160 ; 2° m, 172 ; (3' m by Mr. LL #
186).

Committees, on ques. of reporting .ProCW'
ings, 476.
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Contingencies, Senate; on 2nd Rep. of Con.
(Accountant's salary) 162; on 3rd Rep.
(chief French translator) 629.

Divisions, on ques. of recording ' Pairs,"
448.

Dominion Phosphate & Mining Co. Incorp.
B. (49) on 2°, Ques. of Donm. legislative
jurisdiction, 181-4

Employes, Govt., creeds & nationalities;
Iaqy.as to Return, 160.-On ni. for adjt.
of B ouse thereon, 186.

Fisheries Acts Ant. B. (101) in Con. (rip-
arian owners' rights) 591.

Governor-General, on Address on H. E's
departure, 662-3-4.

G. T. Ry., traffic arrangement with N.
Shore Ry., B. (113) on 2', & Mr. Trudel's
speech, 441 , on divn., recording " Pair"
requested, 448 ; on Rep. of Ry. Con., &
ques. of Proceedings being reported, 476.

Great Eastern Ry. Co. Incorp. Act Amt.
B. (80) 1°$ 237 ; 2° m', 255 ; 30*, 280.

Indian Dept., separation of, B. (W) on 3',
595.

License, Liquor, B. (132) in Con., on ques.
of legislative jurisdiction, 673; on Mr.
Trudel's proposed Amt. to 3° (Provincial
legislation) 677 ; on Mr. PluiAb's pro-
posed Amt. (number of licenses) 679.

Loranger, Judge, Appt. of; m. for corresp.,
598, 602-3-5-6.

Man. & N. W. Fire Ins. Co. Incorp. B. (24)
on 1°, Ques. of Private B. procedure, 160.

Matthieu, Judge, resignation ; m. for
corresp., 598, 602-3-5-6.

Montreal & Western Ry. Co., B. respecting
(73) 10*, 186 ; 2° m., 225 ; 3°*, 280.

Mousseau, Mr., Appt. to Judgeship, m for
corresp., 598, 602-3-5-6.

National Ins. Co., Winding up, B. (20) 1°
186; 2° m, 225; 3°* 239.

Parlt., Independence of, intention of Govt.
to amend law; Inqy., 315, 344.

Penitentiaries, Laws consolid., B. (J), on
2°, Amt. suggesied, superannuation of
officiais, 170.

Presbyterian Building Fund, Man. & N.W.,
Incorp. B., (75) on m. for 2°, Amt. m., to
refer to Standing Order Com. for Report,
181; reported from Coin. *, 225.

Quebec & Janes Bay Ry. Co., Incorp. B.
(54) 1°*, 280; 2° m, 335-6; conc. in Amts.
of Ry. Corn. m*, & 3°*, 367.

Quebec, better. terms for; Inqy., intentions
of Govt., 408; m for corresp., 419, 426-8-9,
withdn., 433.

Rathbun Co., Incorp. B (26) conc. in Amts.
of Standing Orders Con. m*, 336.

State Offences, B. (N) on 2', 302.
Statutes, distribution of ; on 3rd Rep. of

Printing Corn,, 164.

BOTSFORD, Hon. AMOs E.
Accountant's salary ; on 2nd Rep. of Com.,

A mt. m, to re-commit for consideration,
161.

- Bill-stamps, repeal of duty Act, Amt. B.
(78) 1°*, 225; 2° m, 273-4; 30 m*, 280.

Brant County Bank Incorp. B. (52) on 20,
232.

Business, public, of Session, state of ; on
Mr. Power's Inqy., 141-3.

C. P. R., Petition for leasing Branch lines,
reception of; on ques. of Rules, 305.

Chignecto Marine Ry. Co. Act, Anmt. B. (51)
2'm, (for Mr. Bourinot), 334-5; conc. in
Amts. of Ry. Con. m*, 367; 3° m*, 375.

Contracts, prevention of fraud, B. (5) on 3°
& Mr. Alexander's proposed Amt. (elec-
tion bribes), 377.

Divorce, Nicholson, B. (D) on m . for 2°, &
appt. of Con., 52; on evidence of serving
notice, 64; on taking of evidence, 117;
Petition fron Deft. for funds, presented,
121 ; its reference to Divorce Com. m,
122-3; on 3rd Rep. of Con., rejecting
Preamble of B., 289, 290-6.

Dom. Phosphate & Mining Co. Incorp. B.
(49) on 2°, & ques. of Dom. legislative
jurisdiction, 185.

Grafton Harbor Co. Incorp. Act Ant. B.
(42) on 2' & ques. of Dom. legislative
jurisdiction, 350.

G. T. Ry., traffic arrangement with N. Shore
Ry., extenpion B. (113) on Procedure, re-
ference to Standinge Or. Con., 383.

Militia Acts consolil B. (31) on 2°, 393,
405-6.

N. B. Ry. Co. Acts Ant. B. (57) 1", 344;
2° m, 382 ; 3°*, 389.

N. W. Bank Incorp. Act Amt. B. (F) conc.
in Commons Anits. m, 373 ; on proposal
to re-print as amd., 374.

Penitentiary Laws consolid. B. (J) in Com,
223.

Printing, on 6th Rep. of Con., increased
accommodation required, &c , 308.

Seduction, punishment of, B. (13) on adop-
tion of Rep. of Sel. Com., postponing
legislation, 310.

Senate privileges, encroachments on; on
6th Rep. of Printing Com., 308.

BOURINOT, Hon. JOHN.

Chignecto Marine Ry. Incorp. Act Amt.
B. (51) 1*, 300; 2°m (by Mr. Botsford)
334; conc. in Aints. of Coin.*, 367 ; 3°*,
375.

Geological Survey Reports, publication,
'with maps ; Ingy., 240-1 ; on Sir A.
Campbell's explanation, 281.

Post office order system with France &
Germany ; Inqy., 136.

Presbyterian Widows & Orphans Funds
amalgamatioD B. (63) 1°*, 172 ; 2° & re-
ference to Corn. m. 204; 3°*, 239.

Royal Society Incorp. B. (37) 1°, 186
2' m*, 226 ; 3°* 239.

Settlers Protection B. .(M) on 2, Ques.
of Order, 170.

BOYD, Hon. JOHN.
Insolvent Banks, &c, Act, Amt. B. (L)

reported from Com.*, 172.
CAMPBELL, Hon. SIR ALEXANDER.

Acadia Powder Co., powers of, B. (40) on
2°, & ques, of domicile, 276.

Accountant's salary ; 2nd Rep. of Contingt.
Acets. Com., suggestion to re-commit,
161, .
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CÂmutL, Hon Sir Alexander.-Con,

Address, in Debate on the, 26, 39, 42-3-5-7;
explanation, 54.

Adjournment, Easter; m. for, 134-5; on
Com. sitting during adjt., 135.

Amer., Brit. &c., Cabie-see " European."
Banking Acte Amt. B. (46) 1°*, 171 ; 2° m,

179, 180 ; in Com., 224; 3° m, 241; on
Mr. Read's Amt. to re-com. & strike out
Baster Monday holiday, 243.

Bank of.N.8. & Union Bk. of P.E.I. amalga-
mation B. (10) on 3°, 238.

Berthier, Militia Camp, Supplies, &c; on
Mr. Paquet's m. for Tenders, 121.

Beveridge, Tibbits, &c., N. B., claims;
Reply to Mr. Read's Inqy, 229-30.

Bill Stamps, repeal of duty Act, Amt. B.
(78) on 2°, remarks as to Amte., 273.

Bills, Private, reporting on by Standing
Ord. Com.; on Mr. Miller's Ques. re
Man. Fire Ins. Co. B., 177-8. Ques. of
Dominion legislative jurisdiction ; on 2°
of Dom. Phosphate Co. Incorp. B., 183-5.
Suspension of Rule 61 for Session m, 456.
On Rep. of Standing Ord. Coin., pro-
posed Amt. of Rules 49 & 50, 556, 606-8-
9.

Bills, from Commons; on ques. of reporting
on by Standing Ord. Com., 177-8.

Booms, &c. in navigable waters, B. respect-
ing (K) 1°", 134; 2° m, 153-4-6-7 ; in
Com. & 3°*, 160; conc. in Commons
Aimte. in, 407, 419.-A mt. B. (Y) 1°, 612;
on ques. of Procedure, 612-3; suspen-
sion of Rule 41, & 2° & 3° m, 613.

Brant County Bank incorp. B. (52) on 2°,
236.

Brazil, steamship service with ; on Mr.
Pelletier's m. for Return, 89.

B. C., Foreign Fishing Vessels, see " Fish-

B. C. Naval defence of; on Mr. Macdonald's
m. tor corresp., 120.

Business, Pubh'c, cf Session, state cf;
Reply to Mr. Power's Inqy., 139, 140-3.

C.P.R., Souris Branch, completion of;
Reply to Mr. Reesor's Inqy., 157, 173.

Canad. Electric Light Co., powers to, B.
(105) on reference to Stand. Ord. Con.,
434; on conc. in Amts. of that Com., 588.

Can. Rapid Tel. Co. Incorp. B. (I) Amts. of
R y.Com., postponementofconc.requested,
285-6-8; on conc., adjt. of debate sug-
gesied, 333; in further debate, 338, 342;
on Mr. Miller's m. to re-com. for further
Ants., 343; on Mr. Power's proposed
Aimts., 343.

Chapleau, Hon. 'Mr., New York Speech; on
Remarks of Messrs. Bellerose & Trudel,
190-1-4. (See also " Mousseau.")

Civ. Serv.«Act 1882, Amt. B. (B) 1°,48;
2° m, 89; in Com?., t18; re-committed &
amd., 121; 3°*, 121. Conc. in Com-
mons Amts.*, 525.

'Civil Service, Returns; explanation, to Mr.
Bellerose, 60 ; on Mr. Scott's remarks,
48, 85-6; further Return brotght down, 92;
on Mr. lrudel's further Inqy., 160 ; Ex-
plana4ions s to delay, 186, 110,

Civil Service Superannuation Acta consolid.
B. (C) 1°, 48; 2° m, 85-6-7-8; in Com.,
106-7-8-9, 110-2-4-5 ; 3° m, 116

Committee on Orders & Privileges, m. for. 6.
Comnittees, Segsional, m. for, 48; calling

of, 49; additions to, 53.
Cominittees ; on ques of Proceedings being

reported, 475-8, 480-1.
Commons Committee, attendance of Se-

nators; on message, m. for leave, 158.
Contracte, prevention of fraud B. (5) on 20,

277 . on Mr. Alexander's proposed Amt.
to 3' (Election bribes) 377-8.

Credit Foncier, B. respecting (22) on 2',
212-3.

Crime, Prevention of, Act, continuance B.
(133) 1° & 2°, 611 ; in Com., amd. & 3°,
653.

Criminal law Amt., Incest, B. (7) on 2°,
277; on Mr. Almon's proposed " hoist"
Amt., 303.

Criminal procedure Acte Amt. B. (83) 1°,
160 : 2' m, 171 ; 3° m, 185.

Cruelty to animals Acts Amt. B. (25) in
Com., postponement of legislation re-
commended, 408-9.

Cumberland Coal & Ry. Co. Incorp. B. (71)
on conc. in Ante. ot Ry. Com., 356.

Customs Acte Aimt. & consolid. B. (34) 1°*,
336 ; 2'm, 352 ; 3°*, 382.

Customs Tariff further Amt. B. (119) 1,
610; 2 m, 652 ; 3°*, 656.

Davis & Lawrence Manuf'g Co. Incorp. B.
(79) on 2', 296.

Debates, Index; on 2nd Rep. of Com., 133.
Divisions; on ques. of " Paire " being re-

corded, 448, 458.
Divorce, Nicholson, B. (D) on Ques. of

Procedure, 51, 61-2-3-4-6-7, 100-1; on ex-
am. of witnesses, 101-2-3-4 ; on powers of
Con., 105; on Deft's Petition for funds,
122-3; on its reference to Divorce Com.,
123-4; on Rep. of Con. thereon, 157; on
adoption of 3rd Rep. of Com., rejecting
Preamble of B., 295.

Dom. Lande Acte, consolid. B. (45) 1°,390;
2° m, 448,450, 474; on Mr. Reesor epeak-
ing, 484; on Mr. Kaulback do., 490; in
Corn.,506; 3°m, 525.

Dom. Lands sales, newspaper report of; on
Mr. Reesor's renarks, 571.

Dom. Phosphate Co. Incorp. B. (49) on 2°,
& ques. of legislative jurisdiction, 183-5.

Election Act, 1874, Amt. B. (85) 1°, 433;
2° m, 460-2 ; 3°*, 482.

Elections, see also " Parliament."
European, Amer. &c., Cable Co., change of

name B. (118) on 20,522-3; postponemt. of
3° suggested *, 532; on 3°, 541-8-9, 560.

Evidence, criminal cases before Cts. abroad,
provision for, B. (P) 1°*, 336; 2°m, 368-
9 ; 30*, 382.

Fisheries Acte A mt. B. (101) 1°*, 569; 2° f.
572-3-5-8-9, 580-1- 2-3-4-5-6-7; in Com;,
588; on Mr Power's proposed Amt. (ri-
parian owners' rights) 589; Mr Chapa'
similar Ant. accepied, 590-1-2; on Air
Nelson's propc sed Amt. (B. C. Fisheries)
589, 592 ; Mr Poter's Amt.. (apparatùs)
accepted, 592; B. reported & 3°', 593.
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Senate Amts. (disagreed with by Com-
ions) insisted on, 658.

Fishing Vessels, Foreign, extension of Act
to B. C., B. (143) 1°, 627 ; 2' m., 657
30*, 657.

France, Steamship service, subsidy, &c.
Reply, to Mr Pelletier's Inqy., 375.

France, see also "Post office orders."
Geological Reports, distribution, with maps;

Reply, to Mr Bourinot's Inqy., 241, 281.
Germany, see "Post Office Orders."
Governor-General, Address to the, on his

departure ; concurrence m, 658, 664;
signature and presentation m*, 666.

Grafton Harbor Incorp. B. (42) on 2° 351.
G. T. R , traffic arrangements with N. Shore

Ry.. extension B. (113) on Mr DeBoucher-
ville's "hoist" Amt. to 2°, 439, 440 ; on
ques. of recording "pairs" on Divn., 448,
458 ; on Rep. of Ry. Com., and ques.
whether its Proceeaings be rep., 475-8,
480-81.

Hay, refund of U. S. duties ; Reply to Mr
McClelan's Inqy., 612.

Immigration, Govt. aid to ; Reply to Mr
O'Donohoe's Inqy., 626.

Incest, see "Criminal Law."
Iridian Act Amit. B. (S) wilhdn, 410
Indian Affaire Dept., separation, B. (W) 1°,

594; Rule 41 suspended, & 20, 594; 3°,
594-5.

Inland Rev. Acts consolid. B. (115) 1°*, 474;
2° m, 492; Rep. of Com. of W., considera-
tion m, 524 ; re-com. & amd.*, 531-2 ; 3°*,
532.

Insolvent Act; Reply to Mr Macdonald, as
to intention of Govt., 173.

Insolvent Banks, &c., Act, Amit. B. (L) 1°*
134; 2' m, 162 ; in Con. & 3°*, 172.

Inspection Act, -1874, Ait. B. (104) 1°",
363; 2°*. 373; 3°°, 383.

Inspections of Food and Drugs; on Mr.
Paquet's m. for Return, 366 ; on hiis
Ingy., 367.

Intercol. Ry., connection West; on Mr.
Power's Inqy., 534, 541.

Interpretation Act Amt. B. (B) 1°*, 106;
2' m, 143: in Com.*, 157; 3° m, 159.

Iron manufacture, bounty B. (131) 1*, 610;
2° m, 644 ; 3° m*, 653.

J udges' salaries, changes, B. (134) suspen-
sion of Rule 41, & 1 , 2°, & 3' m.610-1.

Judges-see also " Ontario."
Justice in dispnted Territories, continuance

of Act, B. (133) 1° & 2°*, 611 ; in Com.,
amd. & 3°*, 653.

Land sales, Sorel ; on Mr. Guévremoni's m.
for Return, 597; on his Inqy., 598.

Land sales, Winnipeg, newspaper report
of ; on Mr. Reesor's remarks, 571.

Lands Act-see " Dom. Lands."
LeMoine, Mr., continuance as an Hony.

Officer of Senate; m, 627.
Library of Parlt.; on lst Rep. of Com.,

Ques. of its adoption by Senate before
Commons, 205-9; on book and coin pur-
chases, 208; list of O'Callaghan Library,
&c., brought d.wn, 229; Order for con-
sidern. dischgd . , 669.-On 2nd Rep. of
Com. (restriction of book issuing) 586.

License, Liquor, B. (132) 1°*, 627; 2° m, &
m into Com. of W., 657; in Com., 666-7,
672; m that Com. report, 677 ; 3° m, 677;
on Mr. Trudel's proposed Amit (rights of
local legislatures) 677; on Mr. Nelson's
proposed Amt. (B. C., time extension)
678-9.

Loan, Public, authorization B. (21) 1°*,
55; 2° m., 68; in Com., 91-2; 30*, 105.

Loranger, Judge, appt. of; on Mr Belle
roses m. for corresp., 601-6.

Lotteries Act Ait. B. (U) 1°*, 532 ; 2° m,
555; slight Amt. m*, 555 ; on order for 3°,
re-com. & Amts. m, 558; 3°*, 572.

Mail Service, Ocean ; on Mr Power's ni.
for corresp., 55 ; on Mr Power's Inqy.
tiereon, 96-7-9, 100.

Man. & N. W. Fire Ins. Co. Incorp. B. (24)
on 2°, & AIr Mi/ler's Ques. of report from
Standing Ord. Com., 177-8.

Man. & S. W. Ry., forfeiture of grants, &
Souris extension ; Reply to Mr. Reesor's
Inqy , 239.

Man. naturalizations, B. legalizing (V) 1°*,
569 ; 2° m. 587 ; in com. & 3°*, 594.

Masters' & Mates' certificates. inland &
coasting, B. respecting (89) 1°, 314 ; 2°
m, 345-6-7 ; rep. from coun.*, 387 ; 3° m,
409 .

Matthieu, Judge, resignation; on Mr. Belle-
rone's i. for corresp., 601-6.

Meridian, Standard, international confer-
ence for; on Mr. Allan's m. for Memorial,
57 ; on Mir. Allan's Inqy., respecting
Dominion representation at conterence,
200.

Militia Acte consolid. B. (31) 1°*, 3484 ; 2°
m, 391-3-4-5-6, 402-3-4-5-7; in coin., 412-
6-7-8-9 ; on Mr. Ryan's Amit to cl. 64
(discipline) 459, 460; Amt. accepted, 482;
conc. m, 482-3 ; 3° m, 483.

Montreal Harbor Conumrs. By-laws, St.
Lawrence pilotage; Reply to Mr. Trudel'a
Inqy., 201, 218.

Mousseau, Hon. Mr., appt. to Judgeship;
on 3[r. Bellerose's m. for corresp., 601-6.
(See also "Chapleau.")

New Westminster Penitentiary Investiga-
tion ; Reply to Mr. Macdonald's Inqy.,
158.

Northern Railway Co., B. respecting, (E)
on Mr. Power's Ques. of Procedure, 126
on 3°, 126-7-8-9, 130-1-2-3.

N. W. Bank Incorp. Act Amt. B. (F) on
Proced., in conc. in Coinnons Amts.,
374.

Ontario, County Ct. Judges, B. respecting
(R) 1°*, 336; 2' m. 369, 370; 3° , 382.
(See also " Judges.")

Ontario High Court, B. respecting (Q) 1°,
336 ; 2' m, 369; 3°*, 382.-(See also
"J udges.")

Parliament, Independence of, intention to
amend Act; Reply to Mr. Bellérose's
Inq., 315, 344. Parliament,-see alseo
"1 Election."

Patent Act Amt. B. (0) 1°*, 281; 2 m, 334;
m into Com.of W., 351; repurted & 3°*,
352.

-Peloquin claim-see "'Ste.,Âgathe."
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CAMPBELL. Hon. Sir Alexander.-Con.
Penitentiaries Acte consolid. B. (J) 1°*,

48, 121 ; 2° m, 170 ; on consolid. of
Statutes, generally; 170; B. in Coni. &
rep.', 172; m. to re-commit for Ate.,
173; in com., 218, 223.

Person, offences against the,-see " Crim.
Law."

Petroleum, borings for, in Que.; reply to
Mr. Trudel's Inqy., 456-7.

- Harbor Act Ant. B. (108) 1°*, 384
2 , 387 ; 3°*, 391.

Post Office Act Amt. B, (G) 10*, 106; 2° m,
116; in Coin. & 3°*, 125.

Post Office order systeni, with France and
Gerniany ; Reply, to Mr. Bourinot's
Inqy., 136.

Price, Senator, illness of: on presentation
of qualification list, 54.

P. E. I., Bills of Exchange & Notes, B.
respecting (T) 1* , 419; 2'm, 460; in
Coin. & amd. *, 557; 30 m & postponed,
558; 30, 572 ;, amd. & passed, 572.

P. E. I. Ry. accidents ; on Mr. Haythorne's
proposed m. for Supreme Ct. judgments,
&c., 493-5; Reply, to bis nqy., 612.

P. E. I. Ry., Cape Traverse Branch con-
struction ; Reply to Mr. Baythorne's
Inqy., 612,

Printing, on 3rd Rep. of Con.; distribution
of Statutes, &c, 163-4. On 6th Rep.; in.
creased accommodation, 306-7.

Quebec, better terme to ; Reply, to Mr.
Bellerose's Inqy., 408. On his ni. for
corresp., 433.

Quebec graving dock Act Aint. B. (129) 1*,
571 ; 2°, 609 ; 30*, 611.

Quebec Harbor Commrs. Act Anmt. B. (130)
10*, 571 ; 2° m, 609 : 3°*, 611.

Ry. accidents, claime against Govt. ; on Mr.
Haythorne's proposed m. for Supreme Ct.
judgments, 493-5 ; Reply to his Inqy.,
612.

Railway subsidies, B. authorizing (137) 1°*,
613; suspension of Rule 41, & 2° m, 613-6;
on Mr. Power's proposed Ant., Ot. Amer.
& Europ. Ry., 620; 622; on ques.
of Order (by Mr. Plumb), 623; 3° m, 623;
on Mr. Power'8 Ait. (as above) & ques.
of Procedure there on, 623-4 ; 3', 625.

Ry. Trust & Construction Co. Incorp. B.
(41) on 2', 354.

Railways, Act relating to, 1°*, 6.
Railways, consolidated Act Amt. B. (127)

1°*, 610; 2° m, 637-9, 640; in Con.,
641-2 ; amd., 643-4, * 657 ; 3°m, 657.

Railwavs, Minister of, powers of, B. (94)
10*, 433 ; 2'm, 462 ; 3°*, 482.

Rathbun Co. Incorp. B. (26) on 2, & ques.
of legislative jurisdiction, 248-9.

Returns tabled, regularity of; on Mr. Car-
vell's remarks, 570.

Returns, see also "Civil Service."
'Rules 49 & 50, Amt. of; Rep. of Standing

Ord. Coin., 556; postponing consider.
suggested, 606-8-9.

Rule 61,-suspension of, for balance of Ses-
sion, m, 456.

Sec. of State's Ann. Rep., presented, 48.
Seduction, punishment of, B. (13) adjt. of

debate m*, 255 ; on 2°, 256-7-9; on pro-
cedure, & reference to Sel. Com. m, 271 ;
adoption of Rep. of Sel. Con., postponing
legislation, m, 310-1-2-4.

Senate privileges, encroachmients on ; on
6th Rep. of Printing Con., 307.

Settlers in Man and N. W., protection of,
B. (M) on deferring of 2', 168.

Soiel land sales; on Mr. Guevremont's ni.
for Ret., 597; on bis Inqy., 598.

Speech fron Throne, consideration m.' 6.
State, offences against, B. respecting (N)

1°-, 171; 2° m, 300-1-3; reference to Sel.
Coi. m, 303.

Statutes, consolidation of; on Mr. Power's
Inqies., 170, 229.

Statutes, distribution to magistrates; on
Mr. Miller's remarks, 164

Ste. Agathe, Man., lands, Péloquin claim
on Mr. Guevremont's ni. for corresp.. 171.

St. John Bridge & Ry. Co., advances to, B.
(138) 1°*, 627 ; 2' m, 656; 3° m, 656-7.

St. John River improvements ; on Mr.
Glasier's m. for corresp., 282.

St. Lawrence pilotage, Montreal; Reply
to, Mr. Trudel's Inqy., 201, 218.

Superannnuation,-see " Civil Service."
Supply B. (128) 1", 679; suspension of

Rule 41, & 2' m, 680 ; 3°*, 681.
Tariff Bills.--See Customs."
Three Rivers Harbor Master, B. respecting

(121) 1°*, 433 ; 2' m, 474; 3°*, 492.
Timber slides, toll collection regne.. B.

(126) 10*, 569; 2°*, 587; in Con., 593;
3°", 594.

Veterans of 1812; on Mr. Guevremont's m.
for Ret., 55.

CARVELL, Hon. J. S.
Acte, expiring, continuance in force B. (133)

rep. f rom Coin.*, 653.
Canadian Rapid Tel. Co. Incorp. B. (I)

1*, 106 ; m for 2, & 2° deferred, 106 ; 2'
m, 144-7 ; Report of Ry. Com., consider-
ation m, 278; cone. in Amts. of Ry.
Com. m, 282; consideration deferrel,
285-6-7 ; conc. m, 316-8, 320 ; postpone-
ment agreed to, 333 ; on conc., 342 ; on
Mfr. Miller's Amt. to refer to Com. of W.
for further Anmts., 343 ; on conc. in fur-
ther Anias, 361-2; B° 3°*, 363. Conc. in
Commons Ants*, 525.

European, Amer. & c. Cable Co., change of
name B. (118), 3° m, deferred, 532, m,
541-9, 550.

G. T. R., traffic arrangement with N.
Shore Ry., extension B. (113) on Mr.
DeBoucherville's " hoist " Ant. to 20,
444; remarks on "pairing," 448; on ques-
of reporting Proceedings of Ry. Coin.,

81.
Returns brought down; Remarks on regu-

larity of, 569, 570.

CHAPAIS, Hon. JEAN C.
Fisheries Acte Aimt. B. (101) in Com., Alit·

m (riparian owners' rights) 590-2.
DEBLOIs, Hon. PIERRE A.

Introduced, 48.
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DEBOUCHERVILLE, Hon. C. E. BOUCHER.

Bille, private, time for ; on Rep. of Stand-
ing Ord. Com. (proposed Amt. of Rules
49 & 50) 557.

Canad. Electric Light Co., powers to, B.
(105) on 2°, 434.

Canad. Rapid Tel. Co. Incorp. B. (I)
reported from Com.*, 344.

Dom. Lands Acta consolid. B. (45) in Com.,
507.

Fisheries Acte Amt. B. (101) in Com.
(riparian owners' rights) 591; on Mr.
Chapais' Ant. to 2nd clause, striking out
the cl. suggested. 592.

Governor General, Address on H. E's.
departure, 660-6.

G. T. R., traffic arrangement with N. Shore
Ry., extension B. (113) on suspension of
Rules, 390; on m. for 2°, Amt. m., 6
months' " hoist," 434-5-7, 440; on ques.
of reporting Proceedings of Ry. Com., m.
for Speaker s ruling, 474-5-7-8-9, 480-1;
m. withdn. 482.

Interpretation Act Amt. B. (fi) reported
from Com.", 157.

Library of Parlt; on lst Rep. of Com.,
(price of books) 207 ; on 2nd Rep. (lend-
ing books) 568.

License, Liq uor, B. ([32) on ques. of Order
on Mr. iudel's Amt. to 3', 678.

Lotteries Act Amit. B. (U) on 2°, ques. of
legielative jurisdiction, 555.

Man. & N. W. Fire Ins. Co. Incorp. B. (24)
2° m, for Mr. Girard, 173; on ques. of
Private B. procedure, 175-6 ; 3'*, 239.

Oblat Fathers, N. W., Incorp. B. (19) 2°
m, for Mr. Girard, 179; on ques. as to
Report from Com., 179.

Railways, consolid. Act Anit. B. (127)on 2°,
639.

DEVER, Hon. JAMES.

Booms, &c., in navigable waters, Act (K)
Amt. to, B. (Y) on 2', 613.

Fisheries Acte Amt. B. (101) on 2°, 579; in
Com. (net fishing) 589, 591.

Governor-General, on Addres on H. E.'s
departure, 665.

Inland Revenue Acts consolid. B. (115) on
2°, 492; on m. for consideration of Rep.
of Coin., 524.

Iron, pig, Bounties B. (131) on 2°, 650-1.
License, Liquor, B. (132) on 30, 679.
Railways, consolid. A et Amt. B. (127) on 2°,

640; B. rep. from Com.*, 657.
St. John Bridge & Ry. Co., advances to, B.

(138) on 3°, 656-7.
Supply B. (128) on 2°, 680.

DICKEY, Hon. ROBERT B.

Bills, Private, time for; on Rep. of Com.
(proposed Amt. of Rules 49 & 50) 556-7.

Booms, &c., in navigable waters, B. re-
specting (K) on conc. in Commons Amte.,
408.

Brant County Bank Incorp. B. (52) on 2°,
230.

Canad. Rapid Tel. Co. Incorp. B. (I) Amts.

of Ry. Com., time for consideration re-
quested, 278 ; on m. for concurrence, 283-
4; explanation, 288 on concurrence,
326-8, 330-1 ; on conc. in Amts. of Com.
of W., ques. of Procedure, 356, 363.

Committees, on ques. of reporting Proceed-
ings of, 480.

Cumberland Coal & Ry. Co. Incorp. B. (71)
on conc. in Ants. of Rv. Com., 356.

Debates, on 3rd Rep. of Com., future con-
tract, 411.

Dom. Lands Acte consolid. B. (45) in Com,
506-9.

Dom. land sales, Winnipeg, newspaper re-
port ; on Mr Reesor's Remarks, ques. of
Order, 571.

European, Amer. &c. Cable Co., change of
name B. (118) on 2', 514-5-6-7, 522 ; on
3°, 544 6.

G. T. R., traffic arrangement with N. Shore
Ry., B. (113) on ques. of reporting Pro-
ceedings of Ry. Com., 480.

Library of Parlt. ; on let Rep. of Com.,
512 ; on 2nd Rep., 562-3-4-5-6-7-8 ; ex-
planation, 571.

Militia Acte consolid. B. (31) on conc. in
Amt. to cl. 64 (discipline) 482-3.

"Paire," on ques. of recording, 458.
Patent Act Amt. B. (0) on 2°, ques., time

for consideration, 334.
Returne brought down, regularity of ; on

Mr. Carvel's Remarks, 570.
Rules 49 & 50, Amt of; on Rep. of Stand-

ing Ord. Com., 556-7.
Seduction, punishment of, B. (13) on 2°,

Amt. to refer to aspecial Com. suggested,
270 ; on adoption of Rep. of Com., post-
poning legislation, 311.

FERRIER, Hon. JAMES.

Credit Valley Ry. Act Armt. B: (50) on M.
for 3', re-printing as amd. suggested, 372.

Davis & Lawrence manuf'g Co. Incorp. B.
(79) on 2', 297.

G. W. & Lake Ont. Junction Ry. Acte,
Amt. B. (70) 2° m, for Mr. McMaster*,
300; 3'*, 304.

License, Liquor, B. (132) rep. from Com.,
677.

FLINT, Hon. BILLA.
Contingencies, Senate ; on 3rd Rep. of

Com., 635.
Davis & Lawrence manufg Co. Incorp. B.

(79) on 2°, 298.
Dom. Lands Acta consolid. B (45) on Mr.

Power's Amt. to 3° (sub-eect., cultiva-
tion) 527.

Grafton Harbor Co. Incorp. Act Ant. B.
(42) m. to restore to Order paper*, 315;
2° m, 350; on ques. of Dom. legislative
juriediction, 351 ; 3°*, 389.

Iron, pig, Bounties B. (131) on 2', 644-6.
Loan. public, authorization, B. (21) on 2°,

79, 80.
Railway subsidies, B. authorizing (137) on

2°, 616.
Railways, consolid. Act Amt. B. (127) in

Com. (fences)643.
Rathbun Co. Incorp. B. (26) on 2*, 245.
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FLINT, Hon. Billa.-Con.
Seduction, punishment of, B. (13) on 2°,

266.
GIRARD, Hon. MARC A.

Address, in Debate on the, 33.
Dom. Lands Acte consolid. B. (45) on 2',

469; in Com., 508.
Evidence, criminal cases before Courts

abroad, provision for, B. (P) rep. from
Com.*, 382.

Governor-General; on Address on H. E.'s
departure, 662.

G. T. R., traffic arrangement with N. Shore
Ry., extension B. (113) on Mr. deBoucher-
ville's " hoist " A mt. to 20, 444-5.

Man. & N. W. Fire Ins. Co. Incorp. B (24)
1", 160 ; 2° ni. (by Mr. deBoucherville)
173-5.6; 3°*, 239.

Oblat Fathere, N. W. T., Incorp. B. (19)
1°*, 170; 2' m. (by Mr. deBoucherville)
179; 3'*, 226.

Quebec, Better terme for; on Mr. Bellerose's
m. for Corresp., 429.

GLASIER, Hon. JOHN.
St, John river improvements; m. for corresp.

with J. A. Lyon, 282.

GUÉVREMONT, Hon. JEAN BAPTISTE.

Loranger, Judge, appt of; Mousseau, Hon.
Mr., appt. to Judgeship; Matthi eu, Judge,
resignation; m. of Mr. Bellerose for
corresp., seconded, 598.

Sorel Land Sales; m. for Return, 597.-
Inqy., 598.

Ste. Agathe, Man., Lot 133, claims upon;
m. for corresp., 171.

Veterans of 1812; m. for Return respect-
ing, 55.

HAYTHORNE, Hon. ROBERT P.
Addres, in Debate on the, 31, 43-5.
Adjourninent, Ea4ster; on Sir A. Campbell's

M., 134.
Bank of N. S. & Union Bk. of P. E. I. am-

algamation B. (10) on conc. in Rep. of
Com., 237.

Bille, private, time for; on Rep. of Standing
Ord. Com. (Aint. of Rules 49 & 50) 557.

Can. Rapid Tel. Co. Incorp. B. (I) on 2°,
146 ;on postponing consideration of Amts.
of Com., 287; adjt. of debate m, 333; de-
baie, 386.

Civil Service Act Amt. B. (B) rep. from
Com.. 106, 118,121.

Credit-Foncier Co., Interest rate, B. (22) on
2°, 213.

Divorce, Nicholson, B. (D) on appt. of Com.,
105; on Pet. of Deft. for funds, 125; on
sitting of Com. during Easter adjnmt.,
134; on adoption of 3rd Rep. of Com., re-
jecting Preamble, 291.

Dom. Lands Acta consolid. B. (45) on refer-
ence to Com. of W., 491-2; in Com., 507,
511.

Farmers' Bank of Rustico Incorp. Act,
çontinuance B. (28) 1", 225; 2' m, 271;

reference to Banking Com.m«, 273; conc.
in Amts. of Com. & 3'*, 300.

Fisheries Acte Amt. B. (101) on 2°. 585-6.
G. T. R., traffic arrangement with N. Shore

Ry., extension B. (113) on Mr. deBoucher-
ville's " hoist" A mt. to 2', 445.

Iron, pig, Bounties B. (131) on 2' ; ques. of
Order on Mr. Flint's speech, 646 ; 651-2-3.

Library of Parît.; on 1st Rep. of Com., 207.
License, Liquor, B. (132) rep. from Com .,

657 ; in Com., 670.
P.E.I., Bills & Notes, B. respecting (T) on

2', tine for consideration requested, 460.
P.E.I. Rv., accident claims ; m. for Judg-

mente. 492-5; withdwn., 496; Inqy., on
Estimates, 612 ; (on B. 127, 640).

P. E. I. Ry., Cape Traverse Branch· con-
struction ; Ingy., 611.

Prmting, on 6th Rep. of Com.; increased
accommodation, 308.

Quebec & James Bay Ry. Co. Incorp. B.
(54) on 2°, ques., 335.

Railways, coneolid. Act Amt. B. (127) on
2', 640.

Railway subsidies, B. authorizing (137) on
ques. of Order, on Mr. Power's Amt. to
3°, 624.

Senate privileges, encroachments on ; on
6th Rep. of Printing Com., 308.

HOWLAN, Hon. GEORGE W
Adjournment (19 Feb.-1 Mob.) m., 53.
Canad. Rapid Tel. Co. Incorp. B. (I) on 2',

144-8, 150-2; on postponing consideration
of Amts. of Ry. Com., 287; on conc. in
Amts.,'& ques. of Procedure. 319, 320-
2-3-5-6-8, 332; on conc. in Aits. of Com.
of W. & ques. of Procedure, 358, 360-1.

Committees; on ques. of Proceedings being
reported, 478-9.

Dom. Lands Acte consolid. B. (45) on going
into Com. of W., 486, 492 ; on Mr. keesor's
Amt. to 3°, (cultiv tion) 531.

Fisheries Act Amt. B. (101) in Com., on
Mr. Power's proposed Amt. (riparian
owners' rights) 591.

Governor-General, on Address on H. E.'s
departure, 665.

Intercol. Ry., connections West; on Mr.
Powes Inqy., & Mr. Alexander's re-
marks, 540.

Masters' & Mates' Certe., Inland & Coast-
ing, B. (89) on 2', 348.

Patent Act Amt. B, (0) rep. from Com.,*
352.

P. E. I., communication with; m. for cor-
resp., withdn., 65.

KAULBACH, Hon. HENRY A. N.
Address, in Debate on the, 27.
Adjournment, Easter; on Sir A. Campbell's

m. for, 134.
Banking Acte Ait. B. (46) in Com., 224.
Bill-stamps, repeal of duty Act, Amt. B.

(78) on 2°, 273-5.
Bills, Private, time for; on Rep. of Com.

(Amt. of Rules 49 & 50 proposed) 557.
Booms, &c., on navigable waters, B. res

pecting (K) on 2°, 154-5.
Busaiaesd, public, in Senate, state of; on

Se8tonvm
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Mr. Power's Inqy., 138.
Canad. Rapid Tel. Co. Incorp. B. (I) on 2°,

148; on conc. in Aimts. of Com., .123, 332.
Committees; on ques. of reporting Proceed-

ings of, 477-8.
Contingt. Accts.; on first Rep. of Com.

(Phillips, Page) 53.
Contracte, prevention of fraud, B. (5) on 3°

& Mr. Alexander's proposed Aint., 380.
Criminal law Amt. (incest) B. (7) on 2°,

277.
Cruelty to animals Acte Amt. B. (25) on 2°,

388.
Davis & Lawrence manuf'g Co. Incorp. B.

(79) on 2', ques. of directorate, 296.
Debates, Index; on 2nd Rep. of Com., 133;

on 3rd Rep., future arrangements, 412.
Divorce, Nicholson, B. (D) introduced, 51;

m. for 2', 51; on Ques. of Procedure, 52-3-8,
65-6; error in Journals, 100 ; on Proce-
dure, and exam. of witnesses, 101-2-3 ; on
appt. and powers of Com., 105 ; on mode,
of taking evidence, 117 ; on Petition of
Defdt. for funds, 122-4-5 ; on Sir A.
Campbell's m. to amd. Rule 73, statutory
declaration, 136; on adoption of 3rd Rep.
of Com., rejecting Preamble, 293-4-5.

Dom. Elections Act Amt. B. (85) on 2°, 462.
Dom. Lands Acte consolid B. (45) on refer-

ence to Com. of W., 489, 490 ; in Com.,
505, 511.

European, Amer., &c., Cable Co., change
of name B. (118) on 2°, 521 ; on 3°, 544,
553.

Fisheries Act A mt. B. (101) on 2° (riparian
owners' rights) 573-5-6-7-8, 580-7 ; in
Com., on Mr. Power's proposed Aimt. (on
above clause) 589.

Geological Reports, circulation of; on Mr.
Bourino's Inqy., 241.

G. T. R., traffic arrangement with N. Shore
Ry., extension B. (113) on Mr. DeBoucher-
ville's "hoist" Amt. to 2', !47 ; on ques.
of reporting Proceedings of Rv. Com.,
477-8 ; on Mr. Power's Amt. to 3' (exist-
ing rights) 498.

Incest-see "Criminal law."
Intercol. Ry., connections West ; on Mr.

Power's Inqy., 539.
Kingston & Pembroke Ry. Co. Acte Amt.

B. (36) on 2°, 279.
Library of Parlt.; on lst Rep. of Com, (law

books) 206, 211; on Mr. Almon vith-
drawing n. respecting O'Callaghan li-
brary, 240; on 2nd Rep. (books taken by
Members) 561.

Mail Service, Ocean; on Mr. Power's Inqy.,
95.

Masters' & Mates' certs., Inland & Coast-
ing, B. (89) on 2', 346-8-9 ; postponing
ref. to Coin. requested, 349.

Militia Acte consolid. B. (31) on 2', 399,
400-1-2; in Coin., 413-4.5; on Mr. Ryan's
Anit. to cl. 64, (discipline) 459; on 3° &
Mr. Alexander'8 remarks, 483-4.

Montreal & Western Ry. Co., B. respecting
(73) on 2', ques. of Report from Standing
Orders Com., 225.

Montreal Harbr. Commissrs' By-laws, St.
Lawrence pilotage; on Mr. Trudel's In-

O S>NTORS. Ix

qy., 204.
Nicholson Divorce B. see " Divorce"

(above).
Peniteutiaries laws consolid. B. (J) in Com.,

223.
Phillips, Page, removal of; on Rep. of

Conm., 53.
P. E. I. Ry., accident claims ; on Mr. Bay-

thorne's proposed m. for judgments, 496.
Printing, on 3rd Rep. of Coin., Statutes for

magistrates, 164. On 6th Rep., increased
accommodation, 308.

Rules 49 & 50, Amt. of; on Rep. of Standing
Ord. Com., 557.

Rule 73; on Sir A. Campbell's m. to amd.
(statutory declaration) 136.

Saskatchewan & N. W . Ry. Co. Incorp.
B. (74) on conc. in Aruts. of Ry. Con.,
385.

Seduction, punishiment of, B. (13) on 2°,
260-3, 270.

Senate privileges, encroachments on; on 6th
Rep. of Printing Com., 308.

Settlere protection B. (M) on ni. for 2', 168.
Statutes, supply to Magistrates ; on 3rd

Rep. of Printmg Coin., 164.
St. Lawrence Pilotage-see " Montreal"

(above).

LEONARD, Hon. ELIJAH.
Bank of London Incorp. B. (29) 1°', 160;

2° m, 173; 3° m* 216.
Ont. County Ct. Judges, B. respecting (R)

rep. from Com*, 382.

LEWIN, Hon. AMES D.
Banking Acts Amt. B. (46) on 3°, & Mr.

Reaa's Anmt. to strike out Easter Monday
holiday, 242-3.

MCCLELAN, Hon. ABNER R.
Booms on navigable waters, B. respecting,

(K), on 2', 153-4; on conc. in Commone
Amte., 408.-Amt. B. (Y), on 2', 613.

Brant County Bank incorp. B. (52), 1°*,
225 ; 2' m, 230 ; 3'* (ni by Mr. Macjarlane)
277.

Hay, refund of U. S. duties on ; Ingy., 612.
Penitentiaries Acte consolid. B. (J), rep.

from Com.*, 172-3, 223.

MACDONALD, Hon. WILLIAM J.
Address, in Debate on the, 17, 18.
Asia Marine Tel. Co. Incorp. Act Anit. B.

(116) 1°', 388: 2° m, 410; 3°*, 448.
Brit. Columbia, H. M. Shipe for defence of;

m. for Corresp., 118, 121.
Dom. Lands Acte consolid. B.(45) in Com.,

506.
Fisheries Acte Amt. B. (101) on 2°, (net

fiehing) 574,581.
Insolvent legislation, intention of Govt.;

Ingy., 173.
New Westminster Penitentiary investiga-

tion; Inqy., 158.
Prison sentences; m, for Returns, 158.

MACFARLANE, Hon. ALEXANDER.
Booms, &c., on Navigable waters, B,
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MACFARLANE, Hon. Alexander.-Con.
respecting (K) on 2°, 153.

Brant County Bank Incorp. B. (52) 3° m,'
277.

Cunberland Coal & Ry. Co. Incorp. B. (71)
1°,* 277; 2' i, 300; conc. in Amts. of
Ry. Comn. m, 355-6; 3', 356.

Debate, Index, &c., arrangements for ; on
2nd Report of Coin., 133-4; 3rd Rep. of
Con., future contract, 410-1.

Divorce, Nicholson, B. (D) on Rep. of Com.,
.enploynent of short-hand reporter, 116-
7; on Dett's Petition for funds for defence,
123; 2nd Rep. of Coin. (funds for deft.)
adoption m, 157; 3rd Rep. (rejection of
Preamble ot B.) adoption m, 288.

Grafton Harbor Co. Incorp. Act Aint. B.
(42) on 20, 350.

Kingston & Penbroke Ry. Acts Art. B.
(36) on 2°, 279.

Printing, 3rd Hep. of Com.; on Statutes for
Magistrates, 163-4. 5th Rep., adoption
me, 224.

Saskatchewan & N. W. Ry. Co. Incorp. B.
(74) on conc. in imts. of Ry. Coin., 385.

MACINNES, Hon. DONALD. (Hamilton.)
Civil Service superannuation Acts Anit. B.

(C) in Comn., 109, 110-1-3-4.
Customs 'aritf, further Amt. B. (119) on

2', 655.
Iron, pig, Bounties B. (131) on 2', 648-9.

MCINNES, Hon. THOMAs R. (New West-
minster.)
Divorce, Nicholson, B. (D) on adoption of

Rep. of Coin., rejecting Preamble, 294-5.
Seduction, punishment of, B. (13) on ni. for

20, 254.

MCMASTER, Hon. WILLIAM.
Banking Acte Anmt. B. (46) on 2°, suggestion

as to Returuls, 180; on Mr. Read's Ant.
to 3° (Easter Monday) 242.

Brant County Bank Incorp. B. (52) on 2°,
236.

Contracte, prevention of fraud, B. (5) rep.
frorm Com. of W.*, 345, 370.

G. W. & Lake Ont. Junction Ry. Acta
Ant. B. (70) m. to restore to Order
paper, 278; 2° m (by Mr. Ferrier)*,
300; 3°, 304.

London & Ont. Investrment Co. Incorp.
Act, definition B. (53) on 2° (debentures)
227.

Ry. Trust & Construction Co. Incorp. B.
(41) on 2°, 354.

Saskatchewan University Incorp. B. (18)
on 3° & Mr. Allait's Amt. (property
clause) 215.

MACPHERSON, Hon. DAiviD L (Speaker).
See "SPEAKER."

MASSON, Hon. Lou s R.
Summoned to the Senate, 3; introduced, 3.
Address, in Debate on the, 37, 47.
Canad. Rapid Tel. Incorp. B. (I) on conc.

in Amts. of Coin. of W., & ques. of Pro-
cedure, 361.

Chapleau, Hon. Mr., New York speech ; on
Renarks of Sir A. Campbell, in reply to
Mr. Bellerose, 191.

Civil Service superannuation Acte Amnt. B.
(C) in Com., 107-8, 111-5.

Fisheries Acta Ait. B. (101) on 2', 585
in Com., 590-1.

G. T. R., traffic arrangement with N. Shore
Ry., B. (113) on ques. of reporting Pro-
ceedings of Ry. Coin., 481.

Library of Parlt.; on 1st Rep. of Com.
(books purchased) 206-7 ; on 2nd Rep.
(do., & books lent) 566-7-8.

License, Liquor, B. (132) on Mr. Trudel's
proposed Aint. to 3° (rights of local legis-
latures) 677.

Militia Acta consolid. B. (31) in Com., 413.
4-6-7 ; on clause 64 (discipline) 418 ;
on Mr Ryan's Aint. to that clause, 459 ;
on conc. therein, 483.

Quebec, better ternis for; on _11r. Bellerose's
in. for corresp., 427-8, 430-1-2.

Railh'ay subsidies, B. authorizing (137) on
2°, ques. on Mr. Power's speech, 618.

MILLER, Hon. WILLIAM.

Acadia Powder Co., powers of, B. (40) (1',
in. by Mr. Alnon*, 237) 2', nt, & on ques.
of legislative jurisdiction, 275-6; 3'*, 304.

Accountant's salary; on 2nd Rep. Contingt.
Accts. Com., & Mr. Botsford's mu. to re-
commit for consideration, 161; on 3rd
Rep. of Com., 628.

Adjournnent, Easter; on SirA. Campbell's
ni., & ques. of Com. aitting during adjt.,
135.

American, Brit., &c., Cable-see " Europ-
ean."

Asia & Pacifie Coast Tel. B. (116) ques. as
to nature of B., 410.

Bank of N. S. & Union Bk. P. E. I. amalga-
mation B. (10) on 2', ques. as to Report
fron Standing Orders Coin., 178; on conc.
in Hep. of Banking Coin., 238-9.

Bill stamps, repeal of duty Act, Amt. B.
(78) on 2°, 274.

Bills, private, extension of time; revision
of Rule suggested, 50. On Rep. of Coin.
(Ait. of Rules 49 & 50) 556, 607-8-9.

Booms, &c., on navigable waters, B. respec-
ting (K) on 2', 155-6.-Aint. B. (Y) on
introduction, ques. of suspending Rule 46,
612-3.

Brant County Bank Incorp. B. (52) on 2°,
231.

C. P. R., Petition respecting leasing, recep*
tion of ; on suspension of Rule 49, 304-5.

Canad. Electric Light Co., powers to, B.
(105) ques. of Com. to be referred to, 434.

Canad. Rapid Tel. Co. Incorp. B. (I) post-
ponement of 2' sugge8ted, 106; on 2°, 46;
on consideration of Ry. Coin. Report,
ques. of procedure, 285-6, 332; Amt. m,
to refer to Com. of W. for further Amts.,
342-3; on conc. in further Anita, 357,
360-3.

Chignecto Marine Ry. Incorp. Act Amnt. B•
(51) on 2°, 335.

[&8aio
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Civil Service, Return of, sex suggested, 50.
Civil Service superannuation Acts Amt. B.

(C) in Coin., 108; on Mr. Power's pro-
posed A mt., 115.

Connittees ; on ques. of reporting Proceed-
ings of, 476-9, 480.

Comnittees, Standing, calling of; Ques.,49.
Commons Coin., attendance of Senators;

on Sir A. Campbell's m.. for leave, 158.
Contingencies, Senate; on lst Rep. ot Coin.

(Phillipe, Page) 53; on 2nd Rep. (Accoun-
tant's Qalary) 161; on 3rd Hep. (general
statement) 627-8-9.

Credit Foncier, B. reepecting (22) on 2°,
212-3.

Cruelty to animals Acts Amt. B. (25) in
Com., m. to rise, 408-9.

Davis & Lawrence Manufg. Co. Incorp. B.
(79) on 2°. 297.

Divorce, Nicholson, B. (D) on Ques. of
Proced., 51-8, 60-2-3-4-5-7, 100-1-2; on m.
for short-hand reporter, & on mode of
reporting evidence, 116-7; on reference of
Delt's. Petition to Com., 122-3-4; on Ses-
sion of Com. during adjt., 135.

Dom. Elections Act Ant. B. (85) on 2',
461-2.

Dom. land sales, neti spaper report; on Mr.
Reesor's Remarks, ques. of Order, 571.

Dom. lands Acts consolid. B. (45) in Com.,
505-8.

Dom. Phosphate & Mining Co. Incorp. B.
(49) on 2°, & ques. of kgislative juris-
diction, 182-3-4-5.

European, Amer. &c., Cable Co., change of
name, B. (118) 1°*, 388.

Fisieries Acts Amt. B. (101) on 2°, 576-9,
580-3; in Com., on Mr. Power's Amt.
(riparian owners' righ ts) 589.

Governor-General, on Address on U. E.'e
departure, 663.

Grafton Harbor Co. Incorp. Act Ant. B.
(42) on 2°, ques. of legislative jurisdic-
tion, 350-1.

G. T. R., Traffic arrangement with North
Shore Ry., B. (113) on procedure (refer-
ence to Standing Orders Com.) 383-4; on
Mr. de Boucherville's " hoist " Amt. to
2°, 440; on ques. of recording "pairs,"
458; on ques. of reporting Proceedings of
Ry. Coin., 476-9, 480; on Mr. Power's
Aimt. to 3° (existing rights) 497.

Land Sales-see " Dom. lande."
Library of Part.; on lst Rep. of Com.,

209; on 2nd Rep., 560-1-6-7-8.
License, Liquor, B. (132) on Mr. Trudel'a

proposed Amt. to 3' (rights of local
legislatures) 617-8 ; on Mr. Nelson's pro-
posed Amt. (B.C., extension of time) 678.

London Investinent Co., B. respecting (53)
Ques. as to report from Coin., 204.

Lotteries Act Ait. B. (U) on 3', ques. of
legislative jurisdiction, as crimiual mat-
ter, 555. (B amd., 558).

Man. & N. W. Fire Ins. Co. Incorp. B. (24)
on ques. of Private B. procedure, 160,
173-5-6-7-8.

Masters' à Mates' certs., inland and coast-
ing, B. respecting (89) on 2', 348-9.

Montreal Harbor Commisers. By-laws, St.

O SENATORS.

Lawrence Pilotage; on Mr. Trudel'sInqy.,
201-3.

N.W . Bank Incorp. Act Am t. B,(F) on Com-
nions Amte. & ques. of re-printing as
amd.. 374.

Oblat Fatherm, N. W., Incorp. B. (19) on
2°, ques. as to Report froi Com., 179.

Ont. County Ct. Judges, B. resipecting (R)
on 2', 369.

Pacific & Peace R. Ry. Incorp. B. (64) 1°,
336; 2'm, 353 ; 3'*, 384.

"Pairs," on ques. of recording, 458.
Penitentiaries Laws consolid. B. (J) on 2',

& ques. of Consol. Statutes, 170; in Com.,
222.

Phillips, page, removal of; on Rep. of Com.,
53.

P. E. I., Bills & Notes, B. respecting (T) on
3', remarks on Amt. necessary, 558.

P. E. I. Ry., Accident claims; on Mr. Hay-
thorne's proposed m. for judgments,
494-5.

Printing Coin., on 6th Rep. of, increased
accommodation, 306-7.

Railway subsidies, B. authorizing (137) on
Mr. P"ower's Amut. to 3°, ques. of Order,
623-4-5.

Railyay Trust & Construction Co. Incorp.
B. (41) on 2', 354.

Rathbun Co. Incorp. B. (26) on 2', & ques.
of legislativejuriediction, 247-9.

Rules j 9 & 50, timwe for Private Bills ; re-
vision suggested, 50. On Rep. of Stand-
ing Ord. Com. (proposed Amt. of Rules)
556, 607-8-9.

Saskatchewan & N. W. Ry. Co., Incorp.
B. (74) on conc. in Amts. of Ry. Com.,
385.

Saskatchewan Unversity Incorp. B. (18) on
3', & Mr. Allan's proposed Ant. respec-
Ling property, 214-5.

Seduction, punishment of, B. (13) on conc.
in Rep. of Sel. Com., postponing legisla.
tion, 311-2-3-4.

Senate privileges, encroachment on; on 6th
Rep. of Printing Coin., 306-7.

State offences, B. (N) on 2°, 301-3.
Statutes, distribution to magistrates, &c.;

on 3rd Rep. Printing Com., 163-4.
Stupply B. (128) on 2°, 680.

MONTGOMERY, Hon. DONALD.
Criminal Law Amt., Incest, B. (7) rep. trom

Com., 344.
Fisheries Acts Amt. B. (101) rep. from

Com.*, 593.
Loan, public, authorization B. (21) rep.

from Com.*, 92.
Masters' à Mates' Certs., Inland & Coast-

ing, B. (89) rep. from Com.*, 387.
Post office Act Amt. B. (G) rep. fromu Com.*,

125.
Three Rivers, Harbor Master, B. (121) rep.

from Com.*, 492.
NELSON, Hon. HUGH.

Addrese, in Debate on the, 30.
Brit. Columbia, H. M. ships for defence of;

m. for corresp. (A M.acdonald, secd.,
119,
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NELSON, Bon Hugh.-Con.
Fisheries Act Amt. B. (101) on 2' (net

fishing) 576-9,580; in Com. (B. C. salmon
fisheries) 589; notice of Amt. to 3°(B. C.
fisheries) 592.

Governor General, on Address on H. E's.
departure, 663.

Inspection Aet, 1874, Amt. B. (104)rep. fron
C.*O, 383.

License, Liquor, B. (132) Ant. to 30 pro-
posed (extension of time, in B. C.,) 678.

Prison sentences; on Mr. Macdonald's m.
for Return, suggestion, 158.

ODELL, Hon. WILLIAM H.
Library of Parit.; quotation from former

speech (by Jfr Dickey) 512.

O'DONOHOE, Hon. JOHN.
Sunmmoned to Senate, 3; introduced, 4.
Address, Reply to Speech from Throne,

m, 8.
Chapleau, Hon. Mr., charges against; on

Mr. Bellerose's m. for corresp. respecting
Judgesh ipR, 604.

Contracts, prevention of fraud, B. (5) on 30,
& Mr. Alexander'8 proposed Amt. (elec-
tion bribes) 377.

Governor-General, on Address on H. E.'s
departure, 665.

G. T. R., traffic arrangement with N. Shore
Ry., extension B. (113) on Mr. deBoucher-
ville's " hoist" Ant. to 3°, 446 ; on Mr.
Power's Amt. to 3' (existing rights) 500.

Immigration, Govt. aid to ; Iny., 625-6.
Librarv of Parlt.; on 2nd Rep. of Com.

(books to Members) 567-8.
Militia Acte consolid. B. (31) in Coni.,

415.6; quotation from remarks, by Mr.
Power, 416-7, 457.

• Mousseau, Hon. Mr., appt. to Judgeship,
&c.; on Mr. Bellerose's m. for corresp.,
604.

Murray Canal, construction ; m. for cor-
resp., 57.

Seduction, punishnent of, B. (13) on 20,
notice of "hoist" Anit., 255; further re-
marks, 262-3.

OGILVIE, Hon. ALEXANDER W.

Address, in Debate on the, 27.
Canad. Rapid Tel. Co. Incorp. B. (I) on 2°,

150; on conc. in Amts. of Com., 318-9.
Credit Foncier, B. respecting (22) 300, 239.
Davis & Lawrence manuf'g C o. Incorp. B.

(79) 1°-, 280; 2° m, 296-7-9; 30*, 304.
Divorce, Nicholson, B. (D) on adoption of

3rd Rep. of Com., rejecting Preamble,
294-6-7-9.

G. T. R., traffic arrangement with N. Shore
Ry., B. (113) on ques. of reporting Pro-
ceedings of Ry. Com., 447; on 30 & Mr.
Power's Amt. to re-com., 496.

National Ins. Co. winding up B. (20) 3°,
239.

Printing Com., on 6th Rep. of; increased
accommodation, 307.

Quebec, better terme for; on Mr. Bellerose's

m. for corresp., 426.
Seduction, punishment of, B. (13) on 2°,

264,
Senate privileges, encroachmnts on ; on

6th Rep. of Printing Com., 307.

:PAQUET, Hon. ANSELME H.
Berthier Cam ; n. for Tenders, &c., 121.
Inspections of ood & Drugs ; m. for Return,

363-6 ; Inqi. on saie, withdn., 367.
Printing of Return called for, 611.

License, Liquor, B. (132) in Con., 672.

PELLETIER, Hon. C. A. P.
Addreas, in Debate on the, 18.
Brazil, steam8bip service with; m. for Re-

turn, 88.
Contracts, prevention of fraud, B. (5) 3° m,

(for Mr. Scott) 375; on Mr. Alexander's
proposed Anit., 377-8, 381.

Criminal law Anit., Incest, B. (7) reference
to Con. of W. m. (for Afr. Scott) 303-4.

Fisheries Acts Ant. B. (101) in Con. (rip-
arian owners' rights) 589; on Mr. Chapats'
Amt. being accepted, 592.

France, steamship service, subsidy, &c.;
Inqy., 375.

P. E. I., Notes, &c,. B. respecting (T) rep.
from Com.*, 557.

Quebec Fire In@. Co. stock reduction, B.
(23) 1°, 171; 2° m, 180; 3° m*, 215.

Seduction, punishment of, B. (13) on adop-
tion of Rep. of Sel. Com., postponing leg-
islation, 313-4.

PLUMB, Hon. JOSIAH B.
Summoned to Senate, 3; introduced, 3.
Address, in Debate on the, 42.
Adjournment, haster; on Sir A. Campbells

in. for, 135.
Amer., Brit. &c, Cable Co.-see " Euro-

pean."
Bank of N. S. & Union Bk. of P. E. I.,

amalgamation B. (10) on conc. in Rep. of
Bankîng Con., & 30, 239.

Brant County Bank Incorp. B. (52) on 2°,
231-2-3-5-7.

Business, public, of session, state of; on
Mr. Power's Inqv., 143.

Canad. Electric Light Co., powers to, B.
(105) 1°*, 363; 2° m, 434; conc. in A mte.
of Standing Orders Com. m, 588; 3' m,
588.

Canad. Rapid Tel. Co. Incorp. B. (I) on
consideration of Ante. of Ry. Com., 278,
on conc. in Ants. of Com. of W., 361-2.

Chapleau, Hon. Mr., New York speech ; on
Remarks of Messrs. Bellerose & Trudel,
193.

Civil Service superannuation Acte Amt. B.,
(C) in Con., 108, 112.

Committees, on ques. of reporting Froceed-
ings of, 482.

Contingencies, Senate; on 3rd Rep. of Corn.,
636-7.

Contracts, prevention of fraud, B. (5) on 3° à
Mr. Alexander's proposed Amt. (electioo
bribes) 379, 381,

[&ssion
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Credit-Foncier, B. respecting (22) m. to re-
store to order paper, 179; 2' m, 211-2;
30*, 239.

Credit Valley Ry. Co. Act Amt. B. (50) on
re-printing for 3° as amd., 373.

Cruelty to animals Acte Amt. B. (25) in
Com., on Mr skead's remarks, 409.

Custois Tariff, further Ait. B. (119) on
2°, 654.

Davis & Lawrence manuf'g Co. Imcorp. B.
(79) on 2', 298-9.

Debates ; on 3rd Rep. of Com., future con-
tract, 411.

Divorce, Nicholson, B. (D) on ques. of pro-
cedure, 60, 65.

Dom. lands Acte consolidation. B. (45) on
2°, 450, 463 ; on Mr. Power's Ait. to 3'
(cultivation, sub-sect.) 526.

Dom. land sales, Winnipeg, newspaper re-
port ; on Mr. Reesor's Remarks, 571.

Dom. Mining & Phosphate Co. Incorp. B.
(49) on 2' & ques. of legislative jurisdic-
diction, 184.

European, Amer. &c., cable Co., change of
name B. (118) 10*, 388 ; 2°m, 513-5-6,
522-3; on 3', 543-4, 551.

Fisheries Acta Ant. B. (101) on 2°, 576-8;
on Mr. Power's speech (personal) 584; in
Com., 589.

Governor-General, on Address on I. E's
departure, 661.

G. 1. R., traffic arrangement with N. Shore
Ry., extension. B. (113) on div n. on 2' &
ques. of recording "pairs, 448; on ques.
of repor ting Proceedings of Ry. Coin., 482.

Grange Trust incorp. B. (44) 1", 314 ; 2'm,
-45 ; 3°*, 384.

Immigration, Govt.aid to ; on Mr. O'Dono-
hoe'8 In y., 625.

Intercol. ., connections West ; on Mr.
Power's nqy., 534-5-7.

Iron, pig, boun ties B. (131) on 2' (Mr. Flint,
quotation froni Mr. Scott's speech, 644-5),
646-9, 652.

Kingston & Pembroke Ry. Acte Amt. B.
(36) 1°, 237; 2° m, 279; 3°*, 281.

Land sales-see " Dominion Lands."
License, Liquor, B. (132) in Con., 674-5;

Amt. to 3° proposed (number of licenses)
& withdn., 679.

Loan, Public, B. (21) on 2°, 68, 74-7-9, 81-
2-4; explanation,89; in Com. of W., 91.

London Investment Co., B. respecting (53)
1", 204; on ques. as to report from Com.,
204; 2' m, 226-7 ; 3°*, 239.

Loranger, Judge, appt. of; on Mr. Belle-
rose' m . for corresp., 603-5-6.

Masters' & Mates' Certs., Inland & Coasting,
B. respecting (89) on 2°, 349.

Matthieu, Judge, resignation; on Mr. Belle-
rose's i. for corresp., 603-5-6.

Militia Acta consoliid.B. (31) on 2°, 395,
40-1-3; in Com., 415-6.

Mousseau, Hon. Mr., appt. to Judgeship;
on Air. Bellerose's ni. for corresp., 603-5-6.

N. W. Bank Incorp B. (F) on Rep. of
Banking Com., 216; on conc. in Coin-
mous Amts. & ques. of re-printing B.,
374.

'<Pairs," on ques. of recording, 448.

Portage, Westbourne & N. W. Rv. Acts,
Ant. & change of naine. B. (58) 1°', 204;
2° m, 227; Amt. of Ry. Com., consider-
atio-n m*, 280 ; conc. in Amte. & 3° m*,
296.

P. E. I. Ry., Accident claims; on Mr. Hay-
thorne's proposed ni. for Judgments &
Mr. Power's remarks, 494.

Printing Com., on 6th Rep. of; increased
accommodation, 309.

Rai 1 ways, consolid. A ct A mt. B. (127) on 2°,
641.

Railway subsidies, B. authorizing (137) on
2', 618, 621-2, ques. of O rder (Mr. Power's
second speech) 623.

Railway Trust & Construction Co. Incorp.
B. (41) on 2°, 355.

]>apid Telegraph-see " Canad. Rapid Tel.'
Royal Canad. Steamship Co. Incorp. B. (55)

1°*, 228; 2' m, 278; 3' as and. m*, 334.
Saskatchewan & N. W. Ry. Co. Incorp. B.

(74) on conc. in Amts. of Ry. Com., 386.
Senate Contingencies; ou 3rd kep. of Com.,

636-7.
Senate Debates; on 3rd Rep. of Com..(future

contract) 411.
Senate privileges, encroachients on ; on

6th Rep. of Printing Com., 3o9.
State offences, B. (N) on 2', & Mr. Power's

remarks, 303.
Supply B. (128) on 2', 680.
Tariff-see " Customs."
Winnipeg, &c, & Nelson Valley, &c, Cos.,

union of, B. (88) 1°*, 314; 2° m, 356; 3°*,
384.

Winnipeg land sales, newspaper report; on
Mr. Reesor's Remarks, 571.

POWER, Hon. LAURENCE G.
Address, in Debate on the, 18, 21-7-8, 42.
Adjournment, Easter ; on Sir A. Camp-

bell's m., 134 ; on Coin. sitting during
adjt., 135.

Amer., Brit., &c., Cable Co.-see "Euro.
pean."

Atlantic & N. W. Ry. Co. Incorp. Act Amt.
B. (59) 1°*, 225 ; 2'm, 228; 3° . 280.

Bank of N. S. & Union Bank of P. E. I.
amalgamation B. (10) 1°*, 170; on 2° &
ques. as to report from Standing Orders
Com., 178; (cone. in Aimts. & 3°, 237-9).

Banking Acte Amt. B. (46) in Com., Amt.
suggested, 224.

Booms, &c., on navigable waters, B. respect-
ing (K) on 2°, 153-5-7. ; Amt. B. (Y) on
suspension of Rule 46 for 1°; 613.

Brit. Columbia, Naval defence of; on Mr.
Macdonald's ni. for corresp., 120.

Business, public, of Session, state of; Inqy,
136, 140-3.

Caiad. Rapid Tel. Co. Incorp. B. (I) on 2°
& ques. of vested rights, 152; Amts.
of Ry. Coin., on postponement of con-
sideration, 278; on Mr. Howlan's speech,
ques. of Order, 287 ; on conc. in Ants.,
322-5-6-7-8, 330-1; on adjt. of debate, 333;
on Mr. Miller's m. to re-com. for further
Aits., 343; conc. in further Amts. of
Corn. of W. m, 366; on ques. of Proce-
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PowER, Hon. Laurence G.-Con.

dure, 362; 3°m*, 363.
Chaplean, Hon. Mr., New York speech ; on

Remarks of Mr. Bellerose, 191.
Chignecto Marine Ry. Act, Amit. B. (51) on

2', 335.
Civil Service Superannuation Acts Aint.

B. (C) on 2', 86-7-8 ; in Com., 107-9,
110-3-4-5.

Committees; on ques. of Proceedings being
reported, 477, 481.

Continencies, Senate; on 3rd Rep. of Com.,
628, 637.

Contracts, prevention of fraud B. (5) on 3',
& Ar. A lexander's proposed Amt. (elec-
tion bribes) 377-8.

Credit Foncier, B. reepecting (22) on 20,
211.

Credit Valley Ry. Co. Act Amt. B. (50) on
mi. for 3°, postponement requested, 371-2;
notice of turther Ant., 373.

Criminal procedure Acts. A.nt. B. (83) on
3°, 185.

Custons tariff, further Aint. B. (119) on 20,
654 5.

Davis & Lawrence Manuf'g Co. Incorp. B.
(79) on ques. of legislat:ve jurisdiction,
&c, 297.

Divorce B., Nicholson (D) on rm. for 2° &
objection respecting notice, 65 ; on evi-
dence of service, 101 ; on mode of report-
ing evidence, 117 ; on Deft's. Petition for
tunds, 123.

Dom. Elections Act Amt. B. (85) on 2°,
460-1 2.

Dom. Lands Acts consolid. B. (45) in Corm.,
501-2-3-4; Amt. m (cultivation) 504;
505 6 ; 2 Amits. suggested (Regns.) 507 ;
509, 510-1; on 3°, Amt. m, (ciltivation)
525-6-7 ; Amt. m (residence) 530; Amit.
m. (cultivation) & withdwn., 530.

Dom. land sales, Winnipeg; on Mr Reesor's
remarks, 571.

Dom. Phosphate & Mining Co. Incorp. B
(49) on 2° & ques. of legislative jurisdic-
tion, 183-4.

European. Amer. &c., Cable Co., change
of name B. (118) on 3°, 554.

Evidence, criminal cases before Cts. abroad,
B. providing for (P) on 2°, proviso sug-
gested, 368.

Fisheries Act Amt. B. (101) on 2°, 579,
580-1-2-3-4; on Mr. .Humb's remark
(personal) 584-5; in Com., Amit. (riparian
owners' rights) suggested, 588-9; Aint.
m. (apparatus) 592; ques. (legislative
jurisdiction) 593.

G. T. R., tratic arrangements with N. Shore
Ry., B. (113) on ques. of reporting Pro-
ceedings of Rv. Com., 477, 481 ; notice of
Amît. on 3°*, 482; Amt. m. (existing
rights) 496-7.

Gt. Amer. & Europ. Ry.,-see "Railway
subsidies."

Indian Dept., separation of, B. (W) on 3°,
594.

Inspection of Food & Drugs; on Mr.
Paquet's m. for Ret., 367.

Intercol. Ry., Western connections for;

Inqy., 532-4-5-7-9.
Interpretation Act Amt. B. (H) on 3°, 159.
Iron, pig, bounties B. (131) on 2', 647-8-9.
Judges' salaries, change of, B. (134) on 2°,

611.
Kingston & Pembroke Ry. Co. Acts Amt.

B. (36) on 2°, 280.
Land sale,-see " Dom. lands."
Library of Parît.; on Ist Rep. of Com. (law

books) 207, 210; on 2nd Rep. (lending)
560.

License, Liquor, B. (132) on 2', non-distri-
bution complained of, 657; in Com ,672-3;
on ques. of legislative jurisdiction, &c.,
674-5.

Mail Service, Ocean; m. for corresp., 54;
Inqy., 92; Remarks, 97-8-9, 100.

Man. Land sales,-see " Dom. lands."
Masters' & Mates' certs., Inland & Coast-

ing, B. (89) on 2°, 347.
Meridian, Standard, international; on Mr.

A llan's Inqv. as to representa tion at Con-
ference, & Mr. Alexander's remarks, 197-
9, 200.

Militia Acts consolid. B. (31) on 2', 395,
400-1-2-3-4-5-6-7: in Com., 412-6-7-8; on
quotations, Mesurs. Scott & O'Donohoe,
457.

Northern Ry. Co., B. respecting (E) on in.
for 3', Ques. of Procedure, 126; on the B.,
126-7-8-9, 13 -1-2-3.

N. W. Bank Incorp. Act Amt. B. (F) on
proposed re-printing as amd. by Com-
mons, 374.

Ocean Mail Service-see " Mail."
Ont. Pacifie Ry. Co., Act, Amt. B. (65) 1",

237; 2' m, 275; 3°, 280.
Penitentiaries Laws consolid. B. (J) on 2°,

ques. of consolidation of Statutes, 170,
229.

P. E. I. Bills & Notes, B. respecting (T) on
3°, suggestion, 558. (Armt. accordingly,
by Sir A. Campbell, 572).

P. E. I. Ry. accidents, claims; on Mr.
Haythorne's proposed m. for judgments,
494-5.

Privilege, Ques. of; quotations from Nessrs.
Scott's & O'Donohoe's speeches on Militia
B , 457.

Quebec, better termis for ; on Mr. Bellerose's
in. for corresp., 430-2.

Railway subsidies, B. authorizing (137) on
2°, 616-7-8. Amt. (Gt. Amer. & European
Ry.) proposed, 620 ; on Mr. Plunb's
speech (personal) 621-2; on m. for 3',
ques. of Procedure, 623; Amt. (as above)
m, 624; on further ques. of Order, 624-5.

Railways, consolid. Act Armt. B. (127) on
2', 641; in Com., Art. m (excluding
local Rail ways)642-3; on 9th sect. (fences)
644; on 3°, A mt. m (local Railwavs) 657.

Rathbun Co. Incorp. B. (26) on 2', ques.
of legislative jurisdicti.on, 246-7-8-9.

Saskatchewan & N. W. Ry. Co. Incorp. B.
(74) on conc, in Atmts. of Ry. Coin., 384-.

Seduction, pn nish ment of, B. (13) 1°*, 160;
2° m, 250-3-4-5-7-9, 261-2-3, 271 ; on ad-
option of Rep. of Sel. Com., poetponing
legislation, 310-1-4.

Senate, constitution of; on Mr. Alexander'
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Remarks, 597.
Senate Contingencies; on 3rd Rep. of Coni.,

628, 637.
State, offences against, B. (N) on 2', 302-3.
Statutes, consolidation of; on 2' of Peniten-

tiaries B., ques, 170; 1ng1y., 229.
St. John Bridge & Ry. Co., advances B.

(138) on 20, 656.
Suppy B. (128) on 2°, ques. (on Mr. Alex-

aner speech) 681.
Tariff, see " Customs."

PRICE, Hon. DAVID E.
Illness; explanation, by Sir A. Campbell, 54.

READ, Hon. ROBERT.
Asia Marine Tel. Co. Act Amt. B. (116)

rep. from Con.*, 448.
Banking Acte Aint. B. (46) on 3', Ami. m,

to re-commit & strike out Easter Mon-
day holiday, 241-2-4.

Beveridge, Tibbits, &c., claim, payment of;
Inqy., 229, 230.

Brant County Bank incorp. B. (52) on 2',
234.

Contingt. Acets. Com., Reports of, adoption
in. ; lst Rep. (removal of Phillips, Page)
53; 2nd Rep. (salary of Accountant) 161
3rd Rep. (general contingencies) 627.

Customs Tariff, further Amit. B. (119) on
2°, 655.

Divorce, Nicholson, B, (D) on adopting
Rep. of Com., rejecting Preamble, 289,
290-3.

European, Amer. &c., cable Co., change of
namne B. (118) on 2', 521.

Fisheries Acte Amt. B. (101) on 2°, 584.
Loan, Public, authorization B. (21) on 2°,

82.
Militia Acte consolid. B. (31) on 2°, 406-7.
Ont. High Courts, B. respecting (Q) rep.

from Com.*, 382.
Printing Com., on 6th Report ; increased

accommodation, 308.
Railway subeidies, B. authorizing (137) on

2', 615-7-8 ; on ques. of Order on Mr.
Power's Amt. to 3°, 623.

Railways, consolid. Act Amt. B. (127) on
2', 638 ; in Com., 643.

Rathbun Co. Incorp. B. (26) m to reetore
to order paper*, 226 ; 2° m, 244 ; cone. in
Amte. & 3°*, 336.

Seduction, punishment of, B. (13) on 2',
263.

Senate privileges, encroachments on ; on
6th Rep. of Printing Coin., 308.

Tariff-see "Custois."
Timber slides, regulation B. (126) rep. from

Com.', 594.

REESOR, Hon. DAVID.
C. P. R., Souris Branch completion; Inqy,

157; posiponed, 158; put (k answered)
173.

Cruelty to Animals Acte Amt. B. (25) on
2', 388.

Dom. Lande Acte consolid. B. (45) on 2°,
470-3; on reterence to Com. of W., 484;
in Com., 502-4-5-6-8,510-1; on Mr. Power's
Amt. to 3° (cultivation) 528-9; Amt. M.

SENATORS.

(cultivation) 530-1.
Dom. land sales, Winnipeg, newepaper

report of; Remaiks, 570-1.
Gratton Harbor Co. Act Amt. B. (42) on 2°

& ques. of legislative jurisdiction, 351.
Intercol. Ry., connections West; on Mr.

Power's Inqy., 540.
London & Ont. Investment Co. Incorp. B.

(53) on 2', 227.
Manitoba & S. W. Ry. Co., grants to, & ex-

tension to Souris River; Inqy., 239.
Militia Acte consolid. B. (31) in Com , 419.
N. W. Bank Incorp. Act Aint. B. (F.) on

conc. in Commons Amts., 374.
Qu'appelle, &c., Ry. & Steamship Co. In-

corp. B. (72) on 2°, ques. of route, 300.
Settlers, protection of, B. (M) 1°*, 143; 2°

m. 165-7-9, 170; B. withdn., 349.

ROBITAILLE, Hon. Louis.
Surnmoned to Senate, 3; introduced 3.
Address, Reply to the Speech, m, 6.
Railway subsidies, B. authorizing (137)

on 2°, 614-5-7.

RYAN, Hon. THOMAS.

Address, in Debate on the, 18.
Lotteries Act Amt. B. (U) rep. from Com.*,

558.
Militia Acte consolid. B. (31) in Com., Amt.

to cl. 64 (discipline) m, 459, 460.
Returre brought down, regularity of;'on

Mr. Carvee's Remarks. 569, 570.
State offences, B. (N) on 2, 301.

SCHULTZ, Hon. JOHN.
Summoned to the Senate, 3; introduced,

161.

SCOTT, Hon. R. W.
Address, in Debate on the, 11, 42-3.
Booms, &c., on Navigable Waters, B. re-

specting (K) on 2', 155.
Can. Rapid Tel. Co. Incorp. B. (I) on 2°,

150-2; on cone. in Amts. of Ry. Com.,
339, 342.

Civil Service superannuations ; Notice of
m. for Return, 48.-Amt. B. (C) on 2°,
above Return unsatisfactory, 85.6 ; in
Com., 109, 110-1-2.3.

Committees; on ques. of reporting Proceed-
ings, 481.

Committees, Standing, additions to, request-
ed, 53.

Contingencies, Senate, on 3rd Rep. of Com.;
(Aset. Clk.) 629; (furniture) 636-7.

Contracte, public, prevention of fraud, B.
(5) 1°. 160; 2° m, 277; m into Com. of
W.», 370; 3° m (by Mr. Pelletier) 375.

Credit Valley Ry. Co. Act Amt. B. (50) on
printing of, for 3°, as amd., 372.

Criminal Law Amt., Incest, B. (7) 1°*, 160;
2° m, 276 ; reference to Com. ot W. m (by
Mr. Pelletier) 303-4; 30 m, 345.

Crim. law-see also "Seduction."
Deiates, Index ; on 2nd Rep. of Com., 134.
Divorce B., Nicholson (D) on Qsa. of Pro-

cedure, 62-4-5.
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SCOTT, Hon. R. W.-Con.

Dom Lands Acts consolid. B. (45) in Coin.,
508.

European, Amer., &c., Cable Co., change
of name B. (118) on 2', 516-7-9, 521-2-3;
on 3', 543-6-7-8, 550-2-3.

Governor General, on Address on H. E's.
departure, 659.

G. T. R., traffic arrangement with N. Shore
Ry., B. (113) on ques. of reporting Pro-
ceedings of Ry. Com., & Mr. deBoucher-
ville's m. for Speaker's Ruling, 481 ; on
Mr. Power's Amt. to 30 (existing rights)
498-9; on Mr. Alexander's remarks, 500.

Incest-see " Criminal law."
Iron, pig, Bounties B. (131) on 2°,quotation

bv Mr. Flint, from a jormer speech,
644-5-6.

Judges' salaries, changes, B. (134) on 2'
(Cts. of Appeal) 611 .- See also " Ontario."

Library of Parlt.; on 2nd Rep. of Com.,
(books taken by members) 560.

License, Liquor, B. ([32) in Com., 667;
Ant. to 8° m (postponenient for decision
on constitutional ques.) 677 ; on Mr.
Trude's proposed Amt. (rights of local
legislaturEs) 678.

Loan, Public, authorization B. (21) on 2°,
74 5-6-7-9, 80-1-2-4-5; on Mr. Plumb's
explanation, 89; in Coi., 91.

Militia Acts consolid. B. (31) on 20, 394-5-
6-7-9, 403; quotation from speech, MYr.
Plumb, 415, corrected by Mr. Power, 416,
457. On Mr. Alexander's personal re-
marks, 500.

Northern Ry. Co., B. respecting (E) on 3°,
128, 130-1-2.

N. W. Bank Incorp. Act Amt. B. (F) on
Procedure on Commons Amts., 374.

Ont. County Ct. Judges, B. respecting (R)
on 2°, 370.-See also " Judges."

P. E. I. Ry., accident claims; on Mr.
Haythorne's ni. for judgments, 496.

Railways, consolid. Act Aint. B. (127) on
2. 639; in Com., 642-3.

Rath bun Co. Incorp. B. (26) on 2', & ques.
of Parliamentary jurisdiction, 246-7.

Saskatchewan & N. W. Ry. Co. Incorp. Act
Amit. B. (74) oh conc. in Ants. of Ry.
Com., 385.

Seduction, punishment of, B. (13) on 2°,
268, 270.

Speaker's Ruling, on m. for (Mr. deBoucher-
ville) ; information insufficient, 481.

SIMPSON, Hon. JOHN.
Central Bank of Canada Incorp. B. (16) 1°,

115; 2° m., 125; 3'*, 134.
Printing Con.,adoption of Reports m:-2nd

(new appointnent recommended) 66; 3rd
(distribution of Statutes,&c.) 162-4; 4th',
170; 6th (iucreased accommodation; pub-
lic documents for B. C.) 305-7, 310; 8th
(chief distributor, salary increased) t,11 ;
on Mr. Paquet's remarks (printing of a
Return omitted) 611.

Ry. Trust & construction Co. Incorp. B. (41)
1°*, 336; 2° m. 353 ; on reference to Bank-
ing Com., 355.

SKEAD, Hon JAMES.
Contingencies, Senate ; on 1stRep. of Com.,

(Phillipg, Page) 53; on 3rd Rep. & Mr.
Alexander's remarks (glass-ware) 636.

Cruelty to Animals Acts Amt. B. (25) 1°
(m. by Mr. Vidal)*, 384 ; 2°n, 388; in
Com., & on Sir A. Campbell's objection
to B. proceeding, 408-9.

Divorce, Nicholson, B. (D) on Ques. of
Procedure, 67.

Militia Acts consolid. B. (31) on 2°, 399.
Phillips, Page, removal; on Rep. of

Contingt. Acets. Com., 53.
Quinze Pier, &c., Co. Incorp. B. (66) 1°*,

388; 2'm, 409; 3°, 457.
Rathbun Co. Incorp. B. (26) on 2', 245.
Supply B. (128) on 2' & Mr. Alexander's

remarks (personal) 680.

SMITH, Hon. FRANK.

Banking Acts Amt. B. (46) on 3', & Mr.
Read's Ant. to strike out Easter Monday
holiday, 242.

Committees ; on ques. ofreporting Proceed-
ings of, & Mr. deBoucherville's ni. for
Speaker's ruling, 481.

Inspection Act 1874, Amt. B. (104) 1°*
363 ; (2° & 3° in by Sir A. Campbell '
373, 383).

SPEAKER, The. (Hon. D. L. Macpherson.)

Appointments, of Clerk, Masters in Chan-
cery & Comnmisers., announced, 3.

Civil Service superannuation Acts AmIt. B.
(C) in Coin.; ques. 111.

Comimittees, on ques. of recording Proceed-
ings of, & Mr. deBoucherville's in. for
Speaker's ruling, 479, 480-1.

Divorce, Nicholson, B. (D) on ques. of 2',
103; on ques. of examinations under oath,
105.

Dom Lands Acts consolid. B. (45) on 2°,
473; in Con. 492, 501-2-3-4; on Mr Pow-
er's Amt (cultivation sub-sect. to cl. 31)
505; on fr. Reesor's proposed AmIts. to
cl. 32-37, (heirs, &c.) 506-8; Mr. Power's
Amts. to cl. 42 (Regulations) accepted,
507; 509, 510-1; on Mr. Power's Amt. to
3° (cultivation sub-sect.) 526-7-9 ; on his
Amnt. (residence) 530; on bis proposed
Amt. (sale Regns.) 530; on Mr. Reesor's
Amt. (cultivation)531.

Dom. land sales, newspaper report; on Mr.
Reesor's Remarks, 571.

Iron, pig. Bounties B. (131) on ques. of
Order (Mr. Haythorne) irrelevant discus-
sion, 646.

Library of Parlt. ; on 2nd Rep. of Con.,
(tickets issued) 568.

London investment Co.; B. respecting (53)
on 1°, & ques. as to report from Com.,
204.

N. W. Bank Incorp. B.(F) on conc. in Com-
mous Aits , Procedure, 374.

Opening of Parlt., Messages from H. E.
announced, 3; Commons desired to elect
Speaker, 4.

"Pairs," on ques. of recording (Divn. on
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G. T. R. Bill, 448) 458.
Phillips, Page, removal of, on Rep. of

Cautingt. Accts. Com., explanation, 53.
Printing Com., on 6th Report of; arrange-

ments for increased accommodation, 309.
Railway subsidies, B. authorizing (137) on

ques. of Order, Mr Power's Amt. to 3'
without notice, Rule 41 being suspended,
625.

Senators, qualification list, submitted, 54
Senators, sumnoned ; announced, 3.
Settlers, Man. & N. W. T., protection of,

B. (M) on 2°, 167-8, 170.
Speech trom Throne, reported, 6.

SUTHERLAND, Hon. JOHN.

Dom. Lands Acte consolid. B. (45) on 2',
470; in Com., 506; on Mr. Power's Ait.
to 3' (cultivation, sub-sect.) 528.

Pacific & Peace R. Ry. Co. Incorp. B. (64)
on 2', 353; 3°, 384.

Pictou Harbor Act Amt. B. (108) rep. froni
Com.*, 391.

Portage, Westbourne &c., Ry. Co. Incorp.
Act, Amt. & change of name B. (58) on 2°
227.

Saskatchewan & N. W. Ry. Co. Incorp. B.
(74) 1", 314 ; 2° m, 349; conc. in Aints.
of Ry. Coin. m. 384; 3°, 387.

TRUDEL, Hon. F. X. A.

Acadia Powder Co., powers of, B. (40) on
2', ques. of legislative jurisdiction, 276.

Address, in Debate on the, 35-9, 46-7.
Chaplean, Hon. Mr., New York speech; on

1fr. Bellerose's Remarke, 191-3.
Divorce, Nicholson, B. (D) suggestion that

proceedings be recorded "on division,"
102.

Employés, creeds & nationalities; Inqy.
respecting Ret., 160; further Ingy., 610.

Fisheries Acta Amt. B. (101) in Com., 590.
G. T. R., traffic arrangement with N. Shore

Ry., extension B. (113) postponement of
2' requested, 390; Mr. de Boucherville's
" hoist " Aint. to 2', secd., 440-2-5.

Iron, pig, Bounties B. (131) on 2°, 650-3.
License, Liquor, B. (132) in Coin., on ques.

of legislative uiiediction, 671-2-4; Amt.
to 3' m (ri ts of local legielatures)
677-8; on 1. Plumb's proposed Amt.
(number of licenses) 679.

Petroleum borings in Quebec, intention of
Govt.; Inqy., 456-7.

Pilotage, under Montreal Harbor Com-
misers'. By-laws; Ingy., 200-3.

Promissory notes, repeal of duty Act, Aint.
B. (78) on 2' & fMr. Botsjord's proposed
Amt. re void notes, 274.

Quebec, better terms for; on Mr. Bellerose's
m. for corresp., 432.

Rathbun Co. Incorp. B. (26) on 2', & ques.
of legislative jurisdiction, 247-8-9.

VIDAL, Hon. ALEXANDER.
Amer., Brit. & Continental Cable Co.,

change of name B. (118) on 2', 519, 522;
reported from Com.*, 532; on 3', 550-2-3.

Asia Marine Tel. Co. Act Amt. B. (11) On
2' & nature of B., 410.

Bill Stamps, re al of duty Act, Amt. B.
(78) reported from Com. with Amts.*,
278.

Booms, &c., on navigable waters, B. respect-
ing (K) on 2', 155-6.

Brant County Bank incorp. B. (52) on 2°,
235.

Canad.Rapid Tel. Co. Incorp.B. (I)reported
from Ry.Com., with Amts., 277 ; on posa-
poning consideration of Amts., 286; on
conc. in Amts. of Com. of W., & ques. of
Procedure, 359, 360.

Chignecto Marine Ry. Incorp. Act, Amt B.
(51) rep. from Coi.*, 367.

Civil Service superannuation Acta Amut.
B. (C) reported froi Com., 115.

Committees; on ques. of reporting Proceed-
ings of, 474-5-7-8-9.

Credit Valley Ry. Co. Act Amt. B. (50) on
re-printing for 3°, as amd., 373.

Criminal law procedure Acta Amt. B.'(83)
reported from Com.*, 178.

Crueltv to animals Acts Amt. B. (25) 1° m'
384.

Cumberland Coal & Ry. Co. Incorp. B. (71)
on conc. in Anmits. of Ry. Com., 356.

Customs Acts Armt. B. (34) rep from Com*,
375.

Debates; on 3rd Rep. of Com., future con-
tract, 411.

Dom. Lande Acts, consolid. B. (45)rep.from
Com.', 492, 511.

European, &c., Cable Co.-see " A merican."
G. T. R., traffic arrangement with N. Shore

Ry., extension B. (113) reference to Stand-
ing Orders Com. m. ,383; on Procedure,
384; suspension of Rules 51-6-7 m., 389;
2° postponed, 390; 2° m, 434-5-7; rep. from
Ry. Com., 474; on ques. of reporting
Proceedings of Con., & Mr. dé Boucher-
ville's m. for .9peaker's ruling, 474-5-7-8-9;
3' m., 496; on Mr. Power's Ant. (existing
righ ts) 496-7-9.

Man. & N. W. Fire lus. Co. Incorp. B. (24)
on 2', & ques. of Private B. procedure,
175-6-7-8; 3°", 239.

Meridian, Standard, international; on Mr.
Allan's ni. for Meinorial, &c., 57; on Mfr.
Allan's Inqy., respecting representation
at Conference, 198-9, 200.

Methodist--see " Wesleyan."
N. W. Bank Incorp. Act Amt. B. (F) 2°

m, for Mr. Allan, 105.
Ont. & Que. Ry. Co. Incorp. B. (27) rep.

from Com., 194.
Portage, Westbourne & N. W. Ry. Co.

Incorp., Amt. B. (58) rep. from Com.*,
280.

P. E. I. Ry., Accident claims ; on Mr.
Haythorne's proposed m. for Judgmente,
495.

Printing Com., on 6th Rep. of, arrange-
ments for increased accommodation, 308.

Qu'Appelle, &c., Ry. &c., Incorp. B. (72)
1°*, 277 ; 20 m, 299, 300 ; 3° m , 333.

Que. & James Bay Ry. Co. Incorp. B. (54)
rep. from Coi.*, 367.
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ViDÂL, Hon. Alexander.-Con.
Railway Trust & construction Co. Incorp.

B. (41) conc. in Amte. of Banking Com.
m., 391 ; 3°, 409.-Aint. B. (X) suspen-
sion of rules 57 & 41 m, 595; 1°, 2, &
3°*, 595.

Saskatchewan & N. W. Ry. Incorp. B. (74)
on conc. in Anits. of Ry. Con., 385.

Saskatchewan University Incorp. B. (18)
on Ants. of Com., 214; 3'm, 215.

Seduction, punishment of, B. (13) on 2° &
Mr Power's remarks, 255 ; on Sir A.
Campbell's speech, 264.

Wesleyan Missionary Society Incorp. Act
Amt. B, (43) 1°, 204 ; 2°m, 226 ; 3 , 239.

Wood Mountain & Qu'Appelle Ry. Co.
Incorp. B. (48) rep. from Com. with
Amt., 228.

WARK, Hon. DAVID.
Adjournment, Easter; on Sir.A. Campbell's

ni., later meeting of Parit. suggested, 135.
Banking Acts Anmt. B. (46) on 2°, 180 ; in

Coin., 224.
Booms on navigable waters, B. respecting

(K) on 2°, 155; B. rep. from Coi.*, 160.
Divisions ; on ques. of recording "pairs,"

458.
Evidence,criminal cases before Cts. abroad,

provision for, B. (P) on 2°, 369.
Fisheries Acts Ant. B (101) on 2', 575.
Governor-General, on Address on H . E's

departure, 664.
Iron, pig, Bounties B. (131) on 2°, 650.
Library of Parlt; on 2nd Rep. of Com. (book

lendng) 567.
License, Liquor, B. (132) in Com., 667.
Militia Acte consolid. B. (31) in Com., 417-8.
Presbyterian building Board for Man., In-

corp. B. (75) 1, 172; on order for 2°, &
Mr. Bellerose's m. to re-commit foi report,
181 ; ;0 m, 237; 3°*, 280.

Railway subsidies, B. authorizing (137) on
2', 620-2.

St. John Bridge & Ry. Co., advances to, B.
(138) on 3°, 657.

IL,-INDEX TO SUBJECTS.

Acadia Powder Co., extension of

?owers ; B. (40, Mr Almon.)
1, 237 ; 2° (& question of legislative juris-

diction) 275; 3°*, 304. Aseient, 681. (46
Vict., cap. 94.)

Accidents, P. E..I. Railway.
Claims, settlement of; v. for Judgments

(Mr. Haythorne) 492; discussion; m.
withdwn., 496. Inqy., on Estimates (Mr.
Baythorne) Reply (Sir A. Campbell) 612.

Accidents, Si Lawrence.
Montreal Hr. Commrs. By-laws, approval

of; Inqy. (Mr. Trudel) 200 : discussion;
Reply (Sir A. Campbell) 201, 218.

Accountani, Assitant,-see I Contingt. AcC(s.
Com. »

Acs p gcontinuance-eee "Crime," alseo
cJusetice.

Acis, Repeal of-seç l"InterpretationÂv"

tbbtte%, in 'Eniset te WI% Excelleu'
gpttb.

Consideration m. (Sir A. Campbell) 6 ; Ad-
dress m. (Mr. Robitaille) 6 ; secd. (Mr.
O'Donohoe) 8 ; Debate (Mr. Scott) 11,
42-3; (Mr. Macdonald) 17, 18; (Mr. Pel-
letier) 18 ; (Mr. R.yan) 18 ; (Mr. Power)
18, 21-7-8, 42; (Ifr Bellerose) 19, 45 ;
(Mr. Almon) 25 ; (Sir A. Campbell) 26,
39, 42-3-5-7, 54; (Mr. Ogilvie) 27 ; (Mr.
Kaulbach) 27; (Mr. Nelson) 30; (Mr.
Haythorne) 31, 43-5 ; (Mr. Girard) 33 ;
(Mr. Trudel) 35-9, 46 ; (Mr. Masson) 37,
47 ; (Mr. Plumb) 42 ; Address agreed to,
47.

Dbr , ot fl% xcelenc's beparture (tom
eanaba.

Message from Commons, 658; concurrence
m. (Sir A. Campbell) 658, 664; secd.
(Mr. Scott) 659; (Mr. Alexander) 660 ;
(Mr. deBoucherville) 660-6; ( Mr. Plumb)
661 ; (Mr. Bellerose) 662-3-4; (Mr.
Girard) 662; (Mr. Nelson) 663; (Mr.
Miller) 663: (Mr. Wark) 664; (Mr.
Howlan) 665; (Mr. Dever) 665; (Mr.
O'Donohoe) 665; agreed to, 666. Sig-
nature & presentation m. (Sir A. Camp-
bell) & agreed to', 666. (Ackd. in H. E.'s
prorogation Speech, 684.)

Addresses for Returns, &c.-see the subjects.
Adjournments-see "SENATE."

Adulteration of Food & Drugs-see "Inspec-
tion."

Adultery-see "Criminal law, Incest."-See
also"Seduction."

Afirmation-see "Interpretation Act Amt."
See also "Rule 73, Amt. of."

Aliens, naturalization-see "Naturalization."
American, Brit., &c., Cable-see "European."
Analysis of Food & Drugs-.see "Inspection."
Animais, Cruelty Io, B.-see "Cruelty."
A ppoiniments, Senate-see "SEiNÂATE."

Art Societies, exempted from Lot-
tery Acts; B. (U, 136, Sir A.Campbell.)

1°*, 532 . 2° (& ques. as to legislative juris-
diction) 555 ; re-com. & amd. (detining
nature of B.) rep. & -A mts. coned. in,
557-8; 3, 572. Aesent, 681. (46 Vici.,
cap. 36.)

Asia, Marine Telegraph with, In-
corp. of Co., time further ex-
tended ; B. (116, Mr. Macdonald.)

1°*, 388; 2', 410; in Com. & 3°*, 448. As-
sent, 681. (46 Vict., cap. 45.)

Atlantic & N. W Ry.
Leasing by C. P. R. ; Petition of C. P. R.

received, 304. (For that Bill-see C.P.R.)'
Atlantic & N. W. Ry. Co. Incorp.

Act; Amt. B. (59, Mr. Power.)
1°* 225; 2°, 228 ; 3°*, 280. Assent, 681.

(46 Vict., cap. 63.)
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11.-Imnx To Sus»Xrs.

Banking Acts Amt B. (46, Sir. A.
Campbell.)

1°*, 171 ; 20, 179; Amts. in Com. (Easter
Monday holiday, &c.) 224; conc.*, 225 ;
Amt. to 3° (Mr. Read) to re-com. &
strike out Easter Monday holiday, 241,
negatived (C. 19, 1-C. 32) 244; 3°*, 244.
Assent, 681. (46 Vici., cap. 20.)

Banks, Insolvent, Winding up Act;
Amt. B. (L, 103, Sir A. Campbell.)

1°*, 134; 2°, 162; in Com. & 3°*, 172. As-
sent, 68l. (46 Vict., cap. 23.)

Banks, Acts respecting-see:
"Brant County Bank."
"Central Bank of Canada."
"London, Bank of."
"N. S., Bank of,& Union Bk. of P. E.I."
"North Western Bank."
"Rustico, Farmers' Bank of."

Berihier Militia Camp, 1882.
M. for Tenders & Contract8 (Mr. Paquet)

agreed to, 121.
Beveridge, Tibbits, &c., claim.

Settlement of; Inqy. (Mr. Read) 229, 230
Reply (Sir A .Campbell) 229, 230.

Baie des Chaleurs Ry. subsidy-see "Rail-
ways."

Bill-stamps, Repeal of duty, Act;
Amt. B., unstamped notes in
Evidence, &c., (78, Mr. Botslord.)

1°*. 225 ; 2°, 273-5 ; in Com. & amd.*, 278;
3°*, 280. Assent. 681. (46 Vict., cap. 21.)

BILS :
-Relating to Railways.-(SirA. Campbell.)

10*, 6.

(A) To amend and consolidate the Peniten-
tiaries' Act, 1875, and the Acts in
amendment thereof.-(Sir A. Camp-
bell.)

1", 48.-See Bill "J."
(B, 90) To amend "The Canada Civil Ser-

vice Act, 1882."-(Sir A. Campbell.)
1", 48 ; 2°, 89; in Com.*, ,106, 118 ; re-

com. & and., 121 ; 3°*, 121 ; conc. in
Commons Amts.*, 525. Assent, 681.
(46 Vict., cap. 7.)

(C, 91) To amend and consolidate the Acts
relatng to the Superannuation of per-
sons employed in the Civil Service of
Canada.-(Sir A. Campbell.)

1°*, 48; 2', 85-8 ; in Corn., 106-115 ; 3°,
115. Assent, 681. (46 Vici., cap. 8.)

(D) For the relief of Peter Nicholson.-
(Mr. Kaulbach.)

1°*, 51; on m. for 2°, Ques. of Procedure,
on selection of Com , &c., 51-3; on
telegram from Deft., 2° postponed, 58-
66; service of notice, discussion on
Rules, 66; 2° n., 100 ; witnesses to ser-
vice of notice examined, 101; 2' on a
divn., 104; referred to Sel. Con , 105;
1st Rep. of Coin. (shorthand reporter)
adopted, 116. Petition from respondent
for means for defence received, 121,.re-

ferred to 8el. Com., 123; Rule 73 amd.,
136; 2nd Rep. of Com. (means for de-
fence) carried on divn., 157; 3rd Rep.
of Com.,(rejecting Preamble of B.) 288,
agreed to on a divu., 296.

(E, 93) Respecting the Northern Railway
Company of Canada.-(Mr. Allan).

1*, 55; 2°, 66; conc. in Ant. of Ry.
Com., 125 ; 3° m, 126, agreed to, 133;
conc. in Commons Amts.*, 525. Assent,
681. (46 Vict. cap. 56).

(F, 112) To amend the Act to incorporate
the North Western Bank.-(Mr. Allan).

1°*, 89; 2, 105; Ant. of Banking sub-
Coin. (Head office at Toronto, &c.) 216,
coned. in, 217; 3°*, 226. Conc. in Com-
mons Aimts. (& ques. of re-printing as
amnd.) 373-4. Assent, 681. (46 Vict.,
cap. 53).

(G, 92) Tu anend "The Post Office Act,
1875."-(Sir A. Campbell.)

1°*, 106 ; 2°, 116 ; in Com. & 3°*, 125.
Assent, 681. (46 Vict., cap. 18.)

(H, 95) Further to amend "The Interpreta-
tion Act."-(Sir A. Campbell.)

1°*, 106 ; 2°, 143; in Com.*, 157 ; 3°
159. Assent, 681. (46 Vict., cap. 1.)

(1, 120) To incorporate "The Canadian
Rapid Telegraph Company (Limited)."
(Mr. Carvell.)

1°*, 106; 2° m & postponed, 106; 2,
144-152; Amts. rep. from Ry.*& Tel.
Coin., 277; conc. m, 282,deferred, 288;
considered, 316-333, 336; Amt. (Mr.
Miller) to refer to Coin. of W. for Aint.,
343, carried (C. 42. N-C. 11) 344; in
Com. & reported *, 344; conc. in Amts.
of Coin. m., 356 ; (ques.of suspension of
Rules by Com., &c., 357-361 ; )
conc. agreed to on a divn., 363; 3°*,
363; conc. in Commons Arnts.*, 525.
Assent, 681. (46 Vici., cap. 79.)

(J, 111) To amend and consolidate the Laws
relating to Penitentiaries.-(Sir A.
Camp bell.)

1°, 121;. 2', 170 ; in Com.*, 172, 173
Armte. in Coin., 218-223 ; conc. & 3°*,
223. Assent, 681. (46 Vict., cap. 37.)

(K, 96) Respecting booms and other works
constructed in navigablewaters whether
under the authority of Provincial Acts
or otherwise.-(Sir A. Campbell.)

1°*, 134; 2°, 153-7; in Comr. & 3°*, 160.
Conc. in Commons Amuts., 407-8, 419e
Absent, 681. (46 Vict., cap. 43).

(Amended by Bill Y.)
(L, 103) To amend " An Act respecting

fnsol vent Banks,Insurance Companies,
Loan Companies. Building Societies
and Trading Corporations. "-(Sir A.
Campbell.)

1°*, 134; 2°, 162; in Com. & 3°*, 172.
Assent, 68t. (46 Vict., cap. 23.)

(M) For the protection of Settlers on Dom-
inion Lands in Manitoba and the North-
West Territories.-(Mr. Reesor.)

1°*, 143; 2', order for, 165, postponed,
170; B. withdn., 349.
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BiLLs.-Con.
(N) Respecting certain offences against the

State.-(Sir A. Campbell.)
1°*, 171 ; 2, 300; referred to Select Coin.,

303.

(0, 122) To anend the Patent Act of 1872-
(Sir A. Campbell.)

1', 281 ; 2°, 334 ; in Con., 351 ; report-
ed & 3°*, 352. Assent, 681. (46 Vict.,
cap.19.)

(P, 125) To make provision for the taking
of evidence in relation to Criminal mat-
ters pending in Courts of Justice in any
other of Her Majesty's Dominions or
before Foreign Tribunale. -(Sir A.
Campbell.)

10*, 336 ; 2°, 368 ; in Com. & 3*, 382.
Assent, 681. (46 Vict., cap. 35.)

(Q, 124) Respecting the High Court of
Justice of Ontario.-(Sir A.C ampbell.)

1°*, 336; 20, 369; in Coni. & 3°, 382. As-
sent, 681. (46 Vict., cap. 10.)

(R, 123) Respecting County Court Judges
in the Province of Ontario.-(Sir A.
Cam pbell.)

1*, 336; 2°, 369 ; in Coin. & 3'*, 382.
(S) Further to amend the Indian Act of

1880.-( Sir A. Campbell.)
B. withdrawn, 410.

(T, 135) Relating to Bills of Exchange and
Promissorv notes in the Province of
Prince Edvard Island.-(Sir A. Camp-
bell).

1°*, 419; 2°, 460; in Com. & and.*, 557;
3° ni., Amt. in wording suggested (Xr.
Power)558; 3', & wording amd., 572.
Assent, 681. (46 Vict., cap. 22).

(U, 136) To amend the law respecting Lot-
teries.-(Sir A. Campbell).

1°*, 532; 2° (& ques. as to legislative
jurisdiction) 555; re.com. & amd. (de-
fiing nature of B.) rep. & Amts. coned.
in, 557.8; 30*, 572. Assent, 681. (46
Vici., cap. 36).

(V, 140) To legalize proceedings taken for
the naturalization of certain Aliens in
the Province of Manitoba.-(Sir A.
Campbell).

1°*, 569; 2', 587; 3°*, 594. Assent, 681.
(46 Vici., cap. 31).

(W, 139) To anend the Act thirty-sixth
Victoria, chapter four, intituled " An
Act to provide for the establishment ol
the Departnent of the Interior" and to
anend " The Indian Act, 1880."-(Sir
A. Campbell.)

10, Rule 41 suspended & 2°, 3°, 594-5. As-
sent, 681. (46 Vict., cap. 6 )

(X, 141) To arnend an Act of the present,
Session, intituled " An Act to incorpor-
ate the Railway Trust and Construction
Company of Canada, (Liniited)."-(Mr.
Vidai.)

(Amending B. 41.) Rules 57 & 41 suspend-
ed, & B. 1°, 2° & 3°, 595. Assent, 681.
(46 Vict.,cap. 76.)

(Y, 144) To anend an Act of the present
Session respecting booms and other
works constructed in navigable waters,
whether under the authority of Provin-
cial Acts or otherwise.-(Sir A. Camp-
bell.)

(Amending Bill K.)
Ques. of Procedure, 612; Rule 46 suspend-

ed, & B. 1', 2' & 3', 613. Assent, 681.
(46 Vict., cap. 44).

(5) For the better prevention of fraud in
relation to contracts involving the ex-
penditure of public moneys.-(Mr.
Scott.)

10*, 160 ; 2', 277 ; in Con.*, 345 ; conc.
in Amts. of Com.*, 370 ; 3°m, 375;
Ant. (Mr. Alexander) to re-com. & add
el. 4 (Election bribes) 375, withdwn.,
381 ; 3', 381. Assent, 681. (46 Vict.,
cap. 32.)

(7) To amend the Criminal Law, and to
extend the provisions of the Act re-
specting offences against the person-
(1fr. Scott.)

1°*, 160 ; 2°, 276 ; reference to Com. of
W. deferred, 303; in Com. & reported *,

344 ; Ant. to 3°, 6 nonths' "hoiset"
(Mr. Almon) carried (C. 42, N-C. 13)
345.

(10) To provide for the amalgamation of
the Bank of Nova Scotia with the
Union Bank of Prince Edward Island.
(Mr. Power.)

1°*, 170 ; 2', & ques. of report from
Standing Ord. Com., 178; conc. in
Rep. of Banking Com., 237 ; 3°*, 239.
Assen t, 681. (46 Vict ,cap. 48.)

(13) Toprovide for thepunishment of Seduc-
tion and like offences,-(Mfr. Power.)

1*, 160; 2°, 250.5, 256-71, passed 2° on a
divn., 271; referred to a Select Con.,
271 ; rep. of Coin. (postponing legisla-
tion) conc. im. (Sir A. Campbell) 310,
agreed to, 314.

(16) To incorporate " The Central Bank of
Canada,"-(Kr. Simpson.)

1°*, 115 ; 2', 125; 3°*, 134. Assent, 681.
(46 Vicl., cap. 50).

(18) To incorporate the University of Sas-
katchewan and to authorize the estab-
lishi nient of Colleges within the limits
of the Diocese of Saskatchewan.-(M.
A llan.)

10*, 160 ; 2°, 172, 213 ; m. to re-com. &
anid. property clause (.1r. Allan) 214;
3°, witht similar Arnt., 215. Assent,
681. (46 Vic , cap. 47).

(19) To incorporate "Les Révérends Pères
Oblats de Marie Immaculée des
Territoires du Nord-Ouest."-(Mr. Gi-
rard.)

1°*, 170 ; 2°, & ques. of report from Stand-
ing Ord. Coni., 179 ; 30*, 226. Assent,
681. (46 Vici. cap. 96).

(20) To ernpower the National Insurance
Company to wind up its affairs and
relinquish its Charter, and to provide
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for the dissolution of the said Company.
-(Mr. Bellerose.)

1°*, 186 ; 2', 225 ; 3'*, 239. Assent, 681.
(46 Vici. cap. 82).

(21) To authorize the raising by way of
loan of certain sunis of money required
for the Public Service.-(Sir A. Camp-
bell.)

10*, 55; 2°, 68-85; Remarks, Mr. Plumb,
89 ; in Coni , 91 ; 3°*, 105. AsseDt,
681. (46 Vict., cap. 3.)

(22) Respecting the "Crédit Foncier Franco-
Canadien. '-(Mr. Plumb.)

1°", 171 ; restored to Order paper, 179;
2°, 211; 3'*, 239. Assent, 681. (46
Vici., cap. 85.)

(23) Further to reduce the Capital Stock of
the Quebec Fire Assurance Company.
(Mr Pelletier.)

1°*, 171 ; 2', 180 ; 3°*, 215. Assent, 681.
(46 Vict., cap. 83.)

(24) To incorporate " The Manitoba and
North Western Fire Insurance Com-
pany."-(Mr Girard.)

1°, ques. of time for Private Bills, & of
reference to Standing Ord. Coni., 160 ;
2°, & further discussion as to report
iromi proper Coni , 173-8 ; 3°*, 239.
Assent, 681. (46 Vici., cap. 84.)

(25) To amend the Law respecting Cruelty
to Animals.-(Mr. Skead.)

1°*, 384; 20, 388; in Coin., 408; ni. (Mr.
Miller, on remarks of Sir A. Campbell)
that Coin. rise, agreed to on a divn.,
409.

(26) To incorporate a C -mpany under the
name of " The Rathbun Company."-
( Mr. Read.)

1°", 204; m. (Mr. Read) to restore to Or-
der paper, for 2°, 226 ; 2' (& ques. of
legislative jurisdiction) 244-250; conc.
in Amte. of Standing Ord. Com. & 3°*>
336. Aesent, 681. (46 Vici., cap. 89.)

(27) To amend " An Act to incorporate the
Ontario and Quebec Railway Comn-
vany ."-(Mr. Allan.)

1°*, 158; 2°, 171; rep. from Ry. Com.*, 194.
Assent, 681. (46 Vici., cap. 58).

(28) To continue " An Act to incorporate
sundry persons by the naine of the
President, Directors and Company of
the Farmers' Bank of Rustico."-(Mr.
Haythorne.)

1°*, 225 ; 2', 271-3 ; conc. in Ants. of
Banking Con. & 3°*, 300. Assent, 681.
(46 Vict.. cap. 49.)

(29) To incorporate the Bank of London,
in Canada.-(Mr. Leonard.)

1°*, 160; 2', 173; 3", 216. Assent, 681.
(46 Vici., cap. 52).

(31) Consolidating and amending the sev-
eral Acte relating to the Militia and
Defence of the Dominion of Canada.-
(Sir A. Campbell.)

1°*, 384; 2°, 391-407; in Com., 412-8; on
cl. 64 (discipline when in uniform)
418-9, Amt. m. (Mr. Ryan) 459, ac-

cepted & B. reported*, 482; cono. in
Ant., 482; 3', 483-4. Explanation on
quotations (Mr. Power) 457. Assent,
681. (46 Vict., cap. 11).

(34) To amend and consolidate the Acts
respecting the Customs.-(Sir A.Camp-
bell.)

1°*, 336 ; 2', 352 ; in Com., amd. & re-
ported *, 374-5; 3°*, 382. Assent, 681.
(46 Vict.. cap. 12.)

(36) To amend the Act incorporating the
Kingston and Penbroke Railway Com-
pany, and the Act amending the sane.
(Mr. Plumb.)

10* 237 ; 2°, 279 ; 3°*, 281. Assent, 681.
(46 Vict., cap. 64.)

(37) To incorporate the Royal Society of
Canada -(Mr. Bourinot.)

1°*, 186 ; 2°*, 226 ; 3°*, 239. Assent, 681.
(46 Vict., cap. 46).

(40) To graut certain powers to the Acad..
Powder Company,-(Mr. Almon.)

1°*, 237 ; 2' (& ques. of legislativejuris-
diction) 275 ; 3°*, 304. Assent, 681.
(46 Vict., cap. 94).

(41) To incorporate the Railway Trust and
Construction Company of Canada,
(Limited).-(Mr. Simpson.)

1°*, 336 ; 2°, 353-5 ; conc. in Amts. of
Banking Com., 391 ; 3°*, 409. Assent,
681. (46 Vict., cap. 75.)

(Amended by Bill X, above).
(42) To amend and continue in force the

Act incorporating the Grafton Harbor
Company, and for other purposes.-(Mr.
Flint).

10, 237 ; n. to restore to Order paper for
2°, 315 ; 2° (& ques. of legislative juris-
diction) 350 ; 3°*. 389. Assent, 681.
(46 Vici , cap. 93).

(43) To amend " An Act to incorporate the
Missionary Society of the Wesleyan
Methodist Church in Canada."-(Mr.
Yidal).

1°*, 204 ; 2', 226; 3°*, 239. Assent, 681.
(46 Vict., cap. 95.)

(44) To incorporate " The Grange Trust,
(Limited)."-(Mr. Plumb).

1°*, 314 ; 2°, 345 ; 3°*, 384. Assent, 681.
(46 Vict., cap. 86).

(45) Further to amend and to consolidate,
as so amended, the several Acte respect-
ing the Public Lands of the Dominio
therein nentioned.-f-(Sir A. Campbell.)

1°*, 390 ; 2', 448-456, 463-474 ; on refer-
ence to Con. of W., 484; in Com., 492,
501; on 31st ci., m. (Mr. Power) to
add sub-sec. (cultivation) 504, lost on
a divn, 505 ; on 42nd cl 2 Amts. (Mr.
Power) respecting Reguf ns., accepted,
507 ; B. reported & Amts. concurred
in *, 511; on nu. for 30, Ant. (Mr,
Power) to add sub-sect. (cultivation)
to cl. 31, 525, lost on a divn., 530 ;
Amt.(31r.Power) to omit words (3years'
residence) from cl. 37, lost on divn.,
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530; Anit. (Mr. Power) to add proviso
(cultivation) after cl. 38, withdwn.,
530 ; Amt. (Mr. Reesor) to insert pro-
viso (cultivation) 530, lost on divn.,
531; B. 3° on a divn., 531. Assent,
681. (46 Vict., cap. 17.)

(46) Further to amend an Act intituled
'"An Act relating to Banks and Bank-
ing," and the several Acte amending
the same.-(Sir A. Campbell.)

1°*, 171 ; 2°, 179; A mts. in Com. (Easter
Monday holiday, &c.) 224; conc.*,
225 ; Amt. to 30 (Mr. Read) to re-com.
& strike out Easter Monday holiday,
241, negatived (C. 19, N-C. 32) 244 ;
3°*, 244. Assent, 681. (46 Vict., cap.
20.)

(48) To incorporate the Wood Mountain
and Qu'Appelle Railway Company.-
( Mr. Allan.)

1°*, 225 ; 2°*, 228 ; Amt. of Ry. Com.,
228 ; conc. & 3°', 228. Assent, 681.
(46 Vici., cap. 74.)

(49) To incorporate the Dominion Phos-
phate and Mining Company. (Mr.
Allan.)

1°*, 170 ; 2° (& ques. of legi8lative juris-
diction) 181-5 ; 3°*, 226. Assent, 681.
(46 Vict,, cap. 91.)

(50) To amend an Act respecting the Credit
Valley RailwayCompany.-(Mr. Allan.)

1°*, 204; 2°, 227; conc. in Amts. of Ry.
Com., 370; 3° m, 371, postponed (&
notice of Amt. by Mr. Power) 373 ; Amt.
(Mr. Allan) re present & pending ar-
rangements, &c, agreed to 381 ; 3', 381.
Conc. in Commons Amts.*, 525. Assent,
681. (46 Vict., cap. 67).

(51) To amend the " Act to incorporate the
Chignecto Marine Transport Railway
Company, (Limited.)"-(Mr. Bourinot.)

1°*, 300; 2', 335; conc. in Amts. of Ry.
Com.*, 367; 3°*, 375. Assent, 681.
(46 Vict., cap. 60.)

(52) To incorporate the Brant County Bank
of Canada.-( 1r. McClelan.)

1°*, 225 ; 2°, 230-7 ; 3°, 277. Assent,
681. (46 Vict., cap. 51.)

(53) To amend the " Act to incorporate the
"London and Ontario Investment
"Company, Limited."-(Mr. Plumb.)

1°, & ques. as to report from Standing
Ord. Com., 204 ; 2°, 226 ; 3°«, 239.
Assent, 681. (46 Vici., cap. 87.)

(54) To incorporate the Quebec and James'
Bay Railway Company.-(Mr. Belle-
rose.)

1, 280 ; 2', 335; conc. in Amts. of Ry.
Com. & 3", 367. Assent, 681. (46
Vict., cap. 70).

(65) To incorporate the Royal Canadian
Pasenger Steamship Company (Limit-
ed).-(Mr. Plumb.)

1°*, 228 ; 2', 278 ; 3°*, 334. Assent, 681.
(46 Fict., cap. 88.)

(57) Further to amend the Acta relating to
the New Brunswick Railway Company.
-(Mr. Botsford.)

1°*, 344; 2°, 382; 3°*, 389. Assent, 681.
(46 Vict., cap. 59.)

(58) To amend the several Acte incornor-
ating the "Portage, Westbourne and
North Western Railway Com pany,"
and to change the name thereof to the
"Manitoba and North Western Railway
Company of Canada."-(Mr. Plumb.)

?', 204 ; 2', 227 ; rep. from Ry. Com.*,
280 ; conc. & 3"*, 296. Assent, 681.
(46 Vict., cap. 68).

(59) To amend the Act incorporating the
Atlantic and North West Railway
Compan.-(Mr. Power.)

1°* 225 ; 2', 228 ; 3°*, 280. Assent, 681.
(46 Vict., cap. 63.)

(63) To amalganate the Presbyterian
Ministers' Widows'and Orphans'Fund
in connection with the Presbyterian
Church of the Lower Provinces, and
the Widows' and Orphans' Fund of
the Presbyterian Church in the Mari-
time Provinces in connection with the
Church of Scotland, and to create a
corporation to administer such funds.-
( Mr. Bourinot.)

1°*, 172 ; 2° & referred to Standing Ord.
Com., 204 ; 3°*, 239. Assent, 681.
(46 Vict., cap. 98.)

(64) To incorporate " The Pacific and
Peace River Railway Company•"-
(Mr. Miller )

1°*, 336 ; 2°, 353 ; 3°*, 384. Assent, 681.
(46 Vict. cap. 73.)

(65) To amend the Act to incorporate the
Ontario Pacifie Railway Company.-
(.Mr. Power.)

1°*, 237; 2', 275; 3", 280. Assent, 681,
(46 Vict., cap. 66.)

(66) To incorporate the Quinze Pier, Boom
and Improvement Conipany.-(Mr.
Skead.)

1°*, 388; 2°, 409 ; 3°*, 457 Assent, 681.
(46 Fict., cap. 92.)

(67) Respecting the Citizens' Insurance
Company of Canada.-(Mr. Bellerose.)

1°*, 160; 2', 172; rep. from Com. with
Amt.* & 3°*, 186. Assent, 681. (46
Vict., cap. 81.)

(70) To amend the Acte relatiing to the
Great Western and Lake Ontario Shore
Junction Railway Company.-(Mr. Mc-
Master.)

1', 277; 2°*, 300 ; 3°*, 304. Assent, 681.
(46 Vict., cap. 65.)

(71) To incorporate the Cumberland Coal
and Railway Company. -(Mr. Mac-
farlane.)

1°*, 277 ; 2', 300 ; conc. in Amts. of Ry.
Coin., 355 ; 3°*, 356. Assent, 681. (46
Vict., cap. 77.)

(72) To incorporate the Qu'Appelle, bong
Lake and Saskatchewan Railroad and
Steamboat Company.-(Mr. Vidal.)

1°*, 277 ; 2°, 299; 3°', 333. Assent, 681.
(46 Vict., cap. 72.)
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(73) Respecting the Montreal, Ottawa and
Western Railway Company, and to
change the naine thereof to the " Mon-
real and Western Railway Company."
-(Mr. Bellerose.)

1°", 186 ; 2°, & ques. of report from
Standing Ord. Com., 225 ; 3°*, 280.
Assent, 681. (46 Vici., cap. 62).

(74) To incorporate the Saskatchewan and
North Western Railway Company
(Mr. Sutherland.)

1°" 314 ; 2', 349; conc. in Amte. of Ry.
dom., 384-7 ; 3", 387. Assent, 681.
(46 Vici., cap. 71.)

(75) To incorporate the Board of Manage-
ment of the Church and Manse Build-
ing Fund of the Presbyterian Church
in Canada, for Manitoba and the
NorthWest.-(Mr. Wark.)

1°*, 172 ; referred to Standing Ord. Com.
for report, 180 ; reported *, 225 ; 2°,
237 ; 3°* 280. A ssent, 681. (46 Vict.,
cap. 97.)

(76) To amend the Act to incorporate the
Northern, North Western and Sault
Ste. Marie Railway Company, and to
change the naine of the said Company
to the Northern and Pacific Junction
Railway Comnpany.-(Mr. Allan.)

1", 336 ; 2*, 355 ; 3*, 384. Assent, 681.
(46 Vict., cap. 67).

(78) To anend the Act tassed in the forty-
fifth year of the reign of Her present
Majesty, intituled: " An Act to repeal
the duty on promissory notes, drafts and
bills of exchange."-(Mr. Botaford.).

1'*, 225; 2', 273-5; in Coim. & amd.',
278; 3°", 280. Assent, 681. (46 Vict.,
cap. 21.)

(79) To incorporate the Davis and Law-
rence Company.--(Mr. Ogilvie.)

1°", 280; 2' (ques. of residence of director-
ate, & ques. of legislative jurisdiction)
296-9; 3*, 304. Assent, 681. (46
Vict., cap. 90.)

(80) To anend the Act incorporating " The
Great Eastern Railway Company."-
(Mr. Bellerose.)

1", 237; 2*, 255; 3"*, 280. Assent, 681.
(46 Vict., cap. 61.)

(83) To amend the Acta respecting pro-
cedure in Criminal cases, and other
inatters relating to Criminal Law.-
(Sir A . Campbell.)

1°*, 160 ; 2', 171 ; in Con.*, 178 ; 3',
185. Assent, 681. (46 Vic. cap. 34.)

(85) To amend " The Dominion Elections
Act, 1874."-(Sir A. Campbell.)

1°", 433; 2', 460-2 ; 3°*,,482. Assent, 681.
(46 Vict., cap.4.)

(88) To unite the Winnipeg and Hudson's
Bay Railway and Steanship Company
and the Nelson Valley Railway and
Transportation Company into one cor-
poration, under the naine of " The
Winnipeg and Hudson's Bay Railway
anm iteamship Company." - (Mr.
Plumb.)

SUE r8. xxM

1, 314 ; 2°, 356 ; 3°*, 384. Assent, 681.
(46 Vict, cap. 69).

(89) Respecting certificates to Masters and
Mates of Inland and Coasting Ships.-
(Sir A. Campbell.)

1°*, 314 ; 2', 345-9 ; in Com. & and,* 387;
3°, 409. Assent, 681. (46 Vici., cap.
28).

(90)-See above, " B."
(91)-See above," C."
(92)--See above, " G."
(93)-See above, "E."
(94) To amend "An Act respecting the

offices of Receiver General and -Min-
ister of Public Works," as to the
powers of the Minister of Railways
and CanalQ.-(Sir A. Campbell.)

1", 433 ; 2', 462 ; 3°*, 482. Assent, 681.
(46 Vici., cap. 5).

(95)-See above, "a1."
(96)-See above," K."
(101) Further to amend " The Fisheries

Act."-(Sir A Campbell.)
1°a, 569; 2°, 572-587; in Com., Amt.

suggested (Mr. Power) riparian owners'
rights, 588; Amt, m. (Mr. Chapai.q)
on that clause, 592; suggestion (Mr.
deBoucherville) to strike out the clause,
592; Mr. Chapais' Amt. agreed to, 592;
notice of Amt. to 3° (Mr. Nelson.) B. C.
exemptions, 592; Amt. m. (Mr. Power)
apparatus, agreed to, 592; B. reported
& 3°, 593.-Commons disagreeing with
A-uts. (riparian owners' rights) A rts.
insisted on, 657-8.

(103)-See above, " L."
(104) Further to arend "The General In-

spection Act, 1874.-(Sir A. Campbell.)
1, 363 ; 2*, 373 ; in Coin. & 3°*, 383.

Assent, 681. (46 Vict., cap. 29.)
(105) For granting certain powers to the

Canadian Electric Light Company.--
(Mr. Plumb.)

1°", 363 ; 2° & referred to Standing Ord.
Com., 434; Amts. of Standing Ord.
Con. adopted, & 3°, 588. Assent, 681,
(46 Vici., cap. 80.)

(108) Further to amend the Act respecting
the Harbour of Pictou.-(Sir A . Camp-
bell.)

1", 384 ; 2°*, 387 ; in Com. & 3°", 391.
Assent, 681. (46 Vic., cap. 42).

(111)-See above, " J."
(1 12)-See above, " F."

(113) To authorize the Grand Trunk Rail-
way Company of Canada to extend their
traffic arrangement with the North
Shore Railway Company to fifty years
from the date thereof.-(Mr-. F1"errer.)

1°*, 383; referred to Standing Ord. Com.,
383; suspension of Rules 51, 56 & 57
m. (Mr. Vidal) 389, agreed to, 390;
2°, m. for, & poetponement, 390; 434;
Amt.m.(Mr. deBoucheroville),6 months'
" hoist," 435-9, negatived (C. 21, N-C.
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27) 447: Ques. of recording " Pairs"
on divn., 448, 458; B. 2°, on same divn.,
448 ; reported froni Ry. Coin., 474
Ques. of reporting Proceedings of Coi.,
& m-. (Mr. deBoucherville) for Speaker's
Ruling, put & withdn., 474-482; notice
cf Amit. to 3° (Mr. Power) *, 482; on
3*, Ant. to re-coni. & add clause (exist-
ing righ ts) n. (Mr. Power) 496, negati v-
ed (C. 24, N-C. 31) & B. 3. 501. As-
sent, 681. (46 Vict., cap. 54).

(114) Respecting the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way C ompany.-(Mr. Allan.)

1°*, 384 ; 2°, 387 ; 3°*, 458. Assent, 681.
(46 Vict., cap. 55.)

(115) To consolidate and anend tie several
Acts respecting the Inland Revenue.-
(Sir A. Campbell.)

1°o, 474; 2', 492; in Coni. & reported *,
524; on ni. for consideration of Rep.,
524; re-coni. & and.*, 531; 3°*, 532.
Assent, 681. (46 Vict., cap. 15.)

(116) Further to amend the Act respecting
the incorporation of a Coni pany to
establish a Marine Telegraph between
the Pacific coast of Canada and Asia.
(Afr. Macdonald.)

10*, 388 ; 20, 410 ; in Con, & 3°*, 448.
Assent, 681. (46 Vict., cap. 45.)

(118) To arnend the Act incorporating the
European, Anerican, Canadian and
Asiatic Cable Conpany (Limiited), and
to change the name thereof to "The
American, British and Continental
Cable Company (Linited)." - (JYr.
Plumb.)

1°*, 388 ; 2, 513-523 ; rep. f ron Com.",
& 30 postponed, 532; 3 , 541-555. As-
sent, 681. (46 Vict., cap. 78.)

(119) Further to anend the Tarift of Duties
of Customs.-(Sir A. Campbell.)

10*, 610 ; 2°, 653 ; 3°*, 656. Assent, 681.
(46 Vici., cap. 13.)

(120)-See above, "I."
(121) Respecting the Harbour Master of

the Harbour of Three Rivers.-(Sir A.
Campbell.)

1°*, 433 ; 2°, 474 ; in Con. & 3°*, 492. As-
sent, 681. (46 Vict., cap. 41.)

(122)-See above, "O."
(123)-See above, "R."
(124)-See above, "Q."
(125)-See above, "P."
(126) To make further provision respecting

the Regulation and Collection of Tolae
on Government Timber Slides and
other Works constructed to facilitate
the transmission of Timber, Lunber
and Saw-logs.-(Sir A. Campbell.)

1°*, 569 ; 2°*, 587 ; in Con., 593 ; 3°*,
594. Assent, 681. (46 Vict., cap. 16.)

(127) Further to anend "The Consolidated
Railway Act, 1879," and to declare
certain lines of Railway to be works for
the general advantage of Canada.-(Sir
A. Campbell.)

1', 610 ; 2°n., 637, agreed to on a divn.,
641 ; in Com., 641 ; Amit. m. (Mr.
Power) excluding local lines, 642, lost
on a divn., 643; A mit. (Sir A. Camp-
bell) tue proviso, agreed to, 643 ;
Ant. (Sir A. Campbell) fences, agreed
to on a divn., 643-4 ; B. reported & 3°n,
657 ; Anit. n. (Mr. P>ower) excluding
local lines, lost on a divn, & B. 3°,657.
Assent, 681. (46 Vict., cap. 24.)

(128) For granting to Her Majesty certain
sums of money required for defrayng
certain expenses of the public service,
for the financial years ending respec-
tively the 30th June, 1883, and the .10th
June, 1884, and for other purposes
relating to the public service.-(Sir A.
Campbell.)

1°*, 679 ; 2', 680 ; 30*, 681. Assent, 684.
(46 Vict., cap. 2.)

(129) To amend the Act thirty-eighth
Victoria, chapter fifty-six, ilntituled
"An Act respecting the Graving Dock
in the Harbour of Quebec, and authoriz-
ing the raising of a loan in respect
thereof."-(Sir A. Campbell.)

1°*, 571 ; 2°, 609 ; 3°*, 611. Assent, 681.
(46 Vici., cap. 40).

(130) To amend the Act thirty-sixth Vic-
toria, chapter sixty.two, and the Act
forty-third Victoria, chapter seventeen,
respecting the Quebec Harbour.-(Sir
A. Campbell.)

1°, 571 ; 2, 609 ; 3°*, 611. Assent, 681.
(46 Vict., cap. 39).

(131) To encourage the manufacture of Pig
Iron in Canada, froni Canadian ore.--
(Sir A. C'ampbell.)

10*, 610 ; 2°, 644-653 ; 3° on a divn. *,
653. Assent, 681. (46 Vict., cap. 14).

(132) Respecting the sale oi Intoxicating
Liquors and the issue of licenses there-
for.-(Sir A. Campbell.)

10*, 627; 2°, 657; in Com.', 657; in Con.
(with general debate on constitution-
ality, &c.,) 666 ; reported, 677 ; on m.
for 3°, Ant. (Mr. Scott) to defer, pend-
ing decision on jurisdiction, negatived
(C. 12, N-C. 17) 677; Aint. (Mr. Trudel)
rights of local legislatures, m., 677,
dropped, 678 ; Amit. (Mr. Nelson) tinie
extension in B. C., n., 678, dropped,
679; Amt. (Mr. Plumb) nuniber of
licences, m. & withdwn., 679; B. 3° on
a divn., 679. Assent, 681. (46 Vici.,
cap. 30.)

(133) To continue for a limited time the
Acts therein mentioned. -(Sir A.
Campbell.)

10 & 2*, 611 ; in Com. & 3°*, 653. As-
sent, 681. (46 Vict., cap. 33.)

(134) To provide for the salaries and
superannuation and travelling allow-
ances of certain Judges of certain Pro-
vincial Courts.-(Sir A. Campbell.)

1°*, 610 ; Rule 41 auspended,'& 2°, 610;
3°*, 611. Assent, 681. (46 Vict., cap. 9.)
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(135)-See above, "T."
(136)-See above, " U."
(137) For authorizing Subsidies for the con-

struction of the lines of Railway therein
nient ioned-(Sir A. Campbell.)

10, 613; Rule 41 suspended & 2' ni.,
613; Ait proposed (Mr. Power) Gt.
Amer. & Europ. Short Line Ry., pro-
viso, 620; on in. for 3', postponement
demanded (Mr. Power) 623; Amt. ni.
(Mr. Power) as above, 624; Ques. of
Order thereon (Mr. Miller) 624 ; Ques.
of Order, personal, (Mr. Power) 624;
Amt. lost on a divn. & B. 3', 625. As.
sent, 681. (46 Vict., cap. 25.)

(138) To provide for advances to be made
by the Governnent of Canada to " The
Saint John Bridge and Railway Exten-
sioni Coin pany."--(Sir A. Campbell.)

1", 627; 2', 656; 3', 656-7. Assent, 681.
(46 Vict., cap. 26.)

(139)-See above, " W."
(140)-See above, " V."

(141)-See above, " X."
(142 To make further provision for deep-

ening the ship channel of the River St.
Lawrence, between Montreal and Que-
bec.-(Sir A. Campbell).

1°, 2' & 3°*, 611. Assent, 681. (46 Vict.,
cap. 38.)

(143) To extend to British Columbia the
Act relating to fishing by Foreign
Vessels.-(Sir A. Campbell).

1°*, 627 ; 2', 657 ; 3°", 657. Assent, 681.
(46 Vict., cap. 27.)

(144)-See above, " Y."
Bills & Notes - see " Bill-stamps." - See

also " P. E. I."
Bills,private.

Petitions, Tirne for, extended (Com's Rep.)
50,51,161; Amt. of Rule suggested (Mr.
.&iller) 50. Time for receiving B's. ex-
tended (Rep. of Com ) 88. Rules 49 &
50, A mt. proposed (Rep. of Com.) M.
(Mr. Bellerose) 556-7, 606; ni. withdwn.,
609. Rule 61, suspension for renainder
of Session m. (Sir A. Campbell) & agreed
to, 456. For other questions, see the
suIect, under " Order, &c."

Booms, &c., in navigable waters,
Regulations ; B. (K, 96, Sir A.
Campbell.)
1°*, 134; 2°, 153-7 ; in Com. & 3°*. 160.

Conc. in Commons Amuts., 407-8, 419.
Assent, 681. (46 Vict., cap. 43).

Amt. B. (Y, 144, Sir A. Campbell.)
Ques. of Procedure, 612; Rule 46 suspend-

ed, & B. 1°, 2' & 3°, 613. Assent, 681.
(46 Vict., cap. 44).

Booms, Guvt., toll collection,-see "Tii.
ber."

Bounties-see " Iron manufacture."

Brant County Bank; Incorp. B. (52,
Mr. MClelan.)

1", 225 ; 2°, 230-7 ; 30, 277. Assent,
681. (46 Vict., cap. 51.)

Brazil, kSteamship service with.
M. for Retorn & corresp. (Mr. Pelletier) 88,

agreed to, 89. Inqy. (Mr. Pelletier) &
Reply (SirA. Campbell) 375.

Brit. otumbia Fishing.-See " Fishing."
Building Societies, Insolvent--"Insolvent.'
Business, public, of the Session.

State of; Inqy. (Mr. Power) 136; discus-
sion ; Reply (Sir A. Campbell) 139. 140-2.
Remarks, on 2° of Supply Bill (Mr. Alex-
ander) 680.

Canada Ry. Trust Co.-see " Railway."
Canadian Electric Light Co. ; B.

granting powers to (105, Mr.
Plumb.)

10, 363 ; 2° & referred to Standing Ord.
Com., 434 ; Amts. of Standing Ord.
Com. adopted, & 3, 588. Assent, 681.
(46 Vict., cap. 80.)

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.
Leasing of other lines (Credit Val-

ley, &c.,) B. authorizing (114, Mr.
Allen.)

Petition for Act received, under suspension
of Rule 49, 304-5.
1°*, 384; 2°, 387; 300, 458. Assent, 681.

(46 Vict., cap. 55.)
Souris Branch, completion of; Inqy. (Mr.

Reesor) 157 ; Reply (Sir A. Campbell)
157, 173.

Canadian Rapid Telegraph Co.; In-
corp B. (1, Mr Carvell.)
1°", 106; 2' m & postponed, 106; 2*,

144-152; Ants. rep. from Ry. & Tel.
Com., 277; cone. m, 282, deferred, 288;
considered, 316-333, 336; Ant. (Mr.
Miller) to refer to Com . of W. for Ant.,
343, carried (C. 42, N-C. 11) 344; in
Coin. & reported «, 344; cone. in Ants.
of Coin. m., 356 ; (ques. of suspension of
Rules by Con., &c., 357-361 ; )
conc. agrecd to on a divn., 363; 30",
363; conc. in Commons Amts.*, 525.
Assent, 681. (46 Vict., cap. 79.)

Canadian Steamship Co.-see "Royal."
Cape Traverse Branch Ry .- see "P. E. I."
Caraquet Ry. Subsidy-see " Railways."
Central Bank of Canada; Incorp. B.

(16, Mr. Simpson.)
1°, 115 ; 2°, 125; 3°*, 134. Assent, 681.

(46 Vict., cap. 50).
Certificates, Masters'. &c.-see "Masters."
Chapleau, Bon. Mr.

Recent speech at New York; Remarks, on
adjt. of H. (Mr. Bellerose & others) 186-
194.-See also "Mousseau;" and "Par-
liament, Independence of."

Chastity, ofences against-see "Criminal law,
Incest."-See also "Seduction."

Chignecto Marine Ry., Incorp. Act;
Aint. B. (51, Mr. Bourinot.)
1°*, 300; 2, 335; conc. in Amts. of Ry.

Com.', 367 ; 3°0, 375. Assent, 681.
(46 Vict., cap. 60.)
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Citizens' Ins. Co.; capital reduced,
&c. ; B. (67, Mr. Bellerose.)
1°, 160; 2°, 172; rep. from Com. with

Amt.* & 3°0, 186. Assent, 681. (46
Vict., cap. 81.)

Civil Service Act, 1882 ; Amt. B.
(B, 90, Sir A. Campbell.)
1°*, 48 ; 2°, 89 ; in Coin.*, 106, 118 ; re-

com. & amd., 121 ; 3°*, 121 ; conc. in
Commons Amts.*, 525. Asseut, 681.
(46 Vict., cap. 7.).

Civil Service, Names, origins, salaries, &c.
Return promised (Sir A. Campbell) 50.

Inqy. (Mr. Trudel) 160, Reply (Sir A.
Campbell) 160, 186. Further Inqy. (Mr.
Trudel) Reply (Sir A. Campbell) 610.

Civil Service superannuation Acts
Amt. & consolid. B. (0, 91, Sir A.
Campbell.)
1°*, 48 ;2°, 85-8 ; in Com., 106-115 ; 3°,

115. Assent, 681. (46 Vict,, cap. 8.)
Civil Service, superannuations since 1878.

Notice of m. for Return (Mr. Scott) Ret.
promised (Sir A. Campbell) 48 ; further
Remarks thereon, 85-6 ; Return brought
down, 92.

Cvil suits, unstamped notes - see I Bill
Stamps."-See also "P. E. I."

Clerc of itAc Senate.
Langevin, Mr. E. J., appointed, 3.

Coin collection for Library.
Remarks on 1st Rep. of Com. (Mr. Hay-

thorne) 207; Reply (SirA. Campbell) 208.
Commissioners under Great Seal.

Langevin & Adamson appointed, 3.

COMMONS, HOUSE OF.

Bills,private, received from; Ques. of being
reported upon by Senate Standing Ord.
Com., 173-8.

Committee, Attendance of Senators at; m.
for leave (Sir A. Campbell) 158, agreed
to, 159.

Contingencies, as compared with Senate, 629-
635.

Conspiracies-see " State offences."
Contingent Accounts, Committee on.

lt Rep.; Removal of Phillips, page; Rep.
adopted (Mr. Read) 53.

2nd Rep.; Salary of Asst. Accountt.; adop-
tion m. (Mr. Read) 161. Re-com. sug-
gested (Sir A. Campbell) 161, agreed to,
162.

3rd Rep.; on m. for adoption (Mr. Read)
general discussion on Contingencies (3fr
Miller & others) 627; m. agreed to, 637.

Contracts, prevention of fraud in
B. (5, Mr. Scott.)
1°*, 160; 2°, 277; in Con.*, 345; conc

in Arnts. of Coni, **P370; 3'ni, 375
Amt. (r. Alexander) to re-com.&, a
cl. 4 (Election bribes) 375, withdwn.
381 ; 3°, 381. Assent, 681. (46 Vict.
cap. 32.)

Corporations, prosoeution ef-see " Crimina
procedure."

County Ct. Judges, Ont.-see " Ont."
Court, High, Ont.-see " Ont."
Courts abroad, evidence for cases before-see

leCriminal Evidence."
Courts, County, Ont.-see " Ont."

Credit Foncier, rate of interest, &c.;
B. (22, .4r, Plumb.)
1°*, 171 ; restored to Order paper, 179;

2°, 211; 3'*, 239. Assent, 681. (46
Fict., cap. 85.)

Credit Valley Ry. Act ; Amt. B.,
amalgamation, running powers,
&c. (50, Mr. Allan.)
1°*, 204; 2°, 227; conc. in Amts. of Ry.

Com., 370; 3' m, 371, postponed (&
notice of Amt. by Mr. Power) 373; Amt.
(Mr. Allan) re present & pending ar-
rangements, &c, agreed to, 381 ; 3', 381.
Conc. in Commons Amts.*, 525. Assent,
681. (46 Vict., cap. 57).

Credit Valley Ry., Lease by C. P. R.; Petition
of C. P. R. received, 304.-(For that Bill.
see" U. P. R.")

Crimes of violence Act, continuance
in Force; B. (133, Sir A. Campbell.)
1' & 2°*, 611 ; in Com. & 3°«, 653. As-

sent, 681. (46 Vict., cap. 33.)
Criminal evidence, provision for, in

cases pending before Courts
abroad; B. (P, 125, Sir A. Cam-
bell.)
10, 336; 2°, 368 ; in Coin. & 3°*, 382.

Assent, 681. (46 Vict., cap. 35.)
Criminal Justice in disputed Territory (Ont).

See " Justice."
Criminal law Amt.; Incest, punish-

ment of; B. (7, Mr. Scott.)
1°*, 160 ; 2°, 276 ; reference to Com. of

W. deterred, 303; in Com. & reported *,
344; Amt. to 3°, 6 months' "hor8t"
(Mr. Almon) carried (C. 42, N-C. 13)
345.

See also " Seduction, punishment of."
Criminal procedure, Arnt.; Corpora-

tions, prosecution of ; B. (83,
S&r A. Campbell.)
1", 160 ; 2°, 171 ; in Com.*, 178; 3°,

185. Assent, 681. (46 Viçi., cap. 34.)
Criminal Statistics, 1882.

Prison Return; M. for (Mr. Macdonald)
agreed to, 168.

Cruelty to Animals, Acts, further
Amt. B. (25, Mr. Skead.)
l°u, 384; 2, 388; in Com., 408 ; m. (Mr.

;Miller, on remarks ot Sir A. Campêelt)
that Coin. rise, agreed to on a divn.,
409.

Cumberland Coal & Ry.Co.; Incorp.
B. (71, Mr. Macfarlane.)
1°*, 277; 2', 300 ; cone. in Amts. of Ry.

Coin., 355 ; 3°*, 356. Aissent, 681. (46
Vici., cap. 77.)
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Customs Act, 1883; B. (34, Sir A. Divorce, Nicholson, B. (D, Mr. Kaul-
Campbell.) bach.)
1°*, 336 ; 2°, 352 ; in Com., amd. & re- 1°*, 51; on m. for 2°, Ques. of Procedure,

ported *, 374-6; 3*, 382. Assent, 681. on selection of Com., &c., 51-3; on
(46 Vici., cap. 12.) telegram from Deft., 2° postponed, 58-

Customs duties on hay, U. S. 66; service of notice, discussion on
Refund of; Inqy. (Mr.McClelan). Reply Rules, 66; 2° m., 100; witnesses to ser-
(Sir A. Campbell), 612. vice of notice examined, 101; 2 on a

Cusom Trif frterAmnt B. (i 19 divn., 104; referred to Sel. Corn., 105;Customs Tariff further lt ep. of Co. (shorthand reporter)
Sir A. Campbell) adopted, 116. Petition from respondent
1°, 610 ; 2°, 653 ; 3°*, 656. Assent, 681. for neans for defence received, 121, re-

(46 Yict., cap. 13.) ferred to sel. Com., 123; Rule 73 amd.,
Damages claims-see «Accidents." 136; 2nd Rep. of Com. (means for de-

fence) carried on divn., 157; 3rd Rep.Davis & Lawrence Co. ; Incorp. B. of Com.,(rejecting Preamble of B.) 288,
(79, Mr. Ogilvie.) agreed to on a divn., 296.
leu, 280; 2* (ques. of residence of director- Dmno lcin c~A t .

ate, & que. of legiative juriediction) Dominion Elections Act Amt. B.,
296-9 ; 3°•, 304. Assent, 681. (46 security for costs of Election
Vict., cap. 90.) suits (85, Sir A. Campbell.)

Debates, publication of. 1°*, 433 ; 2', 460-2 ; 3°*, 482. Assent, 681.
2nd Rep. of Com. (Index, present session) (46 Vici., cap.4.)

adopted, 133-4. 3rd Rep. (Reporting con- Dominion Elections, questions, see also:-
tract, next two sessions) adopted, 410-2. " Contracts, Fraud in," Bill No. 5 (Amt.)

Declaration, statutory-see "Interpretation a Chapleau, Hon. Mr."Act." See also "Rule 73, Amt. of." " Parliament, Independence of."
Defence of British Columbia. Dominion Land Sales, Sorel.

1y H. M. Ships ; m. for corresp. (Mr. Mac- M. for 0. C. & Corresp. (Mr. Guévremont)
donald) 118, agreed to, 121. 597, agreed to, 598. Inqy., (by same)

Diamissal of F. Phillips, Page. Reply (Sir A. Campbell) 598.
On Rep. of Contingt. Acets. Com., 53. Dominion Land Sales, Ste. Agathe.

Diatributor, Chief, o/ Documents. Péloquin case; m. for corresp. (Mr. Guévre-
Salary increased (on 8th Rep. of Printing mont) agreed te, 171.

Com.) 611. Dominion Land Sales, Winnipeg.
Newspaper report; Remarks on (Mr. ReesorDIVISIONS. & others) 570-1.

Banking Acta; Ami. B. (46, Sir A. Campbell)
On 3 , Amt., to re-coin. & strike out Easter

Monday holiday (Mr. Read) 241, nega-
tived (C. 19, N-C. 32) 244.

Canadian Rapid Tel. Co. Incorp. B. (1, 120,
1fr. Carvell.

On m. lor conc. in Amnts. of Ry. & Tel.
Com., Ant. (Mr. Miller) to refer B. to
Com. of Whole foi further Amte., 343,
carried (C. 42, N-C. 11) 344.

Criminal law Ami., Incesi; B. (7, Mr. Scott.)
Amt. to 3°, six months' " hoist " (Mr. AI-

mon) carried (C. 42, N-C. 13) 345.
Grand Trunk Ry.. traffc arrangement with N.

Shore Ry., time extension; B. (113, Mr.
Ferrier).

Anit. to 2°, six months " hoist" (Mr. de
Boucherville) 435-9, negatived (C. 21, N-C.
27) 447 B. 2° on sanie Division, 448.

Amt. to 3°, to re-com. & add phrase to 2nd
clause, not to affect existing rigbts (Mr.

oueer) 496, negatived (C. 24 N-C. 31)
501.

Liquor License B. (132, Sir A. Campbell.)
Amt. to 3°, to defer consideration pending

decision of ques. of jurisdiction (Mr.
Scott) negatived (C. 12, N-C. 17) 677.

"Pairs" on Divisions, recording of
Ques. raised (Mr. Bellerose) 448; Reply in

negative (the Speaker) and Remarks on
subject (Mr. Miller & others) 458.

Dominion Lands Act, 1883; B. (45t
Sir A. Campbell).
10*, 390 ; 2', 448-456, 463-474 ; on refer-

ence to Com. of W., 484; in Con., 492,
501; on 31st el., m. (Mr. Power) to
add sub-sec. (cultivation) 504, lost on
a divn, 505; on 42nd cl., 2 Amts. (Mr.
Power) respecting Regulns., accepted
507; B. reported & Amts. concurred
in , 511 ; on in. for 3*, Amt. (Mr.
Power) to add sub-sect. (cultivation)
to ci. 31, 525, lost on a divn., 630 ;
Amt.(Mr.Power)to omit words (3years'
residence) from cl. 37, lost on divn.,

Dominion Lands, protection of Set-
tiers, B. (M, Mr. Reesor.)
1", 143; 2°, order for, 165, postponed,

170; B. withdn.,349.
Dominion Phosphate & MiningCo.;

Incorp. B. (49, Mr. Allan.)
diction) 181-5; 3°*, 226. Assent, 681.
(46 Vici,, cap. 91.)

Drugs, Inspections of.
M. for Return (Mr. Paquet) 363; discussion;

agreed to, 367. Similar Inqy., withdn.,
367. Printing of Return requested, 611.

Elections, Questions respectzng. see:-
"Contracts, Fraud in," Bill No. 5. (Amt.)
«Dominion Election Act," Bill No. 85.
" Chapleau, Hon. Mr."
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el Parliament, Independence of."
Bective Senate, expediency of.

Attention called to (Mr. Alexander) 595;
Remarks thereon (Mr. Power) 597.

Employés--see " Civil Service."
English Mail Service. M. for Corresp. (Mr.

Power) 54, agreed to, 55.-Change of
Contract; Inqy. (Mr. Power) 92; dis-
cussion ; reply (Sir A. Campbell) 96-7-
8-9, 100.

European, American, Canadian &
As'atic Cable Co. Incorp. Act;
Amt. B., name changed, &c. (11 8,
Mr. Plumb.)
1'*, 388 ; 2', 513-523 ; rep. from Com.*,

& 3' postponed, 532; 3 , 541-555. As-
sent, 681. (46 Vict., cap. 78.)

leidence, afirmation,-see " Interpretation
Act."-See also " Rule 73, Amt. of."

Evidence in cases pending abroad-see "Cri-
minal evidence."

Evidence, un-stamped notes in-see "Bill
Stamps.'

Examinations, Masters, &c.-see " Masters."
Expiring Acts, continuance-see I Crime ;"

alseo " ustice,"
Farmers' Bank-see " Justice."

Fisheries, Act; further Amt. B. (101,
Sir A. Campbell.)
1°o, 569; 2', 572-587; in Com., Ant.

suggested (Mr. Power) riparian owners'
rights, 588; Amt. ni. (Mr. Chapai.s)
on that clause, 592; suggestion (Mr.
deBoucherville) to strike out the clause,
592; Mr. Chapais' Amt. agreed to, 592;
notice of Amt. to 3° (Mr. Nelson.) B. C.
exemptions, 592; Anit. m. (Mr. Power)
apparatus, agreed to, 592; B. reported
& 3°, 593.-Commons disagreeing with
Avots. (riparian owners' rights) Amts.
insisted on, 657-8.

Fishing by Foreign vessels; Act
extended to B. C. (143, Sir A.
Campbell.)

1°*, 627 ; 2', 657 ; 3"*, 657. Assent. 681.
(46 Iict., Cap. 27).

Food, Inspections of.
I. for Return (Jr. Paquet) 363; discussion;

agreed to, 367.
Similar Inqy., withdn., 367. Printing of
Retuin requested, 611.

Foreign ishing vessels-see " Fishing."
Foreign Tribunals, eviden ce for cases before

see " Criminal Evidence."
France, Money Order systen with.

Arrangements for; Inqy. (Mr. Bourinot)
Reply (Sir A. Campbell) 136.

France, Steamship Service with.
M. for correspondence respecting (Mr

Pel lier) 88, agreed to, 89. Inqy. on sub
ject (Mr Pelletier) & Reply (Sir A
Canpbell) 375.

Fraud in Contracts, B.-see I Contracts."
Freight, Ocean Mail Steamers.

M. for corresp. (21r. Power) 54; agreed to
55.

French Caknadian Population.
Claims to Senate representation in Govt. &

Speakership; Explanation (Sir A. Camp-
hell) on Debate on Address, 54.

Gatineau Valley Ry. subsidy-see " Rail-
ways."

General Inspection Act-see "Inspection."
Geological Survey, Quebec.

Petroleumn, borings for; Inqy (Mr. Trudel)
Reply (Sir A. Campbell) 456.

Geological Survey Report, & Maps.
Publication of ; Inqy. (Mr. Bourinot) 240;

Reply (Sir A. Campbell) 241, 281.
Germany, Money order system with.

Arrangement for ; Inqy. (Mr. Bourinot)
Reply (Sir A. Campbell) 136.

Glasier, G. D., contractor.
St John River improvement ; m. for cor-

resp. (Mr. Glasier) agreed to, 282.
GovERNOR GENERAL, Address on departure-

see "Address."
Govt. business of the Session.

State of; Inqy. (Mr. Power) 136 ; discuo-
sion ; Reply (Sir A. Campbell) 139, 140-2.
Remarks, on 2' of Supply B. (Mr. Alex-
ander) 680.

Grafton Harbor Co. Incorp. Act;
Amt. & continuance B. (42, Mr.
Flint.)
1°, 237 ; m. to restore to Order paper for

2', 3t5; 2 (& ques. of legisiative jurie-
dict ion) 350 ; 3"*. 389. Assent, 681.
(46 Vict , cap. 93).

Grand Trunk Ry. ; traffic arrange-
ment with N. Shore Ry., time
extended ; B. (113, Mr. Ferrier.)
1°*, 383; referred to Standing Ord. Coin.,

383; suspension of Rules '51, 56 & 57
n. (Mr. Vidal) 389, agreed to, 390;
2°, n. for, & postponement, 390; 434;
Arm t. in. (Mr. deBoucherville), 6 mon t h s'
" hoist," 435-9, negatived (C. 21, N-C.
27) 447 : Ques. of recording " Pairs "
on divn., 448, 458; B. 2', on same divn.,
448 ; reported from Ry. Coni., 474
Ques. of reporting Proceedings of Com.,
& m. (Mr. deBoucherrille) for Speaker's
Ruling, put & withdn., 474-482; notice
of Arnt. to 3' (Mr. Power) *, 482; on
3*, Amt. to re-com. & add clause (exist-
ing rights) m. (Mr. Power) 496, negativ-
ed (C. 24, N-C. 31) & B. 3°, 501. As-
sent, 681. (46 Vict., cap. 54).

Grange Trust, incorp. B. (44, Mr-
Plumb.)
1°*, 314 ; 2°, 345 ; 3°*, 384. Assent, 681.

(46 Vict., cap. 86).
Gravenhurst to Callender Ry., subsidy-see

"« Railways."
Great American, &c, Railway-see " Rail-

ways, subsidies," B.
Great Britain; Immigration from.

Govt. aid to; Inqy. (Mr. O'Donohoe)
625; Reply (Sir A. Campbell) 626.

Great Eastern Ry. Co. Incorp. Act;
Amt. B., Capital increased, &c.,
(8ô, Mr.Bellerose.)
1*, 237; 2°*, 255; 3°, 280. Assent, 681.

(46 Vict., cap. 61.)
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Great Western & Lake Ont. Junc-
tion Ry.; time for construction
extended; B. (70, Mr. McAaster.)
1°*, 277 ; 2°*, 300 ; 3', 304. Asent, 681.

(46 Vict., cap. 65.)
Hay, U. S. duties imposed.

Refund of ; Inqy. (Mir. McClelan) Reply
(Sir A. Campbell) 612.

His EXCELLENCY, Address on departure-
see " ADDREss."

Immigration from G. B. & Ireland.
Govt. aid to; Inqy. (Mr. 'O'Donohoe)
625; Reply (Sir A. Campbell) 626.

Incest-see " Criminal law Aimt."
Index to R ort of Debates.

Present Session, 133; by Reporters in
future, 410.

Indian Act; further Amt. B. (S.,
Sir A. Campbell.)

B. withdrawn, 410.
Indian Affairs ; any Minister may be

appointed Superintendent-Gen-
eral ; B. (W, 139, Sir A. Campbell.)
1°, Rule 41 suspended & 20, 3°, 594-5. As-

sent, 681. (46 Vict., cap. 6 )
Inland Revenue Act, consolidated;

B. (115, Sir A. Campbell.)
1'*, 474; 2', 492; in Com. & reported*,

524; on m. for consideration of Rep.,
524; re-com. & amd.*, 531; 3°*, 532.
Assent, 681. (46 Vici., cap. 15.)

Insolvent Banks, Insurance Cos.,
Loan Cos., Building Societies,
&c., Insolvent, Winding up Act;
Amt. B. (L, 103, Sir A. Campbell).
1°*, 134; 2', 162; in Com. & 30*, 172.

Assent, 681. (46 Vict., cap. 23.)
Insolvent legislation, Government.

Intention of; Inqy. (Mir. Macdonald). Reply
(ôir A. Campbell) 173.

Inspection Act, General ; further
Amt. B. (104, Sir A. Camppbell).
1°*, 363 ; 2*, 373; in Com. & 3°*, 383.

Assent, 681. (46 Vict., cap. 29.)
inspections of food and drugs.

M. for Return (Mr. Paquet)363; discussion;
agreed to,*367. Sinilar Inqy., withdn.,
367. Printing of Return requested, 611.

Insurance Cos., Insolvent-see " Insolvent."
INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY.

Connection with Montreal, & points West;
Inqy. (Mr. Power) 532; discussion;
Reply (Sir A. Campbell) 541.

Interior, t. of, Act amd.-See " Indian
Affaire.

International Ry. subsidy-see " Railways."
Interpretation Act; further Amt. B.,

Repealed Acts, & Affirmations
(11, 95, Sir A. Campbell.)
1° , 106 ; 2', 143; in Com.*, 157; 3°,

159. Assent, 681. (46 Vici., cap. 1.)

Ireland, Immigration from.
Govt. aid to; Inqy. (Mr. O'Donohoe) 625;

Reply (Sir A. Campbell) 626.

Iron, pig, manufacture, Bounty
authorized ; B. (131, Sir A. Camp-
bell.)
1°*, 610; 2', 644-653; 3° on a divn. *,

653. Assent, 681. (46 Vict., cap. 14).
Judgeships, Quebec-se " QUEBEC."

Judges, County Ct., Ont., duties-see " Ont."

Judges' Salaries, certain Provincial
Courts; B. (134, Sir A. Campbell.)
1°*, 610 ; Rule 41 suspended, & 2°, 610 ;

3°*, 611. Assent, 681. (46 Vici., cap. 9.)

Justice, Administration in disputed
Territory (Ont.) continuance of
Act; B. (133, Sir A. Campbell.)

10 & 20*, 611 ; in Coin. & 3°*, 653. As-
sent, 681. (46 Vict., cap. 33.)

Justice, High Ct. of, Ont.-see "Ont."

Kingston & Pembroke Ry. Acts;
Amt. B., Branch lines, & Capital
increase (36, Mr. Plumb.)
1°*, 237; 2°, 279; 3°*, 281. Assent, 681.

(46 Vici., cap. 64.)
Land Sales-see I Dominion Lands."
Lemoine, Mr. Robert.

Continued an Hony. Officer of Senate (on
m. of Sr A. Campbell) 627.

Library, Joint Committee on.
lst Rep., adoption m. (Mr. Allan) 205 ; ob-

jection to adopting before Commons (Sir
A. Campbell) 205; discussion (law
library, book purchases, O'Callaghan
library, coin collection, &c.) 205-211 ;
O'Callaghan invoice & list of purchases
tabled (Sir A. Campbell) 229; Book
selections, further discussion, 511-3, ex-
planation (Mr. Dickey) 571. Order dis-
charged*, 569.

2nd Rep., adoption m. (Mr. Allan) 558;
discussion (tickets during recess, book
purchases, books taken away by mem-
bers) 558 ; m. agreed to, 559.

Liquor License Act, 1883 ; B.
(i32, Sir A. Campbell.)
10*, 627 ; 2°, 657; in Coin**, 657; in Corn.

(with general debate on constitution-
ality, &c.,) 666 ; reported, 677 ; on m.
for 3°, Anit. (Mr. Scott) to defer, pend-
ing decision on jurisdiction, negatived
(C. 12, N-C. 17) 677; An t. (Mr. Trudel)
rights of local legislatures, m., 677,
dropped, 678 ; Amt. (Mr. Nelson) tirne
extension in B. C., m., 678, dropped,
679; Arnt. (Mr. Plumb) nunber of
licences, m. & withdwn., 679; B. 3° on
a divn., 679. Assent, 681. (46 Vict.,
cap. 30.)

LoanCompanies, Insolvent-see "Insolvent."
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Loan, for discharge of matured
5 p. c. Loan; B. auchorizing
(21, Sir A. Campbell.)
1", 55; 2°, 68-85; Reniarks, Mr. Plumb,

89 ; in Con , 91 ; 3°*, 105. AsseDt,
681. (46 Vict., cap. 3.)

Loans authorized-seo also:
"Quebec Graving Dock."
"Quebec Harbor linprovement."
"St Lawrence Ship Channel."
"St. John Bridge & Ry."

London & Ont Investment Co.
Incorp. Act; Amt. B., Bonds
as security (53, Mr. Plumb.)
1°, & ques. as to report from Standing

Ord. Com., 204; 2°, 226; 3°*, 239.
Auent, 681. (46 Vict., cap. 87.)

London, Bank of, Incorp. B.
(29, Mr. Leonard.)
1°", 160; 2°, 173; 3°*, 216. Assent, 681.

(46 Vict., cap. 52).
Loranger, Judge, appointment of.

M. for corresp. (Mr. Bellerose) 598 ; dis-
cussion ; Reply (Sir A. Campbell) no
papers, 606.-See also "Chapleau," and
"Parliament, Independence of."

Lotteries, Art Societies ex-
6mpted from law; B. (U, 136,
Sir A. Campbell.)
1°*, 532; 2' (& ques. as to legislative

jurisdiction) 555; re-com. & amd. (de-
fining nature of B.) rep. & Amts. coned.
in, 557-8; 3°*, 572. Assent, 681. (46
Vict., cap. 36).

Loitery circulars-see "P. O. Act Amt." B.
Lumber on Govt. Slides-see "Timber."
Magistrates, supplying Statutes to.

Ques. respecting (on 3rd Rep. of Printing
Comi.) 163-5.

Mail communication with P. E. I.
M. for corresp. (Mr. Howlan) withdwn., 55.

Attendance of Senators before Commons
Committee, leave granted, 158.

Mail Service, Ocean.
United Kingdom; m. for corresp. (Mr.

Power) 54; agreed to, 55. Change of
Contract ; Inqy. (Mr. Power) 92 ; discus-
sion ; Reply (Sir A. Campbell) 96-7-8-9,
100.

Mail Services, Ocean.
Brazil & France; ni. for Return & cor-
resp. (Mr. Pelletier) 88, agreed to, 89.
Inqy. on subject (Mr. Pelletier) & Reply
(Sir A. Campbell) 375.

MANITOBA.
Land Sales; Ste. Agathe, Peloquin; m. for

corresp. (Mr. Guevremont) agreed to, 171.
Winnipeg, newspaper report; Renarks
on (Mr. Reesor & others) 570-1.

Naturalizations legalized ; B. (V,
140, Sir A. Campbell.)

1°*, 669; 2°, 587 ; 3'*, 594. Assent, 681.
(16 Vic., cap. 31.)

Setilers, ,protection B. - see "Dominion
Lands.'

Manitoba & N. W. Fire Ins. Co.
Incorp. B. (24, Mr. Girard.)
1°, ques. of tinie for Private Bills, & of

reference to Standing Ord. Com., 160 ;
2°, & further discussion as to report
from proper Com., 173-8 ; 3', 239.
Assent, 681. (46 Vict., cap. 84.)

Manitoba & N. W. Ry.; Acts
amd. & name changed; B. (58,
Mr. Pimb.)
1°*, 204 ; 2°, 227; rep. from Ry. Com.*,

280 ; conc. & 3°*, 296. Assent, 681.
(46 Vici., cap. 68).

Manitoba and S. W. R'y.
Grants to, & Souris R. extension ; Inqy,

(Mr. Reesor). Reply (Sir A. Campbell)
239.

Manufacture, Iron.-See " Iron."
Masters & Mates, inland & coast-

ing; certificate Regns; B. (89,
Sir A. Campbell.)
1°*, 314 ; 2', 345-9 ; in Com. & amd,* 387

3°, 409. Assent, 681. (46 Vict., cap
28).

.Masters in Chancery.
Adamson, Creighton and Langevin ap-

pointed, 3.
Matthieu, Judge, Reuignation of.

M. for corresp. (Mr. Bellerose) 598; dis-
cussion; Reply (Sir A. Campbell) no
papers, 606.-See also " Chapfeau," and
" Parliament, Independence of."

Meridian, Standard, International.
Canadian representation at Conference; m.

for memorial, &c (Mr. Allan) 55, agreed
to, 57; on Return thereto, Inqy (Mr.A lan)
194; discussion; Reply (Sir À. Camp-
bell) 200.

Methodist Missionary Society in-
corp. Act, Amt. & change of
name ; B. (43, Mr. Vidal.)

1eu, 204; 2°, 226; 3°', 239. Assent, 681.
(46 Vict., cap. 95.)

Militia Act, consolidated; B. (ar,
Sir A. Campbell.)

1°, 384; 2', 391-407; in Com., 412-8; on
cl. 64 (discipline when in uniform)
418-9, Armt. m. (Mr. Ryan) 459, sc-
cepted & B. reported*, 482; conc. in
Anit., 482; 3', 483-4. Explanation on
quotations (Mr. Power) 457. Asent,
681. (46 Vici., cap. 11).

Militia Camp, Berthier, 1882.
M. for Tenders & contracte (Mr. Paquet)

agreed to, 121.
Militia Veterans of 1812-15.

M. for Ret. of numbers, &c. (Mr. Guevre-
mont) agreed to, 55.

Money Order system, extension of.
To'France & Germany; Inqy. (Mr. Bouri-

not) Reply (Sir A. ampbell) 136.
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Montreal & Western Ry. Co. ; Ex-
tension lines, & change of name;
B. (73, Mr. Bellerose.)

1°*, 186; 2, & ques. of report from
Standing Ord. Com., 225; 30*, 280.
Assent, 681. (46 Vici., cap. 62).

For the subsidy to this Ry.-see "eRailways,
subsidies."

Montreal Harbor Commrs.' By-laws.
St Lawrence pilotage regns., approval by

Govt. ; Inqy. (Mr. Trudel) 200 ; discus-
sion ; Reply (Sir .4. Campbell) 201, 218.

Montreal Ship Channel-see "St. Lawrence."
Mousseau, Hon. Mr., appt. to Judgeship.

M. for corresp. (Mr. Bellerose) 598 ; dis-
cussion; Reply (Sir A. Campbell) no
papers, 606.-See also "Chapleau," and
"Parlianent, Independence ot."

Murray Canal; construction.
M. for Tenders & corresp. (Mr. O'Donohoe.)

agreed to, 57.
Napanee, Tamworth & Que. Ry. subsidy.-see

"Railways."

National Ins. Co., winding up ; B.
(20, Mr. Bellerose.)
1*, 186 ; 2°, 225 ; 3°*, 239. Assent, 681.

(46 Vict., cap. 82).
Naturalizations, Manitoba, legaliz-

ed ; B. (V, 140, Sir A. Canpbell.)
1°1, 569 ; 2°, 587 ; 3°*, 594. Assent, 681.

(46 Vict., cap. 31.)
Navigable Waters, Booms in-see "Booms."
Nelson Valley Ry. O.-see "Winnipeg à;

fludson's Bay Ry."
NEW BRUNSWICK.

Beveridge, Tibbits, &c., claim,payment of;
Inqy.'(Mr. Read) 229, 230; Reply (Sir
«. Campbell) 229, 230.

Railway Acts ; further Amt. B.,
capital increased, &c., (57, Mr.
Botsford)
1°*, 344 ; 2°, 382 ; 3°*, 389. Assent, 681.

(46 Vict., cap. 59.)
New Westminster Penitentiary.

Investigation at; Inqy. (Mr. Macdonald)
Reply (Sir A. Campbell) 158. Prison
Ststics; m. for Return (Mr. Macdonald)
agreed to, 158.

Nicholson Divorce B.-see "'Divorce."
Northern Ry. ; B. respecting (E,

93, Mr. Allan.)
1°*, 55; 2°, 66; cone. in Ant. of Ry.

Corn., 125, 3° n, 126, agreed to, 133;
conc. in Commons Amts.•, 525. Assent,
681. (46 Vict. cap. 56).

Northern & Pacific Junction Ry.
Co. ; name changed, extension
lines, &c • B. (76, Mr. Ai/an.)

l°*, 336 ; 2°*, 355 ; 3°*, 384. Assent, 681
(46 Vict., cap. 67).

Northern & Western Ry.subsidy-see " Rail
ways."

Northern, N. W. & Sault Ste. Marie R.-
see " Northern & Pacifle Junction Ry."

Morth Shore Ry.-see " Grand Trunk Ry."
NORTEH WEST TERRITORIES.

Settlers-see " Dominion Lands."
Oblats Fathers-see that heading.

North Western Bank incorp. Act;
Amt. B. (F, 112, Mr. Allan.)

1°*, 89; 2°, 105; Amt. of Banking sub.
Com. (Head office at Toronto, &c.) 216,
coned. in, 217; 3°*, 226. Conc. in Com-
mons Ants. (& ques. of re-printing as
arnd.) 373-4. Assent, 681. (46 Tict.,
cap. 53).

Notes, unstamped, in evidence-see " Bill
Stanps."

Notes, in P. E. I.-see" P. E. I."

Nova Scotia, Bank of, & Union Bk.
of P. E. I. ; amalgamation B.
(ro, Mr. Power.)

1°*, 170; 2°, & ques. of report fron
Standing Ord. Coi., 178; conc. in
Rep. of Banking Con., 237; 3°*, 239.
Assen t, 681. (46 Vict , cap. 48.)

Oblats Fathers, N. W. T. ; Incorp.
B. (19, Mr. Girard.)

10*, 170 ; 2°, & ques. of report from Stand-
ing Ord. Com., 179 ; 3°*. 226. Assent,
681. (46 Vict., cap. 96).

Obscene literature-see " P. O. Act Amt." B.
O'Callaghan Library purhase.

On lst Rep. Library Con., remarks (Mr.
Almon) 206 ; List tabled (Sir A. Camp-
bell) 229; M. for return withdn., 240.

Ocean Mail service--see " Mails."
Offences against the person-see " Criminal

law, Incest."
Offences againsi the State-see " State offen-

ces3."

ONTARIO.

Judges, County Ct., duties of ; B.
(R, 123, Sir A. Campbe/l.)
1", 336 ; 2, 369 ; in Com. & 3°*, 382.

Justice, High Court, establish-
ment of; B. (Q, 124, Sir. A. Camp-
be/l.).
1°*, 336; 2, 369; in Coi. & 3°*, 382. As-

sent, 681. (46 Vict., cap. 10.)
Territorm, disputed, Justice in ; continu-

ance of Act--see "Justice, Administra-
tion."

Ontario & Quebec Ry. Incorp. Act;
Amt. B., authorizing amalga-
mations (27, AMr. Allan.)
10*, 158; 2°, 171; rep. from Ry. Com.', 194.

Assent, 681. (46 Vici., cap. 58).
Ontario & Quebec Ry.
Leasing by C. P. R.; Petition of C. P. R.

received, 304.-(For thai Bill-see "C.
P. R.")
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Ontario Pacific Ry. Co. Incorp. Act;
Amt. B., Branch lines, &c. (65,
Mr. Power.)
1°, 237; 2°, 275; 3°*, 280. Assent, 681.

(46 Vict., cap. 66.)

Opening of Parliament
Notice of, 3; opening by Depy. Governor,

Commons to elect Speaker, 4; Governor-
General's Speech fron Throne 4.

0ORDER, PRIVILEGE, PROCEDURE, &c.

ADJOURNMENTS.-(19 Feb.-1 Mch). m. of
Mr. Howlan, ageeed to on a divn., 53.
(Easter).-m. (Sir A. Campbell) 134;
Ques. of Sel. Com. sitting during adjt.;
m. amd. as to dates and agreed to, 136.

BILLs.-Nature of.
Bank Incorp., North Western, B. (F).-

Objection to the indiscriminate chartering
of Banks raised by 11r. Plumb, 216;
remarks thereon by Mr. Allan, 217.

On Brant county Bank B. 152) similar
question raised by Mr Dickey, 230, &
discussed, 231-6.

Banking, legislation respecting.-See the
debates on Banking Acts Amt. B. (46),

Banks, amalgamation, N. S. & Union Bk. of
P. E. 1., B. (10). 237.

Lotteries, Act respecting (U).-Propriety of
legislation questioned by Mr. DeBoucher-
ville, 555. B. amd., defning the legisla-
tion as dealing with an offence against the
law, 558.

See also " Domicile " and " Jurisdiction ",
below.

BILLS, Procedure on.
Bills, Private, extension of time for intro-

ducing.-See 'Bills,' Private in the General
Index.

Booms, in navigable waters ; Amt. B. (Y).
Mr Miller pointing ont that Rule 46 pre-
cluded the introduction of the Amt. B.
durng same session as original Bill, that
Rule was suspended for the purpose,
612-3.

C. P. R.-Petition for B. giving leasing
Powers. On suspension of Rule 49, Pro-
cedure on Bills received from Commons
discussed,304-5.

Canadian Rapid Tel. Co., Incorp. B. (I.)
On Rep. of Ry. & Tel. Com., objection
taken that the B., as amd., granted pow-
ers exceeding the Petition. 283, 356.
Ones. of re-prnting the Bill as amd., for
3°, 285. Question also of reception of
Peution without notice, 361.

Contracts, prevention of Fraud, B. (5). Amt.
of Mr. Alexander (Election bribes) ob-
jected so, because :-1. Clause having
been rejected by Commons, it is useless
for Senate to pass it. 2. It should be
introduced as an Amt. to the Election
Law. 375-381; Ant. withdwn.

Credit Valley Ry., B. (50).-Objection tak-
en that, as reported from Ry. Coin., it
contains new clauses, with a different oh-
ject from the bill as introduced, 371.

Divorce Procedure-see General Index,
"Divorce" B.

G. T. R., Trafic arrangement B. (113). On
reference to Standing Ord. Com., 383. On
suspension of Ru les 51-6 7, Procedure on
Private Bills received from Commons,
d scusbion, 389, 390.

Manitoba & N. W. Fire Ins. B. (24) on 2,
Procedure on Private Bills received froni
Commons discussed, 173-8.

Northern Ry., B. (E)-After conc. in A mts.
of Ry. Coni., Mr. Power objected to 30 at
same sitting; Sir A. Campbell pointed
ont that rule only applied to different
readings at same sitting, 126.

N. W. Bank, B. (F). Ques. of re-printing,
as and. by Commons, 374-5.

Railway subsidies, B. authorizing (137) on
m. for 3', Mr. Power objected to another
stage on same day, 623. On his amt.,
Mr. Miller objected thereto, without pre-
vious notice, 624. The 3° was allowed
to proceed 23, and the amt. to be put,
625.

CABINET, charges against members, made on
m. for adjt. of H. (.ir. Be/lerose and
others) 186-194. A similar discussion on
his motion for papers, 598-606.

CABINET.-Frencl-Canadian Minister in the
Senate demanded by Mr. 1rudel, in
debate on the Address, 35; replied to by
Sir A. Campbell and others.

COMMITTES, joint report, involving expendi-
ture, adoption of by Senate before Com-
Mons objected to by Sir A. Campbell,
205.

COMMITTEEs, during adji., sitting without
special leave, discussed and decided
affirrnatively, following practice of House
of Lords, 135.

COMMITTEES, ques. of reporting Proceedings
of, to the House, raised on G. T.R. Bill,
474, and discussed at ler.gth ; Mr.
de Boucherville moved for the Speaker's
ruling; m. withdn , 482.

CoNTINGENCIES of Senate, as compared with
those of Commons, discussed by Mr.
Miller and others, 627-637.

DIVoRcE procedure.-See the Procedure on
Bill D, in General Index, " Divorce."

DoMIcI.E, Companies, Directors & Offices.
Question discussed, on following Bills

Acadia Powder Co., B. (40) 275-6.
Davis & Lawrence Co., B. (79) 296.

GOVT. Measures, of the Session, progress
with ; discussed on Mr.Power's Inqy., 136-
143, and by Mr. Alexander on 2° of Sup-
ply B., 680.

JURISDICTIoN, Dominion.-Questions whether
legislation affected Provincial righ ts, or
matttrs for Provincial legislation, will
be found in debates on -

Booms, in navigable waters, B. (K).
Dominion Phosphate Co. B. (49).
Fisheries Act Anmt. B. (101).
Grajion Harbor Co. B. (42).
Liguor License B. (132). (The constitu-

tionality of this Bill was also discussed
in the Debate on the Address).
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Rathbun Co., B. (26).
Railways Act, consolid., B. (127).

MOTIONS, -c., nature of.
Beveridge, Tibbits. &c., claim.-On Mr.

Read's Inqv., respecting settieIuent, Sir
A. Campbell objected to its being stated
that theclaim was " established," by the
Rep. of a Sel. Coin., adopted bv the
Senate; the Govt. were bound to follow
in those miatters the views of Comnions,
230.

O(RDER, personal.
On Mr. Allan's m. for corresp., Standard

ieridian, Mr. Alexander's discussion of
the general question before the papers
were brought down, was objected to by
Messrs.Vidal & Allan, 57.

Mr. Power speaking twice, on his Inqy.
respecting state of business of the Session,
objected to by Sir A. Campbell, 141.

On Mr. Bowclan's speech on m. for post-
poning consideration of Rapid Tel. Bill,
Mr. Power objected, that he was discuss-
ing, not the postponement, but the prin-
ciple of the Bill, 287.

On his m. for côrresp., Better terms for
Quebec, the latitude and character of Mr.
Bellerose's remarks, 420-6, were objected
to by Mr. Girard, 429; Mr. Power main-
tsined that the remarks were in order,
430 ; also Sir A. Campbell, 433.

31r. De Boucherville's ni. for Speaker's
Raling, on ques. of reporting proceedings
of coin., objected to, as informai, &c.,
481.

On Railway subsidies B. (137) personal
points of Order between Messrs. Plumb,
Power, & Miller, 622-5.

PAiRas " on Divisions, recording of.-Ques.
raised by Mr. Bellerose, on divn. on G.
T. R. Bill, 448, the House of Lords pro-
cedure being quoted.-Ruied in the nega-
tive, with discussion, 458.

PRIVILEGE.-As on a ques. of; discussion on
political matters, Quebec, by Mr. Belle-
rose & others, 186-194.

A Political discussion also on Mr. Belle-
rose's in. for Papers, 598-606.

Personal ques. of; MNr. Power, as to ac-
curacy of his quotations from other
speeches, on the Militia B., 457.

PRVILEGES, Senate.-Discussion as to en-
croachments on; on 6th Rep. of Joint
Com., on printing, 306-9.

Attendance of Senators before connittee of
Commons, only on leave being given ; mn.
!or leave to attend Coi. on P. E. I. steani
communication (Sir A. Campbell) 158.

RETURNS to Orders of the House; ques. as to
the regularity of, by Mr. Carveli, 569.

RULEs, Amt. of-See "Rules" in General
Index.

SENATE, an Honorary oflicer of-Mr. R. Le-
moine (late Clerk) contin ued as, on m. of
Sir A. Campbell, 627.

SENATE constitution.-Attention called by Mr.
Alexander to the expediency of address-
ing the Crown for a change to elective
constitution. 595.

SSUBJECTS.

SENATE privileges-see "Privilege" (above.)
SENAT E, procedure; ques of following practice

of Imperial House of Commons or Lords,
discussed and decided in the latter sense
(on ques. of Committees sitting during
recess withont special leave) 135. On
ques. of recording "'Pairs," Mr. Miller
considered it advisable Imperial practice
should not be adhered to, 458.

SENATE, Speakership. - French Canadian
claims to, discussed, in debate on the Ad-
dress, 39, 54.

SENATE.-See aiso that heading, in General
Index.

SENATO R5 ,qualification of.-Certi ficate of Hon.
MVr. Price, absent through illness, accept-
ed, 54.

Ordnance Lands-see " Dominion Lands."

Pacific & Peace River Ry. Co.
Incorp. B. (64, Mr. Miller.)
1°*, 336 ; 2°, 353; 31, 384.' Assent, 681.

(46 Vict., cap. 73.)
Pacific Coast, H.M. Ships for defence of; m.

for corres8p(Mr. Macdonald) 118, agreed
to, 120.

Pacißic Telegraph, B.---see i Asia."
"Pairs" on Division, recording, of.

Ques. raised (Mr. Bellerose) 448; Reply in
negative (the Speaker) & Remarks (Mr.
Miller and others) 458.

Parliament, Independence of, Act.
Intention to amend; Inqy. (Mr. Bellerose)

315; Reply (Sir A Campbell) 315, 344.-
See also "Chapleau," and " Mousseau."
& Mr. Alexander's A mt. to "Contracte,
Fraud in," Bill, No. 5.)

Patent Act; Amt. B., duration when
partial fee paid (0, 122, Sir A.
Caipbell.)
1°', 281 ; 2°, 334; in Comu., 351 ; report-

ed & 3°, 352. Assent, 681. (46 Vict.,
cap. 19.)

Peloquin, Olivier, land purchased.
Ste. Agathe, Man.; mi. for corresp. (Mr

Guévremont) agreed to, 171.

Penitentiary Act, 1883; B. (A, Sir
A. Campbell.)
1*°, 6.
(J, 111, Sir A. Campbell).
1°*, 121; 2°, 170; in Com., 172, 173;

Amts. in Com., 218-223 ; conc. & 3°*,
223. Assent, 681. (46 Vict., cap. 37.)

Penitentiary, New Westminster.
Investigation at: lnqy, (Mr. Macdonald)

Reply (Sir A. Campbell) 158.-See also
"Prisons."

Péres Oblais-see "Oblats."
Petitcodiac to Havelock Corner Ry., subsidy-

see " Railways."
Petroleum, borin gsfor, in Quebec.

Intention of Govt.; Inqy. (Mr. Trudd)
Reply (Sir A Campbell) 456.

Phillips, Prank, Paqe.
Removal of; on Rep. of Contingt. Acets.

Comu., 53.
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Pictou Harbour Act; Amt. B. (1o8,
&r A. Campbell.)
1°*, 384; 2°v, 387 ; in Com. & 3°*, 391.

Assent, 681. (46 Vict., cap. 42).
Pilotage. iS. Lawrence-see " Montreal Har-

bor Comîîîrs."
Political matters, Quebec-see "Quebec."
Portage, Westbourne, &c., Ry.-see "Manitoba

& N. W. Ry."
Post office Act Amt. (obscene liter-

ature; lottery circulars) B. (G,
92, Sir A. Campbell.)
1°, 106; 2°, 116 ; in Com. & 30*, 125.

Assent, 681. (46 Vict., cap. 18.)
Post Ofilce Order system, extension.

To France & Germany; Inqy. (Mr. Bouri-
not) Reply (Sir A. Campbell) 136.

Presbyterian Building Fund, Man.
& N. W. ; Incorp. B. (75, Mfr.
Wark).

1°1, 172 ; referred to Standing Ord. Com.
for report, 180 ; repor*d *, 225 ; 20,
237 ; 3°*, 280. A saent, 681. (46 Vict.,
cap. 97.)

Presbyterian Widows' & Orphans'
Funds, maritime Provinces;
Amalgarration B. (63, Mr. Bouri-
not).
1°*, 172 ; 2° & referred to Standing Ord.

Coin., 204 ; 3°*, 239. Assent, 681.
(46 Vici., cap. 98.)

Prevention of Crimes Act-see " Crimes."
PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.

Bills & Notes; Act 35 Vict., cap.
1o, extended to P. E. I., &c.,
B. (T. 135, Sir A. Campbell.)
1°*, 419; 2°, 460; io Com. & amd.*, 557;

3° ni., Amt. in wording suggested (Mr.
Power) 558; 3° & wording amd., 572.
Assent. 681. (46 Vict., cap. 22).

Cape Traverse Branch Ry., construction;
Inqy. (Mr. Iaythorne) 611; Reply (Sir
A. Campbell) 612.

Communication with mainland; m. for cor-
resp. (Mr. Bowlan) withdn., 55. Atten-
darnce of Senators before Commons Com-
mittee; leave granted, 158.

Railwa , accidents, damages, claims ; m.
tor udgnents (Mr. Haythorne) 492;
Renarks (Sir A. Campbell & otherej)
493-6 ; in. withdn., 496. Paymen1s;
Inqy., on the Estimates (Mr. Haythorne)
Reply (Sir A. Campbell) 612.

Union Bank, amalgamation.-.see '' Nov&
Scotia, Bank of."

Printing, Joint (am. on.
2nd. Hep. (a new officer's appointment)

adopted (on Mr. Simpson's mn.) 66.
3rd. Rep. (Improved material, distribution

lists revised, Statutes for nagiEstrates)
ado pted (on Mr. Simpson's M. 162-5.

4th .Rep. adopted *, 170.

5th. Rep. adopted », 224.
6th. Rep. (Rle-arrangement of rooms; &

discussion on encroachments on Senate
privileges) adopted (on Mr.Sirnpson's m.)
305-310.

gth. Rep. (chief distributor's salary : print-
ing of a Return omitted) adopted (on Mr.
Simpson's ni.) 611.

Statutes, consolidn., printing of Rep.;
Inqy. (Mr. Power) Réply (Sir A. Camp-
pell) 229.

Prison Stistics, 1882.
M. for Return (Mr. Macdonald) agreed to,

158.-See also " Penitentiary."
Private Bills-see" Bills, private."
PRIvILEGE-see " Order, PRaVILEGE, &c."
PROCEDUaE-see c

Prorogation of Farliament.
Bills assented to, 681; Prorogation, 684.

Prosecution of, Corporations-see "Crininal
procedtire."

Public business oj the Session.
State of ; Inquy. (31r. Power) 136; dis-

cussion ; Reply (Sir A. Campbell) 139,
140-2.

Public Works, Minister of; certain
powers transferred to Min. of
Rys. ; B. (94, Sir A. Uampbell.)
1*, 433 ; 2', 462 ; 3°*, 482. Assent, 681.

(46 Vict., cap. 5).
Qualification af Senators.

List submitted (the Speaker); explanation
(Sir A. Campbell) respecting Mr. Price,
54.

Qu'Appelle, Long Lake & Saska-
tchewan Ry. & Steamboat Co.;
Incorp. B. (72, Mr. Vidal.)
1°*, 277 ; 2', 299; 3 •, 333. Assent, 681.

(46 Vict., cap. 72.)
QUEBEC, Province of.

Better Terms; Intention of Govt., Inqy. (Mr.
Bellerose) & Reply (Sir A. Campbell)
408. M. for coresp. (Mr. Bellerose) 419;
discussion ; agreed to, 433.

Petroleum, borings for; Intention of Govt.,
Inqy. (Mr. Trudel) Reply (Sir A. Camp-
bell) 456.

Political matters ; Hon. Mr. Chapleau's
New York speech. Renarks on adjt. of
House (Mr. Bellerose and others) 186-194.
Independence of Parlt. Act, intention to
amend; Inqy (Mr. Bellerose) 315; Reply
(Sir A. Campbell) 315, 344. Bon. Mr.
Mousseau, appt. to a Judgeship. &c., m.
for Corresp. (.Mr. Bellerose) 598; discus-
ion ; Reply (Sir A. CampbeU) no papers,

606.
Railway connections, . C. R.,-see I Inter-

colonial Ry."
Quebec & Janes Bay Ry. Co.;

Incorp. B. (54, Mr. Bellerose.)
1°*. 280 ; 2°, 335; cone. in Amnte. of Ry.

Com. & 3°*, 367. Assent, 681. (46
Vict., cap. 70).

Quebec & Lake St. John Ry. subuidy-see
" Railways."
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Quebec Fire Ass. Co., capital further
reduced; B. (23, Mr. Pelletier.)
1°*, 171 ; 2°, 180 ; 3°*, 215. Assent,681.

(46 Vict., cap. 83.)

Quebec Graving Dock, further ad-
vance authorized; B. (129, Sir A.
Campbell.)
1°*, 571 ; 2', 609 ; 3°*, 611. Assent, 681.

(46 Vict., cap. 40).

Quebec Harbour improvement,
Govt. Loan, interest rate re-
duced; B. (130, Sir A. Campbell.)
1°*, 571 ; 2°, 609 ; 3°*, 611. Assent, 681.

(46 Vict., cap. 39).
Quebec Ship Channel-see " St. Lawrence."
Quinze Pier, Boom, &c., Co., Incorp.

B. (66, Mr. Skead.)
10*, 388; 20, 409; 3°*, 457. Assent, 681.

(46 Vict., cap. 92.)
Railway Act, consolidated ; further

Amt; & declaring certain Lines
for general advantage of Cana-
da ; B. (127, Sir A. Carmpbell.)

io, 610; 2°m., 637, agreed to on a divn.,
641 ; in Com., 641 ; Amt. m. (Mr*.
Power) excluding local lines, 642, lost
on a divn., 643; Amt. (Sir A. Camp-
bell) tinie proviso, agreed to, 643;
Amt. (Sir A. Campbell) fences, agreed
to on a divn., 643-4; B. reported & 3°m,
657 ; Amt. m. (Mr. Power) excluding
local lines, lost on a divn, & B. 3°,657.
Assent. 681. (46 Vict., cap. 24.)

Railway Trust & construction Co.
Incorp. B. (41, Mr. Simpson.)
10*, 336 ; 2', 353-5 ; cone. in Amts. of

Banking Com., 391 ; 3°*, 409. Assent,
681. (46 Vici., cap. 75.)

Amt. B. (X, Mr. Vidai.)
(Amending B. 41.) Rules 57 & 41 suspend-

ed, & B. 1". 2° & 30, 595. Assent, 681.
(46 Vict., cap. 76.)

Railways, an Act relating to; B
(Sir A. Campbell.)

1°, 6.
Railways, Minister of; certain pow-

ers of Min. of Pub. Wks. trans-
ferred to ; B. (94, Sir A, Campbe!!·)

1, 433; 2° 462; 3*, 482. Assent, 681.

Railways, subsidies to, B. author-
izing : - Baie des Chaleurs;
Caraquet; Gatineau Valley; Gt
American & European ; Inter-
national; Northern & Western;
Montreal & Western; Napanee,
Tamworth & Que. ; Quebec &
Lake St John ; Petitcodiac to
Havelock; Gravenhurst to Cal-
lender (137, Sir A. Canpbell.)

10*, 613; Rule 41 suspended & 2° n.,
613; Amt proposed (Mr. Power) Ot.
Amer. & Europ. Short Lue Ry., pro-
viso, 620; on m, for 30, postponement
demanded (Mr. Power) 623; Amt. m.
(Mr. Power) as above, 624; Ques. of
Order thereoni (Mr. Miller) 624; Ques.
of Order, personal, (Mr. Power) 624;
Amt. lost on a divn. & B. 3°, 625. As-
sent, 681. (46 Vict., cap. 25.)

Rapid Tel. Co., B.-see "Canadian."

Rathbun Co. Incorp. B.(26, Mr. Read.)
t°*, 204; m. (Mr. Read) to restore to Or-

der paper, for 2°, 226; 2' (& ques. of
legislativp jurisdiction) 244-250; conc.
in Amnts. of Standing Ord. Com. & 3°*,
336. Assent, 681. (46 Vict., cap. 89.)

Representation, French Canadian.
Senate, Claimsu to Cabinet & Speakership;

explanation (Sir A. Campbell) on debate
on Address, 54.

Returns & Reports-see their subject.
Returns, tabled, Regularity qf

Remarks (Mr. Carvell & others) 569.
Royal Canad. Passenger S. S. Co.;

Incorp. B. (55, Mr. Plumb.)
10*, 228 ; 2°, 278 ; 3°*, 334. Assent, 681.

(46 Vict., cap. 88.)
Royal Society, Incorp. B. (37, Mr.

Bourinot.)
1°, 186 ; 2*, 226; 3°*, 239. Assent, 681.

(46 Vici., cap. 46).
Rules 49 & 50.

Private Bills, time for; A mt. proposed
(Rep. of Com.) 556-7, 606 ; m. withdn.,
609.

Rule 56.
Private Bille from Commons, ques. of

reporting on by Standing Ord. Com.;
discussion, 173.8, 304-5, 389, 390.

Rule 61.
Private Bills, from Commons, time for;

suspension for remnainder of Session. in.
(Sir A. Campbell) & agreed to, 456.

Rule 73.
Divorce Bills; Amit. ni., Statutory declara-

Lion (Sir A. Campbell) & agreed to, 136.
Rustico Farmer's Bank Incorp.

Act; continu ance B. (28, Mr.
Haythorne.)
1", 225 ; 2% 271-3; conc. in Amts. of

Banking Com. & 3>*, 300. Assent, 681.
(46 Vict.. cap. 49.)

Saskatchewan & N. W. Ry. Co.;
Incorp. B. (74. Mr. Sutheriand.)
1°* 314; 2°, 349; conc. in Amte. of Ry..

om., 384-7 ; 3°*, 387. Assent, 681.
(46 Vicd., cap. 71.)

Saskatchewan University; Incorp.
B. (18, Mr. Allan.)
1°*, 160 ; 2°, 172, 213; m. to re-com. &

amd. property clause (Mr. Alan) 214;
3°, with similar Amt., 215. Assent,
681. (46 Vic., cap. 47 .

Secretare o Statie Annual Report of
Presented* (9JrA. Camnpbell)48
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Seduction, punishment of; B. (13,
Mr. Power.)
1°, 160; 2', 250-5, 256-71, passed 2' on a

- divn., 271; referred to a Select Com.,
271 ; rep. of Com. (postponing legisla-
tion) conc. ni. (Sir A. Campbell) 310,
agreed to, 314.

See also-" Criminal law Amt." (Incest.)

SENATE, THE.
Accountant, Assi.; salary-see "Contingt.

Accts. Com."(in General Index.)
.Adjournments.

19 Feb.-1 Mch.; m. (Mr. Howlan) agreed
on Divn., 53.

Easter; ni. (Sir A. Campbell) 134; Ques.
of Sel. Com. sitting during adjnnt.; m.
amd. as to dates & agreed to, 136.

Appointinents & Removals.
Clerk, E. J. Langevin, 3.
Commissioners, Langevin & Adamson, 3.
Masters in Chancery, Adanson, Creigh-

ton & Langevin, 3.
Page, Phillips, renoval of; on Rep. of

Contingt. Accts. Com., 53.
Speakership, French clains to; Explana-

tion (Sir A. Campbell) on Debates on
Address, 54.

Printing Com., 2nd Rep., a new officer,
66.

Lemoine, Mr. R. (late Clerk) continued an
Hony. Officer, 627.

Committees.
Privileges, constituted*, 6.

Select, sitting of during Easter adjnmt.,
discussed. 135

Sessional, struck«, 48; called together, 49;
additions to, 53.
(For varions Reports of Committees, see

the subject, in the General Index).
Commons, Committees, Attendance of Senators;

n. for leave (Sir A. Campbell) 158, agreed
to, 159.

Distributor, Chief, salary increased, 611.
French representation; explanation (-sir A.

Campbell) on Debate on Address, 54.
Govt. measures, introduction of; Inqy. (Mr.

Power) 136; discussion; Reply (Sir A.
Campbe.?) 139, 140-2. Remarks, on 2°
of Supply B. (Mr. Alexander) 680.

Page, Phillips, removal of; on Rep. of Con-
tingt. Acets. Com., 53.

Re-construction, Elective; Attention called to
expediency (Mr. Alexander) 595; Re-
marks thereon) Mr. Power) 597.

Rooms, re-arrangement of-see "l Printing
Com." (in the General Index).

Rules 49 & 50. Private Bille, time for;
Amt. proposed (Rep. of Com.) m. (Mr
Bellerose) 556-7, 606; M. withdn., 609.

,Rule 56 ; Private Bills from Commons, ques.
of reporting on by Standing Ord. Com.;
discussion, 173-8, 304-5, 389, 390.

Rule 61, Private Bills from Commons;
suspension for remainder of session n.
(Sir A Campbell) & agreed to, 456.

Rule 73, Divorce Bills; Amt. ni., Statutory
declaration (Sir A. Campbell) & agreed
to, 136.

Senate Contingencies-see "Contin t. Acets.
Com." (in the General Index).

Senate Privileges---see "'ORDER, PRIVILEGE,
&c " (in the General Index).

Senators, new, sumnjoned : - O'Donohoe,
Schultz, Masson, Plumb & Robitaille, 3.
introduced :-Masson, Plumb & Robi-
taille, 3 ; O'Donohoe, 4 ; DeBlois, 48;
Schultz, 161.

Senators, qualification ; list submitted (the
Speaker) 54; explanation (Sir A. Camp
bell) respecting Mr Price, 54.

Settlers, protection-see " Dominion Lands."
Ships, B. Y., for Brit. Columbia defence;

ni. for corresp. (1fr. Vacdonald) 118,
agreed to, 120.

Slides dues-see " Timber."
Société Postale de l'Atlantique.
Steamship service; in. for return & corresp.

(Mr. Pelletier) 88, agreed to, 89. Inqy.
(mr Pelletier) & Reply (Sir A. Campbell)
375.

Societies, unlawful-see " State offences."
Sorel Ordnance Land sales.

M. for O. C. & corresp. (1fr. Guévremont)
597, agreed to, 598. Inqv. (by same)
Reply (Sir A. Campbell) 598.

Souris Branch, C. P. R
Comnpletion of; Inqy. (1fr. Reesor) 157

Reply (Sir -4. Campbell) 157, 173.
Souris River, Man. & S. W. Ry.

Extension to; Inqy. (Mr. Reesor) Reply (Sir
A. Campbell) 239.

pe'rrth froI the lIhrone, 4.
For the Address-see " Address."

Stamp-tax Repeal Act, Amt. (evidence)-see
" Bill Stamps."

Standard Meridian, International.
Canadian representation at Conference; ni.

for Memorial, &c., (Mr.A llan) 55, agreed
to, 57; on Return thereto, Inqy. (Jir. Al-
lan) 194; discussion; Reply (Sir A.
Campbell) 200.

Standing Orders, Committee on.
Ques. of Procedure, as to reporting on Pri-

vate Bills received from Comnions, dis-
cussed, 173-8; 304-5; 389, 390.

State, offences against the, B. res-
pecting (N., Sir A. Campbell.)

1°, 171; 2°, 300; referred to select Com.,
303.

Statutes, Consolidation of.
Ques., in debate (Mr. Power) Reply (Sir
A. Campbell) 170. Printing of Com-

missioners' Report; Inqy. (Mr. Power)
Reply (Sir A. Campbell) 229.

Statutes, expiring; continuance-see ICrime."
Also " J ustice."

Statutes, Repeal of-see " Interpretation Act."
Statutes, supply of, to Magistrales, &c.

Ques. of (on 3rd Rep. of Printing Com.)
163-5.

Steamship Service-see " Mails."
Ste Agathe, Man., Land sales.)

Peloquin's lot; m. for corresp. (Mr. Gue-
vremont) agreed to, 171.
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II.-INDET TO SUBJECTS.

St. John Bridge & Ry. Co., advance
to ; B. authorizing(r38, Sir A.
Campbell.)

1 *, 627 ; 2', 656; 3', 656-7. Assent, 681.
(46 Vict., cap. 26.)

St. John River improveinent.
Glasier's contract; ni. for corresp. (3fr.
Glasier) agreed.to, 282.

St. Lawrence Pilotage-see "Montreai Barbr.
Coinmrs."

St Lawrence, Ship Channel, deep-
ening; further debentures autn-
orized ; B. (142, Sir A. Campbe/l.)

1', 2' & 3°*, 611. Assent, 681. (46 Vict.,
cap. 38.)

Subsidies, Jailways-se "Raihvays.
Subsidy, Quebec, increase <f.

Intention of Govt. ; Inqy. (.fr. Bellerose)
& Rep.y (Sir A. Campbell) 408. M. or
corresp. (fr. Bellerose) 419; discussion
agreed to, 433.

Soperannuation-see "Civil Service."

Supply Bill (128, Sir A. Campbell.)
1°*, 679 ; 2', 680 ; 3'*, 681. Assent, 684.

(46 Vict., cap. 2.)
Tariff-see "Customis"and "Inland Re venue."
Telegraph construction-see " Ry. Tru.t &

coistruction" B.
Temperance-see "Liquor License Act."

Three Rivers Harbour Master, ap-
pointment of ; B. (121, Sir A.
Campbell.)

1°•, 433 ; 2°, 474 ; in Con. & 3°*, 492. As-
sent, 681. (46 Vict., cap. 41.)

Tibbits, Beveridqe, dc., claim.
Pav ment of ; Inyq. (Mr. Read) 229, 230

Re ply (.ir A. Campbell) 229, 230.

Timber Tolls, on Govt. Slides, &c.;
collection Regns.; B. (126, Sir A.
Campbell.)
1'*, 569 ; 2'*, 587; in Com., 593 ; 3°*,

594. Assen t, 681. (46 Vict., cap. 16.)
Treason-see " State offences."
Union Bank of P. E. I. amalgamation-see

" Nova Scotia, Bank of.'
U. S. duties on N. S. hay.

Refund of ; Inqy. (Mr. McClelan) Reply
(Sir A. Campbell) 612.

Vancouver Island, H. M. Shi ps for defence of
M. for corresp. (Mr. acdonald) 118,
a8raed te, 120.

Veterans of 1812-15.
M. for Ret. of nuibers, &c. (Mr. Guevre-
mont) agreed to, 55.

WJraters, navigable, Booms in-see " Booms."
Wesleyan Mfissionary Society-see " Metho-

dist."
Wharves, B-see " Booms."

Winnipeg & Iludson's Bay Ry. &
S. S. Co. amalgamation B. (88,
Mr. Plumb.)

1'*, 314; 2', 356; 3"', 384. Assent, 681.
(46 Vict, cap. 69.)

Winnipeg Land Sales.
Newspaper report, remarks on (Mr. Peesor

and others.) 570-1.

Wood Mountain & Qu'Appelle Ry.
Co.; incorp. B. (48, Mr. Allan.)
1 , 225 ; 2°*, 228 : Amt. of Rv. Com.,

228 ; conc. & 3", 228. As~sent, 681.
(46 Vict., cap. 74.)
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